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See Nat 7 Theaters Reporting $2,000,000 Net On Year

AL LICHTMAN CLARIFIESJGM SELLINjTPOLICIES
$3,700,000 Reported by Paramount for Last Quarter
Earnings Amount to $1.72 Per
Share on Outstanding
Common Stock
Paramount Pictures, in a statement issued Saturday, estimates its
consolidated earnings for the fourth
quarter of 1936, ended Jan. 2, 1937,
at $3,700,000 after all charges, including interest, taxes and reserves.
After deducting $412,000 of dividends accrued for the quarter on
company's 6 per cent first preferred
stock and the 6 per cent second preferred, the remaining $3,288,000
represents $1.72 per share on the
(Continued on Page 6)

FRENCH PRODUCERS
THREATEN SHUTDOWN
Paris (By Cable) — Threat to
shut down all motion picture studios is made by French producers
unless the government modifies the
new working law of 40 hours per
week. They claim that this measure adds $5,000 to the cost of each
production. They further demand
that the government repeal the new
six per cent tax on productions.

Three Bankers Are Named
To Condor Pix Directorate

Maryland Exhibs Fight Film Classification Bill
Baltimore — A large group
of theater
owners
of Maryland
have appeared
before
the House Judiciary Committee of the General
Assembly at Annapolis and opposed a
bill which would
make
theaters classify pictures for children and adults. A number
of organizations,
made
up largely of women,
were
represented
and their spokesmen
favored the bill.
Mrs. Rufus M. Gibbs, representing the Citizens'
League for Better
Motion Pictures, was the principal speaker for the bill.

Clarification of Loew's sales policies governing M-G-M pictures is
made by Al Lichtman in a letter to
President Ed Kuykendall of the M.
P. T. O. A. in connection with the
exhibitor association's trade practice proposals, with statement that
the distributor will endeavor to include the score charge in a single
film charge under flat rental contracts.
London (By Cable) — Use of the
The company will demand percenGB American organization as a
tage deals on only four pictures in
"clearing house" for the product of selling to subsequent-run theaters
English producers is understood in large cities and houses in small
planned by the company, following
towns, states Lichtman, as viceits alliance
with C. M. Woolf's General Film Distributors.
president.
The Lichtman letter reads as folAccording
to announced
plans,
lows:
(Continued on Page 7)
"This is to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter dated January
(Continued on Page 7)

PULVERMAN PRODUCT SEE GB HANDLING
OUTSIDE PIX IN U. S,
ACTION IS DISMISSED
U. S. District Court at Superior,
Wis., on Saturday ordered a verdict
dismissing an action brought by
Isidore Pulverman, exhibitor-distributor, against major distributors and
a local exhibitor association charging inability to get film. Distributors had ceased selling to the plain(Continued on Page 6)

THE WEEE

IN REVIEW

Dickstein Bill Hearings — Movietone Transatlantic Flight
By GEORGE

H. MORRIS

DOMESTIC

FOREIGN

Climaxing the week's events, numerous despite the interposed Monday holiday, came the indication by
Will H. Hays that M. P. P. D. A.
has no intention of participating in
the plan of the National
Council

Overseas news found England
predominantly in the spotlight. From
London came succession of flashes
including announcement of complete
details of the new plan between
Gaumont British and C. M. Woolf's

(Continued on Page 10)

Three representatives of the
bankers financing Condor Pictures
have been
put onin the
company's
board
of directors
addition
to H.
J. Rothman, promoter. The banker
representatives are William Siegel
(Continued on Page 6)

Passes For "Boners"
Current fad of picture-goers to search
screens for "movie boners" will be encouraged by management of the Capital when "Romeo and Juliet" opens
there Thursday. House will give a pair
of tickets to each of the hundred most
gayly written, brief letters penned by
patrons who find a "boner" in the picture. There is one, despite acclaim of
pix as the

"perfect film."

Company to Endeavor to Include Score Charge in Film
Cost in Flat Rental Deals

Reported National Theaters Net
Would Give 20th-Fox $1,000,000
National Theaters, Inc., the former Fox West Coast circuit, will
show a profit of over $2,000,000 for
the year 1936, according to authoritative sources Saturday. 20th
Proposed capitalization of Mono- Century-Fox has a 42 per cent interest in National Theaters, which
gram Pictures, Inc., will be 1,000,000
share of common stock of $1 par would give it around $1,000,000 for
its
share.
value of which 350,000 will be ofAnnual financial report of the
fered to the public at around $3.75
a share, it was stated Saturday by company is to be made public in two
(Continued on Page 6)
weeks.

Monogram Stock Setup Plan
Is Announced by Johnston

albanyWruns
raise b. 0. prices
Albany — Albany first-run houses
have increased admission prices.
The RKO Palace and the Strand
have increased from 25 to 30 cents
for the early hours and from 40 to
50 cents, including tax.

$1.75 Quarterly Dividend
Declared by Pathe Board
The Pathe board has declared the
regular quarterly dividend of $1.75
on the $7 Convertible Preper share
ferred Stock, payable April 1, 1937,
of record March 24,
stockholders
to
1937.
N. Y. Gets Dog Race Bill
A bill legalizing dog racing in New
York State has been introduced in the
Assmebly at Albany. Measure will be
terests.
opposed by exhibitor and other film in-
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

{QUOTATIONS
Am. Seat
Columbia
Picts, vtc
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
Eastman
Kodak
....
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's.
Inc
do
pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.
Paramount
2nd
pfd
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Cent.-Fox
20th
Cent.-Fox
pfd,
Univ.
Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
do
pfd

STOCK

Par.
Par.
RKO

Low
277/8
361/4

Net
Close
Chg.
277/8 +
s/8
361/4 +
%

161/i i6i/2
16i/2
1693'8 1693/8 1693/s — 1V8
161 161 161
+
34
30
30
30—1
793/4 79
791/4 —
1/2
187
+ 2
263/4 186
261/4 186
26% +"i/2
243/8 24i/8 241/4-4--.%
91/4 9
9
4Va
83/4 85/8 8% 4l/4
35
341/2 35
+
%
15% 166
151/4 166
15V4 — '.'.'.'.
V4
100

NEW
YORK
BOND
Keith A-0 6s 46. . . . 985/8
Loew
6s 41ww

MARKET
98'/2
98i/2

B'way
3s55
Picts. 6s 55... 101 '/2 101 V4 101 Vi +
6s41

Warner's
Columbia

6s39
. ...
NEW
YORK
Picts. vtc

Grand
Nationa'
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

You're in Love (Columbia) — 2nd week
Last of Mrs. Cheyney
(M-G-M) — 2nd week
Meade's
Woman
( Paramount) — 2nd week
of Affairs (GB Pictures) — 2nd week
Light
(Warner
Bros.) — 2nd week
Man Who
Could Work
Miracles
(U. A.) — 2nd
Woman
Alone
(GB Pictures)
of the People
(M-G-M)
Overboard
(Universal
Fictures)

Great Guy (Grand
National)
Carnival in Flanders
(Amer.

(a-b)
Tobis)

Good

Earth

(M-G-M)— 5th

♦ FOREIGN

98
CURB

973/8
98
MARKET

3%
2
19'/4
5Vs

3V4
2
19l/4
5

3%
2
19y4
5
—

Music Hall
Capitol
Paramount
Criterion
Strand
Rivoli
Roxy
Rialto
Central

week

Palace
Palace

RUN

week

Astor

LANGUAGE

♦ FUTURE

PICTURES

OPENINGS

bill,

(b)

Subsequent run.

(c)

Preliminary Injunction Denied
To Gore in Anti-Trust Action
A preliminary injunction was denied by the U. S. District Court,
Atlanta, Saturday, to B. E. Gore,
operator of the Broadway Theater,
Tampa, Fla., who had brought a
suit against Vitagraph and other
national distributors and the E. J.
Sparks theater interests, charging
refusal to sell him film. Action is
under the anti-trust laws.

Meet on Wage

Proposal

Special meeting of Local 1, Theatrical Protective Union, was held
'/4
yesterday to vote on the counterproposal of major company representatives to the stagehands union's
request for restoration of the 15
percent wage cut taken voluntarily
by the union two years ago. The
major companies will be apprised
of the union's answer today.

♦
Filmarte
Cinema de Paris
Cinema de Paris
Cameo
55th St. Playhouse
Broadway

♦

Outcast
(Paramount Pictures) — March 2
Lost Horizon
(Columbia
Pictures) — March 3 (d)
Maid of Salem
(Paramount Pictures) — March 3
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M) — March 4 (b)
Fire Over England
(United Artists) — March 4
Love Is News
(20th Century-Fox) — March
5
Nancy Steele Is Missing
(20th Century-Fox) — March 6
Tsar to Lenin
(International) — March 6
South of the Highway
(Scandinavian Film) — March 9
Fire Over England
(United Artists)
Dual

Rialto
Globe
Paramount
Capitol
Music Hall
Roxy
Rivoli
Filmarte
Cinema de Paris
Music
Hall

Follows current bill.

(d)Two-a-day

OTTO
land KRUGER,
tomorrow.

screen star, arrives from Eng-

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
after a brief stopover at

has gone to Florida
New
York.

RAYMOND MASSEY, actor, returns to New
York tomorrow on the Berengaria.
leaves New

York today for

DAN MICHALOVE is in Atlanta from New
York.
JOSEPH SCHMIDT, tenor and film player,
also arrives from
abroad
an the Berengaria.
EDWARD J. MANNIX, vice-president of MG-M
in charge
in Mexico
City. of the Culver City studios, is
Europe.
IRVIN SHAPIRO

leaves New

York shortly for

JOHN WILDBERG, film attorney, will leave
New York for the coast in 10 days.
HARRY ARTHUR is expected to arrive in New
York today from St. Louis.
GEORGE
York.

SKOURAS

is in Florida from

JAMES MULVEY, United
vice-president,
leaves
today

New

Artists executive
for Hollywood.

LOWELL CALVERT, representative of Selznick International, departs for Hollywood today.

run.

Harry M. Crandall Funeral
To Take Place This Morning

Lamps Company

Taken Over

By Joe Hornstein Firm

Washington — Funeral services for
Joe Hornstein Inc., has taken over
Harry M. Crandall, veteran local ex- the entire business of the George
hibitor who died Friday, will take Hornstein Co., distributors of Champlace at his residence, 4530 Sixpion Lamps. Champion Lamp Co.
teenth St., at 10.30 o'clock this has appointed Joe Hornstein, Inc., to
morning. Burial will be in Mount
their product in the theatriOlivet Cemetery. Many film people handle
cal division. Joe Hornstein, obtained
are expected to attend the services.
services of George Hornstein as general sales manager for Champion.

r

VJ-x

Warners

in Cleveland Pool

Cleveland — The Square Theater
Building Co., Inc., has employed
John Eberson, architect, to prepare
plans for a modern 1,500-seat theater to be erected in Shaker Heights,
which theater is to be operated by
William N. Skirball and Samuel
Horwitz in a pooling arrangement
with Warner Bros. George B. Mayer and Joseph L. Weinberg are the
associated architects on this building project.

Distributing

Frisco Reel

A new single-reel film dealing
with the construction and gala opening of San Francisco's new bridge
is being offered by Bell & Howell
Co. film division.
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Three Pittsburgh Holdovers

k" is
Play "Mas
s to Mask,"
11 Citie
"The
Eternal
which

SIDNEY R. KENT, who is now vacationing in
Florida, returns to New
York
March
8.

S. S. KRELLBERG
Florida.

♦

Eternal
Mask
(Mayer-Burstyn) — 7th
week
Lac aux Dames (Franco-American) — 3rd week (a-b)
Le Bonheur (Franco-American) — 3rd week (a-b)
Prisoners
(Amkino) — 2nd week
The Wedding of Palo (J. H. Hoffberg)
Loyalty of Love
(Nuovo
Mondo)

(a)

H

Theater

(a-b)

♦ TWO-A-DAY
The

Parade

Distributor

EXCHANGE

AS OF SATURDAY)
High
277/8
36V4

When
The
John
Man
Green
The
The
Man
Girl

and

./ng and Going
Comi

erf AmuW-U^

Pittsburgh — ■ There were three
holdovers in the downtown area the

week. "On the Avenue" is staybeing distributed by Arthur Mayer past ing
over for a third week at the
and Joseph Burstyn, has been
Fulton, with "As You Like It" held
booked in 11 cities: Boston, Pitts- at
the Art Cinema. "The Green
burgh, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Light"
was moved from the Stanley
Seattle, Detroit, New Haven, Phila- to the Warner for a continued downdelphia, Cleveland, Newark and Altown engagement.
bany, for Easter openings after conFilmarte cludingina nine-weeks'
New York. run at the Warners Get Ardmore House
Philadelphia — Philadelphia Suburban Terminal Building: Corp. is
Set "Masquerade"
Openings erecting a new modern 750-seat theater at Ardmore, Pa., which is to
"Masquerade in Vienna," distrib- go under
lease to Warner Bros.
uted by World Pictures, will open in
the next two weeks in Baltimore, Plans and specifications are in
Boston and Los Angeles.
charge of John Eberson, architect.

DAILY
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One whole business session will be devoted to a conference, discussions and interesting, practical and non-technical talks
on modern theater design, construction.
j maintenance, equipment, furnishings and
fixtures. The foremost experts have been
invited to discuss and answer questions
concerning new trends in architectural design, sound reproduction, lighting, stating, and how to keep a theater up-to-date.
17th ANNUAL CONVENTION
March 16th-17th and ISth, 1937
The Miami Biltmore Hotel
Miami, Florida
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make
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— ly JOYCE

KILMER
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_nd only x aramount, with the aid ol .Robert (^. .Druce, ace color

cameraman

ol JLhe lrail ol tne .Lonesome Jrine lame7 can make a snort subject as

tnrillingly beautilul, with as grand audience appeal as tne new .Paramount all- lechnicolor JMusical Xvomance Onort Oubject TRElLiS
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11ns is one ol a series ol musical romances released by .Paramount.
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PULVERMAN PRODUCT
ACTION IS DISMISSED

PARAMOUNT QUARTER
EARNINGS $3,700,000

(Continued from Page 1)

tiff when they learned that he was
peddling film to a nearby C. C. C.
camp, allegedly operating in unfair
competition with regular local theaters.

(Continued from Page 1)

1,907,179 shares of outstanding common as of Jan. 2 this year.
In the fourth quarter, the corporation paid up the accumulated
two years' back dividends on the
first preferred issue, and one year
of back dividends on the second
preferred.
Saturday the directors declared
an additional year's back dividends
of 60 cents on the second preferred and also declared current
quarter dividends of $1.50 on the
first preferred and 15 cents on the
second preferred, all payable April
1, 1937, to stockholders of record on
March 15 next. This will make all
dividends on each preferred stock
fully paid to April 1, 1937.
During 1936, Paramount wrote off
against earnings its entire investment in Spain, amounting to some
$240,000, and, during the final quarter, the company and its consolidated subsidiaries received approximately $1,600,000 of dividends
from non-consolidated
subsidiaries.

Three Bankers Are Named
To Condor Pix Directorate
(Continued from Page 1)

of Chicago, Thomas R. Catton, Los
Angeles banker and Glen W. Stephens, Madison, Wise, attorney. Amedee J. Van Beuren is chairman of
the board whose other members include George A. Hirliman, Michael
H. Hoffman, Frank M. Snell, David
A. Brown and Albert H. Lieberman,
Philadelphia real-estate operator,
who has been financing Hirliman
productions.

Admission Tax Bill Bobs Up
Again In Ore. Legislature
Exhibitors are concerned over the
revival of the Oregon Legislature
bill to impose a tax of one cent on
each theater admission of 20 cents
or less. Measure had been killed in
committee but has now been re-introduced. Revenue derived from it
will be used for the state's old age
pension fund.

•
•
• A COUPLE
of ex-newspaper
scribes
Al
Margolies of GB and Joe Heppner of the Press Photographers
all steamed up with a Very Novel idea for a film of
newspaper life that all newspapermen would find sane and
interesting it would feature the following startling,
amazing and sensay-shun-nal innovations the Hero Reporter would always have his own nickel for a phone call in a
public booth
he would treat the city editor at least as
his equal and maybe as his superior on occasions
he
would never phone the desk to hold the front page for a smash
scoop coming through
the hero would also go through
the entire film without being bounced, or threatening to quit,
or even quitting just like that
and finally, if the hero
took
a
couple
of
drinks
during
working
he wouldn't
make an idiot of himself
swell, Al hours,
and Joe
go
ahead and write it
then tear it up for New Year's confetti film producers don't want facts
they want
fiction
but isn't it fun planning sane and logical stories
based on life as it really is?

•
•
• A LIST of bit players has been compiled by Cecil
B. DeMille
he accuses them of "grand larceny" for
stealing scenes from stars
here are some of 'em
Reginald Gardner, for his pantomime as the cop who leads the
imaginary ork in "Born to Dance"
E. E. Clive, for his
brief appearance as the judge in "Captain Blood"
Anthony Quinn, the young Indian who apprises Wild Bill Hickok
and Buffalo Bill, in "The Plainsman," of the massacre of Custer
and his men
Anthony Martin, as the street lamp polisher turned crooner in "Sing, Baby, Sing"
Akim Tamiroff,
so impressive in "China Seas" that he became the general who
dies in "The General Died at Dawn"
Edgar Kennedy for
his work as the worried justice of the peace in "The Bride
Comes Home"
Isabel Jewell for her tearful interlude
as the seamstress in "Tale of Two Cities"
•

•

• TALKING OF careers in the film biz
consider the folks who have been with W. Ray Johnston in his
various enterprises
they are all with him now at Monogram, which is getting set for Big Things
Mae Gietz,
17 years
Hugh Davis, 17 years
John S. Harrington, 21 years
Madeleine S. White, 16 years
J.
Peter Friedhoff, 12 years
and to talk to any of 'em any
time
you go away
with the decided impression
that
they like when
their guys
work tell us about
AND their
boss
who
doesn't?
certan heels in the biz and we
heartily agree
"Yeah, but we
aren't a load
somehow Ray

with 'em
somebody is sure to pipe up:
still have Ray Johnston"
not that there
of other Reglar Fellers in the biz
but
is always singled out as the Shining Example.

Hungarian Film at Modern
"Sensation," a new Hungarian
dialogue film, has begun an indefinite run at the Modern Playhouse.

"Love Is News" for Roxy

"Love Is News," the new 20th
Century-Fox comedy, will be shown
at the Roxy starting Friday.

B. O. Mascot
Mitchell, S. D. — A lion cub, nine
weeks old and weighing 20 pounds, has
been purchased from Frank Buck's Long
Island zoo by Manager Nelson Logan
of the Roxy and installed as the theater's mascot.

• • • AS A special service to exhibs in situations where
Walter Wanger's "You Only Live Once" has not yet played
the United Artists pub and exploitation staff has prepared an elaborate broadside
emphasizing the importance of the picture as evidenced by the campaigns it has already received
the broadside presents full page features, entire roto sections, special art layouts, articles, photos
and contests
all reprinted in facsimile to give subsequent runs strong selling equipment ... • The A. P. Waxman Publicity Bureau, recently established by Waxman in the
General Electric building, 570 Lexington Ave., has been retained to handle the campaign for the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital
under the supervision of Major L. E. Thompson
of RKO and Harold Rodner of Warners

Monogram Stock Setup Plan
Is Announced by Johnston
(Continued from Page 1)

President W. Ray Johnston, MonoAn additional 150,000 shares of
gram.
the stock will be issued partly in
payment to Monogram for its assets,
the remaining 500,000 shares to stay
in the treasury.
Financing arrangements should be
definitely completed within a week,
Johnston said.

Northwest Allied Will Meet
On Legislative Situation
Minneapolis — Northwest Allied
will meet here in emergency sessions March 2 and 3 to discuss bills
concerning daylight saving time;
one day of rest in seven for operators; Bank Night; and barring producers from exhibition. All four of
these measures are now before the
Minnesota Legislature.

Baltimore First Run Houses
Hold Over Five Attractions
Baltimore — - Five pictures have
been held over at Baltimore firstrun houses. Held for a second week
are "When You're in Love," at the
Hippodrome; "Maid of Salem," at
Keith's; "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney," at the Century, and "Green
Light" at the Stanley. The Little
has held over "Carnival in Flanders" for a third week.

Organizing Boston Union
For Exchange Employees
Boston — Efforts are being made to
unionize all shippers, inspectreses,
.and bookers of Boston film exchanges. Most of the shippers and
inspectreses have announced their
intention of joining. There is a possibility that the bookers may alsc
organize on their own.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
All tureof theaters
Denmark's
are wired350 formotion
sound. pic-
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
==^^^=

(Continued from Page 1)

By F. J. NEIDIG

JJEFFERSON
fourth pictureMACHAMER'S
in the series of
11, which arrived during my absence from the city. I have read "Gags and Gals" comedies which he
it very carefully and am delighted is making for Educational has been
at the Astoria picture
that you find our attitude repre- completed
sents a definite step toward a prac- plant. The biggest cast of beauties
appeared so far in this sertical solution of the problem in- that ieshas
will be seen in this short, titled
volved in motion picture trade practices.
"Home Life of a Comic Artist." Al
Christie directed.
"You asked for further information in regard to some of our answers. Iam very glad to give them
The first of a series of 26 shorts
to you.
entitled
"We The People" based on
"Our commitment in respect to
10 per cent cancellation was in an- the Constitution of the United States,
swer to your request which involved and being produced by Dermac Pictures Corp., will go into production
only features and applied solely to
Thursday at the West Coast Service
features.
"In reference to score charges, Studio under the direction of Sidney
your comment is a little bit in- Golden. The first short will bring
volved, but I take it from what you out "Albany Congress and Benjamin
write and what you say that you Franklin", from the story by Edwin
appreciate that the score charges O'Hanlon. Production supervision
have been and are today considered will be under the direction of John
part of the film rental.
T. Doran, with the camera work being done by Larry Williams and
"You seem to feel that we could
Kingsley, assisting on the
eliminate needless bookkeeping and Frank
direction.
irritation by joining the score
charge with the film rental and
make one film charge on flat rental
contracts. This we will endeavor
to inaugurate.
"We have adopted a sales policy
which eliminates a great deal of the
discussion regarding the designaWooster, O. — Yeggs, who overpowered ahouse employe, blew open
tion of play dates. This policy offers to the small exhibitor operat- the safe at the Schine theater here
ing subsequent-run theaters in large and escaped with between $600 and
cities and theaters in small towns $1,000 police reported. The robbers
the right to lease all but four of ripped the inner strongbox from the
our pictures on a flat rental basis safe and carried it away, according
and to permit him to play them on to E. P. Mott, manager.
such days of the week as he may
choose.
New Orleans — Rev. Father Ray"We reserve to ourselves the right
mond Carra, pastor of St. Patrick's
to designate preferred playing time the city's
second oldest church, will
for only four pictures which are turn exhibitor shortly, when, in association with laymen, he rents the
released on a percentage basis. Having reduced our percentage interest Strand for a week to present "Cloistto but four pictures, we deem it,
of course, our obligation to our
highest quality product to designate ered".
Boston — Vaughn O'Neill, assistant
the day of the week that they
would be played. I am sure you manager of Loew's Orpheum, has
transferred to Loew's State in
will agree with me that with but abeen
similar capacity. Frank Murphy,
four pictures to set playing time assistant manager at the State,
and with the character of our pic- comes to the Orpheum.
tures so widely and favorably
known, no exhibitor could complain
that we are putting on him any
Pittsburgh— The Stanley Theater
will return to its former stage and
great burden with that provision.
"Your understanding of our last screen policy March 12 with the reparagraph in regard to Shorts is as
vue from Chicago's French Casino.
we intended.
Zone Manager Harry Kalmine re"This, I think, clears up all of weekly.ports that stage bills will be played
the ten points, and I am sure will
meet with the approval of you and
your associates."
The paragraph of the M. P. T.
GE Reel at Criterion
0. A. letter from Kuykendall of
January 11 concerning the forcing
General Electric single reel subof shorts with features was as folject entitled, "Excursions in Science
lows:
—terion.
No. 3," is now current at the Cri"I am not quite sure whether I
understand your position with respect to forcing excess shorts with reasonably be required to fill out
features. If you mean that your the program at his theater with
company, as a matter of policy, will the feature pictures licensed from
not require an exhibitor to license Metro, then your statement is permore
short
subjects than would
fectly satisfactory."

NEWS
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Bert Lahr's new comedy for Educational just completed at the Astoria studios under the direction of
Al Christie, has been titled "Off
the Horses".
Ben K. Blake, will start work this
week on another of the series of
"Court of Human Relations" shorts
for Columbia release.
A two-reel short featuring Ken
Murray assisted by "Oswald" and
tentatively titled "Heart Specialist"
is now in production at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio under the direction of Lloyd French.

SEE GB HANDLING
OUTSIDE PIX IN U. S.
(Continued from Page 1 )

GB will make only eight features in
association with GFD during the
first year of their arrangement.
This will substantially reduce the
GB releases in the United States,
making necessary the handling of
additional product.
There is much speculation here as
to the next possible moves of 20th
Century-Fox and John Maxwell,
both of whom opposed the tieup
with the Woolf interests.

Discussion of "B" Pictures
On MPTOA Meeting Program

Production of "B" pictures is one
Thelma White, who shares feminine honors with June Allison in the of the subjects scheduled for discussion at the business session on
Educational Comedy "There is No March 18, of the M.P.T.O.A. conJustice," featuring Harry Gribbon,
vention which opens in Miami Mar.
returned as soon as the picture was
16. Other topics up for consideration
finished
to rehearsals
her men's
orchestra.
Miss Whitewithrecently
or- will be the music tax; unfair trade
ganized the orchestra and will start practices and the M.P.T.O.A. proposals; possibilities in conciliation
soon on a tour through the north- and arbitration
of trade disputes;
eastern states and Canada.
radio and theatrical competition;
box-office values in current pictures;
public relations programs for the
individual exhibitor; labor relations
and collective bargaining; legislation, taxation and proposals for
the government regulation of the
Pittsburgh — Jack Graham, city exhibition and distribution of mosalesman for the local RK0 extion pictures.
change, is back on the job after a
Invitations have been extended to
three-week illness in a Johnstown several prominent people to address
Hospital.
the business session. Those invited
to speak in addition to Adolph ZuBoston — Arthur Tuohy, assistant kor are: Sidney R. Kent; Hon. Jesse
manager of Loew's Orpheum, and H. Jones, chairman of the ReconSheila McCormick, secretary to M.
struction Finance Corp.; Assistant
& P. district manager, Harry I. Was- Secretary of the Navy Charles Edison; and J. Edgar Hoover, Chief of
serman, whose engagement was announced recently, will be married the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Department of Justice. Shirley Ross,
April 19.
star
of "The Big Broadcast of 1937"
— A "special
night" will be a guest of the convention.
willOmaha
be tendered
membersstag
of Omaha
Round trip tickets to the Miami
tent of Variety Monday night by conclave
will be sold at one-third of
Bob Ballantyne of Scott-Ballantyne the current one-way first class fares
Co. and Walter Green of FEPCO.
upon presentation of identification
certificates, properly filled out, to
Wellesley Hills, Mass.— The Com- the ticket agent at the time of purmunity Playhouse operated by
chase. Return tickets must be validated at Miami before holders board
Adolph Bendslev, has been celebrating its 15th anniversary.
the train back to New York. Tickets
purchased in New York are good
30 days in addition to day of
Antlers, Okla.— The Antlers The- for
ater here, has been opened by Earl sale.
Barrett and Jess Cooper.

of the DAY

Oklahoma City — The Majestic has
abandoned Bank Night.

Option Not Yet Exercised
George McL. Baynes has not as
yet exercised rights to acquire
"Golgotha" for Great Britain, the
British Dominions and Argentina,
states A. Krikorian of Transat Film.
Baynes has obtained rights to the
production covering the U. S. and
Canada.

Ban
on "Objectionable
Launched
in WisconsinFilms"
City
Beloit, Wis. — A resolution authorizing: the city attorney to inquire into
the possibility of prohibiting objectionable films here through a city
ordinance or board of censorship has
been passed by the city council
here. Council action followed that
of the Beloit Federation of Women
in connection with the showing of
"Sinful" at a local theater. The
women's organization protested the
advertising and display of such
films.
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"CRANCES MARION, one of the
screen's most successful writers,
has been engaged by Columbia as
an associate producer. While under contract to M-G-M, she wrote
the photoplays for "Anna Christie,"
"The Rogue Song," "Good News,"
"The Sea Bat," "Min and Bill,"
"The Big House," "The Champ,"
"Emma," "Cynara" and "Dinner at
Eight." Miss Marion more recently
wrote the story and collaborated on
the screenplay
▼ "Riff
T Raff."
T

Roles in Columbia's "Honeymoon
Pilot" yesterday were assigned to
Rita Cansino, Herbert Heyward and
Ralph Byrd. Shooting started last
week under the directorial guidance
of C. C. Coleman, with Charles
Quigley and Rosalind Keith playing
the leads.
T

T

•

•

kyiAX

time.

•

Introducing

REINHARDT.

Interesting Personalities: No.

Warner

'"' Sept. 8, 1873. Educated at Untergymnasium. Worked in a bank for a
Began dramatic education under Emile Burde and later entered Vienna
Conservatorium, where he remained until he
began his first professional career at the Stadt
Theater in Salzburg in 1893. Otto Brahm, of
Berlin Deutsches Theater, saw him, result: a
contract. In 1903 he left Brahm to start his
career as a director. Success came, and he was
appointed director of the Deutsches Theater.
He built two theaters and traveled to foreign
countries, England and France included, to produce. In America he did "The Miracle" for
Norman Bel-Geddes. He was the teacher of
many directors and actors to find later fame in
U .S. films, including Ernst Lubitsch, William
Dieterle, Emil Jannings, Rudolf Schildkraut.
Joined Warner Bros, and produced Shakespeare's
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" in 1935-36.

T

Gregory La Cava has been signed
by RKO Radio to direct "Stage
Door," the George S. KaufmanEdna Ferber play in which Katharine Hepburn, Ginger Rogers and
Burgess Meredith will be starred,
under the production supervision of
Pandro S. Berman.
T

T

T

T

t

▼

Character
roles
were
assigned
yesterday
to Tom
O'Grady,
Bert
Young and C. L. Sherwood for Columbia's "Speed Mad."
With Ginger Rogers as her sponsor and "discoverer," Kimbol Grant,
Hollywood extra girl, is waiting for
an RKO
screen test which may

55 Austria,
Bros, director. Born in Raden, Austria, on

launch her on a successful cinema
career.
T

T

T

T

T

T

Lois January, ingenue, has been
added to the cast of Samuel Goldwyn's "The Woman's Touch."

Our Passing Show: Charles Boyer, Basil Rathbone, Douglas MacLean, Robert Lord, Raymond Griffith, Benjamin Leven and Charles
Beyer at "First Lady"; Frank Vreeland, Sam Fry, Alex Gottlieb and
Mike Simmons playing tennis.
T

T

T

T

T

T

Almost
similar
names:
Alice
Duer Miller, Alice D. G. Miller,
Charles Boyer, Charles Beyer.
t
r
r
Edward G. Robinson, who recently returned from England, where
he starred in "Thunder in the City,"
is
working picture
in "Kid
his
fourteenth
for Galahad,"
Warner Bros.
While abroad, the star bought several important paintings to add to
his collection.
Fred Lawton, formerly of the Republic art department, and Harold
Cusson, formerly with RKO-Pathe,
together with Harry Hansen, have
formed the Harry Hansen Stationery Company, at 112 East 4th St.,
Los Angeles.
r

T

T

Joe Weil of Universal has arrived
The next six months' crop of pictures which are now being cast will
from New York for conferences
reveal more new faces than ever
with Marc Lachman, head of the
before in the history of the cinema.
Alfred Newman has been chosen studio's publicity and exploitation
Such outstanding directors as Irvdepartments. ▼
T
T
ing Cummings, Roy Del Ruth, MerWanger to write the muvyn LeRoy and numerous others by Walter
sical
score
for
"History
Is
Made
At
Ray McCarey yesterday placed
have paved the way for the others
starring Charles Boyer and "Oh, Doctor" in production at UniJean Arthur.
to follow by actually assigning im- Night,"
versal City. This novel by Harry
portant roles in their productions to
T
T
T
individuals heretofore unknown to
Leon Wilson has been put into
Indications are there will soon be script form by Harry Clork. It
the screen world.
a "baker's dozen" of Bakers in films, stars Edward Everett Horton in the
T
t
»
Bobby Clark is the latest star to what with Benny, Phil and Kenny. role of Ned Billip.

THEWEEI\
DOMESTIC

Usually well-informed sources in
Washington predicted that the Dickfor Industrial Progress to set up stein bill, devised to impose further
Federal regulations concerning max- restrictions upon entrance of alien
imum working hours, minimum actors into the U. S., would never
wages and fair trade practices, al- become a law and will perhaps die
though his administrative office is in hands of the House Committee
on Immigration and Naturalization.
"always
this
sort. interested" in moves of
(Continued from Pane 1)

Other headline happenings included the defeat in the Indiana
House of Representatives of a bill
whose provisions were to set up a
state censorship board. . . . The
awarding on Washington's Birthday
of the honorary degree of Doctor of
Humanities to H. M. Warner by
Rollins College at Winter Park,
Florida, — the first time this degree
has been conferred on a film executive. . . . Announcement that M. P.
While barrages of legislation in
various states continued to be di- T. O. A. directors would determine
rected at Bank Nights, two national at association's board meeting in
circuits, Loew's and RKO decided Miami, Mar. 16, whether trade practo junk audience games in the New
tice concessions made by major distributors reacting to the exhibitor
York territory, but other theater
groups with producer affiliations organization's 10-point program are
and which are generally on the pol- satisfactory and, if not, what is to
icy of cash giveaways only com- be done about it. . . . Word that
mented "We'll drop chance games under the proposed new agreement
between
the major companies
and
if our opposition does."
Report that RKO will show a
profit of $2,500,000 for the year 1936
in the report to be filed in Federal
Court by the Irving Trust, RKO
trustee, within the next two weeks,
was further indication of the rising
tide of film revenue nationally. This
figure is almost four times the company's 1936 earnings which amounted to $684,000.
*
*
*

be signed for "Goldwyn Follies."

//

IN

KEVI

EW

Erpi, the former are asked for the
first time to make available to the
telephone company and its licensees,
as a consideration for signing of the
contract, all patents developed and
to be developed for the "electrical
communication of intelligence,"
which includes television, radio, the
telephone and telegraph. . . . And,
news of the deaths of J. J. McCarthy, Hays' Office advertising
council head, on Thursday at his
Beverly Hills home; Sir Guy Standing, British stage and screen actor,
in Hollywood, Wednesday; and Harry Crandall, pioneer Washington
exhibitor, at the Parkside Hotel in
the nation's capital on Friday.

estimated cost of $2,100,000, Ostrer
said, and added that Jeffrey Bernerd
has been officially placed in charge
of GB's newsreel.
British metropolis also reported
strong opposition by 20th CenturyFox to the plan of GB to scrap its
distribution system and handle its
product through General Film Distributors. The American firm, which
owns a 49 per cent interest in the
Ostrer outfit, is expected to propose
an alternative plan.

*

*

*

GB directorate also, cables stated,
have decided to abandon production
at the Shepherd's Bush Studios and
concentrate on the Ivor Bucks StuFOREIGN
dios. The board by a 5-4 vote de(Continued from Page 1)
clared for a preferred dividend payment
for the half year to March 31.
General Film Distributors by Isi* *
*
dore Ostrer, who stated his comFrom Australia came advices that
pany plans to launch a big theater
expansion campaign in the near fu- with the dissolution of General Theatres Corp., which operates Greater
ture to augment company's present
holdings of about 300 theaters. Union and Hoyts theaters there, GU
Under alliance agreement GB and
plans to build or acquire 200 suburWoolf will jointly produce eight picban and country theaters in the
tures during the first year at an island commonwealth
during 1938.

ere was never a

more important pubication n the motion
picture ndustry than
the com ng 1937 Film
Daily Year Book of
Motion Pictures--now on the presses
and out soon.

TWO 20th CHAMPIONS FIGHT IT
OUT; BOTH SMASH RECORDS!
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decision on Future of GB American Setup is Weeks Off

PTOA MEET TO ACT ON GIVEAWAYS CONTROL PLANS
arry Arthur Circuit in St. Louis Expansion Moves
|even Neighborhood Theaters
Planned
by St. Louis
Amusement Co.

Germany's Feature Output Increases From 94 to 115

115 features were produced in Germany during 1936, as against 94 during the
previous year, according to an announcement by the U. S. Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce. The 1936 output was distributed by 12 distributing companies,
the six largest of which, UFA, Europa (Tobis), Rota (Tobis), Syndicat (Tobis), Bavaria
and Terra handled 103, or 90 per cent of the total.

Harry Arthur said yesterday that
e plans construction of seven new
eighborhood theaters in St. Louis
> protect the districts where the St.
ouis Amusement Corp. now has
ouses. Deals are hot for sites for
,vo of the seven theaters which he
ants to erect by the fall, Arthur
tated.
The other five sites have
Ieen selected but deals are not
Rochester — A wage increase aposed.
proximating 20 per cent was anBusiness in St. Louis shows connounced here yesterday by Eastinual improvement, Arthur added.
man Kodak Co. coincidentally with
[[e declared that the working out of
le St. Louis situation would be a the payment of $2,122,555 to em(Continued on Page 6)
ployees through the company's 25th
annual wage dividend. The increase
in wages, effective in the Rochester
plant, will increase the payroll by
an amount estimated to exceed $1,500,000. The purpose of the wage

Trade
Practices
Committee
Ban Policy
Will Study
Proposals To

Several plans designed to control
or ban giveaways will be proposed
to the M.P.T.O.A. annual convention
at the Miami Biltmore Hotel, Miami,
Mar. 16-18, it was indicated yesterday by President Ed Kuykendall,
prior to leaving New York for
Washington to attend the Dickstein
alien actor bill hearing.
Recommendations will be studied
Indianapolis — Senate bill which by the convention's committee on
places the regulation of theaters and trade practices which is headed by
other places of public amusement Oscar Lam of Rome, Ga., as chairunder the state fire marshal and
man. Giveaways are expected to
provides for regular inspection of afford a principal controversial topic
such places, which are graded, has for the business sessions.
been passed by the Indiana Senate.
It would become effective July 1,
1937. There is no major circuit
opposition to the bill, which now
goes to the House.

20 P, C. WAGE RISE IND. SENATE PASSES
THEATER FIRE BILL
FOR EASTMAN KODAK

IEW RADIO COMPANY
CONTROLLED BY W.B.
By MILTON F. LUNCH
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

(Continued on Page 10)

Two Tax Bills in Nebraska
In Friendly Senate Hands

Washington — Acquisition of conol of Transamerican Broadcasting
Lincoln — Nebraska's film business
ad Television Co., newly formed breathed
its first sigh of relief when
)rporation, by Warner Bros., which knowledge was gained that the 10%
as 65 per cent voting stock inter- bills, asking 10% of the gross film
;t, was made known yesterday rental and 10% of the box office
trough a report filed with the Se- take for state relief, were placed in
rrities and Exchange Commission,
ccording to the report, the new firm the hands of Senator W. F. "Bill"
Haycock's (Continued
committee
for 2) considera(Continued on Page 10)
on Page

labama Tax on Amusements
Went Into Effect Yesterday

FILM MENATTEND
CRANDALL FUNERAL

Nation-Wide Move Is On
To Launch Theater Unions

GB Decision on American Setup s
Future Weeks Off, London Reports

United States will not be reached
Breach-of -contract action brought for some weeks and in the meanwhile, the current arrangement will
by Phillips Lord, radio star, against
Pathe News will go on trial in the not be disturbed, it was stated following an interview with Isidore
New York State Supreme Court in
Unless an addiApril.
The plaintiff, who alleges Ostrer yesterday.
(Continued on Page 2)

DAILY

On Bill Outlawing Games

Contract Suit
London (By Cable) — Definite decision as regards
the future in
of GB's
Is Set for Hearing in April distribution
organization
the

Cincinnati — All bans on theaters and
public gatherings, due to epidemics,
have been lifted in Kentucky, where
influenza and spinal meningitis were
prevalent in several mountain counties.

FILM

Washington — Leaders high in the
local and national motion picture
field gathered to pay last tribute to
Harry Crandall, former capital city
theater owner, who was laid to rest
in Mount Olivet Cemetery near here
yesterday.
Services were held at Crandall

A number of organizations ostensibly affiliated with the Committee for Industrial Organization
headed by John L. Lewis are springing up in various cities over the
country including Los Angeles and
(Continued on Page 10)
New York with the avowed purpose
of establishing unions embracing all
theatrical (Continued
crafts, iton was
said Satur- Wis. Exhibs Await Decision
Page 6)

Montgomery — New two per cent
I lies tax on all forms of Alabama
Inusements went into effect yesterliy and will continue until Sept. 30,
|)39. Theaters will collect tokens Pathe News
(Continued on Page 2)

Kentucky Lifts Bans

Washington Bureau of THE

(Continued

on Page

6)

Madison, Wis. — Exhibitors are
awaiting decision of the State Assembly's affairs committee as to
what action
that onbody
recom(Continued
Page will
6)

Reservations Pile In
Reservations already made at the
Miami Biltmore Hotel, Miami, indicate
that the M. P. T. O. A. convention
beginning March 16 will attract a
larger attendance than the association's
New Orleans meeting two years ago.
Territorial commitments to date are:
New Haven, 20 exhibitors; Philadelphia, 40; San Francisco, 28 and Atlanta,
90 rooms.

THE
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Two Tax Bills in Nebraska
In Friendly Senate Hands
(Continued from Page
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that the newsreel company failed
to make certain pictures in connection with his round-the-world trip,
seeks $100,000. Attorney Louis
Nizer is counsel for Lord.

Five On Broadway in March

Twentieth Century-Fox will be
represented on Broadway by five
first-run pictures this month. They
are: "Love Is News," Roxy, Friday;
"Nancy Steele Is Missing," Rivoli,
Saturday; "Wings of the Morning,"
Music Hall, March 11; "Time Out
for Romance," Palace, March 12;
"Fair Warning," Palace, later in the
month.

"Scoundrel" Case Up April 1
Hearing on "The Scoundrel"
plagiarism suit against Paramount,
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur
is now down for April 1 in the New
York State Supreme Court.

and Going

Broadway,
70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Desk — Penn. Station
Telephone:
MUrray
Hill 6-1640

York

last

LOWELL CALVERT, eastern representative
for Selznick International, and JIM MULVEY,
vice-president of Samuel Goldwyn Productions,
Ltd., are en route from New York to New
Orleans.
S. S. HOREN, who has been managing director for 20th Century-Fox in Spain, has arrived in New York and is expected to receive
a new assignment.
J. CARLOS BAVETTA, head of 20th CenturyFox distribution in Brazil, has arrived in New
York for conferences with Walter J. Hutchinson, foreign department chieftain.
F. JOSEPH HOLLERAN, assistant vice-president, and HAROLD HATTER, assistant manager of the Times Square Branch of the National City Bank of New York have returned
from an extended business trip to Los Angeles.
MACK GORDON and HARRY REVEL, song
writing team, arrive in New York today from
Hollywood

for a two

weeks'

vacation.

TOM GERETY has returned to M-G-M's
home office after spending a vacation in Florida.
E. J. SMITH, general sales manager
perial, has returned to New York from

of ImBoston,

F. L. HARLEY, 20th Century-Fox European
executive, sails from New York tomorrow on
the Berengaria returning home.
O. W.

BOWLEE, member
tury-Fox foreign department
sails from New York March
vey of conditions in South
Town as his initial stop.

of the 20th Cenat the home office,
10 to make a surAfrica, with Cape

Alabama Tax on Amusements
Went Into Effect Yesterday
(Continued from Page

1)

from customers under the plan. Th
new assessment replaces a tax o
one and one-half per cent, whicr
has been repealed.

$174,826,4HA. T. & T. Nei

Annual report of A. T. & T. issued yesterday show a net income
of $174,826,414 for 1936, equal tc
$9.35 per share on company's com
mon
stock outstanding as of Dec]
31 last. This is $49,019,909 more
than the $125,806,505, or $6.74
share, earned in 1935. Last yeaif
was the first since 1930 that the I
company earned more than $9 i
share, and it is the best showing
made since 1929, when $12.57 i\
share was cleared.

Guard Bombed Theaters

Police yesterday were guarding
38 theaters of the Springer-Cocali;
Circuit in Manhattan, the Bronx an(
Brooklyn, following a tear gas an<
stench bombing of seven of th<
circuit theaters on Saturday nigh
Schreiber Case Up Mar. 9
resulting in injury
36 persons anc_
Detroit — Suit of Jacob Schreiber evacuation of the totheate
r by paCircuit against the City of Detroit
trons. The bombings occurred a
in the current giveaway case has about 9 o'clock
in all the houses.
The police attributed the bomb
been postponed to March 9 in circuit court. Briefs were filed by at- ings to a local union controversy
torneys on both sides in the case. but both groups denied responsibil
-l
ity. No arrests have been made.

SAM

DEMBOW returns to New
morrow from Detroit.

SPYROS
New York

York

to-

SKOURAS and Dan Michalove leave
Thursday for the coast.

JOHN D. CLARK, after returning from Florida,
left New York yesterday for a two weeks' visit
to the coast to confer with Darryl Zanuck.
ANNA LEE sails on the Berengaria from
Southampton on March 10 for New York where
she will attend the premiere of "You're In the
Army Now," GB picture in which she appears.
GEORGE GERHARD has returned to New
York from a motor trip through the South
in behalf of RKO publicity.
DAVID BERNSTEIN, who is vacationing in
week.
Florida, returns to New York in about one
ARTHUR

W.

KELLY

arrives in New

York

today on the Berengaria following a six months'
trip covering Europe, South America and South
Africa.
LILLIAM FISCHER, fashion adviser on Walter Wanger's "Vogues of 1938," arrives in
New York today from Paris, en route to Hollywood.
WILLIAM KEIGHLEY, who last directed "The
Prince and the Pauper" for First National, has
arrived in New York from the coast.
GEORGE E. PRICE leaves New
this week returning to Miami.
WILLIAM SCHNEIDER is in New
St. Louis.

Luncheon for Harley Today
Walter J. Hutchinson, 20th Cen
tury-Fox foreign department head
today tenders a luncheon to F. L
Harley, European executive, at th.
Plaza Hotel, with home office offi
cials, both foreign and domestic
attending. Harley sails for horn
tomorrow on the Berengaria.

"Theodora" Hearing Set

%

985/g +

98
98i/2
MARKET
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Arnold Albert, exploitation director for Warner Bros.' western zone,
with headquarters in Los Angeles,
has left to join the company's trailer department in the Burbank studios as assistant to Sanford M.
Robert Irwin Dies
Abrahams, who is in charge of
trailer production for the company.
Robert Easton Irwin, 67, veteran
Prior to his Los Angeles position, theatrical publicist, company manAlbert has been connected with the
ager and member of The Players
Warner home office advertising and for 35 years, is dead of cardiac
publicity department, in charge of asthma at his New York residence,
155 East 34th St.
press books.
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Night Trial Today

Minneapolis — Abe Kaplan, Dave
Gillam and Louis Rubenstein, operators, and Joe Stern, representative
of Affiliated Enterprises, appear for
trial today before Judge J. W. Finehout at St. Paul. They are charged
with violating lottery laws in
operating Bank Nights. A warrant
is out also for the arrest of Charles
Yaeger, president of Affiliated Enterprises of Denver for violation
of same statute.

Joins W. B. Trailer Dept.
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(Continued from Page
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tion. Senator Haycock is a showman, owner of the Star, Callaway,
Neb. and understands the exhib
problem. In the bills the business
recognizes a tax load of $600,000
or more annually.
Since contracts of the distributors
pass on any taxes to the exhib, this
load would fall heavily on the latter.
Nebraska's annual gross is something like $5,000,000.

Bank

Pathe News Contract Suit,
Is Set for Hearing in April

York

late

York from

MONROE GREENTHAL left New York last
night by plane for the coast and plans to stop
at Miami to attend the M.P.T.O.A. convention
there Mar. 16-18.

New Orleans — Hearing for pre
liminary injunction restraining Co
lumbia Pictures of Louisiana, Inc.
from delivering "Theodora GoeJB
Wild" to any but United Theater:
for subsequent runs here and to compel such delivery has been set Marc!
third in the Civil District Court.
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DAILY BULLETIN
The Miami Biltmore Hotel is the center
of a gay social life and the rendezvous of
celebrities, with a continuous
schedule of
A' '
sports events and gfsocial
functions from
February into April. The hotel provides
guest memberships in The Koney Plaza
Cabana Sun Club for ocean bathing. The
Miami Biltmore Golf and Country Club with
its famous championship golf course, and
The Key Largo Anglers Club for deep sea
fishing for the one price of hotel accommodations. No extra charges.
17th ANNUAL

CONVENTION

March 16th-17th and ISth, 1937
The Miami Biltmore Hotel
Miami, Florida

... or Kankakee or Timbuctoo or what have you. Wherever

you are . . .

wherever you go . . . National Screen Service will go with you ... to ease your
showmanship problems ... to give you a good start in the right direction . . .
the profit direction ... to help put your picture and your show across . . .
right . . . tight. And remember this . . . always on time . . ♦ always with your
particular problems in mind . . . that's why for 17 years they've called

NATIONAL

SCREEN

SERVICE
industr

Dear Editors

I

of the Trade Papers:

We apologize

for taking so Ion;

:

w ords about our March musical honey, (>
But telling the trade about our four bi
wow-of-the-week,

totb
DITORS

Errol Flynn and Anita L .

has kept us so busy we just couldn't
Yessir,

sli

it's a grand sensatio

keep those superlatives

flowing our way. I

you're having as much pleasure

reviewing

Sears Drive sockos as all our exhibitor

pi

You

P.S. Better tune your typewriters
Fernand

Grave t, that sensational

for a s

'find' o ;

"The King and the Chorus Girl" is plenty o

i to acknowledge your kind
eady.

filling)<and Able1
the

February fi:
jiise in "Green Ligl
t a syllable

in sidewise":

jto watch you fellows
t actually

looks like

Ur steady succession

of

'.s have playing them!
for more bold-face

\A)aM***

type,

READY,
WILLING
AND ABLE

ftfic**

E3ge of extra-heavy

duty —
with

: Mervyn LeRoy's due soon in

RUBY

KEELER
DIXON

good copy !
\
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f
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Allen Jenkins
Louise Fazenda
Carol Hughes
Ross Alexander
Winifred Shaw
Teddy Hart
Hugh O'Connell
Directed by Ray Enright

THIS

NB?W<BHHte>" .^sMMaaMMMNHlnw

IS THE

KEY SCENE

of the unique "TOO MARVELOUS FOR
WORDS" number. The 3 other swell
tunes by Richard Whiting and Johnny
Mercer are "HANDY WITH YOUR
FEET" • "JUST A QUIET EVENING"
'SENTIMENTAL AND MELANCHOLY"
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HARRY ARTHUR CIRCUIT
IN EXPANSION MOVES
(Continued from Page

Wis. Exhibs Await Decision
On Bill Outlawing Games
1)

mend with respect to the FranzKowiak bill, whose provisions seek
to outlaw games of chance in theaters. At a recent hearing here before the committee, R. A. Tesch,
business manager of Independent
Theaters Protective Association of
Wisconsin; B. J. Miller, counsel for
the Fox theaters and the WarnerSaxe Circuit; I. B. Padway, attorney
for Bank Night, and Leo Swidler,
attorney for Hollywood, defended
chance games and argued against
the bill.

Loew's Books GN Feature
Grand National's feature, "Scotland Yard Commands," has been
booked to play the entire Loew Circuit, and also the Brooklyn Strand
and the Paramount, Newark, according to an announcement made
yesterday by Morris Epstein, New
York sales manager.

Walter Melville Dead
London — Walter Melville, 62,
famous as Britain's "King of Melodrama" and for joint managership
with his brother, Frederick, of the
Lyceum Theater here for the past
28 years, is dead at his home in
Hove, Sussex.

Guy Newall

Dies

London — Guy Newall, 51, British
film and stage actor, is dead at his
Hampstead home. His recent screen
appearance were in "The Ghost
Train," "The Eternal Feminine,"
"Potiphar's Wife," and "The Admiral's Secret."

MARCH 2
Jack White
N. L. Manheim

DECISION DELAYED ON
GB'S SETUP IN U. S.

A0* ^> ^hiiMW&T

(Continued from Page

1)

long-hard pull, but that he was "optimistic".
Arthur said he was not making
any deal with A. J. Balaban, who is
threatening invasion of the St. Louis
field. He operates four first-runs
and 23 neighborhood theaters in St.
Louis.

(.Continued from Page
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• • • A MOST amazing thing has been going on over at
the Warner home office for some time
in fact the phenomenon, if we can call it such, has been occurring so regularly over
a period of time that we are about convinced that it is a Regular Company Policy at Warners, since general sales manager Grad Sears has been in charge of the distribution dep't,
they have been promoting men from the ranks
the latest
example is that of Roy Haines promoted from eastern district salesmanager to the post of Eastern Sales Manager

•
•
• FOR THE record here is Roy's case history
started in 1918 as salesman for First Nat'l at Cleveland
later appointed branch manager for the company's Cincinnati
office
went to a similar post in Pittsburgh
then made
the central district salesmanager
in 1933 Haines came to
New York as Metro branch manager
last August Sears appointed him eastern district manager, and then last week to his
present post
Roy Haines has been a consistent winner in
the company's
annual sales drives
he has the respect
and confidence of exhibitors wherever he has operated
• • • ONE OF the most hardboiled communities in the
nation is located at Miami
both natives and tourists
yet they went so strong for the engagement of Metro's "The
Good Earth" at the Community theater in Miami Beach, that
all records were broken for this theater
it was held over
an additional three days, and then moved to the Paramount
at Miami
Perez, who conducts a sprightly picture kolyum
in the Miami Tribune, went overboard in a boldface extra-special
blurb
stating that "it proves that the truly great pictures
— those that mark milestones of cinema history — are recognized
and appreciated as such by the public" his enthusiasm
boiled over into his kolyum when patrons were offering $5 for
seats Sunday nite a week ago
and there were no seats to
be had
incidentally, the advance
returns are the same
all over
roadshow engagements of "Good Earth" are beating the receipts of "Ziegfeld" in Philly, Chicago, San Francisco
and at the Astor on Broadway
•
•
• AND NOW the sit-down striker right in the plush
upholstered theater seat no less
a guy chained himself to
a seat in Loew's Rochester theater so he'd see the very last of
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney"
sort of Mrs. Cheyney will
cheyn you to your seat idea, eh? . . . • James Vincent will
speak for the American Plays Association today over WBNX on
Dickstein's foreign artists' bill
•
•
• FOLLOWING A special screening of the output of
seven different producers of film cartoons
a group of
Cuba's leading illustrators and cartoonists handed the palm to
Walt Disney "Mickey's Opera" was the Disney entry that
copped and the diploma was handed to Henry Weiner, the
U. A. manager for Cuba
•
•
• STEPPING
OUT with special ballyhoos on Universal's "Three Smart Girls," the following theater men proved
by their B.O. records that "that extra effort pays"
Lew
Black of the Aldine, Wilmington, Del.
Manager Charles
Freeman and Publicity Manager Charles Harris of the Century,
Rochester, N. Y.
Joe Kelly of the Capitol, Trenton, N. J.
Jules B. Reisman, Capitol, York, Pa
Owen McKivett,
Venetian, Racine, Wis
and Morris Kinzler of the Roxy
in New
hoo floatsYork smashed over with the help of two corking bally-
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»

»
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tional supply of product is forthcoming for handling through the
American setup, other arrangements will be made, it was indicated.
Ostrer hopes to obtain American
and British financial help to enable
GB to increase its plans for production and also to elaborate upon his
distribution activities. Under
the
present arrangement, the company,
in association with C. M. Woolf's
General Film
Distributors, is to
make eight features during the next
Dixon Boardman has withdrawn
his contemplated resignation from
the GB board of directors.
year.

Nation-Wide Move Is On
To Launch Theater Unions
(Continued from Page

1)

day
James Brennan,
I.A.T.S.E.
vice by
president.
Though these groups are active,
particularly in the coast studios,
they have made little headway todate, Brennan said. The C.I.O. has
not yet either denied or affirmed the
alliance of these new groups with
its organization.

McCarthy Funeral Bearers
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Honorary pall-bearers at the funeral held Saturday
morning at the Church of the Good
Shepherd, Beverly Hills, for J. J. i
McCarthy,
chairman
of the Advertising Advisory Council
of
M.P.P.D.A., were Fred W. Beetson,
Joseph I. Breen, Pat Campbell, Pat j
Casey, John C. Flinn, Jack Francis,
Harold
Franklin,
Mitchell
Lewis,!
Louis B. Mayer, John McGrail, Jackj
Noble, Tom S. Pettey, Martin Quigley,
Shea,
Winfield
R. Sheehan, Joseph
Bob Sisk,
Eugene
Walter,
Jackj
Welch, Sol Wurtzel,
Gabe Yorkel
and Darryl Zanuck.

Claim Spanish Star Alive
Madrid — Reports, circulated here
vlast week that the Spanish
film
actress, Rosita Diaz, had been exe-J
cuted
by Rebel troops, are un-jl
founded, officials here state.

NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Charles Kenyon is taking an intensive course in dress-making at a Hollywood department store — but for
script purposes only!— DAVE
EPSTEIN.
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Bingham, Me. — Flames swept a
three-story business block recently,
completely destroying the Bingham
Theater which occupied the second
floor. The 500-seat house, operated
by John Marsh, was empty at the
time.
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DAY

tained marriage licenses this week held for a third big week at the
at the Cleveland Court House, to be Paramount. This smashes all-time
his guests for the showing of records at this house, as heretofore
an almost unbreakable rule estab"When You're in Love."
lished of holding no picture longer
than
two weeks.
Boston — The M. & P. Theater

Corp., operating about 50 theaters
Portland, Ore. — "Theodora Goes
in New England, will operate its
Detroit — William J. Schulte Cir- own confectionery booths beginning Wild" was held for an eighth week
at the "Blue Mouse" downtown.
cuit's new Radio City Theater March 15. Although plans are still
opened recently in Ferndale, Mich., in the formative stage, it has defiLexington, Va. — Warner Bros, is
nitely been decided to abandon the
with the Mayor, Council and other
theater which was deofficials present.
policy of leasing out the conces- replacingstroyedthe
by fire and is building a new
sions.
fireproof house in typical American
Detroit — Suit of New Colonial
Cornish. Me. — Sam A. Kimball Colonial style here. Theater is to
Theaters and others against the
City of Detroit and others in Cir- will reopen the Cornish Theater be called the "State," and the planning and construction of this buildcuit Court, has been postponed for March 3. Kimball also operates the
filinar of briefs. Next hearing will Limerick Theater in Limerick.
ing have been entrusted to the architectural firm of John Eberson.
be March 9, S. Brooks Barron, attorney for the plaintiffs, said.
Omaha — If tax matters affecting
Prescott, Ark. — The Gem, owned
Nebraska exhibitors now before the
Detroit— The De Luxe, East Side unicameral legislature are cleared by R. B. Hardey, is being remodeled
house operated by W. A. Steffes, is up in time, President Charles E. inside and outside. The building
to be remodeled, including repaint- Williams of M. P. T. O. A. in Ne- will also be painted.
ing, reseating and other improvebraska and Western Iowa plans to
ments.
leave March 13 by train for the
Cincinnati — Lee Goldberg, of Big
national convention in Miami. Wil- Features Exchange, returned from
Detroit — Barney Kilbride, owner
liams, if he makes the trip, will be a buying trip East, reports closing
of the Strand, has been appointed a guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. Don
finance committee chairman for the Alexander of the Alexander Film awhich
novelty,
Sea byHorse,"
has "Trailing
been booked
RKO
Variety Club, while Frank Downey, Co. of Colorado Springs, Colo., on Cincy and Dayton, O. Goldberg also
M-G-M branch manager, has been a short cruise during his stay in
took over
Old Cheyenne,"
appointed ways and means commit- Florida. Alexander, an old friend closed
with "In
Atlantic
Pictures foranda
tee chairman.
of Williams, will have his yacht,
number of reissues, including "The
Two Smiles, at Miami.
Big Fight," "His Double Life," and
Detroit — The Democratic Party
eight Tom Tyler Westerns, formerly
has Edmund C. Shields, vice-presiMoorehead, la. — Charles O. Young released by Monogram.
dent of the Butterfield, Mich., Thea- has transferred the New Leo here
ters Circuit, as candidate for regent to Doris C. Young.
of the University of Michigan.
Detroit — Ben Robins, salesman for
United Artists Exchange, is the
Montreal
—
Having
smashed
all
Detroit — Lucille Schuttenhelm attendance records in the history of father of an eight-pound girl born
last week.
has left the staff of Theatrical Advertising Co. to join a real estate this old theater, "Wings of the
Morning," first British Technicolor
organization.
Cincinnati — Mid-West Theater
film, is held over for a fourth week
Sully Co., Inc., has been incorpoat
His
Majesty's
Theater.
Circleville, O. — Joe Wheeler, forrated for 200 shares of no par value
mer manager of the Clifton here,
by Jacob N. Gelman, I. Jack Martin,
Montreal
—
Loew's
Theater
has
has been appointed to a similar po- reduced prices to a maximum of 50 and Jack Stallings.
sition in Port Clinton, 0., being cents.
placed in charge of the Lion, Madrid, and Erie Theaters, owned by
Newport,
R. I.— Sunday
Shea's Paramount
introduced
orchestra
Portland, Me.— The Seville, South has
the Peninsula Amusement Co.
Portland, operated by Russell Mack, concerts as added attraction, using
has opened.
14-piece union orchestra under diDayton, 0. — The Ohio Cinema
rection of Joseph G. Arcieri.
Corp. has been incorporated with
Lincoln,
Neb.
—
Canada
came
un$5,000 authorized capital by Ross
the wing of the Wilbur CushDetroit — The Century Theater, opW. Stooksberry, Alan B. Twyman, man dercircuit
of vaude recently with
erated by C. V. Munz, has returned
Robert E. Kelley, and R. W. Kem- the dotted lining of the Famous
mey.
to a stage show policy with a threePlayers' time. Cushman, hitherto act bill booked through the Artists
of Canada by the incle- Service Bureau, in addition to the
Cleveland, O. — Ed Miller, resident kept out
ment weather and snow-blocked film bill.
manager of the Hippodrome, has roads, opens for business with Ed
invited all couples who have ob- Gardiner's "Viennese Vanities,"
Kansas City, Mo.— W. E. Truog,
March 10, at the Orpheum, Winni- United
Artists branch manager
here, is leaving next week for a two
peg.
Providence — The Empire here weeks' vacation at Hot Springs, Ark.
will drop its subsequent-run film
Kansas City, Mo. — The regular
policy May 31 and install perma- annual
election of officers of the
nent dramatic stock according to
Variety Club has been scheduled for
present plans. A. A. Spitz and An- March
8.
thony Romano, operators of the
theater, will be in New York Thursday and Friday in conection with
Kansas City, Mo. — Glenn W. Dickthe change of policy.
enson is moving Charles Rowland
from the Dickenson Theater at HerSt. Patrick's
Day will soon be here.
Give your lobby Irish decorations.
Portland, Ore. — "One in a Mil- ington, Kans., to the Dickenson at
lion" with a new companion pic- Olathe, Kans., where he will replace
Mills
as manager.
John
ture, "A Woman in Distress," was Ferris

SHOW-

MAN'S

a "*

d

Kreiger, until recently at their
house at Manhattan, Kans., will take
over the Herington house.
Kansas City, Mo. — Miss Frances
Kennedy, secretary to Bill Warner,
Warner Bros., branch manager, has
just passed the Missouri state bar
and will leave the first of the month
to take a position in Jefferson City,
Mo., in the office of a federal judge.

Wenatchee, Wash. — The Rialto '
here
has recalled
"One in a Million"
for another
engagement.
Seattle, Wash. — Blown off the
marquee of the Capitol Theater here
— that was the experience of Harry
C. Henderson, while repairing the
movie house sign in a sturdy gale.
He lit on the street and was taken
to the Seattle General Hospital with
injuries to his back.
Seattle — Norman Westwood, who
introduced movies to China, and until recently China manager of Universal Films, has arrived here this
week on the Hikawa Maru, and was
welcomed by local film friends.
Denver — The Center here has installed new ventilating and heating
systems, painted the front, anc
brightened up the interior, and ex
pects to install new seats soon.
Pocahontas, Ark. — Burris anc
Henley Smith, managers of the Im
perial Theater, have just completec
installation of 150 new seats of re<
and black design.
Kansas City, Mo. — P. G. Gosselii
has taken over the De Soto Theate
at De Soto, Kansas, which was for
merly operated by W. A. Weldon. P
change in ownership also was mad
at Lees Summit, Mo., where Val D
Temple bought the Lee Theater fror
Wayne Jenkins, who also operate
a house at Pleasant Hill, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo. — Charles Greg
ory, manager of the local office c
the National Screen Service, ar
nounces that his new quarters wi
be ready for occupancy by the firs
of April. A second floor is bein
added to a Film Row building to pr<
vide 9,800 square feet of space.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

REMINDER

for

450 of India's 650 theater! art wired
lound.
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A "£MU" WHO'S
fcot
n Uottywood "JUAs
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
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By RALPH
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WILK
HOLLYWOOD

pHE Larry Darmour production of
"Blazing Glory" for Columbia,
arring Jack Holt, starts producon today. In addition to Holt, the
ast includes Grace Bradley, Raylond Hatton, Ruth Donnelly, J.
arrell MacDonald, Willard Roberton, Charles Wilson. Phil Rosen is
olding the megaphone on the
reen play by Paul Franklin and
obert James Cosgriff from an origlal story of the North Woods by
obert James Cosgriff, author of
le best selling novel "Wastelands."
T
T
_ ▼
After two weeks in a mountain
ideaway, far from jangling telehone and other irritating interrupnns, Frank Lloyd and Howard
stabrook have completed a preminary treatment of "Wells Faro," their next Paramount producon.
y

y

story.
i
i:
1 in the
,, picturization
.....
leading
role
of
Eric Maria Remarque's World War

_^_^__^^^^^^^_^^__^^^_^^^_^^_^^^^^___^_^_^^^^^_^___r.
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•

•

•

TRAVIS

Introducing Interesting Personalities No. 56
BANTON.

•

•

•

Paramount studio fashion designer. Born at Waco, Texas,

' he migrated to New Mexico at the age of six years and later to New York
City. Spent two years at Columbia, where he claims to have flunked everything offered. Next year, was at Art Students
League, followed by a year in the New York
School of Fine and Applied Arts. Quit school
to join the Navy at outbreak of War. Spent
training days at Newport and for most of war
was on a tiny submarine patrol boat. First job
as fashion designer was with Mme. Frances in
New York. Soon branched out for himself.
Spent a year in Paris. Introduced to Walter
Wanger by Will H. Hays, whose doctor sold
the idea of getting Banton, a friend, into the
film designing end. First worked on costumes
for "The Dressmaker of Paris," 10 years ago.
Makes an annual trip to Paris for two months.

y

Catherine Hughes, formerly known
Erica Newman has been signed to
Hughes, has been signed una long-term contract by 20th Cen- as Kay
der long term contract by Universal.
tury-Fox. She will arrive from New
T
▼
T
York the middle of March. The
deal was negotiated by Charles
M-G-M has purchased the picture
Goetz.
rights
to "The Spur of Pride," a
T
T
T
new novel by Percival C. Wren, recently
published bv Houghton, MifWhen Dorothy Lamour finishes flin.
her
role
in
"High,
Wide
and
HandJ an, and Art Director Eddie Jewell
•company Moriarity.
leave for a brief
vacation some,"inshe will
Dallas.
▼
▼
T
"The Old Soak" has gone into
▼
T
▼
Joan Barclay has just been signed
production at M-G-M, with Wallace
Frieda Fishbein, dramatic and Beery in the principal role, and a
. Sam Katzman, head of Victory
cast including Janet Beecher, Eric
jictures, to play the leading femi- literary agent, has sold "Scoop," a Linden, Una Merkel, Ted Healy,
ine role in "Blake of Scotland short story by Vee Terrys Perlman,
Judith Barrett, Lynne Carver,
ard," a 15 chapter serial, which to Universal Pictures.
James Bush and Robert McWade.
ill go into production soon.
Bob
T
▼
T
H ill will direct and Robert Stillman
J. Walter Ruben is directing this
"Portia On Trial," a "Ladies
ill supervise production.
The story Home Journal" story by Faith Bald- adaptation of Don Marquis's play
prepared for the screen by A. E.
win, is due for early production at Thomas.
an original by Rock Hawkey, Wiliam Buchanan and Basil Dickey.
the Republic studios, with Cromwell
T
T
T
y
y
T
Ormsby signed to prepare the screen
Leonard
Fields,
Republic
super' Leon
Schlesinger,
producer
of play.
T
T
▼
visor, is readying the production of
J::Merrie
Melodie"
and
"Looney
une" cartoons for Warner
Bros.,
The "Three Mesquiteers," Republic three pictures: "Gangs of New
hipped four subjects this month, trio
composed of Bob Livingston, York" with scenario by Sam Ornitz
ailed a record for cartoon produc- Ray ("Crash") Corrigan and Max and Nathaniel West and under the
■■- on.
Shorts include two "Merrie Terhune, will go before the cameras direction of Phil Rosen; "Double
Ielodies" in Technicolor
— "The soon in "Gunsmoke Range," sixth of Trouble," Olsen and Johnson's next,
■■■■■ ella with the Fiddle," "I Only a series, under the direction of Joe which Theodore Reeves is scripting;
and "Cartoon Lover," an original by
1 lave
Eyes
for You"
and
two Kane.
T
T
▼
Edmund Seward dealing with the roLooney
Tunes" — "Picador
Porky"
mantic interludes of a cartoonist.
New contracts: With Paramount
Blind "Porky 's Romance," the latter
i itroducing "Petunia," a new char- — Olympe Bradna; with RKO Radio
cter, supplying the love interest for — Dorothy Moore.
Harold Tarshis has been assigned
T
T
T
^le rotund Porky.
1
▼
▼
▼
the treatment for "ColFred Stone has been assigned by to prepare
lege Sweetheart," Monogram filmWalter Wanger has secured Warto be produced by Ken Golder Baxter on a loan from 20th RKO Radio to the starring role of musical
smith.
in the Country," recently
-entury-Fox for the male lead in "House
purchased from Melvin Levy. The
Vogues of 1938." He will play op- picture, which will be produced by
■osite Joan Bennett. Irving Cum- Cliff Reid, deals with the adventures
Scott R. Dunlap, Monogram prolings will direct.
duction chief, has signed Norton S.
of a small town family who unwit- Parker to write the screen play for
v
▼
v
tingly harbor a group of city gang"Federal Bullets," which will be proRobinson-Neeman Productions has sters.
duced by Lon Young.
y
y
▼
tarted production on the second of a
y
y
T
Mills
Music
Co.
has
flooded
the
eries for the Aetna Casualty Insurnce Co. of Hartford. The subjects
An
important
addition
to the cast
eal with accidents in the home. market with the songs from "With
Love and Kisses" and "Sing While of players in Universal's "The Road
lobinson-Neenan plan to produce a You're Able," both Melody Produc- Back" was made yesterday when
tions of Maurice Conn starring Greta Gynte, beautiful, blonde Nor__ eries of nine action and fire insurwegian actress was assigned to a
Pinky Tomlin.
" nee shorts for Aetna.
Bernard Moriarity, vice-president
' Crescent Pictures, is at Nogales,
riz., to check locations and start
•t construction for the latest Tom
eene starring vehicle, "Beyond Vicy," a story of the Mexican revo_''
tion.
supervisor, camera
Frank 7 elf ord; Crescent
Arthur Martinelli,

T

t

▼

y

Mitchell Leichter has abandoned
his independent production plans
and negotiations are now pending
whereby he will likely join a major
uct.
company as a producer on "B" prod▼
▼
y
Maurice Hanline and Earl Felton
have sold their original story, "The
Gang's All Here," to Republic.
t

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

y

David L. Loew has returned from
New York and will place "All Is
Confusion," his second Joe E.
Brown vehicle, in production next
rect.
month. Edward Sedgwick will diJacqueline Wells, George McKay,
and Paul Kelly yesterday were assigned to a new production entitled
"Right Guy," which Columbia will
place
before the cameras in the next
few days.
Marjorie Gateson has been signed
by Paramount to play a featured
role in "Turn
Off comedy
the Moon," the
romantic
musical
in which
Charlie Ruggles, Mary Carlisle,
Eleanore Whitney, Johnny Downs
and Ben Blue will have leading
y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

Granville Bates has been assigned
parts.
to a character role in "The Years
Are SoandLong," in which Victor
Moore
Beulah Bondi are lead
Carey.
players under direction of Leo McMonday.
Production
on will
"Kid Galahad," at
Warner
Bros.,
be completed
Bonita Granville has been awarded a long term contract by Warner
Bros, and will go into the cast of
"The Story of Emile Zola."

Walter Wanger will place four
features into production within the
next 60 days. Films are "The River
Is Blue," "Vogues of 1938," "PerStreet. sonal History," and "Fifty-Second

▼

Gertrude Berg, author-actress of
radio programs, "The Goldbergs"
and "House of Glass," has been
signed by Sol Lesser to make her
debut as a film writer. She is now
in Hollywood to prepare an original
story and screenplay as a starring
vehicle for Bobby Breen. Oscar
Straus, Viennese composer due on
the coast early next week from New
York, will create the music score
for the production, tentatively titled,
"Boy Blue."
y

y

y

Barton MacLane will head the
cast
of "Lady
National
studios.Luck," at the First
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will engage primarily in the business of representing radio broadcasting stations as advertising
agents and in preparing programs
for advertising agents, placing them
with broadcasting stations. The
company is expected to eventually
operate radio stations.

20 Per Cent Wage Rise
For Eastman Kodak Employees
{Continued from Page

1)

increase, says a company statement,
is to raise weekly earnings on the
average to approximately those prevailing under the 48-hour week
formerly worked. The factories are
now on a 40-hour schedule. The
number of employees eligible for
the wage dividend is 23,987.

Plans
Washington Bureau

Film
of

THE

Probe
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Sweeping investigation of government expenditure of
funds for propaganda through the
medium of motion pictures and radio was indicated here yesterday
when Congressman John Taber,
ranking Republican member of the
House Appropriations Committee,
told The Film Daily that he would
soon ask for definite figures regarding the amount of money spent
through these two sources.

Wilkes

Files Answer

New

Orleans — Denying all conspiracy charges, Harold Wilkes, assistant treasurer and director of
Saenger Theaters and branch manager for Paramount's Exchange,
yesterday filed answers to the interrogatories propounded him in the
George Fuller conspiracy case.

G. N. Changes Two Titles

Dixey Scheme Registered

Colonies was 104 of which 86 were
wired for sound.

London — The British Independent
Exhibitors (Distribution) Co., Ltd., Mexican Film Notes
the official name of the Dixey
scheme, has been registered as a
Mexico City — With the Mexican
public company with a nominal cap- motion picture industry speeding
ital of $1,000,000 in 100,000 six per ahead in its determination to capture the Spanish language market
cent cumulative participating preferred shares of $5; 300,000 shares while there is a chance, cameras are
of common at $1, and 400,000 fran- to start grinding next week on Jose
chise shares of 50 cents each. Di- Luis Bueno's "Ave sin Rumbo"
rectors are to number not less than ("Aimless Bird") with Andrea Palseven nor more than 11, one-half to ma, the Mexican screen's most disbe known as general directors, the
tinguished actress, starring and Arother half as exhibitors' directors. turo de Cordova and Carlos ("El
First directors are Arthur C. N. Chaflan") Lopez in the supporting
Dixey, chairman, Robert McLagh- cast; also in the picture will be Carlin, Edinburgh; John X. Prenderlos Villarias. Robert O'Quigley, erstwhile writer with Columbia in Holgast, York; James Milner, Leeds;
Richard Dooner, Maesteg; Randolph
lywood, will direct his own original
E. Richards, Eastbourne; Frederick story. This week, Juan Bustillo Oro
W. Astbury, Manchester; Oscar E. finished shooting "Nostradamus" for
Wetzel, Hayes, and George M. Heap. Salvador Bueno, Jose Luis' brother.
A yarn of XVIth century France, it
boasts the biggest settings ever put
Korda Cuts Salaries
locally made picture, hunLondon — Alexander Korda has up for dredsaof extras
in costume and a cast
put into effect cuts in salaries of headed by Consuelto Frank, Jose J.
studio executives and other receiv- Martinez Casado, Leopoldo ("El
ing more than $25 a week which is
Chato") Ortin, Carlos Villarias and
expected to effect a saving of $250,- Luis
G. Barreiro. The Mexican gov000 a year. The measure, Korda
ernment is angling for the services
says, is but temporary, and full of Fernando de Fuentes to undersalaries will be resumed when prestake the production managership
ent economic difficulties are passed. and entire supervision of a series
This, it is hoped, will be effected of shorts on the various Mexican
when returns come in from the six industries which de Fuentes would
productions now ready for distribu- make between pictures of his own
tion, and which are said to be worth production. The noted director has
$5,000,000.
just completed a commercial tworeeler on the Mexican oil industry
Second Hollywood Tour
for the Department of Economics.
London — The London and Home Carlos Vejar, Jr., who has made a
Counties branch of the C.E.A. will place for himself in the local motion
sponsor a second holiday trip of picture industry as an ace title designer, is back from Los Angeles
British film personalities to Hollywood next summer. New York, Chi- with a copy of his first production
cago, Niagara Falls, the Grand Can- on his own, "Alegria Mexicana"
yon, Santa Barbara, San Francisco ("Mexican Joys"), a musical twoand Toronto will be included in the reeler in color which he filmed here
tour.
. by the Magnacolor process and with
Emilio Fernandez, Carlos Lopez and
Lorenzo Barcelata in the cast.
Brook in Korda Film

Definite changes in two titles
were announced yesterday by Grand
National. "Dynamite" will be the
final title on James Cagney's second starring vehicle, formerly called
London — Clive Brook has started
"Hot Oil." Andrew L. Stone's pic- work here in the new Alexander
ture has been changed from "Broad- Korda production, "Action for
way Chiselers" to "The Girl Said
Slander."
No."

Dubbed 154 U. S. Pix

Paris — Of the 190 pictures dubbed
in French last year, 154 were American against 17 English, 16 German
Japanese Film Production
and two Russian productions. Total
Tokio
—
A
total
of
496
domestic
pictures shown in France in their
Pan Marquise Ordinance
were passed by the Japanese original versions in 1936 were 263
Detroit — A proposed ordinance to films
allow signs on the ends of theater official censor during 1936, of which against 237 in 1935. Of these 195
or other marquises on Woodward 262 represented talking pictures, 107 were American, 25 British, 25 German, 14 Russian, two Spanish, one
Avenue has been passed by the City pictures with sound effects, and 127
Council. Action was taken on re- silent pictures. While production Yiddish and one Czechoslovakian.
are not yet available for the Paramount produced five pictures in
quest of George W. Trendle, presi- figures
past calendar year, it is believed in France last year.
dent of United Detroit Theaters.
local film circles that the total censored approximates the actual out- Two Portuguese Features
James Coston Held Up
Latest figures on the number of
Lisbon — Portugal turned out but
Chicago — James Coston, Warner
motion picture theaters in Japan two motion pictures during the past
zone manager and wife were robbed put.
of several thousand dollars in jewels show that at the end of October, year. An increase is expected during 1937 as three productions are
by two bandits who curbed their J1936, there were 1,767 of which
automobile while returning from 1,469 were wired for sound. The scheduled by a new producing orcorresponding
total for Japanese
Drake Hotel reception.
ganization, Filmes Luniard.

(Continued from Page
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Home, 5430 Sixteenth Street, N. W.,
with Rev. John C. Palmer, Rector
of Washington
Heights Presbyterian Church, officiating.
Honorary
pall bearers were Alvin Newmeyer,
Clifford K. Berryman, Frank V. Killian, Harry S. Wolf, Dr. Malcolm G.
Gibbs, Nelson B. Bell, Andrew R. |
Kelley and L T. Souder Active pallbearers included former business as- I
sociates of Mr. Crandall, George A. j
Crouch, Harry E. Lohmeyer,
Guy
Wonder,
Nat Glasser, Robert
E.
Etris and Ashley M. Abendschein.
Among those attending were William Wilcox, theater owner in Silver Springs, Md., Hardy Meekin, local manager Keiths, Elmore Hines,
Roanoka, Sam Flax, Republic Pictures, Charles Kranz, United Artists, Robert Folliard, of R. K. O.,
Robert Snetzer, local manager Warners, and J. J. Payette, local zone
manager Warners

Sues Syracuse House
Syracuse — Henry Klauber, a
Staten Island attorney, is seeking
$25,000 damages in Supreme Court
in a suit filed here against the
S.K.E. Operating Co., Ltd. operators of the Schine Strand, charging
unauthorized use of his photograph
in conjunction with the exploitation
of
"Condemned
Row,"
whichthewasfilm
shown
here last month.
Klauber contends that the unauthorized use of his photo has damaged
his reputation as an attorney.

Fight Me. Tax Bills
Augusta, Me. — Theater men in
this state are throwing their weight
against two legislative bills seeking
to impose new taxes on entertainment. At a recent hearing Herbert
Swett, operator of the Lakewood
Summer Theater, Cornelius J. Russell and Samuel Kurson of Bangor,
William R. Pattangall of Augusta,
and Max L. Pinansky of Portland,
all opposed the tax on theater admissions.

Heads Cincinnati Office
Cincinnati — L. S. Hunt of National Theater Supply Co., has appointed Herman H. Hunt, former
manager of the Detroit branch, as ;
manager of the Cincinnati Branch.
Hunt succeeds Jack Stallings, who,
with Jake Gelman, formerly of National Theater Supply, has opened
the
Mid:West
Theater Supply Co.,
in this
city.

Heads Imperial at Boston
Boston — Elmer Turnquist, office
manager for Imperial Pictures, has
been promoted to branch manager,
following the resignation of Leo
Britton according to E. J. Smith,
general sales manager for Imperial
Pictures. Smith has returned to
New York.

n
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Jlemews of- Hew FUn*s

Bud Gurley is the new manager
of the Grand at Cartersville, Ga.
Shifts made in the Martin-Thompson Theaters: Perry Schuessler "TWENTY-THREE-AND-A-HALF
from McRae, Ga. to Eastman; W.
B. Smith from Eastman, Ga. to CanLEAVE"
HOURS'
with James
Ellison,
Terry Walker
ton, succeeding 0. A. Gross, re- Grand National
72 mins.
Perry
from
Wiliams
Bryand
signed;
to McRae.
PLEASANT AND ENJOYABLE ARMY
Bill Anderson from Cochran to COMEDY LIGHT AND WELL-PACED
suc- LOTS OF FUN AND LAUGHS.
Perry, and Willard Walters
ceeds Fred Mathis, recently reA most pleasant ever enjoyable comedy
join Southern Film Co. in. is this Douglas MacLean production. A lot
Atlanta. signed to
of fun and laughs, light and well paced,
Interstate promotions in Texas with a number of songs nicely set, it is
are: Edward H. Smith is the new entertainment of the better program
n Metropoli- variety. For the boyish, cocky ever-betting,
manager of the Housto
tan. Ellis Ford, former manager always-in-trouble Sergeant, MacLean could
of the Metropolitan, is manager of not have made a better choice than James
the Delman, and Welson Parsons, Ellison. Besides discovering a mighty good
assistant to Al Lever, city manager romantic leading man in Ellison, MacLean
in Houston.
has also found a bunch of cute sweetness
- in Terry Walker. Morgan Hill is another
Maurice White is the new manag
Tex.
newcomer who does well in what he has
er of the Palace at Henderson,
The new Palace at Childress, Tex., to do. The cast includes a wealth of
will open in few days.
comics who keep things moving right along.
The Rialto Theater at Brownfield, Arthur Lake, Murray Alper, Pat Gleason,
Tex., is being remodeled.
John Kelly and Wally Walker are among
The Paramount at Montgomery, the funsters. For a number of reasons
the
for
nes
earpho
ed
John Blystone deserves a lot of credit for
instal
Ala., has
hard of hearing.
his direction. There is action and tempo,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Saxon are the all of which makes this picture interesting
Frank
at
at all times. Henry McCarty and Harry
of the Strand
new owner
, La.s
linton
Ruskin did the screenplay from Mary
has
A. $78,000 building permit of Roberts Rinehart's story. Samuel Warshawsky contributed additional dialogue. Sammy
been granted for the building
the new Ambassador at Raleigh, N. Stept and Ted Koehler furnished four
C.
songs, of which "It Must Be Love" sounds

Find Fountain's Body
Sydney, Australia — William F.

Fountain, a former associate of the
New York architectural firm ot
Thomas W. Lamb Co. who left the
United States more than two years
ralia and India to conago forstructAust
film theaters there for MGM,
was found dead Sunday beside the
burned wreckage of a transport
on
since Feb. 19 last ey
plane, missing run
between Sydn
d
the schedule
and Brisbane.

New Exchange Quarters
ange buildDenver— The new exchield
here on
ings built by J. T. Sheff comp
leted
film row have both been
on Fox
and are ready for occupatibuil
ding
and GB will occupy one National
anS Sheffield and Grand field have
and Shef
the other. Fox movi
ng.
already started

Snell Funeral Today
held toFuneral services will ,bemoth
er of
day for Mrs. Julia Snell
of
vice-president
M. Snell
: Frank
s
John
St
at
.,
Corp
en
Beur
; the Van
Catholic Church, Noroton,
1 Roman
: Conn., where she died on Saturday
t will be at Summorning.
mit, N. J. Intermen

very good. Ellison, a self-confident sergeant, is ever ready to wager with his
buddies. He wins consistently and when
in a conceited manner he is willing to
wager that he eats pancakes with the
general, the boys think they have a sure
thing. Unwittingly he discovers a spy ring
which brings him to the general breakfast table. Besides, he discovers the girl
he

loves is the general's daughter.
Cast: James Ellison, Terry Walker, Morgan Hill, Arthur Lake, Paul Harvey, Wally
Maher, Andy Andrews, Murray Alper, Pat
Gleason, John Kelly, Russell Hicks, Ward
Bond.
Producer, Douglas MacLean; Executive,
Aide, Jules Schermer; Director, John G.
Blystone; Author, Mary Roberts Rinehart;
Screenplay, Henry McCarty, Harry Ruskin,
Samuel J. Warshawsky; Cameraman, Jack
Mackenzie, ASC; Art Director, Ben Carre;
Editor, Russell Schoengarth; Sound, Glen
Rominger; Musical Director, Marlin Skiles;
Songs, Sammy Stept and Ted Koehler.
Direction, Expert. Photography, First
Rate.

with

"Girl
Overboard"
Gloria Stuart, Walter
Pidgeon,

Billy
Burrud,
Sidney
Blackmer
Universal
58 mins.
FAIR POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT IN
COMBINATION MURDER MYSTERY AND
ROMANCE.

Picks Up Matrimonial Option

of course, after she and a district attorney's young son reaches New York among
the survivors of the maritime tragedy, is
accused of the killing. But good fortune
is on her side, for she eventually marries
the district attorney, but not until many
complications set in to all but blast their
romance. Paul Stacey is effective as the
D. A., while Billy Burrud and Sidney Blackmer give convincing performances along
with the other cast members. Photography
is clear-cut.
Cast: Gloria Stuart, Walter Pidgeon,
Billy Burrud, Hobart Cavanaugh, Gerald
Oliver Smith, Sidney Blackmer, Jack Smart,
David Oliver, Charlotte Wynters, Russell
Hicks, R. E. O'Connor, Edward McNamara.
Associate Producer, Robert Presnell; Director, Sidney Solkow; Author, Sarah Elizabeth Rodgers; Screenplay, Tristram Tupper; Cameraman, Ira Morgan; Editor, Philip

mystery and

Robert DeHaven and R. Gennett
have acquired the Majestic theater,
Lima,ing it long
and are operaton a closed
daily policy.
Lee Berger, until recently a local
exhibitor, is now with Movie Sweepstakes as field sales representative.
Harry Brodie, manager of Warner Brothers' Sixth Street theater,
Coshocton, won first prize in the
Warner exploitation contest on
"Three Men On a Horse."

OKLAHOMA

CITY

The Dyer Theater Supply has
furnished complete equipment to
the Antlers, Antlers, Okla., new
projectors to the Gem, Oklahoma
City, and new sound screens to
theaters at Erick, Okla., Roberta,
Ark.
Okla.,
Tulsa, Okla., and Hartford,
T. B. 5. Noble's
March

new

State

opens

Paul Townsend, manager of the
Liberty has been transferred to the
Warner and succeeded by Bob
Busch, former manager of the Capitol, now closed.

Cahn.

Direction, Smooth. Photography, Clear-cut.
Cary Grant in

'Romance
and Riches'
Grand National
UNEVEN ROMANTIC DRAMA
GENTLEMAN CINDERELLA HAS
LIEVABLE FAIRY TALE.

59 mins.
WITH
UNBE-

The imagination of E. Phillips Oppenheim
when put to work on the screen only goes
to prove that an author can get away with
plots inside book covers that appear more
than slightly exaggerated and unbelievable
under the acid test of the camera lens.
Cary Grant is a youth in London inheriting a fortune, and when he consults a doctor the latter tells him he is suffering
from too much dough and the cure is a
siege of hard work entirely on his own
without benefit of the bankroll. So Grant
makes a bet with the doc that he can work
for a year without digging into the family
pile. Then the Cinderella stuff starts, and
keeps going right through to the happy
ending. Grant meets the poor working
girl (Mary Brian) and as a salesman working for the same concern, falls in love.
From there on he has a series of adventures, climaxing in being hired by a couple

of rogues to impersonate the missing millionaire, which is himself. Meanwhile Grant
romance is fair pop' entertainment which is is helping a lot of deserving people under
best suited to showings in theaters operat- cover through his attorney supplying funds
ing on a dual policy. It is for the most from his fortune. All the folks meet at
part well made, smoothly acted, and pre- the finish in a grand party, with the doctor
sents more of a love story and general getting a quarter million dollars for his
human interest stuff than most current helpful suggestion to go toward the maintenance of his charity clinic. Cary Grant
pictures of this type. Consequently its
audience appeal is wider. Sidney Salkow and Mary Brian do wonders with their
has done a smooth job of direction, getting exaggerated parts, and so does Director AlThis combination murder

Gummo Marx, agent de luxe and all
that sort ot thing, had a screen test
set for Hope Hunter with M-G-M but
one day the lady returned the test
script with the explanation that a certain gentleman had picked up her option— matrimonially speaking — and thus
ended her desire to become a cinema
luminary.

the maximum degree of suspense and drama
out of the rather limited material. Gloria
Stuart plays her role of the pretty dress
model with ease and sympathetic understanding, and it is her comeliness that accounts for much of the footage's pleasantness. In company with Charlotte Wynters,
she sets sail on an ocean liner, but just
before the boat pulls away, the gentlman
who employs them arrives on board to villainously stay Gloria's departure. Charlotte
Wynters stabs him with a florist's pin
fatally. In mid-ocean the liner catches
fire. Panic grips the passengers, and during the hullaballoo the guilty Miss Wynters
jumps overboard after vainly trying to inform Gloria about the murder. The latter,

Mort Goodman, who has been with
the local Warner outfit in the publicity and advertising department
for the past eight years, resigned
Saturday to join the Filmack Trailer Company of Chicago. His duties
will
stein. be assumed by Manny Perl-

Handling French Pictures
John S. Tapernoux, has acquired
American rights for three French
pictures "Club De Femmes," "Mile.
Mozart," and "L'or Dans La Rue,"
have just been acquired. The first
film to be released through Mayer
and Burstyn, while the latter two
through the French Corp.

Columbia Pix Opening
Beginning Thursday, the New
Criterion will present the Columbia
picture, "Women of Glamour."

Soviet Pix Opens Saturday
"Tsar to Lenin" will have its
world premiere Saturday at itfie
Filmarte.
fred Zeisler
native script. with the entire highly imagiCast: Cary Grant, Mary Brian, Peter
Gawthorne, Iris Ashley, Andrea Malandrinos, John Turnbull, Arthur Hardy, Charles
Farrell, Marie Wright.
Producer, Alfred Zeisler; Director, same;
Author, E. Phillips Oppenheim; Screenplay,
John L. Balderston.

Reappoint Trendle to Board

Detroit — George W. Trendle, circuit
head has been reappointed a member
of the Board of Fire Commissioners by
Mayor Frank Couzens. Trendle has been
an active figure on the board since his
appointment about three years ago.

SHOWMEN!
USE THESE FLASH
REVIEWS IN ALL ADVERTISING!
Lobbies! Programs! Newspapers!

Everywhere!

LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY
HAILED BY CRITICS!
N.Y. TELEGRAPH — Slick, handsome and clever,
glittering with polished dialogue and clever
turns, sparkling with wit.
N.Y. AMERICAN — Another See -It- By - AllMeans picture. The cinema at its best . . .Wise
and witty story with a happy ending.
N.Y. POST — A bright and attractive screen
vehicle, definitely a super-special in acting and
production value... Miss Crawford wears stunning clothes and gives a right good performance...You'll enjoy "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney."
N.Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM — Highly diverting
entertainment . . . Peopled with Hollywood's
most charming and competent players and
directed with a skilled touch . . . Solves the
problem of how to have a perfectly swell time
at the cinema . . . Joan Crawford superb. Fine
work by Robert Montgomery, William Powell,
Frank Morgan, as well as the others in the cast.
In short, here is a film that one can recommend.
N.Y. DAILY MIRROR— Sensationally smart and
amusing comedy-drama. An admirable vehicle
for Joan Crawford, Robert Montgomery and
William Powell. Glamorous and exciting role
for lovely Miss Crawford and it affords her
companionship of a most accomplished supporting cast.
N. Y. DAILY NEWS — Fast-moving, smartlyacted comedy. Entertainment for multitudenous fans.
N.Y. HERALD TRIBUNE— Witty and amusing
. . . Infused with human interest, pace rapid and
the suspense high, while retaining all the humor in the author's dialogue and situations...
Staged handsomely, the climax is gay, and the
lines glitter.

BUFFALO TIMES— I advise you to go to see
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney". . . It is a handsome
setting for the new Joan Crawford . . . A clever,
witty and amusing comedy. 20 times more
events, surprises, twists and paradoxes!
KANSAS CITY STAR— Bright and smart comedy. Miss Crawford attractive, Mr. Powell, his
competent suave self, Mr. Montgomery has
one of his best parts in recent months. Frank
Morgan is well nigh perfect.
LOS ANGELES H^RALD-Cast
who's who of moviedom.

reads like the

LOS ANGELES EVENING NEWS— Played with
verve and finesse by a top-notch company . . .
Rapid-fire dialogue kept the customers alternating between chuckles and real laughs . . .
Joan Crawford very fetching.
LOS ANGELES DAILY NEWS— A lavish production with exquisite settings. Agreeably and
suavely told . . . Joan Crawford is handsomely
and stunningly gowned.
LOS ANGELES EXAMINER— The magic names
of Joan Crawford, Robert Montgomery and
William Powell . . . Production, direction and
cast are excellent.
M. P. DAILY — Clever situations, smart dialogue, gay amusement.
FILM CURB— Rates high as film fare.
DAILY VARIETY— Swell dialogue, bright with
laughs and satirical shafts . . . Joan Crawford
plays with vitality and charm. William Powell
renders a most ingratiating performance. Robert
Montgomery's love scenes are delightful . . .
Entertainment for all classes, with gorgeous
production.

HELD OVER 2nd BIG WEEK
AT NEW YORK'S CAPITOL
And delighting audiences in hold-overs everywhere
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*B Discussing New Contract with Weeks as Sales Head

!5 RE-ISSUES, WITH 50J)1 DATES, SETpECORD

Ian Confabs on Basic Studio Agreement Next Month
ajor Companies and Studio
Unions
To Discuss
New Agreement

Appeal Hearing Today on Orpheum Assets Transfer
Hearin™ will be held today before Federal Judge Murray Hulbert on the appeal
of Isidn J. Kresel on behalf of Hudson Warehouses, Inc., from the decision of Referee
Ehrhorn accepting the offer of Stadium Theaters, RKO subsidiary, for the assets of the
Orpheum

Circuit

and

rejecting

Kresel's

cash

offer

of $2,000,000

for

the

properties.

Kresel is being retained in the action by a group of Orpheum preferred stockholders
Conferences on renewal of the
including Martin Beck, founder of the Orpheum circuit, but it is understood that he
sic studio agreement between the
is also representing outside interests. Kresel acted as counsel for Joseph M. Schenck
in the acquisition of the Fox Metropolitan Circuit by the United Artists Theater
ijor companies and studios unions
Circuit.
e slated to take place here early
xt month, according to Joseph N.
eber, president of the American
•deration of Musicians.
The Screen Actors' Guild and seval other studio unions will make
plication for admission into the
sic pact. It is not known whether
ey have the backing of the unions
rich are now included in the agree- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Albany — An anti-standing room
»nt and which might ensure their
Washington — Continuance of the bill has been introduced in the New
trance.
Sabath committee investigating bond York Assembly by Nicholas A. Rosdefaults which has made a lengthy
si, Democrat, of New York City. It
study of the Paramount and RKO provides a penalty of not less than
reorganizations is slated to come up $25 or more than $100.
A second measure introduced by
in the House of Representatives for
action tomorrow, it was announced Assemblyman Rossi amends the children's admission law providing for
yesterday. (Continued
The House
Comon Page Rules
8)
a matron for each 25 children, instead of one for the entire theater.

SABATH PROBE FATE ANTI-STANDEE BILL
IN N. Y, ASSEMBLY
DECIDED TOMORROW

2 FEATURES NOW
IN WORK AT COAST
st Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Columbia Sets 15 Two-a-Day

Hollywood — Forty-two pictures
e being made, with Paramount and
Runs for "Lost Horizon" Robert Rosenthal, Para.
th Century-Fox topping the list,
Switzerland Agent, Dies
Columbia has set 15 roadshow
th seven each. M-G-M and Coubia are producing five each, with dates on "Lost Horizon," with all
Rosenthal, agent general
arners making a like number, runs to be on a two-a-day basis, forRobert
the distribution of Paramount
liversal is doing four and RKO with tops ranging from $1.65 to $2,
d Republic three each. Goldwyn it was stated yesterday. Picture, Pictures in Switzerland, died there
according to a cable
which was previewed last night at on Monday,
making one and Conn. one.
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

ew Jersey Studio Acquired
Bergi Contner and Rebush
[The Lincoln studio located in
■antwood, New Jersey, has been
ken over by Bergi Contner, of the
otion Picture Camera Supply Co.,
(.Continued on Page 8)

Wash. Hearing Resumes
Proponents of the Dickstein bill,
aiming to restrict entrance of alien
actors into America, are expected to
testify when the House Committee on
Immigration and Naturalization resumes
its hearings today at Washington. Attorney Gabriel L. Hess will represent
the Hays association at the proceedings.

GB Talking New Contract to Weeks
To Continue Him as Sales Manager
Discussions have been started in
20th Century-Fox Executives
connection
with a new contract conAttend Luncheon for Harley
tinuing George W. Weeks as general sales manager of GB, Arthur
F. L. Harley, managing director
for 20th Century-Fox in London, A. Lee, vice-president, said yesterday. The present agreement with
who sails for England today on the
Berengaria accompanied by Russell Weeks, made in October, 1934, expires May 1. Weeks, who was forMuth, European director of Movietone News, was tendered a luncheon
merly general manager of Paramount in charge of distribution and
yesterday at the Hotel Plaza by
(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 10)

New High on Revivals Made
With Para. Leading
With Seven
A new industry record for reissues has been established during
the past year with the revival of
25 features which have been given
substantially more than 50,000 playdates, according to a national survey completed by The Film Daily
yesterday.
Paramount, as a leader in the
move, has had seven old attractions
playing during the past 12 months.
"The Virginian" is estimated to
have received
5,000on Page
bookings,
"If I
(Continued
8)

SEE INDIANA HOUSE
FOR DIVORCE BILL
That the Indiana House will enact
the theater divorce bill sponsored by
Allied and aimed at affiliated houses
is indicated following a second reading at which there was no adverse
criticism. The measure was endorsed by 15 co-signers.
A similar bill is scheduled
for
(Continued on Page 10)

General Sessions Dismisses
Indictment Against Sherman
Indictment charging Harry Sherman with appropriation of funds
from Moving Picture Machine Operators' Union Local 306, of which
he is a (Continued
former president,
on Page 10) was disMoves Towards New
Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

NRA
DAILY

Washington — The administration yesterday indicated a move towards reestablishment of a legislative program
resembling the NRA, governing working wages and hours, when President
Roosevelt sent a special message to
Congress.

The

message

was

accom-

panied by on
a report
of the
President's
Committee
Industrial
Analysis
which
had made an exhaustive study of the
old NRA.
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Warners to Back LeRoy Pix
With Big Billboard Campaign

Springer-Cocalis Operator
Wage Rise Average 8 P. C.

Warner Brothers will back Mervyn
LeRoy's "The King And The Chorus
Girl" with the largest national billboard campaign yet accorded to an
individual feature, the company said
yesterday. The campaign, scheduled
to start March 15 with the simultaneous posting of 24-sheets in 1200
selected cities from coast to coast,
will last for four weeks, giving the
attraction a three weeks' advance
and one week current build-up.
Warners are also giving permission
to exhibitors over the country to
snipe the 24-sheets with day-anddate announcements of the picture's
showings in their individual situations.
In addition to the above advertising splash, the feature will be
heralded to the public via a huge fan
magazine ad campaign estimated to
reach 14,000,000 readers.
Home office officials also state
that the appropriation for this record billboard campaign will in no
way affect
Brothers'
expenditures forWarner
newspaper
advertising,

Wage increases averaging eight
per cent in 24 Springer-Cocalis theaters and inclusion of 10 non-union
houses previously employing one
booth man but which will henceforth use two men are the gains

with the major portion of the combudget still to be
"History" at Rivoli Mar. 27 spent inpany'stheadvertising
newspapers.
Walter Wanger's "History Is
Made at Night," co-starring Jean
Arthur and Charles Boyer, will have
Warners Backing Show
its world premiere at the Rivoli TheWarner Brothers, through Berater on March 27 following the run
nard Klawans the general business
of "Nancy Steele is Missing."
manager of the company's stage interests, are backing the play "Young
Madame Conti" and plan its presentation on Broadway last of this
F I IM AM CiAL
month with Constance Cummings in
star role supported by most of the
cast which appeared in the London
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
engagement. The play is a meloNet
drama adapted by Miss Cummings'
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recorded
the Empire
union as by
a result
of the operators'
new fiveyear agreement with the S-C circuit, it was said yesterday by Benjamin Kindler, Empire president.

Rules on

Bank

Night

New Orleans — In a decision rendered yesterday on a Bank Night case
appeal, the Louisiana State Supreme
Court apparently construed money
giveaways as lotteries. Importance
of the decision, however, was questioned in some quarters which contended that the lower court definition
was based merely on descriptions of
giveaways in briefs filed and that
properly run Bank Nights do not
constitute violations.

Proposed Theater Tax
Lincoln, Neb. — State Senator A.
L. Miller suggested here yesterday
that a luxury tax be imposed on theater admissions and also on tobacco and liquors. Advocacy of the step
came as a substitute proposal in
the wake of a legislative battle
aimed at raising present five-cents
per gallon tax on gasoline an extra
cent. Already on the docket are
two bills asking ten per cent levy
on both theater admissions and gross
film rentals, with state revenue thus
derived going for relief.

Pallini Filming Ballet

Coming and Going
BARNEY BALABAN leaves New York fo
Miami a few days in advance of the M.P.T.O.A
convention which opens at the Miami Biltmor<
on Mar.
16.
GLENDA FARRELL sails for England toda
from New York on the Berengaria.
RUTH DRAPER leaves New York Mar. 1
for Honolulu.
C. week
W. BUNN
of Erpi leaves New
next
for Miami.

MAX

BAER

England.
EDWARD
for Miami.

sails from New

M. FAY

York lat

York today fo

leaves New

York Mar. 13

D. A. DORAN, who is now in Hollywood
in two weeks.
York
to New
returns

RUTH CHATTERTON sails from New York
today on the Berengaria bound for London.
LYNN FARNOL leaves New York Saturday
in Italy.
for a vacation
HELEN HOERLE returns to New York from
the coast late this month.
WINIFRED SHOTTER, English actress, sails
for England today from New York after arriving
Hollywood.
from
MARY PICKFORD, accompanied by her niece
GWYNNE PICKFORD, sails for Europe today
on the Berengaria.
GLENDA FARRELL, First National player, is
temporarily postponing her trip to England
in order to be with her father who is seriously ill in a Los Angeles hospital.
HASSARD SHORT, musical comedy producer,
leaves New York today for Europe.
WILLIAM WYLER returned to New York yesterday from Europe en route to Hollywood to
direct "Dead End," forthcoming Samuel Goldwyn production.
GILBERT MILLER, theatrical producer sails
on the Berengaria today bound for London,
accompanied by MRS.
MILLER.
S. CHARLES EINFELD, who is now at the
coast, returns to New York in six weeks.
CHARLES
manager for
his territory
Zukor
Silver

REAGAN, Western division saleParamount, is on a swing around
in the interests of the Adolpr
Jubilee
drive.

\J

JACK BENNY left Hollywood yesterday foi
Plans for a motion picture version of a dance ballet were yester- New York for a three-week's vacation.
JANET GAYNOR arrives in New York toda)
day completed by Don Pallini, dance
designer and coach, who expects to from Hollywood for a one month's vacation
G. E. Developing Lamp
begin production of a two-reeler at
Cleveland — General Electric engi- Long Island studio within a month.
neers at Nela Park are nearing final Pallini will be financed by subscripOpening at Central
tion from dance enthusiasts.
stages of their development of a
Columbia's "Parole Racket" opens
combination 100-watt mercury lamp
at theFriday.
Central Theater, with a pre>
view
and a compact control mechanism
Set Debentures Deadline
which will provide commercial phoParamount pointed out yesterday
tographers, particularly those engaged in the making of stills and to holders of company's 20-year 6
portraits, with a more economical per cent sinking fund debentures
and effective light source. Known as due Jan. 1, 1955, that the time for
the Flood-Flash lamp, it may be exchanging this issue, pursuant to
TTl0^*1! P*-e£uAJi T^-t^W OwnuU_ 1
erf AmA^Xo.
flashed hundreds of times, whereas terms of a recent offer by the corthe Photofiash lamp now generally
poration,
for
new
3%
per
cent
convertible debentures due March 1,
in use can be flashed but once.

/r=\

McCarthy Rites Tomorrow

1947, will expire at the close of business, March 9.

A simple burial service, in acStanding on Last Journey
cordance with his own wishes, will
be held tomorrow at 2 p.m. for J. J. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The body of Sir Guy
McCarthy, pioneer screen showman
at Gate of Heaven Cemetery, Mt. Standing left here yesterday on the
Pleasant, Westchester, N. Y. The long journey to England where inRev. Leo Madden of the Church of
terment, preceded by a public funeral service, will be made.
St. Augustine, Larchmont, Mr. McCarthy's parish church, will officiate.

Para. Broadcast Mar. 28

To Discuss Giveaways
The giveaway situation in New
York will be discussed at a meeting
of the I.T.O.A. this afternoon at
the Hotel Astor.

The first broadcast of "Paramount
On Parade", the new air program
to be given by Paramount each
Sunday, will be on March 28 instead
of March 14, as originally planned.

DAILY BULLETIN
Famous features of Miami: Hialeah Park
and Tropical Park, yacht and speedboat
regattas on Blscayne Bay, Venetian Pools
in Coral Gables, The Boyal Palm, The
French Casino, Jack Dempsey*s, Seminole
Indian Village, tropical moon and coconut
palms, Villa Venice, Palm Island Casino,
Indian River Section, Water Carnivals In
Miami Biltmore Outdoor Pools, Deauville,
Pan-American Airways Terminal, ultra modern theatres. Carter's, Hollywood Night
Club, The Paddock, papayas, Jai Alal Fronton, warm Miami sunshine. Summer clothing is in order.

Jg>

17th ANNUAL CONVENTION
March 16th-17th and 18th, 1937
The Miami Biltmore Hotel
Miami, Florida
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McLaglen smashes

through with

another Academy

Award

per-

formance that rains blows of passion and emotion upon the heart!

20th again strikes forth with a
daring, gripping theme! A man
pursued by hate ... a woma
avenged by love... and the blasting drama behind the granite
walls of the Big House! Supercharged with audience
a tidal wave
mouth acclaim!

sock to

of word-of-

Yes! I know what happened!
But you can cut my heart and tongue out
.... and still you9 II never find her!"

VICTOR

WALTER

McLAGLEN CONNOLLY
PETER LORRE
in

NANCY STEELE
IS MISSING1/
'ith

JUNE LANG • ROBERT KENT
SHIRLEY DEANE
JANE DARWELL

•
•

JOHN
CARRADINE
FRANK
CONROY

THE KEYSTONE
)FYOUR

FUTURE

Directed by George Marshall
Associate Producer Nunnally Johnson. Screen play by Gene
Fowler and Hal Long. Based on a story by Charles Francis Coe
Darryl F. Zanuck

in Charge of Production
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SABATHPROREFATE
DECIDED TOMORROW

25 RE-ISSUES, 50,000
DATES, SETS RECORD
(Continued from Page

Had a Million" 2,000 and "Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde" 1,500. Other Paramount re-issues currently playing
are "Little Miss Marker," "Horse
Feathers," "Now and Forever" and
"No Man of Her Own."
20th Century-Fox has capitalized
heavily on four features, "Connecticut Yankee" which was remarketed on April 24, last, and played 7,000 bookings before it was finally
withdrawn; "State Fair," which got
7,100 playdates and is still active;
"Ambassador Bill," also still playing with more than 7,100 dates to
its credit; and "Doctor Bull," put
back in circulation early last month,
with company sales executives predicting itwill go considerably above
the 7,100 mark.
Columbia revived a series of eight
Buck Jones westerns, gaining belated revenue on all these films and
continued
"It Happened One Night"
in distribution.
Warners re-issued "One Way
Passage" shortly before the first
of the year, with minimum dates estimated to go beyond 5,000.
Universal took "There's Always
Tomorrow," the picture in which
Robert Taylor scored one of his
earlier successes, out of the vaults
and from the middle of last Summer
to date has grabbed in excess of 2,250 dates.
M-G-M, withut particularly concentrating on a re-issue program,
succeeded in boosting the original
gross take of "Dancing Lady," "Billy The Kid," and "The Big .House/'
by making them available to exhibitors nationally through enterprise
of territorial exchanges.

New Jersey Studio Acquired
by Bergi Contner and Rebush
(Continued from Page

1)

and Roman Rebush. The studio interior will be completely remodeled
with -the latest type sound and
camera equipment installed as well
as the most modern lighting equipment. A series of Independent features will be produced there as well
as industrials, according to Contner.

Sam

Harris

Improving

Palm Beach — Sam H. Harris, theatrical producer who has been ill
with pleurisy for more than a week
at his Winter home here, is reported
to be improving.
Scroll

For

West Coast Bur., THE

Zukor
FILM

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

DAILY

Hollywood — A large scroll was presented here yesterday to Adolph Zukor
by the Chicago Amusement Publicists
Association in recognition of his outstanding services to the film industry.
The presentation was made at Paramount's Hollywood studio by Miss Lee
Belmont who was selected by the Association to make
the plane trip.

mittee

T

T

T

• •
• EVERY SO often some gent bobs up as a possible
nominee for the crown of the late Harry Reichenbach
as a stuntpuller
the headlines
stories
but none of crashing
them consistently
breakswith
the "news"
front pages
as
Harry did in his prime
none of them except Bert Nevins
a press agent so modest, paradoxically, that he never
goes after the personal publicity
so, for the first time in
print, we have prevailed upon him to broadcast his record in
part
it is really amazing you will recall most of the
stunts, for they were all front-page stories within a comparatively recent period
T
T
T
• •
• YOU RECALL
the occasion when the late Huey
Long got socked in the eye at an exclusive Longisle club
Nevins broke every important paper on the front page clear
across the country by wiring the distinguished Senator an offer
of a grand a week to appear in a Coney Island side show
he fathered the kissing and sleeping marathons, and had his
stooges sleeping in merchants' display windows from coast to
coast as the hookup
the recent model's strike — professionals vs. debutantes — was his stunt
▼
V
T
• • • ONE OF his nifties, was the human interest yarn
of the 10 girls in the New Jersey cleaning establishment who
pooled their quarters and bought a sweepstakes ticket and won
the grand prize of $150,000
one girl actually bought and
owned the ticket then Bert Nevins went to work and built
the story for his client, the owner of the cleaning place
he had each girl kicking in a quarter, then the ticket was lost,
recovered,, and then the gals fought over dividing the loot
it made the papers for three weeks running
Nevins is the
gent who put live turkeys on roller skates for a race and originated the "wall-flower" dance with three people dancing together
it seems to us a lad with such ability to turn ballyhoo
into news and grab space should be working for the film biz
instead of cleaning establishments
what do you think? .
T
T
▼
• •
• THE
MAIN
attraction at the AMPA
luncheon
tomorrow will be Paul Moss, Commissioner of Licenses
he will speak on his fight against bank nights in this territory
the Annual Awards plan will be discussed
awards
being made for the best poster, pressbook, trade, newspaper
and magazine ads
it is important that all members attend for the discussion
T
T
T
• • • AS GUEST speaker on the "Magazine of the Air"
program over CBS on Friday at 11 William C. Lengel, former
associate editor of Cosmopolitan and Liberty mags, and more
recently eastern story editor for Columbia
his novel subject will be a search for a better and more glorified name for
housewives William maintains they run the biggest biz
in the world more efficiently and economically than most men
at the head of big corporations
and will attempt to prove
it
the wimmen folks will be at the dials cheering all over
the land
T
▼
T
• •
• BROADWAY CRITICS attended the special preview
of Columbia's "Lost Horizon" at the Globe last nite
this
evening the gala public opening will have a notable attendance
including Jascha Heifetz, Mrs. Sam Jaffe, Herman Shumlin, Jean Arthur, Irene Rich
Francine
Larrimore,
Ed
Wynn, Fannie Hurst, M. H. Aylesworth, Capt. Jefferson Davis
Cohn
Phil Baker, Clemence Dane, William Vogel, Al Goetz,
Judge A. I. Nova, Louis F. Blumenthal
Joseph Pincus,
Frank Kolbe, Sol Rosenblatt, Commissioner Louis Posner,
Charles Schwartz, William Wyler

«

«

«

has already approved
continuance of the probe.
The Sabath Committee is expected
to make reports on the RKO and
Paramount situations soon after the
work of the committee is extended by
Congressional appropriation.

20th Century-Fox Executives
Attend Luncheon for Harley
(Continued from Page 1)

Walter J. Hutchinson, foreign department head, and 20 home office
officials. Those attending were W.
C. Michel, F. S. Irby, Charles E.
McCarthy, Felix Jenkins, Leslie F.
Whalen, William Sussman, E. S. Fra- I
ser, H. H. Buxbaum, Irving A. Maas, |
J. Carlo Bavetta, C. F. Minck, Sidney Towell, E. P. Kilroe, William
Kupper, Truman Talley, Clarence V.
Hake, W. J. Sadie, William J. Clark,
O. W. Bolle, S. S. Horen, Alan
Freedman and Roger Ferri.

Columbia Sets 15 Two-a-Day
Runs
for "Lost
(Continued
from Page Horizon"
1)
the Globe, has its premiere this evening there.

Following
Horizon"
are engagements
either currenton or"Lost
will
be played during this month: San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago,
Philadelphia, Buffalo, Miami, Tampa, Pittsburgh, Orlando, St. Petersburg, Palm Beach, Daytona, Miami
and Denver, in addition to New York. ,\
Joe Plunkett, former managing director of the New York Strand, has
been appointed
representative to handlespecial
roadshow
dates
throughout the country.

Robert Rosenthal, Para.
Switzerland Agent, Dies
(Continued from Page 1)

received in New York yesterday by
John W. Hicks, Jr., vice-president
in charge of the foreign department
for Paramount. Rosenthal, whose
company Eos Films has handled
Paramount product for the past 15
years, was a frequent visitor to the
United States.

Joins "March
Time"
Gunther
von Fritsch,of who
directed
M-G-M's Pete Smith one-reeler
"Wanted — A Master" has been appointed to the March of Time staff
by Louis de Rochemont. Von Fritsch
will head the fourth March of Time
production
mestic field.unit working in the doPa. Bans Spanish Pix
Harrisburg, Pa. —

Gov. George

the film as "pure communistic

»

»

»

H.

Earle banned the showing of "Spain
in Flames" in this state. The governor passed judgment at the request
of the board of censors who spoke of
propa-

man
I have been in the motion picture business for thirty-one years,
and in that time I have made many wonderful friends in the
business, and one of the outstanding friends is the Film Daily. It
comes to me every day for that little chat that I love, tells me about
my friends throughout the world in the theatrical game, and what
is doing in the business generally. It keeps me right up to the minute on all worth while events in motion pictures, and while I am
old in experience, it keeps me young in thought. I appreciate
the fine job The Film Daily is doing, and the wonderful information contained in the Year Book. They have been welcome visitors
for over sixteen years, and I hope I will have the pleasure to enjoy
them many years more.

The 1937 Film Year Book is
now on presses and will soon be
ready for distribution to all subscribers to The

Film

Daily.

JOHN A. SCHWALM,

Mgr.

Rialto Theatre, Hamilton, 0.

THE
10

SEE INDIANA HOUSE
FOR DIVORCE BILL
{Continued from Page 1)

hearing in the Minnesota House
within a few days and a like measure has been approved by the North
Dakota lower body.
In Indiana, theaters have been
eliminated from the fair trade practice bill and an attempt to repeal
a law licensing carnivals and tent
shows has been killed in a Senate
committee.

General Sessions Dismisses
Indictment Against Sherman
(Continued from Page 1)

missed yesterday in General Sessions
Court by Judge Freschi.
Following Sherman's practical
ouster from Local 306 by I.A.T.S.E.
president, George Browne, an investigation of union finances showed
that close to $1,000,000 had been
spent by the union within a short
time

Lieberman Adds House
Boston — The Lieberman circuit
has acquired the Strand Theater,
Westboro, states Fred E. Lieberman, president. The 750 seat house
was formerly owned by George
Beede. The circuit now embraces
five theaters in Mass.; with one each
in Maine and Rhode Island. HeadTrecircuits'
quarters have
above thebeen
mont Theater
extensively
remodelled and redecorated.

INDIANAPOLIS

NEWS

-3&*l

of the DAY

New

Haven — B. E. Hoffman announces that the Alhambra, Torrington, closed for many years, will be
ready for reopening after several
months of renovation activity, on
Saturday, as a first run house. The
opening feature will be "On the
Avenue", and George Harvey, manager of the Empress, Danbury. has
been shifted to take charge of the
house. The Warner is also first run,
while Warner's Palace has a second run policy.
Eugene Brassil, assistant manager
of the Roger Sherman, New Haven,
has been promoted to Danbury managership, tofilltheHarvey's
place. assisBrassil has filled
New Haven
tantship for the past two years, and
was formerly chief usher.
Cleveland — Ed Miller, manager of
Warners' Hippodrome, has invited
as his guests all couples married
this week to see "When You're in
Cleveland — Formal opening of the
Love."
newly
opened exchange of Imperial
Pictures of Northern Ohio, was held
yesterday with Holbrook S. Bissell,
president and general manager, and
Cornelius Linehan, secretary-treasurer, as hosts. Bissell announces
the first contract in the territory was
closed with the Circle Theater,
Cleveland, for "Broken Blossoms"
and "She Must Have Music."
Cleveland — Ten-O-Win, distributed
by National Screen Service, is now
playing three spots in this territory.
They are the Opera House, Kent;
Civic, Fostoria and Yale, Cleveland.

Wadsworth, O. — The new Star,
operated by Earle Seitz and John
George Mailers, head of the Mail- Damm,
has opened. The theater was
ers Circuit in Indiana, has gone to
rebuilt from an old garage.
Greece for two months' vacation.
Carl Kemp, Universal booker, has
San Antonio — Marguerite Peterjoined the Paramount organization
son, cashier at the Majestic, is takin the same capacity.
ing the marriage vows this week.
Burdett Peters, National Theater
Supply Co., has been transferred to
Cincinnati.
New Orleans — The Hughes interests of Memphis, Tenn., will open
R. R. Bair, head of the Bair Cira theater at Itta-Vena, Miss.,
cuit has gone to Hollywood, Fla. to shortly.
spend several weeks vacation.
New Orleans — "The Last of Mrs.
Cheyney" has been held over for a
second week at Loew's State.
New Orleans- — Charles P. Jones,
drama editor of the Times-Picayune,
has recovered from the flu and his
column, "Postviews" was running
full length again in the Sunday
issue.

MARCH 3
Jean Harlow
Edmund Lowe
Myrtle Stedman
Larry Kent
Charlotte
Virginia Henry

DAILY

New Orleans — H. S. McLeod, former manager of the St. Charles and
the Strand theaters, has returned to
the St. Charles as exploitation manager during the tenancy of stage
shows at that house.
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GB DISCUSSES NEW
WEEKS CONTRACT

Fremont, O. — W. O. James, manager of the Paramount theater here,
announced that the former Strand
will be reopened by the Frehio
Theater Corp., operators of the
Paramount.

later a producer at the coast, last
night admitted that his present deal

Boston — Manager George Kraska
of the Fine Arts Theater has organized Foreign Pictures, Inc., to
handle product he has imported
from abroad. His latest importation is the French prize-winning
film, "Beethoven's Great Love."

300 at Testimonial Dinner
Tendered to John Maloney

(Continued from Page

1)

expires May 1 and stated that as"
yet, he cannot make
known
his
plans.

Pittsburgh— More than 300 lead
ing film, civic and business figures
Boston — Sadie Gotz, secretary at
the Warner Brothers Circuit offices, attended the John Maloney testimon
has lost her mother through death. ial dinner at the William Penn Ho
tel on Monday given in honor of his
Boston — The Columbia Club will 15th anniversary with M-G-M. A ;
hold a St. Patrick's Day party at hilarious feature on the program
the club rooms, March 15.
were the skits centering around MaInverness, Fla. — The old Avalon loney's life.
Participating in them were James^ ■
has been leased and will be immeand George Tyson of thf ,
diately remodeled according to Jut Balmer
Harris
Amusement Co., Art Levy
Williams, owner.
Columbia exchange chief, and Dave
Kimmelman, Paramount exchange
Tifton, Ga. — Invitations were head. Speakers included forme
mailed all moving picture house Mayor John S. Herron, Judges
operators in northern Florida invit- Frank Patterson, John Eagen
ing them to the opening of the George Moore, James Balmer anc
newest
Tifton. of the Martin theaters at Maloney. Rosey Towswell toast
mastered the event. His friends pre
sented Maloney with a gold watch
Orlando, Fla. — A playhouse strict- John V. Harris was general chair
ly for Negroes, to cost between
$12,000 and $15,000, is to be erected
by the Sparks Theaters, according
to an announcement by Vernon
PITTSBURGH
Hunter, manager. The Sparks theater is now completing another theJohn H. Harris, national presi- y
ater project in Orlando for white
dent, John J. Maloney, chief barkei
of the local tent, James G. Balmer
patrons.
national treasurer, Dr. J. R. Weiss j
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Manager and Dr. M. R. Goldman will attenc f
Bolivar Hyde, Jr., of the Florida the annual Variety Club conventior Theater has installed both bone and in Omaha next month.
air induction apparatus in 20 seats.
A girl has been born to Mr. anc
Mrs. Joseph Ornstein.
Father is) \
Miami — It has been SRO at the the cashier of the 20th Century
Fox Exchange.
Mayfair this past week while "Lost
The Iron City Amusement
Con
Horizon" was showing. To accommodate patrons it was held over will soon open the New
Gi'anadt
now under construction
on Centei ±
through Saturday.
Avenue.
Alfred M. Marks is tht ■
architect.
Quebec — Plans for theater to be
The Theaters
Business Builders
built at 321 Front St. are being
Inc., of Corry have put on the mar . }.
prepared by owner, John C. McCarthy, 328 Charles St. and work ket "Golden Words," a new theater r
cash prize game.
will be started in the Spring.
John Reed, formerly with th< j.
Harris - William Penn Theater, i| jj
Quebec — The palatial $225,000 the new assistant manager of San ;.
Snowdon Theater has opened, show- Gould's Arcadia.
ing the North American premiere of
The Grand, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., re
"The Great Barrier" to a specially
invilled audience including important opens next week. House has beei
film executives of New York City, completely remodeled.
Toronto and Montreal.
:

San Antonio — Kier-Phillips Productions here have changed the title
of their "Wings Over San Antonio,"
Quebec — The Warner Brothers aerial epic, to "Clipped Wings." It
is understood that the picture will
Co. of Canada, Ltd., has been in- have
its premiere showing in the
corporated here, with capital of 50
Alamo City in the near future.
shares of no par value.

Phone Call from Deanna
In the Marine Room

of the Victoria

Hotel aters
at will
1:15
M. today
Loew's
haveP. the
press on
handTheto
listen to Deanna Durbin talk from the
Coast. The stunt is a plug for the
Universalinto
picture,
Smart Girls,"
booked
many "Three
Loew houses.
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"JUttU" fW Uottywnd "Ms

By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

TJOUR new Walter Wanger produc•*■ tions will go before the cameras
in the next 60 days to round out the
r reproducer's six-pictures-a-yeaUnited
leasing arrangement with
Artists, it was announced yesterday
by company's home office. Features
are "The River Is Blue," "Walter
'Wanger's Vogues of 1938," "Per"52nd Street."
sonal History,"
T and
T
▼
Alice Duer Miller has been assigned to work with Bert Kalmar
and Harrv Rubv on the screenplay
of "The Goldwyn Follies," whose
cast has now been augmented by
Edgar Bergen, ventriloquist, and his
famous dummy, Charlie McCarthy.
Roles in the production have already been allotted to Helen Jepson,
»Phil Baker, the Ritz Brothers, Bobby
Clark, George Balanchine and the
American Ballet.

Mitchell Leichter, it is announced
airplane ace eight
producfor
will thrillers
'here, tion
the independent
Bill Edwards, a newcomer
; market.
to films, will be starred.
T
T
▼
Rian James will write a screenwill diplay for a feature which cehe over
a
rect, shoot and produ
s during a 16,period of 12 month
000 mile cruise through the South
Seas aboard his schooner Hispanala. Departure is set for May 1.
Don Alvarado and Anne Andrews,
British actress, will be in lead roles.
Negotiations are also pending for
i Merna Kennedy to join the cast.

Benny Rubin has resumed studio
activities and is working on the
screen play and dialogue for "The
Kangaroos,"
which will star Wheeler and Woolsey.
T

T

T

Harold Tarshis has been assigned
to prepare the treatment for "College Sweetheart," Monogram filmusical to be produced by Ken Goldsmith.

will direct. Testing for leads starts
this week with production set for
March 15 at the new Grand National Studio.
T

T

"Career In C Minor," a best-seller by James Cain, author of 'The
Postman Always Rings Twice," has
been purchased for early production
by 20th Century-Fox.
▼
T
T
Gordon & Revel have written nine
songs for the score of "Wake Up
and Live," 20th Century-Fox musical starring Walter Winchell and
Ben Bernie, and vocals will be done
by eight different performers.
▼
T
T
Cast and production staff for
Grand National's Tex Ritter western, "Hittin' the Trail," have been
lined up in preparation for a Friday
start.
T

T

T

T

T

Frank Moulan and Vera Ross, veteran stars of Gilbert and Sullivan,
have wired acceptance of roles in
the Grand National picture, "The
Girl Said No," which utilizes the
classic light operas for the first time
on the screen.
T

T

Keeping well abreast of its current schedule, RKO Radio is sending nine new features before cameras this month, according to plans
announced by S. J. Briskin, vice
president in charge of production.
Titles are "New Faces of 1937,"
"Super - Sleuth," "Easy Going,"
"Missus America," "She Sang For
Her Supper," "There Goes My Girl,"
"You Can't Beat Love," "Tomorrow's Headlines" and "Going, Going,

Betty
young contract Grable,
actress, has blonde
been assigned
the
feminine lead in RKO Radio's "The
Kangaroos," recently purchased as a
starring vehicle for Bert Wheeler
and Robert Woolsey. It will be produced by Lee Marcus.
"The Muddled Deal," a play by
Aladar Laszlo now being presented
in Budapest, has been purchased by
S. J. Briskin, vice president in
charge of production at RKO Radio
through Transatlantic Authors Representatives, and will be adapted to
the screen as a starring vehicle for
Gene Raymond and Ann Sothern.
Edward Kaufman will be the producer.
Mel Berns, head of the make-up
department at RKO Radio studios,
has left Hollywood for Chicago to
deliver a series of talks at the National Beauty Show.

Gone."

Warner Baxter will leave 20th
Century-Fox studios for Florida
upon completion of "Slave Ship,"
for his next vacation. Accompanied
by Mrs. Baxter and Frank McGrath,
his friend and stand-in, the actor
will divide his time between the
beach at Miami and the fishing
grounds off Key West.
T

T

T

T

t

▼

T

T

T

Preliminary camera work on the
new Walter Wanger production,
T
T
»
"The River Is Blue," starts today.
General Films has purchased Will This
is the Clifford Odets story
Cant
"We
story,
l
origina
which
was temporarily titled
l's
McGrai
Wait,"s. which deals with sit-down "Castles in Spain." Madeleine Carstriker
roll is set to play the feminine lead
New contracts are announced at in "The River Is Blue" under Lewis
Milestone's direction.
M-GM for Edna May Oliver, Clau^dine West, who collaborated on the
Co-starring roles in the forthGood Earth,"
of "Thea Mary
coming technicolor fashion musical,
adaptat
ClarenceionRussell,
Garden
"Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938"
singing find, and George Zucco, who have
just been awarded to Warner
played the psychiatrist in "After Baxter and Joan Bennett.
the Thin Man."
T
T
T
▼
T
T
Bryan Foy denies a report that he
Airing of hit song numbers from
is switching his productions from
Republic's musical production "The Warner Bros, to Republic.
'Hit Parade" over Louella Parsons'
V
T
T
Hollywood Hotel hour has been postRalph
Morgan
has
been
signed by
j ^poned to Friday.
Fred MacMurray
will sing "Was It Rain," and Fran- Warner Bros, for a role in "The
Story will
of Emile
Zola,"
in which
j ices Langford will offer several num- Muni
have the
stellar
honors.Paul
bers featured in the production.
«>

v

T

T

Eatherine Alexander is the latest
important player to be added to the
.cast
of "As Good
As Married,"
in production
at Universal
City.now
V
T
▼
Universal has done so well in
developing Deanna Durbin, Barbara
Read, Nan Grey and Jean Rogers
that it is planning a definite program of expansion for another of
its young contract players, Dorothea
Kent. Like the other three, Dorothea Kent is still in her teens.

One of the huge sound stages at
Warner Bros. Sunset Boulevard studios in Hollywood has been lent by
Jack L. Warner to California Democrats who will tender Postmaster
General James A. Farley a testimonial dinner in the cinema capitol
on March 4.
T
▼
T
Glenn Tryon has finished the
screenplay of "The Thousand Dollar
Bill," which Zion Myers will produce
for Grand National and which Tryon

I

//
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DATE BOOK

Mar. 16:
Hotel

Boston Cinema
Statler.

Club dance

Words and Wisdom
»
at the

Mar. 16-18 MPTOA convention, Miami Biltmore
Hotel, Miami.
March 21: Testimonial dinner of St. Louis
Variety Club for Fred Wehrenberg, Hotel
Jefferson
Gold
Room.

The Foreign Field
♦

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

London Film Notes

London — ZaSu Pitts is working in
April 9: Annual ball of the Press Photoher second British stellar picture
graphers at the Hotel
Commodore.
April 17-18: National Variety Club convenat Sound City, "Merry Comes to
tion. Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha.
Town" ... It is reported that Julius
June 7: American Federation of Musicians
Hagen
will acquire his bankrupt
convention.
Hotel
Kentucky,
Louisville.
Twickenham Studios from the receiver and re-enter production soon
. . . Jessie Matthews will start her
CHICAGO
new
picture,
"Gangway,"
March,GBwith
her husband,
Sonniein
A. L. Lund, P. C. Lund and R. A. Hale, directing . . . R. C. Sheriff,
Zieber have organized the Palatine
Theater Corporation with offices at author of "Journey's End," may
6822 Windsor Avenue, Berwyn. sign with Michael Balcon's new
British unit to write scripts . . . NaCompany will lease and operate thetional Provincial has shelved, at
aters.
Steel delivery delay is holding up least for six months or so, production of Stevenson's "Prince Otto,"
the construction of the new B and
resemblances in the abdiK and Myers theater at Devon, and because cationofof the
Prince in the story to
Maplewood Avenue.
that of the former Edward VIII . . .
Miss Ann Hausman, for many Nova Pilbeam will have the chief
years with the Allied Theaters, has
resigned and has married Maurice role in Alfred Hitchcock's next picRuhin.
ture for GB, "Coins for Candles"
The Princess theater on South . . . Agnes de Mille, niece of Cecil
Clark Street will reopen shortly. B. De Mille, will appear in a dance
Arthur Smith is the new manager in the Roman Temple scene of Alexander Korda's "I, Claudius," which
of the house.
Joseph von Sternberg is directing.
A. L. Leonard of the Lakeside theater of Balaban & Katz has been
Bader Agency Expanding
named manager of the new Coronet
AveChicago
London — Managing Director Ba817
at
B. & K. theater
der of the David A. Bader agency
nue, Evanston. R. M. Copeland was
named manager of the Lakeside is to add a television department to
theater.
his fast-growing organization. The
ent Corp. has re- agency, formed in partnership with
Diaz Amusem
tired from business in the Chicago Denys Watney, has four important
district with Sims and Stransky agency tie-ups in Hollywood — those
handling the legal details for the of Zeppo Marx, Stanley Bergerman,
company.
Kingston-Meyers and Lucian Mandelik's Cosmopolitan Film Agency.
Among prominent persons repreDENVER
sented by the agency are such
writers as John Drinkwater and
The Tabor is beginning stage Robert Neuman, directors Alfred
shows again, but this time they will Zeisler, Mel Brown and Jim Wills
stick strictly to vaudeville, instead and such players as Neil Hamilton,
of the former stage presentation Nils Asther, Noah Beery, Jack La
idea. The Center is also using a few Rue. Grant Withers and many
acts each week.
others. Bader's screen story, "Three
There's a new baby boy at the Mad Men," is being filmed at the
home of Mike Giekseing, who is an Rock studios. National Provincial
will distribute it.
engineer for RCA.
As a result of recent fire in the
booth of the Royal Theater at Poland Stepping Up Prod.
Laurel, Mont., some of the sound
Warsaw — Polish studios will proequipment was destroyed.
duce 30 features this year as against
The Rocky Mountain Screen Club 21 in 1936 including one picture in
is planning a big opening for its new Yiddish starring Molly Picon.
club rooms in the Cosmopolitan Hotel on March 13. More than 100 are Hungarian Production
planning to attend thus far.
Budapest — Hungarian studios
turned out 24 pictures during the
past year. Cinema statistics give
"O'Malley" For Strand
number of theaters in the country
Warner Bros.' "The Great O'Mal- at 487 of which 410 are wired.
ley," will open at the New York
Strand on Friday morning, follow- 50 Per Cent American
ing the three week run of "Green
Athens — Of the 42 pictures shown
Light".
in Greece during the past three
months 21, or 50 per cent, were
American, 11 German, seven AusKeith's on Dual Policy
trian and three French.
Boston — The Keith Memorial Theater will go on a double feature ba- To Handle French Pix in U. S.
sis Friday, according to Manager
Paris — Max Laemmle will sail in
George E. French.

♦

♦

the near future for the U. S. to
form a distribution company there
for French pictures and for the handling of remake-rights pictures. His
brother will be a partner in the new
organization.

U. Rome
S. Dancer
for "Scipio"
— An American
dancer, Mrs.
Francesca Braggiotti Lodge, has
been selected by Italian motion picture officials to act the role of
Sophonisba the niece of Hannibal,
in the Italian production of "Scipio
the African" which will be made
as a spectacular feature under the
sponsorship of II Duce.
Jack Buchanan Productions

ture has developed so rapidly
(^0MPARIS0N7~The
that
there isn't a single motion
picture picing released today which might bebe
termed "only fair" which would not
have been a masterpiece in the silent
days.— GEORGE MARSHALL.

COLOR:

There may be transformations in the American mode
of living which now we do not
dream of — impossible even to guess
at — as a result of color
the
screen. — The late RICHon
ARD
BOLESLAWSKI.

STREAMLINE WOMAN: Every
woman, before she steps on to the
street, or before a camera, if she
is in pictures, should give a last
careful look to see that she is fully
streamlined — no visible outlines or
rubber girdles and brasssieres, long
garterE
s and
clasps
—DAV
GOULD
. , clearly visible.

London — Jack Buchanan, actor,
has formed his own motion picture
SAD LOT: Actually, I'm quite
producing company, Jack Buchanan an ordinary man, but judging from
Productions, Ltd., capitalized at the fiction I've read on the subject,
$500,000. Directorate includes Bucha- the general public must think comedians are a pretty sad lot of felnan as managing director, J. Arthur
lows.—CHARLIE RUGGLES.
Rank, Charles M. Woolf and Stanley
J. Passmore.
FORGIVENESS: Any failings
"Documentaries" Duty Free
you might have as juvenile actress
London — To facilitate distribution are forgiven by the audience, because you are a juvenile. But as
of British "documentary" films
throughout the Empire, the Board soon as you cease to be a juvenile,
of Education has removed the cus- you are either good or bad, and no
toms duty on such films which are allowance are made. — NOVA PDLproduced by the Travel and Indus- BEAM.
trial Development Assn.

Film of President's Visit

Buenos Aires — A souvenir presentation reel containing a record
of
President
diplomatic
visit to the Roosevelt's
Argentine and
Brazil
has been presented to President Justo of the director,
Argentine.
managing
John Paramount's
B. Nathan,
who made the presentation was
cordially received by President Justo who expressed marked admiration for American films.

Buys Bushey Studios

London — Henry John Cook, former
Portsmouth exhibitor, is going to enter motion picture production, having bought the entire Bushey Studios plant. Present stage has been
completely equipped and he expects
to build two new large stages.

Joins Newsreel Press Ass'n

London — A.C.T., through its newsreel section, has joined the recently
organized Union Internationale de la
Press Filmee. J. C. Gemmell, newsreel chairman for A.C.T, is its committee representative. President of
the newsreel press association is
Henry Piron, president of the Association Beige de la Press Filmee.

just can't
serveI
theMIRACLE:
stage and You
the movies
well.
don't know how actors combine the
two mediums. I think they're simply miraculous. A responsive audience is everything to me. — KATHERINE CORNELL.
SCORNLESS: The past few
years have seen the establishment
of motion pictures upon a high and
secure level of achievement. No
longer are they a subject for supercilious scorn of the part of the culNER.
tivated public— HARRY M. WARLEG-SUCCESS: If I'm successful it will be because of my legs
and my voice. I consider legs a
tremendous factor on theater
screens.— DOROTHY
LAMOUR.
NO "SECONDS": To capture and
hold the two million new patrons
who annually arrive at the age of
going to the movies, the pictures
must be definitely above the grade
of those "seconds" from which the
producers themselves expect little
return.— GILBERT SELDES.

PRAISE: Sam Gold wyn knows exactly what he wants when he starts
to shoot ... I have come to realize
Paris — "Fire Over England," that he could make any of these
Erich Pommer's Korda production, highbrow films from Russia and
which had its world premiere at Germany, which I used to consider
the Normandie Theater, marked the so good, with his eyes closed and
his hands tied behind his back. —
officialtheater.
opening of Paris' newest de MERLE
OBERON.
luxe

Has Paris World Premiere

n
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Confab^ on 36-Pix Lineup for '37-3$ Next Week

lOLUMBIAREPORTS SIXJONTHS NET (H629,771
52,514,734
RKO
lost
Marked
Gain
Made
in Net of Theater
Subsidiaries
RKO and subsidiary companies
lowed a profit of $2,514,734 for
ie 53 weeks ended Dec. 31, 1936,
•> proximately four times the earners of $684,732 during 1935, accordg to an unaudited report filed yesrday in Federal Court by the Ii-vg Trust Co., RKO trustee.
The most marked gain was made
the earnings of the theater subdiaries which showed a profit of
.414,866 for 1936 compared to $87,53 in 1935. RKO Radio Pictures
irned $1,088,384 in 1936 compared
(Continued on Page 8)

OTH-FOX TO PAY
PREFERRED, COMMON
The Board of Directors of 20th
entury - Fox Film Corporation
E its meeting yesterday deared a cash dividend of 37V2C per
tare for the first quarter of 1937
1 the outstanding preferred stock
I the corporation, payable March
L. 1937 to stockholders of record
(Continued on Page 4 >

aster Week Day-and-Date
'King" Bookings to Top 200
Warners' home office expects more
an 200 simultaneous key city show,gs of Mervyn Le Roy's "The King
id the Chorus Girl" during Easr Week, it was said yesterday. So
(Continued on Page 4)

"Benny's From Heaven"
They were cussing and discussing

the
agent biz at Sardi's yesterday when
somebody mentioned that energetic ten
percenter, Sam Lyons, who has, among
his principal clients, that big grosser
known
as Jack Benny.
"Sam's favorite song is 'Benny's from
Heaven',"
one gagster
put in.

'36 Profit Four Times 1935 Earnings

Detroiter Uses Alarm Clock to Solve Duals Problem

Detroit — Problem presented by extra-long features and duals has been solved by one
patrons of Edgar E. Kirchner's Family Theater here via an alarm clock.
Kirchner, investigating ringing of the alarm and resulting complaints from other
patrons, found that the clock-toting customer was in the habit of setting the alarm on
entering the house in order that he would remember to leave in time to get to work.

U. S. Industry Just as Great Without
Foreign Market, Insists Fern Andra
By GEORGE
FILM DAILY

W. MEHRTENS
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Declaring the American motion picture industry would
be just as great if there was no
foreign market, Fern Andra, motion
picture actress, honorary German
baroness, and wife of Ian Keith,
character actor, yesterday appeared
before House Immigration Committee in defense of the Dickstein alien
actors bill.

Nebraska

"The status of interchange of actors and actresses at present time
appears to be that foreign talent
can come into this country but there
is no place for American talent in
Europe," Miss Andra said. "Berlin
recently passed a law that no foreign actors or actresses can come
intoStating
Germany."
that Americans can go to
Europe and spend their money but
(Continued

on Page

6)

Earnings Approximate
$1.77
per Share on Common
Stock

Net profit of $629,771.93, for the
six months' period ended Dec. 26,
last, after all charges and provisions for Federal income and other
taxes, was reported by Columbia
yesterday. This compares with a
net of $781,272.83 reported for the
1935.
comparative
period ended Dec. 28,
For the three months ended Dec.
26, last, after all similar deductions,
the company announces a net profit
of $500,513.84. The statement also
indicates that gross income from
(Continued on Page 5)

DECISION RESERVED
IN ORPHEUM APPEAL

Federal Judge Murray Hulbert
to Test Legality of Lincoln Bank Night yesterday
reserved decision on

Lincoln, Neb. — Paul Chaney, rep- Ralph Blank, head of Central States
resenting the Nebraska Attorney Theaters and S. P. Halpern, MinGeneral, will file suit to test Bank
neapolis attorney representing theaters. They informed Chaney Bank
Night legality here. On Tuesday,
Night
would
be continued. Chaney
Holdrege, Fall City and Omaha operated with Bank Night under tem- was ordered by the Attorney General to prepare action immediately.
porary injunctions. A conference
here yesterday with Chaney drew
Ray Coffin of Des Moines, president
Charlestown, W. Va. — A measure
of Allied Productions, Evert Cum(Continued on Page 4)
mmgs of
oi Omaha,
umana, head
neaa of
01 Tri-States,
in-ouaues,
(Lonunuea on rage 4;
mings

the appeal of Isidor J. Kresel, representing Orpheum preferred stockholders, from the ruling of Referee
Ehrhorn approving the sale of the
Orpheum Corp. assets to Stadium
Theaters, RKO subsidiary, for $700,000 cash and subordination of claims
approximating
(Continued $3,000,000
on Page 6) and re-

Universal Execs to Discuss 193738

Production of a feature starring
Robert Donat is planned in England
by Reliance, with Harry Goetz sailing from New York Wednesday on
the Queen(Continued
Mary onto Page
make4) the ar-

Program at N. Y. Confab Next Week
Plans for Universal to make 36
features and six Westerns for distribution during the 1937-38 season
will be discussed at home office conferences
to be held next week in
Option for acquisition of control
of the Keller-Dorian Colorfilm New York between R. H. Cochrane,
Corp. by a group represented by James R. Grainger, and Charles R.
production
chieftain, who
George E. Quigley, former Warner Rogers, (Continued
on Page 5)

Keller-Dorian Option
Reported as Extended

(Continued on Page 4)

Reliance Plans English
Production With Donat

"Lost

Horizon"

Opens

Columbia's most ambitious production,
"Lost Horizon," was viewed by a celebrity-studded audience last evening at its
formal premiere at the rejuvenated
Globe theater on Broadway. For a review of the picture, turn to page 5.
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Paramount to Start Nine
Productions During March

Ohio Censors to Re-screen

West Coast Bureau of THE

Arrangements have been made by
the Ohio representative of the Amkino Corp. with the division of film
censorship at Columbia to re-screen
the
"Spain In
whichfeature,
that controlling
bodyFlames,"
banned
a week ago from film theaters
throughout the state, the Amkino
home office stated yesterday.
E. L. Bowsher, state director of
education, agreed to the re-screening following complaints lodged
against the censors' original stand
by the League of Civil Liberty,
which has its headquarters in Cleveland. Previous ban, Bowsher said,
was not based on the picture itself,
but upon the narration, which was
held to be largely propaganda designed to create ill feeling against
other European nations.
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Hollywood — Nine motion pictures
will go into work at Paramount's
Hollywood Studio during March, it
was announced yesterday by William LeBaron, managing director of
production.
First to get under way will be
"Mountain Music," co-starring Bob
Burns and Martha Raye. A few
days later Al Santell will start directing Akim Tamiroff and Gail Patrick in a drama of Andalusia, not
yet titled. At the same time Larry
Crabbe will don chaps and gun belt
for a Zane Grey story to be directed
by Charles Barton.
Others on the list are "A Night
of Mystery", "Exclusive", "Artists
and Models", "Double or Nothing",
"Easy Living", and a Sophie Lang
story.

"Maid of Salem" Opening
Runs Ahead of "Plainsman"

Banned "Spain in Flames"

Games End Predicated on
Circuits Admish. Boosts

At the 5 p.m. check up yesterday
more than 14,500 people had filed
into the Paramount Theater to see
"Maid of Salem", indicating a new
attendance record for an opening
day at this house would be established. The late afternoon figures
showed the attraction running well
ahead of the attendance mark hung
up by "The Plainsman" on its initial
day. One of the largest crowds the
Paramount ever handled was on
hand from early morning, necessitating police supervision to handle
the lines of patrons awaiting admission.

The I. T. O. A., at a meeting yesterday at the Hotel Astor, officially
went on record as refusing to abolish audience games and giveaways
until Loew's and RKO increased
their admission prices. President
Harry Brandt is willing to confer
with heads of these circuits on the
matter, it was stated following the
session. Complaint was made that
the circuits are getting "the cream
of the product" and are charging
lower admission prices than the
houses which follow them.

Stiffer Film Censorship
Bill Introduced in Penn.

Educational Pictures will release
tomorrow "Off The Horses" and
"Red Hot Music," two of the six
films on its March schedule. Other
releases due during the month are
"Ready To Serve," March 12; "Flying South" and the temporarily
titled "Pixilated," March 19; and
"Love Nest On Wheels," March 26.

Harrisburg, Pa. — An act requiring
more rigid censorship in this state
was introduced into the current session of the legislature here. Measure is supported by the state board
of censors.

Educational

Release

Dates

Film Industry Leaders Will
Join in NRC European Tour

About 100 prominent bankers and
industrialists, including leaders in
the motion picture field, will, according to present plans, leave New
York on May 14 aboard the S. S.
Champlain for a tour which will
take them through research labora-'
tories of 18 major fields of industry
located in England, France and Germany. The trip, which has as its
aim the stimulation of greater in- !
dustrial development in the United
States, will be under the auspices'
of the National Research Council's
division of Engineering and Industrial Research, and will be conducted
by Maurice Holland of that body.

New Film Trade Association
Is Taking Shape in England
London (By Cable) — Plans for a
new film Trade Association,
embracing producers, studio owners
laboratory interests and processing
branches, are revealed in a circular:
letter distributed throughout the industry here, and signed by Nevilh i
Kearney.
Eventual affiliation witn
Federation of British Industries is;
regarded as almost a certainty. Th<
object of the Association will be tc >
act as a contact medium betweer
the British film industry and gov ■
ernment departments, and act as 1 1
general body for the clearance anci
solution of problems effecting th<]
trade.

"Love Is News" at Roxy
"Love Is News" goes into tin
Roxy tomorrow to inaugurate tha
theater's Spring entertainment sea
son. Augmenting the feature wil
be a Fanchon and Marco stage re
vue presenting Jesse and Mrs. Craw
ford at twin organ consoles; the Ra
dio Ramblers, Lucille Page, the Ga<

— I

Foster
and Eddie Paul wit'
the
RoxyGirls
Orchestra.

%
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HARRY
Wednesday

GOETZ sails on the Qu»en
heading for London.

BEN GOETZ arrives in New York
from London en route to Hollywood.

Mary

Monday

MARGARET LINDSAY, Warner Bros.-First
National featured player, has arrived in New
York for a vacation which will include a trip
to Washington, where her married sister reLombardy.sides. Miss Lindsay is stopping at the Hotel
WILLIAM LUNDIGAN, WFBL anouncer recently signed to a Universal acting contract,
is in New York from Syracuse. He reports
at Universal
City in mid-March.
RUDOLPH EISENBERG, theatrical attorney
and national sales manager for Reliable Pictures Corp., leaves for Florida next week to
attend
M.P.T.O.A. convention.
NOAH
BEERY has arrived from London.
JOE MALMUTH, sales engineer of the Hurley Screen Co., leaves New York March 12
for Miami to attend the M.P.T.O.A. convention.
MACK GORDON and HARRY REVEL, who
wrote the music for "Wake Up and Live" as
well as for the Robert Taylor-Barbara Stanwyck picture, "This
Is My
Affair,"
now
in

production, arrived at Grand Central yesterday morning from Hollywood. Gordon is stopping at the Warwick, and Revel at the St.
Moritz.

TnfftioTi DjjXuAJL TktaW. Ow

T
1

TOM MOORE
the coast.

leaves New

lrcfA-'

York Saturday for

DAVID PALFREYMAN leaves New
middle
of next week
for Miami.

York the

ROLAND YOUNG leaves New York today for
Hollywood.
CONSTANCE CUMMINGS is due in New
Broadway
play. from London to appear in a
York shortly
SOL EDWARDS, Grand National's Eastern
division manager, returned to New York yesterday after contacting
his territory.
E. W. HAMMONS, president of Educational,
returns to New York today from the west
coast.
WILLIAM WYLER, who will direct the film

DAILY BULLETIN
An interesting worthwhile conference on
improved theatre management and better
merchandising of motion picture entertainment will be featured. Successful showmen
of wide experience will lead the discussions,
give their own experiences with new ideas
in showmanship. Top notch ad men will
tell you how to get the most out of motion picture advertising, how to sell your
show to the patron.

version of Sidney Kingsley's "Dead End" for
Samuel Goldwyn, left for Hollywood yesterday

17th ANNUAL CONVENTION
March 16th -17th and ISth, 1937
The Miami Biltmore Hotel

by MACK
plane. D. WEINBERGER, general sales manager of General Pictures, returns to New York
today from a trip to Eastern exchanges.

Miami, Florida

RUGGED ROMANCE
HEWN FROM THE HEART
OF THE TIMBERLANDS!
• • • Fisf s fly, hearts pound,
excitement flames, when
a social lion turns into
a Northwoods wildcat
and tears into a ruthless
gang of timber thieves!

s&}
t>i
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N. D. LEGISLATURE
KILLS CHECKER TA

"PLOUGH UNDER B'S",
URGED ARTHUR KELLY
"Hollywood might well borrow an
idea from President Roosevelt's agricultural program and 'plough under' every other Class B picture."
This was the semi-humorous suggestion advanced by Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president of United Artists
in charge of foreign distribution,
who returned on the Berengaria
from a six months' trip covering
Europe, South America and South
Africa.
"There's more money to be made
on big pictures now than ever before," Kelly said. "Business is
booming everywhere, and people are
spending. But the public is picturewise and shopping around for its
entertainment. Cheap pictures are
also suffering from competition of
the native-made product, which is
making amazing progress, particularly in the Spanish-speaking market."
Kelly cited the response to "Garden of Allah" in London, Buenos
Aires, Johannesburg, Sydney and
Rio de Janeiro as instancing the
trend.

20th Century-Fox to Pay
On Preferred and Common
(Continued from Page

1)

at the close of business March 19,
1937.
The Board also declared a cash
dividend of 50c per share on the outstanding common stock of the corporation, payable March 31, 1937 to
stockholders of record at the close
of business March 19, 1937.

Reliance Plans English
Production With Donat
(Continued from Page

1)

rangements. Picture, which Goetz
will make in association with Edward Small, will be distributed
through RKO and is titled "Clementina." Goetz will remain in London
several months.

MARCH 4
J. Robert
Rubin
Dorothy Mackaill
David
Bader
Pierre Gendron
Harry Hornick

•

•
• HE WAS just an extra
but he had Personality
so he was picked from the mob by M-G-M
and
today he is traveling in an air-conditioned car across the continent with a special built-in swimming pool
and all
this good fortune befell an Oriental
a Chinaman, no less
his name is Hii
the water-buffalo belonging to Wang
and his family in that milestone picture of the present picture
era
"The Good Earth"
• • • WHEN THEY shipped Hii from the coast on a
U. P. train Monday eve
his name was Lo
that sounded too much like Loew
or Low Gross
so Billy Ferguson, the canny Scotty, immediately rechristened him Hii
smart psychology, what ?
Hii will arrive in New York Friday morn
and will tour the Eastern cities where "The
Good Earth" is being roadshown
this Ferguson Ballyhoo
looms up as one of the greatest stunts ever pulled in show biz
even the Government is officially sponsoring it
the
chances are you are plugging it, too
you are passing the
good word along about "The Good Earth" every time you handle a nickel with the buffalo
oh, well, it's just a gag

A bill to tax checkers from $1
to $25 has been killed in the Nort
Dakota Legislature, where it ha
been indefinitely postponed follov.
ing an unfavorable report, majo
companies have been informed.
In the South Dakota Legislature
there has been introduced a meas
ure establishing a 54-hour workin
week maximum,
with a day's wor
limited
to 10 hours.

To Test Legality of
Lincoln Bank Nigh
(Continued from Page 1)

introduced by Representative Ne<
before the current session of th
legislature designs to ban Ban
Night and other cash prize drav
ings in theaters in this state. Th
mittee.
bill is now before the judiciary con

Keller-Dorian Option
Reported as Extende

(Continued from Page 1)

•
• office
• this
PLENTY
20th from
Century-Fox's
home
week OF activity
managingaround
directors
Spain and
Brazil arrived
managing director for England left
Gracie Fields, the new British comedienne, on her way over. . . .
they are throwing a party for her with cocktails at the Waldorf
Tuesday afternoon
and John D. Clark is en route to Hollywood to consult with Zanuck

•

•
• AT THE AMPA luncheon today
added starters are Sally O'Neill and Dorothy Hall
the luncheon will
be held in the Maple Room on the second floor of the Edison
be sure to attend, for there are Important Developments
on those Annual Awards

•

•

• FOR THE premiere of Korda's "Fire Over England" at the Music Hall this eve, about 50 representatives of
foreign nations are expected to attend, with Sir Gerald Campbell, consul general of Great Britain, heading the diplomatic
delegation ... • Hank Linet, former trade paper lad, is back
in the game, now batting for Chick Lewis' Showmen's Trade
Review

Bros, executive, from the Celesti
and Colgate interests is understoc
to have been extended, followin
conferences in London.
Quigley
reported en route back to New Yor

Easter
Day-and-Date
"King"Week
Bookings to Top 20
(Continued from Page 1)

far, a total of 89 key city engag
ments have been set on the featui
for that week.
The Warners are backing the pi
ture with a record outdoor adverti
ing campaign, which includes tl
posting of 24-sheets on 4,000 bi
boards in 1,200 cities across tl
country for a period of 30 days.

E. B. Morton Recovers
•
•
• GOOD
STUNT for showmen suggested by Andy
Smith
general sales manager of United Artists
who
assumes that a Disney cartoon will win the Academy award
this year
so he advises the branch offices to set up a show
consisting of the Academy Award cartoon for each of the last
four years
won by Disney
and in addition have the
theater select two subjects of the current season from the Disney releases
this Disney Program could take the place
of a feature
with the patrons being invited to help the
management select the two added Disney attractions
• • • AT THE Roxy last nite Sylvia Sidney was invited
as the management's
in honor
Woman
Alone"
showing
in which she guest
is featured
...of •"The
Joseph
Buloff,
star
of the Yiddish theater, has signed an actor-manager contract
with the William Morris Agency
also Sidney Lumet, appearing in "The Eternal Road," has signed a similar contract
with Morris ... • Oscar Neu, prexy of Neumade Products,
has returned from Miami with the family

«

«

«

»

»

»

Pittsburgh — E. B. Morton, maj
ager of the National Theater Su
ply Company here, returned to wo
after a lengthy and serious illne:

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Eastman Kodak Co. has designed special photographic equipment for the
Bureau of the Census for filming records
without
bindings. removing pages from their

THE
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COLUMBIA REPORTS
EARNINGS
$629,771
—

JUvUws o$ Hew FUtns
Ronald

(.Continued from Page 1)

* rentals
- brought

and
sale
of accessories
in $9,234,154, after elimination of intercompany items.
Following is the announcement, in
part:
"Calculated in each instance on
; the same number of Common shares
as were outstanding on December
26, 1936, the profit for the three
months ended December 26, 1936
was equivalent to $1.51 per share
and the profit for the six months
ended on that date approximated
compares
ii $1.77 per share, which
V ' with $2.29 per share based
upon
the profit reported for the six
1935.
28,
December
ended
months
ned
J These figures have been determi
after allowing for deductions equal
of
ements
to the dividend requir
present outstanding preferred stock.
, No provision has been made at this
* time for the tax on undistributed
profits.
"The balance sheet shows current
assets of $10,733,690.16 and current
L . liabilities amounted to $1,739,758.60.
* Working capital was approximately
$9,000,000."
"
jj j

Steinberg Bros, to Move

Pittsburgh — Steinberg Brothers,
: theater equipment dealers, purchased
: : the building on 59 Van Braam Street
and will move their business headquarters there. The building is now
being entirely remodeled.
::;

"On the Avenue"

In Fourth

Pittsburgh — "On the Avenue,"
doing excellent business at the Fulton Theater, has been held over for
a fourth consecutive week.

"Fire Over England" Opens

Alexander Korda's "Fire Over
England," has its U. S. premiere
today at the Radio City Music Hall.

3 Harris Companies to Fade
Pittsburgh — The
Harris Amusement Company of Reynoldsville, of
I!
f Jeanette
and of Beechview,
Pa.,
S* three individual corporations, have
dissolution.
tj] petitioned for voluntary
ft!

-

LINCOLN
"When You're In Love" is doing
well for the second week at the
Varsity.
T. B. Noble, Jr., general manager
with the L. L. Dent string sometime ago but now an impresario on
his own, opens his new house in
Oklahoma City today.
Local newspapers are running
Robert Taylor's life story, the one
he's supposed to have penned himself. Film exchanges are rushed
for any and all prints of the Nebraskan's films to take advantage.
Henry Zeig, assistant manager of
the Colonial, has married Evalena
Raynor.

Colman

"The Man Who Found

in

"Lost Horizon"

with Edward Everett Horton, H. B. Warner,
Jane Wyatt, Margo
Columbia
IMPRESSIVE

AND

133 Mins.

ARTISTIC

DRAMA

WHICH

IS COLUMBIA'S MOST AMBITIOUS PRODUCTION. AN OUTSTANDING FRANK CAPRA PICTURE.

with

John

Beal,

Joan Fontaine,
Philip
Huston
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
RKO Radio
65 mins.
INTRODUCING JOAN FONTAINE, WHO

Himself"

SHOULD GO FAR, THIS MEDICAL
MANCE PROVIDES GOOD POPULAR
TERTAINMENT.

ROEN-

At an enormous cost, Columbia has delivered a production which stands out as
its most ambitious film achievement. Consistent to the Frank Capra standards, the
production has been made with painstaking
effort and appreciation of its dramatic
values. Comedy has been most effectively
interpolated among the hair-raising sequences. All in all, the picture is distinctly a worthwhile contribution to the
industry. Performances are entirely excellent and the dialogue is in harmony
with the story. The production itself is
gigantic and has been conceived with fine
beauty, wide imagination. Colman plays a
high British foreign official — an apostle of
world peace — who saves a number of English citizens from a Chinese uprising. Escaping with a motley group of people in
an airplane, he finds that its pilot mysteriously is not taking them eastward to the
coast but is instead flying into the heart
of unknown Tibet. The plane cracks up
in a desolate, snow-laden valley, high
among strange mountains, and the party
is rescued by the llama and his companions
who take them to a beautiful, hidden Utopia. Colman falls in love with an attractive

This picture serves to introduce Joan
Fontaine, a beautiful, vivacious girl, who,
with further proper material and handling,
should go far. She is a sister of Olivia De
Haviland, but has much to offer in her
own right. John Beal delivers his usual
sincere performance, while Lew Landers
has directed effectively. Philip Huston does
good work, as does Frank M. Thomas. Billy
Gilbert and James Conlin supply the comedy. George Irving, Jane Walsh, Diana
Gibson and Dwight Frye are among the
principals. Cliff Reid rates credit as the
producer. J. Robert Bren, Edmund L. Hartman, G. V. Atwater and Thomas Lennon
wrote the screenplay. Beal is the youngest member of a family of noted surgeons.
His hobby is flying, and in a storm his
passenger, Diana, a friend, is killed. Her

girl, one of the llama's followers, and
eventually learns that his trip to the valley is not an accident. That it was planned
so he might succeed the high llama who
governs the valley and carry on as a disciple of world amity. When the old llama
dies, Colman, instead of taking over his
responsibilities, escapes with his companions and eventually reaches the outside
settlements. The rest of his party, including his younger brother and the girl he
loves, perish in the snow. Later, Colman,
repents of his move and while the natives
regard him as a madman, pushes his
hazardous way back to the valley and his
sweetheart, while the world puzzles over

Beal's real identity. She flies East to his
father, Irving, and pleads with him to relent. Joan and Irving travel West to Beal,
but their train is wrecked in California.

husband brings charges against Beal. Beal's
father and his hospital associates censure
him. Bitter against his profession, he
changes his name and "bums" a ride
Angeles. He is found by his old
Huston, and through him gets work
airport as a mechanic. There, he

to Los
friend,
at an
meets

Joan, nurse on the airport's "mercy ship".
Through a nosy reporter, Conlin, Joan learns

Beal flies the "mercy ship" to the wreck
and relieves his weary father, who is performing an emergency operation on a
youngster. Father and son are re-united,
and, of course, Beal wins Joan.
Cast: John Beal, Joan Fontaine, Philip
Huston, Jane Walsh, George Irving, James
Conlin, Frank M. Thomas, Diana Gibson,
Dwight Frye, Billy Gilbert.
Associate Producer, Cliff Reid; Director,
Lew Landers; Author, Alice F. Curtis;
Screenplay, J. Robert Bren, Edmund L.
his actions. Dimitri Tiomkin's musical
background catches every mood of the pic- Hartman, G. V. Atwater, Thomas Lennon;
Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt; Special Effects,
ture, which is a "must" for every theater.
Colman plays the high British official with Vernon L. Walker; Editor, Jack Hively.
sincerity and charm and Miss Wyatt is
Direction, Smooth. Photography, Adequate.
excellent as the girl he comes to love.
Sam Jaffe and H. B. Warner as llamas
Zukor Jubilee Confab
give notable performances and comedy by
Edward Everett Horton and Thomas MitSalt Lake City — Charles M. Reagan, western divisional manager for
chell is rib-tickling. Margo is excellent
as a native girl.
Paramount, headed a delegation, inCast: Ronald Colman, Edward Everett
Horton, H. B. Warner, Jane Wyatt, Sam
Jaffe, Margo, John Howard, Thomas
Mitchell, Isabel Jewell.
Director, Frank Capra; Author, James
Hilton; Screenplay, Robert Riskin; Cameraman, Joseph Walker; Aerial Photography,
Elmer Dyer; Musical Score, Dimitri Tiomkin; Music Director, Morris Stoloff; Editor,
Gene Havlick.
Direction, The Highest Grade.
raphy, Splendid.

Photog-

cluding Myke Lewis, Pacific
division manager, Hugh Braly,
ver Rocky Mountain division
conferring here on the Adolph
or jubilee celebration with
manager Frank H. Smith.

coast
Denhead,
Zuklocal

Lesser Signs Lou Gehrig
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sol Lesser has signed
Lou Gehrig to appear
in "Trail
Blazers" starring Richard Arlen.

"IT TO CONFER ON
1937-38 PIX LINEUP
(Continued from Page 1)

arrives
New York Monday from
Universalin City.
The company sold the same number of productions for the current
year. So far 17 features and three
Buck
livered.Jones Westerns have been de-

"Able" Released Saturday
"Ready,
Able," Warner Bros, Willing
musical, and
featuring
Ruby
Keeler and Lee Dixon, will be nationally released on Saturday, announces the company's home office.

Russian Film Banned
Columbus, O. — The Ohio board of
censors has banned the Russian picture,by"AAmkino
Greater Corp.
Promise", distributed

Marie Barrell Moves
Marie Barrell of Dynamic Pictures, has moved from 729 Seventh
Ave. where she had an office for
some seven years, to 17 E. 48th St.

All-Polish Policy House
Chopin Theater, at 141 »East Houston St.,picture
has been
opened with an allPolish
policy.
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A "mU" ^
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
CIDNEY LANFIELD, whose latest
^ directorial effort is "Wake Up
and Live," the recently completed
20th Century-Fox picture with Walter Winchell, Ben Bernie and Alice
Faye in the leading roles, yesterday
signed a new long-term contract
with that studio.

WHO'S
•

• •

HDWARD

WHO

Uoit^wMd "£*U

IN HOLLYWOOD

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 57
GROSS.

Dickey. Bob Hill will direct and
Robert Stillman will supervise production. Sam Katzman, head of
Victory, will start casting Saturday.

Associate producer of Principal Picture*. Wat

•

•

•

bora ia

t- New York City, and attended New York University, where he was an allaround athlete. He became an importer during
the early days of his business career and spent
many years in Europe. Went

to California on

vacation and pictures caught his interest. Be-

Warner Bros.-First National has
purchased the screen rights to "The
Angle Shooter," by Adela Rogers St.
John, which appeared in Cosmopolitan Magazine. The studios plan to
team Pat O'Brien and Joan Blondell
in this film, for which Warren Duff
has been assigned to write the
script.
t

▼

came associate in general production at Paramount where he remained for four years. Joined
Sol Lesser in 1934 as general manager, was
elevated to his recent status of associate producer on "Rainbow on the River," was in full
charge of Principal Pictures during Lesser's recent vacation in England and the continent.

T

The American Society of Cinema"open house"
tographers
Sunday at anheld
informal preview of
Hubert L. Voight, who had a pubtheir quarters. The organization
licity bureau berore taking charge of
purchased
Conway
Tearle's
former
residence and has converted it into the Universal studio publicity dean ideal clubhouse.
partment, has re-entered business
T
T
T
for himself. His associate is Rosalind writer.
Shaffer,His
syndicate
and magaScotty Brown is serving as assistzine
staff members
will
ant director on the Columbia unit
that is en route to Victoria, British include Snowden Hunt, Jr., formerly of Kansas City, and Walter
Columbia, to make "Woman Against
the World." David Selman will di- Brooks III. Herb Dallinger, former
rect, with Alice Moore and Ralph Universal "still" man, has also
Forbes playing the leads.
joined Voight's organization.

Kansas City Police Probe
Dynamiting of Two Houses
Kansas City, Mo. — Police officials
yesterday continued their investigation into the dynamiting of two local theaters, the Sun and the Roanoke, which occurred in two widely
separated sections of the city last
Monday. Damage to the former
house consisted of a rear door blown
from its hinges, and the wrecking
of one end of the latter's stage. The
Sun is operated by Edwin S. Young,
vice-president of I.T.O.A, and the
Roanoke jointly by C. W. Rohde
and Homer A. Pautz.

Sees U. S. Industry Great
Without Foreign Market
(Continued from Page

1)

are prohibited from earning any,
Miss Andra described difficulties
she experienced herself when producing her own motion pictures.
Paramount and Fox, she said, tried
to come into Germany to make pictures but found it difficult to satisfy
both German market and American
market
with their productions.
Miss Agnes Cronin, representing
W.P.A., called into committee hearing for purpose of presenting actual
figures of actors now on relief rolls
told members there were at presReopening Duquesne House
ent 12,500 artists, actors, musicians,
Duquesne, Pa.— The Grand The- on relief rolls of which approximateater, recently damaged by fire, is
ly 30 per cent were actors and acbeing reopened by Glen Floyd and
tresses. The theater project, she
Joe Huszar.
said, had cost to date about $13,000,000.
The first witness at the afternoon
Stan Laurel On His Own
session was Thomas J. Finucane, of
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
the Immigration and Naturalization
Hollywood — Stan Laurel, screen comeDivision, Department of Labor, who
dian whose contract with Hal Roach
told the committee he knew of no
recently expired, has severed his coninection with Roach to form his own
instance where motion picture inproducing company which will make
dustry had imported actors without
several feature-legnth comedies. Laurel
is reported here to be both considany
particular
talent.
ering placing several other screen comics
under contract to work with him and
"The Dickstein bill would not in
also of possibly appearing in one picany way affect quota," Finucane
ture and his partner, Oliver Hardy,
whose contract with Roach still has
said, "but would limit the number
some months to go.
coming
in underadjourned
it."
The hearing
until next

Jed Buell and George Callaghan,
producers of Spectrum's Musical
Westerns, have signed Sam Newfield to direct "Song of the Prairie",
the third, starring Fred Scott. Ben
Cohen is the author.
The script on "Blake of Scotland
Yard," the new Victory 15 chapter
serial, has just been completed. The
story is an original by Rock Hawkey, William Buchanan
and Basil

Court Reserves Decision
In Orpheum Assets Appeal

"Shall We Dance?" has been
selected by RKO Radio Pictures as
the title for the new Fred AstaireGinger Rogers musical which has
been before the cameras under the
working title, "Stepping Toes." The
film which marks the seventh costarring appearance of the team is
being produced by Pandro S. BerOptions have been exercised by
RKO Radio
on the continued
services of Directors
Lew Landers,
George Stevens and Joseph Santley,
and ontractMarie
actress. Marks, youthful conman.

The burden of Kresel's argument
was that the court would be aiding
in perpetration of a fraud if it apReferee Ehrhorn's
because proved
it would
thereby be decision
denying
to the Orpheum stockholders any
right to relief under the bankruptcy
reorganization statute. Kresel has
asked that the Orpheum trustee be
required to intervene in the RKO
proceedings to protect the interests
of Orpheum stockholders.
Argument for confirmation of the
referee's ruling was made by counsel for the Orpheum trustee, and by
other counsel.

Lake Premiere for "Paris"
Salt
Salt Lake City— "She Met Him

in Paris,"
picture beingClaudette
filmed at Colbert's
Sun Valley,
Idaho, will have its world premiere
in Salt Lake City, Harry David, general manager of Intermountain Theaters, Inc., advises. A big celebration is being planned.
Wednesday when it is expected leading motion picture stars will be
present for testimony.

▼

▼

▼
▼
▼
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the!
board of directors of Paramount \
will leave Hollywood on March 12
for Miami, Fla., to attend the convention of the M.P.T.O.A. on March j
16-18 and eonfer with Paramount^,
theater associates who will be in
Miami attending the meetings of
the theater men.
Zukor will go to New York after
the convention for conferences with
eastern theater associates and to at-i
tend a dinner given in his honor on
March 29. On the following day
he will depart for Hollywood to
resume his duties at the Paramount,
studio.

—
Leavitt and London New

;

Selznick Studio Execs,

(.Continued from Page 1)

jecting
offer of $2,000,000
cash
for Kresel's
the property.

t

West
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Hollywood — Appointment of Har
vey Leavitt as manager of Selzniclt
International studio, with Sol London as maintenance assistant, wasl
announced today by Henry Ginsberg
general manager of Selznick Inter-|
national Pictures, Inc.
Leavitt, a veteran studio executive, recently was assistant to th(
general manager of the RKO-Pathe i
lot. London, for the past nine years
has held positions connected with
studio management on the same lot

West Coast Bur.,
THE FILM
Rita"
"Rio DAILY
May —Remake
RKO
Hollywood
According to reports
here, RKO will make formal announcement shortly that it will re-make "Rio
Rita,"
onesuccessful
of the films.
company's
and
most
Johnearliest
Boles
and Irene Dunne, who are under contract to the company, the latter for
one picture, are said to be scheduled
for the leading roles. In the event
Boles is officially selected, he will be
the first screen player to appear in a
re-make of a film in which he was
originally

starred.

A 20

year man.1

/

''Always look forward to the FILM DAILY as a welcome visitor, it carries the news of Trade in short, concise meaty
form, easy to digest, within a minimum of time, and helps
to keep me posted.
Being a subscriber for the past twenty years, tells its own
story, most eloquently/'

Louis Rosenzweig, Mgr.
VICTORIA
THEATRE
GREENFIELD, MASS.
* 20 Years Ago This Publication Was

Known

as Wid's Weekly — Becoming a Daily Paper in 1918.

THE
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MANY INTERESTS JOIN
FILM AUDIENCE GROUP
Establishment of Associated Film
Audiences, an organization representing the interests of church, social, racial, labor, student and educational groups was made known
yesterday by Dr. Worth M. Tippy
of the Federal Council of Churches
and honorary chairman of Associated Film Audiences.
The organization proposes to "give
Hollywood every encouragement to
produce films that give a true and
socially useful portrayal of the contemporary scene; to encourage production of films that will better the
understanding between racial and religious groups; to encourage the production of anti-war films and conversely to use its influence to discourage production of films which
discredit the tradition of American
Democracy by portraying militarists,
anti-labor and fascist sentiments in
a favorable light."
The executive board of the organization includes Roswell P. Barnes of
the Federal Council of Churches;
Richard Constantine, treasurer, National Council for Prevention of
War; Abbott Simon, Amer. Youth
Congress; Rose Terlin, National Y.
W. C. A.; Viola Calder, executive
secretary, Inter-Professional Ass'n,
Lester Granger, National Urban
League; Madeleine L. Heyman,
Schools Motion Picture Committee;
Edward K. Kern, chairman, New
Film Alliance, and A. Tauber, Teachers Union, Local 5.
To date the following organizations have expressed interest in the
organization's program and are expected shortly to appoint reviewers
to the proposed Film Survey Board:
M. P. Committee of the Federal
Council of Churches, Committee on
Militarism in Education, Women's
International League for Peace' and
Freedom, National Council for Prevention of War, League of Nations
Ass'n, American Jewish Congress,
American Youth Congress, National
Urban League, National Committee
against Censorship in Arts, InterProfessional Ass'n, New Film Alliance, United Textile Workers, International Ladies Garment Workers
Union, Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
Porters, Workers Alliance, Associated Musicians Union, Local 802,
Teachers Union, Local 5, Painters
and Decorators Union, District 9.
Associated Film Audiences will
publicize in a bi-monthly bulletin
both to the industry and general
public all reviews it receives as well
as advance information on pictures
from Hollywood.

NEWS

of the DAY

New Haven — Regent Theater,
South Norwalk, and Warner's Lenox,
Hartford, are among the new contractors for Bank Night in this area.
New Haven — A. Lambert, manager of the Hillcrest, is the father
of a bouncing baby boy.
Dayton — George Bressler has
opened the Liberty. F. D. McQuaid,
after remodeling and redecorating,
is opening The Mecca, at Guyandotte, W. Va. C. L. Crist, of Ripley,
Ohio, will reopen his house April 15.
Lyric and LeRoy at Portsmouth
have opened.

been announced by H. H. Chase,
owner of the Diamond Theater, 200seat house, which will be dismantled.
Detroit — Plans for the new Palmer Park Theater in Highland Park,
Detroit suburb, being erected for
Raymond Schreiber of the Crystal
Theater, call for a five-story structure, with front in porcelain enamel.
Modern French style lobby and
auditorium will be used with special
lighting system. Air conditioning
will be built in.

Dallas— About 125 members and
guests of the Variety Club met at
luncheon recently at the Adolphus
Cincinnati — Ray Frisz, formerly Hotel. Chief Barker R. J. O'Donstationed in Chicago, is now in nell, presided. William McCraw,
charge of bookings for Schine cir- Attorney General of Texas, spoke.
cuit, Lexington. Bud Silverman beSewickley, Pa. — William Wheat,
in Ohio.comes district manager for Schine's operator
of the Sewickley Theater,
installed complete new air and heat
Cincinnati — Frank Weitzel, for- conditioning units into his house.
merly with Alpine Circuit, has join- Equipment was furnished by Steined Grand National here as booker.
berg Bros, of Pittsburgh.

Cincinnati — Al Rosenberg of New
York City, is new student booker
for M-G-M at his local office.

Johnstown, Pa. — V. F. Scott, operator of the Ideal Amusement Co.,
left for Florida on a vacation.

RKO $2,514,734 NET

4 TIMES THAT OF '35 •
(Continued from Page 1)

to $771,183 in 1935
RKO
Pathe
Pictures, Inc. and subsidiaries show-1
a net loss of $195,051 for 1936 compared with a loss of $187,937 in <
1935.
Pathe News, Inc. reported a
net profit of $358 for 1936 compared j
with a profit of $5,907 in 1935.
RKO theater business rose about
10 per cent during 1936, A. H. McClausland, trustee as representat- j
tive of the Irving Trust Co., ex-fl
plained in response
to questions')
about the report.
Gross theater)
business increased $1,900,000 in 1936
over 1935, whereas
expenses
rose
only $300,000.
A slight rise in admissions also played a part in the/J
final figure. Gross receipts of RKO'
Radio were nearly twice as large in
1936 as in 1932.
Foreign business
has improved.
The report states that loans of $6,643,576 have been made to subsidiary companies against new
notes. Cash on hand is put at $7,955,974.
A suit for $350,000 brought bj
Rogers Productions, Ltd., against
RKO, RKO Pathe and other RKC
companies is to be settled for $15,000, it is disclosed.
There still remains considerable
work to be done in connection witt
the claims against RKO, the report
shows. There remain claims aggregating $1,602,900 to be nego
tiated, withdrawal of $352,792 ir
claims is indicated, $845,833 ir
claims are to be submitted to Special Master Scandrett on stipulation of facts, and allowance is in
dicated
$1,708,'
806. Of oftheclaims
total totaling
amount of
$55,
121,179 in claims filed to date, $18,
202,727 has been carved away bj
reduction by payment, amendec
claims, stipulation, brief, allowanc< "
and disallowance. This figure doe;
not include claims that were with
drawn.

Cincinnati — Elmer Shard is reRichmond, Va. — Hill Amusement
modeling the lobby and front of his Corp. will build a $21,000 motion
Monte Vista, Pleasant Ridge, Cin- picture theater at 2903 Q St. for
cinnati.
negroes. The contract has been
awarded to James Fox & Sons,
Wethersfield. Conn. — rNathan Lam- builders, 2501 E. Franklin St.
pert, owner of theaters in Colchester, Broadbrook, East Hampton, and
Kansas City Mo. — W. L. Morris
the recently-begun Glastonbury of the Consolidated Film Co., has
house, will build a theater here in bought the Strand Theater here
the near future.
from A. H. Schaffer. The house has
been closed for several weeks for
remodeling.
Altoona, Pa. — John Notopoulos,
assistant manager of the Olympic
here, and Katherine Gianakos of
Kansas City — Elmer Rhoden, genBrooklyn will be married this sumeral manager of Fox-Midwest Themer. John is the son of A. N. Notoaters, has just purchased a 280poulos, circuit operator.
acre farm in Johnson County, Kansas, about 15 miles southwest of
Seattle — John Wheeler has com- Kansas City.
missioned Architect Donald N. McDonald, Vance Bldg., Seattle, to
Kansas City — Wendell Smith, forSEATTLE
supervise construction of a $25,000
merly of Detroit, has just been emmovie theater at Burien, south of
ployed by Dickenson Theaters to
Seattle is again the City of Hold
Seattle. New house will seat 600.
manage their Hiawatha, Kans.,
house, taking the place of Mark overs, with "One in a Million" en
Detroit — Plans for a new 400-seat Jenkins who will be reassigned by tering upon a 9th record-smashing
theater at Lake Odessa, Mich., have the organization.
week at The Music Box; "Wher
You're in Love" held at Liberty foi
manager at Caldwell, Idaho, for a second; "On the Avenue" opening
DENVER
Fox. He came from a managerial a third week at Hamrick's Music
at Las Vegas, N. M., where he Hall; and "God's Country and the
Sam Steinberg, representative of job
succeeded by Henry Westerfield, Woman" moved to the Blue Mous<
National Screen Accessories, Inc., is is
for a second.
of Trinidad, Colo.
in the territory making a survey
Al Baker, manager of Evergreei
theater at Rocky Ford, Colo,
prior to contemplated opening of a hasRoxy
State's Fox Theater at Spokane
been closed.
branch here.
New booker at the Fox offices Wash., suffered the loss of his wife
Redecoration of the offices ocMrs. other
Alta day.
Baker, who passed awa]
here
is Robert Garland, recently the
Operators Get 10% Raise
cupied by the Allied, Capital and with Columbia
as salesman.
Portland — J. T. Moore, business Commercial film exchanges has been
Resigning from his Universal con
The Simon theater at Las Animas, nection
representative of the I.A.T.S.E. completed.
at Seattle, Ray Ackles has
Seen transacting business on film Colo., has been taken over by C. E. departed for San Francisco.
local of motion picture operators,
advises he has obtained from inde- row were E. J. Anderson, Fort Mor- McLaughlen from C. W. Kelley who
Manager Ted Wilson has an
Chicago to enter the cosmet- nounced opening of the Alpine o:
pendent houses an increase of 10
gan, Colo.; Rev. O. Martorell, San wentic to
business.
per cent in wages effective Feb. 1, Luis, Colo.; M. Kelloff, Aguilar,
Leavenworth, Wash., for March 12
Paul Hoppen has purchased the
the scale to run until Sept. 1937. Colo.; and M. Coulter, Loveland,
of his movie theate:
real estate where his Palace theater is Remodeling
Colo.
being undertaken by R. Adamsoi
Negotiations
of Vancouver, Wash.
ilar increase are
with pending
circuits. for a simVera Fletcher has been made city is located on Curtis Street.
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A. P. Academy Votes "Great Ziegfeld" Best 1936 Film

HILLY CIRCUIT COURT FINOS DUAL RATILLEGAL

•iorth Dakota Passes Initial
iana House Enacts Similar
Measure — Urged in
Minnesota

■

The North Dakota legislature yes<lay completed enactment of a
•ater divorce bill when the Sen• by a vote of 37 to 9 concurred
h the House.
\Torth Dakota was the first state
enact a measure compelling probers to discard their theater invests. The bill now goes to the
vernor for his approval.
n Indiana, the House yesterday
icted a similar measure
which
■ l be relayed to the Senate for
icurrent action. The bill provides
(Continued on Page 4)

:E $300,000 FIRST
QUART. NET FOR KA0
•

irst quarter earnings of $300,» for Keith-Albee-Orpheum are
icated, The Film Daily is aded.
[t is considered probable that the
' arrears in dividends on the KAO
sferred stock will be paid off in
) years, half this year and half
:t.

ti-Giveaway and Games
Bill Before Ohio House
Columbus — Eliminating giveays and audience games involving
tnce, a new bill just introduced
the Ohio House would prohibit
rfair and discriminatory practices
which fair and honest competin is destroyed." It schedules 25
v business "crimes."
Another new measure creates an
(.Continued on Page 4)

SI •

'Tis Spring!

Well,

Almost

Weymouth, Mass. — Spring's coming!
rflj£ven a better guaranty than the bock
.'. beer signs is the announcement that the
^» open air Drive-In Theater will open
here about April 1 — and no fool in!

Theater Divorce Measure

ACADEMY
OF MOTION
PICTURE
ARTS A1\D SCIENCES
===== 1936 Awards =====
Best Production— "The

Great

Ziegfeld".

Best Performance,

Actress — Luise

Best Performance,
ner Bros.).

Actor — Paul

Best Supporting
Bros.).

Actress — Gail

(M-G-M).

Rainer.

Muni,

"The

"The

Great Ziegfeld".

Story

Sondergaard,

of Louis

Anthony

Pasteur",

Adverse",

(War-

(Warner

Best Supporting
Actor Walter
Brennan.
"Come
and Get It", (U. A.Goldwyn).
-Frank Capra
(Columbia).
"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town".
Best DirectionBest Assistant Director — Jack Sullivan.
"Charge
of the
(W. B.).
Story
Light The
Brigade"
Best Original Story — Sheridan Gibney and Pierre Collinge for
of Louis Pasteur", (W. B.).
The Story of
Best Screenplay — Sheridan
Gibney
and Pierre Collinge,
Louis Pasteur".
Best Cinematography — Tony

Gaudio

for

"Anthony

Adverse".

Best Art Director — Richard Day for "Dodsworth", (U. A.-Goldwyn).
Best Sound Recording — M-G-M sound department (headed by Douglas
Shearer) for "San Francisco".
Best Musical Composition — "The Way You Look Tonight", from "Springtime", 03KO), music by Jerome Kern, lyric by Dorothy Fields.
Best Dance Direction — Seymour Felix for "A Pretty Girl is Like a Melody"
in "The Great Ziegfeld", (M-G-M).
Best Film Editing — Ralph Dawson;

"Anthony

Adverse", (W. B).

Best Scoring — Leo Forbstein, "Anthony Adverse".
Outstanding Shorts — One-reeler, "Bored of Education", Hal Roach; tworeeler, "The Public Pays", (M-G-M), Jack Chertok; cartoon, "Country
Cousin", Walt Disney; color subject, "Give Me Liberty" (W.B.).
Special Award — to "The March of Time" as a distinct novelty.

aring
Distributors HeExpected
to Seek

Supreme Court
Philadelphia— The U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals yesterday handed
down a decision affirming an opinion that film rental contract proviillegal. sions banning double features are
Six major distributors who are
defendants in the action are likely
to ask the U. S. Supreme Court togrant a writ of certiorari, thus assuming jurisdiction over the case.
The decision had been awaited
with industry-wide interest as the
action has been the most important
one to date
testingon the
of dis(Continued
Pageright
4)

L0EW AGAIN TO SELL
65 PIX FOR 1937-38
Loew's will sell 65 pictures for
its 1937-38 program, the same number as offered at the opening of the
current season, it was indicated at
its home office yesterday. Lineup
will be mapped out at conferences
to be held in May, it was stated.
Denial was made of a rumor that
(Continued on Page 20)

New Copyright Move Would
Protect Music Interpreter
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Luise Rainer and Paul Muni
Win Best Performances Awards
By RALPH WILK
Hollywood— M-G-M's "The Great
Ziegfeld" was voted the outstanding
production of 1936 and Frank Capra
won top honors for direction with
"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town" in the
annual
awards
conferred
by the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts &
Sciences at the Hotel Biltmore last
night.
Luise Rainer took acting honors
among
actresses for her role of
Anna Held
in "Theon Great
(Continued
Page 20)Ziegfeld,"

Washington — Declaring his bill
was designed primarily to protect
the interpreter of musical compositions either through
(Continued
on Page the
4) medium

Will Hays' 15th Anniversary
Will H. Hays today observes his 15th
anniversary as president of the M. P.
P. D. A., having assumed this post on
March 5, 1922. Members of his staff
will attend a buffet luncheon at their
headquarters by way of celebration.
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In justification of his campaign
against games of chance in the theaters, Commissioner of Licenses
Paul Moss spoke at length on the
subject at the Ampa luncheon at the
Hotel Edison yesterday. He stated
it was time to stop the cheap ballyhoo of this variety, and that the
Bank Nights and giving away of
dishes should be ended.
The Commissioner conceded there
was some justification for Bank
Nights during the depression period,
as it took some houses out of the
Mrs. McCarthy and Mr. and Mrs. red. He voiced the opinion that
E. W. Hammons accompanied the those who failed to win prizes in the
body east. They were met at the chance games formed a disgruntled
station by Will H. Hays, Gov. Carl majority who hurt the prestige of
E. Milliken and other members of the picture theater by their adverse
the Hays organization.
reactions, which was psychological.
Among those who attended the
He was happy to note that the
services were: E. W. Hammons, Loew, RKO and Century circuits
Mrs. Hattie Silverman, Mr. and had banned games of chance, and
Mrs. Sidney Silverman, Mr. an|d
Mrs. Clayton Sheehan, Mr. and Mrs. said his office stood ready to cooperate in every way to "clean
John Powers, Mrs. Louis Weber,
house" all along the line and get
Walter Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Jack back
to straight show business.
Connolly, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Pettijohn, William Ferguson, Joseph Pin- Becker Quits Sabath Com.
cus, Mr. and Mrs. George J. Atwell, Mr. and Mrs. John Krimsky,
Post to Resume Law Work
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Pierson, Saul
E. Rogers, Charles Christie, Jacob
Samuel Becker, attorney, who has
Wilk, Joe Lee, George Dunn, Mr. and been heading the Sabath committee
Mrs. George Bothwell, Sam Fox, investigation of bond defaults, with
Jack Skirball, Maurice McKenzie, activities touching upon Paramount
Roy Norr, Mary H. King, Lester and RKO reorganizations, yesterday
Thompson, Joel Swensen, Pete Har- stated that he has definitely rerison and George M. Cohan, Jr.
signed this post and is going to resume his private law practice at
Milwaukee.
He leaves New York
New Spitz Contract May
Sunday for that city.

5
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+
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Services for J. J. McCarthy, head
of the Hays Advisory Council and
veteran showman, were held at the
Gate of Heaven cemetery, Mt. Pleasant, N. Y., yesterday afternoon, following arrival of the body yesterday morning from the coast, where
death had occurred. A number of
industry executives attended the
rites, at which Rev. Leo Madden of
the Church of St. Augustine, Larchmont, officiated, assisted by Rev.
Joseph
Furlong. A. Daly and Dr. Philip J.

'%

F IN AN CIAL
NEW

Be Signed Within Week

New contract for Leo Spitz as
president of RKO is expected to be
ready for signatures when he returns to New York from the coast
on Wednesday or Thursday. Spitz
has been at the RKO Radio studio
for some weeks conferring with
Samuel J. Briskin, production chieftain, and other executives.

Zukor Drive Film Rentals
Show Advance of 27 P.
Paramount's film rentals for the
first two months, January and February, of the Adolph Zukor Silver
Jubilee Drive continued at a record
pace and revealed a 27 per cent increase in business over a similar
drive period in 1936, it was announced by Neil F. Agnew, vicepresident in charge of sales.

Thomas

MARCH

5

Edwin Carewe
Rene Carroll
D. A. Doran
Jules Furthman
Houston Branch

Time to End Giveaways
and Games, Moss Holds

S. Wright Dead

Brownsville, Pa. — ■ Thomas S.
Wright, prominent retired theater
operator here, died in Brownsville
Hospital from a stroke of paralysis.
He had been identified with theater
enterprises here for more than 25
years. Funeral services and burial
was locally.

Columbia

Release Friday

Columbia's "Trapped," will be nationally released Friday.

Washington Bureau .of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Action on the Sabath resolution to continue his committee which has been investigating
bond defaults in the motion picture
and other industries was deferred
yesterday in
House
sentativesthe
until next
week.of Repre-

Coming and Going
EDWARD GOLDEN
day from a southern

returns to New
trip.

York Mon

WILLIAM F. RODGERS left New York yes
terday for Chicago and other key cities, eventu
elly reaching Miami about Mar. 14.
SEADLER
theSIcoast.

left New

BECKER
for SAMUEL
Milwaukee.
TOM

CONNORS

HELEN
wood, and

York

leaves New

yesterday to
York Sunda

is in Miami from

New

York

FLINT, has returned from Holly
is stopping at the Weylin Hotel.

ALBERT SENDREY, grandson
Schumann-Heink,
arrives
on
today en route to California
20th Century-Fox.
OTTO KRUGER has arrived
city.
from Hollywood.

of the late Mme i
the
Washington
to do scores fo i
at the Warwidjj

JANET GAYNOR and MARGARET LINDSA'll
are at the Lombardy during their stay in th. 'I
for SAM
Miami.DEMBOW

leaves New

York

Monda' I

AL LICHTMAN is due back in New
from the coast in about
two weeks.

Yorl I

REFE
DAVIS,
hill billy
soloist with
Gu.l
Lombardo's
orchestra,
arrived
in Hollywoof
yesterday
from
New
York
to play a part
Paramount's Bob Burns-Martha Raye co-starrin
picture, "Mountain
Music."
ROY E. LARSEN of "The March of Time!
who flew to the coast on Wednesday wi4
return next week.
MARJORIE

GATESON,

who

expects to comll

plete her role in "Turn Off the Moon" all
Paramount's Hollywood studio next week, iH
planning a vacation at her Long Island ho mil
over the Easter holiday.
R. K. HAWKINSON, RKO Radio Pictures LatiJI
American Division Manager sailed on the SSfl
Oriente for a visit to the Cuban and MexicaU
offices of the Foreign
Sales department.
HARRIET HILLIARD, is returning to Holly
wood today to play the leading feminine ro
in the first edition of an annual extravaganz,
to be filmed

by RKO

titled,

"New

Faces."

Screen Playwrights Ratify
5- Year Pact with Producer;
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL)

Hollywood — Members of Scree:
Playwrights, Inc., have ratified (
Roxy Reorganization Plan
five-year contract with pro
Fairness, Hearing Subject proposed
ducers which has been signed b;
eight major studios. A standin;
Hearing will be held today be- committee of three writers and thri
fore Federal Judge Caffey on the
fairness of the Roxy reorganization producers will be named to enforc
the agreement's
provisions.
Fullmadde
plan, with indications that eventual- tails
of the contract
will not be
ly the plan will be accepted by the
public until
Academy's
court perhaps with some modifica- branch
gives the
approval,
which writer
is ex
tions. The plan proposes acquisi- pected to be only a formality.
tion of the theater by 20th CenturyFox and is proposed by the first
mortgage bondholders' committee.

Albany Theaters Fight
Gannett Ad. Rate Jump
Albany — In a protest against an
advertising rate increase which they
regard as unwarranted and unfair,
local film theaters as well as leading
merchants have withdrawn their
display copy from the Knickerbocker Press (morning) and the Evening
News (evening), two of the Gannett
Newspapers chain, owned by Frank
E. Gannett, Rochester publisher.
Picture theaters are advertising exclusively in Hearst's Times Union.

BIG

NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Gail Patrick is so fond of red that
she pens many of her letters in red
ink— PARAMOUNT.

JEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

OLFACTORY
GRINDER

ORGAN

Allen Jenkins

"swings it" on Frank McHugh's
proboscis to show photographer the goings-on now going on celluloid for "Marry
the Girl," nearing the finish
mark with the hilarious help
of Mary Boland, Hugh Herbert, Mischa Auer, Teddy
Hart
OMETHING

FOR

AMERICA

TO

LOOK

and

Carol

Hughes.*

AT will be the

unching next week of Warners' history-making billboard
campaign announcing Easter release of Mervyn LeRoy's "The
ng and the Chorus Girl" and debut of Fernand Gravet.
-venty-four sheets will blanket 1200 cities for thirty days in
ddition to unprecedented magazine and newspaper drive!

■: .

GIRL MEETS JOY! Long-term contract
is Warner reward to Bonita Granville
after first view of coming comedy-colosVO

FOR

TEA

AND

TECHNICALITIES

are Admiral

chard Byrd (left) and Jack L. Warner, after visit to Dick
well's giant "Singing Marine" set proved that in Hollybod the world can be seen without joining the Navy!*
'A Warner

sus, "Call It a Day." "I owe my success,"
says the grandest of the Granvilles, "to
lots of home work and Olivia de Havilland, Anita Louise, Ian Hunter, Roland
Young and Alice Brady, my co-stars" !t

Bros. Picture

tA Cosmopolitan

Production

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

WELL-EARNED

VACATION

goes to Margaret

Lindsay for her contribution to "Green Light,"
Errol Flynn-Anita Louise co-starrer by author of
"Magnificent Obsession", as new holdovers in
Detroit, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and
Rochester

follow third

big

New

York

week.t
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CIRCUIT COURT FINDS
DUALS BAN ILLEGAL

LEGISLATURE PASSES
N. D. DIVORCE BILL
(Continued from Page

that it become effective in January,
1939.
A committee of the Minnesota
House yesterday unanimously recommended passage of a theater
divorce bill.
A hearing on a like measure is
scheduled for March 10 in the Wisconsin legislature and in the Ohio
governing body a week or so later.
In Michigan, a theater divorce bill
has also been introduced.
In a telegram to The Film Daily
Abram F. Myers, chairman of the
board and general counsel of Allied,
commented: "Today marks a milestone in the struggle of independent
theater owners for economic freedom and of the public for community freedom in the selection of motion picture entertainment. The
overwhelming majority in favor of
the motion in both Houses (North
Dakota) demonstrates public interest in, and sympathy with, the movement and foreshadows success in
other states."

Anti-Giveaway and Games
Bill Before Ohio House
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

"Ohio labor board to meet unfair
labor practices" and it would be
similar to the Federal board authorized by the Wagner Labor Dispute
Act. An increase in censorship fees
from the present rate of $3 per reel
to $20 is called for in another bill,
which, it is estimated, would raise
censor costs from $175,000 to $1,200,000 annually.
A tax on all newspaper advertising at the same rate as the retail sales tax is provided in a bill,
which specifies that the levy shall
be paid by the advertiser in every
case.
Bank Night, Screeno and other
games other
would
be prohibited
by bill
annew measure.
A House
seeks to create a board of examiners
for projectionists and another measure introduced in the same body,
would prohibit labor espionage.
In the Senate is pending a bill
requiring Ascap to pay an annual
franchise tax and also a measure
permitting the levying of excise
taxes by municipalities on subjects
upon which the state excise taxes
are now levied. This bill allows imposing of a tax on admissions.

Uniform B. O. Scales in
K. C. Downtown First Runs
Kansas City, Mo. — With the
Mainstreet theater this week cutting
balcony prices to 25 cents and the
Tower Theater hiking their evening
price for first floor seats from 35
to 40 cents, all first-run downtown
houses are operating under the same
price schedule for the first time in
over a year.

• • • THE INSIDE dope on how an author can sell an
original story to a producer or if he can't sell it, why he
can't and why he is stopped from selling it
and all
the runaround that goes with the delightfully fascinating game
of kidding yourself that you have a story for the fillums that
really should be filmed all told very clearly and interestingly by Homer Croy in an article in the current issue of Authors' League Bulletin
• • • THIS EXPERT who has been all through the storyselling merry-go-round both with the eastern and western
scenario offices, states among other things . Hollywood is
getting the jump on New York, and that something almost resembling animosity exists between some home office story departments and the studio dep't
"now if a story comes
from New York the Hollywood boys air out the room"
• • • IN A word
the New York offices are growing
less important in the business of buying story material the
chance of selling an original if you are not in Hollywood is
almost nil
the studio lads have the original story thing all
sewed up with a system and finally, the price is up for the
Class A story that is, if it fits a star who is scheduled
for a production that the studio must deliver to the exhibitors
and IF you happen to have a story that fits that star,
even though the story may not be so hot and you can make the
RIGHT contacts, you can ask your own price, practically
and if you have a swell story that doesn't fit any particular
star, you are lucky if you collect a Class B price for it for that
type of a production
T
T
T
• • • AT THE AMPA luncheon the speaker was Commissioner of Licenses Paul Moss
who took a healthy slam
at all games of chance in the theater
while Ed Goldstein
of Bank Nite sat and listened in silence, and walked out the
same way
Ed should worry
he's got his
Vincent Trotta reported on the work of the Arrangements Committee of Ampa Awards
the recommendations of this committee were adopted that a one-week's exhibit be given
of the advertising and art work submitted by the various companies competing, followed by a dinner-dance for Saturday eve
of that week
the new administration will be introudced
at this time also
the annual function will be held some
week during the latter part of April or early in May
a big
novelty stunt suggested by Barret McCormick to publicize the
event is being worked out
• • • NEAT STUNT launched by the Loew publicity
dep't to ballyhoo "Three Smart Girls" which will play the met.
houses of the circuit
local newspaper editors and publishers of the lesser dailies were on hand at the Hotel Victoria the
other day for luncheon and a telephone interview with Deanna
Durbin from the coast all queries asked by the group were
cleared through Gene Murphy of the Loew office, who amplified
the starlet's answers
▼
T
T
• • • THEIR TENTH anniversary will be celebrated today
at Sardi's by Renee Carroll, the hat check gal, and Manager
John Brasi
today is also Rene's birthday ...
• Joan
Castle is heading toward the coast, soon to work in the pix
... • A preview of United Artists'* "History Is Made At
Night" will be held in Scarsdale tonite, with the press lads riding up as home office guests ... • Friends of Gene Buck will
tender him a dinner at the Astor on April 6, proceeds to go to
the United Palestine Appeal
artists and execs in every
branch of the entertainment world will serve on the committee of arrangements

«

«

«

»

»

»
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tributors
to use anti-dual clauses in j
their contracts.
Harry Perelman, West Allegheny
and Lehigh exhibitor, brought the
test action on May 28, 1934, in the
U. S. District Court, Philadelphia
In addition to Warner Bros., othei :
defendants were Paramount, 20tt
Century-Fox, RKO, United Artisb
andOn M-G-M.
Jan. 16, 1936, the Circuii
Court of Appeals affirmed the low
er court decision and in the follow

ing April, application for re-hear
ing was granted, with the case sub
sequently argued in October, whei
decision was reserved.
As a result of the Circuit Cour
of Appeals decision, the contraci \
bans on duals are immediately out
lawed. At the present time it i:
understood that only three compan
ies are enforcing contract provijj
sions in this respect.

New Copyright Move Woult
Protect Music
Interprete
(Continued from Page

1)

of radio or the motion picture, Judg
J. Burwood Daly, Congressman fror
Pennsylvania, has introduced H. P
5275 to amend the present copyrigh
act of 1909.
"If motion pictures use the inter
pretation of any conductors' music i
the course of a production," Judg
Daly
said,worked
"I feel out
that the
the arrange
conduc
tor who
ment on the composition should b
entitled to some remuneration fc
his work." The new Daly measur
includes controversial $250 damag
fee clause which is exempted unde
the pending Duffy copyright bil
Congressman Daly feels it is essei
tial for an association such as Asca
or any association representing con
posers and authors to have the rig!
to collect for use of their works.

Work Starts Next Week
on New Randforce Hous
Work starts next week on erectio
of a new 1,700-seat theater at tr
corner of Graham Avenue and Me:
erole St., to be operated by Ran
force Amusement Corp. Charl
Sandblon is the architect.
Randforce has completely rend
vated and reseated the Beverly Tb
ater at Church and McDonald Ave;
Brooklyn.

Billboard Ban in Cities
and Villages Is Propose]
Springfield,
— Billboards
other
outdoor 111.
advertising
would ai1
banned from the corporate limi
of Illinois villages and cities, und
a bill introduced in the state Legi
lature by Representative Kewin.

"ME AND MY
W SAY
SHA
MERRY M-G-M
SPRINGTIME
TO YOU!

,-

»!•

s

MR. GROUND-HOG
CASTS HIS SHADOW!

jThe wise little fellow is right again this year! Sing Tra4a4a
land DOUGH-Re-Mi for the Biggest M-G-M Hits of Histor-ee!
Whee! Start on next page!
«

10,000 M-G-M
SHOWMEN ARE
NG TODAY:
YI
SA
a
There's only one
thing that matters—

PICTURES!"

//

AND WHEREVER
FILM MEN MEET
THEY AGREE:
" There's only one company can be depended
on to make them!'

DON'T LOOK NOW, LEO, BUT
THERE'S SOMEBODY WANTS TO
TALK TO YOU ABOUT 'MAYTIME'!

"
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Jeanette Mac DonaldmNelson Eddy

Wl

th JOHN

BARRYMORE

To make a greater picture than either oi their previous hits — "Naughty

Marietta

Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer. It was no easy matter to repeat such memorable

triumphs but the completed picture, a sensa-

tion at its Coast preview, is the answer. To the romantic stars, Miss MacDonald

or "Rose Marie' was the task ol

and Mr. Eddy; to the unfailing producer

Mr. Hunt Stromberg of "San Francisco " and "Great Ziegleld' fame (to mention just two of his many hits); to Director
Robert Z. Leonard (X. for his "Ziegfeld" direction); to Mr. John Barrymore, Mr. Herman
whose efforts lor so many

months contributed to the making of the picture Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer offers its sincerest

salute of admiration and gratitude, echoed by thousands of showmen
of "MAYTIME

M-G-M

Bing, and the great Cast; to all

the world over. In appreciation of the importance

has taken full page ads in national magazines and newspapers to launch what is destined to be

one of the greatest box-office attractions of our time.

Ana the parade of JVf-G-.M hits marches merrily on and on and on!

Whether your
patrons live
here
|

They'll
get the
same
thrill
here I
because M-G-M
has co-starred
two flaming
stars |

.^-£l

rs in
a
a
g
e
n
p
i
p
l
l
a
e
s
d
This

.

s
all fan magawne

AND NOVJJ

AS GREAT AS

Dust off the Hall of
Fame for another
M-G-M masterpiece!

This is the first award
given to "Captains
Courageous/7 There
will be many more before the year is over!
PW.

CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS'

To all Ihose who worked so successfully lo make "Caplains Courageous" a
brilllanl picture, we lender our sincere congratulations.
Again Modem Screen singles oul Ihe outslanding piclure ol the month lor its
disllnguished Award of Merit. Only those pictures rate the medal which we think
olfer you the best in entertainment value. These about-to-be-released piclures
are the tops in acting, scenario, direction and phologrophy — productions worthy
of leading your screen fare for the year. By watching for our monthly award,
you will never spend a dull evening in Ihe thealre. Il's certified entertainment
for you!
Great credit Is due the robust direction of Victor Fleming together with )ohn
Lee Mahin's excellent script. You who enjoyed the original Rudyard Kipling
tale will not be dlsappolnled, for all the tang and flavor has been retained in the
screen version.
It's a failhlul Iranscriplion of a much beloved story.

Modern Screen's Medal Award

Picture, "Captains

Courageous," an

M-G-M

production,

MUTINY

ON THE BOUNTY

!

Freddie

BARTHOLOMEW

Spencer
Lionel j£

BARRYMORE

Melvyn

DOUGLAS
Produced by LOUIS D, LIGHTON

tich has been two years in production
and costs a fortune to make could stand alone in an
entire season and bring fame to any company. It is
but one of M-G-M's amazing group of springtime
attractions! Carry on!

A DAY

AT THE

RACES

//

(just you wait!)

And another BIG ONE!
.

But BIG!
(Turn please)
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Unquestionably Clark Gable's greatest role, more
dramatic than Blackie Norton in "San Francisco," more
powerful than his Fletcher Christian in "Mutiny on the
Bounty." And Myrna Loy is perfect for the celebrated
co-starring role, the girl for whom he surrendered the
destiny of a nation!

®
afilliif ?

His Mightiest ROAR
Since "San Francisco

CLARK GABLE
MYRNA LOY

^
H
&
s
i
^
T
j
t
f
)
You thought "San Francisco" was
— but wait! This picture which
months in the making and nears
tion in the skilled hands of John

exciting
has been
compleML Stahl

will thrill you to the finger-tips. So great
it is being advertised in leading national
magazines in addition to all fan magazines.
Something to watch for indeed!
(The next page is last, but not least!)

While the mobs are packing
in to see ^Maytime" keep
your screen and lobby alive
with M-G-M's

springtime

hits! It's great to be an
M-G-M Showman!
B ««OTWi

ERS

JN?«»fxOn EDDY

Welcome on the mat at Poli Theatre,
Worcester. They cant miss the coming hits pasted on the lobby floor.
Lobby display

00

sells Shea's
Buffalo
as the
home of hits.
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HOLLYWOOD
A MUSIC conservatory has been
erected at Universal Studios for
Leopold Stokowski, who is preparing: the music for "100 Men and a
Girl." in which he will be co-featured with little Deanna Durbin.
Offices, dressing room and study ai-e
included in the bungalow, in addition to a special recording device
for constant use in selecting the vocal and instrumental music for the
forthcoming film. Frederick Hol: lander is also to use the conservatory. He is writing three songs for
Deanna Durbin to sing in the production.
T

▼

T

▼

"Footloose Heiress" has been
selected as the definite title for
First National's forthcoming tale of
a madcap young woman of wealth,
in which Ann Sheridan will have the
leading part, with Craig Reynolds
opposite.
▼
▼
T
Casting assignments: Sam Goldwvn — Leona Maricle, "The Woman's
Touch"; Universal — E. E. Clive,
"The Road Back"; 20th CenturyFox— Ray Walker, Paul Hurst, Al
Lydell, Charles William, Russ Clark,
Franklin Parker, Eddie Dunn and
Wally Maher, "Angel's Holiday";
Ray Hendricks and J. Carroll Naish,
'Think Fast, Mr. Moto".
T

▼

▼

"Make Way For Tomorrow" will
be the release title of the picture
being produced in Paramount's Hollywood studio under the title, "The
Years Are So
Long."
T
T
T
More casting assignments: Paramount— Ben Blue, "Artists and
Models"; Edward Arnold and Akim
: Tamiroff, "Easy Living"; RKO Ra
dio — Gertrude Michael, "There Goes
My Girl"; Fred Stone, "Ballyhoo
Artist."
▼
T
T
Larry Adler, for years a vaudeville and variety headliner, has been
signed for a part in "The Singing
Marine," Warner Bros.' new musical romance in which Dick Powell
will be starred. Henry Otho has
also been added to the cast.
T

T

•

•

•

T

IN HOLLYWOOD

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No.

58

•

•

•

MANNY WOLFE.
Writers' staff head at Paramount Hollywood studio. Born
May 26, 1904, in Bayalostok,
Russia.
Came to United States in 1906.
Graduated from University of California, with B.A. degree in 1927.
First job
was with Jones and Green, New York theatrical

T

With the screen title "Love Under
Fire," Walter Hackett's play, "The
Fugitives," will go into production
at 20th Century-Fox studios within
the next two weeks with Loretta
Young and Don Ameche at the head
of the cast. Gene Fowler and Ernest Pascal wrote the script.
T

WHO'S WHO

Film rights to two new novels,
"Of Great Riches" by Rose Franken,
and "The Earl of Chicago" by
Brock Williams, have been purchased
lication.
David C. Selznick before pubby

r

r

T

T

T

T

t

t

y

T

"Louder, Please," by Norman Krasna. Member
of editorial board at Paramount in 1932, then
assistant to Jeffery Lazarus, board head. Next,

"Rough Ridin' Rhythm," the seventh of Republic's current Gene
Autry series, is scheduled to go into
early production at the North Hollywood studios.
t

T

Benjamin G. Kohn has been assigned by Republic to prepare the
second Skipworth-Moran story, to
follow
"Two
Wise Maids," nowready for
release.

ring vehicle under William A. Wellman's direction.
▼

T

producers. Was company manager for "The
Squall," "The Trial of Mary Dugan." Manager,
Isadora Duncan dancers. Went to Hollywood in
First National studio reading department, and
became the head in 1930. In 1931, was associate producer of the New York production of

assistant to Bogart Rogers, writers' staff head
and his successor in 1935. Once studied for
the Rabbinate at Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati, for three years. Married to the former
Adele Jerome, dancer.
Likes golf, enjoys music.

t

Sammy Lee, has been signed by
RKO Radio to supervise the dance
numbers
of "NewEdward
Faces Small
of 1937,"
which Producer
will
send before cameras early next
month with Joe Penner, Milton
Berle, Parkyakarkus and Harriet
Hilliard starring. Leigh Jason will
direct.

Cecil B. DeMille and his staff of
research experts have returned to
Hollywood from a two-week stay in
New Orleans and contiguous territory seeking data and relics for
use in his next Paramount production, "The Buccaneer," based on a
story involving Jean LaFitte, privateer and patriot.
Ferdinand Gottschalk, veteran of
54 years' acting on the American
stage and screen, has been assigned
by 20th Century-Fox to the cast of
"Cafe
Metropole," now in production.

"Soder Om Landsvagen," ("South
Ben Welden, has been cast for
of the Highway") Swedish comedy
"One
Hour
of
Romance,"
now
in
film will open Tuesday at the Cineproduction at First National.
ma de Paris. Picture has English
T
▼
T
Jackie Moran is the latest child titles. Edvard Persson plays the
actor to be added to Selznick In- leading role.
ternational's stock company. His
Universal Club to Dance
first assignment will probably be
Universal Club will hold an amain the technicolor film, "Let Me
teur show and dance on April 9 at
Live," which David 0. Selznick will
produce as a Fredric March
star- the American
Women's
Clubhouse.

T

Y

E. Lloyd Sheldon will be associated with Selznick in the production
of "Of Great Riches," whose
Francis Lederer, Columbia's con- author also wrote the New York
tract star, has been assigned to
hit,Murfin
"Another
his first vehicle, a picturization stage
And Jane
will Language."
adapt this
of the stage success, "Cape of Good forthcoming United Artists release
to
the
screen.
Hope," by the European playwright
Ladislaus Bus-Fekete. This play
▼
T
T
had extended runs in Budapest,
Paramount has handed a new
Vienna, and other European capi- contract to Akim
tals.
Tamiroff, who recently completed a leading role with
T
T
T
Ricardo Cortez and Gail Patrick
in
Cameras are now turning on Co- "Her Husband Lies" and now
is
lumbia's "Venus Makes Trouble",
in "King of the Gamblers,"
with James Dunn and Patricia Ellis working
film version
of
a
Ben
Hecht-C
harles
in the leading roles.
MacArthur story.
T
▼
T
▼
▼
T
Shirley Deane, under contract to
A. Edward
nd, who has
20th Century-Fox, recently proved been suffering Sutherla
from an infection of
that youth is as astute at times in
business dealings as is age. Informed a finger incurred while directing the
that the furniture in the Shirley Gladys Swarthout-Fred MacMurray
Deane fan club meeting room in the starring picture, "Champagne
y withdrew as dibasement of President Doris Schley's Waltz,"rectoryesterda
of "Artists and Models," the
Louisville home, which had been in- musical comedy
extravaganza soon
nundated by the recent flood, was
ruined, the youngster arranged to go into production in Paramount's Hollywood studio with Jack
through the company's Louisville Benny in the starring role. SutherExchange manager to have the
land plans to leave Hollywood in a
meeting place entirely refurnished
days for a long vacation in
few
and redecorated at her expense.
Florida.

Robei't Lowery, recently placed
under long term contract by 20 th
Century-Fox studios, has been added to the cast of "Wake Up and
T
T
T
Live," now in production with WalNew contracts awarded Billy and
ter Winchell, Ben Bernie and Alice
Bobby Mauch, the twin film stars,
Faye in leading roles.
by First National have been ratified
T
▼
T
Superior Court.
Eloise Summers, model in a local in Los Angeles
T
T
T
department store and discovered reScott
R.
Dunlap,
Monogram
procently by Director Irving Cumduction chief, has signed Norton S.
mings, is being tested for a part Parker to
write the screen play for
in Cummings' first production under "Federal Bullets," which will be
his new contract with Walter Wang- produced by Lon Young.
er, "Vogues of 1938."

Swedish Film to Open

T

Stunt Woman

Is Killed

Pasadena, Calif. — Marcella Arnold, 26, Hollywood stunt woman
was killed instantly and Gordon Craveth, 32, and Loretta Rush, 30, escaped with bruises when an auto
overturned during the filming of a
motion picture scene. Miss Arnold
suffered a broken neck.

T

T

r

Elizabeth Patterson, now playing
a character role with Irene Dunne
and Randolph Scott in the Rouben
Mamoulian production, "High, Wide
and Handsome," has been given a
new contract by Paramount.
T

T

T

Barbara Weeks yesterday was
placed under an extended term contract by Columbia.
T

▼

T

Over the transatlantic phone Zorina, dancing star of the London
production of "On Your Toes," was
signed to play the premiere ballerina and leading comedy role in
"Goldwyn Follies." Zorina, a 19year-old Norwegian girl will work
with George Balanchine and the
American Ballet in several numbers
as well as a singing and comedy
part in the musical film.
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"GREAT ZIEGFELD"
VOTED BEST '36 F
{Continued from Page

1)

and Paul Muni was awarded first
place among the actors for his playing of Louis Pasteur in Warner
Bros.' "The Story of Louis Pasteur."
Sheridan Gibney and Pierre Collinge captured two honors for the
same picture — for the best original
story and the best screenplay with
"The Story of Louis Pasteur."
Tony Gaudio's cinematography in
"Anthony Adverse" was acclaimed
the best of the year, while Richard
Day copped top honors for art direction with U.A.'s Sam Goldwyn production, "Dodsworth." Complete list
of awards will be found on page one.
The Academy
added three new
awards this year — for the best supporting actor, actress and assistant
director — captured, in the order
named by Walter
Brennan,
Gail
"The >aard and Jack Sullivan.
Sonderg
March of Time" received a
special Academy award as a distinct
novelty
Turnout for the awards dinner
jammed the banquet room to capacity. George Jessel was master of
ceremonies. Presentation of musical
awards was made by Leopold Stowkowski, director of the Philadelphia
Symphony orchestra. Lee DeForrest
made the technical awards. Dancing
with music by several leading orchestras followed the banquet and
the presentation of the awards.

Hendee Lectures at Hunter
Harold Hendee, director of the
RKO Radio Pictures Resear-ch Department, delivered a lecture this
week before the student body of
Hunter Colege, New York City on
the problems of "Authenticity in
Motion Picture Production."

Joe Wheeler In New Post
Circleville, 0. — Joe Wheeler, former manager of the Cliftona Theater here, has been appointed to a
similar position at Port Clinton, being placed in charge of the Lion,
Madrid and Erie theaters, owned by
the Peninsula Amusement Co.

DES MOINES
Opening of the $60,000 Capitol
Theater at Burlington, la., is now
scheduled for May 1.
John Shales, manager of the
Tripoli Theater, at Tripoli has been
elected president
of the town's Commercial Club.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Ralph Branton
have returned from a motor trip to
California.
Robert Watkins has been appointed new salesman for the Des Moines
office of Republic Pictures.

NEWS

LOEW AGAIN TO SELL

of the DAY

Boston — Phil Berler, head booker
for the E. M. Loew Circuit, and his
wife, are leaving on a vagabond
cruise next Tuesday.

tuted Country Store for vaudeville
at the Globe Theater with excellent
results, Harry F. Shaw, division
manager, reports.

Detroit— The Palmer Park Theater Co., representing Ray Schreiber
and other interests, and now erecting
a theater in Highland Park, Detroit
suburb, has been granted permission
for final filing and approval of 800
shares of unissued common stock at
$100 each, by the Michigan Securities Commission.

Worcester — The Fox-Palace has
changed its name to Loew's Poli
Theater.

Springfield, Mass. — Alex Di Marco has joined the advertising department of Western Massachusetts
Theaters, Inc.

Hartford — The Hartford Zoning
Board has approved the Maurice
Shulman application for a 25-ft.
extension of the business zone boundary of Webster St., necessary for
the construction of the planned
Webster Theater Building.
Smartat Girls"
hasHartford
entered —its "Three
third week
E. M.

Lowell, Mass. — The Crown has
been opened here by Morris Glickman.

Loew's.
Detroit — Ben F. Silsbee has withdrawn from Silsbee-Liebmann, leaving Walter Liebmann as sole owner. Plans are being made to change
the firm name
for the and
company
distributes educational
religious

"Doc" Elliott Takes Title

Neila Goodelle Returns

65 PIXRJR 1937-38
(Continued from Page
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Nicholas M. Schenck would step out
of the Loew presidency and be succeeded by Al Lichtman, now a vicepresident, as printed in another
paper, not The Film Daily.
William F. Rodgers, general sales
manager, yesterday left New York
for Chicago on a tour of key citie?
in the Middle West. He plans to arrive in Miami coincidentally with
the
convention opening
MarchM.P.T.O.A.
16.
Si Seadler, advertising director,
left New York yesterday for Hollywood.

Further Time to Answer
In Trust Suit Opposed

New Orleans — Further time in
which to answer bills of complaint
in the Fuller "conspiracy" suit here
Detroit — The Courtesy Theater,
against eight majors and two Saenger executives, will be fought by
operated by Sam London, has been
the
plaintiff, J. Studebaker Lucas,
taken over by his brother, I. J. Lonpictures.
Fuller's
counsel, announced today.
don
and
added
to
the
latter's
circuit.
With the filing of Gaston DuMiami Beach, Fla. — Wometco
Theaters, Inc., turnd over a check reau's interrogatory recently, the
Milwaukee — The Riverside, local for $669 to Sunbeams and Shadows, interrogatory phase of the case is
first-run, has upped its week-day a local charity organization, this considered closed. Dureau, who described himself as a buyer for the
top admission price from 25 to 30 being 25 per cent of the proceeds
cents. The 30-cent top formerly ap- from the premiere at the Lincoln Saenger Theaters Corp., and defined
his duties, denied all participation in
plied only to Sundays and holidays. Theater of "Lost Horizon."
any conspiracy and particularly denied he had an administrative voice
Detroit — Ken Lockwood, who forLake Mills, Wis. — Tom Lees is
merly
had
a
column
on
the
theater
in
the operation of the Saenger and
erecting an addition to his Majestic
Theater here, which will enlarge page of the Detroit Times, has Isis Theaters at Pensacola, Fla. He
opened his own advertising office in disclaimed full authority in closing
the seating capacity of the house to Building).
the Francis Palms (State Theater
approximately 500.
product
deals
or that he
could
tate how
distributors
were
to dicsell
the
opposition
in
Pensacola,
Fla.
Detroit — Joseph Bonin has been
Detroit — Excellent Pictures has
appointed treasurer of the Michigan remodeled the exchange offices and
Theater by United Detroit Theaters, will devote a portion of the space
succeeding Robert Tims, who be- to a new independent roadshow of- Harmon, Former "Y" Exec,
Begins Hays Office Work
comes assistant manager. Frank
fice, not connected with the ExcelUpton is second assistant.
lent organization.
Francis Harmon, former Y. M.
C. A. official, has just assumed his
Lexington, Neb. — Through a poll
Detroit — Industrial Pictures, Inc.,
conducted at Lexington high school, new commercial production unit, is new duties at the Hays organization
R. E. Falkenburg, owner of the Ralf completing contract for a new stu- where he will be associated with
and Majestic here, has learned stupublic relations
He was
formerly Assistantwork.
Attorney
General
dio site, A. B. Jewett, vice-president
dents' film preferences run to ac- in charge of sales and production,
of Mississippi and published a newstion. The students agreed with film told The Film Daily.
critics on all but two of the 10 best
paper at Hattiesburg, that state. In
Salt Lake City — Andy Cowan has recent years, he has been active in
pictures of 1936. The two disagreeY. M. C. A. work. He has served
ments were "The Trail of the Lone- opened his new Stadium Theater at
of the National Counsome Pine" and "The Last of the Caldwell, Ida. Salt Lake City rep- as president
cil of that organization and during
resentatives from the National TheMohicans," instead of "Dodsworth"
ater Supply house attending the the past two years has been execuand "Louis Pasteur."
opening were Lee Scott, sales repre- ment. tive secretary of its foreign departsentative and A. Olsen, engineer.
Bridgeport — Loew's have substiCanton, O. — "Doc" Elliott, manaNiela Goodelle, Educational's singger of the Warner Bros, theater
ing star, is back at the Astoria stuhere, is wearing a brand new medal,
dios following a long p. a. tour. She
designating him as Canton's cham- is making a musical comedy under
pion handball player. This puts him the title "Melody Girl." Lee Sullivan and Russ Brown are in the
right in the middle of the AkronCanton- Youngstown handball finals cast, and Al Christie is directing.
scheduled to come off at the end of
February.

Marie Wilson

Arthur Israel III

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

Injured
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Marie Wilson, Warner Bros, contract player, sustained
Attorney Arthur Israel of Paraskull injury in an auto colillness. mount is confined to his home by seriouslision
yesterday.

Fox Case Up March 30
Atlantic City — Next hearing in
the William Fox bankruptcy case
before U. S. Referee Robert E.
Steadle will be held on March 30.

OKLAHOMA

CITY

A new front and marquee adorns
the entrance of the Rialto.
Charles Smith has opened his new
Wolf at Lone Wolf, Okla.
A. G. Leonard of Syracuse, N. Y.
succeeds Don Cole as salesman for
Universal at Oklahoma City.
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Express"
with'Paradise
Grant Withers and
Dorothy Appleby
Republic
58 mins.
PLEASING RAILROAD RECEIVERSHIP
iTORY THAT SHOULD GO OVER WITH
S0P HOUSE
AUDIENCES.
A pleasing story built around a battle
icrween the receiver of a short line raiload and a crooked trucking company which
s trying to grab off the local shipping
Business. Grant Withers as the receiver
ind Dorothy Appleby as the granddaughtersecretary of the railroad president supply
-he romantic interest. With the railroad
•s the background the picture revolves
jround Withers' fight to get back freight
:ustomers which are being lost to the
'rucking outfit. The climax coming with
3 race between the trucks and a freight
-rain for the annual farmers' cooperative
contract. In spite of his rivals' dirty tac•ics Withers and the train win out to set
-he stage for the railroad's recovery.
Cast: Grant Withers,
Dorothy Appleby,
Arthur Hoyt, Maude Eburne, Harry Davenbort, Donald Kirke, Arthur Loft, Lew Kelly,
'Anthony Pawley, Fern Emmett, John Holand, Bob McClung,
Bruce Mitchell, Guy
erson, George
Cleveland,
Ralph Mc: ugh.
Producer, Nat Levine; Associate Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Director, Joseph Kane;
Authors, Allan Vaughn Elston, Paul Perez;
Screenplay, Jack Natteford, Betty Bur;-idge; Cameraman, Jack Marta.

SHORTS
"Organ Grinder's Swing"
(Popeye the Sailor)
Paramount
7 mins.
Lots of Laughs
Lots of laughs stud this episode
of the spinach-eating Popeye, and
t>he needs this favorite food, too, —
and in a hurry. It's all because he
befriends an itinerant organ-grinder
whose melodies are pleasing to himself and to the gangling Olive, but
irking to big, bad, black-bearded
Bluto. The latter asserts himself
by knocking poor Popeye for frequent, proverbial loops, and things
look dark for the swaggering salt
water sailor. But when Bluto's devastating blows reach a climax, and
the hurdy-gurdy has been reduced
:to a positive pulp, along comes the
spinach and with it Popeye's extraspecial muscle which all but obliterates Bluto.

LeRoy Announces Winner
In Trade Mark Contest

companying elaborate floats, the
masks being those of Clark Gable,
Eddie Cantor, Irving Cobb, Jimmy
Durante and many others. The Ritz
Brothers in the stands do a funny
This is a cleverly delineated and routine. Other funny acts are those
amusing single reeler with subject of Ben Turpin, Charlie Murray,
matter that will appeal both to Chester Conklin, Hank Mann. A
young and old alike. It deals with Wild West show winds up the swell
the courtship of two rabbits, and entertainment, with a comedy-thrill
the gala marriage ceremony for the gorilla act.
long-eared couple performed in the
enchanting forest, with all manner
'Gilding the Lily"
of woodland folk on hand. Partic(Pete Smith Specialty)
M-G-M
ularly humorous are the prepara8 mins.
tions the animals undergo to appear
Femme Appeal
fastidious and magnificent at the
The gals will go for this one. Pete
nuptials. As might be expected by
reason of his glamour, the resplen- Smith tells the tale in sprightly
fashion of how ugly ducklings can
knot. dent peacock ties the matrimonial be made glamorous by the magic of
make-up. Jack Dawn of the Metro
studio transforms a girl of plain
"On the Nose"
features into a knockout right be(Sportlight)
fore your eyes, and Pete explains
Paramount
10 mins. the technical
stuff that does the
Very Pleasing
Excellent human-interest short trick. Then the reel jumps back
into history and comes down the
that deals with four great breeds of line
to the present day, showing
hunting dogs, — the Pox Hound, the how makeup has played a prominent
Chesapeake Bay Retriever, the
Pointer and the Setter. Footage part in fooling the male without
shows each breed in action, the much trouble. The reel is cleverly
sharp scenting Fox Hound pursuing played in Pete Smith's talk as if
wising up the males, but it gives
Reynard 'cross country and tri- the femmes some real tips on makeumphing over his quaiTy; the lovup as Jack Dawn plies his art.
able, brown-coated Chesapeake Bay
Retriever dashing from the blind to
swim boldly out to bring back to
FOREIGN
his attractive mistresses the lordly
mallard duck; and the Pointers and
"SZENZACIO" ("Sensation"), dialogue
Setters eagerly working to help the film in Hungarian; an Erno Gaal produchunters bag the quail. Patrons of
tion; screenplay by Eugene Szatmary and
all types will enjoy this small film, — Martin Keleti; directed by Stefan Szekely
small in running time, but big in its and Ladislaw Vajda, with Irene Agai, Ann
ability to please.
Somogyi, Frank Kiss and Julius Kabos. Pre"Bunny-Mooning"
(Max Fleischer Color Classic)
Paramount
7 mins.
Amusing

"Cinema Circus"
(M-G-M Musical)
M-G-M
16 mins.
Swell
A very elaborate and gorgeous
circus production in Hollywood, with
Lee Tracy as Ringmaster, and 25
screen stars taking prominent parts.
Done in Technicolor. It is a swell
combo of three-ring circus appeal,
wild west show and all done with a
Hollywood studio slant. Darned
clever. Ringmaster Tracy introduces the acts. They include Bob
Burns in his Bazooka act; a Noah's
Ark parade with masked figures ac-

Biz Gains In New

England

sented at the Modern Playhouse.
Skillful blending of tragedy, comedy and
romance, this newspaper story is a pleasant
surprise. Simplicity and ingenuity are the
cardinal virtues, with scenarists and players
both entitled to generous credit for the
unity achieved in the presentation of three
divergent themes.

"EIN STELLDICHEIN IM SCHWARZWALD" ("A Rendezvous In The Black Forest"), dialogue film in German; a Terra
production; directed by Georg Jacoby, with
Magda Schneider, Harald Paulsen, Hugo
Schrader, et al, in cast. Presented at the
86th St. Casino Theater.
With most of the action taking place in

To Built at Oshawa, Ont.

Oshawa, Ont. — A syndicate has
Boston — Business activity in New been formed to erect a theater here
England has advanced almost 3 per that will have seating capacity for
A chariot drawn by three white cent since last December, according 1,000. Option on three different sites
have been obtained. S. Colis, 291
horses, and within the chariot a fig- to an announcement made today by
St. E. is the syndicate's repure wielding a long whip, has been the New England Council. Index of Athol
resentative.
selected as the trade mark for Mergeneral business ' activity for January was 107.4 per cent compared to
vyn LeRoy Productions, as the reAllied Group to Meet
sult of a world-wide contest held by 104.5 per cent in December. This
Boston
— Independent Exhibitors,
. the group of five Fawcett Publica- represents the highest point for any
New England affiliate, will
tions. Designer is Edward C. H. month since November, 1929, when Allied's
hold a meeting at its headquarters,
Denton, a professional artist of Bos- the indicator registered 107.8 per 20 Shawmut St., next Tuesday at
1:45 P. M.
cent.
ton, who receives $300 first prize.

the Black Forest, this feature furnishes a
picturesque background from the story
which tells of the flight of an attractive
girl from her insistent father who has decided to announce her betrothal to a man
of his choice. In the woodland, however,
the heroine finds romance

in the person

of a young, striving song writer whom she
whisks to her Berlin home and marriage.
Film has considerable entertainment value
and technical solidity.

"THE WEDDING OF PALO," dialogue
film in the Eskimo language with English
subtitles; written and produced by the late
Dr. Knud Rasmussen; directed by Friedrich
Dalsheim and Dr. Rasmussen with a native
cast of players. Presented at the 55th
Street Playhouse.
Splendid, authentic and human document of life among the Eskimos, and a film
that will have not only a present but lasting interest among film audiences who appreciate pictures that are diverting, informative and off the beaten path. The constant war waged by the Eskimos for existence; their habits, emotions, customs and
romance are delightfully deliniated. The
story of the contest carried on by two men
of the tribe who are in love with the same
girl is directly and convincingly told. The
production, issued after the death of Dr.
Rasmussen, is a lasting credit to this noted
explorer.
"PRISONERS," dialogue film in Russian
with English titles; produced in U.S.S.R.
by Mosfilm; distributed by Amkino; adopted to the screen by N. F. Pogodin from his
own play; directed by Evgeny Cherviakov,
with M. F. Astangov, V. D. Yanukova, B.
P. Tamirin, et al, in cast. Presented at the
Cameo Theater.
One of the most important and impressive documentary films to come out of
Soviet studios, and one which in vigor and
theme is something of a companion piece
to "The Road of Life." It deals in convincing manner with the government rehabilitation of society's transgressors. It
is lively entertainment, studded with drama, and its makers have made all motifs
of propaganda thoroughly subordinate to
the general subject matter of the sequences.
The acting is of top-notch calibre, and the
entire production reflects highly capable
handling. Particularly noteworthy is the
excellence of the crisp screenplay.

Sparks Party at Bimini

Miami — E. J. Sparks, president of
the Sparks theater circuit, accompanied by six guests, left Miami in
a chartered plane on a five-day vacation in Bimini. In the party were
T. J. Connors, general sales manager for M-G-M; D. C. L. Hyser of
New York; C. R. Banford of Asheville; Charles E. Kessnich of Atlanta, district manager for M-G-M;
Joe M. Sieder, Fox Film executive,
and William Scully of New York,
division manager for M-G-M.
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DICKSTEIN WEIGHING
AMENDMENT TO BILL
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Representative Dickstein, chairman of the House Immigration Committee, is weighing an
amendment to his pending alien
actors' bill which would provide an
opportunity for a freer flow of
artists between the U. S. and foreign countries.
As now framed, the measure
would bar alien actors whose qualifications could be found among unemployed Americans, and it further
would limit the number of aliens
admitted each year to the number
of Americans allowed to perform in
foreign countries.
Dickstein now says he might extend the reciprocity features by
dropping the latter provision. The
ban against alien actors whose
qualifications could be found among
unemployed Americans would stand,
but the contemplated amendments
would permit the entrance of alien
actors of "distinguished merit."

Films of Commerce

to Move

Films of Commerce, Inc., producers and distributors of industrial and educational motion pictures, after seven years in the Pathe
Building,
leasedfloor
larger
ters on thehave
eleventh
of 21quarW.
46th St. Harold E. Wolf, broker,
arranged the lease.

"Greater Promise" Banned

Columbus, 0. — A Soviet film entitled "A Greater Promise" was rejected on the grounds that it was
"propaganda," Roy Reichhelderfer,
superintendent of the censor board,
has announced.

Two Take Tom

Tyler Series

Savini Films, of Atlanta, Ga., and
Selected Pictures Corp. of Cleveland, have just closed a deal with
Astor Pictures Corp., whereby they
are to distribute the series of eight
Tom Tyler subjects for their respective territories.

Knudson to Fond du Lac
Madison, Wis. — Harold Knudson,
formerly assistant manager of the
Orpheum Theater here, has been
named supervisor of Wisconsin
Amusement
three
houses in FondEnterprises'
du Lac.

Skating Star for W. B.
Superior, Wis. — Bess Ehrhardt,
ice skating star, has signed a contract with Warner Bros., according
to her mother, Mrs. W. H. Ehrhardt,
who resides here.

"Fire" as Benefit Film
"Fire Over England," which had
its premiere yesterday at the Radio
City Music Hall, has been selected
as the feature to be shown at the
fifth annual benefit for the Louise
Hitchcock Memorial maintenance
fund Sunday in the State Theater,
Aiken, S. C.
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News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

TELEVISION FORUM
J
FOR SMPE MEETING

♦

♦

film prize to be offered in France.
La Critique Cinematographique has
Mexico City — Motion picture ex- instituted an annual prize of $1,500
hibitors in Mexico are required to to be awarded to the best picture
show at least one nationally pro- made in France during the year.
duced film per month under a law Foreign producers are eligible toproject approved by the Chamber compete with pictures they make
of Deputies. Nevertheless, in prac- in France.
tice it has been found that the application of the law is not onerous
as requirement is not made that the Co-operating on "Marco Polo"
Rome — The Italian Government
national picture be shown to the exclusion of foreign films on the same has placed its museums, archives
program. Those exhibitors who do and historical documents dealing
not adhere to the one Mexican film a with the adventures of Marco Polo
month quota requirement are liable at the disposal of Samuel Goldwyn
to a fine of from 50 to 1,000 pesos and Douglas Fairbanks for use in
for a first offense and to cancella- making their forthcoming film about
tion of license for a repeated of- veler.
the Fourteenth Century Italian trafense.

Mexico's Preferential Tax

Friday, March 5, 1937

ION'

The Foreign Field
♦

vr

A forum on television is beinj
arranged by the S. M. P. E. for it? I
Spring
convention
scheduled
for'
May 24-28 at the Hollywood Roose- .
velt hotel, Hollywood.
Matter is inl
charge of the papers
committee.)
headed by John I. Crabtree and G E. Matthews.
The New York Section meets Mar. 17 to hear Rudolph
Wolf
deliver a paper
on "LoudJ
Speaker
Development"

Single Film Finally Under
Ban in Maryland Last Year

Baltimore — The past year showed
a large increase in the number of
foreign films reviewed by the Maryland State Board of Motion Picture,
Censors, it is pointed out in the
board's report to Gov. Harry W.
Nice. There was only one prosecution during the year and this was
due to a charge of misleading ad
Public
to
"Angel"
Film
GB's Young Talent Quest
Paris — "La Marseillaise" will be vertisements. The case eventually
London — Utilizing more than half made by Jean Renoir with money was dismissed in court.
There were seven films rejected
the theaters in England as a source obtained by public subscription. The
of potential screen talent, Gaumont production will cost $100,000, and out of 2,262 originals and 9,561 duBritish has instituted an intensive
plicates submitted. After being readvance
a subconstructed, five of the seven residy of $25,000 will
for the
purpose
of
search for stage actors and actresses the government
jected films were approved. Another
to be enrolled on their junior star tries.
showing the film in foreign coun- was passed
on order of court. A
lists for a number of the coming
total of 32,164,544 feet of film
season's pictures. The search, which
passed through the hands of the
will extend throughout the British Imported 9 U,S. Shorts
censors. The board returned a net
Isles, will be under the supervision
Berlin — During 1936 Germany im- revenue to the State of $15,145.02.
Films examined were made up of
of Maud Gilroy, GB's London talent
ported but nine short subjects from
scout.
the United States out of 360 passed 3,314 dramas, 2,454 comedies, 4,379
news, 779 cartoons, 129 advertising
by the censor.
and 768 miscellaneous. Eliminations
"Grand Prix du Public"
were made in 518 dramas, 26 comGuitry
to
Direct
for
Korda
Paris — The weekly paper, La Grifedies, 5cartoons, 1 advertising film
London — Sascha Guitry, Parisian
fe, has instituted an annual prize
to be known as the Grand Prix du author-actor, will direct English and and 4 miscellaneous.
Public to be awarded to the mo- French versions of his play, "Stories
"Green Light" Held Over
tion picture wihch makes the strong- of France", for Alexander Korda's
est box office showing — the fourth London Films.
Pittsburgh — Warners' "Green
Light" has gone into a continued
first run engagement here at the
Kansas Theater Operators
New London Theater Dark
Warner Theater, after doing a big
Association
Meets
Monday
for 15 Years to Go Film
first week at the Stanley. The film
topped the business done by "The
Charge of the Light Brigade" at
Kansas City, Mo. — The first meet- the
New London, Conn. — The Lyceum
Stanley, plus vaudeville.
ing
since
the
organization
of
the
Theater, old legit house dark for the
past 15 years, has been purchased new Kansas Theater Operators' Association has been called for next
for motion picture operation by Lou
Loew Re-Opening House
Boston — E. M. Loew announces
Anger, of the Barnum and Colonial Monday by George Baker, president
Theaters, Bridgeport, and the As- of the organization. Charles Vaughn that the Court Square Theater,
tor, East Hartford. The 620-seat
Springfield, will be opened under the
main floor will be enlarged to 1,000 was elected vice-pres., and Fred managership of Louis Richmond
Meyn,
secretary
and
treasurer
at
by cutting the 40-foot stage, and the initial meeting of the owners next Wednesday. The theater, reone of the two balconies will be
cently taken over, has been comof the 12 KCK houses. The organipletely remodeled and redecorated.
closed, in the plan to renovate comzation includes the operators of all
and MorWarner's
P.
&
pletely.
M.
ris Rothenberg have theaters in the but the city's Negro theaters: ElecVariety Club Moving
tric, Art, Fox Granada, Fultonls
city, and Publix formerly leased the
Pittsburgh — Variety Club, Tent
Lyceum but kept it closed. Anger State, Gauntier, 10th Street, Kans- No. 1, is moving to the William
as, Pershing, Midway, Osage, and
will also operate a new theater on Rosedale.
Penn Hotel May 1. The present
North Park Ave., Bridgeport, which
club quarters, located on William
is being constructed for leasing by
Penn Way, are not large enough to
him.
house the frequent elaborate affairs
staged by the local tent.
Le Vois Succeeds Douglas
New Canadian Film House
Milwaukee — Jack Le Vois, former
Mel Ames' Father Dies
Rouyn, Que. — Work on a new assistant supervisor of the Fox
Boston — Father of Mel Ames,
$75,000 theater, to be built on Main houses outside Milwaukee, has been
St., will be stalled the beginning ox named manager of the circuit's Wis- RKO representative for western
consin here, succeeding Rowland Massachusetts and Rhode Island, is
April. Hill-Clark-Francis, Ltd.,
New Liskeard, Ont., are general Douglas, who has resigned to pro- dead in California as a result of a
stroke.
contractors.
mote "Opera Under the Stars."
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*oxy Reorg. Plan's "Fairness" Will be Determined

IRCUITJJOURT NULURFPHILLY DUJUTOPINION

heater Divorce Law Constitutionality to be Tested
The Awards
=

... and Dickstein's Bill
By CHESTER B. BAHN =

iOSE earnest souls who, figuratively,
would erect a high stone wall along the
lers of these United States and upon
:mblazon the terse warning, "Foreign
rs, keep out!" might with profit study
1936 awards of the Academy of MoPicture Arts and Sciences.
uise Rainer, a native of Austria, reed the statuette for the best perform2 by an actress.
aul Muni, likewise an Austrian, received
statuette for the best performance by
actor.
nd

to

f, went

Frank
the

Capra,
year's

born

in

directorial

Palermo,
award.

/HILE it is true that Capra is a product of Hollywood
and that Muni's
-.y training was gained through New
k's Yiddish Art Theater and thus such
'stone wall"
might
not have
barred
In, the case of Miss Rainer is most
•ainly pertinent
as the Dickstein
alien
:r bill holds the Washington spotlight,
'he Viennese
actress was
wn
when
M-G-M
cast

virtually unher opposite
liam Powell in "Escapade," and dindeed
Iby
such a law as that contemplate
in effect,
been
Dickstein
•resentative
:• s exceedingly doubtful if she could have
- n brought to Hollywood.

'' Tet her second American role, as Anna
of
was
Zeigfeld,"
Great
d in "The
ficient brilliance to win for her the
idemy statuette.
o
it
IS interesting to note, further, that
ven should Dickstein finally amend his
to permit the entrance of alien actors
"distinguished merit" and the amended
asure be adopted, the problem would
unsolved.
"he measure does not need amendment;
-. needs defeat.
Sabriel L. Hess, Hays organization gen• I attorney, phrased
it admirably
when
' said at the recent Washington hearing:
'To deprive or impede
the access
of
<erican producers to the best talent the
rid affords for the production of motion
{Continued on Page 2)

Challenging Action Eventually to be Filed in
Some State
In event theater divorce bills are
enacted by several states, producers
with exhibition interests will institute an action to test constitutionality of the pai'tciular law best suited for their purposes in this respect, it was indicated in New York
yesterday. Such an action may be
tied up in the courts for months,
perhaps much longer.
This may not necessarily apply
{Continued

on

Page

3)

STADIUfPRORT TO
DATE IS $550,000
Stadium Theaters, RKO subsidiary
operating the Orpheum properties,
earned a profit of $153,000 in the
fourth-month period from Sept. 26,
1936 to Jan. 28, 1937, and has earned a total profit of $550,000 to date,
which sum it has in cash in its
treasury.

RKO-Skouras Pooling Deal
In Manhattan is Completed

Fire Drill
Chicago — A deputy fire marshal
dropped into a Southern Illinois motion
picture theater to check up on fire
hazards and the like. He met the
exhib. in the lobby and asked him if
he was complying with all of the city
ordinances relative to fire regulations.
"I certainly am," was the quick response, "last night, I played a fillum
that emptied my house in less than

Philadelphia — In a move considered almost without precedent, the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals yesterday withdrew
five minutes."
the opinion it had filed the previous day, finding anti-double
feature clauses in distributor
contracts illegal, and ordered
re-argument of the case. Explanation was made that the
opinion announced Thursday
Denver — The U. S. circuit court
of appeals ordered the case of A. B. had been filed through "an

MOMAND CASE TOSSED
OUT BY HIGH COURT

Momand thrown out, but without
prejudice, which leaves the way
open for Momand to start action

again.
Momand was suing film distributors and certain theater companies,
operating in Oklahoma, for triple
damages, approximately $5,000,000,
for alleged
restraint
of trade
as re(Continued
on Page
4)

Hays' Anniversary Brings
Many Congratulatory Wires

Dozens of congratulatory telegrams poured into the M.P.P.D.A.
headquarters
yesterday, addressed
A pooling arrangement involving
six RKO and Skouras theaters in to Will H. Hays, who was observing his 15th anniversary as head
Manhattan has just been completed of the
association.
and goes into effect next week.
Senders included Sidney R. Kent,
Houses in the deal are 81st, York(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued

on

Page

Decision Was Filed Through
"Oversight" — Reargument
is Ordered

The order has the effect of reviv(Continued

oversight."

on Page

3)

CONSPIRACUHARGED
IN BRANDT 5-2 SUIT
Suit charging conspiracy in restraint of trade in violation of the
state anti-trust act was brought yesterday in Supreme Court by 38
Brandt theaters against Loew's, MG-M Pictures Corp., Paramount
Prods. Inc.,
Paramount
Dis(Conlinued
on Page Picts.
4)

MPTOA

Slated to Elect
Wolfson as Vice Prexy

3)

Opposition to Roxy Plan Results in

Mitchell Wolfson of Wometco
Theaters, Miami, is slated for election as a vice-president of the M. P.
T. O. A. at the annual meeting of
its board of directors at the Miami
(Continued

on Page

3)

Court's Reference to Special Master
78 Para. Theater Partners
and Execs, to Attend Meet
Seventy-eight Paramount theater
partners and executives are scheduled to attend the annual theater
department
conference at the Roney(Continued on Page 4)

The Roxy Theater reorganization
plan was yesterday referred to Special Master Addison S. Pratt for
determination of its fairness at a
hearing before Federal Judge Caffey at which the plan was challenged
by a stockholders' protective com(Continued

on Page

4)

Three

2-a-Day

On

B'way

For the first time in some years,
Broadway will have three two-a-day attractions on Mar. 18 when "Silent Barriers," GB production, opens at the
Criterion. Other $2 top attractions on
the street will also be "Good Earth"
at the Astor and "Lost Horizon" at the
Globe.
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"Silent Barriers" Premiere
Set for Miami on March 17
GB is planning the American premiere of "Silent Barriers" for Mar.
17 at the Lincoln theater, Miami,
during the M.P.T.O.A.
convention.
A two-a-day engagement for the
American premiere of "Silent Barriers" (formerly known as "The
Great Barrier"), will start at the
New Criterion Theater on March 18,
Arthur A. Lee, vice president of
GB, announced yesterday. A gala
premiere is being planned.

Censors' "Dr. Knock" Ban
Appealed to Commissioner

The Awards
and Dickstein's Bill
{.Continued from Page 1)
pictures must

inevitably injure and

harm

the quality of American motion pictures.
The free flow of creative talent from one
NEW
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Appeal from the action of the
New York state film censors in banning the French
"Dr. Knock",of
was filed
with thefilm,
Commissioner
Education yesterday by A. Townsend Kaplan, acting as counsel for
the French Motion Picture Company, distributor, and for the Cinema de Paris which has an option
on the picture.
Film was privately screened at
Columbia University on Wednesday
for a group of teachers and educators, and received their unqualified
endorsement, it is stated. Based on

a play by Jules Romain, "Dr.
Rogers Arrives Tomorrow
Knock" already has been presented
for Production Parleys at 15 American colleges and univer-
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• • • TO INTRODUCE the first Long Island showings
of the March of Time by the Skouras Theaters
Ralph
Rolan, vice-prexy of the news feature, entertained 57 Skouras
exhibs at luncheon at the St. Moritz the other day
a discussion of such promotional aids as the Photo Reporter featured
the luncheon
in addition to the exhibs, other Skouras
guests included Matthew Fox and district managers Monte
Solmon, Morrie Stahl, Jules Laurent, Jack Harris and Herman
Starr
▼
T
T
• • • THIS IS evidently a luncheon kolyum, so here goes
we can stand it if you can
60 members of the Universal accounting dep't gave Enoch G. Laub a surprise luncheon
yesterday on the occasion of his seventieth birthday
Eugene F. Walsh, assistant treasurer, presented Mister Laub
with a watch, radio and congrats ... • And on the occasion
of leaving NBC Artists Service as vaude booker, Rubey Cowan
will reverse the usual procedure and tender his pals a farewell
luncheon
at the Cafe Royal today
Cowan is leaving
his post to take one with Paramount where he will act as contact between radio and pictures
those attending the luncheon are Messrs. Engels, Tuthill, Jones, Ross, Fitzgerald, Smith,
Stratton, Porrier
Babb, Stirton, Sickels, Sullivan, Potter,
Bloom
Von Tilzer, Cutting, DeSalisbury,
Niblo, Baxter,
Cook
T
Y
▼
• •
• THERE WILL be an Authors' League Fund Party
Sunday afternoon March 14 at the new Merry-Go-Round
at 49 East 54th St.
the guest of honor will be Clare Boothe
and for one oyster in currency at the ticket chopper you
will get tea, coffee, punch, hors d'oeuvres and Russian delicacies
the bar will also be open for Spenders, if any among
authors and their pals
the reception committee
boasts
among others such names as Marc Connelly, Elmer Davis, Margalo Gillmore, Harry Hansen, Will Irwin, Christopher Morley,
Arthur Train
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morning
ginning
picture,
A. H.
Eastman
fornia.

Charles R. Rogers, vice-president
in charge of production of the New
Universal, arrives in New York tomorrow for conferences with R. H.

sities, it is stated.
New York's censors, it is said,
first rejected the film in tota and
then ordered eliminations which, it
is contended, would have made the
picture worthless.

Cochrane, president, the sales executives and J. Cheever Cowdin,
chairman of the board, who has just
Bernard J. Mechling Dies
returned from a business trip
throughout Europe. Mr. Rogers is
Zanesville, O. — Bernard J. Mechaccompanied by his executive secreling, 40, vice president of Zanesville Theaters, Inc., and manager of
tary, William Pierce. Conferences
will include the details of the pro- the Imperial theater here, is dead.
duction schedule for next season.
He had been ill for the last year.

BENNY
will arrive in New
York i
for a three-week
vacation
before
work
in his next Paramount
starr
"Artists and Models."
ROBINSON,
assistant treasurer of
Kodak
Co., sails today on the C;

CHARLES ARMOUR left yesterday by pi.
for Hollywood where he will aid in the cr
tion of new fashion designs for "Walter Wai
er's Vogues of 1938," starring Warner Bax
and Joan Bennett.
GEORGE SKOURAS, who has returned
New York
from Florida, goes south again
Mar.
15.
MONTE PROSSER
from Florida.

has returned to New

Y

HARRY ROYSTER
New York.

has gone to Miami

fr

ATTORNEY H. WILLIAM FITELSON retu
to New York Monday from Florida.
ATTORNEY BERT MAYERS left New Y
yesterday for Florida.
ELMER UPTON, controller of Balaban & Ka
has returned
to Chicago
from New York.
MACK

GORDON,

is a guest at the Warwi

MONTY BANKS, who has been designa
associate producer of 20th Century-Fox p
tures starring Gracie Fields, British comediem
arrives today from Hollywood to greet M
Fields when she arrives from abroad abo;
the Queen
Mary Monday.
POLLY MORAN has arrived in New Yi
Edison.
from Hollywood and is stopping at the Ho
NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone executive ,
charge of shorts and trailers, is in Milwaut
today and arrives in Minneapolis
Monday.
HERB for
OCKS,
Southern
Western
sa-'
manager
Warner
Bros., and
returned
yesterd
from a tour of the company's branches in t
West and Mid-West.
ROY HAINES, Eastern and Canadian sa
manager for Warner Bros., returned yesterc
from a short business trip to the compan
branch
offices in Buffalo and Boston.
ROLAND YOUNG has been signed to a Ion
term
contract
by Hal Roach
and will le;
for
Hollywood
tomorrow
to
begin
work
"Topper"
in which
Constance
Bennett
w
have the feminine starring role.

Jaffe to be Honored
Entire company of Max Rei.
hardt's stage production of "T.
Eternal Road" will honor Sam Jai
by attending a midnight showing
"Lost Horizon"at the Globe tonigl
Jaffe appears in both.

if
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THEA. DIVORCE LAW
FACES LEGAL TEST

Reviews of. Hew f-iivns
Olivia

'Continued from Pane

1>

to North Dakota, where both houses
have passed a theater divorce measure, with the Governor expected to
approve it. In this state there are
only a few affiliated theaters, operated by Minnesota Amusement Co.,
in which Paramount is interested.
Major outfit executives last night
felt that the Indiana Senate would
not be likely to concur with the
House in enacting a divorce measure. The upper body is expected
to adjourn sine die early Tuesday
morning.
The situation in Minnesota, however, from the affiliated circuit
viewpoint, is more dangerous. A
House committee has unanimously
recommended passage of the bill
there. This state is the stronghold
of the Minnesota Amusement Co.

RKO-Skouras Pooling Deal
In Manhattan is Completed
(Continued from

Pane

1)

town and Midtown, all operated by
RKO, and the Riverside, Nemo and
Riviera, Skouras theaters.
A three-cornered pool has also
been set in Jamaica with three
houses involved. They are the Merrick, operated by Century Circuit,
headed by A. H. Schwartz; the Fox,
Skouras theater, and the Alden,
RKO house.

MPTOA

Slated to Elect
Wolfson as Vice Prexy
(Continued from Page 1)

Biltmore Hotel, Miami, Mar. 16. He
will succeed Ben Berinstein of Los
Angeles, exhibitor leader in that
zone. Wolfson is chairman of the
committee in charge of convention
arrangements.

'Cloistered" Will Start
in New Orleans March 17
Rene Huisman, associate of Samuel Singer, is in New Orleans preparing for the opening of "Cloistered" at the Strand there on March
17. Singer himself has just returned from Washington where "Cloistered" will be held for a second week.
"Cloistered" also opened to big business at the Taft Auditorium, Cincinnati, and at the Erlanger, Buffalo.
The laboratory is turning out an
additional hundred prints to take
care of accumulating bookings.
Dates for June and July are now
being set.

Censors Bill Hearing Tuesday
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Chairman Dickstein
of the House Immigration Committee yesterday announced hearings
on his alien actors bill would be
continued Tuesday instead of Wednesday as previously announced.

de

Havilland, Anita Louise
Ian Hunter in

and

with

"Call It a Day"

with Alice Brady, Roland Young, Frieda
Inescort, Bonita Granville, Peggy Wood
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Warner Bros.
89 mins.
ONE OF THE CLEVEREST OF THE
SEASONS COMEDIES, WITH PLENTY OF
B. 0. PULL.
"Call It a Day," in its screen version,
emerges as one of the cleverest bits of
entertainment this season. Further developments ofthe characters and the theme,
and added scenes have heightened the
comedy decidedly. The story is concerned
with the events that happen in "one day"
to the Hiltons, an average English family,
mediumly happy. The "day" is a "fluke,"
and Roger Hilton (Ian Hunter) describes
it, a prematurely spring-like day, that stirs
the blood of all of them. Hunter, at the
husband, and Frieda Inescort, as the wife,
have never strayed from the conventional,
path of marriage, but something tingling
in the air, and coincidental meetings, cause
temptation to raise its ugly head. Olivia
deHavilland, as the eldest daughter, is suffering from puppy-love for an artist, Walter
Woolf King, who could easily be led, if
not restrained by his sensible wife. Bonita
Granville, the youngest child, thinks she is
psychic and entertains a morbid fetish for
Rossetti, poetic-painter. In the morning
of the "day" Peter Willes, the son, is
determined to leave home, but Cupid lassoes
him to Anita Louise, the young lady who
lives next door. A chill breeze and the
end of the "day" brings the family down
to normal. The story is replete with home
touches and generates one chuckle after
the other. Though its undertone is sexattraction, it always remains properly inside the lines of respectability. Olivia de
Havilland, Hunter, Frieda Inescort, King,
Alice Brady, all deliver splendid performances. Each new picture for Bonita Granville is another feather in her cap. She
is a remarkable trouper and not to be
classed among the child actresses. The production is a credit to Hal B. Wallis, and
his associate Henry Blanke. Direction by
Archie Mayo is sure and comprehensive.
Insignificant situations that might escape
another are enriched by his sense of comedy. Casey Robinson's adaptation of the
Dodie Smith play leaves nothing to be desired.
Cast, Olivia de Havilland, Ian Hunter,
Anita Louise, Alice Brady, Roland Young,
Frieda Inescort, Bonita Granville, Peggy
Wood, Marcia Ralston, Walter Woolf King,
Peter Willes, Una O'Connor, Beryl Mercer,
Elsa Buchanan, Mary Field.
Executive Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Associate Producer, Henry Blanke; Director,
Archie Mayo; Author, Dodie Smith; Screenplay, Casey Robinson; Cameraman, Ernest
Haller; Editor, James Gibbons.
Direction, Masterly. Photography, Excellent.

"Espionage'

(Continued from Page

Edmund Lowe, Madge Evans, Paul
Lukas, Ketti Gallian
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
M-G-M
62 mins.
COMEDY
ANGLES
STRESSED
IN THIS
SPEEDY STORY OF TIMELY INTEREST.
Producer Harry Rapf wisely chose to lay
stress on the comedy in the Walter Hackett
play, and Kurt Neumann, the director, extracted all the laughs possible from the
various situations. Bows also belong to
Manny Seff, Leonard Lee and Ainsworth
Morgan for a capable screen writing job.
Edmund Lowe is ideally suited to his role,
and together with Madge Evans, more vivacious than usual, romps through the picture for heavy laugh results. Paul Lukas
does well as a heavily guarded munitions
manufacturer with a love for music — and
the highly decorative Ketti Gallian. Skeets
Gallagher, William Gilbert and Leonid Kinsky contribute valuable comedy. Lowe is
a novelist and Madge Evans, a newspaperwoman, whose assignments take her to various parts of the world. They meet on a
train carrying Lukas and his party, who
are travelling in a private car. Lowe and
Madge have faked passports and are working on the Lukas "story," because he is
"hot copy." They manage to get into
Lukas' private car, because Lowe is also a
violinist and Lukas is interested in music.
In fact, he accompanies Lowe on the piano.
Kinsky, an anarchist, tries to slay Lukas,
but ends up by knocking out Lowe and
Graves, a Lukas bodyguard. Gallagher, an
"under cover" man for Lukas, follows Lowe
and Madge to a town in Switzerland, but
they outwit him. They learn that Lukas
is to marry Ketti and has ordered the manufacture of munitions to stop. Of course,
Lowe and Madge fall in love. Ray June
did his usual good camerawork.
Cast, Edmund Lowe, Madge Evans, Paul
Lukas, Ketti Gallian, Skeets Gallagher,
Frank Reicher, William Gilbert, Robert
Graves, Leonid Kinsky, Mitchell Lewis,
Charles Trowbridge, Barnett Parker, Nita
Pike, Juan Torena, George Sorel, Gaston
Glass, Egon Brecher.
Producer, Harry Rapf; Director, Kurt
Neumann; Author, Walter Hackett; Screenplay, Manuel Seff, Leonard Lee, Ainsworth
Morgan; Cameraman, Ray June; Editor, W.
Donn Hayes.
Direction,

Capable.

Photography,

PHILLY DUALS OPINION
NULLIFIED BY COURT

Good.

Rochelle Housewas
to Loew's
Announcement
made by
Loew's, Inc. yesterday that it had
taken over operation of the Kameo
at New Rochelle, at present being
operated by Rosenbloom and Fagin.
Theater will be known as Loew's
Kameo and begins operation under
Loew management about Easter.
Complete renovation and new sound
equipment is planned.

1)

ing the Harry Perelman action
against Paramount, RKO, United
Artists, 20th Century-Fox, Warner
Bros, and M-G-M inasmuch as it
grants their petition for re-hearing.
In the opinion filed Thursday, the
Circuit Court of Appeals had affirmed its previous decision and also
that of the U. S. District Court in
which
tried. the case had originally been
Yesterday's order, filed with a
copy of the opinion issued Thursday,
reads as follows: "The accompanying per curian having been filed
through an oversight, the same is
now recalled and the case held for
further consideration upon a re-argument which is now ordered."
As yet no date has been announced for the re-hearing.

Hays' Anniversary Brings
Many Congratulatory Wires
(Continued from Page 1)

Leo Spitz, Adolph Zukor, Barney
Balaban, Secretary of State Cordell
Hull, Darryl Zanuck, J. Robert Rubin, Rupert Hughes, R. H. Cochrane,
Charles R. Rogers, William Goetz,
Hal Roach, Winfield R. Sheehan,
Walter Wanger, Fred Wehrenberg,
Morgan Walsh, George Cohan, Joseph Brennan, Jesse L. Lasky,
Frank Capra, in behalf of the Academy of M. P. Arts & Sciences,
Frank C. Walker, Ed Kuykendall,
William LeBaron, Jack Warner,
Cecil B. DeMille, B. B. Kahane and
Major Edward Bowes. Samuel Goldwyn, Robert Gillham, Robert WilJr., Chris Cummings,
Dunphy and Charles
Atty.Generalliams,Homer
Picquet, Harry Buckley, Nicholas M.
Schenck, Sam Briskin, Spyros
Skouras,
Marty Mullen, Sam Pinanski.
Members
of athebuffet
organization's
staff
attended
luncheon,
with Cortland Smith, first secretary
of the organization, among the
guests. In behalf of the T. 0. C. C,
President Charles L. O'Reilly presented Hays with an American flag
and standard.

Stan Laurel Incorporates
Sacramento, Cal. — Stan Laurel
Productions has filed papers of incorporation here, calling for $100,000 in stock. General theatrical and
amusement rights will be handled.
Directors listed are Marjorie Geln,
W. Lockwood Miller, and Richard
Wharton.

Washington Paper Pays Tribute to Will H. Hays
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Will H. Hays' 15th anniversary as prexy of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors
of America
brought a glowing tribute yesterday
in the Washington
Post, written by Nelson B. Bell, dramatic editor and a fellow-Hoosier.
Declaring that "he has done a fine job" and that, "instead of being a dictator,
Will Hays has been more of a conciliator," Bell adds that his energies "have been devoted to safeguarding the best interests of the cinema in the vital matters of integrity,
wholesomeness and a strict observance of the ethics of an industry that has come to
be one of the most important in the world."

Frank O'Hanlon Dies
Syracuse — Frank O'Hanlon, widely known theater musician, and formerly in the pit band at Loew's
State, is dead, following a heart attack.
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"FAIRNESS" OF ROXY
PLAN TO BE DECIDED
(.Continued from Page 1)

mittee, which claims that the stockholders are being "ruthlessly annihilated" and by Harold Seligson,
representing the Tipton Bondholders'
committee, who voice sharp opposition to the plan and disclosed that
he is conducting negotiations with
several parties including Si Fabian,
that may result in another plan being presented.
Judge Caffey stated that he had
received many letters from stockholders stating that they feel "helpless" because they are completely
excluded from any interest in the
Roxy estate under the plan before
the court. Judge Caffey said that
he had considered calling in the Securities and Exchange Commission
to aid the stockholders and that he
might still do this. The court declared that on the question of whether the Roxy estate was insolvent,
he would not be satisfied with mere
appraisals but wanted the fullest
and most searching investigation.
The bondholders' protective committee maintain that the Roxy estate
is insolvent and that therefore the
stockholders have no interest in the
estate and are receiving none under
the plan whereby 20th Century-Fox
would acquire the theater.
Judge Caffey permitted the stockholders' protective committee represented by Kramer & Kleinfeld to
intervene. He also permitted the
noteholders' protective committee
represented by Beekman, Bogue,
Leake, Stephens & Black to issue a
circular letter to obtain authorization for approval of settlement of a
$1,177,000 claim against Fox Theaters Corp. for $700,000, which
would be allowed in the Fox Theaters receivership.
It was disclosed that the Fox Film
franchise offer to the bondholders'
committee under the reorganization
plan expires May 1. Judge Caffey
pointed out that under the plan
there is no absolute guarantee that
the 20th Century-Fox film franchise
would be continually available to
the Roxy and that he might require
an amendment to assure this.
Determination of when the hearings will get under way before the
Special Master will be made within
the next few days. There will be
a hearing next Friday before Judge
Caffey to determine whether depositors with the first mortgage bondholders' committee will be bound
without
negative
dissents to the
Disney Winners as Revue
Five Walt Disney cartoons which, in
successive years since 1932, have won
Academy awards will be confined in a
feature-length picture and released internationally byU. A. as "The Disney
Revue," it was announced yesterday.
They are: "Flowers and Trees," "Three
Little Pigs," "Tortoise and Hare,''
"Three Orphan Kittens" and "The Country Cousin."

A "JUttU" hot*. "Ms

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
long enough yesterday to receive
tributes to his genius as a director.
SMITH, M-G-M commentator, will start work Monday on The Foreign Press Society of Hollywood, presented Mamoulian with a
a short featuring the famous Christiana Troupe, bareback riders. certificate setting forth that his diTwelve members comprise the comrection of "The
Gay Desperado"
directorial
work of was
last
E which will join the Barnum & the best
pETpany,
Bailey circus after completing the
T
T
T
film. David Miller will direct, with
Walter Wanger has purchased film
Jack Chertok as the producer.
year.
T
Y
T
rights to Clarence Budington KelBetty Wyman, famous model, who land's current Saturday Evening
has worn more clothes on her back Post serial "Stand-In", and hopes
than any living woman, heads the to borrow Leslie Howard for the
array of pulchritude Walter Wanger leading male role. Wanger plans to
will use in "Vogues of 1938," which ask Paul Warburg, of the famous
Irving Cummings will direct. Other New York banking family, to give
models chosen to date are Dorothy technical advice on the film.
Day, Libby Harben, Mary Oakes,
T
T
T
Luise Rainer and William Powell
Ida Vollmer, Olive Cawley, Katharine Aldridge, Frances Joyce, Ruth
Martin, Norene Carr and Peggy will be co-starred by M-G-M in "The
Emperor's Candlesticks." The picCalvin.
ture, based on the novel by the BaroT
▼
▼
ness Orczy, author of "The Scarlet
Rouben Mamoulian, who is direct- Pimpernel," will be directed by
ing the Irene Dunne starring pic- George Fitzmaurice, from a script
ture, "High, Wide and Handsome" by Harold Goldman. John Considine
for Paramount paused in his work is the producer.

Momand

Case Tossed
78 Para. Theater Partners
Out by High Court and Execs, to Attend Meet

(Continued from Page

1)

gards motion picture films. Momand
claimed he was unable to secure
films at equitable prices.
Momand appealed to the circuit
court when the U. S. district court
in Oklahoma City ordered the case
thrown out for refusal of Momand
to amend his original petition, as
ordered by the court. The decision
of the circuit court is: "The order
is reversed with instructions to vacate the order and enter an order
dismissing the amended petition
without prejudice. Each party to
pay his own costs."
The circuit court did not go into
the merits of the case, but concerned itself only with the dismissal order of the lower court.
Momand's mother, Loretta L. Momand, who operated a theater in
Shawnee, Okla., is likewise suing
distributors for triple damages,
charging "unlawful combination and
conspiracy to restrain and to monopolize interstate trade and commerce in motion
pictures."
The distributors have asked
to have
the
case transferred from Boston, where
it was filed, to Oklahoma City for
trial. Mrs. Momand sued in Boston because that is her home, and
she could secure service on all the
defendants there.
plan. This bears on the indication of just how strong opposition to
the plan will be. It may lead to
disclosure of intention to put forward another plan, when that plan
will be brought forward and by
whom.

(Continued from Page 1)

Plaza, Miami, Mar. 18-20, when
operating problems and policies will
terday.
be discussed, it was announced yes-

CONSPIRACY CHARGED
IN BRANDT 5-2 SUIT
(Continued from Page

1)

tributing Corp., Columbia Pictures
Corp.
Corp., Universal Co., Inc., Big U
Film Exchange, and United Artists
The action arises from the recent
changeover by Loew's from a split
week of four days and three days
to a five day-two day split and the
continued servicing of Loew's local
theaters by the defendant companies with pictures.
The Brandt complaint, drawn by
Weisman, Quinn, Allen & Spett,
charges that the exchanges are violating their contracts with the
Brandt Theaters by serving Loew
with product on the new split week
basis because the Brandt houses
entered into agreements with the
exchanges in the expectation, established by custom and usage, that
Loew's would get pictures only on a
four day-three day split week. According to the complaint, the value
of a picture to a subsequent run depends on the run it gets.
The value of a film is held to be
depreciated if the subsequent run
gets it after a five-day snowing in
a Loew house. It is claimed further that the five day-two day split
results in the showing of a superior picture for the five day run and
an inferior one on the two day end
with the result that thus the value
of the better picture is destroyed
for the subsequent run.

The following is the list: Adolph McAdoo Resolution Sent
Zukor, Barney Balaban, Y. Frank
to Judiciary Committee
Freeman, Neil F. Agnew, R. M. Gillham, Carl Bamford, Tracy Barham, Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — With a view to
A. H. Blank, G. R. Branton, J. C.
Clemmons, L. J. Ludwig, Nathan parallel House action on the Sabath
resolution, the McAdoo resolution to
Goldstein, R. J. O'Donnell, William continue the special Senate commitK. Jenkins, V. R. McFaul, A. N.
tee investigating bankruptcy and
Notopoulos, H. L. Nace, E. H. Row- receivership proceedings in Federal
ley, H. F. Kincey, G. C. Walsh, Courts was referred yesterday to
the Senate judiciary committee.
George Zeppos and Harry Smith.
Committee, headed by Senator
H. W. Glidden, Adam Adams,
McAdoo, California, who made extensive investigation of the Fox
John Balaban, E. C. Upton, Marion
Coles, J. J. Fitzgibbons, J. J. Friedl, case, is asking for continued life
to file final report and possibly hold
Karl Hoblitzelle, M. J. Mullin, Samfurther
hearings looking to recomuel Pinanski, E. V. Richards, R. B.
mendations for changes in existing
Wilby, Harry Kalcheim, Robert bankruptcy law.
McAdoo resolution will be acted
Blair, Robert Weitman, L. D. Netter, Fred Mohrhardt, M. F. Gow- on by Senate judiciary committee,
thorpe, Austin C. Keough, Harry headed
by Senator Ashurst, Arizona,
Royster and Walter Immerman.
original chairman of the special SenM. C. McCord, Chas. Perrine, J. J.
ate bankruptcy investigation comUnger, J. T. Knight, Jr., Hunter
mittee. Sabath and McAdoo committees function independently.
Perry, Jack Katz, Frank C. Walker,
Frank Meyer, Harry Nadel, E. Paul
Phillips, Henry Anderson, Chas.
Reagan, Arthur Lucas, Al Wilkie,
Spain Bans Pictures
H. B. Robb, J. J. Rubens, and F. J.
Salamanca, Spain — Without explainMiller.
ing reason for its action, the Insurgent
Harry David, R. W. Bolstad, Ted
Deboer, H. K. Oliphant, Lein Savell,
Nash Weil, M. A. Lightman, G. W.
Trendle, S. A. Lynch, R. C. Frost,
N. L. Nathanson, Stanton Griffis,
Claude Lee, Frank Rogers, M. C.
Talley, B. B. Garner, L. M. McKechneay, and E. J. Sparks.

government announces a ban on all
films written, acted or directed by a
proscribed list of Hollywood celebrities.
Included in ban are film stars Paul
Muni and Louise Rainer; directors Lewis
Milestone and Frank Tuttle; writers
Upton Sinclair, Clifford Odets, Liam
O'Flaherfy and Dudley
Nichols;
Humphrey Cobb, author, and Kenneth
MacGowan,
producer.
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Censorship Measures

Before Legislatures

NO RENEWAL PLAN FORALUED-PRODUJg TIE-UP
Program Completed for MPTOA
Prominent

Speakers
to Address Meeting Opening
March 16

Completed program for the annual M. P. T. 0. A. convention at
the Miami Biltmore, Miami, March
16-18, was announced Saturday, as
follows:
Tuesday,
March
16
9:00 a.m., Registration of MPTOA
delegates, friends and guests at the
Registration Desk in the lobby.
10:00 a.m., Sight-seeing tour of
Miami and environs. Private aero
cars will leave from The Miami Biltmore Hotel at 10:00 a.m. for a two(Continv.ed

on

Page

6)

BERMAN SIGNS MR.
CONTRACT WITH RKO
Weil Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Archbishop and Duke to Censor Coronation

(Continued on Page 4)

Majors Still Opposed to
Amended Dickstein Bill

Newsreels

London (By Cable) — Appointment of the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Duke of
Norfolk as official censors of the newsreel films to be shot inside Westminster Abbey
during the coronation of King George VI may force Fox Movietone to abandon plans
to fly its footage
to the U. S. and otherwise
slow up distribution.

Italian Expansion by Warners Seen
as H. M. Warner and Sam Morris Sail
Harry M. Warner, president of
Warners, and Sam E. Morris, vicepresident in charge of foreign sales,
sailed Saturday on the Conte De
Savoia for Italy, where they will
visit the company's branch offices in
10 of the country's principal key
cities to discuss activities with local

THE

personnel. Warner has not previously inspected the Warner organization in Italy, and it is expected
that plans will be made for further
expansion there.
Following their stay in Italy, the
W.
B. execs
will go to Paris,
(Continued on Page 4)

IN

WEEE

REVIEW

The Academy Awards — Delay GB U. S. Plans

DAILY

Hollywood — Pandro S. Berman
has signed a new three-year contract as producer, RKO Radio Pictures announced Saturday.
Berman,
responsible
for
the
Astaire-Rogers
musicals
and
the

Convention at Miami

—

By GEORGE

H. MORRIS

DOMESTIC

FOREIGN

March came in like a lion, with
M-G-M's Leo winning the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
award for the best production of
and
1936 _ "The Great Ziegfeld"—com
virtually every other major(Continued

Decision regarding
future in
of GB's
distributing
organization
the
some weeks and the
wait
will
S.
U.
current arrangement
will continue
in the meantime,
Isidore
Ostrer
stated in London.
Company
will

Major companies are still opposed
to the amended version of the Dickstein bill, restricting entrance of
alien actors into the United States,
which will be the subject of a hearing at Washington tomorrow. Gajbriel L. Hess, general attorney of
the Hays association, will attend the Allied States Eastern
hearing, conducted by the House
Committee on Immigration and
Regional Meet March
Naturalization.
New

10 Songs — to a Decision!
Seattle — Management of The Embassy, subsequent-run downtown house
is staging a unique "bout" with Grace
Moore in "The King Steps Out" and
Jeanette MacDonald in "Rose Marie,"
run on a dual bill "For the Championship of the World. — 10 songs, to a decision."

Haven — The Eastern Regional Conference of Allied States
Association will be held at the Hotel
Garde, New Haven, on March 29,
with all eastern units represented.
The conference will open with a
luncheon. About 20 visitors, including Nathan Yamins and Gus Meyers, are expected.

With
ChesterfieldShortlyExpires
Invincible

Deal under which exhibitors affiliated with Allied units played Chesterfield-Invincible pictures under an
arrangement giving the national exhibitor organization revenue will be
dropped at end of the 1936-37 season, it was indicated in New York
Saturday. The deal was approved
by Allied at its Cleveland convention
last June and became operative on
Aug. 20, last, for a one-year period.
Since the plan was effectuated,
(Continued

on

Page

6)

SEE SISTO HANDLING
MONOGRAM FINANCING
J. A. Sisto & Co., bankers, of 68
Wall Street, will handle the financing for Monogram Pictures Corp.,
by Negotiations
present indications.
between Sisto and
W. Ray Johnston have proceeded to
the point (Continued
where papers
are being
on Page 4)

on Page 5)

Exhibitor Organizations Are Battling
Censorship Bills in 10 Legislatures
29

Deal

Newsreels in Pool Deal
On B.B. Training Camps

By arrangement between the
newsreel companies with the exception of Paramount News, Fox
Movietone is covering the baseball
Ten state legislatures at the pres- training camps. Paramount has
ent time have under consideration
measures which would establish steadily refused to join in any pooling deal with the other newsreel
censorship boards, despite the general opinion of reform groups that companies.
the moral tone of films has substantially improved during the past
U. S. Films Rule in Chile
year. Exhibitor groups in each of
Eighty per cent of pictures shown
the states involved in the situation
in Chile are of American origin, according to a survey made by the Motion
are fighting the bills.
Picture Section, Bureau of Foreign and
States in which censorship meaDomestic Commerce, at Washington.
sures are pending are: California,
Other percentages are as follows: British, five; French, five; German, three;
Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Ohio, OklaArgentine,
two, and Spanish,
five.
homa, South Dakota, Mississippi,
Minnesota and North Carolina.
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Good
Earth (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 6th
Horizon
(Columbia
Fictures)

♦ FOREIGN

RUNS

♦

week

LANGUAGE

Astor
Globe

PICTURES

Lac aux Dames
(Franco-American)— 4th week
(a-b)
Le Bonheur
(Franco-American) — 4th week
(a-b)
Tsar to Lenin
(International)
The Wedding of Palo (Hoffberg) — 2nd week
Prisoners
(Amkino) — 3rd week

♦ FUTURE

OPENINGS

Dual

bill.

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

Greenfield, Fabian Aide
In Tipton Negotiations

Follows

current

♦
Cameo
Rialto
Cinema
de Paris
Music
Hall
Central
Broadway
Criterion
Paramount
Strand
Roxy
Capitol
Rivoii

9

bill,

(d)

Two-a-day

run.

Five Holdovers in Portland
With Box Office Up 10 P. C.

FRIEDLANDER

left Saturday on a month i

DOUGLAS
S.S. Bremen

ROTHACKER
for Europe.

sails tomorrow on fh<

BERT
STEARN.
U. A. eastern
division man-]
ager,
returned
to his headquarters
in Cleveburgh. land following a several days' stay in Pitts
LEE BERGER. field representative for Movie |
Sweepstakes,
Inc., is in Pittsburgh on business.

Y. FRANK

and MRS. WARNER and;
MRS. MORRIS sailed for

FREEMAN

leaves New

York Satur-

day for Miami.
WEIL of Universal returns from a coast
tripJOEtoday.
CHARLES R. ROGERS and his executive secJ
retary. WILLIAM PIERCE, arrived yesterdayj
from
the West
Coast.
VICTOR
New
York

JORY has gone to Cleveland from)
and later continues
to the coast.]

OTTO KRUGER has left New York for
Hollywood.
York.
SHEILLA BARRETT is in Detroit from Nev*J
HARRIET HILLARD
from New York.

has gone to Hollywood

BEN GOETZ, general manager of M-G-Wj
British productions, arrives in New York toda^j
from
England
on the Queen
Mary.
GRACIE FIELDS, English vaudeville star whi
is en route to Hollywood to make a pictun
for 20th Century-Fox, also arrives today or
the Queen
Mary.
ARTHUR

A. LEE leaves New

York March 1!

Portland, Ore. — Five holdovers
Albert M. Greenfield is representplane for Miami.
ing Si Fabian in negotiations with rule here this week, with biz up ap- by GEORGE
W. WEEKS leaves New York Wednes
proximately 10 per cent, according
day for Miami.
the Tipton bondholders' committee
looking toward formulation of a to exhibs. "Lloyds of London" is
reorganization plan for acquisition in its second week at the Paraof the Roxy Theater by Fabian.
mount, "Theodora Goes Wild" is in
Greenfield acted as broker for Wil- its 10th at the Blue Mouse on a General Electric's Net
liam Fox in many large theater ac- dual bill, "One in a Million" is in its
Jumps to $43,947,000
quisitions. He was also the money fifth at the Mayfair, "Green Light"
man behind Fabian in the latter's is in its second at the United ArPreliminary report of Genera]
attempt to get control of the Fox
tists and "The Last of Mrs Cheyney" is in its third at the Broadway. Electric for 1936 shows a net in-!
Metropolitan circuit.
come of $43,947,000, or $1.52 a
share, after providing $300,000 esti-i
29 Vitaphone Shorts
mated surtax on undivided profits.
99 Easter
"King"of Dates
With
the addition
ten more
Now in Cutting Room This is compared to $27,843,772, or
97 cents a share, for 1935.
dates on Warner's "The King and
the Chorus Girl,'' the total of Easter
Twenty-nine Vitaphone short subweek engagements on the feature is
jects are currently in the hands of
99, to date. The home office ex- the cutters at the Brooklyn Vitapects over 200 key city openings on
phone studios, announces Sam Sax,
the feature during Easter week.
production chief. Of these 10 are
of two-reel length, and 10 are one12: Testimonial dinner of St. Louis
Country Store Night Clicks reelers. The two-reelers are all in MarchVariety
Club for Fred Wehrenberg, Hotel
Jefferson
Gold Room.
Bridgeport — Following repeated the "Broadway Brevities" series.
sell-outs on Country Store Nights,
Mar. 16: Boston Cinema Club dance at the
Hotel Statler.
Loew's Globe Theater has applied
Arranging Ling Rites
Mar. 16-18 MPTOA convention, Miami Biltfor
a
permit
to
open
the
400-seat
more
Hotel, Miami.
Funeral services for Richie Ling,
second balcony, unused for many

DATE

70^ veteran actor who died Friday
at the Lambs Club, are being
planned and will probably be held
Loew's Canadian Dividend
Wednesday at the Little Church
Montreal
—
Marcus
Loew's
has
declared adividend of $1.75 per share Around The Corner. His last stage
on preferred stock, payable on appearance, concluding a long stage
March 31, to shareholders of record career both here and in England,
March 20.
was in the Broadway play "And
Now Good-bye" which closed Feb. 22.

years.

Schoenstadt Rites Today
MARCH
8
Hal Hode
Claire Trevor
Edgar B. Hatrick

AL

sales trip with
the pictures
"Cloistered"
and.
"Robber
Symphony";
his
route
will
include j
Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City, Dallas and the coast.

H. M. WARNER
SAM
MORRIS and
Italy Saturday.

♦
Cinema de Paris
Cinema de Paris
Filmarte
55th St. Playhouse
Cameo

Razumov
(Amkino) — March
8
Espionage
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — March
9
South of the Highway
(Scandianavian
Talkg Films) — March
Wings
of the Morning
(20th Century-Fox)— March
11
Trouble
in Morocco
(Columbia
Pictures — March
13
Love and Money
(Nuovo
Mondo) — March
13
Silent Barriers
(GB
Pictures) — March
18
Waikiki
Wedding
(Paramount
Pictures)
(c)
Ready,
Willing
and Able
(Warner
Bros.)
(c)
Breezing
Home
(Universal
Fictures)
(c)
Maytime
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(c)
History
Is Made
at Night
(U. A.)
(c)

Coming and Going

Theater
Capitol
Paramount
Music
Hall
Strand
Roxy
Criterion
Central
Rivoii
Rialto
Palace
Palace

♦ TWO-A-DAY
The
Lost

(a)

OF SATURDAY)

Distributor

Romeo
and Juliet (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(b)
Maid
of Salem
(Paramount
Fictures)
Fire Over
England
(U. A.-Korda)
The Great
O'Malley
(Warner
Bros.)
Love
Is News
(20th Century-Fox)
Women
of Glamour
(Columbia
Pictures)
Parole
Racket
(Columbia
Pictures)
Nancy
Steele Is Missing
(20th Century-Fox)
Outcast
( Paramount
Pictures)
On the Avenue
(20th Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Midnight
Court
(Warner
Bros.)
(a)

FINANCIAL
(QUOTATIONS

and

S

Chicago - - Funeral services
Herman Schoenstadt, 86, who
veloped a20-theater circuit now
rected by his sons, Arthur
Henry, will be held here today.

"King" Coming to Strand
for
deNew York premiere of "The King
di- and the Chorus Girl" will take place
and at the Strand on March 27, it is
announced.

BOOK

March 21: Testimonial dinner of St. Louis
Variety Club for Fred Wehrenberg, Hotel
Jefferson
Gold
Room.
March 29: Allied States Association Eastern
Regional Conference, Hotel Garde, New
New
Haven,
Conn.
April 9: Universal Club dance and amateur
show,
the
American
Women's
Clubhouse.
April 9: Annual ball of the Press Photographers at the
Hotel
Commodore
April 10:

Chicago Amusement Publicists Association dinner dance,
Hotel Sherman.

April 17-18: National Variety Club
tion. Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha.
May waukee.
12-14:

conven-

Allied National Convention, Mil-

June. 7: American Federation
convention,
Hotel
Kentucky,

of Musicians
Louisville.
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Warner Expansion in Italy
Seen as Executives Sail

Berman Signs 3-Year
Contract With RKO
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

Katharine Hepburn pictures, among
others, is at work planning six new
RKO productions. These are: "Vivacious Lady," starring Ginger
Rogers, with George Stevens directing; "Stage Door," starring
Miss Hepburn, Burgess Meredith
and Ginger Rogers, with Gregory
LaCava directing; "Damsel in Distress," starring Fred Astaire, with
George Stevens directing and George
Gershwin doing the music; "Irene,"
starring Ginger Rogers under the
direction of Mark Sandwich; the
new Lily Pons starring vehicle, as
yet untitled, and a second Fred
Astaire picture based upon the life
of the Vernon Castles.

Buffalo Arrest Reveals
Bank Night Racket Gang
Buffalo — Police here reveal the
arrest of an unnamed picturegoer
through whom they have uncovered
a Bank Night racket which has defrauded film exhibitors and their
audiences out of thousands of dollars. Detective Sergeant W. J.
Shanahan said the man in custody
is being held on a second-degree
grand larceny charge as a member
of the mulcting gang after admitting participation in the scheme.
Shanahan declared the gang
worked in 11 theaters in Buffalo,
Niagara Falls, Tonawanda and
North Tonawanda, and confederates
prearranged who would win the
Bank Night cash prizes. One of the
gang then went to the theater and
volunteered to serve on the stage
as a judge and was usually selected.
He stood beside the child who drew
the winning ticket and as the ticket
was handed to him to read the number, palmed it. Then he read, from
a counterfeit ticket which had been
concealed in his sleeve, a number
held by a confederate.

"Gambling in Souls" Ban
Overruled by Judge Frank
Baltimore — Taking the stand that
a subject such as white slavery does
not necessarily have to be banned
in its entirety in motion pictures.
Judge Eli Frank, in the City Court,
has handed down an opnion overruling the ban placed on "Gambling
in Souls" imposed by the Maryland
State Board of Motion Picture Censors. However, he ordered that the
picture could not be shown without
deletions and suggested that the
owners, Morris Moltonberg and Robert H. Cohen, and the board confer
on these deletions.
U. S. Releases "SEX"
Films
FILM (DAILY

Wash. Bureau of THE

Washington — Uncle
Sam,
film
producer, has gone in for sex.
Department of Agriculture is releasing
"In the Beginning," depicting the sex
life of the rabbit. Pix was given a
"preview" here on a "double-feature"
bill, tied with the Department's other
newest effort, "The Cicada." Latter
features the love serenade of the 17year locust.

T

T

T

• • • BEFORE A ritzy, sophisticated audience of one of
the snootiest suburbs of the metropolis Scarsdale, in
Westchester where they take the best of everything as
a matter of course
United Artists previewed
Walter
Wanger's "History Is Made At Night" last Friday eve
and at the close, the audience broke into spontaneous applause.

T

T

T

• • • THEY BROKE into applause because the picture
rocked and socked 'em out of their smugness and self-sufficiency
;
out of their fed-upness with life in general and films
in particular
the picture handed them a surprise dish of
Unusual Entertainment
and what we are trying to say,
is
that if any picture can get that type of hardboiled
audience to loosen the hinges in their wrists so that they slap
their fins together in spontaneous applause
THAT picture, lads, has got SOMETHING
and this particular
glamoreel has got something for any type of audience craving
the unusual in entertainment
and what audience doesn't ?
•

•

• THAT YOUNG producer
Douglas MacLean
is stepping out in the direction of a new Hollywood
studio connection
his activities finished with Grand National what he did with "Great Guy" and James Cagney
proves he is a producer to be reckoned with
also a fine
showman job on "23^2 Hours Leave"
•
•
• AT THE Detroit Variety Club meeting last week
they had M-G-M Day
"Percentage and Preferred Time,"
produced by Frank J. Downey, was presented
members
of the Metro staff participating in the skit were
G. L.
Becker, John Dembeck, Jack Morgan, Brenton Herman
Art Zuelch, Floyd Chrysler, William Potts, Cliff Perry, Stanley
Fisher, Edward Littman and Harold Sandelman
•
•
• NEAT
STUNT
by the sales promotion
dep't of
RKO
Radio
plugging
Joe E. Brown's
"When's
Your
Birthday"
with an eight-page bit of printed matter in
the form of a trade paper
with reproduction of page
blurbs on the production from the various trade papers
• •
• A NOVEL ad in the met dailies
consisting
of translations of the title "The Good Earth" into fifteen languages by the M-G-M ad dep't
the punch line being:
"In Broadwayese — It's a Wow"
and readers have sent
in translations into languages omitted from the ads.

▼

T

T

• •
• A TEASER tabloid put out by the Broadway Strand
in advance of the showing of "The Great O'Malley"
they
were delivered by the Postal Telegraph messengers throughout
the city
and a slew of co-op ads in the sheet made the
expense to the theater practically nil
•

•

• TWO NEWCOMERS have been added to Universale talent list
Bill Lundigan, announcer of WFBL of
Syracuse, and James Foran, the brother of Dick Foran already
in the movies
when Lundigan first came to New York he
landed in the Universal office by mistake, believing he was in
,
the office of another film company he was dickering with
Harry Evans, eastern talent exec of Universal, met him and suggested he return after visiting the other company as he had
planned
Bill did so, took a test, and the result was
a contract
so you see it is hard to tell just how a guy
can crash into the pix

1)

and then to Norway, Sweden and
Denmark. Growth of Warner business in the Scandinavian countries
has recently necessitated increased
staffs with larger quarters. The
theater situation in each country
will be studied.
Major part of the trip will be
devoted to a stay in London, and
inspection of the Warner studios at
Teddington, England, where two
new sound stages and numerous administrative buildings were recently
completed in an expansion program
involving the expenditure of over
$500,000. This expansion now allows for the filming of two productions simultaneously.
Warner and Morris, who are accompanied bytheir wives, will probably return to New York in late
April.

See Sisto & Co. Handling
Monogram's Financing
(Continued from Page

1)

drawn for submission to Washington, it was learned Saturday.
W. Ray Johnston told The Film
Daily last week that authorizec
capital of the company would be
1,000,000 common shares of $1 pai
value, of which 350,000 shares
would be offered to the public at
$3.75 per share.

Weil Returning From
Transcontinental Trip
Joe Weil, director of exploitation
for Universal, will return to his office this morning after a 10-day absence. He flew to the coast last
week to set various exploitation
matters in operation in connection
with
"Top of He
the returned
Town" music
and
advertising.
by way
of Denver, Kansas City, Milwaukee,
Detroit and Chicago, making flyingjumps between cities where "Top oi
the Town" will have its first showings after its world premiere at thei
Roxy on March 26.

Conn. Exhibs. Miami Bound
New Haven — Connecticut exhibitors who will attend the M.P.T.O.A.
convention at Miami March 16-18
are: Meyer Bailey, New Haven;
Lucy Flack, Milford; Irving C. Jacocks, Jr., Branford; Adolph G.
Johnson and Mrs. Johnson, Hamden; Edward G. Levy and Mrs.
Levy, New Haven; Arthur H. Lockwood
Middletown; and
Miss Mrs.
Louis Lockwood,
Markuna, Milford;
Albert E. Robins and Mrs. Robins
Hamden; Samuel H. Rosen, and Mrs
Rosen, New Haven; Edward J
Stuart and Mrs. Stuart, Lakeville;
Max Tabackman, West Haven.
Helen Wills for 20rh-Fox?
Twentieth Century-Fox is understood
to have taken an option on Mrs. Helen
Wills Moody, seven-time winner of the
women's
title, both at Forest
Hills and tennis
at Wimbledon.
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A "JUUU" fW Uottywwd "Lots
By RALPH

WILK
Hollywood

"World of Women," an original
story by Lionel Houser, has been
purchased by RKO Radio and will
be adapted to the screen for production by Robert Sisk.

'T7NTIRE attention of the Walter
Wanger staff is now being concenT
T
T
trated on the independent producColumbia Studios are now in an
er's unique fashion musical, "Waiter Wanger's Vogues of 1938," uproar. What with the "Three
Stooges,'' running wild on one set;
which has replaced "The River Is Andy
Clyde, cutting up capers on
Blue,'' on the producing schedule an adjoining stage, and Monty Coland will be started before the camlins and Tom Kennedy in the throes
eras on March 15th.
of a new "All-Star Comedy," the
Starting date on "The River Is place is beginning to show signs of
!Blue," which Clifford Odets wrote wear and tear.
and Lewis Milestone was to direct,
has been postponed because Charles
Bradley Page, has been engaged
Boyer, who was to play the male
lead opposite Madeleine Carroll, has by Columbia for a major part in
been detained to make M-G-M's de- "Trouble In Morocco," starring Jack
Holt, which is rapidly nearing comlayed "Madame Walewska."

THE

WEEK

(Continued

from

Page

1)

pany sharing in the list of honors,
with Frank Capra annexing one of
the gold statuettes for his direction
of "Mr. Deeds Goes To Town," and
Luise Rainer and Paul Muni getting
prominent honors for the best individual star performances, in "The
Great Ziegfeld" and "The Story of
Louis Pasteur,"
* respectively.
*
*
Paramount, RKO and Columbia
gave solid indication of their prosperity during recent months. Paramount estimated consolidated earnings for the fourth quarter of 1936
at $3,700,000; RKO and subsidiary
companies showed a profit of $2,514,734 for the 53 weeks ended Dec.
31, 1936, approximately four times
the earnings of $684,732 during
1935; and Columbia, for the six
months' period ended Dec. 26, last,
reported a net profit of $629,771.93.

*

*

*

Universal chieftains revealed that,
company plans making 36 features
and six Westerns during 1937-38
season, a program which will be discussed this week at a home office
parley . . . That a new industry record for re-issues was established
during the past 12 months, a Film
Daily survey brought to light, with
substantially more than 50,000 playdates given to pictures thus put
back into circulation . . . Discussions
were reported as under way to continue George W. Weeks in general
sales managership of GB in view of
Lis present agreement with the
company expiring May 1, next . . .
From Philadelphia came word that
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
there handed down a decision affirming an opinion that film rental contract provisions banning double features are illegal, and then the Court,
in a move considered almost without precedent, withdrew the opinion

T

T

T

T

T

T

will make his screen debut in "Lady
Luck". Cassell also is being considered for the lead role in First
National's film adaptation of "The

M-G-M announces new contracts
with Virginia Bruce. Robert Montgomery, Betty Furness and Lynne
Carver. Miss Carver, formerly Desert Song".
known as Virginia Reid, has just
Marlene
Dietrich has taken out
completed an important role in her first U. S. citizenship papers.
"Maytime."

Claire Trevor has been assigned
Production on a film adaptation
the lead in "One Mile From Heaven" of Edgar Allen Poe's story of the
soon to go before the cameras at terrors of the Spanish Inquisition,
20th Century-Fox studios. Allan "The Pit and the Pendulum," will
Dwan will direct. Sol M. Wurtzel
start soon at Warners' Burkank stuis executive producer.
dios. Ricardo Cortez, Margaret
T
▼
T
Lindsay and John Litel have already
Walter Cassell, stage and operatic been assigned to roles in the probaritone who has been awarded a
duction, which will be directed by
movie contract by First National, Nick Grinde.

IN REVIEW

The Academy Awards — Delay GB U. S. Plans

DOMESTIC

pletion,
under the direction of Ernest Schpedsack.

/>

and ordered re-argument of the
case ... On Thursday the North
Dakota legislature completed enactment of a theater divorce bill when
the Senate by a vote of 37 to 9 concuned with the House. State is the
first to enact a measure compelling
producers to discard their theater
interests . . . M-G-M's Al Lichtman
informed President Ed Kuykendall
of M.P.T.O.A. that his company will
endeavor to include the score charge
in a single film charge under flat
lental contracts. Letter clarified
M-G-M selling policies in connection
with the exhibitor association's
trade practice proposals . . . and
from Hollywood flashed news that
National Theaters, Inc., the former
Fox West Coast circuit, will show
a profit of over $2,000,000 for 1936.

DOES TOUR THEATRE HEED A

"CMM DF/MTMFirr?
CUSHIONS

RtMT

FOREIGN
(Continued from

Page

1)

seek British and American financial
help to carry out expansion program, he added.
* *
*
From England's metropolis, too,
arrived cable saying that plans for
a new film Trade Association, embracing producers, studio owners,
laboratory and processing interests
are under way there. Eventual affiliation with Federation of British
Industries is regarded as almost a
certainty.
#
♦
$
Paris reported Max Laemmle preparing to sail for the U. S. to establish a company for distribution of
French films . . .. Establishment of
the Grand Prix du Public by the
newspaper La Griffe for award to
the motion picture making strongest
box office showing annually . . .
Announcement by Jean Renoir that
the film spectacle "La Marseillaise" ,
will be financed by public subscription.

Even if a cushion department would
pay . . . your theatre would not. Profits
are in providing luxuriously comfortable
American Seating Company Chairs.
us

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

American Seating Company
Public Seating for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices end Distributors in All Trade Areas
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MPTOA CONVENTION
PROGRAM COMPLETE

The Cat Catastrophe

(Continued, from Page

Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of
E. S. Williams, Strand Theater,
Birmingham, Ala.

1)

hour tour of Coral Gables, Miami,
Miami Beach, Hialeah, Pan-American Airport, Biscayne Bay and Indian River.
10:30 a.m., meeting of the
MPTOA Executive Committee. 12:30
p.m., annual meeting of the MPTOA
Board of Directors in the Army and
Navy Room of The Miami Biltmore
Country Club, adjoining the hotel.
2:30 p.m., business session in the
Ballroom of The Miami Biltmore
Country Club, which will be used as
the Convention Hall for all business
sessions.
Convention called to order by
Mitchell Wolfson, general chairman,
convention arrangements committees; invocation, Rev. Leslie Barnett,
Coral Gables Congregational Church;
address of welcome to Florida by
The Hon. Fred P. Cone, Governor of
Florida; address of welcome to Miami by The Hon. A. D. H. Fossey,
Mayor of Miami; Response to address of welcome, M. A. Lightman,
Past President MPTOA; annual report of the president, Ed Kuykendall; annual report of the secretary,
Morris Loewenstein; annual report
of the general counsel, Edward G.
Levy; announcement of special convention committees, where and when
they will meet during the Convention; report of the committee on
convention arrangements, Mitchell
Wolfson, Wometco Theaters, Miami,
General Chairman; adjourn for committee meetings.
9:00 p.m., reception to delegates,
members, friends and guests of
MPTOA, sponsored by the officers
and directors in The Patio of The
Miami Biltmore Hotel.
Wednesday
10:30 a.m., Business Session in the
Convention Hall. "A Demonstration of New Methods in Lighting
for Motion Picture Theaters," Francis M. Fagle, Engineering Division,
General Electric, Cleveland, "The
Forgotten Audience Among the Deaf
in Theaters," Dan D. Halpin, VicePres., Dictograph Products, New
York, "Modern Theater Fronts and
Their Influence on Attendance" E.
L. Patton, Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Co., Pittsburgh, "Proper Maintenance of Sound Equipment," E. M.
Hartley, Manager, Photophone Division, RCA Mfg. Co., "Modern
Functional Design of Motion Picture
Theaters," Ben Schlanger, Architect,
New York, "What Air Conditioning
Means to the Box Office," L. L.
Lewis, Carried Corp., Newark, "Improvements in Theater Seating,"
Raymond S. Reed, Heywood-Wakefield Co.
11:00 a.m., luncheon and beach
party for the ladies at The Roney
Plaza Cabana Sun Club. Special
Luncheon at the Cafe de la Paix,
11:30 to 1:00 p.m., afternoon on the
beach.
12:30 p.m., official convention
luncheon on the south terrace of
The Miami Biltmore Hotel.
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ALLIED-PRODUCER
TIE-UP IS EXPIRING
(Continued from Page

Maury

1)

Cohen has ceased his Invincible activities and has joined
RKO Radio as a porducer. George
^^^=^-^^-^
As Told to Film Daily
=^^^^==
Batcheller of Chesterfield, however,
is planning his own program foi
I CAN'T fail to tell you of an interesting, or you may not call it 1937-38 but so far has not complete']
his
arrangements.
interesting, experience that I had on Hallowe'en a year ago.
At this time I was at the Walton Theater in Selma, Alabama,
Under the deal with Allied, Chesterfield has delivered three producI was having a Hallowe'en mid- out at one time. Everywhere one
tions and Invincible one.
night show, and as black cats al- would look for the next several
ways go with Hallowe'en, I adver- weeks in the business part of town
tised that anyone bringing a cat
Adrian Rosley Stricken
would be admitted free, and that was a cat, either dead or running West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILYi
to
keep
from
being
killed.
black cats would receive cash prizes.
Hollywood — Adrian Rosley, 47
This was as near as I have ever
film and stage actor, is dead here
To begin with, on Hallowe'en evening about six o'clock the police come to being "run out of town", as following a heart attack. His most
department called me and asked if I had calls all day every day for a recent screen appearances were ir]
all kinds of newspaper pubthere wasn't something I could do week, licity,
letters to the editor and just "The King and The Chorus Girl,1
to stop boys from stealing cats.
"The Garden of Allah." He is
Numbers of ladies called about their every kind one can imagine. This and
survived by his widow.
was
some
experience.
cats being chased and stolen. About
9:30 the crowd started lining up,
community affairs, M. A. Lightman
— o •—
and it seemed that everybody had
of this,
had nowhen
ideaI thought
of having
this chairman; report of committee or
boxes, or bags with cats in them. (")F I course
Negroes were all along the streets many cats, so it all took me with labor relations, Fred Wehrenberg
with sacks full of cats, selling them such a big surprise, that I didn't chairman; report of committee or
know exactly what to do. Since this legislation and taxation, Roy L
for 15c each.
time there has been a humane so- Walker, chairman; report of committee on resolutions, Edward G
ciety organized here, and I have gotten several magazines and articles Levy, chairman.
WAHEN I started letting the peo2:30 p.m., business session in the
ple in, everybody had a cat, written about the cruelty of this, Convention
Hall.
and there were so many black cats sent to me from out of the state.
Address by Adolph Zukor; AdIt was some fun, if you like this
that I barely took in enough money
kind of fun, and you would have
to give for the cash prizes. I had it.
Edgar Hoover, Dept.
Federa"oi
a large warehouse next door to the had to be there to really appreciate Bureaudress byofJ. Investigation,
Justice; Address by the Hon. Charles
theater which when we filled it up
Edison, Assistant Secretary of the
with cats, we had approximately 600
cats. They were fighting, killing
Editor's Note: This is the first of Navy; Address by the Hon Jesse
each other, and carrying on all kinds a new feature series. Watch for the H. Jones, Chairman Reconstruction
Finance Corp. and Treasurer Will
of noises, so I had to turn them all second in an early issue.
Rogers Memorial Commission; unfinished business; installation of offi2:30 p.m., Business session in the "Worthy Attractions versus Star
cers, Fred Wehrenberg, chairman
convention hall with a discussion of Values," H. J. Griffith, Griffith
board of directors; convention admerchandising of picture entertain- Amusement Co., Oklahoma City;
journs sine die.
ment and what the distributor can "Training a Theater Staff," Sonny
7:30 p.m., annual convention bando to help sell the show. Discus- Shepherd, Lincoln Theater, Miami;
quet
at 7:30, dinner and dancing
sion of new ideas in advertising and "Theater Insurance and Accident
in
the
main
dining room of The Miexploitation of motion pictures, use Prevention" Henry Anderson, Inami Biltmore Hotel from 7:30 p.m.
surance Dept., Paramount Theaters,
of advertising accessories, press
to 9:00 p.m.; water carnival and
New York.
sheets, lobby displays, radio advergrand stand, The MiEvening — No convention affairs aquaticami show,
tising, theater fronts, mailing, newsBiltmore Outdoor Exhibition
evening. All of the famous
paper space, etc. The following ad- this
Pool from 9:15 p.m. to 11:15 p.m.
vertising executives have been in- Miami cafes wil have special St.
and special entertainvited to talk:
Patrick's Day parties. The Miami Suppermentdance
program Friday
main dining room of
Biltmore Hotel offers a St. Patrick's The Miami
Hy Daab, Columbia; Si Seadler, Day
Biltmore
Hotel from
dinner
and
ball
with
special
11:30
p.m.
M-G-M; Robert M. Gillham, Para- music and entertainment in the main
mount; S. Barrett McCormick, RKO dining room. Thursday
Radio; Charles E. McCarthy, Twen10:00 a.m., MPTOA convention golf
tieth Century-Fox; Paul Gulick,
tournament at The Miami Biltmore
Universal; Monroe Greenthal, United
10:30 a.m., business session in Golf and Country Club. Major AlArtists Corp.; S. Charles Einfeld, the Convention Hall.
bert Warner is chairman of the Golf
Warner Bros.
Reports of Special Convention Tournament Committee. Convention
Address by Col. Carl Byoir, public Committees. Following each Com- badge qualifies you for entering the
mittee report there will be an open tournament. Lots of trophies and
relations counsel, New York; "Theater Advertising in Newspapers" Hal forum for the discussion of the parKopplin, Wometco Theaters, Miami;
Among the firm which will have
ticular subject covered by the Committee reporting.
prizes.
displays at the convention are:
"Winning New Patrons," Roy L.
Report of Committee on Music Forest Manufacturing Corp., BelleSmart, Wilby - Kincey, Charlotte,
ville, N. J.; International Seat Corp.,
N. C; "The Value of a Theater to Tax, Charles W. Picquet, chairman;
the Community," M. A. Lightman, report of committee on unfair trade Union City, Ind.; Paramount, WenMalco Theaters, Memphis, Tenn.; practices, O. C. Lam, chairman; re- zel Co., Chicago; Wagner Sign Service Co., New York; Motiograph,
port of committee on conciliation
"Systematizing Theater Operation,"
Brownie Akers, Griffith Amusement and arbitration, Lewen Pizor, chair- Inc., Chicago; National Screen Serman; report of committee on radio
vice, Hollywood Advertising Co.,
Co., Oklahoma City; "Theater Operation in England," Percy Phillipson, and non-theatrical competition, John General Register Co., Hurley Screen
Pres., Automaticket, Ltd., London; C. Stapel, chairman; report of com- Co., S. S. Ashcraft Co., Cleveland;
mittee on entertainment values, Dictograph Products, RCA Manu"The Economic Level of Admission
Scales," Arthur H. Lockwood, Capi- Walter Vincent, chairman; report of
Co. and Electrical Research facturing
Products.
tol Theater, Middletown,
Conn.; committee
on public relations and
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Be sure to hold these dates open for the biggest
show of the Spring season. Your chance to enjoy
a real vacation in the ace of all winter sun spots
...at reduced rates... Your chance to join with the
leaders in the motion picture industry in constructive discussion of our most vital problems.
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Associated Film Audiences
. To Start Reviewing Mar. 15
Associated Film Audiences, new
group seeking to encourage production of socially useful films and to
discourage the making of antilabor, pro-fascist or pro-militarist
pictures, will begin actively reviewing films around March 15, according to present plans.
The organization has sent a request to Will H. Hays for permission to review films prior to national
release. Various church, labor, social, student, racial and educational
groups are interested in the program of Associated Film Audiences
and are expected to furnish reviewers.

"Theodora" Writ Hearing
At N. 0. Late in Week
New Orleans — Hearing on United
Theaters' plea for a permanent injunction restraining Columbia Pictures of Louisiana, Inc., from delivering "Theodora Goes Wild" to any
New Orleans first subsequent runs
but United Theaters, was postponed
until the latter part of this week.
Hearing originally had been set for
March 4, but Columbia asked additional time to prepare its brief.
United claims it had contracted for
an Irene Dunn film and Columbia
now intended to deliver "Theodora"
to opposition houses.

United, N. 0., Denies It
Is Dropping Bank Nights
New Orleans — Money giveaways
appeared to have an undecided position here. Reports that United
Theaters would drop Bank Night
from its 18 subsequent run neighborhood houses, were denied by General Manager E. J. Myrick who
stated: "We will continue to run
bank night." No police interference has been noted and the situation appears to be quieting down.
Henry Lazarus, giveaway champion, admitted he was closing out
Buck Night at the Coliseum, finding cash ceasing to draw-

Higler Leaves $118,477
Milwaukee — An inventory filed in
probate court evaluates the estate
of James A. Higler, who died June
22, 1936, at $118,477. Mr. Higler
for many years managed the Davidson theater here and before that
the Palace.

Sunday Films at $1

New Haven — The Little Hall
opened its series of Sunday afternoon movies with "Don Quixote"
yesterday. Attendance at $1 was
limited to 100.

Reviews of Hew TUUns
Jeanette

MacDonald

and

Nelson

Eddy

in

"MAYTIME"
with

John

Barrymore,
Herman
Brown.

Charles Boyer and Jean Arthur in

"HISTORY IS MADE AT NIGHT"

Bing,

Tom

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
M-G-M
133 min.
SONG FEAST THAT WILL SATISFY
FANS AND EXHIBITORS ALIKE— STARS
AT THEIR BEST.
This is a feast for the ear and should
please fans and exhibitors . It is certain to
score heavily with the Nelson Eddy-Jeanette MacDonald followers and has the
best screen singing heard in many moons.
It has been given a lavish production and
has been ably directed by Robert Z. Leonard. The picture is a happy blending of
song, romance and comedy. Hunt Stromberg deserves much credit as the producer.
Sigmund Romberg wrote the music and
Herbert Stothart did a masterly job in
adapting and directing the music. "Sweethearts," hit of the original operetta, scores
again, while "Virginia Ham and Eggs,"
and "Vive L'Opera," by Stothart, Bob
Wright and Chet Forrest, written for the
screen offering, are clever numbers. "Les
Huguenots" and "Czaritz," are operatic
sequences that are used, while "Carry Me
Back to 01' Virginny," sung by the stars,
is a highlight. Noel Langley, new to film
writing, turned in a screenplay, which devised interesting situations and provided
clever dialogue. John Barrymore does excellent work, while Herman Bing supplies
most of the comedy. Out of gratitude,
Jeanette, a prima donna, agrees to marry
her voice teacher and manager, Barrymore,
She meets Eddy, a voice student, in Paris
and they fall in love, but Jeanette remains faithful to Barrymore. Seven years
later, Jeanette arrives in New York to
appear in an opera and Eddy is chosen to
sing opposite her. She finally tells Barrymore of her love for Eddy, and Barrymore
fires at Eddy and kills him. Years later,
she advises her young friend, Lynne Carver,
to forget thoughts of a career and marry
her sweetheart, Tom Brown.
Cast: Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy,
John Barrymore, Herman Bing, Tom Brown,
Lynne Carver, Rafaela Ottiano, Charles
Judels, Paul Porcasi, Sig Rumann, Walter
Kingsford, Guy Bates Post, Anna Demetrio,
Frank Puglia. Don Cossacks Chorus.
Producer, Hunt Stromberg; Director;
Robert Z Leonard; From play by Rida
Johnson Young; Screenplay, Noel Langley;
Cameraman, Oliver T. Marsh; Editor, Conrad A. Nervig; Music by Sigmund Romberg;
Musical adaptation and direction by Herbert Stothart; Special Lyrics, Bob Wright,
Chet Forrest; French adaptation, Gilles
Guilbert; Opera Sequences, William von
Wymetal; Dances, Val Raset.
Direction, Excellent. Photography, Excellent.

Hendee Will Lecture

Harold Hendee, Director of Research for RKO Radio Pictures, will
address
Frances Class
Taylor atPatterson's
Motion
Picture
Columbia
Trans-Lux Plans Filed
Building plans for the proposed University today, and on Tuesday,
Trans-Lux theater at 66 Fifth Ave- will speak to the Freshman Class of
nue have been filed, although no
College,
Chapel.
deal has as yet been closed, it is City ject
at both at
lectures
willHis
be subthe
announced by A. Townsend Kaplan. value of research in motion pictures.

with Leo Carrillo, Colin Clive
United Artists
97 mins.
FINE COMBO OF ROMANCE AND
THRILLS HAS UNUSUAL APPEAL FOR
FEMMES
WITH
NOVEL
LOVE STORY.
While this is essentially a sophisticated
story, yet the love interest is sweet and
charming and tender. It has fascination for
all the femmes in the contrast of a husband
insanely jealous of his wife, and a lover
sacrificing everything if necessary to make
her happy. It has a rare hypnotic quality
in the constant menace of Colin Clive, the
husband. It should have every dame and
damsel in a delightful dither of shudders
wondering what the lady's ball-and-chain
is going to do to her next. This menaceshudder quality alone should sell the
dames, if it is properly emphasized in the
ads and publicity. And there is a throatgripping climax with an ocean liner crashing an iceberg in the fog, which is one of
the most realistic, nerve-tingling scenes
ever filmed. This situation is handled with
consummate cleverness, built up to mounting suspense that stamps it as a thrill-deluxe of the screen. The plot concerns Jean
Arthur married to a rich and jealous shipbuilder, who tries to frame her compromisingly with his chauffeur in a hotel room in
Paris, in order to prevent her from divorcing him. Charles Boyer in an adjoining
room hears the plot, breaks in as a bandit,
takes the lady's jewels and kidnaps her.
Then he reveals to her that he is the
famous headwaiter, Paul Dumond, takes
her to the Chateau Bleu for dinner after
the place is closed for the night, and persuades the chef, Leo Carrillo, to serve them
while the orchestra stays to entertain the
couple. They fall in love. She returns in
the morning to the hotel, where the Paris
police are investigating the death of the
chauffeur, who was felled by Boyer when
he broke into the wife's room. Colin Clive
as the jealous husband has killed the
chauffeur later in order to frame his wife's
unknown "lover" for the murder. From
here on it is one gripping and absorbing
situation after another, as the action shifts
to New York, then back to Paris, with the
climax on an ocean liner carrying Boyer
and Jean Arthur, as the liner crashes an
iceberg. This series of sequences builds to
great suspense and carries a powerful
punch that will grip any audience. Charles
Boyer as the Continental lover is immense.
Jean Arthur will zoom to the heights on^
this performance. Leo Carrillo as the hero's
pal is a comedy treat in a wow characterization of a chef. Colin Clive carves a new
type of menace

that gets a niche in the

hall of cinema fame. Frank Borzage's
direction stamps him a master craftsman.
The writers who authored the piece and
also did their own script — Gene Towne and
Graham Baker — stand out as one of the
finest
teams
Hollywood
has
known.
Cast: Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur, Leo
Carrillo, Colin Clive, Ivan Lebedeff, George
Meeker, Lucian Prival, Georges Renavant,
George Davies, Andre St. Mauer.
Producer, Walter Wanger; Director,
Frank Borzage; Authors, Gene Towne, Graham Baker; Screenplay, Same; Editor, Margaret Clancy; Cameraman,
Gregg
Toland.
Direction, Excellent Photography, The
Best.

Conn. Industry Bills Up
For Hearing on April
Hartford, Conn. — The Judicia
Committee has continued to April
hearing on House Bills 795 and 80
concerning two - men - in - a - boot;
House
573, legalizing
11:.'
Sunday Bill
theater
closing, andthe Sena
Bills 349 and 993, permitting Sui
day vaudeville and theatricals. Sei
ate Bill 507, imposing a new 10 pi
cent admissions tax, has not yi
been assigned for hearing by the F
nance Committee.

Detroit Exchange Sitdown
Strike Fails to Materializ
Detroit — Rumors of trouble wit
inspectresses, shippers and postc
handlers here is generally denif
officially by exchange manager
All activity so far are under CO'
er. Anticipated sitdown strike d
not
materialize
although
shipmen'
of films
to theaters
was away
abo^
average for week-end in a possib
plan to avoid difficulty. Major el
change managers have conferrc
but appear to have received no f o:
mal demands.

Bess Ehrhardt to Appear
With Troupe in WB Filr
Minneapolis — Francis Wallac
Warner scenarist, is due here t<
day to confer with Shipstead ar
Johnson skating troupe on ne:!
story which will feature Bess Eh
hardt, 19-year-old girl star and tr
entire troupe. Four companies h£
been reported bidding for Miss Eh
hardt's services. Assignment t
Wallace to handle pix indicate
Warners beat others to jump arj
signed Ehrhart and the troupe.

Vosper Missing from Ship
Plymouth,
Eng. — (By Cable) Disappearance from the SS. Par
of Frank
Vosper,
British-actor
dramatist,
returning
from
Holly
wood, is under investigation.

Diana Wynyard III
London (By cable) — An infectio
caused by grease paint suffered b!
Diana Wynyard has forced the wit!
drawal of her stage vehicle, "Heart

Sunday Films Legalized

Content."
Charlotte, N. C. — A bill passed i
the North Carolina Legislatur I
legalizes
kee
county.Sunday movies in Cherc

Holdovers in Montreal
Montreal — "Wings of the Morr
ing" continues in its 6th week a5
His
Theater,
"d
mille"Majesty's
is starting
on itswhile
3rd wee
at the Palace Theater.

Full Week Report Denied

San Antonio — The Texas will nc
adopt a full-week policy, as was rt
ported.

I
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THREE MORE THEATER MCE
Lent Is Without
Four major circuits yesterday reKorted that Lent had had no effect
n theater attendance this year.
Leon Netter of Paramount
declared that Paramount theaters had
V not been hit by Lent, a statement
' echoed by Joseph Vogel of Loew's.
\ At RKO, it was likewise said grossi es had not been affected.
Warners
reported that no reduction in attendance had been noticed.

Effect on

TEN CENTS

9, 1937

Para's Annual Stockholders Meet

Business
Holds
Steady,
Say
Para., Loew, RKO and
Warners

Scheduled June 15

MEASURESPLANNED

Grosses,

Circuits
Bills

That Shot in the Dark, or "Reely" Serious

Newark, N. J. — Five radio cars, a detective squad car and a patrol wagon sped to
the vicinity of the Strand Theater in response to a frantic telephone call. They were
greeted by an excited pedestrian who, pointing to a door, cried: "Someone hollered,
'Don't come near mc or I'll shoot' — then there was a shot!"
The cops rushed through the door — and found themselves a few feet from the
theater stage.
On the screen, the villian was breathing his last.

{Continued on Page 16)

Coast Production Slumps

West Coast Bur., THE

r
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Hollywood — Production has taken a
slump and only 39 pictures are in work.
Warners head the list with seven, closely followed by 20th Century-Fox and
Universal with six each. Paramount
follows with five and M-G-M with a
like number. RKO and Republic are
down for two each and Goldwyn, Columbia, Darmour, Conn and Derr with
one each.

to be
Introduced
Illinois,
Iowa,
and
Nebraska

in

SEES NEW FILM CODE BANK NIGHT TAXED,
LEGALIZED IN ARK.
SOLVING PROBLEMS
By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

SAY BALABAN-ANSELL
DEAL READY TO CLOSE

Loew's
yesterday
discontinued
games of chance nationally, it was
stated to The Film Daily by C. C
Moskowitz.
RKO
will wind
up

Report

Introduction of theater divorce
bills is expected momentarily in Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska, supplementing six measures of this type
pending in six states.
Ohio has arranged for a hearing
on a House measure for Mar. 17,
when producer forces will oppose its
passage. The Wisconsin Senate has
scheduled a hearing on as similar
Little Rock — Legalizing Bank bill for tomorrow and the Indiana
Night and other prize plans and House yesterday conducted a hearclassifying them as advertising, the
ing. Bills are also pending before
Arkansas Legislature has enacted a the legislative bodies of Minnesota
(Continued on Page 4)
bill taxing such games, the revenue
being deducted from the award itself at the amount of 15 per cent.
Th measure requires the theater
manager to collect the assessment

Washington — A "glorious opportunity" for the motion picture industry to solve once and for all the
moot block-booking problem through
revamped industry codes to operate
under control of the Federal Trade
Commission was forecast last night
(Continued
on Page 16)
Daily by Congressman
i- St. Louis — With the deal for the to The Film
(Continued on Page 16)
D entry of A. J. Balaban and Chicago
•- associates here as affiliates of the
Bank Night Convictions
I Ansell Brothers reported yesterday 37-38 Program Comes Up
in Chicago Rise to 46
As Rogers Meets Cochrane
as "practically completed", other developments point to a real "war"
Chicago — Warner Brothers TheConferences dealing with next
in the offing — a "war" in which inaters, Federal Theaters Company,
dependents will be lined up against season's picture lineup were startand
Schoenstadt and Sons circuit
i Fanchon and Marco.
ed by Charles R. Rogers, executvie
tji Friction
among
exhibs
started vice-president of New Universal, fol- were found guilty of Bank Night
lowing his arrival in New York yes- violations by Chief Justice John
;;: weeks ago when the St. Louis The(Continued on Page 16)
Sonsteby(Continued
in Municipal
makterday
from the coast.
on Page Court,
16)
(Continued
on Page He
4) is talk-

Games of Chance Dropped
I in Loew Houses Nationally

Eighteen Years Old

Paramount^ Annual Stockholders Meet
June 75 to Act on New Zukor Contract
Annual meeting of Paramount
stockholders is scheduled for June
15 at the Paramount building when
Kennedy's Name Mentioned it is expected that approval will be
the new Adolph Zukor conM. H. Aylesworth yesterday moved given to tract.
The agreement gives the
his office from the RKO Building to chairman of the board, in
the Scripps-Howard offices at 230 charge of production, a percentage
of the profits of production and
Park Avenue. He has not yet forhim a minimum of $150,mally presented his resignations as guarantees
000 per year.
chairman of the board of RKO, KAO
Notices for the meeting, explainthe contract plan in detail, go
and Radio Pictures but this is ex- into ing
the mails at least 10 days prior
pected to take place soon after Leo to the session.
(Continued on Page 16)

Aylesworth Moves Office;

■■

MOGHRIE JOINS UA
IN SOUTHERN POST

Robert Mochrie, who recently resigned as aide to Gradwell L. Sears,
Warner Bros.-First National general s;ales manager, yesterday assumed his duties at Southern district manager for United Artists
under an appointment announced by
George J.
Schaefer.on Page
Mochrie
start(Continued
16)

Two
West

Majors Seek MacLean;
GN After New Producers
Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Two major companies
are negotiating to handle Douglas
MacLean Productions.
Presence of
(Continued

on Page

4)

What, No Free Easter Suit?
St. Louis — Free hamburgers and coca
colas, community dances
on the
stage, plus a shot at a free radio
or an electric refrigerator, two feature
pictures and a stage show for 10 cents
and
last, but not
Fred first
Waring's
Pennsylvanians
and least,
a good
run
feature picture for 25 cents are some
of the means being used by the Fanchon
& Marco interests to combat the annual Lenten season box office let down.
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Procedure Info in Philly Duals Case is Awaited
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Counsel for the six major distributors who are defendants in the Philadelphia double feature test case yesterday were awaiting information concerning future procedure
in the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals, which on Friday revoked an opinion filed the
previous day contract clauses prohibiting playing of their pictures on dual bills as illegal.
There was speculation as to whether or not the court would actually order a re-argument on the appeal or render its decision based on the records up to date.
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Omaha — Funeral services and burial will be held here Friday for John
Kennebeck, 40, former Omaha Bee
film critic who became Paramount's
managing director in Australia. He
died Jan. 29 in Sydney following an
appendicitis operation.
Saying requiem high mass will be
the Rev. Patrick J. Judge of Sacred
Heart church, under whom Kennebeck served as altar boy and to
whom he had sent a monthly contribution ever since he was in Australia. The occasion will be doubly
sad for Father Judge since it was
he who was to have formally invested Kennebeck with the Order of
Knight Commander of St. Gregory
this spring. Knighthood in the
church was conferred on Kennebeck
by Pope Pius on recommendation of
Bishop Thomas A. Wade of the Solomon Islands. Kennebeck, however,
had asked that formal investiture be
delayed until he could return to
Omaha on his regular visit this
spring so his family could witness
the ceremony.
Mrs. Kennebeck and two children
are to arrive in Omaha later this
month to make her home with her
parents.

Typhoon Buys Building
Typhoon Air Conditioning
Inc., has purchased its present
story quarters at 250-252 West
Street, New York City, and
extensive improvements.

Coming

Co.
five26th
plan

Eight more roadshow engagements
on "Good Earth" have been set by
Loew's. Following are the dates:
today, Royal Alexandria, Toronto;
Mar. 28, Maryland, Baltimore; Mar.
26, American, St. Louis; April 4,
Hanna, Cleveland; Nixon, Pittsburgh, and the National, Washington; April 11, Erlanger, Buffalo;
April 25, Cass, Detroit.
William Ferguson went to Boston yesterday to attend premiere of
the picture last night at the Colonial. After returning to New York
today, he leaves Thursday for Baltimore, Washington and Pittsburgh in
connection
with openings in those
cities.

%

and Going

1/4

%
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Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast

Non-stop between New
York and Chicago

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES
Broadway,
70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Desk — Penn. Station
Telephone:
MOrray
Hill 6-1640

W. BOLLE sails from New York tomorrow for London en route to South Africa
to make a survey for 20th Century-Fox.

York to attend the Ohio State dinner, visited
with Roy Haines at the Warner home office
yesterday.

GEORGE E. QUIGLEY returns to New York
Mar. 16, on the Berengaria from England.

BEN SHLYEN arrives at Miami early next
week from Kansas City to attend the M. P.
T. O. A. convention.

OTTO

GRACIE FIELDS, English comedienne, arrives
today on the Queen Mary, delayed one day
by Atlantic gales.
HARRY GOLD sails from New York Mar.
17 on a southern cruise.
LOU
Miami.

DIAMOND

AL BOASBERG

leaves New

York Friday for

is in New York from the coast.

WILLIAM FERGUSON went to Boston yesterday from New York and upon his return to New
York, leaves on Thursday, for Baltimore, Washington and Pittsburgh.
SOL
week.

KRIM

is due

here from

Detroit this

LEO SPITZ, RKO president, is expected back
from Hollywood in the next few days.
VIC SHARPIO
vacation.
East from

of Major Pictures Corp., planes

Hollywood

today for two

weeks'

NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone executive
in charge of shorts and trailers, arrives in
Winnipeg tomorrow from Minneapolis, his
stop over today.
ELMER

HYNES,

Roanoke,

exhibitor,

in

New

Technicolor Extends Suit
Protection to Distribs.
Dr. H. T. Kalmus, president of
Technicolor, authorized a statement
yesterday to the effect that his company was extending to all distributors and exhibitors complete indemnification from all liability, damages and expenses which they may
incur arising from the pending suit
brought by Tricolor, Inc. Trial of
the action is scheduled to start on
the West Coast today.

Roxy Hearings In 2 Weeks

Hearings on the fairness of the
Roxy reorganization plan will get
under way before Special Master
Alf Helton Dies
Addison S. Pratt in about two
Alf Helton, 78, veteran actor, is weeks, it was learned yesterday. An
dead at his Forest Hills home fol- order to effect this is being prelowing a six months' illness. His
pared by White & Case, counsel for
tee. bondholders' protective commitlast stage appearance was in "Vic- the
toria Regina," from the cast of
which he was forced by ill health to
retire. Two daughters and a son,
Skelly, RKO Exec, Dies
Percy Helton, also an actor, survive.
Joseph P. Skelly, manager of
RKO exchange office operations,
Edward Horn Dies in Fla.
who left New York on Saturday on
Edward Horn, 58, cameraman and a mid-Western tour, died suddenly
partner with Harry Glickman in the in the RKO St. Louis office yesterformer Tremont Film Laboratory,
day while discussing company busidied in Miami, Fla. on Saturday.
ness, according to word received by
Funeral services will be held at Riv- the RKO home office. Skelly had
erside Memorial Chapel here Wed- been with RKO 12 years.
nesday at 11:30 a.m. Three sisters
survive.
Exhib. Would Be Mayor

%

TWA CUTS FARES

1S03

Kennebeck Funeral to be
Loew's Sets Eight More
"Earth" Roadshow Dates
Held at Omaha on Friday

Suit Said ITOA's Plan
The I. T. O. A. plans to bring a
court action against major distributors for recovery of all monies paid
them for score charges, according
to the new issue of "The Independent", the association's house organ.
Filing of a complaint with the Federal Trade Commission is also planned, says the publication.

THE RITZ BROTHERS, GORDON and REVEL,
LOU IRWIN and GEORGE RAFT are en route
to Miami.
ARCHIE MAYER, general sales manager of
DuWorld Pictures, Inc., leaves Friday on a
tour which will take him to Washington, Richmond, Charlotte, Atlanta,
and Jacksonville.
JACK BENNY has arrived in New York from
Hollywood, and has joined his wife, Mary Livingstone, at the Lombardy. He leaves for the
coast in a few weeks to appear in a new picture.
ALLEN CUMMING of M-G-M's home office
leaves New York Thursday for Des Moines to
confer with J. C. Kennedy, manager of company's office there.
C. York
F. REGAN
and Angeles
M. LEWIS,
of respectively,
Paramount's
New
and Los
offices
have left Des Moines following two days of
conferences with Ralph Branton, firm's manager for Iowa, Illinois and Nebraska.
KENNY BAKER, screen and radio player,
is stopping at the Warwick during his visit
here from Hollywood.

Columbia, Mo. — Rex Barrett, manager of the Uptown Theater, has
been nominated for Mayor on the
Democratic ticket. His platform calls
for a new auditorium and a bus
terminal.
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Tlie annual banquet will climax the
MPTOA Convention social affairs. It will
be an elaborate dinner dance (without
speeches) in the main dining room of The
Miami Biltmore Hotel, followed
by a water
A"1'"'
carnival of exhibition erfdiving
and swimming,
novelties, acrobatics and aquatic show in
the famous outdoor exhibition pool, followed by an augmented floor show and
dancing in the dining room. Several Hollywood stars and many distinguished guests
will be present.
17th ANNUAL CONVENTION
March 16th-17th and 18th, 1937
The Miami Biltmore Hotel
Miami, Florida

March 2, 1937

Technicolor has already given its customers complete
indemnification from all liability, damages and expenses
which they may incur arising from the pending suit
brought by Tricolor in the following language:
■ Technicolor hereby agrees to indemnify and save the Producer
free and harmless from all suits, claims, damages and/or other
liability and expenses which may arise directly or indirectly out of
or by reason of the fact that such negatives and/or prints are produced, used, sold or leased under Technicolor's method of photographing and manufacturing pictures in color. The Producer
agrees (and all the foregoing provisions in this paragraph set forth
are upon the condition) that the Producer shall give Technicolor
prompt written notice of all such actions, suits or claims for
infringements and opportunity to defend the same through Technicolor's own counsel and to control such defense and the Producer
shall, at the request of Technicolor, give Technicolor all information in its possession or under its control with reference thereto and
all reasonable assistance and cooperation. Technicolor agrees to
reimburse the Producer for any cost and reasonable expenses
incurred by the Producer in furnishing such information or in
giving such assistance and cooperation.

To all distributors and exhibitors Technicolor now
\ hereby extends the same indemnity and protection
with reference to the pending suit of Tricolor, Inc.,
vs. Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation.

TECHNICOLOR
Motion

Picture

Corporation

President

Tuesday, March 9, 1931

DALLAS TRUST SUIT
STIPULATIONS TALKED

THREE MORE
BILLS ARE
{Continued from Page

1)

and Wisconsin and in North Dakota,
where a measure has been enacted
by both houses, the Governor is expected to give his approval soon.
Allied, in its campaign to compel
producers to get out of exhibition,
is backing the measure.

Theater License Bill
Passes Indiana House
Indianapolis — The Indiana House
has passed a bill authorizing the
to license" theaters
marshal
state
and fire
other
places of amusement.
$10 for smaller
from
Fees ranging
houses to $15. The measure prohibits delivery of film to theaters lacking a permit:." ' ■

Censor Measure Before
Oklahoma State Senate
A censor measure has been introduced in the Oklahoma Senate. It
provides for a tax of $2 on 1,200 or
less linear feet of film.

Theaters Battling Cent
Tax Measure in Maine

• • • HIGH-POWERED selling selling organization is
now functioning at United Artists . . with the executive
leadership strengthened by the acquisition of Bob Mochrie as
southern district sales manager
former assistant to Grad
Sears at Warners, Bob brings to the United Artists organization
a wealth of sales experience
and priceless exhib contacts
throughout
the nation
. it and
makesBobsome
Selling Combo
/..'..'
George
Schaefer,
Andy . Smith
Mochrie
T
T
T
• -■ •
• AN EXHIBIT on the making of the modern movie
has been opened to students of the film
by the Museum of
Modern Art Film Library
the material has been selected
from a group of original manuscripts and scenarios, production
photographs, stills, blue prints, charts and models
presented to the Library by Walter Wanger and United Artists
the exhibit has been arranged to show the step-by-step
process of making the recent film, "You Only Live Once"
an original by Gene Towne and Graham Baker
the exhibit will be open starting today, continuing through April 10
...... from ten to six every day except Sunday
the address is 485 Madison Avenue
T
T
▼
• •
e NICE EXAMPLE of team-work
in Omaha,
greeting the pedestrians at downtown street intersections were
two signs
"Watch 'The Green Light' at the Brandeis" was
posted
on
traffic
signal posts
Only Cotter,
Live Once"
stenciled in whitewash
at the curbsand "You Louis
the
Brandeis
publicity director, was responsible for the "Green
Lights" sign
while Ted Emerson, the Tri-State publicity
director, got the Orpheum the curb space
the police were
only too glad to cooperate on this double header, for they are
striving to beat the traffic safety record of 1936 which won
Omaha the first place in cities of its class in the National Safety
Council contest

▼

Augusta, Me. — Theater interests
here have registered stiff opposition
to a bill proposing a one-cent tax
on all theater admissions. The bill
was heard before the Taxation Committee which recently heard arguments for and against a 10 per cent
admission tax. Robert Williamson,
counsel for the Maine-New Hampshire Theater Company; C. J. Russell, Bangor theater manager, and
former State Senator Max L. Pinansky of Portland, opposed the tax.
Lincoln, Neb. — Crucial state of
legislation here brought MPTOA
Williams down
C. E. "Cholly"
prexy, Omaha.
from
He was followed by
Evert Cummings, division manager
of Tri-States, and Ralph Blank, head
of Central States Theaters. Only
salve the showmen have so far is
that Senator William F. Haycock,
leading democrat in the unicamera,
is a showman himself (Star, Callaway), and that the tax bills are in
the hands of the committee on revenue, of which he is the chairman.
'Maid' and Goodman — Record
"Maid of Salem" and Benny Goodman's band set a new week-end attendance record at the New York Paramount over the past week-end, it was
seated yesterday, topping the previous
high due to "The Plainsman." Indications last night were that a new
week attendance record would be made
by the show, according to Paramount.

▼

▼

• •
• INTERESTING ARTICLE by Paul Hollister
advertising director of R. H. Macy Co
in the March issue
of Loew's Moviegoer Mag
he discusses the influence of
pictures on everyday life in general and on merchandise in particular he emphasizes the effect of the screen on women's
wearing apparel, health and beauty standards. . . . . .his article,
"Movies Make the World Move," is a splendid tribute from a
practical ad man and a big merchandiser showing the vast influence of the films on the lives of women in all activities
T
T
T
• " •
• DOWN
IN Philly at the opening of "The Good
Earth"
Billy Ferguson pulled a fast one to get a quick
break on the picture
he had balloons loaded with helium
gas
and attached to them 15-inch white-on-red card discs
reading: "See Good Earth"
these were shot to the roof
of the Pennsylvania station waiting room, prominent restaurants
with high ceilings, and under marquees
of course thousands of people saw the balloons before they could be taken
down
economical and — effective
T
T
T
• • • A THEATER party will be given by the Roxy for
a group of newspaper men who were associated with William
R. Lipman on the old New York World when he was city editor
Lipman is co-author of the current picture, "Love Is
News"

Sunday Films Court Test

Bolle Tendered

Government and defense attorney
are conferring at Dallas in cornier
tion with stipulations to be enterec
in the Dept. of Justice suit agains
the Karl Hoblitzelle-R. J. O'Donnel
Texas circuit and major distributor:
charging that the fixing of admissioi
prices of subsequent run houses i:
illegal. Suit also tests the legality
of anti-double feature provisions o
film contracts.
As yet no date has been set fo:
hearing on the case but it is expect
ed that the hearing will take plac<
this coming spring.

Two Majors Seek MacLean;
GN After New Producer:
(Continued from Page

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM
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Hollywood — President Edward Al
person, who is here keeping in close
contact with his company's produc,
tion, is negotiating several deals tr
bring new producers into the Granc
National fold. He plans to remair
at the coast three or four more
weeks.

'37-38 Program Comes Up
Meets Cochrane'
As Rogers
(Continued from Page 1)
ing to President R. H. Cochrane and]
other home office executives.
Accompanying Rogers east is|
Mrs. Rogers and his executive secretary, William Pierce.
Rogers yesterday announced pur-l
chase of screen rights to "Synthetic'
Gentlemen," novel by Channing(
Pollock.
In its first two weeks
of national
"
for "Light

18 Holdovers

release, Warner Bros. "Green Light"
has already been held over in eighteen key cities throughout the counIn some bookings,
cases thetheholdoverswere try.
repeat
W. B.
home office said yesterday.

Luncheon

A luncheon was given Otto W.
Rockland, Me. — This city will have
a test case on the controversy of Bolle, 20th Century-Fox foreign
Sunday motion picture shows, it was
official, at Sardi's yesdecided when a petition was pre- department
terday, with Walter J. Hutchinson,
sented to the City Council. Ensign
Otis, recorder of the Municipal foreign manager, present. Others
Court and representative of the the- attending were members of the department. Bolle leaves New York
ater interests, told the City Council
that theater operators will abide by tomorrow for London en route to
he decision made in the test case survey.
South Africa, where he will make a
and would make no appeal.

1)

George Schaefer in Hollywood lend,
credence to report that MacLean
who last week withdrew his pro
ductions from Grand National, maj
tie up with United Artists.

MARCH

9

Jimmy Durante
Bobby
Vernon
Margaret
Lee
Jess Smith

r

THE EMTERTAIMMEMT WEALTH
Of STAGE, SCREEN! AMD RADIO
HAS BEEN AMASSED FOR THIS
STARTLIMGLY DIFFERENT,
•
• DAZZLING
MUSICAL!!! • •
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A "JUttU" fat*. JUttuwood "Ms
Bv RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
DORIS MORROS, head of the
^ Paramount music department,
naea chosen Duci de Kerekjarto,
ve Hungarian violinist, to play his
Hungarian
a
of
iolin and the role
vpsy virtuoso in "Angel," the
Drthcoming Marlene Dietrich-Ernst
'.ubitsch film.
T

▼

WHO'S
•

• •

UOWARD

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

' Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 59
ESTABROOK.

Co-producer

with

Frank

• •

Lloyd of Paramount

•
pic-

' ' tures, the first of which is "Maid of Salem." Born in Detroit, Mich. While
in high school he wrote and
staged several school
plays.
First employed
in
county treasurer's office. Did "bits" in local
stock company at same time and wrote and sold
vaudeville sketches. Devoted his entire time

▼

Our Passing Show: L. B. Mayer,
to the stage when Daniel Frohman and David
Belasco offered him full-time work. Soon was
J Lichtman, Norma Shearer, Ernst
J.
.ubitsch. Hunt Stromberg, E.
a leading man. Left stage to become an indeflannix, Rowland V. Lee, Frank
pendent producer and went into script writing
incent, George Skouras, George
work. He adapted and prepared scripts for a
Rogers, Max Goriessel, Charles R. David
long list of successes, including "Kismet," "The
and Arthur
on Harrv Cohn,
Bad Man," "Hell's Angels," "The Virginian,"
M. C.au,Levee,
,oe'w, Careyst. Wilson,
^^&
__
-*r
Jtt
"Cimarron,''
and
"David
Copperfield."
Career
Hal
Mersere
Jack
am Zimbali
^k
^B
affiliations:
Fox,
M-G-M,
20th
Century-Fox,
me."
"Mayti
of
preview
at
to
[orne
Married
Paramount.
Radio,
Artists,
United
T
T
T
~-*rM
B>
Hk
A
former
Gretchen
Dale,
non-professional.
Hobman,
camera
ace
,
Marley
Peverell
^^^^*
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bies
are
essentially
athletic — golf and
tennis.
•as all smiles Friday. With produc
day,
that
RKO
at
ebb
on at a low
e had eight head electricians work- Harold Bell Wright stories for
Raymond
Friedgen,
Grand
NaYork,''
New Rowlan
of g.
tional producer,
has been
accepted
Toastraphin
d Principal Productions, steps from
ig
is photog
hichonhe"The
as
a
Patron
by
the
Smithsonian
his 50-foot yacht to the stirrups of
'. Lee is directing.
a horse this week when he begins Institution in Washington on the
▼
▼
*
. ,,.
basis of his contribution to present
Earl Felton, formerly with War- work on his next starring vehicle.
existing facts relating to man-eater Bros., is now free-lancing and tis
ing sharks which form the menace
ow at Columbia, which will produc
Seymour
Felix,
who
staged
the
s
Campu
in
his
picture, "Killers of the Sea."
"The
story,
al
is origin
for "The Great Ziegfeld"
lvstery." In collaboration with dances
and
won
the
Academy
award
for
the
laurice Hanline, he wrote "The best dance direction of the year, has
More casting assignments: Uni,ang's All Here," which was bought been borrowed from M-G-M by Walversal— Esther Ralston, "As Good
j Republic.
ter Wanger to contrive the ensem- As Married"; M-G-M — Judy GarY
Y
▼
land, "Broadway Melody of 1937";
for "Vogues of 1938," which
Richard Arlen, under contract to Irvingbles Cuminings
Sam Goldwyn — Walter Brennan,
will direct.
, ppear in a series of Zane Grey and

^ar Giveaways Dropped
After Huffman Uses 148
Denver — Harry Huffman has droped his Ford car giveaway, after
aving given 148 of them, at the
ate of one a week. Huffman thus
; left without a giveaway in any
f his seven houses with the excepnight in his neighof grocery
ion
Bluebird.
orhood
Dave Cockrill of the Denham has
tailed the rebuilding of his bank
light drawings. Formerly sevena
ouses were in on the deal, but
ew weeks ago Gox and Publix
ulled out. Cockrill has taken over
he Alpine, a neighborhood house,
nd will tie it in with his Denham
ank night drawings, two a week.
'ox houses will be back using bank
iight in a group soon after Easter,
nd by summer the giveaway battle
i Denver is expected to be hotter
lan ever.

Italy Bans Malaga Film
Rome (By Cable I — Because it showed
too many Italian Army trucks, officers
and soldiers in Malaga, Spanish city recently taken by the Rebels, "The Liberalization of Malaga", produced by Luce
Institute, Italy's semi-official newsreel organization has been withdrawn
after a two-day run at the Rome Super
Cinema.

Marcella Rabwin Rejoins
Selznick as Exec. Ass't

$200,000 Film Theater
Will be Built in Akron

Akron, O. — Plans for the construction at West Market Street and
Highland
Avenue of the Akron theHollywood — Marcella Bannett
ater have been announced by AttorRabwin has been appointed execuney A. J. Bianchi, who said the projtive assistant to David 0. Selznick,
ect would involve an expenditure of
president of Selznick International
Pictures in Culver City, following $200,000. The theater will be built
her return from a vacation trip with Akron capital, Bianchi revealed, listing George Deluca, presithrough Europe, it was announced
dent of the Deluca Construction Co.
yesterday. For seven years, Mrs.
Rabwin was executive secretary to as president of the theater construction corporation. The theater, a
Selznick at RKO-Radio, M-G-M and
Selznick International. Six months deluxe movie house with frontage
on Market Street of 114 feet and a
to make the vacaago she
tion resigned
journey.
depth of 200 feet will have a seating capacity of 1500. Modern storerooms will be built along the front
of the theater and parking facilities
Wage Cut Restoration
will be provided for patrons. Modernistic design will prevail throughNegotiations Amicable out.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Negotiations are proceeding harmoniously between Local 1 and the
major circuits and other theater
operators in Manhattan and Brooklyn for a restoration of wage cuts
of 15 per cent and 12% per cent
voluntarily taken by the stagehands'
union three years ago. Indications
are that a deal with the circuits
will be made shortly, The Film
Daily was advised by a union
spokesman.

Warner Brothers Add to
Holdings in W. 44th St.
Warner Bros, have bought the 5story fiat building at 309 West 44th
St., through Intra-State Theater
Corp., a holding company. The purchase gives Warners control of 275
feet of frontage on W. 44th St. The
firm recently acquired 311 and 313
W. 44th St., adjoining its 10-story
Warner Bros. Bldg.

"Hurricane" ; RKO — Gertrude
Michael, "World of Women"; Anne
Shirley, "Missus America"; Warners — Wilmer Hines, 'The Deep
South"; Columbia — Spencer Charters, Beatrice Curtis, "Venus Makes
Trouble"; Ann Rutherford, Laura
Treadwell, Ian Wolfe, "The Devil
t
y
is Driving." t
Seymour Felix who won the
Academy award for his staging of
"A Pretty, Girl Is Like a Melody"
number in "The Great Ziegfeld," has
been signed to direct the dances in
"Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938,"
the forthcoming fashion-musical in
techni-color co - starring Warner
Baxter and Joan Bennett.
Y

Y

Y

Story purchases: RKO — H. L.
Gates' "Highway to Romance" and
William J. Cowan's "The Seeing
Eye"; M-G-M — Myles Connolly's
"Blue Blood" and Wyndham Gittens'
"When the Devil Drives."
T

T

T

Kubec Glasmon's first picture as
a producer at the New Universal
studios will be his own story "The
Cop." He has chosen Milton Carruth as a director and will work
from a script by Lester Cole.
T

T

T

Bert Gilroy has wound up two
Leon Errol shorts to complete the
year's Superba Series for RKO. Les
Goodwin and Jean Yarbrough directed the two-reelers for Gilroy.

Advance Pictures Gets
San Francisco Capital
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — ■ Advance Pictures,
headed by Mitchell Leichter and John
W. Wayment, has secured San
Francisco financing and is now organizing for production of a series
of pictures for 1937-1938, for the
independent market. Offices are located in suite 223, Creque builling,
6404 Hollywood Boulevard. Leichter
is now signing writers and players
for his series.

Legislators Entereained

Columbus — - Complimenting the
members of the 92nd General Assembly and newly elected State Officials, the directors of The I.T.O. of
Ohio and the members of the Columbus Variety Club will hold an "Open
House"
at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel tonight.

WPA

Scrip Books Worry

Denver — Scrip books being issued
here by the WPA federal theater project are beginning to cuase a little
worry to the local theater men. The
coupon books are given to anyone who
desires them, whereby the patron can
see the performance for only 15c, providing he presents
a coupon.
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Reviews <4 #*g View films

"Love
Is News"
Tyrone Power, Loretta Young,

with

Don Ameche
72 mins.
20lh Century-Fox
HEIROF
ROMANCE
GIDDY
AND
GAY
ESS AND NEWSPAPERMAN RATES MODERATE ENTERTAINMENT.

This offering makes light of logical situations and goes after the breezy and sensational angles, succeeding in scoring only
moderately as an entertainment appealing
to the younger elements. Tyrone Power
tries to make capital out of the adventures
of Loretta Young, the daughter of a powerful financier, and his sensational news
stories peeve her and at the same time intrigue her in enterprising youth. So to get
even, she puts him in the position of being
engaged to her, and then starts to give
him the merry runaround. He gets in dutch
with his city editor, the rest of the newspaper lads razz him no end, and the dame
herself has him groggy. The climax has
the two of them jailed by a justice of the
peace in a small town where she landed
for speeding and the reporter followed her.
Then there are swift developments as they
are bailed out, return to the city where
the girl's dad has him made managing
editor, and the final reconciliation as the
two young people realize they have been
crazy about each other all the time. Not
much rhyme or reason, but the piece moves
fast, with plenty of laughs, and excitement enough to satisfy the thrill fans.
Tyrone Power and Loretta Young are much
better than their material, and that goes
for the direction of Tay Garnett.

Cast: Tyrone Power, Loretta Young, Don
Ameche, Slim Summerville, Dudley Digges,
Walter Catlett, George Sanders, Jane Darwell, Stepin Fetchit, Pauline Moore, Elisha
Cook, Jr., Frank Conroy, Edwin Maxwell,
Charles Williams, Julius Tannen, George
Humbert, Frederick Burton, Charles Coleman, Paul McVey, Carol Tevis, Ed Deering.
Producer, Darryl Zanuck; Director, Tay
Garnett; Authors, William R. Lipman, Frederick Stephani; Screenplay, Harry Tugend,
Jack Yellen.
Direction, Good.
Photography,
Okay.

SHORTS
"Reunion
Rhythm"
(Our In
Gang)
11 mins.
-M
M-G Classy

The Our Gang kids go ritzy and
forsake the old shed as their theater
site and put on a class show in a
regular theater with professional
stage and all that goes with it.
Spanky McFarland is the show manager, but he has trouble at the start
with Buckwheat, the cullud lad, who
wants to recite and be an actor instead of doing his simple job of page
and announcing each act before the
curtain with a card. The acts include "A Toy Shop at Midnight"
with Darla and Porky. "I'm Through
With Love," with Alfalfa Switzer
and Georgia Jean LaRue, "Broadway Follies," with Spanky in a
flashy number with the Gang in full
dress. In the audience are graduates of the Our Gang school.
Di-

Jack Holt in

1

Pat O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart in

"Women

&

$

of Glamour

"Trouble
in Morocco"
!"The
O'Malley"
with Ann Great
Sheridan,
Frieda
Inescort, Sybil
with Mae
Clarke, C. Henry
Gordon,

with Virginia Bruce, Melvyn Douglas
Columbia
67 mir

Harold Huber
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Columbia
65

HACKNEYED STORY AMBLES ALON
UNINTERESTINGLY AND
WITHOU
MUCH RHYME OR REASON.

Mins.

GOOD PROGRAM NUMBER WHICH
GIVES THE STAR OPPORTUNITY FOR
THE SWIFT ACTION THAT PLEASES THE
FANS.
This will satisfy action fans and qualifies
as a good program number. It gives Holt
to do another of his "hean opportunity
man"
roles, with Mae Clarke pleasing as
a rival newspaper reporter. Larry Darmour
has assembled a very competent cast, which
includes C. Henry Gordon, Paul Hurst, Victor Varconi, Bradley Page, Oscar Apfel and
Harold Huber. Ernest Schoedsack has done
an able job of directing. Photography by
James S. Brown, Jr., is high-class, with the
desert shots being especially good. Holt
and Mae go to Morocco to cover a story on
the smuggling of munitions to the natives.
Holt meets Hurst, a former American bootleg baron, who is hiding in the Foreign
Legion. Hurst forces Holt to change
clothes with him— and Holt finds himself
an unwilling member of the Legion. Huber,
"inside man" for Page, head of the smugglers, induces Holt to drive a truck, carrying guns. Natives, unknown to Holt, area
hidden in the truck. Holt finds that
patrol of Legionnaires is outnumbered by
attacking natives, and manages to reach
Gordon, the commanding officer, for reserves. Of course, Holt and Mae get their
story.

Jason,Brothers
Donald Crisp, Henry O'Neill
Warner
71 mins.
EFFECTIVE HUMAN INTEREST STORY,
WELL PRODUCED AND BOUND TO APPEAL TO FAMILY PATRONS.
Humor, tragedy, sacrifice and romance
are interwoven in this appealing feature
which will strike a responsive note in all
types of picturegoers. It is decidedly a
family picture, cleanly and sincerely played,
with Pat O'Brien in a somewhat different
role than Hollywood solons have until now
placed at his disposal — that of an Irish
cop.
Pat is was
one a ofcopNew
York's
whose father
before
him.Finest,
This
heritage tends to make Pat stricter than
most of his fellow officers, and the tendency grows to the point where upholding
the law is an obsession. On the slightest
provocation, Pat hands out tickets until
finally he is transferred to a beat where
his super-strictness can do no harm. He
is delegated to a traffic job, incidental to
which is helping school kids across the
traffic-laden street. Inadvertently, Pat
gives a ticket to a young husband hastening
to a factory in his car for a job. The unfortunate man is too late, and temptation
leads him to commit a crime. Secretly he
holds O'Brien to blame. While in jail, Pat
does many favors for the chap's wife and
daughter. But when the man is paroled,
he returns home convinced that the severe
O'Brien will hound him as most ex-convicts
are hounded. O'Brien takes some gifts
for the returned husband to give the little

Cast: Jack Holt, Mae Clrake, C. Henry
Gordon, Harold Huber, Victor Varconi, Paul girl. However the interview ends with
Hurst, Bradley Page, Oscar Apfel.
the cop being shot. In the hospital he
Ern- denies the young husband did it. EveryProducer, Larry Darmour; Director, story
thing is ironed out, and in the concluding
est B. Schoedsack; Based on original
"Sowing Glory" by J. D. Newson; Screen- scenes, O'Brien is recovered and a much
play, Paul Franklin; Cameraman, James S. more human person, and wins the love of
a pretty school teacher. Little Sybil Jason
Brown, Jr.; Editor, Dwight Caldwell.
Photography, Excellent. is splendid, as are Ann Sheridan, Frieda
Direction, Able.
Inescort, Donald Crisp and the supporting
rector Gordon Douglas has certainly cast. O'Brien's work is top-notch, and so
snapped up the routine for the kids. are the direction and the screenplay.
Cast: Pat O'Brien, Sybil Jason, Humph-

"India On Parade"
rey Bogart, Frieda Inescort, Ann Sheridan,
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)
9 n»ins- Donald Crisp, Henry O'Neill, Mary Gordon,
M-G-M
A Prize
Mabel Colcord, Frank Sheridan, Lillian Harmer, Delmar Watson, Frank Reicher.
Gorgeous Technicolor with scenes
Director, William Dieterle; Author, Gerof India. The highlights of Fitzald Beaumont; Screenplay, Milton Krirns,
Patrick's show cover the annual
ceremonial parade of a maharajah, Tom Reed; Cameraman, Ernest Haller; Edk
and a variety of views of the famous tor, Warren Low.
Direction, Good. Photography, Good.
Taj-Mahal. The parade features the
ts of the Inprivate cavalry regimen
dian prince, and his sacred elephants keep him sober for the bout, but
in their gold and silver trappingsv fail
to do so. They decide that Curly
The views of the white palace built must take on the wrestling job. The
centuries ago to commemorate an other wrestler is giving him an awtakingly
ful trimming, when Moe spots a
undying love areis breatha prize color
beautiful. This
girl at the ringside with a bottle of
short.
wild hyacinth perfume. This is the
one thing that drives the mild Curly
wild. So Moe grabs the perfume
Groans"
and
Grunts
"Grips,
(The Three Stooges)
and sprinkles it over his prostrate
Columbia
19 mins. pal flat on the canvas. Curly jumps
Wild Laffs
and almost tears his rival to
This is one wild session as Curly up
pieces, and finishes by knocking out
of the Stooges trio subs for a champ all the cops as they turn in a riot
wrestler who is unable to appear in call. Full of wildness and goofy
the bout. The boys have been hired laughs, done in the well known
by the wrestler's tough manager to Stooges style.

This is a rehash of so many other storii
that have gone before that it all lool
very familiar as the reels unwind.
It
a very impossible yarn about the rich your
artist who meets his ideal model, a po
little night club entertainer who picks t
money on the side by decorating rich men
parties and still managing to stay a swe
young girl though
quite disillusioned ar
bitter about
men
in general.
Virgin
Bruce plays this thankless part quite coi
vincingly.
She walks home from a yacl
party via a rowboat, meets Melvyn Douj
las, the rich artist, and he has her po
for a symbolic painting he is doing.
The
he
and starts
lead

to
her educate
toward

the
littleideals.
girl's sot
higher

first she scoffs, then gets interested, an '
finally at the opera she gets the idea fro
"Traviata,"
that there are ideals in li
after all.
The singing of the aria fro
this opera by an operatic performer ui j
known to us but possessed of great char
and ability is the best thing in the pictur
although
it is merely
incidental
to tl
story proper. The love and sacrifice then
that the hero puts over is sweet
sent
mental twaddle that the femmes may ;
for, but we doubt it. Finally the hero ge
rid of the society girl he is engaged to, ar
convinces the poor night club girl that th<
were meant for one another.
But he almo
loses her as she tries to sacrifice hersel
feeling that by marrying him she will spc
his career, so she starts on a trip arour
the world with the hero's pal.
Dougl.
rushes to the ocean liner just in time
clinch the happy ending.
Cast: Virginia Bruce, Melvyn
Dougla
Reginald
Denny,
Pert Kelton, Leona
Mi
ride, Thurston Hall, Mary Forbes, John (
Spacey, Maurice Cass, Miki Morita.
Director, Gordon Wiles; Author, Miltc
Herbert Gropper; Screenplay, Lynn Star
ing, Mary C. McCall, Jr.; Editor, Of
Meyer;
Freulich. Cameramen, Peverell Marley, Hen
Direction,

Fair. Photography, Very Goo

"Scrambled Legs"
(News World of Sports)
Columbia
10 mini
A Thrill Riot
A slam-bang session with th
wrestling gorillas. Starts with th
Dusek brothers as the four maulei
slam each other around the canva
ring. Followed by flashes of ki
wrestlers, also women champs, the
a bout between a wrestler and
boxer. But the payoff is a rj<
staged between two maulers wit
Gunboat, an oldtime wrestler, actin
as referee and throwing them arour
when
don't follow
These they
two wrestlers
will the
giverule:
an;
thrill fan a run for his dough, fcj
they stop at nothing short of mui
der. Probably the roughest contes
ever caught by a camera.
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Get the Biggest Easter
Entertainment of Your Show

Cki^JCl

Life!

•

•

•

%e^n%dc\n
iilion Frenchwomen
can't be wrong!

He turned his throne into a love seat
—•so he ain't gonna reign no more!

HE WROTE

IT!

Story by Groucho Marx
and Norman Krasna

i0**\

0aJ>*°?^

I

nd He's Going To Play
For Big Stakes In

Starring for the First Time In America
The Idol of the Continent

EIIMD CfRAVET
And Their Royal Hi-De-Highnesses

DAN BLONDELL-EDW.
and Alan Mowbray

EVERETT

• Mary

HORTON

Nash • Jane Wyman

Kenny Baker • Luis Alberni • Shaw and Lee
Songs by Werner R. Heymann and Ted Koehler

A MERVYN

LEROY

PRODUCTION

WARNER BROS.

for

Closings
TROY—

ALABAMA
Openings
rrincess.
HEFLIN—
Closings

Heflin.

PARRISH— Star.

ARKANSAS
Change in Ownership

STAMPS — Browns, transferred to Barton
McLendon. HORATIO— Horatio, transferred
to Buster Smith. HOPE — New, transferred
to Mr. McGinnis. ASHDOWN— Dixie, transferred to Barton McLendon.

Openings
Closings

STAMPS— Brown's.
CARAWAY— New.

New Theaters

MURPHYSBORO— Nusho.

CALIFORNIA
Change in Ownership

E. BAKERSFIELD— Rialto, transferred to
Fred Conley. HAWTHORNE— Rex, transtransferred to Lester White (formerly Hawthorne Theater). LOS ANGELES— Colonial,
transferred to Esther Rosecans. SATJSALITO
— Prinecss, transferred to Eric Wilson &
Blumenfeld Theatres. SAN FRANCISCO—
Parkview, transferred to Manuel Levin. ALAMEDA— Neptune (formerly Palace), transferred to Abe Markowitz. LA HABRA—
Garden, transferred to C. Bledstein. NORWALK — Norwalk, transferred to Norwalk
Theaters. ATWATER— Atwater, transferred
to Stanley Court. ARBUCKLE — Almond,
transferred to Harry W. Stark. CLOVIS—
El Rey (formerly Rex), transferred to Henry
Preciado and T. P. Cosgrave. PLEASANTON — Roxy (formerly New Lincoln), transferred to James Lima. PORT CHICAGO—
Port Chicago, transferred to J. H. Nicholson
and H. Sarbert. RICHMOND— Richmond,
transferred to Fox West Coast Theaters by
FRANCISCO— BayJ. J. Sullivan. SAN
shore, transferred to William Del Monte;
Capitol, transferred to Popkin and Ringer.
SAN JOSE — Padre, transferred to Fox West
Coast Theaters by J. J. Sullivan. SUISUN—
Arlington, transferred to Mrs. Alyce Stucklin STOCKTON— Roxy (formerly National)
transferred to UZIA BERMANI. VACAVILLE — Vacaville, transferred to W. J.
— Peter Pan, transClark. ferredCLOVERDALE
to G. F. Wallace.

Change In Theater Name

ALAMEDA — Neptune (formerly Neptune
Palace) ARBUCKLE— Arbuckle (formerly
(formerly
Almond). GUSTINE — Gustine
Victoria). LOS ANGELES— Rio (formerly
Colonial); World (formerly Florence). ATASCADERO— La Mode (formerly Atascadero)

Closings

CORNING— Corning. COLUSA — Fifth
Street. FIREBAUGH— Los Delta. GRASS
VALLEY — Legion. MADERA — State.
MENDOCINO— Coast. MERCED— Strand.
SAN FRANCISCO— Filmarte. WOODLAND
—National. SAN JOAQUIN— James Ranch.
MONTE RIO— Monte Rio. MANDOTA DE—
COLFAX— Colfax. OCEANSI
—Mandota.
Margo.

Openings

CLOVERDALE —
SANTA
Cloverdale).

Peter Pan (formerly
MONICA— Wilshire.

New Theaters

LONG BEACH— Rivoli. EL CENTRO—
Broadway. WINTERS— Winters. SPRING
GARDEN— Walker Mine. JACKSON —
Amador. VALLEJO— Strand. SAN FRANCISCO— Noe. HAYWARD— State. BERKELEY—Berkeley.

COLORADO
Change in Ownership

LAS ANIMAS — Kiva, transferred to C. E.
McLaughlin.
DENVER — Center, transferred
to Victory Amusement Co.

Jones. N. CHICAGO— Sheridan, transferred
to Joseph Kline. FOREST PARK — Lil,
transferred to Simansky & Miller. DECATUR—Ritz, transferred to Ritz Theater
Corp. CUBA — Cuba, transferred to Paul
Woodruff. CHICAGO — Plaisance, transferred
to E. D. Miller, Jr.; Iris, transferred to
Powers Amusement Corp. ATHENS — Athens,
transferred to Woodruff and Mertz. CAMP
POINT — Opera House, transferred to Walter
Norton. FREEBURG — Roxy, transferred to
Mrs. E. A. Classen. GOLCONDA— McCoy,
transferred to O. R. Kerly and V. L. Davis.
O'FALLON— O'Fallon (O. H), transferred
to Toge Theaters, Inc. PARIS — Roxy, transferred to L. Jarodsky. SAINT ELMO—
Dixie, transferred to Austin and Blaylock.
TALLULA — Kinema, transferred to Woodruff and Mertz. TRENTON— Trenton, transferred to J. M. Block. WORDEN — Redwing
(formerly Lannae), transferred to L. J. Pavish. SUMNER — Community (formerly
Sumner), transferred to F. C. Shafer.
STEWARDSON— Aloma (formerly Liberty),
transferred to Omer C. Lacy. PRAIRIE DU
ROCHER — Strand, transferred to C. T. Dusinberre. COULTERVILLE— Roxy (formerly Liberty), transferred to O. E. Taylor.
BUNKER HILL — Lincoln, transferred to
Thos. A. Baker. ALSEY — Alsey, transferred
to Paul Durbin. ASHLAND — Mertz Ashland (formerly Artcraft), transferred to F.
M. Mertz Co.

Change In Theater Name

SHELBYVILLE— Roxy
house).

(formerly Play-

Openings
— State

WESTVILLE
(formerly Eagle).
ROSSVILLE— Rossville. ROANOKE— Palacette. MORTON— Morton, BLANDINSVILLE— Romance. CAMP POINT— Opera
House. ATHENS— Athens. TALLULA —
Kinema. WORDEN — Redwing (formerly
Lannae). SUMNER — Community (formerly
Sumner). STEWARDSON— Aloma (formerly Liberty). PRAIRIE DU ROCHER —
Strand. COULTERVILLE— Roxy (formerly Liberty). ASHLAND— Mertz Ashland
(formerly Artcraft) . ALSEY— Alsey.

Closings

WARREN— Strand. SPRINGFIELD —
Empress. RARITAN— Opera House. PROPHETSTOWN— Prophet. PALATINE— Pal.
LEROY— Princess. HOOPESTON — McFerren. BEMENT— Avalon. CHICAGO —
Ideal, Butler. ATLANTA — Community.
BUNKER HILL— Lincoln. LIVINGSTON
—Eagle.
MOZIER— Mozier. O'FALLON—
—O'Fallon
Florine. (O.
H.). TROY— Troy. FLORA

New Theaters
APPLE RIVER— Downtown. ILLIOPOLIS
— llliopolis. WARREN — Auditorium. MOZIER—Mozier. EQUALITY — Equality.
COLLINSVILLE— Will Rogers.

INDIANA
Change in Ownership

ALBION — Albion, transferred to Alex B.
Wilhelm. CULVER— Palms, transferred to
Fred A. Carter. FT. BRANCH— Metro,
transferred to Allison and Edmondson. FAIRMOUNT — Royal, transferred to C. O.
Kneuss. GENEVA — Star, transferred to R.
J. Schmitt. N. VERNON— Ritz, transferred
to Arthur B. Thompson. ORLEANS — State,
transferred to E. L. Miller, Jr. WARREN—
Stukey (formerly Mystic), transferred to J.
E. Stukey. MONROEVILLE — Monroe,
transferred to Nick Kaminer. KOKOMO —
Fox (formerly Palace), transferred to Stanley
Theater Corp. CLINTON — Capitol, transferred to Harold Neese. BOSWELL— Roxy
transferred to Leonard Smith and Floyd Gustus. MOROCCO — Morocco (formerly Clarendon), transferred to H. A. Heyer. LAPORTE — Fox, transferred to Tyler Theater
Co. CULVER— Palms, transferred to Fred
Carter.

Change In Theater Name

Openings

Roxy).
INDIANAPOLIS

Closings

PERU— Wallace. LAWRENCE— Bedford.
OSSIAN— Strand. WARREN — Stukey.
THORNTOWN— Princess. COLFAX— Community Auditorium.

KIM— School. TWO BUTTES— School.
VTLAS— School. WALSH— chool. YAMPA
— Western.
BRECKENRIDGE— Mines. HOT SULPHUR—Legion Hall. KREMMLING —
Victory. FRASER— Fraser Hall. SAGUACHE—Rialto. WALDEN— Star. YAMPA — Yampa.

ILLINOIS
Change in Ownership

TOLUCA — Coliseum, transferred to Joseph
Sosh. TAMPICO— Prophet (formerly Tampico), transferred to J. A. Dauntler. SAYBROOK — Saybrook,
transferred
to H.
A.

—

Hil Gen

(formerly

Openings
Closings

MOROCCO— Clarendon. ANDERSON —
Roxy. KOKOMO— Sipe. INDIANAPOLIS
—Indiana. KNIGHTSTOWN— Strand. MADISON—Grand. PIERCETON — Liberty.
Vaiv
Thc3.tGi*s
REMINGTON—
Legion.
INDIANAPOLIS— Golden.
Hess.

HESSVILLE

IOWA
Change in Ownership

WHITMAN— Empire.

CLEAR LAKE— Park, transferred to Central States Theater. EAGLE GROVE —
Princess transferred to Central States Theater, GREENFIELD— New Grand, transferred to W. H. Duffer. OLIN— Plaza, transferred to W. L. Hart and Son. ROCK
RAPIDS — Lyon (formerly New Rapid),
transferred to Pioneer Theater Corp.

Change In Theater Name

MANLY — Manly (formerly Princess).
ROCK RAPIDS — New Rapid (formerly
Lyon).

Closings

— Winchester, transferred

Closings

EDEN— Eden.

KANSAS
Change in Ownership

CLAFL1N— Claflin, transferred to R. F.
Rose. BURRTON — Auditorium, transferred
to D. H. Penney and A. B. Shaff. LARNED
— State, transferred to H. L. Reed. NESS
CITY— Ness, transferred to D. A. Russell
and Ralph Larned. SHAWNEE— Mission,
transferred to Reed Porter.

Change In Theater Name
CITY— Ness

Openings

Detroit — Crescent,Closings
Holbrook.
MIDDLETON
pire, Brooklyn.

— Gould.

(formerly Snyder).

ALMA— Colonial. SYLVIA — Electric.
WASHINGTON— Majestic. COATS— Coast.
DELPHOS— Auditorium. DEXTER— Dexter. ENGLEWOOD— Opera House. LEROY—Roxy. FREDONIA— Peoples.

New Theaters

—

KENTUCKY
Change in Ownership

THREE POINT— Akers, transferred to
Mrs. Max Stewart. MT. VERNON — Vernon,
transferred to Floyd Miller. HARVEYTON
— -Harvey, transferred to Virginia Amusement
Co. BROOKSVILLE — Lyric, transferred to
Garrett Jett. BUTLER— Butler (formerly
Comet), transferred to Max Goldberg.
LOUIS VILLE — National, transferred to Tom
Devine. EARLINGTON— Roxy, transferred
to Roxy Theater Co. ELKTON— Palace,
transferred to Mrs. Ethel J. Curry. LOUISVILLE— Dixie (formerly Ritz), transferred
to Bijou Amusement Co.

Change In Theater Name
(formerly New).
Openings

VICCO— State

HARVEYTON— Harvey. LOUISVILLE
—Dixie. SHELBYVILLE— Strand. BLUFF
TON
— Roxy
VILLE—
Select.(formerly Gaiety). HAWES-

Closings

BLUE DIAMOND— Blue Diamond. COVINGTON— Strand.

LOUISIANA
Change in Ownership
MAINE
Change in Ownership
Openings

LIS-

SANFORD— Sauford.

MARYLAND
Change in Ownership

BALTIMORE: — Casino, transferred to F.
H. Durkee Enterprise. SNOW HILL — Gem,
transferred to Humphries and Outten.

MASSACHUSETTS
Change in Ownership

ALLERTON— Bayside, transferred to M.
& P. Circuit. PEPPERELL— Opera, transferred to H. Gleken and G. D. Swaebe.
SPRINGFIELD — Lyric, transferred to Sam
Bennett and Vernon Trigger. STATE —
Marlboro, transferred to N. Goldberg and
D. J. McGourty.

Openings

Roxy
(formerly Miner
CLARRISA— Time. Ir

Closings
FALLS—

Grand.

IRO"* I

BATTLE
LAKE— Roxy.
PROCTOR
- !
Orpheum.
WATERTOWN— Rex.
PARB
ERS PRAIRIE—
Roxy.
New Theaters
STEWARTVILLE— Stewartville. SPRIN I
GROVE— Opera House. ST. PAUL— Rai
dolph. ROUND
LAKE
— Movie:
ROCHESTER— Time. KASSON — Stat*
CLARKFIELD— Roxy. BIG FORK— Con
munity. ROTHSAY— Roxy. ST. PETERNew.
INTERNATIONAL FALLS— Borde

MISSISSIPPI
Change in Ownership

NEWTON — Majestic, transferred to Ma
Connett. COLUMBUS— Varsity, transferre
to R. & L. Theaters. NEW ALBANY Ritz, transferred to David R. Flexer. KOi: ,
CIUSKO — New, transferred to G. W
Haynes.
Closings
COLUMBUS— Dixie.

NEBRASKA
Change in Ownership

BROKEN BOW— Bow, transferred to H
F. Kennedy. GRAND ISLAND — Island
transferred to W. N. Youngclaus. DAN
BURY — Home, transferred to F. B. John
son. HAVELOCK— Havelock, transferre
to Fraser & Williamson. OMAHA— Gem
transferred to L. J. Goldman. OMAHA—
Winn, transferred to R. D. Goldberg The
ater Corp. SARGENT— Sun, transferred t<
J. C. Greene. TRENTON— Gem, transferrec
to Emma G. Baughman.
BROKEN Royal.
BOW—
Bow. OMAHA— Winn
Closings
LYMAN—
WAUNETA— Crystal.

FARMINGTON — Broadway, transferred to
L. Gordon.
Hall.

Openings

ST. CLOUD
—
REDBY— Lyceum.

Openings

NEW ORLEANS— Laurel, transferred to
M. A. Weingrum.

CORNISH— Pike Memorial
BON FALLS— Bijou.
Closings

DAVISON— Gran

STEWART— Pix, transferred to Chas. ji
son. PAUNESVILLE— Rialto, transfers
to A. E. Eliasen. HOLDINGSFORD Scenic (formerly Holdingsford), transfers
to C. J. Wheelock, Jr. JEFFERS— Coz
transferred to E. Koeniger. ST. CLOUDRoxy (formerly Miner), transferred to 1
J. Withtiell. KENNEDY— Kennedy, tran
ferred to Loyal Larson. ELK RIVER — E I
River, transferred to H. V. Michaelso:
BADGER — Roxy (formerly Badger), tran
ferred to Wm. T. McCarthy.

TERNATIONAL
TON—
State.

Openings

B URRTON— Auditorium.
Closings

SYLVIA — Sylvia WASHINGTON
Major.
WHITE CLOUD— New.

DETROIT— Er

New Theaters

MINNESOTA
Change in Ownership

IDAHO
Change in Ownership

NESS

DETROIT
— Downtown
(formerly RK
Downtown), transferred to Sam Carver; Ra
transferred to E. S. Van Piper; Wolverin
transferred to Clare Winnie.

AC GRES— Au Gres.

FAYETTE— Cozy.
WINCHESTER
to C. M. Plyler.

MICHIGAN
Change in Ownership

PITTSFIELD — Scenic. MEDWAY —
BOSTON
—Sanford.
Columbia. BOSTON— Repertory.

MISSOURI
Change in Ownership

CARROLLTON — Upton (formerly John
son), transferred to Commonwealth Carroll
ton Theater Corp. KANSAS CITY— Castle
to Castle Theater
LINNEUS1
—transferred
Dixie, transferred
to FelixCo.
Roache.
ST:
LOUIS — Dakota (formerly Redwing), trans
ferred to Greenman Theaters Inc.; Yale
transferred to Greenman Theaters, Inc
CLARENCE— Dixie, transferred to Waltei
Norton. PARIS — Roxy, transferred to Bank
head and Zuber. NEWBURC- — Lyric, transferred to Leo Robbins. LEWISTOWN —
Gem, transferred to Doxstader and Porter.
NEW LONDON— Gem, transferred to Wat
ter Norton. O'FALLON — Legion, transferred to Walter Norton; Shady Oak, transferred to St. Louis Amusement Co. ; Richmond, transferred to St. Louis Amusement
'Co. WINFIELD— Gem, transferred to Walter ferred
Norton.
ST. LOUIS
— Princess,
transto Hollywood
Amusement
Co. CALIF
— Finke, transferred to Henry J. HollowayST. JOSEPH— Olive, transferred to Olive
Operating (Continued
Co.
on Next Page)
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(ST. LOUIS— Vale. NEWBURG— Lyric.
EWISTOWN— Gem. O'FALLON— Legion.
EW LONDON— Gem.

Closings

[■US— Idle Hour. ST. LOUIS — Orel >m, Shubert. SHELBINA — Grand
JNCETON— Princess. KANSAS CITY
Strand. SWEET SPRINGS— Mida. GILAN CITY— Rex. KANSAS CITY— Hol1. PRINCETON— Lambert. NOEL
Community.

New Theaters

. 1ST. LOUIS
— Will Rogers.
LUTES" ILLE—
S— NewPark.Miller. FERGUSON—
NORMANDYSavoy.— FESNorir.Jv.
SHELBINA— Clark.
SHELBY1LLE— Clark.
GREENFIELD
— Wilson.
'KINGFIELD— Granada.

THEATER

>^
S— Continued
CHANGE

& Walker. BETHEL — Bethel, transferred to
ROCHESTER— Embassy
(formerly
Family),
&
transferred to E. M. Loew, Inc.
Dierks Lbr. Co. BARNSDALL — Dixie,
transferred to J. L. Grove. ARDMORE —
Openings
Fox, transferred to Gene Dody.
TONAWANDA— Star. NORTHVLLLE—
Star. HARRISVILLE — Diana. CLARK
Openings
MILLS — Auditorium.
BLACKWELL— Closings
Bays.
Closings
FRIENDSHIP — Community. DANNEMORA— Dannemora. BRIDGE — Ausable
Forks. CHERRY VALLEY— Cherry Valley. TANNERSVILLE— Orpheum. ROXBURY — Roxbury. POLAND— Community.
FLEISCHMANS— Maxbile. ALEXANDRIA
BAY— Bay.
ALBANY— Arbor.

CONCHAS

NEW MEXICO
Openings
DAM— Conchas.
Closings

TERRERO— New.

WAYNOKA — Temple. MT. PARK—
Park. MEEKER— Rex. HYDRO— Wilson.
HAMMON— Rialto. FITTSTOWN — Fox.
CARTER— Liberty.

New Theaters
OREGON
Closings

SHERWOOD— Sherwood.

New Theaters

SNOW HILL— Ritz. transferred to Lowell
G. Taylor. ROCKINGHAM — Rohanna.
transferred to C. F. Caudell. MT. HOLLY—
Holly, transferred to D. E. Thompson.
CHARLOTTE — Grand, transferred to "Little" Abner Bevorvitz. AHOSKIE — Rich
ard's, transferred to H. P. Howell.

JENNERS — Recreation, transferred to Consolidation Coal Co. ASPINWALL— Aspin,
transferred to D. Barnholtz. ACOSTA —
Recreation, transferred to Consolidation Coal
Co. FORD CITY — Ritz, transferred to
Dipson Theatrical Enterprise, Inc. LARKSVILLE — Larksville (formerly Stanley), transferred to Jos. Emashafsky.

r

PILOT MTN.— New. HAMLET— Carolina. BESSEMER CITY— Rex. AHOSKIE
—New.
WINSTON-SALEM— Forsythe.

Openings
Closings

ASHLAND — Community.

NEW JERSEY
Change in Ownership

:'-'J| ELIZABETH— 51 Broad St., Broad Thefer, transferred to Sam Engelman. NEWRK— Branford PI. & Halsey St., Shubert
leater, transferred to Lashall Amusement
). FORT LEE — Fort Lee Theater, transrred to Leon B. Nash and Jerry Borer.
tIFFSIDE — Rex, transferred to Leon B.
ash. CAMDEN — Star, transferred to Star
aiusement Co. STERLING — Sterling, transjtrred to Henry Satter.

Openings

CAMDEN— Star.

NEW YORK
Change in Ownership

BRONX— 2711
Webster
Avenue — Decatui
:
leater, transferred to Benwill Theater Corp.
3NG
ISLAND— Howard
Beach— Howard,
msferred to Arlibar, Inc. LONG
ISLAND
Bayside
West — Victory,
transferred
to
<nuras
Theaters
Corp
BROOKLYN— 501
ilton Street — Fulton, transferred to Midtown
neater Corp. BROOKLYN— 77 Kings Highav — Jewel, transferred to Jewel Theater, Inc.
f. VERNON— Plaza, transferred to Tiffany
leater,
Inc.
BROOKLYN — 4805
Third
venue — Transart,
transferred
to Evblade
i 'musement
Co.,
Inc.
BROOKLYN— 395
] ;iurt
Street — Gloria,
transferred
to
395
art Street Corp.
BROOKLYN— 823 Utica
:ve. — Rugby, transferred to Redfield Operatg Corp. MILLBROOK — Community, transrred to Mr. Thos. Alfieri.
ROXBURY—
ipitol (formerly
Roxbury),
transferred
to
r. H. E. English.
ORISKANY FALLS—
Tiskany Falls, transferred
to Mr.
Morris
otnick.
SYRACUSE — Kernan,
transferred
Jos. Friedlander.
NEW
YORK
CITY—
h Avenue
and 59th Street — Venics, transrred to Fortune
Film Corp.
BRONX—
'Oth
Streetto Inwood
and
Jerome
ansferred
TheatersAvenue
Corp. — Zenith,
NEW
ORK
CITY— 205 East 57th Street— Rex,
ansferred
to Filmland
Amusement
Corp.
ONC
ISLAND— 118-14
Rockaway
Boule»rd, Ozone
Park — Farrell,
transferred
to
rlibar.
Inc.
NEW
YORK
CITY— 123
'-- Test 48tn
Street — Belmont,
transferred
to
, iaradise Pictures Corp.
CORNWALL-ONHE-HUDSON— Storm King, transferred to
cbert C. Kay.
BROOKLYN— 781 Saratoga
venue — Bluebird, transferred to David Ker|an. BROOKLYN — 1114 Liberty Avenue—
jarl (formerly City Line), transferred to M.
S. Amusement
Corp.
MARCELLUS—
trand
(formerly Marcellus).
transferred to
. E. Cantor.
SYRACUSE— Avon, trans;rred to G. E. Smith.
ROCHESTER—
to
* 4 rnbassv (formerly Family), transferred
M. Loew, Inc.
FULTON— Avon, trans•rred to Kallet Theaters, Inc.
SYRACUSE
-Turnhall, transferred
to Theatorium
Co.,
CALEDONIA — State,
transferred
to
. P. Slotnick.
SCHENECTADY— Rivoli,
* -transferred to Fabian Circuit.
RICHFIELD
. : PRINGS — Capitol,
transferred
to Mr
[itchell Conery.
NORTHVILLE
—
Star,
■ansferred to Mr. Harry Savett.
HARRISTLLE — Diana
(formerly
Capitol),
transpired to Mr. Theo. Burke.
CLARK MILLS
-Auditorium, transferred to Mr. H. Mellor.

NORTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

HETTINGER — Strand, transferred to
Chas. Erickson. BOWMAN— Palace, transferred to Chas. Erickson. DICKINSON—
Strand, transferred to Hallowell-KennellyWetzstein. DICKINSON— Rialto, transferred
to Hallowell-Kennelly-Wetzstein. NEW ENGLAND— State, transferred to Chas. Erickson. LAKOTA— State, transferred to M.
Zimmerman.

Openings

ASPINWALL— Aspin. BARNESBORO—
Vernon. BURGETTSTOWN— Mary Ann.
KANE — Kane. LATROBE — Manos (formerly Paramount). LATROBE— Grand. ST.
MICHAELS— Strand. PITTSBURGH —
Squirrel Hill. ERIE— Park. PHILADELPHIA—Poplar. Closings
ROSSITER— Grand.
CADOGAN — Cadogan.
DUQUESNE— Grand.
WILLIAMSBURG—Dean. ROBERTSDALE— Liberty.

New Theaters

Closings

RICHEYV1LLE — Roxy. WAMPUM—
Wampum.
CLARION— Garby.

McVTLLE — Hollvwood. FAIRDALE—
Community. WILLOW CITY — Palace.
RYDER— Roxy. TOLLEY— Tolley. FORDVII.LE— Roxv. ST. THOMAS— Community.
CRYSTAL — Roxy. ADAMS — Roxy.
WISHEK— Lyric (formerly Time).

SOUTH CAROLINA
Change in Ownership

New Theaters

TUTTLE— Roxy.

OHIO
Change in Ownership

FT. RECOVERY— Roval, transferred to
Frank J. Flesch. DAYTON— Riverdale,
transferred to M. White. AKRON — Arcade,
transferred to Great Eastern Theater, Inc.
CLEVELAND— Lucier, transferred to Milton Korach. LORAIN — Grove, transferred to
George Schenker. UHRICHSVILLE— State,
transferred to The Twin City Theater Co.
TOLEDO — Palm, transferred to Joseph Simon. RITTMAN— Diana (formerly Ritts),
transferred to R. L. White. PORT CLINTON— Erie, transferred to Popular Theaters
& Amusement Co. OAK HARBOR— New
Royal, transferred to John Knopf. NOR
WALK — Schine's Moose Theater (formerly
Moose), transferred to Schin Theatrical Co.
NEWCOMERSTOWN— Ritz. transferred to
DENNISON— Lincoln, transOrtt Bros.
ferred to The Twin City Theater Co.

Change In Theater Name

BROOKVILLE — Tames (formerly Pastime). BLUFFTON— Star (formerly Bluff— Owen. LOUISLOUISVILLE
ton). VILLE—
Louis
(formerly Owen).

Openings

—Park.
CINCINNATI— Queen Ann. AKRON—
Arcade. TOLEDO— Palm. PAINESVILLE

Closings

ANSONIA
— Wayne.
CEDARVILLE—
MILLERSPORT— Pythian.
House.
Opera
YOUNGSTOWN— Dome.
PIOUA— Favorite.

New Theaters

NORTHFIELD — Northfield. SALINEVILLE— State. RITTMAN— Diana (formerNORWALK— Schine's Moose
Ritts).
lv
(formerly Moose). GARRETTSTheater
VILLE — Garrettsville (formerly Opera
CoHouse). FOSTORIA— State (formerlyGrand
EAST PALESTINE— New
Grand).
(formerly lonial).

OKLAHOMA
Change in Ownership

WEATHERFORD— Bulldog, transferred to
Wallace O. Mirical. TULSA— Roxy, transferred to Milam Wilson. ROOSEVELT—
Rex, transferred to R. E. Forbes. BROKEN
ARROW — Crystal,
transferred
to A.
R.

transferred

to

Openings
Lyric.
SELBY— O. House.
ARDMORE— Caylor.
Closings

ALPENA— Gem.

TENNESSEE
Change in Ownership

KINGSPORT— Strand, transferred
to R.
B. Wilby.
HUNTINGDON—
ferred to Rockwood
Amusement Court,
Co. transHALLS— Tee

FALLS— Park.

RIDGEFIELD— Ridgefield, transferred to
B. Dickinson. ONALASKA— OnMrs.
alaska,G.transferre
d to Rae Peacock. SPOKANE—Rialto, transferred to W. R. Seale.

Change In Theater Name

Closing
s
SPOKANE — Rainbo
(formerly
BINGEN

—

New

BEND— South Bend.
NEfpELL
v^r

Diluf).

George. YACOLT—
YAKIMA— Lyric.
SOUTH

._ Neppell
WEST VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

MAYBEURY— Maybeury (formerly Dixie),
transferred to Cinema Theaters, Inc. MULLENS— Wyoming, transferred to Virginia
Amusement Co. CAROLINA — Carolina
transferred to Consolidation Coal Co
GRANTSTOWN— Grantstown, transferred to
Grantstown Garage Co. IDA MAY — Ida May
transferred to Consolidation Coal Co. MARLINTON — Lyric, transferred to Urling &
Anderson. WHEELING— Southern, transferred to Geo. Capps.
ASPINWALL— Embassy (formerly As
ace).
pin). BRAMWELL— Bramwell (formerly
Palace). RIPLEY— Alpine (formerly Pal-

Openings

PIEDMONT— Majestic. WELLSBURG—
Closings
Star (formerly Park).

SOUTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership
PRESHO
—
OMAHA— Gem.

Openings
BELLOWS

Change In Theater Name

ter.BLACKSBURG — Palmetto (formerly
Blacksburg), transferred to Elwood W. Car-

ALCESTER — Barrymore,
A. P. Sorenson.

Corp.
WHITE RIVER— Lyric, transferred to
Interstate Theater Corp. VERGENNES—
New City, transferred to Interstate Theater

WASHINGTON
Change in Ownership

SISTERS— Auditorium.

I BRISTOL — Bristol,
transferred
to InterTheater Corp.
NO. WOODSTOCK—
I >r!iss, transferred
to Interstate
Theater
LINCOLN — Charkarohen,
transferred
interstate Theater Corp.
PLYMOUTH—
yrnouth, transferred
to Interstate Theater
.'rp. LANCASTER—
fterstate
Theater Corp. Rialto, transferred to
CLAREMONT— Tremont.

VERMONT
Change in Ownership

ABINGDON — Abingdon, transferred to
Sam Hendricks. PETERSBURG— Cockade,
transferred to Irving Wolovsky.

NORTH CAROLINA
Change in Ownership

Openings

#

RADO — Gem. FREDERICKSBURG—
Longhorn. DALLAS — Century. BEAUMONT—Lamar.

VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

BIXBY— Nusho.

PENNSYLVANIA
Change in Ownership

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Change in Ownership

*

Openings
Vee.
Closings

CLEVELAND— Roxy.

TEXAS
Change in Ownership

SAN ANTONIO— Leon, transferred to
Gidney Talley. POTH— Poth (formerly
Princess), transferred to F. C. Vaughn.
LADONIA— Rolaine, transferred to H. L.
Robardy. DENTON— Ritz, transferred to
E. L. Black. ALVARADO— Alvarado, transferred to W. M. Barnes. FRANKLIN—
Franklin, transferred to H. T. Wales. LOMETA — Lometa, transferred to Anna L.
Coleman. DENISON — Harlem, transferred
to Lonnie Legg. GRANGER— Tab, transferred to Irving Lambert. MEGARG LE —
Texas, transferred to John Jenkins. EDINBURG — Aztec, transferred to Velma Montague.
— Palace and Ritz, transferred
to R &COLORADO
R Theaters.

Openings

GROESBECK— Closings
Limestone.
PLAINVIEW— Palace. DALLAS— Circle.
SUDAN— Garden. ROARING SPRINGS—
Texas.
— Mabank. REALITOS — Duval. ORANGE
GROVE— Cozy.
MARIA— Palace. MATEX

New Theaters
PRESIDIO— Rio. NEW CASTLE— Castle. GEORGE WEST— Rialto. BRYSON—
New. COTULLA— Trejo. DEKALB— Ritz.
MINEOLA — Leroy.
ROMA— Roma. COLO-

WHEELING— Liberty. WHEELING —
Colonial. NEW MARTINSVILLE— Lincoln
VIENNA— Vienna. WHEELING— Victoria.
WHEELING— Rialto.
WHEELING — Rex
VIENNA — New
Vienna.
SHINNSTON
Columbia.
SHINNSTON— Rex.
MONTGOMERY— Kayton.
Mullens.
RIPLEY— Alpine.

MULLENS

WISCONSIN
Change in Ownership
MILWAUKEE — Ogden, transferred to
Ogden Theater Co. MILWAUKEE— Oakland, transferred to Oakland Theater Co.
MILWAUKEE — Parkway, transferred to
Saxe Amusement Management Co. MILWAUKEE—Savoy, transferred to Saxe
Amusement Management Co. MT. HOREB
— Strand, transferred to L. J. Kranzfelder.
WHITEWATER— Strand, transferred to
Lakeland
Theater Corp.

Change In Theater Name

MONROE— Chalet (formerly New Monroe). RIB LAKE — Gem (formerly Armory).
PICKFORD— Pickford
(formerly
Grand).

Openings

DEPERE— Pearl. LODI— Lodi (formerly
Shadows). PLAINFIELD—
Closings Plainfield (formerly Strand). TOMAH— Tomah.
BAILEYS HARBOR — Opera House.
GREEN LAKE — Opera House. FISH
CREEK— Town Hall. HORTONVILLE—
Community. HANCOCK — Hancock. MILWAUKEE — Columbia. RED GRANITE—
Community. WISCONSIN DELLS— Dells.
WESTFIELD— Opera House. AHMEEK—
Carroll. EWEN— Happy Hour. POWERS
—Powers Hall. SOUTH RANGE— Star.
TROUT CREEK— Trout Creek. FAIRCHILD— Fairchild.

New Theaters

BELOIT— State. EAGLE RIVER— Eagle.
KAUKAUNA — Rialto. IRONWOOD —
Morgan.
LACROSSE— Hollywood.

Closings
WYOMING

DIXON— Harris

Hall.
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SAY BALABAN-ANSELL
DEAL READY TO CLOSE
(Continued from Page 1)

aters of St. Louis Amusement Co.
arranged with "The Show World",
fan magazine for publication of a
coupon admitting femmes on a 10cent "service charge". Bills shown
included a second run picture. Rub
was that most of the independents
that must follow the St. Louis charge
a quarter.
So well did the coupon arrangement work out the plan was extended this week to include the Ambassador for the Fred Waring engagement, with a 25-cent service charge.
Coupons will be good any night after 7 p.m. (including Saturday and
Sunday), March 12-18. The regular
night admission price at the Ambassador is 55 cents.
Another thorn for the indies is
the action of the F. & M.-managed
St. Louis Amusement Co. in spotting children's Saturday matinees
into the Granada, Lindell, Mikado,
Shenandoah and Tivoli and adding
to the regular bills a Western, a
serial, cartoon and comedy.
Still more irritants for the indies
include: Aubert, free china in addition to two features; Gravois, free
mixing bowl in addition to two features; Manchester, Tony Moreno
auction, plus duals; Union, free mixing bowls; plus films; Shady Oak,
five-hour film show; Florissant, two
features and stage show on Saturday, and three features on Wednesdays and Thursdays; Kingsland,
three features Saturday and duals
and stage show on Sunday.

NEWS

of the DAY

Cleveland, O. — The Eclair Amuse- president; Joe T. Mizell, Jr., vicement Co. has leased the property at president; M. L. Ally, secretary7606 St. Clair Ave., N.E., for 10 treasurer, all of Richmond.

Oklahoma City — Tom L. Greer
in the hospital, a flu victim.
Emma Hargrove, 20th Centui
Fox flu.
head inspectress, is also ill wH
the

Canton, Ga. — Martin Theaters has
purchased the Hayen theater.
1.
Battle Creek, la. — Joe Warnock
will reopen is Luna Theater April

Des Moines — William Beckl
manager of the Strand and Garci
theaters has returned from Phoen
Ariz., where he convalesced frc

Downs, Kans. — Merle Swank purchased the Downs Theater from
Mrs. John C. Cretors.

pneumonia.
Detroit — Illness may force the .
tirement of Maurice Silverbe.
roadshow distributor, who recen ,
Building.
opened offices in the Film Excham

years.
Detroit — Frank Mellon has been
appointed manager of the Sun Theater for the Krim Circuit, succeeding Albert Reineck. Mellon formerly managed the Buchanan, sold
to Arthur Robinson.
Richmond, Va. — A charter has
just been issued to the Ginter
Amusement Company, Inc., a $50,000 local corporation. The company
has planned to construct a theater
in the Ginter Park section of Richmond. Officers are: Elmer Harlow
Brient, former manager of Loew's,

Robert Mochrie Joins U. A.
As Southern District Manager
(Continued from Page 1)

ed as a film salesman in 1925 and
has served as branch and district
manager, later being in charge of
Eastern and Canadian sales for
Warner Bros. In his new post, he
again becomes assciated with Andy
Smith, general sales manager of
United Artists, with whom he
worked at Warners.

Aylesworth Moves Office;
Kennedy's Name Mentioned
(Continued from Page

1)

Rolling Fork, Miss. — Frank Sharborough has released his Royal Theater to P. E. Morris of Indianola,
Miss.ater Morris
shortly. is to reopen the the-

Celler Sees New Film Code
Solving Industry Problems
(Continued from Page

1)

Emanuel Celler of Brooklyn, Democrat.
"The administration is going to
make a definite announcement very
shortly now which will ultimately
lead our major industries, including
the motion picture business, to solve
a large number of inter-industry
problems by self-regulatory fair
practice codes," Celler commented.
The New York Congressman indicated that is the primary reason
why he has not as yet reintroduced
his own block-booking bill at this
Congress.
"My bill is still in the hands of
the Federal Trade Commission experts and I am awaiting their full
report on the bill and the entire
block-booking problem before proceeding in any way", Celler stated.
He admitted leaving the whole problem up to
Federal
missionthe
would save
muchTrade
time Comand

Spitz arrives from Hollywood this
week.
There is some talk that Joseph P.
Kennedy has been approached to
Bank Night Taxed and
succeed Aylesworth in the various
Legalized in Arkansas RKO board chairmanships. Kennedy
(Continued from Page 1)
is very friendly with RCA whose interests Aylesworth represented in
and provides fines of not less than
$100 or more than $1,000 for viola- RKO. An RCA executive ( however,
tions. Money goes to the Old Age said yesterday he was not acquaint- expense in "endless block-booking
Pension Fund.
ed with any offer to Kennedy.
hearings".

Bank Night Convictions
In Chicago Rise to 46
(Continued from Page

1)

ing 46 convictions for the city, according to Assistant Corporation
Counsel Charles Horan. Motions for
new trials were made and hearings
set for May 3d.

SICK REPORT

Three New Film Companies
Incorporate in N. Y. State
Detroit — Rio Theater Co. has been
Koblin

Forms Rio Co.

incorporated with a
of $50,000. M. Koblin
sole stockholder. The
erated by the Cohen
cuit.

capitalization
Albany — Three new film compawas listed as
nies have filed articles of incorpohouse is opration with the Secretary of State
Brothers Cir- here.
They are:
Villebron Theater Corp., New
York tures.
City;
to exhibit
motion picA. Kessler,
B. Goldenberg,
A.

Arthur Israel Recovers

Recovered from a severe cold, AtBank Night Challenged
torney Arthur Israel of Paramount
in Nebraska Test Suit yesterday returned to work.

Nadelman, incorporators.
Preview Theater, Inc., New York
City; to exhibit motion pictures.
William B. Gullette, Emily Fowler,
Zelda Garfield, incorporators.
T. C. Theater Corp., New York
City; to exhibit motion pictures.
Marcus Katz, Charles Kleinberg,
James D. McCauley, incorporators.

Lincoln — Bank Night test suit come involved in many suits and
was brought yesterday against Bea- theaters would continue to operate
trice Theater Corp. and its manager, Bank Night. Suit is in Gage coounty
Lewis B. Spomsler, to enjoin Fox district court at Beatrice.
and Rivoli, Fox Wesco houses from
its use. Suit was filed by Richard
Hunter, Attorney General as an
Anti-Pass Stand Linked With Move for St. Louis Legislation
outgrowth of his opinion holding
St. Louis — Wave of industry regulatory ordinances here is linked in Rialto circles
Bank Nights constitute a lottery. He
with the recent anti-pass stand taken by the St. Louis Amusement Co., now under
asks a temporary injunction and the
Fanchon and Marco management. Company has recalled or taken up many passes, while
holders of others are said to have received curt notes advising that their pass cards
court to set a hearing date. It was
had been used twice in the same week in the same house.
said if the state were to undertake
individual prosecutions it would be-

Detroit — Charles Perry, Adai
Theater manager, is recovering frc
a broken leg.
Hollywood — M. A. Andersen, J
veteran cameraman, for sevei
years with Chesterfield and Invii
ible, is convalescing following a n
nor operation.
Hollywood — Mrs. Russell Phel]
whose husband is a widely knoi
studio publicist, underwent her s<
ond operation within a week at t
Methodist hospital.
Buffalo — C. Arthur Woodwai
Paramount's booker, is recoverii
after a long battle with pleuri
and pneumonia in General Hospit;
Buffalo — Emile Giffoniello, ma
ager of Shea's Century, who h
been suffering from streptococci
poisoning, has gone to Miami to r
cuperate. He is accompanied by t
wife, the former Mary Shea.
Denver — J. B. Melton
around again following
tion.

is up ai|
an oper

Hudson, Mass. — Charles Mayus.
of the Hudson Theater is in Mar
boro Hospital suffering from a po
sible concussion of the brain ir
curred when he fell from a steplai
der while hanging poster frames,

Games of Chance Dropped
Loew Houses Nationall
(Continued from Page

1)

in games on its circuit on Ma
chance
16th.

No other large circuits have y<
moved to follow the example <
Loew's and RKO. Independents gei 1
erally favor continuance of tr
games.

Capitalization Changed

Albany — New York Seating Corj
of New York City, has filed a certi
ficate increasing its capital stoc
from $20,000 to $40,000. Degrai
Amusement Corp. of Brooklyn, ha
also filed a certificate decreasing it
capital stock from $200,000 to $117,
000.

ntimatein
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■tearing, on Actors' Bill End,- Dkkstein Hmts_ Change

IRPHEUMJALE TO STADIUM ATTACKEDJN COURT
Zonsolidated Film Plan Validity Ruling Due March
19
Today
More Censors
. . . and for what?
=

By CHESTER B. BAHN =

>l THE light of what has been said in
the past by adherents of the film cenship cause, the present wave of prosed censorship legislation — measures are
tiding in 11 legislatures as well as in sevil municipalities — is perplexing, to say
; least.
Film censorship, we have been told with
irked solemnity by those supporting the
vement, was necessary as a safeguard
morals. Without such official regula|n, the American home and what not
re direly menaced. And presumably it
s on such a premise that states and
ies enacted existing statutes and orlances.

- i j'ET on the very testimony of such cen1 sors as now function there is slight
fed for their services, to say nothing
3ut the setting up of additional censoriai
I dies throughout the country. Consider
!se facts, and facts they are. In New
rk last year, 87 per cent of films were
ssed without cuts. In Maryland, only
single film finally was under state ban.
Pennsylvania, 1936 censor cuts set a
w low.
Much the same situation prevailed in the
nicipal censor field. Typical is the Deit report of the total rejection of 4,880
t of film, or just over one per cent.
Censorship necessary?

v t ■'is

Decision on Recapitalization
Proposal Nears, H. J.
Yates Advises
Ruling by the Supreme Court of
Delaware on the validity of the Consolidated Film Industries recapitalization plan is expected about Mar.
19, H. J. Yates, Consolidated president, states in a letter to stockholders accompanying the annual report.
Net profit of $919,515 after all
charges is shown for the year ended
Dec. 31, 1936, compared with a profit
of $1,077,450 for 1935. The 1936
earnings
are equal, after annual
(.Continued

on

Page

6)

KOPLAR'S SUIT VS,
WARNERS DISMISSED

Washington State Measure
Would Tax Ascap $117,000
Tacoma, Wash. — An annual tax
of $117,000 would be levied against
Ascap
for doingstate under
a bill business
passed in
by this
the
(Continued

on Page

6)

_.-

'.'-

■ desire to provide juicy patronage and,
I some
instances,
a frank attempt
to
ster revenues by fresh taxation.

1 One feels warranted in submitting that
| real danger to American morality is
be found, not in present day screen entainment, but in the feverish activities
those who carry the torch for censorp for purely selfish motives.

SET ROGERS HOSPITAL
DRIVE FOR APRIL 30

Major L. E. Thompson announced
today that the annual theatrical
campaign for the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital will be held during
the week beginning Friday, April 30.
The following- committees have
been organized by the Major:
Advisory: Will H. Hays, E. L. Alperson, R. H. Cochrane, Jack Cohn,
Wilmington, Del. — Judge John P. S. R. Kent, George
Nields of the District Court late
(Continued on Page J.7) Schaefer,
yesterday afternoon dismissed the
suit brought by Harry Koplar
Hartman NRA Revival Plan
against Warner Bros.' directors
charging (Continued
them withon unlawfully
issuFavored by Justice Dept.
Page 6)

to laugh.

R RATHER it is to fight, for the present situation really is not a laughing
tter.
The new attempt to burden the
ustry with censorship obviously is preated on ambitions for political control,

Educator Raps Censorship
Columbus, O. — Asserting his belief
that "motion picture censorship violates the principle of freedom of
speech," Edgar Dale, motion picture
chairman of the National Congress of
Parents and Teachers, and associate
professor of education at Ohio State
University, fired a verbal broadside at
censorship yesterday.

Followed by Other Change-Dickstein
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — At the opening of the
Tri-Color suit against Technicolor
for permanent injunction to restrain
(Continued on Page 7)

An order to show cause why the
purchase of the Orpheum Corp. assets by Stadium Theaters, RKO subsidiary, should not be cancelled and
asking also that the Orpheum bankruptcy case be sent to a referee
other than Referee Ehrhorn and
that new counsel for the Orpheum
trustee be substituted in place of
Douglas (Continued
Black of onBeekman,
Bogue,
Page 6)

DENY ERPI MOTION
IN ROYALTIES SUIT
The U. S. District Court, New
York, has denied a motion for dismissal made by Electrical Research
Products in regard to the action
brought by John Gregg Paine, as
agent for the Music Publishers Protection Association, seeking to collect $214,000
in royalties allegedly
(Continued on Page 6)

The U. S. Department of Justice
favors the Hartman plan reviving Nominates Joseph P. Kennedy
some parts of the old NRA and preAs Maritime Com. Head
pared by the National Council for
Industrial Progress, according to a
council spokesman yesterday in New Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — President Roosevelt
York. The plan is named after Sigfried Hartman, attorney, who was yesterday nominated Joseph P. Kennedy as chairman of the new United
formerly associated with Universal.
States Maritime Commission. Kennedy, picture
who is well-known
the motion
industry, a inyear
ago

Elimination of Quota Feature May Be
Tri-Color — Technicolor
Suit Opens in Hollywood

Show Cause Order for Cancellation isReturnable

By GEORGE
FILM DAILY

W. MEHRTENS
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Revealing- the special devised committee print of his
measure eliminating quota feature,
and directing the Secretary of Labor to pass upon applications and
apply to (Continued
outside interests
who know
on Page 7)

undertook a special survey of Paramount operations.
"Smart

Girls'" Key Repeats

"Three Smart Girls," Universal's ace
feature of the season to date, has already played 15 repeat engagements in
the key cities. Company officials told THE
FILM DAILY yesterday that it is not
only unusual for a picture to play so
many repeats within such a short time
after release, but indicates the Deanna
Durbin debut-vehicle will outgross "My
Man latter
Godfrey"
the very spots where
the
was instrongest.
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Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd. .
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..
Paramount 2nd pfd..
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STOCK
High

MARKET
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168
161
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803/8
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+
+

Net
Chg.

y,
3/4
1/4

1
1
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GEORGE W. WEEKS, GB General Sales Manager, leaves tomorrow for Miami Beach in
connection with the annual convention of the
M.P.T.O.A.
GLENDA FARRELL, Warners comedienne, arrived in New York yesterday from California
Mary. is sailing for England today on the Queen
and
HAL B. WALLIS, associate executive in
charge of production at the Warners arrives
from the Coast today on the Twentieth Century Limited. He will remain here for a
week
or ten days.
JOE
Miami.

LEE

has returned to New

DAVID PALFREYMAN
day for Miami.
ROY E.
has just
wood
Academy

left New

York

from

York yester-

Washington

261/4 253/4
25% —
1/2
184 182 182 — 41/4
24
23%
23% —
3/8
Pathe Film
83/4 8%
8%
RKO
8%
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20th Century-Fox
. . 373/g
363/4
373/g +
S/8
46
46i/4 + 1
20th Century-Fox pfd. 46l/4
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102
102
+ IV2
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
153/4
15%
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%
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62
62—2
NEW YORK BOND
MARKET
Keith
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Loew 6s41ww
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99%
99
99
Para. B'way 3s55
Para.
Picts. 6s55.. 100% 1661/4 1661/4
RKO 6s41
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MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc.
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Nat'l
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2
2
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Corp
'3i/4
'3%
'3%
.'.'.'.'.
Technicolor
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Trans-Lux
5
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Watches Pa. Legislature
Pittsburgh — Fred J. Herrington
and William L. Brown, respective
secretary and chairman of the legislative committee of the M. P. T. O.
of W. Pa., are in Harrisburg this
week attending legislature sessions
in the interest of the independent
exhibitors in this area.

sail

WESLEY RUGGLES planes to New York from
the coast upon the completion of "I Met Him
in Paris" and will sail for a European holiday.
LEO BLANK, Warner district manager, has
returned to Chicago from a business trip to
New York.
JOHN GREGG PAINE
Friday from New York.

goes to Washington

Y. FRANK FREEMAN, LEON NETTER and
other Paramount executives leave New York
Saturday for Miami.
PERCY BLOCH
from
Philadelphia

was
.

in New

York yesterday

LEONARD GOLDENSON, Boston attorney, returned home yesterday from New York.

LARSEN, vice president of Time, Inc.,
returned to New York from Hollywhere he attended the dinner of the
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

WILLIAM SCHNEIDER of the St. Louis
Amusement Co. is in New York on business.
He returns late this week.

HELEN FLINT, has arrived in New York to
attend the Rialto Theater premiere of RKO
Radio's "Sea Devils."

MRS. WALTER F. EBERHARDT sails on the
Queen Mary today from New York planning
to make her home in England.

LILLIAN FISCHER, fashion adviser on "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938," left yesterday
Hollywood
aboard
the Twentieth
Century.

BEN GOETZ, who arrived in New York yesterday on the Queen Mary, goes to the coast
in three or four days and plans to remain
there two weeks before
returning to England.

for

LIBBY HARBEN, DOROTHY DAY, MARY
OAKES, IDA VOLLMER, OLIVE CAWLEY,
KATHARINE ALDRIDGE, FRANCES JOYCE,
RUTH MARTIN, NORENE CARR and PEGGY
CALVIN, all leading models, leave for Hollywood on the Twentieth Century today to appear in "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938."
DOUGLAS ROTHACKER, accompanied by
MRS. ROTHACKER and their daughter DOROTHY, sailed last night on the Bremen for a
two months' business and pleasure trip through
Europe,
returning
by way
of Naples.
IGOR STRAVINSKY, composer and conductor, arrived in Hollywood yesterday to begin
conferences with Paramount executives.
GEORGE SHERWOOD,
plane yesterday
for the

film writer, left by
coast.

HARRY

MARCUS,

Denver

Allied Exchange

owner, will
is making
a six-weeks'
tour by auto
which
bring him
to New York.
LOUIS GOLDBERG of the Columbia Theater,
Detroit, has returned to Detroit from New York.
ABE KRAMER of Associated Theaters, Cleveland, and MRS. KRAMER are en route to
Florida on a vacation.
OSCAR A. DOOB, advertising and publicity
director for Loew's, returned to New York
yesterday from a three weeks' vacation in
Florida.
AL DONOHUE, orchestra leader, accompanied
by MRS. DONOHUE, leaves New York today
for Bermuda.

DOROTHY MACKAILL, screen and stage star,
GLENDA
FARRELL, film comedienne; and MRS.

JAMES WITTERIED, en route to the Paris
Exposition with a group of entertainers; and
ELMER RICE, author, sail today for Europe
on the Washington.
E. C. MILLS, Ascap general manager, is on
a western trip.

Local 802 Shifts Strategy
in its Picketing Campaign

$326,991 Loss in 1936
for Para. Broadway Corp.

LEO SPITZ, RKO president, returns tomorrow from Hollywood.
7/8

STANLEY
LUPINO,
mother of Ida Lupino,
for Europe today on the Queen
Mary.

Musicians' union, Local 802, has
decided to concentrate its picketing
campaign to restore orchestras to
local theaters which formerly employed them against the RKO circuit
and withdraw its pickets from the
houses of four other circuits.
The union membership voted for
this change in strategy after admission was made that the five-month
picketing campaign against five theater circuits had not borne any fruit.
David Freed, a member of the
union's executive board, explained
that the local might more easily persuade motion picture theaters to employ musicians if it could win out
against one big circuit.

Emmons Forms New Co.
K. B. Emmons announces his
withdrawal from his association
with Reed-Emmons, Inc., and formation of K. B. Emmons Productions, Inc., with offices at 33 West
51st St

N. J. Allied Meets Tuesday
Allied Theaters of New Jersey
plans a meeting at the Hotel Lincoln for Tuesday at 2:15 p.m.

Net loss of $326,991.81 is reported
by the Paramount Broadway Corp.
for the year ended Dec. 31, last, in
its annual report issued yesterday.
The statement indicates that income
from operations amounted to $923,500.40 during the year.

McGeehan Named Eastern
Press Chief for Condor
John McGeehan has been appointed Eastern publicity director for
Condor Pictures, Inc. Temporary offices of Condor located in The Empire Trust Co. Building at 580 Fifth
Avenue, will house the publicity department pending the completion of
lease arrangements now being negotiated for larger quarters.

WANTED
Two
all round
positive cutters and two
(jood negative cutters.
Midwest production
studio.
Letters must state full particulars
— including salary wanted.
Box 1020
THE FILM DAILY
1501

B'way

N. Y. C.

March 10, 1937'

Film Exports Gain Both
for Jan. and Six Month

10 Cents

ALICOATE

CHESTER

Wednesday,

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL,

Washington — Exports of filr
from the U. S. showed a decided ir
crease over imports, it was show
here today by Commerce Depart
ment's Division of Foreign Trad
Statistics in the special report, bot
for the month of January, 1937, an
the last six months of 1936.
Total of 17,413,534 linear feet c
exposed motion picture film was ex
ported. During January, 1937, ac
cording to report, for total value o
$415,585. Figures for six-month
period showed 107,553,930 linea
feet, valued at $2,365,211 exported.
Imports were decidedly lowei
with film negatives for motion pic
tures reported at 30,026 linear fee
for value of $2,916 for Januarj
1937, with 719,926 linear feet irr
ported for six-month period value
at $95,767.

Ben Goetz Going to West
Coast for Mayer Meeting
Ben Goetz, head of M-G-M pit
ducing activities in England, ai
rived in New York yesterday on th
Queen Mary and leaves in three c
four days for coast conference
with Louis B. Mayer. Goetz wi
remainforeinreturning
Hollywood
two York,
weeks pr<
beto New
liminary to sailing for England.

Olympia Reorg. Hearing
Due in Boston in 2 Weed
Hearing on the Olymnia Theatei
reorganization plan is expected to b
set in the Superior Court, Bostoi
in about two weeks.

License Bill Up in Albany
Albany, N. Y. — A bill introduce
in the Assembly by Edmund J. D«
lany, Democrat, of New York Citj
permits revocation of theater licens
for one year upon satisfactory proo
of violation of penal law relativ
to immoral shows and exhibitions

I
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DAILY BULLETIN
A review of the trade practice proposals
and negotiations, what benefits have been
secured, what is still necessary, what proposals should be presented in renewed
negotiations, will feature the Thursday
forenoon business session. Also discussion of legislation and taxation, music
tax, so-called "B" picture production, radio competition, significant litigation,
prospects
a new etc.
NRA, double features,
conciliationforboards,
17th ANNUAL CONVENTION
March 16th-17th and ISth, 1937
The Miami Biltmore Hotel
Miami, Florida

//

LOVE IS NEWS

a

AT BOX OFFICES EVERYWHERE!
NEWS

in NEW YORK!
. . . an S. R. O. hit!

Held over at the Roxy

NEWS

in ALBANY!
Smash run bigger than
"Girls' Dormitory!"
NEWS in MEMPHIS!
Great business topped
"Road to Glory," "Ladies in Love."
NEWS

in RICHMOND!
Beat swell "Pigskin
Parade" gross at Capitol.
NEWS in ST. LOUIS!
Opening days leading
"Girls' Dormitory."

NEWS

in DETROIT!

Sensational opening tops
"Pigskin Parade!"
NEWS
in DAYTON! // Opened
bigger than
"On the Avenue.
NEWS in MIAMI!
Grand!
Million" opening!
NEWS

Beats "One

in A

in LOS ANGELES!
Smash day-anddate run at Chinese and State!
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THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

■m

WITH

OUT OF THE 19 A<

A Imost Twice as Many
Best Performance
of 1936
PAUL

MUNI

in WARNER BROS.'
'The Story of Louis Pasteur'
JSext in 'The Story of Entile Zola'

PLUS 7 OTHER

r

&*M*gW*&*Pj}gZr

'FIRSTS' FOR WRITING,

MUSIC, PHO

\iDEMY

AWARDS

FOR 1936!

the Closest Competitor!

*

¥!► X

3est Short Subject
in Color
i
^ |

BETTE

VITAPHONE'S

NOTABLE

DAVIS

in WARNER BROS.'
'Dangerous'

'GIVE ME LIBERTY*
2-reel 'Broadway Brevity'
in Technicolor

pH(iY AND

Best Performance
of 1935

Soon in 'Marked Woman'

PRODUCTION

ACHIEVEMENTS!

THE
Wednesday, March 10, 1937

CONSOLIDATED FILM
RULING DUE MAR. 19

ORPHEUM SALE TO
STADIUM ATTACKED
(Continued from Page

Leake, Stephens & Black was obtained yesterday in Federal Court
by Samuel Zirn, attorney representing1 3,000 shares of Orpheum preferred stock and an Orpheum creditor for $8,000. The order is returnable today before Justice Murray Hulbert.
Zirn's papers attack the legality
of the transfer by RKO of Orpheum's tutionassets
to Stadium.
Substi-is
of new counsel
for Black
asked on the ground that Black's
firm represents the Chemical Bank
& Trust Co., trustee of an RKO note
issue, and that there is thus a conflict of interests. Referee Ehrhorn's
conduct of the Orpheum case is
criticized.

Court Dismisses
Koplar's Bros.
Suit vs. Warner
(Continued from Page

1)

ing large block of its common stock
to Harry, Albert and Jack Warner
and to Waddell Catchings, another
director; and paying exorbitant salaries.
Nields said that the cause of the
complaint had been settled by an
agreement in 1935, a year after the
contracts had expired and after that
the Warner Brothers had given to
the company 100,000 shares of common stock and had released the
company from any obligation of
$680,000 due the brothers.
The question of higher salaries,
Nields said, made the question a
matter of morals. Fair human requirements, he said, should set some
limits to salaries.

Deny Erpi's Motion in
Music Royalties Suit
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

1)

due on musical compositions used
abroad. Erpi contends that it is
not required to pay on numbers,
copyrighted in the United States but
not so protected abroad.
The case will now be set for trial.

Adjournment Kills Indiana
Theater Divorce Measure

T
•

T

T

•

• A HURRY-UP trip to the Orient is being contemplated by Clarence Brown, the Metro director
Brown has
under consideration an original story having to do with the air
conquest of the Pacific and plans the hop overseas in order
to get first-hand info about the trans-sea transportation problem
if he finds it feasible, he will go into action soon
he plans his hop to Manila on conclusion of "Countess Walewska," starring Greta Garbo,
which
T
T he isT now directing
• • • A SPECIAL print of "Lost Horizon" was flown
from Hollywood so that the picture could be shown Tuesday
eve
to Governor Lehman and his family and legislative
lights at the Executive Mansion at Albany
all the eastern
prints were in use, necessitating a special print being flown
from the coast
T
T
T
• • • AND THIS director swears he is off the musicalcomedy films for life
Roy Del Ruth is afraid that he will
be typed as this type of a director
so after the completion
of "Broadway Melody of 1937," his next for M-G-M, he intends
to take on a heavy dramatic subject
▼
▼
T
• • • A BIG turnout of stage, radio and screen writers
at the cocktail party at the Waldorf
given by 20th Century-Fox for Gracie Fields, the pop British comedienne
the English lady is very modest
and seemed a little bit
dazzled and overcome by the big fuss being made over her
she arrived on the Queen Mary Tuesday morn, and starts for
the company's studio on
T FridayT
▼
• •
• THEY'RE
OFF
for Miami and the MPTOA
convention which gets into action on Tuesday, continuing thru
Friday with a golf fiesta as the windup
some of the boys
are arriving early, including Sam Dembow, Dave Palfreyman
and Bob Gillham
and of course Ed Kuykendall is on hand
to get things in shape for the meetings
and also his missus
most of the conventioneers will pull out from New York
Saturday and Sunday

▼

TV

• •
• SOME KIND of a ritzy party was thrown by Jack
Partington last nite
for the United Airlines brought in
a special consignment of shrimps, oysters and hard-shell crabs
from the coast for the menu
▼
T
▼
• • • WHEN SUCH an authority as Howard Dietz boils
over about the merits of a production
it must have Something and Howard is more than enthusiastic about "Captains Courageous" which Metro will soon give to the waiting
world
it is the Last Word in all-around entertainment, according to Mister Dietz

▼

▼

▼

• • • A FEW of the headliners who will entertain at
the Annual Dance and Entertainment of the Press Photographers to be held in no less than three ballrooms of the Hotel
Commodore to accommodate the crowds
Harry Hershfield,
Ed Sullivan, Ethel Merman,
Rudy Vallee, Jack Pearl
Irene Rich, Ed Wynn, Bob Ripley, Mary Small
Mitzi Mayfair, Jimmy Durante, Graham McNamee, Kitty Carlisle

Indiana's theater divorce bill died
in the Senate of that state when
the Legislature adjourned sine die
early yesterday morning. It had
Friars to Stage Frolic
passed the House.
In addition to Indiana, three other
The Friars will hold a frolic Easlegislatures have ceased activities.
ter Sunday night at the Alvin theThey are Oregon, Wyoming and
ater, with Jay C. Flippen, Abbott
North Dakota, the latter having
enacted a theater divorce measure. and Frolicker, in charge. Artists
thus far lined up to appear include
George M. Cohan, Harry Hershfield,
Organ in Detroit Comeback
Ken Kling, Reginald Gardner, James
Detroit — Organ recitals are coming
Barton, Bob Hope, Jimmy Durante,
into their own again, locally. First
Buster West, Rudy Vallee, Three
theater to try it out was the Knickerbocker. It was such a success that it
Swifts, Mills, Kirk and Howard, Vinhas now been adopted at the Dennison
cent Lopez, Benny Fields, Eddie DaSquare. Policy is to feature the organ
vis, Jan Peerce, Paul Draper, Lane,two evenings a week with community
Tree-Edwards, Smith and Dale and
sings.
Ham Fisher.

dividend requirements on the $2
cumulative participating preferred
stock to 23 cents a share on the
common stock compared with 53
cents a common share in 1935.
Current assets as of Dec. 31, 1936,
including $163,284 cash, amounted
to $5,448,842 and current liabilities
were $2,007,275. At close of preceding year cash was $418,883, current assets amounted to $5,027,739
and current liabilities were $2,433,185. Inventories were $647,246
against $635,998.
Total assets aggregated $12,740,373 at close of 1936, compared with
$13,117,686 on December 31, 1935.
Capital surplus was $101,781 against
a similar amount at close of 1635.
and earned surplus was $4,072,341
against $4,044,456. Company has
no funded debt.

Washington State Measure
Would Tax Ascap $117,000
i

»

(Continued from Page

Gene Buck, Ascap president, said
last night that the bill to tax Ascap
$117,000 annually in the State of
Washington was instigated by the
bi-oadcasters to make it impossible
for Ascap to collect and license the
use of copyrighted music in Washington.
Ascap has received information
that the broadcasters plan to introduce similar measures in other
states, Buck declared.
"We will fight this case to the
U S.broadcasters
Supreme Court,"
added. they
"If
the
want he
a fight,

Western
will get it."Electric to Pay
60 Cent Divvy on Common
At a meeting of the directors of
the Western Electric Company held
yesterday, a dividend of 60c per
share on its common stock was declared. The dividend is payable on
March 31, to stockholders of record
at the close of business on March 25.

Dine Wehrenberg Friday
St. Louis — Stage acts from local
theaters will be featured at the Variety Club's testimonial dinner party
to be given in the Gold Room of
Hotel Jefferson Friday in honor
of Fred Wehrenberg, President of
the Motion Picture Theater Owners
of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois.

Frank Paul Dies
Chicago — Frank Paul, 76, owner
of the Marvel Theater at Carlinville, is dead. His widow and son
will continue operation of the house.

1)

lower
house taxing Ascap $3,000 ir.
each county.
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Gregory
La Cava
Lowell Calvert
Stuart Holmes
Melville Brown
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SET ROGERS HOSPITAL
DRIVE FOR APRIL 30
(Continued from Page 1)

(Nicholas Schenck, Leo Spitz, H. M.
Warner, H. J. Yates and Adolph Zu■kor; Distribution: Neil F. Agnew,
John D. Clark, James R. Grainger,
iJules Levy, J. J. Milstein, Abe Montague, Edward J. Peskay, William
F. Rodgers, Gradwell L. Sears, A.
W. Smith, Jr. and George W. Weeks;
(Exhibitors: Joseph Bernhard, Harry
Brandt, Y. Frank Freeman, Ed Kuykendall, Abram F. Myers, C. C. Moskowitz, George P. Skouras, Spyros
P. Skouras, W. G. Van Schmus and
Walter Vincent; Executive: J. Henry
Walters, E. V. Rickenbacker and
Harold Rodner.

Butterfield Circuit Will
Build Three Mich. Houses
Detroit — Three new houses for
Monroe, Big Rapids and Manistee
" are announced by E. C. Beatty, President of the W. S. Butterfield Theaters, Inc., and the Butterfield Michigan Theaters Co.
In Monroe, a 1,000-seat house will
be built on Monroe Street, directly
across from the present Family and
5 Dixie Theaters, also Butterfield the: aters. Bennett & Straight of Dearborn will be the architects.
Construction is to be started at
;: once on a 1,000-seat theater on the
main street of Monroe's business
district. Pierra & Pierra of Chicago
-• : are
the architects.
A 1,000-seat theater is to be built
in Big Rapids on the present site
, of the Colonial. Pierra & Pierra of
Chicago will probably be in charge
of its construction.
All houses will be air-conditioned
and will have Western Electric Mirrophonic Sound.
nmoi

Birmingham, Ala. — The Waters
Theater Co. is planning
the construction of a $30,000 film theater
with a modernistic glass front.

Charleston, S. C. — Working draw'>ings have been started on a new
1 : $100,000 film theater here.
Charles
" C. Benton and Son, of Wilson, N.
C, being the architects.

•/

A "JUttU" fW "lots
By RALPH
HOLLYWOOD

RELAYING for the time being his
production of "Hippodrome",
Buddy DeSylva yesterday announced that he would place in production
next week "Broadway Jamboree".
Monte Brice and Charles Grayson
have completed the script, and cast
will include Ken Murray, Oswald,
his radio stooge, the Three Diamond
Brothers, Ella Logan and Larry
Blake.
▼
T
T
Story purchases — By B. P.
Schulberg, Frederick Jackson's "The
Ascending Dragon"; by Universal,
Wadsworth Camp's "West Coast
Limited" and William Rankin's
"Washington Correspondent"; by
Republic, James Oliver Curwood's
"Dead Man's Isle" and "Robin
Hale", and Jerry Wald and Julius
Epstein's "Romance
byT Request".
T
T
Herbert Rawlinson has been
signed to play the title role in
"Blake Of Scotland Yard," a 15chapter serial, starring Ralph Byrd
and featuring Joan Barclay, Lloyd
Hughes, Dickie Jones and Sam Hill.
Bob Hill will direct.
T
▼
▼
Casting
assignments
— Para-

Missouri Betting Measure
Seen With Passage Chance
Jefferson City — State Senator
Michael Kinney of St. Louis predicts that if the bill sponsored by
Rep. Harry McGee of Warrenton to
legalize pari-mutuel betting on
horse races in Missouri gets through
the House it probably will also make
the grade in the Senate. Under its
terms, racing could be held for a
total of 60 days annually by any one
track, but the grand total of racing
in any one county would be limited
to 120 days. Two years ago, the
Missouri General Assembly passed
a bill to legalize betting on dog and
horse races but Governor Park
vetoed it, because he would not
stand for the dogs.

Named

Assistant to LeBaron

West

Bureau

Coast

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — George Arthur has
Nashville, Tenn. — The Crescent been
made editorial assistant to
Amusement Co. is planning the con- William LeBaron at Paramount.
struction of a new film theater. It
will also continue as assowill have a glass front and balcony. Arthurciate
producer. Charles West has
New Albany, Miss. — David Flexer, been named head of the cutting department.
The Sonja

Henie Unit

West Coast Bur.. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sonja Henie, skating and
motion picture star, is not letting the
time and effort employed by 20th Century-Fox studios in training her ice
chorus for "One In A Million" go to
waste. She has signed up the entire
eighty members to accompany her en
her next exhibition tour after she and
they have completed work on the new
picture, "Thin
Ice."

West

May
Renew
Coast Bureau of

GN

THE

PactDAILY

FILM

Hollywood — Philip Krasne, counsel for Grand National, states that
Douglas MacLean has reopened negotiations with Grand National for
a four picture deal and that papers
may be signed this week.
owner of the Ritz Theater, is planning the construction of a new theater building at a cost of $20,000.

END HEARINGS ON
DIGKSTEIN MEASURE

WILK

(Continued from Page 1)

mount— Dorothy Lamour, "The Buc- conditions for advice before passing
caneer"; Purnell Pratt and Edward
Gargan, "High, Wide and Hand- judgment, Chairman Samuel Dicksome"; First National — Laura Hope stein yesterday concluded open hearings before the House Immigrate >r
Crews and Marcia Ralston, "One Committee
on the controversial alien
Hour of Romance"; Columbia — Em- actors bill.
met O'Connor and C. Montague
Shaw, "Right Guy"; Patricia Farr
First among yesterday's witnesses
and Arthur Loft, "Honeymoon Pi- was John Farr Simmons, chief of
the visa office of the U. S. Department of State who preambled his
remarks by stating he was present
James Knox Millen has been sign- to make statement for the Department and assist the Committee on
lot".ed by Scott R. Dunlap, Monogram
Pictures' production chief, to pre- administrative problems of the pending bill. England, France, Austria,
pare the screenplay of "Romance Of
The Limberlost," novel by Gene Germany and Italy, Simmons told
Stratton-Porter, which will have I. the committee, at present have restrictions on foreign talent.
E. Chadwick as associate producer.
Following Simmons, C. Henry
Freeman, concert manager, who apAndrew L. Stone will be the first
peared at hearings before, repeated
Grand National producer to work at his earlier charges.
At conclusion of the hearing,
the new studio with shooting schedule to start March 16 on his first Chairman Dickstein told The Film
musical "The Girl Said No," which Daily that there may still be another amendment before the bill is
he will also direct. The production
will be filmed both at the new Grand ready for Congress.
National Studio and at Universal
"It was not my intention to do
with the interiors made at the for- harm to either motion picture or
mer Educational lot and the inter- radio industries," Dickstein said. "I
street.iors filmed at Universal's New York have asked Gabriel Hess for suggestions on amendments".
also
made known
his intention Hess
of filing
with the committee a brief concernTri-Color — Technicolor
ing the revised committee print.
Suit Opens in Hollywood
The Committee now goes into executive session.
(Continued from Page

1)

Technicolor from infringing on its
color patents and for damages,
Charles F. Jones, inventor of the
tri-color camera, testified that he
received his patents in 1915. He
tcld how he had got the idea of
printing two films simultaneously,
and of buying special sensitized film
from Eastman Kodak Co. in 1914.
He testified that C. H. Wall, C. E.
Schmidt, A. D. Schaffer of San
Francisco are officials of Tri-Color.
Plaintiff has subpoened several executives including Jock Whitney
The litigants have batteries of
attorneys with Robert, Cushman &
Woodberry of Boston heading the
Technicolor forces. Charles H. Potter, Harold T. Stowell, Washington
patent attorneys, will join the TriColor counsel Monday. The case is
expected to continue three to four
weeks. Action is being tried before
Federal Judge William P. James.

G. R. C. Plant Undamaged
Fire, which last week-end damaged the lower floors of the building
at 81 Prospect Place, Brooklyn, and
caused the death of a fireman, did
not affect the plant of the General
Register Corporation, makers of
theater ticket registers and issuing
machines, which occupies the sixth
floor of the premises.

Fix Williams Week
Oklahoma City — May 8-14 has
been designated as Ralph Williams
Week in Oklahoma by RKO.

Three More New Film Houses
To be Built in Chicago
Chicago — Three new theaters will
be erected here. Balaban and Katz
in association with Sam Meyers will
build a 1,000-seat house, the Maple,
at Devon and Maplewood, contract
being awarded to the Avery Bondage Co. Rapp and Rapp are architects for the $150,000 film house,
plans for which call for extensive
use of glass masonry and an engine
room above the lobby. Latter is due
to poor subsoil conditions.
Sadie and Elmer Fisher will erect
the Road theater in West Roosevelt
Road, with the house to be operated
by new company just formed by A.
Jacoby, Dore Gross and Abe Lev
rant. Third theater will arise on a
site at Lincoln and Lawrence.

Film Co. Adds Dish Biz
Oklahoma City — Crescent Film
Co. has gone into the dish business,
serving theaters only.
Historic Barn to be Gym
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Historic barn in which
Cecil B. DeMille produced "The Squaw
Man," is to be painted and modernized
under plans announced yesterday by
Adolph Zukor. Original architectural
features of the old structure will be
retained and the building wil! be transformed into a complete gym for Paiastars and contract
players.
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Katharine

Hepburn

JleuUws o# the Hew TUms

and

Franchot Tone

"Quality Street"

with Eric Blore, Fay Bainter, Cora Witherspoon, Estelle Winwood
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
RKO Radio
85 Mins.
QUAINT AND CHARMING PICTURE
FROM THE BARRIE PLAY GIVES HEPBURN A DELIGHTFUL COMEDY ROLE.
Delightful, quaint, and charming as an
old English print is RKO Radio's production
of "Quality Street," the Sir James Barrie
play. It is packed with delicious, whimsical
humor that ripples and rolls along with never
a dull moment. The scene is Quality Street,
England, 1805. It is a street where even
the postman's coming causes a flutter and
many a surreptitious curtain peeps among
its sheltered spinsters. To Katharine Hepburn, youngest of the prim residents, comes
romance in the form of Franchot Tone.
The whole street basks in the amour. Her
elder sister, Fay Bainter, whose own romance never materialized, is over-anxious.
Tone fails to declare his love, enlists for
the wars. Ten years later he returns to
find the sisters leaching school for a liveli
hood. Katharine, tired and older, believes
he no longer loves her. Disappointed, she
mischievously masquerades as her own
niece, leads Tone a merry chase until matters become so complicated the truth
must be told. George Stevens scores a
distinctive triumph for his splendid direction. Hepburn, dainty and lovely, portrays
her finest role. Fay Bainter, a grand addition to the screen, gives a flawless performance. Estelle Winwood, Helena Grant
and Florence Lake are excellent as the
three snooping busy-bodies. Tone is a
sincere, if not too "dashing" Dr. Brown.
The rest of the cast is worthy of praise
throughout. Pandro Berman's work netted
a perfect production. Screenplay by Allan
Scott and Mortimer Offner, orchestral arrangement byMaurice de Packh from the
Roy Webb score, photography by Robert
de Grasse, all deserve high praise. Quaint
costumes by Walter Plunkett add tremendously to the fun. "Quality Street" should
do well everywhere — the ladies will love
it, but it will also amuse the men.
Cast: Katherine Hepburn, Franchot Tone,
Eric Biore, Fay Bainter, Cora Witherspoon,
Estelie Winwood, Joan Fontaine, Florence
Lake, Heiena Grant, Roland Varno, William
Bakeweil.
Producer, Pandro S. Berman; Director,
George Stevens, Author, Sir James M. Barrie; Screenplay, Allan Scott and Mortimer
Otfner; Cameraman, Robert de Grasse; Editor, Henry Berrnan.
Direction, Splendid.
Photography, A-l.

SHORTS
"The Big Race"
Universal
7 mins.
Amusing
Entertaining reel featuring Universal's three monks and an automobile obstacle race has sufficient
surprises, novelty, thrills and humor to please most audiences.
"Duck Hunt"
(Oswald Cartoon)
Universal
7 mins.
Entertaining
Plenty of diversion in this subject for audiences.
Oswald and El-

with
Roscoe
Karns,
Eleanore
Whitney,
Eugene
Pallette,
Johnny
Downs,
Inez
Courtney, Charlotte Wynters
Paramount
64 Mins
EXPERTLY CAST AND ACTED VERSION OF BOOTH TARKINGTONS LIVELY
COMEDY, WITH LOTS OF LAUGHS.
This up-to-the-minute version of Booth
Tarkington's lively comedy is the type of
stuff on which audiences thrive. It's
laden with laughter to such an extent that
not a few of the crisp wisecracks are lost
in the rapid fire dialogue. Roscoe Karns
plays the title role with excellent sense
of the unique, and often fantastic, character of Clarence. Catapulted by chance into
a job with a wealthy and amusingly mad
household, Roscoe soon becomes, despite
his miidness, a considerable force, — a balance wheel between the many discordant
elements. Eugene Pallette is the head of
the strange menage. He hires Charlotte
Wynters to be his daughter's companion
and general overseer of the household.
Dad himself, his son Johnny Downs, and
even Roscoe are keen about her. Eleanore
Whitney, who plays the daughter, is in
love with a fortune hunter, Theodore Von
Eltz, and finally becomes enamoured of
Roscoe. There are all sorts of other triangles and even polygons in the mirthful
plot which bubbles with twists and action
as all good farces do, — and this is a good
one. When all the hubbub is over, Clarence is revealed as a young scientist who
is
actually
listed in
Who."
And
when
he whisks
the"Who's
attractive
Charlotte
Wynters off to get married, the family,
which employed them both and which
threatened Ic become somewhat sensible
under Roscoe's influence, relapses into
hysteria. Casting and acting are expert,
and George Archainbaud's direction is, too.
Film is excellently edited by Arthur
Schmidt, while George Clemens' photography deserves a hand.
Cast: Roscoe Karns, Eleanore Whitney,
Eugene Pallette, Johnny Downs, Inez Courtney, Charlotte Wynters, Spring B/ington,
Theodore Von Eltz, Richard Powell.
Director, George Archainbaud; Author,
Booth Tarkington; Screenplay, Seena Ower.,
Grant Gairett, Cameraman, George Clemens, Editor, Arthur Schmidt.
Direction, Expert.
Photography, Good.

with

Victor

McLaglen,
Walter
Peter Lorre

Connolly,

20th Century-Fox
84 Mins.
POWERFUL DRAMA WITH McLAGLEN
SCORING
IMPRESSIVELY IN TENSE HUMAN STORY.

Missing"

Based on a story by Charles Francis Coe,
this production is highly dramatic and
packs a terrific punch, especially at the
finale that will have the patrons gripping
their seats. It is not a love story, the
principal interest being centered around
McLaglen and his problem involving the
daughter of his former employee whom he
kidnapped when a babe. Through a minor
crime he is sent to jail for two years,
then gets involved in a jailbreak and is
framed for a longer term. A cellmate,
Peter Lorre, uses influence to get him
free, and after seventeen years absence
he returns to the outside world to find
the baby he kidnapped a beautiful young
girl, who believes that he is her real
father. The plot is very clever and winds
in and out to a situation where McLaglen
returns to work for the man whom he
wronged by stealing his daughter. His
motivation was revenge and a desire to
set himself comfortable for life by eventually collecting the reward. Peter Lorre,
his prison pal, double crosses him, collects
the reward and starts to escape overseas.
In a smashing finish McLaglen gets him
off the boat, and forces him to confess
the entire story. The main performers
are perfect in their parts, and make this
a memorable picture. June Lang as the
girl surprises with her emotional portrayal.
McLaglen as usual is dynamic and dominates every scene in which he appears.
George
Marshall's direction is masterly.
Cast: Victor McLaglen, Walter Connoliy,
Peter Lorre, June Lang, Robert Kent, Shirley Deane, John Carradine, Jane Darwell,
Frank Conroy, Granville Bates, George
Taylor, Kane Richmond, Margaret Fielding,
DeVVitt Jennings, George Chandler, George
Hunbert, Robert Murphy, Ed Deering, Frederick Bui'lon, Stanley Andrews, Guy Usher.
Producer, Nunnally Johnson; Director,
George
Marshall; Author, Charles Francis
Coe.

*

"The Lash of the

"Nancy Steele Is

'Clarence'

Ik

with

Joseph William
Swickard, Marcos
Marie
DeForest,
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Telepictures
65 Mins.

Penitentes"

SENSATIONAL FILM ABOUT STRANGE
SECT, WITH GREAT EXPLOITATION
POSSIBILITIES.
This is a sensational type of film, which
has heavy
exploitation
possibilities.
It
deals with a strange sect, located in New !
Mexico,
which
practices flagellation, believing that is the way to absolve its sins.
Before dealing with the "Penitentes,"
the picture depicts strange religious activities of savage tribes in Ethiopia and
other countries. The plot of "The Lash"
is rather simple. Jose Rubino, a newspaper
man, comes to the New Mexico settlement
to get an "inside story." William Marcos,
a member of the cult, becomes his house
boy and reluctantly guides him to the
hills, where half-nude "Penitentes," dragging heavy crosses, climb under lashings.
Later, Jose gets into the church, where
new members are being initiated. Marie
De Forest is in love with Victor Justi, a
painter, for whom she poses. Marcos asks
Marie to marry him, but when he is rejected, he tries to attack her. He invents
stories
about
her,and
andlash
theher.
"Penitentes"
tie her to
a cross
Members
of the sect force Marcos to shoot Jose.
Authorities make him confess to the killing. Josef Swickard appears as a Padre and
Billy Bletsher as a missionary.
Cast: Joseph Swickard, Marie De Forest,
William Marcos, Victor Justi,. Jose Rubic,
William Bletsher.
Producer, Harry Revier; Director, Zelma
Carroll; Screenplay, Zelma Carroll; Cameraman, Roland Price.
Direction, Good.
Photography, O. K.

harmonica
comic.

players;

Irving

is the

"It's on the Record"
(Mentone)
Universal
10 mins.

Another vaudeville
show with
Fair
Harry Rose as m.c. Rose sings,
Barbara McDonald does a tap dance
Direclion, Expert. Photography, The Best. pleasingly, Roy Smeck plays the
mer the Pooch go duck hunting.
mandolin, the Original Dixieland
Jazz Band makes hot music and
Elmer goes for one of the decoy finally starts out after him, the bear nicely.
ducks after which Oswald ties him calls its mother. Moe is able to
to the outboard motorboat so that beat off the mother. The next time Campbell's Royalists harmonize
he won't interfere with the shoot- the little bear comes running to its
ing. When passing ducks pelt him mother for help, the parents wal"When the West Was Young"
with eggs, Elmer jerks around,
lop him.
Columbia
starts the motor and off he goes
(Tour No. 4)
through the air. In the windup,
Columbia
9 mins.
Elmer rescues Oswald who had been
"Bargain Matinee"
Rates Low
(Mentone)
chased into the lake by the wild
Done in color, featuring Bud JamiUniversal
ducks.
10 mins.
son and Charles Sargent, who as
Fair
two oldtimers journey to Tombstone,
Not very successful attempt to Arizona. There they meet another
"Lumber Camp"
lend novelty to the manner of in- oldtimer who tells them all about
(Meany, Miny, Moe)
Universal
7 mins.
troducing this vaudeville show is the early days when it was a tough
Diverting
made by having Val Irving act as frontier town. The present remains
Lots of action and humor in this elevator operator and after some of the town are shown. The actors
subject laid in a lumber camp with clowning between each turn an- put on two vocal numbers with desnounce the various acts. Maple Leaf
Moe as the cook with a reputation
ert atmosphere. This short is thrown
Trio, two girls and a boy, vocalize together pretty carelessly, and
for making swell flapjacks. Moe's pleasantly; Whirling Walkers have
flapjacks are constantly being pilrates it.
low, and smudgy color doesn't
fered by a little bear.
When Moe a good skating act; Five Flats are help
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Prohibit Protection

MRNERTWILL DELIVERJLL 60 PIX--HALWALLIS
>ee 20th-Fox-Maxwell Moves Blocking GB-Woolf
Deal
Lineup
dney R. Kent
Declines
Discuss Legal Action
Prospects

to

"General" First to be Hit by Italo-Chinese Ban Pact
"The General Died at Dawn" is the initial picture banned by Italy and China under
their new agreement to prohibit showings of pictures offensive to the other, according
to information just received by Paramount in New York. The Chinese Ambassador
protested to Mussolini, thus invoking their new
pact.

Well-informed English circles are
: the opinion that 20th Centuryox and John Maxwell intend to
ake further moves in an effort to
event consummation of the tieup
?t\veen GB and C. M. Woolf's Genal Film Distributors, according to
nble dispatches to New York yes:rday.
Federal Judge Murray Hulbert
>' In New York yesterday, Sidney R.
lent, president of 20th Century- said yesterday that he would first
ox, did not wish to discuss the pos- hear the Samuel Zirn motion to cancel the sale of Orpheum assets to
bilities of legal moves to obstruct
le deal.
Stadium Theaters, RKO subsidiary,
As a direct result of the plan ef- before deciding on the appeal of
;ctuated between the Ostrers and Isidor J. Kresel, for somewhat simi{Continued on Page 4)
lar relief, in adjourning hearing on
the Zirn application till next Wednesday.

U. S. Court Will Hear Zirn's Orpheum
Sale Motion Before Appeal of Kresel

I0USE ClJEUYS

PEYSERJILL ACTION

Although the case would regularly
be heard next Wednesday by Federal Judge Coxe, Judge Hulbert requested that it be referred to him.
Zirn's petition asks that hearings on
the Orpheum bankruptcy be sent to
a referee other than Referee Ehrhorn and that other counsel be sub(Continued an Page 10)

Dickstein Reported Ready to Introduce New Bill

membership, it developed last night.
One member of the committee
Washington — The House Ways
:nd Means Committee spokesman
Washington — Complete mystery told The Film Daily that Dick.aid today no action would be taken surrounds the future course Chairstem advised him he would intron the Peyser bill to repeal admisman Dickstein will take in piloting
duce a new bill which would apxn taxes or other bills abolishing
parently lead to a review of the
D-called nuisance taxes now before his much-contested alien actors' bill whole matter.
This member said
the assaults of an unfriendle committee until after March 15, against
ly House Immigration
Committee
(Continue'd on Page 4)
{Continued
on Page 4)
ashington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Cameramen Are Called In
Tri-Color — Technicolor Suit
'est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Insisting that the
ri-Color camera is a patentable
ovelty, Tri-Color called Friend
iaker, in charge of special effects
(Continued on Page 4)

By
FILM

PRESCOTT
DENNETT
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Ban on Protection Is Asked in Bill
Just Introduced in Minnesota Senate
Exhibs. Before Grand Jury
in Bank Night Racket Case

Shawneetown May Move
Shawneetown, III. — City Council is
weighing the removal of this entire
town, including the Shawnee Theater,
three miles inland to escape future
Ohio River floods. Annexation of new
town site would turn the trick, with
present site likely to pass to the state
through condemnation proceedings.

Buffalo — Managers of several
Buffalo neighborhood film theaters
were subpoenaed to appear before
the Erie County grand jury to testify in the district attorney's investigation into the bank night swindle
police charge was perpetrated
on
(Continued on Page 8)

The first bill to prohibit protection has been introduced in the Minnesota Legislature by Senator
Wright.
Under its provisions, theaters
would be classified into three divisions according to admission prices,
location and other factors. Houses
in each class would be allowed to
(Continued on Page 10)

Studio
Exec. Confers
With
Sears on New Year
Warner Bros. -First National will
deliver its full quota of 60 productions this season, stated Hal Wallis, associate executive, yesterday
upon his arrival in New York from
the coast. Wallis stopped off in Chicago to confer with Fred Waring,
who, with his band, will appear in
"Varsity Show," one of the big musicals planned for release next fall.
Wallis conferred with Gradwell L.
Sears concerning next year's program, which
will probablv
(Continued
on Page 4) comprise

PARA. FUTURE GERMAN
PLANS UP TO HICKS
Paramount's future operations in
Germany will be decided upon by
John W. Hicks, foreign department
head, who sails from New York
Wednesday on the Normandie, with
plans for visiting both Berlin and
Prague. At present the company
Germany.
is
operating only three branches in

Confidential Report on
Film Industry is Delayed
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Confidential report
on the motion picture industry activities following the recent unannounced
visits to the New
York
(Continued on Page 4)

Fox-Midwest Using Radio
Kansas City, Mo. — Marking the first
local commercial use of radio by a
theater circuit, "Lei's Go to the Movies" is a new program to be aired for
26 weeks, three evenings a week at
5:45, from WDAF, Kansas City, under
sponsorship of Fox-Midwest Theaters.
Senn Lawler, the theater organization's
publicity director, will do the comment.
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Ambassador, St. Louis
Monogram Soon to File
Loew's Officers Take Up
Back to Films March 1
Certificate With SEC
Options to Acquire Stock
Vol. 71, No. 58
JOHN

W.
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:

:

Statement filed by Loew's, Inc.,
with the Stock Exchange yesterday
disclosed that, exercising options,
David Bernstein and J. Robert Rubin, vice-presidents, purchased 13,890 shares each at $35 per share.
Louis B. Mayer made an identical
purchase. As of March 1 these individuals held options for an additional 22,200 shares each. Total options outstanding on that date were
115,152 shares.
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RKO 6s41
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Unionizing Cleve.

St. Louis — Management of tl
Ambassador, downtown first-runni
of the Fanchon & Marco interest
has given the customary two week
notice to musicians and stagehan<
that stage shows will be dropp*
with the termination of the engag
ment of Fred Waring's Pennsylvai
lans March 18. With the Ambass:
dor reverting to films, this to^n
will have
two theaters usir
"flesh"
— theonly
St. Louis Amusemei
lesque.
Co.'s second-run St. Louis and tl
Garrick Theater, with wheel bu

Cleveland — Walter Crease, business representative for the American Federation of Labor, reports
Defer Sabath Bill Debate
85 per cent of local shippers and
Ambassador went to the combin;
inspectors have organized following tion policy on Oct, 2 last, when Pai
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Proposed debate on a meeting late Tuesday. Film truck Ash was brought from Chicago 1
floor of the House regarding the drivers, rewind men, poster clerks preside over pit shows.
Sabath resolution continuance of the and shipping room employees are.
also reported organizing. This is
bondholders investigation, involving understood to be the first move in Hearing on St. Louis
Paramount and RKO, was still "in- completely unionizing all exchanges
Seat Ordinance Tomorrow
definitely postponed", according to and theater employees in Cleveland.
announcement today from Sabath 's
St. Louis — Board of Aldermen
office.
scheduled to conduct a public hea
Rites Held for E. J. Horn
ing tomorrow on a bill to pre
Funeral
services were held yes- hibit the sale of tickets to any fill
Judge '/4Injured, Defers Hearing
theater
after all of the seats ai
terday in the Riverside Memorial
Hearing on the application of the Chapel, Amsterdam Ave. and 76th occupied. A similar bill has bee
Irving Trust Co., for permission to St., for Edward J. Horn, 56, pioneer dropped into the Missouri Gener,
'/4 cash $600,000 in RKO
pay off in
newsreel cameraman, who died last Assembly by Representative Wi
notes held by Giannini bank has Saturday in Miami, Florida, after an Lindhorst of St. Louis.
been adjourned to next Tuesday be- illness of several months. Intercause Judge Bondy, who was to have
ment was in Linden Hill Central
Heilig Wins Estate Fight
heard it today, fell and dislocated his Synagogue Cemetery, Queens.
STOCK
MARKET
Tacoma, Wash. — Calvin Heili; j
shoulder.
Net
Chg.
theater owner of Tacoma and Por
High Low 27Close +
27
26'/2
land,
won a court decision over tl
Brooklyn Bank Night Ends
%
36 Vs
353/4
Mario and Floria for Pix
$350,000 estate of A. J. Vantine. Bi t
36y8 —
Bank Nights at the three down- terly fought by 20 cousins Valei
Vs
town Brooklyn Theaters, Paramount,
Mario and Floria, dance team now
161/81/4 + . •
168
16yg
16
tine's will left his associate, Heili
4%
'4%
in
their
12th
week
at
the
Empire
68 1/4 168
Fox and Strand, have been discon- the estate which include
s the form*
tinued
with
the
last
drawing
taking
room at the Waldorf-Astoria, leave
Heilig
theater
(now
the
Mayfaii
291/4
28
New York shortly to work for Para- place on Tuesday night. The cash at Portland and a 200-acre farm. ;
81%
8O1/4 28V2 _
mount at the coast.
prize,
drawn
until
win,
was
$1,500.
'
80
1/4
—
+
26
25%
4%

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
East.
Kodak
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Gen. Th. Eq.. .
Loew's,
Inc. . . .
do pfd
Paramount
233/4 +
11/4
Paramount
1st pfd. . 1 791/2 179
25% —
Paramount 2nd pfd. 233/4 231/2 179 —
Vi
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Film
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■
■
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1/2
8%
RKO
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20th Century-Fox
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37
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20th Century-Fox pfd
37%
153/g —
Univ.
Pict. pfd
1 663/4 10034
Warner
Bros. . .
15%
15%
do pfd
NEW

Registration certificate for authorization to issue stock of Monogram Pictures for public sale will
be filed within a few days with the
Securities and Exchange Commission
at Washington, The Film Daily
learns. J. A. Sisto & Co. is underwriting the stock.
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Racing Bill Draws Fire

Coming

and Going

HARRY BUXBAUM leaves New York tomorrow
for Miami.
JAMES R. GRAINGER and ANDY SHARICK
leave New
York
Saturday for Miami.
TILLY LOSCH has arrived in New York from
Hollywood and is stopping at the Ambassador.

.....

3
—
2
22%+
4% +

%
%
%

Teachers to See Film
A special showing of "Tsar to
Lenin," released by Lenauer International Films, will be held Saturday morning at 11:15 a.m. at the
Filmarte Theater for teachers of
history and government.

JULIUS LEVINE, manager of Columbia Pictures of Canada, leaves New York today for a
tropical cruise on the Lafayette, accompanied
by MRS. LEVINE.
BENNY FIELDS, and his wife, BLOSSOM
SEELEY, have arrived in New York from Hollywood for a vacation and are stopping at the
Warwick.
GEORGE

MIDDLETON,

E. M. HARTLEY and TOM JOYCE, both of
RCA Photophone, leave New York tomorrow
for Miami.
leaves New

York Saturday

WANTED

GRACIE FIELDS, English comedienne recently signed to a long-term contract by 20th
Century-Fox, is leaving for the west coast
tomorrow. MONTY BANKS, who is to be associate producer of her pictures, will go to
Hollywood with Miss Fields.

1501

EDWARD RUGOFF
bound for Miami.

N. Y. C.

KENNEDY
lywood for personal

New

York

is en route East from Holappearances.

RUSSELL PATTERSON, artist and illustrator,
has left New York for Hollywood to work in
the Paramount studio on the production of
"Artists and Models," the Jack Benny starring film.
JOHN W. HICKS sails from New York Wednesday on the Normandie for Europe.

/T\

ALBERT DeCOURVILLE, director, arrived in
New York this week from England aboard the
Queen Mary.

TWA CUTS FARES
Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast

NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone executive
in charge of shorts and trailers will arrive in
Calgary tomorrow for a two-day stay. He is
in Winnipeg today.

Two
all round positive cutters and two
good negative cutters.
Midwest production
studio.
Letters must state full particulars
— including salary wanted.
Box 1020
THE FILM DAILY
B'way

EDGAR

in

dramatist, sails today

on the Lafayette for a ten days' vacation at
sea, visiting the Bahamas, Bermuda and Cuba
en route.

SCHLANGER
forBEN
Miami.

JOE UNGER
is expected back
today from a Southern trip.

Harrisburg, Pa. — Rep. Charle
Melchiorre's bill to legalize hors
race betting in this state is meetin
with much opposition from both cii
cuit and independent theater opera
tors, it was revealed here this wee!
They are joined by many othe
groups throughout the state wh
are fighting the pari-mutuel bettin
act.

leaves New

York

today

Non-stop between New
York and Chicago

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES
1503

Broadway,
70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Desk — Penn. Station
Telephone:
MCrray
Hill 6-1640

DAILY BULLETIN
The business session Thursday afternoon
will feature an address by Adolph Zukor,
prominent Washington officials and distinguished guests. The Special Convention
Committees will report the results and
recommendations of their conferences, an
open forum for unfinished business will be
held, the newly elected Officers for the coming year will be Inducted into office and
the Convention will adjourn sine die.
17th ANNUAL CONVENTION
March 16th-17th and ISth, 1937
The Miami Biltmore Hotel
Miami, Florida
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SEE MOVE TO BLOCK
GB-WOOLF DEAL

WB WILL DELIVER ALL
60 PIX, SAYS WALLIS
(.Continued from Page

60 pictures. Sears and his assistant,
Carl Leserman, accompany Wallis
back to Hollywood, leaving New
York today. They will also discuss
plans for the annual sales convention.
All 1936-37 productions are currently in work, said Wallis, with the
last six pictures now in various
stages of production. Work on next
season's list starts in about one
month.

Confidential Report on
Film Industry is Delayed
(Continued from Page

1)

Hays' office of Paul Williams, special attorney general in charge of
motion pictures, has not as yet been
submitted to his immediate superiors in the Justice Department's
anti-trust division a department official told The Film Daily last
night. He was unable to state
when the report would be completed
and forwarded to the attention of
Robert Jackson, Chief of the Department of Justice's anti-trust division,
only stating: "The report is taking
a little longer than we expected".
Work on report, it is understood
here, was precipitated by a series of
complaints received from independent exhibitors. Williams declined
to comment other than to describe
his duties as routine. A Justice Department spokesman said the report
would not bear on the Dallas case.

Cameramen Are Called In
Tri-Color — Technicolor Suit
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

at Columbia and Milton Moore, freelance cameraman, to the stand yesterday. Technicolor attorneys maintain that Charles Jones' camera device patent is invalid on grounds
that his invention is not a patentable novelty. Baker and Moore
testified to using the camera.
It is understood Jock Whitney,
subpoened by Tri-Color and who
will be alwishes to go to aEurope,
deposition. Walt
lowed to make
Disney called by the plaintiff, is expected to testify Friday.

▼

T

▼

• '•
• TEN BEAUTS known as "the most photographed
girls in the world"
the ones that smile at you from mag
and newspaper ads
stood hip-deep in a half-million dollars
worth of furs yesterday before entraining for Hollywood
the girls are the cream of John Powers' professional models
and have been signed by Walter Wanger for his smash
fashion glamoreel in Technicolor
"Walter Wanger's Vogues
of 1938"

▼

▼

▼

• • • YESTERDAY the "terrific ten" were measured by
Richard Jaeckel, the famous furrier, who is providing the coats
for their appearance in the film
during the process Rodney Bush, eastern representative for Wanger, signed Martha
Heveran, Jaeckel's best model, to a contract. . . before they
departed on the Century, color photographs were taken for the
first time in metropolitan press history, while the guards held
back the mobs in the Grand Central station
the photos
will appear as a double-page spread in one of the Sunday tabs
Monte Proser, who handles the pub for the French Casino
beauts, is also tied in on this stunt
and accompanies the
girls to the coast, handling the various press receptions as the
train stops at key cities

T

T

▼

•

• • COVERING the fire and explosion aboard the Danish freighter Laila in Boston harbor yesterday Phil
Coolidge, a Paramount Newsreel cameraman, was injured by
one of the series of nitrate blasts which marked the spectacular
fire Coolidge was on the dock as the first explosion occurred, and he and his camera were hurled back several feet,
and his face seared despite his injuries, he recovered his
camera and continued shooting the burning ship until after it
was
dragged
out in the
the most
bay and
finallyship
sunk
Coolidge's
pictures
are among
dramatic
fire pictures
ever
obtained by a newsreel

T

▼

T

• •
• DEALING WITH the new pop radio feature
"Spelling Bees," a book written by Albert Deane, Paramount
foreign dep't exec
will be issued March 18 by Stokes . . .
• Bidding Harry Goetz goodbye as he sailed on the Queen
Mary, were Ben Goetz, Jules Brulatour, Marcus Heiman, Ben
Boyer and many others

T
•

T

T

•

• A VERY fine tribute to John Kennebeck, the managing director of Paramount in Australia
who died suddenly in Sydney at the age of 40
the entire first page of
the trade paper Everyones, was devoted to the eulogy

T

T

T

• •
• HITTING AN entirely new slant in handling a
pressbook
Bruce Gallup prepared a honey for "Three
Legionnaires"
a production of General Pictures, the Robert Welsh organization on the coast
Bruce prepared an
intimate and human dramatization of the story of the film,
and got away entirely from the routine blurbs and treatment
that characterize the average pressbook
you have to see
it to appreciate the novelty of the treatment

T

MARCH

11

William Jaffee
Raoul Walsh
Don M. Alexander
Ralph A. Kohn

T

«

«

Woolf, 20th Century-Fox and Maxwell find themselves on the same side
of the fence. Up to this deal, they
had been at odds owing to the fact
that the Ostrer brothers, after negotiating with the American company
for their controlling interest, instead presumably made a similar
deal with Maxwell. Maxwell is understood to have an investment of
approximately $3,750,000 in GB at
the present time.

Report Dickstein Ready
To Introduce New Bill
(Continued from Page

1)

Dickstein feared to bring his bill
to a vote in an executive session of
his own committee due to the committee's "manifest opposition."
Dickstein yesterday, in executive
session of the committee, allowed
nothing but private immigration
and naturalization bills on the calendar and in answer to question of
fellow members anxious to vote
down his alien actors' bill, declared
the same procedure would be followed today. Dickstein said he was
unable to say when he would call up
his bill in executive session. He
then mentioned his contemplated
"new bill," which surprised his fellow committee members.
Congressman Kramer, of California,stein
leadingcommittee,
opposition
the Dicktold inThe
Film
Daily the report that 20 out of 22
on the committee have agreed to
vote to table the Dickstein bill "if
and when he submits it to a vote"
was "about right."

House Committee Blocks
Action from
on Page
Peyser's
(Continued
1)

Bill

deadline on income tax returns. Tax
experts will then present a survey
with recommendations, it was said.
The Peyser bill, "to terminate the
tax on admissions for which the established price is charged" is in the
hands of Ways and Means Committee. It is known some committee
members favor curtailing nuisance
taxes provided income and other tax
returns warrant.

T

• • • A STATISTICIAN for Columbia comes up with
the item that 122 school teachers have thus far attended "Lost
Horizon" at the Globe ... • Screenland Fashions has tied in
with merchants across the country on distribution of a quarter
million booklets featuring Jean Parker in nifty spring styles.

«

1)

»

»

»

Madge Evans knits a sweater during
each picture she appears in and keeps
it for a souvenir. — M-G-M.
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WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
A MBITIOUS plans for the filming
of the first of two Technicolor
pictures to be produced by Paramount this season were announced
yesterday by William LeBaron, the
company's managing director of
production. The picture, titled "With
the Tide," will be the first production for Paramount by Lucien Hubbard. Henry Hathaway will direct
if the assignment does not conflict
with other commitments. Frances
Farmer is scheduled for the feminine lead.
▼
T
T

Highlights o' the day's news: Dave
Rubinoff and his violin will be seen
with Alice Faye and Jimmv Ritz in
"Last Year's Kisses" for 20th Century-Fox Sol Lesser has cast Lou
Gehrig in support of Richard Arlen
in "The Trail Blazers". . . RKO will
again cast Guy Kibbee with Joe E.

•

•

•

Introducing

Interesting Personalities:

No.

60

•

•

•

SAMUEL 6ISCHOFF. Warner Brothers producer and a gift of Hartford,
Conn., to Hollywood. Educated at Hartford and Boston University,
came a CPA in Boston. Was sent to California
in 1923 to take charge of production for Grand
Asher.

Later formed

Bischoff, Inc., pro-

ducing comedies and dog pictures. Made

four

features for Gotham Productions. In 1928, became Studio Manager for Columbia. Joined
Tiffany and

later organized KBS.

Directed
Be-

"The Last Mile." In August, 1933, joined
Warner Bros, as a producer. Since that time
has made 45 pictures for W. B. Stands, 5,
7Vi.

Hair,

black.

Eyes,

blue.

Hobby,

golf.

Brown in "All is Confusion" Warners will headline Ruby Keeler and
Dick Powell with Fred Waring and
his Pennsylvanians in "Varsity
Show" Warners are further going varsity with "Campus Scandals,"
Frank McHugh heading the cast.

Robert D. Hussy, film studio pubMarian Dabney, former profeslicist, and Mary Lou McAdoo, stusional who danced at the Cocoanut
dio stylist and niece of U. S. SenaGrove and was a featured dancer in
tor William Gibbs McAdoo, were
the Greenwich Village Follies, has married
at Las Vegas, Nev.
been placed in charge of the cos▼
▼
T
tume finishing department by EdDick Powell, Joan Blondell, Al
ward Lambert, head of the Selznick
International wardrobe department. Jolson, Ruby Keeler, Olivia de Havil-

Detroit Exchange Execs.
Scout Talk of Sit-Down

Mansfield Theaters, Ltd.
Will Reduce Stock Value

Detroit — Sit-down strike in the
Montreal — Mansfield Theaters,
Detroit exchanges is expected to
Ltd., controlled by Famous Players
take place Friday in a timed plan
to cripple weekend shipments of of
Corp.,
and owning
Loew's Theater
Montreal
shows decreased
profits
films throughout Michigan, accordfor the year 1936, of $2,276 coming to reports here.
pared to $8,155 in 1935. Charges
However, practically all ex- left net loss of $23,196.
changes, major and independent, say
Operations during the past five
that no demands have been made
on them and that no trouble is an- years have been at a loss, and directors have called a special meetticipated. Itis reported that Auing to reduce the value of the 100,drey Leytell, secretary of the Detroit Film Board of Trade, has been 000 shares of $10 par value, to $1
called to New York for conferences. par value and use the resulting
Frank Kinsora, president of the $900,000 to cut down the existing
I.A.T.S.E. local, says the LA. has $1,111,016 goodwill.
had no part in organizing the exchange employes. Fay Erskine, vice
president of the Detroit Federation
Sheilla Barrett in Detroit
of Labor and a projectionist at the
Sheilla Barrett is appearing at the
Eastown Theater, is reported active Fox theater in Detroit under a deal
in the organizing.
arranged by Richard Krakeur of
the Leo Morrison agency. She goes
Pittsburgh — Unionization of ex- to Miami March 23 to appear on the
change employees on Film Row here Ben Bernie radio program and predoes not appear imminent, a check
viously worked on the Nash-Lafayup reveals. While some shippers
ette program in New York.
have been discussing this subject
among themselves, no active drive
is planned at this time.

"Ecstasy" as Roadshow

Rhoden Named

land, Mervyn LeRoy, Bette Davis,
Hugh
Herbert, and
Pat other
O'Brien,Hollywood
Edward
G. Robinson,
celebrities will be seen in "There

Casting assignments: Grand National— Jerry Bergh, "Hittin* the
Trail"; Edward McNamara, "League
of Frightened Men"; Paula Stone,
Gwili Andre and Holmes Herbert,
"The Girl Said No"; RepublicJackie Moran, "Michael O'Halloran"; Spectrum — Al St. John, "Melody of th Plains"; Monogram — Warren Hull, "Paradise Isle."
t

▼

v

Paramount has cast John A. Patterson, former New York advertising man and son-in-law of Roy C.
Hollis, business manager of the
New York Daily News, in "Last
Train for Madrid," which Al Santell will direct.
▼
T
V
Title changes : Universal — From
"Love in the Mud" to "Carnival
Queen"; Sol Lesser — From "Boy
Blue" to "Make a Wish"; Sam Gold"The Woman's
From Chases
wyn—
to
"Woman
Man."

Touch"

President

Kids Will Tell Premium
Reactions at Exposition
of K. C.'s Variety Club

Kansas City, Mo. — Elmer Rhoden,
Division manager of Fox-Midwest
Theaters was elected president of
the Variety Club at the annual election. Others elected were: Finton
H. Jones and R. R. Biechele, vicepresidents; Homer Blackwell, secretary, and Sam Abend, treasurer.
New directors are George Baker,
Arthur Cole, R. F. Withers, R. C.
LiBeau, Earl Jameson and F. C.
Hensler, ex-president.
Installation, strictly stag, is tentatively set for March 29, when the
group takes over new Film Row.
club rooms.

Chicago — Children from 4 to 12
years old, will relate, in their own
words, their reaction to current

Television Preview for

Second-Story Film Shows
Target for Md. Measure

"Empire of the West"
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Don Lee-Mutual
will air a film preview by television
at 8:15 o'clock Saturday night when
the Metropolitan Water District's
production, "Empire of the West,"
goes out by sight and sound over
the combined television transmitter
W6X80 and the 10 stations of the
Don Lee chain. Picture is in three
reels.

Detroit — "Ecstasy", has been
booked for a first run, opening
N. M. Authorizes Film
tonight at the Downtown Theater,
Radio and Film Methods Corp. by Sol and Mac Krim at roadshow
has been authorized to proceed with prices, the first film in this class
Wash. Trans-Lux to Open
the production of a sound-slide film ever to play this house. Pix is ex- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"A
Mexico"
for
pected to go four weeks. Future
Washington — Trans-Lux Washthe Trip
State Through
of New New
Mexico.
It will
policy of the house, taken over by
ington Corp.Trans-Lux
will hold aTheater
"preview"
be used in the promotion of tourist the Krims from Sam Carver a week of its new
totravel.
night.
ago, remains undetermined.

premium offers — in a "Child's Premium
one of
the features ofSymposium"
the round— table
conferences
held in conjunction with the seventh annual national Premium Exposition, to be held in Chicago, at
the
sive. Palmer House, May 3-7, incluHoward W. Dunk, secretary of the
Premium Advertising Association,
which sponsors the Exposition, anticipates an attendance of over
2,000 buyers.

Wilminton, Del. — State Senator
Daniel E. Kelly of Wilmington has
introduced a bill in the Senate that
would prohibit in Delaware, operation orbusiness
any motion
picture story
exhibition
on the second
of
any building
where
charge
for
admission ismade. Bill is not intended
to refer to theaters having balconies
or galleries and which have an auditorium ground floor. Bill appears
to be aiming at towns and communities outside of Wilmington where
film shows are held in such buildings.

"Ecstasy" In 10th In Chi.
Chicago — "Ecstasy" is now in its
tenth week at the World Playhouse,
the run setting a house record.

r<i

THE N. Y. CROWDS

SHOUT I

SHOUT TIRE'! THE REV!
HOT!
THE MUSIC HALL B
AS FINE A FILM AS ANY

DAILY NEWS RATES "FIRE OVER ENGLAND" AND
"LOST HORIZON" AS HIT OPENINGS OF THE WEEK,
ADDING: Exciting picture ... thrilling spectacle...
William K. Howard did an excellent job with
the historical pageantry and the spectacular
battle Scenes.

—

S!

"Fire Over England" thriller d
vividly colorful canvas, pain
an American master, has t ■
the screen . . . Lyrical love si
. . .Yes, at the Music Hal;
as well as adventure i
drama... Tremendous, sv.

Kate Cameron, Daily News

I URGE YOU TO SEE IT BECAUSE IT REPRESENTS ONE OF THE FINEST PICTURES THAT
HAS COME OUT OF ENGLAND!,..

scenes of
breath-taki
— Regina
Crewe,

A spectacular, beautifully acted and
directed and eloquent film. ..skilled
direction,

magnificent photography, superb acting, and
thrilling war effects . . .
—

Erich Pommer's rich producti i
... It is dignified, sound, ca 4

William Boehnel,

N. Y. World Telegram

well played.

A handsome production, impressively cast,
mounted, accented and costumed.
— Rose Pelswick, N.V. Evening Journal

—

IE"! THE N. Y. CRITICS, TOO,
WS AND EDITORIALS
ARE
iX OFFICE IS HOTTER YET!
HAS

SEEN..

. . A wide and
the hand of

THE FILM SHOULDN'T BE MISSED . . . Splendid cast . .
A colorful, sound and exciting melodrama . . . Knit
compactly into a stunning melodrama, distinguished for direction, inspired acting, dazzling

distinguish
I the screen
; romance
.id

'••QB

pictorial effect and lavish mounting . . . "Fire
Over England" is a truly good picture
which carries deep significance hinted
by its lofty title... It is fine and exciting!

>ir — Epic
vitality,
»antry.

—

-■;:■-

Bland Johaneson, Daily Mirror

erican

Resplendent pageantry and skillful acting...
A work of pictorial distinction... The direction of the work has been intrusted to
William K. Howard, and he has done

idva fall the solid virtues
id.c filmed, extremely

,™°MEN did-

w ■

splendidly.. .He has concentrated on
fashioning a lavish spectacle... A
handsome show.

Nugent, N.Y. Times
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"Parole Racket"
Tex

Ritter

in

"Trouble In Texas"
Grand National
63 Mins.
SPEED AND PACE COMMEND THIS
WESTERN TO AUDIENCES GENERALLY,
AND
LY.

TO

RITTER'S FANS

PARTICULAR-

This is off the beaten path of current
westerns, and, truth to tell, is all the more
"western" for it. Looking at the footage,
one gets the feeling that all its plot unfoldings might have actually happened. A
good deal of the sense of authenticity
comes from the generous use of rodeo
shots, — not of the stilted Madison Square
Garden variety which audiences see when
the cowboys and cowgirls come to visit
the old Indian town of Manhattan, but
rodeo shots made out in the real open
spaces where bronco busters have room to
do real bustin', ridin', ropin*, et al. Tex
and his pal Horace Murphy figure they'll
take a crack at the prize money, but a
gang of bad hombres have the same idea,
so Tex and the villains tangle. The latter are worried sick at the prowess of the
lithe, vocalizing Mr. Ritter, both in and
out of the rodeo. Their fears are well
grounded for Tex walks off with the medley of events, much to the delight of the
exotic young lady, Rita Cansino, who is
evidently a member of the gang. The film
has a couple of swell fist fights, and a
climax that finds the redoubtable Ritter
saving the rodeo receipts from a runaway
wagon which, in addition to carrying the
precious poke of money, is laden with
dynamite. There's no explosion, thanks to
Tex Ritter's heroic handling of the situation,— unless you want to count the shattering of Rita
the hero's
heart
by dark
handsome
when he
discovers
sheandis

i

a government agent. Before they ride
away to face the future together, Tex,
of course, completely subjugates the thieving, plotting gang. His singing in this western is the best he has yet turned in.
Action fans will like this fast and furious
feature.
Cast: Tex Ritter, Rita Cansino, Earl
Dwire, Horace Murphy, Yakima Canutt,
Charles King, Dick Palmer, Tom Cooper,
Hal Price, Fred Parker.
Producer, Edward F. Finney; Supervisor.
Lindsley Parsons; Director, R. N. Bradbury Screenplay,
;
Robert Emmett; Camera'
man, Gus Peterson; Editor, Fred Bain.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Fair.

Pictorial Promotion Starts
Detroit — Pictorial Promotion, Inc.,
has been granted a Michigan chapter, with an authorized capitalization of $10,000. Incorporators are
Norman E. Wilding, Robert L. Miller, and James W. Inglefield. Offices
are at the headquarters of Wilding
Productions, commercial producing
studio.

Frank J. Hohm Dead

"Let's Make a Million"
with

Edward

Everett

Horton,

Wynters, Porter Hall
Paramount

Charlotte
60

Mins.

SCANTY MATERIAL HANDICAPS CAST
AND TECHNICIANS OF THIS SMALLTOWN COMEDY ROMANCE.
This is a mildly entertaining account of
how a small town lad, — thwarted by adversity, his maiden-lady aunts, and mostly
by his own bent for procrastinating, — finally makes a fortune and marries the girl
he loves. Edward Everett Horton is the
lad, and Charlotte Wynters the girl whose
patience is so well entrenched that not
once does she become the least bit annoyed by his eccentricities, reverses, or the
fact that he has been engaged to her for
five long years without much of anything
happening. These lead players do as well
as possible with a screenplay whose eiements and developments are pretty shallow. The lad's two maiden aunts, — Margaret Sedden and Margaret McWade,
whose most noteworthy performance to
date as a team was as the Pixilated Sisters
in "Mr. Deeds Goes To Town," — are amusing, and skillfully portray the characters
assigned to them. They want their procrastinating and naive nephew to take his
bonus money and spend it for a granite
memorial to his grandfather and not for
the purpose of marrying the girl of his
heart. The film at this point appears to
be a timid travesty on love vs. duty, but
it soon becomes a full-fledged comedy, for
the lad is mulcted of his bonus by some
wild cat oil promoters; loses the savings
and respect of his townfolk; and finaily
makes the whole community rich and worshipful by recouping all losses, both for
himself and them. Feature is suited to
the duals, chiefly in the secondary spots.
It is not very virile diversion.
Cast: Edward Everett Horton, Charlotte
Wynters, Porter Hall, J. M. Kerrigan, Margaret Sedden, Margaret McWade, Purneil
Pratt, Irving Bacon, Ivan Miller.
Producer, Harold Hurley; Director, Ray
McCarey; Authors, Lawrence Pohle, Thomas Ahearne; Screenplay, Robert Yost, Manuel Seff; Cameraman, Karl Struss.
Direction, Fair.
Photography, Good.

Paul Wilkins Joins Republic
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Paul Wilkins, assistant casting director at Metro for
nine years becomes Republic casting
director Monday.

Mattingly With G. N.

Detroit — William H. Mattingly,
formerly of the M-G-M sales staff
at Dallas, has joined the staff of
Grand National here as salesman
for eastern Michigan territory.

Golden, School Speaker

Edward Golden, Monogram sales
Buffalo — Frank J. Hohm, long
owner of the Orpheum, East Side head, addressed the Motion Picture
community house, is dead after a Institute of the Grover Cleveland
long illness. Prior to taking over Hig School yesterday on the subthe Orpheum, he was manager of
ject the "Motion Picture as an Inthe Cameo and later the Avon.
dustry".

with Rosalind Keith, Paul Kelly
Columbia
63 mins.
FAIR THRILLER OF THE PAROLE
RACKET MADE FOR EXCITEMENT PURPOSES SERVES ITS PURPOSE.
This production is number two on the
double feature program, and the exhibitor
will run it to give the thrill-fans their red
meat. It has plenty of that, but when it
comes to analyzing the plot, it does not
stand up very well. Paul Kelly is the honest cop who gets himself into the confidences of the racketeers by accepting a
bribe and going to jail. There he learns
a little about the higher-ups, comes out
of jail and enters the employ of the parole
racketeers. He is after the master mind,
who proves to be the head of the parole
board, a very worthy citizen ostensibly. The
many twists and turns before this gent is
uncovered furnish plenty of suspense and
thrills to satisfy the most avid. There is
also Rosalind Keith as a sob sister on the
daily paper who of course is working with
the honest cop all the time. Between the
two of them they land the entire gang,
and of course the sentimental finale follows as usual. If the acting of the principals sometimes seems unconvincing, it is
due to the difficult demands that a farfetched story makes upon them. That also
goes for the direction of C. C. Coleman, Jr.
Cast: Paul Kelly, Rosalind Keith, Leona
Maricle, Thurstcn Hall, Gene Morgan, John
Spacey, Francis McDonald, Raymond Brown
Jack Daly, C. M. Shaw, Al Hill.
Director, C. C. Coleman, Jr.; Author,
Haroid Shumate; Screenplay, Same; Editor,
Dick Fantl; Cameraman, George Meehan.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

Exhibs. Before Grand Jury
In Bank Night Racket Case
(Continued from Page 1)

audiences here, in the Tonawandas
and in Niagara Falls. Six persons
are under arrest, two have waived
preliminary examination. It is estimated the take was approximately
$4,000. Two women are included in
the sextet arrested.

u.

A. Board Meeting On
Next Season Productions
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Samuel Goldwyn, Dr.
A. H. Giannini, Charlie Chaplin,
Douglas Fairbanks and James A.
Mulvey will attend the United
Artists
board of directors'
meeting
this afternoon.
George Schaefer,
Arthur Kelly and Mulvey have been
conferring with Giannini and United
Artists Productions regarding arrangements for pictures to be distributed next season. It is expected
additional product will be announced
following the board session.

3 20th-Fox Films Current
"Wings of the Morning", opening
at Radio City Music Hall today,
will
givecurrent
20th Century-Fox
third
release
on the Mainits Stem.
Others are "Nancy Steele Is Missing," at the Rivoli, and "Love Is
News", at the Roxy, both holdovers.

T
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NEWS

of the DAY

Chicago — Warners have renewed
the lease on the Symphony Theater,
stituted for Douglas
Black as at- 1,700-seater, recently purchased by
torney for Marcus Heiman, the Or- Charles Loitz. Wreckers will take
over the Warner-operated Orpheum
pheum trustee.
Kresel seeks rejection of the Sta- May 1.
dium bid for the Orpheum assets
and acceptance of his own for $2,Mather, Pa.— The Hamilton Sup000,000 cash. He also asks that the
ply Co. closed their Mather Theater
here.
Orpheum trustee be required to intervene in the RKO reorganization.
Cleveland, O. — Imperial Pictures
of Northern Ohio, Inc., has been
Flood-Swept Film Theaters
chartered,
with Peter E. Klein, Leo
izers.
Reopen After Redecorating Grossman, and M. Ellert as organ(Continued from Page 1)

Cincinnait — Mrs. E. L. Shakespeare has reopened "The Freeman,"
after redecorating, following the
flood.

Winnipeg, Man. — U. S. capital is
behind a plan to erect a theater and
hotel here at a cost of $1,500,000.

"The Parkland," Sayler Park;
"The LeRoy," Porthmouth and "The
Warsaw," Warsaw, Ky., have reopened after the flood.
Bruce Hall has announced he will
reopen his theaters in Cattlesberg,
The Bruce Hall and The Gates City.
Both, badly damaged by flood waters, are being remodeled and redecorated.

Dayton, Wash. — C. T. Laidlow,
operating the Liberty here, has a
building program planned for Spring.
Remodeling will include a new marquee, neon lighting extension, installation of new heating and ventilating
plant,
screen and other improvements.

Cathlamet, Wash. — Jerry RanOther openings include "The
dolph, the Cathlamet Theater owner,
Broadway", new theater at S. Park- has announced plans for early conersberg, W. Va., operated by L. S.
struction of a new theater on Puget
Loughry; and, "The Noble," Cald- Island, near Cathlamet.
well, O., operated by M. Lashinsky.
Chicago — Mitchell Leiner, formerly in the publicity department of
Indies and Circuits Split
B. & K., is now on the management
on California Legislation staff of the Crystal Theater.
San Francisco — Split between independent exhibitors of Southern
California and circuit exhibitors has
climaxed with lobbyists of the two
factions in Sacramento fighting
against one another.
For the first time in California
legislative history, the movie industry is divided in its official "observers", with B. D. Russell, former producer and exhibitor, supporting bills introduced by Assemblyman
Ernest Voigt. They include measures similar to the Federal antiblock-booking blind-selling bill, and
one to prohibit producer owned theaters.

"Swing High, Swing Low"
In Miami Opening Tonight
Miami Beach, Fla. — Para's "Swing
High, Swing Low" will have its
world premiere at the Sheridan here
at 9:30 p.m. tonight. Swank audience will include Jack Dempsey,
James J. Braddock, John Golden,
George Ade, Nicholas and Joseph
Schenck, Harry Richman, Paul
Whiteman, Rudy Vallee, Joseph E.
Widener, Postmaster General James
A. Farley, Vincent Bendix, Mr. and
Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt, Gen. Cornelius Vanderbilt, John Hertz, Albert Lasker, Maj. and Mrs. Albert
Warner, Damon Runyon, E. J.
Sparks, Carl Bamford, Harry Katz
and Nate Goldstein.

DAILV

Kansas City — The first new picture theater to be constructed in
Kansas City in some time is the
Brookside, which will open Saturday under the management of W.
D. Fulton and Stanley H. Schwartz,
who also operate several other
houses in this city. The house will
be operated on a subsequent run
policy.
New Haven — Mr. and Mrs. Harry
F. Shaw, the former Loew-New
England division manager, have left
for the coast on a month's vacation.
Springfield, Mass. — The Broadway
Theater offers new low adult admission prices of 10-15 cents in the
afternoon, and 15-25 centa, evenings.

seat Stadium was opened with special ceremonies. The building which
it occupies was built 42 years ago,
the second floor being used as an
opera house. Caldwell Theater
Corp. owners are I. C. Whiteley,
Andy Cowan, Howard Makin and
M. charge.
Boniker, with Cowan personally
in
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MINN. BILL WOULD
PROHIBIT PROTECTION
(Continued from Page 1)

play pictures simultaneously -o., iJ
its opposition.
Minnesota Amusement Cc
7 wit!is
which Paramount is interested,
the largest circuit operating in th(
state and which would probably b<
most affected by the measure.

Cleveland — Housewarming party Theater Realty Trustees
held by Holbrook C. Bissell and CorGet $77,165 from Weismari
nelius Linehan to open their new
St. Louis — Former Supreme Couri
Imperial exchange, was a "sell out."
E. L. Smith, general manager of Justice James T. Blair and forme)
Imperial Pictures, came on for the City Collector Edmond Koeln as
affair.
Federal trustees for the Theatei
Realty Co. have received two checks
Des Moines — Remodeled Grand for an aggregate of about $77,16E
theater at Wellman has reopened from Milton C Weisman, receive)
after being closed for six weeks. for the Fox Theaters Corp. as par
New seating equipment was in- payment in claims against the Fo
stalled.
concern for back rentals on the Fo)
Theater. The checks represented :
Des Moines — O. P. Brown has sold
cent
payment. about
It is 20
underthat eventually
pe:
the Princess at Mapleton to the 5 per stood
Mapleton Amusement Co. operators cent will be paid on the claim;
of the new Orpheum theater in the against the Fox Theaters Corp. On<
town. Brown is moving to Cali- check was turned over to the Fo:
fornia where he will operate a St. Louis Properties, Inc. The other
theater.
for $38,665.01, was deposited pend
ing further instructions from thq
Federal Court.
Potosi, Mo. — The Rinehart Construction Co. of St. Louis, submitted
the lowest bid for the general construction work, etc., on the new
SICK REPORT
theater building to be erected here
by Harry F. Blount.
Youngstown, O. — Billy Murray
California, Mo. — Bids will be taken for the last 15 years a house mana
from contractors at an early date ger for the Harris circuit, is in ai
on alterations and addition to a one- oxygen tent in a hospital here an<
physicians are holding little hopi
story theater building here which for
his recovery. The Harris cir
has been taken over by the Nash- cuit, with headquarters at Pitts
Holloway Theaters Corporation of
St. Louis, Mo. The house will be burgh, operates in this area.
completely remodeled inside to proLincoln — Mrs. Bob Livingston
vide a main floor and balcony with wife of the manager of the Capitc
a 500-seating capacity. A new front here, is in Tucson, Ariz. Afflictei
will also be installed.
with sinus, she is compelled to takr
Nash-Holloway recently let a con- climate
from 90 each
to 120year.
days in the Arizon;
tract for the erection of a new theater building in University City. The
Paris — Cecile Sorel, French ac
firm contemplates the acquisition and
erection of other houses in the St. tress who has been critically il
Louis territory.
here for several days, is reportei
by hospital authorities to be out o
Omaha — Bob Ballantyne of Scott- danger and her recovery assured.
Ballantyne and Walter Green of
Buffalo — John E. Carr, manage
Fepco were hosts to more than 100
of
Shea's Hippodrome, again is ili
persons in the industry at their
second annual stag party in club He was stricken a few weeks afte;
seemingly recovering from a sever'
rooms of Omaha Variety at Hotel cold.
Fontenelle.

New Haven — Theaters built by S.
Z. Poli and bearing his name have
now been officially changed from
Omaha — Joe Rosenberg, Columbia
"Poli's" to "Loew's Poli." This ap- salesman,
has resigned to become
plies to New Haven, Hartford, Mer- salesman for
the Omaha exchange
iden, Worcester, Waterbury and
of
Republic-Midwest.
Bridgeport.

St. Louis, Mo. — The MacDonald
Beatrice, Neb. — Jack Maes, formConstruction Co. has been awarded
erly of Emporia, Kan., has succeedthe general contract for the coned J. D. Petty as assistant manager
struction of the new Warners film here. The latter was transferred to
exchange building to be erected at Springfield, 111.
3302 Olive Street. Construction work
will start at once.
Tifton, Ga.— The new Tift Theater has opened. House seats 1,300
Caldwell, Idaho. — The new 700- and can accommodate stage shows.

Illness of Noel Coward, strickei
suddenly,
caused the
abandon1
ment
of thehasremainder
of his
sched
uled run in nine of his one-act play
at the National theater here.
Indianapolis — Harry Nagel, opei
ator of the Dream Theater is con
fined to the Methodist hospital, af
ter a major operation.
Pittsburgh — Art Morrone, presi
dent of the Superior Motion Pictur
Supply Company, is back on the jo
following a long rest necessitate
by a serious operation.
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232 Colored Theaters in the U. S., Film Boards Report

REVAMPED ALIEN ACTOR BILL IS RAPPED BY HESS
Report Grosses on
Revenue
Has
Fallen
Compared With a
Year Ago

Off

Grosses on "B" pictures have substantially fallen off as compared
1 with a year ago, according to sales
executives of major companies and
a number of exhibitors contacted in
a checkup made yesterday by The
Film Daily.
By way of explanation, they generally agreed that audiences have
learned to differentiate between "A"
and "B" product partly through the
' realization that the better pictures
and the "B:'
played week-ends
are
productions
in the middle of the
week. Lack of star names in "B"
pictures iisContinued
also a on sign
now underPar/e 4)

NEB. TAXllLL MAY
TRY DISTRIB, LEVY
Lincoln, Neb. — Senator Tracy
Frost, father of Nebraska's bills to
extract 10 per cent from the box
office take and 10 per cent from the
gross film rentals for relief, was
told for the first time this week by
a lobby group that his attack was
aimed solely at the exhib because
the distributor contract passes all
taxes on. Frost said he would have
{Continued

on

Page

4)

Pathe Will Distribute

Productions Substantially Down

Put 'Em All Together, They Spell Showman's Paradise

Lincoln, Neb. — Bob Livingston, in lobbying up to his eyes here for the film interests,
has figured out a legislative paradise for a showman. It would include such measures
as a 25-cent per gallon tax on gasoline; law violation to drive a car more than two
years old or that isn't paid for; allow only sermons to be broadcast on Sunday and all
the big chain programs of necessity to hit the air before 12 o'clock noon any day.
He believes such a situation would
leave the show
business
pretty healthy.

WB NEW ACCESSORIES
KRS, GEA FORMING
JOINT TRADE BODY PLAN STARTS MAY 2
London (By Cable) — Following
the blunt statement by Dr. Burgin,
Minister of the Board of Trade, that
the film industry must put its house
in order as a result of information
disclosed in the Moyne report, KRS
and the CEA are forming a new
joint trade committee. Dr. Burgin
indicated that if the business failed
to reorganize itself, outside forces
would undertake the matter.

(Continued

on

Page

4)

Authors' League Fires
Duffy Bill Broadside

Ritchey May Settle Pact
And Quit Republic Post

Objections to the Duffy bill, seeking to amend the Federal copyright
laws, is vigorously expressed by the
Authors' League of America in the
current issue of its bulletin, just
issued. Declaring that the measure
fails to afford writers adequate protection for their works, the publication describes the bill as "a sort
of hydra-headed monstrosity, one

Discussions looking toward settlement of the contract of Norton
Ritchey as general manager of the
Republic Pictures export department
have been held with indications that
Ritchey will shortly leave Republic,
The Film Daily is advised. Reports
are that Ritchey may rejoin Monogram Pictures for which he acted
as export head prior to formation
of Republic Pictures.

(Continued

Pathe Pictures Ltd. has acquired
the franchise for distribution of
Monogram Pictures for the United
Kingdom of Great Britain. Pathein
will maintain distribution centers
on

Page

on Page

4)

232 Colored Theaters in U. 5. Seat
144,709, Film Boards Survey Shows

4)

There are 232 theaters catering

Theaters In Hotels Banned
Tomahawk, Wis. — An amended theater ordinance adopted by the common
council prohibits granting a license for
a theater in the same building occupied by a hotel, tavern or where inflammable materials are manufactured
or stored

'Objections Not Overcome1 by
New Form, Declares Hays
General Attorney

The Dickstein alien actor restriction bill "has now been altered, presumably to cure its defects, but nothing in the altered form overcomes
the very real objections to its enactment," declared Gabriel L. Hess,
general attorney of the Hays organization, in a statement sent to
the House Committee on Immigration and Naturalization yesterday at
Postponement of the start of Washington.
Warners' new accessories saies
In its new form, the measure
rental plan until May 2 was an- would not make foreign talent availnounced yesterday by Gradwell L
able to American
producers
any
(Continued on Page 8)
Sears, general sales manager. Deferment, it was explained, was at
the request of a number of branches.
April 4, the previous date on
which the plan was to be instituted,
does not give sufficient time for or-

Pix in Britain

Monogram

(Continued

B

BANK NIGHT LEGALIZED
BY ARK. LEGISLATURE

Little Rock — Bank Night became
legalized in Arkansas yesterday
under a law believed to be the first
of its kind enacted in any state.
The measure passed the Senate 26
to 0 and the House by a vote of 77
to five.

KAO May Name Successor
to Aylesworth on Monday
M. H. Aylesworth is expected to
present his resignation as chairman
of the KAO board at a directors'
meeting Monday, at which time his
successor (Continued
may be named.
The board
on Page 4)

Duffy to Press for Hearings

No Renewal of Pathe-GN
to colored patronage with an agPrinting Pact Seen Likely
gregate seating capacity of 114,-

Wash. Bureau of THE

With the Pathe-Grand National
printing contract expiring in five
weeks, no renewal has been worked
out chiefly because renewal involves

his
pending copyright
measure
"to make
it impossible
for it to
be filibustered
to death as it was last session." Dates
may be fixed at the next meeting of
the Patents
Committee.

(Continued

on

Page

4)

709, according to a report compiled
by the Film Boards of Trade. The
Washington territory leads with 46
houses, with Atlanta next with 44
colored theaters.
Following
are the
territorial
re(Continucd
on Page
8)
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Washington — Senator F. Ryan Duffy
told THE FILM DAILY last night that
he would press for early hearings on

.
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HAL WALLIS, associate executive in charge
of production for Warner Bros. -First National,
left for the West
Coast
yesterday.
WIN I SHAW, is flying to New York from
Detroit today to be present at the Strand
Theater tomorrow for the Broadway opening
of

Warners

and

"Ready,

Willing

and

Able."

MARY BOLAND has arrived from Hollywood
is stopping at the Lombardy.

CLIFFORD FISCHER, producer of the French
Casino Revues; FRANK LIBUSE, comedian; the
THREE SLATE BROTHERS; ROY MACK, banio
virtuoso; JIMMIE RICHARDS, singer; and MRS.
LOUIS BOYER, mother of Charles Boyer, sail
today for Europe on the lie de France.
ALBERT de COURVILLE, director of Gaumont's "Strangers on a Honeymoon," now showing at the New Criterion Theater, leaves New
York for a three weeks' visit to Hollywood tomorrow. He will be accompanied by MRS. de
COURVILLE.
DOROTHY SALTERS and ROCCO, Negro New
York night club entertainers, left yesterday for
the

coast

and

roles in "Walter

Vogues of 1938."
GEORGE W. WEEKS
for Miami.

left New

Wanger's

York yesterday

WILLIAM

MACK, GB district manager headquartering in Chicago,
is in New York.
WILLIAM JAFFE is back in New York from
the coast.

F INANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK
High

LELAND
days from

goes to Hollywood in 10

MRS. BEATRICE KAUFMAN leaves New
late next week
for the coast.

MARKET
Low

HAYWARD
New
York.

Net
Chg.

Clcse

Am.
Seat
27'/2
27
27>/8
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 36
34y2
34%
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
47/8
45/8
4%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 16'/8
15%
15%—
East.
Kodak
168V4168
168
do
pfd
159'/2 159V2 1591/2
Gen. Th. Eq
29V2
2814
283/8
Loew's,
Inc
79%
78%
7914
do pfd
1063,4 10634 1063/4
Paramount
25%
24%
25%
Paramount
1st pfd
Taramount
2nd pfd.. 23%
23%
23%
Pathe
Film
8%
8%
8%
RKO
8%
8%
8%
20th Century-Fox
. 37%
36
36%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 45%
45%
45%
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
100
98
98
Warner
Bros
15%
15
15
do pfd

+
—

l/8
1 1/2

—

1/4
l/4
1/4
I1/2
i/8

—
—
—

ALFRED

CROWN,

of

the

Grand

York

National

Loew's Theater-Realty
Corp. Files on Mortgage

foreign
America

department, leaves New York for South
in ten days on a sales trip.

CARL
manager,

H. SHALIT, Columbia's Detroit district
is en route to Florida.

E. J. SMITH, Imperial's general sales manaHaven. ger, has left for Albany, Buffalo and New
AL FRIEDLANDER, independent pictures distributor, is in Pittsburgh in the interests of
"Cloistered."
PERRY NATHAN, the poster display executive, is in Pittsburgh on business.
SOL A. ROSENBLATT
week via Washington.

goes to the coast next

SAM SHAPIN of Warner
is in Oklahoma
City.

Bros, home

office

RUBINOFF leaves New York April 11 for the
coast to work for Darryl Zanuck at 20th Century-Fox.
NEIL F. AGNEW and JOE UNGER leave
New
York Tuesday
by plane for Miami.
WILLIAM C. GEHRING, central division
manager of 20th Century-Fox, has returned
from Detroit.
on

WILLIAM
business.

J. KUPPER

is en route to Dallas

WARD SCOTT, 20th Century-Fox district
manager in Kansas City, has returned to his
office after a vacation
in Miami.
STANLEY J. MAYER, Des Moines branch
manager of 20th Century-Fox, returns this
week from a two-weeks' vacation in Hollywood.
JOE

LEE of the New

York branch of 20th

Century-Fox
has returned from
vacation
in Miami.

Two
all round
positive cutters and two
good negative cutters.
Midwest production
studio.
Letters must state full particulars
— including salary 'Wanted.
Box 1020
THE

FILM

1501

N. Y. C.

B'way

DAILY

FILM

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

U. A. Board Meeting
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAW.

Hollywood — Production appropriation, general distribution and foreign conditions were discussed at
the United Artists board of directors' meeting yesterday, but no
statement was issued. George
Schaefer and Arthur W. Kelly were
among the officials conferring. Kelly,
who had planned to leave yesterday, remained over for the meeting.

a two-weeks'

"Breezing Home" For Roxy
Detroit Film Exchange
"Breezing Home," Universal's feature with Binnie Barnes, Wendy
Union Under A. F. of L.
Barry and William Gargan in the

Detroit — Detroit's film exchange
is established as a fedWashington — Loew's Theater and organization
eral local of the A. F. of L. rather
Realty Corp. has filed with the SEC
+
%
than as a C.I.O. group, it was learn—
1/4 notice of execution of a blanket
ed yesterday. Official designation is
mortgage to Loew's, Inc. in amount
—
%
Shippers and Posof $5,000,000. Mortgage is first lien Film terInspectors,
Handlers Local. Fay Erskine,
—
%
Loew's Theater and Realty Corp's
—
V4 on
unencumbered property and second vice president of the Detroit Fed—
%
eration of Labor, is organizer.
—234
lien on properties already mortInformal
demands have been pre—
%
gaged and is due Jan. 31, 1940.
sented to the 20th Century-Fox ExPaymentandmayRealty
be made
by at
Loew's
change, but not to other exchanges,
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Theater
Corp.
any
which have voluntarily raised all
Keith
A-0
6s46
time
for
any
part
of
principal
withLoew 6s41ww
99%
983/4
983/4 —
%
out notice with interest payable wages to a minimum of $18, accordFara. B way 3s55
.75
75
75
ing to Erskine. Demands for salaquarterly
per annum.
Para. Picts. 6s55 . . . . 100% 100% lOO'/g —
%
ries slightly higher than this are
RKO
6s41
to be formally presented, as well as
Warner's
6s39
9734
97%
973/4 —
%
insistence upon a closed shop in
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Skelly Funeral Today
these departments.
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Funeral services for Joseph P.
Grand
Nat'l Films
. 3
2%
3
.
Sonotone
Corp
1%
1%
1% —
%
Skelly, manager of exchange operaTechnicolor
24
223^
23
+
%
W. Graham Browne Dead
Trans-Lux
5
4%
4%
tions for RKO Radio, who died sudLondon — W. Graham Browne, 67,
denly Monday in St. Louis, will be
held today from the Church of the veteran British actor and producer
Presentation, Rockaway Avenue and who had toured the United States
Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn. A re- with his actress-wife, Marie Tem38 "Light" Holdovers
pest, is dead here. His most recent
Warners "Green Light", has been
quiem mass willwill
be held
10 o'clock,
held over in 38 situations, to date. and interment
be atatHoly
Cross
were in "The
These include every one of the 34 Cemetery, Flatbush. Skelly, who had stage appearances
Fraser," "Marry At Leiskey city bookings the feature has been with RKO Radio for 12 years, First Mrs.
ure," "The Vinegar Tree," "Mrs.
had left New York a week ago on Moonlight," and "The Command To
played so far.
a tour of the company's exchanges.
He is survived by his wife and several children.
WANTED
Washington Bureau of THE

Coast

Hollywood — Roy Hunter, head of
Consolidated Laboratory's color de
partment,of testified
at yesterday':-1
hearing
the Tri-Color
— Techni- \
color suit, declaring he was pleased!
with tests he made with the Charles
Jones camera in 1929 while he was
head of Uinversal's camera depart
ment. Other witnesses called h),
Tri-Color included Welden Bali
owner of a San Francisco labora
tory, who testified that in 1915 he
helped Jones perfect his camera. A
J. Fry, also of San Francisco, testified concerning working with Jones
on the camera.
II is beheved that Tri-Color will
not rest its case until the end of
next week.

DAILY

L. A. Blumberg Dies

Philadelphia — Leonard A. BlumLove."
Variety Club to Initiate 40
berg, 58, former general manager
Detroit — Monday night's Variety of the Shubert Theaters in this city,
Club meeting is scheduled to in- is dead here. During his career in
clude wholesale initiation of new show business he produced several
members, about 40 to be added.
plays in New York.

cast, goes into the Roxy on March
19, home office officials announced
late yesterday. On March 26, "Top
of the Town," is scheduled to start
its run at the same house.

Hueter's Brother Dead
Toledo, O. — Paul S. Hueter, manager of the American Theater Supply Co., Toledo, is mourning the
death of his brother, Godfrey D.
Hueter, who died of pneumonia
which developed after he was in- A
jured in an automobile accident.

&= \

DAILY BULLETIN
Friday will be held the MPTOA Convention Golf Tournament on the famous championship course of The Miami Biltmore
Country Club adjoining the hotel. At the
same time there is available deep sea fishing at the Key Largo Anglers Club, ocean
bathing at The Roney Plaza Cabana Sun
Club, annual yacht and motor boat regatta
on Biscayne Bay, a day at the races at
Tropical Park.
17th ANNUAL CONVENTION
March 16th-17th and 18th, 1937
The Miami Biltmore Hotel
Miami, Florida

OS

? ACADEMY

OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

AWARDS

GO

TO WARNERS,

with Paul

Muni's "Best Performance of Year" in "Louis Pasteur"
duplicating 1935 achievement of Bette Davis. Credit
oleased expression of J. L. Warner

(right) to fact
GREEN LIGHT" SHINES ON holdover time for
every key opening to date, including the dual

■hat his studio won almost half of all the prizes offered!
937's MOST
IMPORTANT
SCREEN
ADDITION
L. A. Examiner) will find ready audiences on Easter,

2nd-week runs at Boston's Paramount and Fenway
that actually beat lst-week grosses of every
Warner film shown at either house! (Can that be

as industry's all-time advertising record is established by
30-day billboard barrage in 1200 cities and equally ex-

what co-stars

Flynn

and

Louise are

discussing ?)t

tensive magazine and newspaper backing for "The King
■and the Chorus Girl," American debut of Continental
idol Fernand Gravet (right), with Joan Blondell opposite.*

'CRITICS CALL

IT A "DAISY"

after first view

of
THERE'S NEWS IN THE MAKING
sales chief Gradwell Sears and

Warner Bros.' coming comicyclone, "Call It a Day."
Frieda Inescourt, Bonita Granville, Director Archie Mayo,
Roland Young, and reclining Olivia de Havilland (all

Leserman leave home office for coast confabs —
and nobody knows it better than Hal Wallis,
(above) executive in charge of production, who cut

above) share headline praises for "one of season's
finest," "a pip," "better than the play," chorused by
Variety Daily, Photoplay Magazine, Screen Guide, et al.*
*A Warner

Bros. Picture

when Warner
assistant Carl

short
fA Cosmopolitan

Production

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

his N.

Y. playgoing

to return

with

them.*
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"B" PIX GBOSSES ABE

NEB. TAX BILL MAY
TBY DISTRIB. LEVY

SUBSTANTIALLY D0W!>
(Continued from

(.Continued from Page

1)

the biii changed so the producers
would have to pay their end, but
the trade is convinced it can't be
done.
Frost was called on by his hometown exhib, Tommy Thompson, of
St. Paul; Evert Cummings, division
manager of Tri-States; Ralph
Blank, head of Central States Theaters; Bob Livingston, manager of
the Capitol here; and his brother
senator, William F. Haycock, who
m private life is a showman in Callaway, Neb.
Frost's bills are estimated to be
a $600,000 annual gouge if passed.

Pathe Will Distribute
Monogram Pix in Britain
(Continued from Page

1)

London, Birmingham, Cardiff, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester,
Newcastle-on-Tyne and Dublin.
The deal was closed as the result of telephone negotiations between William Gell, managing director of Pathe, and W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram.
Arthur Levey, London agent for
Monogram, conducted the negotiations.

Authors' League Fires
Duffy Bill Broadside
(.Continued from Page

1)

face of which smiles benevolently on
the theory of copyright without registration or other formality (for foreign authors) and another frowns
forbiddingly on the same theory
(for American authors)".

"Avenue" Gets a Fifth
Pittsburgh — John Goring, manager of the Fulton Theater, held
over "On the Avenue" for a fifth
consecutive week. Repeat business
is helping the run.

Labor Dispute Settled
Springfield, Mass. — Labor troubles
have been settled and pickets withdrawn at the Court Square Theater
here.

•

• • DESPITE CHILL blasts and a stubborn thermometer there are numerous evidences that Spring is approaching New York's Film Row
Witness this week's snow squall
with thunder sound-effects
screen solons and other migratory birds dribbling back from the South
M. P. T. O. A.
conventionites on the lam to Florida before a genuine heat wave
hits Miami town
Well, at any rate, Spring ain't far behind.
• • e ABOUT THE surest sign that April in her blue
and silver robes is itclrng for her entrance cue is this illuminating news stalemate
Larrupin'
has ofcome
a financialdiscussion
with Lou
his Gehrig
boss
beer to and
baseball
fame, the congenial Colonel Jake Ruppert
an event which
would ordinarily go pretty much unnoticed along Film Row . . .
T
T
T
• • • BUT NOW that Gehrig is a signed-on-the-dottedline movie actor
well, he gets a hunk of our current spotlight for it all serves to remind that there is a whale of a
difference between publicity methods in the baseball biz and in
the film biz
Gehrig will learn this, among other things, as
soon as he advances toward the make-up box instead of the accustomed batter's box
He will learn that the film biz, unlike baseball, never leans on the "hold-out" angle to increase
interest in a star
and, furthermore, that the "hold-out"
angle is bad medicine for box-offices
T
T
▼
• •
• LOU WILL also discover that there's more intrinsic
speed in Hollywood than in the so-called National Pastime
And he'll discover sooner or later that the real National Past;me
is the world of films
And he'll discover that if the public
likes him, there won't be any off-season, or hot-stove league.

T

T

MARCH

12

▼

• • • AMONG THE migratory film birds winging back to
town this
is RKO's
managing
Bob blown
Wolff
and week-end
when he bobs
into exchange
his office he
will find gent
himself
up to a 40 x 60 size by his exchangemates and hanging
amidst banners and decorations proclaiming the weeks of April
4 to May 14 as Bob Wolff Anniversary Weeks
His picture
will also be on company letterheads (pre-suntan photo) going
out to the trade
The surprise Anniversary Drive, his lieutenants say, has two raisons d'etre namely, as a fitting
tribute to Chief Bob
and to build up to an enviable position New York's standing in collections and billings for coming company convention
Whee!
T

▼

T

•

• • EDWARD MOSS, 20th Century-Fox district manager, will be honored April 19 at a testimonial dinner given him
by Philly exhibs at the Bellevue-Stratford in Quaker Town
and from out Indianapolis way come tidings of the promotion
of 17-year-old Malcom Conder to managership of the city's Ohio
Theater
Mai probably feels that if Shirley Temple can
go places fast, so can he
and from Detroit wings word
that Mayor Frank Couzens, evidently convinced that the policy
of fighting fire with fire, should be continued has reappointed
George W. Trendle to the presidency of the Detroit Fire Department G. W., by the by, is also prexy of United Detroit
Theaters
▼

George W. Harvey
Milton Cohen

Page

1)

stood by the movie-goers, it was do
clared. Accord'ng ' to distributioi
heads,
reasonboxwhy
"B"statu
pro
ductionsanother
are losing
office
is because of the heavy radio plug

T

▼

• • • SINCE COLUMNS, like screenplays, should have
climaxes, behold! FILM DAILY'S Boston correspondent,
Rudolph Bruce, informs us that he just won the $2000 second
prize in the Boston Traveler's $10,000 Great Names Contest
And told us so by telegram
He used to write!

«

«

«

»

»

»

ging while
being the
givenlower
the bracket
"A" produc
and
pro
ductions get virtually none.

W. B. New Accessories
Plan Starts May J
(Continued from Page

1)

ganization
of the new personne
which will be needed, it was added
"The Prince and the Pauper," wil
be the first big picture to carry the
full line of many new items addec
on with the rental policy.
Th<
pressbook on "The Prince and thl
Pauper" will have a special acces
sories section, giving the exhibito
full details of the new plan and th<"
new items.
A sales manual,
in"
structing poster rooms
concerning
procedure under the new policy, i;,
also
being prepared for use of al
blanches.

KAO May Name Successor
to Aylesworth on Monda,
(Continued

from Page

will probably take
a dividend.
Also
consideration is the
general counsel to
James B. Field.

1)

action on voting
up for possibl
naming of a nev;
succeed the lat<

No Renewal of Pathe-GN
Printing Pact Seen Like!)
(Continued from Page

1)

some financing and Pathe has made
no arrangements to do any financing for Grand National, The Film
Daily was informed yesterday by1
O. H. Briggs, Pathe president..

File Giveaway Case Briefs
Detroit — Current giveaway devel
opments include filing of briefs bj
attorneys for both sides in the suiv
of United Detroit Theaters agains
the Colonial, to restrict Skillfu
Screeno, and a proposed anti-give
away ordinance in the council a>
Ferndale, north end suburb.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
When Horace Wilcox was laying out
Hollywood just 50 years ago, Thomas
A. Edison was completing the first motion picture apparatus.
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^^/eO'S not being modest; he's just truthful. The Short
Subject Special, "SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE" was
produced with all the resources of the M-G-M Studios
to make a beautiful drama telling the story of the
Constitution. How it came into existence! The
months of struggle to satisfy all concerned! What the
authors of the Constitution meant it to be for the
future! Timely? Without question the most timely
subject ever made. And one oi the most thrilling you
ever saw! Two reels that will make screen history!

RtliretMOt It 70 tfl
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ft
Constance

ft

Reviews <4 &#> Vtew Titms

Cummings

and

Hugh Sinclair in

"Strangers on a
with Noah
Beery,
Beatrixn"Lehmann
Hone
ymoo
GB Pictures
66 Mins.
FAIRLY DIVERTING MYSTERY MELODRAMA MOST AUDIENCES WILL ENJOY.
GOOD
SATIRE AND
DEFT DIALOGUE.
Based on Edgar Wallace's novel, "The
Northing Tramp," this British-made feature is a fairly pleasant admixture of romance and mystery, with a copious dash of
satire. Once the story gets under way,
the deft dialogue, Albert de Courville's
direction, Constance Cummings, Hugh Sinclair, Noah Beery and Beatrix Lehmann's
acting keep the amusing sequences running along in interesting fashion. The
latter's portrayal of a villainous lady of a
titled family is an intriguing bit of screen
fare. At times, during the fun, one suspects that our English cousins are having a good time at the expense of out
domestic mystery films. The story has, as
becomes a melodrama of this type, a number of devious, complicated and somewhat
improbable twists. But whenever it leaves
the path of the reasonable, it is for the
purpose of building suspense and smiles.
Constance Cummings plays the role of a
rural girl who marries a tramp. But the
vagabond proves to be none other than a
young English lord who is heir to land
where oil has been discovered. His crooked
and avaricious relative tries to get from him
his portion of the deed to the property.
This deed has been torn in three pieces,
and each must be found for the inheritance
to be valid. The youthful lord and his
bride are hounded and beset by circumstances, people and plots, but after a weird
honeymoon, which is featured entirely by
precipitate flight and adventures, they
finally wind up the benefited parties. Two
youngsters, James Arnold and Anne Tucker
McGuire, contribute a good deal to the
film's merit in their roles of a just-married
couple. Though tardy in gaining momentum, the picture eventually gains speed.
M.

Greenbaum's photography is first class.
Cast: Consignee Cummings, Hugh Sinclair, Noah Beery, Beatrix Lehmann, David
Burns, Butler Hixon, Maurice Freeman,
James Arnold, Anne Tucker McGuire, Edmund Breon.
» Director, Albert de Courville; Author,
Edgar Wailace, Screenplay, Bryan Wallace,
Sidney Gilliat; Cameraman, M. Greenbaum; Editor, C. Randell.
Direction, Good
Photography, First Class.

SHORTS
"What Do You Think?"
(A Miniature)
M-G-M

10 mins.

Psychic Novelty
Looks like a real novelty and
one that will meet with strong response from that big section of the
public interested in psychic phenomena. Carey Wilson tells the story,
which purports to be an actual experience of a young man saved from

June Travis,

Bob

Livingston

"Circus Girl"

with Donald Cook, Betty Compson, Charlie
Murray,
Lucille Osborne,
Donald
Kerr
Republic
62 mins.
UNUSUALLY THRILLING CLIMAX
COMMENDS THIS SMOOTHLY ACTED
MELODRAMA TO ACTION FANS.
Patrons thriving on excitement will go
in a big way for the finale of this circus
melodrama which originally appeared In
story form in Cosmopolitan Magazine, and
which Nat Levine has commendably transferred to the screen. Under the big top,
June Travis and Bob Livingston are making
their debut as an aerial team, under the
management of the former's jealous husband, Donald Cook, who has conceived a
daredevil routine which calls for Livingston performing a solo climax stunt. One
slip means that he will be hurtled into a
pack of a dozen untamed lions prowling
in the arena beneath him. To be sure the
slip occurs, the villainous Cook tampers
with the trapeze gear beforehand. That
the ensuing events are hair-raising goes
without saying. All this drama is the outgrowth of a grudge Cook nurses against
Livingston. He feels that the latter purposely dropped him to earth and permanently injured him in their old aerial act.
Besides they both love June Travis. A
straightforward story relates the events
which lead to the spine-chilling finale. A
lot of good circus atmosphere has been
woven into the sequences. John H. Auer'*
direction is smooth, and Jack Marta's photography is skillfully handled. June Travis enacts her role with convincing ability,
while both Cook and Livingston play their
parts effectively. In the supporting cast,
are a number of capable character actors
including Betty Compson, as the lion-taming lady; Charlie Murray, Lucille Osborne
and Donald Kerr, troupers with the show.
Aside from having definite exploitation advantages for exhibitors who book the picture, the film will balance dual bills particularly well, while for most subsequent runs,
it has sufficient strength to single-feature.
Cast: June Travis, Bob Livingston, Donald Cook, Betty Compson, Charlie Murray,
Lucille Osborne, Donald Kerr, Emma Dunn,
John Wray, John Holland, Kathryn Sheldon,
The Escalante Family.
Producer, Nat Levine; Executive Producer, Herman Schlom; Associate Producer,
Charies A. Brov/ne; Director, John H. Auer;
Author, Frank R. Adams; Screenplay, Adele
Buffington, Bradford Ropes; Cameraman,
Jack Marta; Editor, Lester Orlebeck.
Direction, Smooth.
Photography, Skillful.

death by an auto collision by the
voice of his mother who is thousands
of miles away. Other strange phenomena are such
present
in the
youth's
experience,
as the
vision
of a
dead woman's
bed, which
later
turns out body
to beonthehiswoman
who
is killed in the auto crash. The
point is that the youth would have
been the victim instead of the other
if his mother's voice had not delayed him for the fraction of a minute. The story is convincingly presented and Carey Wilson's narration
is very effective. Directed by
Jacques Tourneur.

"Old
Louisiana"
with Rita Cansino, Will Morgan,
Robert
(HOLLYWOOD

Fiske
PREVIEW)

Crescent

ft

FOREIGN

Tom Keene in

in

ft

64 mins.

"BLINDE PASSAGIERE" ("Stowaways"),
German dialogue film, produced by Majestic; directed by Fred Sauer, with Pat
and Patachon, Albert Hoerrmann, Genia
Nikolajews, et al, in the cast. Presented
at the 86th St. Casino Theater.

Two of Germany's favorite film comics,
Pat and Patachon, disport through this
vehicle which is obviously written to give
their talents wide range. One thin, one
fat — they are ostensibly left behind when
This is a satisfactory action programmer,
made doubly interesting, inasmuch as it the circus company to which they have
been attached sails for appearances abroad.
touches upon history. Such characters as
they become stowaways on the ship.
President Thomas Jefferson and Secretary But
Discovered they are put to work in the
of State James Madison are introduced in kitchen, but live in luxury
when word gets
E. B. Derr's production, which was ably di- out that they hold a winning lottery ticket.
rected by Irvin V. Willat. Tom Keene is Their good fortune proves
a false alarm,
convincing as the leader of the young set- but
they do have all manner of amusing
tlers of lower Louisiana, who have to fight adventures. Both dialogue and situations
the trickery of Robert Fiske, a fur trader will appeal to picturegoers conversant
with German.
who has consessions from the Spanish government. Astandout is Bud Buster, who
furnishes all the comedy as a scout, who
"RAZUMOV," dialogue film in French
is always ready to fight at Keene's side. with English sub-titles; an adaptat
ion of
Rita Cansino is decorative as the love inConrad's "Under Western Eyes";
terest opposite Keene, while Raphael Ben- Joseph
produced by Andre Daven; directed by
nett does good work as Fiske's henchman.
Keene goes to Washington to get aid in Marc Allegret, with Pierre Fresnay, Jeanfighting the tax imposed by the Spanish Louis Barrault, et al, in the cast. Presented at the Cameo Theater.
fjovernment on goods shipped down the MisWith Russia as its locale, this film presissippi toNew Orleans. On his return, he
finds that Fiske has been having guns
sents a plot not dissimilar to that of "The
Informer." Pierre Fresnay is cast as the
smuggled in. He also meets Rita, whose
student who is involved by fate and cirfather, Carlos DeValdez, the Spanish govcumstance inthe maelstrom of revolutionernor, later has Keene jailed on trumped
ary schemings, without any definite or inup charges made by Fiske. Keene escapes
tended interest in the matter. He feels
from jail, but returns with his men to save sorry for a young assassin who hides in
DeValdez, who is being attacked by Fiske
his room. He helps to protect him, alznd Bennett. Bernard Moriarity and Frank
though the youth has killed the Prime
aides.
Melford rate credit as Derr's production Minister. Events so shape themselves that
Fresnay is hopelessly enmeshed. But love
Cast: Tom Keene, Rita Cansino, Will and faith lead him on a definite course,
Morgan, Robert Fiske, Raphael Bennett, Bud and he extricates himself successfully. The
Buster, Carlos DeVaidez, Ramsay Hill, Al- picture could be improved with editing.
It's dramatic
diversion.
lan Cavan, Wally Albright.
ACTION

PROGRAMMER WITH HISTORICAL BACKGROUND SHOULD PROVE
SATISFACTORY.

Producer, E. B. Derr; Director, I. V. Willat; Author, John T. Neville; Screenplay,
Mary Ireland; Cameraman, Arthur Marfinelli; Editor, Donald Barratt.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

Lively Hunter"
"The Lyin'

(Krazy Kat)
Columbia

7 mins.

A visit to the zoo by Krazy with
his two little nephews puts him in
a bragging mood. He starts to tell
of his adventures in the jungle and
the cartoon records his Munchausen
story. As he hits the lying climax,
Good animal study following the a tiger breaks loose from the zoo
adventures of a raccoon who starts and
starts for Krazy. After it has
out through the woods looking for shown him up to his nephews as a
food
for his
Pete kidding
Smith's four-flusher, the tiger turns out to
narration
hits family.
just the right
be a hoax with an actor in a tiger
skin.berry.
The little cats give Krazy
note to put the adventure over neat- the
ly with the customers. As BarRac gets on the trail of a rabbit,
his enemy the wildcat starts to
stalk him. The raccoon meets with
"The Winter Wonderland"
many adventures before he finally
(Going Places, No. 33)
9 mins.
shakes off his pursuer, but he ar- Universal
(Timely)
rives home to his missus and the
little ones empty handed, but glad
This timely subject treats of
that he is still alive. The photography of this subject catching the Miami, the Florida playground.
wild animals in intimate poses is Some of the more interesting spots
something to wonder at, and must in and around the city are shown
have taken infinite patience and in- including the beach, racetrack and
genuity. Directed by Earl Frank.
a Seminole Indian village.

"Bar-Rac's Night Out"

A PipSpecialty)
(Pete Smith
M-G-M
10 mins.
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LJENRI DU GAL has been made
vice-president and general manager of Vericolor, Inc. T. L. Dolerty continues as president and
N. F. Doherty as secretary and
;reasurer. The company plans to
.wpand its laboratory service.

Four writers are at work on the

Bv RALPH

T

t

▼

Our Passing Show: Eddie Cantor,
Bobbv Breen, Rupert Hughes, Ernst
Lubitsclt, Bill Bacher, B. G. DeSylva.
Or. Hugo Riesenfeld, Harry Ruby,
Bert Ralmar, Edward Gross, Abe
'Meyer. Jack Mersereau, Hedda Hopjer, Frances Drake, Jimmy Wellington at reception and cocktail
>arty given in honor of Oscar
Straus by Sol Lesser.
T
T
▼
Buell and Callaghan have signed
.ouise Small to play opposite Fred
Scott in Spectrum's third musical
.vestern, "Melody
of the
Plains."
T
▼
T
Evelyn Thall, currently featured
as the leading ballerina of "The
-Show Is On," Broadway stage suc:ess, has been signed to a long-term
•ontract by First National.
▼
T
T
Madeleine Carroll has been signed
o play the role of "Princess Fla«/ia," opposite Ronald Colman, in
S e 1z n ic k
International's
"The
Prisoner of Zenda."
▼
Y
T
Writing assignments: By Mervyn
^eRoy-Samson Ralphaelson, "The
jreat Garrick"; by Republic — Ben
irauman Kohn, "Rhythm in My
leart"; Joe Krumgold, 'Dishonorable Lady"; Edward Lynn, "SOS
oast Guard"; Nick Barrows, "Dangerous Holiday"; Ridgeway Callow,
'Dangerous
Grand
Vational — Pleasure";
Armine von byTempski,
'Honolulu Honeymoon.'

MONTREAL

WHO'S WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 61 • • •
DUSBY BERKELEY. Warner Brothers director and a son of the widely known
** stage director, Wilson Enos, and of the equally widely known actress, Gertrude Berkeley. Native of Los Angeles. Became
"Busby" Berkeley as an infant because stage
star Amy Busby wanted to be his Godmother.
Despite stage background, Berkeley's parents
kept him out of show business until the World
War, in which he served as lieutenant and became General Pershing's entertainment officer,
his first theatrical work. Following the war,
became leading man, stage director, then dance
director, both for stage and screen. Finally,
became associated with Warners to stage dances
for "42nd Street." As dance director and later
regular director he has staged most of the famous musicals for his company. Stands 5, 9.
Hair, dark.
Eyes, blue.
Hobbies,
all sports.

M-G-M has purchased "Baby
Mine," the play by Margaret Mayo
which was originally produced by
William A. Brady, in 1910. The
same company has also acquired
"Caprice," unpublished novel by
Dalton Trumbo.
t
r
r
Claude Gillingwater and Lois
Meredith have been added to the
cast of Greta Garbo's "Madame
Walewska," at the M-G-M studios.
Also at M-G-M, Forest McMann has
joined
the Judith
"They Gave
Himhasa Gun"
unit, and
Barrett
been

bers from "The Mikado" staged by
Frank Moulan of the American GilDert and Sullivan company. For
the "Three Little Girls from School"
number, producer-director Andrew
L. Stone signed Carita Crawford,
Fanchon and Marco dancer, to appear with Grace Bradley, leading
lady, and Vivian Hart, New York
Gilbert and Sullivan player.
Kenyon Nicholson, who wrote
"The Barker" has been added to the
M-G-M roster of scenarists.

assigned a part
inT "The▼ Old Soak."
▼
Grant Richai'ds, New York stage
Final preparations for Grand National's Gilbert and Sullivan mu- actor, has been signed by Paramount to play the role of Philo
sical,
"The Girlnext
Said Tuesday,
No," scheduled
to start
got Vance in "A Night of Mystery,"
under way with the assignment of detective story soon to go into production under direction of E. A.
Ira Morgan to the camera and the
Dupont.
opening rehearsal
of dance num-

BUFFALO

SYRACUSE

screen play for Marion Davies's
next
"Ever will
Sinceproduce
Eve,"
which picture,
Cosmopolitan
and which will be released by Warners. Screen writers Lawrence Riley, Earl Baldwin, Lillie Hayward
and Jerry Wald are doing the film
adaptation from an original story
by Gene Baker and Margaret Lee.
T
▼
▼
Barry Fitzgerald, Irish comedian
under contract to Mary Pickford,
has returned to Hollywood after
spending some weeks in Mexico in
order to obtain a quota number
which would enable him to remain
indefinitely in the United States
with the privilege of eventually applying for citizenship.
»
T
T
John Qualen, Eugene Pallette,
Tom Dugan and Tom Kennedy have
been added to the cast of "She Had
to Eat," in which Rochelle Hudson
plays the feminine lead. Arthur
Treacher, Walter Catlett, Jack
Haley and Douglas Fowley also
have featured roles in the 20th Century-Fox picture.
T
V
▼
title of the
film,to "Exclusive,"
a The
newspaper
story
go before
cameras on March 29, has been
changed to "Things Began to Happen," it is announced by Paramount.
Charlie Ruggles has been assigned
to play the leading comedy part
and Fred MacMurray and Frances
Farmer will play the leading ro
mantic roles.
▼
V
Y
Dudley Clements, recently signed
to a long term contract by S. J.
Briskin, vice president in charge of
production at RKO Radio, has been
cast simultaneously in two pictures,
"The Toast of New York" and "The
Man Who Found Himself."

CHICAGO

John Neise has been named chief
of
service for the Chicago Theater
Civic
Theater
is
dark
after
a
year
The Ahmerst, Rosemount, GranEdward K. O'shea of the M-G-M
ada and Corona theaters have in- offices has gone to Florida, his trip of WPA dramatic stock presenta- of the Balaban & Katz Circuit.
Burton Holmes is now making his
itiated "Dinnerware Service" nights, southward crossing that of the retions. Future plans are unannounced. annual tour of Chicago and western
turn from Miami of Nate Sauber,
hree per week, where all patrons
,if orchestra seats receive a piece of Universal manager. Nicholas J. 20.Nelson Eddy appears here March points under the management of
linnerware on payment of 10 cents Basil, president of Basil Theaters,
Alber and Wickes of Boston. Walter T. Everest is personal manager
also has just returned from the
'service charge."
Con Maffie replaces Lester Huff for the company on this tour.
Miami neighborhood.
The Snowden, de luxe theater in
Mort Goodman, formerly with
organistnine
at weeks.
Loew's after Huff's
Votre Dame
de Grace, Montreal,
George J. Gammel and his wife as
successful
Warners at Cleveland, has joined
■las opened. Larry Stephens, for- have returned from a South AmeriTrailer Co. as adverGeorge O'Brien, former newspaper the Filmack
can cruise. Gammel operates a cirnerly manager
of His Majesty's,
tising director.
cuit
of
neighborhood
theaters
here.
^elmont, and more recently of the
man, is now on the staff of Metro's
Guercio and Barthel theater equipflegent Theatc, is the new manaThere's a new boy at the home of percentage checkers.
ment distributors, are opening a new
ger. Theater tc owned by United
branch at Indianapolis with Ben
Amusements of Montreal.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman J. Sper. "JimHopkins as manager.
as he staff.
is known, is of the Warnermy,"sales
Joe Goldberg Co. is celebrating its
R. Hamilton, Capitol Theater,
Heyn Quits Screenland
Simcoe, is contemplating building
Ernest V. Heyn, editor of Screen fourth anniversary at their Wabash
a $40,000 theater on W. S. Norfolk
Guide, a monthly fan magazine, re- Avenue headquarters. Special disSt. near Robinson St.
plays of theater equipment are feasigns from that position, effective
Houses
Two
Visit
Yeggs
tured during the celebration week.
Principal Investments, Ltd., 465
Milwaukee, Wis. — Burglars today, to become Assistant EditorThe
Chicago Amusement Publicists
Bay St., are general contractors cracked two theater safes securing
ial Director of Macfadden publica- Association will hold its annual
tions. He will assume active charge
tor new $40,000 theater being built approximately $150 from the Eastdinner dance at the Sherman
the fan magazines effective next spring
wood at Madison, and $25 from the of
n N.S. Kingston Rd., for B. and F.
Monday.
Hotel on Saturday, April 10.
Granada in Racine.
Theaters, Ltd., Royal Bank Bldg.
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HESS RAPS REVAMPED
ALIEN ACTORS' BILL

NEWS

of the DAY

COLORED THEATERS
IN U. S. NOW 23

Omaha — Miss Regina Molseed, building at Sunray. It will be ready
(.Continued from Page 1 )
secretary for the Motion Picture for opening early in May.
ports on the houses:
Atlanta, 4-i
easier than in its original version, Exhibitors Association of Omaha
Charlotte,
18;
Cincinnati,
nine
Cleveland— William N. Skirball Cleveland, seven; Dallas, 10; Dei
said Hess, and added "there is good (the bank night setup) and the
grounds for belief that it would Omaha Film Board of Trade, an- denies a published story that, in
nounces she has moved offices of the
ver, one; Detroit, eight; Indian
make it harder."
two organizations to the seventh association with Samuel Horwitz, apolis, seven, Kansas City, five; Lo:
he
has
formed
the
Square
Theater
"Under the new scheme as a prac- floor of the City National bank
Angeles, four; Memphis, nine; Nev
tical matter, in order for any for- building, in which also is located Building Co., Inc., for the purpose
Orleans, 14; New York 38; Okla •;
eign artist to enter the United the Orpheum theater. This is her of building a 1,500-seat motion pic- homa
City, four; Omaha, one; Pitt:
ture theater in Shaker Heights.
States for motion picture production, second move within a month.
burgh,
St. Louis, nine; Wash'
Skirball says he is planning to build ington, one;
such artist would have to be a sub46.
ject of a country which has an imBoston — The Keith Memorial the- a theater but not in Cleveland.
ater has gone double feature policy.
migration system substantially simiSyracuse, N. Y. — Harry F. Rose, Omaha Mayor Asks Uniform
lar
to
that
of
the
United
States,"
asserted Hess.
Fairhaven, Mass. — Leonard Rod- assistant manager here at Loew's
Bank Night Drawing Timi
erick has been appointed manager for the past year and a half, has
"If not, the artist would have to
gone to Loew's State, Providence, R.
prove to the satisfaction of the Sec- of the Keith's Theater here.
I., in a switch that sent Robert EtchOmaha — Mayor Dan Butler agai
retary of Labor that no person in
Dallas— The Griffith Circuit has berger here from the Providence announced this week that he is de
the United States has qualifications
started
erection
of
a
new
theater
similar to the artist seeking admistermined to learn why the co-opera
tive bank night drawing of 2
sion."
In part, the Hess statement reads: Para. Home Office Group
Omaha theaters can't be held at th
post.
Silver and Fabian Settle
same time each Wednesday night.
"It is doubted whether any counAlbany
Adv.
Rate
Dispute
District Manager E. R. Cumming
Off
Tomorrow
for
Miami
try has an immigration system similar to that of the United States. Our
of Tri-States, chairman of ban
The Home Office contingent of
night, has told him that this is a
laws permit the entry for permaAlbany — The dispute between impossibility unless some theater
nent residence in the United States Paramount Pictures' executives and
of aliens of all lawful callings if theater partners will leave tomor- Frank E. Gannett's Knickerbocker agree to stop in the middle of a fib
enough for a draw. This th]
they can comply with the general
row
the company's
annual Plaza
the- Press and Albany Evening News, long
aterfor convention
at the Roney
provisions of our immigration laws
and local theaters has finally been exhibitors are reluctant to do, ha\j
and come within the quota assigned Hotel in Miami on March 18-20.
ing had severe audience criticisr
settled by M. A. Silver, division in the past for stopping pictures.
to their respective countries. This
Eighty-two executives from the
means that no country could be Coast, Home Office and various the- head of Warner Bros. Theaters, in
Mayor Butler's demand result!
found to afford similar rights as the
ater organizations throughout the conjunction with Si Fabian, owner from a complain made by a woma
patron two weeks ago that she ha
United States does unless it per- country will attend this three-day of the Fabian circuit.
believed the drawing was at appro!
mits free immigration with restric- session at which operating problems
The
two
circuits
took
the
unpretions only as to quotas.
imately 9 p.m. because of previoi
and forthcoming policies will be outcedented stand of pulling all adver- times and that she was not in tli
"American artists are not likely to lined.
tising
out
of
both
papers
when
the
theater as a result when her nam
foresake the United States to pernewspapers notified them of a rate was drawn 15 minutes earlier.
manently live in countries abroad,
increase March 1st. Independent
Omaha Doesn't Want CIO
and yet under the terms of the new
Omaha — Mace Brown, Town The- neighborhood houses followed suit
proposed bill, if they are not perater booth man who also is presi- and pulled their ads. The newspamitted to enter any country abroad
SICK REPORT
pers retaliated by eliminating all
dent of the Central Labor union
to live there permanently, all foreign artists of such country of the here, has warned C.I.O. organizers, movie publicity including Holly.
wood wire service, syndicated colnamed classes are excluded from to avoid Omaha.
Sharon,
Pa.
—
L.
B.
Cool,
cit
umns
and
all
news
emanating
from
entering the United States either
Hollywood.
manager for Warner theaters her'
permanently or for temporary visits.
GN Porto Rico Deal Set
has taken sick and was removed t
The
theaters,
to
compensate
for
"Foreign countries by orders or
Grand National has closed a dis- loss in publicity, resorted to radio a Cleveland hospital where he is i
decrees, not by statute law, entrust
tribution deal for Porto Rico with
a serious condition. Cool was foifull discretion to administrative ofand bill posting in addition to blank- merly connected with the Shea Cii
ficers to permit or refuse the entry United Theaters, it was said yestereting the city and suburbs with a cuit in Pittsburgh where he mat
of aliens. The law of our country
day by Edward Ugast, ass't to Jack newsy four-page tabloid, "The Al- aged the Fulton Theater.
is different. A country like England Barnstyn, foreign sales chief.
bany Movie News". After a fewmay and in fact does let in numerdays, reportedly due to the many
ous American artists who desire adPittsburgh — Harry Reif, Asca*
protests from readers, the newspaTake "Yiddle"
mission for gainful employment, but
Circuits
pers resumed the syndicated Holly- representative in the tri-state are;
"Yiddle
With
His
Fiddle,"
starthe Secretary of Labor of the United
wood columns and also carried the is on the job again after a long il
Molly Picon and released by
States would not be able to make a SphinxringFilms,
has been booked by movie clock of local attractions and ness which nearly cost him his lif
finding that the law of England is the RKO, Skouras, Randforce and feature playing times at the first
similar to the law of the United Rugoff & Becker circuits.
run theatres.
Boston — Meyer Marcus, secretai
States and consequently no artist
to Publicity Director Harry Browi?
After nine days in which no the- ing of M. & P., is seriously ill wi
from England could come into the into the United States because it
ater advertising was carried by the the flu.
United States unless he could prove does not afford similar privileges
Knickerbocker Press or Albany Eveunder Section 3 of the new Act that within the meaning of such words.
nobody in America had qualifications
ning News, a settlement was effect"Under the scheme of the new bill
Oklahoma City — S. P. Rucke
ed, with advertising reinstated.
similar to his. The bar against Eng- the Secretary of Labor is not emParamount chief accountant, has rl
Terms
lish artists for American motion
powered to impose restrictions upon disclosed.of the agreement were not covered from an attack of the fl
picture production would be almost artists from any country similar to
complete, yet at present American those which he finds such country
motion pictures admittedly are aided imposes upon American artists. The
Oklahoma City — C. R. Zears, se>
retary of the Film Board of Trad
by English artists employed therein Secretary may only find the fact
Engineer
Bill
Withdrawn
is back from Fayetteville, Art
and reciprocally American motion of non-similarity which automaticalBoston — A bill before the Com- where he underwent medical trea
pictures are popular in England and
ly brings with it the statutory penmittee on Public Safety to require
receive wide distribution in all the
ment in Veterans' Hospital.
alty of total exclusion.
dominions of the British Empire.
"Under such provisions the avail- the employment in theaters of a liBoston — Arthur K. Howard, bus
censed engineer to operate refrig"A foreign country in fact may
ability of foreign talent to Amereration apparatus and also internal ness manager for Independent E:
permit the entry of a great many
ican motion pictures would be even
hibitors,
is out with a bad attac
American artists and still all of its more restricted than under H. R. combustion engines of 25 horse- of
the grippe.
artists would be excluded from entry
power or over has been withdrawn.
(Continued from Page
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$12,500,000 in Paramount Debentures Are Turned In

flKfl TO JUMP '37-38 PRODUCTION BUDGlf20-25^

o

Exhibitors Battling Dog Racing Measures in Eight States
Measures
Legalizing
Sport
Killed in Three
States

Bills legalizing dog racing in
ight state legislatures are being
ought by exhibitor groups, accordng to reports from Film Daily
orrespondents last night as they
urveyed the legislative situation.
Measures are currently pending
n the following states: California,
Colorado, Connecticut, Maine, Maryand, New Jersey, Ohio, and Washngton.
Dog racing bills have died in Iniana, Kansas and Oregon. In Texs a bill to prohibit the sport is
' ending in the legislature.

UCREEN CREDITS GO
TO 3,124 PLAYERS

RKO

Exhibitor's Bounty Starts a Mutiny
Oklahoma City — T. B. Noble, who recently opened his new theater here, the State,
is wondering if nobility ot heart is worth while. His generosity in issuing 117 bright
yellow passes, printed on cardboard 8 inches wide by 10 inches long, to members
of the Oklahoma House of Representatives, has kicked up a royal rumpus. Senators
said they
legislators
Oakleys.
announced
not large

Radio Plans 48 Features,
Six
Westerns,
Spitz Says

got none. Noble declared they didn't ask for any, and that the House
did. Then the House members denied they requested the permanent Annie
In the midst of the storm and strife, Senate Floor Leader Cecil Chamberlain
he could use such a pass: "I'll hang it around my neck, as my billfold is
enough
to accommodate
a card of that size."

RKO Radio Pictures' production
budget for 1937-38 will be increased
20 to 25 per cent over the present
season, it was said yesterday by
Leo Spitz, RKO president.
Radio plans production of 48 pictures next season including the
Bobby Breen and Joe E. Brown pictures, plus six George O'Brien westerns, the RKO prexy declared. Annual convention of the company will
be held in June on the coast, he
stated.
Commenting on the bill, the
M. H. Aylesworth has taken Up
spokesman of the immigration com- his new duties with Scripps-Howard
(Continued
on Page 7)
mittee told the Film Daily the measure differs from the original alien
actors bill in only one respect, namely that it contains a clause providing that if country has discriminated against American actors and
actresses, citizens of such country
1 States.
must be barred from the United

Artists From Discriminatory Lands
Target for Amended
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington, D. C. — Congressman
Samuel Dickstein, chairman of the
House Committee on Immigration
and Naturalization has introduced a
new bill, H.R. 5548, "to protect artistic and earning opportunities in
United States for American actors,
singers, dancers, solo instrumentalists and orchestral conductors," it
was revealed yesterday.

Dickstein Bill

CBS "SOOFl TELL
OF TELEVISION WORK

Players who received screen credColumbia Broadcasting System, in
s on motion pictures released in
its
annual report made public yes935 and 1936 totaled 3,124— these
terday, says it is doing its part to
side from the hoards of extras and Musso To Produce in Italy for American Market
hasten the advent of commercial telthers who did not receive credit.
evision, and that it will be in a posiMusso, wealthy independent proHiring these two years, 281 direcRome (By Cable) — Giuseppe D.
tion "soon" to disclose what it is
ducer, will use the facilities of Mus- accomplishing.
m-s worked on pictures, stories Musso, president of Industrie Cineom 809 authors were used, 635 matografiche Italiane, and Italian
CBS reported
a net profit after
solini's Roman Hollywood, now
(Continued on Page 7)
reenplay
writers
worked
on representative of Universal, will
nearing completion. His studio
(Continued
on Page 7)
start producing here for the American market in May, with Maria unit, however, will be largely com- Venezuela Pix Business
Gambarelli set to star in the first
posed of American and British
ieneral Theaters Equip.
feature which will have both Eng- technicians, and the cast supporting
Up 25 P. C, Says Lindsay
lish and Italian versions.
(Continued on Page 7)
Biz Up; Dividend Voted
Motion picture business in VeneBusiness of General Theaters
zuela is approximately 25 per cent
quipment for the first two months
ahead of last year, said John Lindf 1937 was above the correspondsay, (Continued
20th Century-Fox
on Page 7) manager
ig period last year, it was made
nown by Earl G. Hines, GTE presient, in connection with the voting

$12,500,000

(Continued

on

Page

7)

20rh-Fox Issues at New Highs
Both 20th Century-Fox common and
preferred stock advanced to new highs
on the Stock Exchange yesterday. The
common showed a 2Vi point gain, moving to 39%, and the preferred went
up three points to a new high of 48 Vi.

in Paramount Debentures

Swapped for New 3^ P. C Convertibles

Snell Going to Coast for
Hirliman-Hoffman Meetings

Twenty year 6 per cent sinking
fund debentures, due Jan. 1, 1955,
amounting to approximately $12,500,000, have been turned in to
Frank M. Snell, vice president and Paramount for exchange for the new
eastern operations director of Con- 3*74 per cent convertible debentures
dor Pictures, Inc., leaves tomorrow, due March 1, 1947, according to offor the west coast where a series of
ficial sources yesterday. Deadline
(Continued

on

Page

7)

(Continued

on

Page

7)

400 MPTOA

Reservations

Miami — Approximately 400 persons
have already made reservations in local
hotels in connection with the annual
M. P. T. O. A. convention opening Tuesday and the
Paramount
theater partners'
meeting
beginning
Thursday.
Bookings
at the Miami Biltmore last night totalled
287 and at the Roney Plaza nearly 100,
with other conventioneers set to stop at
the Everglades and other hotels.
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• •
• Just in case your desk calendar-pad is remiss in
reminding
this half -day is the 18th anniversary in the film
biz of United Artists' foreign publicity manager, Sammy Cohen
and just about noontime
when you're ready to scram
homeward, the gent will be duly celebrating by taking
Norris Wilcox, U. A. Personnel manager out to lunch
How come?
T
T
T
• •
• Back in March, 1919, Sammy, fresh out of the
Navy, popped into Famous Players-Lasky Corp. for a job
Wilcox, then office manager for the company, put him to work
as a shipping clerk in the export department
Time and
the vagaries of the film biz have at length reunited them at
U.A.
So Sammy feels that the least he can do for the
man who discovered him is to give him a free meal
But
Wilcox is reluctant to accept either credit or responsibility,
claiming he gave Sammy that first job in self-defense
being half deafened by the applicant's booming voice
Sammy, asked by your correspondent to sum up his 18 years of
varied experiences in the biz, lived up handsomely to his foreign training by quoting a French proverb: "Plus ca change,
plus c'est la meme chose," which translated into intelligible
English means, "The more
the
T it changes,
T
▼ more it is the same."
• • • Tom Terriss, one of the three survivors of the
original party of 20 present at the opening of Tutankhamen's
tomb has just left the Knickerbocker Hospital
with the
loss of his right eye
Original damage to Terriss' optic
came while in the tomb
Peering at the newly found treasures in the darkness, he bumped into a jagged limestone wall
Ever since, the injury has slowly grown worse
The
reputed curse of Tut seems to grind exceeding small
T
T
T
• • • New York daily critics went enthusiastic over Technicolor used in "Wings of the Morning," which has just opened
at the Music Hall
and they liked the picture very much,
too
• An expectancy drive by Warner Bros, in the North
Jersey district has been won by George Baehr of the Savoy,
Newark, in Tony Williams district
by Milton Brenner of
the Wellmont, Montclair, in Richard Hill's district
and by
Elmer Casterland of the Playhouse, Dover, in C. L. Dooley's
area
Prizes totalled $1,500, with $150 going to each of
the first place winners.

Court Reserves Decision
On Israel's Roxy Motion

983/4
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Federal Judge Caffey yesterday
reserved decision on a motion by
Carlos Israels, of counsel for the

FOX
BALCON

is in

Pittsburgh.

arrives on the Berengaria.

BERTRAM OSTRER, son of GB's chairman and
managing director, Mark Ostrer, has arrived in
New York from London and is stopping at the
Warwick.
WINI SHAW arrived yesterday in New
from Hollywood.
MONTE

PROSER

is en route from New

York
York

to

the coast and Walter Wanger's studio.
FAY BAINTER will arrive in New York on
Monday aboard the Panama Pacific Liner,
Pennsylvania,
from
the Coast.
LOU
IRWIN
is in Miami from New York.
SALLY VICTOR, New York hat designer, left
for Hollywood yesterday where she will supervise the special chapeau designs for "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938".
CATHERINE LOHDEN, who won the title
of "Queen of Fashion" in the recent contest
sponsored by Elsa Maxwell, leaves Newark Airport this morning bound for Hollywood and
a Mervyn Le Roy screen test.
INA CLAIRE is en route to California, where
she will be tested by Warner Bros, with a
strong possibility that she will appear in "Love
NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone executive
in charge of shorts and trailers, arrives in
Monday.
Vancouver tomorrow and leaves for Seattle on
DAN HALPIN, vice-president of Dictograph
Derby."
Products
Co. leaves by plane tonight for Florida to attend
the M.P.T.O.A.
convention.

Vernon Adams Joins RKO
Sales Promotion Staff
RKO Radio Pictures has engaged
Vernon H. Adams as a member of
the public
relations
staff underSales
direction of Leon
J. Bamberger,

Promotion Manager, handling special exhibitor cooperation aimed to
foster the wider study and discussion of photoplay appreciation in
universities, schools and clubs.
Adams has been assigned to the
Mid-western district covering the
Minneapolis, Omaha, Sioux Falls,
Kansas City, Des Moines, St. Louis,
Milwaukee
and Chicago territories.
Barrett, Whaley Named As
He will make his headquarters in
Ccndor Special Sales Aids Chicago operating in cooperation
E. Branson, Mid-westFrank M. Snell, vice president in with ernWalter
district manager.
charge of eastern operations of Condor Pictures, Inc., has announced the
appointment of Martin Barrett and
Edward Whaley as special sales representatives who will augment the
territorial sales forces in marketing
±11
7TlcrtiJJT|
pi^tiiAJl |KjlAtA2 0umiA4_
the new company's products. Barrett will cover the eastern mid-west
and a portion of the Canadian territory. Whaley will cover the
southern territory.

Roxy first mortgage bondholders'
protective committee, to require all
bondholders who have not filed dissents to the plan to be bound by it.
GP Execs. Coming East
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY This was opposed by Chas. Seligson,
counsel for the Tipton committee,
Hollywood — Max Kravetz, assistant
more than $1,000,000
to Fenn Kimball, head of General representing
of bonds, who was joined by other
Pictures, leaves Thursday for Chi- counsel for creditors including David
cago to join Mack Weinberger, Gen- Paley, Harry Goodman and Bernard
MPTOA Invites Hopkins
eral's sales manager. Kravetz and Jarrow.
Weinberger will go on to New York,
Coral Gables Fla. — Harry L. Hopkins, Federal WPA Administrator,
where they will be joined by Kimexpected in Miami, has been invited
ball, who left the Coast yesterday;
to address the M.P.T.O.A. convention next Thursday.
$1,196,875 Atlas Net
WANTED
Atlas Corp. reports net profit of
$1,196,875 for the three month
Two
all round
positive cutters and two
Off For MPTOA Meeting
period ended Jan. 31. Net assets
good negative cutters.
Midwest production
Boston — Martin J. Mullin and
as of Jan. 31 are equal to $20.50 a
studio.
Letters must state full particulars
share compared with net assets Samuel Pinanski, heads of the M.
— including salary wanted.
equal to $18.77 a share on Oct. 31, & P. Theaters, has left for Miami
Box 1020
THE FILM
DAILY
1936. Cash on hand totals $15,- vention.
to attend the M. P. T. O. A. Con1501
B'way
N. Y. C.
754,514.
%
1/4

month.
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A luncheon at the Cafe de la Paix followed by a beach party at The Roney Plaza
Cabana Sun Club will be given for the
ladies on Wednesday. On the same day
there will be an official luncheon of the
Convention on the South Terrace of The
Miami Biltmore. The ladies are included
in all evening affairs, are welcome at the
business sessions.
17th ANNUAL
CONVENTION
March 16th-17th and ISth, 1937
The Miami Biltmore Hotel
Miami, Florida

cruS?
ARE YOU GIVING THEM THE LIGHT THEY MERIT?

The response of theatre patrons is ample justification for
securing the hest feature pictures obtainable. It proves
that the theatre-going public seeks out the best. But the
theatre patron is critical and is not satisfied with a good
picture, poorly screened. Expensive features merit the
best light.

HIGH

The best projection is provided by a steady, snow-white
light of sufficient intensity on the screen for clear definition in the presence of a comfortable level of supplementary illumination. This means High Intensity Projection.
Give your expensive feature the advantage of the best
possible lighting,

INTENSITY

LIGHT
It costs little but adds
much to the sa*isfact'on
of your patrons

FROM NATIONAL H.I. PROJECTOR and NATIONAL SUPREX CARBONS
NATIONAL CARBON

COMPANY, INC.

Unit of Union Carbide |i("iii('ii and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East U2n6 St., New York, N. Y.
Branch Sales Offices:

New York

Pittsburgh

Chicago

San Francisco
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IMPROVEMENT

Guyandotte, W. Va. — The Lyric
Theater, badly damaged by the recent flood, is being entirely rehabilitated. Mrs. John Walters, operator
of the house, reports that the theater
will reopen early in the spring.

Theater, will soon reopen the house.
Sound equipment has been installed.
The theater, erected in 1895, had
been used exclusively for stage
shows. The E. M. Loew chain has
taken
ater. a long term lease on the the-

Charlotte, N. C. — New sound
equipment and projectors valued at
about $7,000 will be installed by
Warner's Broadway immediately.
Don Nichols, manager, said that
officials from the Washington office
were here looking over the situation
but no definite plans were decided
upon concerning remodeling.

Zenia, 0.— "Happy" Jack Hatcher has reopened the Ohio after improvements, including installation
of sound equipment. Other theaters
reopening with High Fidelity sound
include the Anthony, Ft. Wayne,
Ind., the Tipp Theater, Tippecano
Ky. Frankfort and WinCity, O.,chester,and

Bastrop, Tex. — Doyle F. Luckie
has revamped his Strand, it was reported by House Manager S. L. P.
Piggot.

Detroit — The Cohen Brothers'
Circuit is installing Mirrophonic
sound equipment in the Rio, West
Side house.

San Antonio — Juan and Paul
Garza of the Obrero and Progresso
Theaters here, have bought new conversion units from the National Theater Supply Co., Dallas.
Holyoke, Mass. — Maurice Sidman,
manager of the Holyoke Theater,
preparing for the reopening, announces that a new picture booth
and new sound system will be installed.
Whitewater, Wis. — A new front is
planned for the Strand, according to
Fred Hinds, manager of the house.
Oklahoma City — Griffith Circuit
is remodeling and re-equipping the
Erie at Hugo and Lyric at Vinita,
Okla.
Mt. Pleasant, Tex. — The Martin is
being completely remodeled.
Kermit, Tex. — The Texas Theater
is being completely remodeled, repainted and refurnished and new
sound equipment added.
Springfield, Mass. — Louis Richmond, manager of the Court Square

TICKETS
ARE

MONEY'

Don't take a chance on
losses — through resale
and

misappropriation.

Keep your tickets under
lock and key in a modern
Gold Seal or Model "H".

Dover, N. H. — Remodeling of the
Broadway has been completed. The
floor was raised two feet and the

'WE'VE MOVED
!%ow in our new building
S. 0. S. CORP.
Theatre Equipment

636— 11th

Most

1540

Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

EQUII
Spring Housed
GOOD housewives — women who take a pride in the appearance
their homes for the two reasons that they like to feel that tl
house is clean and to have it make a good impression upon guestssubject it to a thoroughgoing housecleaning in the early spring.
Exhibitors who wish to have their theaters make a good impressii
upon
their guests — paying patrons — should follow the housewiw
example.

Abingdon, 111. — Reseating of the
Spring is just around the corner. The time for a thorough hous
Bijou Theater with Air-Loc seats
has been completed. The house is cleaning is almost here. Now is the time to take stock of what dama
owned by S. E. Pirtle of Jersey- has been done to it during the winter; what dust and dirt have collect
ville, 111.
in out-of-the-way corners, on balcony hangings, on the proscenium arc
Worcester, Mass. — The Plaza will on the under side of the balcony — collections of grime, often unnotic
be reopened by Marcus Loew's, Inc., by the eye, but which the nose detects in a dead, musty odor — the shu
in about six weeks as a second-run up smell that can be noticed upon entering a building that has been loi
motion picture house. Joseph M. closed.
Anstead, manager of the Elm Street
Theater will also be in charge of
Your theater may have been opened every day, practically all d
the Plaza. The Plaza will be relong,
yet, unless it has been subjected to a number of thoroughgoi
decorated, have new lighting fixtures and will have a new stage set cleanings, it will retain the winter's mustiness, the dirt and grime th
and new exit doors. The auditorium come from heating, from the trampling of thousands of feet upon carp
and balcony will be repainted. A
low scale of admissions will be in and stairs; odors that cling to cushioned seats, to hangings, to unwash
effect.
floors, walls and stairs, to corners that the cleaning woman may ha
neglected.
Springfield, Mass. — New smoking
Mops and water, dust brooms and rags, vacuum cleaners and go
rooms for men and women will be
installed and a number of other strong arms are the implements the exhibitor who wants his theater
changes made at the Bijou, Mana- be clean and sweet-smelling when the warm days come should empl
ger Al Anders announces. Altera- Not only should they be used in lobbies, auditoriums and balconies, b
tions are now in progress and several improvements, including a new
pleted. It is expected the hoi.
wide staircase to the balcony have walls and the ceiling covered with
been completed.
Nu-Wood, which has special acous- will be ready for an April openi.
tic qualities. Different shades and with Robert Portie, now assists
manager. at Loew's, Elm Street,
patterns
of Nu-Wood were installed manager
Lumberton, N. C. — The Lumbermaking the interior modernistic in
ton is being remodeled and en- design.
larged.
Damariscotta, Me.- — All new se
have been installed in the Lincc
Homer,
La. — The Pelican Thea- operated by Otis Page.
St. Augustine,
Fla. — The Jefferson has installed Mirrophonic sound.
ter has been completely remodeled.
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Modern Equipped Sound
Studio in the East

Recording

•
•

Noiseless Film and Disc Recording
Location Equipment
ALL
WORK
GUARANTEED
1600 Broadway
MEd. 3-1270 New

Worcester, Mass. — Loew's Plaza,
closed for many years, will be reopened as soon as renovation and
redecoration
plans
can
be com-

INCREASE
"BO"
(Of course, we mean Box

Attracting- deafened to your talkies inci ases
potential audience
10% . Ink stall
Acousticon
Theatrephones. tionally
Leading'
advertised.system. Na-

DEAF

7

Endorsed by key showmen.
Write for full details, and exploitation data.

Dictograph Products Co., inc.
580 Fifth

York

10%

Office)

Ave.,

New York

ACOUSTICON

West Theater,
Springfield,
Mass. the
— E1
down
formerly
pire, which has been closed for i
years, has been reopened by H(

"COMFORT COOLING"
WILL PAY BIG
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SUMMED
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EQUIPMENT
New Milford, Conn. — The Star
Theater, operated by Steve Panora,
is in the process of remodeling, and
has signed with Modern Theater
Equipment for the installation of
750 Floating Comfort chairs, new
heating and ventilating systems.
Lou Phillips supervises personally.
Sparta, Wis. — Mirrophonic sound
has
been installed in the Sparta
Theater.

ing the Theater
in the offices, retiring rooms, around heating and cooling plants, on the
stage, in projection rooms, in storage vaults and box offices.
Supplementary to such a spring housecleaning, judicious use of fresh
paint is recommended as a refreshener adjunct, particularly on doors,
walls, stairways and seats, and on the front of the house.
Creaking doors and seats — anything that makes a noise to interfere
with sound projection — should receive remedial treatment: hinges and
locks be examined and oiled; lobby and marquise signboards and lettering
be refurbished.
Fire exits should be tested, all fire extinguishing apparatus inspected;
uniforms of ushers and other attendants cleaned and pressed; carpets
mended and cleaned; accumulations of old papers and rags disposed of.
Deodorants should be used sparingly lest their smell be worse than
the clinging scents from the winter's wear and tear.
Your theater front is the invitation card you extend to paying guests.
Especial attention should be given to making it look fresh and inviting.
Not only should it be cleaned and freshened: a change in color
scheme will add immeasurably to its attractiveness. Repainting, while
the most effective method, may not be necessary. A change in the color
of the lighting of the front and outer lobby will accomplish at least a
part of that objective, and at a smaller cost. Softer, cooler shades of
lights are more inviting in warm weather than the more garish, warm
colors which are pleasing in cold weather.

FIELD NOTES
city.
Los Angeles, Cal., and is consolidating it with his own branch in that
Seattle — William Stobel has been
appointed to succeed Ken Schults on
the road for the National Theater
Supply.
Pittsburgh— The Stahl in Homestead, the Grand in Clarksburg, W.
Va., and the Sutton in Thomas, W.
Va., have installed new sound

Russellville, Ark. — The Ritz is be- equipment.
ing remodeled.
Milton, Fla. — The Imogene Theater has had a new heating system
Hancock, Wis. — The Hancock re- installed, additional seating capaccently damaged by fire, is expectity, and other improvements made
ed to be ready for reopening about
to bring it up to a standard house.
Mar. 1, following renovations.
Ed Fleming is owner and manager.
Damariscotta, Me. — New seats
Marfa, Tex. — The Palace, owned are being installed in the Lincoln,
by Oscar Korn, is being rebuilt.
operated by Otis Page.
Cleburne, Tex. — The Texas has
New York — RCA Translux sound
installed new sound apparatus.
projection apparatus has been
Detroit — The Gladwin Theater and
installed (Continued
in two new
houses
on Page
6) in VirCo., operating the Booth Theater
for the Julius D. London Circuit, is
installing Nu-Wood on ceiling and
Headquarters for
sidewalls of the house.
DUBBING— RECORDING
Seattle — B. F. Shearer, head of
Projection, Cutting
Rooms — Vaults
VARIABLE
the large theater equipment comAREA
NOISELESS
RECORDING
pany here of that name, has purchased the theatrical equipment
Soundfilm Enterprises, Inc.
723 Seventh Avenue
New York City
business of J. Slipper & Co. — in
business for twenty-two years, — at

But in any case, give your theater the housewives' thorough spring
cleaning. It will both look and feel cooler. Any object, from a teacup
to a theater, that is clean appears to be cooler, even though, in fact, it
may be warmer.
ard Glickinan. New sound equipment and 375 new spring cushion
seats have been installed.
Mt. Pleasant, Pa. — The Grand
was reopened last week by Gus
Vaveris and Chris Fourgis. House
has been closed for remodeling.
Taylorsville, N. C. — The Palace
has installed new seats and newsound.
Portland, Ore. — W. H. Richardson

of theest Rivoli,
one of the that
city's some
oldhouses, announces
$20,000 will be spent in remodeling.
A new entrance will be provided on
Washington St., new carpets, seats
and draperies.
Kansas City — W. J. Gabel, who
for a number of years has been
connected with the film business in
various Kansas situations, has just
acquired an interest in the Dickenson Theater Corp.'s Beloit, Kan.,

"CRESTWOOD"

(.Continued on Page

6)

CARPETS

fob GtuaUty and Wuw
250 WEST 49th STREET
GREATER NEW
NEW Y0RK*CARPET
YORK CITY, N. Y.HOUSE, INC.
Phone LAckawanna

THE

MARKED

WOMAN

Mark well the woman who doesn't notice
the carpet on your floor for she is definitely the exception. Most women are
quick to mark and appreciate the atmosphere ofluxury that the right carpet
adds. Which is one reason you'll find
Alexander Smith Carpets in the majority
of the country's most successful theatres.

4-0240-1-2

An Establishment Featuring Floor Coverings Only
We carry the Most Complete Line of Theatre Patterns
Big Stocks on Hand At All Times

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET
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(Continued from Page 5)

house which he will manage. Extensive remodeling which will include a new canopy, new carpets,
drapes and seats, is planned for this
theater. The work will be started
immediately and the house will continue open during the renovating. Ed
Smith who was in charge of the
house has been moved to Elsworth,
Kan., where he will manage the
Dickenson Theater.

MONKEY

New Photographic Lamp

Detroit — McArthur Theater
Equipment has extended its line of
supplies with addition of new lines
of deodorant blocks, including the
perfumed types, in several convenient forms, George McArthur, president, said this week.
Detroit— The Flasher Neon Corp.
has been awarded the contract for
a new steel marquee to be erected
on the Priscilla Theater, East Side
house, by Thomas D. Moule and
Dave Newman.
St. Louis— Fred Wehrenberg is installing new Ultraphonic multibeam sound equipment in his Virginia and Michigan Theaters. The
equipment was purchased through
the George A. Busher Co. of St
Louis.
Chicago — The Byrd Theater at
Madison and Cicero Aves. has been
modernized under the direction of
Hans Tiechart and his staff.
Denver — The Orpheum will soon
begin the installation of the new
sound equipment.
Cripple Creek, Colo.— Charles Diller bought new sound equipment for
his Vida theater.
Denver — Isis theater here is getting new sound equipment.
New Philadelphia, 0. — The Union
opera house, controlled by Shea, is
to go dark March 21 for complete
renovation, which will include the installation of an air-conditioning
system, new projection equipment,
recarpeting and reseating, according to L. W. Hutcheon, manager.

Major Reflector Improvements
Major Equipment Co., 4603-19
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, is out with
a handsome four-color, eight-page
bulletin regarding its line of Alzak
reflectors and their new features
which the manufacturer claims increase their efficiency 32 per cent
as well as being more practical and
economical. Outstanding among the
new features is a new patented slip
ring. The ring is described as an
integral part of the reflector and can
be operated entirely with one hand
even in the most difficult locations.
Five illustrations show the working of the slip ring. This bulletin,
No. 23, illustrates and describes Major's full line of narrow, medium
and wide beam reflectors with price
quotations.
the latest design. A new screen
and stage setting, as well as new
light fixtures of the latest type and
colors, have been installed.

New Lighting Methods
The Nela Park, Cleveland, Engineering Department of General
Electric has issued a pamphlet reprinting Francis M. Falge's article
on "New Lighting Methods for Theater Lighting," which appeared in
the December issue of the Magazine
of Light. This is a fully-illustrated
eight-page brochure descriptive of
the latest improvements in theater
lighting, with especial attention being given to the theater front, incorporated as a definite part of the design of the building and achieving,
according to the author, impressiveness and refinement in addition to a
strong commercial advantage.

Pitts. Plate Glass Exhibit
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. announces that it will have a theater
front on exhibit in a suite at the
Miami Biltmore Hotel during the
M.P.T.O. annual convention. The
display will be in charge of a theater front expert. He will have
sketches and photographs of 75 different theater front jobs, along with
samples of materials used in such
work. He will be glad to discuss
their own modernization problems
with any exhibitors at the convention who are interested.

Forest Mfg. MPTOA

NOTES

(Continued from Page 5)

Bombay, March 3. — (AP) — The story of a monkey that walked into a motion
picture theater in Bangalore, calmly took a seat and watched the show, is related by Indian newspapers.
Twenty minutes after the show started the monkey entered through an
open door, took a seat in the popular priced section and behaved like any
orderly film fan. Spectators were undisturbed. It departed in dignified manner
when the show was over.

Mercury vapor, long the ally of
photographers, is again being utilized in a new photographic lamp
Bingen, Wash. — Recently remod- now under development in the
eled, the new Gorge Theater, has
been reopened by Manager Lary Mazda Lamp Laboratories, according to a recent announcement by
Wall. The lobby has been rebuilt,
decora- the lamp division of the Westwith new blue and silver
tion and other touches given the inghouse Electric & Manufacturing
interior.
Co., Bloomfield, N. J. This new
light source, which will later be
known commercially as the FloodOlympia, Wash. — E. A. Zabel, Flash
lamp, is similar in appearance
manager, has closed the Capitol for
ng to some of the high intensity mercomplete modernization, includi
air-conditioning, redecoration, new
cury vapor lamps now on the market in that it consists of a bulb
heating system, indirect lighting, within a bulb.
marquee illumination, etc.

Springdale, Pa. — Elmer Dattola
560 chairs, a screen, recpurchased
tifiers and other equipment from
the National Theater Supply Co. of
Pittsburgh for his new house which
he will open here.

EQUIPMENT

GOES TO MOVIE

Exhibit

ginia, and await installation in th
new Translux theater in Washing
ton, D. C, around March 1. Jei
Hofheimer operates the Visulite the
ater, in Norfolk; and Dr. L. E
Whitaker, the Lee theater, in Farm
ville. Dr. Lee, a veterinary surgeor
also oeprates the Eaco in the sam
town.
New York — Three theaters hav
recently installed RCA Sonotone os
dilators for the hard-of-hearing
They are the Tift, at Tifton, Ga.
owned by R. E. Martin and managei
by A. E. Adams; the Royal, at Co
lumbus, Ga., operated by the Geor
gia Theaters Service Corp., and th
Reed, at Alexandria, Va., operatei
by W. Harmon Reed.
Dallas — New sound reproducinj
equipment has been installed bj
Hoblitzelle's Interstate Circuit ii
the Palace at Corsicana, the Towei
at Dallas, and in the screening roon
of the Majestic Theater Building ai
Dallas. Similar sound equipmenl
has also been put into the Lido anc
El Rey theaters, operated by the<
Pacific States Theaters, Inc.
Omaha — Western Theater Supply
announces
the following
installations: Da-Lite screens
for Free
Bruning of the Opera House, Bruning, Neb.; Ralph Goldberg for the
Avenue,
Omaha;
John Deere Plow
Co., Omaha, and Lloyd Scobell foi
the Cozy, Wagner,
S. D.; KoolerAire air conditioning for W. C. Donahue at the Avon, Avon, S. D., and
Model K Motograph projectors for
Charles Sartorius
of the Capitol,
Hartley, la. Following the recent
installation of Mirrophonic
sound,
Sartorius now has the most up-todate sound and projection in his 350seat house of any small theatre in
Iowa,
supply
company
announced. the

I
I
I
]

The Forest Manufacturing Corp.,
with headquarters in Belleville, N. J.,
manufacturers of Rectifiers for all
makes of sound systems, will be represented at the MPTOA Convention
in the exhibit hall, where they will
have on display their copper oxide
Lou Holtz to Wed Model
Fremont, O. — The Strand's Shea type rectifiers, bulb type rectifiers,
circuits' second house here is being power supply rectifiers and changePhyllis Gilman, one of the 10 John
renovated
for reopening Easter
over devices.
Robert Powers models engaged for
Sunday.
"Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938,"
installed the latest type of sound announced her engagement to Lou
Gooding, Ida. — Manager A. J.
Holtz, Broadway stage and radio .
Schubert of the Schubert theater equipment.
comedian, in Chicago yesterday en
will soon install the Mirrophonic
route
to the Coast.
sound.
Chicago — Adelpha Theater has
installed new seats and modernized
Newark, N. J. — New sound equip- the house in all departments.
ment is being installed in the Ritz,
Joyce, MPTOA Speaker
Newark.
Thomas F. Joyce, advertising and
Merrill, Wis.— The Cosmo, A. L.
Huntsville, Ark. — ■ Carl Presley, Robarge, owner and manager, has sales promotion manager of the
owner of the Dixie, is having the installed new reproducing equip- RCA Manufacturing Co., has been
ment.
scheduled to deliver an address on
front of his building remodeled.
Wynne, Ark. — Two hundred and
sixty new cushioned seats have been
installed in the Imperial. A new
electrically controlled curtain, a
new marquee, and glass doors will
also be installed. The interior walls
will be redecorated and new carpets
laid.

Manchester, Ohio. — The Lyric has
Springfield, Mass. — The Franklin
has reopened after being entirely been completely remodeled and reopened by Herman Dugle, who has
renovated with a new marquee of

the subject, "Good Sound Is Good
at the M. P. T. O. A.
Atlanta — An air conditioning and Business,"
heating unit is being installed by convention in Florida on March 17.
the Center Theater. It will cost

"Slalom," Back on B'way
$10,000.
Colorado Springs — The America
"Slalom", ski feature film released
Theater, a J. H. Cooper Enterprise by World Pictures Corp., recently
house, will get a $10,000 remodeling concluded a six weeks' engagement
job beginning next month, and in- at the Fifty-fifth Street Playhouse,
cluding a new lobby, front, rest will have another Broadway run at
rooms, drapes, carpets and marquee. the World Theater, starting today. ■
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MUSSO WILL PRODUCE
PICTURES IN ITALY
(Continued from Page

1)

iambarelli similarly will be imicrted.
The actress and prima ballerina
nakes her Italian debut tonight at
he annual benefit for the AngloAmerican Nursing Home at the
Barberini Theater under auspices of
he American and British embassies.
Dinner in her honor at the U. S.
Embassy will follow.

/enezuela Pix Business
Up 25 P.C. Says Lindsay

i

(Continued from Page

1)

handling that country, in New York
'fsterday. While spending one
nonth here, he will confer with Waler J. Hutchinson, foreign department head.
There is virtually no theater buildnsr or production planned in Venezuela, stated Lindsay.

inell Going to Coast for
Hirliman-Hoffman Meetings
(Continued from Page

1)

noduction meetings have been
cheduled with George Hirliman and
*Iichael Hoffman, president and vice
nesident of the company, who ai-e
n charge of west coast production.
\medee Van Beuren, chairman of
he board, Albert H. Lieberman,
reasurer. and several other members of the directorate are expected
o make the trip in a few days to
oe on hand for the policy confabs
vhich are scheduled for the middle
:>f the week.
The conferences this week will
leal with the stepping up of production schedules on the 12 full
ength features which are definitely
;et for early 1937 releases. Six of
hese features are being produced
'or
the remaining
he RKO
Grand andNational
releases.six for

"Borgia" in 4th at Philly

"Lucrezia
^ Philadelphia
now in its —fourth
week Borgia"
at £he
•^uropa Theater.

MARCH
Charles
L.

13
Glert

MARCH
14
Joseph
I. Schnitzer
Charles
Francis Reisner
Maitland
Rice

//

A "£MU" fam "Ms
By RALPH

RKO RADIO TO JUMP
ITS BUDGET 20-25%

WILK

*
(Continued f>om Page 1)
&
Another
title change was an- and will probably resign Monday as
&

HOLLYWOOD

nounced by Universal yesterday.
"RETTE DAVIS's next starring
change
is made
picture for Warner Brothers The
name, however,
insteadinofantheactor's
main
will be entitled "That Certain Wo- title of a picture. Scott Kolk becomes
Scott
Colton.
man"; and the featured leading
made under thed irection of EdT
T
T
Henry Fonda. The film is to be
Lona
Andre
has
been
signed to
made under the direction of Edenact the leading feminine role in
mund Goulding.
T
T
T
Ken Maynard's
western
picture for Grand first
National
release.
Ewing Scott, who authored and George A. Hirliman and M. H.
directed "Igloo" and "Little Amer- Hoffman will produce.
ica," has been signed to direct
T
T
T
"Looking for Trouble," the new
Ann Sheridan will be the leadGeorge O'Brien feature which
lady of "Lady
which
George A. Hirliman is producing startsing production
next Luck",
week at
the
for RKO Radio release. Scott's di- First National studios under the directorial career was interrupted by
rection of Louis King. She will be
illness a year ago. Following his teamed with Barton MacLane.
recovery, he devoted his time large- Other important roles have been asly to writing.
signed to Dick Purcell and to Wal▼
T
T
ter Cassell.
First National has bought the
T
T
T
As the last scenes of "The Stones
screen rights to "First Lady," the
stage success by George S. Kauff- Cry Out" went before the camera at
man and Katherine Dayton, in Universal City yesterday, the comwhich Jane Cowl appeared on
pany the
decidedtitle
upon
"Let
Themit
as
under
which
Broadway. "First Lady" will be a Live"
will be released.
screen vehicle for Kay Francis.

"Earth" Roadshow Dates
Washington's
Theater Trans-Lux
Makes Its Bow
Increased by Two to 23
Two dates added yesterday bring
the total of Loew's "Good Earth"
roadshow engagements to 23. These
new bookings include the Grandlake
Theater, in Oakland, where an engagement begins March 28, and the
Strand, New Orleans, starting April
2. The dates extend up to April
25, with further bookings now in
process of arrangement. At the
Astor Theater, N. Y., the production is in its seventh capacity week.
March 26 is the date of the Canadian premiere, at the Royal Alexandria Theater, Toronto.

United Theaters-Columbia
Writ Plea Up on Monday
New Orleans — March 15 has been
set as the date in civil district court
here for the hearing on United Theaters' plea for a preliminary injunction restraining: Columbia Pictures
of Louisiana, Inc., from delivering
"Theodora Goes Wild" to any but
its theaters for first subsequent
neighborhood runs here. Hearing had
originally been set for March 3 but
Columbia's attorney Hugh Wilkinson asked a postponement. United
is protected by a temporary restraining order.

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Before an invited
audience, the new Washington TransLux theater officially was opened
last night, with first public performance today being sponsored by
Newspaper
ceeds goingWomen's
to charity.Club with proAmong those attending last night
were Tony Muto, of the Hays Washington office; Percy N. Furber, Major
Leslie E. Thompson, President of
Trans-Lux; Ned Depinet, vice president RKO; M. H. Aylesworth, Jack
Connolly, Pathe News; Jim Brennan, Division Manager RKO; Hardie
Meakin, Local RKO Keiths' Manager; Rudy Berger, MGM; Sam Galanty, Columbia; Sam Wheeler, 20th
Century-Fox; Arthur De Titta, Fox
Movietone; Al Holland and Georere
Dorsey, Pathe, and George Crouch,
Assistant Zone Manager for Warners. Roland Robbins is manager
of the new house.

Union toFirst
HaveDrive-in
Jersey'sTheater

Union, N. J. — Steps to permit establishing ofan open air automobile
drive-in theater, the first in the
state, were taken this week by the
local zoning board and townshin
committee. Applicant is S. & G.
Tri-Color Suit Off Till Tues. Theaters, Inc., of Newark, which
Wet
Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY will occupy about 10 acres on a state
Hollywood — After a session to- highway running through the community. An exception to the zonday, trial of the Tri-Color-Techniing ordinance and authorization to
color suit was adjourned until Tuesissue
a
permit
upon payment of a
day morning when more San Francisco associates of Charles Jones, fee of $150 pave the way for the
Tri-Color camera inventor, will tes- project. Traffic policing will have
tify.
to be supplied by the operators.

KAO board chairman and soon
thereafter from the chairmanships
of RKO and Radio Pictures, Spitz
said. No successor to Aylesworth
as KAO board chairman has been
selected and it is doubtful whether
one is necessary, he declared. There
is also some doubt as to whether a
new chairman of RKO Radio Pictures will be elected at this time.
Spitz said he had never had a contract with RKO, had not discussed
a contract
withhe anyone
know
whether
wanted and
one. didn't
Asked concerning the number of
"A" pictures RKO Radio would
make,
said that
the "A"
were theSpitz
pictures
made pictures
money.
But RKO will produce more high
cost negatives than ever before.
On the question of radio appearances of film stars, he commented
that some coordination and cooperation was necessary and that star
radio appearances should be handled
carefully so that they were helpful
and not harmful to the industry. At
present star radio appearances are
being handled in haphazard fashion.
Spitz said that television should
be helpful to the film industry by
bringing fresh, new talent to pictures as radio has done.

Screen Credits for 1935-36
Given to 3,124 Players
(Continued from Page

1)

scripts, 181 cinematographers photographed pictures, 152 music composers and supervisors worked on
songs and incidental music and 27
dance directors supervised scenes
with dancing. Figures are from
lists in the 1937 Film Daily Year
Book of Motion Pictures, which will
be published Monday.

General Theater Equip.

Biz Up;

Dividend

(Continued from Page

Voted
1)

of a dividend of 25 cents, payable
March 31 to stock of record March
24. It is expected that GTE will
pay interim dividends during the
year and a final dividend at the end
of the year, Hines said.

CBS "Soon" to Tell
of Television Work
(Continued from Page

1)

all charges of $3,755,522 for the 53
weeks ended Jan. 2, 1937. Capital
surplus of the company is $3,916,708; total assets $12,135,850, current
and working assets $6,675,631.

$12,500,000 Para. Debentures
Swapped for New Issue
(Continued from Page

1)

for turning in the debentures was
last Tuesday.
The new offer involved up to $15,000,000.

CHAMPION
EASTMAN

Super X was used in the great

majority of all 1936 feature productions
...in three out of every four "box-office
champions". . . in nine of the "best ten"
pictures chosen by the country's critics.
It continues as the unchallenged champion among motion picture negative films.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort
Lee, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PANCHROMATIC

SUPER
NEGATIVE

X

Intimate

in Character

International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

SMPE Survey To Determine Model Plans For Theaters

AT
ST ATon "B"~
CT "BLA
EXPE
banning
Hearing
Minn.rTXProtection
sills
Classifying
Theaters
Pend in Both Senate,
House
Plans are being made for a legisitive hearing in connection with
le Minnesota bill seeking to proibit protection, pending in both
ne Senate and House.
Described as a "bill to prohibit
nfair distribution in the sale, renal and exhibition of motion picture
lms,"
the measure
wouldin set
up
nree classes
of theaters
which
ivision all houses would be able to
lay pictures day and date. First
ivision would consist of first run
(Continued on Page 4)

IMPERIAL FINANCING
SETUPS COMPLETED

Issue

President Roosevelt Felicitates M. P. T. O. A.
Miami — President Franklin D. Roosevelt has sent the following letter ta President
Ed Kuykendall of the M. P. T. O. A.:
"I am glad to send hearty felicitations
to the annual
convention
of the Motisn
Picture Theater Owners of America. And it is pleasant in these happier times t«
acknowledge once more the fine support which the Motion Picture Theater Owners
of America gave the agencies of recovery during the depression.
"I wish for your deliberations at Miami the fullest possible measure of success."

20TH-F0X EUROPEAN
ROXY REORG. PLAN'S
HEARING ON MAR. 22 MEET OPENS APR.
Hearings on the fairness of the
Roxy reorganization plan will get
under way before Special Master
Addison S. Pratt at 10:30 A.M., on
Mar. 22 in the new Federal Courthouse and will continue from dayto-day. Testimony will be taken on
whether the Roxy estate is insolvent
to determine whether stockholders,
who receive no consideration under

Ban

April 28 to May 1 are the dates
for the English and continental sales
conventions of 20th Century-Fox at
Paris, with President Sidney R.
Kent and Walter J. Hutchinson,
head of the foreign department,
slated to attend. F. L. Harley will
be in charge of the English session
as managing director for that country while Ben Miggins will supervise the continental meeting as
European manager.

Measure

ShouldParleys
Be a Major
One At MPTOA, Par.

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Miami — A blast at the production of "B" pictures will be
let loose at the studios during
the M. P. T. O. annual convention which swings into action
tomorrow at the Miami Biltmore,
judging
from of the
offthe-record
remarks
exhibitors, both affiliated and independent, who will participate
in the proceedings. The assault,
after having its inception at
the exhibitor meeting, may be
carried over to the annual con(Continued
on Page 34)
ference of Paramount's
thea-

M. D. Kopple, investment counsel
(.Continued on Page 4)
rid attorney, on Saturday anounced completion of the financing
lans for Imperial Distributing
lorp. and its basis of capital strucure.
Altered Dickstein Bill Rapped — Warner to Italy
Five hundred thousand shares of
By GEORGE H. MORRIS
n original 1,000,000 share set-up
FOREIGN
.'ill be authorized for immediate isuance, a part of which will be DOMESTIC
Departure of Harry M. Warner
In the wake of final hearings on
mailable for public subscription,
mperial will have available a work- the Dickstein alien actor restriction and Sam E. Morris for Italy, where
(Continued on Page 4)
bill in Washington early in the they will visit the company's branch
week, M. P. P. D. A. General Coun- offices in 10 of the country's principal key cities to discuss activities
sel Gabriel L. Hess shot a sharp
IBS Artists Bureau Will
statement of criticism to the House with
local personnel,
was
inter-

PARA THEATER EXEC
I

Columbia Broadcasting System
.rtist bureau will widen the scope
■f its activities to supply talent for
notion pictures as well as the stage
*nd radio as part of a new program
aunched by Lawrence Lowman, vice
•resident in charge of the bureau.

Miami — With all members of the
M. P. T. O. A. board of directors
backing him, re-election of Ed Kuykendall as president of the national
exhibitor organization is assured
when they they hold their annual

THE WEEK

Invade Film Talent Field

Anti-Marathon Bill Tabled
Hartford — The measure to strengthen
the existing anti-marathon law, pushed
by Sen. Frank L. McDermott, has been
tabled. Marathons were serious competition to theaters in several Connecticut spots last summer.

IN

REVIEW

(Continued on Page 33)

Plans For Model Houses To Be Based
Upon Results of Current SMPE

Survey

A nation-wide theater survey to
Monogram Underwriting
data on the sizes of screens,
Deal With Sisto Closed obtain
projection distances and angles,
Deal between Monogram Pictures kinds of screens, types of projection light-sources and all theater inand J. A. Sisto & Co., bankers, for
terior dimensions has been started
underwriting of a public stock issue
by
the
S. M. P. E. preliminary to
for Monogram has been closed and
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)

Miami — About 80 Paramount theatermen and other company executives are expected to attend the annual theater department conference
which takes place at the Roney
(Continued on Page 32)

Kuykendall Re-election
Assured by MPTOA

Board

(Continued on Page 32)

Next MPTOA

Joiner

Miami — Next unit addition to the
M. P. T. O. A. is likely to be the M. P.
T. O. of Virginia. This regional association has been working in close cooperation with the national organization
for some time.
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A 50 per cent increase in business
for the past month over the average
monthly intake was reported Saturday by Arthur A. Lee, GB vicepresident.
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THE
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Paramount
Capitol
Roxy
Rivoli
Music Hall
Strand
Criterion
Rialto
Central
State
Palace
Palace

♦ TWO-A-DAY RUNS ♦
The Good
Earth
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 7th week
Lost Horizon
(Columbia
Pictures) — 2nd week

Astor
Globe

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES ♦
Tsar to Lenin (International) — 2nd week
The Wedding of Palo (Hoffberg)— 2nd week
Razumov
(Garrison
Films)
Love and Money
( Nuovo
Mondo)
South of the Highway (Scand. Talking Films)

Filmarte
55th St. Playhouse
Cameo
Broadway
Cinema de Paris

♦ FUTURE OPENINGS ♦
When's Your Birthday?
(RKO Radio)— March 18
Breezing
Home
(Universal) — March
19
Navy Spy (Grand
National) — March
20
The Golem (Metropolis) — March 20 (b)
Silent Barriers (GB Pictures) — March 25 (d)
History Is Made at Night (United Artists) — March 27
The King and the Chorus Girl (Warners) — March 27
Elephant Boy (United Artists) — March 30
Beethoven
Concerto
(Amkino)
(c)
"V
Kimiko
(International)
(c)
a
Maytime
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(c)
Waikiki
Wedding
(Paramount)
(c)
(b)

Subsequent run.

(c)

Music

Hall
Roxy
Central
55th St. Playhouse
Criterion
Rivoli
Strand
Rialto
Cameo
Filmarte
Capitol
Paramount

Follows current bill,

Coming and Going

(d) Two-a-day

HERBERT J. OCHS, Warners' Southern a
Western Sales manager, has left on a two wee
trip to the south. He will stop first in Mis
later going to New Orleans and Atlanta.
DR. LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI, director of t
Philadelphia Smyphony Orchestra, is on his w
east to complete arrangements with RCA Phot
phone sound engineers in Camden, for recordi
musical sequences for Universal's "100 M
and A Girl" in Philadelphia.
GEORGE SKOURAS leaves New York tomorr<
for Miami.
MARGARET
LINDSAY,
is expected
back
New York today or tomorrow from Washingto |
where she has been visiting her married sist
and will return to the Coast toward the end
this week.
GEORGE RAFT left Miami yesterday for He
mount.
lywood, being recalled to the coast by Par.
FAY BAINTER, following her initial ventu
in films, arrives in New York today from Cal
fornia on the Pennsylvania, accompanied
her husband,
REGINALD
VENABLE.
CHARLES VAN ENGER, of Fox Moviefor
News, and MRS. VAN ENGER, arrived in Ne
York yesterday from Europe on the Presidei
Roosevelt.
THE

RITZ

BROTHERS

are en

route froi

Florida to 20th Century-Fox' west coast stu
dios.
MACK D. WEINBERGER will arrive in Chi
cago today for a meeting of General Picture!
mid-west franchise
holders.

run.

Eskin Opens New House

GB Reports Monthly
Intake Up 50 Per Cent

WANTED

Maid of Salem (Paramount Pictures) — 2nd week
Romeo and Juliet (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 2nd week
(b)
Love Is News
(20th Century-Fox) — 2nd week
Nancy Steele Is Missing
(20th Century-Fox) — 2nd week
Wings of the Morning (20th Century-Fox)
Ready,
Willing and Able
(Warner
Bros.)
Strangers on a Honeymoon
(GB Pictures)
Espionage
( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Trouble
in Morocco
(Columbia
Pictures)
Dangerous
Number
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Green
Light (Warner
Bros.)
(a-b)
Time Out for Romance
(20th Century-Fox)
(a)

(a) Dual bill,

Net
High
Chg.
Low
Close
27
27
Am.
Seat
27'/8
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 3514 35
35
—
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm. Ind
5
15% 163/4 +
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 16%
43/4 166
'43/4
Vi 4 '
East. Kodak
166y2 1 66%
do pfd
1591/2 131%
59% 159%
31% + .
Gen. Th. Eq
31 Vs
773/4 78i/4 +
Loew's,
Inc
7814
+
do pfd
107
1 07 107
Paramount
25Vs
24%
25
—
Paramount
1st
pfd
22% 22% +
Paramount
2nd
pfd. 223/4
Pathe
Film
8%
88%
%
8% —
RKO
83,4
40
40l/4 +
20th Cent. -Fox
.... 40y8
491/4 50
+
20th
Cent.-Fox
pfd. 50
Univ.
Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
15%
15% 15% —
do
pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
Keith
A-0
6s 46
Loew
6s 41 ww
98 Vi 98i/4
98i/4
'
Par. B'way 3s 55
MARKET
Para. Picts. 6s 55... 100% 1 00% 100% ..
97
RKO
6s41
115
1
15 115 —
Warner's
6s39
96 —
MARKET
NEW
YORK CURB 96
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand
National
....
3
Sonotone
Corp
2
1%
■•
'2%
31%" +'
Technicolor
23%
213/4
221/2 —
Trans-Lux
4%
4%
4%
..

Two
all round
positive cutters and two
good negative cutters.
Midwest production
studio.
Letters must state full particulars

II
Theater

Educational Anniversary
Gem, Far Rockaway, Starts
Month to Run May 1-29
Legal Fight for Priority
Counsel for the Gem Theater, Far
Rockaway, has made application
for an injunction to require the Columbia, Paramount, Big U, RKO
and UA exchanges to serve it with
pictures prior to the Central Theater, Cedarhurst, L. I. According
to Melvin Albert, of counsel for the
Gem, the theater's contract with the
exchanges does not provide for protection to the Century Circuit. Hearing on the application is set for
Thursday.

Nagle Rites Pending
Funeral services are pending for
Allen Ward Nagle, actor, who died
here Friday of pneumonia, He was
to have
appearedTheater
in "Native
at
the Venice
withinGround"
a few
weeks. His mother, Mrs. Mary
Nagle, and a brother, Joseph Garrett
Nagle, survive.
Modernize

Your

Five week period, May 1-29, has
been designated as Educational Anniversary Month, John D. Clark,
general
manager of distribution for
day.
20th Century-Fox, announced Satur-

CUSTOM BUILT
RUBBER MATS
Designed to harmonize with your exterior. A bright colorful floor covering
that adds charm and beauty to your
lobby and furnishes a non-skid surface
for all-weather
protection.

DEALERS EVERYWHERE

PURITAN RUBBER MFG. GO.
TRENTON, N. J.

MORE
MORE

Clubwomen
annual
Clubwomenattending
to See the
"King"
convention of the State Federation
of Women's Clubs will have a preview of "King and the Chorus Girl"
in the WB projection room next
Thursday. It was arranged by Mrs.
Edwarddirector.
T. Herbert, Federation's
movie

GREAT
EXPECTATIONS
REALIZED
•

Front Lobby

With New

Richland Center, Wis. — Jack Es
kin, operator of the Richland The
ater here, has opened his new 500
seat Eskin Theater.

MEET

•

•

ME AT

BOOTHS 2 AND 3
Miami-Bilfmore
J.George Feinberg
Spreading

Comfort to MiUions

SEE
The Sensation of Seating
Original Streamline Posture

PROFIT TO YOl
because
buy

POWER

TO YOU

for

SUPREX
TWIN

PROJECTION
COPPER

OXIDE

RECTIFIERS
save with this exclusive Forest design. Rectifiers for every purpose.
LOW
POWER
for all

INTENSITY

RECTIFIERS

SUPPLY

RECTIFIERS

makes

ENGINEERING

of sound

systems.

HELP FOR USERS

SALES HELP FOR DEALERS

FOREST
Manufacturing Corporation
BELLEVILLE, N. J.

PARAMOTOT
TIAVES

NEW

SQUARE

CHlCKERING

ADOLPH

PlICTUIRlES KNCo

A

7 040

CABLE

YORKADDRESS

FAMFILM

2UKOR

CHAIRMAN

OF THE

BOARD

March 10, 1937

TO THE EXHIBITORS

OF THE WORLD

Gentlemen :
May I take this opportunity

to express

to you my humble

gratitude for your particular contribution to The Silver
Jubilee Drive that the boys in Paramount inaugurated to
commemorate

my twenty-five

years

in the industry.

It is a heart-warming commentary on the good will and
good faith that prevail in our industry.
I know of no better way to keep this faith with you,
nor a more practical way of showing my appreciation, than to
try to continue to give you what you need most: namely,
good pictures. In fact, when I read in the many letters both
from you and the boys in our exchanges what you have done
and are doing to make their Drive

successful,

I cannot help

but acknowledge the responsibility placed on me to give you
the kind of product that will earn your continued support.
I feel certain that such pictures as "SWING HIGH,
SWING LOW," "WAIKIKI WEDDING," "INTERNES CAN'T TAKE MONEY,"
"MAKE WAY FOR TOMORROW" and "KING OF THE GAMBLERS" will
merit this support.
Again,
messages

I wish to thank all of you for the many kind

and expressions

of good will.
Sincerely

yours,

(IdfiffPMOn/

DAILY

SMPE TO DETERMINE
MODEL THEATER PLAN!

H
ON PROTECTION BAN

( Continued from Page 1 )

(Continued from Page 1)

theaters charging 35 cents or more
admission; second, second runs
charging between 25 and 35 cents,
third, third runs charging between
20 and 25 cents and fourth, fourth
runs charging 15 cents or less.
Distributors would be required to
post notices of availabilities in their
exchanges 14 days prior to release
dates, as well as rental prices. The
law would become operative on
June 1, next, and under its provisions, the Secretary of State would
issue certificates annually.

Roxy Reorganization Plan's
Hearing on March 22
(Continued from Page 1)

the present plan, have an equity.
The present plan, proposed by the
Roxy first mortgage bondholders'
committee, provides for acquisition
of the theater by 20th Century-Fox.

Monogram Underwriting
Deal With Sisto Closed
(Continued from Page 1)

provides for total authorized stock
of 1,000,000 common shares of
which 500,000 will be outstanding
and 350,000 offered for public sale,
Film Daily learns. Registration
certificate for approval of the stock
issue will be filed in the next few
days with the S.E.C.

Confer on "White Rajah"
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Her Highness the
Ranee of Sarawak is en route here
to confer with First National executives on the forthcoming picture,
"The White Rajah," written by Errol Flynn and in which Flynn is to
be starred. Picture will present on
the screen story of the first Rajah
of Sarawak, Sir James Brooke.

MARCH

15

Howard Higgin
Lorraine Eddy
Eddie White
Frances Grant
E. H. Allen

▼
T
T
• THAT THE jungles are about to enjoy an unparalleled renaissance on the nation's screen appears to be a well
established fact
Just by way of substantiation, taking
a cursory squint at what is happening in various nooks and
crannies of filmland
. Truth to tell, it looks as though the
approaching matinees and nights will be filled with music of
primitive men and beasts
with exploiteers and exhibitors at large joining forces to make their theater fronts, lobbies and screens a literally howling success
•

•

▼

▼

*

• • • IT WON'T be long now before the savage breast
and Neanderthal mein of Tarzan go on view for his idols once
more
and stylists round and about Hollywood,
New
York and Paris decree that leopard and jaguar shall be the
prevailing fashion
and down with such refined trimmings as mink, seal and sable
T
T
T
O • • FURTHERMORE, word cometh from Columbia
that Sasha Siemel is goin' to leave our skyscrapers this week
for the coast
Sasha is probably better known
down
Amazon Basin way as Tiger Man
the tiger, meaning
jaguar
Just in case you have been too busy concentrating on bookings and box-office for the past few years
and who hasn't?
to read in book form the life and adventures of Tiger Man, it should be noted that Sasha kills
these spotted and ferocious cats with a spear, if you please
and if you happen to be hopping for Hollywood yourself this week and run into the gent on the transcontinental
plane or on The Chief
don't make the faux pas of asking him how many jaguars he SHOT
But the Messrs.
Harry and Jack Cohn intend to turn the tables and shoot
Sasha in approved movie
Menace"
▼ fashion
T in "Jungle
T
•

• • THE NEW, posthumously released, Martin Johnson film, made by the late explorer and by Mrs. Johnson on
their invasion of the Borneo jungles not so long ago, will also
be ready for screens soon
and from all advance reports
this feature is a downright hum-dinger that packs more wallop
than an aroused cave man

▼

Ranee of Sarawak Will
West Coast Bureau of THE

Monday, March 15,1937',

• •
end

•

▼

▼

TO CAP the climax, out of New York on the week
with a minimum of fanfare from the met press
sailed Cyril von Baumann, bound for South America
to rejoin his von-Baumann-Roosevelt
Expedition
the
other leader of the exploration project being Andre Roosevelt,
cousin of President F. D. R.
Recently they shot the
feature, "White Gods," in and about the Andean range
and when next autumn blows around you're going to find the
pix on view with a troupe of Avishiri Indians in the flesh traveling around the U. S. to help exploit the footage The government of Ecuador has given approval for the injuns to do it
All that remains is for the tribal chieftain to say O. K.
or whatever the Avishiri equivalent is
▼
T
T
• • • TO RETURN for a spell to civilization, you might
make the mental note that the Christian Endeavor Society up
in Branford, Conn., has given "Green Light" its sponsorship . . .
• and that today Samuel S. Kestenbaum, advertising production manager for Grand National, is celebrating his seventh
wedding anniversary ... • while from Boston, home of the
Bees and Beans, trickles news of a wow ad and exploitation
campaign staged there by Joseph A. Di Pesa, Joe Longo, et al.,
on behalf of the Grace Moore tune-talkie, "When You're in
Love," with the boys knocking down a full-page picture of the
star in the Boston American ... • Pix and stage folk, right
here in N. Y., are congregating for dinner these pre-spring
nights at the Cordon Rouge on West 56th St.
Recent
guests included Stanley Smith and Dorothy Burgess ... • Out
in Columbus, Ohio, Carl Krueger, Loew's local space grabber,
cajoled Managing Editor Doc Weimar of The Columbus Citizen
to give him a full-page break on U. A.'s "History Is Made at
Night,"
opens of attheLoew's
March and
26 capitulated
Doc
withstood which
the shock
request Broad
temporarily
with the remark: "I'm gonna have a sign printed to read, —
Doc Weimar, Managing Editor, The Citizen, Assistant to Mr.
Greenthal."

drafting standard
or model plar
for various types of houses.
Survey is being conducted unde
supervision of Harry Rubin, chair
man of the Projection Practice Com
mittee. Questionnaires have already
been mailed to a large number
theaters.

SMPE's Atlantic Coast
Unit Meets Wednesday
The Atlantic Coast Section of tb
Society of Motion Picture Engineers
will hold its monthly meeting at th(
Hotel Pennsylvania, Wednesday ai
8 p.m. S. K. Wolf, President of the
Society, and a member of Erpi Picture Consultants, will present a
paper, "Sound Films for Teaching
Physical Science," and will exhibit
four educational sound films: "Molecular Theory," "Electrons," "Electro-Chemistry," and "Electro-Dyna-

Imperial's New Financing
Setups Are Completed
(Continued from Page 1)

ingmics."
capital of approximately $1,250,000 with a balance of 500,000 shares
held available by the Bankers for
the corporation's further expansion,
it was stated.
Imperial's board of directors will
consist of nine members, two of
which will represent the banking
underwriters, together with four
leading names from the motion picture industry to augment the present directors, William M. Pizor, E.
J. Smith and Lewen Pizor.

Washington Will Have
Two New Film Houses
Bremerton, Wash. — Ed Older, of
the John Larkin Agency has announced plans for a new $20,000
motion picture theater to be erected
on Sixth St. The structure is to be
built by Berg Brothers, will be 42
Jby 100 feet and seat 400.
J. E. Shields will shortly construct
a new movie house in Ellensburg.

Adolphe Menjou has worn evening
clothes 250 days during the past year,
for an average of 10 hours per day in

—

ESPECIALLY
Film Daily, Motion Picture Daily, Motion
Picture Herald, Variety Daily, Jay Emanuel Pub.,
Trade
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. . . And we made
a new star at the
sametime!They're
hailing him over
on the next page!

y^
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"Fern and Gravet proves a real find.
As winning a personality as has
come to these shores within
memory!"

Hollywood Reporter

"Fernand Gravet will have Hollywood on its ears and the nation
at his feet. He has the combined
charm of all Hollywood's better
actors, plus the handsome appearance of all your Robert Taylors!"
"Hollywood Whispers"Broadcast
"Fernand Gravet combines the
smartness of a David Windsor,
the frank air of a Gable and
the insouciance of a Chevalier!"
Los Angeles Times
"Warner

Bros, have uncovered a

star who will be a brilliant addition to its list! Unlike the unusually
ballyhooed newcomer, Fernand
Gravet has looks, personality and
ability!"

Motion Picture Herald

"Fernand Gravet should become an immediate favorite!
He has the ability to capture a
grand following
from Picture
both sexes!"
Motion
Daily

FERNAND
GRAVET
CLICKED POWERFULLY!

"Fernand Gravet's personality is
a sheer delight! His American
film debut will make him a boxoffice smash!"
"Fernand

Box-Office

Gravet is 1937's most

promising addition to the American screen!" Los Angeles Examiner

Walter Winchell

He's

It All Goes to Show
50 MILLION

FRENCHWOMEN

That

WEREN'T

WRONG

ABOU1

[pronounced SUCCESS)

They just cou/c/n'r be
wrong — look at the way he works!

But he's only part of
the tremendous values
poured into this show!

Hail the campaign
of a
lifetime on the next page!

jV)

'<i v*io^-

K.N.

Right now
In 1200 cities
For 30 consecutive days
Warner Bros.
Are providing

SERVICE!

The most lavish

Playdate
snipes included on application
at your exchange!

24-sheet coverage
Ever seen
In film business!
It's that kind of a smash!

...AND SO AR
THE UNPRECEDENTED

MAGAZINE AND DAY-DATE
NEWSPAPER CAMPAIGNS THAT
ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEE
THE GREATEST SUPPORT
THE HISTORY OF
PICTURE
EXHIBITION!

l^W)
4^ ^r^
Hail the simultaneous nation-wide release! ' O

■
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CHORUS GIRL
A

MERVYN

LEROY

PRODUCTION

FERNANDGRAVET

I

starring

with

JOAN BLONDELL
EDW. E. HORTON
-Alan Mowbray Mary Nash • Jane Wy man
Kenny Baker • Luis Alberni • Story by Groucho Marx and
Norman Krasna • Songs by Werner R. Heymann and Ted Koehler

Leader of the Sensational Spring Set-Up from

WARNER

BROS.

THE

SEARS
DRIVE
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RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD.

WHO'S

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

^ALTER WANGER is pressing
ing a search exactly diametrical
• •
Introducing Interesting 'Personalities: No.
62
• • •
o Hollywood's continuous hunt for
GENSLER.,
Paramount Associate Producer, and a native of little 'ol
*~ EWIS
New E.
York.
•ew faces. He's sending scouts to
fpfered banking business upon graduation
from high school,
ley spots to find doubles for Gable
Love for music led to composing.
Nora Bayes heard a Gensler song and intro:.nd Taylor, Garbo and Dietrich,
duced the young composer to Harms Publishing
ioyer and Arthur, Mae West and
Co.
Short time later Gensler
wrote his first
lepburn; in fact, virtually every
ace — and figure — in the Hollywood
^**mj&R^
show, "Queen of Hearts," with Oscar HammerJJB
Hk
stein and Frank Mandell.
His success
assured
irmament. They're wanted for
JB
Wk
after Harry Richman
scored with "Tom-tom,"
oles in the Clarence Budington Icelhit from that show, Gensler wrote "Fortyand story, "Stand-in," which Wanniners," produced on Broadway same year. Also
rer has just purchased. Wanger
wrote "Greenwich Village Follies," "Captain
eels that a story about Hollywood
Jinx" and "Queen High," in collaboration with
hould be full of Hollywood's famSchwab and Mandell. He then produced "Fine
ous faces — and since no producer
and Dandy," "The Pagan Lady," and "Ballyhoo."
an afford to place dozens of top
Among his Paramount productions: "The Big
he's
—
picture
one
in
names
inema
Broadcast of 1937," "Show Business," "Yours for
"twins."
the Asking," "Millions in the Air," "Professional
;oing to provide
T
T
T
Lady," and "Caviar for His Excellency."
In two years of spare time effort,
.ew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell,
plans on having the picture in its
.ong- writing team of 20th Century ^ox, have completed what they hope morrow," formerly called "The completed stage ready for release in
Years Are So Long." Sans a star- time to enable him to get away
to
ring name in the entire cast, two
\ ill receive consideration as "the
opera."
players in particular are said to give Europe within the next thirty days.
American
;reat
▼ ▼ ▼
performances equal to any ever seen
▼
t
▼
'She's Got That Swing," an orig- on the screen.
Georgette
Mardin,
former
designnal story by Joseph Hoffman and
T
T
T
♦lonroe Shaff, has been purchased
er
for
one
of
France's
leading
moAlthough casting difficulties have
who was recently tested by
>y S. J. Briskin, vice-president in postponed production of the Clifford Directordistes,Irving
Cummings for a
harge of px-oduction at RKO Radio,
Milestone picture, "The role in Walter Wanger's production
»s a screen vehicle for Ann Soth- Odets-Lewis
River Is Blue," Producer Walter
171.
Wanger has assigned Kurt Weill to "Vogues of 1938," has received
for the part.
T
▼
▼
the musical score he was Cummings' approval
▼
T
T
Unable to successfully negotiate complete
composing for the picture.
Adele
Buffington
is
writing the
James
T
T
T
"I,
of
purchase
or the
^ewis," which Paramount owns,
screenplay of "She Didn't Want a
"Looking
for
Trouble"
has
been
Richard Dix, Columbia star, has in- selected as the title for the new Sheik" from her own original, for
itructed his New York representa- Geoi-ge O'Brien starring vehicle Republic. Herman Schlom will produce.
ive, F. E. Goldsmith, to make an
which George A. Hirliman will pro▼ ▼
▼
■>ffer for the film rights to "Digduce for RKO Radio release. FilmConvinced
that the little theater
ging Deep," a novel based on the
ing will start today.
ife of a young Southern attorney
in a small-sized town as a medium
T
T
T
Suring the Civil War period, by
Richard Thorpe has been given a for introducing a play to the public
^stelle Lindston.
new contract by M-G-M. Although has its advantages over Broadway,
T
T
T
Howard J. Green recently presented
his picture,
"Night Must
Fall," is
Plans of Jesse L. Lasky to launch but
half completed,
the assembled
"The People's Choice," his latest in
nto production within the next film thus far so impressed studio collaboration with Raymond Leslie
hirty days the muchly-discussed executives that Thorpe's old agree- Goldman, at the Laboratory Theater
ment was ordered torn up.
of the Pasadena Community PlayEnglish novel, "Freedom of the
house. Half a dozen Broadway proiBeas," by Graeden Stroth, have been
t
t
▼
ducers had bid for this play, but
Owen Davis, Jr., who has just
emporarily laid aside due to the inibility of Charles Laughton to ac- finished a featured role in "Esca- Green dodged all the offers.
t
t
v
cept the starring role. The big
drille," has been signed by Republic
ludget necessary to film this pic- for "The Gangs of New York,"
Republic
has
set
up
the cameras
ure, coupled with the fact that the which Phil Rosen will direct, under at Lone Pine and Victorville, Calif.,
principal role is practically tailor- Associate Producer Leonard Fields.
nade for Laughton, impelled the The film is an adaptation from the for location shots of "Rough Ridin'
Rhythm," Gene Autry's latest. Supproducer to suspend for at least Herbert Asbury novel.
porting cast includes Armida, Smiley
hree months all preparations.
Burnette, Nina Campana, Charles
▼
T
T
▼ T T
Shirley Deane, 20th Century-Fox King, Frankie Marvin, Monte Blue,
Barry Downing and Rex Downing, starlet, who recently sang two songs Charles Meyers, Ann Pendleton,
asbeen
have
over
national hookup sponsored by Max Hoffman, Jr., Al Clauser and
life,
real
brothers in
signed to the roles of Malcolm and a Canadian toothpaste manufac- Hal Taliaferro.
t
r
T
turer, will be seen in a similar role
Robert Minturn, brothers in Repubic's production of "Michael O'Hallo- on the screen shortly. Studio exAfter
producing
"Top
of the
ecutives were surprised at Miss Town", it was unthinkable
ran," and Vera Gordon and Mary
that
Gordon, in no way related but alike Deane's singing voice and plan on Lou Brock could build his new
in gray hair, short stature and making use of it in a forthcoming house in a valley. He has pursmiles, are in character roles.
chased a tract of land at the very
production. t
T
T
T
t
▼
tip
top
ofdivision.
the
SubThis isHollywoodland
a new development
Completing his own production
Paramount executives are bankwhich
overlooks
Hollywood
and
Lou
ng on two new stars emerging from for Paramount, "Make Way for Tooroducer-director Leo M c C a r e y's
morrow," five days ahead of sched- Brock will call his hilltop estate
ule, producer-director Leo McCarey "Top of the Town".
present picture, "Make Way for To-

Columbia has engaged Astrid Allwyn
for the Makes
feature Trouble",
role of "Isis",
in "Venus
the
Michael Simmons story which is
now being
filmed,Wiles.
under the direction of Gordon

T

▼

T

Gaston Glass has been appointed
by Zion Myers to the staff of his
Grand National producing unit.
Glass's first assignment will be as
assistant director on "Small Town
Boy," retitled from "The Thousand
Dollar
Bill," and scheduled for
directing.25
March
start with Glenn Tryon
T

T

T

Bert Gordon, radio comedian, and
Derry Dean, child actress, have been
added to the cast of "New Faces
of 1937," which Producer Edward
Small will send before cameras
shortly at RKO Radio with Joe
Penner, Milton Berle, Parkyakarkus
and Harriet Hilliard starring. In
the cast also will be Betty Grable,
Pasy
ley. Lee Parsons and the vaudeville team of Lowe, Hite and Stant

▼

T

Vinton Haworth, under contract
to RKO Radio, has been added to
the cast of Joe E. Brown's new picture, "All is Confusion," which David L. Lowe is producing for RKO
Radio relase.
Leon Errol, former Broadway
star who, in recent years, has turned his attention successfully to
screen comedies, has been signed by
RKO Radio to make four short subects. Now on tour, Errol will report to the Gower Street studio
late this month, with his first comedy early
scheduled
to go into production
in April.

▼

T

T

Gustav Wally, New York and continental stage actor, has been signed
by Paramount and soon will be given a major role in a film, it is announced by William LeBaron, managing director
of ▼production.
T
▼
George Sidney, who has been cast
in "The Old Soak," starring Wallace Beery, is celebrating his fiftieth
year in the theater and pictures.
T

T

▼

Jimmy Garland, sister of the famous Judy, will make her screen
debut in Maurice Conn's "Tough To
Handle," starring Frankie Darro
and Kane Richmond. She will sing
"Swish Goes My Heart," written by
Connie Lee. Miss Garland was a
partner of Judy in a sister act in
vaudeville
Judy was discovered for thebefore
screen.
T

T

T

Cy Bartlett and Charles Grayson
have been assigned by Universal to
write an original story for Boris
Karloff's next picture. Karloff is
just completing his first straight
dramatic
"Night
Key",
which was picture,
written by
William
A.
Pierce.

flVZ BLUE RIBBON
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Opening Thursday March
25th at the

New

Criterion

Theatre, New York
Canada Distributors
EMPIRE FILMS, Ltd.

As a 2 a day Road Show
Attraction .... $2.00 Top
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DATE

Oscar: A Snake Tale

BOOK

Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of
Today: Balaban and Katz Employees Association's roller skating party, Madison Stadium, Chicago.
George Bannan, Edwards Theater,
United States Navy, now buying
Mar. 16: Boston Cinema Club dance at the
two prints of every American feaEast Hampton, N. Y
Hotel Statler.
ture produced, is considering the ad^^^^^^^^As Told to Film Daily
^^^^^^^^^^^^
visability of a change over from 35
Mar. 16-18 MPTOA convention, Miami Bil more
Hotel, Miami.
mm. to 16 mm.
While this would mean wholesale IN THE summer of 1931 I was managing the State Theater at March 17: Boston Cinema Club charity dance,
Georgian
Room
of the Statler Hotel.
replacement of projection equipment
Omaha, Neb., for Paramount Publix. It was during the
March 20: Formal opening of new Rocky
both aboard ship and ashore at naval
Mountain Screen Club's quarters. Cosmostations at a considerable expense, showing of "The Sin of Madelon Claudet" with more than 350
Hotel, Denver.
Lieut. Com. John Vincent McElduff, patrons, mostly women, in the theater, that my best remembered March 21: politan
Jewish Theatrical Guild of America
experience
happened.
annual memorial services, Congregation
U. S. N., the Navy's No. 1 film man,
I was in the rear of the theater
foresees savings in the cost of films
Shaare Zedek, West 93rd St.
lived with me helped to train "Oscar"
that would make
it advantageous. when a man came tearing out and to eat, when relased, right in the Marchbenefit
show. Variety Club Police-Firemen's
27: Dallas
middle
of
the
living
room,
where
we
Regardless of what other exhibs said excitedly, "There is a snake in
always placed a saucer of raw eggs March 29: Allied States Association Eastern
may pay for films, Uncle Sam, buy- the orchestra, crawling over the right in the center. It was good for
Regional Conference, Hotel Garde, New
New
Haven.
Conn.
ing for the Navy, has a flat footage floor." I am not a westerner, I
plenty of laughs at parties. But,
never
played
with
snakes,
even
as
a
rate applicable to all pix. Inci- child, and I got that hollow feeling "Oscar" was to be of some good in
April 9: Press Photographers' Association dance
dentally, the Navy has about 2,000
and entertainment,
Hotel Commodore.
features in circulation at all times. in the pit of my stomach. All that the world. There came to one of
was needed was for one woman to the circuit theaters a helluva good April 9: Universal Club dance and amateur
Thus far, the Navy is still using feel that snake crawling around her
show,
the American
Women's
Clubhouse.
1,000-foot reels.
only vice came in botfeet and our chief trouble would be guy, whose
tles. It got so that he was in dan- April 9: Annual ball of the Press Photoger of losing his job.
graphers at the
Hotel
Commodore.
counting the trampled bodies.
I ascertained the location of the
To shorten the story, we had him, April 10: Chicago Amusement Publicists AsSol Shulkin Advanced
sociation dinner dance,
Hotel Sherman.
an
old
doctor
and
the
three
of
us
last whereabouts from the
Sioux City, la. — District Manager reptile's
man, called my two ushers and in the living room one night and April 17-18: National Variety Club convenE. R. Cummings has promoted Hipp started a quiet search.
tion. Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha.
by a prearranged plan, began talkManager Sol Shulkin to supervising
Luckily, snakes go for heat and
dinner for Edward Mom
ing of the D.T.'s. Then on to other Aprilat 19:the Testimonial
manager
of the Hipp and Loop, jafter a short time we discovered trie
Bellevue Stratford,
Philadelphia.
"Oscar" was released out
Iowa, Assistant
Morris Mirkin to j snake lovingly curled around a seat subjects.
in
the
kitchen
and
of
course
eventu\
Granada manager, transferred Gra- stanchion with his head next to the ally found his way to the center of May annual
3-7. national
Premium premium
Advertising
Association's
exposition,
Palmer
House, Chicago.
nada Manager Warren
Butler to ■. aisle light. Now comes that mo- the living room.
Hipp manager and transferred Hipp [
ment I shall never forget. I had to
12-14: Allied National Convention, MilAll but the "patient" were wise jMay waukee.
Assistant Bernard Pollack to Iowa walk down that aisle and quickly,
didn't crack. He turned a dull
assistant.
with no idea what kind or size and
green, looked at us beseechingly, June 7: American Federation of Musicians
convention,
Hotel Kentucky, Louisville.
snake it was, grab it and bring it
dash covered
to see ifhim
"Oscar''
out. Whew! I get squeamish even then
were made
real. a We
long June 21-24: National Conference on Visual
Houses Open in Wisconsin
Education and Film Exhibition, Chicago.
now thinking of it. Foi'tunately, it
enough,
however,
to allow
"Oscar"
Milwaukee — Recent reopenings of so happened that it was a -22-inch to
get
away.
I
think
we
cured
him
theaters served out of this exchange garter snake, as harmless as a permanently.
center include the Denmark Pavil- baby's rattle.
Vitagraph Leases Exchange
ion at Denmark, the State Theater,
I secured a cigar box and took
Editor's Note: This is the second
St. Louis — Vitagraph, Inc., has
Racine; Butterfly, Palmyra; Opera "Oscar" — so I named the little devil oj a new feature series. Watch /or
taken a 10-year lease on the oneHouse, Westfield, and the Palace, — home with me.
Two friends who the next in an early issue.
Daggett. Charles Nygard is the
story fireproof film exchange buildnew operator of the latter house
ing to be erected at 3302-04 Olive
R. WeiCircuits Date GB Musical
Closings include the Rialto at FairSt. by a client of the Henry was
Astor
Takes
Dyers
Series
lei
child and the Viking at Loyal.
sels Co. General contract
The RKO Metropolitan Circuit in
Astor Pictures Corp. has closed a
recently to the MacDonald ConNew York has booked GB's "Head deal whereby it acquires the disstruction Co. Structure, exclusive
tribution rights to a series of six of site, will cost about $50,000.
Over Heels in Love," new Jessie
Enter Movie Edition Field
Matthews musical, to play the Anson Dyers color cartoons in the
Blue Ribbon Books has taken over Greater New York houses starting U. S and possessions.
New Equipment, Price Up
the A. L. Burt Publishing Co. and March 19, it was announced by
Series features a character known
will specialize in publication of spe- George W. Weeks yesterday. The as Sam Small, popularized by Jack
M. & P.'s
I.— install
et, R.has
Pawtuckhere
Mirro
ed Straw
cial motion picture editions of books Fox West Coast Circuit throughout Hylton and his band on the Real theater
which have been filmed. Grosset & the country has also dated the pro- Silk radio programs. Release date
and boostei
sound equipment
phonic
scale five cents.
duction. The Warners Circuit of
Dunlap is the only other publisher
first subject,
"Carmen," is its admission
set the
for April
15.
now issuing special motion picture New Jersey is currently playing the of
New Peoria House to Open
editions of books, usually in con- picture in its houses.
junction with the release of a picFourth House for Olsen
ture based on the book.
Chicago — The Beverly theater o
Detroit — Plans for a fourth house, the Kerasotes Brothers circuit wil
Tyler Reissues Placed
the New Star, for the Olsen Circuit soon be opened at Peoria. The nev
Astor Pictures Corp. has just in upper Michigan are announced. house will seat 1,000. Willis For.
closed a deal with B. N. Judell, Inc. It will be located at Gaylord. An- has been named manager.
to handle the Tyler reissues in the
other upstate house to be started
Chicago, St. Louis and Milwaukee soon is the 1,000-seat theater, part
ABOUT
territories, and a second with Big of a complete recreation center, at
Features Right Exchanges to han- Midland, for the William A. Casdle this series in the Cincinnati, In- sidy Circuit.
dianapolis and Louisville territories.

FACTS

FILMS

Stage Shows
Of the 293 features shown in Swed«• from July 1, 1935 to June 30, 1936,
1M
wtrt
American-made.

SHOW-

In Detroit

Detroit — C. V. Munz's Century
"Elephant Boy" for Rialto
The Rialto Theater has booked Theater has started a policy of stage
shows
to play on Tuesdays for 12
"Elephant Boy," produced by Alexander Korda from the Rudyard Kip- weeks under the present contract.
ling story, "Toomai of the Ele- Show is produced by Paul Field, who
phants," for an indefinite run be- is planning a wheel of similar productions in several Detroit houses.
ginning Tuesday, March 30.
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Reviews o$ ike View films

HIGH, SWING

(HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW)

Paramount

in

LOW"
95 mins.

STRONG BOX-OFFICE PICTURE, ABLY
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED, WITH STARS
IN IDEAL ROLES.
This is an ideal vehicle for Carole Lombard and Fred MacMurray and should score
heavily at the box-office. They both have
sympathetic roles and troupe effectively.
The Watters-Hopkins play, "Burlesque," has
been completely re-vamped, with the action
starting in a Panama honky-tonk, instead
of a burlesque theater. The colorful atmosphere of the Panama Canal town has been
faithfully reproduced, with much credit due
Director Mitchell Leisen. Charles Butterworth, as a piano player in the honky-tonk,
has never been better, while Jean Dixon,
of the snappy retorts, who supported Carole
in "My Man Godfrey," does excellent work.
Dorothy Lamour gives a good performance
as a cafe entertainer, who tries to break up
the romance between the stars. Cecil
Cunningham is fine as "Murphy," owner of
the joint, with Harvey Stephens, Charlie
Arnt, Franklin Pangborn, Anthony Quinn and
Charles Judels are other principals. Carole
gets Fred a job as a trumpet player in
"Murphy's" place, where she becomes a
dancer. Arnt, a booking agent, induces
Fred to go to New York to play at the
"El Greco," a night club. Fred becomes a
big hit. Dorothy, also appearing at the club,
tries to win Fred and hides a message telling of Carole's departure for New York.
Angered, when she learns that Fred has
been with Dorothy, Carole goes to Paris
for a divorce. With Carole walking out
on him, Fred drinks heavily and loses his
job. On her return to New York, Carole
rushes to Fred's side, and in a dramatic
finish, Fred pulls himself together and delivers in a radio audition. Carole sings "I
Hear a Call to Arms," by Al Siegel and
Sam Coslow, and "If It Isn't Pain, Then
It Isn't Love," by Ralph Rainger and Leo
Robin. Dorothy's number is "Panamania,"
by Siegel and Coslow. The Paramount
chorus sings "Swing High, Swing Low," by
Burton Lane and Ralph Freed. Boris Morros rates credit for the music direction.
Virginia Van Upp and Oscar Hammerstein
II wrote a clever screenplay. Arthur Hornblow, Jr., can take bows as the producer.
Cast: Carole Lombard, Fred MacMurray,
Charles Butterworth, Jean Dixon, Dorothy
Lamour, Harvey Stephens, Cecil Cunningham, Charlie Arnt, Franklin Pangborn, Anthony Quinn, Bud Flanagan, Charles Judels.
Producer, Arthur Hornblow, Jr.; Director,
Mitchell Leisen; Based on play by George
Manker Watters, Arthur Hopkins; Screenplay, Virginia Van Upp, Oscar Hammerstein,
II; Cameraman, Ted Tetzlaff; Editor, Eda
Warren; Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Ernst
Fegte; Special photographic effects, Farciot
Edouart; Musical Director, Boris Morros;
Arrangements, Victor Young, Phil Boutelje;
Original Songs, Ralph Rainger, Leo Robin,
Sam Coslow, Al Siegel, Burton Lane, Ralph
Freed, Sound, Earl Hayman, Don Johnson.
Direction, Fine

.
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Carole Lombard, Fred MacMurray

"SWING
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"LIEBESGESCHICHTEN VON BOCCACCIO" ("Love Tales of Boccaccio"), German language feature, produced by UfaTonfilm; directed by Herbert Maisch, with
Willy Fritsch, Heli Finkenzeller, Gina Falckenberg, Albracht Schoenals, et al, in the
cast.
Present at the Garden Theater.
Comparable with the best of current
foreign features, its cast represents most of
the outstanding German film players of today. Franz Doelle's lyrics and melodies are
splendid, and finely rendered by Heli
Finkenzeller and Willy Fritsch. The story
tells of a young poet who, in order to supply his young wife with luxuries, turns from
writing for art's sake to writing for commercial gain. Under an assumed name he
pens amorous love stories, which bring
him into conflict with a Count. The latter
puts a price on the head of the poet,
whose real identity is unsuspected, — for the
poet is actually the Count's right hand
man. Film has a grand dramatic climax,
and a picturesque one.
"LOYALTY OF LOVE," Italian-made film
produced by Film Production Co., Inc., of
Rome; screenplay by Rino Alessi; directed
by Guido Bringnone, with Marta Abba, Elsa
de Giorgi, Tina Lottanzi, et al, in cast.
Presented at the Broadway Theater.
Based on the play "Count Eagle," this
historical drama is seriously handicapped
by technical weaknesses, which include
spotty direction, inadequate photography
and editing that falls considerably short of
current standards. Despite these drawbacks, Marta Abba gives a noble, sparkling
performance as the forgiving wife who
pleads with the Emperor and Empress to
free her unfaithful husband accused of intrigue against the state. Most of the drama,
pathos and action is confined to the late
sequences.
"I WANT TO BE A MOTHER," Yiddish
language feature produced by Jewish Talking Pictures; story by Isidore Lash; directed by George
Rolland, with
Moishe

English Demand Further
Curb on Talent from U.

Feder, Rose Greenfield, Esta Salzman, Leo
Fuchs, et al, in cast. Presented at the
Belmont Theater.
Mildly effective melodrama whose appeal is confined to those acquainted With
Yiddish. Director George Rolland does the
best he can with sparse material. Moishe
Feder and Rose Greenfield's performances
enliven the action of the story which deals
with a girl, who, although unwed, becomes
the mother of a child. Her brother's wife
also has a child born dead at about the

ik a

endeavors to evade military service, and the
complications that arise before becoming
a success in love and a hero, too. English titles permit the enjoyment of this
mirthful
production by American audiences.
"SODER OM LANDSVAGEN" ("South of
the Highway"), Swedish dialogue film; a
Scandanavian Talking Pictures production;
directed by Gideon Wahlberg, with Edward Persson, Fritiof Billquist, Inga-Bodil
Vetterlund, et al, in the cast. Presented
Paris).
at
the 5th Ave. Playhouse (Cinema de

same time. The girl's baby is substituted
for the lost offspring. Later, the young unmarried mother is betrothed to a doctor.
Her secret of the past has its repercussions
Edward Persson, Sweden's top-flight
and tribulations before a happy ending is comedian, is the star of this rather serious,
reached.
but at times jovial, tale of the soil. Cast
as a farmer, — father of a boy and a girl, —
Persson is harassed by his children. The
"EL OCTAVO MANDAMIENTO" ("The boy wants to renounce the rural life to
Eighth Commandment"), dialogue film in become a lawyer in the city, and the girl
Spanish, with Carmen Rodriguez. Lina Yegros, Luis Villasiul, et al, in the cast. wants to elope with an aviator. It's all
very tragic to the primary mind of the
Presented at the Teatro Cervantes.
Produced in Barcelona, this attraction, father. The son runs wild, but the daughtbecause of the presence of popular Carmen
er's flying fiancee turns out to be a blessing in disguise, for he furnishes funds
Rodriguez and the amusing histrionics of
Luis Villasiul, will prove a drawing card to to save the farm. Audiences understanding
the Swedish language will enjoy this feaSpanish cinema fans. Villasiul unmasks
ture.
the deception of Carmen Rodriguez who
wants to prevent the marriage of her
"MONTE CRIOLLO"— Dialogue film in
heiress niece to a poor automobile salesman. Feature is expertly cast, and several Spanish; produced by Argentino Sono Films;
players distinguish themselves. Lina Ye- directed by Arturo S. Mom, with Nedda
Francy, F. Petrone, M. Ruggero, et al, in
gros is the heiress and Ramon de Sent- tes.
meant is the ardent admirer.
the cast. Presented at the Teatro Cervan"SAMVETSOMMA ADOLF" ("Adolf's
Military Adventures"), Swedish dialogue
film with English sub-titles; produced by
Svensk Talfilm; with Adolf Jahr, Karin Albihn, Weyler Hildebrand, Elsa Carlsson, et
al, in the cast. Presented at the 47th St.
(Sixth Ave.) Cinema.
Fresh, brisk and splendidly acted comedy
with Adolf Jahr and Karin Albihn supplying the histrionic highlights and the bright
vocalizing. The former, in the title role,
is bound to be heard from to an ever increasing extent in foreign film circles, and
deserves Hollywood's attention for his all
around ability.
The story tells of Adolf's

Grand National Convention
To be Held on Coast in May

London (By Cable)— Still further
Grand National Films will hold its
restrictions on the importation of
annual convention on the coast in
foreign talent, to be effective durmid-May, The Film Daily is ading the Coronation period, are de- vised.
manded by the Variety Artists' FedThe company has closed a deal
eration. Demands sent to the Ministry of Labor, largely aimed at U. for distribution of its product in
S. players, ask preference for Brit- Cuba with Universal S.A. of Havana.
ish talent, with 60-40 split, and provision that every time two foreign
acts get work here, one British act
Booth Force Doubled
must be engaged in that foreign
country.
Detroit — Negotiations have been
completed by James N. Robertson,
circuit owner, and Frank Kinsora,
New Mich. Directories
president, and Roger Kennedy, busiDetroit — New directories listing
Localin
Projectionists'
ness agent,toof double
manpower
every theater in Michigan in two I.A.T.S.E.,
lists — one for Detroit and one for the booth at the Roosevelt Theater.
upstate houses — have just been pre- Two men will be used on each of
pared for distribution by Phil Kap- two shifts, and scale at the house
lan, head of Theatrical Advertising has been raised from $81 to $87.50
Co.
per week.

A routine plot, which has its more
interesting locales in gaming houses, makes
this feature produced in Argentina rather
a mild affair. Arturo S. Mom manifests
a degree of professional skill in directing,
but the technical shortcomings relegate
the production to a position among the
less praiseworthy fo Latin language films.
"TSAR

TO LENIN," a documentary film

compiled and edited by Max Eastman, collected and produced by Herman Axelbank.
Distributed by Lenauer International Films,
Inc.
Presented at the Filmarte Theater.
A splendid screen record of Russian history from the time of the late Czar Nicholas to the days of Lenin. A great deal
of credit is due Max Eastman for sticking exactly and without prejudice to facts.
Accordingly, there is not a trace of socalled propaganda in the footage. Audiences are shown the march of events
through the days of Kerensky, Yudenich,
Denikin, Kolchak and other leaders.
"ARSHIN MAL ALAN," ("The Peddler
Lover"), Armenian dialogue film with English sub-titles; a Marana Films production,
directed by Setrag Vartian, with himseif,
Gayoush Sinko, Roupen Stepanian, et al,
in cast.
Presented at the Miami Theater.
First and only Armenian talking picture
made in America. A romantic operetta,
it deals with the refusal of a youth to be
forced into a marriage arranged for him
by his wealthy merchant father. In the
guise of a peddler, he seeks romance and
finds it in the person of a girl who is
equally impatient with the theory and custom of wedlock by traditional prearrangement. Although not up to the higher
standards of production technique, the film
is nevertheless quite entertaining and a
credit to its makers.
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It's clever; it's musical;
it's funny; it's hot!
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Czech Film Imports
Prague — During the past year 268
pictures were imported, a dron of
22 from the 1935 figure. The U. S.
led with 130 pictures which was a
decrease of 24 from 1935. Imports
from Germany were 77, two more
than for the preceding year. Austria was third with 21, then France
with 14. England was represented
by 10 pictures, Russia by eight,
Hungary by seven, while but one
film was imported from Holland.
Czech studios contributed 27 pictures during the year.

New Zealand Exhib. Body Asks Gov't Industry Regulation

Wellington, N. Z. — New Zealand Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association
paigning for government regulation of the entire local industry, claiming
Government has the necessary authority to do so under the terms of the
Efficiency Act passed by the recent session of Parliament. The Association
that the Government should be in a position to control film rentals.

is camthat the
Industrial
maintains

in Moscow and 15 in Leningrad. To Open Manchukuo Studio
Among productions scheduled for
Tokyo — The newly organized
Leningrad studios are two on the "Manchukuo" National Policy Film
poet, Pushkin, "The Youth of the Producing Co. expects to begin the
Poet" and "The Journey to Ezerum." production of motion pictures withLenfilm will produce the last part
in a short time. The comedy has
of the trilogy, "The Youth of purchased a site embracing approxiMaxim." G. and S. Vasilyev have
mately 36,000 square feet in the outBritish Films in Canada
two historical productions scheduled
skirts of Hsinking, Manchuria,
London — According to a check-up which will attract especial interest where a modern studio will be conhere, 35 British and Canadian pro- —"Peter I" and "Pugachev."
structed. An attempt is being made
ductions were shown in Canada last Alexei Tolstoy wrote the scenario
by
the
company
to assemble actors
year as against 524 from the United for "Peter I."
and actresses who will represent
States and 111 from France. Imthe so-caled five races of the Manports from all other sources were 25.
chu Empire.

Guatemala Duty Lifted

Panama — The Guatemalan government has lifted custom duties
Rome — -After the opening of the on films of an educational characItalian "Hollywood" on April 21,
ter or concerning important internaproduction will get under way with
tional news events.
several foreign concerns making
pictures there. Industria Cinematografica Italiana will make two Ita- Bader Active on Continent
lian and two English productions
London — John Drinkwater is writthere in association with Toeplitz, ing "The King's People" — as well as
with Hollywood actors and well- appearing in it — for Warner Bros.
known directors. Paramount and release.
The deal was set by David
Bavaria Film of Munich will make A. Bader, Ltd., who acted on behalf
one each at the studios, while Italia of the famous
playwright.
Plans
Film of Berlin, Tobis of Berlin and for Mr. Drinkwater to go to America
Vienna will produce several fea- with the picture, accompanied
by
tures. Italian studios turned out 35 Dave Bader, are now under way.
productions in Italian from July, David A. Bader, Ltd., has also been
Bader has
1935, to June, 1936. Showing of active on the continent.
double features in Italian film just returned from Paris, where he
houses is almost entirely prohibited. fixed deals for Neil Hamilton, Percy
Marmont, Fred Duprez, Violet Farebrother, and others with Sacha Gui$80,000,000 in Film Industry
try, David Souhami and other conLondon — New motion picture protinental producers.
ducing companies, theater circuits,
etc., in Great Britain for the year
1936 involved flotation of nearly French Film Awards
$80,000,000 in stock, according to reParis — The Ministry of Arts has
ports made public here. Jordan awarded several prizes and bronze
Sons, Ltd., company registration statuettes to film personalities who
agents, give the total for the year have rendered special service to the
at $54,607,000, but this report does cinematic art. Among the directors
not include the $25,000,000 Cinema receiving such awards are Rene
Ground Rents and Properties, Ltd., Clair and L. Renoir. Among actors
which the Jordan report includes thus honored are Alerme (the burunder land.
gomaster in "Carnival in Flanders"), Charles Lamy and George
Treville.

Set for Italy's "Hollywood"

Soviet Program of 65 Pix

Moscow— Ten of the 65 full-length
sound features to be produced this
year in Soviet studios, will be made
U. S. Distribs. Out in Cold
Prague — Despite the best efforts of
American film distributors, they are
without representation on the new
Czechoslovakian Film Advisory Committee or Pre-Screening Commission. Failure
to accord them recognition is attributable to their action in late Novembei
in quitting the Czechoslovak Association
of Motion Picture and Trade and forming the independent Federation of Film
Import and Trade in the Czechoslovak
Republic.

Films Underground
Paris — An underground projection room is being constructed on
the grounds of the International Exposition to be held here next May.
The largest screen in the world is
also being built for the exposition.

Von Stroheim Producing
Paris — Eric von Stroheim will
produce both English and French
versions of "Gypsies" for which he
will engage an orchestra composed
of gypsies from various countries
of Europe.

American Films in Austria
Vienna — The popularity of German films among Austrian theater
goers has been declining steadily,
especially
in the
large the
cities.
Because of this
situation
German
film industry is reported to have
j demanded that Austria increase the
! present import tax on foreign-language pictures entering the country
I
j by approximately 50 per cent. Gerj
many is in a more or less strategic
| position to obtain this concession in
! view of the fact that the Austrian
film industry depends on the German market for approximately 75
per cent of its profits. In showing
foreign-language pictures Austrian
exhibitors are merely complying
with the wishes of their customers
and it is questionable whether it
will be possible to divert the taste
of the public back to German films.

Czech Film Imports
Prague — American motion pictures maintained the strong position
j in Czechoslovakia
in 1936 that had
j
j been gained in the preceding year
j after an absence of approximately
> two and one-half years from that
; market. Imports of sound feature
; pictures into Czechoslovakia during
j1936 totaled 277 compared with 290
, and 184 in 1935 and 1934, respectively. Of the 1936 total American
j
! films accounted for 130; German,
78; Austrian, 22; French, 17; British, 12; and Russian, 9. Domestic
production of sound feature films declined in 1936 to 31 compared with
34 in 1935. Of these, 23 were in the
Czech
French.language and 8 in German or

Mexican Scientific Shorts
Mexico City — A sreies of scientific shorts of the popular type will
be produced here by Roberto A. Morales or Scientific Films, Inc. of Hollywood, Calif., producers of the ParScience"
shorts. The dealamount-released
was "Popular
closed this
week following
many
conferences

*

*

between Sr. Morales, producer of
"Novillero" (The Apprentice Bullfighter), first color picture evei
made in any of the Spanish-speaking countries, and Jerry Fairbanks
and Robert Carlisle, president and
vice-president of Scientific Films respectively. Messrs. Fairbanks and
Carlisle have returned to the Coast.,

U. S. Circuit in Mexico City
Mexico City — Warner Bros. -First
National Pictures and 20th CenturyFox have jointly lined up a new fivehouse circuit which later on will be
enlarged to eight, for the exploita-j
tion of their respective product in<
the Mexico City area. The newj
chain is headed by the AlamedaJ
Mexico's
only real de luxer, with!
the
Encanto.

India's 300 Talkies in '36
Madras — At the All-Indian Mo-I
tion Picture convention here it waa
reported that 300 talking pictured
were made in India last year. TotaU
investment in the film industry wad
given as in excess of $41,000,000,1
with 25,000 persons employed. NaJ
tive productions are shown in 450
of the country's 650 theaters, it was
stated.

Buenos Aires RKO Fete
Buenos Aires — The staff of the
recently established Buenos Aires
office of the new RKO Radio Argentinian Exchange will fete Mr. and
Mrs. Nat Liebeskind on their 20th
wedding anniversary. Mr. Liebeskind
heads the Argentine branch after
his very successful management of;
RKO's
Brazilian Exchange.

ers*
French Producgroup
Defend
ToParis
— The Parliamentary

welof deputies interested in the interfare of the film industry is
viewing a number of personalities
before asking the chamber to introduce a project for the defense of
The minFrenchister ofcinema
Education. H. Jean .
Nationalproducers.
Zay, called upon to give his view,!
said that, all cinematic matters of;
vthe ministries of Commerce and
Foreign affairs should be absorbed
by the Ministry of Fine Arts. He
founding of a prothe school
proposed fessional
for technical and
artistic cinematography under the
A regovernment.
of ofthe
auspices duction
taxes
on productions j
picgood
when
only
should occur
tures are made and the censors
should examine scenarios before
the pictures are made, he held.

U. S. Films Uncut in Ecuador
Guayaquil,
— Noduring
American
tion picturesEcuador
imported
1936 moran
afoul of censorship in Ecuador, it is
announced. Eight American film companies supply this market with approximately 35 features a month.
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Mayors Join in Civic Welcome

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
CORAL

GABLES
March 8, 1937.

To the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America:
In behalf of the City of Coral Gables I extend to each
and all of you a most cordial welcome on the occasion of
your convention at the Miami Biltmore Hotel.
We feel that your organization is to be congratulated on
selecting Coral Gables for its convention city and we feel
greatly honored that it has done so. We trust that your
stay in our city will be happy and profitable and that you
will carry back home with you only happy recollections of
your visit with us.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) ROSCOE

BRUNSTETTER,
Mayor.

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
MIAMI
March 8, 1937.
To the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America:
On behalf of the City of Miami I wish to welcome all
members of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
to Miami, and to assure you that Miami is very happy to
entertain you. We hope you will take advantage of all the
opportunities that Miami, as a resort city, offers you and that
your stay here will be so enjoyable you will want to return
again.
Trusting your 16th Annual Convention will be a big
success, I remain,
Very sincerely yours,
(Signed) A. D. H. FOSSEY,
Mayor.

CORAL

GABLES

AND

MIAMI

"THE BEST PLACE TO LIVE UNDER THE SUN"
AND "THE MAGIC CITY" OF FLORIDA UNITE
IN BOUNTIFUL HOSPITALITY TO THE MPTOA

By E. W. SUDLOW
FILM DAILY Coral Gables-Miami
Correspondent

Staff

1\[0 city in America can excel Coral Gables,
1 ™ "The Best Place to Live Under the Sun," in
attractiveness and hospitality and when she welcomes the M. P. T. O. A. convention today it will
be with banners flying. Although just an infant,
not yet 12 years old. Coral Gables has adopted
its own flag and its exhibitor visitors will ride
along avenues lined with the proud orange and
green pennant.
The city is unique in that it was all planned
on paper before a street was cut or a building
erected. Ugliness has no part in its development.
Other cities have been planned, but laid out in
straight lines. Not Coral Gables. The city is
more like a vast park or garden, with gates and
towers and plazas in the most unexpected places
and forming a part of the houses.

For the Nautically-Minded among on
the Biscayne
M.P.T.O.A.
Bay.convention hosts there's sailboating

the many gracious beauty spots which will confront you
at every turn of the road.

Every yard has its own citrus trees, — just step
to the door and pick your breakfast orange or
grapefruit. And nowhere else in all Florida will
you see more exquisite tropical growth than here.
Coral Gables welcomes you to enjoy to the limit

It is, moreover, a welcome in which Coral Gables' sister municipality, Miami, "The Magic City," enthusiastically joins. Indeed, both for weeks have been keenly
anticipating the M. P. T. O. A. assemblage, and the
result is a bountiful hospitality, the expression of which
in a colorful entertainment program will serve to liven
the more serious notes of the convention itself.
South Florida and the Miami area may not have much
in the way of old and historic features to offer you, but
she can produce some very unusual bits of entertainment. Among them are the Parrot Jungle where parrots
are shown in their native environment; the Monkey
Jungle where monkeys live as they do in the distant land
from whence they came; the Lion Farm, where lions are
bred for circus and zoo use; the Indian Village where
Seminoles live in their primitive fashion; Lost Lake
where wild ducks and trained fish live; the Aquarium,
housed in what was once a Danish training vessel and
is the only vessel known to have successfully run the
Allied blockade during the World War.
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Miami

Beach,

equally

J. >

1
recommended
to M.P.T.O.A.
and sun bathing.

convention

No, we haven't antiques to offer you, but we have the
unusual, the beautiful and the greatest array of entertainment you can find anywhere.

r5* *
visitors

for

ocean

The latch-string hangs out — use it.

Where to Go
and What to See
IN THE CENTER

OF THE WINTER

Coral Gables-Miami sector offers an infinite
THE
variety of attractions, many to be found in the conventional listings, some lesser known for one reason or
another. The Film Daily solves the M.P.T.O.A. convention visitor's little problem with this specially prepared
Guide Book.

NIGHT LIFE
CLUBS: Someone said that the Miami area boasts as
many night clubs as does a new shirt of pins. At any
rate one finds plenty of gay clubs everywhere. Some of the
newer ones on Miami Beach are quite modernistic and unusual in design, but one of the most beautiful is the old
Coral Gables Country Club. Dancing under the stars and
the palm trees is one of the attractions, and on Tuesday night
orchestra there after 11 o'clock.
will have his and
Jan Garber gala
worth attending.
occasion
It will be a

You ought not to miss the Pirate's Castle where Don
Dickerman and his 40 phantom pirates of Ye Olde Spanish
Main hold forth. Food is of the best available, and the
Don't go if you have a weak
is a riot.
entertainment
heart.
But it is one of
the most respectable of
our clubs, so be sure
and take the ladies.
GAMBLING:
Many casinos operating.

TIME WORLD

RACING
THE PONIES: While Hialeah race track has just closed
for the season, equally attractive Tropical Park is opening
for the spring meeting. Only a couple of miles from the
Biltmore Hotel, it's easily reached.
AND DOGS: When you get back home they will ask you
if you went to the dogs while you were in Miami. There
are four fine tracks where greyhound racing goes on every
night. One track is on the borderline between Miami and
Coral Gables, a second on Miami Beach and the third on
the highway between Miami and Hollywood. The Biscayne
Good music at all four.
Kennel Club is the fourth.

JAI ALAI

Nowhere else in the United States but at Miami can you
see a game of Jai Alai, pronounced Hi-Li. This old Spanish
game is played in the Biscayne Fronton by Spanish and
Cuban players and by those who have followed the various
hazardous sports it is declared to be not only the fastest but
the most dangerous.
You can go out any
evening after nine
o'clock and get a
thrill.

AND

AS FOR FOOD

A bit of Paris has
been brought to Miami
Beach in the form of
open air dining. Many
of the best hotels are
prepared to serve you
out of doors, at little
tables along the sidewalk or in the more secluded garden patios.
The best known
and

GOLF

GOLF is an outstanding attraction in Coral
Gables, where there are
two fine courses inside
the city limits: the 9hole Granada
municipal links, and the championship Miami Biltmore layout, scene of
Ocean Drive and Lummus

and most popular is the Cafe de la Paix at the Roney Plaza.
This is where the visiting ladies will have luncheon during
the convention.

Park are rich in "motor

appeal.'

the world's richest tournament, a$10,000 open

event.
Other courses which convention visitors may care to try

are Miami Springs, Miami's municipal greens on Red Road,
the Miami Beach Municipal, Wash "n Ave. at Collins Canal.

Film Daily's Own MPTO

A Convention Guide Book
FOR THE
LADIES

IF YOU FISH
Miami is recognized
as the hub of the fishing wheel. There is a
ash for everyone: Tar-

A shopping tour of
Lincoln Road, Miami
Beach, is suggested.
This has been pronounced the third retail shopping district in
importance in the
world. The Rue de la
Paix, Paris, is first; Fifth
Avenue, New York, second, and Lincoln Road,
Miami Beach, third.

pon, the world's greatest leaping fish that
comes in all sizes from
3 to 300 pounds. The
Amberjack, a compact
package of speed and
strength. The Broadtail
Swordfish, pugnacious
to the last gasp. And
then the best adverTENNIS:
Feminine
tised fish in the whole
convention visitors will
world, the sail fish!
Romance finds inspiration in such sunsets as this at Miami.
find the Granada public
Do you want something
smaller? Then go after sea trout, red fish, grouper jack,
courts among the finest in the district.
You can find them all.
snapper, bass and the others.
PARKS: Visits to Salvadore, Lummus, Moore and Flamingo
THE BEACHES
Parks, recreational centers, are suggested. To see tropical
vegetation at its most lush and lovely, and almost untouched
Don't overlook a visit to the beaches and to the Cabana
by the hand of man, one should visit either of the two naClubs which dot the ocean front. Even if you don't want
tional parks, the Everglades National Park or the Royal
to go into the water you can still get a kick out of watching
Palms
State Park. The latter is an island of 4,000 acres in
the rest of the world go by in bathing suits. Take a look,
too, at some of the fine pools, in particular the Venetian
Pool at Coral Cables. Over at the Macfadden-Deauville,
you will find the largest pool in America.

THE REDLANDS
Recommended, too, is a trip to the Redlands — that district lying some 30 miles to the south of Miami and almost

the Everglades, and admission is free. The Everglades National Park covers 2,000 miles and is south of the Tamiami
Trail.
RIDING: Coral Gables has 35 miles of bridle paths. Principal academies are Coral Gables, Bewach and North
Miami.

in the extreme tip of the peninsula of Florida. It's worth
coming this far to be able to drive along mile after mile
between groves of orange, lemon, grapefruit and the enormous Persian lime. Col. W. H. Johnston will show you
more than 125 species of tropical and sub-tropical fruit trees.

JUMPING

OFF PLACE

Miami is the jumping off place where a good long hop
will land you on foreign soil. Go to the Pan-American terminal on Dinner Key, Coconut Grove, Miami, and see the
giant Clipper ships that are always either coming or going.
Havana is just 100 minutes distant by the new planes that
have recently been put into commission, and you can get to
quaint old Nassau, the capital of the Bahamas, in less than
two hours. It is quite the thing to have breakfast in Miami,
lunch in either Bimini, Nassau or Cuba, then be back in
Miami for dinner. But if you can't get passage on a plane,
at least you can watch the ships land.
Plan your schedule so that there is time to take a trip
in one of the big blimps — rubber cow, the natives call them
— that fly over Miami and the ocean and allow you to get
an aerial view of the country. The blimp station is on the
causeway which connects Miami Beach to Miami.

Coral Gables, here we come!

Douglas entrance to the city.

«

THE ORDER

OF BUSINESS

»

At M. P. T. O. A. Convention
TUESDAY
9:00 A. M. — Registration of delegates.
10:00 A.M. — Sight-seeing tour of Miami and environs.

2:30 P. M. — Business session in the convention hall with
a discussion of merchandising of picture entertainment and
what the distributor can do to help sell the show. Speakers
will be Robert M. Gillham, Paramount, and Monroe Greenthai, United Artists.
Address by Col. Carl Byoir, public relations counsel, New

10:30 A. M. — Meeting of the Executive Committee.
12:30 P.M. — Annual meeting of the Board of Directors in
the Army and Navy Room of the Miami-Biltmore Country
Club.
2:30 P. M. — Business session. Convention called to order
by Mitchell Wolfson, general chairman, convention arrangements committees; invocation, Rev. Leslie Barnett, Corai
Gables Congregational Church; address of welcome to Florida by the Hon. Fred P. Cone, Governor of Florida; address
of welcome to Miami by the Hon. A. D. H. Fossey, Mayor of
Miami; response to address of welcome, M. A. Lightman,
past president, M. P. T. O. A.; annual report of the president,
Ed Kuykendall; annual report of the secretary, Morris Loewenstein; annual report of the general counsel, Edward G.
Levy; announcement of special convention committees,
where and when they will meet during the Convention; report of the committee on convention arrangements, Mitchell
Wolfson, Wometco Theaters, Miami, general chairman; adjourn for committee meetings.
9:00 P. M. — Reception to delegates, members, friends and
guests of M. P. T. O. A.
WEDNESDAY
10:30 A.M. — Business session in the Convention Hall. "A
Demonstration of New Methods in Lighting for Motion Picture Theaters," Francis M. Fagle, Engineering Division, General Electric, Cleveland; "The Forgotten Audience Among
the Deaf in Theaters," Dan D. Halpin, vice-president, Dictograph Products, New York; "Modern Theater Fronts and
Their Influence on Attendance," E. L. Patton, Pittsburgh Plate
Glass Co., Pittsburgh; "Proper Maintenance of Sound Equipment," Thomas Joyce, advertising manager, Photophone Division, RCA Mfg. Co.; "Modern Functional Design of Motion
Picture Theaters," Ben Schlanger, architect, New York; "What
Air Conditioning Means to the Box-Office," L. L. Lewis, Carrier
Corp., Newark; "improvements in Theater Seating," Raymond S. Reed, Heywood-Wakefield Co.
11:00 A.M. — Luncheon and beach party for the ladies at
The Roney Plaza Cabana Sun Club. Special luncheon at
the Cafe de la Paix, 11:30 to 1:00 P. M., afternoon on the
beach.
12:30 P. M. — Official convention luncheon on the south terrace of the Miami-Biltmore Hotel.

York; "Theater Advertising in Newspapers," Hal Kopplin,
Wometco Theaters, Miami; "Winning New Patrons," Roy
L. Smart, Wilby-Kincey, Charlotte, N. C; "The Value of a
Theater to the Community," M. A. Lightman, Malco Theaters, Memphis, Tenn.; "Systematizing Theater Operation,"
Brownie Akers, Griffith Amusement Co., Oklahoma City;
"Theater Operation in England," Percy Phillipson, president,
Automaticket, Ltd., London; "The Economic Level of Admission Scale," Arthur FI. Lockwood, Capitol Theater, Middletown, Conn.; "Worthy Attractions versus Star Values," H. J.
Griffith, Griffith Amusement Co., Oklahoma City; "Training
a Theater Staff," Sonny Shepherd, Lincoln Theater, Miami;
"Theater Insurance and Accident Prevention," Henry Anderson, Insurance Dept., Paramount Theaters, New York.
Evening — No convention affairs this evening.
THURSDAY
10:30 A. M. — Business session in the Convention Hall.
Reports of Special Convention Committees. Following
each Committee report there will be an open forum. Com
mittees reporting are:
Music tax, unfair trade practices, conciliation and arbitration, radio and non-theatrical competition, entertainment
values, public relations and community affairs, labor relations, legislation and taxation, resolutions.
2:30 P. M. — Business session in the Convention Hall.
Address by Adolph Zukor; address by J. Edgar Hoover;
address by Charles B. McCabe publisher of the "New York
Daily Mirror"; address by the Hon. Jesse H. Jones, Chairman,
Reconstruction Finance Corp. and Treasurer, Will Rogers
Memorial Commission; unfinished business; installation of
officers, Fred Wehrenberg, Chairman, Board of Directors,
Convention adjourns sine die.
7:30 P. M. — Annual Convention banquet, water carnival
and aquatic show, grandstand, the Miami-Biltmore Outdoor
Exhibition Pool from 9:15 to 11: P. M. Supper dance and special entertainment program, main dining room of the MiamiBiltmore Hotel from 11:30 P. M.
FRIDAY
10:00 A. M. — M. P. T. O. A. Convention golf tournament a!
the Miami-Biltmore Golf and Country Club.

WE

AMONG THOSE
PRESENT

HAVE
WITH US
Ed Kuykendall
The man who
occupies the top
post in the M. P.
T. O. A. and as
such will play a
leading role in the
convention program. Chief figure in the exhibitcrusade
o r association's
for trade

practice conceslions as per its 10-point
program.
Slated for re-election as president.
E. V. Richards
Head of the imxTtant Saenger
■ircuit down New
Drleans way and
i power in the
Daramount setup,
on whose direc:orate he now
serves. Regarded
as an outstanding
authority on exhibition in particular and the industry

Adolph Zukor
One of the convention's princi-

•
•
•
SALUTATIONS!
which is a $2.50 synonym lor the
customary
greetings
to the delegates assembled
today at the
Miami
Biltmore, Coral Gables
for the 16th annual convention
of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America
hereinafter to
be called the M.P.T.O.A., as learned counsel would say

•

•

•
IF ALL the forecasts materialize as they should, this
vention should be the greatest Jamboree in M.P.T.O.A. history
as well as a clearing house for constructive theater cperation ideas
in by outstanding
authorities
The New
Orleans
session
years ago was a wow
a hit
a sensation
Coral Gables should top it
ideal background for both biz
pleasure, mostly the latter

conput
two
But
and

9

in general.

M. A. Lightmcm
Past prexy of
the M. P. T. O. A.
and head man in
the Malco circuit.
Able m. p. industry citizen and an
aggressive fighter
for trade practice
reforms. Chairman of the convention^ committee on public relations and community affairs.
Fred Wehrenberg
Chairman of the
M. P. T. O. A. directorate and occupying similar
spot in the convention's committee on labor relations. One of the
org anization's
most dependable
leaders. Head of
the M. P. T. O.
headquartering in St Louis.
Y. Frank Freeman
The man who
ably guides the
destinies of Paramount's theater
activities and a
member of the M.
P. T. O. A. board
o f directors. I n
addition to looking in on the national exhib association's jamboree, he'll run the Paramount theater
partners' conference.
Barney Balaban
The exec who is
restoring Paramount to its former glories and
stability as president. Formerly
devoted all his
time to Balban &
Katz's great circuit in t h e Chicago territory. A
confidence-inspir ing leader whose actions speak louder
than words.

• • ATTENDANCE of Adolph Zukor should prove a big attraction inasmuch as the industry regards him as it leading active pioneer
Ties in nicely with his Silver Jubilee anniversary
Many
exhibs will have their first opportunity to meet Barney Balaban
prexy
of Paramount, who was elected to that office nearly a year ago
And Stanton Griffis of Hemphill, Noyes & Co.. chairman of the Paramount executive committee

▼

T

pal speakers.
cidentally,Inchairman ofmount
theboardParaand
in charge of the
duction proactivities.
company's
Certain to be a
focal point of interest at the Paramount theater partners' meeting.
Neil F. Agnew
Vice - President
in charge of disfor Par-a
amount tribution
and
member

of its directorate. Aleader in every sense

of the word; inspiring confidence
in his field force
as well as in the
product
he sells.
His principal
amount, meet. interest will be the ParAustin C. Keough
Secretary of
Paramount as
well as its general counsel. Recognized as one of

T

©
•
•
ED KUYKENDALL, prexy of the organish, is a past master
at running conventions
Has graphic tale to tell of battle in
behalf of the M.P.T.O.A. 10-point trade practice program, discussion of

the industry's
best-equipped legal illuminaries.
A real
factor in

which may afford convention fireworks
Ed's Southern accent is
somethin' to listen to as he flows along in the better oratorical
style
▼
T
T

the Paramount organization, which
he has guided
through many court battles.
William F. Rodgers

•

•

•

M. A. LIGHTMAN

is always

good

for a stirring,

fearless

address and he's down
on the program
One of the smartest
circuit operators in the land and a past pres. of M.P.T.O.A
Other leaders who are bound to contribute importantly to the proceedings
are Fred Wehrenberg of St. Louis, Ed Levy of New Haven. Walter
Vincent of New York, Charlie Picquet of Pinehurst. Morgan Walsh of
Frisco. Lew Pizor of Philadelphia

T

T

T

• • • THEN THERE'S Frank C. Walker of the Comerford circuit,
and active in Administration affairs at Washington, on hand not only to
attend the M.P.T.O.A. meet but also the Paramount theater conference
which opens Thursday at the Roney-Plaza

▼

O

•

•

AND

WE

▼

General manager of distribution
for
Loew's,
i. e.,
M-G-M.
Popular
and competent in
both exhib and
distrib circles and
typical of his company's,executive
high calibre,
manpower. This is
h i s first theater
association convention as sales head.
AlbertMajor
Warner
One lous
of Warner
the fabuBros,

▼

and

vice-president of the company. A golfer of
n o
insignificant
ability
and as
such, the chap is
who in charge of
the M. P. T. O. A.
tournament which

NOTE, too, Julian Brylawski, industry authority

on what goes on in Congress
and Warner Bros, exec in Washington while in the sales managers contingent on the convention
grounds you see Neil Agnew, Bill Rodgers and George Weeks

T

T

T

• • • J. GEORGE FEINBERG, who is recovering from a tough
siege of illness, is being congratulated
on his way back to health
Claude Ezell, sponsor of Bank Night, is telling hew much his
game
means
to theater grosses
Knows
all the exhibs as he
used to be Warner
gen. sales mgr
Arthur Lockwood,
Conn.
M.P.T.O.A. head, was an early arrival
He's a leader in his
organization's fight against the two-operators-in-a-booth bill pending
in Conn

▼

•

•

▼
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• TO THESE LEADERS
and to You
and You
and You
the FILM DAILY extends the Glad Hand
presenting the while this Special Issue as a modest token of esteem and
regard for an organization
whose
service to the Industry is
acknowledged by all

tain the visiting

will help
enterfiremen
on Friday.

James R. Grainger
The hard-hitting, contractlanding
general
sales manager o f
the New
Universal. Travels
up
and down the
Youssavince to
exhibsconthat
no product lineup
is complete without U represented.
Jimmy knows everybody
where.
every-

~
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A Calendar o$ Feature /Ideates
An alphabetical list of English-speaking features released since Nov. 7, 1936, together with pictures scheduled for release during the next few
months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release dates have been scheduled.
Dates after titles are distributor
release dates; FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review.
Names after review dates are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts
and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.
Title

Release Date

Accused
(United
Artists)
Not set
FD: 12-17-36; D. Fairbanks. Jr.. Dolores
Del Rio
Aces and Eights (Puritan)
FD: 8-8-36: Tim McCoy
Aces Wild
(Commodore)
FD: 1-20-37; Harry Carey Gertrude Messinger
After the Thin Man (M-G-M)
12-25-36
FD: 12-7-36: Wm. Powell. Myrna Loy
Another
Dawn
(Warner Bros.) ... .In Prod.
Kay Francis, Errol Flynn
April Romance
(M-G-M)
11-20-36
FD: 2-2-37: Richard Tauber. Jane Baxter
Arizona Days (Grand National) ... .1-30-37
FD: 2-2-37: Tex Ritter, Ethelind Terry
Arizona
Mahoney
(Para.)
12-4-36
Joe Cook, June Martel
As Good as Married (Universal) ... .5-16-37
As You Like It (20th-Fox)
1-8-37
FD: 11-6-36; Elisabeth Bergner
Backstage
(GB)
3-16-37
Anna Neagle, Arthur Tracy, Tillie Losch
BadDick
Man's
ForanTerritory (Warner Bros) Not set
Banjo On My Knee (20th-Fox)
12-4-36
FD: 12-1-36: B. Stanwyck. J. McCrea
BAR Z Bad Man
(Republic)
1-20-37
Johnny Mack Brown, Lois January
Battle of Greed (Crescent
FD: 1-4-37: Tom Keene, Gwynne Shipman
Beethoven's
Great Love
(French
Co.)
FD: 1-29-37: Harry Baur. Arnie M.P.
Ducaux
Behold the Bridegroom
(RKO)
In Prod.
B. Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall
Beloved Enemy
(United Artists) . . .] 2-25-36
FD: 12-12-36: Merle Oberon. Brian Aherne
12-21-36
of Ladies (Republic)
Beware
FD; 1-12-37; Donald Cook, Judith Allen
Beyond Victory (Crescent)
1-18-37
Tom Keene
Big Show. The (Republic)
11-16-36
Gene Autry
Bill Cracks Down
(Republic)
3-22-37
Grant Withers, Judith Allen
Black Legion (Warner Bros.)
1-30-37
FD: 12-30-36: H. Bogart. Ann Sheridan
Bold Caballero, The (Republic) .... 1-18-37
FD: 12-3-36: Heather Angel, Bob
Livingston
Boots and Saddles (20th-Fox)
4-2-37
Borderland
(Paramount)
2-26-37
FD: 2-15-37; Wm. Boyd, Jimmy Ellison
Border Phantom (Republic)
12-28-36
Bob Steele. Harley Wood
Born to Dance (M-G-M)
11-27-36
FD: 11-17-36;
Eleanor
Powell, James
Stewart
Breezing
Home
(Universal)
1-31-37
FD: 2-2-37: Binnie Barnes, William
Gargan
Broken Blossoms (Imperial)
Not set
FD: 1-15-37; Dolly Haas, Emlyn Williams
Bulldog Drummond Escapes
(Para.) .1-22-37
Heather Angel, Ray Milland, Guy Standing
By Joan
the Dawn's
In prod.
Bennett. Early
Fred Light
Stone (RKO)
California Mail (Warner Bros.) ... .11-14-36
Dick Foran
California Straight Ahead (Univ.) . . . .5-2-37
John Wayne, Louise Latimer
Call It a Day (W.B.)
Fd: 3-6-37; Olivia de Havilland, Ian Hunter
Call of the Prairie (Para.)
Not set
FD: 12-1-36: Wm. Boyd, Jimmy Ellison
Camille (M-G-M)
1-1-37
FD: 12-15-36; Greta Garbo, Robert Taylor
Can This Be Dixie? (20th-Fox)
11-13-36
FD: 11-12-36; Jane Withers
Captain Calamity (Grand Nat'l) ... 11-29-36
FD: 4-17-36; Marion Nixon, George Houston. Rev. as "Captain Hurricane"
Captain's Kid. The (First Nat.) . . , .11-14-36
FD: 1-23-37; Sybil Jason. Guy Kibbee
Captain Courageous (M-G-M)
4-9-37
Freddie Bartholomew, Spencer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore
Career Woman
(20th-Fox)
12-18-36
FD: 11-24-36; Claire Trevor, Michael
Whalen
Cavalcade of the West (Diversion)
FD: 10-6-36; Hoot Gibson
Champagne Waltz
(Para.)
1-29-37
FD: 2-5-37; Fred MacMurray,
Gladys
Swarthout
Charge of the Light Brigade (Warners).
11-7-36
FD: 10-20-36: Errol Flynn. O. de Havilland

Title
Charlie Chan at the Opera

Release Date
(20th-Fox),1-8-37

FD: 11-16-36; Warner Oland
China Passage (RKO-Radio)
In Prod.
Constance Worth, Vinton Haworth
Circus Girl (Republic)
3-1-36
FD: 2-24-37; June Travis, Robert Livingston
Clarence (Paramount)
2-12-37
FD: 3-10-37; Roscoe Karns, Gail Patrick
Coast Patrol
(RKO)
In Prod.
Victor McLaglen, Preston Foster
College Holiday
(Paramount)
12-25-36
FD: 12-19-36;
Jack Benny,
Geo. Burns,
Gracie Allen
Come Closer Folks (Columbia)
11-7-36
FD: 11-24-36 James Dunn, Marian Marsh
Comeback, The (Treo)
11-25-36
Max Sehmeling
Common Ground (Crescent)
12-8-36
Tom Keene
Conflict
(Universal)
11-29-36
FD: 11-28-36: John Wayne, Jean Rogers
Convention
in Cuba
(RKO)
In Prod.
Parkyakarkus. Joe Penner
Counterfeit Lady
(Columbia)
In Prod.
FD: 1-12-37: Ralph Bellamy. Joan Perry
Country
Gentleman
(Republic)
11-9-36
FD: 10-24-36: Olsen & Johnson
Cowboy Star, The (Columbia) ... .11-20-36
Charles Starrett. Iris Shunn
Crack Up (20th-Fox)
1-16-37
FD: 12-14-36; Peter Lorre, Brian Donlevy
Criminal
Lawyer
(RKO)
In-Prod.
FD: 1-28-37; Lee Tracy, Margot
Grahame
Crimson
Circle, The
(Du World).. Not set
FD: 12-30-36;
Hugh
Wakefield,
June
Duprez
Crouching Beast. The (Olympic)
FD: 8-22-36; Fritz Kortner, Wynne Gibson
Dance, Charlie, Dance
(W. B.)
In Prod.
Stuart Erwin, Glenda Farrell
Danger, Men Working (Paramount) In Prod.
Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle
Dangerous Number
(M-G-M)
1-22-37
FD: 1-27-37: Robert Young, Ann Sothern,
Reginald
Owen
Day at the Races, A (M-G-M)
5-7-37
Marx Bros. Allan Jones, Maureen O'Sullivan
Dead Yesterday (20th-Fox)
In Prod.
Sally Blane, Thomas Beck
Death in the Air (Puritan Distrib.) .Not Set
FD: 2-15-37; Lona Andre, John Carroll
Devil of the Sea (Treo)
12-10-36
Barry Norton. Mary Carr. John Barton
Devil on Horseback (GN)
10-11-36
Lili Damita, Del Campo
Devil's Playground (Columbia)
1-24-37
FD:
2-16-37;
Dolores
del Rio,
Chester
Morris, Richard
Dix
Dizzy Damea
(Liberty)
FD: 7-18-36; Marjorie Rambeau
Doctor Bull (reissue)
(20th-Fox) .. .2-5-36
Will Rogers. Marian Nixon
Doctor's
Diary
(Para.)
2-5-37
FD: Burgess
1-23-37; George Bancroft,
Helen
Dodge City Trail (Columbia)
2-5-37
Charles Starrett, Marian Weldon
3-13-37
Don't Pull Your Punches (Warner Bros.)
Barton McLane, June Travis
Don't Tell the Wife (RKO-Radio) . . .In Prod.
FD: 2-20-37; Guy Kibbee, Una Merkel
Drums of Destiny (Crescent)
1-18-37
Tom Keene
Easy Going (RKO)
In Prod.
Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey
Elephant Boy (U. A.)
4-23-37
Empty
Saddles
(Universal)
12-20-36
FD: 10-17-36; Buck Jones
Escadrille (RKO-Radio)
In Prod.
Paul Muni, Miriam Hopkins
Espionage
(M-G-M)
2-26-37
FD: 3-6-37: Edmund Lowe, Madge Evans,
Paul Lukas
Ever Since Adam
(Republic)
3-8-37
Nat Pendleton, Lyle Talbot
Everybody
Dance
(GB)
2-15-37
Cicely Courtneidge.
Ernest Truex
Fair Warning
(20th-Fox)
3-5-37
J. Edward Bromberg, Betty Furness
Family Affair, A (M-G-M)
3-12-37
Lionel Barrymore, Cecilia Parker
Feud of the West
(Diversion)
FD: 6-19-36: Hoot Gibson
Fifty Roads to Town
(20th-Fox) .. .4-23-37
Don Ameche, Ann Sothern

Title

Release Date

Find the Witness (Columbia)
1-8-37
Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith
Fire Over England (U. A.)
3-5-37
FD: 1-14-37; Flora Robson, Lawrence
Olivier
Flying
Hostess
(Universal)
11-22-36
FD: 12-16-36: Wm. Gargan. Judith Barrett
ForFrank
Love Forest
of You
(Celebrity)
11-16-36

Title
Release Dat*
I Stand
Lionel Accused
Barrymore,(M-G-M)
Spring Byington 3-26-37
In Paris, A. W. O. L. (Rowland-Wagner) . .
FD: 4-7-36; Lola Lane, Irene Ware
Internes Can't Take Money (Para.) .In Prod.
Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea
John
Meade's
2-26-37 ,
FD:Larrimore
2-11-37;Woman
Edward(Para)
Arnold, Francine

Four
Days' Wonder
(Universal) ... .1-3-37
FD: 1-5-37: Jeanne Dante, Kenneth Howell
Fugitive in the Sky (Warner Bros. 111-28-36
FD: 1-6-37; Jean Muir. Warren Hull

Join The Marines
(Republic)
1-26-37
FD: 1-4-37; June Travis. Paul Kelly
2-10-37
Jones Family in Off to the Races (20th-Fox)

Gambling With Souls (Jay Dee Kay)
Martha Chapin, Robert Frazer
Garden of Allah (United Artists) . .11-19-36
FD: 11-3-36; Charles Boyer. Marlene Dietrich
Gay Love
(Marcy )
FD: 6-10-36: Florence Desmond
General
Spanky
(M-G-M)
12-11-36
FD: 10-27-36:
Spanky McFarland
Ghost Patrol (Puritan)
FD: 9-10-36: Tim McCoy
Girl Loves Boy (G. N.)
3-13-37
Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker
Girl Overboard (Universal)
2-28-37
FD: 3-2-37; Gloria Stuart, Walter Pidgeon
Go West Young Man (Paramount) .11-13-36
FD: 11-6-36; Mae West, Warren William
1-16-37
God's Country and the Woman
(Warners)

FD: 1-7-37: Slim Summerville, Jed Prouty.
Shirley Deane
Jungle Princess
(Paramount)
11-27-36
FD:Milland
11-20-36; Dorothy Lamour. Ray

FD:
12-19-36:
Geo. Brent, Beverly
Roberts
Gold Diggers of 1937 (First Nat'l) .12-26-36
FD: 12-2-36: Dick Powell, Joan Blondell
Golgotha
(Golgotha Corp.)
Not set
FD: 2-10-37; Harry Baur, Robert Le
Good Vigan
Earth, The (M-G-M)
Not set
FD: 2-3-37: Paul Muni, Louise Rainer
Great Barrier, The (GB)
Not set
Richard Arlen
Great
(GrandJamesNat'l)
1-2-37
FD: Guy
12-9-36:
Cagney, Mae Clarke
Great O'Malley. The (Warner Bros.) 2-13-37
FD: 3-9-37; Pat O'Brien, Sybil Jason
Green Light (Warner Bros.)
2-20-37
FD: 1-5-37: Errol Flynn, Anita Louise
GunBobRanger,
The
(Republic)
11-19-36
Steele
Guns and Guitars (Republic)
Not set
FD: 12-22-36; Gene Autry, Dorothy Dix
Guns of the Pecos (Warner Bros.) . . .1-2-37
Dick Foran, Anne Nagel
Happy Go Lucky (Republic)
12-14-36
FD: 12-5-36: Phil Regan, Evalyn Venable
Hat Off (Grand
National)
12-6-36
FD: 12-16-36: Mae Clarke, John Payne
Head Over Heels in Love (GB)
2-20-37
FD:Borell
2-5-37; Jessie Matthews, Louis
Headin' for the Rio Grande
(Grand
National)
12-20-36
FD: 12-8-36; Tex Ritter, Eleanore
Stewart
Help Wanted, Female (Columbia) . .In Prod.
Jean Arthur, George Brent
3-20-37
Her Husband's Secretary
(First Nat'l)
Warren Hull. Jean Muir
Her Husband Lies (Para)
In Prod.
Ricardo Cortez, Gail Patrick
Hideaway Girl (Paramount)
11-20-36
FD: 1-1-37; Shirley Ross. Robert Cummings
Hidden Power, The (GB)
1-1-37
Sylvia Sidney
High Treason
(Treo)
12-15-36
FD: 1-29-37; Winifred Shaw, John
Garriek
History Is Made at Night (U. A.).. 3. -5-37
FD: 3-8-37; Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur
Hittin'
the Trail (G. N.)
3-20-37
Tex Ritter
Holy Terror, The (20th-Fox)
2-5-37
FD: 1-2-37: Jane Withers, Anthony Martin
Honeymoon
Pilot (Columbia)
Charles Quigley. Rosalind Keith

4-30-37

Justice After Dark (Warners)
John Litel, Ann Dvorak

In Prod

Kelly of the Secret Service (Principal) . . . ,
FD: 7-22-36: L. Hughes. Sheila Mannors
Killers of the Sea (Grand National) . .4-7-37
Capt. Wallace Casewell
King and the Chorus Girl (Warner Bros.)
3-27-37
FD: 2-25-37; Fernand Gravet, Joan Blondell
King of Hockey
(Warner Bros.) . .12-19-36
FD: 11-3-36: Dick Purcell. Anne Nagel
King Solomon's
Mines
(GB)
In Prod.
Paul Robeson, Roland Young
Kiss Me Goodbye (Celebrity)
Not set
Knight Without Armor (U. A.)
3-26-3?
Marlene Dietrich, Robert Donat
Lady from Nowhere
(Columbia. . .11-21-36
FD: 12-22-36:
Mary
Astor, Charles
Quigley
Land
Law Perry
(Warner Bros.) 3-13-37
DickBeyond
Foran, theLinda
Land Without Music
(GB)
Not set
Richard Tauber, Jimmy Durante
Larceny on the Air (Republic) ... .1-11-37
FD: 1-15-37: G. Bradley. R. Livingston
Lash of the Penitentes
(Telepictures)
FD:
3-10-37;
Joseph
Swickard,
Marie
De Forest
Last of Mrs. Cheyney
(M-G-M)
2-26-37
FD : 2-19-37 : Joan Crawford, Robert Montgomery, Wm. Powell
The Last Slaver (20th-Fox)
In Prod.
Warner Baxter, Wallace Beery
Laughing
at Trouble
(20th-Fox)
. .12-11-36
FD: 1-6-37:
Jane Darwell,
Sara Haden
Lawless
Land
(Republic)
11-23-36
Johnny Mack Brown
LawBob of Allen
the Ranger
(Columbia) ... .2-26-37
Left Handed Law
(Universal)
4-18-3?
Buck
Jones, Noel Francis
Let's Get Married
(Columbia)
3-25-37
Ralph Bellamy, Ida Lupino
Let's Make a Million (Para.)
12-18-36
FD: 3-11-37: Edward Everett Horton, Porter
Hall
Life of Edward Vm
(GB)
Not set
FD: 12-10-36; Ex-King of England
Lion's Den, The (Puritan)
FD: 8-25-36: Tim McCoy
Living
FD: Dangerously
12-5-36; Otto (GB)
Kruger
Lloyds
of London Madeleine
(20th-Fox)
FD: 11-27-36:
Carroll,
Freddie Bartholomew
Lost Horizon
(Columbia)
FD: 3-4-37: Ronald Colman, Jane
Love
Exile Helen
(GB)
Clivein Brook,
Vinson

12-1-36
1-29-37
Not set
Wyatt
11-15-36

Love Is News
(20th-Fox)
2-26-37
FD: 3-9-37; Loretta Young, Tyrone Power
Love Letters of a Star (Universal) .11-8-36
FD: 12-1-36: Walter Coy. Polly Rowles
Love Trap. The (Para.)
In Prod.
Ricardo Cortez, Gail Patrick
Luckiest
Girl
in
the
World
(Univ.)
.11-15-36
FD: 10-22-36: Jane Wyatt, Louis Hay ward
Mad Holiday
(M-G-M)
11-13-36
FD: 11-30-36; Edmund Lowe, Elissa Landi
Maid
of
Salem
(Paramount)
2-19-37
FD: 1-26-37: Claudette Colbert, Fred
MacMurray

Make Way for a Lady (RKO)
11-13-36
FD:shall
12-12-36; Anne Shirley. Herbert MarI Cover Chinatown
(Steiner)
11-18-36
FD: 8-25-36:
Norman
Foster, E.
Shepard
Mama
Steps Out (M-G-M)
2-5-37
Guy Kibbee, Alice Brady, Betty Furness
In His Steps (Sins of Children (G. N.)
10-4-36 Man Betrayed (Republic)
12-28-36
FD: 1-8-37: Eddie Nugent, Kay Hughes
Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker
I Promise to Pay (Columbia)
4-21-37 , Man of Affairs (GB)
1-20-37
FD: 2-18-37: Chester Morris, Helen Mack, | FD: 1-16-37; George Arliss, Rene Ray
Leo Carrillo
(Continued on next Parte)

A Calendar of Fzahne /Ideate*
Title

Release Date

Baa of the People (M-G-M)
1-29-37
IpD: 2-25-37: Joseph Calleia, Florence Rice
-Vho Could Work Miracles
D. A.)
2-26-37
FD:Ward2-24-37:
Roland
Young-,
Penelope
I: i Who Found Himself (RKO)
FD: 3-4-37: John Beal, Joan Fontaine
Uandarin Mystery, The (Republic) . .12-7-36
Eddie Nugent, Charlotte Henry
<anhattan
Girl
(RKO)
1-22-37
Lily Pons. Gene Raymond
- larked Woman
(F. N.)
4-10-37
FD: 2-26-37: Bette Davis. Humphrey Bogart
[anted
Fox) Whalen
4-30-37
Gloria Lady
Stuart. ('20th
Michael
I: vtime (M-G-M)
3-26-37
FD: 3-8-37: J. MacDonald. Nelson Eddy
ielody for Two
(Warner Bros.)... Not set
FD: 1-12-37: James Melton, Patricia Ellis
Sen in Exile (Warner Bros.)
4-3-37
Dick Purcell. June Travis
Sen Are Not God's (U. A.)
1-22-37
FD: 1-20-37: Miriam Hopkins. Gertrude
Lawrence
Hidnight Court (Warner Bros.)
3-6-37
FD: 1-27-37; Ann Dvorak, John Litel
lidnight Taxi
(20th Fox)
4-2-37
Bryant Donlevy, Alan Dinehart, Frances
Drake
fiirhty Treve. The
(Universal) .... 1-17-37
FD: 1-12-37 Noah Beery, Jr.. Chas. Winninger
Jind Your Own
Business
(Para.) ... 1-8-37
Charlie Ruggles, Alice Brady, Lyle Talbot
FD:
12-14-36:
Charlie
Ruggles.
Alice
Brady
Hissing Men
(Republic)
Not set
Kay Hughes
(other Carey's Chickens
(RKO)
1-1-37
Ginger Rogers. Fred Stone
Ir. Jericho (20th-Fox)
3-12-37
J. Edward Bromberg,
Betty Furness
Sore Than a Secretary (Columbia) . .Not set
FD: 12-11-36: Jean Arthur, George Brent
lotor Madness
(Columbia)
3-27-37
Rosalind Keith, Allen Brook
fountain Justice (Warner Bros.).. In Prod.
Josephine
Hutchinson.
George Brent
lurder Goes to College (Paramount) .3-5-37
FD: 2-24-37: Ray Milland, Marsha Hunt
f urder in the Red Barn (Olympic)
FD: 8-19-36: Tod Slaughter
Jysterious Crossing
(Universal) .. .12-27-36
FD: 2-2-37: James Dunne, Jean Rogers
iurder on the Set (Globe)
FD: 8-21-36: Henry Kandall, Eve Grey
■Jancy Steele Is Missing (20th-Fox) .3-12-37
FD:
3-10-37:
Victor
McLaglen,
Walter
Connolly, June Lang
Javy Spy (Grand National)
3-27-37
Conrad Nagel. Eleanor Hunt
Jew Trail Ahead,
A (Columbia) ... .4-7-37
Charles Starret. Peggy Stratford
Jight Key (Universal)
4-25-37
Boris Karloff. Polly Rowles
light Must Fall (M-G-M)
4-23-37
Robert Montgomery,
Rosalind Russell
Sight Waitress
(RKO)
12-18-36
FD: 12-18-36:
Margot
Grahame,
Gordon
Jones
Nobody's Baby
(M-G-M)
In Prod.
FD: 2-2-37: Patsy Kelly, Lyda Roberti
Jorth of Nome
(Columbia)
11-14-36
FD: 10-28-36: Jack Holt
•h ! Doctor
(Universal)
5-23-37
Old Corral
i Republic)
12-21-36
Gene Autry
pld Lady Ironsides (Republic)
2-22-37
Alison Skipworth. Polly Moran
•Id Louisiana
(Crescent)
3-1-36
FD: 3-12-36: Tom Keene. Rita Cansino
(•Id Soak. The
(M-G-M)
4-30-37
Wallace Beery
Bn the Avenue
(20th-Fox)
2-12-37
FD: 2-3-37: Dick Powell. Madeleine
Carroll
!)nce a Doctor (First Nat'l)
1-23-37
FD: 2-27-37; Donald Woods. Jean Muir
)nce in a Blue Moon ( Paramount ).. Not set
FD: 12-3-36: Jimmy Savo, Nikita
Balieff
)ne in a Million (20th-Fox)
1-1-37
FD: 12-22-3G:
Sonja Henie, Adolphe
Menjou
)ne Way Passage
(Reissue)
(Warner Bros.)
12-12-36
Dick Powell. Joan Blondell
Outcast (Paramount)
2-5-37
FD: 2-2-37: Warren
William, Karen
Morley
Outcasts of Poker Flats (RKO) . . .In Prod.
Preston Foster

(Continued from

Title

Release Date
(Republic)
2-22-37
Grant
Withers,
Dorothy

Paradise Express
FD: Appleby
3-5-37:
Parnell (M-G-M)
5-28-37
Clark Gable, Myrna Loy
Park Avenue Logger (RKO-Radio) . .In Prod.
George O'Brien. Beatrice Roberts
Parole Racket
(Columbia)
3-4-37
FD: 3-11-37: Rosalind Keith, Paul Kelly
Pennies from Heaven
(Columbia) . .11-26-36
FD: 11-16-36: Bing Crosby, Madge Evans
Penrod
and Sam
(Warners)
2-27-37
Billy Mauch. Frank Craven
Personal Property
(M-G-M)
3-19-37
Jean Harlow, Robert Taylor
Phantom of Santa Fe ( Burroughs-Tarzan )
11-15-36
Norman Kerry, C. Geraghty
Phantom of the Range
(Victory) . .11-26-36
Tom Tyler. Beth Marion
Phantom Ship (Guaranteed Picts.) .Not set
FD: 2-15-37; Bela Lugosi, Shirley Grey
Plainsman,
The
(Paramount)
1-1-37
FD: 11-24-36; Gary Cooper, Jean Arthur
Plough and the Stars (RKO)
1-16-37
FD: 12-26-36; Barbara Stanwyck. Preston
Foster
Plot Thickens,
The
(RKO)
Not set
FD: 12-9-36: James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts
Polo Joe (Warner
Bros.)
12-6-36
FD: 8-24-36: Joe E. Brown
Prescott Kid. The (Columbia)
FD: 10-17-36: Tim McCoy
Prince and the Pauper
(Warners)
Errol Flynn. Billy and Bobby Mauch
Prison Shadows
( Victory)
FD: 7-18-36: Eddie Nugent. Lucille Lund
Private
Enemy
(20th-Fox)
1-8-36
Victor McLaglen. Barbara Stanwyck
Public Wedding
(Warners)
Jane Wyman. William Hopper
Put on the Spot (Principal)
FD: 10-3-36: Eddie Nugent. Maxine Doyle
Quality Street ( RKO )
In Prod.
FD: 3-10-37; Katharine Hepburn, Franchot
Tone
Racing Blood ( Conn )
FD:
mond 8-13-36; Frankie

Darro.

Kane

Rich-

Racing
Lady
(RKO)
1-29-37
FD: 1-22-37: Ann Dvorak, Harry Carey
Racketeers in Exile (Columbia)
3-20-37
Geo. Bancroft. Wynne Gibson
Rainbow on the River (RKO)
12-25-36
FD: 12-5-36; Bobby Breen, May Robson
Ready, Willing and Able (Warners)
..3-6-37
Ruby Keeler, Lee Dixon
Red Lights Ahead
(Chesterfield) . . .In Prod.
Rembrandt
(United Artists)
12-4-36
FD: 11-21-36: Charles Laughton
Return of Raffles (Invincible)
In Prod.
Reunion
(20th-Fox)
11-20-36
FD: 11-13-36; Dionne Quints, Jean
Hereholt
Riders of Whistling Skull (Republic) . 1-4-37
Livingston,
Corrigan, Terhune
Riddle of the Dangling Pearl (RKO) 12-11-36
James
Gleason, ZaSu Pitts
Riding Avenger, The ( Diversion )
FD: 7-14-36: Hoot Gibson
River of Unrest
(GB)
1-10-37
Road Back, The (Universal)
5-30-37
John Lodge, John Loder
Roarin' Guns
(Puritan)
FD: 7-7-36: Tim McCoy
Roarin'
Lead
(Republic)
12-9-36
Bob Livingston. Ray Corrigan
Robinson Crusoe of Clipper Island (Republic)
11-14-36
Mala-Mamo
Romance and Riches (Grand Nat'l) .2-13-37
FD: 3-2-37: Cary Grant. Mary Brian
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M)
4-16-37
FD: 7-16-36; Norma Shearer, Leslie Howard
Roundup Time in Texas
Gene Autry, Maxine

(Republic) .2-28-37
Doyle

Saint in New York (RKO)
In Prod.
Barbara Stanwyck, Eduardo Ciannelli
Sandflow (Universal)
2-14-37
FD: 2-1-37; Buck Jones. Lita Chevret
San Quentin
(Warner
Bros.)
In Prod.
Pat O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart
Scotland Yard Commands
(Grand
National)
1-23-37
FD: 2-16-37; Clive Brook, Victoria HopSea Devils (RKO Radio)
Not set
FD:per 2-11-37; Victor McLaglen, Ida
Lupino
Secret Grey
Valley
(20th-Fox)
1-16-37
FD: 12-28-36: Richard Arlen. Virginia

Preceding

Page)

Release Date

Title
Serenade on the Seine (RKO)
In Prod.
Ann Sothern, Smith Ballew
Seventh
Heaven
(20th-Fox)
3-26-37
Simone
Simon, James
Stewart
Shadow,
The ( Globe J
FD: 6-27-36
She's Dangerous
(Universal)
1-24-37
FD: 1-19-37; Walter Pidgeon, Tala Birell
She-Devil Island (Grand Nat'l)
FD:
8-29-36
SheAnne
Sang Shirley
for Her Supper
(RKO) . .In Prod.
Sing Me a Love Song (Warners)
FD:Ellis
12-29-36; James Melton,

1-9-37
Patricia

Singing
Buckaroo
(Spectrum)
12-16-36
Fred Scott
Singing Vagabond,
The (Republic)
FD: 7-23-36; Gene Autry
Sinner
Take All (M-G-M)
12-18-36
Lindsay
FD:
12-12-36;
Bruce
Cabot,
Margaret
Slave Ship (20th-Fox)
4-9-37
Smart Blonde (Warner Bros.)
1-2-37
FD: 11-21-36;
Glenda Farrell. Barton
MacLane
Smartest Girl in Town
(RKO)
11-27-36
FD: 11-10-36; Gene Raymond, Ann Sothern
Soldier and the Lady (RKO)
Not set
FD: Grahame
2-19-37;
Anton
Walbrook,
Margot
Song of the City (M-G-M)
4-2-37
Margaret Lindsay, Jeffrey Dean
Song of the Gringo (Grand Nat'l) .11-22-37
FD: 11-10-36; Tex Ritter, Joan Woodbury
Souls at Sea (Para.)
In Prod.
Gary Cooper, George Raft, Shirley Ross
Speed to Spare (Columbia)
4-15-37
Charles Quigley, Dorothy Wilson
Special Orders
(Republic)
In Prod.
Guy Kibbee
Stampede
(Col.)
Not set
FD: Barton
11-27-36;
Charles Starret, Finis
Star Is Born, A (United Artists)
4-30-37
Fredric March, Janet Gaynor
Star of Empire
(Crescent)
12-8-36
Tom Keene
Step Lively, Jeeves
(20th-Fox)
4-16-37
Arthur Treacher, Patricia Ellis
Stepping Toes (RKO)
In Prod.
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
Stolen
Holiday
(Warners)
2-6-37
FD: 12-22-36; Kay Francis, Claude Rains
The Stones Cry Out (Universal)
4-11-37
Judith Barrett, John Howard
Stormy
Trails (Grand Nat'l)
Not set
FD: 12-23-36; Bob Hodges, Lois Wilde
Stowaway
(20th-Fox)
12-26 36
FD:Young
12-16-36;
Shirley
Temple,
Robert
Strangers on a Honeymoon (GB) . . .12-15-36
FD: 3-12-36; Constance Cummings, Hugh
Sinclair
Swing High, Swing Low (Para.) . . .In Prod.
FD:Murray
3-15-36; Carole Lombard, Fred MacTalent Scout (Warners)
Tenderfoot
Goes West, A (Treo) .. .12-1-36
Jack LaRue, Russell Gleason
That Girl from Paris (RKO)
Not set
FD: 12-15-36; Lily Pons, Gene Raymond
That I May Live (20th Cent.-Fox)
. .In Prod.
Rochelle Hudson, Robert Kent
That Man's Here Again (First Nat'l). 4-17-37
Mary Maguire, Hugh Herbert
Theodora Goes Wild (Columbia)
...Not set
FD: 11-5-36; Irene Dunne, Melvyn Douglas
They Gave Him a Gun (M-G-M)
5-14-37
They Wanted to Marry (RKO)
In Prod.
FD: 2-3-37; Betty Furness, E. E. Clive
Think Fast, Mr. Moto
(20th-Fox) . .6-25-37
Peter Loire, Virginia Fields
Three Men on a Horse (First Nat'l) 11-21-36
FD: Blondell
11-13-36;
Frank McHugh. Joan
Three
FD:

Smart
Girls (Universal)
1-20-37; Deanna Durbin,
Winninger, Alice Brady

12-20-36
Chas.

Thunder in the City (Columbia) . . . .4-25-37
Edward G. Robinson, Luli Deste
Time Out for Romance
(20th-Fox) .3-19-37
FD: 2-10-37; Claire Trevor, Michael
Whalen
Top

of
Doris

the Town
(Universal)
Nolan, George Murphy

4-18-37

Trail Dust (Paramount)
■.
12-4-36
FD: 12-19-36;
Wm. Boyd, James Ellison
Trapped
(Columbia)
3-5-37
Charles Starret, Peggy Stratford
Toast of New York (RKO-Radio) .. .In Prod.
Edward Arnold, Frances Farmer
Traitor, The ( Puritan )
FD:

11-6-36

Title

Release Date

Trouble Ahead (Times)
FD: 9-23-36; Charles Farrell
Trouble in Morocco (Columbia)
3-22-37
FD: 3-9-37; Jack Holt, Mae Clarke
Trouble
in Texas
(Grand
Nat'l) .. .2-27-37
FD: 3-11-37; Tex Ritter. Rita Cansino
The Trusted
Outlaw
(Republic) ... .2-1-37
Bob Steele, Lois January
Two Men and a Woman
(Republic) . .3-1-37
Donald Cook, June Travis
Twenty-Three and a Half Hours' Leave
(Grand National)
3-6-37
FD: 3-2-37; Jimmy Ellison .Terry Walker
TwoJackof Hulbert
Us, The (GB)
Not set
Two Wise Maids
(Republic)
FD: 2-2-37: Alison Skipworth,
Moran, Gracie Muir

2-15-37
Polly

Under Cover of Night (M-G-M)
1-8-37
FD: 1-4-37; Edmund Lowe, Florence Rice
Under the Red Robe (20th-Fox)
4-16-37
Underworld
Terror (United Picture)
FD: 7-18-36; Nick Stuart, Nina Quartero
Venus Makes Trouble
(Columbia)
James Dunn, Patricia Ellis
Waikiki Wedding
(Para.)
In Prod.
Bing Crosby, Martha Raye, Bob Burns
Wake Up and Live (20th-Fox)
In Prod.
Walter Winehell, Ben Bernie, Alice Fay
Wanted,
Jane Turner
(RKO)
12-4-36
FD: 11-30-36; Lee Tracy, Gloria Stuart
Way
Out West
(M-G-M)
In Prod.
FD: 12-19-36: Laurel and Hardy
Weather or No (Columbia)
In Prod.
Ralph Bellamy, Ida Lupino
Wee Willie Winkie
(20th-Fox)
4-9-37
Shirley Temple,
Geo. Hassell
Week-End Millionaire
(GB)
11-20-36
Buddy Rogers, Mary Brian
We Have Our Moments
(Universal) .3-28-37
James Dunn, Sally Eilers
We, the Jury (RKO)
In Prod.
Helen Broderick,
Victor Moore
We Only Live Once (United Artists) .1-29-37
Sylvia Sidney. Henry Fonda
We Who Are About to Die (RKO) .. .1-8-37
FD: 10-23-36: Preston Foster, A. Dvorak
We're in the Legion Now
(Grand
National)
1-16-37
Reginald
Denny, Esther Ralston
We're on the Jury (RKO-Radio)
In Prod.
FD: 1-18-37; Victor Moore, Helen
Broderick
West of Nevada
(Colony)
FD: 7-21-36: Rex Bell
Westbound Mail (Columbia)
1-22-37
Charles Starret, Rosalind Keith
When Love Is Young
(Universal) .. .4-4-37
Virginia Bruce, Kent Taylor
When You're in Love (Columbia)
. . .2-27-37
FD: 2-18-37; Grace Moore, Cary Grant
When's
Your
Birthday?
(RKO)
FD: 2-16-37: Joe E. Brown, Marian
WillMarsh
Hay
Where There's a Will (GB)
Not set
While London
Sleeps (Ideal)
FD: 7-18-36: Victor Varconi
White Hunter (20th-Fox)
11-27-36
FD: 11-28-36: Warner Baxter. June Lang
White Legion (G. N.)
10-25-36
Tala Birell, Ian Keith
Wildcat Trooper
(Ambassador)
FD: 7-14-36; Kermit Maynard
Wings of Mercy
(RKO-Radio)
In Prod.
John Beal, Joan Fontaine
Wings
of Morning
(20th-Fox)
2-19-37
FD: 2-2-37: Annabelle. Henry Fonda
Wings Over Honolulu
(Universal) ... .5-9-37
Winterset
(RKO)
11-20-36
FD: 11-17-36: Margo, Burgess Meredith
With Love and Kisses (Melody) ... .Not set
FD: 12-7-36: Pinky Tomlin, Toby Wing
Wolf of Santa Fe (Republic)
2-1-37
Bob Steele
Woman Alone GB)
FD: 1-9-37; Sylvia Sidney. Oscar Homolka
Woman in Distress (Columbia)
....1-17-37
FD: 1-19-37: May Robson, Irene Hervey,
Dean Jagger
Woman Wise (20th-Fox)
1-22-37
FD:Whalen
1-16-37: Rochelle Hudson, Michael
Women of Glamor (Columbia)
FD: Bruce3-9-37;
Melvyn
Douglas.

1-28-37
Virginia

Yellow Cargo (Grand National) ... .11-8-36
FD: 6-6-36; Conrad Nagel. Eleanor Hunt
Yellow
Cruise (French M. P. Co.)
10-30-36
YouFD: Only
Live Once (Unit. Art.)
1-1-37
FD: 1-27-37: Sylvia Sidney, Henry Fonda
You're in the Army Now (G. B.)
3-1-37
FD: 2-25-37: Wallace Ford, Anna Lee
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FILM HOUSES CHANGE
HANDS IN MANY SPOTS

Monday, March 15, 193',

NEWS

of the DAY

Omaha — Grand National's Omaha
New Lexington, O. — C. E. Davis, exchange, without a manager since
owner of the Perry here, has taken Carl Reese resigned to return to
over the operation of the New Linda 20th-Fox as salesman, is temporarily being directed by Lou Levy, Des
Theater at Shawnee, 0. He also
operates houses at New Straitsville Moines GN manager.
and Corning.
Detroit — Charles Powell, Michigan
Springfield, Mass. — The Franklin distributor for Skilfull Screeno, has
Theater has been taken over by the also been appointed distributor for
Lenstro Theater Co., Inc., and is National Cinema Service, Illinois,
now closed for renovations. Julius premium company.
Meyer, who is operating the MaAlliance, O.— The old Craven opjestic Theater in West Springfield,
era house, erected here 80 years
is the manager.
ago, last known as the Orpheum
Westboro, Mass. — Edward J. Lieb- theater is being razed. In its heymany of the foremost celebrierman has bought the Strand Thea- dey, ties
ter from George Beede, who built stage. of the stage appeared on its
it nine years ago. Lieberman, who
will take charge at once, is one of
Upper Sandusky, O. — A new mothe owners of the Tremont Theater,
tion picture theater, costing $40,000
Boston.
has been opened here, the first large
Detroit — The Vanity Theater, playhouse since the destruction of
Windsor, Ont., has been sold to the the old opera house block in 1918.
will seat 550 persons and is owned
Nat Taylor Circuit of Toronto, by It
Gus Coplan. Coplan also is plan- by Leo T. Jones.
ning construction of a 750-seat house
Johnson
City,
Tenn. — The
new
in Gault, Ont.
Sevier Theater has opened.
Denver — ■ The Alpine Theater,
Belleville, N. J. — A two-alarm fire
neighborhood, has been taken over
by Dave Cockrill, owner of the in the Capitol gave firemen a threeDenham Theater. Cockrill says he hour battle but resulted in little
intends tying the Alpine in with damage. The blaze started in the
motor room and was confined to the
the Denham's bank night drawing.
room and a ventilator shaft, according to Manager Benjamin Weshner.
Detroit — Ownership of the Senate Theater, key west side house,
Oklahoma City — Four-way tieup
changed when Samuel T. Sheuin
took over a partnership in the house will see the Standard Theaters
Corp.,
the Daily Oklahoman, Station
with Ben Cohn, former sole owner.
WKY and the General Film Corp.
New Haven — Angelo J. Tomasino, producing "Deadline," newspaper
story with a local background.
son of Michael Tomasino, who op- James
De Camp will direct and J.
erates the Victory and White Way
Theaters, is the new owner of the Basil LeRoy of General Film will
building housing the Park Theater supervise.
in the Allingtown section. The
Mass. — Maurice Sidam
building includes four stores in ad- of Holyoke,
Boston has been appointed mandition to the 605-seat theater, which
ager of the Holyoke Theater which
is at present operated by Michael
is being renovated. It is expected
Cascioli. Young Tomasino is a stu- that the theater will be opened in
dent at Wesleyan College.

EXHIBS. WILL BUILD
IN TOWNS AND CITIE

the next few weeks by the Holyoke
Theater, Inc.

Branford, Conn. — Irving J. Js
cocks, operator of the Branford, 35(
Sacramento, Cal. — Incorporation seat house, will lease and operate
papers for Hershey Theatrical En- new 700-seat theater in the towi
terprise have been filed. Directors construction of which has bee
are D. Davis, D. Eisner, and L. G. started by M. Olson. Jacock plan
Larue. Los Angeles will be head- to open early in the summer an
will attempt to keep the presen
quarters.
house in operation week-ends a
well.
Des Moines, la. — L. Gray of Albia
has reopened the Bonzo Theater at
Eddyville for one night a week
showings.
East Rainelle, W. Va.— A ne<
theater is being erected here for th
Masonic
Lodge. It will be operate
Cleveland — E. E. Blair, former
manager of the Wheland theaters by Erwin Younkin.
in Uhrichsville, is now managing
the Winadmeer Theater here for the
Jackson, O. — Dwight and Donal
Associated circuit
Jones, owners
of this city's onl;,
movie
theater, have purchased
Denver — The Pioneer Theater in
large garage building nearby an!
suburban Englewood has been dark- after modernization
is completec
ened by the Civic Theaters.
will open a second film house her<
they have announced.
Cincinnati — Lou Mills, Dixie Theater, Olive Hill, Ky., has taken on
a line of Philco Radios.
Cincinnati — Jim Shanklin is open
ing a new theater at Roncevert, W
Indianapolis — A son has been Va.,
lin's which
Grand. will be known as Shank
born to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bell.
Father operates the Howard Theater.
Indianapolis — Allen Fromouth has
been named manager of Paramount
branch advertising department.
Dodgeville, Wis. — Articles of incorporation have been filed here by
the Dodge Theater Co. Incorporators are Jac Eskin, Mark Morgan
and Harriet Michelson.

Pittsburgh — Alex S. Moore an
Morris Finkel, local exhibitors, pui
chased a former theater property i
Brookline which they will remode
into a modern motion picture house
The theater will be known as th
Boulevard.

Rimouski, Que. — Plans have bee
prepared by G. Fernand Caron o
Quebec City for $30,000 theater t
Ladysmith,
— Clarence
Dunnebail
has beenWis.
named
manager
of be erected by Elzear Cote, here.
the ing
Unique
here succeedClarence Theater
Wall, resigned.

Kansas City — J. Wooten, who for
merly operated the State Theater a
Detroit — Frank Upton, former as- Larned, is making plans to open i
sistant manager of the United Artheater at Cherryvale, where E
tists Theater for United Detroit new
O. Lee is now operating the onl;i
Theaters, is now second assistant at house, the Lee Theater.
the Michigan Theater, ace house.
Gilbert Green has been promoted
to assistant manager at the Annex.
Charleston, 111. — A. Bianchi of thi
city and the Frisina Amusement Co
Manchester
House
Burns
headed by Dominick Frisina of Tay
Des Moines, la. — John Thacker of
Circuits
"Cloistered"
Emmettsburg has leased the West
Cleveland Take
— RKO
has bought lorville, 111., have entered into
Manchester, N. H. — The Crown
Bend Theater and will place his son Theater on Hanover St. in the heart '"Cloistered," distributed in Ohio and partnership for the construction o
in charge.
of the business district, was dea $75,000 1,250-seat theater here
stroyed by fire with a $30,000 loss. Kentucky by Independent Film Ser- The plans and specifications ar
vice
of
Cleveland,
for
its
entire
Americus, Ga. — The Rylander The sound projection machine and
being prepared by Carl Meyers
Theater has again been leased for picture reels were saved. L. Co- southern Ohio circuit including Cin- Springfield, 111., architect.
a period of three years to Martin ture, owner of the building, said it
cinnati, Dayton and Columbus, acTheaters, Inc., of Columbus, Ga. would be rebuilt.
cording to Nate Gerson of the disThe theater, which is owned by
Ritzville,
Roy Irvine
tributing company. Chakeres cir- a new
movie Wash.
house — here.
He hasplan.1
jus
Alfred Crown Joins GN
Lanier Properties, Inc., is managed
cuit
has
also
bought
the
picture
for
approved
the
architectural
plans
am
by J. N. Morgan.
Alfred Crown has joined the Grand
specifications and will start earl;
National foreign department to its circuit in Springfield, Wilming- construction.
ton, Longan and Greenville.
New Philadelphia, 0.— The Shea handle sales in South America. He
Enterprises, which operate the was formerly with M-G-M and CoUnion Opera House here and the lumbia.
Armintrout Re-elected
Bexley at Dover, have acquired the
Palace Theater at nearby Dennison, a 720-seat house, has been taken
Lincoln — E. H. Armintrout ha:
The
American
Exchange of been re-elected president of the Bet
it has been announced. L. W. Hutch- over by the Frisina Amusement
Many
Dates Film
for "Kings"
eon, who is manager of the Union Company of Taylorville and Spring- 630 9th Ave. reports it is booking ter Films council here. Othei
field. The company controls a large
and Bexley, will also direct the
Cecil B. DeMille's "King of Kings" officers are Harriet Bardwell, vio
number of houses in Central and to
a greater number of theaters in president; Mrs. R. E. Harrington
operation of the Palace.
Southern Illinois and Eastern Mis- the metropolitan district than they secretary;
Clara Clayton, librarian
have in the past six years.
Vandalia, Mo. — The Starr Theater, soun.
and Dr. E. W. Hancock, treasurer.
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H anger's "Live Once"
Gets Smash Campaigns
'YOU Only Live Once," Walter Wanger's first production for United Artists, has received a number of the most outstanding campaigns witnessed
in major situations in some
time. The title blends itself
nicely to the tremendous nationwide safety drive that is
being conducted in the principal cities of the country and in
practically every spot. The local managers have received enthusiastic cooperation from publib officials in tying in the title
as a slogan. Special permission
for street banners, ballyhoo
trucks, block-letter cards, etc.
has not only been obtained from
city halls but in addition, the
policemen, Chambers of Commerce, civic groups, firemen
and boy scouts, have organized
campaigns in support of the slogan and the picture.
In brief summary follow the
highlights of several of the
smash exploitation campaigns:
Oklahoma City — J. C. Burge,
manager of the Midwest Theater, staged a Safety Week, had
the Mayor and the Safety Council issue a proclamation, distributed stickers, window cards,
etc., arranged for newspaper
editorials, radio announcements
and cooperative ads. He organized a parade of the city
officials headed by the high
school 100 piece band, all a direct tie-up with the theater and
the picture.
Hartford — Jack Simons of
Poli's over-rode tradition and
got a large truck with a smashed car on it as a glaring example to the population that
they should "Drive Carefully —
You
Onlyof Commerce
Live Once."
Chamber
used The
200
special corner boards in a cooperative tie-up.
Scranton — Manager Linn of
the Capitol did a grand job,
covering all possible angles and
getting complete coverage from
the press, city officials and
prominent stores and specialty
shops. Discarding institutional
copy, he concentrated upon the
front. Banners, cut-outs, tinted
figures, special marquee design
all contributed to its effectiveness. Radio and commercial
tie-ups featured the song, "A
Thousand Dreams of You."
With Baking Company as sponsor, he had the picture plugged
over the most popular program.
The roving radio announcer
asked the question, — "What do
you demand of life?" Public
response indicated this was one
of the smartest stunts pulled
in Scranton in a long time.

SxfMie&tes
Kansas City — John E. McManus of Loew's Midland overcame some difficulties with the
press here in connection with
the Safety campaign by lining
up the radio stations in great
style. The highlight consisted
of the special broadcast of four
city judges who discussed the
parole system with great effect. Stores, hotels, specialty
shops, night clubs and banks
went for co-op ads in a big way.
The Journal trucks carrying
large banners covered the city
in advance.
Waterbury, Conn. — - Miss
Smith of the State went right
into the factories here to do a
very effective selling job. She
caught the passers-by with a
"Wheel of Fortune." Crowds
jammed the streets before the
house and got a good look at
the special advance front and
lobby. The local press went
for ideas of playing up Jean
Dixon, the local girl who makes
good. In addition, Sidney and
Fonda got plenty of space.
Schools and stores were circulated as well as hotels and restaurants.
— United Artists.

Novel Contest on
"Romeo and Juliet"
A NOVEL contest put over by
Fred Bartow, Chicago exploiteer for M-G-M, is the Stunt
of the Week listed in the 21st
number of Metro's Bi-Weekly
Cooperative Campaign Service.
This was the "Game of Faces,"
arranged in conjunction with
"Romeo and Juliet" engagements at the Orpheum Theater,
Springfield, and the Fischer
Theater,
Danville, both in Illinois.
With World Globe Clocks,
which tell world time, short
wave stations and call letters
all over the world, as prizes,
Bartow contacted local editors,
who ran a series of photos of
Norma Shearer, Leslie Howard
and John Barrymore, with the
request that readers select their
"best faces." Tickets were also
awarded as prizes. The contest
was in three classifications; for
the general public, for high
school students, and for the
grade school group.
—M-G-M.

N. Y., Miami Campaigns
For "Lost Horizon"
most
a's ching
of Columbi
f^NE
and far-rea
tensive
^~^
ploitation campaigns was
ployed for the roadshow

exexempre-

miere openings in Miami and
New York of "Lost Horizon."
In Miami Beach, Sonny Sheppard of the Lincoln Theater,
worked in conjunction with Columbia's exploiteers, Ralph Gervers and Don Prince. B. B. B.,
well known night club personality in New York and Miami,
presided at the local station microphone to greet all stars and
celebrities as they entered the
Mayfair Theater, the broadcast
lasting for ninety minutes. Overhead a giant Goodyear blimp
blazed through the skies bearing large neon letters spelling
out the film title, while amplifiers carried the message to pedestrians and to people at home.
Miami papers gave much space
to the fact that a percentage
of opening receipts were donated to the Shadows and Sunbeams Charity.
Exploitation highlights were:
On opening day Hialeah Park
titled the fifth race "Los Horizon Handicap" which broke in
sports pages throughout the
country. The special "Lost
Horizon" art exhibit, consisting
of water colors by Dan Grossbeck, and an exact miniaturereproduction of the huge Shangri La set, was planted for two
weeks in the Lincoln-Zephyr
Showrooms on Lincoln Road.
Wires from the stars, Capra,
and other personalities were
blown up and posted in the lobby, published in the dailies.
Shangri La Fashions were
planted
in Women's
pagespapers,
of all
Miami and
Miami Beach
and were displayed and merby Burdine's
Store,
along with chandised
Shangri
La Perfume,
Shangri La Braids, etc., in ads
and windows. Sears-Roebuck
featured the special Shangri La
coiffure
inspired
by Jane
Wyatt's
hair-dress.
Miami
Tribune
featured a10,000 word serialization,
while the Herald ran a prepared
Frank Capra pictorial strips of
eight columns. Lux ad was
placed for the opening day,
while Lux streamers were distributed throughout the territory. 10,000 special post cards
signed by Ronald Colman were
mailed direct from Hollywood
to Miami women.
In New York, the Columbia
home office went into action four
weeks in advance of the Globe
theater opening. Theater front
was changed and redecorated in
chromium and glass, with a
brilliant electric light display,
and a new marquee. The old
box-office at the entrance was
removed. In the inner lobby
was placed an exhibit of photographs and art studies of the
costumes
of "Lost
Horizon,"

a-

*
Hf

made by Carl Odell and Dan
Grossbeck, the noted artists.
Extensive changes were also
made in the interior of the theater.
New York exploitation highlights were: Bookstore coverage throughout Metropolitan
l\ew York, numbering over 150
windows, including every Liggett, Whalen, United Cigar
store in the territory, special
displays 75 book store windows.
Extensive "Lost Horizon" art
display
in Bloomingdale's
— a
six-foot replica
of the Shangri
La set, more than fifty original
paintings of sets and Tibetan
costumes by Dan Grossbeck and
Carl Odell, and art photographs
by Schuyler Crail and Alfredo
Valente. The exhibit was advertised by Bloomingdale's. 50
key windows in advance, from
34th Street to 72nd Street. Lux
ad in dailies on opening day
and Lux streamers through

out city
dows. 6 de inluxedealer's
Shangri winLa
miniature set-reproductions
were displayed in ace locations,
covering the automobile center,
Wall Street, Empire State
Building. Upper Fifth Ave., and
Madison Avenue locations. Numerous Shangri La Perfume
Window Displays throughout
mid-town sector. 50,000 postcards, signed by Ronald Colman,
mailed direct from Hollywood
to women of New York, list
secured through special medium. 200.000 rotogravure heralds distributed door to door by
uniformed men from Advertising Distributors of America. De
luxe display of entire Brentano bookstore window, featuring one Shangri La set — reproduction, and both $2.50 and 75c
editions of the book. Complete
fashion windows were devoted
to the production
Bloomingdale's.
selling Shangri
hats, and jewelry

by Macy's and
Fashion ads,
La pyjamas,
were featured

opening day— Columbia
by Macy's. Pictures.

'Black Legion" in New Haven
AS exploitation for Warner
Bros.' "Black Legion" which
opened at the Roger Sherman
Theater, New Haven, the Manufacturers Association has given
permission to the Warner Theater department to display on
every bulletin board throughout
the factories in New Haven, a
14x20 card reading: "You owe
it to yourself and your family
to see "Black Legion" at the
Roger Sherman starting Thurs— Roger
Sheiman,
day, February
4th." New Haven.
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Topics of Timely Interest

Actors, Eschew Timidity!
It Hampers Screen Career
A LACK of self-confidence is
man's worst enemy. Although it's not generally known,
when I, accompanied by my
mother and aunt, drove to Hollywood for the first time in 1929
and worked at practically all
studios except Paramount as an
extra, I had opportunities to
make good. But I didn't take
them. My knees would tremble
and something inside of me did
nipups when several directors
between 1929 and 1931, during
my first stay in Hollywood, offered me a real part in their pictures. I helped cure myself
thereafter by working in an
orchestra. I got used to being
watched by people when I played
the saxophone. I even got so
I could stand up on the stage
and play a solo. Gradually I
won self-confidence. Paramount
signed me in 1934 and I returned to Hollywood. I felt uneasy at first but gradually got
such control of myself that I
forget about myself now when
I stand before a camera. But
I still have a difficult time facing interviewers for newspapers
and magazines. I feel as if I
have a lot to say — that maybe
they they don't think it impor-

tant, on second thought — and
wind up without having said
much. I've got to get over that
too or people will begin to think
I'm sort of dumb.
— Fred MacMurray.

"Mike"-Fright Made Him
He-Man Type Actor
WfHEN I invaded Hollywood,
I was prepared to be anything else but a so-called heman. I'd never portrayed a villain in my life. On the contrary, I had been a child actor for many years prior to my
teens, a black-face song-anddance man, a specialist in comedy nip-ups, a romantic leading man in several play,s a
trick bicycle rider in a vaudeville act and a singer of romantic leads in comic opera. Well,
when stranger things happen
they will occur in Hollywood,
I'm certain of that. With all of
those qualifications, and they
were studied and carefully considered, too, they made me the
heavy in a Tom Mix film called
"Teeth". In a succeeding opus
with Mix, I, as the heavy again,
had the dubious pleasure of getting two cigars shot out of my
mouth by the cowboy star. He

#- * a

who must of necessity be in top
form at all times. Comedy has
entered a new phase. No longer do you laugh only at the
woman who appears in a funny
"get-up" as we used to call it.
In fact, you're just a little bored.
It is just ediennes
as to be
necessary
for comwell dressed
as
it is for the most glamorous
actress. Here at the Hal Roach
Studios, I have three distinct
types of women to dress. Patsy
Kelly is more the sports type,
although she looks very well in
formal evening wear, too. Lyda
Roberti wears almost any style
well, but she is particularly
ffood in evening gowns. Rosina
Lawrence represents the youthful debutante. Miss Kelly seems
to be happier in dark green,
dark blue or h>ht shades of
brown. Lyda Roberti is her
most charming and vivacious
in a light green, while Miss
Lawrence prefers blue in all
shades. Although you will see

used a deer gun and stood
forty paces from me. B. P.
Schulberg, then also a Paramount producer, passed the set
in time to view my reactions
to Tom's markmanship. He told
me
looked
mean"
and
said I he
had "mighty
a gangster
picture
coming up in which he could
use me. Well that picture was
made. It was titled "Underworld" and it made me a star.
But the facial expressions
which won me the part were
not due to meanness at all. I
was just plain frightened.
— George Bancroft.

And Now, Enter the
Fashionable Comediennes
""DUT why do you use such
beautiful colors when you
know that they will photograph
only in varying shades of black
and white?" is the most common question asked of me. My
usual answer is another question, "Why is it a woman is
most charming when she is
wearing
costume?"
For
the samea new
reason
is applicable

the costumes in "Pick a Star,"
the all-star Hal Roach-M-G-M
feature comedy, only in black
and white, you may be sure that
each woman in the cast is wearing a color which she likes.
— Ernest Schrapps,

to both questions. The psychological effect of colors cannot
be underestimated. Particularly in the case of actresses,

Roach

Studio

Designer.
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Winchell or Benny Sought
for Variety Club Conclave
Omaha — An attempt will be made
to get either Walter Winchell or
Jack Benny and Mary Livingston
for the entertainment program of
the national Variety convention here
April 17-18, according to Publicity
Chairman Joe Jacobs of the Omaha
tent. Program Chairman Evert R.
Cummings, Tri-State district manager, went to Chicago this week to
arrange for other acts.
Tickets for the banquet and entertainment are going fast at $10
each, Jacobs said, and already the
local barkers are arranging to take
over the Hotel Fontenelle's mezzanine floor, as well as the ballroom,
for the banquet.
Milwaukee, which is after the 1938
convention, Kansas City and Des
Moines tents wrote this week that
they'll send large delegations.

Second New Film House
Will be Built in Akron

HARDSHIP: The producer has
the difficult task of trying to
tell a human, true story that will
be acceptable as entertainment for
an eleven-year-old girl, a fortyyear-old matron, and a sixty-yearold grandmother.— SAMUEL GOLDWYN

Akron, 0. — This city will get a
second new film house, the Highland,
INTIMACY: By revealing every to be built at a cost of $160,000 under direction of Don C. Wallace of
facial expression, close-up shots
have given the motion picture an the Wallace Construction Co. Plans
unrivalled air of intimacy and it call for 1,500 seats and for parking
likewise has made audiences far facilities. Announcement follows
more critcial.— CLAUDETTE COL- that of plans for the $200,000 Akron
BERT.
theater.

Sunday Films Opposed
PUZZLING: I don't bother too
much about the parts the older peoWilmington,
Del. — A church cruple play. My job is just being a
sade against enactment of legislakid — and I never fox-get it. A lot of
tion legalizing Sunday films is under
things they make us kids do in
way in most of the state. Six local
picturesstand
aresometimes,
kind ofbuthard
underwe tohave
so churches have joined in opposmuch
fun
on
the
side
it
makes
up
ing Sunday movies, while others
SOUL: A film without soul is a for it.— JACKIE MORAN.
may act next Sunday.
technical accomplishment and nothing more. Only a film with a soui
Anderson Now Has 11
can lay claim to artistic rating. This
FRUSTRATION: In my own life
is frequently forgotten in elaborate practically everything I do goes
Chicago
— Fred Anderson now has
films.— LUIS
TRENKER.
wrong. I decided to capitalize on 11 theaters in his northern Illinois
the one talent I have, my genius theater circuit as a result of takAVOIDANCE: The screen avoids for frustration. People like me but
ing over the Fargo, Geneva and ArIrwin, Pa., House Ready
controversial topics. This classifi- they like to see me get it in the
cade
theaters and building a newhouse
at Manteno.
Irwin, Pa — George Davis, execucation
has
been
made
to
include
alneck. It's a kind of vicarious satistive of the Penova Theater Co. of
faction
of
human
defeats.
—
DONmost everything approaching a soWellsville, 0., is opening the new
ALD DUCK.
Lamp Theater here on Tuesday. MAN.cial problem.— HOWARD S. CULLExpect 1,600 to Skate
Co-operators of the house will be
the Marshall Theater Co. of MoundsUPLIFT: Like motion pictures for
Chicago — Annual roller skating
GAGS:
Crazy
things
get
the
the happiness they spread, for the
ville, W. Va., and the Norwin Theater Co. here. Davis reports that greatest laughs on the screen today. beauty they distribute, for the in- Association
party of theat B.
K. Employees'
the &Madison
Stadium
spiration they bring, and for the Monday is expected to draw 1,600,
several properties have been pur- The crazy gag gets laughs because
the
audience
feels
itself
superior
chased in West Virginia and will be
relief they give from all the bur- according to Chairman A. P. Conturned into motion picture houses mentallv to the person doing the
dens of humanity today. — WILL H. tee.
roy of the arrangements commitin the near future.
HAYS in London interview.
gag.— AL BOASBERG.
MARY-BEE: I'm a worker bee.
not a drone. I'm like a wire-haired
terrier. You know how they just
frisk around all the time! — MARY
PICKFORD,
quoted in the London
Era.
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Above . . . the Plaza
at Stamford, Connecticut
. . . one of the newest
houses in the Harry Brandt
circuit
done
in
modern
architecture by Thomas W.
Lamb.
On
this installation
1350
Heywood
Streamline
chairs were used.
Sienna velour combined with a dull gold
Ceramite
edge was selected to
bring out the excellent modern
interior of this house.
A modern
aisle standard
was
specially developed for the job.

Above ... the R. K. O.
Hamilton, 146th St. and
Broadway,
New
York
City ... a beautiful installation of 1777 Heywooi
Streamline Chairs with rust
mohair and silver Ceramite on
the
streamline
metal
edge
backs . . . In the circle to the
right a splendid example of how
these streamline chairs help and
enhance a modernization program
. . . it's the

Regent

in

Buffalo

HEYWOOD

Stteam/ine TAeatte &Aaitd

flEYWOOD Streamline Theatre Chairs will pay dividends at your box office.
This stylish, modern seating is a sure-fire hit with patrons because it is extremely comfortable, trimly tailored, and has an air of class that's unmistakable. Heywood Streamline Chairs will put new, decorative sparkle into
the old house that needs reseating. They're swell for modernizing present
interiors. And for new houses — they lend that smart, modern appearance
so necessary to the types of interiors being created by today's architects. The
streamline backs help to quicken your house traffic because they're easy to
find . . . and for decorative possibilities you have your choice of Chromium
plated or colored Ceramite edges. If you have not yet seen the new Heywood
Streamline Chairs . . . osk your H-W Sales representative to give you details
about this new, revolutionary type of seating.

Heywood

-Wakefield

Established 1826

TAeette Seating Virion
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LABOR BACKS SUNDAY
SHOW STATUTE IN DEL.

More Than 200 Producers Making American Films
More than 200 producers are engaged in making the 500-odd feature motion pictures
and 1,500 short subjects produced annually in Hollywood and New York, according to
the 1937 Film Daily Year Book of Motion Pictures, which will be published today.
In addition, more than 150 more producers confine themselves to making industrial
motion pictures used for advertising and educational purposes. Five companies produce
newsreels and 15 turn out most of the cartoon subjects. Distribution and shipping
offices necessary to handle the theatrical films total nearly 450 and are located in 40
key cities.

William D. Hart, President of the
Delaware State Federation of Labor, announced Saturday the Federation would fight for enactment of
Garner Sets Two Films
Sunday movie bill at this session
of State Legislature. Estimating
Detroit—
Spanish Civil War"
enactment of bill would provide em- is now being"The
booked for the member
ployment for 150 additional theater cheaters of Cooperative Theaters of
workers, the Federation's legislative Michigan, Charles A. Garner, of
committee Saturday adopted a reso- Imperial Pictures of Michigan, dislution in support of bill.
tributors, announces. Garner is also
booking the Passion Play, with 25
bookings now set in Detroit houses.
Case Transfer Is Sought
Detroit — Motion in the suit of
Colonial Theater Enterprises versus
Depew Joins Handy
Columbia Pictures Corp. to transfer
the case from the equity side to
Herbert Depew, formerly vice
the law side of the court, so that president and sales manager of the
damages can be claimed, and asking Acousticon Division of the Dictofor damages in the sum of $10,000,
graph Products Corp. has been appointed head of expense control and
will probably be heard within the
next two weeks, according to coun- personnel of the Jam Handy Picturu Service, Inc.
sel for Jacob Schreiber.
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They are transmitted to your balance
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(Continued from Page 1 )

Plaza Hotel on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday when operating problems will be discussed. As a special
feature of the program, the world
premiere
Wedding"
Kuykendall Re-election
scheduled of
for"Waikiki
the opening
eveningis
Assured by MPTOA Board at the Sheridan Theater.
After convening Thursday morn(Continued from Page 1)
ing, the meeting will adjourn at
meeting
at the Miami Biltmore Ho- 1 P. M. m order to permit Paratel tomorrow.
Other officers of the association mounteers to attend the M. P. T.
O. A. afternoon business session and
at present are: vice-presidents, M. E.
annual
banquet and ball that eveComerford, Scranton; M. A. Lightman, Memphis; E. C. Beatty, Detroit; resume ning.
at the morning.
Roney-Plaza
theSessions
following
Attendance at the Paramount
B. N. Berinstein, Los Angeles; A. Julian Brylawski, Washington; secre- conference will include:
tary, Morris Loewenstein, OklaAdolph Zukor, Barney Balaban,
homa City; treasurer, Walter Vin- Y. Frank Freeman, Neil F. Agnew,
cent, New York; general counsel, Stanton Griffis, R. M. Gillham, Carl
Edward G. Levy, New Haven; chair- Bamford, Tracy Barham, A. H.
man of the board, Fred WehrenBlank, G. R. Branton, J. C. Clemberg, St. Louis.
Directors are: William Benton, mons, L. J. Ludwig, Nathan GoldSaratoga, N. Y.; Joseph Bernhard,
stein, R. J. O'Donnell, William K.
New York; E. M. Fay, Providence; Jenkins, V. R. McFaul, A. N. NotoY. Frank Freeman, New York; John poulos, H. L. Nace, E. H. Rowley.
H. F. Kincey, G. C. Walsh, George
J. Gillette, Tooele, Utah; L. C. Grif- Zeppos and Harry Smith.
fith, Oklahoma City; O. C. Lam,
H. W. Glidden, Adam Adams,
Rome, Ga.; Arthur H. Lockwood, John Balaban, E. C. Upton, Marion
Middletown, Conn.; Sidney B. Lust,
Washington; J. H. Michael, Buffalo; Coles, J. J. Fitzgibbons, J. J. Friedl,
M. J. Mullin, SamCharles W. Picquet, Pinehurst; Sam- Karl uelHoblitzelle,
Pinanski, E. V. Richards, R. B.
uel W. Pinanski. Boston: Penjamin
Pitts, Fredericksburg, Va.; Lewen Wilby, Harry Kalcheim, Robert
Pizor, Philadelphia; William G. Rip- Blair, Robert Weitman, L. D. Netter, Fred Mohrhardt, M. F. Gowley, Longview, Wash.; E. A. Schil- thorpe, Austin C. Keough, Harry
ler, New York; Spyros Skouras, Royster and Walter Immerman.
New York; John C. Stapel, ColumM. C. McCord, Chas. Perrine, J. J.
bia, Mo.; Major L. E. Thompson,
New York; Judge Roy L. Walker, Unger, J. T. Knight, Jr., Hunter
Jack Katz, Frank C. Walker,
Lampasas, Texas; Morgan A. Perry,
Frank Meyer, Harry Nadel, E. Paul
Walsh, San Francisco; Fred Weh- Phillips, Henry Anderson, Chas.
renberg, St. Louis; Charles E. Wil- Reagan, Arthur Lucas, Al Wilkie,
liams, Omaha; R. X. Williams, Ox- H. B. Robb, J. J. Rubens, and F. J.
ford, Miss.
Miller.
Although Jack Miller has retired
Harry David, R. W. Bolstad, Ted
from the Chicago Exhibitor Asso- Deboer,
H. K. Oliphant, Lein Savell,
ciation, so far his name still re- Nash Weil,
A. Lightman, G. W.
roster.
board's of Wometco Trendle, S. M.
mains on theWolfson
A. Lynch, R. C. Frost,
Mitchell
Miami, is slated to suc- N. L. Nathanson, Stanton Griffis,
Theaters,
ceed Ben Berinstein of Los Angeles Claude Lee, Frank Rogers, M. C.
as a vice-president.
Talley, B. B. Garner, L. M. McKechneay, and E. J. Sparks.

22 Finished, 10 in Work
At Warner Burbank Plant

n't laugh off the shock
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Hollywood. — Rapidly approaching
the completion of its 1936-37 production schedule, the Warner Bros.'
studios in Burbank, Calif., are maintaining their high production speed
with six pictures currently before
the cameras and four in preparation for early 'shooting'. Twentytwo
lease.are completed and awaiting reThe films in preparation are:
"Desert Song" in Technicolor, feaSince
turing Frank McHugh;
Eve" starring
Marion "Ever
Davies and
Robert Montgomery with Patsy
Kelly, directed by Lloyd Bacon;
"Campus Scandals" with Frank Mcwith
Show"
"Varsity
Hugh; and Ruby
Dick Powell,
Keeler,
and Fred
Waring and His Band, directed by
Busby Berkeley.

Storin Turns Movie Editor
Harry Storin, formerly RKO managing director in Providence, has
been appointed motion picture and
dramatic editor of "The Rhode Island Star," daily, which begins publication at Pawtucket, R. I., Mar.
22.

John E. Honthaner Dead
Milwaukee, Wis. — John E. Honthaner, 57, manager of the WarnerSaxe Tivoli and Comet, North Side
neighborhood theaters, died here.
He had been connected with theaters here for the past nine years.
Lenauer International Films Inc.,
r" to
s "Tsa
Takeworld
uer the
has Lena
acquired
rights
the film "Tsar to Lenin", now in
its second week at the Filmarte.
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.INGOLN PRICE HIKE
EXPERIMENT, FAILURE

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

By F. J.
By F. J. NEIDIG
Lincoln, Neb. — Attempt to jack A L CHRISTIE has completed a
prices here became too tough for
musical comedy short titled
one man to go it alone and City "Melody Girl", and starring Neila
Manager Milton Overman, of the Goodelle, at the General Service
Westland Theaters here, ducked the Studio in Astoria. Russ Brown,
Billy and Mary Curtis, midgets, and
tariff at the Varsity from 35 to 25 Midgie Miller are in the cast. Warcents top. He also sacrificed the
ren Murray assisted on the direction with George Weber behind the
single feature program to duals.
The story was written by
Only cooperation in the boost was camera.
Art Jarrett, Sr., and Marcy Klauber
made by Bob Livingston, who moved with music furnished by Buddy Page
his second run Capitol up a nickel and his orchestra.
where he's staying.
Westland has two houses here,
A crew from Warner's Vitaphone
Livingston one, George 0. Monroe Studio has been on location at East
one, and the Lincoln Theaters five. Norwalk, Conn., shooting the entire
of the making of men's hats
Latter six are still bargain con- process
to be used in one of the Pictorial
scious.
Revue Series. Ira Genet and George
Ackerson handled the direction, with
Ray Foster at the camera.

"Razumov," Held Over

"Razumov," French picture released by Garrison Films, will remain at the Cameo Theater for a
second week.
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A comedy tentatively titled,
"Laugh Insurance", starring Buster West and Tom Patricola, is un-

THE YEAR 'ROUND
BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION!

RCA

NEIDIG
der way at the Astoria Studio this
week under the direction of William
Watson,
with Chris Beute assisting.
Levy. story
The
was written by Parke
The first picture of the series of
shorts entitled "We, The People",
based on the Constitution of the
United States, being produced by
Dermac Pictures Corp., has been
completed at the West Coast Service Studio. Sidney Goldin directed
the picture assisted by Frank Kingsley with Larry Williams doing the
camera work. Production supervision was under the direction of John
T. Doran and the story was written
by Edwin O'Hanlon and Henry
Kirschenbaum.

PHOTOPHONE'S
OF THE

starring
ROTARY STABILIZER

A color sequence to be used in one
of the Pictorial Revue Series has
been completed at the Vitaphone
studio under the direction of Joe
Henebery, with Bergi Contner at
the camera.

... a part of every RCA
Photophone
tion. . . insures installaconstant
film
speed . . caused
. eliminates
distortion
by

♦

♦♦
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1937-38 will be increased 20 to 25
per cent over the present season,
(Continued from Page 1)
Committee on Immigration and Na- with 48 pictures planned . . . Paramount scheduled annual stockholdturalization re the inadequacy of
ers' meeting for June 15, when, it
the measure's revamped provisions, is expected,
approval will be given
citing that new alterations in no
way overcome the very real objec- to the new Adolph Zukor contract.
tions originally raised by the film Company also made it known that
industry to the bill's enactment. $12,500,000 in Paramount debenWell informed Washington sources,
tures have been swapped by invesfamiliar with legislation attitude in
tors for the new 3% per cent convertible debentures due March 1,
the capital, predicted that the bill
as it now stands will have little 1947 . . . Other spotlight happenings
chance of passage by present Con- of the week included report by four
major circuits that Lent has had
gress.
* *
*
no apparent effect on theater attendance this year . . . Statement in
Arriving in New York from the
coast on Wednesday, Associate Pro- a letter to stockholders by President
duction executive Hal Wallis de- Herbert J. Yates that ruling by the
clared that Warner Bros. -First Na- Supreme Court of Delaware on the
tional will deliver its full quota of validity of the Consolidated Film
60 productions this season, and that Industries recapitalization plan is
company's 1937-38 line-up will expected within a fortnight . . . and,
probably comprise the same num- advices from The Film Daily correspondents that exhibitor groups
ber of features. Present product
schedule, Wallis said, is well on are fighting bills aimed at legalizway toward completion, with the
ing dog racing in eight states,
last six pictures now in various namely, California, Colorado, Constates of preparation.
necticut, Maine, Maryland, New Jer* *
*
sey, Ohio and Washington.
Two check-ups by The Film
Daily revealed that introduction of FOREIGN
theater divorce bills is expected mo(.Continued from Page 1)
mentarily in Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska, supplementing six measures preted by U. S. film circles to indiof this type pending in six states,
cate a probable expansion of Warner Bros, set-up there. Following
and . . . that grosses on "B" pictures have substantially fallen off their stay in Italy, both executives
as compared to a year • ago. Major will go to Paris, Norway, Sweden,
company sales executives expressed Denmark, and return to New York
belief that drop is due primarily to in late April via England.
public's ability to differentiate
sharply between "A" and "B" prodItaly persistently
held from
the week's
uct, and recognizes dearth of star spotlight,
with cables
Rome
names in latter class of films.
stating
that
authorities
there had
*
*
*
withdrawn the film, "The LiberaliRKO President Leo Spitz anzation of Malaga" from its two-anounced that production budget for day run at the Rome Super Cinema

because the picture, produced by
Luce Institute, semi-official newsreel organization, showed too many
Italian Army trucks, officers and soldiers in Malaga, Spanish city, recently taken by the Rebels . . .
And that "The General Died at
Dawn" was initial picture banned by
Italy and China under their new
agreement to prohibit showings of
pictures offensive to the other. The
Chinese Ambassador invoked the
solini.
pact by protesting the film to Mus-

*

*

*

Also from Rome flashed news that
Giuseppe D. Musso, president of Industrie Cinematografiche and the
Italian representative of Universal,
will start producing at Mussolini's
Roman Hollywood in May. Features are planned for the American
market, with Maria Gambarelli
slated to appear in first production.
Musso's unit will be comprised
chiefly of American and British
technicians.

*

*

*

London cables disclosed well-informed English film circles to hold
opinion that 20th Century-Fox and
John Maxwell intend to make further moves in an effort to prevent
consummation of the tie-up between
Gaumont British and C. M. Woolf's
General Film Distributors. In New
York, 20th Century-Fox' president,
Sidney R. Kent, withheld comment
. . . London also reported that appointment of the Archbishop of
Canterbury and the Duke of Norfolk as official censors of Coronation
newsreel films to be made inside
Westminster Abbey may force Fox
Movietone to abandon its plans to
fly footage to the U. S. and otherwise slow up distribution.

vibration !

CELLULAR SPEAKERS
. . . The first speaker to
distribute all higher frequencies evenly throughout theatre. Tremendous power handling
capacity. Undistorted reproduction ofall notes,
lowest to highest. Use
',less room backstage.

with a supporting cast
of 8 other great features!
Low Cost Maintenance
and Liberal Service
Simple Operation
Economical Operation
Push-Pull Adaptability
High Fidelity Reproduction
Simple
Installation
Accessibility
Sole Ownership
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EXPECT T P!X TO
BE BLAST TARGETS
(Continued from Page 1)

ter partners, who go into session on Thursday here.
Another major subject bound to
enter the M. P. T. 0. A. goings-on
is that of designation of preferred
playing time and beyond that, increasing unionization of industry
employees. This latter development
is causing considerable apprehension among theatermen, particularly those operating small houses,
who envision forcing of a "closed
shop''
exhibition
throats,
so to down
speak.their
Forces
affiliated
with
the American Federation of Labor
are already at work organizing
unions composed of exchange employees and are considered likely to
next turn their attention to the theaters.
The question of double feature
bills is inescapable but chances of
the convention trying to outlaw
them are virtually nil owing to a
strong division of opinion. Another
topic which will enter the discussions is that of concessions granted
by the major distributors in response to the M. P. T. 0. A. 10point trade practice program.
Whether or not these concessions
are satisfactory will be decided.
Other subjects which will enter
the deliberations include: setting up
of local conciliation boards as proposed in connection with the trade
practice proposals, the music tax,
non-theatrical competition, theater
improvements and merchandising,
legislation and litigation, appraisal
of current pictures, advertising publicity and exploitation and giveaways, including Bank Night.
Mitchell Wolfson of Wometco
Theaters is general chairman of the
committee handling the convention
arrangements. Other chairmen of
committees which made plans for
the gathering are: reception, Robert C. Frost, Olympia Theater, Miami; housing, Gus Grist, Sheridan
Theater, Miami; registration, 0. C.
Lam, Rome, Ga.; entertainment,
Sonny Shepherd, Lincoln Theater,
Miami; ladies' affairs committee,
Mrs. Mitchell Wolfson, Miami
Beach; banquet, Burton Clark, Rosetta Theater, Miami; golf tournament, Major Albert Warner; display
booth, M. C. Moore, Riverside Theater, Miami; program, Edward G.
Levy, New Haven; printing, Al F.
Weiss, Olympia Theater, Miami;
auditing, L. A. Johnson, Wometco
Theaters, Miami;
decorations
and
6,500 Houses Use Bank Night
Although several important circuits
have dropped Bank Night, 6,500 of the
nation's 16,000 film houses are still
using this form of cash give-aways, according to Edward Goldstein, New York
manager of the company that owns the
copyright to the words "Bank Night"
and to almost any other plausible name
for prize screen games. Goldstein declares number of Bank-Night theaters is
rising, and predicts big circuits will
reinstall the practice.

M. P. T. O. A. Miami Moments
T OOKS as if the ponies are going
ing to give the orators terrific
competition,
judging
from
lobby
conversations at the Biltmore.
Adolph Zukor is bound to be one
of the outstanding attractions on
the convention program. He just
about symbolizes the motion picture
industry — in the hearts and minds
of its members.
Dave Palfreyman,, ambassador
without portfolio, has put in plenty
of hard work in getting convention
plans into going shape.
Reports about Al Steffes attending the proceedings are entirely
without foundation, according to authoritative soui*ces.
Col. Kuykendall of the old Mississippi Kuykendalls, the man who
lives in his luggage as he commutes
from one exhib convention to another, is doing a cyclonic handshaking act.
Charley Picquet, who points to
Pinehurst with civic pride, is on
hand — which makes the convention
attendance complete.
Fred Wehrenberg is the convention's principal apostle of early
morning
walks, an old St. Louis
habit.
signs, L. J. Boone, Coral Gables
Theater, Coral Gables.
Chairmen of special committees
are as follows: M. E. Crawford,
credentials and rules; Edward G.
Levy, resolutions; Charles W. Picquet, music tax; 0. C. Lam, unfair
trade practices; John C. Stapel, radio and non-theatrical competition;
Morgan A. Walsh, entertainment
values; M. A. Lightman, public relations and community affairs;
Lewen Pizor, conciliation and arbitration; Fred Wehrenberg, labor relations; Royal L. Walker, legislation
and taxation.
Registrations at the Miami Biltmore include the following:
J. Don Alexander, Colorado
Springs; Edward Auger, New York;
Mr. and Mrs. Louis K. Ansell, St.
Louis; Alan J. Bachrach, Washington; Carter Barron, Washington;
B. N. Berinstein, Los Angeles; A.
Julian Brylawski, Washington; Roy
Chartier, New York; John Carson,
St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Chadick, New Orleans; Mr. and Mrs.
Ray G. Colvin, St. Louis; Sol Davis,
Oklahoma City; Harvey Day, New
York; Thomas P. Drew, New York;
Raymond Duport, New York; Arthur W. Eddy, New York.
J. K. Elderkin, Belleville, N. J.;
Claude Ezell, Dallas; Francis M.
Falge, Cleveland; Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Fay, Providence; J. George
Feinberg, Union City, Ind.; D. J.
Finn, Camden, N. J.; Viola Frank,
St. Louis; Will J. Glaser, Faribault,
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CONVENTION PARADISE
AFFORDED BY MIAMI

Miami— Early M. P. T. O. A. arrivals confirm the rumor that the
Sam Dembow, who acquired a
load of Miami sunshine in the pre- organization officials have selected
convention hours, fluently talks a conventioneer's Paradise in Miabout that new-type electric sign he divers ami, which affords every possible
is chaperoning.
ion for exhibition-weary persons. In fact, the suggestion has
been made that the industry junk
Barney Balaban is being congrat- Manhattan as its home office and
ulated on the progress that Para- distribution center and move in on
mount is making under his able
leadership.
Miami, especially during those winter months. Some opposition to the
proposal, however, is reported, acLegal angles and slants are being
cording to well-informed circles.
The centerpiece of convention fesprovided
by
the
association's
official
mouthpiece, Ed Levy, who knows a
tivities and, of course, the business
lot of impressive six-syllable words. sessions, is the Miami-Biltmore,
which has helped make Coral GaMajor Albert Warner is all set
bles famous. The hotel and its setfor the golf tourney, having been
ting would make any Hollywood art
practicing on Miami fairways (not director envious. Situated in a large
to mention the rough) for some private park, glamorized by tropical
weeks past.
flowers and all the other fixtures, it
also boasts an 18-hole championship
Before the convention is over, golf course. Not to mention three
Neil Agnew will probably work out outdoor swimming pools, the scene
a percentage deal with the Roney of many a swimming and diving
Plaza — and at top Paramount terms. contest. To service night-lifers,
there is an elaborate night club,
Bob Gillham and Al Wilkie arrived with cocktail bars and lounges as a
in time to pre-view the Paramount supplementary feature. For the
theater meeting setup and inciden- convenience of those conventioneers
tally absorb some vacation.
who are stock market-conscious,
there is also a brokerage office.
M. A., meaning Lightman, has an
Conventioneers desiring to stray
amusing yarn to tell concerning his from the hotel property proper can
visit to the racetrack during the obtain guest memberships at the
M. P. T. O. A. board meeting here
Roney Plaza Cabana Club and the
last year.
Key Largo Anglers Club.
Minn.; E. T. Gorbandt, Atlanta;
Griffith Amusement Co., Oklahoma
City; Dan D. Halpin, New York; S. 16,170 Features Released
W. Hand, New York; E. M. HartIn United States Since '15
ley, Camden, N. J.; William P.
Herbst, Washington; Mr. and Mrs.
Feature motion pictures released
W W. Johnson, New Orleans; Leto in the United States since 1915 toHill, St. Louis.
tal 16,170, according to a list in the
Miss Gertrude Hulett, St. Louis; 1937 Film Daily Year Book of Motion Pictures, issued today. FeaTom James, St. Louis; Miss Ora
tures released in 1936 totaled 735
Johnson, Oklahoma City; T. F. of which
522 were made in this
Joyce, Camden, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs.
Paul A. King, Cleveland; Joe B. country and 213 imported from foreign countries.
Kleckner, Chicago; Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Komm, St. Louis; W. C. Kunzmann, Cleveland; Mr. and Mrs. EdEdward Leming Dies
ward Kuykendall and son, Columbus, Miss.; Arthur A. Lee, New
Madison, Wis. — Edward Leming,
York; Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Leighley,
at the Capitol
ater here and former
operatorTheof
Atlanta; Jules Leventhal, St. Louis; 63, projectionist
Mr. and Mrs. Edward G. Levy, New the Palace Theater, died here. LemHaven; Irving C. Jacocks, Jr.; Mr.
ing
been associated
with theaters had
in Madison
for 27 years.
L. L. Lewis, Newark; M. A. Lightman, Memphis; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lockwood, New Haven; Morris Lowenstein, Oklahoma City.
ericksburg, Va.; Lewen Pizor, Philadelphia; Barney Rosenthal, St.
Anton Matreci, St. Louis; Mr. and
Sanford, Electrical ReMrs. M. S. McCord and children, Louis; Bert
search Products Co., New York; J.
North Little Rock; Mr. McCowan, C. Shanklin, Ronceverte, W. Va.
St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs. R. A. McNeil, San Francisco; Miss Mary
Clark, San Francisco; W. T. Moor,
Art Acknowledgments
Miami Beach art study reproduced
Washington; Mr. and Mrs. M. Naify, San Francisco; V. J. Nolan,
as a cover for the M.P.T.O.A. convention edition of The Film Daily was
Cleveland; Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Ostsupplied by the Miami Beach News
man, Camden, N. J.; Miss Helen C.
Service. Other Coral Gables and Miami
O'Toole, New York; U. Owen, New
Beach pictures are from the same
York; David Palfreyman, New
agency
Bureau. and the Coral Gables News
York; Charles W. Picquet, Pinehurst; Benjamin T. Pitts, Fred-
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" Thank -You s
THEATREPHONE

Thank you, Warner Brothers!

Thank you, Karl Hoblitzelle!

. . . for your confidence in Theatrephone
equipment as evidenced by the many systems you have permitted us to install in
your theatres. Thank you for giving us
the opportunity of proving on so large a
scale that one in every ten is sufficiently
hard of hearing to require hearing assistance at the talkies. And thank you, too,
for your expression of satisfaction with
the service our equipment is rendering, and
the box-office increase it is accounting for.

. . . for having the vision to realize that a
10% increase in box-office was much
more than a 10% profit increase — and for
equipping so many of your theatres with
Acousticon Theatrephones and thus bringing afull measure of Hoblitzelle service to
the deafened thousands in your audiences.

• Thank you, Independents
Everywhere!

Thank you, RKO!
. . . for having proven yourselves to be

. . . for placing in our hands the responsibility ofbringing better theatre hearing
to your deafened patrons. Thank you for
installing Theatrephones in your palatial
Radio City Music Hall, and in the Center

alert and forward-looking merchandisers
as well as showmen ; for permitting Theatrephones to swell your audiences and
extend the area of your markets. Only

Theatre where "White Horse Inn" is
making musical comedy history. And
thanks for the additional equipment you

l

you know how often the report of Edward J. Kane, proprietor of Roth's
Strand Theatre in Summit, N. J. could

installed in the Proctor's Theatre at 59th
Street after those radio announcements
mentioning Theatrephone made more
outlets an immediate necessity.

be paralleled. (His sales radius was
increased from five miles to twenty-five
by his Theatrephone system.)

And the 12,000,000 Hard of Hearing

THEY THANK

ACOUSTICON

Theatre-Goers

of

America

YOU, TOO!

THEATREPHONE

Division of Dictograph Products Co., Inc.
580 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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TEN CENTS

GB Debenture Holdovers Approve Woolf's GFD Deal

KUYKENDALL TO URGE CONTROL OF STARS ON AIR
//

Spitz Says KAO Biz "Much
Aylesworth
Successor
Not
MIAMI
Named;
Declare $1.75
and the B. 0. Lowdown
By ARTHUR W. EDDY =

kyilAMI — During the next few days,
'"' Hollywood can learn something of
importance from Miami and Coral Gables.
Meaning, that during the annual convention
of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of
America and the Paramount theater partners'
conference, there is going to be plenty said
concerning the studios' output. Some of
the conversation is going to be complimentary in nature but some of it won't.
Those men who have gathered here know
box-office. They ought to. It's their job,
year after year. And their opinions, based
upon actual experience (sometimes sad),
should justify the respect and attention of
the picture makers out yonder in California.

— • —
IT so happens that the exhibitors assem' bled in these parts represent virtually
every type of theater operation that exists.
Everything from the lowly indie dime house
to the uppish circuit de luxer. Therefore,
their opinions present a cross-section of
box-office reactions which are graphic and
factual as well. They are authorities on
what's what at the box-office.
Inasmuch as the production center of
our industry is remote from the retailing
center, it seems logical to rely upon the
retailer for reports as to what the market
demands.

A PART

from indicating the types of

Those men out in Hollywood know production. They ought to. It's their job
year after year. But, nevertheless, there
will be talk in Miami and Coral Gables
during the next few days that will be
worthy of thpir attention.

Meeting

Coral Gables — First film trade paper
to reach the M.P.T.O.A. conventioneers

Dividend

at
Biltmore
was The
yesterday's
issuetheof Miami
THE FILM
DAILY.
special
convention issue attracted plenty of
compliments.

Leo Spitz, RKO and KOA president, yesterday reported that the
business of KAO, RKO theater subsidiary, was "very satisfactory" and
"much better than last year" at a
meeting of the KAO board of directors at which M. H. Aylesworth,
chairman of the board formally resigned. No successor to the latter
was named. A regular dividend of
Total of 861 theaters in the U. S.,
$1.75 on the first preferred stock
have contracted for Mirrophonic in
was voted.
the 27 weeks elapsing since its introduction, C.W. Bunn, Erpi's general sales manager, announced yesterday. Bunn voiced the claim that
this had broken all sales records
for sound equipment since the talkies7 first year.
Citing the biz as demonstrating
Wilmington, Del. — All directors an "amazing industry comeback,"
said the sales reprewere re-elected at the annual meet- the Erpisentedexec,
more than $1,500,000. About
ing of stockholders of Universal

361 THEATERS SIGN
MIRROPHONIC PACTS

UNIVERSAL PICTURES
RENAMES DIRECTORS

Pictures. Co., Inc., held here yesterday, as follows:
For the common stock — J. Cheev(Continued on Page 14)

(Continued

on Page

as

a

Major
MPTOA
Parley Topic

By Arthur W. Eddy
Coral Gables — Recommendations for controlling appearance of motion picture stars on
the air in competition with
theaters will be made by President Ed Kuykendall of the
MPTOA when he submits his
annual report to the Association's Board of Directors today, preliminary to opening of
the seventh annual convention
(Continued on Page 14)

MPTOA MEMBERS ASK
FAST TEMPO STORIES

4)

Miami — The paying customers in

particular want three types of picPathe-Monogram Printing
ture entertainment- -musicals studDeal Near Closing Stage
ded with good numbers and girls,

romances dealing with young folks
Basic Studio Pact Renewal
Deal under which Pathe will and westerns. That is the general
Talks to Start Here Apr. 5 handle all printing for Monogram formula for making box-office atPictures is slated to be closed in the
Meeting of major company
and of the chief officers of the
studio unions included in the
studio pact will be held in New
(Continued on Page 4)

** stories which are clicking with the
movie-minded public, these exhibitors can
render another important service to Hollywood. Through personal contact with their
patrons, as well as the box-office records,
'they know what players are waxing or
'waning in audience popularity. They can
did the studios in the casting of genuine
marquee names.

Better ThanRadio Last
Year Up
Situation Shapes

First at MPTOA

heads
coast
basic
York

next few days. Pathe is understood
to be advancing $250,000 to Monogram against the contract.
Monogram
has on twoPage films
com(Continued
4)

Full Approval Given GFD Agreement
By GB Debenture Holders, Says Ostrer
London (By Cable) — Isidore
Ostrer announced yesterday that
Gaumont British debenture holders
had given their full approval to the
"Swing High, Swing Low," the recent GB agreement with C. M.
Carole Lombard-Fred MacMurray
co-starring picture, is breaking both Woolf's General Film Distributors
attendance and money records in all which provides for the joint production of eight features during the
parts of (Continued
the U. S.,on according
to re(.Continued on Page 4)
Page 4)

"Swing High, Swing Low"
Setting Theater Records

B

tractions, according to showmen
gathered (Continued
here to on
attend
the annual
Page 14)

Golden States Will Build
10-12 in Northern Calif.
Miami — Launching an expansion
program in Northern California,
Golden States plans to add between
10 and 12 houses to its circuit,
which consists of 70 theaters, Bob
(Continued on Page 14)

Miami Biz Up 10-15 P.C.
MIAMI — Aided by one of the best
seasons in some years, Miami theaters
are finding business between 10 and 15
per cent better than a year ago,
Mitchell Wolfson of Wometco Theaters
said yesterday. The locality is free
of giveaways.
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Meet Informally in Miami

Ascap's Annual Meeting
Miami Beach, Fla. — Paramount
at Ritz-Carlton Mar. 25 theater
partners yesterday held an
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Coming

and Going

KARL K. KNORR, owner of the Owl Film
Co., new Detroit independent production unit,
is in New York for several weeks.
ARTHUR EBENSTEIN left Hollywood Saturday by train for New York. He will remain
here for 10 days and will be registered at
the Essex House.

RUDI

FELD, former chief of art and exploitation departments for Ufa in Berlin, arrives on the Berengaria today from Tel Aviv,
Palestine, en route to visit his brother, Fritz
Feld, in Hollywood.
PAT CASEY, studio labor head, is due in
from the coast in two weeks to discuss renewal of the basic studio agreement with the
studio unions.
JOS. N. WEBER, president of the A. F. of
Musicians, is due in New York by April 4
from Miami.

22%

23

Western Electric and subsidiaries
earned a net of $18,698,049 for 1936,
after all charges, compared with
earnings of $2,620,279 in 1935 and
losses aggregating more than $34,100,000 for the three preceding
years, according to the annual report just issued. Last year's earnings equal $3.12 on each of the
6,000,000 no-par value shares of
capital stock outstanding, against
44 cents in 1935. W. E. sales last
year were $146,421,000, rising 38.9
per cent over 1935 and reaching
highest level since 1931.

National Recording Ban
To Come Up At AFM Meet

Common

IDA COHEN,
who
has been Sophie Tucker's
house
guest
in Hollywood
for the last six
weeks,
sails
for
home
and
London on
the
Normandie
tomorrow.

% -

Western Electric Net Up
18 Millions During 1936

American Federation of MusiAnnual meeting of Ascap will be informal meeting at the Roney Plaza and discussed plans for their ancians will consider action to ban reheld Mar. 25 at the Ritz-Carlton Honual
conference
which
gets
under
tel. President Gene Buck will make
cordings nationally and also a national picketing campaign to restore
his annual report which will include way today. Y. Frank Freeman will
be
in
charge
of
the_
session.
orchestras
to theaters which forthe yearly financial statement.
Virtually all the Paramount partmerly employed them or means to
ners have now arrived in Miami
Zukor Dinner Via WOR
preliminary to the meeting which attain a similar end, at the association's national convention beginWOR and the entire Mutual will run up to and including Saturning June 9 at the Kentucky Hotel,
day. Adolph Zukor, who arrives in Louisville, it was said yesterday by
Broadcasting System from coast-tocoast will air the proceedings of the Miami today from the Coast, will be
Adolph Zukor testimonial dinner to a principal speaker at the opening Bert G. Henderson, vice president.
be given at the Waldorf-Astoria on meeting. Purpose of the conferMarch 29. Broadcast starts at 11:15
ence is to discuss operating policies 350,000 Shares of Imp.
P. M. and will go on for one hour. and problems.
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United Artists executives headed
Business of Pathe Film Corp. since
by George J. Schaefer, executive the first of the year is up over the
vice president, who have been on corresponding period for last year,
the coast conferring on the addi- The Film Daily learned yesterday
tion of new producers, next season's
production plans and the annual following a meeting of the company
convention, are due back in New board of directors.
With the expected termination
York Thursday. Those returning
include, besides Schaefer, Arthur W. shortly of the Pathe printing contract with Grand National, Pathe
Kelly, vice president in charge of
foreign sales; James Mulvey, execu- will have no interest in G. N., which
tive vice president of Goldwyn Pro- it was responsible for organizing a
ductions; Monroe Greenthal, U. A. year ago, it was said.
advertising and publicity head, and
Lowell Calvert, eastern representa- Para. Theater Partners
tive of Selznick International.

Net
Chg.
Vs
Vs
V4

Close

Pathe Biz for '37 First
Quarter Shows Increase
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HERMAN

BERNIE,

is back

from

Hollywood.

BUDDY MORRIS, general manager of the
Warner Bros, music firms, arrives next Monday
from
Miami.
MAJOR L. E. THOMPSON and A. P. WAXMAN are flying to Miami Beach today to attend the conventions of the M.P.T.O.A. and
Paramount
Theaters
Circuit.
DEANNA DURBIN, young Universal player,
arrives in Camden from the coast next Friday for record recordings under the direction of Leopold
Stokowski.
GEORGE

CUKOR,

M-G-M

film

GERMAINE AUSSEY, French screen star;
CHARLES BENNETT, British scenarist, en route
to Universal City; and IRVING MARX, European representative of the Shubert Theatrical
Corp., arrive in New York today on the Normandie.
GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, U. A. general manager; ARTHUR W. KELLY, foreign sales head;
MONROE GREENTHAL. U. A. advertising and
publicity head; JAS. MULVEY, executive vice
president of Goldwyn Prods., and LOWELL
CALVERT,
are due Thursday from Hollywood.
CHAS. R. ROGERS, Universal production
head,day orexpects
Sunday. to return to Hollywood SaturGEORGE CUKOR, arrives today from Europe
aboard the Normandie en route for Hollywood
where he will start preparatory work on Selznick International's "Gone With
the Wind."
JOAN BLONDELL, if studio exigencies permit, will probably arrive in New York the
latter part of the week to participate in the
activities preceding the premiere a week from
Saturday of "The
King and the Chorus
Girl."
GEORGE QUIGLEY, counsel for British interests with a large stake in Keller-Dorian
Colorfilm
few days. Co., arrives from abroad in the next

TWA CUTS FARES
Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast

director;

WANTED
Two all round positive cutters and two
good negative cutters. Midwest production
studio. Letters must state full particulars
— including salary wanted.
THE FILM
DAILY
Box 1020

1501 B'way

N. Y. C.

Non-stop between New
York and Chicago

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES
1503

Broadway,
70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Desk — Penn, Station
Telephone:
MUrray
Hill 6-1640

for Public Sale

Public sale of 350,000 shares of
common stock of Imperial Distributing Co., at around $3.50 a share
is planned by the underwriters
of |
the issue The Film Daily learns.
M. D. Kopple, who arranged the
financing, is working on another deal
of a similar character which he expects to have arranged in about two
weeks, he said yesterday.

Mrs. Marjorie Saenger Weds
New Orleans — Mrs. Marjorie
Kemp Saenger, widow of Julian
Saenger, founder of Saenger Theaters, was quietly wedded last night
to
Dan champion.
Murray, former collegiate
tennis

GREAT
EXPECTATIONS
REALIZED
•

MEET

•

•

ME AT

BOOTHS 2 AND 3
Miami-Biltmore
J.George Feinberg
Spreading Comfort to Millions
SEE
The Sensation of Seating
Original Streemline Posture

THANKS, THANKS
r 1000 THANKS
MR. EXHIBITOR!
We asked for co-operation in our recent
campaign for playing time and you came
through 100%.

Qratefully yours,

oCexr
But what a good thing for both of us !
We've got the playing time and you've
got some of the greatest pictures in this
or any season, including:

MAYTIME
Already proven!

NELSON
MAC DONALD
JEANETTE

EDDY

CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS
FREDDIE
BARTHOLOMEW

SPENCER
TRACY

MARX

Will absolutely electrify . . . Breathes greatness!

A DAY AT THE RACES
Better than UA Night at the Opera"!

PARNELL^J
The last word in big pictures!

GABLE

MYRNA

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

THE

m
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Hollywood — Production has shot
upward after a short slump and 44
pictures are now before the cameras.
Warners and M-G-M are tied for
first place, with seven each. Paramount is making six and 20th Century-Fox five. Universal and Republic are four each. Columbia and
RKO have two each on their schedules. Goldwyn, Selznick, Loew, Darmour, Conn, Andrew L. Stone and
Condor are down for one each.
M-G-M has started "The Emperor's Candlesticks" and 20th
Century-Fox "She Had To Eat."
Columbia began "The Shakedown."
"Wake Up and Live" was completed
at 20th Century-Fox.

Basic Studio Pact Renewal
Talks to Start Here Apr. 5
(Continued from Page

DEBENTURE HOLDERS
OF GB APPROVE DEAL

1)

starting April 5 to discuss renewal
of the agreement for one year and
the applications of other studio
unions for inclusion in the pact.
The Screen Actors' Guild and several other crafts will make formal
application for recognition by the
studios. Whether the unions will
have the backing of the crafts now
included in the pact is not known.

Noble Pass Stunt Brings
Oklahoma Contempt Move
Oklahoma City — Presentation of
passes by T. B. Noble, Jr., owner of
the newly opened State Theater
here, to members of the legislature
has resulted in sharp repercussions.
Representative Raasch has introduced a bill directing general investigation committee to require
Noble to appear and explain certain language printed on the State
Theater passes, and to show cause
why he should not be punished for
contempt of the House of Representatives. In the lower branch,
Senator Burns also introduced a
measure making it a felony for
members of the Oklahoma Legislature to accept passes to theaters
or other places of amusement in the
state.
Ire of legislators was provoked
last week when Noble printed
jumbo-size passes to his State Theater on yellow cardboard measuring
8 inches by 10 inches, and sent them
complimentary to members of the
Oklahoma House of Representatives, but not to the Senators. Latter, Noble explained, did not ask for
any, but that Representatives did.
Then the House members denied
they requested the passes.

Erecting New Sound Stage
San Antonio — A new sound stage
is being erected out at the National
Pictures' studio.

(Continued from Page

1)

cost.
first year at a $2,100,000 estimated

T

T

T

• •
• THE
BOOK
is out!
what book?
now, pul-eeze
the Film Daily Year Book, of course
IS there any other book worth getting stewed up about?
of course not

T

T

well,

"Swing High, Swing Low"
Setting Theater Records

▼

• •
• THIS SPECIMEN known as the Nineteenth Edition
of the Year Book is a massive tome
1264 pages
printed on a heavier stock than ever
bound in a two-tone
burgundy and old gold
we can't say that it has any distinctly new features
all the worthwhile features for a
Year Book were figured out by the editors and incorporated
in the volume several years ago
all that is done is to improve, amplify and keep up to date
but that's some job
keeping the compilation editor busy all year round
but you as a subscriber get the benefit of this accumulation of
important data in all fields of the industry in the new volume
such as — just to mention one item — the 16,170 film titles
since 1915 to date
the most complete list in existence anywhere
and the most accurate

•

•

• NOW IF you will please be patient for a few days
you will receive YOUR copy
distribution starts today
it's some task this year
we figure each messenger can only carry two copies, they're that big
and
small messenger boys will have to carry just one copy between
them
so you see we will probably have most of the messenger boys in the city tied up
so if your regular messenger service on telegrams is all shot to hell, we're sorry
but
really the delivery of the Year Book is more important than a
message from your broker that you have lost a grand in the
market
or doesn't your broker bother to tell you about
such fullittle
oursBooks
doesn'tare ON so
let'sWAY
all be cheerabout itthings? the Year
THE
hooray

T
•

T

T

•

• AN ALBUM of records of the hit tunes from Universale "Top of the Town"
sent by Director of Exploitation Joe Weil to the columnists and m.p. newspaper crits
a gift worth taking home, for these hits are really Hits in the
best sense of that much abused word
some advance plug
on this production
the company has turned out two teaser
trailers, a seven-foot standee and a 15-foot cutout streamer
banner
these are shot out five weeks ahead of openings
in the key cities only
and with the exploitation over radio
featuring the smash tunes, and national tie-up ads in pop publications wherever you look
"Top of the Town" is being
pushed exactly to that spot in every town where the prize
Universal baby is being plugged
• • • THAT ANNUAL dinner of the St. Louis Variety
Club went over grand with a nifty circus program
arranged by Prexy Ray Colvin and a committee headed by Harold
W. Evans and James E. Harris
the special guest of honor
was Fred Wehrenberg, prexy of the local MPTOA
Fred
recently celebrated the thirtieth anniversary of his entry into
picture biz as an exhib

•
•
• THREE MORE roadshows set for M-G-M's "The
Good Earth"
all in Texas
Dallas, Forth Worth and
San Antonio ... • Many prominent engineers will attend the
premier performance of Gaumont's "Silent Barriers" opening
a two-a-day at the New Criterion on Thursday eve

«

«

«

»

The agreement, it was said, had
been submitted to counsel who intimated there was nothing in it to
jeopardize the interests of the debenture holders.

»

»

(Continued from Page

1)

ports received yesterday by Paramount officials in New York.
^ Figures show that "Swing High, ■
Swing Low" will surpass the records
established by Bing Crosby's
"Rhythm on the Range" and in all
probability will be one of the highest grossing pictures on the Paramount program this year.
Spots reporting the exceptional
biz included Louisville, San Francisco, Indianapolis, Oakland, Buffalo, Kansas City, Mo., Scranton,
Wilkes Barre, Salt Lake City, Miami
Beach, Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston,
Memphis and Detroit. At the Circle
Theater, Indianapolis, the film in
its first three days equalled the
gross of "Bigwhich
Broadcast"
and "The
Plainsman"
have been
top
gross pictures, and is now 150 per
cent above the average weekly take.

861 Theaters Have Signed
For Mirrophonic Sound
(Continued from Page 1)

two-thirds of the 861 are completely
new installations in reopened theaters, new theaters, and in theaters
that had previously operated with
other makes of equipment. The remaining third have modernized existing Western Electric systems to
include the Mirrophonic principle.
Almost 200 Mirrophonic equipments have already been shipped
to foreign countries. Mirrophonic
was not introduced in England until
Feb. 1, but 70 theaters contracted
for it in that month. In Mexico
City, the
First Circuit
10 theaters, all Western
Electricofequipped,
has Mirrophonic installed in seven
of its houses.

Pathe-Monogram Printing
Deal Near Closing Stage
(Continued from Page 1)

pleted and may have a third ready
in time for its convention to be
held soon. The completed films are
"Legion of Missing Men" and "The
Outer Gate," both supervised by
I. E. Chadwick. In production now
is "Paradise Isle," Dorothy Reid
supervising.

Cincy Bookers Club Meets
Cincinnati — The Film Row Bookers Club will meet today.

■ ^^^|

James Stewart delivers

Simone Simon becomes your

his outstanding performBpe as the swaggering,
■Slant Cnico, wbose

star of stars . . . revealing
the woman

of smoldering fire

and blazing emotion behind

love brought courage ¥o

her youngs magnetic beauty!

Diane, who -was afraid!

■

■
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THE GREATEST AND
TENDEREST ROMANCE
OF OUR TIME
. . . lifted to the box-office heights by two
young stars born to play it . . . with Simone
Simon

greater

than

you

ever

dreamed!

SIMONE* SIMON
JAMES STEWART
emerging as the top star or the screen

Sevenm
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Bromberg

th
• GREGORY

• Gale Sondergaard • J. Edward
• John Qualen

• Victor ICilian

Thomas Beck • Sig Rumann

• Mady Christians

Directed by Henry King
Director of "Lloyds of London "

Associate Producer
Baker.

Raymond

Griffith. Screen play by Melville

Adapted from the stage play "Seventh Heaven
produced and directed
by John Golden, written by Austin Strong.

Darry 1 F. Zanuck
in Charge 01 Production

NO PRAISE

YOU

NO PROMISE
CAN

CAN

YOU

GIVE . . .

CAN MAKE

PAY ENOUGH

TRIBUTE

TO THIS GLORIOUS

PICTURE!

The heart-hunger and ecstatic happiness ... the tearing hurt of separation
. . . the exquisite moments of love that
turn blood to fire . . . the magic of emotion that transforms the world s drabness to a land of dreams come true . . . all
this is captured completely, excitingly... to give you a property whose
profit

possibilities

are

measureless!
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A "JUUW WHO'Sfrom
Uottuwood
"Ms
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
Bv RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
"THIRTY-SEVEN theaters through[■*■ out the country have requested
iloans of gowns for exploitation of
•Maytime." Theaters tie-in with
■department shops for window displays.
T

T

▼

James Melton has amicably arranged with Warners an abrogation
of the contract that called for two
starring pictures each year under
•the Warner banner. Inability to find
a suitable vehicle for Melton led
to the mutual decision to dissolve
the contract.
»

T

T

•

•

•

Introducing Interesting Personalities:

No.

63

•

•

•

ROBERT LORD. Born in Chicago something over 30 years ago.
Graduated
from University High School and attended Harvard, where he wrote several plays and novels, all, according to his
own confession, very bad. Took Prof. George
Pierce Baker's 47 Workshop Playwriting course
and then got a job on the Boston Telegram.
Became dramatic, film and music critic. Moved
to New York, where he became an actor in a
small, arty theater. Next a play reader for an
agent, then a job as office boy for Robert Milton. Wrote to William Fox, asking for a job
and got one from Winfield Sheehan to whom
Fox introduced him. Finally, wound up, after
several more writing jobs, with Warner Bros, in

Gracie Fields, British comedienne
who stopped off for a few days at
1937, becoming a supervisor-director about '30.
New York last week upon her arrival from England, arrived at 20th
Century-Fox studios, Hollywood,
yesterday afternoon. With her was
Another brother and sister team
Victor Schertzinger has retitled
Monty Banks, associate producer of
lier pictures. Both immediately his first Grand National production has been added to the cast of ReIwere closeted with Darryl F. Zan- to "When I'm With You." This
public's "Michael O'Halloran."
uck to discuss production plans for story, an original by producer-di- Roger and Sally McGee will portray
Butch
and
Sally Tolliver.
it he films to be made in England and
rector Schertzinger and Austin ParT
T
T
recentGrade's
under
in Hollywood
ker, was previously labeled "SomeEloping, Dixie Martin, Universal
ly signed long-term contract.
thing to Sing About." Though there
T
T
T
are no leads announced at yet, the actress, and Philip Karlstein, assistant director at the same studio,
deal is now on for an Eastern radio
Because of Leo Carrillo's work in
were
mai-ried
at Yuma. They were
star
to
play
the
feminine
lead.
"History Is Made At Night," Wal- Schertzinger has completed lyrics accompanied by
Harry Joe Brown
ter Wanger is having Grover Jones,
and music for three of the feature and the latter's wife, Sally Eilers,
write an important part into "52nd
who stood up for them.
song numbers in the production.
Street" for him.

Shippers in Cleveland
Reported As Unionized
Cleveland — Cleveland shippers,
inspectresses and poster clerks are
practically 100 per cent unionized.
It is understood that the
wage scale demand, uniform in all
exchanges will be $40 minimum a
*week for head shippers, $32.50 a
week for assistant shippers, $32.50
a week for poster clerks, $25 for
head inspectress and $22.50 for inspectresses. Claim is made that the
emand will increase total wages
for these positions in the major exchanges approximately $40 a week.
To protect those within this classification who are now getting more
than this base wage scale, the union
will demand no cuts in present
salaries.

Bernhard Holds Warner
Zone Managers Meeting

Joseph Bernhard, General Manager of Warner Bros. Theaters held
the regular quarterly meeting of
all the zone managers yesterday at
the Warner home office. Zone Managers who attended were James
Coston, Chicago; Nat Wolf, Cleveland; I. J. Hoffman, New Haven;
Don Jacocks, New Jersey; Moe Silver, Albany; Ted Schlanger, Philadelphia; Harry Kalmine, Pittsburgh;
John Payette, Washington; Herb
Copelan, Atlantic City, and Howard
Waugh, Memphis.
Those who attended from the
home office were Clayton Bond,
Harry Goldberg, Ed Hinchey, Nat
New Haven, Conn. — Six exchange
Stewart McDonald, HerFellman,
representatives met with A. F. of
man Maier, Frank Phelps, Abel ViL. organizer here yesterday. Another meeting is scheduled for Wed- gai'd, Harry Rosenquest, Louis J.
nesday at Trades' Council Hall. Kaufman and Frank Cahill.
C.I.O. is rumored planning a similar
move here.
Detroit — Anticipated presentation
of an "ultimatum" by the new union
of shippers, inspectors and poster
handlers, failed to materialize, local
exchange managers said.

Wessel Installed a Second
Time As Variety Club Head

Samuel Goldwyn has cast his new
stardom
candidate,
Barbara
O'Neill,
the St. Louis
debutante
now playing
second feminine lead to Katharine
Hepburn in the touring stage production, "Jane Eyre," in the Alice
Joyce
"Stella Dallas."
Astor role
was in
originally
slated forMary
this
role but was forced to withdraw
from the part due to her work in
Selznick's "Prisoner of Zenda."
Goldwyn, however, retains Miss
Astor under contract for a forthcoming picture and plans to use her
later.
T

T

▼

"Escape From Love," a romantic
film comedy based upon a novel by
the Hungarian writer, Eugene Healtai, will go into production at 20th
Century-Fox studios during the coming week. Michael Whalen and Gloria Stuart have been assigned the
leading roles. Leslie Landau, who
with Don Ettlinger wrote the screenplay, is associate producer. Eugene
Forde will direct.
T

T

T

▼

T

T

Robert Montgomery, Henry
Daniell
and Guy Kibbee have signed
G-M.
new long-term contracts with MRaoul Walsh, has been signed by
Walter Wanger to direct "52nd
Street," the musical based on night
life on America's Montmartre.

SICK REPORT

Cincinnati — The Queen City Variety Club installed officers and held
Ludlow, Mass. — Peter Rozkuszka
a dinner-dance at the Variety Club of the Bmr Theater fractured his
rooms at the Netherland Plaza
right leg when he fell off a 10-foot
Hotel. Harry "Pop" Wessel was in- ladder while changing a sign. He is
stalled for the second term as presi- in the Ludlow Hospital.
dent; Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, general manager of RKO theaters, first
Detroit — Stanley Fisher, salesman
vice-president; Manny Shore, second for M-G-M, has suffered a relapse
vice-president; Ralph Kinsler, Grand in Hem*y Ford Hospital, following a
National, treasurer; Joe Rolling, serious operation.
secretary; Allan Moritz, Columbia;
Jim Grady, 20th Century-Fox; Joe
Oulahan, Paramount; Bill Onie, Re- Maurice Lehmann Planning
public, and Harry Hartman, radio
April Visit to Hollywood
announcer, trustees.
Paris — Maurice Lehmann, administrator of Les Distributeurs FranWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
cais, will sail on the Normandie in
Washington — Paul Whiteman ap- April for an American visit. From
peared in defense of the Dickstein New York, he will proceed to Hollyalien actor measure yesterday at a
wood. Producer of several pictures,
quickly called, unofficial meeting of including "La Dame Aux Camelias,"
the House Immigration Committee. Lehmann is also head of two leading
Whiteman cited his difficulties in en- local theaters, Le Chatelet and La
Porte Saint-Martin.
tering foreign countries.

Whiteman, Pro-Dickstein

End of Ohio Film Censorship to be Asked of Legislature

Cleveland — Legislation abolishing the Ohio Censor Board will be sought by the
Palda, former
Cleveland branch of the Civil Liberties Union, it is announced by George
exhib and chairman of the branch. Bill is now being drafted. Move results from the
because of its alleged
censors' reaffirming of its ban on Amkino's "Spain In Flames"
"extremely partisan propaganda" and decidedly negative attitude towards religion.

"Cloistered" In Michigan
Detroit — "Cloistered" has been
booked for Associated Theaters Circuit and for houses of Cooperative
Theaters of Michigan group by Al
Dezel, distributor.
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THE HARLOW-TAYLOR COMBINATION WILL PILE UP THE LAUGHS
DRAG THEM
IN.

This will pile up a heavy total of laughs,
and with the Harlow and Taylor name;
decorating the marquee should do plenty
business at the box-office. The H. M. Harwood play, "The Man In Possession", has
been revamped, with Scenarists Hugh Mills
and Ernest Vajda doing good work. W. S.
Van Dyke has given the picture expert
direction. John W. Considine, Jr., rates
credit as the producer. Reginald Owen has
a field day as a bounder, who is checkmated at every turn by his brother, Taylor. E. E. Clive and Henrietta Crosman
are well cast as Taylor's parents, while
Forrester Harvey, Lionel Braham and Barnett Parker are excellent in comedy character roles. Cora Witherspoon and Maria
Shelton also win many laughs. Jem is an
American widow, loaded down with debts,
who believes Owen, who wants to marry
her, is wealthy. Owen is in financial straits
himself and is under the impression he
is marrying an heiress. Taylor, finishing a
jail term for a minor offense, maneuvers

Poker Flat"

with Preston Foster, Jean Muir, Van Heflin,
Virginia Weidler
RKO

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Radio
78 mins.

DRAMATIC RECREATION OF THE OLD
GOLD-MINING WEST HAS THE ACTION,
COMEDY AND THRILLS THE PUBLIC
WANTS.
Out of the gold towns of the robust
1850s comes this virile screen play built
around Bret Harte's story. John Twist and
Harry Segall have inserted all of the dramatic tempo of the gambling hall into it,
and so derive a background as entertaining
as the one we were fascinated by in Mae
West's "Diamond Lil." The picture should
be a pleasant sight on any program, intensified as it is by Preston Foster's convincing performance as the romantic gambler
whose gambling hall ceased to be the center of social activity of Poker Flat, when
the town turned to righteousness. Virginia
Weidler is the saucy little piece that makes
the story jell, and so well does she handle
her lines and so naturally, she makes many
a veteran working with her ring false. Tak-

ing their screen story from "The Luck of
Roaring Camp" by Bret Harte as well as
the tale that bears the picture's title, the
to get into Jean's house as a sheriff's adapters begin with the birth of a little
guard. There, under the English law, he girl in the gaming hall, an event which
is to remain until Jean's debts are paid. interrupts the play, and causes Oakhurst,
He falls in love with her, although she is the owner of the saloon and a drunken
cool to him. He finally outwits Owen and habitue of the place to act as midwives.
convinces Jean she should marry him
When the orphaned child is eight years old
she is a dealer at the tables, and plays a
Cast: Jean Harlpw, Robert Taylor, Reginmean game of poker. She loves this life
ald Owen, Una O'Connor, Henrietta Cros- with the cards, and when a minister and
man, E. E. Clive, Cora Witherspoon, Maria
Shelton, Forrester Harvey, Lionel Braham, school marm come to town, bringing with
Barnett Parker.
them respectability, her awakened guardian, the gambler, drags her howling to
Producer, John W. Considine, Jr.; Directhe school marm's where she is to be given
tor, W. S. Van Dyke; From play by H. M. education
and refinement. Too many
Harwood; Screenplay, Hugh Mills, Ernest
shootings cause some of the better townsVajda; Cameraman, William Daniels; Edimen to organize vigilantes, who drive the
tor, Ben Lewis.
gamblers and their lady friends from town.
Direction, Expert. Photography, Excellent. The school marm leaves the minister, who

Hannibal Candy Store
To Become Film House
Hannibal, Mo. — Eddie Rosecan, of
St. Louis, will transform a local
candy store into a 400-seat house
to be called the Rialto, with opening set about May 1. Arnold
Baschen is the architect, John
Martin, the general contractor.
Rosecan, who at one time was
St. Louis exchange manager for
United Artists is also interested in
the Toge Theaters, Inc., which
operates the O'Fallon Theater in
O'Fallon, 111. His associates in that
operation are G. DeLohr, and his
brother A. Rosecan. A. Rosecan is
connected with the Hollywood
Amusement Company which operates the Princess Theater in St.
Louis Mo.

loves her, behind, and goes to join Oakhurst, where they are trapped in the snow
and we get around to Bret Harte's story
finally. Van Heflin, as the parson, does an
exceptional piece of work of characterization and looks like he has a future. Margaret Irving is not very moving as the woman who is losing Oakhurst to the school
teacher, but Bradley Page makes of his
villian with a creed a part to be remembered. Christy Cabanne's direction is
capable. Robert Sisk rates much credit as
the producer.
Cast: Preston Foster, Jean Muir, Van
Heflin, Virginia Weidler, Margaret Irving,
Frank M. Thomas, Si Jenks, Dick Elliott,
Al St. John, Bradley Page, Richard Lane,
Monte Blue, Billy Gilbert, Dudley Clements.
Producer, Robert Sisk; Director, Christy
Cabanne; Based on stories by Bret Harte;
Screenplay, John Twist, Harry Segall; Cameraman, Robert de Grasse; Editor, Ted
Cheseman.
Direction, Capable. Photography, Good.

"Ready, Willing and

with Ruby Keeler, Lee Dixon, Allen Jenkins,
Louise Fazenda, O'Connell
Carol Hughes, Ross Alexander, Winifred Shaw, Teddy Hart, Hugh
Warner

George

O'Brien

in

"Park Avenue Logger"
RKO

Radio

PUNCH

IS

LACKING

62 mins.
IN

NORTH-

WOODS YARN WITH O'BRIEN DELIVERING COMEDY INSTEAD OF THRILLS.

Brothers
93 mins.
FAIRLY ENTERTAINING MUSICAL,
WITH RUBY KEELER AND LEE DIXON
AS THE HIGHLIGHTS.

As one of the ad-lines reads on this
feature: "Hewn from the heart of the
Northwoods." And that's quite correct.
It is very woodeny. The plot unwinds in
an uninspired way, and the terrific buildup

Two of filmland's top-flight dancing
stars, Ruby Keeler and Lee Dixon, enliven
this fairly entertaining musical romance
whose other highlights include a trinity of
tinkling tunes; amusing character portrayals by Louise Fazenda, Allen Jenkins and

that is given George O'Brien as the strong
man from Park Avenue invading the lumber country is never capitalized. The he>o
is introduced as the son of a Park Avenue

Able"

Hugh O'Connell; and a spectacular production number at the climax. For the latter,
a gigantic typewriter is used for the setting, with the Keeler-Dixon duo dancing on
the keyboard, while the shapely legs of
chorines, in black silk tights, cleverly create
the illusion of the machine in full action
as it writes the lyrics of the film's hitsong, "Too Marvelous For Words." Routine story deals with the rise of a talented
girl dancer from obscurity to stardom in a
Broadway production. Ruby Keeler is cast
as the unknown performer whose overzealousness to make good on the stage leads
her to stretch a point and keep the vital
information from a young producer, Ross
Alexander, that she is not the actual British
musical comedy star he and his associates
think her to be, although their names are
identical. But she redeems herself by helping Alexander get the finances necessary
to open the show when the project looks
as though it would fall through in final
rehearsals, and, of course, being all the
while in love, there is the usual result, —
a happy ending. Ray Enright's direction is
responsible for making the somewhat slim
material always interesting, and Sol Polito's
photography is fine. Johnny Mercer and
Richard Whiting supplied the music and
lyrics.
Cast: Ruby Keeler, Lee Dixon, Allen Jenkins, Louise Fazenda, Carol Hughes, Ross
Alexander, Winifred Shaw, Teddy Hart,
Hugh O'Connell, Addison Richards, Shaw
and Lee, E. E. Clive, Jane Wyman, May
Boley, Charles Halton, Adrian Rosley, Lillian Kemble Cooper,
Barnett Parker.
Director, Ray Enright; Author, Richard
Macau'ay; Screenplay, Jerry Wald, Sig
Herzig, Warren Duff; Dance Director, Bobby Connelly; Cameraman, Sol Polito; Editor, Doug Gould.
Direction,

Interesting

Photography, Fine.

Anti-Endurance Measure
Before Oklahoma House

capitalist who thinks his son is an intellectual sissy, but the audience is shown George
in a workout as the Masked Marvel who
gives a man-mountain

a terrific beating in

the ring. So naturally when O'Brien is
shipped to the lumber camp by the old man
in order to make a masculine character
out of him, the audience expects action —
and real thrills. The only time the here
really goes to work on the tough eggs In
the tall timber is when he bumps the heads
of two of them together, dusts off his
hands, and walks away, or later when he
takes one sock at the villain and the latter falls over a table with all the fight
kicked out of him. The public naturally
expects more than that from George O'Brien.
But maybe they were building him up as
a comedy character with big laugh-producing possibilities. For throughout the
script George adopts the casual technique,
with a whimsical smile and a sort of coy
manner that belies the fact that he really
is a bruiser with a killer-punch. This is
fine if it is leading up to a sensational
fight scene with all the trimmings. But
the big fight never comes off. Only a lot
of kidding stuff with the hero poking verbal slams at the villain instead of mixing
with him in a good, socking saga of slug.
And that's the only thing the fans are interested in in this type of backwoods story
that deliberately builds up the hero as a
whiz gladiator. The logging scenes are
well done with the falling timber. Beatrice Roberts has a walk-through part.
They'd better get O'Brien back into the
he-man roles where he has some real fighting bits to do, and quit trying to make a
funny man out of him.
Cast: George O'Brien, Beatrice Roberts,
Willard Robertson, Ward Bond, Bert HanIon, Gertrude Short, Lloyd Ingraham, George
Rosener, Robert E. O'Connor.
Producer, George A. Hirliman; Director,
David Howard; Author, Bruce Hutchinson;
Editor, Robert Crandall; Cameraman, Frank
B. Good.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

"Pete" Clark Dined

West Coast Bureau of THE

Oklahoma City — A bill introduced
by Senator W. C. Fidler, to make
illegal marathons and similar endurance tests, was reported favorably to the House of Representatives by its judiciary committee.
Already passed by the senate it now
goes
action.to the House calendar for final
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Hollywood — Executives and department heads of the Hollywood
plant of RCA Manufacturing Co.
tendered a farewell dinner party to
L. E. (Pete) Clark last night at the
Hollywood Athletic Club. Clark resigned from the RCA staff to become
associatedCo. with the Dunning Color
Process

A PARTIAL LIST
OF ROSS FEDERAL CLIENTS
American Can Company
Atlanta
Banking Constitution
N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.
Bauer & Black
The Best Foods, Inc.
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Buhl, Inc. Corporation
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Central New York Broadcasting Corporation
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Chicago Tribune
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Indianapolis Times
Lord & Thomas
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
MacFadden Publications, Inc.
Maxon, Incorporated
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Distributing Corporation

A record, once written, is unchangeable. On it reputations rise or fall,
and all the assets and profits in the world cannot erase one spot from
a spotty record.
It is now a matter of record that Ross Federal, through the application of its trained, experienced executive and field organizations, has
earned the respect and patronage of many of the most outstanding
business firms in the country — firms who have become steady, consistent clients of Ross Federal.
For seven years this company has been constantly building and improving its various services to the Motion Picture Industry, Newspapers, Magazines, Manufacturers, Radio Stations, Advertisers and
Advertising Agencies. The past seven years have seen the founding of
Ross Federal Service, Inc., then the organization of its successful
affiliate, Ross Federal Research Corporation, and finally the addition
of many other services, including the Outdoor Advertising Checking
Service.
Resolved to continue its operations on a sound, confidence-inspiring
basis — the only policy that makes for a good record — Ross Federal
faces this and future years with justifiable optimism.
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KUYKENDALl TO URGE MPTOA MEMBERS ASK
STAR RADIO CONTROL FAST TEMPO STORIES
(Continued from Page

at the Miami
this afternoon.

1)

Biltmore

here

The radio situation shapes up as
one of the principal convention topics. General opinion is that so far
no satisfactory adjustment has been
brought about, despite conferences
held some months ago between the
producers and the National Broadcasting systems.
Widespread dissatisfaction with
concessions granted by the major
distributors in reply to the MPTOA
10-point program is also in evidence.
Just what is to be done about the
matter will be determined by the
Board at its meeting today, following a session of the Executive Committee. The directors are expected
to approve nominations made by the
Committee for officers for the new

Golden States Will Build
10-12 in Northern Calif.
(Continued from Page

1)

McNeil told The Film Daily yesterday. He remains in Coral Gables
until Monday, when he departs for
Chicago and later his home in San
Francisco.

Universal Pictures Co.
Renames All Directors
(Continued from Page

MOT 0®IM PICTURE!
BEING DISTRIBUTED TO ALL
SUBSCRIBERS OF

THE FILM DAILY
New

1)

er Cowdin, Budd Rogers, William
Freiday, Charles R. Rogers, Paul G.
Brown and P. D. Cochrane; for secKay. ond preferred stocks — R. H. Cochrane; for first preferred stock —
J. Myer Schine and Willard S. Mc-

of

1501 Broadway

The studios should generally stee
away from costume and historica
subjects, according to a substantia
majority opinion.
day.
"Give us pictures with fast tern
po," clamored the exhibs who weri
quizzed in the b. o. checkup yester

Wehrenberg Heads St. Louis
Delegation to MPTOA Mee

Coral Gables — Fred Wehrenberg
president of the MPTO of St. Louis
Eastern Missouri and Souther)
Illinois, headed a sizeable contingen
from that area arriving yesterda;
Every incoming train lands more
for
the MPTOA convention sessions
exhibitors at Miami station and up
year.
In the party were: L. C. Hehi
to late last night, indications were
that at least 800 would attend the secretary-treasurer of the St. Loui
convention. Three hundred had M.P.T.O. group; Louis K. Ansell o
checked into or had reservations at the Ansell Brothers Circuit; Anto:
the Miami Biltmore and about the Matreci, Uptown Theater; Jule
same number, principally compris- Levanthal, Rivoli Theater; Al Stone
ing Paramount theater partners and Senate Theater; Mrs. Paul Kruegei
home office executives, had moved Cinderella Theater; Miss LioL
into the Roney Plaza. One hundred Frank, Melba Theater; Sam Levir.
more had established themselves at Norside Theater, and his wife
the Everglades and other hotels had Tommy James, Strand Theater, an :
John Karzin, Douglas Theater
registrations too.
Adolph Zukor arrives in Miami Barney Rosenthal and Nat Steinberj :
today from the West Coast, as does of Republic Pictures, and Ray Col
his publicity aide, Chris Dunphy, vin, head of. the Exhibitors Suppl;
Co. and president of the Variety
and ture
Shirley
player. Ross, Paramount fea- Club of St. Louis, and his wife, al
of
St. Louis;
Dr. Theater,
George J.
Hobbs
Fortieth
Street
East
St ■

THE H9S7
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(Continued from Page 1)

convention of the M. P. T. 0. A]
ference.
the Paramount partners' con
and

York

Flooded Houses Reopen

Louis, 111., and wife, and Miss Ger
trude Hulett, Savoy Theater, Fergu
son, Mo.; Sam Komm, Miners The
ater, Collinsville, 111., and Mrs
Komm,
Harry
Theater,andEast
St. Redmon,
Louis, 111.Majestic ':
Wehrenberg, who is a member o!
the MPTOA'S national executive
council and announced
chairman the
of its
labo~committee,
appoint
ments to his committee: Charle:
Williams, Omaha, Nebr.; Sidne?
Lust, Washington, D. C; Lou An
sell, St. Louis, and I. W. Rodgers
Cairo, 111.

"Great Barriers" Opening
to Draw MPTOA, Para. Groups

Miami — Film folks attending th<
M. P. T. O. A. convention and the
Cincinnati — Wess Huss has reopened the Americus, after redeco- Paramount theater partners' meet
will attend
of at
"Silenl
rating and cleaning, following the ing
Barriers,"
GB premiere
production,
the
flood. The Benvue, Pomeroy, also Lincoln Theater here Wednesday
reopened, after being closed from Arthur A. Lee, vice-president, anc
Jan. 18, due to the flood. Other George W. Weeks, general sales
Cincy manhouses
manager, are in town to supervis*
and the reopening
Broadway. are the Free- the
opening and drop in on the
The New Manchester at Man- exhibitor gathering. "Silent Barriers" has its Broadway premiere al
chester, Ky., has been closed due to
the Criterion
on March 25, on a
spinal meningitis. The town is in two-a-day
policy.
quarantine.
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MISSOURI BANK NIGHT
DECISION DUE IN MAY
St. Louis — The Missouri Supreme
Court en banc is expected to decide
n May on the legality of Bank
"light in Missouri in the case of
•IcKean vs Kemp which was argued
■efore the high court early in Janlary of this year. It is a test case
n which George E. McKean, who
vpresents Bank Night in the St.
„ouis trade territory, was placed
inder constructive arrest for aleged violation of the anti-lottery
iaws of the State in connection with
3< Bank Night drawing held by a
heater in Southeast Missouri.
While none of the 96 theaters in
St. Louis proper are using games,
McKean reports that 162 houses in
eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois, served by St. Louis exchanges,
ive using Bank Night. Nine Illinois
nouses dropped Bank Night when
Illinois' Atorney General ruled it
i lottery.
Jefferson City, Mo. — ■ Drawings
;.vhich offer cash prizes for "services" at film theaters are violative
of the anti-lottery laws, Acting At:orney General J. E. Taylor has
'aeld ing
in Attorney
an opinion
to ProsecutBarkersent
Davis
of Lewis

RKO Radio Branch Managers
Hear Depinet on Tel. Hookup
Meet Edward ]. Kane, ProHighlighting the Jules Levy fifth
anniversary at RKO Radio was a
nation-wide telephone conference
hook-up last Saturday in which Ned
E. Depinet, vice president, addressed
simultaneously the branch managers of all thirty-three RKO exchanges. Aside from spurring the
sales organization on to greater accomplishment inthe Levy drive, Depinet discussed two recently completed RKO Radio pictures, "The
Soldier and the Lady," based upon
Jules Verne's "Michael Strogoff,"
and "Quality Street".
He congratulated the following
salesmen who have sold their territories 100 per cent in the "March
of Time" sales campaign now current: F. G. Ross of Boston, S.
Whitehead and Joseph Rubenstein
of Los Angeles, J. L. Raper and C.
J. Dressell of Minneapolis, E. J.
Epstein, J. J. McFadden, Jr. and
S. Lefko of Philadelphia.

THE HARD

your
* A. A. — Audience Area — the territory around
a
theater from which
you draw
your audiences.
your
O

Not a small theatre,
not a large theatre, but
a typical independent
house is Roth's Strand
in Summit, N. J., proprietor Edward J.
Kane. Mr. Kane saw
the light on June 4,
1936 — realized that one
out of ten were hard of
hearing, were avoiding
his theatre — installed
an Acousticon Theatrephone system to bring
them perfect "talkie" hearing. Reports Mr.
Kane six months later :— "drawing patrons
from towns 25 miles away, and I never used
to get folks further than 5 miles away. Theatrephones bring the deaf's friend as well as

Interstate Takes Over
Five in N. H., Two in Vt.

Manchester, N. H. — The Interstate Theater Corp. has taken over
the operation of five theaters in
this state and two in nearby Vermont. They are: Rialto in Lancaster, N. H.; Charkaroben in Lincoln,
N. H.; New City in Vergennes,
Buffalo — A survey by the Better
'Business Bureau to ascertain opin- Vt.; Bristol, in Bristol, N. H.; Lyric
ions of film exhibitors on continu- in White River, Vt.; Corless in
ance of money giveaways and a North Woodstock, N. H. and
proposed city ordinance to make Plymouth in Plymouth, N. H.
treasury nights and their competitors illegal are the latest develop- more than two-thirds of the theater
Jments in the Buffalo prize-drawing operators have been informed "if
controversy. B.B.B. is seeking re- the others quit, I will."
plies from 58 theaters.
The proposed
ordinance
will be
Newsmen
who
have
contacted before the city council today.

'ounty.
The that
Attorney
ofnce
has held
there General's
is no fundamental difference between these
drawings and "Bank Night."

the deaf."
# NOT
ONLY

#

To inspect the complete line of —

At

the Miami

CARPETS

Biltmore

Hotel,
•
Exhibited by

March

16-17-18

GREATER NEW YORK CARPET HOUSE, INC.
By Emil M. Herschmann

250 WEST

49th STREET

NEW

Phone LAckawanna

YORK

CITY, N. Y.

We carry the Most Complete Line of Theatre Patterns
Big Stocks on Hand At All Times

WELCOME THE DEAFENED... IT PAYS!
Investigate Theatrephone for YOUR theatre.
Warner Bros., R. K. O., Hoblitzelle and thousands of independents say it is an invaluable
attraction. It's easily, quickly, economically
installed in houses as small as 500 capacity,
as large as Radio City Music Hall. Send at
once for information and exploitation data on
this LEADING system for bringing theatre
hearing to the deafened.

ACOUSTICON

THEATREPHONES

Now

ACOUSTICON
THEATREPHONES
580 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C.

Swelling B.

O.

{Box Office) and Expanding A. A. {Audience
Areas) in More than
2000
American
Theatres

4-0240-1-2

An Establishment Featuring Floor Coverings Only

A. A.— BUT B.O. TOO!

Theatrephone's claim that its presence boosts
box-office 10% or more is solidly proven —
attested by more than 2000 theatres using
these nationally advertised installations. But
this 10% B. O. increase is more than a 10%
profit boost, because the last 10% of your admissions iswhere your profits lie.

M.P.T.O.A.
Members Attending
The Miami Convention are invited
?<»i (Zuatity SMITH
and Ueae
AN ALEXANDER
PRODUCT

OF HEARING

INCREASED
FROM
5 MILESHISTO A.
25 A.*
MILES!

Called together in Depinet's office
for the occasion were: Levy, Cresson E. Smith, E. L. McEvoy, Leon
J. Bamberger, William Clark, S.
Barret McCormick, and Harry J.
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KUYKENDALL OTHER MPTJA OFFICERS RE-ELECTED
Allowance of $20,388,687 in RKO
Total

Exclusive

of

Rocke-

feller's Claim; Other
Allowances Likely
Claims against RKO practically
certain of allowance total $20,388,687 exclusive of the $9,150,628
Rockefeller claim, and indications
are that other claims will be allowed, according to the first detailed report on the status of the
RKO claims in over six months made
by the Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee, in connection with its application for an interim allowance.
Claims disallowed, withdrawn and
otherwise reduced now total $22,718,679.
Claims totaling $4,119,798 have
been allowed. Three claims totaling
$29,207 have been recommended for
allowance by Special Master Thachei
(.Continued on Page 4)

RKO CREDITORS FIGHT
PAYOFF OF $600,000
Federal
Judge
William
Bondy
1 yesterday reserved decision on the
' application of the Irving Trust Co.,
RKO trustee, for permission to pay
off $600,000 in first lien secured
notes following opposition to the
proposal by representatives of At(Continued on Page 2)

Van Beuren Outlook Good,
Irving Trust Tells Court
Operations in 1936 of Van Beuren Corp.. 50 per cent-owned RKO
subsidiary, resulted in a substantial loss due mainly to the types of
pictures produced in previous years
(.Continued on Page 4)

Cochrane Re-election Slated
Re-election of R. H. Cochrane as
Universal president and of all other
ofricers ot the company is expected
when the board of directors meet in
the next few days, THE FILM DAILY
was advised
yesterday.

Claims Seen Set

Spitz Named Board Chairman of K-A-0 and B. F. Keith Corp.
Leo Spitz, president of K-A-0 and the B. F. Keith Corp., has been elected chairman
of the board of both those companies to succeed M. H. Aylesworth, who resigned.
Payment of the $1.75 dividend on the preferred stock voted out of capital surplus by
the K-A-0 directors Monday will be made Apr. 1 to stock of record Mar. 26. The
dividend covers the period from Sept. 30, 1933, to Apr. 1, 1937.

Warner
RCA

Bros. Circuit Will Install
Sound in Over 380 Houses

Warner Bros, circuit is replacing
present sound equipment with the
new RCA High Fidelity systems
with installations scheduled for
more than 380 houses, stated Edwin
M. Hartley, RCA Photophone head,
yesterday.

Pettijohn to Oppose

More than 80 theaters have already been equipped with the new
systems and by the end of the year,
the remaining 300 installations will
be made, it was announced.
Preliminary installations were
made in Warner houses in Philadelphia, Washington and Chicago.

Ohio Theater Divorce Bill

Columbus. O. — Hearings will open
today before the House Judiciary
Committee on the theater divorce
bill
Chas. slated
C. Pettijohn,
Hays'
officewith
counsel,
to appear
in
opposition to the measure together
with other film attorneys.
There will also be a hearing to-

day before a Senate committee on a
bill to exempt newsreels from being
censored, as is now done in other
states.
Proposed theater divorce statute
has the backing of the I.T.O. of Ohio
which was instrumental in having
the bill introduced on Feb. 11.

Court of Appeals Upholds N. Y. City
Sales Tax Which May Cost 2 Millions
Most Ambitious Production
List Approved by 'U' Board
Charles R. Rogers, Universal executive vice president in charge of
production, who has been here for
the company's annual meeting and
to confer with J. Cheever Cowdin,
chairman, on the situation abroad,
announced last night that he would
return to the coast Saturday with
the Board's
approval
(Continued
on Pageof 7)the most

Albany — Court of Appeals, highest state tribunal, yesterday unanimously upheld lower court rulings
that the New York City 2 per cent
sales tax was applicable to motion
picture rentals in New York City.
The court ruled that the tax was
not applicable to prints exhibited
outside New York City.

Morris Leonard, Ben Berinstein and Mitchell Wolfson Added to Board
By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Coral Gables, Fla.— President Ed
Kuykendall and other officers of the
M.P.T.O.A. were reelected by its
board of dh-ectors at its annual
meeting yesterday in the Miami
Biltmore Country Club, prior to
opening of the 17th annual convennations.tion. There were no opposing nomiThree changes were effected in
the official personnel for the ensuing
year. Morris Leonard of Chicago
was made a member of the board
succeeding Jack Miller, who has resigned as an official of the Chicago
(.Continued on Page 12)

ZUKOR TO ADDRESS
PARAM'T PARTNERS
Coral Gables, Fla. — The Paramount Theaters' Association continued its annual conference at the
Roney Plaza Hotel yesterday with
Y. Frank Freeman in charge of the
session which continue* today.
Adolph Zukor, who arrived in Miami
yesterday from Hollywood will
probably address the meeting today.

Anti-Trust Suit Dismissal
Motion Hearing at Boston
Boston — Hearing on the plea in
abatement and motion to dismiss
made by the Commonwealth Amusement Enterprises, Inc., of New
Hampshire,(Continued
a defendant
on Page 12) in anti-

Report on Pages 6-7

It is understood that major companies attorneys, who will meet
Friday to discuss the Court of Appeals (Continued
decision planon Page
to ask
the U.
4)

Report of President Ed Kuykendall
submitted to the M.P.T.O.A. convention at its opening session at Coral
Gables yesterday appears on pages 6 and
7 of

today's
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RKO Creditors Fight
Nizer to Argue Appeal
Payoff of $600,000
in 20th-Fox versus S-C

(Continued from Page 1)
Albany — Louis Nizer, counsel for
20th Century-Fox, was here today to las Corp., RCA, Time, Inc., and other
argue an appeal from the lower creditors.
court decision that Springer-Cocalis
O. C. Doering, counsel for Irving
did not have to pay individual guar- Trust, said that there was $250,000
antees on 6 pictures, including
on deposit with the Chem"Bright Eyes" with Shirley Temple, in cash
ical Bank & Trust Co., for payment
exhibited by S-C theaters during of the notes and it was proposed to
the 1935-36 season. 20th Century take $350,000 additional from the
maintains that the pictures should
$2,000,000 cash now in the hands
be paid on individual guaran- of RKO Radio Pictures. Doering
tees and not lumped for payment as
said payment of the notes would
the Appellate Division ruled.
save RKO $3,000 monthly in interest payments.
H. G. Rickaby, Atlas Corp. counAnti-Bank Night Measure
sel strenuously objected to any deBefore Council Committee
pletion of the RKO Radio treasury,
saying that by July Radio would
Alarmed by the situation, commitBuffalo — The City Council re- have only $1,000,000 in cash and
tee of indies composed of Fred
ferred to its Legislative Committee that Leo Spitz, RKO president, had
Wehrenberg, president of the MPTO yesterday a proposal so to amend informed him that any reduction in
of St. Louis, Louis K. Ansell and
RKO Radio cash might be serious.
Fred and Clarence Kaimann will a city licensing ordinance as to pro- He pointed out that most major
vide
for
revocation
of
a
theater's
confer with Harry C. Arthur, Jr., license if it conducts Bank Nights. companies had $5,000,000 in cash
F & M vice prexy and general man- Councilman Vincent J. Roth in in their picture companies.
ager, in the hope of effecting a new pressing for the change asked also
Rickaby said he had a purchaser
working agreement.
that the Police Commissioner be di- for the notes who would reduce the
rected to enforce strictly the or- interest charges from 4 per cent to
dinance against lotteries and raf- 2 per cent. Counsel for RCA and
fles.
June Clayworth Signed
Time, Inc., said payment of the
June Clayworth, formerly with
notes would delay the reorganizaUniversal, has been signed to a term
tion. Carlos Israels, representing
Mrs. Ruby Murtagh Dead
contract with M-G-M. Deal was set
unsecured creditors, favored payment of the notes.
Detroit — Mrs. Ruby Murtagh,
by Richard Krakeur of the Leo Morrison office.
wife of James Murtagh, financial
secretary of Local 199, I. A. T. S. E.,
died at Miami.
RKO Trustee and Counsel

St. Louis — Indie exhibitors,
aroused by the action of the F. &
M. -operated St. Louis Amusement
Co. in putting five-hour shows in
several of its nabes, are countering
in kind.
Clarence Kaiman experimented
with five-hours shows at both his
Baden and O'Fallon theaters, programs embracing three features and
seven short comedies. Fairy Theater also tried out an opposition
five-hour bill.
Meanwhile, another indie cause
for worry is the F. & M.'s "America's largest children's show," running from 10 a. m to 6 p. m. at the
Missouri, with admish a dime.

To Vote on Sunday Films

Meadow Grove, Neb. — Voters here
ballot April 6 on Sunday movies,
now barred by blue law. The Business Men's Club persuaded the town
council to hold the special election.

Ask $145,000 Allowances

Minnie Miller Dead
Kentwood, La. — Miss Minnie Miller, booker
O. Ott's Alberton
theater
here,for isA. dead.

%

i/a
%

%
1/4
%

Allied States Group Meets
Air conditioning, state legislation
and exchange playdate drives were
discussed yesterday at a meeting of
the Allied States Association of
New Jersey at the Hotel Lincoln.
No decision was reached on the matters.
HAVE YOU A
MESSAGE
TO TELL?
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MARGARET LINDSAY, Warner star, arrived
in New York yesterday from Washington for a
visit.
GLORIA SWANSON has arrived in New York
from Beverly Hills, and is stopping at the
Savoy-Plaza.
FRANCES MARION, scenarist, is also visiting
New York and is at the Savoy-Plaza.
EDDIE DOWLING and his wife, RAE DOOLEY,
have returned
to New York from Bermuda.
MICHAEL BALCON, British representative for
M-G-M, and MRS. BALCON; and J. W. WATTS
PHILLIPS, director of the London Play Co. and
co author of "Love on the Dole," arrive today
from England
on the Berengaria.
W. A. V. MACK has returned to his head
quarters in Chicago, after conferring with GB
home office executives.
HELEN FLINT, who prolonged her New York
shopping visit to attend the premiere of RKO
"Sea Devils" at the Rialto Theater is now en
route to Hollywood.
LEE TATRICK, now appearing on Broadway
in "Stage Door." has been signed by RKO and
leaves for Hollywood
about April 1.
NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone executive
in charge of shorts and trailers, is in Portland
today and will be in San Francisco
tomorrow.
J. H. SEIDELMAN, Columbia Foreign Manager, leaves Tuesday on the first leg of a
three months' trip to the Far East for a
check-up tour of the company's offices in
China, Japan and the Philippines. Seidelman
travels overland
to Vancouver.

MITCHELL LEICHTER, vice-president of Advance Pictures, has left Hollywood on an extended business trip to mid-Western, Southern
and
Eastern
cities.
RALPH B. AUSTRIAN, assistant vice-president
of RCA Photophone, leaves New York next Friday for Bermuda, accompanied by his wife
and daughter.
FRANK R. DEAKINS, manager of engineering
products for RCA; EDWIN M. HARTLEY, manager of company's Photophone division; F. B.
OSTMAN, manager of service division, and
THOMAS F. JOYCE, RCA advertising manager,
have arrived in Miami for the M.P.T.O.A. convention.
ARTHUR W. KELLY, U. A. foreign sales head,
returned
yesterday from Hollywood.
GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, U.
ager, is not expected back
till next Tuesday with Dr.
slated to come here two weeks

A. general manfrom the coast
A. H. Giannini
later.

IRVIN LEVIN, ISADORE SOKOLOFF and MAX
WiNTROUB of the National Poster Exchanges
left New
York yesterday for Omaha.
LOUIS

NIZER

C.

PETTIJOHN

C.

is in Albany
is

in

today.
Columbus,

O.

SEVEN LORIA BROTHERS leave for Hollywood Friday to appear in RKO's "New Faces."
FRANCES MARION recently placed under
contract by Columbia, as an associate producer, arrived in New York yesterday from
Hollywood
for a brief stay.
CHARLES
Saturday.

R.

ROGERS

leaves

for

the

coast

Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee,
has made application in Federal
Court for an interim allowance of
$60,000 for its services and Donovan, Leisure, Newton & Lumbard,
counsel for the RKO trustee, has
asked for $85,000. Irving Trust has
received $80,000 to date for its services.
No

date has been fixed for hearing on the fees.

GREAT
EXPECTATIONS
REALIZED
*

MEET

*

*

ME AT

BOOTHS 2 AND 3
Miami-Biltmore
J.George Feinberg
Spreading Comfort to Millions
SEE of Seating
The Sensation
Original Streemline Posture

. \ V Li

I want

my

money

back . I didn't sfn'ke
oil under my seat.

SOLVE THE PROBLEM - PATRONS WANT
PICTURES! TRICK OPPORTUNITY GAGS
ARE A CONFESSION OF WEAKNESS
•

Good features plus good shorts are all
that's needed — Here is M-G-M's latest
two-reel Showmanship Special which you
can absolutely bank on at the boxoffice

SERVANT
OF THE

PEOPLE
The Story of the Constitution
of the United States
IT'S THE MOST TIMELY PICTURE EVER MADE-The most discussed subject in
the nation's history will make short subject history on YOUR screen . . .
READY FOR APRIL 9th RELEASE
'Joke probably by George Jessel

•

•

—ZtIK,

m
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ALLOW $20,388,687
IN RKO CLAIMS
{Continued from Page

iXO1^

7^ PHIL M DALY

1)

with no objections filed. Allowance
of claims totaling $1,253,583 has
been approved by Judge Bondy. Allowance of the Rockefeller claim of
$9,150,628 has been recommended by
Special Master Thacher but is being
held in abeyance pending consideration of the RKO reorganization plan.
The $5,161 claim of the Trenton
Advertising Co. has been recommended for disallowance by Special
Master Scandrett but an exception
has been filed. An $11,629 claim has
been stipulated by the RKO trustee
and the claimant, but allowance has
been objected to by another claimant. This matter has been referred
to Special Master Scandrett, who
has not rendered a report. A $3,561 claim has been submitted to Special Master Scandrett on stipulation
of facts and the trustee's brief.
Allowance is indicated of three
claims totaling $1,708,806. including
claims arising under RKO's 6 per
cent gold notes aggregating $1,696,000. Claims totaling $845,833
are to be submitted to Special Master Scandrett on stipulation of facts.
This includes a $208,333 claim of
J. J. Cavanaugh, receiver, and
Union Guardian Trust Co., trustee
and assignee, under a guarantee by
RKO of the obligation of the B. F.
Keith-Detroit Corp. as lessee of the
Downtown Theater, Detroit. It has
been agreed that this claim shall be
allowed for not more than $74,833.
A claim of the Security First National Bank of Los Angeles for
$771,000 sought under guarantee by
RKO of a supplemental indenture
executed by the San Diego Holding
Co. Ltd., RKO subsidiary, has been
in process of negotiation and will
be submitted to the Special Master
in case no agreement is reached.
A claim of $1,602,900 of the Publix-Indiana Corp., which may be
cancelled in whole or in part by
release of the company from an obligation to an Orpheum subsidiary
is now in process of adjustment. A
$352,792 claim under a suit brought
against RKO by Chas. R. Rogers
Productions, is to be withdrawn.
Claim totaling $13,418,500 constiallowed tuting
in RKO's
all funded
likelihood.debt will be

M
▼
T
T
RIDING WITH the biggest mag success of the decade the publicity lads at Grand National pulled a pip
with their special Convention Edition of WIFE
the cover
reproduced in red and black with photo of a sleeping dame (the
exhib's idea of a wife attending a convention — that is, he
HOPES
she's asleep)
and the inside makeup of photos
and snappy news captions is in the best LIFE tradition
each caption mentions some prominent exhib or circuit buyer,
and ties up the idea of the still with the theaterman and the
company's product which the still of course touts
ver-ree
cle-vah
the boys in convention assembled at Miami will be
wowed with this OriG-Nality worked out at the cost of great
brain effort and much perspiration by Ed Finney and Harry
Blair but it only goes to prove what we have always said
it takes sweat and mental effort and a coupla good collaborators to do a worthwhile job in pictures no one guy
can do it all by hisself that's the reason we let you guys
help us write this kolyum
ha
T
T
T
• • • WE KNOW of few pix that have aroused the degree of enthusiasm by the hardboiled gents
as that evidenced by the 20th Century-Fox home office men after a screening of the new "Seventh Heaven" many of these vets
were visibly touched by Simone Simon's powerful portrayal of
Diane
and praise for James Stewart was just as lavish
so now the boys are confident that the Gaynor-Farrell
version of the classic war romance, which was conceded hard to
beat
has really been beaten
T
T
T
• • • A SIT-DOWN was staged by Marvin Schenck at
Charleston on his stormy return flight from Miami where he
spent the week-end with the Missus and his pa-in-law, Jake
Lubin ... • Oscar A. Doob and the understanding partner
spent the week-end at Atlantic City ... • C. C. Moskowitz
has delayed the Florida vacashe until April, pending the return
of Nick Schenck this should give C. C. Florida practically
all to himself
T
▼
▼
• •
• A WEDDING of the Arts
with the 28 band
leaders who have appeared at the New York Paramount since
the inauguration of the band show policy, featured in a magnificent panoramic mural
painted by the celebrated artist,
Thomas
E. Blackmore
and installed in the Elizabethan
Room of the theater
the mural measures 160 by 15 feet,
and will be a permanent exhibit
incidentally, Benny Goodman, the 28th band leader, now in his third week at the theater,
set a new all-time attendance record for the spot that Bob Wietman manages with suave charm and Jack Mclnerney ballyhoos
with dynamic dignity
at the moment, Ben Griefer, assistant to Bob, is subbing for the chief who is taking time out at
Miami
T
▼
T
• • • THAT ACE dancing team, Mario and Floria, now
fascinating the customers at the Waldorf, will be testo-screenoed
this Friday for RKO
they are under contract to do one for
Para, in July ... • The Seven Loria Brothers, those clever
Mex cheeild musickers, leave for the coast on Friday to work
in RKO Radio's "New Faces" these remarkable kids have
been a sen-say-shunal panic wherever they appeared on
radio and stage
•

•

•

U. A. to Release Mex. Films

MARCH
17
Edward Golden
Sid Grauman
Sonny Barkas
Marie Quillan

Releasing rights in all Spanishspeaking countries to two features,
"Que Hago Con La Criatura" and
"Mas Alia de la Muerte"; and one
short, "La Cucaracha Mexicana,"
have been arranged between United
Artists and Exito, U.C.P.R.S., Mexico City, according to the announcement made yesterday by Arthur
Kelly, U. A's vice-president in
charge of foreign distribution.

Chase Gets Imp. Franchise

Maurice Chase, recently with
First Division as a Buffalo and Cincinnati manager, has obtained the
Imperial Picture franchise for the
Cincinnati territory, comprising
southern Ohio and Kentucky.

New "Golem" Opens Saturday
A new version of "The Golem,"
starring Harry Baur, will have its
U. S. premiere
the 55th St. Playhouse starting at
Saturday.
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SALES TAX FIGHT TO
60 TO HIGHEST COURT
(Continued from Page

1)

S. Supreme Court to review the case.
If a review is denied, major companies will have to pay $2,000,000
in taxes to the city. The taxes are
retroactive to Dec. 28, 1934, when
the city sales tax went into effect,
and
figured at the rate of $700,000 are
annually.

Van Beuren Outlook Good,
Irving Trust Tells Court
(Continued from Page

1)

but which have now been discontinued, a report of the Irving Trust
Co., RKO trustee, made to Federal
Judge Bondy shows.
,
New productions have shown
profitable distribution. however,
from which it is anticipated that future activity will result in considerable improvement, the report
states.
In addition to cutting product
cost, general overhead and administration expenses about 50 per cent,
Van Beuren's indebtedness to Pathe,
its principal creditor, has been cut
in half.
The business of Pathe Corp., another RKO subsidiary, formerly confined largely to Pathe Newsreel, has
been expanded to cover a large
amount of commercial production,
according to the report. This production covers special short subjects for various business concerns
and for several departments of the
U. S. Government, and has been
found profitable, it is disclosed.

"Amphitryon for Belmont

"Amphitryon," French language
film comedy, opens at the Belmont
Theater next Wednesday, David
Brill, of Globe Films Distributing
Company, owner of the U. S. rights,
announced last night. Brill becomes
the operating tenant of the theater
for an indefinite period.

"Wings" in 7th Week
Montreal, Que. — "Wings of the
Morning" is in its Seventh week
at His Majesty's Theater.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
When

Marsha Hunt left for the New

York
opening
of "Champagne
she left
two ducks
at a pet shop Waltz"
where
they remained until her return. — PARAMOUNT.

THE K
and the
CHORUS GIRL
Starring the Idol of the Continent— "1937's Most
Promising Addition to the American Screen"*

FERNAND GRAVET
with

.

JOAN

BLONDELL

EDWARD

EVERETT

HORTON

Alan Mowbray • Mary Nash • Jane Wyman • Kenny Baker
Luis Alberni • Story by Groucho Marx and Norman Krasna
Songs by Werner R. Heymann and Ted Koehler

A MERVYN

LEROY

Praised to the Skies by Every
Paper in the Industry
Advertised to the Skies by

RNER

BROS.

PRODUCTION

On Billboards
In 1200 cities, providing
thirty solid days of the
biggest 24-sheet coverage known to the industry!

In The Papers
With a coast-to-coast dayand-date drive that tops
Warners' most wide-spread
space schedules of the past!

In Magazines
With full-page announcements timed for a tie-in
with this greatest all-angle
promotion ever offered!

jj: Los Angeles Examiner
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Kuykendall
MPTOA
on

Is "Dubious

President
Touches
Many Problems
in Report

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Miami — In surveying problems
confronting exhibitors in the course
of his annual report as president of
the M.P.T.O.A., Ed Kuykendall, at
of the 17th anthe opening session
nual convention of his association
himself as "duyesterday,
bious" declared
about independent theaters
benefiting from theater divorce
measures such as enacted in North
Dakota.
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of Theater Divorce Benefits

Highlights of Kuykendall Report
NEW FACES: "Exhibitors should give more serious consideration in publicizing and
boosting new faces and personalities on their screens. . . . You can count on your
fingers the older established stars who draw today."
MPTOA 10-POINT PROGRAM: "I refuse to accept the theory that the many
fine men and women in this industry cannot work out a fair trade practice program.
It must be done and must be done without the government doing it for us."
SCORE CHARGE: "The score charge is definitely on the way out. All distributors
know this."
DOUBLE FEATURES: "The situation is apparently completely out of control. . . .
Some day it will cure itself after it has cost us millions at the box office."
PERCENTAGE PICTURES: "I do not quarrel so much with percentage contracts
as I do with the number of percentage pictures as compared with quality of pictures

: "I am doubt- on flat rentals."
Kuykendall asserted
ALIEN ACTORS BILL: "I am sure Mr. Dickstein's bill will be defeated. It certainly
ful of any actual results which will
be beneficial to the thousands of
should be."
PETTENGILL BILL: "The Pettengill bill, offered to restrict 'block booking,' is
really independent exhibitors."
regarded as unworkable by everyone who has looked into it thoroughly. . . . Study it
"Do the records show that chains
owned by independents are more and prepare yourself to help defeat it."
MUSIC TAX: "The copyright laws must be changed, not just to put Ascap out
considerate of the smaller little independents who owns one theater of business but to limit their demands."
in time. We must replace them. Your Executive Committee and mythan thetheproducer-controlled
asked
M.P.T.O.A. leader.chains," out
self personally, are far from happy
You can count on your fingers the
older established stars who draw over what we have accomplished to
Kuykendall forecast "serious labor
trouble" ahead, and deplored the today. And then the younger gen- date, although we feel some progress has been made. We were right
eration of patrons demand more and
recent attempt to organize film exmore the young bright personalities in our requests. It has taken us 10
change employees.
the attitude of the pres- months to get this far with them.
day.
With reference to the North Da- that entreflect
It is the long delays that have diskota theater divorce statute, Kuycouraged me most. Yet, I refuse
kendall said:
10-Point Program
to accept the theory that the many
fine men and women in this industry
"Is it going to stand the constitu"A torsyear
of directional test? Is it fair? There are
of M. ago,
P. T.the0.board
A. met
here. cannot work out a fair trade practhose who think it will do these We spent hours discussing our probtice program. It must be done, and
things. The Law has been passed
lems, trying to arrive at sane con- must be done without the government doing it for us.
clusions. Out of this meeting came
by the North Dakota Legislature
but is not yet in effect. What will the now well known M. P. T. 0. A.
"I call your attention to the fact
happen to those Dakota theaters 10-Point Program, the purpose of
the replies from the distribuwhich are owned by a producer? which was to be constructive, with that tors
have not been at all alike. Some
Will an Independent take them over due consideration for all parties
offer
one
kind of cancellation conand will they then become an In- concerned, and to keep our affairs
cession which others will not go
dependently owned chain? If so, within our industry and away from for; some will not demand score
where will the relief be? Do the
interference, and parrecords show that chains owned by governmental
ticularly out of the courts. We felt charges, others do.
'T think the cancellation problem
independents are more considerate that the exhibitors in this countrv,
of the smaller little independents both large and small were being is among the most important. It
who owns one theater than the pro- imposed upon and were not getting will cure more of the rightful complaints from exhibitors than any
ducer-controlled chains ?
a square deal. Our Executive Com- other one thing. However, cancelmittee
immediately
went
to
work
"It brings up many interesting
lation privileges with strings atquestions and among them is — how on this program. We asked for a
tached get us nowhere fast. We
long will it take to test the consti- meeting with the general sales man- must have cancellation without
tutionality through the courts? It
agers of all companies and with one strings and tricks attached. My
involved tremendous fundamentals exception received a unanimous reopposition to the Pettengill Bill was
of government itself. The battle will
sponse. One major distributor refused to meet or discuss with us based partly on my belief that we
go on and on and in the meantime
I am doubtful of any actual results any of these problems, we had to could work out reasonable cancellation agreements permitting us to
which will be beneficial to the thou- accept this one distributor's decision. The others, however, met refuse to run pictures, objectionable
sands of really independent exhibitors. And who are the independents ? with us, first in one joint meeting, for one reason or another, together
The only ones I know are those who and then with our Committee in- with my very definite belief that we
are financially independent because
dividually. We had assurances from did not want governmental regulathey show a profit, whether from all of fair consideration. Our Exection of this industry. The cancellation privileges offered so far by the
one theater or from many. I make
utive Committee then came to New
no prophecy on the final results. I York and spent weeks of their own distributors, are not satisfactory.
Score Charge
am hopeful that it will be con- time away from their own business
on these negotiations. We worked
structive."
"The
score
charge is another of
Touching on many problems, the patiently. We ran into many obthe
annoying
demands of the disstacles.
Our
patience
was
tested
report, in part, follows:
tributors. There is no valid exto the limit, and in fact, is still
New Faces
cuse for the score charge. The reabeing tested. It took the distribuson for it is past. It now becomes
tors about 10 months to give us our
"Exhibitors should give more serious consideration in publicizing first reply.
a racket. The only excuse the distributors offer for it is revenue for
and boosting new. faces and personthem
— but revenue unfairly taken
alities on their screens. They are
"Many of the replies were evaheeded more each day. The old essive. Others flatly refused conces- from the exhibitors. It should not
sions we deemed
most important. be attached to percentage pictures
tablished stars will naturally pass:

under any excuse as percentages
are a partnership arrangement. On
flat buys, it should be figured in the
rental and avoid that annoying extra charge for score which the exhibitor knows is obsolete and without reason. The score charge is
definitely on the way out. All distributors know this.
Conciliation Boards

"The Conciliation Boards will help
materially in settling local problems. Ihave been discouraged by
the long delay in setting up these
boards. Of course, the expense of
Conciliation Boards will have to be
borne by the distributors. Therefore, they have the right to go about
their set-ups carefully, but they
should have been operating before
now. I feel that two or three of
these boards should be set up and
try to find out what is good and
bad about them before we try to
set up too many. And above al
things, it must have fair exhibitor
representation. Lack of time prevents my going into detail as to the
Conciliation Boards, but if handled
properly and with sincerity of purpose on the part of those sponsoruable.ing them, these boards will be val"The determined effort of M. P.
T. 0. A. to secure for all exhibitors
reasonable modification of unfair
sales policies and the establishment
of practical, organized and readily
available machinery to prevent
abuses and injustices in trade relations, has not been abandoned.
"But the present slow progress
cannot continue indefinitely. Either
this industry will demonstrate that
it has ability, initiative and intelligence to work out its own business
problems itself or we will inevitably get such regulation by legislation and litigation, however stupid
and costly such regulation may be.
Unfortunately, once it is imposed
upon us, it will be more or less permanent, whether we like it or not,
as witness the obsolete and ineffective anti-trust laws.
"Twenty-five years of experience
has amply demonstrated that economic problems cannot be solved by
law-suits. Legislation is just about
as stupid and futile, as witness the
ten years of effort and enormous
amount of the exhibitors' money
squandered on the so-called antiblock booking bills, none of which
would have cured the abuses in
block booking, even if they had
been enacted. It was repeatedly exposed that their sponsors had no
serious intention of correcting such
abuses by the legislation introduced.
"However, we may as well look
at the future realistically. If it develops that the distributors are determined to prevent self-regulation
of commercial practices by refusing
co-operation and the industry is
thereby forced into regulation by
statute (which M. P. T. 0. A. has
consistently and earnestly tried to
prevent), (Continued
then the on more
Page responsible
7)
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KUYKENDALL
SEES LABOR TROUBLE
(Continued from Page

6)

independent exhibitors should have
something to say about the provisions of such statutes. Such laws
should not be written by a small
faction of shoe-string operators led
around by professional organizers
who have no experience or responsibility in the business.
Labor Trouble
"Serious labor trouble looms
ahead. Anyone who reads the papers knows this. I feel that we
of the Motion Picture Industry are
in complete sympathy with the man
and woman who works for a living,
whether they wear a white collar or
overalls. We feel that unless those
men and women earn more than
barely enough to live, there can be
no prosperity so far as our theaters
are concerned; if we depended on
the so-called wealthy class, our theaters would be mostly closed. Therefore, there can be no question as to
where our sympathy is, but there
must be reason and common sense in
labor demands, and in some instances
this has not been so. I am hopeful
that those charged with the responsibility of the policies and demands
of organized labor will proceed with
caution and not become unreasonable. The recent attempts to organize film exchange employees and
others of a like service is very unfortunate. It is unworkable and
without cause. Anyone with any
knowledge of the details of operating an exchange know this. But we
might as well look ahead and prepare for a battle to defend our interests and rights; it is coming and
we cannot stand idly by and see our
investments lost.
Legislation
"Many states are considering
legislation of various kinds which
directly, or indirectly, affect the
Motion Picture Industry. There are
pending in Washington various bilis
that will affect us. Some may never
get out of their respective Committees, but some of them will surely
get out on the floor. We must show
no weakness by division of our
forces; all of us must work together for the good of all, regardless of our little petty jealousies
and differences. It becomes the duty
of everyone in this industry to help
defend it.
Radio Competition
"Radio competition is much discussed. This problem has several
angles, each angle having its good
and bad points. One of the curious
twists of the current controversy is
the attitude taken by certain second-rate motion picture stars who
have loudly proclaimed that their
screen prestige and success has
been ruined by poor stories, direction and production. Yet these
same stars leap at the chance to
appear on the radio with hastily
thrown together stories and quickly
forget their prestige. Again how
often do we hear of the objection

of a star to make more than three
or four pictures a year because it
will cheapen them with their public ? Yet they are quite willing to
appear on the radio every week 52
times a year, and expect us to believe it does not hurt them at our
box-offices. Then there is the use
of dramatic material intended for
screen
casts. production, in radio broad"I take the position that to try
and bar any and all screen stars
from the radio is impossible and
stupid. On the other hand, the unrestricted and unlimited use of
screen personalities and dramatic
material on radio programs is
equally foolish and stupid. Many
authorities in this industry have
been and are still working on this
problem but very little actual progress is apparent. Exhibitor organizations all over this country have
protested the broadcasts of stars at
the same hour that they appear on
the screen, taking away many dollars from the theater box-offices.
Unless the studios who have valuable property rights involved wake
up and exercise reasonable control
in such situations, they will inevitably find that the public, speaking
through the box-office and film rentals, will show them their mistake.
By then, the star involved will be
on the way out. There must be
more discretion and common sense
used in the use of screen material
and talent on the radio. They could
be helpful to each other.
Double Fe'atures
"The
double features
will
not problem
die. We of continue
to hear
from exhibitors who complain of its
evils. M.P.T.O.A. has been on record
over a long period as being opposed to double features and their
cheapening effect on industry of motion pictures. The situation is apparently completely out of control.
The number of second-rate productions purposely made for double feature programs is rapidly increasing.
Short subject production is being
curtailed and cheapened and the
small town theaters which are without competition are forced to run
double features because they cannot get enough good shorts, and
even though there are enough good
features to operate on a single feature policy, they find themselves
giving their patrons an overdose of
cheap quickies on dual bills, cheapening their theater and encouraging the producers to make cheap
pictures. There are many evils to
dual bills. Some day it will cure
itself after it has cost us millions
at the box-office.
Percentage Pictures

with four or five more in another
percentage bracket, and these eight
or ten are designated for the best
days of the week we have. The result is that almost 75 per cent of
the total revenue on this producer's
program will come from eight or 10
high percentage pictures and they
are played on the days that are productive of about 75 per cent of the
exhibitors' revenue, their remaining
ordinary pictures that are bought
flat, usually with few exceptions, being shown at a loss. This cannot go
on. I do not quarrel so much with
percentage contracts as I do with
the number of percentage pictures
as compared with the quality of pictures on flat rentals. Distributors
must give this more thought and
consideration. The present nearsighted policy will boomerang on
them. Those exhibitors who are not
inclined to play fair must also
change their attitude. There are offenders on both sides of the fence.
"Give-A-Ways, Bank Nights,
Screeno, Spin-O-Win, Dishes, Automobiles, Homes, are all highly controversial problems, but they are all
at most, just temporary in effect. In
many places the exhibitor is paying
more for give-a-ways than for all
the other overhead, including film
rental. Is it healthy? Will it produce any real good in the long run?
Is it getting us out of the show
business into the gambling racket?
What will happen to the box office
when it plays out? It is for you
to answer for yourself.
Dickstein Bill

"We are at present having hearings in Washington on what is
called the Dickstein Alien Actors
Bill. It seeks to restrict the importation of foreign talent into
America. Just another entering
wedge for the government to regulate our business. It will not accomplish what it pretends to do, is
entirely unworkable, the hearings
have developed into *a farce. I am
sure Mr. Dickstein's bill will be defeated. It certainly should be.
Pettengill Bill
"The Pettengill bill, offered to restrict 'Block Booking,' is regarded
as unworkable by everyone who has
looked into it thoroughly. It would
seriously embarrass production and
be detrimental to the best interests
of the really small independent exhibitor as well as add materially to
film rentals.
Music Tax
"The music tax imposed by
Ascap, The American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers,
is a time worn problem, yet such a
vital one, that I must touch on it.
"Percentage pictures are becoming As the law now stands, we as exmore and more of a problem. Each
hibitors are helpless. Ascap can
year additional percentage pictures levy any tax they choose on us. The
are added to the contract. I try to copyright laws must be changed,
see the attitude of the sales man- not just to put Ascap out of business but to limit their demands. The
ager who is trying to get all he can
out of his product, but he becomes Duffy Bill is an entering wedge."
Levy's Report
more unfair in his demands each
selling season. There must be a
Submitting his annual report, Edward G. Levy, general counsel,
stop somewhere. No company produces more than four or five out- urged exhibitors to consult their
standing pictures during the year. lawyers as to the legal status of
These four or five are placed in the Bank Night in their respective localities. He expressed the opinion that
higher percentage bracket, together

the plan can not be protected via
copyright and that its sponsors had
"no property rights which could be
appropriated
by anyone."
The association,
said Levy, will
continue its practice of analyzing
important legal cases and decisions.
He briefly reviewed a number of the
more important court decisions
affecting
cedures. the industry and its pro"The best box-office attraction of
1936,"
was the way Levy described
Bank Night.
"The current tendency, due probably to recognition of the fact that
all these border-line lotteries are
against public policy, is to put Bank
Night behind the eight-ball on any
tenable theory," declared Levy.

Most Ambitious Production
List Approved by IT Board
(Continued from Page

1)

ambitious production schedule in U's
As a result of the success
of "My
'\
history.
Man Godfrey" and "Three Smart
Girlf" and of the increasing demand
in Europe for pix of major calibre
which Cowdin uncovered on his recent trip abroad, Universal's directors, Rogers said, has decided to concentrate the company's activities on
major productions to a greater extent than ever before.
"Starting the end of March," said
Rogers, "Universal will have a release scheduled every week for the
next three months."

Strand Co. of Memphis
Expands in Mississippi
New Orleans — Reports that the
Strand Amusement Co. of Memphis
had definite expansion plans for the
state of Mississippi apparently received confirmation this week when
reliable sources confirmed entry of
the Tennessee company Into Moorehead, Miss., and indicated plans for
entry into Kosciusko, Miss. In the
latter situation it was said Strand
would either buy out one of the two
rival houses or open a third.

150 at Willie Dinner
San Antonio — Farewell dinner
given at the Gunter in honor of
former City Manager Raymond
Willie, now an executive of the Dallas Interstate office, attracted more
than 150, including President Karl
Hoblitzelle, General Manager Robert
O'Donnell, Publicist Fanrk Starz of
Dallas, Al R. Lever, Houston city
manager, and Bill O'Donnell, local
city manager; Edward Collins, Majestic; Homer LeTempt, Aztec;
George Tucker, Empire; Lee Aronstein, Palace; 0. B. Thomas, State;
Jean Wildenstein, Auditorium; J. T.
Floore, Texas; Lenoir Atkins, LeRoy
Handley, Dick Turner, Jack Chalman, Morris Gleaves, Emily Williams,
Doris Weiss, Norman Schwartz,
Stella Hudgeons, Lynn Krueger,
Clarence Moss, all of Interstate here.
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Zke*i k<we> fcctt oil UUtds o$ fUetuus . . .
For three decades producers have wanted to make
this great Kipling adventure story. But Korda was
first to dare the staggering dangers it involved!
THE PICTURE WITH A THOUSAND
ELEPHANTS
AND A MILLION THRILLS! Photographed in Asiatic
jungles never before penetrated! Acted by the
Maharajah's

own

hunters.
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ED KUYKENDALL AGAI
HEADS THE M.P.T.O.A
{Continued from Page

Exceptionally fine picture
crammed with the ingredients
of romance, comedy and
thrills to make grand screen
entertainment.
WALLACE

X. RAWLES

International News Service

r ov/ncra

F'a. — Silver jubilee convention cf
is being planned fcr Pinehurst Ihe

M.P.T.O.A.
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Exhibitor Association; Ben Berinstein was also added to the directorate to represent the Los Angeles
exhibitor unit, and Mitchell Wolfson
of Miami, general chairman of the
convention arrangements committee,
was elected a vice-president to succeed Berinstein.
Officers re-elected are as follows:
vice-presidents, Moe Comerford, M.
A. Lightman, E. C. Beatty and A.
Julian Brylawski; secretary, Morris
Lowenstein; treasurer, Walter Vincent; general counsel, Edward G.
Levy; chairman of the board, Fred
Wehrenberg.
Nominations were made by the
executive committee at a meeting
yesterday morning and later adopted
by the board committee at a luncheon session. It is understood that
H. V. Harvey of San Francisco will
eventually succeed Morgan Walsh as
a member of the board.
The convention came into being
when Mitchell Wolfson called the
gathering to order at 3 p.m. A recording of "The Star-Spangled Banner" was played and invocation was
given by Rev. Les Barnett of the

—
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Blackton and Smith Called
As Technicolor Witnesses

Lurman
HeadsCoaching
Wanger'sSchool
Dramatic
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Hollywood — J. Stuart Blackton
and A. E. Smith, former president
of Vitagraph, were witnesses called
yesterday by Technicolor in the Tricolor— Technicolor action. They
testified that there had been very
few changes in cameras since the
early days of picture making. Professor McKeown of California Tech.,
a technical expert, was again on
the stand for Technicolor.

That Oklahoma

Pass Vote

Miami — Branding the pass systems as a disgrace, Morris Lowenstein, secretary of the M.P.T.O.A.,
yesterday told the convention that
when an Oklahoma bill requiring
legislators to return their passes
came up for action, it was defeated
by a vote of 160 to one.

Gabriel Signoret Dead
Paris (By Cable) — Gabriel Signoret, famous French stage and
screen star died here yesterday of
peritonitis at the American Hospital. He was 58.

Earphones in 15 Houses

Chicago — B. and K. have installed
earphones in 15 of its Chicago theaters
Coral Gables Congregational Church.
Hon. Alto Adams welcomed the delegates in behalf of the State of Florida and Dr. George Henry Bradford, president of the University of
Oklahoma, also made a welcoming
speech. He said that the Governor,
whom he was representing, realizes
that there is no need for additional
taxes in Florida.
M. A. Lightman responded to the
addresses of welcome, after which
President Kuykendall presented his
annual report.
Annual report of Morris Lowenstein as secretary was also submitted and Levy, as general counsel, made his annual report.
Special committee meetings were
announced as follows:
Resolutions: Chairman: Edward
G. Levy, New Haven; Edward M.
Fay, Providence; B. N. Bernstein,
Los Angeles; William Vucno. Stamford, Conn.; Robert A. McNeil, San
Francisco.
Music Tax: Chairman, Charles W.
Picquet, Pinehurst; William Benton,
Saratoga Springs; A. Julius Brylawski, Washington; J. H. Michael,
Buffalo.
Unfair trade practices: Chairman,
0. C. Lam, Rome, Ga.; H. W. Harvey, San Francisco; Arthur Lockwood, Middletown, Conn.; Nat M.
Williams, Thomasville, Ga.
Radio and Non-Theatrical Compe-

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Walter Wanger has
established a dramatic coaching
school under the direction of Harold
C: Lurman of the New York Group
Theater. Its first pupils will be the
12 New York models who arrives
here to appear in Wanger's "Vogues

U. S. COS. MAY TRY
FOR MORE GB TIMI
London (By Cable) — With a suU
stantial reduction in the GB outpui
planned for the year ahead, local)
sales managers of American com]
panies are eyeing the GB circui
from the angle of getting more playj
ing time for their pictures. G3
which has been making 16 feature
a year, has now cut its program t
e'ght,
partlycompany.
in association with "
M. Woolf's

Anti-Trust Suit Dismissal
Motion Hearing at Boston)

of 1938."

Regan Joins Conn.
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trust suit brought by Morse an]
Hollywood — George Regan has Rothenberg against the Shea Cia
been contracted by Maurice Conn to
cuit and major distributors, will b<
act as assistant to Production Super- held today in Federal District
Court
visor Richard E. Kahn. Regan's first The question of Massachus
etts' jur-j
will be aired.
assignment will be on the new Ker- isdiction
mit Maynard Western, "Whistling
Bullets," scheduled for immediate
production. Jack English will direct. Super Screen Television

New Subsidiary of Baird

Advance Signs Wilkinson
West

Coast Bureau
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Hollywood — Advance Pictures has
signed Steven Wilkinson to supervise and handle all productions for
the company.

Hutcheon In Ohio Post
McKees Rocks, Pa. — Lester W.
Hutcheon, former manager of the
Orpheum Theater here, has been
named manager
of Shea's Palace in
Dennison,
0.
tition: Chairman, John S. Stapel, Columbia, Mo.; Samuel Pinanski, Boston; J. C. Shanklin, Ronceverte, W.

Va.
Entertainment Values: Chairman,
H. J. Griffith, Oklahoma City; Benjamin Pitts, Fredericksburg, Va.; M.
C. McCord, Little Rock, Ark.; Mack
Jackson, Alexander City, W. Va.
Public Relations and Community
Affairs: Chairman, M. A. Lightman,
Memphis, Tenn.; Mas Tabackman,
New Haven, William Missner, Lancaster, Pa.; Samuel Pinanski, Boston.
Conciliation and Arbitration:
1
Chairman, Lewen Pizor, PhiladelWm. G. Ripley, Longview,
i Wash.; phia;
A. F. Baker, Kansas City;
Brownie Akers, Oklahoma
City.
Labor Relations: Chairman, Fred
jWehrenberg, St. Louis; I. W. Rogers, Cairo, 111.; Sidney B. Lust,
Washington, Morris Leonard, Chicago.

London — Super Screen Televisiorj
has been launched by Baird Tele-i
vision, Ltd., to specialize in a pro-j
jected television image suitable foil
film screens. Television performance^
via the svstem is a regular program!
feature now at the Dominion The-j
ater.

Film Truck Gets Verdict
Detroit — A decree against the de-.
fendant was ordered by Circuit!
Judge Harry J. Dingeman in the
$50,000 suit of Film Truck Service
against Independent Theater Owners of Mich., Inc., Joseph A. Smith,!
general manager, and each member
individually. Smith said he would
appeal.

SICK REPORT
London (By Cable) — Suffering
from cuts about the head and face
received in a motor collision yesterday,
Oberon was
ment inMerle
a hospital
today.under treatOmaha — Joe Jacobs, publicity
chairman for the forth-coming national Variety convention here, still
isn't talking
tonsil
operation.because of a recent

Omaha — D. V. McLucas, United
Artists Omaha manager who recently spent a week at Excelsior
Legislation and Taxation: Chairman, Roy L. Walker, Lampasas, Springs, Mo., for his health, now
Texas, R. R. Biechele, Kansas City, plans to enter St. Joseph's hospital
in Omaha next week for treatment.
Carter L. Moore, Jacksonville.
Newark — Ray Williams, assistant
Credentials and Rules: Chairman,
at the Branford, has been
M. E. Comerford, Scranton, Dewey manager
seriously ill with the grippe.
Mousson, Nashville, Louis C. Hehie,
St. Louis.
Oklahoma City — Sid Gibbs, salesOfficers and directors sponsored a
man for Columbia, is back at work,
reception last night in the patio of
following
a month's illness.
the Miami Biltmore.
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Reviews o$> the View films

"Girl
Loves
Eric Linden,
Cecilia Boy"
Parker,

with
Roger
Imhof, Dorothy Peterson, Pedro de Cordoba
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Grand National
75 mins.
ABLY DIRECTED AND ACTED STORY
OF HOMEY SENTIMENT OF THE HORSEAND-BUGGY DAYS.
B. F. Zeidman may be proud of having
produced a picture directed with loving
care. Duncan Mansfield has retained all
of the flavor of the horse and buggy days
and has lost nothing in interest by doing
so, which, to any audience, must be obviously good direction. Adults should be
pleased with the nostalgic memories the
little touches, such as the ringing of the
curfew, the tasseled carriage tops, the
singing of old songs at the parlor piano,
should bring back. And yet the picture
is not remote from present day youngsters,
for there is a vein of truth, common to
any generation, that runs consistently
through it. Eric Linden, as usual, does
a sensitive piece of acting. He catches
the essence of yong soulfulness. and projects it and should not have difficulty finding many admirers for his work here. Cecilia Parker provided the only note out of
keeping with the feeling of the era, with

One of the most delightful pictures of the season. If Jean
Arthur was tops in "Mr. Deeds
Goes to Town", she is double
tops in this one.- DUDLEY EARLY
The Family Circle

a modern hairdress and up-to-date clothes.
The story deals with the son of the town's
richest and probably kindliest man. He
has just been expelled from college, and
has married a little gold-digger whom his
father exposes and buys off. Thus the boy
is left on the town in idleness and rebellion, and it is only when he becomes
slowly involved with the affairs of the McCarthy family, that he becomes earnest.
The widow, McCarthy, is bringing up her
four fatherless children in proud poverty,
and when the eldest girl, Dorothy, begins
to like Robert, the rich young man, her
mother gently dissuades her, until, almost
against her will, she comes to admire the
young man herself. For young Robert arranges that Dorothy should take piano lessons from Signor Montefiori and, when
he inherits five thousand dollars, devotes
it all to arranging a concert for her. Dorothy is unaware of what he has done for
her, and when Robert's wife and her lawyer
appear on the night of the concert to demand the five thousand dollars, Dorothy is
thoroughly upset and ruins her opportunity
for fame. However Robert soon appears
with a detective, and it is learned that the
lawyer is married to the girl to whom
Robert had considered himself married, so
that he is really free to marry Dorothy.
There are excellent homey scenes in the
picture, especially one when the two boys
of the family emulate cats in an alley in
order to have junk thrown to them to sell
for cash. Buster Phelps is one of the
most appealing kids to come to the screen
in recent years, and makes Patsy O'Connor, another youngster, seem stagey as
Little Eva in comparison. Roger Imhof does
a beautiful piece of work as the commonsense, gentle-hearted, rich father.
Cast: Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker, Roger
Imhof, Dorothy Peterson, Pedro de Cordoba,
Bernadene Hayes, Otto Hoffman, Patsy
O'Connor, Rollo Lloyd, Buster Phelps, Spencer Charters, Sherwood Bailey, Edwin Mordant, Jameson Thomas, John T. Murray.
Producer, B. F. Zeidman; Director, Duncan Mansfield; Authors, Karl Brown, Hinton Smith; Screenplay, Duncan Mansfield,
Carroll Graham; Cameraman, Edward Snyder; Editor, Edward
Schroeder.
Direction, Able Photography, Fine

SHORTS
"The March of Time"
(Number 8— Volume III)
RKO
18 Mins.
Excellent
WALTER
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Three highly diversified and unusually interesting topics comprise
this chapter, — the Child Labor
Amendment fight, the British Coronation Crisis and Harlem's Black
Magic. The initial sequences explain the 13-year-old legislative battle which has been waged through
the Coolidge, Hoover and Roosevelt
administrations to amend the Constitution to protect the youth of the
nation from drudgery in early and
formative years of life in fields, factoiies and city sweatshops. Both
sides of the question are shown,
with the Massachusetts legislature,

"Penrod and
Sam"Spring
with Billy Mauch,
Frank
Craven,
Byington,
Warner

Craig Reynolds,
Harry
Jackie Morrow
Brothers

Watson,
64 mins.

EXCELLENTLY ACTED AND DIRECTED,
CRISP AND HUMOROUS, THIS IS UNUSUALLY PLEASING FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT.
Family audiences will like this picture
immensely, with its clean, crisp story from
the pen of Booth Tarkington, its highly
entertaining episodes the stand-out performances of the kids in the cast, plus
the work of the adults featured. Separate
and distinctly deserved praise goes to director William McGann, because both his
capable handling and thorough understanding of kids — their thoughts, behavior and
aspirations, — are responsible primarily for
the film's pace, punch and all-around pleasantness. Consequently, parents and children alike will thoroughly enjoy the story
whose central character is Penrod, played
by Billy Mauch who carved a niche for himself in filmland through his recent role of
young Anthony Adverse. Billy is the leader
of a group of kids, — Junior G-Men. Because he tangles with a young bully who
is the son of the town's bank president,
Billy's father, Frank Craven, who works in
the bank, is in danger of losing his job.
One day opportunity knocks at the door
of the barn where the Junior G-Men have
their secret meetings, for a trio of dangerous gunmen who have robbed the bank
are cornered there, and Billy and his pals
effect their capture. The picture is full
of laughs and human interest. And be it
said here and now that a diminutive colored boy, Philip Hurlic, is a grand performer. The story ends on a happy note
with Billy and the young bully rival being
made fast friends and their respective
parents, too. There is a little black dog
in this feature who is smart and lovable.
The dialogue is very natural, and L. Wilfine.
liam O'Connell's photography consistently
Cast: Billy Mauch, Frank Craven, Spring
Byington, Craig Reynolds, Harry Watson,
Jackie Morrow, Philip Hurlic, Charles Halton, Bernice Pilot, Kenneth Harlan, Allan

1k a

Coronation paraphernalia; the making of souvenirs; shots of the abdicated Edward VIII and of the
new King will interest all picture
patrons.
The Voodoo cult, and its entrenchment in New York's teeming Harlem, largest colored city in the
world, is diverting, dramatic and
at times both weird and amusing as
the March of Time has photographed and staged it. Production,
atmosphere and narration in all
three topics are exceptionally well
handled.
An excellent chapter.

"This Changing World"
Douglas Rothacker
10 mins.
(Commercial)
Here is a highly entertaining and
graphic presentation of the romance
of that modern industrial commodity— nickel. A commercial subject,
it is entirely lacking the commercial
taint for the theater. Lowell Thomas delivers a splendid narrative talk,
that takes the viewer through the
highlights of recorded history in
different parts of the world, comes
down to present crude methods in
various countries where the modern
product of nickel is lacking, and
then swiftly into the main subject
of the mining of the product,
through the various stages of manufacture to the many present-day
uses of nickel. Thomas invests the
subject with all the drama and
glamour of a timely news topic. The
subject has been cunningly edited,
and stands out as an ideal example
of how commercials can be made
entertaining for the average the
ater audience.
"Trees"
(Musical Romance)
Paramount
Beautiful

9 mins.

Here is one of the finest blending of a symphonic musical background and vocal rendition with
Davis, Si Wills, Billy Lechner, Billy Wolfsone, Jerry Madden, Robert Homans, Mil- gorgeous photography done in Techdred Gover, George Billings, Jerry Tucker,
nicolor. It is breath-taking in its
rone. Cunningham, Don Hulbert, John Pir- beauty. The subject is based on
Jack
the well known poem "Trees" by
Director, William McGann; Author, Booth Joyce Kilmer. The lines of the
Tarkington; Screenplay, Lillie Hayward, poem melt into the beautiful studies
Hugh Cummings; Cameraman, L. William of trees caught by the camera under
all conditions and in all places — on
O'Connell; Editor, Thomas Pratt.
mountain slope, in quiet valley,
Direction, Excellent. Photography, Fine.
alongside rivers and marshes, in
Vermont's Governor George D. barren wasteland, or lush meadow.
Aiken, and Patrick, Cardinal Hayes Robert Bruce is the artist with the
symbolizing the forces of opposition. camera, and he has never assembled
The episode concludes with a shot any of nature's scenery to better
of James Roosevelt, eldest son of effect than here. His work with the
the President, championing the pro- color Cameras is the last work in
artistry. This short will hold any
posed amendment.
Audiences will get a new and audience spellbound with its simple
highly informative slant on the charm of trees, gorgeous color, inforthcoming Coronation ceremonies
spiring words of the classic poem,
in London. The commercial aspects and finally, the splendid vocalization
of the event are strikingly revealed. by Earl Covert, tenor, and Tudor
Royalty in the Tussaud waxworks; Williams, basso.

Reservations from
WILLIAM BRANDT, Chairman
Globe Theatre
Times Square, New York
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A "JUttU" fat* Hdiywood "£oks
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

WHO'S

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

pendulum in HollyPRODUCTION
wood is swinging to the so• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 64
• • •
called "series" pictures in which the
WALTER WANGER. Head of own production organization, releasing through
same characters appear, in succesUnited Artists. Born in Frisco, grew up on both sides of Atlantic, broke
sive releases, under a new set of
dramatic circumstances.
out with show-business rash as Dartmouth stuParamount is leading the field in
dent. Broadway play producer in his early twenties, with time out to be World War aviator.
this new film-making trend. The
company has stories in work for a
Started film career as general production manseries of Fu Manchu mysteries in
ager for Famous Players-Lasky, resigned to prowhich Akim Tamiroff will appear
duce plays in London. General production manas Fu, a group of Sophie Lang
ager, Paramount, 1924-30; vice-president of Co"female Raffles" thrillers, probably
lumbia for year, then M-G-M producer. Formed
for Gail Patrick; a sequence of
own company and distributed through Parastories for Lynne Overman and Rosmount. Made present U. A. affiliation last
coe Karns to continue as they apyear. Has Sylvia Sidney, Charles Boyer, Madepeared as detective and reporter in
leine Carroll, Henry Fonda, Joan Bennett and
"Murder Goes to College" (the next
Pat Paterson under contract.
Relaxes via polo.
will be "Murder Goes to Jail");
more Bulldog Drummond stories
with Ray Miliand in the name role;
new Zane Grey adventure tales with
Larry Crabbe and more of the HopGeorge Clarke has a little record
pany'shasagreement
with contract
Ray Miliand,
along Cassidy outdoor-romances who
been under
since of his own. A few months ago he
with Bill Boyd.
1934, has been renewed for a 12- returned to film activities after an
month term. Miliand is scheduled absence of 16 years spent in the
to play opposite Jean Arthur in Army as a machine gun instructor.
Casting assignments: 20th Cen"Easy Living" which Mitchell Lei- He is now an associate of the Smalltury-Fox — Maurice Cass, Charles sen
is directing. The other players Landau office. He retired from the
Lane, 'Big Business"; Cora Wither - whose contracts were extended are service with the rank of Captain.
spoon, Gerald Oliver Smith, "Escape Mary Carlisle and Priscilla Moran.
from Love"; Paul McVey, "One Claude Binyon, writer, and LeRoy
Mile from Heaven"; Holmes Herb- Prinz, dance director also were givAlan Marshal, young Selznick International contract player, has
ert, Douglas Scott, Herbert Hayen new agreements.
been loaned to M-G-M for roles in
wood, "Slave Ship"; Republic —
Frank Shields, "Affairs of Cappy
two new films, "Night Must Fall"
Ricks"; Selznick International —
Our Passing Show: Gene Ray- and Greta Garbo's "Countess WaEleanor Wesselhoeft, "Prisoner of
mond, Jeanette MacDonald, Howard
TV
V
Zenda."
Estabrook, George Landy, Katherine
McGuire, Joan Woodbury, William lewska."
"The Emperor's Candlesticks,"
Paramount has extended its con- B. Charney, Houston Branch, Julie starring William Powell and Luise
tracts with three players, one writer Haydon, Mischa Auer, Melville Rainer, has started production at
with important
supporting
and a dance director.
The com- Baker at the Ruth Draper program. M-G-M

Vaude Circuit for Amateurs
Scottsbluff, Neb.— W. H. Ostenberg of Gibraltar Theaters announces that a small vaudeville circuit may be started for Platte Valley theaters in Nebraska and Colorado act with amateur acts gleaned
among winners at the weekly amateur night held at the Central auditorium in Gering, Neb. First tryout
of the proposed plan is tentatively
set for April 8 at the Egyptian theater here.

Turnbull in Detroit

Educ. Speeds Production
Educational is speeding up its
production program at Astoria in
preparation for the Annual May
sales drive, and by early in that
month shooting will be completed
on the last of its releases on Twentieth Century-Fox's current season
schedule.

Fiber

Box

Use Starts

First delivered of fiber film
boxes, use of which was recently
approved by the ICC, was claimed
yesterday by Robert Gaylord, Inc.
Customer was the Mercury Film
Laboratories.

Detroit— William J. Turnbull, of
the New York office of National
Theater Supply Co. has been sent
Dates "Woman Alone"
here to take temporary charge of RKO
"The Woman Alone", new GB
the office for a few weeks, succeed- production co-starring Sylvia Siding Herman H. Hunt, who was
ney and Oscar Homolka, has been
transferred to Dayton.
booked to play over the entire RKO
Metropolitan Circuit in Greater
New York, starting April 6.

Local 199 Moving

Mindlin Resigns

Violations Close Theater

/d

roles
Maureen
O'Sullivan, assigned
Bernadine toHayes
and Donald
Kirk.

The Derby,"
title of which
Warner*willBros.'
Love
star "The
Leslie Howard with Olivia de Havilland, has been changed to "He
Wouldn't GetT Married."
T
V
Concentration of GN production
activities at the new Grand National studio, formerly Educational, is
practically completed with the ar-j
rival of the B. F. Zeidman and
Boots and Saddles units. Zeidman i
and his staff have occupied offices
and made their pictures at the Hollywood studios, while the Boots and
dios.
Saddles company, headed by supervisor Lindsley Parsons, have had
headquarters at International stu.

v

.

More casting assignments 20th
Century-Fox — John Carradine, "One
Mile from Heaven"; Lelah Tyler,
"She Had to Eat"; Don Ameche and
Alice
Year'sand
Kisses";
RKO — Faye,
Gene "Last
Raymond
Ann
Sothern, "There Goes My Girl";
Warners — Gale Sondergaard, "Story
of Emile Zola"; Patrick Knowles
and Mary Maguire, "Pit and the
Pendulum"; Walter Wanger — Helen
Vinson and Mischa Auer, "Vogues
T

▼

▼

Francesca Gaal, European stage
of
and1938."
film star imported by Paramount, has been selected by Cecil B.
DeMille to play the feminine leading role in his next production for
Paramount,
Buccaneer,"
which the life "The
story of
Jean LaFitte,in
will be brought to the screen for
the first time.

3 Roadshows in Row

Pittsburgh - — Nixon, legit house,
| Quebec, Can. — The Princess and looks
set for three successive movie
Francais theaters have been closed
and their licenses cancelled by the roadshows starting with "Lost Horizon" opening March 21. Columbia
provincial controller of revenue for
took Holy Week in order to get
violating a Quebec statute that forbids persons under 16 to enter the- Easter Week. "Good Earth" will fol-'
aters.
on its
low
andheels.
may find "Silent Barriers"1

UAL's Net, $367,282
Annual report of United An
Lines, issued yesterday by its president. W. A. Patterson, shows company had a net income for 1936 of
$367,282 a>fter operating expenses,
depreciation and taxes, equivalent
to 26 cents a share, as against a
loss of $1,392 in 1935.

:
Excellent's Line-Up

> Detroit — A series of 36 westerns
and two serials, "The Shadow of
Chinatown" and "Blake of Scotland,
Yard", have been signed by S. K.J
Decker, of Excellent Pictures, for
the Michigan territory.

Cleaver to Film Short

Detroit — Raoul Cleaver, head oi]
Church
May Be Exchange
Imperial Pictures of Michigan, has
Pittsburgh — Jake Soltz, operator completed the scenario of a comedy
of Rhurnba Theater here, has pur- short, tentatively titled "How Dean
chased unoccupied church corner of Got Dizzy", which he is planning to
Van Braham and Locust Sts., with film and produce here.
view to setting it up as a center
for independent exchanges.
Herman Hunt Shifted

Detroit— Local 199, I. A. T. S. E.,
GN Canadian Co. Formed
London — Morgan Productions.
is moving in a few days to new- Ltd.,
announces the resignation of
quarters on the tenth floor of the
Toronto, Ont. — Grand National
Hoffman Building. New space will Michael Mindlin as U. S. sales rep- Films, Ltd., has been incorporated,
resentative for its product.
with a capitalization of $50,000.
be double the present quarters.

Detroit — Herman
H. Hunt, manager of the Detroit branch of Na- !
tional Theater Supply Co. for several years, has been transferred toi
Cincinnati as branch manager.

:
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$7,924,126 JOth-Fox '36 Net More Than Doubles '35

EXPECTjTP.T.O.A. TOJKAY DUFFY BILL TODAY
RCA
i
Deal

Purchases U. R.C Patent Rights and Materials

Includes
Television
Patents, Hartley
Announces

Coral Gables — RCA Photophone
is acquiring all United Research
Corp. patent rights, including those
.covering television, it was announced here last night by E. M.
Hartley. Warner Bros, organized
URC to manufacture sound recording and reproducing apparatus soon
after the birth of the talkies.
The deal, according
to Photo. phone's head, also involves all materials controlled by URC
which
company has made 150 installations
^of itsner own
sound equipment in Wartheaters.

2% TAX RULING MAY
CHANGE EXHI6, PACT

Six Cities Bidding for 1938 M.P.T.O.A. Convention
Coral Gables — Six cities are bidding for the M.P.T.O.A. 1938 convention, President
Ed Kuykendall said yesterday. They are Pinehurst, Chicago, Memphis, St. Louis, Hot
Springs and Cincinnati.
Selection will be made by the Board of Directors later this year.

LOEW GETS HALF OF OHIO DIVORCE RILL
20TH-FOX GR HOLDING ACTION IS DEFERRED
20th Century-Fox sold approximately half of its holdings in the
Metropolis and Bradford Trust Co.,
the holding company controlling the
Gaumont-British Corp., to Loew's,
Inc., on Feb. 5, 1937, for $3,500,000
cash, the annual report of the 20th
Century-Fox Corp. released yesterday, shows.
20th Century-Fox had
(Continued on Page 4)

National Theaters Corp.

36 Net is $2,923,209

Columbus, O. — Following a hearing before the House Judiciary Committee this afternoon, action on
House Bill 504 prohibiting the operation of motion picture theaters
by producers or distributors was deferred indefinitely by the committee in order that the members may
further consider the matter.
The
(Continued on Page 13)

Pathe-Monogram
Stock
Option Deal Near Close

National Theaters Corporation
Change in the exhibition contract
Deal under which Pathe Film
its voting controlled subsidiaries
by major companies to reduce the and
had
a
consolidated
net
income
of
Corp.
will loan Monogram Pictures
amount that would be taxable under the New York City 2 per cent $2,923,209 for 1936 compared with Corp. $200,000 and receive stock
options for more than 50,000 shares
sales tax on film rentals is likely $2,192,194 in 1935. 20th Century- of
new Monogram stock was in final
to be proposed Friday when counsel Fox owns 42 per cent of the out- stages
of completion late yesterday
standing capita] stock of National
for major companies convene at the
Theaters and its interest in the 1936 at the Pathe offices. It is probable
Hays' office to discuss further ac- earnings amounts to $1,227,747. that filing of the registration certion in view of the Court of Appeals
tificate for Monogram Pictures with
20th Century-Fox received dividends
(Continued on Page 4)
Washington,
which has
of $1,134,000 during the year from S.E.C. at (Continued
on Page 13)
National Theaters.

General Theaters Equip.

Six Mos. Net, $959,509

General Theaters Equipment Corp.
and subsidiaries report a net profit
of $959,509 after all charges for the
' period from June 1, 1936, when the
company's (Continued
reorganization
on Page 4) plan went

Sit-Downs Hit Detroit B.O.
Detroit — Wave of sit-down strikes
here is seriously affecting local show
business. Even theater buying has been
hit, George McArthur of the McArthur
Theater Equipment Co. reporting exhibitors reluctant to close deals until
theater biz appears more stable.

$7,924,126 20th-Fox 1936 Earnings
Equals $3.55 a Share on Its Common
Argue Hickey Motion in
RKO Reorg. Plan Today
Hearings in connection with the
RKO reorganization plan will be resumed today before Federal Judge
William Bondy with one motion still
to be argued before actual consideration of the fairness of the plan can
(Continued on Page 13)

20th Century-Fox reports net income of $7,924,126, after all income
and surtaxes, for the year ended
Dec. 26, 1936, more than double the
1935 earnings of $3,563,087. The
profit includes dividends of $1,134,000 received from 20th CenturyFox's 42 per cent interest in National Theaters Corp.
After
deducting
dividends
paid
(Continued on Page 4)

Twenty - Three

Resolutions

Coming Up at Today's
Session

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Coral Gables — At the recommendation of its committee on music
tax, the M.P.T.O.A. convention today
is expected to adopt a resolution
urging enactment of the Duffy copyright bill by Congress. The committee headed by Charles Picquet
of Pinehurst, has decided to propose
this action inasmuch as the measure, while it does not provide all
relief desired by exhibitors, does
embrace a few beneficial provisions.
Following
is the resolution to be
(Continued on Page 7)

SAYS 3RD DIMENSION
SOUND IS NOW READY
Coral Gables — Third dimension
sound is now ready, but will not be
made available to the industry pending complete development of third
dimension pictures, Whitford Drake,
Erpi executive told The Film Daily
yesterday.
"Third dimension sound is now
technically ready", Drake stated.
The development
great(Continned on will
Page afford
12)

Urges Survey of Producers
On 16 Millimeter Rights
Coral Gables — A survey of all
national distributors to determine
their policies
as regards 16 mm.
(Continued on Page 12)

H. V. Harvey Tells One
Coral Gables — As the conventioneers
were lunching in the hot Florida sunshine yesterday on a veranda of the
Miami Biltmore, word was passed around
to the effect that there was snow in
New York, which led H. V. Harvey
of the Harvey Amusement Co., San
Francisco, to recall that when snow hit
a California town for the first time, his
local manager wired an exchange, "Send
No Show:
Too Much
Snow."
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U.M.P.T.O.A. of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware is opposed to the weekly
payments for snorts inaugurated by
various major companies including
Paramount, Warners, Fox, Metro
and Columbia, holding that it is unjust for the exchanges to request
payment for shorts before they are
played, as they have done repeatedly, states
"Contact",
official organ
of the
exhibitor
association.
"This is but the return of the long
discarded deposit system", says
"Contact", which asks its members
to pledge that they will not sign any
contract requiring weekly payments
for shorts.

Westinghouse Net for 36
Up More Than 3 Millions
Westinghouse Electric Co. reports net income of $15,099,291 for
the year ended Dec. 31, 1936, compared to $11,983,380 in 1935.

FINANCIAL

Coming

','4

NEW

YORK

STOCK

Fights Weekly
Payments for Shorts

Thursday, March 18, 1937

First Conciliation Board
Hicks Sails Tomorrow for
May Be Set Up in Kansas
Semi-Annual Para. Survey
John W. Hicks, Jr., vice president
of Paramount Pictures Inc., in
charge of the Foreign Department,
sails for Europe tomorrow on the
SS. Normandie on his customary
semi-annual survey. He will go to
Paris first and will probably travel
on the Continent before going to
London. He expects to be away
from New York about seven weeks.

Increase in Maryland
Billboard Fees Sought
Baltimore — -A large increase in
the license fees for billboards in
Maryland, outside of incorporated
cities or towns, is provided in a bill
which has been introduced in the
House of Delegates of the General
Assembly. Under the terms of the
measure the present one-half cent
per square foot per year for billboards, signs, posters, or display
advertising would be increased to
Wz cents. The signs affected would
be those within 500 feet of public
highways.

and Going

%
- %

SWANA

BEAUCAIRE,

French

film

player;

TWA CUTS FARES
Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast
MARCH
18
Bartlett Cormack
Edward
Everett
Horton
Betty Compson
Rosita Morena

Non-stop between New
York and Chicago

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES
1503

Broadway,
70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Desk — Perm. Station
Telephone:
MUrray Hill 6-1640

JACK DOYLE, singer; GENE SHELDON and his
wife LORETTA FISCHER, musical comedy team;
and LARRY ADLER, harmonica virtuoso who
has been appearing in films, are also sailing
today on the Normandie.
GEORGE b. QUIGLEY, film attorney, arrived
yesterday on the Berengaria.
MICHAEL BALCON,
tative, left yesterday

Consolidated Dispute
Before Arbiter Golden
Arbiter Ben Golden continued
hearings yesterday on the question
of whether the Consolidated circuit
is a member of the I.T.O.A. and
therefore comes under the master
contract recently signed by the
I.T.O.A. with Local 306 or, as Local
306 claims, the circuit of 28 houses
is not affiliated with the I.T.O.A.
and should pay higher booth
charges than I.T.O.A. houses.

Ritchey Pact Settled

MARKET

Net
Chg. 21/4 ARTHUR LEE of GB left for Chicago on the
High
Low
Close
Am.
Seat
Vs Century yesterday.
26i/2 263/8 263/8 —
Columbia Picts. vtc.
343/8 34
34
_
MICHAEL BALCON and MRS. BALCON who
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 43
43
43
—
Vi arrived on the Berengaria yesterday left in the
Con. Fm. Ind
Va afternoon for the Coast on the Century.
45/8 4S/8 4% —
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. I6I/4 16i/8 16i/4 -f
East. Kodak
16534 1641/, 164i/2 —
EARL W. HAMMONS, president of Educado pfd
tional Pictures, returns tomorrow
from
Miami.
Gen. Th. Eq
30
2834
29
HARRY
GOLDBERG, director of advertising
78l/2
78
78
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
and publicity for Warner Bros.' Theaters, is in
Paramount
25'/4
24i/2
245/8 —
i/8 Pittsburgh today setting up special Easter advertising campaigns. He performed a similar
Paramount
1st pfd..
mission
in Cleveland
yesterday.
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 223/4 217/8 21%
Pathe
Film
85/8 8i/4
8i/2
MARGARET
LINDSAY,
starts back to the WB
RKO
83/4 85/8
85/8
studios today after a vacation of about three
40
383/4 39
20th Century-Fox
weeks.
20th Century-Fox pfd. 491/z 485/8 485/a
59
82
82
Univ. Pict. pfd
ALFRED NEWMAN, musical director for WalWarner
Bros
15% 15
15
ter Wanger's "History Is Made at Night,"
do pid
leaves for Hollywood today after spending a
NEW YORK BOND
MARKET
10-day
vacation
in New
York.
Keith A-0
6s46...
CHARLES FARRELL, en route to make a
Loew 6s41ww
picture in England; FLORENCE DESMOND,
Para. B'way
3s55 . . 751/4
971/2 75i/4
97V2 751/4
971/2 —+ '
actress; and MRS. JASCHA HEIFETZ, the formPara.
Picts. 6s55
IOO1/4 lOOVs 100i/8
..
er film star Florence Vidor, sail from New
RKO 6s41
York today on the Berengaria.
96i/2
96
96
Warner's 6s39
NEW YORK CURB
MARKET
JOHN W. HICKS, JR., Paramount vice-presiColumbia Picts. vtc.
dent in charge of the foreign department;
Grand
Nat'l
Films. .
LIAM O'FLAHERTY, Irish author and scenSonotone
Corp
1%
1%
1% — .. '
arist; WILLIAM MURRAY, Fox Movietone News
'3" Technicolor
'3" 221/2
cameraman, accompanied by his family; and
23 ivo 221/2
Trans-Lux
43/4
45/8
43/4 +
MICHEL FOKINE, ballet director, sail for
Europe today on the Normandie.

Coral Gables — Lewen Pizor, chairman of the M.P.T.O.A. convention
committee on conciliation and aibitration, will address the final
meeting today on plans for establishing local conciliation boards under the organization's 10-point trade
practice program.
Pizor yesterday told The Film
Daily that the initial board may be
set up in the Kansas territory owing to the fact that Affiliated Circuits will be one of the early spots
to be used in this connection.

M-G-M British represenfor Hollywood.

Contract of Norton Ritchey, general manager of foreign sales for
Republic Pictures, was settled yesSaturday. terday. Ritchey leaves Republic

Wis.

House Fire-Swept

Frederic, Wis. — Fire at the Auditorium Theater here owned by Noreen & Son, did damage estimated
at $7,000.

J. D. KENDIS, head of Jay Dee Kay Productions, is here from the coast.
MAX A. GOLDBERG, leaves today on the
Berengaria for France to acquire some French
films for U. S. distribution.

NOW

CHAS. LEONARD, scenarist, leaves for the
coast in 10 days to take up a Universal con-

BEING

tract.
CARL BURGER, cameraman, is back
Cuba
where
he made
several shorts.

from

MITCHELL FITZER, Syracuse exhibitor, returned home yesterday.
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GTE NETS $959,589

$7,924,126 '36 NET
FOR 20TH-CENT. FOX

IN LAST HALF OF '36
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

during the year on the preferred,
the earnings are equal to $3.55 a
share on the common
outstanding
on Dec. 26 last.
The operating profit for the fourth
quarter was $3,472,275 compared
with $1,566,763 for the fourth quarter of 1935 and $1,682,662 for the
third quarter of 1936.
20th Century-Fox sales increased
$9,223,000 during the year. Inventories increased $982,050 as a result
of the increased number and cost of
production of better quality pictures. Next fixed assets increased
$3,220,020 from $10,179,300 to $13,399,320. During the year $14,500,000 was written off against a reserve
created for this purpose.
After deducting adjustment of the
values of foreign assets necessitated
by the numerous currency revaluations in Europe in the aggregate of
$201,171, the net addition to surplus
of the company, before payment of
dividends, amounted to $7,722,954.
During the year 327,754 shares of
preferred stock were exchanged for
409,638 shares of common, bringing
the outstanding capital stock at Dec.
26, 1936, comprising 1,031,287 shares
of preferred and 1,636,168 shares of
common.
Commenting on the report, Sidney
R. Kent, 20th Century-Fox president
states: "New sales records were
established and your corporation's
product continues to be well received
by exhibitors and the public throughout the world."

2% Sales Tax Ruling May
Change Exhibition Contract
(Continued from Page

1)

ruling sustaining the tax. It is regarded as certain that the U. S. Supreme Court will be asked to review
the Court of Appeals decision.

Lottery Legalization

Bill

Albany — Senator Julius S. Berg,
Bronx, Democrat, has introduced a
bill in the Senate to legalize lotteries to raise funds for unemployment and poor relief.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Ninety per cent of the women in
Hollywood don't know how to walk
according to Dave Gould. —
properly,
EPSTEIN.
DAVE

▼
•

T

T

•

• THE BIGGEST
sensation in the last three years
that is the glowing message sent by trans-Atlantic phone
from London to J. Cheever Cowdin of Universal concerning the
showing of "Three Smart Girls" at London's big West End
Charity Fete
Lord Portal, one of the heads of the General
Film Distributors, sent the cheerio about the picture
and
he said that Deanna Durbin had been established as a London
sensation

T
•

▼

T

•

• SIMILAR REPORTS have been received by Universal from Herb Mclntyre, Universal's Australian manager,
on the opening of "Three Smart Girls" in Wellington, where
the pix smashed house records of four years
William Levy,
cabling from Poland, states the feature broke records in Warsaw, Lodz and Krakow
in Brussels, it opened at the Plaza,
the finest theater in that country, to turnaway biz
in
Stockholm, it is in the third week of a dual run in the city's
two biggest theaters
and at the Lord Byron theater in
Paris the Durbin film is sold out for three weeks in advance
s-o
the Universal home office execs are feeling fine,
thank you

T

T

T

•

• • ALL SET to greet Hii •
the Chinese water buffalo in M-G-M's "The Good Earth"
who will be officially
welcomed in our hamlet at high noon today right in front
of the Astor theater, by Tilly Losch, who plays the role of Lotus
in the film
Hii has been booked for 17 other appearances
in key cities where the production is roadshowing

T

T

T

• • • AT THE AMPA luncheon today the organization
ballyhoos itself right into the front-page headline international
story
by having Rudy Feld, formerly of Ufa, now a German exile, interviewed by Ludwig Lore, the local newspaper
kolyumist
also there will be Mrs. Adrienne
Peabody,
numerologist, who will show her specialty. .... Elizabeth Allan,
the RKO
player, will be there
after the meeting, the
Nominating Committee will be chosen

T
•

•

T

▼

•

SONGS FROM musicals made at the Zanuck factory so the 20th Century-Fox exploitation dep't informs
us
have been far ahead in the Hit Parade and Sweepstakes presented by the Lucky Strike hour over the air
they have had as many songs finish among the first five, week
in and week out, for the past eight months, as their nearest two
competitors combined they claim

T

T

T

• •
• SHUSH-SHUSH
Dep't Special
J. H. Clarke,
assistant manager of Loew's, Toronto, and his chief of service,
James Crow, officiated at the sudden arrival of a baby in the
ladies room of the theater
without disturbing the show,
we are glad to add
this is the third similar experience on
the Loew circuit in a few weeks
a baby was born in the
balcony
of
Loew's
National,
Bronx
ofincourse
anything of
is
liable to happen in a Bronx theater
the mezzanine
Loew's Hillside, in Queens, the Blessed Event also happened
right there without any previous billing or ballyhoo
well,
that's what the Loew houses get for once encouraging these
Games
of Chance
there was bound to come a day of
reckoning

T

T

T

• • • TWO COMPANIES are said to be considering
Frances Hunt for pictures she is the singer now appearing
with Benny Goodman's band at the Paramount
the same
applies to Frances Carroll of the Carroll Sisters, now at the
Merry-Go-Round in Brooklyn

«

«

«

1)

into effect, to Dec. 31, 1936. The
profit is equivalent to $1.80 a share
on 532,461 shares of capital stock
issued or irrevocably authorized to
be issued by the close of the year.
Subsidiaries included in the report
are International Projector Corp.,
National .Theater Supply Co., Theater Equipment Contracts Corp., J.
E. McAuley Manufacturing Co., Hall
& Connolly, Inc., and the Strong
Electric Corp. Excluded subsidiaries
are Cinema Building Corp. and J.
M. Wall Machine Co., Inc.
Net sales for the period from June
1, 1936, to Dec. 31, 1936, were $5,998,159; costs and expenses $5,328,848; operating profit $669,311; other
income $662,457; total income $1,331,768; discount on sales, bad debts
and provision for uncollectible accounts, development and experimental expense, etc., $145,766; interest
$53,710; federal income taxes $114,233; provision for federal surtax on
undistributed profits $58,550; net
profit $595,509; dividends $1,051,461;
deficit $91,952.
Consolidated balance sheet as of
Dec. 31, 1936, shows current assets,
including $529,319 installment notes
maturing later than one year,
amounted to $5,493,779 and current
liabilities were reported as $899,644. Cash at close of year totaled
$1,689,076 and inventories, at lower
of cost or market, were $1,285,915.
Total assets as of Dec. 31, last,
were $11,496,583, paid-in surplus
was $4,641,717 and earned surplus
was $262,851.

»

»

»

Loew, Inc., Gets One-Half
Of 20th-Fox's GB Holdings
(Continued from Page

II

a 49 per cent interest in GB up to
the time of the sale to Loew's.
20th Century-Fox wrote off $9,850,250 of its investment in Metropolis and Bradford during the year,
reducing this investment to $7,237,368, which was further reduced by
the Loew sale.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
New regulation in Greece limits film
imports to 210 complete pictures every
six. months.

The artist does hand-springs when he learns that
Jean Harlow and Robert Taylor are co-starred!

t
s
u
J
because

JEAN
HARLOW
hires

ROBERT
TAYLOR
as her butlerdoes that make
him the lady's

PERSONAL
PROPERTY

It's really delightful
and such good box-office !
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IUFFY BILL OKAY BY
MPTOA IS DUE TODAY
(Continued from Page 11

ffered: "The Committee on Music
i.nd Taxes, having examined the bill
or copyright revision as introduced
»y Senator Duffy in the Senate of
he 74th Congress is of the opinion
hat this is the only bill now before
Congress that would give the exlibitors some measure of relief
10m the present exactions of the
\merican Society of Composers, auhoi-s and publishers (Ascap), and
leliver them from the ever present
dangers of increased, burdensome
«nd possibly ruinous license fees
'or the public presentation of music
"or profit. avoidable
In other
words,of themusic
unpresentation
.vhether incidental to the action of
.he motion pictures presented, or in
he form of interpolated songs, orchestrations, or other musical
.•alues.
"The Duffy bill, while it is not all
:hat we would like to have, does con.ain one saving grace — one pertilent clause that differs materially
from the present law in that it
ibolishes the minimum penalty
;lause of $250 per violation under
;he threat of which blackjack the
society has for years made us pay
:hem infamous license fees. The
Duffy bill abolishes the minimum
2harge, and substitutes therefor the
reasonable, right and proper method
of leaving to the court the amount
of damages to be levied against the
offender that the society can prove
it has suffered by the rendition of
their music in our theaters.
"We are satisfied to leave our
case in the hands of the courts of
our land, and will not cavil at their
awards, and so it is the burden of
this report that all exhibitor bodies,
and all exhibitors individually urge
their Senator and Representative to
support and vote for the Duffy bill
for copyright revision, and to use
their utmost efforts to bring it out
of the House Committee on patents
where it has languished for the past
two years."
23 Resolutions Coming Up
Twenty -three resolutions were before the M.P.T.O.A. convention committee on resolutions last night,
awaiting sorting over this morning,
when it holds a breakfast meeting
at the Miami Biltmore.
Recommendations will be made
at the final convention session this
afternoon. Virtually all major industry issues are covered by the
resolutions.
Whatever fireworks the convention will afford should occur today
An Opinion — And How!
Miami — Going the convention rounds
is the story sbout an uppish English
playwright who became very annoyed
when the producer to whom he was
reading his latest masterpiece fell
asleep.
When he tore his literary hair and
caustically reminded the producer that
he had been seeking an opinion on the
script, the fillum maker replied: "Ain't
sleep an opinion?"

TELEVISION TO HELP

M.P.T.O.A. Convention Moments
By ARTHUR

W. EDDY
MIAMI

(")NE
of the
most from
pop spots
around
Miami
Beach,
the conventioneering viewpoint, at least, is
Dempsey's. Jack Lear, w. k. in pix
biz, is handling its publicity.
The attractive registration desk
force consists of Enid Royce, Fay
Slocum. Loris Stephl, Helen Howard, Esther Gugenheim, Doris
Snary and Rita Cummings.
Ed Fay claims that he's kind to
animals. That is, he's giving all his
money to the horses.
Bill Rodgers and Jimmy Grainger
held a lobby pow-wow in the Miami
Biltmore with all trade talk barred.
Jack Cohn took a crack at the
Miami Biltmore course but did not
announce the results.
Bill Johnson is extolling the virtues of Screen Broadcasts along
with his attorney, Louis L. Rosen
of New Orleans.
Jim Cameron, who publishes
books and things, can be located
around the National Carbon headquarters on the fourth floor.
Claude Ezell and Eddie Goldstein
when the various committees report
their resolutions.
Second session of the convention
yesterday was largely devoted to
ways and means of improving business through theater improvements
and other box-office aides.
A demonstration of new methods
in lighting theaters was given by
Francis F. Falge of General Electric, Cleveland, who stressed the
value of color combinations in selling a house and its entertainment
to the public. He pointed to the
advantages to be gained through a
"face lifting
process"is whereby
the
front
of a theater
modernized.
Upon conclusion of the talk, President Ed Kuykendall punned that it
had been an illuminating discussion.
The conventioneers lunched together on the south terrace of the
Miami Biltmore and the afternoon
session opened with a talk by Ben
Schlanger.
Institutional Advertising
Need of institutional advertising
and publicity for theaters was
pointed to by Col. Carl Byoir, New
York public relations counsel, who
traced the development of exploitation and ballyhoo. He described
a number of stunts staged by the
late Harry Reichenbach.
What air conditioning means to
the box-office was the subject of
L. L. Lewis of Carrier Corp., Newark. Lewis said that Sid Grauman
installed the first air conditioning
unit in 1922.
Hal Kopplin of Wometco theaters,
Miami, discussed "theater advertising in newspapers,"
in which he

are doing the honors
Bank Night.

in behalf

B.0M JOYCE PREDICTS
of

Miami — "When television finally
comes — and it won't be tomorrow —
Bob McNeil of Golden States cir- it's going to help rather than hurt
cuit out in Frisco's direction was the theater boxoffice," declared
an early arrival.
Thomas F. Joyce, advertising manager of RCA Manufacturing Co., in
E. W. Hammons trekked into addressing the M. P. T. 0. A. convey
Day.
vention here yesterday. His topic
Miami with Jack Skirball and Harwas "Good Sound Is Good BusiAround the local night spots you
may run into George Price, Harry
In part, Joyce said: "While on
Ritz, Lou Irwin, Harry Richman the subject of technological develway.
among other delegates from Broadopment, some of you might well
ask: 'How will television affect the
theater owner?' As you undoubtedYour local correspondent is getness."
know, the RCA laboratories lead
ting mighty tired of being mistaken the lyworld
in television development
for Dave Palfreyman. Dave Pal- and are now making
extensive tests
freyman is getting mighty tired of in New York with
the NBC, another
being mistaken for your local cor- RCA service, looking to the evenrespondent.
tual solution of the tremendous
technical as well as commercial
Mr. and Mrs. Y. Frank Freeman problems involved
in making telegave a cocktail party at their suite
vision a practical every day service.
at the Roney Plaza in honor of
"Whenever any new development
Mr. and Mrs. John Balaban, who such as television comes along, the
were celebrating their 21st wedding general cry is that it is going to put
anniversary. Mostly Paramount an existing service in an allied field
theater execs present.
out of business. It was thought
by many that radio would affect the
Harry Buxbaum is once more ac- newspapers and magazines. Yet the
quiring that coat of Florida tan and newspaper and magazine publishing
talking 20th Century-Fox product in business continues to flourish.
between times.
"We all heard, back in 1925, '26
and '27 that radio was hurting box
urged exhibitors to cultivate the office receipts. That's not exactly
goodwill of their local newspaper so. The motion picture business was
critics.
stagnant. There really had been no
Due to "the insatiable appetite great technical improvement in the
of producers for more box-office re- art of motion picture projection
ceipts, theatermen must find new since the inception of the business.
ways of increasing their revenue," Yes, there had been such improveRoy L. Smart of the Wilby-Kincey
ments as elimination of flicker and
Management Co. told the conven- screen.
greater light intensity on the
tion, in talking on the topic, "win"When television comes, I believe
ning new patrons." He discussed
various tieups and urged exhibitors that the motion picture producers
to plug pictures based on novels will make use of television to show
through the local public library. En- advance trailers from their outcouraging of family attendance was
standing productions. A two or
recommended by Smart, who told
three minute sample of a superof his plan under which new resi- production is going to make many,
dents of his towns are contacted as
many million more people want to
potential customers. In booking the
productions in their enSaturday show, Smart said that he see these
tirety and the place that they will
found the youngsters demand west- see them is in your theaters. I am
erns and comedies.
that far sighted motion picThe big event last night was the sure ture
executives see in television the
premiere
of GB's
"Silent Barriers" greatest advance agent and exploiat
the Lincoln
Theater.
tation medium that motion picture
10-Point Program Drive
has ever had. When television comes
Continuance of the drive in be- your theaters are not going to be
half of the ten point program will big enough to hold the crowds that
also be urged as indicated by Presi- television exploitations will send to
dent Kuykendall some months ago
as the organization is not satisfied (Turn to Pages 10 and 12 for more news
your ofboxthe offices."
M.P.T.O.A.
Convention)
with concessions granted by the distributors. Particular stress will be
placed on the elimination of the
Don Alexander Held Up
score charge and granting of a
Miami
— Don Alexander, president of
twenty
per cent cancellation privithe Alexander Film Co. of Colorado
lege.
Springs, who is in Miami with his wife
When the committee holds its
and small son, and living aboard their
final meeting this morning prior to
yacht, Two Smiles, was held up by
bandits and robbed of $40. Stick up
reporting to the convention, it will
man overlooked a wallet containing a
examine reports that certain equiplarger sum
and valuable
papers.
ment companies are encouraging the
building of opposition houses.
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Charles Butter worth • Jean Dixon
Dorothy Lamour • Harvey Stephens
A Paramount

Picture Directed by Mitchell Leisen
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COLD

Miami heat wave or Louisville

wherever Paramount's
big JuMtee picture, "SWING HIGH, SWING LOW" plays, ** smashes
even JanuaW and February holiday figures . . . yes, and right in the middle
of the toughest season in show business . . .Lent . . .Just look at these figures!
Rialto Theatre, Louisville
Such crowds despite blizeard, refunds had i>
be given as three year reoords are broken.

Palace, Dallas, Texas

Buffalo Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

Fox Theatre, Oakland, Cal.
rrific grosses. Running

Biggesl opening
and biggest two days'
business
of the year.
ahead

of

Biggest opening
in 1937. Best^Jiree days'
business
of the year.
Main Street Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Outstanding business. Week's busing
four days.
Strand Theatre, Scranton, Pa,
Week's business in three days.
Capitol Theatre, Wilkes -Barre, Pa.

Week's business in four days.
Capitol Theatre, Salt Lake City, Utah
Opened big and building bigger. Second
biggest opening of year. Week's business
in three days.

Majestic
Theatre, Houston, Texas
lainsman."
Biggest
opening of year. Week's business
in four obeys.
Malco Theatre, Memphis, Tenn.
Smash business. Biggest opening business
of year. Wee\s business in three days.
[ichigan Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
>ened big and bWding bigger despite
adverse local conditions.
Met

>litan Theatre, Boston, Mass.

40% ove\ average week's business.

Sheridan Theatre, Miami Beach, Fla.
Breaks all attendance records and money
records for house in four days.

So, swing into line boys, and go io town!

THE
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HEARING AIDS BUILD
GROSSES, SAYS HALPIN
Coral Gables — How hard-of-hearing' equipment boosts theater grosses
was described by Dan D. Halpin,
vice-president of Dictograph Products Co., yesterday at a session of
the M. P. T. 0. A. convention. His
paper also told of the system employed by theater managements in
serving deaf persons with the device.
"Reliable statistics show there are
15,000,000 persons in the United
States with impaired hearing", said
Halpin.
"It is safe to say these 15,000,000 persons keep at least 5,000,000
more persons from going out and
enjoying the amusements and entertainments of the normal hearing.
'We don't go out any more', they
say, 'since Mother lost her hearing'.
Think what this means to the theaters of America. Let us assume
only 10 per cent of these 20,000,000
can be brought back to the movies.
Suppose this 10 per cent or 2,000,000 go to the pictures only twice a
month, paying an average admission
of 40 cents. Here is a monthly income of $1,600,000 or nearly $400,-

A masterly amalgam of romance, humor and melodrama contrived into one of the
cleverest mystery dramas I
have ever seen.
RUTH WATERBURY
Photoplay Magazine

WALTER

WANGER

/,,•,„„/,

CHARLES BOYER
J JEAN ARTHUR «

mnoE m
LEO CARILLO - COLIN CLIVE
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Will Urge Opposition to All Film Regulatory Bills
Coral Gables — The M.P.T.O.A. convention committee on legislation will address the
meeting today urging that exhibitors oppose all measures of a regulatory nature, including the Pettengill bill which would outlaw block booking.

DRESS UP THEATER
FRONTS, URGES PATTON

Winter Air Conditioning
Drawing Power is Stressed

Coral Gables — In failing to dress
MPTOA Hears Speakers on
up their theater fronts, exhibitors
Insurance, Theater Design are displaying a lack of showman-

Coral Gables — "Experience of
many exhibitors has proven positively that a good showman can invest in air conditioning and make
it pay out 100 per cent in a veryfew years," L. Logan Lewis, chief
engineer of the Carrier Corp., told
the MPTOA
convention
yesterday.
Speaking on "What Air Conditioning Means to the Box Office,"
Lewis said: "With this as a proven
possibility, and considering that the
show business is a fast-moving,
quick-changing business, five years
has been selected as the longest
time in which a system should liquidate itself
100 perthese
cent."conclusions,
Lewis
offered
based upon research for his article:
"Perfect air conditioning bought
without regard to price cannot take
the place of good showmanship,
house appeal and a good product.
"Winter air conditioning with a
good distributing system has a
drawing power of great value and a
value which will increase as the
public learns more about air conditioning.

Coral Gables — "We owe a moral
duty to the community to maintain
conditions in our theaters such that
minor accidents are very unlikely to
occur and such that disasters are
impossible," declared Henry Anderson, manager of Paramount's insurance department, addressing the
M.P.T.O.A. Convention yesterday.
"We must know the risks of the
business and take steps to eliminate
or minimize them," said Anderson,
in discussing "Insurance and Accident Prevention in the Motion Picture Industry."
His talk concerned all types of insurance, including public liability,
workmen's compensation, fidelity
bonds, safe burglary and holdup,
boiler and fire.
In the 376 exchanges operated by
the industry, fire losses over the
past eight years have amounted to
less than $1,500, estimated Anderson.

"The Motion Picture Theater
Structure for Effective Presentation" was discussed by Ben Schlan"The grilles and tip ends of the ger, New York architect.
air conditioning systems which cost
Schlanger touched upon the deless than five per cent of the total
sign of theater floor slopes, an ancost of the air conditioning system
alysis of present and possible future
are of as much importance as all of types of cinematography as they
the rest of the system put to- affect film theater seating arrangements, a second analysis of the relationship of the size and shape of
the
screen
and that of film theater
000
per week. Is this market worth
gether."
auditoriums, architectural and decbringing back to your theaters ?
orative treatment of the film the"Let us look at what the average
installation of 10 outlets will do for
ater from a standpoint of advertising and functional value, and the
the box office: A conservative estimate of number of wired seats sold activities of the SMPE to create
better standards for exhibition.
per day in the average small theater is 6 — or 180 per month. At an
average admission of 40c, this means
$72 a month. Thus the equipment Nine Prizes Hung Up for
pays for itself in five months, and
M.P.T.O.A. Golf Tourney
shows a clear profit thereafter.
"You will ask what are the best
locations for the outlets. Because
Coral Gables — Golfers will compete for nine prizes in the annual
we know the hard of hearing are
very sensitive, we play down the M.P.T.O.A. convention tournament
equipment and make it as incon- at the Miami-Biltmore Golf and
spicuous as possible. For this rea- Country Club tomorrow morning.
son, we never recommend wiring a It's the convention's concluding
Here are the awards:
solid row, as it would make the hard event.
1. Modern cocktail tray and
of hearing feel uncomfortable to be
thus segregated. Instead, we rec- glasses, given by American Seating
ommend staggering the wired seats Co. 2. Elk's leather golf and traveling bag, given by National Screen
thru the orchestra. A good arrangement is to run the line down an aisle Service through Herman Robbins.
about two or three seats in, thus 3. Silver Golf Trophy with Silver
leaving the aisle seats free. You Sea Shell background, given by National Theater Supply Co. 4. Case
will notice this audio outlet is double, so that one outlet under the arm Cutty Sark Scotch, given by Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs,
serves two adjacent chairs. A ten
outlet installation, therefore, in through J. Don Alexander. 5. Walreality gives you 20 wired seats. tham Onyx Clock with inscribed
The average theater with up to 900 plate, given by Charles Kessnick,
seats would require ten double out- Southern Division Manager, M-G-M.
lets, while a house with more than 6. R. C. A. Radio given by R. C. A.
900 seats would need 20 double out- Manufacturing Co. 7. All-leather
Golf Bag, given by Warner
Bros.
lets and up."

ship, declared E. L. Patton, advertising manager of the Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Co., in addressing the
MPTOA convention here yesterday
at the Miami Biltmore.

Said Patton, in part: "For some
reason, moving picture theaters
have been more backward than any
other business in realizing the value
of a good outward appearance in
increasing business. Everywhere
you go, shops with sparkling glass
fronts, attractively designed windows and smart signs are springing
up almost overnight. But the theater fronts remain unchanged.
Lights in the marquise and signs
are left on all day in a vain attempt
to attract attention in the midst of
their brighter hued neighbors, but
they still look drab by comparison.
The theater whose very life blood is
showmanship has been surpassed in
this respect by the butcher, the
baker, the candlestick maker, who
realize the best type of showmanship is to put up a good front.
"This lack of showmanship seems
even more strange in view of the
many other devices used by the motion picture industry to build up
attendance.
"There's one rule of merchandising that you can't beat. A product
attractively packaged will outsell
the same product in a plain wrapper
every time. People buy what looks
good to them.
"Structural glass is unquestionably the most popular material for
such modernization. Glass is one
product whose beauty is not dimmed
by time. The many colors of Carrara enables a designer to create an
individual front which combines the
beauty of quiet elegance and the
sparkling lights and tints that express modernity. A glass front requires a minimum of upkeep because at most, the wipe of a damp
cloth restores its original beauty. In
view of the definite trend towards
the greater use of glass in construction and decoration, a Carrara front
will stay in style longer."

M.P.T.O.A. To Get Plea
for Hospital Fund Aid
Coral Gables — Major L. E.
Thompson who arrived here yesterday from New York, will address
the M.P.T.O.A. convention today to
urge support for the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital fund drive. With
him is A. P. Waxman who is handling publicity on the campaign.
through Maj. Albert Warner. 8.
Set golfing accessories, given by
Universal Film Corp., through J.
R. Grainger.
9. Set
Jones"
Wood Clubs,
givenof by"Bobby
Erpi.
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duty equipment.
• Pivot point insures proper balance
and minimum strain.
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3 and plus
33°.
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adjustment
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of picture on screen at all times.
• Weight gives steadiness heretofore
unobtainable.
• Spacious internal compartment for
all electrical connections.
• Conduit can be brought into compartment through floor or from side.
• Twist lock receptacles for changeover and motor allow ready disconnection ofcircuit.
• Two switches for motor circuit.
• Four double pole standard outlet receptacles for soldering iron, work
light, threading lamp, and arc lamp
feed motor provided.
• Universal type spirit level permits accurate levelling, and levelling bolts
secure great rigidity.
Lamphouse support bracket permits
accurate alignment of lamphouse
and allows for differences in manufacturing tolerances.
Lamphouse support bracket of adequate length to support new style
lamphouse.
100 ampere double pole knife switch
furnished for low intensity or suprex
arc lamps.
Heavy switch supporting bracket can
be furnished at additional charge for
high intensity arc lamp.
Any standard
change-over switch
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Spacers provided to accommodate
existing port hole construction.
Soundhead supports to meet requirements ofany soundhead attachment.
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Third Dimension Sound
Now Ready, Says Erpi Exec.
(Continued from Page

1)

er flexibility of sound reproduction
inasmuch as it will allow the use of
two microphones simultaneously, instead of one, as at present, it will
require use of a double sound track.

Court Continues Hearing

s^

Thursday, March 18, 1937

Say 98 P. C. of Cleveland Exchange Employes Sign for Union
Cleveland — Walter Crease, business agent of the Packers and Wrappers Union of
the A. F. of L. states that 98 per cent of the local shippers, poster clerks and inspectors, have signed up to join the union and to demand increased wages, and
of working conditions and hours. To date, no demands have been presenteda change
to the
exchange heads. It is understood that unless it has 100 per cent representation the
plan to unionize the shipping rooms will not go through. There are about 100 people
affected by the situation in Cleveland.

Zukor Discusses New
Para. Product at Miami

In Fight Over "Theodora"

Coral Gables, Fla. — Forthcoming
New Orleans— Hearing for the
product was discussed by Adolph
preliminary injunction United The- Zukor
at the Paramount theater
aters, Inc., is asking to prevent
conference yesterday at
Columbia from delivering "Theo- partners'
the Roney Plaza, where the session
dora Goes Wild" to any but United will continue today.
houses for first subsequent neighborhood runs was continued for an
Financial condition of the comunset date by Civil District Court
pany was taken up by Stanton GrifJudge William Byrnes. United fis, chairman of its executive comhad been protected by a temporary
mittee, and Robert Gillham spoke on
restraining order and is protected co-operative advertising between the
by the assurance of defense counsel, distributing company and the partHugh Wilkinson, that Columbia
ners and also the value of radio publicity. The social security act and
does not intend to serve "Theodora"
and that if it does Wilkinson will its application to theaters was distake the contempt sentence himself.
cussed by Clark Brown, attorney.
Present in behalf of United in President Barney Balaban said
event the case went to trial were: "hello" to the conference.
President Manny Jacobs, General
Manager E. J. Myrick, Booker Le- Four New Theater Firms
vere Montgomery, Norman L. CarOrganized in Chicago
ter, E. V. Richards' personal assistant; Gaston Dureau, Saenger
Chicago — The Mindora Corp. has
buyer; one of E. V. Richards' sons,
and Co-Counsel Charles Kammer.
been organized to operate theaters
by K. Sorenson, E. Johnson and G.
L. Toale. The Cooney interests have
organized the Dale Theater Co. P.
Excellent picture. One of the
M. Dieter, B. J. Cooney and J. Q.
Kaiser are the principals. V. Candise, A. Goldman and A. R. Lay
season's most entertaining.
DOUGLAS CHURCHILL
have organized the Modern Theaters
Co. D. Bennett Theater Corp. has
Douglas W. Churchill Syndicate
been incorporated by M. Buckley, A.
Sorley and H. Taylor.
Central Theater Co. has surrendered its charter to the Secretary of State at Springfield.

— M ^s.
mm-
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Hearing on Zirn Motion
Will be Resumed Today
Heai'ing on the Samuel Zirn motion to cancel the sale of the Orpheum assets to Stadium Theaters,
RKO subsidiary, was adjourned by
Federal Judge Murray Hulbert late
yesterday afternoon following argument by Zirn and opposing counsel and will be resumed today. Zirn
asks also that the Orpheum case be
assigned to a referee other than
Referee Ehrhorn and that present
counsel for the Orpheum trustee be
supplanted.

Buffalo Burlesque House
Shifts to Foreign Films
Buffalo — Herman Endres of the
Little Theater, East Side community house which has devoted some
weeks to showing art films, has
taken a lease on the Gayety, former
burlesque theater, and will show
imported pictures, dubbed and subtitled. Gowans Smith, associated
with Enures for sevei'al months, will
be house manager. The new name
is the Filmarte.

Urges Survey of Producers
on 16 Millimeter Rights
(Continued on Page 12)

rights to their productions will be
proposed to the M. P. T. 0. A. conventions today by its committee on
unfair trade practices of which Oscar C. Lam is chairman.
Plan is based on reports that distributors of 16 mm. films are advertising that they can provide their
customers with major company pictures providing local exhibitors
grant their permission. This puts
the theater on the spot with local
organizations such as churches,
schools and American Legion posts
according to the committee.

Youngstown Hotel to be
Razed to Improve Theater
Youngstown, O. — Plans have been
completed to remodel the Champion
St. entrance to the Park Theater
and close the Federal St. entrance
at a cost of approximately $35,000.
A small hotel will be razed to make
way for the improvement. Joseph
Shagrin, manager of the Park, is
now in New York with final plans.
As soon as they are approved, work
will be started on razing the hotel.
Theater will not be closed during
the remodeling.

SICK

REPORT

Baltimore — -Mrs. Vera B. Phoebus,
member of the Maryland State
Board of Motion Picture Censors,
was painfully injured in a bus accident while on her way to Annapolis.
Otis Skinner, veteran retired actor, has been discharged from
St. Luke's Hospital where he has
been confined for several weeks undergoing treatment for an ear ailment.
Pittsburgh
— Mike
Cullen,
Loew's
Penn
manager,
is up
and around
after a tussle with the flu.
Pittsburgh — - Art Morrone of the
Superior Motion Picture Supply is
recovering from an appendicitis attack.
Oklahoma City — Mrs. Marie
Davis, head inspector for K. Lee
Williams,
tussle
with is
the back
flu. from a week's

REVIEWS

«

Simone

with

Simon

and

James

Stewart

"Seventh
Heaven"
Jean Hersholt, Gregory
Ratoff,

Sond'ergaard, J. Edward Bromberg
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

»
in

Gale

20th Century-Fox
100 Mins.
REMAKE
IS A BEAUTIFUL.
VIBRANT
LOVE
STORY VALUE
OF .WIDE
APPEAL
BOX-OFFICE
AND

Twentieth Century-Fox, in its remake of
Seventh Heaven," has a picture of wide
appeal and unquestionable box-office value
The advantage of spoken dialogue over the
original doesn't seem so great, however
for the p.cture is essentially pantomime and
mus:c. Nevertheless, it returns as a beautiful, vibrant love story, and the present
production is excellently performed and
directed. It shoots a new star to the
zenith — James Stewart — he enlivens every
scene he enters — and he is indeed "a remarkable fellow." Stewart is a sewer-r
whose two burning desires are to rise atin
the social scale by becoming a streetwasher and to have a beautiful wife
Chance sends him an outcast piece of
humanity, Simone Simon, whom he saves
from the police during a raid, by acknowledging her as his wife. His room, seven
flights up, serves as a refuge for her and
becomes "seventh heaven" to them both
until a war mobilization order cuts shorl
their happiness. He, avowedly an atheist,
grasps at their last moment, performs his
own idea of a religious ceremony, calling
upon the Deity to make it a true and
lasting marriage. The war scenes that follow are stirring and strongly stress the
telepathic messages between them. They
never waiver in their faith in each other
and. in their "heaven." Simone Simon
looks the part very well with her appealing child-like face, only occasionally she
lapses into a sort of blankness somehow
lacking in a wanted vivacity. Gregory
Ratoff, as the taxi-driver, is outstanding
among the supporting players, extracting
special applause from the previewers. The
rest of the cast including Gale Sondergaard
and J. Edward Bromberg are of high
calibre throughout. Henry King's direction is deft with many human touches
and he injects a delightful freshening touch
to the well-known story. The fame of
the play, the beauty of the romance, and
the much-publicized name of Simone Simon
will reap their rewards at the box-office.
Cast: Simone Simon, James Stewart, Jean
Hershoh, Gregory Ratoff, Gale Sondergaard,
J. Edwaro Bromberg, John Qualen, Victor
Kilian, Thomas Beck, Sig Rumann, Mady
Christians, Rollo Llcyd, Rafaela Ottiano,
Georges Renavent, Edward Keane, John
Hamilton, Paul Porcasi, Will Stanton, Irvbricourt.
ing Bacon, Leonid Snegoff, Adrienne D'AmAssociate Producer, Raymond Griffith;
Director, Henry King; Screenplay, Melvilie
Baker, Adapted from the stage play "Seventh Heavcn", Cameraman, Merritt Gerstad; Editor, Barbara McLean.
Direction, Excellent. Photography, Excellent.

Jap Film for Filmarte
The Filmarte
has acquired
miko,"
first Japanese
talkie to"Kibe
shown in the U. S., to be its next
attraction, following "Tsar to

Lenin."

.:
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athe-Monogram Stock
Option Deal Near Close
{Continued from Page

1)

oeen held up pending completion of
the Pathe deal, will be done today.
Sol. E. Rosenblatt, counsel for
factors connected with the deal, will
receive options to a large block of
stock and will be a director of the
Sisto & Co., and W.
Sew company.
:ay Johnston, president, will also
receive stock options.
It is understood that Monogram
franchise holders will subscribe
$250,000 in cash through purchase
of stock of the company. Franchise holders will also be entitled
to acquire additional stock.

A "JUttte." tiot» "Ms

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
Laage, French island official in
Nordhoff
willand
haveHall's
Joel "Hurricane,"'
McCrea and
r)UE to her comedy work in "Wo- which
man Chases Man," Miriam
Hopkins is tentatively slated to star Margo in the leads.
Stuart
Heisler,
in another comedy, "Honeymoon in
mount director
and foi-mer
one time Parahead
Reno," which Samuel Goldwyn has
cutter
for
Goldwyn,
has
been signed
just purchased from Virginia Kellogg, magazine writer. Miss Kel- by the producer as special associate
logg has been retained to write the director and will handle the "Hurscreen play.
ricane" technical unit which leaves
for the South Seas March 31 on the
▼ ▼
▼
Trem Carr borrows Arthur Lubin SS. Monterey. Director John Ford
from Universal to direct the next and the main company will follow
John Wayne starring feature, "I as soon as Ford completes "Wee
Cover the War." Production starts Willie Winkie."
Argue Hickey Motion in
T
T
T
in about a week or ten days.
Edward Norris has been selected
RKO Reorg. Plan Today
▼
T
T
Engagement of Janice Jarratt, by Mervyn LeRoy for the important
(Continued from Page 1)
film
actress, to Melvin Purvis, ex- role of Robert Hale in LeRoy's forthoegin. The motion to be argued is G-man,
is announced. Purvis is
coming production of Ward Greene's
ithat brought by Edwin J. Hickey now a practicing attorney in Frisco.
novel, "In The Deep South." Norris,
challenging the constitutionality of
T
T
▼
husband of Ann Sheridan, was borthe reorganization statute under
rowed from M-G-M for the picture
Mitchell Leichter, Advance Picwhich the RKO proceedings are betures, Inc., has signed H. H. Van after it was decided that William
ing held.
Loan, writer, to do eight stories for Hooper, originally slated for the
this coming season. Leichter has also Hale role, was too young for the
Slott House to Open
signed up Conway Tearle, Ralph
T
▼
T
Chicago — Max B. Slott, formerly Graves, Nick Stuart, Margaret Morris,
Eddie
Nugent
and
Bill
Edwards.
'district manager for Warners, will
First National will make "Grim
part.
»
»
»
Dpen his new de luxer, the Park
Rock," suggested
by is Alcatraz
Prison.
Crane Wilbur
now at
Theater, next week. House will
Samuel Goldwyn has signed Raymond Massey for the role of De work on the screen play.
adopt a duals policy.

Action is Deferred on
Ohio Theater Divorce Bill
(Continued from Page 1)

committee, it was said, will continue
the hearing when such action is justified by new or additional evidence.
P. J. Wood, secretary of the I. T.
0. of Ohio, explained the purpose
of the bill to the committee, cited
various authorities on the constitutionality of the measure and explained the stand of the independents.
C. C. Pettijohn, Hays office counsel, told the committee the proposed
bill was unconstitutional and in addition, declared that the independent
owners were not back of the bill
but that rather it was supported by
other parties with no financial interest in the industry. He cited independently owned circuits which
control
more houses than producerexhibitors.
Martin Blum, counsel for the operators and stage hand union, stated
that while relations on the whole
between the union and producers
had been very satisfactory, the
union had experienced some dissatisfaction with . independently owned
houses. When pressed he mentioned
Columbus, Akron, Youngstown and
Toledo as some of the cities in which
such
enced. difficulties had been experi-

REPUBLIC'S

parade of Hit Stars in
a Hit Story. Hit Tunes.
Hits town shortly.
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. For GOOD
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Skouras Single Bill Restoration Decision Due in 2 Weeks

MPTOA WARS ON MOVIE STAR RADIO APPEARANCES
Bigger Pictures Will Demand Greater Revenues — Zukor
Tells MPTOA Public Must be
Educated to High Cost
Pictures
Coral Gables, Fla. — As Hollywood
producers are planning- to spend
more money in making big productions, theaters, through higher admission prices or extending playing
time, must get more revenue in order to justify such pictm-es, Adolph
Zukor told exhibitors at the final
session of the M.P.T.O.A. convention
here yesterday afternoon.
Stressing the financial risks taken
by producers, the Paramount
pro(Continued on Page 8)

1935 FILM THEATER
GROSS, $508,196,000
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — During the year
1935, there were in operation in the
U. S. 37,677 places of amusement,
including motion picture theaters,
theatricals, circuses, etc. reporting
?t599,051,000 total operating receipts,
it was revealed
yesterday
in a spe(Continued
Page
6)

When Greek Meets — Film
Coral Gables, Fla. — Joe Vergesslich, Warner manager at Atlanta, here for the
M.P.T.O.A. conclave, is authority for the one about the Greek exhib in Florida who
wanted to book "Story of Louis Pastouras."

FABIAN-FOX REORG. U. A. CIRCUIT PLAN
PLAN HEARING APR. 6 GETS STOCKHOLDER OK
Reorganization plan for the Fox
Theater and Office Building, Brooklyn, proposed by Si Fabian, present
operator of the theater, and approved by thewasmajority
committee,
submittedbondholders'
yesterday
in Federal Court and hearing set
for Apr. 6.
The plan proposes that the existing bond issue of $5,600,000 be cut
in half and placed on an income basis, when and if the property makes
money.
A(Continucd
first mortgage
on Page 8) of $725,-

Imperial and Bankers
in Finance Agreement

Agreement on the public financing
of Imperial Pictures has been reached between Wm. M. Pizor, Imperial
•V.-B. Catchings Subsidiary
and the underwriters, who
Exploits Miller Patents president,
include the Refinance Corp., of 70
Pine St., A. R. Titus & Co., 32
Washington
bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Broadway, and T. L. Chapman,
Washington — Warner Bros. Picof 120 N. LaSalle St., Chi:ures, Inc. yesterday filed with the bankers
cago, who will be associated with the
SEC notice of agreement entered in- New York bankers on making the
o with Wadhill Catchings, director
(Continued on Page 8)
)f Warners,
to organize group to
xploit patents issued to James A.
Miller, employee of Warners, to expend not less than $510,000 in such
(Continued

on

Page

6)

uller Charges Denied
in Wilkes Suit Answer
New Orleans — Flatly denying inuructing distributors not to supply
Jeorge Fuller's Florida locations
vith films or participating in any
unspiracy, Harold Wilkes, Paranount manager and Saenger assist(Conjinued

on Page

6)

In a letter to preferred stockholders mailed last night, the board
of directors of United Artists Theater Circuit, Inc., advises that more
than 80 per cent of the preferred
stockholders have assented to the
company's recapitalization plan, but
that the directors feel that if any
substantial percentage of the stockholders is opposed to the plan it
should be abandoned.
It is pointed
out that in view of
(Continued on Page 8)

RKO's Reorg. Plan to go
to Referee for Hearings

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued

on

Page

7)

20 P. C, CANCELLATION
PRIVILEGE DEMANDED
Coral Gables, Fla. — Among the
important resolutions adopted by the
M.P.T.O.A. convention at its concludwere ing
: business session here yesterday

Asking (Continued
exhibitoron support
Page 8) for the

Manhasset to Decide Policy in N. Y.

Deal
under which
Pathe
Film
Corp. will handle the printing for
Monogram
Pictures was concluded

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Coral Gables, Fla. — Alarmed at
the increasing appearance of motion
picture stars on radio programs during the past year, the M.P.T.O.A.,
at the final session of its annual
convention at the Miami Biltmore
yesterday, empowered a committee
to determine plans for eradicating
the practice. President Ed Kuykendall was authorized to select three

Opposing attempts by law to prohibit block booking but demanding
Charges that the RKO reorganization proceedings were in violation an unconditional
privi( Continued cancellation
on Page 8)
of the fifth and tenth amendments
to the Constitution were made yesterday by Edward J. Hickey of 3,000 Local Chairmen to
Washington at a hearing in Federal
Assist in Hospital Drive
Court at which he asked dismissal
of the RKO reorganization plan.
Coral Gables, Fla. — Three thousand local chairmen will aid in the
Hickey charged that RCA had inequitably devalued the RKO stock Will Rogers Memorial Hospital fund
in an earlier reorganization and that drive when it opens on April 30, Mathe Federal
Court had improperly
(Continued on Page 8)
jor L. E. Thompson announced at
terday.
the M.P.T.O.A. convention here yes-

Skouras Single Bill Test Result at
Monogram Closes Pathe
Deal; Directors Listed

Kuykendall
to Name
Com.
of Three to Draft
Action Plan

Following the return from Florida of George Skouras, in two
weeks, Skouras Theaters will decide
what action it will take to restore
single bills to local theaters, based
on the results of a test made at
the Manhasset Theater, Manhasset,
(Continued

on Page

6)

Product Gets Attention
of Para. Theater Partners
Miami Beach,, Fla. — Product, including the production of pictures,
will be discussed by Paramount theater partners today at their conference at the Roney Plaza. Yesterday's session was devoted to repairs, cooling systems, lighting
costs and other operating problems.
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FAUL GRAETZ, Paris Export Film Co. chieftain, sailed yesterday for Europe on the Normandie.
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ANN HARDING, who is relinquishing her
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in London, sails early next
month in for"Candida"
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gone

to

Miami.

JULES LEVY, RKO Radio sales chief, has
gone to Buffalo and returns Monday.
HARRY GOLD, Eastern division manager for
United Artists, left New York yesterday to
spend a two weeks' vacation in Florida.
ELIZABETH ALLAN, British screen and stage
actress who recently played leading feminine
tole in RKO's "The Soldier and the Lady,"
sailed last night for England on the Europa
for a vacation
and to attend
the Coronation.
MONROE GREENTHAL, United Artists' publicity and advertising head arrived in New
yesterday
by plane from
Hollywood.

been buying U. S. films and
Soviet Union.

BARBARA O'NEIL, screen player, is en route
from New York to the coast where she will
appear in Samuel

Goldwyn's "Stella

Dallas."

author-playwright, and
journalist, arrive from
Manhattan after several
Italy gathering material

equipment

for the

DEANNA DURBIN starts today from Hollywood for Philadelphia and, time permitting,
New York, where Charles R. Rogers has promtour. ised to take her personally on a Coney Island
JEAN ROGERS, who has just completed the
leading female role in "The Wildcatter" with
Scott Colton, arrives in New York on Monday
en route to her home
in Belmont,
Mass.
JACK BENNY and MARY LIVINGSTONE will
leave Monday for Hollywood where Benny soon
will start work in Paramount's "Artists and
Models". They will stop over in Waukegan,
III., Jack's home town.
IRENE DUNNE, has deferred her trip to
New York, planned upon the completion of
'High,
Wide and Handsome,"
until summer.
KEITH FALKNER, young English stage and
screen player who has been signed by Warners
will arrive in New York Monday aboard the
Queen
Mary
en route to Hollywood.

York

LYON MEARSON,
BURNETT HERSHEY,
Europe today on the
weeks of research in

AN CIAL
YORK

Brandt Cir. Adds Three,
Six More Deals Pendin;

10 Cents
Publisher
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FIN
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ARTHUR A. LEE, vice-president of GB, returns to New York from Chicago
tomorrow.
GEORGE RAFT has returned to Hollywood
after a three-week
vacation
in New
York.
of

JOSEPH
Warner

G. BERNHARD, general manager
theaters,
sails for Europe
March

for Oceanic Pictures Corp.'s forthcoming feature, "Caruso the Magnificent."
VLADIMIR VERL1NSKY, president of Amkino,
returns
today
from
Hollywood
where
he has

DR. IRV1N E. DEER of the Public Relations
Department of the M. P. P. D. A. is in
St. Louis.
SAM GOLDSTEIN, treasurer of Guaranteed
Pictures, Inc., returns today on the S.S. Manhattan from a two months' business trip.

Bernhard Sails Mar. 27
To Meet Warner Abroad

Permissive Segregation
Bill in N. Y. Legislature

Albany — Under the provisions of
Joseph G. Bernhard, general man- bills
introduced in the Assembly
ager of Warner Bros.' theaters, will by Harold B. Ehrlich, Republican
sail for Europe March 27 aboard
of Buffalo, cities of less than one
the French liner Paris. Mr. Bern- million
and villages may adopt
hard will join H. M. Warner, presi- local laws permitting unaccomdent of Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,
panied children between 8 and 16
and Sam E. Morris, vice-president
in charge of foreign distribution, years to attend film theaters, at
who are now engaged in a tour of non-school hours, before 6 o'clock
in the afternoon, provided the children are segregated on the first
inspection
of the
company's
activities in Italy,
France,
Scandinavia
floor of theater, in charge of a
and Great Britain. They will all licensed matron.
return to the United States about
A person not a parent or guardian
the first week in May.
is forbidden to pay for or give a
ticket to a child for admission to
Detroit Exchange Heads
any theater not authorized to admit unaccompanied children.
And Union Meeting Today
Detroit — Settlement of the difficulties between film exchange managers and the Film Inspectors, Shippers and Poster Handlers Union
will be sought at a meeting today.
Both sides are in favor of an amicable adjustment.

12 More Roadshow

The Brandt Theaters Circuit haii
closed deals for the construction
and equipment of three additional
film theaters, it was announced yesterday. The additions give the circuit 69 theaters, while negotiations
pending on various other sites will
shortly increase the total to 75, it "
was said.
It has acquired by purchase the
79th St. Theater property located at
the southwest corner of 79th St. and
Second Ave. The theater portion
is being entirely remodeled with
new equipment and decorations. The
building on Second Ave. which adjoins the theater will be demolished
and improved with a modern tax-,
payer building.
On 231st St., east of Broadway,
and on 23rd St., west of Eighth
Ave., leases have been signed for a&
period of 21 years and there properties are being improved with modern motion picture theaters.

FilmOrleans
Board
Joins
New
— The
Film Ass'n
Board of
Trade here has joined the Association of Commerce, apparently carrying °ut a program of closer cooperation with civic and employers'
organizations.

A

grand

picture

seldom

equalled for sheer
ment - ALICEentertainTILDSLEY
The Ledger Syndicate

Dates

Set for "The Good Earth"

Roadshow engagements of "The
Good Earth" now total 40, Loew's
(M-G-M) announced last night. New
dates total 12. The picture will open
at the Orpheum Theater, Kansas
City, Mo., April 4. On April 8 it will
Ritchey Corp. Moving
begin engagements at the Harmanus
Ritchey International Corp. is Bleecker Hall, Albany, and the
moving its offices this week from Broad Theater, Columbus. Three
openings are set for April 9:
1776 Broadway to the RKO Build- new
at the State Theater, Houston, the
Ritchey's
V.
Palace Theater, Indianapolis, and
ing, following Norton
severing of his connection as foreign sales manager for Republic. the State Theater, Memphis. In Denver, it will have its premiere April
J. V. Ritchey has also left Republic and will become active in the 11, at the Broadway Theater. On
April 15 it will open at the Mayfair
Ritchey International Corp.
Theater, Portland, Ore., and on the
Charles A. Swanson Dies
following day at Loew's Theaters,
and the Valentine TheEverett, Wash. — Charles A. Wilmington,
ater, Toledo. On April 16 premieres
Swanson, 60, former owner of all
local theaters, is dead, a victim of will take place at the Regent TheHarrisburg, and the Grand
monoxide gas. His body was found Theater,ater,Atlanta.
in his car. He had recently retired.

WALTER

W ANGER >,-,•,,„/,

CHARLES BOYER
j JEAN ARTHUR,,

mnDEtn

LEO CARILLO • COLIN CLIVE
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THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES
r\

TWO

ACADEMY

AWARDEES

on Warners' list of 9 won out of 19

are united for "The Story of Emile Zola," as Paul Muni, "Best
Actor of 1936," selects Gale Sondergaard, "Best Supporting
Actress of 1936," for important role in his cast.

ALL SET FOR THE EASTER PARADE to the

MORE

HONORS

210 key houses lined up for his American

FOR 'GREEN LIGHT'

debut in "The King and the Chorus Girl"
is Fernand Gravet, who is anxious to prove
why m. P. Daily says his picture is certain

STAR!
Flynn
and wife Errol
Lily Damita
[at his right) arrive in

for box-office championship! Joan Blondell
and Edw. Everett Horton head the other

Paris, where reception by newshawks is
interrupted by cable

headliners in this first independent Mervyn
LeRoy production for Warners.

report that "Prince
and
the Pauper,"
in which
he stars
with Mauch twins,
has been awarded
advance laurel by
Parents' Magazine

the

movie for May.0

"WILLING AND ABLE TO PLEASE" New
York is "Ready, Willing and Able" (says
Daily News), so Ruby Keeler, Lee Dixon,
[left) plus Allen Jenkins, Louise Fazenda
and others of the "smash cast" [Mirror)
continue for a "good and goofy" [American)
2nd Strand week in Warners' "tuneful,
handsomely staged
musical" (Journal)!

SOCIAL CELEBRITIES CELEBRATE first
public showing of "Call It a Day," with host
J. L. Warner, whose studio Photoplay and
all other coast previewers said "has every
reason to be proud," at head of table which
includes world's richest girl, Doris Duke
Cromwell [at Warner's left), husband
J.H.R. Cromwell and friends. t
* A Warner

Bros. Picture

"A first National Picture

*A Cosmopolitan Production

Vilagraph, Inc., Distributors

as

outstanding

"lOTOUS.'^SWEE T\ENTERTAINMENT IOUS
FROMJ^TARTTO
A HILARFINISH/ FROM THE
SAME
STUDIoNpSPONSIBLE

FOR

'THRH\$MART
AND
THEREHEED BE NOGIRLS'
APOLOGIES
IF COMPARISONS ARE MADE.'"
continues the jubilant Hollywood
Reporter about

ELEANORE GRIFFIN'S FAMOUS McCALL:
MAGAZINE STORY LOVED BY MILLION:
Wl

.VIRGINIA

BRUCE

of 'The Great Ziegfeld" and "Born To Dance'

ANOTHER

BOX OFFICE SMASfl

1

KENT TAYLOR

• WALTER BRENNAN

Handsome star of the season's distinguished Films

Winner of the 1936 Motion Picture Academy Award

JEAN ROGERS • JACK SMART • FRANKLIN PANGBORN
STERLING HOLLOW AY • GRETA MEYER
WILLIAM TANNEN
• CHRISTIAN RUB
Directed by Hal Mohr
CHARLES

R.

ROGERS

Executive Prod,lucer

^
5
<
f
W§t.u the K*//U

DABLV

SKOURAS TO DECIDE
ON SINGLES SOON
(Continued from Page

w\P

1)

L. I., where single bills were reinstated Nov. 1 last, it was said yesterday by Bill White of Skouras
Theaters."
the Manhasset
are
changedShows
twice atweekly.
White would not affirm or deny
a repot that Skouras N. Y. theaters
might try to eliminate duals by having each house run one single feature bill monthly.

1935 Film Theater
Gross was $508,196,000
(Continued from Page

1)

cial report by Director William A.
Austin, bureau of census, department of commerce.
According to the report, there
were in opei'ation in 1935, 12,024
motion picture theaters with total
receipts of $508,196,000. Active
proprietors and firm members numbered 6,104. Motion picture industry employees, full and part time,
numbered 93,052, with total payroll
of $102,804,000. Full time employees
were paid $98,855,000, and part time
$3,949,000.
These 37,677 places of amusement
employed an average of 157,789 persons during the year. In addition,
there were 31,215 proprietors who
devoted major portion of their time
to operation of respective businesses. Salaries, bonuses, and wages
paid employees, exclusive proprietors' compensation, aggregated
$159,641,000 of which $18,879,000
was paid to employees working on
part time basis.

Fuller Charges Denied
in Wilkes Suit Answer
(Continued from Page

1)

ant treasurer, yesterday filed the
first bill of complaint answer in the
Fuller "conspiracy" case. Fuller is
seeking injunctive relief.
Wilkes specifically denies agreement with Vitagraph causing their
suspension of film delivery under
an alleged Fuller contract or that
Fuller will "suffer irreparable loss,
or damage because of unlawful acts
on his part." Other defendants are
answering soon.

Roach

Signs Cary Grant

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

■BUKOMWHc-.

LITTLE from LOTS
By RALPH WTLZ

:^ PHIL M.DALY-

/Si
•
•
•
A SOCIETY
preview takes
place tomorrow
nite
when a lot of social registerites will attend a private invitational
screening of Warners' "The King and the Chorus Girl"
at the Seventh
Regiment Armory
on Park Avenue
the
affair is under direction of the First Company, Seventh Regiment, and Capt. Elias Seeland expects some 600 ritzy guests
of course society is interested in this new Continental
star, Fernand Gravet, apearing in the feature
in addition
to the social lights, there will be many celebs of stage and screen
such as Gloria Swanson, Helen Morgan,
Grace Moore
Irene Delroy, Kitty Carlisle, Helen Jepson, Sylvia Sidney, Helen
Menken, Dorothy Mackaill, Bert Lytell and Frank Parker

•
•
•
THEY ELECTED him prexy of the Liars Club
up in Springfield, Mass. . George Freeman, manager of
the Poli theater here ... this club is ver-ree exclusive, including the mayor, police commissioner and all the prominent
bankers of the town
. it is rather unusual for a theater
manager to be such a big cog in civic affairs but George
is an unusual theater manager

Rob 4 Houses in 5 Days
Cleveland — Four local neighborhood
theaters have been robbed within a
five-day period. All five robberies were
committed in the early evening and by
a lone bandit who pushed a gun through
the cashier's window demanding the receipts. The theaters robbed were the
Variety, Uptown, Shaw-Hayden and
Homestead. Total amount taken was

HOLLYWOOD
"DLANS for two important new pic ;
tures, both to be produced by
James K. McGuinness, were announced yesterday by M-G-M. Robert Taylor, Jean Harlow and Spencer Tracy will be teamed in "U. S.
Smith," a story of the United States
Marines, with screenplay by MorrisMarkey, and Wallace Beery will be
starred in "Stand Up and Fight,"
adapted by Jules Furthman from a
screen original by Forbes Parkhill.

T

• • »THAT WAS a nifty stunt that Al Selig of Gaumont
put over with the Jessie Matthews film, "Head Over Heels In
Love" with the National Dance League ... © The boys over
at United Artists ad and pub dept's working under Charlie
Leonard while Boss Monroe Greenthal is on the coast, are lining up a lot of nice local publicity for the company's product.

▼

T

Nine features for Monogram's
schedule of 26 productions for 193738 are now in various stages of
preparation
Scott R. Dunlap's
supervision, under
it is announced
by W.
Ray Johnston, president of Mono
gram. Writers and supervisors have
been assigned to the first group of
releases to carry the Monogram
brand name since the company's reorganization.

▼
T
T
New contracts
are announced
by
M-G-M for Everett Freeman, Philip
MacDonald and Sidney Gilliatt,
writers, andtress.Suzanne
T T
T Larson, acM-G-M

has acquired motion pic-

ture rights
"The
unproduced
playto by
WillUmbrella,"
Scott.

▼

T

T

Lyle Talbot will marry Marthy
Cramer, non-pro., next week.

W.

B. Catchings Subsidiary
Exploits Miller Patents
(Continued from

• • • AT THE AMPA luncheon the guests didn't want
to leave
all absorbed as Mrs. Adrienne Peabody, authority on numerology, took the birthdays and names of various
members, and told them a lot of interesting things about what
they should do and what would possibly happen to them in the
next year
she was
one of the best drawing
cards the
AMPA has ever had, and her manager Jack Livingston should
bring her back for a return engagement
Rudy Feld, a
former Ufa man,
spoke
of the German
film situation. . . .
Vic Shapiro gave a lively talk as an ex-prexy of the club

•
•
•
AT THE close of the luncheon
Vincent Trotla
told of the work of the AMPA Annual Awards Committee
during the week of Apr. 26 to May 1 an exhibit of work of the
various producers will be on display on the second floor of
Loew's State building the winning displays will be sent to
the Hotel New Yorker on Saturday, May 1, on which date the
annual Dinner Dance of AMPA will be held at that spot
the various juries for the Awards have been selected, names to
be announced later

DAILY

Hollywood — Hal Roach has signed
Cary Grant for the lead opposite
Constance Bennett in "Topper"
which Norman
McLeod will direct.

$267.
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• • • THE NEW Paramuont Pep Club quarters in the
home office on the eleventh floor have been placed in charge
of Bill O'Connell, and the committee is now arranging a series
of interdepartment tournaments in pool, billiards, bridge, ping
pong and casino
what, no African marbles? ...
• Belie
Goldstein, home office sec to Adolph Zukor, has left for the
coast to take a nice permanent studio job which she so justly
deserves ... • You can listen in with enjoyment to the special program of the Hollywood Hotel hour tonite, dedicated to
Universal's "Top of the Town"
featuring the sensational
"Jamboree" number
this will be one of the spectacular
broadcasts of the year

«

«

«

»

»

»
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exploitations in the next five years.
Catchings and his associates are
granted right to subscribe to 49
per centsubsidiary
of the stock
of a newlyformed
for $490,000
cash.
Further changes reported by Warners included dissolving Shore The
ater Corp.; Bijou Enterprise, Inc.;,
Hoquiam- Enterprises, Inc.; Santa M
Barbara Theaters, Inc.; and South
Lawn Theater Co.
Newly formed subsidiaries reported were Warrot, Inc., formed Jan.
4, last, Warners owning 75 per cent
of stock and Mindoro Corp. organ--,'
ized Feb. 2 last, with Warners hold-ing all stock.

Schines New Ohio House
Will Include a Stage

Schine Theater Enterprises haveV'
engaged John Eberson, architect, tph
prepare plans and specifications for i
a 1,300-seat theater to be erected at op
ion with:?
O., in associat
Mt. Vernon,
the
Paine estate.
Full stage
and i
dressing room facilities will be pro-i
vided. Opening is set for about Sept. 1.

Ritz Looks to Television
London — Television installation will be
included in the initial equipment of the
Ritz, England's newest and largest film
house, to be built in the center of
Blackpool.

THE
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M.P.T.O.A.

Will Press Its Ten- Point Program Fight

Exec. Committee Can Adopt
New Course If Deemed
Advisable
{Continued from Page

1)

members to develop a plan of action.
Registering dissatisfaction with
distributor concessions in reply to
its 10-point trade practice program,
the organization instructed its Executive Committee "to either continue
;the course of negotiations it has
been pursuing or to adopt and utilize any other means that will effectively aid in attaining" the plan.
The resolution adopted stated that
the distributors have notified the
M.P.T.O.A. of "partial acceptance
,and partial rejection of the proposals."
Convention's first warm discussion
came when the committee on resolutions, via Edward G. Levy, report ltd its radio resolution. John C. Flinn
directed attention to the damage being done theater grosses by broadcasts and incidentally lauded President Kuykendall, Nathan Yamins
and Charles L. O'Reilly for their
i work on the now-defunct Code Authority, of which he was Executive
Secretary.

Lower Admission to Boost Net Urged by Lockwood
Coral Gables, Fla. — Taking a reverse angle, Arthur H. Lockwood, President of the
M.P.T.O. of Connecticut, urged exhibitors to reduce admission prices in order to
improve their net in an address made before the M.P.T.O.A. convention here yesterday.
Admitting that perhaps he was "sticking out his head" by advancing this notion, Lockwood pointed to the increased revenue of railroad lines since their reduction of fares.
Some New England theaters are showing a profit due to cuts in their admission prices,
stated the speaker, who observed that because of tadio presentation of picture stories,
every first-run theater has become a second-run.

ever, declared that it is up to the
producers to stop the practice and
scoffed at the idea of boycott on
the theory that exhibs would not
stand together on such a platform.
Trailers Criticized
Exhibitors themselves are responsible for giving productions too
much advance publicity through
trailers which tip off stories and
their punches, asserted A. Julian
Brylawski, Warner Washington executive.
The amendment to reserve cancellation right was lost and the motion, with the Fay amendment,
unanimously
adopted.
The next major controversy in a
generally
tranquil
convention
occurred when
the resolution
on the

10-point program was offered for
consideration.
Fred Wehrenberg touched off the
fireworks by declaring that Presid"
dent Kuykendall had "been to tolStar Names "Kille
Say Loewenstein
Morris
spoke in faerant, too easy with the distribuvor of the resolution and Fred Wehtors" in the campaign for concesrenberg, St. Louis leader, took a sions.
slap at broadcasts as killing off pic"Sometimes I feel that maybe
ture star "names". He urged that
exhibitors refuse to play pictures in Allied isn't so wrong in its campaign for legislation," he told the
which stars working on the radio convention.
"I'm tired of round
appear and charged broadcasts with table conferences which get no'wearing out" box office names.
Ben Berinstein of Los Angeles
Kuykendall
Answers
Critics
, .oined in the assault, as did Jules where."
Kuykendall announced that he
Michaels of Buffalo, who proposed would
not allow discussion of the
an amendment that theaters demand
practice situation during the
clauses in thier film contracts al- trade
afternoon meeting which was to be
lowing them to cancel pictures in
which stars appearing on the air attended by the Paramount executives and theater pai'tners. He emwork.
phatically denied that he had been
Suggestion that a committee of
"too patient" with the distributors
'three be named to investigate the and declared that he had "used
situation and decide upon a course
resource" to materialize the
of action was made by Edward M. every
M.P.T.O.A. demands. Somewhat
Fay, veteran Providence exhibitor, hotly, Kuykendall charged that his
who said that the Hays association
not given him cooperacommittee appointed to adjust the criticstion inhave
the matter and declared that
matter had accomplished nothing.
"if exhibitors would stand together,
Opposing the idea of contract we would have every distributor on
clauses permitting a theater to can- his knees in one week."
cel a production, H. V. Harvey, San
Harvey slapped at the convention
Francisco circuit operator, said it with
the statement that nothing had
was unworkable as he has tried it been accomplished and urged that
and urged a boycott on radio-ap- theatermen quit protecting major
pearing players. Bob McNeil of San companies in the legislatures and
Francisco agreed with Harvey, say- let them take the consequences as
ling that the plan would not help him retaliation.
;as he had franchises running three
"Every country exhibitor wants
iand four years. He, too, found such the Pettengill bill," said Harvey.
broadcasts as harming attendance.
"Onlv the big fellow will be hurt by
Recommendation that exhibitors
The resolution was unanimously
suppress publicity for radio stars
in newspapers was made by B. P. approved.
McCormick of Canyon City, Col.,
The convention adopted a report
and W. G. Ripley, head of the unit of the unfair trade practice comin Seattle, put forward the idea of
mittee, headed by Oscar Lam of
persuading national magazines to Rome,it." Ga., ordering a survey of
cut plugs for stars working on the the 16 millimeter activities of major distributors to determine their
1 radio.
M. E. Moore of Jacksonville, how- policies, as indicated in yesterday's

Film Daily. Another report, this
one submitted by the committee on
the music tax and urging support
of the Duffy copyright measure,
was also approved.
Okay Conciliation Report
In behalf of the committee on
conciliation, Lewen Pizor, Philadelphia unit president, reported, declaring that they proposed conciliation boards "can serve nothing
but useful purposes for the industry." They would not run afoul of
any Department of Justice regulation, he said, inasmuch as participation would be purely voluntary.
The report was okayed, after
Jules Michael of Buffalo stated that
200 theatermen in his territory
wanted
a local board established
here.
The morning session opened with
a talk by Brownie Akers of Griffith
Amusement Co., Oklahoma City, on
"Systematizing Theater Operation"
in which he urged that theater managers delegate authority to their
aids in order to aid in development
of executive manpower.
Percy Phillipson of Automaticket,
Ltd., London, brought messages of
greeting from the CEA, England
and the London branch of the society. Discussing the equipment
field, he said that the companies are
now developing new equipment for
the theaters.
"Economic Level of Admission
Scales" was the subject of Arthur
H. Lockwood of Middletown, Conn.,
president of the M.P.T.O. of that
state.
In talking on "Worthy Attractions versus Star Values," H. J.
Griffith of Oklahoma City regretted
the shortage of star names and declared that "there is a definite place
for the historical picture" in the industry, although they must be sold
with extra pressure and tieups.
"All of these pictures can be sold
providing the exhibitor works hard,"
said Griffith. In discussing the building of manpower, the speaker urged,
"take a theater man and make a
college graduate out of him but
don't take a college graduate and
make a theater man out of him."
Ovation Given Zukor
The afternoon session was attended by the Paramount conference
group, including Adolph Zukor, who
received an ovation when he entered
the convention hall.
M. A. Lightman was the lead-off
speaker, with "value of a theater
to a community" as his subject. A
theater is as important as a school
or church,(Continued
he saidon and
as such is
Page 8)
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Anything
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Pictures
You'll Find
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MPTOA CONVENTION
CLOSES WITH^BANQUET
(Continued from Page 7)

does
its status, its entertainment
for amusestand
longer
any
not
ment.
Dr Russ Williams of Miami spoke
on "Mathematical Philosophy of
Life," and was followed by Zukor,
who again received much applause.
ed
Major L. E. Thompson discuss
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
the
Drive.
Insurance Committee Named
Henry Anderson of Paramount
rman of a commit-y
was named chaiand
Levy, to surve
tee with Pizor
work out reand
rates
e
ranc
insu
ductions.
Reporting for the Committee on
Labor, Wehrenberg spoke of the
operadangers threatened by twocroptors-in-a-booth measures nowugho
ut
ping up more and more thro
the country and also attempts to
latter acunionize exchanges. The
tivity he declared, would eventually
prevent non-union theaters irom
oval
. Appr
film
. was given
rt
getting
po
...
re
the
When the resolution assailing
considscore charges came up for
amenderation Michael proposed an
ment to the effect that exhibitors
refuse to make deals involving such
assessments. Brylawski said that
both Loew's and Warner Circuits
a
are paying score charges. After
was killed
debate, the amendment oved
in its
and the resolution appr
original form.
Comerford, Woodhull Tributes
In concluding, the convention
repassed resolutions paying its
of
spects to M. E. Comerford, one the
from
dents
presi
viceits oldest
standpoint of service, and who was
unable to be present, and in memory
of R. F. (Pete) Woodhull, a past
president, who died some months
ago. A resolution thanking those
who handled the convention plans
was also adopted.
Annual convention banquet took
place last night in the main dining
room of the Miami Biltmore, with
a water carnival and aquatic show
in the outdoor exhibition pool after wards. A supper, dance and entertainment followed, with about 650
attending.
This morning the annual M. P. T.
0. A. golf tournament will be
staged at the Biltmore, thus winding up the convention program.

RKO's Reorg. Plan to Go
to Referee for Hearings
(Continued from Page

M.P.T.O.A. SNAPSHOTS
By ARTHUR

W. EDDY
CORAL GABLES

Alexander Gray, who usta have
a Warner contract, is appearing at
the Miami Biltmore.
E. A. Williford, P. A. King and
Bill Kunzmann are the National
Carbon delegates on the convention
grounds.
That chap you see around with
J. George P^einberg, whose health
is getting better, is C. C. Koontz,
treasurer of Interational Seat.

Clyde Elliott of Chicago, and
George B. West of New York, representatives of the ADcaster Service, Inc., of Chicago, are among
conventioneers.

The Erpi contingent covering
the convention comprises Whitford
Drake, D. C. Collins, C. W. Bunn,
and L. W. Conrow.

When Carter Barron, Loew theater exec, gets his fill of Miaming,
he plans
go to the coast for further to
vacationing.

mperial and Bankers
In Finance Agreement

Monogram Closes Pathe
Deal; Directors Listed

(Continued from Page

1)

flotation, it was made known yesterday by M. D. Kopple, attorney.
Refinance Corp. recently participated in the $3,000,000 refinancing
of the American Seating Co. Registration certificate and other legal
matters are in preparation by Chapman & Cutler, Chicago attorneys for
the underwriting group, in cooperation with Kopple.
Imperial will have a total capitalization of 1,000,000 shares of $1
par value, of which 500,000 shares
will be issued to provide $1,500,000
working capital for the company.

80% of Stockholders Okay
U. A. Theater Circuit Plan
(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

1)

yesterday. As a result the registrar
tion certificate asking permission of
the S.E.C. for public sale of the
company's stock was sent to Washington.
Registration certificate sets forth
that there will be five directors of
the company including W. Ray
Johnston, president, J. A. Sisto, Sol
A. Rosenblatt and William Rhinelander Stewart and a person connected with the company.
Pathe loans $200,000 to Monogram under the terms of the printing contract receiving in return an
option to convert this loan into stock
of the company at $3 a share. In
addition Pathe gets options on 10,000 shares at $4 a share the first
year and running up to $8 during
the next four years. J. A. Sisto &,
Co., the bankers, get options on
over 200,000 shares. Rosenblatt gets
options on $34,000 and Leon Fromkess, who engineered the deal, also
gets options on 34,000 odd shares.

(Continued from Page

i)

duction
turns do head
not declared
warrant that
their "the
inve:
Unless the public responds to hi.
cost productions, this policy must
discarded by producers, said Zuk<
ments,"
who proudly pointed to the outp
of the studios. Although the pub
is being educated to big pictun
still too many of them are not a
preciated, he asserted. Paramoui
declared Zukor, will deliver gc
"Pictures which are close to lii!
product.
which are simple, succeed the grea
est," Zukor told his audience. I
said
he opposedZukor
"exaggeration"
productions.
was accord<
hearty applause at the terminate
of his address.

Fabian-Fox Reorganization
Plan Hearing on April
(Continued from Page

1)

000, to be advanced by the RFC wi
come ahead of the bonds, as wi
$150,000 new cash to be put in b
Fabian. The theater and office buik
ing would be leased to Fabian for 2.
years under the plan.

It takes rank with Walter
Wanger's best efforts ... A
love story for almost any
kind of audience, for both
urban and rural patronage!
-Motion Picture Herald

the $35 arrears on the present preferred stock and current dividend
requirements, and the present impossibility of meeting these requirements, adoption of the plan is the
correct course for the company to 20 Per Cent Cancellation
take, because it provides "fair and
Privilege is Demanded
generous" treatment for the preferred stockholders.
(Continued from Page 1)
Date for filing acceptances to the
per cent, condemning arplan expired March 15 but the Chase lege of 20
bitrary designation of playdates by
National Bank, trustee, has been ad- distributors, demanding abolition of
vised to take acceptances with the
the score charge by all distributors,
understanding that no further no- lauding producers for their attempts
tice will be required if the board
decides to take no more acceptances. to improve product and urging exhibitors to develop support for
"prestige" pictures.

3,000 Local Chairmen to
Assist in Hospital Drive

1)

dismissed an action against RKO he
had brought in State of Maryland
where RKO is incorporated.
Federal Judge Bondy reserved decision on the Hickey motion and advised that he would send the plan
to a referee for hearings. He asked
the various reorganization factors to
decide among themselves on the
referee.

In case you don't know, Buddy
Harris, Slim Higgenbotham and Ed
Auger are not exactly in the paperweight division. On a recent trip
from Miami to Havana, the pilot
requested them to change their
seats from the tail of the plane to
up forward so his ship could get off
the ground.

BIG PIX DEMAND MORI
REVENUE, SAYS ZUKI

(Continued from Page

1)

move, he stated that the hospital at
Saranac Lake, N. Y., now has 70 patients and a capacity of 120. Overhead is $150,000 a year, he said,
and the fund has an endowment of
$200,000.
Thompson is in Miami with A. P.
Waxman, publicity counsel, working
on the drive.

WALTER

"Transatlantic" to Play
Loew Metropolitan Circuit
Loew's Metropolitan Circuit has
signed for the reissue of "Transatlantic
Merry-Go-Round,"
production
released
throughReliance
U. A.
Harry Gold, U. A. eastern division
manager, negotiated a deal yesterday with Charles C. Moskowitz of
Loew's whereby the pix will play
the 70 houses.
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SEE BOOMJflARKET ON PICTURES AS INVESTMENT
Majors' CounselArguments
to Against
MeetMove Monday
on 2% Considerable
Tax Decision
More
Money
for
That N. D. Law

. . . questions and answers
=
By CHESTER B. BAHN =
IN his annual report to the M. P. T. 0. A.
convention, President Ed Kuykendall
cast a critical eye upon the North Dakota
theater divorce law, first state statute of
its kind to be enacted, and asked two
questions, "Is it going to stand the constitutional test? Is is fair?"
The first answer to both interrogations
conies from Attorney General C. E. Brase
of North Dakota in an opinion sent to Gov.
.William Langer.
Says the Brase opinion:
"There are grave doubts as to the constitutionality ofthis law. It seems to me
that, among others, it violates the constitutionally guaranteed right of equal protection of the iaw, of being deprived of property without due process of law, of taking
property for a public use without a just
compensation, as well as the right to acquire and use property for a lawful use."

— • —

:/~\F course, that opinion does not detery** mine the issue, but it does bring into
sharp relief the complex constitutional aspect with which the courts eventually will
be concerned. Meanwhile, will some proponent of the theater divorce movement
olease answer these other highly pertinent
questions voiced before the M. P. T. 0. A.
cnvention by Prexy Kuykendall:
"What will happen to those Dakota theaters which are owned by a producer? Will
Ian Independent take them
over and will
hey then become an Independently owned
:hain? If so, where will the relief be?
iDo the records show that chains owned
Joy independents are more considerate of
| he smaller little independents who own
|)ne theater than the producer-controlled
|:hains?"
Like Mr.

Kuykendall, we're just asking.

\A/HILE the North Dakota law, enforce* » ment of which is a year away,
ffects only theaters, its effect upon the
American economic scheme of things is
irtuaiiy limitless — this, of course, on the
issumption that it is upheld by the courts.
For if the producer and distributor is
o be barred legally from exhibition, what
s there to prevent the enactment of simlar laws forbidding, say, the clothing
manufacturer to sell at retail?

Theater Devoted to Bingo

High

Court Review
Raised

Providence, R. I.— Rhode Island exhibitors are watching, with apprehension, the newest bingo manifestation in
Pawtucket where the Imperial Theater,
long dark, has been opened for bingo
under F. 0. E. sponsorship.

Financing
is Available
for

There is a boom market on motion pictures as an investment with
three companies recently successful
in completing arrangements for public financing and considerably more
money available for suitable movie
propositions, The Film Daily is reliably informed.
The companies which have obtained financing, and in each case by
(Continued
on Page 3)
Full roster of officers of Mono- different underwriting groups, are
gram Pictures, it became known yes- Condor Pictures, Monogram Pictures and Imperial Pictures.
terday, embraces W. Ray Johnston,
In financial circles yesterday, it
president; Scott R. Dunlap, vice
that there are funds which
president in charge of production, was said (Continued
on Page 3)
under contract for five yeais; Edward A. Golden, sales manager;
Norton V. Ritchey, genera, manager
of export department; Herschel
Madison, Wis. — Chances for the Stuart, tresaurer; M. S. White, secretary; J. P. FriedhofT, comptroller;
passage of Allied's theater divorce
bill by the Wisconsin Senate are be- J. S. Harrington, transportation
lieved slight, with the proposed manager; Louis S. Lifton, director
measure likely to die in the Commit- of advertising
and publicity, and
Universal will double its produc(Continued on Page 4)
tee on State and Local government.
tions in the big picture class as a
Coldness of the legislators is in
result of authorization given Charles
(Continued on Page 4)
R. Rogers, production head, by the
Move to Extend Censorship
board of directors. Decision, it is
Studio Contract List of
to Radio Ads. Non-Partisan understood, means that at least 12
category.
"U"
pix will be in the high cost
849 Players Sets Record
Albany — Attempt to extend the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
censorship authority of the presEnumerating
(Continued pictures
on Page 3)completed
ent Motion Picture Division of the
Hollywood — - Eight hundred and
forty-nine players — the largest in New York State Education Department to radio advertising took on a
film history — today are under contract to first-line Hollywood studios. non-partisan aspect yesterday when Kuykendall to Plan Next
10-Point Move in New York
William
H. MackenEighty
motion
picture
players Assemblyman
(Continued on Page 3)
Major company attorneys met yesterday at the Hays office to discuss
possible further legal action in view
of the Court of Appeals ruling upholding the city's 2 per cent sales
tax on film rentals but adjourned
without reaching any decision until
Monday morning. At that time
they will meet with Frederick W.
Wood,
of Cravath,
de Gersdorff,

MONOGRAM OFFICERS,
EXCHANGES LISTED

WIS. DIVORCE BILL
CHANGES HELD SUM

(Continued

on

Page

TT0HAVET2PIX
IN HIGH COST CLASS

3)

Selznick International's 12 Pix for
%37-38 Season Will Cost $12,500,000
"Show Boat" Goes 40 Wks.
in Sydney for World Mark
"Show Boat" shattered a world record for a single feature playing any
one house by entering its 40th week
at the Liberty
Theater, Sydney, Aus(Continued on Page 3)

Selznick International Pictures
plan expenditure of $12,500,000 on
the 12 productions, half in color,
which the company has scheduled for
United Artists release next season,
The Film Daily was advised yesterday. Lloyd Sheldon will make
some of the pictures for Selznick.

Coral Gables, Fla. — Plans for
continuing the drive in behalf of
the M. P. T. O. A. 10-point program
will be made by President Ed Kuykendall when he arrives in New
York in ten days.
The
Miami
convention
which
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Sit- Downers Win Day Off
Houston — Fifty girl employees of the
four Will Horwitz theaters here, went
on a sit-down strike for Saturdays off.
Management granted one day a week
off, but not Saturday.
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T
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• •
• SPRING
IS here
appropriately
heralded by
that Warner Club bunch, who are always a step ahead on everything so they held their Spring Dance and card party at
the home office club quarters last nite
with $50 in prizes
for the best ballroom dancing and tapping, also the highest
ranking players in cards
there was also a door prize of a
season bath-house at Manhattan Beach
Norman Heckler
and his ork supplied the dance music
T
T
T
• • • BACK FROM his coast trip
Monroe Greenthai had a lively experience getting through by air delivery
an official of United Airlines who is his pal held a plane
for 45 minutes when Monroe decided the last minute that he
had to get back to New York
all other planes were
grounded on account of dirty weather
the passengers had
to transfer to a couple of other planes before they finally
reached New York
other planes that had started about
the same time were turned back, the weather was so tuff
▼
TV
• • • AS A model Sim script Warners' "The Story
of Louis Pasteur" was selected by Professor Sawyer Falk of
the Civic University Theater of Syracuse University, for use in
the scenario writing course a print of the film was made
available to the class during its studies

▼

M. P. Salesmen to Dance

Club Opening Today
1%
%
%
%
%
14
%

Denver — The newly organized
Boston — The Motion Picture
Rocky Mountain Screen Club, of Salesmen's Club will hold an enterwhich Harry Golub is president, will
tainment and dance at the Hotel
formally open its club rooms in the
Bradford
on
2. the
Carlmusic.
Rhode's
orchestra willApril
furnish
Cosmopolitan Hotel today.

Coming

14
1/4
%

%
%

and Going

CHARLES R. ROGERS, Universal production
head, MRS. ROGERS, and WILLIAM PIERCE,
his executive secretary, leave today for the
coast.
WILLIAM LUNDIGAN, Syracuse announcer,
leaves today for Hollywood from Syracuse to
join the Universal staff.
film

attorney, left

JAMES GRAINGER, Universal sales chief, returns Wednesday from a Southern trip that
included the MPTOA convention.
NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone executive
in charge of shorts and trailers, is in Los Angeles today conferring with branch personnel.
He will also meet with Jack L. Warner, WB
production
head.
RICHARD

JAECKEL

left New

York for the

coast yesterday to supervise fashions for "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1928."
MARCH 20
Goulding
M. H. Hoffman
Joseph H. Seidelman
ney
MARCH
21
Van Dyke
W.
Edward Cronjager
Franklin
Minna Stieglitz
Sid S.

Washington

Bureau

BEATRICE KAUFMAN, Goldwyn's eastern
story editor, leaves by plane today for Tucson
to confer with Samuel Goldwyn on story
properties.
JANET GAYNOR is en route to Hollywood
following a vacation
in New York.
FRANK TUTTLE, director of "Waikiki Wedding," which opens
at the New
York
Para-

of THE

mount Theater next Wednesday, will arrive in
New York Monday morning en route to France
for a vacation.
FRITZ LANG, director, leaves New York
this afternoon for U. A. studios on the coast.

FILM

DAILY

Washington— Director William L.
Austin, of the Bureau of Census,
announced
yesterday
that during
1936 there were in operation in
three Middle Atlantic States— New
lork, New Jersey, Pennsylvania — .
7,415 places of amusement, includ- I
ing motion picture theaters, etc , |
reporting
$222,799,000
total operating receipts. The 7,415 places of
amusement employed an average of I
42,512 persons
during year, and I
they
received
$53,268,000
annual I
pay-roll of which $5,561,000 was |
paid part time employees.

Admission Taxes Up $68,516
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Internal Revenue
collections derived from admissions
taxes for February, 1937, jumped to
$1,473,352.91, an increase of $68.
516.01 over the same month in 1936,
j according to statistics released by
the
TreasuryRevenue.
Department's Bureau
of Internal

NOW
BEING

%

%

7,415 Amusement Places
in Mid-Atlantic States

Washington Bureau of THE

i/3
2'/2

WILLIAM FITEUSON,
last night for Hollywood.

Edmund

▼

• • • THE BLIND will "see" a showing of Korda's "Elephant Boy"
250 blind children and adults from several
institutions in the metropolis wiii attend the Rialto theater to
morrow morn thru courtesy of Arthur Mayer
Bide Dudley
will give an explanatory introduction and running commentary
on the action
factorily so that the guests will be able to follow it satis-

Miami Beach, Fla. — Paramount
theater partners' session today will
be closed, as was the afternoon session yesterday, no announcements
being forthcoming at its conclusion.
A morning session yesterday was
given over to a number of screenings at the Sheridan Theater; films
shown included three reels of "Souls
at Sea," now in production.

I

!:

DISTRIBUTED-

The 1937
FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK
of
MOTION PICTURES

JEAN ARTHUR, who has been on vacation in
New York, is en route to Hollywood to take
starring

role

in

Paramount's

"Easy

Living."

BERNARD WALDMAN, exploitation consultant for Walter Wanger's "Vogues of 1938,"
is en route to New York from Hollywood.
SOL CITRIN of Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc..
returns to New York next Monday from his
honeymoon
at Ferndale,
N. Y.

Ji

JOSEPH I. BREEN, production code administrator for M.P.P.D.A., is en route to Europe
for a three weeks' vacation which he will
spend
in Paris and London.
MRS. PETER LORRE, wife of the screen
actor, sails from New York for California today
on the Pennsylvania.
ODILON AZAVEDO, Brazilian comedian and
playright, and his wife, DULCINA MORAES,
comedienne, have arrived in New York en
route to Hollywood to study motion picture
making
there.
BOB

MOCHRIE

arrives in Atlanta today to

take
up his
new duties
there as United Artists'
southern
district
manager.
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SEE BOOM MART ON
PIX AS INVESTMENT

Rev"Tiew
s of Hew films
he Three
"White Gods"

(.Continued from Page 1)

I can be obtained readily for financ- ing of companies which have tangible assets and a record of experience.
In addition to the concrete interest in film financing, there is the
fact that various investment services are bearish on the movie business, pointing to increased attendance and other factors as indicating
that the film business has a bright
immediate future, at least.

'Show Boat" Goes 40 Wks.
in Sydney for World Mark
(Continued from

I'age 1)

cralia, thereby eclipsing a former
' record in the same house of 39 weeks
and three days, according to a cable
received at Universal's home office
vesterday by export manager Nate
Manheim from David Martin, company's manager at Sydney. The former record of 323,696 admissions
was also broken, "Show Boat" having played to 374,587. The Liberty
Theater expects to run the film for
> a year.

2% Tax Decision Before
Majors' Counsel Monday
(Continued from Page

1)

Wood, to explore the situ| Swaine ation& further.
There was considerable argument
against the advisability of asking
the U. S. Supreme Court to review
! the Court of Appeals decision. Numerous suggestions were advanced
to lessen the burden of the tax in
the event that it must be paid.

Trekolog Films

Legionnaires"

with Fifi D'Orsay,
Anne Nagel and
Donald Meek
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
General Pictures
58 mins.
SLENDER STORY OF SLAPSTICK VARIETY ACCEPTABLE IN DUALS PROGRAM.
Good old slapstick serves its purpose in
this picture and the result is a healthy
total of laughs. Robert Armstrong, who has
no superior in tough mug roles, is effective as a hard-boiled American sergeant in
Siberia, who does not know the Armistice
has been signed. Donald Meek, as a timid
scientist, who is pressed into service by
Armstrong to pose as "General" Grant wins
many laughs. Lyle Talbot is good as Armstrong's buddy, while Stanley Fields is a
happy choice as a burly Russian general,
who makes trouble for Armstrong and Talbot. Fifi D'Orsay aids in the funmaking as
a peasant, who knows the fine art of golddigging. Anne Nagel is decorative as a
Russian Princess and the love interest opposite Talbot. Man Mountain Dean is very
effective in the slapstick antics. Maurice
Black and Leonid Snegoff are among the
principals. Hamilton MacFadden guided the
laughs and Robert E. Welsh rates credit
as the producer. The slender story deals
with the rescue of Anne by Armstrong and
Talbot, who, with the assistance of Meek
and Dean, hold traitorous Cossacks at bay
until reinforcements
arrive.
Cast: Robert Armstrong, Lyle Talbot,
Fifi D'Orsay, Anne Nagel, Donald Meek,
Stanley Fields, Maurice Black, Leonid
Snegoff, "Man Mountain" Dean.
Producer, Robert E. Welsh; Director,
Hamilton McFadden; Author, George Waggner; Screenplay, George Waggner and
Carl Harbaugh; Cameraman, Ira Morgan;
Editor, Finn Ulbach.
Direction, Good
Photography, Good.

62 mins.

NOVEL
GOOD

AND INTERESTING EXPEDITIONARY FILM OF ECUADOR JUNGLE.
EXPLOITATION NUMBER.

This is the type of jungle film that can
be ballyhooed plenty with intelligent handling. It tells of a little known jungle
country in the heart of Ecuador in South
America. Andre Roosevelt and Cyril von
Baumann are the explorer-adventurers, who
visit the jungle ostensibly to search for the
American aviator who disappeared there
some time ago and has never been heard
of since. The film is principally interesting for the very natural handling of the
jungle stuff, showing the explorers with
a white guide pushing their way far into
the interior and up over dangerous mountains to the wild interior. There they encounter some friendly native Indians, and
| later a more surly tribe who make them
| prisoners. They hit upon the idea of
using chemicals to make a big basin of
water boil and then break into flames to
i impress their captives with the idea that
i they are super-men. The trick works, and
they depart in peace unharmed to return
to outer civilization. There is a thread
of a story involving the natives, but this
is incidental to the unusual jungle scenes
and the novel experiences of the adventurers. With suitable exploitation, this one
will stand up okay in the neighborhood
spots, and the youngsters especially should
go for it, as the adventure element is emphasized throughout.
Natives throughout
constitute
the cast.
Screenplay, Joseph L. Stein; Narration
and Dialogue,
Georgia
Carneal;
Narrated
by Basil Ruysdael; Editor, Ann McKmght;
Cameraman,

Andre Roosevelt.

Allied Conference Will
Wilkinson Coming to Set
Consider Divorce Bills Strict Theater Curfew
U. S. Distrib. on Three
Law Sought in Detroit
Allied's EastBoston — Program ofce, to be held
ern Regional Conferen
at the Hotel Garde, New Haven, on
April 5, according to Prexy Nate
Yamins, calls for discussion of the
theater divorce and copyright legislation, delayed buying, the Milwaukee convention, dues and the insurance plan.

"Beethoven" Opens Tuesday

"Beethoven
Concerto," a picture
about two young violin prodigies in
the Soviet Union, released by Amjkino, will open Tuesday at the CaSome of Beethoven's
'meo Theater.
I music is included in the score, largely written by A. Dunayevsky, the
Soviet Gershwin.

Technicolor Defense Rests
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Technicolor rested its
defense in the Tri-Color suit yesterday after calling William S.
Drew, a draughtsman who prepared
drawings 22 years ago for the
Charles F. Jones camera. Federal
Judge James will see a short made
.in Tri-Color at Grauman's Chinese
Theater Sunday.

Detroit — Police Commissioner
Heinrich Pickert has presented a
new theater curfew ordinance to
the Council. A special hearing will
be held shortly. Under the proposed
law, children under 12 will not be
allowed in theaters after 7 p.m., and
children under 16 after 10 p.m., unless accompanied by parents or guardians. Those under 21 would be
barred from theaters between 2 and
6 a.m. Children also would be
barred between 8 a.m. and 1 p.m.
on school days, and such notices
would have to be shown on all theater screens every three hours.
Another provision is designed to
eliminate minors under 17 as theater employes, stage appearances included, while a rider broadens the
censorship power by allowing banning of "any exhibition likely to corrupt the morals of youth".
Theater opposition is being mustered.

T TO HAVE 12 PIX
IN HIGH COST GLASS
(Continued from Page

1)

and under way, and adding that four
more will go into work next week,
Rogers said yesterday that beginning March 27, the production department will be able to release one
feature a week, the goal sought since
the New Universal's inaugural.
Rogers, with Mrs. Rogers and his
exec, secretary, William Pierce,
leaves for the Coast today. William
Lundigan, Syracuse radio announcer
just signed by "U", joins the party
in Syracuse.

Studio Contract List of
849 Players Sets Record
(Continued from Page 1)

alone are on Paramount's contract
list, a record number for the past
five years, according to William LeBaron, managing director of production.
Para, will turn out some 80 features during the fiscal 12-month season— one for every actor and actress
on the studio roster. Six pictures
are being filmed at this time, with
seven more to start before the end
of the month. In addition to these,
seven are now being edited for release.

Kuykendall to Plan Next
10- Point Move in New York
(Continued from Page 1)

closed Thursday authorized the organization's Executive Committee
resume negotiations or adopt someto
other course. Kuykendall leaves
Miami tomorrow for his home at Columbus, Miss.
By the time he visits New York,
he is expected to have appointed the
committee created by the convention
to devise ways of coping with the
radio
stars. appearance of motion picture

London (By Cable) — C. Norman
Wilkinson, director and sales manager of National Provincial Film Move to Extend Censorship
Distributors, arrives in New York
to Radio Ads. Non-Partisan
before March 30th to negotiate
(Continued from Page 1)
American distribution for "The Mill
on the Floss", "Mr. Stringfellow zie, Republican, of Allegany County,
Says 'No' " and "Dreams Come True". introduced a companion measure to
Cost of these three films is said to the Senate bill of Senator William
have exceeded $1,000,000.
J. Murray, Democrat, of New York.
Procedure strengthens the chances
of passage.

Col. Freiday Quits Bank
Post, Gives Time to U. Golf Tourney Brings
M.P.T.O.A. Meet to End
East Orange, N. J.— Col. William

Freiday of Universal Pictures Corp.
has announced his resignation as
Coral Gables, Fla. — Carding a net
president of the Orange Valley of 70, gross 88, Dan D. Halpin, viceBank. Colonel Freiday said pressure president and general sales manof film business will necessitate his
ager of Dictograph Products Co., annexed one of the major trophies in
spending a greater part of his time
in Hollywood.
the M.P.T.O.A. annual golf tournament held here yesterday over the
course of the Miami-Biltmore Golf
Exchange Union Meeting
New Haven — Another local ex- and Country Club. Thirty-five players participated in the tourney.
change employees'
organization meeting
will be union
held at
Trades Tourney wound up organization's 4Council Hali Monday.
day convention program.

THE

m

WIS. DIVORCE BILL
CHANGES HELD SLIM
{Continued from Page

1)

part attributed to statements contained in a bulletin of the Independent Theaters Protective Association
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan
which reached the attention of the
committee at its recent hearing.
Bulletin, sent to the Association's
members, said, among other things,
"We have come to the realization
that we cannot ask special favors
from law-makers without at least
expressing ardent appreciation. In
a few instances, we have had to cut
some funny corners and some queer
capers, but such is the way of flesh".

Neb. 10 P. C. Levy Bills
Hearing Called March 23

-c&<
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4 "£MU" fun* "Ms

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
Casting assignments: First National— Margaret Lindsay, Ricardo
JVJINO MARTINI, Met. opera tenor,
returns to the screen this sum- Cortez, John Litel, "Angle Shooter";
mer under the auspices of RKO Radio Bonita Granville, "Call It a Day";
Grant Mitchell (as Clemenceau),
in "Born to Sing." Jesse Lasky will
produce the new musical, the script "Story of Emile Zola"; RKO— Ada
of which is being prepared by James Leonard, "Missus America"; UniEdward Grant and Maxwell Shane.
versal— Ralph Morgan, Herbert CorT
T
T
thell, "The Cop"; Columbia — Nana
Bryant,
Paul Harvey, John Wray,
Our Passing Show: Harry Ruby,
"The
Devil
is Driving"; Katherine
Sid Silvers, Jack Pierce, Benny Baker and Eddie Rubin, dyed-in-the- Sheldon, Donald Kirk, "Venus Makes
wool fans, travelling to Ontario to Trouble"; Crawford Weaver, Ruth
see the Los Angeles and Ontario Milliard. "Honeymoon Pilot"; Repubclubs in action.
lic— Alan Baxter, "Gangs of New
York"; Grand National — Claudia
Paul Malvern is in the High Sier- Dell, "Boots Tof Destiny".
T
▼
ras, selecting locations for the next
Mitchell Leichter, Vice President
Trem Carr production starring John of Advance Pictures, Inc., has signed
Wayne, "I Cover The War". Shoot- Ralph Graves for his series of 1937ing starts next week, with Arthur 38 action features.
Lubin directing.
T
▼
▼
Sol Lesser, president of Principal
With two "Merrie Melodies" and a Productions, has assigned Edward
"Looney Tune" going into produc- Gross as associate producer on
tion, Leon Schlesinger has started "Make a Wish," Bobby Breen's next
work on his product for next sea- starring vehicle for RKO Radio reson.
lease, which goes into production
t

▼

▼

Lincoln, Neb. — Hearing date for
Nebraska's two 10 per cent bills (10
per cent of the box office take and
10 per cent of the gross film rental,
both earmarked for relief) will be
Tuesday, according to Senator Bill
Haycock, Callaway showman, who is
T
T
T
chairman of the committee on revenue.
Robert
Montgomery
will be starThe bills were fathered in the
red by M-G-M in "Wedding Dress,"
unicameral by Senator Tracy Frost, an original
story for the screen by
a St. Paul farmer.
Helen Grace Carlisle.
Senator John Comstock's bill
which seeks to place an annual $1,000 license fee on each distributor, Depositions May be Taken
Here in 8 Momand Actions
will come up later. It also provides
that it shall be illegal for one exhib
to be overbought to the detriment
of another.
Boston — It is being contemplated
to take depositions in New York and
possibly other places in the eight
Illinois Legislature
Sherman anti-trust cases brought by
m Bills Loretta L. Momand, operator of a
Burdened With
theater in Shawnee, Oklahoma,
major distributors accordChicago — Many bills concerning against
ing to attorney for the plaintiff,
the film industry have been intro- George S. Ryan of Boston.
duced in the present session of the
No decision as yet has been given
Illinois legislature. Senator J. J.
Meyers leads with two, one covering by Judge Brewster as the result of
censorship, the other registration of a hearing held in Federal District
projectionists with the State De- Court last week. At that hearing,
partment of Education. Senator the major distributors made the moTuttle wants a two per cent tax on
tion that the court declined to take
theater gross receipts. His bill ad- jurisdiction on the ground that it
vocates a 30-hour week. Represen- could be more conveniently tried in
tative Peter Granta's bill asks a some other district. An important
state censorship board. Representa- question to be decided is whether
tive Kewin introduced a bill regu- the court has the discretion to delating billboards and other outdoor
cline jurisdiction. Affidavits and
advertising. Member McGrath asks briefs have been filed by both sides.
a tax on theater vending machines.
Representative Degrazio advocates
that lotteries be made lawful. Member McSweeney demands an atten- Booth Legislation Will
dant for every rest room, and RepBe Sought in Michigan
resentative Holton asks a 30-hour
week.

t

t

▼

recting.
April 15, with Kurt Neumann
T

T

di-

T

Victor Moore, RKO comedian, has
had his option extended.

"Bobby" Robertson Dies
On the Way to Hospital
Seattle, Wash. — Harry Clark
(Bobby) Robertson, 65, widely
known West Coast showman, died
here while en route to the hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Mae Robertson, was
with him when he was stricken. Born
in Hopkins, Mo., he was a graduate of
the Oregon Law school. For 15
years he was secretary to former
Sen. John H. Mitchell of Oregon.
He was general manager for Sullivan & Considine vaudeville circuit
for 13 years and was for 11 years
secretary and office manager for
Jensen Von Herberg. He also was
associated with the Fox- West Coast
Theaters. Besides his widow, three
brothers survive.

Film Carrying Charges
Rise 15 P. C. in Detroit
Detroit — Fifteen per cent increase
in film carrying charges in Detroit
was announced this week by Cinema
Service shares
and Exhibitors'
Service,
which
the local business.
Claim
is
made
that
Detroit
rates
city.
still remain the lowest for any large

Detroit — A meeting was held in
Lansing this week, attended by
about 35 delegates from all locals
Cocalis Enterprises is erecting a of the I. A. T. S. E. in Michigan.
Morris Joins Crown Circuit
new 1500-seat house at Hudson, N. Number one topic of the evening
was
a
move
to
secure
state
legislaFairhaven, Mass. — Paul Morris,
Y., the circuit's head, S. D. Cocalis,
announced yesterday. William I.
tion providing better sanitary and former manager of the Keith's TheHohauser is the architect. The name ventilating conditions in the booths,
ater here has been appointed disin the older type of
of the new theater has not yet been particularly
trict manager for the Crown Thehouses.
ater Circuit.
selected.

Cocalis Builds at Hudson

MONOGRAM OFFICERS,
EXCHANGES LISTED
{Continued from Page

1)

Walter Greene, west coast publicity
director. The fifth director of the
company will be Scott R. Dunlap.
Monogram will establish its own
exchanges in New York, Philadelphia and Washington. Its other exchanges include Royal Pictures of
Pittsburgh; Monogram Pictures,
Inc., Detroit; Southern Film Exchanges, Selected Pictures Co., Midwest Film Co., Monogram Pictures
Co., Oklahoma; Pictures Corp.,
Omaha ; Intermountain Pictures,
Monogram Film Exchanges, Buffalo;
Amity Film Exchange, Southern
Film Exchanges, Inc., Monogram
Pictures of California. All these ex- '
changes have bought and paid for
varying amounts of stock of the
company.
Johnston receives 37,299 shares of
stock in consideration of the acquisition bythe new company of the
stock of the old Monogram Pictures
Corp. In addition Johnston had purchased for cash at $3 a share a total of $53,250 worth of stock.
Out of the total 350,000 shares
of stock to be offered to the public
at $3.75 a share, Sisto & Co., will receive an underwriting commission
of 75 cents a share amounting to
Rosenblatt & Jaffee are counsel
$262,500.
for
the new company.
Registration certificate was filed
yesterday in Washington. .

Saenger Writ Restrains

Columbia

on "Theodora"

New Orleans — Following United
Theaters' lead, Saenger Theaters today had procured a temporary order
restraining Columbia from delivering "Theodora" to any but Saenger
houses in 17 territory towns. Hearing for the preliminary injunction
is set for March 25th. The petition,
similar to United's, alleges Saenger
contracted selectively for Columbia
product, including one Irene Dunne
which is undelivered and charges
sale of "Theodora" elsewhere would
injure plaintiff.
« Cities in which Columbia is temporarily restrained are: Alexandria,
Baton Rouge, Shreveport, Monroe,
La.; Clarksdale, Biloxi, Gulf port,
Greenville, Greenwood, Hattiesburg,
Jackson, Meridian, Vicksburg, Natchez, Miss.; Pensacola, Fla.; Texarkana, Ark.; Mobile, Ala.
Saenger did not buy Columbia for
New Orleans which is basis of the
United suit.

More "Horizon" Dates

Four more roadshow dates have
been setzon".for
Columbia's
HoriThe Frank
Capra "Lost
production
will open in Pittsburgh tomorrow
at the Nixon Theater; in Atlanta,
March 29 at the Rialto Theater; in
Hartford, March 31 at the Bushnell
Memorial Theater; and in Seattle,
April 8 at the Metropolitan Theater.
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L/F>4 Control Changes/ Nazis Set Up New

Film

^TEN

CENTS

Trust

GB READY TO PRESSjTS. EXCHANGT SET-UP
J_jl.^

Warners to Make
10 Films Already on Schedule,
As Many More
Planned

20 Productions at Teddington Plant
Rubbing It In

Blair, Neb. — Best Bank Night laugh in Nebraska has a local setting. One local
exhib using Bank Night also runs a cafe and liquor store. Rival cafe operator held the

lucky ticket at the exhib's theater and used
London — Warners Teddington
for his cafe.
studio schedule for the year calls
for 20 productions. Recently augmented facilities make it possible
for the plant to have two productions in work simultaneously. Ten
•films have already been listed and
an enlarged scenario department is
working on 10 more.
Further production plans will
probably be made when president Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
H. M. Warner, now on a European
Washington — Abram F. Myers,
trip, arrives in England to confer Allied president, on Saturday placed
(Continued on Page 4)
himself on record as a supporter of
Rep. Samuel Hobbs' House resolution calling for a complete investigation of the entire motion picture
industry. Said Myers: "I think such
an inquiry would be very healthy at
this time. I am heartily in favor

the proceeds to invest in a new neon sign

System Will Enable Handling
Of Other British
Product
As a more or less direct result of
the Ostrer- Woolf-GFD deal, G-B is
preparing to go ahead with the projected plan to set up its own exchanges in this country shortly,
The
Film
Daily is advised. That
arysuch a plan was under consideration
just became known in early Janu-

MYERS FAVORS MOVE '36 PATHE EARNINGS
FOR FILM INQUIRY
Establishment of its own exchange
TO APPROXIMATE '35 system
will enable G-B to handle
Due to a large and final writeoff distribution
here of considerable

PEZET FORMING NEW
MEX. PRODUCING GO.

(Continued on Page 4)

By MARCO-AURELIO-C-ALINDO
Film Daily Staff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F. — Juan Pezet, of Distribuidora Mexicans de Peliculas, is
completing organization of a new
.producing company, Productora y
Distribuidora Cinematografica Excelsior, which will, he announces, make
four features this year. Pezet plans
(Continued on Page 4)

Duffy Hopeful of Early
Copyright Bill Hearing
'.Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Encouraged by M. P.
j T. O. A. approval of his measure,
'voted at the Coral Gables convention, Senator F. Ryan Duffy, sponsor
jof the pending copyright bill, told
The Film Daily Saturday that he
"hoped to(Continued
get action
by 11)the Senate
on Page

Brazil Gets More U. S. Films
Rio de Janiero — Ninety-six more
American films were imported into
Brazil during 1936 than the previous
year, according to the records of the
Federal Department of Propaganda.
Total of U. S. films was 1,445. Number of films submitted for Brazilian
censorship was 2,235. Only four were
rejected.

THE WEEE

IN

REVIEW

M.P.T.O.A. Holds Spotlight— GB-GFD Deal Okayed
By GEORGE

H. MORRIS

FOREIGN

DOMESTIC
Opening at Coral Gables, Florida,
last Tuesday, M.P.T.O.A. 17th Annual Convention virtually monopolized industry's spotlight. Threeday conclave brought together exhibitor members from every section
of the country, plus a galaxy of

Parade of news from overseas
began with a cable Monday from
London containing announcement by
Isidore Ostrer that Gaumont British
debenture holders had given full approval to the recent GB agreement
C. M. Woolf's General Film
onwith
Page 12)

(Continued

Hugenberg Interests Sell UFA Control,
Link Deal With Nazi Film Trust Plan
Berlin (By Cable)— Control of
UFA, now held by Dr. Alfred Hugenberg, German industrialist and former leader of the extinct NationalMiami Beach — While the schedist Party, has passed to an anonymous financial group headed by the
uled meetings of Paramount theater
partners formally closed with a Deutsche Bank und Disonto-Gesellbanquet of 160 at the Roney Plaza schaft, with the actual take-over ex-

Para. Operators Remain
In Fla. for More Meets

(Continued on Page 4)

_ :a

of the Pathe Film Corp. investment
in First Division Pictures, which
was absorbed by Grand National,
the company's earnings for the year
1936 will average about the same
as the 1935 earnings of $210,000.
Otherwise Pathe would have shown
a substantial earning increase over
theadvised.
previous year The Film Daily
is

(Continued on Page 11)

other

British

product.

HAYS TO BE SPEAKER
AT ZUKOR'S DINNER
Will H. Hays will be one of the
speakers at the Adolph Zukor testimonial dinner at the WaldorfAstoria a week from tonight, it
was announced Saturday by William
Brandt,
in charge.chairman of the committee
The committee in charge of entertainment, embracing Louis K.
Sidney, Loew's; Harry Kalcheim,
Paramount;
Bill Howard, RKO, and
(Continued on Page 11)

New Film-Star-on-Radio
Protest Made by Ohio ITO
Columbus, O. — A new exhibitor
protest against radio appearances of
screen stars was contained in a telegram sent Saturday by P. J. Wood,
secretary of the ITO of Ohio, to
(Continued on Page 11)

S. U. Drops "Competition"

Syracuse — Tactful "missionary work"
on
the part of
the local with
Loew's
State
management
is credited
inducing
Syracuse University to cancel its
"Naughty Marietta" film booking at the
Civic, University-operated downtowner.
State was motivated by the fact that
it has "Maytime" with the same stars
due.
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F INANCIAL

Maid of Salem
(Paramount) — 3rd week
Nancy Steele Is Missing — 3rd week
Ready, Willing and Able
(Warner Bros.) — 2nd week
Maytime
( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
When's Your
Birthday?
(RKO
Radio)
Breezing
Home
(Universal
Pictures)
Her Husband Lies (Paramount)
Sea Devils
(RKO
Radio)
Navy Spy (Grand National)
The
Great
O'Malley
(Warner
Bros.)
(a-b)
Her Husband's
Secretary
(First Nat'l)
(a)

♦ TWO-A-DAY

Net
High
Low
Close
Chge.
Am.
Seat
255/g
255/8
255/8 —
Vs
Columbia Picts. vtc. 34
34
34
Columbia
Picts. pfd. 42
42
42
Con.
Fm. Ind
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd.. 16y8
16'/8
16i/8 —
1/4
East. Kodak
160'/2 159
159
do pfd

Gen.

Th.

Eq

Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd..
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th
Century-Fox
.
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd..
Warner Bros
do pfd
NEW
YORK

30'/8

30V8

30V8 + W&

77i/2

77i/4

77J4 +

%

24>/8

23%

24'/8 +

V4

2iy8
SVz
8i/4
38y4

213/8
8%
8'/8
37%

21% —
8!/2
8i/4
373/4 —

1/4

14%

14%

14%

BOND

98

98

98

Loew
Par.
Par.
RKO

98
743^

98
74%

98
74%

+

y4

6s39
.... 95
95
95
—
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand
National
....
3
3
3
Sonotone
Corp
1%
1%
1%
Technicolor
21 '/2 21 Vz
21 '/2 —
Trans-Lux
4%
43,4
4%

'/2

55..
55

Warner's

♦ FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

PICTURES

Razumov
(Garrison
Film Co.) — 2nd week
Tsar to Lenin
(Lenauer
Internat'l) — 3rd week
The Golem
(Metropolis)
South of the Highway
(Scand. Talking
Films) — 2nd

♦ FUTURE

♦
Cameo
Filmarte
55th St. Playhouse
Cinema
de Paris

week

OPENINGS

♦

Beethoven Concerto
(Amkino) — March 23
Waikiki
Wedding
(Paramount) — March
24...
Silent Barriers (GB Pictures) — March 25 (d)
Top of the Town
(Universal) — March 26
Seventh Heaven
(20th Century-Fox) — March 25
Amphytrion
(French
film) — March
25
The King and the Chorus Girl (Warner Bros.) — March 27
History Is Made at Night (United Artists)— March 27
I Promise
to Pay (Columbia
Pictures) — March
27
Campodi
Maggio
(Nuovo
Mondo) — March
27
Elephant
Boy (United
Artists)
<c)
Kimiki
(Lenauer
International)
(c)
Barber of Seville (Franco-American) — (a-c)
Monte Carlo (Franco-American)
(a-c)
Dual bill,

(b)

Subsequent run.

(c)

Cameo
Paramount
Criterion
Roxy
Music Hall
Belmont
Strand
Rivoli
Central
Broadway
Rialto
Filmarte
Cinema de Paris
Cinema de Paris

Follows current bill,

(d)

Two-a-day

run.

Conn. Allied to Elect
United Artists, Laemmle, Jr.
New Officers Tomorrow
Talk a Releasing Deal
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — United Artists is
dickering with Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
for the relea'se of the pictures he is
planning to produce, it is reliably
reported here.
The deal, if it goes through, is
not expected to be consummated for
about 10 days or two weeks, however.

New Haven — Allied Theaters of
Connecticut will elect officers at a
luncheon-meeting at the Hotel
Garde, 1:30 P.M., tomorrow, Mar.
23. Legislation will also be discussed, and arrangements will be
made for the Eastern Regional Conference of Allied, scheduled for the
Garde Hotel here on Apr. 5. Harry
ing.
L. Lavietes will preside at the meet-

There is much other opposition
to the plan, presaging lively hearings. The plan provides for acquisition of the theater by 20th Century-Fox, which would pay in $650,000 cash.

Charles Heywood Dead

Newark — Charles Heywood, 89,
actor, singer and female impersonator of the last century, is dead
here.
Heywood'sForreal
nameduring
was
Frank Haffner.
a time
his long stage career he operated
a theater here. Survivors include
a niece, Mrs. H. V. Bernhardy of
Maplewood.

When Walter Wanger makes
it we can expect something
outstanding.
He is aware
box-office value.
-

y8

Coming

BEATON

Hollywood

Spectator

and Going

CLARENCE BUDINGTON KELLAND is motoring to New Yoik after conferring on the coast
with Edward L. Alperson, president of Grand
National about filming his story "Face the

22
Bernice
Claire
Joseph
Schildkraut

EDWARD ALPERSON will remain in HollyFacts." wood until April 1 to approve casting for GN
pictures scheduled to start in April and May.
GEO. W. WEEKS, GB general sales manager,
returns to his desk today after a sojourn at
Miami Beach where he attended the M.P.T.O.A.
convention.

BUDDY MARCUS and HALSEY RAINES are
due back at Loew GHQ today, the former from
Bermuda,
the latter from Florida.
CONSTANCE

CUMMINGS,

her husband, BENN

W. LEVY, and other members of the "Young
Madame Conti" company from the Savoy Theater, London, arrive today on the Queen Mary.
WILLIAM K. HOWARD, film producer, and
LOUIS BOVELL, screen actor, are also arriving
aboard
the Queen
Mary.
KETTI GALLIAN has
and is stopping at the
NAT KARSON, artist
New York over the
accompanied
by Mrs.

WALTER

WANGER

,,«■««/,

CHARLES BOYER
„f) JEAN ARTHUR u

arrived from Hollywood
Savoy-Plaza.
and scenic designer, left
week-end for Chicago,
Karson.

RUSSELL PATTERSON arrives in Hollywood
today from New York.
EUGENE FRENKE arrives today on the Queen
Mary from England where he set a production
deal.

mnDEfn

LEO

CARILL0

■ COLIN

clive

$„.,<,.> «„ FRANK BOBZ»Ct0..v../ ■'•■*
Retcoscd

of

WELFORD

U. A.-Laemmle, Jr., negotiations
Wilmington. — National Pictures
on the West Coast involve the ques- Corp. increased its capital at Dover
tion of how much financing the from $100,000 to $1,000,000. Corporation Fiscal Company, Inc., is
former shall do, it was understood
in New York yesterday.
agent for concern.

MONTE PROSER arrived in New York from
the coast over the week-end to gather story
material for Walter Wanger's "Fifty-Second
Street"
and scout for talent.

Henry Hobart
Carmelita
Geraghty

♦
Astor
Globe

KEITH FALKNER, British singer and film
actor, arrives in New York today on the Queen
Mary to appear in pictures for Warner Bros.First National immediately following a scheduled concert tour here.

MARCH

RUNS

Hearing on the fairness of the
Roxy reorganization plan is slated
to get under way today before
Special Master Addison S. Pratt in
Federal Court with determination
of whether the company is insolvent
or not, one of the chief matters to
be settled. If it is found that the
Roxy Corp. is not insolvent, the reorganization plan would be automatically thrown out. Federal Judge
Caffey, who has jurisdiction over
the Roxy reorganization, has stated
that he might call in the S.E.C. to
determine
an equity. whether stockholders had

NPC Increases Capital

MARKET

Keith A-0 6s 46....
6s 41ww
B'way
3s
Picts. 6s
6s41

>/2

Paramount
Rivoli
Strand
Capitol
Music
Hall
Roxy
Criterion
Rialto
Central
Palace
Palace

The Good
Earth (M-G-M)— 8th week
Lost Horizon
(Columbia) — 3rd week

(a)

{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

SI
Theater

Hearing on Fairness of
Roxy Plan Starts Today

thru
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MYERS FAVORS MOVE
FOR FILM INQUIRY
{Continued from Page

20 PIX SCHEDULED
BY WB ENG. STUDK
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

of it, so we may see just what the
situation is."
Hobbs, whose resolution has been
referred to the House Committee on
Rules, said he acted following receipt of "many complaints from
various indie exhibs and producers"
that the anti-trust laws were being
violated.
The resolution provides that Committee on Judiciary be empowered
and directed to make sweeping and
thorough investigation of organization, financing, and practices of motion picture industry in the United
States and to particularly report on
the MPPDA.

Pezet Is Forming New
Mexican Producing Firm
(Continued from Page 1)

to send the first before the cameras
in April and at present is negotiating with two directors.
Felipe Mier, former general manager of the Warner Bros.-First National Mexican exchange, is preparing to make four pictures in 1937
on a continued production basis.
Last year he launched "El Tesoro de
Pancho Villa" ("Pancho Villa's
Treasure") and "Celos" ("Jealousy"), latter starring Fernando
Soler, and generally regarded here
as one of the most pretentious pictures produced here. Mier expects
to start work on his next picture
in May.
Raphael J. Sevilla has finished the
rough editing of his "La Gran Cruz"
("His Own Cross"), written by and
starring blind Joaquin Busquets,
with Elena d'Orgaz in top feminine
spot.
George P. Ballard, former manager of the Paramount exchange at
Berlin, Germany, has arrived to take
over the duties of manager of the
Paramount Mexican offices, a post
left unoccupied for the last few
months. Ballard's predecessor, Arthur L. Pratchett, was appointed
general
managerbranches.
of Paramount's
Latin-American

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
Director Richard Thorpe, who used
300 English extras in a London carnival!
sequence, had to threaten to throw 50
of them off the set if they didn't stop
quarrelling over the former King Edward
VIII.
i
—DAVE
EPSTEIN.
I

T
•

T

T

•

• MAKE THE product to please and aid the Exhibitor
that might well be an apt slogan suitable for adoption
by the studios .
for it reflects the New Attitude that now
pervades studio conferences on coming productions
we
are herewith relaying the reactions of Monroe Greenthal, advertising chief of United Artists, who sat in on several important coast conferences where this spirit of "the exhibitor be
pleased" was the dominant note
T
T
T
• • • IN ALL the years that he has attended production
conferences, says Mister Greenthal, he has never seen exhibitor
opinions given more consideration
selection of titles
eventually simmers down to one point
"How will this
title go with the circuit buyers, large and small?"
for
example, in the case of Goldwyn's forthcoming production,
tentatively titled "The Woman Touch," it was discarded as too
arty, and the socko B.O. title of "Woman Chases Man" selected
instead
in another instance, the execs went to a lot of
trouble and expense to add a fourth big name to a cast, although the original three stars were amply able to carry the
picture
amazing
at last
the in
studio
lads areover
awake to it's
the really
fact that
the Exhibitor
Stake
the
product is the dominant issue
for if the exhib collects
on the bookings, so do we all

T

T

T

• • • THE VERY substantial contribution of John D.
Clark, General Sales Manager of 20th Century-Fox, to the excellent showing of the company's 1936 earnings
more
than doubling the 1935 earnings
was formally recognized in the statement by President Sidney R. Kent when he
pointed out that new sales records had been established
T
T
T
• 9 • A VERY elaborate campaign has been put in
back of the opening of Warner's "The King and the Chorus
Girl" at the Broadway Strand
based on the film debut
of Fernand Gravet, the French star
one campaign item
was the distribution of 100,000 sets of three autographed stills
of the star from door to door in the better Manhattan residential
sections
each of the series of photographs carries an
imprint on the reverse side, with a biog of Gravet and a teaser
catchline
the same apartments were thus covered three
times with stills plugging the picture, star, and theater
T
T
T
• • • THERE IS no picture enterprise large or small
that ever started more auspiciously than the New Monogram
with President W. Ray Johnston announcing his full
roster of officers
mostly individuals who have been identified with him for years
a seasoned, experienced, capable and loyal bunch that cannot be topped for these combined
qualities in any organization in the biz
add to that a
powerful franchise exchange set-up
all backed by strong
financing
AND above all, towering in back as a solid
guarantee of company success is a Gibraltar of exhibitor goodwill numbering thousands of theater men who have dealt with
Ray Johnston for years
and every one of 'em will go
to the mat to fight for Ray as a square-shooter who has always played fair and given them a chance to make money on
his company's product
that goodwill, friends, is a Priceless thing
Ray Johnston possesses it in overabundance
he and Monogram Can't Miss because of it
T
T
T
• •
• RESULTS
of the exhibitor golf tournament
at
Miami
Mitchell Wolf son, low gross
Dan Halpin,
low net
John C. Flinn, second low
M. E. Kernbluth, first draw in blind bogey
other bogey winners,
T. S. Barnes, Atlanta
G. A. Tabackman, New Haven
K. H. Hovey, Rivertown
I. W. Rogers, Cairo,
111
F. B. Ostman, Camden, Wis
George Dembow,
W. A. Scully, Dave Palfreyman, Charles Casanave, K. C. Stengal, J. Vergesslich

«

«

«

»

»

»

with Irving Asher, production ex(
cutive at Teddington.
The ten scheduled are:
"Sand In The Sugar," starrin. i
Sir Seymour Hicks; "Have Yo
Come For Me," starring Claud
Hulbert and Glenda Farrell; "Th
Man Who Made Diamonds"; Claud
Hulbert in "The Channel Swimmer,
and another untitled comedy; Ma:
Miller, British variety entertainei
in two comedies; and Keith Falkne
who arrives in New York today oi
the Queen Mary before leaving fo
Hollywood, is scheduled to mak
two more musicals besides his lates
"Mayfair Melody."

Para. Operators Remain
In Fla. for More Meet:
(Continued from Page 1)

Saturday night, operators of som< |
of the larger units are remaining
over until Wednesday for furthe)
discussions. Adolph Zukor, Y. Fran!
Freeman and Barney Balaban an
among the executives to stay over
Others in the New York contingem
returned by plane yesterday. Zukoi
entertained with a cocktail party at
the Roney Plaza Saturday afternoon

JTGA Memorial Services

Annual Memorial Services were
held by the Jewish Theatrical Guile
of America yesterday afternoon at
the Congregation Shaare Zedek, 212
West 93rd Street.

DATE
MarchCarlton
25: Annual
Hotel.

BOOK
meeting

show. Variety Club
Marchbenefit
27: Dallas

of

Ascap,

Ritz-

Police-Firemen's

March 29: Allied States Association Eastern
Regional Conference, Hotel Garde, Nev
New
Haven,
Conn.
March 29: Adolph Zukor testimonial dinner
the Waldorf-Astoria,
7:30 P. M.
April and9: entertainment,
Press Photographers'
Hotel Association
Commodore. dance
April 9:

Universal Club

dance

and

amateur

show,
the American
Women's
Clubhouse.
April 10: Chicago Amusement Publicists Association dinner dance.
Hotel Sherman.
April 17-18: National Variety Club
tion, Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha.

conven-

April 19: Testimonial dinner for Edward Moss
at the Bellevue Stratford, Philadelphia.
May annual
3-7: national
Premium premium
Advertising
Association's
exposition,
Palmer
House, Chicago.
May 1 :

Ampa dinner dance at the New Yorker.

Apriland
2: entertainment,
Boston M. P. Hotel
Salesmen's
Club dance
Bradford.
May waukee.
12-14:

Allied National Convention, Mil-

June 7: American Federation of Musicians
convention,
Hotel
Kentucky,
Louisville.
June- 21-24: National Conference on Visual
Education and Film Exhibition, Chicago.

A.

GREAT INS1ARS
"one of the most delightful pieces of entertainment of
the season ... a box-office
wherever it plays"
HOLLYWOOD sensation
REPORTER
"charming cameo of delightful
. certain box-office"
DAILYentertainment.
VARIETY
"quality production from title to fadeout . . . graceful
t delight"
entertainmen
BOX-OFFICE
"quaint and charming picture FILM
. . .DAILY
ladies will love it . . . and men"

KATHARINE

["HER FINEST SINCE 'LITTLE WOMEN'"
— M. P. DAILY

WITH
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<>as the flirtatious

CORA WITHERSPOON
. . "stands out in a well-defined characterization" — Variety Daily

ed by
N I r Y Q 1^ S

PANDROS.BERMAN
PRODUCTION

II

sergeant, proves a comedy treat" — Variety Daily

PICTURES
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THIS STELLAR CAST —

rH

1

DH I II ! En n ..»,s magmficenf..

no m°re intelligent acting has ever been seen" — Hollywood Reporter

ESTELLE WINWOOD
. . "proves o scene-stealer in each appearance" — Hollywood Reporter

FRANCHOT

M

\\\\M

["FLAWLESS AND PRAISEWORTHY"]
— HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

DAILY VARIETY..

"a first class production . . . Appealing in its quality, amusing in its
comedy treatment and dialog, excellently acted and intelligently directed, it is a credit to all who had a
hand in its making ... The picture is produced with infinite care and admirable taste and is destined to

do a flattering cash register business."

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER . .

"It is inconceivable that 'Quality Street' will
be anything other than a box-office sensation wherever it plays . . . Only in a trade journal could it be
reported that the picture has honest belly laughs . . . Laughter mounts and continues to mount until the

audience is in gales of laughter."

FILM DAILY. .

"Charming picture from the Barrie play gives Hepburn a delightful comedy
role . . . Packed with delicious humor that rolls along with never a dull moment . . . 'Quality Street' should
do well everywhere— the ladies will love it, but it will also amuse the men."

M. P. DAILY. .

"completely captures the delicacy of Barrie's work . . . The situations build as
the action progresses, finally culminating in a degree of hilarity that will surprise . . . Credit for the mirth
is largely due to the direction of George Stevens, who maintains the atmosphere while driving home
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"Her Husband's
with Jean
Muir,
Beverly
Roberts,
Secretary"
Warren Hull

Warners
60 Mins.
ENTERTAINING VARIATION ON WIFE
VERSUS SECRETARY THEME CARRIES
POP APPEAL.
Some neat twists in the plot of boymeets-two-girls are given in this number.
Jean Muir is the secretary who marries
the son of a rich construction magnate
without knowing that he is anything but
the poor construction laborer he professes
to be. Taking over the father's business
on his death, the husband is all wrapped
up in his wife. Then she places her
best friend in her hubby's office as his
secretary. And the trouble begins. It is
cleverly worked up by gradual stages to the
point where the designing secretary has
the husband all enmeshed in her coils.
A business trip out of town with the
sec going along to attend to business details starts the fireworks. The wife follows, finds them in a cabin and assumes
the worst, with no proof that anything
wrong has taken place. But hubby comes
to his senses just as wifie is ready to quit.
This simple outline of the plot does not
reveal the many clever and intriguing
twists that are worked in to build the
emotional suspense. All three principals
turn in fine portrayals. The direction is
clever and deft throughout. This offering will please the average femme, especially the wives whose husbands happen
to have secretaries.
Cast: Jean Muir, Beverly Roberts, Warren Hull, Joseph Crehan, Clara Biandick,
Addison Richards, Harry Davenport, Gordon
Hart, Minerva Urecal, Pauline Garon, Stuart
Holmes.
Director, Frank McDonald; Author, Crane
Wilbur; Screenplay, Li IMe Hayward.
Direction, Very Good. Photography, Okay.

SHORTS
"Who's Who" No i

"Her
Husband Cortez,
Lies'Akim
Gail Patrick, Ricardo

with

Tamiroff, Tom Brown, Louis Calhern
Paramount
76 mins.
UNDERWORLD DRAMA WHOSE EXCITING CLIMAX, SWIFT PACE AND
ACTING WILL APPEAL TO ADULT
PATRONS.
There's punch aplenty in this well produced story of the sacrifice a top-flight
New York gambler, — a role skillfully and
smoothly played by Ricardo Cortez, — makes
to save his young brother from embracing
this same "profession." The latter, in the
person of Tom Brown, comes to Manhattan
from Seattle, to play for big time stakes,
having run the ten grand Cortez sent him
as a wedding gift, when he married June
Martel, to five times the original sum.
Brown does not know that his older brother
is the big shot in the entire racket, and
when he finds out this fact in the picture's
climax scenes, there is considerable excitement and drama. Cortez arranges to get
the city's ace gamblers to "clean'' the kid,
hoping that his loss of the entire $50,000
will cure him of his appetite for cards.
But the kid wins. The gamblers believe
Cortez has double-crossed them, and finally
he joins the game, but again his young
brother wins. In the desperate hope of
winning the final, huge pot, Cortez cheats
on the deal. This act puts him on the spot,
with the result that the gamblers' trigger
men kill him; but not until he has squared
himself with his young brother who is definitely cured of gambling and heads back to
Seattle and happiness with June Martel.
Gail Patrick, as Cortez' beautiful wife who
tries to make him go straight, has the feminine lead in this swiftly paced production,
and gives a rousing performance. Men and
women patrons will enjoy this film, as there
is high entertainment in it for both sexes.
Akim Tamiroff is excellent as the sinister,
rival gambler. So is Tom Brown. Besides
being well acted, the footage is capably
photographed by Leon Shamroy. Edward
Ludwig's direction is fine.
Cast: Gail Patrick, Ricardo Cortez, Akim
Tamiroff, Tom Brown, Louis Calhern, June
Martel, Dorothy Peterson, Ralf Harolde,
Adrian Morris, Ray Walker, Jack La Rue,
Bradley Page.

Who's Who Pictures 21 mins.
Personality Stuff
A very interesting compilation of
newsreel shots of front-page news
Producer, B. P. Schulberg; Director, Edevents that have occurred in recent
ward Ludwig; Author, Oliver H. P. Garrett;
years, each subject built up by clev- Screenplay, Wallace Smith, Eve Greene;
er editing into an entertaining story. Cameraman, Leon Shamroy; Editor, Robert
This is the first of a series which Bischoff.
will treat four prominent world figDirection, Fine. Photography, Capable.
ures in this manner. In this reel
the achievements are presented of
leaders in public life, science, sports way. Stanley Worth, young ballad
and arts. In the order named they singer, does a number accompanied
are Stanley Baldwin, the great Brit- by the Lopez ork. Then the Bosish diplomat; Albert Einstein, Helen well Sisters, singing "Heebie Jeebie
Wills and Will Rogers. The film Blues," put over with their usual
was directed by John M. Leman. snap. Then a tap star is brought
Music by Felix R. Mendelssohn. forth, Jack Blair, who crashed over
The commentator is Ben Grauer, in "New Faces." Finishes with
who does a very fine job and keeps Yasha Bunchuk and his Cossack
the subject matter always entertain- Choir. Nice diversity that scores.
ing by his lively comments.
England Prepares For the
Coronation
"The Star Reporter"
(Headliners No. 2)
Henry MastonInteresting
Productions
11 mins.
Paramount
9 mins.
In addition to its interesting and
Talent Display
Again Ted Husing poses as the timely contents, this short has an
Star Reporter, and shows why the advantage to exhibitors in that it
big names
are able to stay that can be shown as an individual sub-

Bill Cracks Down

with

Grant Withers, Beatrice Roberts,
Ranny Weeks
Republic
63 mins.
MECHANICAL STORY MOVES ALONG
WITHOUT INSPIRATION AND FAILS TO
IMPRESS.
This turns out to be a very dull hour of
screen entertainment, due principally to
the fact that the story material is dull and
flatly presented, and moves along without
any particular tempo or highlights to lift
it out of the conventional rut. It involves
a youth (Ranny Weeks) who is supposed
to inherit his father's steel mill. But the
dying father has placed in the will a proviso that the son must prove his worth by
working in the mill for one year. Meanwhile the foreman (Grant Withers) is to
manage the mill for that year, and then
decide at the end whether the boy is to
inherit the steel mill. Given such a loose
start, you can't expect the production to
develop anything much. It doesn't. This
Ranny Weeks shows nothing that warrants
putting him in the featured spot, just a
pleasant young fellow without any acting
ability that could be discovered in an
hour's workout. Grant Withers and the
girl attractions — Beatrice Roberts and Judith
Allen — worked conscientiously with parts
that did not ring very convincing. The
youth goes to work in the steel mill, falls
in love with the girl that the foreman
would like to marry, and the two men become further involved with another girl
mixing in. At the end when it is all
scrambled the foreman gets the girl,
rich lad the society girl who was after
in the first place, and all is happy as

unthe
him
the

hero and plant owner cuts his foremanmanager in for half the mill. Just like
that.
Cast: Grant Withers, Beatrice Roberts,
Ranny Weeks, Judith Allen, William Newell,
Pierre Watkin, Robert Williams, Georgia
Caine, Greta Meyer, Edgar Norton, Harry
Depp, Eugene King, Landers Stevens, Eddie
Anderson.
Producer, William Berke; Director, William Nigh; Authors, Owen Francis, Morgan
Cox; Screenplay, Dorrell McGowan, Stuart
McGowan;
Cameraman, William Nobles.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

ject, or used as an addenda to
newsreel footage. Not only do its
scenes show the British crown
jewels and the sundry magnificent
ceremonial objects to be used in the
forthcoming Coronation of George
VI and his Queen, but Henry Maston has incorporated much valuable
atmospheric material which serves
to inform, impress and entertain
audiences with the romantic and
historical aspects of the event. He
has also caught with the camera
that intangible air of expectancy
which pervades England at the
present time. The narration is uncommonly effective, the sequences
nicely paced, and at the finish of
this diverting short is an unusual
bit of camera work of the sun piercing the murk and mist of an English landscape. This concluding
scene is a symbol of the happy endto Britain's recent constitutional ingcrisis.

IGN

A

"DENARA E D'AMORE ("Money And
Love"), Italian dialogue film with English
sub-titles; a Capitani Film; produced by
Cines Studios; story by Luigi Bonelli and
Ivo Perilli; directed by Guido Brignone,
with Elsa Merlini, Amedeo Mazzari, Maurizio D'Ancora, Ermanno Roveri, et al, in
the cast. Presented at the Broadway Theater.
Without question this is the best allaround feature to come out of Italy in many
months. It is played by a highly skilled
cast. The photography is top-notch, and
so is the direction. It is fantastic with a
degree of probability; brims with drama,
sophisticated dialogue and contains copious
contrasting humor. English sub-titles will
enable American audiences to enjoy the
story which tells of a girl forced into a
distasteful marriage; her falling into a
trance after the ceremony, being pronounced
dead and relegated to a tomb. Her trance
terminates and she disappears, seeking
refuge finally with a lover whom, it is assumed she eventually weds.

"STANDCHUTZE BRUGGLER" ((Sharpshooter Bruggler"), German dialogue film
with English sub-titles; a Ufa Tonfilm production; directed by Werner Klingler, with
Ludwig Kerscher, Franziska Kinz, Rolf
Pinegger, et al, in the cast. Presented at
the 86th Street Garden Theater.
An exceptionally fine picture, magnificently photographed, whose sub-titles in
English make it thoroughly understandable.
The story deals with the experiences of a
young soldier who is wounded on patrol
duty in the Tyrol, and recuperates at the
castle of a baroness whose attitude toward
him appears far more than sisterly. But
he rejoins his regiment, is decorated for
bravery and devotes his life to the army.
Scenes in the fastnesses of the Alps, where
the campaign is waged during the World
War, are spectacular, thrilling and excessively beautiful.
"HOGUERAS EN LA NOCHE" ("Bonfires in the Night"), dialogue film in
Spanish; a Jose Balart production; directed
by Arturo Porchet, with Carmen Rodriguez,
Jose Lado, Jose Telmo, Carmencita Elios, et
al, in the cast. Presented at the Teatro
Cervantes.
Recently imported from Barcelona, this
melodrama, whose comedy is supplied by
Luis Villasiul, recounts the complications
arising from the return of Carmen Rodriguez' girlhood sweetheart, whose brother
she has married. The erstwhile lover makes
matters unpleasant by producing a sheaf
of incriminating letters written in the long
ago, but there is justice in the fates, for
cally.trouble maker is run over by a train.
the
Film is well acted and fairly good techni-

Equity Nominating Com.

New Equity nominating committee
which will pick the regular slate
of officers for election in May includes Josephine Hull, Ruth Hammond, Mathias Briggs, Lucile Watson, Jimmy Durante and Ernest
Truex. Re-nomination of Frank
Gillmore as president and Paul Dullzell as executive secretary is held
assured.
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Columbia Club Elects

NEWS

"Toots" Stark As Prexy

of the DAY

Lillian (Toots) Stark has been
elected President of the Columbia
Club of Columbia Pictures Corp.
Newport, R. I.— Ed Shea, house
She succeeds Leonard Picker who
did not run for re-election, and fol- manager of Shea's Paramount here,
lows in the footsteps of Jeanne has resigned his position. A farewell party was tendered him by asDressier, first prexy as the second
sociates. Harry Brown, managing
femme leader.
director
of the house, takes over
Balloting for many offices was the ent.
most closely contested in club his- the managerial duties for the prestory and in several cases recounts
were necessary. Carmel Latell, secDetroit — George McArthur, head
retary, was the only candidate to be
of McArthur Theater Equipment
re-elected.
Other officers named: First vice- Co., is preparing a Saturday afterpresident, Guy Wood; Second vice- houses. noon closing for theater supply
president, Seymour Zwilling; treasurer, H. L. Smith; financial secreCave-In-Rock, 111. — The Orpheum
tary, Jack Bass; assistant secretary,
Margaret Kapfer; press agent, Theater, badly hit by the Ohio River
Henry Strauss; chairman of board flood, has been closed permanently
of governors, Nellie Keogh.
by Farrar & Turner Circuit. Another house in the flood zone that
may never reopen is the Shawnee

GB Dividend Injunction
Hearing Set Tomorrow

Harry Shaw Again Emsee

London (By cable) — Sitting in
Chancery Division, Justice Crossman
tomorrow will hear arguments in
the injunction action brought by a
group of GB ordinary stockholders
through Charles L. Nordon, barrister, to block .the payment by the
company's board of a dividend on
preference shares.

New Haven — Harry F. Shaw,
Loew-Poli Division Manager, is personally directing the annual Home
for Aged vaudeville show at the
Arena tonight. Jan Pierce, Bill Glason and his WMCA revue, Collins
and Peterson and nine other acts
are on the bill.

The 1937

FILM
YEAR

DAILY
BOOK

of
Motion Pictures
Is just off the press and is now being distributed
to all FILM DAILY Subscribers.
A full year in the making and worth its weight
in gold.
Contains nearly 1300 pages. The Motion Picture Industry in One Volume. It is a book
everyone in any way connected with the motion
picture industry should have. And, it is given
free with one year's subscription to

THE

FILM

DAILY

Subscription $10.00, Foreign $15.00
1501 Broadway
fNETEEWr

New York

in Shawneetown, 111., operated by D.
0. Lanham.
Pittsburgh — A. & S. Steinberg,
supply dealers, have purchased the
building now occupied by Jake's
Lunch, in the heart of Film Row,
and will remodel within the next
two weeks. New plans include a
rathskeller for the movie crowd. Art
Morrone's Superior Motion Picture
Supply also will break ground shortly on a two-story building to be
constructed adjacent to present spot.
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6-Point Review Program
For New Audience Group
Associated Film Audiences, which
has a growing list of organizations
subscribing to its program, has issued its first "Film Survey" bulletin
setting forth in detail the standards
it will employ in judging pictures.
The film ballot which reviewers
of the association fill out asks the
following six main questions:
"Does the film portray the contemporary scene? Is it militarist?
Anti-war? Are there any references
to organized labor? Direct? Indirect? Are there any references to
religious, racial, national groups?
Would you recommend the film to
your friends?" and finally questions
as
the picture's
and to
educational
value. entertainment

Chicago — R. Levine & Co., theater
builders, are opening new headquarters at 1235 S. Wabash Ave. The J.
Under the general question, "Does
& R. offices.
Distributing Co. will use the the film portray the contemporary
same
scene?" various other questions are
asked,
such of
as,any
"Does
it give
a false
impression
strata
of society,

Eight New Industry Cos.
Chartered in New York

living conditions, working conditions? Is it a believable, realistic
presentation? Does the film contain progressive sentiments or imAlbany — Eight new industry complications? Does the film contain
panies have received New York reactionary sentiments or implicastate charters, the Secretary of
tions? Does it attack freedom of
State's office announces.
They are:
Associated
Reo Movie Co., Inc., Brooklyn; to speech
or the Film
press?"Audiences has
conduct motion picture business.
sent a protest to "March of Time"
Anthony Mazzarella, Jr., Muriel against
the reel's treatment of the
Goldberg, Harry G. Haiman, incor- Negro in its new issue current at
porators.
the Music Hall. The current bulContinental Film Industries, Inc.,
letin lauds "Black Legion" and turns
New York City; to distribute mo- thumbs down on the GB film "You're
tion pictures. Harold J. Sherman,
Cassrell Greenberg, Martha Harris, in the Army Now."
incorporators.
Miller Funeral Today
Rayrita Theaters Corp., New
Funeral services for Mrs. Bijou
York City; to exhibit motion pic- Heron Miller, 75, widow of Henry
tures. Samuel Goldberg, Julia
the actor, and mother of
Cherrnay, Herman Larris, incor- Miller,
Gilbert Miller, theatrical producer
of New York and London, will be
porators.
Allied Seating Co., Inc., New York
morning
at St.
Agnes'
City, to deal in theater chairs, held
Romanthis
Catholic
Church,
Lexington
cushions, etc., Bernard Jufe, Moe Avenue and Forty-third St., at 11
Feldman, Lester E. Tomback, incor- o'clock when a requiem mass will
be sung. She died last Thursday
porators.
Fairchester Theaters, Inc., New night at the New Weston Hotel from
York City, to exhibit motion pic- paralysis.
wood Cemetery.
Burial will be in Greentures. Jasper G. Kirchner, Eugene
W. Boiling, Emma Kelly, incorporators.
Sural Realty Syndicate, Inc., New
SICK REPORT
York City, to operate motion picture houses. Freda Jaret, Bertha
Reich, Saul A. Schwartz, incorporators.
St. Louis, Mo. — Harry O'Brien,
veteran theater manager who unNorth American Film Library,
derwent a serious operation at the
Park Lane Memorial Hospital, is
Inc., New York City, to operate mo- improving.
tion picture film library. Stella
Schwartz, Gertrude Schmelzer, Harold C. Saltzman, incorporators.
Wilmington — A. A. Fahey, Film
Akeley-Laventthal Corporation, Daily correspondent and local newsNew York City, to deal in motion
paper scribe, is in the hospital for
picture machines. Walter S. Byrne, treatment of stomach ulcers.
John F. Howell, Jacob F. Leventhal,
Boston — Hy Teich, owner of the
incorporators.
Reliance Pictures, Inc., of New Four Star Program Co., is recuperating at home following a nasal opYork City, has filed a certificate in
eration at the Beth Israel Hospital.
the office of the Secretary of State
dissolving its corporate existence.
Boston — Mrs. Frank Lydon, wife
A certificate dissolving the corporate of the operator of the Hamilton
existence of Eastern Theaters Corp. Theater, Dorchester, is convalescing
of New York City, also has been
filed.
from pneumonia at St. Margaret's
Hospital.
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UFA CONTROL CHANGES
NAZIS IN FILM TRUST
{Continued from

Page

1)

pected to become operative following the May meeting of UFA's
general share holders. At that time
Dr. Hugenberg is expected to retire
as board chairman.
Deal is said to be the culminating
move on the part of the Nazi government to establish what is essentially a trust monopolizing German
film production and distribution.
Earlier, Tobis had been absorbed by
a similar anonymous group which
subsequently acquired control of
the Bavarian Film Corp.
Trust backing is credited to Dr.
Joseph Goebbels, Propaganda Minister.

From Ruin to Bonanza
Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of
Mitchell Wolfson, Wometco Theaters,
Miami, Fla.
^^^^^^^^

As Told to Film

Daily

^^^^^^^^

WITH strike news holding the national spotlight these days,
my best remembered experience takes on the aspect of
timeliness, for it concerns an incident that featured a set-to
with our operators a number of years ago — an incident, by the
way, that worked the reverse of what both sides expected
I believe it was in 1928 that we
were scheduled to have the world
premiere of Universal's original
"Showboat." Seats were completely
sold out at the Capitol Theater, at
$5.50 per seat. We had arranged to
bring Helen Morgan, Harry Reichenbach, W. C. Fields, and augment
these stars with a number of other
stage and screen celebrities that
were sojourning in Miami at the
time, for a special stage show, prior
to the actual showing of the picture
itself.

about sound at that particular time,
as it was just starting. But all did
yeoman's work, especially the E.R.
P.I. engineer, who worked continually so that by 9 o'clock the next
morning, the show was ready to

The newspapers in and about
go on. and possibly the whole state,
Miami,
had screaming headlines, and of
course the picture was publicized as
no other picture was ever publicized.
Before 9 — we usually opened at noon
— there was a line waiting to get in
The theater was filled to overflow- the theater, three blocks long. This
Duffy Hopeful of Early
ing and the audience comprised out- line never abated for 10 days. In
standing persons in the film world, other words, from the tremendous
Copyright Bill Hearing
show world, and society people. The publicity that was given the picture,
(Continued from Page 1)
stage show went off fine — Helen Mor- both by newspapers, word-of-mouth,
W. C. Fields, etc., etc., etc. and in every other conceivable way,
j Patents Committee in a very short BUT gan.
when it was time to show
this picture did the greatest busiwhile."
i
ness in the Capitol Theater that any
"I have spoken to Senator Mc- "Showboat," we discovered that the
non-union operators who had picture had ever done.
Adoo," Duffy said, "and he assures two
In fact, it played for weeks, and
; me he will try to get committee to- been working for us, were gone. Also
gether for the purpose
of setting someone had damaged the machines the first week's gross was exactly
so that we could not show the mo- four times more the average busiSenate hearings."
Duffy was emphatic in saying that
tion picture, or any other picture.
ness, and twice the gross that the
when the hearing comes off there You can just imagine my feelings. theater has ever done during any
It
seemed
as
though
the
earth
itself
other similar period in its 12 years
would be no "Follies," or "hearing
the Bill to Death" as he charged had risen up and popped me right of existence.
was the case last session.
on the jaw. We had to refund every
What appeared to be ruin that
"The Senate Committee will stand dollar of admissions, almost $6,000, night, turned out to be the biggest
turn
the
audience
out
of
the
theater.
for no monkey business," Duffy asbonanza that we ever experienced in
serted, "and there will be as little
If ever we thought we were ruined,
window dressing as possible. This that was the night. Of course, we our entire years in show business.
time we will get action and nothing immediately secured other operators,
Editor's Note: This is the third
else."
Action on the House side is still mechanics, and the local E.P.P.I. en- of a new feature series. Watch for
the
next iv an early issue.
gineer, none of whom knew too much
marking time, according to latest
repoi'ts from office of Rep. William
Western Mass. Theaters
I. Sirovich, chairman of the House
s
Boston'
Patents Committee.
Magovsky Heads
s
ge

UFA's American office were without official notification of the new
German
setup Saturday, its infor■ mation being limited to news service
. cables.

Exchan

Worker

Union

HAYS TO BE SPEAKER 11
AT ZUKOR'S DINNER
(Continued from Page 1)

Steve Trilling, Warners, has rec e i v e d appearanc e commitments
from outstanding stage, screen and
radio stars for a 90-minute show, it
was said.
Seated with Zukor on the dais
will be, among others, Daniel Frohman and William A. Brady, who
were his first theatrical partners.
The Mutual Broadcasting Chain
will air the show beginning at 11:15
P. M., E.S.T., and will continue for
an hour. Beginning at 8:45, WHN
will broadcast the dinner for an
hour and a half via a traveling unit.
Movies of guests will be made as
they enter the ballroom and these,
together with a special short subject, will be shown later. While
seats are being placed in the ballroom, following the dinner, for the
show, there will be dancing in the
Jade Room. Later, the ballroom will
be cleared for dancing.
Eli Dantzig and an augmented
orchestra of 25 pieces will provide
play during the dinner and for the
show. Eddie Duchin and his orchestra will play for dancing. Benny
Goodman's trio will also be on hand.

High class entertainment with
plenty of name value to make
Selling

easy-Motion

Picture Daily

Plans Circuit Expansion

New Film-Star-on-Radio
Boston — The organization of the
Exchange Workers Union has
Protest Made by Ohio ITO Film
been completed. Known as Local
(Continued from Page

1)

Nicholas Schenck of Loew at Culver
City. Wood wired:
"Have heard indirectly that you
contemplate permitting stars to
broadcast regularly. If such your
intention on behalf of members Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
I vigorously protest. Up to this
time Metro stars have been premier
motion picture theater attractions
exclusively and they should be continued as such. In opinion of several
groups who listened to Friday night's
Hollywood Hotel preview Universal's "Top of World," this broadcast
irreparably damaged box office value
of what may possibly be an outstanding attraction. You like us
are in theater business, let's stay
there."

Springfield, Mass. — Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., under the
leadership
of Samuel and Nathan
20450 of the A. F. of L. it comprises shippers, inspectresses, and Goldstein, is planning a rapid expansion of its circuit, according to
poster clerks from the entire film
an announcement Saturday by Samdistrict.
uel Goldstein. Plans have been comMax Magovsky of National Screen
Service was elected President: Anna pleteted for the immediate erection
Rolfe, vice-president; Francis Ra- of the Paramount Theater in Brathilly, financial secretary, and Mattie tleboro. Vt. Other locations are in
Utica, N. Y., where a new theater
Moriarty as treasurer.
to be built and in Pittsfield, Mass.,
One member from each exchange is
was elected to the executive board: where the Colonial Theater is to be
Charles Lvnch, RKO; Al Cohen, 20th remodeled. Deals for three other
Century-Fox; Gilbert Houghs, theater properties are being negoMGM; Margaret Tedder, Columbia; tiated.
Ed Smith. Universal; McGuire of
Warner Bros.; Charles Murphy,
Modern Changes Name
United Artists; Jennie Feldman,
First Division; Louis Zaccardo, ReAlbany. — A certificate has been
public; Mabel McDowd, Cameo; Sam filed in the office of the Secretary of
Isenberg; Sam Lavine, Bay State State changing the corporate name
Films; John Hill, Jr., Imperial Pic- of Modern Film Sales Corp. of New
tures; and Charles Girade of Para- York City, to Modern Film Corp.
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By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

"W7ARNERS are planning the production of an elaborate musical
based on the "Ice Follies of 1937."
Bess Ehrhardt, star of the "Ice Follies," will appear in one of the
featured roles and about 30 other
skating stars are also being lined up
for the production. Warren Duff and
Sig Herzig who saw the "Ice Follies
of 1937" a fortnight ago in Minneapolis with Hal B. Wallis, associate production executive, are now
at work on the screen play.
T

T

•

•

•

Introducing Interesting Personalities:

No.

65

•

•

•

FRANK BORZAGE. Director, under contract to Warner Brothers. In the
prime of life and already a tradition. As master of youthful romance and
homely, human

interest has few peers. "Humoresque" was his first big one.
Success more than repeated with "7th Heaven."
Son of a Utah rancher, worked in a mine to
get money for a correspondence course in drama.
Course was a fake, but Frank's ambition was
genuine, so he set out to be an actor, anyway.
Started as prop boy in a cheap road show.
Reached Hollywood when actors drew $5 a day
and carfare. Met Tom Ince, who gave him
better things to do. Not much later, organized
own company and made westerns. Then came
start as a director. Clear-eyed, jovial, honest,

T

Simone Simon has purchased the
screen rights to "Gone To Earth,"
by the English authoress, Mary
Webb. The story is that of an
English girl of gypsy ancestry, and
Simone admits she hopes she can
persuade the studio to make it into
a picture with her in the feminine
lead.

well-balanced. Listens to everybody's troubles.
Treats the electrician just like the boss. Stands
5, lO'/i. Hair, brown. Eyes, hazel. Hobbies,
golf, squash and polo.

T

T

THEWEEI\
DOMESTIC

role inMarion
"Ever Since
Eve,"
which
will
star
Davies
with
Robert
Montgomery, while Joan Carroll,
aged 4, has been selected by 20th
Century-Fox for a featured role in
"One Mile from Heaven," Claire
Trevor heading the cast.
t

powerful indications of present upswing came from Selznick Interna(Continued from Page 1)
tional Pictures which plans expendileaders representing all branches of
nlmdom. Prior to formal rap of
ture of $12,500,000 on the 12 productions, half in color, which the
of company has scheduled for release
board
M.P.T.O.A.'s
gavel,
the
directors re-elected President Ed
Kuykendall and other officers, with by United Artists next season; and
no opposing nominations. Three from financial circles, The Film
changes were effected in official per- Daii,y learned of the ready availability of money for the financing
sonnel— Morris Leonard and Ben
Berinstein joining directorate, and of motion picture projects, and of
Mitchell Wolfson succeeding Berin- companies which have tangible assets and a record of experience. Instein as a vice-president.
* *
*
forming sources pointed to the fact
Alarmed at increasing appearance that three companies, Condor Picof film stars on radio programs,
tures, Monogram Pictures and Imperial Pictures, have obtained
convention empowered a committee
to determine plans for eradicating financing recently, and in each case
the practice. Authorization was also by different * underwriting
*
* groups.
vested in the Convention Committee
Additional news highlights into proceed with the drive for 10cluded announcement by E. M. Hartpoint trade practice program. Gathley that RCA Photophone is acering also demanded 20 per cent
quiring all United Research Corp.
cancellation privilege on producerdistributor contracts with exhibi- patent rights, including those covering television. Warner Bros,
tors, and adopted a resolution urging enactment of the Duffy copy- organized URC to manufacture
sound recording and reproduction
right bill by *Congress.
*
*
apparatus soon after birth of talkies
Strength and momentum of the
Paramount's
current boom in film prosperity was . . . Meeting
aters partners of
at Miami
Beach the. . .
strikingly evidenced during the Major company attorneys met on
week. 20th Century-Fox reported Friday at the Hays office to discuss
a net income of $7,924,126, after all possible further legal action in view
income and surtaxes, for the year of the Court of Appeals ruling upended December 26, 1936 — more
New York City's 2 per cent
than double the 1935 earnings of sales taxholdingon
film rentals, but adjourned until today when a decision
$3,563,087. Profit includes dividends
of $1,134,000 received from 20th is expected to be reached . . . Irving
Trust Co., RKO trustee, reported
Century-Fox's
42 per Corp.
cent interest
in
National Theaters
Other that claims against the film com-

IN

▼

T

Spring Byington and Marilyn
Harris have been added to the long
list of players signed by James
Whale for Universal's "The Road
Back," and Arthur Lubin has been
signed by Trem Carr to direct "I
Cover the War," which will be John
Wayne's next picture for Universal.
T

T

▼

"On With the Dance," an original I
story idea for George Raft, has been
placed on
futureBrackproductionParamount's
schedule and Charles
ett and Billy Wilder were assigned
to write the screenplay. Miss Fan- j
chon will produce.
▼

the
Clarence
Budington
Kelland signed to a Monogram contract by
Scott R. Dunlap, vice-president in
Edward L. Alperson, GN president story, recently purchased.
charge of production. His first feahas signed Stuart Irwin to a two
▼
T
»
picture contract with options for
ture will be "Burning Barriers," oriDix and Fay Wray will
ginal by Edwin C. Parsons.
additional pictures. The first fea- be Richard
co-starred as a new romantic
tured role will be in "Small Town
"Once A Hero."
Boy," which Zion Myers will pro- team in Columbia's
Hugh Herbert has been assigned
T
T
T
duce. The second Irwin featured
Edward
Arnold,
Jr., has
been by Warners to a prominent comedy
role will be in "Face the Facts,"
T

f*

T

T

Howard Lindsay and Russell
Grouse, writer team with several
Broadway musical hits to their
credit, including "Anything Goes"
and "Red, Hot and Blue," have been
assigned to prepare the screenplay
for Paramount's "The Big Broadcast of 1938." Harlan Thompson
will produce.

REVIEW

ton, Australia; established other
pany, which are practically certain
of allowance, total $20,388,687, ex- records in the three Polish cities of
clusive of the $9,150,628 Rockefeller Warsaw, Lodz and Krakow; and at
claim . . . Within a fortnight the Plaza Theater in Brussels, it is
Skouras Theaters will decide what ness.
reported playing to turnaway busiaction it will take to restore single
* *
*
bills to local theaters . . . Prior to
drafting standard or model plans
Word flashed from Australia that
for various types of film houses,
another Universal attraction, "Show
S.M.P.E. started a nation-wide pre- Boat," hung up a new world record
liminary survey to obtain data on for a single feature playing any one
the size of screens, projection dis- house by entering its 40th week at
tances and angles, kinds of screens, the Liberty Theater, Sydney. Pictypes of projection, light-sources
ture also shattered admissions rec- ;
and all theater interior dimensions. ord for the house, playing to 374,587
. . . All directors were re-elected at patrons during the run thus far.
*
*
*
the annual meeting of stockholders
of Universal Pictures Co., Inc., held
last Monday at Wilmington, Del.
Arthur W. Kelly, United Artists'
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution, announced that releasFOREIGN
ing rights in all Spanish-speaking
(Continued from Page 1)
countries to two features, "Que
Distributors which provides for the Hago Con La Criatura" and "Mas
joint production of eight features Alia de la Muerte," and one short,
during the first year at $2,100,000 "La Cucaracha Mexicana," have
been arranged between U. A and
estimated cost.
*
*
*
Exito, U.C.P.R.S., Mexico City
Lord Portal, General Film Dis- Guatemalan government lifted custom duties on news event films and
tributor chieftain and representative of Universal Pictures in En- those of an educational character.
gland, made a trans-Atlantic phone . . . Rome reported the formal open- '
call from London to Universal's ing of the Italian "Hollywood,"
home office to tell its board of di- giant studio development, set for
rectors' chairman, J. Cheever Cow- April 21 ... In Paris, the Ministry
din that "Three Smart Girls" and of Arts made awards for special
the starlet, Deanna Durbin, had service to screen art to Directors
created a sensation at the West Rene Clair and L. Renoir. Actors
End Charity
Fete smashed
in Britain's
capi- honored are Alerme (the burgotal. Film also
a record
master in "Carnival in Flanders"),
of four years standing at Welling- Charles Lamy and George Treville.
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Reports a Net Profit of $1,237,141 for 1936

SPITZ IS NAMED BOARD HEAD OF RKO, PATJE NEWS
2% N. y. Sales Tax Appeal Up at Conference Friday
Difference

of

Opinion

Re-

ported
at Lawyers' Meet
Yesterday

How

They

Started

Decision as to whether or not
major distributors will accept opinion of the Court of Appeals at
Albany finding that the New York
City 2 per cent sales tax applies to
film grosses derived from theaters
within the city limits or continue
their fight against the levy will be
decided by attorneys at a conference
to be held Friday at the Hays office.
The case was discussed yesterday
at the Hays office at a meeting of
counsel when, it is understood, there
was a difference of opinion as to

GOURT CALLS IN SEC
ON ROXY REORG. PLAN

CHANGE GAMES OUT IN
BRANDT, ITOA HOUSES

Propose Film Censorship
in Oklahoma Senate Bill
Oklahoma City — A bill introduced
by Senator Chambers in the Oklahoma Senate provides for a state
board of censors, number of members not stated, to be appointed by
the Governor, and without remuneration. The board would be au(Contmued on Page 4)

Hopeful of Readjustment
of Heavy Austrian Fees
Major distributors yesterday expressed themselves as hopeful that
a readjustment of Austrian contingent fees, regarded as excessive,
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Aylesworth in Two
More Offices
Leo Spitz, president of RKO Radio
Pictures and Pathe News, has been
elected chairman of the board of
both those companies, succeeding
M. H. Aylesworth, who resigned to
join Scripps-Howard.
Spitz recently assumed the chairmanships of K-A-0 and B. F. Keith
Corp., two posts also vacated by
Aylesworth. Spitz is president of
both those companies also.

(Continued on Parj'j 4)

Since Loew's and RKO dropped
chance games in New York City,
about one-third of the 63 Brandt
houses have discontinued them and
a "lot of I.T.O.A." houses have taken
similar action, it was said yesterday
by William Brandt.
"The trend
(Continuedis ondefinitely
Pane 9) toward

President Leo Spitz Succeeds

'HfiP'HADtiy--

At the request of Federal Judge
Caffey, Ernest Angell, SEC sectional representative sat in yesterday in Federal Court at the start of
the hearings on the fairness of the
Roxy reorganization plan and will
continue to do so to determine
whether there is an equity in the
property of stockholders, who are
excluded under the present plan.
This is the first instance where
(Continued

on Page

9)

Industry bow of Producer Carl Laemmle, Jr., demonstrated his versatility, for he conceived, wrote,
cast, supervised and edited "The Collegians" and "Leather Pushers" which, you will recall,
comprised Universal's Junior Jewel Series. And speaking of bows, Hap Hadley rates one for
this art work

Net Profit of $1,237,141 Reported
By K-A-0 for Year Ended Dec. 31, '36
"5-2" Show Cause Order
Will be Argued Mar. 31

Keith-Albee-Orpheum and subsidiaries report a net profit of $1,237,141 for the year ended Dec. 31,
Hearing on a show-cause order 1936, equal to more than three times
obtained by the Brandt circuit to the company earnings of $403,073
temporarily enjoin M-G-M Distrib- for 1935. The earnings are equal
uting Co., Paramount and several
other New York exchanges from to $19.23 a share of the 64,304
shares of(Continued
preferred
stock 9)outstandon Page
continuing(Continued
to serve on Loew's,
Page 4) Inc., pic-

Brandt Loses Writ Move
in Far Rockaway Action
Denying application for an injunction, Judge Cotillo of the New
York State Supreme Court yesterday set May 15 as date for trial of
the action brought by Harry Brandt
against major
distributors, except
(Continued

on

Page

4)

W. Va. Legislature Quits;
Four Industry Bills Die
With adjournment sine die of the
West Virginia Legislature, four
bills applying to the film business
have expired, according to information reaching major companies in
New York yesterday. They are as
(Continued

on Page

4)
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Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast

Non-stop between New
York and Chicago

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES
1503

American Seating Co. Ups
Wages Five Cents an Hour

Baltimore — In the first case of its
kind in Baltimore to reach court,
a jury has held that it is illegal to
hold bingo games with prizes for
the winners and to hold drawings
for consolation prizes at a motion
picture and vaudeville theater. The
operator of a house in a Negro section of the city was held guilty of
conducting a lottery but a charge
of operating a gambling establishment was dismissed. A motion for
a new trial will be made.

Chicago — The American Seating
Co. has announced a five-cent an
hour wage increase for all employes, effective immediately. The
increase will add about $125,000
to the payroll annually. This increase follows a five per cent increase made last November and is
the sixth increase since 1933. About
1,200 are now employed by the company on a 40-hour week.
Production is running at a high
rate and the business outlook for
months is bright, accordProvidence — Rhode Island Senate the spring
ing to the management. The main
offices
and
factory are located at
has passed the revised "Bingo" bill
leaving licensing of the game up to Grand Rapids, Mich.
local authorities but banning cash
giveaways and limiting value of
other prizes to $100. Games must Sunday Films Held Legal
If Proceeds for Charity
be operated by veterans, civic, fraternal, religious, educational or
charitable organizations; parties
Rockland, Me. — Ruling that
cannot be held more than once a Sunday
motion picture shows
week (except in case of fairs, car- were legal in Maine if all the net
nivals, etc.) under bill's provisions.
proceeds were turned over to charity, Municipal Court Judge Zelma
CFI Gets Master Records
M. Dwinal, March 18 dismissed a
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY test case brought against operators
of the Strand Theater here.
Washington — Through its subsidiary, the American Record Corp.,
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,
Kosch in New Offices
has acquired the entire authorized
Harry
G. Kosch, film attorney, has
capital stock of Master Records,
moved from 383 Madison Ave., to
Inc.,
CFI
reported
to
the
SEC
yesterday.
the Paramount building and intends
to departmentalize the legal phases
attendant upon production, distribu31 Monogram Branches
tion and exhibition with a specialist
Monogram has completed its dis- handling each of these divisions.
tribution setup which will be made Associated with Kosch, former genup of 31 affiliated branch offices in
eral counsel for Columbia and Eduthe U. S. Canadian distribution will
cational, are Harry Lewis and Milton
H. Reuben.
be announced shortly.

Broadway,
70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Desk — Penn. Station
Telephone:
MUrray
Hill 6-1640

To Call Attorney General
at Film Tax Bill Hearing
Lincoln, Neb. — Senator Tracy
Frost said he would have Assistant
Attorney General Paul Chaney
speak before the committee on revenue when his two 10 per cent bills
come up today before the legislative body. Bills ask 10 per cent
of the box-office, and 10 per cent
of
gross film rental, about $600,000theannually.
Chaney is the attorney drawing
up the Bank Night test suit and
his testimony is to be along the
lines that the theaters obviously
make so much money they can offer
big cash prizes as bait for attendance.willFrost
testimony
be thinks
doubly Chaney's
effective now
that the Bank Night theaters are
aways.
fighting to keep up Nebraska give-

"Billy" Murray Dead
Youngstown, O. — William J. "Billy" Murray, 72, former national
league ball player and executive
manager of the Strand Theater for
several years, died at a Youngstown |
hospital
illness.
He came here
here after
abouta year's
15 years
ago
when the Harris Amusement Co. became interested in the Strand Theater.

Sure fire romantic melodrama,
with three personalities who
are always entertaining and
screenplay noted for clever
and daring dialogue.
— CLARK WALES
Screen and Radio Weekly

FRANK M. SNALLE, vice president and eastern operations manager of Condor Pictures,
finally left for the Coast, his trip delayed
a week
by illness.
t. W. HAMMONS and JACK SKIRBALL
returned
to New
York from Miami.
TOM
Miami.
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DAILV

CONNORS

is back in New

JOE SEIDLER
from
Miami.

has

RALPH
ROLAN
from
Miami.

has

to

New

COHN returned to New
terday by plane from
Miami.

CHARLES SONIN
terday via air from

returned to New
Miami.

WILLIAM KEYES, Ohio
York for a few days.
BARBARA PEPPER
from the coast.

York

York
York

JANET GAYNOR, who terminated a vacation last week in New York, has arrived in
Hollywood.

yes-

York yes-

exhib, is in New

has arrived in New

York

RUFUS

LeMAIRE sails from New York tomorrow for abroad, following his arrival from
Hollywood.
CHARLES REAGAN, Paramount western division manager, is on route to Hawaii on a
business
trip. He will be gone for about a
month.
BARNEY BALABAN returns to New
early next week from Miami.
STUART

ERWIN

has

arrived

in

New

BUCK JONES, film star and producer, arrived in New York yesterday from the coast
spend
a short vacation.

to

SCOTT R. DUNLAP, Monogram Vice-President for Production, arrived in New York yesterday for his first visit in sveeral years. He
will stay about
a week.
JACK

RALPH BRASHER, Paramount auditor, has
returned to the home office from Cincinnati
where
he attended
the funeral of his mother.

York from

returned to New
returned

have

from Hollywood, accompanied by MRS. ERWIN
and STUART ERWIN, JR., and is stopping at
the Towers of the Waldorf-Astoria.

JEAN ROGERS, Universal player, arrived in
New York yesterday from Universal City for
aEdison.
week's vacation and is stopping at the Hotel
TYRONE POWER, 20th Century-Fox star, arrives in New York by plane this afternoon
via Chicago where he made a personal apfor ten days.pearance. He will stay at the Waldorf-Astoria
ROBRT RISKIN, director and screenplay
writer, arrives in New York today en route
for a vacation in Europe.
B. SHAPIRO of Major Pictures leaves by
plane for the coast tomorrow.
the

WALTER
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CHARLES BOYER
„J JEAN ARTHUR;,,

R. G. HILTON leaves by plane today for
U. A. coast studios.

Albany.
SOL J. SCOfPA, business agent of the laboratory workers' union, left yesterday for

York

Y. FRANK FREEMAN
York today from Miami.

is due back

York

NEIL AGNEW and JOE
New
York
yesterday
from

in New

UNGER returned to
Florida.
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17 years of constantly improving service ... more than 10,000 repeat
customers... a coast-to-coast organization of almost a thousand dyed-in-thefilm,hit-'em-while-they're-hot, trailer-wise employees ... to keep a swell
service tops . . . and let this sink in ... we bend a sympathetic ear to
your advertising problems. That's why it adds up to make
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"5-2" Show Cause Order
Will be Argued Mar. 31
(Continued from Page

1)

tures to be played on a five day-two
day split week basis will be held
Mar. 31 in Supreme Court.
The Brandt circuit claims that the
circuits violated their contracts with
the Brandt houses by permitting
Loew's to play pictures on a five daytwo day split week instead of the
four day-three day split long established in New York City. The
Brandt circuit charges that the exchanges acted in violation of the
state anti-trust law in serving
Loew's on the five-two split and that
its purpose was to crush the independents.

Propose Film Censorship
in Oklahoma Senate Bill

• • • IF YOU have a notion that exhibs don't make use
of the campaign books that the producers turn out
give
ear
to
the
tale
of
what
happened
on
M-G-G's
"Libeled
Lady"
contest for theater managers
the exploitation section of
that pressbook gave the rules on two separate contests
one for newspaper lineage, and the other for the most original lobby display
AND a total of 636 entries were received from both contests

Maine House Tables Bill
to Legalize Sunday Films
Portland, Me. — A bill to legalize
Sunday motion pictures in Maine
has been tabled in the House.
The Maine Senate, on the same
day, defeated legislation to legalize
"indoor" Sunday sports and a second bill which would have permitted
compensation to participants in
Sunday amateur sports.
Supplementing a pile of film
measures, three more bills have
been introduced in the Maine Legislature. One would impose a tax of
50 cents per square foot on billboards, another a 10 per cent tax
on admissions and a third a one
cent levy on each admission ticket.
Simultaneously the Legal Affairs
Committee reported favorably on a
bill to permit the Racing Commission to grant a license for a 12-day
horse race meeting at Old Orchard
Beach in July.

•
•
e OH CHARLIE
how could you!
it's Charles
Pettijohn speaking
before the House Judiciary Committee
in the Ohio hearing on the theater divorce bill lookit what
Charlie said: "There is no business in the world in which so
many 'dumb clucks' have made money as in the motion picture
business."
of course Mister Pettijohn was aiming
his
shaft at the dissatisfied exhibitors who are kicking up a fuss
against producer-controlled circuits but if a guy wants to
sit down and list the dumb clucks in other branches of this biz,
what we say is that the guy will have to have a lotta time
on his hands
now don't all start yelling names at us at
once
some
mug
might
mention
your name
then
what?cate subject so let's all keep quite
it's really a very deli•
•
• THE PREMIERE of Walter Wanger's "History Is
Made At Night" at the Rivoli on Saturday eve
will be
attended by the commanders and chief officers of the U. S. Coast
Guard stationed in these parts
the smash climax of the
picture has an ocean liner being wrecked on an iceberg
so the United Artists execs figure that these Coast Guard experts can give an authentic reaction to the way the studio
handled the thrill-chill affair

The supporting cast includes Prudence Hayes, from the current
Broadway musical comedy, "Red,
Hot and Blue"; Kay Ballou, George
Shelton, Eddie Hall and Eddie Roberts. The story was written by Art
Jarrett, Sr., and Marcy Klauber.
Warren Murray assisted in the direction and John Graham handled
the casting. Music was furnished
by Buddy Page and his orchestra.
Another of the Broadway Brevity
musicals titled, "Newsboys Nocturne," was recently completed at
the Vitaphone Studio in Brooklyn
under the direction of Roy Mack.
The cast includes Billy and Beverly
Bemis, Jack Powell, the Lane Tree
and Edwards Trio, Jean Travers,
and Maurice and Cordova, dance
team, and the Vitaphone ensemble ,
of 16 girls.

•

A two-reel comedy featuring Tim
and Irene is under way this week
at the General Service Studio in
Astoria.
Al Christie is directing.

•

A two-reel picture featuring Lennie Hayton and his band has been
completed at the Vitaphone Studio
in Brooklyn, under the direction of
Joe Henebery.
Jack Henley, veteran shorts writer
for Warner's Vitaphone Studio in
Brooklyn, commences his sixth year
for that studio and in that time has
completed over 200 stories.

Hopeful of Readjustment
of Heavy Austrian Fines
(Continued from Page 1)

will be brought about at conferences
now under way at Vienna between
their ment
representatives
and Governofficials. The assessment
was
recently increased 25 per cent.

W. Va. Legislature Quits;
Four Industry Bills Die
(Continued from Page

•
•
• ONE OF the better screen commentators
Ed
Thorgersen,
who handles the Movietone
Sports
certain
studio interests are scanning him appraisingly
as an actorwriter with real possibilities in the duplicate role
one of
the best bits ever done in a newsreel
Ed's interspersion
of clips showing flamingos in the recent Hialeah race, and his
sparkling and humorous comments thereon

Readyi ing Briefs in Color Suit

Hollywood — Attorneys for Tricolor and Technicolor will present
briefs to Judge James the latter
part of the week in Tri-Color's suit.
On Sunday Technicolor exhibited
"Trees" for Judge James and Tricolor showed several subjects made
by Charles F. Jones in 1918.

"

•

• • • THESE CONTESTS were launched last fall with
the release of "Libeled Lady"
and Billy Ferguson's Exploitation Dep't was swamped with the returns
here is
the way the awards and honors shaped up
on the Newspaper contest, E. J. Melniker, manager of Loew's Grand theater in Atlanta copped the prize
the runners-up were J.
F.
Thames,
Ritz
theater,
Corpus
Christi,
Bell, Loew'sS.
Washington theaters; James Cartledge, Tex.;
State,RayGreenwood,
C; Maynard S. Joiner, Capitol, Vancouver, B. C.
on the
Lobby contest, Leon Robertson, manager of the Gillioz theater
at Springfield, Missouri, took the first prize
crowding him
close were John J. Baker, Fox theater, Hackensack, N. J.; Sam
Pechner, Loew's Warfield, San Francisco; Len Grotte, Loew's
Prospect, Flushing, N. Y.
the Answer to the success of
these contests rests solely upon the fact that they were intelligently planned, and gave Real Showmen a chance to display
their originality and ingenuity
and how they went to
work!

(Continued from Page i)

thorized to assess $2.00 for each
1,200 lineal feet of film and $2.00
for duplicates. Exhibitors would not
be permitted to exhibit any film
without a permit from the board,
with violations subject to fine of $25
to $50 for first offense, and jail sentence of 10 to 30 days.

STUDIOS

By F. J. NEIDIG

^L aCHRISTIE
just completed
musical has
comedy,
featuring
Pat Rooney, Jr., and Herman Timberg,
Jr.,Service
titled "Sure
at the
General
StudioCure"
in Astoria.

(Continued from Page 1)

whether it should be dropped or carried further.
Providing the distributors decide
to resume their battle against the
tax, they can seek a re-argument in
the Court of Appeals and if defeated
in this move, ask the U. S. Supreme
Court for a writ of certiorari.

SHOTS
EASTERN

•

•

• A SWANK premiere for Gaumont's "Silent Barriers" at the New Criterion on Thursday eve
the list of
guests reads like a cross-section from Who's Who
including leaders in finance, industry, science, engineering, as well
as social and diplomatic lights

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

follows: requiring distributors to
maintain distributing branches in
the state, establishing state censorship, banning Bank Night and imposing a general sales tax of one
per cent.

Brandt Loses Writ Move
in Far Rockaway Action
(Continued from Page 1)

Loew's, charging a conspiracy to
prevent his Gem theater at Far
Rockaway from getting product until
after the Central at Cedarhurst.
Plaintiff is Rock Beach, Inc.

TREMENDOUS
STUPENDOUS
PRODIGIOUS
GIGANTIC
MAM MOTH
COLOSSAL
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directed by
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REVIEWS
"Waikiki Wedding

»
##

with Bmg Crosby, Bob Burns, Martha Raye,
Shirley Ross, George Barbier, Lief Erickson
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW
Paramount
90 Mins.
POTENTIAL BOX-OFFICE WINNER
COMBINING COMEDY,
ROMANCE,
CATCHY TUNES AND STRONG CAST.
Against a colorful Hawaiian background
the Arthur Hornblow, Jr., production is
3 nice blending of comedy and romance.
Frank Tuttle has given the picture a light,
breezy touch, and with the names of
Crosby, Burns and Martha Raye decorating
the marquees, it should be a winner at the
box-office. Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin
have come through with several catchy
songs, with "Blue Hawaii," "Okoleho" and
"In A Little Hula Heaven" likely to be the
most popular. Boris Morros' musical direction isvery good. LeRoy Prinz handles
the ensembles, with a native dance performed on drums being the highlight. Shirley Ross is the love interest opposite Bing
and is an effective aide in her songs with
the star. Lief Erickson has his best part
to date as Shirley's stuffy sweetheart and
does good work. George Barbier, Anthony
Quinn, Granville Bates, Grady Sutton, Nick
Lukats, Mitchell Lewis and George Regas
are among the principals. The Hawaiian
exteriors photographed by Robert C. Bruce
are especially beautiful, while Karl Struss'
photography of the principals is excellent.
Frank Butler and Don Hartman, who wrote
the original, collaborated with Walter DeLeon and Francis Martin on the screenplay.
Bing is a publicity man for a Hawaiian
pineapple company. He staged a pineapple
girl popularity contest. Shirley Ross, of
Birch Falls, la., wins and comes to Hawaii
to write her impressions of the resort. It
is a big disappointment to her chiefly because she is lonesome. Bing is drafted to
make love to her. He stages a fake kidnaping to impress her. After many complications, he finnally wins her.
Cast: Bing Crosby, Bob Burns, Martha
Raye, Shirley Ross, George Barbier, Lief
Erickson, Grady Sutton, Granville Bates,
Anthony Quinn, Mitchell Lewis, George
Regas, Nick Lukats, Prince Lei Lani, Maurice Liu, Raquel Echeverria.
Producer, Arthur Hornblow, Jr.; Director,
Frank Tuttle; Authors, Frank Butler, Don
Hartman; Screenplay, Frank Butler, Don
Hartman, Walter DeLeon, Francis Martin,
Cameraman, Karl Struss; Special Effects,
Farciot Edouart; Hawaiian Exteriors, Robert
C. Bruce; Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Robert
Usher; Editor, Paul Weatherwax; Dance
Director, LeRoy Prinz; Musical Director,
Boris Morros; Words and Music, Leo Robin,
Ralph Rainger; Orchestrations, Victor
Young; Arrangements, Al Siegel, Arthur
Franklin.

Miami M.P.T.O.A. Hangovers
By ARTHUR

W.

EDDY

YW"HEN the Florida Special was
heading north from coventiontorn Miami, one exhib in the first
section wired to a ditto in the second
section, some miles back: "You must
come over."
E. W. Hammons was a talking
example of ivhat the well-dressed
conventioneer should wear. He created a sensation when he appeared
at the Miami Biltmore attired in
blue slacks and shoes (purchased on
the Riveria) and a grey sweater
(bought at Sulka's, Paris).
The train was rushing through
Bowie in Maryland when somebody
enquired the name of the famous
race track there. "Foohey" explained an exhib who had sad and
expensive memories of the wrong
horses he had picked out there.
Ted O'Shea, M-G-M manager at
Buffalo, impersonated Tom Connors
during part of the convention. Reason: he ivhen
borrowed
some was
of late
Tom'sin
wardrobe
the tailor
returning his own apparel.

Expect Nazis Will Make
Fewer Motion Pictures

Berlin (By Cable) — Nazification
of the German film industry, the
culminating step of which was the
switch in ownership of Ufa's controlling interest from the Hugenberg group to an unidentified syndicate, is expected to bring a cut in
production.
With Propaganda Minister Joseph
Goebbels emerging as the Nazi film
"fuehrer," it is believed almost certain that he will set a policy for
Ufa, Tobis and Bavaria Films, all
seen as units in the Nazi film trust,
which will reflect his expressed
conviction that the German industry is adversely affected by too
many mediocre pictures and failure
to give pictures sufficient care and
production time.
Some indication of what may be
expected in the instance of Ufa is
the action of Tobis' new owners in
cutting next year's production
schedule
by to10antoanonymous
50. Tobis'group
control passed
during the winter, and in some
quarters it is asserted that the Nazi
Direction, Capable. Photography, Excel- government now owns the company
lent.
outright.
Nominally, Tobis is directed by a
six-man board, Fritz Main, Ernst
Theaterphones Installed
Scheffler, Sigmund Jung, Willi
Montclair, N. J. — Warner's ClairEmil Jannings and Gustaf
idge Theater has wired 40 seats for Forst,
Gruendgens. Latter three must be
the hard of hearings with Dicto- consulted on production. Tobis and
graph's newest type of Acousticon its. subsidiaries have been "regiTheaterphones.
mented" to the extent that all have
lation in the area.It's the first instalsingle advertising, casting and scenario departments.
Mission House to Open
Between the Goebbels' goal of
Mission, Tex.— R. N. Smith's new "artistic and propagandistically
theater will open April 1, with name valuable films" and its attainment,
to be selected by popular vote.
however, are high financial barriers.

The score was about 90 to one for
the boys who played roulette and
crap in the Miami night spots.

SICK REPORT
Montezuma, la. — D. D. Darland
of Montezuma is convalescing from
an appendicitis operation at the
Community Hospital in Grinnell. He
is manager of the Princess Theater
at Montezuma.

Overheard at the Royal Palm one
a.m.: "Why, Vm as harmless as an
eight-year-old — wolf."
Over the Shoulder: Charley Picquet, dean of North and South Carolina exhib affairs, reminiscing
about his first visit to a Greenwich
Village brawl.

^Kansas City, Mo. — W. E. Truog,
United Artists' branch manager,
has returned to his office after an
illness of two weeks. Truog had
gone to Hot Springs, Ark., to rest
up from a severe throat infection
suffered early in the
winter, but
suffered a relapse and had to return
home, two weeks ago.
Omaha— Keene Abbott, who has
H. V. Harvey of Frisco just about devoted
his time to writing fiction
made the outstanding exhib talk at
since retiring as the Omaha Worldthe convention.
rierald s movie critic, is recovering
at his home here after an illness.
Buddy Harris showed the seaDetroit — John Krevo, chief of
going-minded conventioneers the
nautical ropes via A. Don Alexander's yacht.
aaded the duties of John Passaa a F^aKthe,
has temporarily
manager,
latter
due to the
sassistant
illness.FoxAt the water show staged for the hume^
gang at the Miami Biltmore, a sales
Hollywood— Bitten on the face by
mgr. enquired the. name of the fellow who was about to dive from a a spider,
Kay Francis has been
165 feet-high ladder into a shallow torced out of the cast
"One
hour of Romance" forofa FN's
section
of just
the pool.
"He's
few days.
tor who
played
onean ofexhibiyour
Hollywood — Marie Wilson, W.-B.
higher bracket pictures," explained
comedienne, is recovering from head
a cynical theaterman.
injuries received in a motor crash
20th-Fox Calls Two Fuller
and is expected to leave the Hollywood Hospital for home this week.
Fla. Theaters "Makeshift'
Washington — Lawrence Tibbett,
New Orleans — Gaston Dureau, opera and film star, is suffering here
Jr., Saenger Theaters Corp., buyer from an attack of laryng
itis which
and booker, and 20th Century-Fox has caused him to temporarily posthave filed replies to the bills of
pone concert engagements.
complaint in the George Fuller
Londo
n — Ann Harding, American
"conspiracy" case here. Dureau denied he was an administrative of- stage and film actress, is confined
ficer of Saenger or that he partici- to her country residence with bronchitis.
pated in any conspiracy.
20th Century-Fox denied particiOmana— Mrs. Bill Haarmann, wife
pation in any conspiracy or monopoly, said it sold Fuller pictures for of the local Paramount booker, has
his theater in Fairhope, Ala., but almost recuperated following a rehad refused to sell him for Pensacent major operation.
cola Beach and Warrington, Fla.,
Cincinnati — Warner's Howard
because it "was inimical to the best
interests of this defendant to have Markham, recently in an auto accident, has fully recovered and is
licensed the exhibition of its pictures to plaintiff's so-called theaters, back on his territory.
same being a tent show and an open
Cincinnati — Charles Williams, asair theater and not legitimately consistant booker for Paramount, has
ducted and equipped theaters, but
were equipped and conducted as resigned due to ill health. George
temporary and makeshift ventures, Bedinger of the ad sales department, replacing Williams. Harry
and that exhibition of its pictures
thereat would be injurious to the Donau has been added to the addefendants' business and would di- sales, succeeding Bedinger.
minish the revenue that it would
Cleveland — Max Young of the
derive from the exhibition of its
motion pictures at properly equip- McKinley and Mozart theaters, Canis laid up at the Statler Hotel
with ton,flu.
Further denial that either Harold
ped theaters."
Wilkes,
Saenger assistant treasurer,
Lexington, Ky. — Mrs. Fon Sexton,
or Dureau had ordered Fox not to
the Lyric, Ashland, is in the Good
sell Fuller, was entered.
Samaritan Hospital recovering from
a tumor operation.

Takes G. P. Franchise
Mack D. Weinberger,
Sales Manager of General
Corp., announces that
Trampe, of Midwest Film
bought the
P. franchise
waukeeG.territory.

General
Pictures
Charles
Co., has
for Mil-

Wallrich Austin Wed
Denver — Beryl Wallrich, cashier
at the State Theater, and Martin
Austin, Warner Bros, ad sales clerk,
were married here at the bride's
home.
They will make their home
in
Denver.

wrr^

The 1937 Year Book ol
otion Pictures (Over
1300 Pages) is now on
its way

to practically

every important Motio
Wr

m

picture executive in the
world to be in constant
use every day throughout
1937.
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K-A-0 REPORTS NET
, PROFIT 0F$1,237,141
(Continued from Page

1)

A "JUttU" (tun "Ms"
By RALPH

WILK

analysis test made several weeks
ago at M-G-M studios and on which
the Committee is now preparing a
complete camera noise analysis report for publication and distribution
to the industry.
Membership of this Committee,
under the Chairmanship of Virgil
T
▼
T
Miller consists of: John Arnold,
Jerry Fairbanks and Robert Carhance Games Out in
John Boyle, John L. Cass, William
lisle, producers of the "Popular SciBrandt, ITOA Houses
ence" subjects being released by Eglinton, Bert Glennon. Lorin GrigParamount, are having a specially non, Ray June. Kenneth Lambert,
built truck made. The cab will Grover Laube. Lewis L. Mellor. K.
(Continued from Page I)
five persons and the body F. Morgan. William Mueller, Emil
abandonment of chance games," carry
proper
will house a generator and Oster. William Rudolph, Theodore
Brandt declared. "They are losing
public favor. We will probably drop complete lighting equipment. There Soderberg, Al Tondreau, Ray Wilkinson. A. G. Wise and Gordon S.
will also be a dark room for making
chance games in all our houses."
tests and loading camera magazines. Mitchell, manager of the Research
The top of the truck will be so con- Council.
IAdvance Pictures Lists
▼
▼
»
structed so that it can serve as a
Titles of 8 Thrillers shooting base.
Casting assignments: Universal —
T
T
T
Minerva Urecal, "Oh. Doctor";
It est Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Gene Autry left yesterday for a Laura Hope Crews, "The Road
i Hollywood — Advance Pictures tour
that will extend through the Back"; First National — Sheila
yesterday announced the following
"War Lord"; Franklin
middle of April and will cover seven Bromley.
titles for its series of eight action cities
in Wisconsin and Indiana. He Pangborn. Irving Bacon, Barbara
aeroplane thrillers to be made in
Wansrer's Vogues
"Walter
Roberts.
1937-38 for the independent market: opens at the Riverside Theater in of 1938"; Cohimb'a — Charlec Irwin,
Milwaukee for a week starting Jonathan Hale, Jameson Thomas,
'Squadron B," "Flight of Mercy/' March 26. Then he will play Janes"Dawn to Dusk," "Deadstick Land- ville, Madison, Green Bay, Kenosha "League of Frightened Men"; Arthur Loft, Anna Howard. Dora
Iing,""Justice in the Air," "Broken and Oshkosh, Wis., and Hammond,
Control," "Air Dodges" and "Es- Indiana.
is Driving":
Early.
r, CenRay
Chandle20th
— Chick
turv-Fox"Devil
cape by Air."
T
T
T
Betrothal
is
announced
of
Juel
Mile
"One
Hopton,
Russell
Walker,
•Theatrical Unions Attend
Wallis, WB featured player, and from Heaven"; Don Alvarado, "Love
Wadsworth
Bill Hearing Wallace Klein, New York and Los Under Fire"; June Brewster, "EsAngeles millionaire furrier.
T
T
T
cape from Love".
All theatrical labor unions will be
»
»
▼
Sylvia Sidney, borrowed from
represented today at Albany at the
The Academy Research Council's Walter Wanger, will play the femihearing in the Senate on the Wads- Silent Camera Committee will meet
nine lead role of "Drina" opposite
in the Academy rooms in Humphrey Bo°:art in Samuel Goldlyworth bill which would
place all ton;ght
with the camera
noise
H labor disputes in the hands of a connection
wyn's production of "Dead End."
^commission
for settlement, thereby
| outlawing
strikes.
Local 1, stage- No Omnibus Ruling Made
Harry Schiller Joining
hands, Local 306, operators, the labTri States as City Mgr.
By I. R. Bur. in Tax Case
oratory workers' Union
and other
theatrical unions will be represented.
The Bureau of Internal Revenue
Lincoln, Nebr. — Deal between
has made no omnibus ruling cover- Harry Schiller, Grand Island indeThree Revivals in Baltimore
ing: the theatrical and vaudeville
pendent operator of the Grand TheBaltimore — "Mr. Deeds
Goes to field in general, although it has
ater and Tri States places Schiller
I Town," revived at the Little, has ruled on one case submitted by the as city manager of all Tri States
X been held for a second week.
A re- Hays organization concerning: the houses in Grand Island. E. R.
vival of "The Thin Man" is being relations between the Social Secur- Cummings, Omaha district manshown at Loew's Century, and anager of Tri States, said the
ity Act and vaudeville and stage
other revival, "No
Man
of Her show players, according to James J. present city manager, Eddie For1 1 Own" is showing at the Stanley.
ests, will be moved to a new uost.
Iloey, collector, yesterday.
Schiller is building the new Grand
"The
bureau
makes
rulings
based
Name Parker City Mgr.
on complete facts of a specific at the present time, the house costKansas City, Mo. — Dickenson case," he stated. "If the facts in
ing $85,000.
Schiller's
authority also.
will
Theaters, Inc., have announced the other cases are identical, such rul- be over
Capitol
and Majestic
appointment of Bob Parker as city
ings should ordinarily suffice for the
manager in charge of their two
Good Friday Breakfast
Lawrence, Kans., houses, the Var- purposes of such other cases."
sity and the Dickenson. Parker formerly was manager of the DickenOpening Bids Tomorrow
Shows Starts "Maytime"
son at Elsworth, Kans. In addition,
Ames, la. — Bids are to be opened
Richmond, Va. — Loew's Theater
Leslie Purdum has been promoted tomorrow for the new, 1,000-seat
from assistant manager of the Man- theater, "Collegiate," to be con- here will start "Maytime" with a
hattan, Kans., house to manager of
structed in downtown Ames this Good Friday bi*eakfast showing. It's
the Dickenson house at Olathe, spring. The Ames Theater Corp., the idea of George Arthur Jones,
Kans.
Joe Gerbrach, manager, will operate one of Harvard's gifts to show biz.
the house; Central States of Des
Johnson Death Mourned
Moines to handle the film.
Fever Epidemic Wanes
Chicago — Film trade mourns the
Burlington, Kan. — The NewKas
Theater, which has been closed for
death of Herbert M. Johnson, forSwedish Film in Third
a week due to a local scarlet fever
merly general manager of the Chicago Civic Opera Co. He was widely
i epidemic, wil be reopened within a
Cinema de Paris is holding "South
dustry. to the leaders of the film infew days according to J. J. New- of the Highway," Swedish film, for known
a third week.
comb, the owner.
ing. and compared
with earnings
»©f $6.26 a share in the preceding
vear.
B. F. Keith Corp., K-A-0 subsidiary showed a net profit of $1,056,257 for 1936. Capital surplus
K>f K-A-0 is $8,152,076. Total assets
are $25,949,499.

¥

HOLLYWOOD
TAMES CAGNEY, Grand National
J star, opened the Hollywood yachting season by launching his schooner, "The Martha," at Newport
Beach
after a winter's overhauling
in
the drydock.

COURT GALLS IN SEC
ON ROXY REORG. PLAN
(Continued from Page

1)

the SEC has been called in to investigate a reorganization plan.
Judge Caffey asked the SEC for aid
because of the many letters he had
received from stockholders who had
invested their savings in the Roxy
property and felt helpless to take
any action in their present emergency.
Angell is being aided by Robert
Reed as counsel and two accountants. He will endeavor to ascertain
whether the property is insolvent,
or whether a reorganization might
be effected which would permit
stockholder participation.
Russell Cruikshank, whose firm
appraised the Roxy Theater at
$3,500,000 in Mar. 3, 1937 was questioned on how he arrived at the figure. Various accountants were on
the stand giving details of past appraisals of the property. The hearing will continue today before
Special Master Addison S. Pratt.

House Drops Bank Night
Cleveland — The Lincoln Theater,
local RKO subsequent-run house,
has discontinued Bank Night.

A B. O. Natural . . . Producer
Wanger adds yet another
combination of splendid
entertainment and box-office
bell-ringing to his record!
-Showmen's

WALTER
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prints
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Don't argue wit me, Buddy, ya should
got ya tickets in advance . . . m~ —■— —
so scramf"

Maybe the Waldorf-Astoria doorman won't put it that way,
but it will be mighty embarrassing if you find you're too
late for the grandest film affair of the year. It's the Testimonial Dinner given by the Theatre Owners of New York
to Adolph Zukor in honor of his 25th Anniversary in the
Motion Picture Industry, and if you haven't made your
reservations, you'd better make 'em at once. We'll be seeing you at the Waldorf-Astoria, Monday, March 29th,
at 7:30 p.m. Dress formal (tails or tux). Ladies are invited.
Entertainment by headliners
. . . special motion pictures.

three orchestras for dancing

Reservations at $10 per person, from William Brandt,
Globe Theatre, Times Square, New York City

Committee
William Brandt
George Skouras
Joseph Bernhard
Nate Blumberg

Entertainment

in Charge of Arrangements

Louis Blumenthal
Laurence Bolognino
Leo Brecher
Si Fabian

Arthur
Charles
Walter
Samuel

Mayer
Moscowitz
Reade
Rinzler

A. H. Schwartz
Harry Shiffman
W. J. Van Schmus

Louis K. Sidney
Steve
Harry Trilling
Kalcheim
Bill Howard
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Maxwell Gets Writ Against Ostrers in GB Stock Deal

SEE INTRODUCTION OF THREE MORE DIVORCE RILLS
nnual 20th- Fox Sales Meet Opens May 30 at Coast
United Front
. . and the common good
= By CHESTER B. BAHN =
DEFORE

the exhib. vs. radio controversy

" becomes too heated and the names
fly, both parties might do well to remember that there are occasions when the common good will requires that they present
I a united front.
Occasions, for instance, such as the introduction inthe New York State Legislature of a measure which would empower
the present Motion Picture Division of the
State Education Department to extend its
censorship authority to advertising over the
air.
Sponsored in the Senate by a Democrat
and in the Assembly by a Republican, and
thus accorded "non-partisan" status, the
bill is a menace to the entire amusement
industry. Yes, and more. For if radio
advertising is to be censored, the next step
easily might be the censorship of ALL advertising. And after that, news itself.

THE

swing

of

the

exhibitor

pendulum

' away from giveaways — a swing that is
by no means restricted to the larger circuits— is generally
encouraging.
At best, the giveaway was and is a mixed
blessing. Just how mixed you may sense
from the comment of Nebraska's Senator
Tracy Frost, sponsor of two 10 oer cent

Convention at Ambassador
Occupy

patrons at its places of business".
It is at least possible that legislators in
other states where tax bills have turned up
to plague the industry were not unmindful
of the golden flow of giveaway cash.

A ND then there's that interesting situa** tion in Pawtucket, R. I., where a fraternal order has reopened a 1,000-seat dark
film theater with, not pictures, but bingo
as the stellar attraction. The Esquire drawing by Artist Gardner, reproduced in this
paper on Feb. 11, was singularly prophetic,
it seems.

of

Week

the

Annual sales convention of 20th
Century-Fox is set to open May 30
at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, it was learned in New York
yesterday following return of John
D. Clark, general sales manager,
from the coast following conferences
with Darryl Zanuck. The session
will occupy nearly a week.
Attendance of several hundred is
expected at the sessions, which will
be in charge of Clai-k.

TRY TO PROVE ROXY
THEATER INSOLVENT

Expect 1,000 at Zukor Fete
Approximately ),000 persons are expected to attend the Adolph Zukor
testimcnial dinner at the WaldorfAstoria Monday evening. Mayor LaGuardia has accepted and PostmasterGeneral James Farley will be present
providing he returns from the south in
time. Heads of major companies have
been invited to sit on the dais.

FILM COS. TO RE RID
TO NCIP APR. CONFAB
Motion picture companies will be
invited to participate in the meeting planned by the National Council for Industrial Progress at Washington late next month, a spokesman
for the body stated yesterday
in
(Continued on Page 4 )

Efforts to establish the insolvency
of the Roxy theater property and
thereby prove there is no equity for
stockholders marked the second
day's hearing
on on thePage fairness
of
(Continued
8)

Condor to Do Musical
Shorts, More Features
Condor Pictures is planning production of a series of musical shorts
to be made in color and in black and
(Continued

bills asking for levies on box-office and
gross film rental which comes up soon
for hearings.
Said the Senator:
"I refuse to feel sorry for an industry
which has so much money it offers it at the
rate of from $500 to $3,500 a night to

Most

to

on

Page 2)

Manheim, "U's" Foreign
Head for 15 Years, Quits
N. L. Manheim, Universal foreign
manager for the past 15 years, resigned yesterday and will announce
his future plans after a short vacation. In commenting on Manheim's
resignation, R. H. Cochrane, Universal
president, said "I am sorry
(Continued on Page 4)

Maxwell Writ Against Ostrers in GB
Stock Deal Reported Involving Claim
Sabath Bankruptcy Reform
Bill Hearing on Tuesday
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The House Judiciary
Committee announced yesterday
hearing will be opened at 10:30 a.m.
next Tuesday on the Sabath Bankruptcy reform bill. At the office of
Rep. Sabath,
Chairman of the spe(Continued on Page 4)

London (By Cable) — John Maxwell has issued a writ against the
Ostrer brothers in connection with
his purchase of GB stock amounting
to $2,500,000. It is understood that
the move involves a claim for damages.
Several months ago, it had generally been believed that Maxwell
had acquired
control of GB through
(Continued on Page 8)

Measures

Expected in Maryland, Illinois and Iowa
Legislatures

Introduction of theater divorce
bills is expected momentarily in
Maryland, Illinois and Iowa.
They will supplement similar
measures now pending in Minnesota,
Ohio, California and Wisconsin. The
North Dakota legislature has enacted a divorcement bill and one died
in Indiana, after passing the House,
when
that body adjourned sine die
recently.

QUIGLEY NAMED HEAD
OF K-D DIRECTORATE
Coincidental with extension of the
option of a British and French group
to acquire control of the Keller-Dorian Colorfilm Corp. from Mar. 1, last
to Dec. 1. next, George E. Quigley,
associated with the new group, has
been named chairman of the K-D
board of directors, it was announced
yesterday. (Continued
Quigleyon has
also become
Page 4)

GB Plans to Hold Both
East, West Sales Meets
GB is planning to hold two sales
conventions this Spring, with the
first session to take place the first
week in June. One meeting will
cover the East and the other the
Western section of the country. The
company has always held a national
convention.
Brandt Tests Single Bills
Brandt Circuit, making a test, is
playing single bills at the Bayside
Theater, Bayside, L. I., William Brandt
said yesterday. The circuit has found
that it can play singles when it gets
a strong attraction, Brandt declared.
The
care program
about duals
if it public
gets adoesn't
diversified
with
a good single feature, he added.
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Canadian Para, and Loew
Co.s Declare Dividends

Condor to Do Musical
Shorts, More Features
(Continued from Page
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Montreal — Paramount has de- white, according to word received
clared $1.50 dividend on first prefrom the coast where company
ferred stock, and 75 cents dividend here
executives are in conference on the
(60 cents for arrears) second preferred stock, both payable April 1 1937-38 lineup. There will be additional pictures beyond the 30 orig^shareholders of record March 15.
inally scheduled. Meanwhile, proIn February, Paramount convertduction isbeing speeded up, players
ed $962,700 of first preferred stock
and $1,000 of second preferred into signed, additional producers and directors are being added.
67,479 common shares. On Feb. 27,
162,596 first preferred shares were
outstanding, compared with 249,962
in Dec. 31, 1936. The first preferred 29,000,000 Marks Paid
is convertible into common shares
For UFA, Berlin Hears
at 7 to 1, and second preferred at
10 to 9 common.
Berlin (By Cable) — Film circles
report here that the new owners of
Montreal — Marcus Loew's has de- Ufa paid 29,000,000 marks for all
clared $1.75 dividend (arrears), on
preferred stock, payable March 31, the company's stock, whose outstanding shares had a par value of
to shareholders of record March 20.
45,000,000 marks and stood at 74 on
the Boerse.
All available information indiAffiliated Theaters Get
cates that the government itself or
government agents now own the
Writ in "Theodora" Fight concern,
but no official confirmation
New Orleans — Affiliated Theaters is obtainable at present. It is regarded as a certainty, however, that
of Louisiana, a buying-booking combine in which E. V. Richards is in- the new owners bought not onlv
terested, yesterday procured a tem- majority, but full control. Virtually all the stock had been held by
porary restraining order in Civil
District Court preventing Columbia the Hugenberg interests and the
Deutsche Bank.
from delivering "Theodora" to its
opposition in 19 Louisiana and Mississippi towns.
The action, third of a series taken Commonwealth Anti-Trust
Suit Dismissed by Court
by companies in which Richards is
interested, practically ties up "TheoThe U. S. District Court, Boston,
dora" throughout the important
larger and small spots of a territory has dismissed the anti-trust action
embracing Louisiana, Mississippi brought by Commonwealth Theater
and parts of Alabama and Florida.
Co. against the Colonial Theater
Co., Mort Shea outfit, on the
Date for further hearing on grounds that the case was instituted in the wrong jurisdiction.
United Theaters' similar suit for
Driscoll & Raftery are
New Orleans unset. At today's hear- O'Brien,
New York counsel for Shea. Action
ing
on
Saenger's
similar
suit
request
for extension will be made.
may be re-filed elsewhere.

Reinstatement of Empire
Men Asked by Lewisohn

New Haven Exchange Union
Gets A. F. of L. Charter

Telegrams sent by Samuel O.
Lewisohn,
committee chairman
for surveyof inthetheMayor's
movie
industry, to Harry Brandt, I.T.O.A.
president, and Jos. D. Basson, Local
306 president, request reinstatement
of members of the Empire State M.
P. Operators Union discharged from
I.T.O.A. houses and urge no further
dismissals of Empire men, it was
said yesterday at the Empire offices.
Ten steady Empire men and 12 relief men have been discharged from
I.T.O.A. houses to date.

New Haven — With an A. F. of L.
charter granted, exchange employes
are expected to complete their organization program at a meeting
Saturday. John Gatelee, president
of the Massachusetts Federation of
Labor, and representatives of the
newly-formed Boston exchange
union will speak, and, it is announced, an attempt will be made
to formulate New Haven demands.

No GN Deal With CFI Yet

MARCH
24
Jameson
Thomas

Although reports are that Consolidated Film Industries will get
the Grand National printing contract, no word has been received
here of the deal being closed, it was
said yesterday by Edward Peskay,
GN sales manager. Recent reports
from the coast were that Edward
Alperson, GN president, was talking
to several firms, including Consolidated.

Hobbs Interest Waning
in Film Probe Measure
Washington

Bureau

of THE

Coming and Going

1)

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Explaining that his
resolution providing for a general
investigation of the film industry
had been introduced "for our committee," Rep. Samuel Hobbs, Alabama Democrat, indicated yesterday
that his personal interest primarily
lay in an earlier measure he had
sponsored. Latter provides for
sound picture recording of court
cases for retrial purposes.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER returns to New
late this week
from the coast.

York

FRANK C. WALKER, who is now in Scranton
sails from New York tomorrow
for Bermuda.
HARRY

GOLD

is in

Florida

from

New

York. |

A. H. BLANK has returned to Des Moines
from New York and Florida.
JACK GOLDHAR, United Artists district manager at Chicago, is in New York conferring
with A. W. Smith, general
sales manager.
GEORGE BRANTON has returned to Des
Moines, cutting short an eastern trip owing
to an operation performed on his wife.
HARRY GOLDBERG, director of Warner theater advertising and publicity, returns to New
today from Washington.

York

RALPH I. POUCHER, Consolidated Film Industries vice president, returns tomorrow from
Hollywood.
JAMES
manager,

WINN, Grand National western sales
is in town.

E. C. MILLS,
turns today from
AL WILKIE
Miami.

Ascap general manager, rea swing around the country.

has returned to New

York from

GEORGE E. PRICE returns to New York Sunday from Miami.
WILLIAM ROWLAND, film producer; H. E.
POMMER, son of Film Producer Eric Pommer;
MRS. EMMA
REDELL, American soprano;
PIERRE NICOLAEFF, Russian opera singer, and
MRS. PAUL MORAND, wife of the French
writer, arrive from Europe
today on the Paris.
OSCAR SERLIN, assistant producer for Selznick International, leaves New York tomorrow
for Culver
City.
LOIS WILSON, film star, has arrived in New
York to appear in "Fareweil Summer," the
comedy drama opening March 29 at the Fulton Theater.
DORIS NOLAN, who recently completed her
lead role in Universal's "As Good As Married,"
arrives in New York from the coast on Saturday for a brief vacation.
FENN KIMBALL, President of General Pictures
Corporation, and MAX KRAVETZ, his assistant
arrived in New York from the coast yesterday.

Flat 2% Sales Tax Asked
in Georgia Assembly Bill
Atlanta — A flat 2 per cent l-etail
sales tax has been proposed in the
Georgia general assembly by Rep.
Dean, of Rockdale County. The tax
would
apply to all motion picture
admissions.

To Fix GN Sales Meet Dates
Dates for Grand National sales
convention, to be held in mid-May in
Hollywood, will be definitely set
during the next week at conferences
here between Edward Peskay, sales
head; James Winn, western sales
manager, and Sol Edwards, eastern
sales manager.
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Yes, gentlemen, it's Walter Winchell,
himself, giving you the lowdown on
20th's latest great musical, "WAKE
UP AND LIVE," with a flock of top
names.
Hold the wire till next week!
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QUIGLEY NAMED HEAD
OF K-D DIRECTORATE

FILM COS. TO BE
TO NCIP APR, CONFAB
{Continued from Page

Sabath Bankruptcy Reform
Bill Hearing on Tuesday
(Continued from Page

1)

cial committee investigating real estate bondholders reorganizations,
The Film Daily was advised no
further steps would be taken to continue life of committee if bill secures favorable action, since measure specifically provides for appointment of conservator who, it was explained, would carry on functions
of committee regarding Paramount,
RKO and other cases.

Manheim, "U's" Foreign
Head for 15 Years, Quits
(Continued from Page

1)

to see Nate go. I have nothing
but the highest admiration for the
way he has handled his work. I
know he will be successful in his
newManheim
undertaking."
has been with Universal
for 18 years, joining the company
after the war as a salesman in the
Big U Exchange. He started in
show biz with the Shuberts.

Neb.

Hearing Postponed

Lincoln, Neb. — The scheduled
hearing on two proposed 10 per cent
levies on box offices now before the
unicameral legislature was postponed yesterday due to inclement
weather and inability of several outstate exhibitors to appear. Bills authored by Senator Tracy Frost
would take 10 per cent of the box
office "take" and 10 per cent of gross
film rentals for relief. Representing the film industry were Bob Livingston of Lincoln, C. E. Williams,
MPTO president of Omaha and
Regina Moleseed, film board secretary.

BIG

•

•

• ONE OF the current amazing proofs of the popularity that the screen can build up for a player
is the
record of Katharine Hepburn in her stage appearance in the
Theater Guild's revival of that musty old number, "Jane Eyre"
the crits in cities where she has played have extolled
her as one of the finest stage performers of our time
and
when you recall the disheartening struggles this lady had in
her early stage appearances not so long ago, you realize what
the screen can do for an actress in a few short years

• • • FOR IT seems by the statistical record that Miss
Hepburn is churning a fortune out of the musty stage vehicle
for herself and the producers
she has drawn close to
$260,000 in 15 cities
the Guild will not bring "Jane Eyre"
to Broadway till next season
so New York's only chance
to see the star this season will be on the screen, with RKO's
"Quality Street" opening soon at Radio City
the point of
this little skit we have written about La Hepburn is the cold
fact that she would have probably been just another flop in the
old musty play on the stage . but with the Screen Glamour
built around her and the tremendous and unceasing ballyhoo
of her producers, combined of course with her own intrinsic
worth, she soars to a quarter million take on a worn-out legit
play
and still going strong

•

•

• ALL YOU golfers will be interested in this item
A. G. Spalding, the sports people, have available for
showing by golf clubs, civic and social organizations a film
titled "An Excursion In Golf"
it was produced by Grantland Rice under the direction of Bobby Jones
with Bobby
offering explanatory comments the film presents a slow
motion analysis of the fundamentals of good golf as played by
some of the finest golfers in the country today
Lawson
Little, Horton
Smith, Jimmy
Thomason,
Harry
Cooper, and
others
there is no cost for the loan of the film
the
demand all over the country is so great that the company has
a hard time supplying prints the film is only loaned on the
understanding that no admission will be charged

•
•
• THE BIGGEST affair in the history of the annual
dance and entertainment
of the Press Photographers
that is what they are predicting for the current event
taking place at the Hotel Commodore on April 9
the reason for the optimism being the following list of entertainers
lined up
Lanny Ross, Bob Ripley, Ethel Merman, Rudy
Vallee, Kitty Carlisle Ozzie Nelson, Leo Reisman, Judy
Canova, Elsa Maxwell Hal Le Roy, Jay C. Flippen, Harry
Hershfield, Jimmy Durante, Jack Pearl
William Gaxton.
Sally O'Neill, Vincent Lopez, Benny F'ields, Ed Sullivan, Ed
Wynn,
Warden
Lawes
Abe Lyman,
Carmela
Ponselle,
Jolly Sisters and that's just a FEW
the doggone
affair will keep going all night

1)

a vice-president, as well as a member of the board.
William Celestin continues as
president of K-D, as does Henry
Colgate as vice-president and Lawrence Brown as secretary and treasurer. In assuming his new post,
Quigley succeeds Bayard Colgate.
As a result of Quigley's recent
trip to Paris and London to further
discuss the deal with the Celestin
and Colgate interests, his group has
put more money into Keller-Dorian,
the amount being estimated at five
times the original investment.
The deal will give the new group
a 75 per cent stock interest.
Two Keller-Dorian cameramen
leave New York Saturdav for the
coast to function in connection with
the 12 pictures to be made by Grand
National. A group of French technicians versed in the pr-ocess sail
from France today on the He de
France en route to Hollywood, where
they will set up the K-4 laboratories,
install printing and other equipment
and train other technicians in the
use of the system. They will remain
at the coast at least one year.
Inasmuch as Eastman Kodak has
failed to exercise its option for exclusive rights to manufacture raw
stock under the K-D patents, licencompany.
sees can buy their stock from any

Cincinnati Bookers and
Variety Clubs to Dance
Cincinnati — Tuesday, April 20,
has been set for the Cincinnati
Bookers Club, dinner dance, to be
held at the Marie Antoinette Ballroom in the Hotel Alms. Joe Goetz
is general chairman. Chic Weinberg, Tom Smiley and Bud Weigel
are the committee on arrangements.
A special meeting to complete plans
for the affair will be held today.
Queen City Variety Club will
stage its annual Spring dinner
dance, April 22, at the Netherland
Plaza Hall of Mirrors. Prexy Pop
Wessell will preside.

FACTS
ABOUT

NEWS

e

AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
Boris Karloff hasn't any eyebrows.
The make-up department shaved them
off, the better to mould his features
in Oriental guise for his part in "War
Lord."

(Continued from Page

1)

New York.
Committees will report
at the session.
Majors declined to attend the last
conference sponsored by the
NCIP in December and are not
likely to send representatives to the
coming meeting.

—FIRST

•

• REQUESTS FOR stills and stories are being received by Warners' pub dep't concerning the procedure
of the Coronation scene in the company's forthcoming release
of "The Prince and the Pauper" the film stars Errol Flynn
and the Mauch Twins, and will be released in May around the
time of the Coronation ... • A nifty series of national advertising tie-ups on "Top of the Town" are now appearing in
national mags and the newspapers, rounding out one of the
greatest campaigns ever put in back of a filmusical
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FILMS
England has 85 film theater seats
per 1.000 population and 102 theaters
to every million population.
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"ONE OF THE BEST COMEDIES YET TO REACH THE SCREEN!"
— Ted Magee, Screen Book Magazine

from the International Stage Success, with

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND

IAN HUNTER • ANITA LOUISE
ALICE BRADY • ROLAND YOUNG
FRIEDA INESCORT • Peggy Wood

WARNER

Walter Woolf King • Bonita Granville
Beryl Mercer • Directed by ARCHIE MAYO
A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION

,
*

BROS.

have every reason to be
proud of this grand
picture. I call it a daisy !
— Ruth Waterbury, Photoplay Magazine
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"We Have Our
Sally Mo
Eilers,meJames
nts"Dunn,
Thurston
Hall, David Niven,

with
Mischa
Warren

BY

MISCHA AUER'S ACTING.
As a breezy comedy highlighted by an
i utstanding performance on the part of
Mischa Auer, this should be enjoyable fare

for regular patrons. Auer's portrayal of
the comic French detective is a masterpiece which should put audiences in an
uproar. Warren Hymer, too, scores well as
a chump tough guy and the rest of the
cast headed by Sally Eilers, James Dunn
;nd David Niven contribute well to conveying the lighter vein of the piece. The
story by Charles Belden and Frederick
Stephani and screenplay by Bruce Manning and Charles Grayson are nicelv constructed and interesting and under Alfred
Werker's direction a pleasing pace is set.
Under Edmund Grainger's guidance as
associate producer, the production is well
handled. Sally Eilers decides she must
have a European fling before marrying
Grady Sutton. On the boat she meets James
Dunn, a detective, David Niven, Warren
Hymer, Marjorie Gateson and Thurston
Hall. The last four are carrying $100,000
in money they obtained in a bank robbery.
With Dunn hot on their trail, they plant
it on Sally. On landing in France, Auer,
the French detective, becomes Dunn's coworker. Rounding up all parties in Sally's
apartment, Auer finds the money on
Hymer who has discovered Sally has hidden it in a chandelier. He also finds that
Sally and James have fallen in love.
Cast: Sally Eilers, James Dunn, Mischa
Auer, Thurston Hall, David Niven, Warren
Hymer, Marjorie Gateson, Grady Sutton,
Joyce Compton.
Associate Producer Edmund Grainger;
Director, Alfred L. Werker; Authors,
Charles F. Belden, Frederick Stephani;
Screenplay, Bruce Manning, Charles Grayson; Cameraman, Milton Krasner, ASC;
Art Director, Jack Otterson, Associate,
Loren Patrick; Editor, Frank Gross; Sound,
William R. Fox, Edward Wetzel; Special
Effects, John P. Fulton; Musical Director,
Charles
Previn.
Direction, Good
Photography, Good.

Brandt Circuit Takes
Over Greenpoint House
Another addition to the Brandt
Circuit is the Manhattan Theater,
in Greenpoint, Brooklyn. It will be
renamed the Strand. The corporalion name is the Rayrita Theater
Corp., and the officers are David
Weinstock, president; Harry Brandt,
vice-president; Ben Weinstock, secretary, and Emanuel Hertzig, treasurer.

House

Reopened

Yarmouth, Me. — Colby W. Robinson reopened the Town Hall Theater today.

with

Pinky Tomlin,
Toby
Wing,
H.
Bradley, Monte
Collins, Sam Wren
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Melody Pictures Corp.

CLEVER SONGS, ACTING AND TECHNICAL MERIT MAKE THIS MUSICAL
COMEDY THOROUGHLY
ENJOYABLE.
A

very enjoyable piece is this rustic

musical comedy about the shy, simple country boy who comes to conquer the city with
his songs and lovable personality as his
only weapons. With its homey down-toearth qualities, its clever songs, and Pinky
Tomlin, who

is always "Just A

Regular

Country Boy at Heart," it is somewhat different from the usual run of product. Its
country folk furnish a number of laughs.
the tone is always simple and natural, and
g.ven good production throughout, it is the
sort of thing that the masses of regular
picture fans should thoroughly enjoy. It
is the best thing Tomlin has done, and under Marshall Neilan's direction he gives
a splendid performance. He sings a number of songs in a very ingratiating manner,
they are well presented, and "S.ng While
You're Able" and "Just a Country Boy at
Heart" should have popular appeal. The
piece is especially well mounted with sets
that show up to good advantage. "Prince"
Michael Romanoff has a good part which he
handles well, and Toby W*ng works smoothly and sings nicely. The story has some
novel situations which keep one well interested and the photography and sound are
first rate. The production is one of which
Conn, his associate producer Coy Poe, and
Martin G. Cohn the supervisor and editor
can well be proud. Edward Kaye as musical director had a large assignment and
his work is first rate. As for the plot,
Toby Wing and her father encounter au'ro
trouble and also Pinky Tomlin, the local
hill-billy mechanic. The father hears the
boy sing and promises him a job on his
radio program. When Pinky gets to the
city, Toby takes quite an interest in him.
Through foul play on the part of his competitors for Toby's affections, Pinky loses
his voice, only to regain it, which leads
him to radio as well as social success as
the pal of "Prince" Romanoff. On overhearing a conversation that Toby, the girl
he loves is only using him for her own
ends he returns to the farm. Toby follows
him there where they are happily reunited.
Cast: Pinky Tomlin, Toby Wing, H C.
Bradley, Monte Collins, Sam Wren, Suzanne
Kaaren, Bert Roach, "Prince" Michael Romanoff, Jimmy Newell, 3 Brian Sisters, Lane
Chandler, Fern Emett.
Producer, Maurice Conn; Associate Producer, Coy Poe; Director, Marshall Neilan;
Authors, Stanley Lowenstein, Charles Condon; Screenplay, Sherman Lowe, Charles
Condon; Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh; Supervised and Edited, Martin G. Cohn; Recording Engineer, Glen Glen; Musical Director, Edward L Kaye; Music and Lyrics,
Connie Lee, Paul Parks, Buddy LeRoux, Al
Heath, Harry Tobias, Roy Ingraham.
Direction,

Fine

Photography,

First

Eleanor

C.

66 mins.

Able"

Nagel

#
FOREIGN

in

'Navy Spy'

"Sing While You're

Hymer,
Marjorie
Gateson
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Universal
66 mins.
BREEZY COMEDY WHOSE ENJOYMENT
FOX AVERAGE PATRONS IS ENHANCED

Me.

Conrad

Rate.

Hunt, Judith
Doyie

Allen,

"THE GOLEM," French dialogue film
with English flash-in titles; produced by
A-B Film (Paris-Prague) in Prague; distributed inthe U. S. by Metropolis Pictures
Corp.; directed by Julien Duvivier; scenario, Andre-Paul Antoine; sets, A. Andreiev; production manager, F. Kassler,
photography, Vich and Stalich; music, Kumok; edited and titled by Martin J. Lewis,
Herman G. Weinberg. Cast: Harry Baur|
Roger Karl, Gaston Jacquet, Germaine Aussey, Roger Duchesne, Aimos, Charles Dorat,
Jany Holt, Ferdinand Hart. Presented at
the 55th Street Playhouse.
Possessing a magnitude and scope such
as few current foreign film productions can
boast, this new version of the legend that
originated in medieval Prague is first class
entertainment. Factors are the acting of
Harry Baur; the direction of Julien Duvivier;
the all-around ability of the supporting cast;
the capable designing of the sets; and the
unusual quality of the photography by the
Messrs. Vich and Stalich. It is more than

Jack

Grand
National
56 mins.
MILDLY EFFECTIVE MYSTERY DRAMA,
WITH ROUTINE STORY, LACKING IN
EXCITEMENT.
Conrad Nagel's disguises and dialect as
he tracks down, in his role of a fearless
G-Man, a gang of international spies bent
on acquiring a formula for a new type of
fuel, are about the most interesting attributes of this rather dull production. The
story is a routine affair which generally
fails to provide much mystery or excitement. Helping Nagel in his quest to apprehend the villains who abducted the Navy
lieutenant, inventor of the precious formula, is a fair feminine operative of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Eleanor
Hunt. When they start working on the
case, clues are anything but plentiful, but
the resourceful Agent Nagel goes to the

15 years ago that this legend was filmed
in silent days in Europe and released in the
U. S. Made anew, with the advantages of
sound and technical advancements, the
story takes on an infinitely greater sweep
and appeal. Baur portrays Rudolph II, Emperor of Prague, whose licentiousness, administrative weaknesses, and unstability of
character, — which are exploited cagily, selfishly, and, in the end, tragically, by his
Chancellor, — result in the persecution of

inventor's erstwhile laboratory aboard a
naval vessel and discovers the photograph
of a girl, Judith Allen, in the false back
of the gentleman's cigarette case, profering the remark that there is usually
a woman in every case. The real action
takes place during the concluding sequences
when Nagel and Eleanor Hunt find their
way aboard a freighter, and by means of
a series of both risky and implausible exploits succeed in bagging the culprits, and
then, this duet of Federal agents, who are
in love, come to the inevitable end as becomes romance on the screen. Direction
end photography are fairly effective.

Jewry in Prague's ghetto. But the deceased
Rabbi Loew has prophesied that a gargantuan-like statue of his fabrication will
again come to life when his people are
most sorely beset. When the Chancellor,
played by Roger Karl, carries his intrigues
to the point where a pogrom is instituted,
"The Golem," as Loew foretold, becomes
alive and wreaks vengeance on the Emperor and all those who have instituted the
unjustified cruelties. Charles Dorat is magnificent as Rabbi Jacob. Harry Baur brings
new screen laurels to himself with his resounding performance. The scenes of the
destruction of the dungeons and of the

Cast: Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt, Judith
Allen, Jack Doyle, Phil Dunham, Don Barclay, Howard Lang, Crauford Kent.
Producer, Condor Pictures; Associate Producer, Sam Diege; Director, Crane Wilbur;
Screenplay, Crane Wilbur; Cameraman,
Mack Srengler; Editor, Tony Marhnelli
Direction,

Fair

Photography,

^i

Fair.

Television Effect Upon
Churches Stirs Debate

palace by "The Golem" are frequently
spectacular. English titles make the film
ences.
thoroughly understandable to U. S. audi-

Syracuse,
N. Y.of
— "Television
will i
mean
the end
the Christian
church as we know it today. With
television there will be no need for
churches. You can see and hear I
your ministers thousands of miles

"JEDE FRAU HAT EIN GEHEIMNIS"
("Every Woman H»s a Secret"), German
dialogue film; a Rota production; directed
by Max Obal, with Karin Hardt, Ery Boss,
Hans Soehnker, Hans Thimig, et al, in the
cast.
Presented at the 86th Street Casino.
i An able cast enacts this rather slow
[ moving musical romance which depends for
j its twists and suspense on a case of mistaken identity. Hans Thimig who is slated
to marry a wealthy girl, played by Ery Boss,

That's the effect of television as
viewed by Rev. Dr. Bernard C.
Clausen, of Pittsburgh, Pa., speaking at a Civic Lenten service here.
Lively controversy in ministerial
away.''
circles
has resulted, with the Rev. I
C. Bertram Runnalls holding the but
poor girl whoTheis film
using has
Ery'sa
ticketweds
to aBaden-Baden.
Clausen forecast as "Extremely good climax in a horse racing scene near
rash, tragically foolish and su- the finish. There are several incidental
premely unscientific."

Levie Completes

Play

"Cabin in the Woods," new play
just completed by Irving Levie of
Columbia, is in the hands of Margaret Wall. Levie's pen name is
Eliot Lange.

musical numbers, the majority of which are
pleasing.

Hull Theater To Open
Hull, Que. — The Famous Players
Canadian Corp. will open its new
$150,000 Cartier Theater tomorrow.
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MAXWELL GETS WRIT
ON GB STOCK DEAL
(Continued from Page
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A "JUttU" (u»» "£ots
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
PRANCES
FARMER
and Bob
Burns have
been selected
for

a deal for the Ostrer controlling
shares. 20th Century-Fox, which at
that time owned a 49 per cent in- leads in Frank Lloyd's next producterest in the firm, had objected to
tion for Paramount, a dramatic histhe move, insisting that its own deal,
torical panorama of America tentamade in association with Loew's, to
tively titled, "Wells Fargo." Lloyd
acquire the Ostrer stock, be consum- and Howard Estabrook are planning
mated.
to leave Hollywood in a few days
In another rapid-fire move, the for San Francisco to begin reOstrers then turned to C. M. Woolf
searches into the history of Wells
and his General Film Distributors Fargo.
t
▼
▼
for aid and worked out a tieup which
awoke the opposition of both the
Casting assignments: B. P. SchulAmerican companies, which have berg — Judith Ford, "The Ascending
split the stock originally owned by Dragon"; Warners — Anita Louise,
20th Century-Fox, and the Maxwell "First Lady"; Donald Crisp, "That
interests.
Certain Woman"; Sam Goldwyn —
Joel McCrea, "Dead End"; RKO—
Charles Middleton, "Looking for
New Jersey Moves to
Trouble"; Florence Rice, "All is
Confusion"; John Beal, "Mexican
Legalize Pari-Mutuels Quarter";
Columbia — Harry Harvey, Ed Lawton, Bob Evans and
Pari-mutuel betting at race tracks
"Speed▼ to T Spare."
would be legalized in New Jersey Paul Koch, ▼
under an amendment to its constituAdvance
Pictures,
Inc. (Mitchell
tion as proposed in a resolution
Leichter) has signed Eddie Nugent
which has been adopted by the Sen- for its series of 1937-38 action feaate in concurrence with the Assem- tures.
bly. The resolution must be passed
▼
T
T
by the Legislature next year and
Signing of Cary Grant to co-star
then approved by the voters at a with
Constance Bennett completes
referendum before becoming opera- the cast of the principals with Rotive.
Denver — Legalizing of horse and
dog racing along with pari-mutuel
betting, would be the effect of the
passage of a bill now in the legislature. Measures would tax meets
$100, and the state would also get
a five per cent cut of the pools and
a 10 per cent tax on admissions to
race tracks. Meets would be limited to 60 days with not more than
120 at any one track in a year, with
250 days of racing allotted for the
state. A commission of five would
govern.

0AILV

Louis Nizer Addresses
Hunter College Audience
Louis Nizer, film attorney, and
counsel for the New York Film
Board of Trade, delivered a lecture
before students and faculty members of Hunter College last evening
at 6:45 on the subject "The Film
Exchange." The lecture, given as
part of the college's current course
on motion pictures, traced the various steps instituted by the industry
from the time product is made in
the studios until it is actually projected on screens for public consumption. Nizer stressed particularly exchange procedure, including film inspection, booking, transportation
and the keeping of play dates.

WILK

land Young as "Mr. Topper" for the
Hal Roach-M-G-M
"Topper." Norman Z. McLeod directs.
T

T

»

T

T

T

Claude Binyon has started work
on the script for Gary Cooper's next
Paramount
film, is
"What
Ho," which
Emanuel Cohen
to produce,
and
Eve Greene has been assigned by
Paramount to write the screen play
for the tentatively titled "Gentlemen For Hire."
T
T
▼
Howard Lang, stage and screen
actor, has been signed for the
David O. Selznick production, "The
Prisoner of Zenda." Lang will play
the role of "Joseph."
Condor Pictures will shoot its entire series of six westerns, starring
Ken Maynard on the Conn Studio's
stages. The first, "Alias Blackie
Burke," isrelease.
now in- work, for Grand
National
▼

T

T

Akim Tamiroff today is working
at Paramount's studio in "King of
Gamblers" in which he delivers 1,000
lines of dialogue. Four years ago
in his first Hollywood-produced film,
"O.K. America" he had one line of
three words.

DeBra Addresses Women
on Films in World Thought
Arthur DeBra, assistant secretary
of M.P.P.D.A, in an address delivered Monday night at the conference on "Motion Pictures in World
Thought," sponsored by the New
York Herald-Tribune Bureau of Club

TRY TO PROVE ROXY
THEATER INS0LVEN1
(Continued from Page

1)

the Roxy reorganization plan in th<
Federal Court yesterday.
Under questioning by Carlos
Israels, counsel for the proponents
of the plan, which excludes stock
holders from participation, CharleiBennett, accountant, said that earn-,
ings of the Roxy did not compare
with previous years when it had
no competition from the Music Hall.
The chances of obtaining th<
grosses of previous years are slim
without the aid of a magician, Bennett testified. The only hope of increased revenue was through better
pictures which would permit increased admissions, he said.
He stated that the Roxy had a
top gross of $165,000 during a single week and a low of $13,000. The
theater earned a profit of $1,862,598
from its opening in 1927 to April
1932, this figure including a loss of
$469,500 in 1931-32. Repairs aggregating $150,000 must be made to the
theater, Bennett testified.
Russell Cruikshank, the only other
witness of the day, was questioned
by Edward Hanlon, counsel for the
noteholders' committee, on how he
had fixed the $3,500,000 appraisal
which his firm had made on the
Roxy on March 3 last. Hanlon
sought to prove that Cruikshank
knew nothing about making a theater appraisal.

Abramson
Again
Sec'y
Of III.
Allied
Theaters

Women,ium, told
at the
the newspaper's
auditorChicago — For a seventh consecugathering that
the
tive term, Louis L. Abramson has
cause of peace is the only factor that
could possibly warrant an exception been reappointed recording secreof the Allied Theaters of Illito the industry's ironclad policy of ndis. taryOfficers
and directors elected
Prix du Cinema Medal
keeping the screen "untrammeled by at the recent anual meeting were:
any interest or necessity for propa- president, Aaron A. Saperstein; J
Goes to "Lost Patrol"
vice-president, Van Nomikos; treasHe pointed out that public opinRKO Radio's "Lost Patrol" has
urer, Joseph Stern ; secretary, Har- (
ion in the United States is mani- ry II. Lasker; sergeant-at-arms,
won Belgium's highest motion picture award, the Prix du Cinema
festing an active antagonism toward Harry Nepo; Ludwig Sussman, Tipmedal for 1936-37, according to Buffalo Film Board Names
war,
and that peace films that would
py Harrison, Sinuel Roberts, Verne
ganda."
cable advices received from Bosnian
reflect
sentiment against armed Langdon, Benjamin Lasker, Jack
Samson Prexy for 9th Term force might have a beneficial effect Rose, Richard Salkin, Benjamin
and Bourland, the company's Belgian distributors.
upon all peoples of the world, as and Bartelstein, Charles Nelson, Aaron
The award was made at the anBuffalo — Sydney Samson, 20th
nual Motion Picture Festival held Century-Fox distribution manager when opinion showed that it was Courshon and Abe Gumbincr.
crystallized in all counin Brussels. This was the same top here, has been elected president of sufficiently
tries to give the theme of peace a
honor won last year by "The In- the Film Board of Trade for the
ninth term in twelve years. Jack truly sympathetic and effective hear- 48,200 Delewareans Sign
former."
of several civRepresentatives
Berkowitz of Republic Pictures is
ic,ing.
educational
and cultural groups
Sunday Movies Petitions
the
new
vice-president.
Marjorie
Three New Film Theaters
spoke. The speeches were foltary.
McBride of the TCF staff is secre- also lowed by the showing of three moWill Be Built in Canada
Wilmington, Del. — Signed by 48,tion pictures, "The Patriots"; a 200 Delawareans' petitions advocatFrench production, "Mirage de PaMontreal — Plans for three new
Sunof Delaware's
ingmovie
enactment
Joseph Hockstein Dead
Canadian theaters are announced
ris," and a German film. "Kuhle
day
bill was
presented before
D. Korman of Englehart, Ont., will
the Senate and House of the GenBayonne, N. J. — Joseph Hockeral Assembly in session at Dover
build a $55,000 house at Rouyn,
stein, 67, pioneer theater builder,
Wampe."
Que., A. Shewchuk of Sudbury, Ont., died at his home here. Mr. Hockfrom WilmingSigners 38,522.
yesterday.
McCall
in
Builds
ton alone numbered
The bill
will erect a $25,000 theater and
stein built the Bijou more than 30
Bonecher
apartment there, and Albert Bey, of years ago. He later built the
McCall, Ida.— M. E. Bonecher of introduced by Rep. John Hamill,
Thetford Mines, Que., will construct Strand, and about 14 years ago, the
McCall is erecting a 500-seat thea- would legalize Sunday movies after
DeWitt.
a $35,000 theater there.
ter, to be known as the Stadium.
2 p. in. throughout the state.
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Theaters Deal Renewal as Likely

REPORT WARNERS TO ESTABLISH THEATERSABROAD
Distributors Face Problems as Portable Circuits Jump
Growth
May

in St. Louis
Area
Affect
Booking
Practices

Town's Health Better, Doctor to Reopen His Theater

Maitland, Mo. — Dr. S. L. Lisbona will reopen his Maitland Theater Easter Sunday.
The house has been dark for two months due to bad weather and an unusual amount
of sickness in the town.

St. Louis — Increasing number of
portable circuits in this trade territory is presenting- distributor problems, and may eventually result in
new departures in film bookings for
such "wheels," largely composed of
towns which cannot financially support day-to-day shows.
J. George Feinberg, founder and
Paul Musser, of Casey, 111., largest portable circuit exhibitor in the vice president of the International
St. Louis area, is working three sets Seat Corp. of Chicago, died yesterof portable sound equipment and
day morning at the Jackson Memhas three circuits of six towns each.
orial Hospital, Miami, where he had
In addition he owns and operates been a patient since Friday. He
(.Continued on Page 4)
was in his early fifties. Funeral
will be held Sunday in Minneaoplis,
where burial will take place.
Feinberg had become ill about
eight months ago due to a bladder

J. G. FEINBERG DIES FILM TAX MEASURES
IN MIAMI HOSPITAL KILLED IN NEBRASKA

STANDARDIZATION OF
TELE. SEEN A MENAGE
Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — "To put television on
a commercial basis too soon may
mean standardization which might
retard development. To standardize
at all may mean to deliver television
into hands of a monopoly controlling
patents essential to meet specified
standards".
Such was the viewpoint expressed
by Commissioner Irvin Stewart, vice
(.Continued on Page 4)

Educational Execs, to
Hold Meeting on Coast
Educational executives will hold
their annual meeting at the coast
coincidental with the annual sales
convention
of 20th
Century-Fox

Lincoln, Nebr. — Both 10 per cent
bills against Nebraska box offices
and gross film rental were killed by
the Revenue Committee yesterday.
The committee convened to hear Ted
Mendenhall, Paramount exchange
head of Omaha, who said the bills
would force small showmen out of
business. The vote was unanimous.
Bills would have made a $600,000
annual tax load.

(Continued on Page 10)

Newark Exhib. Arrested
in Bank Night Test Case

11 P. M. Sunday Closing
Bill is Passed in Conn.

Connecticut theaters will be able
Newark, N. J. — Police cracked to keep open until 11 p. m. Sundays
down on Bank Night with a surprise under a bill passed by Legislature.
"raid" on the American Theater, Under the old law, houses were
breaking up game at the moment of compelled to close at 10:30 P. M.
been held on propayoff. In view of the 900-odd au- Hearingsposals tohave
the state statute
dience, Manager Walter Horn was concerning amend
closing time on Sundays
placed under arrest. He will be
passed was a comcharged with operating lottery. Dep- and the promiseone
with a measure to requiring
uty Police(Continued
Chief Sebold
who
ordered
on Page 4)
closing at 10 o'clock.

Prospects of Australian Theater Deal
Renewal by Doyle, 20th-Fox Are Bright

(Continued on Page 4)

Wilcox's ''Victoria" to
be Distributed by RKO
'Neptune's
Daughter' Remake?
Detroit — William Elliott, manager of
the State theater here, is mulling over

plans to remake "Neptune's Daughter,"
early Annette Kellerman silent feature,
with sound. Elliott figures he could use
much of the original water footage. He
believes he owns the only surviving
print of the Kellerman film.

Prospects of renewal of the Australian deal combining Hoyts Theaters and Greater Union Theaters
in the organization known as General Theaters are now perceptibly
Deal made by Herbert Wilcox for
world wide distribution on his pro- brighter, according to information
duction of "Queen Victoria" by RKO received in New York yesterday
does not affect the agreement un- from authoritative sources. The
der which GB handles three Wilcox present arrangement expires on Jan.
pictures in the United
States, a 1 next and Greater Union, controlled
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 12)

WB

Said To Be Considering
"Show
Windows"
in
London and Paris

Departure on Saturday of Joseph
G. Bernhard, general manager of
Warner Bros, theaters, for Europe
where he will meet Harry M. Warner, WB president, and Sam E. Morris, vice president in charge of foreign distribution, was linked yesterday with reports that Warners were
about to extend their theater operations to England and the Continent.
It was said here yesterday that
WB are particularly interested in
the English
and French exhibition
(Continued on Page 10)

SEEK TO SHOW ROXY
UNDERVALUED BY COM.
Attempts to show that the Roxy
Theater is worth much more than
the value assigned to it by the first
mortgage bondholders protective
committee were made yesterday by
opponents of the Roxy reorganizaCourt.tion plan at a hearing in Federal
Harold Seligson, counsel for the
Tipton bondholder committee, questioned(Continued
Russell Cruikshank,
on Page 12) who ap-

Divorce Drive's Progress
Coming Up at Allied Meet
Progress of the Allied campaign
devised to force producers to drop
their theater holdings will be reported upon at its Eastern regional
conference
now on
planned
(Continued
Page 4) for the

Hays Meeting Deferred

Owing to conflicting appointments of
various executives, annual meeting of
the Hays organization has been postponed from Monday to Thursday or
Friday of next week. Annual report
of Will H. Hays is now in preparation.
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Johnson Names Advisory
Committee for Monogram

Conn. Allied Unit Names
Joseph Reed as President

Advisory committee for Monogram
Pictures composed of executives and
franchise holders has been appointed
by President W. Ray Johnston. Committee includes Johnston, John W.
Mangham, Atlanta; Henri Elman,
Chicago; Ed Blumenthal, Dallas;
Howard Stubbins, Los Angeles;
Charles W. Trampe, Milwaukee;
Benjamin Welansky, Boston; Scott
R. Dunlap, Edward A. Golden and
Norton V. Ritchey.
All Monogram exchanges will
shortly take the Monogram name
and will be in full operation before
May 1. Hugh G. Davis will be chief
auditor of the company.
Seven features on which writers
are now working include "Paradise
Isle", "The Hoosier Schoolboy",
"College Sweetheart", "Blazing Barriers", "The Marines Are Here". "A
Bride For Henry", "Romance of the
Limberlost", "The Luck of Roaring
Camp" and "Federal Bullets."

New Haven — -Joseph Reed, Washington Depot operator, was elected
president of Allied Theaters of Connecticut, at the annual election.
Others named: Ralph Pasho, of the
Gem, Naugatuck, vice-president;
Maurice Shulman, of the Rivoli,
Hartford, second vice-president;
Abe Fishman, of the Fishman circuit, treasurer; Joseph A. Davis, of
the Black Rock, Bridgeport, and
Colonial, Southington, secretary;
and Jack Frost, of Fishman Theaters, financial secretary.
A committee to plan arrangements and entertainment for delegates to the Eastern Regional conference of Allied States Association,
in New Haven on April 5, was appointed as follows Martin Keleher,
J. B. Fishman, Joseph A. Davis,
Maurice Shulman and Ralph Pasho.

High

Denver — A deal is expected to b
signed Friday which calls for tak
ing over of the seven Harry Huff
man houses in Denver by Fox In i
termountain Theaters. The dea
calls for Huffman to go with Fo.
as city manager and Rick Ricket
son will continue as division man
ager. If the deal goes through Fo:
will take over the houses on Easte
or the day after and include thl
Denver Paramount, Aladdin, Broad
way, Rialto, Tabor and Bluebird, th
first four named are first runs
Gerald Whitney, city manager, wil
be moved to be manager of th;
northern district of Fox Intermoun
tain. The new Denver company i
to be Fox Greater Theaters with tei
year lease on the Denver houses.

Petroff Plans Two Films
and a Play on Broadwa
on Broadway,
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+
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Indianapolis, Ind. — Indianapolis
will be the host to RCA Pho.tophone
salesmen and district managers
early in May, when the sales convention will be held at the local
plant of the RCA here.

CFI

Defers Dividend Action

Consolidated Film Industries
board of directors met this week but
did not declare a dividend because
of the pending decision of the Delaware Supreme Court on the validity
of the company's recapitalization
plan.

French

Films

In Return

"Monte Carlo" and "Charlemagne," two French pictures, will
play a return engagement at the
Cinema de Paris beginning next
Tuesday. "Monte Carlo" features
Francoise Rosay, star of "Carnival
in Flanders."

Coming

over until April 6 pending hearing
of the court action to restrain the

Gunnis Davis Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Gunnis Davis, 63,
veteran character actor and theater
man, is dead at a hospital here. Born
in Sunderland, England, he came to
the United States in 1904 and was
stage manager for Frohman and
Savage. He entered films in New
York in 1912, and came to Hollywood in 1919. His most recent
screen roles included "Showboat,"
"The Little Minister," "Invisible
Man," and "One More River."

Donahue Succeeds Usher
Chicago — J. J. Donahue, formerly
Paramount Minneapolis manager,
has taken charge of the Chicago
branch of the company, succeeding
Allen Usher, recently named Paramount district manager.

and Going

PAULINE STARKE and GEORGE SHERWOOD
sailed from New York yesterday on the Manhattan bound for London.
BUCK JONES, now in New York, leaves Friday on his return to the coast.
SCOTT

DUNLAP leaves New
turning to Hollywood.

York Friday re-

HARRY struction
MOSKOWITZ,
of Loew's
condepartment, has chief
left the
home office
for a tour of several weeks, during which he
will
visit the
circuit's out-of-town
theaters.
FRANK TUTTLE, film director, is en route
to Europe on the Queen Mary which sailed
yesterday.

York

H. B. WARNER (eft for England yesterday
aboard
the Manhattan.

BORIS PETROFF, who has arrived in New
York from the coast, remains east two weeks.

ROSA PAULY, soprano of the Vienna State
Opera,
sailed for Europe on the Manhattan also
yesterday.

DAVE
tomorrow

MARCH
25
Bertram
Millhauser
El Brendel
Ray Enright
Edward
F. Hurley
David
T. Katz

Fox Intermountain Expected
To Get 7 Huffman House:

GB Preference Dividend
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of two features fo
Held Over Till April 6 1937-38 season, in addition to a pla; .

3"
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is planned

Photophone Sales Meet
who
is now
London (By Cable) — The GB i*etroff,
at Indianapolis in May preference dividend has been held through Grand National.

F INANCIAL
NEW
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FRANK
wood.
by

PALFREYMAN
from Miami.

TUTTLE

WHITNEY
auto en
TYRONE

returns

is in New

to

York from Holly-

BOLTON leaves New
route to the coast.
POWER,

who

Now

York April 2

arrived in New

York

Tuesday for a ten days' vacation, has been
recalled to the coast by 20th Century-Fox and
leaves tomorrow by plane.

JEAN ROGERS left New York yesterday for
Belmont, Mass., her home town, and will visit
there and in Boston before returning to the
coast the middle of next month.
DEANNA DURBIN, Universal's starlet who is
in Philadelphia making recordings for RCAVictor, returns to Hollywood early in April
via Winnipeg,
Canada.

by Bori
releasing

Petroff has the rights to a com
edy
entitled
whicl
he may
do this"Intermission,"
Spring. While spend
ing two weeks in New York, h
plans to search for new talent.

Special Master Suggestions
in RKO Case Before Cour
Decision by Federal Judge Bond;
on the special master who will hoi
further hearings on the RKO reor
ganization is awaited following sub
mission of an order of reference b;
counsel for Atlas Corp., proponent
of the RKO plan, together with sev
eral suggestions of persons wh
might serve as referee.

"Quality Street" In Keys
RKO Radio's "Quality Street/
starring Katharine Hepburn am
Franchot Tone, is to be screenei
at more than 50 key city theater
during Easter Week. New Yorl
premiere of the production is sched
uled to take place at the Radio Cit;
Music Hall on April 8.

New Birmingham

House

Birmingham, Ala. — The Water
Theater Co. is planning the con
struction of a $30,000 film theatei

TWA CUTS FARE!
Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast

Non-stop
between
New
York and
Chicago

TWA NEW YORK OFFICE!
1503

Broadway,
70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Desk — Penn. Station
Telephone:
MUrray Hill 6-1640

STUDY IN
SHOWMANSHIP!
A subject that has made the nation's headlines is bound to
make long lines at the nation's box-offices! It is already
hailed as the GREATEST Short Subject in History!
METRO -GOLDWYN- MAYER'S

TWO-REEL

SHOWMANSHIP

"SERofVtheANT

PEOPLE"

The Story of the Constitution of the United States

READY

FOR APRIL

9th RELEASE!
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STANDARDIZATION OF
TELE. SEEN A MENAGE
{Continued from Page

Educational Execs, to
Hold Meeting on Coast
1)

which is scheduled for the Ambassador, Los Angeles, beginning May
30. President E. W. Hammons will
be in charge of the session.
Educational will expand its activities' in the 16 mm. field because
of the new and greater revenue possibilities opening up, President Earle
W. Hammons, said yesterday.
Company will file a registration
statement for its new stock on Friday. Herrick, Heinzelman & Ripfirm, will hanley,
local investment
dle issuance
of the new stock.

Newark Exhib. Arrested
In Bank Night Test Case
(Continued from Page

1)

raid, announced arraignment will
serve as test case.
Raid was first of its kind in the
city and American was opening Bank
Night for the first time. Others
have operated but police say none
are operating now.

Divorce Drive's Progress
Coming Up at Allied Meet
(Continued from Page

p^s the H$frJ

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

chairman of the FCC in an address
at Duke University. Official circles
last night saw it as significant and
a key to the FCC's present attitude.
Asserting that television's major
problem now was that of frequencies, Stewart told his audience,
"Television may be glamorous to
others, but to the Commission it is
still a series of problems."

(Continued from Page

RISE IN PORTABLES
PRESENTS PROBLEMS

1)

Hotel Garde, New Haven, April 5.
The organization's legislative program will be discussed.
Attendance will represent Allied
units in all New England states,
Maryland and the DisNew Jersey,
trict of Columbia.

Wilcox's "Victoria" to
be Distributed by RKO
(Continued from Page 1)

spokesman for the Ostrer company
indicated yesterday.
First release via GB is entitled
"Back Stage" and goes into distribution immediately.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER

Check projection machines and curtain to see that they are in good
condition. Poor projection can ruin a
good picture.

111.
theaters

•

•

• IN BACK of the two-a-day showing of "Silent Barriers" at the New Criterion which opens tonite
Gaumont
is putting the biggest campaign in the history of the company
. . . . Al Margolies' pub dep't has been breaking plenty of space
daily in the metropolitan papers
Al Selig is handling the
exploitation and the theater end, and has the town plastered
with all sorts of tricky and intriguing paper
the theater
front is a replica of the C. P. R. Windsor station, (the picture
being the saga of the building of the Canadian railway), with
ticket-takers dressed in official railroad uniforms
and a
smash lobby attrack is an electrically-operated miniature locomotive, which responds to verbal instructions of anyone talking
into the transmitter of an attached phone
the Gaumont
execs have been playing with the gadget for the past week in
the home office, it is that fascinating

•

•

• A REAL contribution to motion picture bibliography Olga J. Martin's "Hollywood's Movie Commandments" a handbook for writers and producers
Miss
Martin is the former sec to Joseph I. Breen, director of the Production Code Adiministration .... so she knows her subject
the book covers the history of censorship
and a fund of
data for writers on protecting and marketing their work
the volume will be brought out by the H. W. Wilson Company
April 15

• e • AN UNUSUAL tribute to Robert Flaherty's India
jungle film, "Elephant Boy"
by the committee of exceptional photoplays of the National Board of Review
which
sends it in with this phrase among others equally laudatory
"As different from the ordinary animal movie as a masterpiece of literature is from a bare news story"
Glen Cravath, poster artist and illustrator, also an expert on animal
subjects, painted the posters and sketched the ads for the picture he says the publicity lads at United Artists guessed
the weight of Kala Nag, the bull elephant in the film, at 3,000
pounds, when he weighs close to 10,000 pounds
but the U.
A. ballyhooers
always were like that
continually Understating

in Casey, and in Greenup,

The towns to which Musser furnishes portable movie shows and
theaters utilized are: Stark, Hume,
111.; Lodge, Longview, 111.; high
school gymnasium, Louisville, 111.;
Mason, Mason, 111.; Community,
Montrose, 111.; Ridge Farm, Ridge
Farm, 111.; high school gymnasium,
Willow Hill, 111.; Blue Front, Bone
Gap, 111:; Star, Brockton, 111.; Gem,
Clay City, 111.; Palace, Flat Rock,
111.; Star, Hutsonville, 111.; Sumnew,
Sumner, 111.; Variety, Westfield, 111.;
Lincoln, Martinsville, 111.; Dixie,
West Union, 111. Shows in Longview, Longview and Willow Hill are
Summer arrangements only.
The Lincoln at Martinsville, 111.,
formerly was operated by W. A.
Prince while Charles Prevo had the
Dixie in West Union, 111.
Walter Norton now furnishes porable shows in nine towns in Southern
Illinois and three in Eastern Missouri, recently adding the Baylis,
Baylis, 111.; Gem, New London, Mo.;
Legion,
Mo., and Gem,
Winfield, O'Fallon,
Mo.
Paul Brands, of Brighton, 111., has
a portable circuit of six towns, and
C. T. Dusenberre, of Belleville, 111.,
also has a six-town circuit.
Norton obtained the Gem in New
London, Mo., from W. H. Yager, and
the
GemRudolph.
in Winfield, Mo., from
Charles

DATE

BOOK

Today:
Annual
meeting
Carlton Hotel.

of

show. Variety Club
Marchbenefit
27: Dallas

•
•
• AT FOUR
o'clock precisely yesterday
afternoon
Paramount's "Waikiki Wedding," gave every indication
that it would smash the opening day record figure established
by the premiere of "Maid of Salem" and Benny Goodman's band.
• • • APPOINTMENT of Ernest V. Heyn as assistant
supervising editor of Macfadden Publications is announced by
Fulton Oursler, head man in the editorial end
Heyn will
pay particular attention to Photoplay, Movie Mirror and Radio
Mirror
he leaves Screen Guide to join Macfadden

• SUCH WIDESPREAD comment has been aroused
•
•
because of its exceptional typography and layout
that the
book, "The Making of a Great Picture," prepared as a bit of
has been
advance publicity for Columbia's "Lost Horizon"
placed on sale at Brentano's book store
they claim it is
the first time that a publicity item has found commercial possibilities because of its reader interest

«

«

«

»

»

»

Ritz-

March 29:
Adolph
Zukor
testimonial
the Waldorf-Astoria,
7:30 P. M.

dinner,

Association
Eastern
Hotel
Garde,
New

April 5: Allied States
Regional Conference,
New
Haven,
Conn.
April 9:
and

Press Photographers' Association dance
entertainment,
Hotel Commodore.

April 9:

Universal

^ show,
April 10:

Club

dance

and

amateur

the American
Women's
Clubhouse.
Chicago
Amusement
Publicists
Association dinner dance, Hotel Sherman.

April 17-18:
National
Variety
Club
tion, Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha.

conven-

April 19: Testimonial dinner for Edward Moss
at the Bellevue Stratford,
Philadelphia.
April
Cincinnati
Bookers
Club
dinner
dance,20
dance, at the Hotel Alms.
Queen
at the

April 22:
nati.

City Variety
Club
dinner
Netherland
Plaza, Cincin-

May annual
3-7: national
Premium premium
Advertising
Association's
exposition,
Palmer
House, Chicago.
May 1 :

• • • SEVERAL PRODUCERS are interested in Charles
supper shows at the
doing will
alsoHeller
playing in "Dead
Blake,
Hotel Ambassador
... •End,"
Jackie
appear on the Ed
Wynn show on April 17

Ascap,

Police-Firemen's

Ampa

dinner dance at the New Yorker.

Apriland
2: entertainment,
Boston M. P. Hotel
Salesmen's
Club dance
Bradford.
May waukee.
12-14:

Allied

National

Convention,

Mil-

June 7: American Federation of Musicians
convention,
Hotel Kentucky,
Louisville.
June 21-24: National Conference on Visual
Education and Film Exhibition, Chicago.
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A "£iW faun Ufittywwd "Ms
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
be co-starred
will
JEAN HARLOW
in "Saratoga,"
Clark Gable
with
which Jack Conway will direct for
M-G-M. This is a new story by
Anita Loos with a background of
the New York state track, and will
be produced by Bernard Hyman.
T

T

▼

James Stewart and Buddy Ebsen
have signed new long term contracts with M-G-M, as have Ogden
Nash and Hugh Mills, scenarists.
T

T

T

Lee Tracy has been signed by S.
J. Briskin, production chief at RKO
Radio, for the top spots in "Tomorrow's Headlines," which Producer
Cliff Reid will send before cameras
next week with Richard Rosson directing. Diana Gibson will be opposite Tracy. The cast also will
include Phil Huston, Tom Kennedy and George Irving.

WHO'S

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 66 • • •
/^LARENCE BROWN. Director for M-G-M. Born in Clinton, Mass., on May
^"^ 19, 1890. Educated at University of Tennessee, receiving degrees in
electrical and mechanical engineering, respectively. After pursuing his profession for several years, became keenly interested
in picture making. Became assistant director
for Maurice Tourneur. First picture work was
the Clara Kimball Young production, "Trilby,"
1915. With Tourneur for six years, then made
a director. Record for success an extraordinary
one; it is said of him that he has never made
a flop. Among notable productions are "Flesh
and the Devil," with Garbo and Gilbert. Has
directed seven pictures with Garbo, including
"Anna Christie," "Anna Karenina" and now
making "Countess Walewska." Also directed a
number of pix with Crawford and Shearer.

tor of Columbia's "Let's Get Marbert Mundin, "Angel"; WB — Otto
ried," and a Stanford graduate, reKruger, "The▼ Deep
turned this week to the studios from
T South".
T
a
conference
with Dr. Farmer and
Gene Towne and Graham Baker,
who wrote the story and screen play J. Mendelowitz, instructor of the
screen appreciation class.
T
T
T
of "History Is Made At Night," starY
T
T
ring Jean Arthur and Charles Boyer,
Camera work starts today in Par- have returned to their home lot to
Dolly Haas yesterday was enamount's studio on "Hotel Haywire"
gaged by Columbia for a stellar role
with Leo Carrillo, Lynne Overman, adapt Clarence Budington Kelland's
in "Absent Without Leave." This
for the screen.
Mary Carlisle, Benny Baker, John novel "Stand-In"
▼
T
T
will be Miss Haas' first American
Patterosn and Colette Lyons playColumbia's productions have been picture.
ing the leading roles under direction
T
T
T
selected for the picture introduction
of George Archainbaud. "Easy Liv- of the new course of Picture DevelThis,
that
and
t'other:
20th-Fox
film version
of Vera
Caspary's
opment and Appreciation, which has has renewed the pact of Claire Trestory,ing,"will
go into
production
at
Paramount next Monday. Mitchell recently been added to the Art Devor for a year; now making "One
partment of Leland Stanford Uni- Mile from Heaven", she is to be
Leisen directing. Arthur Hornblow,
loaned
to Columbia for a film upon
Jr., will produce.
versity, headed by Dr. Michael FarHarry Sherman has
T
T
T
mer. Henry Brill, assistant direc- its completion
Darr.vl F. Zanuck has exercised
the option on Associate Producer
Cockrill Adds Another
Comerford Takes U. A. Pix
Gene Markey's services for 20th
A deal which assures showings of
Denver — Dave Cockrill has purCentury-Fox. Markey's next as"Transatlantic
chased the Plaza Theater, a dime
signment will be "The Splinter 42
towns of theMerry-Go-Round"
Comerford Circuitin
Fleet," based upon a story of the
grind down on Curtis, from Paul
work of U. S. Navy submarine has just been consummated by Hoppen who has operated the house
chasers in the Adriatic during Ihe Harry Gold, Eastern Division Man- for years. The theater will reopen
ager of United Artists and John on a union basis after being closed
World War.
T
T
▼
Nolan, general manager of the the- a week for a thorough redecoration.
ater circuit. Other bookings are Cockrill also owns the Denham,
According to First National's
the Mort Shea Circuit, Keith
production plans, Errol Flynn will for
Theater in Baltimore, Great Lakes first-run, and recently took over the
probably be starred in a screen ver- Theater in Buffalo and Criterion Alpine, neighborhood.
sion of Samuel Hopkins Adams's Theater, New York.
popular novel, "The Perfect Specimen"; and Michael Curtiz has been
2 New Gibraltar Houses
named as the director. Flynn is
Joins Buying Combine
now in Ireland visiting his parents,
New Orleans — Jewel Theater at
Denver — Gibraltar Enterprises,
accompanied by his wife, Lili Da- Inc., will open two houses about the Morgan City, La., has joined the
mita. He has been cabled to report first
of May. They are remodeling Affiliated Theaters' buying combine
at the First National studios in
buildings in Santa Risa and Hur- and all buying and booking will in
Burbank, Cal., early in April.
ley, N. M., each with a 500 seating the future be handled by Levere
T
▼
T
capacity.
Montgomery of Affiliated here.
Casting assignments: RKO — Alan
Bruce, "Missus America"; Frank
Jenks, Gordon Jones, Maxine JenFour Mexican Films Released Within Week Sets Record
nings, "There Goes My Girl"; M-GMexico,
D. F. — Premiere of both Rafael Portas and Adolfo Grovas' Producciones
M — Louis Borrell, "The Emperor's
Artisticas (Art Productions) "Suprema Ley" (Supreme Law) and David Kirkland's "El
Candlesticks"; 20th Century-Fox—
Impostor" (The Impostor), brought the number of Mexican-made pictures released
within a week in the Mexico City area to four, thereby establishing an all-time record
Sig Rumann, "This is My Affair";
for the native industry. Producciones Exito's "El Superloco" (The Super Madman)
Andrew Tombes, "Sing and Be Hapand Miguel Contreras Torres' production of "No Mataras" (Thou Shalt Not Kill) were
the other releases, the first being shown at eight metropolitan houses simultaneously,
py"; Universal — Arthur Hohl, Gaylor Pendleton, Margaret Sedden,
the second playing eight others day-and-date.
"The Road Back"; Paramount— HerT

T

▼

Title changes: From "The Great
Crooner" to 'Mr. Dodds Takes the
Air" (WB) ; from "Miracle Mountain' to "Blazing Sixes" (FN).

signed Nate Watt to direct William
Boyd in "North of the Rio Grande",
next in the Hopalong Cassidy series . Paramount will place "Summer Romance" with Shirley Ross
and Robert Cummings in early production.
T

T

T

Benny Rubin, who is writing the
script of "The Kangaroos," a new
RKO Radio starring vehicle for Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey, has
gone to San Francisco to make a
p. a. at the Golden Gate Theater,
where he will try out many of the
tentative for
linestheand "gags" he has
prepared
coming picture.
T

▼

T

▼

T

T

Ella Logan, a few years ago, was
struggling to gain recognition as a
singer at the Kit Kat Club in London. Also appearing at the same
club was an obscure dancer named
Queenie Thompson. Now, Ella is
being featured in Samuel Goldwyn's
"Woman Chases Man", by the same
producer who elevated Queenie
Thompson, now Merle Oberon, to
world-wide fame.
Edward L. Alperson, Grand National president, has completed arrangements for two more Conrad
Nagel-Eleanore Hunt features in
the Condor-Federal Agent series to
be produced by George A. Hirliman
and M. II. Hoffman for GN release.
The first will be "Marked Money,"
by Griffin Jay, and the second
"Stacked Chips," by George Rosener and David Levy.
T
▼
T
Mitzi Green
will
return
to the
screen as a young lady of 16 to star
for RKO Radio in Dana Burnet's
story, "Love Below Freezing," to be
produced by Pandro S. Berman next
fall. Lew Brown and Ray Henderson will write the musical score for
"Love Below Freezing," and the cast
will include Smith and Dale of the
original Avon Comedy Four.
T

T

▼

James Wong Howe, ace cameraman, has been signed to a long-term
contract by Selznick International.
T

T

▼

Gregory Ratoff has been assigned by Darryl F. Zanuck to direct
"Lancer Spry," soon to go into production with Michael Whalen, Sig
Rumann, J. Edward Bromberg and
Frances Drake tentatively in the
cast. Sam Engel is associate producer.
T

t

▼

"Midnight Madonna" will be the
title of the Good Will Court story
which Emanuel Cohen will produce
for Paramount. The cast will include Warren William, Mady Correll and Edward Ellis. James Flood
will direct.
T

T

T

Warners are negotiating with
John Barrymore with a view to
casting him in one of the most important roles of Bette Davis's next
starling picture, "That Certain Wo-
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22,000 FILM SHOWS
ANNUALLY FOR ARMY
Twenty-two thousand film shows
are given annually in the 77 army
camps, posts and stations in the
United States for which at least 365
features and many shorts are booked
and routed over the country, it was
stated to The Film Daily yesterday
by Thomas H. Martell, in charge of
booking army posts in the eastern
area.
Admission of 20 cents is charged
to the army shows which are open
only to those stationed at the posts.
Number of shows given weekly at
the camps vary with the size. Some
camps give seven shows weekly, some
five, some three.
Realizing that it is impossible to
present top notch shows nightly, the
army bookers have divided up the
week so that on Sunday the best
film is shown, Monday is revival
night, or a lesser picture, Tuesday
a better film is exhibited, Wednesday being a half -holiday an average
picture is played, on Thursday there
is a big picture, and on Friday and
Saturday, serials and family type
films are offered. Pictures are rated
as outstanding, average, above average, fairly good and mediocre and a
careful percentage tabulation is kept
to see that the average of the weekly bills is high.
At army posts, action films and
musicals are favored. M-G-M pictures received the highest rating of
any of the companies, according to
Martell, who added that, singly,
Paramount's "Rhythm on the Range"
was the most popular film shown in
1936.

Extortion Demands Sent
to Selznick and Actress
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — ■ Extortion demands
contained in letters sent to the family of David O. Selznick, film producer, and to Anna May Wong,
screen actress, are under investigation by the District Attorney here.
One note threatened bodily harm to
Mrs. Selznick's son, and to her
father, Louis B. Mayer, unless she
advanced $20,000 for financing a motion picture. A similar sum was demanded in the other note sent to Miss
Wong who was warned that failure
to comply would result in disfiguring her and crippling her father.
Authorities attribute the letters to
"cranks", but are pushing their investigations todetermine the sources
of the notes.

Anti-Nazis Picket House

NEWS

of the DAY

Cincinnati — It is reported that
Lashinsky's
will build a new theater
in
McConnellsville.

the reopened Court Square Theater
with Al Fish as assistant.
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46 PIX IN WORK, WB
IN THE LEAD WITH 7
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Forty-six pictures are
in production, with Warners heading the list with seven pictures.
Little Rock — F. L. Clark has
M-G-M and Paramount follow with
Cincinnati — E. Wagner, Ft. Recov- moved the Coxy Theater to the
Century-Fox and Uniery, has again resumed control of Aycock building at Hazen. A new six, and versal20th
are making five each. Retheater is also being erected
the Royal, taking over from Frank film
public is making four and RKO
at Judsonia.
Flesch.
three. Selznick, Goldwyn, Wanger,
Columbia, Lesser, Loew, Darmour,
Des Moines— City Board of AdAshland, N. H. — The Community
justment has approved plans for a Conn, Hirliman and Stone are makTheater has been closed.
ing one each.
550-seat theater to cost approximately $30,000 which Elijah Lewis
"A Night of Mystery" has startPittsfield, Mass.— The Scenic The- will
Ave. build at West 13th and Forest
ed at Paramount and "Missus
ater here has reopened.
America"
"Lady Luck" is
the newest atonRKO.
the Warner
schedule,
with
Cincinnati—
Helen
Cain,
assistant
"Love
Under Fire" commenCornish, Me. — Samuel Kimball,
owner of the Sokokis Theater at booker for several years, has recing at 20th Century-Fox.
"Angels' Holiday" has finished at
Limerick, has reopened the old Pike
signed from Columbia.
Memorial Hall here.
Warners and "As Good as Married"
Cleveland — Peter Wellman will at Universal. "The Old Soak" has
been wrapped up at M-G-M.
Springfield, .Mass. — Langdon Barnew on700-seat
ater, Girard,
April 3.Mock's Thehydt has been appointed manager of open his

F. of A. to Elect May 8;
Rudy Vallee Renominated

Two-Operator Ruling Hits
Public School Film Shows

Rudy Vallee has been re-nomi- men-in-a-booth
Syracuse, N. ruling,
Y. — Thiseffective
city's twoApnated for the presidency of the
ril 1, will apply to film programs
American Federation of Actors.
Other nominations for the full three- in public schools as well, it is announced by Commissioner of Public
year term include Sophie Tucker,
honorary president; Joe Laurie, Jr., Safety William E. Rapp. Competency of operators will be passed
1st vice president; Ben Bernie, 2d
vice president; Chick York, 3d vice upon by Chief Inspector of Public
president; Harry Richman, 4th vice Assemblies Charles Wilkes.
president; Ralph Whitehead, execu- Film Theater Building
tive secretary, and Charles Mosconi,
treasurer. Nominations for fourBoom Starts in Dublin
year terms as councillors include
Joe Laurie. Jr., Harry Richman, El
Dublin — With a population of
Brendel, Eddie Garr, Dan Healy,
to draw upon, greater DubGuy Magley, Matt Shelvey and Louis 300,000
lin now has 41 film theaters, with a
J. Pope. Annual elections will be
total
seating
capacity of 45,800. Six
held Mav 8.
of the 41 houses were recently
opened. Building boom is on; four
more are under construction, two
Here on Distrib. Deal
additional planned.
J. D. Kendis, head of Jay Dee
Kay Productions of Hollywood is
Cotter Sells Bijou
here to arrange for distribution of
his latest exploitation picture,
Kansas City, Mo. — J. W. Cotter
"Slaves in Bondage." Kendis has has sold his Bijou Theater here to
sold most of the territories west of Charles Esterly who operates the
the Mississippi and expects to close State Theater in Kansas City,
for England while here. He will Kans., and will leave Kansas City
leave in a few days for Boston and Lo enter business in Oklahoma.
then go on to Montreal. Kendis will
make three more exploitation picTower Theater Underway
tures before July 1.
Oklahoma City — Standard Theaters has &tarted construction work
on its new neighborhood Tower
Reid Trial on April 5
Theater, 23rd and Walker Sts., to be
Bingen, Wash. — When Mel A.
Reid, local theater owner, defends ready for opening in about 90 days.
himself against a lottery charge
based on Bank Night operation at New Kerasotes House Opens
Goldendale April 5, it will be the
Springfield, 111. — Kerasotes Brothfirst criminal action to be tried
ers, operators of the Senate, Strand
and Pantheon theaters here, have
there in several years.
opened their largest film house, the
Beverly, in Peoria.
Pelitier Heads C of C

Belmont Theater was being picketed yesterday by the Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League following exDetroit — Latest showman to be
hibition of the picture "Amphitryon," a Nazi-financed film. The elected to civic office is Robert PeliAnti-Nazi League succeeded last
tier, owner of the Bijou and Macomb Theaters at Mount Clemens,
year in inducing the management
of the 55th St. Playhouse to with- who is the new president of the
Clemens
Chamber of Corndraw the film after its opening had Mount
been announced.

New House for Buford
Buford, Ga. — The Capital Construction Co. of Atlanta, has been
awarded the general contract for
the construction of a theater here
for the Lucas and Jenkins Circuit.

SICK REPORT
William P. Curran, father of
Charles Curran and also connected
with Donahue & Coe, today undergoes an operation at Park East
Hospital.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Shirley Temple's
mother,
Mrs. Gertrude Temple, will
undergo an operation described by
her physician as "of an abdominal
character." She is expected to spend
two weeks in a hospital here.
Kansas City, Mo. — Miss Blanche
Strong, biller in the Universal
branch offices here who underwent
an operation for mastoid a short
time ago, is convalescing rapidly
and has been removed from St.
Mary's Hospital to her home.
Oklahoma City — Harry Silverman, branch manager of Crescent
Film Co., is ill with the flu.
Detroit — Sol
vaudeville booking
Del-Ray office, was
Grace Hospital for

Berns, Detroit
agent with the
operated on in
appendicitis.

Chicago — Sam Shirley, M-G-M
district manager, is reported improving from a recent operation at
the Lakeview hospital.
San Antonio — G. A. Lucchese of
the National and Zaragoza theaters
is recovering from injuries received
in an auto accident.
San Antonio — Virgil Post of the
monia.
Majestic Theater is ill with pneuHollywood — Mrs. Leo Tillotson,
mother of David Tlilotson, screen
and stage juvenile, now appearing
in "The Wisdom Tooth" at the Musart, is suffering from a dislocated
hip as the result of a fall.
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J. G. FEINBERG DIES
IN MIAMI HOSPITAL
(Continued from Page
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£ "Still Alarm -With Sound *
Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of
Sidney B. Lust, Executive Director,
Lust Theaters, Washington, D. C.

1)

ailment and high blood pressure
also developed. After making progress towards recovery at Chicago,
he went to Florida and last week
was on hand for the M. P. T. 0. A.
convention. At that time, he appeared to be improving in health.
The deceased was born in Minneapolis, where he entered the theater business 20 years ago. Later,
for a period of 16 years, he was associated with Heywood-Wakefield,
working in both Chicago and New
York. Four years ago he established International Seat. He was
a member of the directorates of U.
S. Air Conditioning Corp. and Union
City Body Corp.
Feinberg is survived by his
widow, Sugah; two brothers, A. A.,
secretary and general manager of
U. S. Air Conditioning, and A. S.,
vice-president and general sales
manager, and three sisters.
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experience that always hands me a big laugh, although it
caused a near-riot and stopped a sell-out show, occurred
about 23 years ago, when I operated one of the first independent
film exchanges in the Washington territory.

big
all our the
exploited
Naturally,
pictures,
and wewhen
we obtained
rights to "The Still Alarm," a spe
cial exploitation man was assigned
to bally the film in Baltimore.
One of our good exhibitors, who
owned a colored theater at that time,
was playing the picture one afternoon, and the house was packed.
The exploitation man had tied-up
with the fire department, unknown
to Mr. Exhibitor, who was thoroughly elated with the crowd that
jammed his theater, as well as the
sidewalk in front of it.
It wasn't until Reel Three that the
picture really got going, with the fire
engines responding to an alarm.
Duluth Rites for Clinton,
Just then, a fire engine, which the
Once Head of Minn. Allied press agent had promoted from the
local fire department, pulled up in
Duluth, Minn. — Funeral services front of the theater.
for James Brownlee Clinton, 62,
The excitable exhibitor, who was
former president of Minnesota Al- holding back the crowd, dashed out
lied, who died suddenly of a heart front and saw the engine stop in
attack at Lake Worth, Fla., on front of his house, became greatly
Tuesday, will be held here. His alarmed and ran back inside.
widow is bringing the body north.
At that psychological moment, the
Clinton owned a local theater cir- picture on the screen switched to a
cuit.
fire scene, and so realistic were the
cinematic flames, the near-sighted
exhibitor grabbed a pail of water,
Toeplitz Denies Report
ran down the aisle and threw the
Company Changing Hands water on the screen. It was a great
sound effect, but — !!!
Ludovico Toeplitz, head of ToeEditor's Note: This is the fourth
plitz Productions, in a cable yester- of a new feature series. Watch for
day to his American representative, the next in an early issue.
J. D. Trop, authorized the latter to
"strenuously deny" a report that
control of Toeplitz had passed to
Eugene Frenke and Jacques Molin- Theater Workers Union's
iere. Another cable to Trop from
Newark Strike Continues
Moliniere categorically denied "such
fantastic statements," and said that
Newark, N. J. — Conferences beFrenke was not associated with
tween representatives of the newly
him.
formed Theater Workers Union and
Nathaniel Smith, manager of the
Rialto, have failed to settle a strike
Missouri Sales Taxes
of ushers, doormen, porters and
Show February Decline cleaners.
The theater is A. F. of L. organJefferson City, Mo. — Missouri
ized as to operators and stagehands.
sales tax collections for February The show is continuing during the
totaled only $905,476 as against strike. The union claims to be or$1,188,185 for January. St. Louis
ganized 100 per cent in houses of
City paid $260,246 and St. Louis the city. The Rialto demands are
County, $25,955 in February and the first that have Deen made.
Jackson County, including Kansas
The union, formed two months
City, $119,016.
ago by Harry Wendrich, A. F. of L.
organizer, has applied for a chartei
in the national organization. De'Tis Spring
mands include ushers, 40-hour week
at $18; doormen, 40-hour week at
Chicago — "In the spring the youngster's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of
$20; porters, 48-hour week at $20;
miggs" — and so the North Center Thecleaners, 40-hour week at $22; partater is using marbles for premiums to
time ushers, 35-hour week at $10;
bring the kids into the house with
great success, Manager Harry Crawford
recognition of the union as sole barreports.
gaining agent for employees, and
time and a half for overtime.

—
i Balaban
and

——
Katz Adding

REPORT WARNERS MAK
OWN HOUSES ABROAD
(Continued from Page
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field, and that a decision to estab
lish Warner "show windows" ir
London and Paris is not unlikely.
Warner and Morris have beer
abroad for several weeks, going firsl
to Italy where further WB expan
sion is expected. France, Norway
Sweden, Denmark and, finally, Eng
land, comprise the remainder ol
their
itinerary.
The party will re
turn in
early May.

43rd Theater to Circuit
Chicago — Balaban and Katz are
adding another new theater to their
Chicago circuit with the signing of
the contract with Ruth and Alec
Klein for the erection of a 900-seat
house at the corner of Belmont Ave.
and Keating St. C. W. and George
L. Rapp are drawing the plans for
the house, which will be the 43rd of
the B. and K. circuit.
The Frisina Theater circuit is
adding two more houses, the Starr
at Vandalia and a new 1250-seat
house to be built at Charleston.
Harry Vonderschmitt has secured
control of the State Theater at
Noblesville,
in
that city. giving him two houses

IATSE Exec. Addresses
Detroit Exchange Union

St. Louis County Town to
Ballot on Sunday Shows

Webster Grove, Mo. — This town I
sole community in St. Louis County I
where Sunday shows are illegal, will
vote on the issue again April 6 as
the result of a movement sponsored
by trustees for the Ozark Theater

Columbia, Mo. — The City Council!
has repealed the town's blue laws
and
opened the way for Sunday filnJ
shows.
Hartselle, Ala. — This town votes
on Sunday movies March 30. The
local theater has been operating on
Sundays for some time with permission of the City Council.

Tarrant, Ala. — Tarrant movie
Detroit ■ — The Film Inspectors, houses are to remain dark on Sundays as a result of a recent referShippers, and Poster Handlers
Union was formally presented with Council. endum called by the Tarrant Cit
its A. F. of L. charter at a meeting
at the Detroit Federation of Labor.
The meeting was addressed by
Lincoln, Neb. — Town Council at
Meadow Grove has authorized a
Roger Kennedv, international vice- referendum on Sunday films on
president of the I. A. T. S. E., who
pointed out that his appearance was
April 6.
strictly personal.

"Ecstasy" Closing After
13-Week Run in Chicago
Chicago
— 13"Ecstasy"
closes
its
record
run of
weeks at the
World
Playhouse this week.
Detroit — The Downtown Theater
is holding "Ecstasy" for a third
week. Arthur D. Maguire, executive committee chairman of the Detroit Council of Catholic Organizations, has filed a protest against the
film with Police Commissioner Heinrich Pickert.

214 Easter Week Dates

Set for LeRoy's "King"

Mervyn LeRoy's first production
for Warner Bros., "The King and
the Chorus Girl," will have 214
simultaneous Easter Week dates in
key city situations. Its New York
premiere takes place at the Strand
Theater Saturday morning. A
French preview will take place in
Paris at the same time, with Fernand Gravet, the film's star, and his
wife, Jane Renouardt attending.

Richard Beck Acquires
Two Theaters in Newark
Newark, N. J. — Richard Beck,
formerly
manager
for his father,
Clarence E. Beck, owner of several
Chicago houses, has purchased the
Cameo and the American. Hal Beck,
his brother who was also associated
in the Chicago activities, is house!
manager of the Cameo, and Walter!
Ryan, formerly of the Rialto, this]
city, is in charge of the American.
Walter Horn, who was manager of
the American before the change, is
ip
now
manager
of both
houses. general
Pick New

Pastor Via Film

Fremont, Neb. — Members of Fremont's First Baptist Church have selected a new pastor by means of motion pictures. When the Rev. Winfield
Edson of Oakland, Cal., was being considered for the vacancy, the congregation decided the distance was too great
for him to come here for a conference.
So they asked him to have a film made
of. him and his family. Then they voted
unanimously to call him after viewing
the film.
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SEEK TO SHOW ROXY
UNDERVALUED BY COM.

^ ^ Filling New Positions ^ ^

Griffin, Ga.— H. T. Stafford, of
Knoxville, Tenn., has been appointpraised the Roxy property at $3,ed manager of the Imperial Theater,
500,000 for the first mortgage com- succeeding A. C. Rudd, who is enmittee, which is sponsoring the
tering the Atlanta, Ga., realty field.'
plan, on how he reached his valuation. Seligson maintained that the
Chicago — Will Fitzpatrick, fortheater is worth $4,500,000 or $5,merly of Fitzpatrick and McElroy
000,000. Samuel Kramer, counsel
for the Class A stockholders, sought circuit, has been named manager of
to show that the theater is worth the Majestic Theater at Peoria.
$7,000,000 or $8,000,000.
Pittsburgh — Wade Wittman, forBoth Seligson and Kramer tried
merly with the Loew's Penn Theato prove that the betterment in
here, has been appointed main
Roxy earnings since last August line tersalesman
for the local RKO
made the property worth more.
Seligson quizzed Charles Bennett, Exchange by Manager George Lefko.
accountant, in an attempt to show He succeeded Garrett Payne, who
that the theater did not keep its went to New York.
books properly. Kramer attacked
Cincinnati — Sol Worthington has
the method used by Bennett in comresigned from RKO Theaters art
puting the theater's earnings.
Howard S. Cullman is slated to department to go with the B. H.
be a witness today and Leo Brecher Kroger Co.
will be called in as an expert to
Chicago — Jerry Winsberg has
testify about the worth of the theater.
been named manager of B. & K.'s
Central Park Theater, while G. A.
Romine has been appointed manU. S. Tax Collections Rise
ager of the Senate Theater with M.
That the Federal Government in Greenfield as assistant.
the Third District of New York colSeattle — Jim Clemmer has been
lected $558,619 in taxes from all
branches of show business during transferred from the again-darkened Music Hall by John Hamrick
February, a rise of $59,675 over
his old managerial berth at the
January's figure, is reported in a to
monthly statement just issued by Music Box.
Deputy Commissioner George J.
Schoenemann of the Department of
Seattle — Until recently with UniInternal Revenue. Total admission
versal, Ray Ackles has joined Cotaxes collected by the Government
lumbia's sales staff. James Ewing
throughout the country amounted has succeeded Ackles in the eastern
area
for
Universal.
to $1,473,352 for February as
against $1,305,676 the previous
month.
Racine, Wis. — F. E. Wesp, formerly manager of several Warner
(Continued from Page
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Bros, houses in Atlantic City, has
been named manager of the Rialto
Theater here, succeeding Harry
Penn, who has been transferred to
the State Theater.
Cincinnati — Bill Burns, formerly
with Grand National, has been
added to the booking staff of Columbia.
Denver — John Taylor is now city
manager for Fox Intermountain in
Sheridan, Wyo. Taylor was in Salt
Lake City until the Orpheum and
the Studio theaters were sold. In
Sheridan he replaces William Fowers, who goes to Sterling, Colo.

Natalie Schaefer Replaces
Natalie Schaefer on Monday goes
into
Is On,"
Shubert
revue "The
at theShow
Winter
Garden.
She
replaces Vera Allen, who has been
signed for a new play.

NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Henry
Wilcoxon,
in a recent
seance
held in England,
was identified as the
reincarnation
of William
Shakespeare.
—REPUBLIC.

Gaines With RKO Radio
William Gaines, former Associated Press columnist, has joined the
RKO Radio press department.

Stage
;e Shows Clicking

St. Louis— -Stage shows are going
big here, and a number of the outlying St. Louis Amusement Co.
houses now are offering stage bills
on certain days each week.

1)

by Stuart Doyle, has given notices
of dissolution of the deal.
Kenneth Ashprey, attorney for
Doyle, is now in New York from
Sydney and is understood to be in
contact with 20th Century-Fox,
which controls Hoyts. Sidney R.
Kent, president of the American
company, plans to visit Australia
next summer to act in the situation.

Ascap Holds Annual Meet

"Aranyember" to Danubia

Syracuse, N. Y. — Raymond Seidenburg, formerly of the Schine
Circuit, replaces Arthur Servatius
at Kallet's Regent here.
Lincoln, Neb. — Chuck Doty, formerly with theaters in Denver and
Santa Fe, has been added to the
exploitation department of the Lincoln Theaters Corp. here by Jerry
Zigmond, city manager. He will
work with Martin Coopersmith who
has been head of the department.
Atlantic City — Morty Levine, who
has been with Warners at Wilmington for some time, is now managing the Stanley on the Boardwalk
here.

France Plans 30,000 Watt
Two New Film Theaters
Tele Broadcasting Station
To Be Built in Berlin
Paris (By Cable) — Eiffel Tower
will have the world's most powerful
commercial television station, it is
announced by the French Ministry
of Posts, Telegraphs and Telephones. Equipment will be developened in the local research lab. of
La Materiel Telephonique Licensee,
subsidiary of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. of New
York. Power will be 30,000 watts.
Antenna will extend from the top of
the flagstaff, 1,100 feet above the
ground. Operation with limited
power will start by July 1; full
power will be use d in the fall.

(Continued from Page

Annual meeting of Ascap will be
held today at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel. Gene Buck, Ascap president,
will report on the developments of
Denver — C. G. Doty is now in the past year. E. C. Mills, Ascap
Lincoln, Neb., handling publicity for general manager, just back from a
the J. IT. Cooper Enterprises, Inc. trip around the country, will also
(Publix) theaters. Doty resigned make a report.
his position as city manager for
Gibraltar Enterprises in Santa Fe.

in Seattle

Imperial Pictures of North-west,
Inc., has been formed to distribute
Imperial's future product under a
franchise agreement, in the territory covering Seattle and Portland.
Exchange will be located in Seattle.

GREATER UNION DEAL
RENEWAL IS LIKELY

Danubia Pictures, Inc., has just
completed a deal for "Aranyember"
("Man of Gold") based upon a story
by Morris Jokai. The Hungarian
Academy of Fine Arts awarded first
prize to "Man of Gold."

RKO Launching Unit
Providence — RKO will launch its
"At Home Abroad" unit at the Albee here April 1 for a week with
Boston slated to follow. Show will
be given in conjunction with the
house's usual film policy.

White to Launch Series
Lew White, organist, plans an
early start of the first of a series
of 13 singing shorts, entitled "Song
Parade", using radio and stage
stars. Work will be done in an eastern studio.

Berlin, N. H. — Plans are underway for the erection of two new film
theaters here. Maine-New HampDeiter to Build in Chicago
shire Theaters, has been granted
permission to build a 1,000 seat
Chicago — Phil Deiter has a new
house on the site of the present theater project for Western Ave.
and
62nd St. Plans are being drawn
Moose Home at Main and High
Streets at an estimated cost of by R. Levine and Co.
$100,000, according to E. O. Gilbert,
president. It is expected that the
theater will open Labor Day.
A permit has also been granted
to Henry Bisson to erect an 1,100
ABOUT
seat theater at Exchange and Pleasant Streets to cost $75,000.

FACTS

New Operating Co. Formed
Chicago — E. B. Goldman, A. R.
Lay and M.. Vincent have organized
the Libertyville Theater Corp. with
offices at 33 North LaSalle Street.
The new company will operate theaters in several districts. Frank
E. Shudnow handled the legal details for the new company.

FILMS
With

a film theater attendance

of

305,000,000 in 1935-36 only one-third
of Germany's available seats were occupied.

THE

U. S. PIX DOMINATE
AUSTRALIAN MARKET
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The Foreign Field
♦

Sydney — Imports of American
films into Australia during 1936
more than doubled those of United
Kingdom pictures, according to the
annual report of W. Cresswell
O'Reilly,
Australian Commonwealth
Censor.
Of the total number of imported
films, 1,684, no less than 1,084 were
from the U. S. and only 489 from
the United Kingdom. For feature
films alone, 103, the U. K. percentage dropped to a four-year low
of 22.7. U. S. features imported
totalled 348.
Of the British films imported, 273
were passed with cuts, compared
with 68 United States films, giving
percentages of 26.2 and 19.5, respectively. Three British films and five
American were finally rejected.
''The quality of British feature
films varies between greater extremes than do those produced in
other countries, both from the point
of view of censorship and entertainment value," the O'Reilly report
says.
"We cannot form an opinion here
as to the benefit and value of the
British quota legislation, but if it
is to be re-enacted upon expiry, the
inclusion of a quality clause, something along the lines of the recent
quota legislation in the State of
New South Wales, would appear to
be eminently desirable and help to
cause the average standard of British films.
"There have been several notable
films recently dealing with British
history, literature, institutions or
life, but the strange paradox is as
true today as it was when 'Disraeli'
was made, that the best 'British'
films are 'made in America.' "

Astor Gets Pix Deals
Astor Pictures Corp. has closed
a deal with B. N. Judell, Inc., to distribute the series of "Sam Small"
color cartoons through its Chicago,
St. Louis and Milwaukee exchanges.
By another deal, Atlantic Pictures
of Salt Lake City will distribute this
series for its territory. Astor also
has closed deals with Elliott Film
Co., Minneapolis, and Atlantic Pictures Corp. of New Orleans, to distribute the series of 8 Tom Tylers
for their respective territories.

Woodside Theater Sold

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

4 ARGENTINE COS.
INVADE MEX. MART
By MARCO- AURELIO
FILM
DAILY
Staff

CALLINDO
Correspondent

Mexico, D. F. — Four leading Argentine motion picture makers are
invading
the Mexican territory
London — Merle Oberon, who plays
Vienna — A new cinematic decree,
through
the
Agencia Films Argenthe Empress Messalina in Alexantines as their first step in a major
in application since Feb. 4th, proder Korda's 'I, Claudius," co-star- move to capture the Spanish-speak
ring Charles Laughton, is first seen
vides that: (1) To obtain authorifor the Argentine mothat film as a beautiful dancer ing market
zation for the projection of an im- in
tion picture industry.
in the Roman ballet. This is the
ported picture of less than 250 first time in her career that Miss
The local exchange of the Agencia Fiims Argentinos, just estabmeters the showing of a registered Oberon has danced for the screen.
lished here, will start operations
bulletin must subject the short to a Agnes De Mille, famous American
with the release at the new Encantax of 0.15 shilling, for pictures choreographer, trained Miss Oberon to, opening the first week in April,
from 350 to 700 m. the tax is double; for her terpsichorean debut in the
film which Josef von Sternberg is of Side's "Ayudame a Vivir" ("Help
publicity shorts pay three times directing.
marque.
Me to Live"), starring Libertad Lamore. (2) The approved authorization for the showing of imported
The Agencia, of which M. M.
pictures of more than 1500 meters "Deeds" Opens Egyptian Thea.
is subordinated to the showing of
Alexandria — The modern and lux- Gonzales is general manager of distribution, controls the exclusive exurious Strand theater here was
iV2 registered bulletins. For picploitation rights on the product of
tures of from 1,000 to 1,500 m. three
opened with "Mr. Deeds Goes to these four producers for the terribulletins are necessary, and two Town".
House is equipped with the
tories of Mexico, Colombia, Chile,
bulletins for pictures of from 700 to most modern
of sound reproducing Cuba, El Salvador, Guatemala and
1,000 meters. (3) Reductions in
southern United States. Raul Antaxes are accorded providing that apparatus.
cona is general manager of the
German subtitles are added in the
local studios and such concessions 'General's' Argentine Premiere Mexico office, with Rafael de la
Buenos Aires — "The General Died Cruz in charge of sales.
must be requested from the federal
Twelve Argentine productions
ministry of commerce. The new At Dawn" was premiered at the
Suipacha Theater here recently at with eight outstanding stars of the
regulations impose an increase of 25 ing.
advanced
prices
with
the
house
sold
Argentine screen, are ready for
per cent in taxes — for a lengthy
feature an increase of 3,600 shill- out several hours before the open- presentation to motion picture audiings to 4,500 shillings, the bulletin
ences in those countries this year.
of inscription being 1,000 shillings.
For each national picture made here U. S. Films Lead in Budapest
With a stage bill and Warner
Budapest — During January, 18 Bros.' "Stolen Holiday," starring
12 registered bulletins will be issued; 1% bulletins for each short pictures were shown, six American,
while 8 bulletins will be issued to two Hungarian, one German film Kay Francis on the screen, the Tethe concern which dubs pictures in made here, four imported from Ger- atro Alameda, Mexico's only real de
luxer, with 3,600 seats, air-conditionthe native language.
many, four French, one Austrian.
plant projection
and the most
up-to-date
sounding and
equipment,
has

New Austrian Film Decree

Merle Oberon Will Dance

just celebrated the completion of its
first year of operations. The AlaDetroit — Norman Lane, who was
Wilmington, Del. — Incorporation
meda's general manager, Mauricio
with Paramount Exchange here for papers have been filed in Dover de la Serna, had his contract renewed and was made a stockholder
10 years prior to 1931, and later by the Rex Amusement Company to
with Universal Exchanges on the manage and operate theaters and in the Radio Propulsora Nacional,
coast, has taken over the Detroit amusement enterprises. W. E. the theater's holding company, by
representation for Metro Premium Cumberland, George E. Bond and its president and major stockholder,
Co., vacated by Nat Schnitzer, who Ethel Goldstein of Wilmington are Emilio Azcarraga, also owner of
returned to Boston.
incorporators.
Station XEW.

Lane Joins Metro Premium

For Early Sunday Shows
Hartford — A petition signed by
30,000 for early opening of Sunday
movies, has been waiting in the office of Henry Needles, Warner distinct manager for the past two
months, for presentation of a bill
before legislative committee legalizing early Sunday openings in the entire state.

Pensy Holding Corp. has announced the sale to an investment
client of Edwards & Co., realty
Rebuild Fire-Swept Mouse
brokers, the 224 x 178 block front
Mt. Carroll, 111.— The Majestic theproperty on the south side of Rooseater under the management of
velt Ave., between 62d and 63d Sts., Floyd Albert is being rebuilt followWoodside, Queens, improved with a
ing a fire which seriously damaged
theater and 13 stores.
the house recently.

Three Theaters Reopen
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New Wilmington Co.

Luis Pascual, manager of the
Buenos
Aires, Argentina, exchange
Mrs. Green's Two Houses
of
Compania
Industrial Film EsKansas City, Mo. — Mrs. Lena panol, S. A. (CIFESA),
has arrived
Green opened up her Vita Theater here
to look over the situation in
at New Franklin, Mo., last week
to his company's plans to
and is going ahead with plans to regard
a series of feature pictures
open a house at Huntsville, Mo., to produce
be known as the Vista Mrs. Green in the Spanish language in Mexican
studios. Justo Jose Aznar, CIFis from Monroe, Mo.
ESA's exchange manager here postponed his projected trip to Cuba to
greet Pascual.
Sam Meyers Adds House
On his first visit to Mexico, RobChicago — Sam Meyers has added
the Melrose Theater at Melrose
ert K. Hawkinson, RKO Radio's
Park to his circuit, taking the house general manager for Latin America,
over from Roy Alexander. He is was shown the sights by RKO's
also interested in a projected new local exchange manager, Luis Lezama.
theater at Champaign, 111.

Lieberman Heads Corp.
Variety Club Plans Benefit

Cincinnati — Reopenings include : "Wings" Tops in Montreal
Dallas— The Variety Club of
Jim Wilson's Riverside, Otto CarMontreal — "Wings of the Morn- Dallas will stage a police and firepenter's Empress at Portsmouth,
ing," on its eighth and last week
men's benefit show Saturday, the
and Jim Weddell's Walnut Theater at His Majesty's Theater, has far
at Lawrenceberg. The Strand, Ports- outstretched all records in gross, at- proceeds of which will go to the potendance and time for a film in
lice and firemen's pension fund. R.
mouth, 0., will reopen next Saturday.
Montreal.
J. O'Donnell is Chief Barker.

Holyoke, Mass. — F. E. Lieberman
has been elected president of the
Holyoke Theater, Inc., formed to take
over the old Opera House here for
films. Samuel L. Richmond is treasurer and Morton T. Lieberman, secretary of the new corporation.

This Week in 214
Key Theatres

ACHIEVEMENT OF THE PRIZE-WINNING* COMPANY

THE KING AND THE _
CHORUS GIRL

"Certain for b. o. championship
— Motion Picture Daily

from keys to cross-roads!"
"Has what it takes to spell box
— Variety Daily

Starring

FERNAND

GRAVET

Hollywood
Reporter
about picture of— the
year!"
"All the elements exhibitors
want! For the de luxe theatres

JOAN BLONDELL
EDWARD

EVERETT

HORTON

office. It will profit plenty!"
"A wow! Will be most talked

• Alan Mowbray

Mary Nash • Jane Wyman • Kenny Baker • Luis Alberni
STORY BY GROUCHO MARX and Norman
Krasna
Songs by Werner R. Heymann and Ted Koehler
A MERVYN LEROY PRODUCTION

Herald
as well as the— Motion
most Picture
humble".

1/VARNER BROS.
Won

Nine

Academy

Simultaneous
Awards This Year!

i
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TEN CENTS

GB Distribution Setup

MAJOR NETWORKS WILLING TO MEET Wlf MPTOA
Start Talks on Paramount Product Deal for Loew Circuit
Vogel, Moskowitz and Agnew
Hold First Meeting
on New Deal
Conferences on renewal of the
deal under which Paramount product plays the Loew Circuit began
yesterday at the Loew home office
in New York. Joe Vogel and
Charles C. Moskowitz represented
the circuit while Neil F. Agnew was
on hand for the distributor. Working out of the deal will require a
number of meetings.
The current agreement, which expires in August, covered a period
of 10 years.

PARA. SALES PARLEY
AT COAST IN JUNE

WB, Columbia Mark Good Friday and Passover's Advent

Both Good Friday and the beginning of Passover will be observed today by Columbia
Pictures and Warner Brothers. Former is closing the home office at 11:15 a.m. for
its Christian employees and at 4 p.m. for those of Jewish faith. Warner employees
will have the entire afternoon off. Other major companies reported, up to a late
hour yesterday afternoon, that they would be open as usual.

Measure to Prohibit Standees Killed
In New York Legislative Committee
Anti-standee bill which has been
pending in the New York legislature
has been killed in committee, it was
learned from authoritative sources
at Albany yesterday.
Two of the eight measures seeking
to regulate outdoor advertising have
died in committee, as has one of the
four bills requiring one day rest in
seven for certain classes of workers. Another bill which had expired

in committee would collect a tax on
film footage.
Albany — Under the provisions of
a bill introduced in the Assembly by
Julius J. Gans, Democrat of the
Bronx, and referred to General Laws
Committee, Chapter 168 General
Business Law is amended, by increasing from $50 to $200 license
(Continued on Page 6)

Paramount will hold its annual
sales convention the first or second
week in June at the coast when an
'36 Net Highest Since '30
nouncement will be made of its $18,906,371 Eastman
dividends to $8.23 a share on the
Eastman
Kodak
Co.
reports
a
conplans for the season of 1937-38. A
solidated net profit of $18,906,371 common stock, compared with $6.90
minimum of 52 features is schedfor 1936, compared with $15,913,251 a share in 1935.
uled.
Net sales were $119,800,210, a gain
1935. The company's earnings
Neil F. Agnew, vice-president in in
of 14 per cent over 1935 when sales
charge of distribution, will be in are the highest since 1930.
The profit is equal, after preferred totaled $105,082,875.
charge of the sessions.

Plunkett Sees Definite
Market for $2 Pictures

Both American and British Films to be
Handled by New GB Distrib. Setup

There is definitely a market for
?2 pictures in the United States, it
A minimum of 24 features will
was said yesterday by Jos. Plunkett, CFI Lab. Workers Strike,
head of the Columbia Pictures roadbe distributed through the national
But All Depts. Operate exchange system which is planned
show department, who estimates that
there are 150 spots where roadshow
by GB. Product will include Amer(.Continued on Page 6)
Workers at the Consolidated Film
ican pictures, it is expected, in addition to GB and other EnglishIndustries laboratory at Fort Lee, N.
made productions.
J. struck yesterday following refusal
GB began developing plans for
Booth Lavatory Bill Dies
of the management to enter nego- its own exchanges when 20th CenLincoln, Neb. — Bill asking installation
of lavatories in all movie house booths
tiations for a 40-hour week contract tury-P'ox, which at present handles
was killed in committee. Measure was
with a union organized by the rank physical distribution for it, notisponsored by labor and Senator Charles
fied the company that it would not
Tvrdik of Omaha. Only industry legisand file.
continue to distribute GB releases
lation left pending is the $1,000 annual
distributor
license measure.
outside
of pictures made by that
A plant official said that 25 per
(Continued on Page 6)
company itself.

Kuykendall to Appoint Radio
Few DaysIn a
Committee
NBC and CBS are both willing to
discuss the situation due to appearof motion picture
on
radio anceprograms
with the"names"
committee
authorized by the M. P. T. O. A. at
its Miami convention last week,
spokesmen for both networks indicated to The Film Daily yesterday.
Just what could be accomplished
through such conferences, however,
was highly speculative inasmuch as
players are engaged
not by the
(Continued on Page 6)

M-G-M SALES CONFAB
SET FOR COAST MAY 2
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer wall hold
its annual sales convention at the
Culver City studios, starting the
week of Sunday, May 2, and making
its headquarters at the Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.
The delegation will be headed by
William F. Rodgers, general manager (Continued
of Sales
and
Distribution,
on Page 7)

British Court Adjourns
GB Hearing Until Apr. 6
London (By Cable) — Justice Clauson yesterday adjourned until April
6 the hearing on the motion seeking
to restrain Gaumont-British from
paying an (Continued
interim ondividend
on its
Page 6)
"Silent Barriers" Bows In
Before an audience studded with
black and white ties, GB gave its special, "Silent Barriers," its Broadway
premiere last night at the Criterion,
where the attraction will play on a
two-a-day policy. Turn to Page 7
for a review of the picture.
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London (By Cable) — John Drinkwater, 54, British novelist and dramatist, died suddenly of a heart attack while asleep in his home here
yesterday. Drinkwater, biographer
of Carl Laemmle, had just finished
his own film for the coronation of
King- George VI of which he was
both author and producer. The film
dealt with "The King and His People" from the time of Queen Victoria to the present.
Surviving is his widow, Daisy Kennedy, Australian violinist, who was
injured March 11 in a motor crash.

"Paramount on Parade"
Hour in Debut Sunday

Oberon Injuries Serious,
"I, Claudius" Work Halts
London (By Cable) — Production
on the film, "I, Claudius," which
Alexander Korda is making for release through United Artists here,
was indefinitely halted yesterday
when it was learned that Merle
Oberon's injuries,
an automobile accident received
on Marchin 15
are
more serious than at first supposed.
The star, who has the leading feminine role, will, her physicians say,
be unable to return to work for three
or four months. At the time of the
mishap, she was treated for cuts,
which will leave no disfiguring
marks, according to her secretary.
Charles Laughton has the top role
in the picture.

Strand Amusement Co.
Invades Durant, Miss.
Hollywood — Lynne Overman as

West
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of THE
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m.c. and Mary Carlisle as hostess
will give continuity to the "Paramount on Parade" radio programs,
first of which will be broadcast Sun1
day over/2 NBC's Red Network. Program will originate at noon, EST,
will run 30 minutes, and will have
WEAF as New York outlet. First
broadcast will include visits to
"Turn Off the Moon" and "Mountain
Music Sets." In addition, 60-piece
orchestra smaller rhythm group,
under Victor Young, will be heard.
Boris Morros is producing the radio
program, under supervision of C. J.
Dunphy, studio publicity-advertising
head.

New Orleans — Expansion of the
Strand Amusement Co. of Memphis,
Term., into Mississippi, first announced by The Film Daily, took
further definite shape this week as
the Tennessee company acquired
Odom's Dixie Theater in Durant,
Miss., and was said to have definite
plans to enter Louisville and Philadelphia, Miss. The company is already in Moorehead.

Coming and Going
MAURICE CONN is at the Edison Hotel. He
made the trip from the coast by plane.
JAMES TIMONY, personal manager for Mae
West, is stopping at the Hotel Edison.
BILL toKEYES
leaves New
return
Dayton.
a

York tonight on his

JOHN NOLAN is in New
visit to Miami.

York, following

JOHN SCULLY, Boston manager
in New York for several days.
O'CONNELL
YorkEVELYN
from Miami.
JACK
iast

night

for GB, is

has returned to New

COOPER, associated with 20th Century-Fox west coast studios, left New York
by plane for Los Angeles.

LAWRENCE LANGNER and ARMETTA MARSHALL leave New York today for the Coast,
the former will line up players for
Theater
Guild
productions.

where
further

MRS. C. H. ROACH, mother of Hal Roach,
has arrived in New York from the coast for a
two weeks' visit.
WALTER
GOULD, assistant
to Arthur
W.
Kelly, vice-president of U. A. in charge
of
foreign
distribution,
sails for
Europe
tomorrow on the
Paris.
JOSEPH PLUNKETT, head of the Columbia
Pictures roadshow department, leaves today
for Buffalo.
JULES
LEVY has sailed on a Havana cruise.
LEON NETTER,
Paramount theater executive,
returns today from
Miami.
LEE PATRICK is en route from Hollywood
to New York on board the SS. President
Lincoln.
STUART ERWIN, accompanied by MRS. ERWIN and STUART ERWIN, JR., leave New York

Speculate on Extension
of Md. 1 p.c. Gross Levy
Baltimore — The law providing for

41/4
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New Md. Bill Cuts Age Limit a 1 per cent tax on the gross re-

Baltimore — With one bill pending
ceipts from admissions to all amusebefore the General Assembly calling
ments in Maryland, including motion
picture houses, expires at the
for the designation of motion pic%
tures suitable for adults only and end of this month. Whether it will
is causing much specuprohibiting those under 18 years ad- be extended
lation. The General Assembly now
mission, another has been introduced
to cut the age to 16.
is starting consideration of revenueraising measures and the fight is
expected to be a hot one.

next Wednesday
for he
Grand
coast
studios where
will National's
be starredwestin
two productions for the company, "Small Town
Boy" and "Face the Facts."
MITCHELL LEICHTER of Advance Pictures
wood.
arrived in New York yesterday from Holly-

Vs

Music Tax Bill Advanced

Madison, Wis. — The Cashman bill,
which raises from 5 to 25 per cent
RKO Expands H. O. Dept.
the tax on gross receipts of music
Expansion of the Home Office Debrokers from copyright music
partment of Exchange Operations,
played in Wisconsin, has been to include the Contract Department,
passed by the Senate and relayed has been announced by Ned E. Deto the Assembly for action.
pinet, vice-president of RKO Radio. The enlarged single unit will
Columbus Theater Ready
be headed by A. A. Schubart, formerly manager of the contract deColumbus, O. — The new 800-seat
Schubart's new title will
Westmont will have an Easter open- be manager partment.
of exchange operations.
ing. Clarence J. MacDonald, who at
present is manager of the Arling- Home office representative, William
McShea, has been promoted to
ton, Southland and Thurmania the- J.
aters here, will also direct operation the post of assistant to Schubart,
of the Westmont.
and will handle the details of exchange operation.
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Belfast Bans ' Pastures"

MARCH
26
Alfred A. Cohn
Arnold Van Leer
Trevor Faulkner

Mum on Bill's Prospects
Belfast (By Cable)— The Muni- Washington
Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
cipal Council of this Northern IreWashington — Congressman Peysland city has banned WB's film version of "The Green Pastures" on the
er, New York, last night declined
ground it is irreligious.
comment of prospects of his measure abolishing admission taxes in
view of latest developments in the
Para. Board Meeting Off
House Ways and Means Committee
Monthly board meeting of Para- late yesterday when a Congressionmount which should have taken
al bloc advocated extending admission and other nuisance taxes for a
place yesterday was indefinitely put
off owing to lack of a quorum.
two-year period instead of only one.

Given Free With A Year's
Subscription To—
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New York, N. Y.
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THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES

FOR "THE KING

STAR SINGS, SIGNS AND SAILS to America

and the Chorus Girl" by historic 7th Regiment brings New York's swankiest socialites to the $5-ticket premiere that launched

to augment the ever - mounting Warner
roster with the name of London's current
musical-comedy favorite, handsome Keith
Falkner, after country-wide concert tour.

ROYAL RECEPTION

its release in 214 key cities this week.*

TONIGHT

ON 103 STATIONS,

nations

moviegoers will sample hand-picked

se-

quences of Warners' "Call It a Day," with
sample of film's star talent broadcast by
Olivia de Havilland, Ian Hunter, Bonita
Granville (below), Anita Louise, Roland Young,
Frieda Inescort and Alice Brady.t

CRESCENDO

CLIMAX

by Erich Wolfgang Komgold, eminent

Viennese composer whose "Anthony Adverse" score won
one of 9 Warner Academy awards, marks grand finale of
"The Prince and the Pauper," due for coast critics' viewing
next week. Errol Flynn and screen's only twin-stars, Billy
and Bobby Mauch, top film's cast of thousands.0
DOUBLE EXPOSURE of notorious "clip joint" technique
and its racketeer backers is bombshell basis of Bette Davis'
dramatic screen return in "Marked Woman," daring expose
due soon with Humphrey Bogart heading support [left).°
A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

fA Cosmopolitan

Production

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

***.

A

picture greater than words can tell!
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JAMES STEWART

Sarenm Heaver?
with JEAN
GREGORY

HERSHOLT
RATOFF

GALE SONDERGAARD
• J. EDWARD
BROMBERG
• JOHN QUALEN • VICTOR
KILIAN • THOMAS BECK • SIG RUMANN
MADY CHRISTIANS

Directed fey Henry King
Associate

Director of "TJioyds of London "

Producer

Raymond

Griffith..

Screen play by Melville Baker. Adapted from the stage
THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

play "Seventh Heaven" produced and directed by John
Golden. ^Vritten by Austin Strong.
Darryl

IV

£anttcjk

in Charge of Production
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DAILV

MAJOR NETWORKS TO
CONFER WITH MPTOA

BILL TO PROHIBIT
STANDEES KILLED

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page

1)

fee for business of reselling of
tickets of admission to theaters and
places of amusement and providing
that no license be issued unless office
shall be suitable place for conduct
of such business and meet approval
of department of state.

Assembly Bill Would Give
Towns Film House Control
Albany — Under the provisions of
a bill introduced in the Assembly
by Harry A. Reoux, Republican of
Warrensburg, and referred to Internal Affairs Committee, the town
law is amended generally among
other things to permit towns to regulate motion picture houses, shows,
skating rinks and amusements
parks.

Plunkett Sees Definite
Market for $2 Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

pictures can play from 3 days to 3
months.
Columbia is now playing "Lost
Horizon" at $2 prices in 6 cities and
will open it in 30 other spots during
April, Plunkett said. The picture is
playing to good business everywhere,
he declared.

Annapolis Sunday Show
Bill Passed by House
Baltimore — Bill legalizing Sunday
shows in Arundel county, in which
Annapolis is situated, has passed
the House and now goes to the
Senate for concurrent action.

'Quake Does No Damage
FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau of THE

Los Angeles — This city and its environs, and Southern California generally, experienced an earthquake
yesterday morning at 8:49 a.m. Despite the relative intensity of the
shock, there were no reports of damage or injuries. Tremor, which was
felt over an area of 10,000 square
miles, differed radically from the
jolting shock of 1933 by manifesting
itself in a rhythmic east-west motion. Seismologists of the Carnegie
Institute placed the center of the
disturbance in the Imperial Valley.

Take Film Center Space
Film Center Building Corp. announces through its agents, Cross
& Brown Co., the leasing of space
to three new-tenant corporations,
Demonstrating Equipment, Inc.;
Mutual Motion Picture Distributors,
Inc.; and American Tobis Corporation. Additional space has been
taken in the building by three existing-tenant firms, Joe Hornstein,
Inc.; Exhibitors Pictures Corp., and
Morris Kleinerman; and Prudential
Film Distributing Corp.

T

T

T

• • • LOOKS AS if that theater owners' testimonial din
ner to Adolph Zukor at the Waldorf-Astoria on Monday eve will
be the social highspot of the year
all the big execs in the
east will be crowded on the dais if it is long enough to hold them
all
and at the tables the reservations cover circuit owners
and exhibitors all along the eastern seaboard, as well as representatives ofevery important organization in the film biz

T

▼

T

• • • ONE STUNT will be the taking of motion pictures
of the arriving guests, which will be shown later in the eve
a special short subject of intimate character has been
made for the occasion
Eddie Dowling will act as master
of the revels
the climax of the festivities will be the presentation to Adolph Zukor of a large oil painting of himself
by the famous portrait painter, Nikol Schattenstein
the
menu will be a souvenir of unique distinction that the guests
will want to take home as a happy reminder of a grand affair.

T

T

*

T

• • • THE DAIS will be decorated by such personalities
as W. G Van Schmus, William A. Brady, Spyros Skouras, Al
Lichtman, Stanton Griffis Barney Balaban, Dave Bernstein, Lee Shubert, Will Hays, Mayor
La Guardia, William
Brandt
Sidney R. Kent, Jack Cohn, Milton Weisman, R.
H. Cochrane, Leo Spitz, George J. Schaefer

T

T

T

• •
• AND TALKING of talent
it seems that Harry
Kalcheim and Louis K. Sidney submit these few sample names
as a sort of preview
Bert Lahr, Bob Hope, Eddy Duchin,
Niela Goodelle, Ted Lewis,
Benny Goodman, Morton Downey, Benny Fields, Jan Peerce, Radio City Glee Club
Leo
Reisman, Glen Gray, Reginald Gardiner, Cross and Dunn, Ritz
Brothers, Paul Draper
Phil Baker, Tyrone Power, Ed Sullivan, Cotton Club show including Ethel Waters, Nicholas Brothers Duke
Ellington, Ivy Anderson
and chorus, Jimmy
Durante
well, that will do for a starter
oh, we almost forgot
Mister Zukor will be there as the honored
guest
it would seem that Billy Brandt and his committee
of arrangements and entertainment have done a beaucoup job
and they're still working on the assignment
▼
T
T
• • • LOOKING IN the direction of Arnold Van Leer. . .
the exploitation-publicity ace who zoomed into a grand spot
with his own advertising agency and who is doing a sen-sayshu-nal job on a bunch of big national accounts with his partner for it so happens that today is the seventeenth anniversary of Arnold's marriage
also his birthday
so
we're wishing him joy on both counts

▼

V

T

• •
• WHAT YOU call Bookings
up to yesterday,
James R. Grainger, general distribution chief of Universal, had
booked 98 first runs on "Top of the Town"
sight unseen,
too, as none of these theaters saw the production because it
had not been edited
that gives you an idea how fast the
news of a real B. O. smash gets around
and every booking at top percentage terms
60 of the 98 will play day
and date the week of T
April 16T ". ▼
• • • THE INVITEES to last nite's opening of Gau^
mont's "Silent Barriers" at the Criterion included Tyrone Power,
Bramwell Fletcher Charles Moskowitz, Abe Montague, Carl E.
Milliken, Leon Netter
Louis Nizer, Charles Pettijohn, Budd
Rogers, Louis K. Sidney, L. E. Thompson
Joe Seidelman,
William Sussman, Spyros and George Skouras, James Wingate,
Herbert J. Yates, W. Ray Johnston, A. H. Schwartz, Neil F.
Agnew
Harry Buckley, Herbert Bayard
Swope, Clayton
Sheehan, Jack Cohn
Herman Starr, Grad Sears, Sam Cocalis, Walter Reade, John D. Clark, Howard S. Cullman, Joe
Seider, Gabriel Hess

«

«

«

»

»

»

broadcasting systems themselves but
by sponsors who buy their time.
President Ed Kuykendall of the
national exhibitor association is expected to announce personnel of the
radio committee within a few days.
The resolution empowering him in
the matter provides for a membership of three.

CFI Lab. Workers Strike,
But All Depts. Operate
(Continued from Page 1)

cent of the approximately 350 employes joined the strike, but that all
departments were in operation. The
company claimed that the union was
not affiliated with either the A. F.
of L. or the C.I.O.

British Court Adjourns
GB Hearing Until Apr. 6
(Continued from Page 1)

5% per cent preference shares, pending hearing on an action which is
being brought. GB is undertaking
time.
not to pay a dividend in the mean-

Atlantic Pictures Will
Re-issue 4 U. A. Films
Atlantic Pictures, headed by Bob
Savini, yesterday closed a deal
under which it will re-issue four
United Artists pictures in the
United States, Canada, Honolulu
and Alaska. Productions are:
"Rain," "Street Scene," "The Locked
Door" and "The Bat Whispers."

Indicted in Picket Swindle
Buffalo — The County grand jury
has indicted two men in treasury
night picket swindle. Trial will
probably be late in April. The City
Council committee defeated a resolution calling for police action against
bank night. A better business survey was answered by only a minority of theater owners, sponsors of
the resolution. Only one councilman voted for it.

ReleaseNational
"Mirror"
Apr.April
17 17
Grand
has set
as national release date for its feaMan InEverett
the Mirror,"
which ture
has"The Edward
Horton
as its star, and Genevieve
the leading feminine role.
Elvey.tion, based on the novel by
Garrett, was directed by

Tobin in
ProducWilliam
Maurice

Barron Operetta for Met.
Under a deal just closed, an operetta, "Villon," composed by Maurice
Barron, head of the Music Hall
music department and Robert Gordon Anderson, librettist, has been
acquired by the Metropolitan Opera
Co. which may do it next season.
Attorney Louis Nizer represented
Barron in the arrangement.
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M-G-M SALES CONFAB
SET FOR COAST MAY 2 Reviews
Richard
(Continued from Page 1)

Arlen

o$ Hew Titms
in

"Silent
Barriers"
Lilli Palmer, Antoinette Cellier,

Thomas J. Connors, Eastern and
Southern sales manager, Edward M.
Saunders, Western sales manager
and Howard Dietz, director of Advertising, Publicity and Exploitation.

Gaumont-British

Attack Made on Sabath
On Floor of the House

building of the Canadian Pacific Railroad,

Washington
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Washington — Speculation was
rife at the capitol last night on the
next move of the Sabath committee investigating real estate bondholders reorganizations following
charges made on the House floor
yesterday that the Sabath committee aided the chairman's law partners.
Sabath, who is counting on bringing his bankruptcy reform bill to
a hearing Tuesday or obtaining authority to continue his special committee probing RKO, Paramount
and other cases with a $50,000 appropriation, denied the charge as
the House adjourned in a furore
until Monday.
Making the charge assailing
Sabath was a fellow Illinois Congressman, Ralph Church, Republican. Church charged that the law
firm of Sabath, Perlman, Goodman
& Rein was retained to represent
the Chicago Title and Trust Co., at
the time when Sabath was "roundly condemning" the company.
In denying charge, Sabath declared after the house adjourned, the
case mentioned was started a year
and a half before the committee
began the investigation.
Sabath told The Film Daily last
night that he would ask House for
full investigation source Church
charges.

"Spain in Flames" Runs
Into Difficulty in N. J.

with

Barry Mackay

ZlVz Mins.

INTERESTING DRAMA BASED ON THE
BUILDING OF THE CANADIAN PACIFIC
RAILROAD. HAS SOME EXCITING
SODES. PLENTY OF ACTION.

EPI-

In an ambitious dramatization of the
GB has interwoven the story of the building of a man from a worthless gambler.
Dramatic punches have not been pulled
in some of the sequences which afford
plenty of excitement mixed with action.
Performances are excellent and dialogue
and direction smoothly fit into the story.
The yarn concerns a self-confident young
gambler, played by Dick Arlen, who hits
a railroad construction camp with the intention of making a killing but gets himself into a brawl. As a consequence he
is sentenced to 30 days work on the railroad project which throws him into a
romance with the boss's attractive daughter. Gradually hard work converts Arlen
into a good citizen with his romance
benefitting from the changeover in character. Finances involved in the undertaking become exhausted and its failure
is forecast unless a pass, allowing penetration of the Canadian Rockies, is located.
A party of men including Arlen set out on
the hazardous task of finding the pass
and in the meanwhile the laborers revolt
in protest against lack of wages and rations. After weeks of privation and hardships Alien and a companion find the
route and signal their success in time to
save the boss and his daughter from violence on the part of the mob.
Cast: Richard Arlen, Lilli Palmer, Antoinette Cellier, Barry Mackay, Roy Emerron,
J. Farreil MacDonald, Ben Weldon, Jock
Mackay, Ernest Sefton, Henry Victor,
Frank McGlynn, Sr.
Director, Milton Rosmer; Author, Alan
Sullivan; Screenplay, Michael Barringer,
Milton Rosmer; Cameramen, Gien MacWilliams, Bob Martin, Sepp Allgeir; Editors,
Charles Frend, B. H. Hipkins.
Direction, Good.

Photography, Splendid.

Confab Set on St. Louis
New Brunswick, N. J. — Sheriff F.
Giveaways, Low Admissions

Herman Harding acted here yesteri day to prevent the showing in Midi dlesex County of the film, "Spain
in Flames," and issued a warning
co the New Brunswick Committee
for Medical Aid to Spanish Democracy that he would use "every recourse" to prevent its exhibition.
The committee had planned showing
the feature after a local theater had
been denied a permit. Picture's exhibition, Harding said, would constitute a violation of the so-called
Anti-Nazi Act, and his contention
was backed by that of Judge J. J.
Rafferty of the Court of Errors and
Appeals, and by Dr. James Varley,
district deputy of the K. of C.

"Fair Warning"

with J. Edward Bromberg, Betty Furness,
John Howard Payne
20th Century-Fox
70 mins.
GOOD SLANT TO MURDER MYSTERY
YARN WITH UNUSUAL TYPE DETECTIVE
AND VERY ORIGINAL
PLOT.
This one rates away ahead of about 75
per cent of the more pretentious murder
mystery films built for Class A distribution
because of the fact that it has an intelligent and highly original plot, and a very
human type of detective who doesn't think
he knows it all and who isn't so terrifically
clever that he is almost superhuman. If it
had been tightened up and a little more
dough spent upon it, this production could
easily have been one of the ranking mystery
plays of the season. As it is, it gives an
hour of genuine entertainment and a taut
suspense that will hold any audience.
J. Edward Bromberg plays the role of a
local sheriff out in the Death Valley country
who is called in to solve the murder of
a mine owner who is stopping at a ritzy
winter hotel in the desert country. With
the help of the youngster, Billy Burrud,
who has a yen for chemical experiments
and photography, they eventually trace the
murderer to the lost gold mine. They
bring a dozen guests of the hotel there
for the final showdown, the detectivesheriff sure that the murderer is among
them. The final disclosure comes dramatically after a series of surprise developments, and climaxes with a meller situation as the murderer tries a getaway with
a barrage of dynamite sticks thrown at
the others across a mountain ravine. A
slight love interest furnished by Betty Furness and John Howard Payne, but the audience interest is with the very human detective, Bromberg, and his casual manner
of unraveling two murders and a poisoning.
Directed
cleverly by Norman
Foster.
Cast: J. Edward Bromberg, Betty Furness,
John Howard Payne, Victor Kilian, Biliy
Burrud, Gavin Muir, Gloria Roy, Andrew
Tombes, Ivan Lebedeff, John Eldredge,
Julius Tannen, Paul McVey, Lelah Taylor,
Lydia Knott.
Director, Norman Foster; Author, Philip
Wylie; Screenplay, Norman Foster; Editor,
Louis Loeffler; Cameraman, Sidney Wagner.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Expert.

Garrison Completes Deals
Four new features and three
shorts have been contracted for by
Garrison Film Distributors, Inc.

LITTLE from LOTS
By RALPH WILE
HOLLYWOOD
A L FRIEDLANDER of Fortune
Film Corp. is in Hollywood to
arrange for the opening of "The
Robbers' Symphony." He is also
handling "Cloistered" and "Wajen,"
the successorT to "Goona
Goona."
T
T
Larry Starbuck has joined the
Myrt Blum agency as an associate
and is in thepartment.story
writers' with
deHe was and
formerly
Lyons, McCormick and Lyons.
▼
T
V
Lindsley Parsons, supervisor for
the Edward Finney-Grand National
producing unit, has completed arrangements for four songs to be
sung by Tex Ritter in "Sing, Cowboy, Sing," which is on location at
Kernville with R. N. Bradbury directing. Numbers are "Sing, Cowboy, Sing," by Ted Choate and Ritter; "Twilight Reverie," by Frank
Sanucci, Bradbury and Ritter;
"Cowboy Medicine," by Bradbury;
and "Goodbye,
Old Paint,"
a traditional ballad arranged
by Ritter.
T
T
▼
Sam Goldwyn wants Melvin Purvis, ex-G-man, to appear in "Dead
End" as well as to serve as teches innical
thatdirector
pix.for all G-men sequenc-

C. A. McCloud Rites Held
York, Neb. — Funeral services for
Charles A. McCloud, 77, who built
the Sun here, were held this week.
McCloud, a banker, financier and
former Republican national committeeman from Nebraska, operated
the Sun, even occasionally making
booking trips to Omaha himself despite his other interests, until two
years ago when the house was taken
over by Central States Theaters.

Emil Steiner Dead
San Francisco — Emil Steiner, 37,
dancer, known professionally as
Eddie Winthrop, is dead here of a
heart attack which he suffered at
the close of his act at the Golden
Gate Theater. A native of New
York, he has been appearing for the
past ten years in vaudeville.

Music Hall's Bookings
Spring bookings announced by the
Radio City Music Hall yesterday
call for these pix to successively
follow "Seventh Heaven": "Quality
Street," "The Woman I Love,"
"Shall We Dance," and "The Toast

List is headed by "The Wave"
("Redes") Mexican production with
English titles. Others are: "Inspector mous
General,"
fasatiricalbased
play onof Gogol's
officialdom
in Czarist Russia, and two French
productions. Shorts are: "The World of New York."
Today," first ofofa topical
new series
of
dramatizations
events;
SICK
"Soap
reeler. Bubbles" and a Spanish two-

An effort to "normalize" St. Louis
exhibition, now suffering from giveaways, excessively long shows and
low admission scales, will be made
next week when a conference is exREPORT
pected to be held between Harry
Arthur, who operates the St. Louis
Amusement Co., and Fred Wehrenberg,tor president
Fred Wynne-Jones, former presi"Old Sam" Deals Closed
association. of the local exhibident of UFA Films, Inc., who reAstor
Pictures
Corp.
has
closed
Wehrenberg has just returned to
tired from that post in 1932 as a
Missouri after attending the M. P. deals with Savini Films, Inc., of result of illness, is again in the hosT. O. A. convention at Miami. He Atlanta, Ga., and Selected Pictures
pital. He underwent an operation
will seek the cooperation of the Corp. of Cleveland, to distribute the for the removal
of gall stones at St.
series of "Old Sam," coior cartoons Vincents Hospital last Saturday.
Harry Arthur organization in regu- in
their respective territories.
lating the situation.
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Program of 30 Features Set by U. A) for Next Year

EXPECTlLP.T.O.A. TOlyiMADEfjjOPOSALS
Educational
150,000 Shares of Preferred
Stock to be Publicly
Offered
By MILTON
F. LUNCH
FILM 'DAILY Staff Correspondent

Files Recapitalization Setup With
Police Seize Registry Books in Newark Bank Night Test
Newark, N. J. — Possibility members of the audience might become involved in the
city's first legal test of a bank night was indicated when police who Tuesday night
"raided" the American yesterday announced confiscation of two registry books in
which entrants' numbers were recorded. The case is scheduled for hearing April 1 in
Fourth Precinct Court. In seizing the registry books and tumble-barrel from which
numbers are drawn, police contended members of the audience assisted in the bank
night performance.

Washington, D. C. — ■ Educational
Pictures, Inc. yesterday filed its
registration statement with the SEC,
covering 150,000 shares of 60 cent
dividend $5.00 par cumulative convertible preferred stock and 499,729
snares of $1 par value common stock,
recapitalizing their entire financial
<rt-up.
Charles E. Paine was named asOnly the preferred stock will be
sistant to the President and Samuel
publicly offered, while common stock
is reserved in following manner: Machnovitch was elected treasurer
150,000 shares for conversion of the at the organization meeting of the
$5 preferred; 89,730 shares to hold- new Universal board of directors at
ers of present 8 per cent cumulative the company's home office yesterday.
preferred stock on basis of 5 shares Paine has been treasurer of the firm.
Other officers were re-elected as
of common stock for 1 share of pre(Continued on Page 8)

PAINE, MAGHNOVITGH ACCEPTANCE OF TAX
DECISION FAVORED
FILL NEW "IT POSTS

(Conlinued on Page 8)

LENT HITS RKO BIZ,
LOEW NOT AFFECTED
Although Loew's reports that Lent
had no effect on grosses in its theaters, RKO found that the last half
of Lent had cut business from 5 to
10 per cent, a checkup yesterday disclosed.
RKO was not affected by Lent
during the first weeks of the penitential season.

C.I.O. Organizers Said on
Way to Help CFI Strikers

Universal Has $403,966
Loss for First Quarter
Operations of Universal Pictures
Company, Inc., and subsidiary companies during the first quarter of its
fiscal year, ended Jan. 30, last, including the earnings of foreign subsidiaries for the 13 weeks ended
Nov. 28 or Dec. 26, 1936, resulted
in a net loss after all charges and
Federal and foreign income taxes
of $403,966.

Death

Brings Refunds

(Continued

on

Page

7)

Nazis Will Grade Films
From Political Viewpoint
Berlin (By Cable)— On the heels
of the recent Nazi dictum to German
film critics, "A journalist dealing
with art today must have a primarily political standpoint", Dr. Joseph
Goebbels, (Continued
new "fuehrer"
of the Geron Page 7)

United Artists Will Distribute 30
Pictures on Its 1937-1938 Program

Control of the strike at the Consolidated Film Industries plant at 1936 Best Ascap Year
in History, Says Buck
Fort Lee, (Continued
N. J., wason Page
taken7) over yes-

A patron recently dropped dead in
the lobby of the New York Paramount
Theater. Several friends who were with
him at the time requested Paramount
for a refund inasmuch as they did not
use their tickets. It was granted, of
course.

Strong sentiment favoring acceptance of decision of the Court of Appeals at Albany on the New York
2 per cent sales tax, without further
moves, was reported yesterday when
major company counsel failed to
reach discussion of the case at a
meeting at the Hays office. The tax
situation will come up at another

Following conferences at the coast
attended by United Artists officials,
the company has decided to distribute 30 features on its 1937-38 proAscap had the best year in its
gram, it was stated in New York
history in 1936, Gene Buck, Ascap yesterday, following return of
president, told The Film Daily yes- George J. Schaefer from Hollywood.
terday.
Program will be composed of the
This information was part of the
following
productions, eight Samyearly report made by Buck to the
uel Goldwyns; six Walter Wangers,
society at its annual meeting Thurs- eight David O. Selznicks, six Alexday night(Continued
at the on
Ritz-Carlton.
At
(Continued on Page 8)
Page 8)

Step

SEC

Anticipated
Prior
More Confabs With
Sales Chiefs

to

After taking inventory on trade
practice concessions granted by major distributors, the M.P.T.O.A.,
through its executive committee, is
expected to revise its 10-point program before l'esuming conferences
with distribution heads. Continuation of the drive was ordered at the
Miami convention of the exhibitor
association last week when the committee was authorized to decide upon its procedure.
It is anticipated that President Ed
Kuykendall, who was in Washington
yesterday,(Continued
will not onreconvene
his enPage 7)

FULLER ACTION TRIAL
DATE SET AS APR. 29
New Orleans — Trial of the George
Fuller charges of conspiracy against
two Saenger executives and seven
major distributors has been set for
Thursday, April 29, and is expected
to take two days, according to Fuller's attorney, J. Studebaker Lucas.
Fuller, a Fairhope, Alabama, exhibitor who claims to have locations
in Warrington,
Pensacola Beach and
(Continued on Page 7)

Roush Replaces Waller
as Para. Shorts Producer
Leslie Roush will be in charge
of the production of Paramount
shorts in New York, succeeding
Fred Waller who resigned yesterday, Lou(Continued
Diamond,on Page
head 8) of Para-

Matzos as Giveaway
Detroit — Latest in giveaways on a
"games night" turned up on the local
film rialto. Exhib. used matzos until
Passover's advent.
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More Studio Unions May
be Included in Basic Pact
Major companies will not know
whether unions now included in the
basic studio pact will sponsor inclusion of other studio unions not now
in the agreement until after conferences on conditions for a oneyear extension of the pact start
here on Apr. 5. Pat Casey, studio
labor head, said yesterday.
It is the practice for the chairmen
of the international unions included
in the agreement to propose inclusion of additional unions in the pact.
All major company officials are here
for the confabs, Casey said.

Bill
of THEIgnored
FILM DAILY

Washington — Strong indication
that
Rep. taxes
Peyser's
admission
hasbill
no eliminating
chance of
passing this session came yesterday
when Chairman Doughton of the
House Ways and Means Committee
declared the measure had received
no consideration by his committee.

• • • ONE OF the most far-reaching exploitation stunts
of the year is that one on Columbia's picture, "I Promise To
Pay"
the National Better Business Bureau are unofficially
sponsoring it as the campaign is right up their alley
the
idea being "Smash the loan shark racket" so the Bureau
is sponsoring the preparation of 2,000,000 smash-the-racket
heralds for distribution in 18 states where small-loan legislations have been already passed and also 500,000 32-page
booklets and other ad material
this campaign is so detailed
and far reaching that it would take a page to explain it all
great advance seat-selling stuff for the theaters that play the
attrack and a gent named Les Kaufman in Columbia's pub
dep't
like it
hell for three weeks to put it over
but
it
was worked
well worth
T
T
T
• • • A SPECIAL prize offered by Monroe Greenthal,
ad chief of United Artists, has gone to Ed Gallner, exploitation
man, for his efforts in putting over Goldwyn's "Come and Get
It" ... • And Walter Wanger is offering cash prizes for the
best campaigns submitted by first-runs on "History Is Made At
Night," week-end
which has been dated in more than 200 spots over the
Easter
T
T
T
• • • APPOINTMENT OF Joseph Bernhard, general
manager of Warners' Theater Circuit, to the committee arranging the celebration of the 150th anniversary of the adoption of
the Constitution, has been announced by Governor Earle of
Pennsylvania ... • Lillian Nadel, who handles the publicity
for
Arthur
theater, has also taken over the
publicity
workMayer's
for theRialto
Filmarte

Erpi Pix Consultants in
Deal With U. of Chicago

MARCH
28
Pandro
S. Berman
William
Laidlaw,
Jr.
Lester S. Tobias

Court Reserves Decision
on Cramer Letter Motion

Erpi Picture Consultants will
make 25 one-reel educational subjects in cooperation with the University of Chicago, it was said yesterday by Whitford Drake, Erpi executive vice president. The Picture
Consultants plan the pictures which
are actually produced by Audio Productions, another Erpi subsidiary.
Audio's business, which consists
largely of making industrial films,
is
"increasing
tremendously",
Drake
said.
More and
more industrials

Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey
yesterday reserved decision on an
application by Samuel Cramer representing Class "A" stockholders
of the Roxy Theater to send out
letters at the expense of the bankrupt estate. Cramer, who represents the Class "A" stockholders
protective committee, desired powers of attorney to represent other
stockholders not yet with him. The
motion was opposed by the attorney
for the Irving Trust Company, the
are being made and their quality is trustee, on the grounds that the
estate would incur needless expense.
improving, he declared.

30 New Orleans Houses
Close for Good Friday

MARCH
27
Gloria Swanson
Andre Beranger

York
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General Manager
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IVasliington
Bureau

DR. A. H. GIANNINI arrives in New
May
en route to Europe.

10 Cents

C. J. Thien Rites Held

St. Louis, Mo. — Funeral services
were held at the Blessed Sacrament
Catholic Church for Conrad J. Thien,
New Orleans — Good Friday theater closings here totalled 30 for a 67, owner-operator of the Palm Theater, who died at the De Paul Hosnew high. List included 12 indie
pital from a paralytic stroke. Thien,
neighborhoods.
who had been associated with his
four sons, Victor, George C, Edward
and Joseph, in the operation of the
Palm had been ill for only a week.
Schreiber Case Deferred
Other survivors include his wife,
Detroit — Hearings on the trial of three
brothers and four sisters.
Jacob Schreiber, circuit operator, for
alleged income tax evasion, were
postponed in Federal District Court
this week, while hearings were held
G. M. Leonard Dead
in State Circuit Court on the suit
Salt Lake City — George Minor
of United Detroit Theaters to restrain Schreiber from various forms Leonard, long an employee of the
Salt Lake theater, died in a loof giveaways at the Colonial and old cal
hospital.
other theaters.

ROBERT SINCLAIR, Broadway director just
signed by Selznick International, goes to the
Coast upon the completion of his "Babes in
Arms"
chore
for Dwight
Wiman.
shortly.
ED KUYKENDALL was in Washington yesterday and is expected to come to New York
DAVE
yesterday

PALFREYMAN
from Miami.

returned to New

ABE MONTAGUE leaves New
for a vacation
in Bermuda.
ARTHUR KOBER,
from a brief vacation

York

York
today

playwright, has returned
in Bermuda.

JOSEPH BERNHARD, general manager of
theater operations for Warner Bros., accompanied by MRS. BERNHARD; PAUL LUKAS,
film actor; and A. W. TARBELL, New York
theatrical producer, sail today for Europe on
the Paris.
HERBERT T. SILVER3ERG left Hollywood
yesterday for his home town and law headquarters, Buffalo. His family is remaining in
California. He will visit New York again about
the middle of April.
J. CHEEVER COWDIN and SAMUEL MACHNOVITCH
planed
to the Coast
yesterday.
CARL GOE, Albany; BEN ROGERS, New
Haven; JOE KALISKI, Washington; JOHN
SCULLY, Boston; and HERB GIVEN, Philadelphia, branch managers for Gaumont British,
returned to their respective offices yesterday
after attending American premiere of "Silent
Barriers"
at the New
Criterion
here.
REG WILSON, GB central district manager,
who also came to New York for the premiere
of "Silent Barriers" is remaining for several
days before
returning
to his territory.

N.

Y. "Ecstasy" Ban to be
Fought in Highest Court
The case of Eureka Productions
Inc. against Herbert H. Lehman as
Governor, Frank P. Graves, as Commissioner of Education, John J.
Bennett, Attorney General of the
State of New York, and Irwin Esmond, Chief State Censor, will be
carried to the U. S. Supreme Court
and placed on the calendar for hearing in May, 1937. The attorney for
Eureka Productions stated yesterday that one of the questions involved will be that of constitutionality. The attorney claims that the
Federal Government having admitted the film "Ecstasy" into this
country, the state government had
no right to bar its exhibition.

Virginia Bruce Honored

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILV

Hollywood — Virginia Bruce was
yesterday presented with the Award
of Merit of the Modern Musicians
Society on the basis of her singing
of "Did Anyone Ever Tell You?"
and the title song in "When Love
Is Young". The presentation was
made by Ted Fio Rito.

Auto Kills Mallinson
Logan, Utah — Samuel Mallinson,
employe of the Roxy theater was
fatally injured when struck by an
automobile a few days ago.

C 11 A M P I O N
EASTMAN

Super X was used in the great

majority of all 1936 feature productions
...in three out of every four "box-office
55

champions". . . in nine of the "best ten
pictures chosen by the country's critics.
It continues as the unchallenged champion among motion picture negative films.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort
Lee, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PANCHROMATIC

SUPER
NEGATIVE

X

THE

» « THEATER

IMPROVEMENT

Holyoke, Mass. — New sound
equipment is being installed in the
Victory Theater. Herman C. Bamberger is manager.
Chicago — The Circle Theater has
been completely remodeled and will
be reopened this week with a gala
movie bill.

-3&*i

NOTES « «

of United Detroit Theaters. New
structure will extend eight feet instead of twelve, and is a contribution of the circuit toward beautification of Woodward Avenue, which includes a program of modified projecting marquises.

Abingdon, 111. — S. E. Pirtle is reseating his Bijou Theater and modernizing the house in every departWindsor, 111.— The Windsor, op- ment.
erated by the Windsor Theater Co.,
recently installed 200 new opera
chairs.
Ft. Wayne, Ind. — Emboyd and
Paramount Theaters have installed
Peerless Magnarc lamps.
New Franklin, Mo. — Mrs. Lena
Green has reopened her Vista Theater here. While closed the house was
Brazil, Ind. — The Sourwine Theater has purchased new Irwin chairs.
equipped with new sound, projectors and lamps with rectifiers,_ and
also new chairs and other miscelLadoga, Ind. — The Fox Theater
laneous equipment.
has
isms. installed new Simplex mechanHuntsville, Mo.— The Vita Theater, operated by H. Larson, is scheduled to reopen on Easter Sunday.
It has been outfitted with new sound
apparatus, chairs,, projectors, lamps
with rectifiers and other miscellaneous items.
Oakland City, Ind. — Carl Spillman
is remodeling his Amusu Theater.
Chicago — Harry Lorch, owner of
the Harvard Theater, has completed
reseating his fine suburban movie
house, using 700 Air Loc opera style
seats.
Detroit — A new marquise is to be
erected on the State Theater, only
downtown Woodward Avenue house

REEVES STUDIO
Most

Modern Equipped Sound
Studio in the East

Noiseless Film

•
and
•

Recording

Disc Recording

Location
Equipment
ALL
WORK
GUARANTEED
1600 Broadway
MEd. 3-1270 New

York
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EQUII
New Theaters and I

No. 6— Sher.
THE recently opened Warner Bros, theater, the Sheriden, in Georgia
Avenue, Washington, D. C, has a number of novel features. Special
attention was devoted to the accurate reproduction of sound. To gain
accuracy, John Eberson, the architect, eliminated all side-wall plaster,
substituting in place of the plaster a blanket of wire mesh rock wool
set on a two-inch furring strip and covered with vari-colored velours.
This blanketing of the two side walls and the rear of the auditorium
with rock wool and fabric gives the sound a degree of fidelity which
Newburgh, Ind. — The Princess
Theater has installed a rebuilt Mo- acoustic plasters do not give, according to Herman R. Maier, in charge
tiograph and low intensity lamp- of Warner Bros, theater construction department.
house.
The Sheriden is the first Warner Bros, theater to eliminate side wall
plaster in favor of rock wool and fabric. The fabric treatment starts
St. Louis — New sound reproducing
equipment has been installed in the with the foyer and is carried almost to the proscenium. Wall fabric
Mikado Theater in the Wellston sec- is in subdued shades of orange, red, blue and yellow. Color scheme, as
tor. The house is owned by the St. well as architectural design and furnishing,
is of the modernistic type.
Louis Amusement Company.
Starting in the center of the proscenium arch and extending clear to
Monroe, Mich. — The Majestic The- the back of the auditorium is a large plaque in three rows of darkish
ater, neighborhood house, will be color in which is the grilling through which conditioned air is forced
rebuilt by Rene Germani. The house into the theater. In the floor, along each
wall, are grilled channels
was practically destroyed last week
by a fire which started backstage. into which the used air escapes. It is estimated that 60 per cent of the
Loss was said to be entirely covered air goes into these re-circulating tunnels. To draw out the other 40
by insurance.
per cent, a relief fan has been placed back of the projection booth.
Cleveland — Shea Chain announces It draws up the dead air from the rear of the auditorium and from the
a remodeling program for its houses foyer through openings on each side of the foyer light coves.
in Ashtabula, Conneaut and Geneva,
Along the plaque, on each side, from proscenium to the rear of
to cost approximately $20,000.
the theater, are several ribbons of color, shading off towards the subdued
Waverly, la. — V. F. Hagemann, gray of the ceiling.
manager of the Palace Theater here, lobby is to be enlarged, new canopy
is making extensive improvements and electric signs to be erected.
to the amount of about $4,500 on
the theater beginning May 1. The
New
Philadelphia,
ion Opera
House closesO. —thisShea's
week Unfor
alterations and at the same time the
Bijou, also Shea operated, reopens.
PICTORIAL

TYPE

* BLOCK

POSTERS-CARDS- HERALDS
ENGUSH
other

- YlbDlSH - RUSSIAN
foreign

UNION

York

37 E. 18th St.

INCREASE
"BO" 10%
(Of course, we mean Box Office)
Attracting- deafened to your talkies lnci jases
potential audience
10% . Ink stall
Acousticon
Theatrephones. Leading
system. Nationally advertised.

DEAF

Endorsed by key showmen.
Write lor full details, and exploitation data.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.
580

Fifth

Worcester, Mass. — Work on
Loew's closed Plaza is being rushed
and an April 10th opening predicted.

Ashtabula, O.— The Shea Theater
Co. has announced
plans for im-

Leavenworth,
Wash. — Reopening !
of the Alpine was staged with a big-

SHOP

GRamercy 7-7224-5-6

7

Cleveland — New sound equipment
has
installed in Loew's Stillman been
Theater.

languages

LABEL

TRIO PRESS, Inc.
New

provement of its five movie theaters
here and at nearby Conneaut andi
Geneva at a total cost of approximately $20,000. New and modem
appointments are to be installed in
all five houses, officials said.

Ave.,

New

York

ACOUSTICON

Modernize Your Front
With New

Lobby

CUSTOM BUILT
RUBBER MATS

Designed to harmonize with your exterior. A bright colorful floor covering
that adds charm and beauty to your
lobby and furnishes a non-skid surface
for all-weather
protection.

DEALERS

EVERYWHERE

PURITAN RUBBER MFG. GO,
TRENTON, N. J.

"COMFORT COOLING
WILL PAY BIG
DIVIDENDS THIS
SUMMER
CONSULT US BEFORE BUYING
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Iquipment

Features

«f:gron, D. C.
Lighting is mainly indirect from coves made up of rings of glass
nd metal in the ceiling, giving a subdued light, a mixture of white and
>!ue. In the center of each cove is a powerful lamp, the light of
vhich is dispersed and subdued by the rings of glass and metal. Along
I he side walls are shelves which hold smaller, concealed lights. Near
he front of the house the wall lights are in small recesses. Glass conbaling these lights is stencilled in modernistic design.
The general impression upon entering the auditorium is one of
varmth, coming alike from the decorations, the warm color of the heavyjacked chairs and from the carpet, which has a design of circles in
i eds, yellows and blacks.
The Sheriden is a one-floor theater and seats 994.
It is set 60
eet back from the street in a community marketing center, with stores
Bion both sides.
Space in front of the theater is used for parking.
The
;rructure is built of buff bricks with terra-cotta trimmings.
The name
ht the theater extends across the front on the parapet surmounting
'the marquise.
The large letters of the name are illuminated with neon
ights.

DAILY

«

EQUIPMENT

FIELD

NOTES

Omaha — R. S. Ballantyne of
Scott-Ballantyne Co. announces sale
of amplifiers
ater in China. and speakers to a the-

Detroit — E. A. Long Sign Company reports sign jobs completed for
the Center Theater, Detroit, Associated Theaters Circuit, and the new
Delia Theater, Flint, for Lester
Matt.

Omaha — Carl White of Quality
Theater Supply announces sale of
new Preddy sound heads to M. Biemond for the Ord at Ord, Neb. Biemond has moved the old equipment
from the Ord to his Liberty Theater
at Loup City, Neb. Quality Theater
engineers also generally overhauled
the sound and projection equipment
at both houses.

Potosi, Mo. — Harry F. Blount has
placed the contract for the booth
equipment in the new theater he is
erecting here with Ray Colvin of
The Exhibitors Supply Company of
St. Louis, Mo.

Chicago— A. E. Klein, local RCA
representative, reports twenty-one
Omaha — Western Theater Supply B and K and Great States theaters
contracted for the RCA High
Co., in charge of construction of have
the 850-seat $85,000 Grand at Grand Fidelity sound equipment.
Island, Neb., announces that Owner
Harry Schiller has definitely set the
Chicago — Morris Zimmerman,
opening date for Saturday, April 10. owner of the Eagle Theater, has
installed the latest type Ultraphonic
Multi Beam sound system in his
Gering, Neb. — Goodall sound house.
equipment purchased from the manufacturer, R. A. Goodall of OgaiNew Orleans
Tudor
lala, Neb., has been installed in the
(Continued— on Saenger's
Page 6)
Grove Theater by Owner B. B.
Grove, replacing the equipment destroyed by a booth fire, in which
Headquarters for
Operator Howard Gatliff suffered
serious burns on the hands and face,
DUBBING— RECORDING
a broken arm and was overcome by
Projection, Cutting
Rooms — Vaults
VARIABLE
smoke. Fire was started by a soldAREA
NOISELESS
RECORDING
ering iron left plugged into an electrict outlet in the booth. Damage
Soundfilm Enterprises, Inc.
was confined to the booth and to
723 Seventh Avenue
New York City
film.

Doors leading to the lounge, from the foyer, are of etched glass.
jThe two end walls of the lounge are covered with a fine quality of
wull paper, modernistic in design and color, while the two side walls
are plain. Pictures on the bare walls and the furniture are modernistic.
Lobby is highly colored, with shadow-boxes above the entrance into
the foyer, while the floor is covered with colored rubber matting.
Box office is of formica, in the center of the main entrance.
'open house" preceding regular
show starting at 4:30. Ted Wilson,
(owner and operator, has expended
over $6,000 on remodeling improvements, modernistic front and illuminated marquee. Modern blue and
silver trimmings dominate box office
appearance, while interior is declared to be an "architect's dream."
New Haven—The 750-seat Dixwell, a Fishman house, had its offijcial reopening last week following
Imodernization
repairs.
Lighting,

seating, decorating, ventilation, marquee and front have been improved.
Redecoration and seating activities
are
also inhere.
progress at Pishman's
Lawrence
Fordyce, Ark. — A new screen has
been installed at the Amuse-U Theater, Mrs. Marks Attwood, manager
of the house, has announced.
Wheeling, W. Va.— The Rex Theater will go dark after this week for

"CRESTWOOD"

(.Continued on Page 6)

CARPETS

Tvi, (hudity and Meat

250 WEST 49th STREET
GREATER NEW
NEW Y0RK*CARPET
YORK CITY, N. Y.HOUSE, INC.
Phone LAckawanna

"SWING

HIGH, SWING

LOW"

There are no ups and downs in the quality of Alexander
Smith Carpets — it's always at the peak. And high
quality means low cost-per-year . . . which is one reason why you'll find Alexander Smith Carpets in the
majority of the country's most successful theatres.

4-0240-1-2

An Establishment Featuring Floor Coverings Only
We carry the Most Complete Line of Theatre Patterns
Big Stocks on Hand At All Times

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET
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two weeks to undergo a complete
renovation, according to announcement of the management. The house
is to be redecorated, remodeled and
completely renovated. New sourid
is to be installed, the house reseated
and air-conditioned.
Providence — Strand Theater is installing new sound equipment which
is expected to be ready for operation by April 15.

Rogers, Ark. — New sound equipment has been installed at the Victory Theater here.

Olympia, Wash. — At a cost of
$15,000 complete transformtaion has
been wrought at the Capitol Theater, now extensively remodeled and
redecorated.
New Bedford, Mass. — Oze Tessier,
operator of the Rialto Theater, is
reseating the house according to
salesman for InterJimmy O'Brien,
national Seating Co.
Wellman, la. — After six weeks of
darkness for remodeling, the Grand
has been reopened here.
Taft, Tex. — The Roberta Theater
has been revamped and its front repainted.
Little Rock, Ark. — A new marquee
at the Roxy Theis
ater.being installed

Graham, Tex.— The Liberty Theater has installed a brilliantly
Neon front.

lighted

Palestine, Tex.— The R. & R.
Texas Theater has installed new
sound equipment.

Seagraves, Tex. — Wallace Blankenship has purchased the Texas Theater, to be immediately replaced
with a new building and new equipment.
Big Springs, Tex. — The
and enlarged R. & R. Queen
has opened with increased
to 500, new seats and new
equipment.

renewed
Theater
capacity
cooling

Jeannerette, La. — Lawrence
Lampo is equipping his Avalon Theater here with new projectors.
Robertsdale, La.— The Local Theater here is installing cooling equipment.

NOTES » »
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(Continued fiom Page 5)
house, an old theater building in
Holly, Colo., has been brought up to
here is installing two new Super date
and seats about 200.
Simplex projectors, through National Theater Supply. The same company is installing new screens in
Omaha — Western Theater Supply
United
Theaters'
Popular, Granada, announces the following sales: comMecca
and
Isis
Theaters.
Pittsfield, 111.— The K. P. Theater,
plete Kooler-Aire air conditioning
operated by Clark Armentrout, is
Denver — Mirrophonic sound will to the Epstein circuit's Benson in
being completely remodeled. The
Omaha and Henry Hower's Grand
improvements will include a new be installed in the new 400-seat the- at
Worthington, Minn.; Mohawk
front and marquee, modern booth
ater which M. R. Boneaker is buildcarpet
Clifford M. Anderson's
equipment and 500 new opera chairs,
ing in McCall, Idaho. It is sched- Lomar, to
Lohrville, la., and mercury
etc. The general contractor on the
uled to open about June 15. Mirro- arc rectifiers and
Wesco sound to
phonic has also been ordered for
work is Harry Branch of Pittsfield.
W.
W
Small
for
the
new theater
the theater which Frank Northrup
about
March
25.
The he is equipping in Wymore, Neb.
Monroe City, Mo. ■ — Upwards of opened
$10,000 is to be spent in remodeling
here.
and Grand
Theaters
the Colonial. A new front and mar- closed for a period of ten days to the Ozaukee
quee, lobby improvement and inte- undergo extensive improvements inrior improvements are scheduled.
side and out. New lighting fixtures,
Wellman, la. — The Grand has
Plans are in charge of Arnold Bas- booth equipment and 500 opera been
completely remodeled.
chen of Hannibal, Mo. The house is chairs will be ' installed while the
owned and operated by W. M. Nolan. house is dark.
Antigo, Wis. — Vaporizing liquid
It has been closed temporarily.
type fire extinguishers have been
installed in the Palace.
Manila,
Ark.
—
C.
W.
Tipton,
ownFlora, 111.— The Florine Theater,
er and manager of the New Theaoperated by Spaulding & Stout,
has bought 350 new seats,
which was recently badly damaged 210 terofhere,which
Monette, Ark. — The New Theaterwill be installed here
is being remodeled inside. Clayby
fire,
has
been
reopened
afterand
the
rest
in
his
theater
at
Moborn Tipton, manager, announced
having been complete rebuilt. Booth
netae, Ark.
the building will also be made
equipment and 630 new upholstered
sound proof. The work is expected
opera chairs are among the improvements made.
Russellville, Ark. — New uphol- to be completed within two weeks.
stered, cushioned seats are being in- New seats have been bought and
stalled at the Ritz, a Malco house, in are being installed. Tipton said
St. Louis — The St. Louise Amuseremodeling and mod- other equipment will probably be
ment Co.'s Lafayette Theater is to an extensive
ernization program. H. H. Thomas, bought and installed soon.
undergo extensive alterations and
improvements. Plans were prepared local manager, states the new seats
by W. J. Schlesinger, architect. will be placed on the main floor and
Osceola, Ark. — Miss Emma Cox,
the ones formerly in use will be in- owner of three theaters at LeachContracts will be let soon.
stalled in the balconies, giving the
ville, Osceola, and Joiner, 's having
St. Louis — The Ambassador Thea- house cushioned seats throughout.
a garage and a large store room
built north of here. The store room
ter, Fanchon & Marco first-run,
during the coming summer will have
will be used primarily for storing
New opera
Philadelphia,
O.
— ■for
Shea's
Union
house
is
dark
the
its orchestra pit and stage apron reequipment, supplies and other stock
time in several years to per- used
modeled so as to allow greater space first mit
extensive modernization which aters. in connection with her thefor the type of intimate acts pre- will require more than two weeks,
sented in front of the stage curtain
this winter.
according to Manager L. W. HutLeachville, Ark. — The Gem is to
cheon. Important film bookings at
have a new front. The box office
St. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg is in- the Union will be shifted to the will be moved to the edge of the
stal ing anew metal sign on the can- Bexley at nearby Dover during the side walk. The entire front will
opy of his Virginia Theater. The period the house here is dar-k.
be redecorated.
sign will measure 2^x58 feet.
Miami, Fla. — Alfred Weiss, Jr.,
Neb. — The Grove installed
Little Rock, Ark. — A new mar- manager of the Olympia theater, is newGering,
Goodall sound equipment.
announcing the installation of new
quee
is
being
installed
at
the
Roxy
here.
sound reproducing system.

owned by the Gasconade Amusement
Co. and managed by Forest Snyder,
recently placed an order for 450 new
opera chairs with the Exhibitors
Supply Co. of St. Louis, Mo.

Jewell, la.— C. H. Maxon has installed new sound equipment in the
Jewell Theater.
Springfield, Mass. — New screen
sound merchanism has been installed
at the Broadway, and is ready for
use.
Springfield,
— The
Paramount here hasMass.
installed
new sound
equipment.

New Orleans — Loew's State has
finished installing two new marquees
and a complete new set of signs.
Springfield, Mass. — The Lyric,
The main entrance marquee has in the Pine Point section, has installed 275 new seats, a new booth
been re-equipped with the latest in
electric signs and a new Neon mod- and all new furnishings.
ernistic sign naming the house,
while the Negro entrance has been
Danville, 111.- — Palace Theater has
treated similarly.
been reopened after complete overhauling by the Great States circuit.
Winchester, 111.— Paul & Overton Vernon Everroad has been named
house
manager.
are installing 300 new opera seats
in their Lyric Theater here.
White
Hall, 111. — The Princess,
Lebanon, Mo. — The Lyric Theater, operated by Joe Lyman, has been

Athens, Tenn. — The Strand is to
be remodeled, enlarged and new
equipment added.

S.O.S. in New Quarters

From a single desk in a small corner office to an acre of floor space in
ten years is the record of the S.O.S.
Corporation,
New York Headed
theaterCharlotte,
C. —new
Warner's
Broadway
willN.install
sound equipment
manufacturers.
and projectors equipment soon.
by J. A. Tanney, president, S.O.S.
is now celebrating its 10th anniversary in the equipment field, in its
Corbett, Fla.— The Corbett Theater is being opened after being new building, 636 11th Avenue, at
completely renovated and repaired. 46th Street, where the company has
consolidated its general offices, exGreenville, S. C. — The Carolina is p o r t department, reconditioning
being remodeled.
shops,
factory
and showrooms
underone roof,
utilizing
what is said
to
Sanford, Fla. — Projection equip- be the largest floor space of any
ment valued at $2,500 is being in- house in the equipment field. S.O.S.
stalled in the Ritz. Super Simplex has no salesmen but does all of its
business by mail.
projector is being used.
Oneonta,
— The
installed newAla.
sound
and Strand
projection

Newaygo Theater Starts .

Detroit — Valley Theater, new
equipment.
house at Newaygo, has been opened
Port Washington,
Wis. — New
sound screens have been installed in by Harold E. Hedler.
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EXPECT MPTOA WILL
REVISE PROPOSALS
(Continued from Page 1)

(ire committee but, with one or two
members, again confer individually
with general sales managers. He is
expected to come to New York within a few days.
In addition to the trade practice
follow-up, two other plans are to be
worked out as a result of the convention. A special committee, yet to
be appointed, will seek to find a
means of regulating appearance of
film players on radio programs and
i a survey of 16 mm. policies of national distributors is also planned.
Final registration at the M.P.T.O.
A. convention was 580, it was officially announced yesterday.

C.I.O. Organizers Said on
Way to Help CFI Strikers
(Continued from Page 1)

A "JUttU" tun* "lots"

By RALPH WILK
(Continued from Page 1)
HOLLYWOOD
her recently signed contract with
Pensacola,
Fla., declares he could not
Century-Fox, will be made at
T*0 help develop new talent Sam 20th
get film for these spots because of
the
Hollywood
studio.
The
British
Katzman, head of Victory Pic- comedienne, who has been on the
tures, is turning over his studio
a conspiracy based on oi'ders issued
and technical crew and equipment coast for three weeks conferring by two Saenger executives not to
when not in production to J. Farrell with production officials, will re- sell him. He specifically charges
turn to England to attend the cor- Vitagraph cut off service under an
MacDonald, Professor of Dramatics
onation of King George VI, and then alleged contract already in operaat University of Southern Califor- again come to Hollywood.
tion.
nia. MacDonald plans to make a
series of shorts with his students as
All defendants who have answered
▼
T
T
Helen Wills Moody has completed to date have denied conspiracy or
part of drama course. Katzman will
give a small part to the student her first screen test at 20th Cen- monopoly, latest being RKO, who in
tury-Fox studios.
addition to conspiracy denials says
givingitial best
short. performance in the inT
T
T
it was willing to sell Fuller newsT
T
T
Advance Pictures, Inc. has signed reels for his Florida spots, but could
Walter Wanger has signed Tay
Kathleen Barash to handle the pub- not sell features, which were under
Garnett to direct
"Stand
In."
licity and to collaborate on stories contract to Saenger for Pensacola,
T
T
T
Fla.
Francis Lederer has returned to for 1937-38. T
T
T
The Saenger houses were dark at
Hollywood to make preparations for
the time, due to a tax fight with
One
of
the
strangest
meetings
in
filming "'Cape of Good Hope," in
which he will play the lead for Co- musical circles look place between the Pensacola city government. Warrington, Fla., and Pensacola Beach
lumbia.
Oscar Straus here to create a modern American musical score for are apparently considered suburban
T
T
T
locations.
Mark Sandrich, now completing Bobby Breen's "Make A Wish" and
the Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers pic- George Gershwin. Following perDefendants are: Saenger execufunctory greetings, the two repaired
tives Gaston Dureau, Jr., Harold
ture, "Shall We Dance," has been
assigned by Pandro S. Berman to to Gershwin's apartment and spent Wilkes; Paramount, RKO, United
direct Irene Dunne in "The Joy of the entire evening together — Gersh- Artists, Universal, M-G-M, 20th Cenwin showing Straus how to write
tury-Fox, Vitagraph.
Loving," for RKO Radio Pictures.
jazz and Straus showing Gershwin
T
T
T
how to write waltzes.
Grade Fields' first picture under
New Denver Screen Club

terday by Edward Hirschberger, international president of the Theatrical and Motion Picture Workers
Union, who arrived from Washington. The total number of men and
women now enrolled in the union is
300, Robert Murray, union organizer, said.
Nazis Will Grade Films l May Realize 20 P. C. on
According to Hirschberger, C.I.O.
From Political Viewpoint
Claim, Kaltenbach View
organizers are on the way to help
the union's drive.
(Continued from Page 1)
St. Louis — A letter sent to the
Picketing continued at the plant
man film industry, has decreed a re- stockholders of the Fox-St. Louis
but no attempt was made to prevised film grading system embracing Properties, Inc., by President Henry
vent entrance or exit.
six classes.
J. Kaltenbach, Jr., estimates that
The Theatrical and Motion Picture
Highest rating henceforth will be, the company probably will realize
Workers Union is a branch of the
as much as 20 p. c. on its claim
union recently formed in New York "Politically and artistically espe- against the Fox Theaters Corp. of
cially
valuable"
and
will
be
conthe
with
Deckoff
City by Bernard
ferred upon those pix which the New York, which formerly had an
avowed purpose of setting up one
feel "fulfill with distinc- operating lease on the Fox Theindustrial union in the theatrical Hitlerites
tion the National Socialist idea of ater.
field.
The 20 p. c, if realized, would
films". Other five classes, in order
of merit, are: "Politically and artis- amount to $307,800, as one claim is
tically valuable; politically valuable; for $765,845 and has been allowed,
artistically valuable; culturally valu- while an additional claim for $773,City's
N. Y.
of
tance
Accep
300 has been reported on favorably
Sales Tax Decision Favored
and instructive
to the people."
Theable,Reich
Film Chamber
in a
by the master in charge of hearing's
{Continued from Page 1)
statement in English, explained the in connection with the receivership
of the Fox Theaters Corp.
conference to be held early next new film policy as follows:
week. The court has ruled that the
"The film of present-day Germany
tax applies to film rentals derived must carry in it the ideology of pres- Virginia Exhibs. Lose
from theaters in the city proper but
ent-day Germany, only this ideology
in Sunday Film Appeal
not outside its limits.
must never be allowed to become obtrusive bias. Bias which is detected
Yesterday's session was devoted
Richmond, Va. — Despite the fact
to consideration of the Dept. of always fails of its purpose."
that the state's ancient blue laws
Justice's anti-trust action against
have not caused exhibitors in several
major distributors and the Hoblitother cities to refrain from Sunday
zelle-O'Donnell theater interests in West
"Blake"
ng
Finishi
Coast n
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Katzma
operation, Harry A. Wasserman and
: Texas. Hearing has not as yet been
set.
Hollywood — "Blake Of Scotland Edward A. Pinkham, who were fined
Yard", Sam Katzman's Victory ser- $5 each in the Corporation Court of
ial, which also has a feature ver- Alexandria for exhibiting films on
sion, will be finished about April 1. Sunday, were denied a writ of error
Professional Pride
The cast includes Ralph Byrd, who this week by the Supreme Court of
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
just completed work in the Dick Appeals of Virginia.
Hollywood — Making an entrance for
Tracy serial for Republic; Herbert
Wasserman operates the Capitol,
a scene in "Cafe Metropole," for which
Rawlinson, Dickie Jones, Lucille Negro theater. Both have been
he wrote the original story as well as
acted a featured role, Gregory Ratoff,
Lund, Nick Stuart and Sam Flint. placed under bond as to future vio20th Century-Fox actor, tripped over
Robert Stillman is supervising and
lations of the blue laws.
a power cable. Unmindful of bruises,
he angrily demanded of Director Edward H. Griffith:

"Who ordered that trip scene? It
wasn't in my story. Who's changing
my story around?"

FULLER CASE TRIAL
TO START APRIL 29

Bob Hill directing. Katzman's next
picture will be a sport action feature,
"Flying Fists", starring Herman
Brix. Katzman will also make "Mystery Range", starring Tom Tyler.

Efforts may be made at the 1938
session of the Virginia legislature
to repeal parts of the blue laws so
as to remove any obstacles in the
way of Sunday shows.

Opening Attended by 500
Denver — Formal opening of the
new club rooms of the Rocky Mountain Screen Club in the Cosmopolitan Hotel, was a huge success. More
than 500 attended, including most of
the city and state officials. Among
presents for the new rooms were a
new Magic Eye radio given by RCA;
writing room furniture donated by
the National Theater Supply; and
furniture for the bar room contribater
uted bySupply.
the Graham Brothers TheHarry Golub is president of the
club; Chester Bell, vice president;
Harry A. Goodridge, treasurer; Ross
Bluck, secretary; Emmett Thurmon, counsel; and E. T. Roberts,
auditor. Jack Langan is chairman
of the house committee. More than
100 have joined the club already.

"Million" Runs On
Portland,
"Oneof inthea heaviest
Million"
which
openedOre.
for— two
weeks at Paramount, and then was
forwarded to the Mayfair for three
more, now goes into the Blue Mouse.

"Check

It, Please"

Salt Lake City — The Roxy theater of
Logan, Utah, and the Western Air Express recently sponsored an amateur
contest
which
was Harris
won by
Hess and
Grant
of Niles
Logan,"Bud"
who
are flying to Los Angeles for a film
audition. Airline execs, held their
heads when the duo's baggage was
checked in as: Banjo, harmonicas,
guitar, accordion, washtub, pan covers,
cowbells, screen wire, alarm clock, 15
bottles ranging from the beer jug to
the ounce medicine container, washboard, all accompanied by a reflectoreyed mascot that was once a sawhorse.

THE

U. A, SETS PROGRAM
OF 30 PIX, FOR '37-38
M

(Continued from Page

1)

ander Kordas and two outside pictures.
No date has been set as yet for
the annual United Artists sales convention. Dr. A. H. Giannini, president, comes east from the coast in
May en route to Europe.

1936 Best Ascap Year
In History, Says Buck
(Continued from Page

1)

the meeting a resolution was adopted providing for appointment of a
committee to study the wisdom of
having Ascap handle the "grand
rights" of standard and classical
compositions. Grand rights included
symphonic performances, television
use, stage use. The committee includes Deems Taylor, chairman; Lazar Saminsky, Leopold Godowsky,
Henry Hadley, George Fischer and
Carl Engel.
Ascap is appealing to the Federal
Court of Appeals in the States of
Washington and Montana against
the "confiscatory" legislation recently passed against the society in
both states, Buck said. In Montana,
the new law prevents Ascap from
doing any business, because it prohibits pooling of copyrights. Legislation in Washington and Montana
was sponsored by independent broadcasters seeking to get Ascap music
for nothing, he asserted.

Paine and Machnovitch
Fill New Universal Posts
(Continued from Page

I)

follows for the ensuing year: president, R. H. Cochrane; chairman of
the board, J. Cheever Cowdin; executive vice-president, Charles R.
Rogers; vice-presidents, J. P. Normanly and Willard S. McKay, assistant treasurer, Eugene F. Walsh;
secretary, Willard S. McKay; assistant secretaries, Helen E. Hughes
and Edward Muhl.
Following the meeting Cowdin and
Machnovitch boarded a plane for
Universal City to confer on production matters.

Wash. Lieut. Gov. Wants
$250,000 for Film Gag
Seattle, Wash. — Lieut. Gov. Victor A. Meyers, one-time orchestra
leader, yesterday launched a $250,000 damage action against 20th Century-Fox as the result of an alleged
line of dialog spoken by Fred Allen
in "Thanks a Million." Meyers cites
the following as the line which irreparably injured his reputation:
"Up in Washington they elected
a jazz band leader Lieutenant Governor, and if the people will vote
for a jazz band leader they'll vote
for anybody."

TlevUws of Hew ?itm$
"Top
theGeorge
Town"
with Dorisof
Nolan,
Murphy
Universal

Autry

in

86 Mins.

MAMMOTH
NOVELTY

Gene

"Git Along Little

IS THE WORD FOR SPECTACULAR MUSICAL INTRODUCING
TREATMENT.

Here's an admirable departure from the
routine treatment of musicomedies. The
production numbers and sets are lavish
in the extreme, the big novelty being
the ritzy nite club atop an office skyscraper. This is an enormous set, buiit
in several tiers and balconies that are
very tricky and effective, with the guests
able to clearly see the main floor and
the show. The production is loaded down
with important names in the cast, and
with specialty acts and a slew of creative
minds contributing such necessary items
as spectacular sets, music, songs, dances.
Doris Nolan is very decorative as the rich
girl whose four uncles own the skyscraper
office building and the sky club. George
Murphy does a very good job as the pop
leader of the orchestra and also the lad
who handles the floor show and puts the
night spot over. Hugh Herbert is swell
as the main laugh producer. The Three
Sailors also help a lot with the gurgles.
Eila Logan and Gertrude Niesen turn in
grand characterizations. The cast numbers several hundred, and in the finale,
the entire assembly of guests in the night
club join in the show and make it a sort
of family party. The plot is light, and
roncerns the efforts of the rich gal to put
over the club with an arty show, which
flops on the opening night. Then George
Murphy steps in as the band leader and
saves the venture from disaster with his
tried and true gang of pop entertainers.
The Jamboree number at the finale engages all hands in a series of sequences
that keeps the tempo mounting to a hectic
pace with plenty of color, flash and melody.
It seems to have the variety of pop entertainment that will get the crowd. The
director, Ralph Murphy, rates exceptional
mention, for the demands upon him were
unusual owing to the tricky production
values. Producer Lou Brock certainly has
gone to town with a lavish show that will
be rated tops in any town.
Cast: Doris Nolan, George Murphy, Hugh
Herbert, Gregory Ratoff, Ella Logan, Gertrude Niesen, Mischa Auer, Henry Armefta, The 3 Sailors, Peggy Ryan, Ray Mayer,
Jack Smart, Richard Carle, Ernest Cossart,
Samuel Hinds, Claude Gillingwaters, Joyce
Compton, Gerald Oliver Smith.
Producer, Lou Brock; Director, Ralph
Murphy; Screenplay, Brown Holmes, Charles
Grayson.
Direction, Expert.
Photography, Tops.

Roush Replaces Waller
as Para. Shorts Producer

Republic
61 Mins.
LIVELY WESTERN NICELY PACED
WITH THRILLS, ACTION, SONGS AND
COMEDY.

Dogies"

There is a lot to commend this one, for
it moves along at a lively pace with an
entertaining story that keeps the surprise
twists coming. Gene Autry joins forces
with Judith Allen, who is helping her
father put over the digging of an oil well.
The girl is putting on a stock selling campaign locally over the radio. Gene is successful in saving the payroll for the oil
workers when Weldon Heyburn as the villain in charge of the digging tries a double-cross, for he is stalling on bringing
in the well. He expects to take it over
when the option held by the girl's father
expires in a few days. There is a sizzling
climax as the hero attempts to blow the
well with dynamite and bring it in after
his rival has spread word that the well
is dry and Gene sold the ranchers stock
under false pretenses. Stopped at the last
moment by a posse of angry ranchers, Autry
maneuvers till the dynamite is exploded by
his pal and this hits into a smash finale
as the oil gushes. One phase of the film
that should prove popular is a sort of community sing fest adroitly introduced as
Gene Autry leads in the singing at an entertainment for the ranchers, and the words
of the songs are superimposed on the
screen so that your theater audience can
join in, too.
Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette,
Maple City Four, Judith Allen, Weldon
Heyburn, Wiiliam Farnum, Willie Fung,
Carieton Young, Will and Gladys Ahern,
The Cabin Kids.
Producer, Armand Schaefer; Director,
Joseph Kane; Authors, Dorell and Stuart
McGowan; Screenplay, same; Cameraman,
Gus Peterson.
Direction, Very Good
Photography, Okay.

U. A. Gets Mexico Rights

RECAPITALIZATION
PLAN FILED BY EDUG,
(Continued from Page

1)

f erred; 5,000 shares as part payment
of acquisition of capital stock of
Skibo Productions, Inc., and remainder in satisfaction of warrants
to be issued to stockholders, the underwriter, and president of Educational.
Date of the proposed public offering will be April 15. Net proceeds
from sale of preferred, estimated at
$1,215,000, will be used to pay indebtedness, for part payment of
stock of Skibo Productions, Inc. and
for advances on future production
costs. The estimated proceeds of
$2,618,990 from warrants, more or
less if received, may be used to produce feature-length pictures, development of 16 mm. field and for other
corporate purposes.
Herrick, Heinzelamann and Ripley
of New York City are underwriters
of the issue and have agreed to purchase preferred stock at $8.10 per
share, but public offering price will
be supplied through amendment. According to the statement, the underwriter may have right to purchase,
through warrants, 64,000 shares of
common stock at prices ranging
from $10 to $20 per share.
Educational Pictures, Inc. was
listed as the holding company owning Educational Films Corporation
of America, Educational Productions,
Inc. and Atlantic Pictures, Corp. as
well as other minor subsidiaries.
Part of funds to be raised by sale
of offered shares will be used to pay
off indebtedness to RCA Manufacturing Co. for $16,005.00; ERPI
$315,582.40; Chase National Bank,
New York, $264,753.75; and $13,991.06 to Finfilm, Inc.
Officers of company as filed to
SEC are E. W. Hammonds, president; Bruno Weyers, vice president;
T. R. Williams, treasurer; and B.
A. Barron, comptroller.
Hammonds holds warrants for
74,000 shares of common stock.

Educational May Acquire
Erpi Interest in Company

Mexican releasing rights to seven
If Educational Pictures realizes
one-reel and two-reel subjects pro- the cash from sale of its stock as
duced by the J. H. Hoffberg Co. were
the company's
reorganicontracted for by United Artists yes- proposedzation in
plan, part
of the proceeds
will
terday, according to an announcement by Arthur W. Kelly. U. A. be used to buy out Erpi's interest
vice-president in charge of Foreign in the company, it was said yesterday by Whitford Drake, Erpi execu- .
distribution. Shorts are "Danube", tive vice president. Drake declined
"Spanish Interlude", "Africa
Squawks", "World's Champion", to say how large Erpi's stake in the
"It's a Bird", "International Varie- company is at present. Erpi has
partlyyears.
financing Educational
ties No. 1" and "Symphony of the been
for several

(Continued from Page 1)
Seasons."
Condor Plans 12 Shorts
SICK REPORT
mount's
short subject department,
announced yesterday.
Twelve musical shorts will be proRoush, who has been associated
duced for 1937-38 release by Con- West Coast Buieau of THE FILM DAILY
dor Pictures, it was decided at the
with Paramount for the past 10
Hollywood — Dropped by profesyears, is scheduled to produce for Coast production confabs of the comsional dancers during a comedy
the new season 15 Paramount Headpany which ended today. Arthur adagio dance, Martha Raye, film
Rosson,
director,
has
been
added
to
liners, 13 Paramount Paragraphics
comedienne, suffered a dislocated
and 12 Paramount Pictorials.
the Condor production staff.
wrist and a sprained shoulder.
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Pictures In Unfair

TEN CENTS

Competition

WARNER CIRCUIT WILL STUDY DUALS ELIMINATION
Divorce Bills Hearings Set Tomorrow
IAnti-Protection,
EuropeBy Bernhard
Policy Assailed
Detroit Circuit Judge Rules Screeno Is a Lottery
Minn. Legislative Committee

!

Takes Up Two Film
Measures

Detroit — Circuit Judge Henry G. Nicol has ruled that Screeno is a lottery and as
such violates the state gambling law in the United Detroit Theaters versus Colonial

Hearings on two significant film
measures pending in the Minnesota
Legislature, one prohibiting protection through classification of theaters and the other requiring producers to divorce their theaters, are
scheduled for tomorrow at the capital city of that state, major distributors in New York learned Saturi day.
On March 4, an Assembly committee unanimously recommended
passage of the theater divorce
measure.

YATES, UNION MEET
ON STRIKE AT GFI
Conference between H. L. Yates,
president of Consolidated Film Industries, and officials of the United
Theatrical and Motion Picture Workers of America, new union, which is
conducting a strike at the Consolidated Fort Lee plant, was set for
(Continued on Page 4)

41 Pictures Now in Work
In West Coast's Studios
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Forty-one pictures
are in production, with Warners
leading with seven. Paramount is
making six and M-G-M, RKO and
20th Century-Fox five each. Grand
National is producing three and Universal two. Columbia, Selznick International, oG 1 d w y n, Wagner,
Roach, Republic, Loew, Conn, Katz(Continued on Page 4)

Theater case. Injunction will follow, restraining Colonial's policy alleged to hurt
the State Theater.

Active Spring Theater Realty Market
Indicated by Sharp Rise in Purchases
Reports from The Film Daily
staff correspondents throughout the
United States indicate a sharp upturn in the number of theater sales
as the spring realty season gets
under way. In many instances,
aftermath of the transactions is the
reopening of film houses dark for
some time. Other purchases reveal
exhibitor expansion activities.

THE

WEEK

Pittsburgh — Figuring exhibitors should
be just as keen as their patrons for
the giveaway idea, Jim Alexander, of
Republic, has started a coupon plan
to stimulate film sales. Special "spurt"
days and drives provide additional
coupons, but
debtedness."

Id

no

soap for "old

in-

Before sailing on the Paris Saturday for Europe, Joseph Bernhard,
president and general manager of
the Warner circuit, stated upon his
return to New York about May 1,
he intends
to "give serious
tion to constructive
proposalsattenfor

eliminating
As a step double
towardsfeatures."
abolishing the
"evil" of dual bills, he suggested
Theater realty deals reported yes- three or four-reel pictures, based on
terday included:
popular poems, famous short stories
Cleveland— M. S. Fine, P. E. Es- and historical characters.
Bernhard said:
sick and C. G. Beckman, all of
Cleveland, have formed the Medina
"When I return from abroad I'll
Amusement Co. to take over the
give serious attention to construcMedina Masonic Temple and opertive proposals for eliminating double
ate it as a film theater. Deai calls features,
In the
beginning,
the
(Continued on Page 4)
for a 25-year lease. Work of remodeling, to cost about $65,000,
(Continued on Page 8)

IN

REVIEW

ERPI FIRST QUARTER
BIZ JUMPS 25 P.G.

GB's U. S. Exchange Plans — Nazis Take Ufa
=^=

By GEORGE

DOMESTIC

H. MORRIS

^^=^^=^=

FOREIGN

In the wake of the newly consummated Ostrer-Woolf-GFD deal, Gaumont British speeded plans to establish its own exchanges in the U. S.
to handle an initial line-up of at
least 24 features, comprising its own

Out of Berlin flashed successive
cable advices telling of the passing
of what is believed to be full control
of Ufa from the hands of the German industrialist Dr. Alfred Hugenberg
an anonymous financial
on
Page to
6)

(Continued

Great Care

Is Taken in Servicing

Non-Theatrical Accounts, Say Majors
In the face of a pending M. P.

Exchange Tries Giveaways

As He Sails for

Hearings on Connecticut
T. O. A. probe of the non-theatrical
Film Bills Set for April 8 situation, spokesmen for major comHartford, Conn. — H.B. 800 and
H.B. 795, two-men-in-a-booth bills,
and Sunday vaudeville and theatricals bills, S.B. 349 and 993, will be
further heard
by the Judiciary Com(Conlinued on Page 8)

panies active in the 16 mm. field on
Saturday denied that their films are
sold to accounts which are in unfair
competition with regular theaters.
Pointing to lists of non-theatrical
outlets to which service has been
(Continued on Page 8)

Erpi business for the first three
months of 1937 is 25 per cent above
the corresponding period last year,
it was said Saturday by Whitford
Drake, Erpi executive vice-president.
Erpi will not manufacture any
projector equipment in the 16mm
field, Drake
declared.
It will continue to license
manufacturers
as
it is doing at present.

Zukor to Get Portrait and
Italian Order at Dinner
Presidents and other top executives of virtually all picture companies will attend the Adolph Zukor
testimonial(Continued
dinner on planned
tonight
Page 4)

Me. Sunday Film Bill Killed
Augusta, Me. — The Maine house of
representatives defeated a bill legalizing Sunday moving picture shows by
accepting, 95 to 44 a minority "ought
not to pass" report from the legal
affairs committee.
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Low
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Close
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23 Vi
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100%
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4%

+
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+

Vi

+

%

—
+

1%
Va

+
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LANGUAGE

♦
Astor
Globe
Criterion

PICTURES

OPENINGS

Elephant
Boy (United
Artists) — April 1
Swing High, Swing Low
(Paramount Pictures) — April
Quality Street (RKO Radio)— April 8
Marked Woman
(Warner Bros.) <c)
The Soldier and the Lady (RKO Radio)
(c)
The Last Night
(Amkino)
(c)
Kimiko
(International
Film Bureau)
(c)
Charlemagne
(Franco-American)
(a-b-c)
Monte Carlo (Franco-American)
(a-b-c)
Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent run.

(c)

Feinberg Funeral Held;
Successor to be Named
Funeral services were held at
Hodroff Temple in Minneapolis yesterday for J. George Feinberg, vicepresident of International Seat
Corp., with many film people included in the congregation. Burial
took place there.
Feinberg died in a Miami hospital
Wednesday, following a long illness.
His successor at International will be
selected this week at a meeting at
Union City, Ind. Peter Masucci
will be in charge of the New York
office of the company.

Claire Adams Marries
London (By Cable) — Marriage
here of Claire Adams, film actress
and widow of the late Benjamin P.
Hampton, to Donald S. Mackinnon
of Melbourne, Australia, is announced. Miss Adams is making a
film here.

Flynn Off For Spain
Paris (By Cable)— Errol Flynn,
film actor, has left this city for
Spain where he will write articles
for a newspaper syndicate and surat first His
hand wife,
eventsLiliin Damita,
Spain's
civil veywar.
did not accompany him.

Jim Weist Dead

7

♦
Filmarte
Cinema de Paris
55th St. Playhouse
Belmont
Cameo
Broadway

♦
Rialto
Paramount
Music
Hall
Strand
Roxy
Cameo
Filmarte
Cinema
de Paris
Cinema de Paris

-rr

Coming and Going

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK returns to New
York Thursday from the coast.
HARRY WARREN and AL DUBIN, sonf
writers under contract to Warner Bros., arrivl
tion.
in New York from the coast today for a vacaJEROME S. BAUM, associated with financing
of many motion pictures, has arrived in Ned
York from Hollywood for a five weeks' stai,
and is stopping at the Warwick.
JUDY CANOVA, singing comedienne, leavefl
today for the coast to play ingenue role if
Paramount's
"Artists
and Models."
B. B. RAY of Reliable Pictures has arrive,
from Hollywood to make arrangements foj
next season's
line-up.
ROBERT
SINCLAIR
leaves
New
York
th
middle of next month
for the coast.
ADOLPH
ZUKOR
returned to New
Miami
over the week-end.
Y.
York

FRANK
FREEMAN
from
Florida.

has

returned

York fror
to

Ne\

Trailer Personalization
Introduced by Paramour

Hollywood — Something different i
the way of trailers is being pioneere
by Paramount.
Stars introduce th I
various pictures, less attention i
Follows current bill,
(d) Two-a-day run.
paid to word superlatives ad copj>
and some interesting sidelight oproduction
are shown.
Berne Convention Angle
For "Waikiki Wedding," Bo
tells his neighbors of Va
Of Duffy Bill Assailed Burns
Buren, Arkansas, about Waffort
Ascap is opposed to the Duffy the pig in the picture. Bing Crosb
copyright bill providing for U. S. tells about and sings a song froi
"Waikiki Wedding" in a secon
entrance into the Berne Convention trailer.
"because it would bring us into association with a dictator-ridden
"Murder
Goes to College" ha]
Overman
kidding with th
country like Germany where one Lynne
man determines what music shall audience.
For "Maid
of Salerc
be played and what books shall be Frank Lloyd shows how a moviol
read," it was said yesterday by is used.
"Frozen Words," or the title give
Gene Buck, Ascap president. Furthermore, Ascap does not believe the sound track of "Internes Can
that the Berne convention is entire- Take Money," is presented by Lloy
ly responsible for the acts of its Nolan in a very interesting manne
Candid camera shots of Charh
members, such as Germany.
Another feature of the Duffy Bill Butterworth and Priscilla Lawso
viewing "Swing High, Swing Low
opposed by Ascap is the clause re- should create interest in that pi
pealing the $250 fine now imposed ture. A personality trailer on Dor<
for each copyright violation. This, thy Lamour is another plug fc
said Buck, "is a cute device to put that show.
Herb Moulton, studio head of tr
Ascap out of business." The effect
of the $250 is chiefly as a deterrent short subjects and trailer depar
against piracy. Ascap has never ment, produced these trailers whic
be spotted into newsreels c
tried to collect under it, Buck de- can
shown as special items on a theat<
clared.
"Some exhibitors and others want
the teeth taken out of the present program.
v so that they can 'pirate' the
work of the society's members," he
added.

Sirica Funeral Held

Waterbury, Conn. — Funeral services were held Saturday for Mrs.
Lena Sirica, 78, for the past 20
years operator of the Lyric, later
the Lido Theater. Mrs. Sirica is
Arthur Waedekin Dead
survived by her sons, John and WilMilwaukee — Arthur Waedekin, 66,
liam, both known in film circles, and
associated with local theaters for 12
years, is dead. Survivors include a daughter, Mrs. Fred Quatrano,
three sisters and four brothers.
also interested in tbe theater.

Jim Weist, who left the employ
of Warner's as manager of the Regal at Hartford, Conn., a few months
ago, died suddenly here.
MARCH
29
Warner
Baxter
Joseph Cawthorn
Robert
Sisk
Arthur Caesar

RUNS
week

Tsar to Lenin (Lenauer) — 4th week
South of the Highway (Scand. Talking Films) — 3rd week
The Golem
(Metropolis) — 2nd week
Amphitryon
( French
picture)
Beethoven
Concerto
(Amkino)
Milion Ario per un Giorno
(Nuovo Mondo)

♦ FUTURE

H
Theater

Capitol
Rialto
Paramount
Music
Hall
Rivoli
Roxy
Strand
Central
Palace
Palace

♦ TWO-A-DAY
The Good Earth (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 9th
Lost Horizon
(Columbia Pictures) — 4th week
Silent Barriers (GB Pictures)

MARKET

OF SATURDAY)

High
Am.
Seat
25
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 15Vi
East. Kodak
162
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
2934
Loew's,
Inc
777/8
do pfd
Paramount
23 Vi
Paramount 1st pfd... .
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 20%
Pathe
Film
8'/2
RKO
8i/8
20th Cent.-Fox
.... 37
20th
Cent.-Fox
pfd
Univ.
Pict. pfd
86
Warner
Bros
143/8
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
Keith A-0
6s 46... 98
Loew 6s 41 ww
98%
Par. B'way 3s 55... 733,4
Par. Picts. 6s 55.... 100%
RKO 6s41
Warner's
6s39
95
NEW
YORK
CURB
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand
National
2%
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
21%
Trans-Lux
45/8

Distributor

Maytime
( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 2nd week
Sea Devils (RKO Radio)— 2nd week
Waikiki
Wedding
(Paramount
Pictures)
Seventh
Heaven
(20th Century-Fox)
History Is Made at Night
(United Artists) . .
Top of the Town
(Universal
Pictures)
King and the Chorus Girl (Warner Bros.)
I Promise to Pay (Columbia Pictures)
Love Is News
(20th Century-Fox
(a-b)
Penrod and Sam
(Warner Bros.) (a)

(a)

(.QUOTATIONS
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NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Over
Temple

two yards of plaid were required to make the kilt worn by Shirley
in "Wee
Winkie."
— 20THWillieCENTURY-FOX.
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WARNER CIRCUIT WILL
STUDY DUALS OUSTING

Monday, Mar. 29, 1937

DAILY
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YATES, UNION MEET
ON STRIKE AT CFI
(Continued from Page 1)

3 o'clock today in Yates' office
1776 Broadway, following the
tervention Saturday by John
Moffat of the U. S. Department
Conciliation.

(Continued from Page 1)

the
double feature may be 'a shot inevenit
arm' for some theaters, but impro
ve
tually loses its power to
es
box-office. And then theater gross
fall back to. the single feature level.
quanYou can make it a rule that
the place of quality
takes
never
tity
in entertainment.
"The Warner circuit has never
e feabeen the first to start doublhas
altures in anv territory and
ways been the last to _ use them 71
e situation. In Chiany competitiv
cago it was not until seyerai
bis circuits adoptmonths after the
ed double features that the Warner
'heaters followed suit.
"The stud:os blame this doub''
feature condition on the exhib'tors
and the exhibitors hbme it on th Meanwhile, we know ther°
studios.
is a large body of public d ops.J—n-on
- '<
e*;
double offeatur
findsvolum
which The
telephone c r
e
ful
coming in to double feature how
and asking what time the m^n th° nub rshows that
ture goes "on,
fac+ nr
is getting wise to the birgs'
ti.
second feature is no
"The only sure protection of
great industry is constant upwnv.i
progress in the quality and class o
We can't slide be
entertainment.
to the days of the med cine show
and bargain merchandising y>. 'v
our prestige w f1
injuri
andng in the long run, our
lie,
"It seems to me that one p
abolishing this ev
steps towards
film form
might be to create a new the
shor
between the feature and
Say, for instance, a class of 3 or 4
reel features, using popular poemfamous short stories and historic-1
characters.
"The double feature c-n neveadvance the industry— it can on;
retard it."
• „ TTr
Bernhard will meet H. M. Warner
Europe and
in
s
Morri
E.
and Sam
they will return to the United States
together.

Zukor To Get Portrait and
Italian Order at Dinner
(Continued from Page 1)

in connecat the Waldorf-Astoria
tion with the silver jubilee of the
ghts 01
Highli
l.
officia
Paramount
g will include presentathe evenin
tion of an oil painting of Zukor,
done by Nikol Schattenstein, to the
guest of honor and his decoration
Italian Cono Vechiotti,
Gaetan
by
eral.
sul-Gen
Program also provides
for an elaborate show.

To Attend Overseas Meets
When Sidney R. Kent goes to
Paris in a few weeks to attend the
European and British conventions
of 20th Century-Fox, he will be accompanied byWalter J. Hutchinson,
Truman H. Talley and Lowell
Thomas.

• •
• A BUSY
organization
and very happy at
being located in their new quarters
Lloyds
the
film storage reliables
equally well known
as "those
Miles People"
they've been around for 23 years
since the late Joe Miles founded the organization in 1914
yes, indeedy
a quarter century of Service means something on the second floor of 729 Seventh Avenue they
have a most modern layout of storage vaults and two of the
finest projection rooms in the biz
not to mention the
cutting rooms, which is a business all by itself
T
▼
T
• •
• AN IMPRESSIVE little booklet
turned out
bv the Herman A. DeVry Company in Chicago
titled
"Glorify Your Product"
a grand plug for educational
and -'ndustrial films, showing the business executive how to
br'ng his factory to the prospect and pull the old sales curve
inward
. . . . the booklet cites details of what motion picures have done for leading industries
T
T
▼
®
•
• A CALL system for the benefit of doctors and other
professional people
is being installed in the Court Square
Theater in Springfield, Mass.
it is a copy of a system
introduced by Don Barhydt while he was managing theaters in
Cleveland the feature of the system is that the person
expecting a call need not occupy a special seat
those
expecting calls are assigned numbers which are flashed where
they cannot
tators fail to see them, yet without disturbing the specT
▼
T
©
»
• IT MAY be possible that the March of Time people
will be interested
over at Neumade Products offices it
ems th-t Edwin T. Neu, his sister and Jay Blaufox were disuss'ng that
the subject
of matzos
thatgetledit to
Time
led to March
of Time
? MatzosMatzos
Time
. March o' Time
oh, well, excuse it, please
. . we've got to try
things out
▼ these ▼
T on somebody
m • C THOSE HANDBOOKS of advance info on Paramount pictures are very alluring
they give a brief synopsis, the story behind the story
talk interestingly and
briefly about the producer, director, the photography, locations,
sets and facts about the casting
finishing with personality stuff about the leading players
just to hand are
handbooks on "Make Way for Tomorrow" and "I Met Him in
Paris"
this is the type of material that lands on the
exhib'stion
deskroom
and stays
there like
mags in a dentist's recepattractive,
and the
readable
T
T
▼
• 9 • FIRST TIME filmed in natural colors
motion pictures of Brazil and the West Indies will be shown at
the Pickwick Arms on Tuesday by Dr. Konstantin Kostich, the
traveler and photographer
he will be at the Coronation
of King George, to film it in natural color ... • The annual
Biographical Book of RKO Radio players has been issued, an
invaluable reference work
▼
T
T
• •
• UP SPEAKS that efficient sec of ours
Our
Girl Friedegg
she says
"Phil, you cluck, why do
you just let me go to work for you on Fridays?
I'm the
type of gal who can give you a buildup in your own kolyum
any day of the week
in fact I can handle the whole dam
kolyum for you and let you run around carefree and happy
collecting from a lot of side rackets
all the Better Type
of kolyumnists are doin' it
why shouldn't you?
or aren't you the Better Type?
working so close to you
— in a business sense, of course — I lose a sense of values"
saying which, Friedegg got up off the floor where we
had been in conference and went back to her type-ticker
dear reader, what do YOU think?
if your comments are
nice, we'll send Frieda Friedegg around to interview you for
a by-line
and if Frieda can't make you buy, no
dame
can story

«

«

«

»

»

»

at
inA
of

Moffat was asked to intervene by
Robert Murray, organizer of the
United Theatrical Workers of
America, who is requesting that
Consolidated bargain collectively
with the union as the representative of the majority of its workers.
Sources close to
the company
claimed that 57 per cent of the
employes were at work Saturday
and that all necessary work wa?
being turned out.
Murray asserted that his union
is an affiliate of the C. I. 0. Company sources maintain the union has
no connection with the C. I. 0.
The union is asking recognition,
a 40-hour week, reinstatement of
discharged employes, time and a
half for overtime, vacation with pay,
a three-day minimum with pay, a
one
with hour
pay. lunch period, a grievance
committee and three week sick leave

41 Pictures Now in Work
In West Coast's Studios
(Continued from Page 1 )

mann
and
one each.

Darmour

are

down

for |

RKO started
19""
"There
Goes My"New
Girl"Faces
and of
"Tomo
row's Headlines." "Angel" and "Ho
tel Haywire" went before Paramou-it
cameras, while "Ever Since Eve" is
the newest picture on Warners
schedule. "Escape From Love" ha?
started at 20th Century-Fox.
"Parnell" has been completed at
M-G-M
and "Shall We Dance"
at
RKO.
"Turn Off the Moon" ha? fin
ished
at Paramount
and "Wee Wi'l rWinkie"
at 20th Century-Fox.

Exhibs. Opening Four
Towns in Denver Area

Denver — Four towns will bs
opened up in the Denver territory
soon, with a fifth new opening
scheduled for another town. Rod
•Bason is building a new house at
Mesilla Park, N. M. It will seat
about 450. Name will be the Mission. Another new house is going
up in Vaughn, N. M., to be called i
the West. It will seat about 200,
and is being built by John Burton.
Ed Ward, connected with the Gi- I
bralter Enterprises, Inc., in Denver, I
and operating in Silver City, N. M.,
is remodeling old theater buildings
in Hurley and Santa Rita, N. M
Installing RCA Hi-Fidelity sound in
both, he expects to open them April
2 and 4. The Hurley theater will be
named the Tejo, and the other El
Cobre.
Ray Bartlett, who already owns
one theater in Artesia, N. M., is<|
building
400 seats. another there. It will have

-%2H
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Freddie
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Reviews o$ the View feigns

Bartholomew, ' Spencer
Spencer
Lionel Barrymore

Tracy

and

"Charlie Chan at the

"Captains Courageous
with

Melvyn

Douglas,
Charlie
Mickey Rooney

(HOLLYWOOD
WARMLY

HUMAN

Grapewin

PREVIEW)

M-G-M

125 mins.
IN

STORY

AND

ACTING, BRILLIANTLY DIRECTED,
STACKS UP AS ONE OF BEST PICTURES
OF THE YEAR.
You can mark this down as one of the
best pictures of the year.
It is warmly
human, has outstanding acting and has been
brilliantly
directed
by
Victor
Fleming.
Spencer
Tracy, as a simple, sentimental
Portuguese fisherman, who transforms FredJie Bartholomew from an obnoxious, spoiled
boy into a fine lad, gives a performance
that will rate much consideration when the
Academy awards season rolls around again.
Freddie has never done better work, while
Lionel Barrymore, Melvyn Douglas, Charles
Grapewin, Mickey Rooney, John Carradine,
Oscar
O'Shea,
Walter
Kingsford,
Donald
Briggs, Sam McDaniels and Billy Burrud do
ull justice to the characters of the Rudyard
Kipling story. The various characters have
sen well drawn and much praise is due to
oters John Lee Mahin,
Marc Connelly
Dale Van Every, who also contributed
ever dialogue. The scenes of the fishing
eet, which
leaves Gloucester,
Mass., for
Newfoundland
and Nova
Scotia, are au>entic and have been very well photoraphed by Harold Rosson.
Although
the
ei and the elements are important factors,
e story of Freddie and Tracy is never
warfed.
It pulls at the heartstrings, and
/omen will enjoy it as well as men.
Tryng to get close to his pampered son, Frede, Douglas takes him on a trip to Europe,
reddie falls overboard and is picked up by
Tracy.
When

Freddie
resents all forms of discipline, but slowly grows
to like Tracy.
Tracy engages in a fishing contest

with Carradine,
Freddie snarls Carradine's
nets. Carradine is injured and Tracy censures Freddie. He gives him a lesson in
good sportsmanship.
Barrymore's
schooner
races to Gloucester against O'Shea's boat,
and in a storm, Tracy falls from the rigging and is killed. Freddie is re-united with
his father.
Louis D. Lighton
rates much
credit as the producer.
Cast: Freddie Bartholomew, Spencer
Tracy, Lionel Barrymore, Melvyn Douglas,
Charley Grapewin, Mickey Rooney, John
Carradine, Oscar O'Shea, Jack LaRue, Walter Kingsford, Donald Briggs, Sam McDaniels. Billy Burrud.
Producer, Louis D. Lighton; Director,
Victor Fleming; Author, Rudyard Kipling;
Screenplay, John Lee Mahin, Marc Connelly,
Dale Van Every; Cameraman, Harold Rosson,
Marine Director, James Havens; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons, Associates, Arnold
Gillespie, Edwin B. Willis; Editor, Elmo
Veron; Sound, Douglas Shearer; Musical
Score and Original Music, Franz Waxman;
Lyrics, Gus Kahn.
Direction, Brilliant.

Warner Oland in

Warner Oland in

Photography, Fine.

with

Katherine

de Mille, Pauline
Allen Lane

Olympics
"
PREVIEW)

Moore,

(HOLLYWOOD

20th Century-Fox
71 mins.
STRONG SUSPENSE, OLYMPIC BACKGROUNDS AND STARS SPLENDID ACTING MAKE THIS INTERESTING FARE.
Suspense is the keynote of this picture.
That quality plus the ever enjoyable supersleuth Charlie Chan and his impetuous sons,
the Olympic backgrounds with footage of
the relay race in which Jesse Owens is
seen, all combine to make this interesting
fare. The screenplay by Robert Ellis and
Helen Logan from Paul Burger's original is
a series of well concocted situations that
keep one guessing and provides some good
laughs. H. Bruce Humberstone directed it
stressing movement while always maintaining a steady state of suspense. Under John
Stone's guidance as associate producer, this
mystery number is logical, even though
many suspects at times cause some confusion. The cast headed by Warner Oland,
again includes Keye Luke as his father's
ever-ready-to-aid son and a second son
Layne Tom, Jr. comes in for quite a play.
Katherine de Mille, Pauline Moore, Allan
Lane, C. Henry Gordon, John Eldredge,
Jonathan Hale and Morgan Wallace all
handle their assignments in nice style. The
plot starts off in Honolulu, where a small
robot device is stolen. It is very important
since it is the mechanism used in remote
control flying. All clues point the theft
to a spy ring headed by Katherine de Mille.
She escapes to Berlin, and Charlie soon
finds himself there as well. When he does
grab the device, his son, Keye Luke, member of the American Swimming team is kidnapped. To get his son released, Charlie
agrees to return the mechanism to the spy
ring, but what he actual turns over is a
broadcasting device, which brings the German police to the scene at the crucial
moment.
Cast: Warner Oland, Katherine de Mille,
Pauline Moore, Allan Lane, Keye Luke, C.
Henry Gordon, John Eldredge, Layne Tom,
Jr., Jonathan Hale, Morgan Wallace, Fredrik Vogending, Andrew Tombes, Howard
Hickman.

"Fiftv

Rorfrfs
trt Town"
with
'Fifty
Town'
with Don Roads
Ameche, Ann to
Sothern,
Slim
Summerville,
Jane Darwell
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

20th Century-Fox
80 mins.
SLENDER STORY HAS PLENTY OF
LAUGHS WITH ABLE DIRECTION AND
GOOD ACTING.
This has plenty laughs and has been ably
guided by Norman Taurog, a veteran in the
comedy field. Don Ameche and Ann Sothern
romp through their roles, with Ann being
especially decorative. Although the story is
slender, William Conselman and George
Marion, Jr., concocted some amusing gags
and situations. Slim Summerville, Spencer
Charters, Stepin Fechit, and Paul Hurst are
among the experienced funmakers in the
cast, while John Qualen gets many laughs
as a bucolic sheriff. Jane Darwell, Douglas
Fowley, Allen Lane and Bradley Page are
among the principals. Don is hiding in the
country, so that he will not have to testify
in a divorce case, involving two of his best
friends. He believes Ann, who is running
away to elope, wants to serve papers on
him. Ann is under the impression Don is a
notorious gangster. They become snowbound in a mountain cabin. Fowley, a real
gunman, invades the cabin, but tarries only
a short time. Qualen and his men, acting
like a comic army, surround the cabin and
fire "tons" of ammunition. Don and Ann
"surrender," but soon prove their identity
and are "released" to each other.
Cast: Don Ameche, Ann Sothern, Slim
Summerville, Jane Darwell, John Qualen,
Douglas Fowley, Allan Lane, Alan Dinehart,
Stepin Fetchit, Paul Hurst, Spencer Charters, DeWitt Jennings, Bradley Page, Oscar
Apfel, John Hamilton, Russell Hicks, Arthur
Aylesworth, Jim Toney.
Associate Producer, Raymond Griffith;
Director, Norman Taurog; Author, Louis
Frederick Nebel ; Screenplay, George Marion,
Jr., William Conselman; Cameraman, Joseph
H, August; Music and Lyrics, Max Gordon,
Harry Revel; Art Director, Rudolph Sternad;
Editor, Hansen Fritch; Sound, Bernard Fredericks, Roger Heman; Musical Director,
Davie Buftolph.
Direction,

Able

Photography,

Good

Four New Film Industry
Companies Incorporated

*

ft

"NrtW

Dick

Purcell,
Mary
Brian, Warren
Hymer, Joseph Sawyer
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Republic
68 mins.
PLEASING COMEDY AND ACTING
MAKE THIS GOOD FARE FOR THE POP
HOUSES.

Navy Blues"

A pleasing comedy is this romance of the
boastful sailor and the mousey
librarian.
The
dialogue
in Gordon
Kahn
and Eric
Taylor's screenplay is in the main bright,
and the plot workings keep one interested.
Dick Purcell and Mary
Brian handle their
roles well in a cast, in which Warren Hymer
gets a lot of laughs as a dumb sailor, and
Joseph Sawyer, Edward Woods, Horace MacMahon, Chester Clute and Lucille Gleason
have important
parts.
Burt Kelly handled
the piece as associate producer.
On a $25
bet made
between
himself and his three
sailor pals, Warren
Hymer, Joseph Sawyer
and Horace MacMahon, Dick Purcell meets
Mary Brian, a meek little librarian whose
beauty is hidden under a pair of large eye
glasses. Under Dick's tutelage, this beauty
is brought out. In gaining a high standing
with Mary, Dick first tells her that he is
candidate
for Annapolis.
When
this is
proven untrue, he represents himself to be
an intelligence officer. This brings him an
everyone associated with him into difficulties with an enemy spy ring. The latter are
holding Dick, Mary, and her uncle Cheste
Clute, when Dick signals with lights whs.
brings his pals, who help get the enem
outfit which
is headed
by Edward W
Dick's competitor in the battle for M.
affections.
For having performed this dee
Dick wins a higher ranking and also Mar
Cast: Dick Purcell, Mary Brian, Warrer
Hymer,
Joseph
Sawyer,
Edward
Wood;
Horace MacMahon, Chester Clute, Lucil V
Gleason, Ruth Fallows, Alonzo
Price, M<
Ruick, Carleton Young.
Associate Producer, Burt Kelly; Direct
Ralph Staub; Authors, Gordon Kahn, E
Taylor; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Ja
Marta; Supervision Editor, Murray Seldeer
Film Editor, Roy Livingston; Sound, Ter
Kellum; Musical Supervisor; Harry Grey
Direction, Satisfactory. Photography. Goc

Rehearing Is Ordered on
Blank Permit Application

Bridgeport
Arthurto Blank's
plication for—permit
constructap-a
theater at 1388 N. Park Ave., to be
Albany — Four new film industry
.companies have been incorporated, leased by Lou Anger, once granted
Based on the character "Charlie Chan"
by the Zoning Board, has been
created by Earl Derr Biggers; Screenplay,
according
to Secretary
of State's ordered reheard by the Mayor, Jasper
records.
They
are:
Robert Ellis, Helen Logan; Cameraman,
Trans-Lux Corp., New York City, McLevy. Mayor McLevy has quesDaniel B. Clark, ASC; Art Director, Albert
tioned the proper composition of
Hogsett, Associate, Chester Gore; Editor, to exhibit motion pictures. Frances
the Board when it sat on this appliFred Allen; Sound, E. Clayton Ward, Harry De Caro, Benedict Santospirito, cation.
Suppin, incorporators.
M. Leonard; Musical Director, Samuel Kay- Jules
lin.
Applications of Athan Prakas of
Deluxe S. C, Inc., Bronx, to op- Bridgeport
Maurice Bailey of
erate motion picture theaters and New Haven and
are also to be heard in
Direction, Suspenseful
Photography, Good.
amusement parks. Edward W. the near future. Both of the latter
Whitwell, William J. Harkin, Har- desire to build on N. Park Ave.
old C. Jacoby, incorporators.
East Coast Radio Features, Inc.,
Court Okays Letters
Jesse James Coming North
Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey New York City, to conduct general
San Antonio — Jesse James, who
Saturday granted permission to radio and motion picture business.
Class "A" stockholders of Roxy Hugh C. Ernst, Arthur Markham, claims to be the original Missouri
outlaw, now touring the Southwest
G. Idler, incorporators.
Theaters to mail requests to stock- Irving
National Home Movie Guild, Inc., under the management of Sack
holders for powers of attorney. He
ruled, however, that the committee, to deal in motion picture cameras, Amusement Enterprises, has been
E. booked for the House of David Amnot the trustee, must bear the ex- etc. Philip Lippner, -^Frederick
ZZL.
phitheater, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Zvirin, Essie Green, incorporators.
pense.

Associate Producer, John Stone; Director,
H. Bruce Humberstone; Author, Paul Burger,
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Samuel Goldwyn evidently believes that Hollywood history repeats itself for he has just signed
Tim Holt, son of Jack Holt, for an
important role in "Stella Dallas."
It was in the "silent" version of
this screen classic that Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., first won acclaim.
T

T

WHO'S

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

• •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No.
67
• • •
lOY DEL RUTH.
Director.
Native of Philadelphia, and educated there and
in Brooklyn.
Employed by Curtis Publishing Co. in editorial department
as sketch artist and illustrator. Later, joined Philadelphia Inquirer and North
American doing reportorial and sketch work.
Got his film start in 1915 as scenario and title
writer for Keystone. Left Mack Sennett in 1918
and joined William Fox as director and writer
of two-reel comedies. Later, returned to Sennett. Then again to Fox, remaining as director
of comedies until joining Warner

R<

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
T> AINIER NATIONAL PARK will
furnish the background for the
greater part of Sonja Henie's second picture, "Thin Ice," the unit
leaving today. Both Sonja and Tyrone Power, who has the co-stellar
role, will be in the company, headed
by Director Sidney Lanfield.
▼
T
T
Abe Meyer, the music and stock
shot man, and Lois January, featured player, will be married in
June.

Bros., in De-

cember, 1925. Later pictures include "Broad-

way Melody of 1936" and "Born to Dance" —
both for M-G-M, "Thanks a Million", "On the
Avenue" for 20th Century-Fox.

T

Our Passing Show C. B. DeMille, with Paul Whiteman, has been signFrank Lloyd, Jesse L. Lasky, E. J.
ed by Universal for "Broadway
Mannix, J. W. Alicoate, Howard
B. G. DeSylva's initial
Hawks, Harry Rapf, Sam Katz, Si Jamboree,"
production at that studio. Shooting
Seadler, Michael Balcon, Ben Goetz, starts May 17.
Harold B. Franklin, Robert Ritchey,
at preview of "Captains
CourageDaniel B. Clark, who photoT
T
T
graphed "The Country Doctor," will
Casper Reardon,
former harpist be in charge of the camera work on

"Sing and Be Happy," which Henry
Lehrman will direct for 20th Century-Fox.
Douglas Bridges, script boy on
Victory's serial, "Blake of Scotland
Yard," another victim of the flu
and is at the Queen of Angels Hos-

Casting assignments : Warners —
Elizabeth Risdon and Sybil Harris,
"The Deep South"; Dick Foran
and Jean Muir, "The Perfect Specimen"; Allen Jenkins, Barton MacLane and Marcia Ralston, "Ever
Since Eve"; Charles Richman,
"Story of Emile Zola"; Paramount
— Mary Carlisle, "Double or Nothing"; Akim Tamiroff, "The Buccaneer"; RKO — Buster West and
Melissa Mason, "Radio City Revels" ;
Republic — Nell Craig, Edgar Allan,
Barry McLaren and Dagmar Oakland, "Michael O'Halloran."
Norman Taurog has been asto directAlice
"Last
Kisses," signed
starring
FayeYear's
and
Don Ameche, with the Ritz Brothers and Dave Rubinoff so far assigned to the featured cast, and
Sidney Lanfield, who directed Sonja
Henie's debut picture, "One In a
Million," will be in charge of the
filming of "Thin Ice," her second.
T

T

T

Norman Moray, Vitaphone short
subject sales manager, is here on
an annual visit. He is conferring
with Leon Schlesinger regarding
next year's "Merry Melodies" and
"Looney Tunes." Moray will stay
about a week.

pital.

THEWEEKINCEVIEW
DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)

product augmented by other British
and some American-made films.
These plans developed originally
through refusal by 20th CenturyFox, which at present is GB's distribution channel here, to market
any GB releases outside of pictures
made by that company itself.
That Warner Brothers may shortly open houses in London and Paris
as "show windows" for their pictures was the deduction arising from
the departure of Joseph G. Bernhard, general manager of WB theaters, on Saturday for Europe where
he will meet president H. M. Warner and Sam E. Morris, company's
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution, both of whom
have
been abroad for several weeks.

*

*

*

Leo Spitz, president of RKO Radio Pictures and Pathe News, was
elected to board chairmanship of
both these companies succeeding M.
H. Aylesworth who had resigned to
join Scripps-Howard. Coincident
with the announcement of the new.
double investiture of Spitz, who is
also board chairman and president
of both K-A-0 and B. F. Keith
Corp., came the annual report of
K-A-0 and subsidiaries, which revealed a net profit of $1,237,141 for
the year ended Dec. 31, 1936, equal
to more than three times the company earnings of $403,073 for 1935.
Earnings equal $19.23 a share on

of its recapitalization setup with the
SEC; statement lists 150,000 shares
of 60 cent dividend $5 par cumulative convertible preferred stock and
499,729 shares of $1 par common.
. . . Fixing of April 29 as date for
# # *
the New Orleans trial of the soSpokesmen for both NBC and CBS called Fuller conspiracy case. . . .
told The Film Daily these two Re-election of majority of Univerofficers plus the designation of
major broadcasting chains are will- sal's
ing to discuss the situation due to Charles E. Paine as assistant to
appearance of motion picture the president and of Samuel Mach"names" on radio programs with the novitch as treasurer, succeeding
committee authorized by M.P.T.O.A. Paine. . . . Expectation that the
at its Miami convention which con- MPTOA will revise its trade procluded some 10 days ago.
*
*
*
posals.
FOREIGN
20th Century-Fox set May 30 as
{Continued from Page 1)
date for opening of its annual sales
convention, and the Ambassador Ho- group headed by the Deutsche Bank
tel, Los Angeles, as the place. An- und Disonto-Gesellschaft, with the
nouncement followed return from formal shift in ownership expected
the coast of general sales manager to come in May. Deal is reported as
John D. Clark, who conferred there culminating move on the part of
with Darryl Zanuck.
the Nazi government to establish
what is essentially a trust monopolOther salient happenings included
izing film production and distribuconferences on renewal of the deal
tion. Earlier, Tobis had been absorbed by a similar anonymous
under which Paramount product
plays the Loew Circuit. Joe Vogel group which subsequently acquired
of the Bavarian Film Corp.
and Charles C. Moskowitz repre- control
sented the circuit and Neil F. Agnew New owners of Ufa are said to have
acted for the distributing company. paid 29,000,000 marks for all the
Current 10-year agreement expires company's stock, whose outstanding
next August. . . . Introduction of shares had a par value of 45,000,000
at 74 on the Boerse.
theater divorce bills were expected marks and stood
*
#
♦
momentarily in Maryland, Illinois
and Iowa. . . . Announcement U. A.
From London emanated a dispatch
will distribute 30 pix on its 1937-38 that Warner's Teddington studios'
program. . . . Filing by Educational schedule for the year calls for 20
the 64,304 preferred shares outstanding, compared to earnings of
$6.26 a share in preceding year.
B. F. Keith Corp., K-A-0 subsidiary
showed a net profit of $1,056,257 for
1936.

♦

♦

productions. Recently augmented
facilities are making possible there
work on two films simultaneously.
Scenarios for 10 of the pictures are
being written, and the other 10
productions are all set for shooting.
Further production plans are awaiting the arrival in England shortly
| of H. M. Warner, who is now on the
continent.
News, also from London town was
to the effect that John Maxwell has
issued a writ against the Ostrer
brothers in connection with his purchase of GB stock amounting to
$2,500,000. It is understood the
move involves a claim for damages.
Several months ago it had been believed generally that Maxwell had
acquired control of GB through a
deal
for the
Ostrer
controlling
shares.
*
*
#
Prospects appeared considerably
brighter for renewal of the Australian deal combining1 Hoyts Theaters
and Great Union Theaters. Present
arrangement expires Jan. 1, 1938,
and Greater Union, controlled by
Stuart Doyle has given notices of
dissolution of the deal. However,
presence inKenneth
New York
of Doyle's
attorney,
Ashprey,
has
given rise to the understanding that
he is in contact with 20th CenturyFox which controls Hoyts. Sidney
R. Kent, president of the American
eompany, is reported planning an
Australian visit this summer to act
in the situation.

mm
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4 4 Filling New Positions

SEE ACTIVE SPRING IN
THEATER REALTY MART
{Continued from Page 1)

under the direction of George Burrows, Cleveland architect, has started.
California, Mo. — i The Opera
House here has been sold by Mrs.
F. Stanley to Henry J. Holloway of
Nash-Holloway Theaters Corp. of
St. Louis. New owners plan to remodel the house to seat 500. The
Nash-Holloway Theaters Corp. also
plans the erection of a new house
in University City, Mo.
Providence — Shea's Theater in
Valley Falls, R. I. has been taken
over by Lou Frey of Boston who
plans to open the house, dark for
more than a year, about April 1.
New Orleans — Joy Houck is reported as having added houses at
Chauvin and Montague, La.
Callaway, Neb. — G. W. Dye, also
owner of the New Theater at Ashland, Neb., has acquired the Star
here from R. E. Brego. He takes
possession April 1.
Odebolt, la.— The 300-seat Princess, operated two years by E. C.
Arehart, has been sold to Sumner
Mapes of Earlham, la. Mapes takes
possession April 1.
Butler, Ky. — Virgil Holmes is the
new owner of the Comet Theater.
San Antonio — Gidney Talley of
Talley Enterprises has required the
Ritz Theater, Negro house.
Seattle — J. L. Painter has taken
over the Wigwam Theater in NezPerce, Idaho.
Indianapolis — E. Miller, former
Brazil, Ind., operator, will reopen
the old Victoria Theater.
Franklin, Ind. — Trueman Rembusch has acquired the Franklin
Theater, and will close the Roy
Theater here.
Stonewall, Miss. — S. J. Brown,
Jr., has released the Stonewall Theaters here to J. H. Grainger, former publicity man.

Monday, Mar. 29, 1937
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at | am from the Circle to the Victoria;
the Bob Busch from the Liberty to the
Circle; and Bob Johnson to both
Liberty and Folly theaters.
Chicago — Joseph Hartman has
been named Chicago manager for
Ilelene, Ark. — Henry A. Brownthe Grand National replacing Earle lee, formerly manager of the Malco
Silverman who went to Florida for Theater, West Point, Miss., has been
his health. Eddie Brichetto also made manager of the Paramount
has been named city sales manager. here. He succeeds J. Fred Crosson
who accepted a position in New Orleans.
New Haven — Arthur Roche, local
Warner salesman, has been promoted to the Boston exchange, with
Columbus, Ga. — John D. Schultz,
Michael Anderson, office manager manager of the Grand Theater, has
and booker, promoted to his place resigned to enter the advertising
on the New Haven sales force. An- business in New York City. He is
gelo Lombardi has been moved up succeeded by E. Marcus Scott, assistant manager of the Paramount
to office manager and booker, and
Sidney Levine will assist Lombardi Theater, Atlanta.
and Victoria Cusanelli in the bookFort Recovery, 0. — Maurice Waging department. Levine was forner is now manager of the Royal
merly poster clerk.
Theater.
Chicago — G. A. Romine has been
Seattle — The Sterling circuit has
named manager of the Senate Theater of the B. and K. circuit, ad- transferred Jerry Ross from the
vancing from the Marbro where he Capitol to the Palomar Theater.
was succeeded by M. Greenfield. M.
Leonard has been transferred from
Akron, 0. — H. E. McManus, asthe Biltmore to the Central Park
sistant manager of the Palace TheTheater.
ater here, has become manager of
the Allen. Succeeding McManus at
Uhrichsville, 0. — E. E. Bair, who the Palace is Dempsey Rice, formermanaged the Whealand theaters
ly of Indianapolis.
here until recently, has joined the
Associated Theaters circuit as manGriffin, Ga.— H. T. Stafford is the
ager of the Windameer Theater at ater.
new manager of the Imperial TheCleveland, succeeding James Kennedy, resigned.
Morrilton, Ark. — Malcolm Gilbert,
Indianapolis — George B. Cum- former manager of the Malco Themins, formerly RCA representative
ater at Smackover, has been transthe Ger-Bar
in Indiana,
ferred here as manager of the Rialsales
force. has joined
to. He succeeds Raleigh Sharrock
who goes to Shreveport, La.
Omaha — Stanley Brown, formerly
manager of the Omaha here and
Indianapolis — Earl Muchmore,
later Tri-States Des Moines district
manager of the Ohio Theamanager, has quit National Screen former
here, is now in charge of the
Service to manage a Skouras Bros, Ohio terTheater
in Louisville, Ky.
house at Long Beach, Cal.
Chicago — The Rialto Theater
Racine has been placed under
management of F. E. Wesp.

New

Orleans — Jean Behre replaces May Berger as head cashier
of the Strand here with Theresa
Famiglio being added to the staff
and William Lawless, formerly of
the St. Charles, joining the service
department. Mrs. Berger resigned
to become a medico's secretary.

Oklahoma City — Changes in
Standard Theaters, Inc., managers
include: Paul Townsend, from the
Seattle— The Kamiah Theater at Liberty to the Warner; Paul KetchKamiah, has been taken over by
for other upstate houses, has taken
Miner Bethmann.
over the Family Theater of East
Tawas from Mrs. A. J. Berube.
Indianapolis — Harry Vonderschmitt of Bloomington, has acquired the State Theater, NoblesSumner, Neb. — Harold Kalous
ville, Ind.
has bought the Kay, which has been
dark for years, and reopened it.
Altenburg, 111. — George Klobe has
taken over the Central Theater in
this city.
Hurley, S. D.— The State has been
sold by John Payne to M. H. Rieden.
Detroit — Richard Ashman, proprietor of theaters at Caro and booker
Hope Valley, R. I.— Louis Frey

MAJORS DENY 16 MM.
UNFAIR COMPETITION
(Continued from Page 1)

refused, they declared that they are
uation.
exercising "great care" in the sitThe M. P. T. 0. A., at its recent
annual convention at Miami, authorized appointment of a committee to contact major distributors to
determine their 16 mm. policies.
Checkup of the field Saturday by
The Film Daily showed that three
companies, Paramount, Universal
and GB, allow 16 mm. release of
their pictures through Films, Inc.,
of which Orton Hicks is the key
man. Columbia and Educational are
also active in the field with their
non-theatrical department.

Hearings on Connecticut
Film Bills Set for April 8
(Continued from Page 1)

mittee on April 8, at 1:30. S.B. 507,
a bill concerning theater admission
tax, has been set for hearing by
the Finance Committee, at 2:00
P. M. on April 13.
The admissions tax bill would impose a 10 per cent tax, to be paid
by patrons in theaters, sports palaces, cabarets, and restaurants having floor shows, as well as on club
dues and initiations, as of July 1,
1937. In restaurants, the tax would
be computed as 10 per cent of 20
per cent of the total check.
Exhibitors would be forced to
keep records and make monthly returns under oath, except in cases
where the tax is under $10. The
Tax Commissioner may regulate
the method of printing and selling
tickets. Certificate of ownership of
business filing would be required
before Aug. 3, 1937, and failure to
comply with the many provisions
would impose heavy penalties.

Beano, Bingo Legalization
Is Frowned Upon in Maine
Columbia, S. C. — Francis Falken-

burg is the new manager of the
Palmetto Theater.
Demopolis, Ala. — William Steppe
succeeds Roger Butler as manager
of the Marengo Theater.

Augusta, Me. — The Legal Affairs
Committtee in its report to the
Maine Legislature frowned upon the
legalizing of pari-mutuel betting on
,dog racing in Maine.

" or
of "Beano
The " legaliz
also disapgamesing was
Newark, N. J. — Nathaniel B. "Bingo
Smith has been appointed manager
The
same
committee
reported
of the Rialto. Anthony G. Addon- proved.
izio, formerly chief of service, has against a bill to permit fraternal,
been made assistant manager.
religious and educational organiza- J
tions to conduct public entertainon Sunday
for profit, the |
has taken over the Hope Theater ments
from M. Stanzler and will reopen proceeds to go to charity.
An adverse report was also given
on April 4.
on a bill to prohibit "any person,
firm, association or corporation exStonington, 111. — Miss Mary Kidd
from opof Maine"
cept erating
residents
pari-mutuel
pools.
is now operating the Stonington
Theater, formerly the Gem, which
until tomorre-tabled
House
Therow a bill
a State lottery.
to create
had been dark for some time.

"Deeds" Revival Goes 3rd
Sac City, la. — Norman and Kuech
have purchased the Casino Theater
from W. W. Watt.

Baltimore — The revival of "Mr.
Deeds Goes to Town," at the Little,
here, has been held for a third week.
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Biz Reported Up 15-75 P. C

FILM INDUSTRY HONORS ADOLPH ZUKORAT DINNER
Hearings on Divorce, Playdate Bills April 5 in California
April

7, Date
for Hearing
on Film Footage Tax
Measure

Five Features for 25 Cents
Omaha — Patrons of Ralph Goldberg's Town here are having to pinch themselves to
stay awake through his Saturday evening shows. In addition to his regular triple Saturday bills. Goldberg is adding on two more pictures for a midnight showing. Patrons
can see all five pictures for 25 cents.

Hearings on a theater divorce bill
and a measure prohibiting designation of playdates by distributors are
scheduled for April 5 in the California Legislature, major companies
have learned in New York.
On April 7 a hearing is set on a
bill proposing a tax of one-sixteenth
cent per foot on film.
Roxy Theater should raise its
Vienna (By Cable) — Revoking of
A measure allowing collective bar- prices from 55 cents to between 75 the recently-decreed 25 per cent ingaining is scheduled for hearing in and 99 cents to be in line with other
crease in contingent fees on American pictures has been decided upon
the legislature on Friday.
Broadway houses and if he were assured of the product he would have by the Austrian overnment, followfor the next six months he would
ing conferences with representatives of the U. S. film industry.
take such action, Howard S. Cullman, Roxy trustee, stated yesterday Twelve and one-half per cent of the
already on been
eliminated
at a hearing in Federal Court on the rise has (Continued
Page. 10)
fairness of the Roxy reorganization

HIGHER ROXY ADMISH AUSTRIA TO REVOKE
IS TIED TO PRODUCT FILM FEES ADVANCE

WYOMING TAX TO HIT
EXHIBITORS, PATRONS

It was (Continued
disclosed onduring
the hearplan.
Page 8)

Cheyenne, Wyo. — When Wyoming's permanent sales tax law goes
into effect April 1, exhibitors and Say Dickstein's Bill May
Not Get Favorable Report
patrons alike will be doubly penalized.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Until now the state's sales tax alWashington — The House Commitlowed the admission tax to be figon Immigration may not report
ured on the total amount spent by out tee
the latest Dickstein alien actors
any one patron. Now each ticket
will be taxed separately. Thus where bill favorably, it was said yesterday
at the Capitol. The committee is
patrons could once get by for a total of two cents tax on four 25 cents expected to meet in executive session in a week or 10 days.
(Continued on Page 3)
Date for a hearing on the Duffy
copyright bill may be set by the
Senate Patents Committee at a
j Disguised Group Seizes
meeting tomorrow.
and Burns Bank Night Box
Chesterfield, S. C. — Wearing disguises, 15 men and youths, includ" ing, it is reported, a former member of the state house of representatives, seized the
Bank
Night
■ drawing terfield
box theater
in front
of
the
here, carried Chesthe
(Continued on Page 3)

Flu Shuts Hospital Theater
Pineville, La. — The theater run in the
local hospital here for patients and villagers has been closed because of influenza.

Name Metropolitan Area
Com. for Hospital Drive

His Silver Jubilee
By ARTHUR W. EDDY
The industry which he
helped to found paid high tribute to Adolph Zukor when
more than 1,000 of its representatives attended a testimonial dinner last night at the
Waldorf-Astoria. Sponsored by
exhibitors of the New York
territory, the event joined in
(Continued on
8)
the celebration
of Page
Zukor's
Sil-

END OFCFTsTrIKE
IS BELIEVED NEAR

(Continued on Page 8)

Grosses Up Between 15-75 Per Cent
Managerial chapeaux were tossed
high over Broadway yesterday as
Picture "Names" This Week theaters along New York's Main
Street reported that compared with
Seventeen
radio programs
pre- Easter Week a year ago, grosses
have
started off between 15 and 75
senting "name" players working in
pictures are scheduled to go on the per cent better. Virtually all houses
earlier than usual this
air during the current week over na- are opening
(Continued on Page 8)
iContinued on Page 10)

1,000 of its Members
At Event Celebrating

New York metropolitan area comOutlook for satisfactory termination of the strike of the United Themittees for the Will Rogers Memoratrical and Motion Picture Workers
ial Hospital Drive were named yesof America against Consolidated
terday
at
a
meeting
at
Sardi's
called by William Scully, general Film Industries, Ft. Lee plant was
chairman for the zone. They are as reported favorable yesterday followfollows:
ing a conference between H. J.
New York City, Robert Wolf, Rob- Yates, Consolidated president, John
Federal onlabor
conciliator,
ert Fannon, Joseph Katsh, Arthur A. Moffitt,(Continued
Page 10)
Rapf and Harry Brandt; Long Island, Leo, Abrams, Joe Seider, Saul
Mayerson; Brooklyn, Harry Brandt, Trans-Lux Will Report
Joe Lee, Sam Rinzler, Jack Hatten
and Lou Preston; New Jersey and
1935 Earnings Doubled

Broadway Theaters Find Easter Week
17 Radio Programs Using

Over

Trans-Lux Daylight Screen Corp.
will show 1936 earnings equal to
double the company's 1935 earnings
of $142,000. The earnings will be
equivalent(Continued
to abouton 40Pagecents
8) a share
First Bank Night Tax In
Little Rock, Ark. — The first collections
under the
act taxing
night"
awards
in new
this state
have "bank
been paid
to
the State Treasurer here. The amount
was $108.77. Fourteen theaters In 12
towns filed returns which ranged from
$1.50 to $18.75. The money was credited
to the welfare fund.
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Columbia Branch Heads
Hold Sweepstakes Meets

M. H. Aylesworth May Speak
at Variety Club Conclave

Ampa

Columbia branch managers in the
Midwest Division which embraces
the Chicago. St. Louis, Kansas City,
Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Omaha and
Des Moines offices will hold the second of a series of meetings in connection with the Columbia Montague
Sweepstakes in Chicago, it was announced yesterday. Date is yet to
be set.
First of the series was held in
Frisco last Saturday. Other meetings will be held in Washington, by
Sam Galanty the Mid Eastern Division manager, with Cincinnati and
Pittsburgh present. Sam Moscow,
in charge of the southern territory,
will gather the branch managers of
the Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas, Memphis, New Orleans and Oklahoma offices in Atlanta; Carl Shalit will preside over a meeting of the Cleveland,
Detroit and Indianapolis branches
and the series of get-togethers will
wind up in New York when Boston.
Buffalo, New Haven and Albany will
convene at the home office.

Omaha — With the dinner and entertainment budget of $4,000 already
met by sale of 400 $10 tickets and
the $5,000 advertising revenue budget of the souvenir program exceeded by $400, financial success of the
Variety Club national convention
here April 17-18 is assured.
Through efforts of President J. E.
Davidson of the Nebraska Power
Co., M. H. Aylesworth may also attend as one of the principal speakers. Aylesworth told Davidson by
long distance phone from New York
he will try to make the trip.
Also reported by committees is
that Paramount probably will lend
the club either Martha Raye or Bob
Burns, or even possibly Shirle^ Ross,
native of Omaha, and that M-G-M
and 20th-Fox will each send some
screen luminary for the entertainment program.

Leonard London, art director oil
Outdoor Advertising, Inc.; Luciar
Bernhard, artist and modern postei
stylist; Adolph Treidler. dean ol
American poster artists; Deane Uptegrove of Richardson, Alley &
Richards Advertising Agency; Heyworth Campbell, advertising art consultant, and C. E. Millard, one of thr:
first theatrical poster artists, have
been named judges on the committee
which will select the best postei
for one of the A. M. P. A. awards at
a dinner of the Association of Motion Picture Advertisers to be helc
May 1 at the Hotel New Yorker.
An exhibition of poster and othei
motion picture advertising and display material submitted for awards
will be held on the second floor ol
the Loew's State Building, 154G
Broadway, April 26 to April 30 inclusive, itwas announced by Vincent
Trotta, chairman of the awards
committee.

"Courageous"
Decision

S. S. Krellberg, president of Paradise Pictures Corp., owners of the
Belmont Theater, announced yesterday that he would cancel the lease
of the Globe Distributing Co., headed by Dave Brill, which had been
showing "Amphytrion," a Nazifinanced film at the theater. Krellberg's action followed on picketing
of the theater by the American Jewish Congress and the Non- Sectarian
Anti-Nazi League. The lease will be
cancelled tomorrow.

Roadshow
up to Schenck

Decision as to whether Loew's
will roadshow "Captains Courageous" will be leached when President Nicholas M. Schenck returns
to New York the middle of this
week from the coast.

Rep. Sabath Collapses
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

last Congress, Representative Sabath, Democrat, of Illinois, was led
from the floor of the House near
collapse yesterday, but soon recovered. Sabath, who has served longer in the House than any other
member, has a heart ailment.
Hearings are scheduled to open on
Sabath bankruptcy reform bill today
before the House Judiciary Committee.

%
%

ATTORNEY
New
York

H. WILLIAM FITELSON returns
late this week
from Hollywood.

CHARLES GARTNER of Paramount
New York Hospital.

is ill at

actress'
Hungarian
MOLINAR,
JACK DAVIES
producers,
theatrical
two VALERA
andMME.
and H. MOLLISON, arrive from Europe today
on the lie de France.

30
Nilsson

20th-Fox Reports UAIC
Stock Sale to the SEC
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Twentieth CenturyFox Film Corp. yesterday filed notice with the SEC of sale to Loews,
Inc. during February, 1937, of 50
per cent outstanding stock of United
American Investing Corp. and assigned to Loew's, Inc. $2,097,025.90,
representing 50 per cent of credits
owing by United American Investing Corp. to 20th Centuiy-Fox.
In addition, 20th Century-Fox announced declaration of a trust in favor of Loews, Inc. in 2,449 shares of
"A" (voting and fully paid and non
assessable) shares of Metropolis,
Bradford Trust Co., Ltd., owned by
20th Century-Fox.
Twentieth Century-Fox owns a 50
AmerUnited
interest
per cent
ican Investing
Corp.in but
has agreed
to
act together
connection
with with
votingLoew's
or any Inc.
otherin
action regarding
United American
Investing
Corp.

Stage Groups to Parley

the

Q.

Milwaukee, Wis. — The Palace,
Wisconsin, Strand and Warner theaters, downtown first runs have
raised their early admissions from
25 cents to 35 cents. Admission
after 6 p.m. remain at 50 cents.
Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises
and Warner-Saxe Theaters have
also raised the admission of a number of their outlying houses by
5 cents.

Awards Committee
Named; Plan Exhibition

Representatives of all stage
groups will meet in New York the
'week of May 17 under auspices of
the American Theater Council. Rejuvenation of the legit, is the ob-

to

MARCH

Krellberg Will Cancel
Lease to Brill Company

Washington — Breaking down in
the midst of a defense against at- Milwaukee Houses Jump
tacks on himself and the committee
Early Admission a Dime
investigating
bondholders'
protective
committees which
he headed
in the

BILL FERGUSON returned to New York yesterday from Hollywood after making plans
for the annual M-G-M sales convention opening
May 2 at the Hotel Ambassador.

Anna
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E. J. SMITH, general sales manager of Imperial Pictures leaves New York today for Detroit and Chicago, returning via Cincinnati and
Pittsburgh.
AUSTIN C. KEOUGH
York from Miami.
ARTHUR

LEE

planed

has returned to New
to Buffalo

yesterday.

MORRIS GOODMAN, vice-president in charge
of foreign sales for Republic, sails April 7
on the Queen Mary for a tour of the company's and
Europeana distributors
about two
half months. and will be gone
MIKE KRAIKE, eastern story scout for Columbia Pictures, arrives in Hollywood today
from the home
office.

jective.

TWA CUTS FARES
Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates

MAURICE GRAD, director of sales promotion
for Columbia Pictures, has left the home office
for a two weeks' vacation.
HERMAN SHUMLIN has returned to New
York from the coast.
MIRIAM
Europe.

JORDAN

is back in New

Non-stop between New
York and Chicago

York from

GEORGE E. PRICE has returned to New
from Miami.
CHARLES (CHICK) LEWIS
York yesterday
from Florida.

Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast

York

returned to New

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES
1503

Broadway,
70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Desk — Penn. Station
Telephone:
MUrray
Hill 6-1640

FOX ENTERS DENVER
1ST RUN SITUATION

WASH. ADMISH. LEVY
STARTS AT 20 CENTS

Denver — Fox enters the first run
situation here for the first time
through a 10-year lease taken on
seven Harry Huffman theaters. The
deal covers the Denver, Paramount.,
Broadway and Aladdin, first runs,
and Tabor, Rialto and Bluebird,
subsequent*. Huffman has been
given a long term contract as city
manager. The deal gives Fox 12
houses in Denver and 60 with headquarters in Denver.
Rick Ricketson continues as division manager and president of operating companies. Fox Intermountain operates outside of Denver
while operating company in Denver
will be Fox Greater Theaters, Inc.,
wholly owned by Fox Intermountain.
Leases were signed with owners
of the various Huffman houses Saturday and operation began Easter
Sunday. William Agren. Fox booker,
will book Denver houses and Gerald
Whitney recently city manager, has
been made manager for the Northern district embracing Northern
Colorado and Wyoming.

The Washington Legislature,
prior to adjournment, enacted a
measure repealing the tax of one
cent on the first 10 cents of each
admission, according to word received in New York yesterday. Assessment isnow understood to start
lected.
at 20 cents on each admission col-

Disguised Group Seizes
and Burns Bank Night Box
(Continued / om Pagi 1 I

container to the outskirts of the
city and burned the contents — 3,000
names of patron-contestants from
Chesterfield and Cheraw. A Chesterfield winner had not been drawn
for 13 consecutive weeks. Robert
Rogers, of Cheraw, manager of the
Chesterfield and the State at
has discontinued the drawCheraw,
ings.

Florence, S. C— By order of Gov.
Olin D. Johnston the last Jack Pot
night at the theater here has been
held. The governor acted in response to urgent appeals in a letter
written by Rev. Dr. Walter R. Alexander, Baptist preacher, who
charged that Jack Pot and Bank
Nights are a violation of the state
lottery laws.

Wyoming's
Tax Will
Both Exhibitors
and Hit
Patrons
(Continued from Page

▼

T

T

•
•
• THIS PARAGRAPH is written at midnight
at the exhibitor testimonial dinner to Adolph Zukor at the Waldorf You should see all the exhibs in dress suits acting
dignified
Harry Brandt, receiving the guests at the door,
absent-mindedly
out: Adolph
"Seats Zukor,
are available
on best
all floors".
The guest sang
of honor,
made the
speech
of the evening, talking briefly and to the point
There was
a swell single reel kidding Zukor through the highlights of his
career Gorgeous stage show, with the program going on
the air at 11:30
•
•
• FOR
THE
second successive year
Burgess
Meredith is the star in a Maxwell Anderson stage play named
the best of the season by the New York Drama Critics Circle
the play is "High Tor," which has just received the critics'
award
for this season
last year "Winterset"
won the
award, with Meredith playing the role of "Mio" which he later
did for the RKO Radio picture
• • • A LUNCHEON was given by Arthur Loew at the
Hotel Astor yesterday for all the members of the Metro
foreign
dep't
in celebration of the biggest week's biz in
the
history
of the company
T

T

▼

• •
• NEAT STAGE stunt
with Forrest Spaulding,
Des Moines librarian, helping to plug "Waikiki Wedding"
by holding a public phone conversation with Bob Burns from
the Des Moines theater stage
Burns speaking from Hollywood and Spaulding in Des Moines talked for ten minutes doing
a ribbing act without a script
the phone conversation was
amplified and heard also at the Roosevelt theater in the suburbs
through a hook-up
T
T
T
• • • REPORTS FROM all sections of the nation show
landslide biz for Walter Wanger's "History Is Made At Night"
with Easter Sunday
business overshadowing
that of
Sunday
which is unusual f'rinstance, the New York
Rivoli did two grand more on Sunday than Saturday
in
various other key spots the film struck a new top for Sunday
biz
T
T
T
•

•
• SIGNED BY Dany] Zanuck for 20th Century-Fox
. The Hartmans, satirical dance stars, doubling between
"Red, Hot and Blue" and the Plaza Hotel
they go to Hollywood with the closing of the show next month ... • Emery
Deutsch and his Rainbow Grill ork have been signed for a series
of Paramount shorts ... • Mario and Floria, classy ballroom
t->am now at the Waldorf, soon leave for the coast to appear
in -^ Paramount musical. . . .

1)

tickets, now the price will be two
cents per ticket.
If exhibitors charge less than 25
cents they must pay the tax themselves, which will amount to one
cent on each ticket.
All amusements, as well as all
sales, are taxed in Wyoming under
this system.

Ethel Good to Wed
Omaha — Miss Ethel B. Good, secretary to Tri-States District Manager Evert R. Cummings nine years
and before that secretary to TriStates General Manager Ralph Blanton in Des Moines, will be married
in June to Lieut. Walter L. Smit
of Ft. Riley, Kan.

• 4. • ON THE Sunday eve program of the Museum of
Modern Art will be a surrealist film, "Entr'acte," directed by
Rene Clair ... • A nifty four-page herald was created by
Herb Copelan and Sid Blumenstock of Warners' Atlantic Cityterritory,
for the
at
the Stanley
thereshowing of "The King and the Chorus Girl"
T
T
T
•
her
she
this

•
• OUR GIRL Friedegg has just dictographed us from
adjoining
(she introduced)
won't speak to usanddirect
because
has never desk
been properly
advises
that
dep't is swamped with letters, phone calls and catcalls commenting on her coming-out party in this kolyum
"You
should have introduced me to your readers long ago, Phil,"
pouted our priceless Czech-er-sec
"Sorry, Frieda," we
apologized, "but it's only since we introduced You and Sex in
our kolyum that we've had any readers"

«

«

«

»

»

»

The governing body also enacted
laws placing Ascap under state
jurisdiction
and banning
Bills defeated
include: mai'athons.
legalizing
dog races, 10 per cent tax on admissions, tax of $100 on theaters to
raise money for the state old age
pension fund, establishing censor
board, requiring emergency lighting
system for theaters, requiring fireproof booths for non-theatrical auditoriums, providing for Sunday closings of theaters and outlawing Bank
Night.

Md. Measure Would Keep
1 P. C. Admission Levy
Baltimore — Continuation of the
present 1 per cent tax on gross admissions at all amusements, including motion picture houses in Maryland,
a billItintroducedisinprovided
the State inSenate.
also
includes numerous other taxes to
raise relief funds, but has been offered as a "feeler" and a basis
from which to work. The amusement tax expires tomorrow along
with several other special taxes.
Tax measures could not be considered until the budget was passed.
Now both houses are starting on
tax measures but have only a few
days remaining of the session.

Iowa House Votes Down
One Cent Tax Measure
Des Moines — Attempt to levy a
1-cent tax on theater tickets of 10
to 15 cents was defeated in the
Iowa house, 47 to 51.
Robert D. Blue of Eagle Grove,
who proposed the amendment said
it would "plug a hole" in the present law, and stated it was directed
particularly at theaters now charging a 16-cent admission.
Dewey E. Goode of Bloomfield
charged some Des Moines theaters
are "making three and four thoua year on the
tax." divorce bill
The sand proposed
theater
has not been presented to the legislature, but lobbying is still in progress.

4 p. m. Sunday Opening
Bill Favored in N. H.
Concord, N. H. — Sunday movies
would be permitted to start at 4
o'clock in the afternoon instead of
6 under a bill recommended favorably by the revision of statutes
committee of the house of representatives.
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THEY WORK THE WAY
HE TELLS 'EM. OR ELSE

Here's that special brand of Davis drai

you haven't had for a year, in the fi
authentic screen slant on the "wro
dames"— and what makes 'em that way!
a pictureful of sensational ad angles — a i
biggest of 'em all is the great news tf

is back for good in

MARKED WOMAN
with

HUMPHREY BOGART
LOLA LANE • ISABEL JEWELL • JANE BRYAN
EDUARDO CIANNELLI • MAYO METHOT
ROSALIND

MARQUIS

• Allen Jenkins • John Litel

Ben Welden • Henry O'Neill • Directed by LLOYD BACON
Songs by Warren and Dubin • A First National Picture

WARNER BROS.
Will Release It As Your Follow-Up Hit for
"THE KING AND THE CHORUS GIRL"!

//

® ® ®

•
o
o
@® '
A lavish and glittering song and
dance show . . . nothing less than intriguing ... an elaborate finale of
'Jamboree'... tuneful and eye-filling!"
-NEW YORK JOURNAL

//

Lavish . . . massive . . . original . . . spectacular...music by McHugh and Adamson bound to catch on over the radio
and with the bandmasters ... an eyefilling show with lots of funny gags!
it!"
You will enjoy all of -HERALD
"New

musical colossus!"
-NEW

YORK

YOO HOO
AGAIN! LOOK AT
THE ROXY BUSINESS!
IT TURNED GOOD FRIDAY INTO GREAT FRIDAY!
IT TURNED EASTER SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
INTO THE BIGGEST
HOLIDAY JAM IN
YEARS!

YOU

TRIBUNE
TIMES

Super-musical extravaganza. ..memorable climax . . . good entertainment
. . . has numbers that could only have
been staged in the Yankee Stadium
or Yale Bowl . . . "-WORLD-TELEGRAM

"'Top
your
your
ever

of theTown' is so damn big it takes
breath away! If it doesn't knock
imagination's eye out, nothing
-NEW YORK POST
will!"

"Admirable departure from routine
musicomedies. It seems to have the
variety of pop entertainment that will
get the crowd... A lavish show that will
-FILM
be rated tops in any town!"

DAILY

©IF fM

CAN'T STOP THAT

NEW

"A rare film... fresh and frothy entertainmet. . .What a show! ... as exhilarating a spring tonic as the current
films provide ... it never lets you
down!"
-NEW YORK AMERICAN
"This musical is one of the most elaborate ever staged in Hollywood. ..colorful, tuneful and amusing. ..staggeringly
big, handsome and elaborate .. .fans
who see it will applaud . . . it's highly
entertaining!" -DAILY MIRROR
"Comedians galore, dancers ad infinitum, more than enough singers of
hot songs... gags by the yard... sets
that extend as far as the eye can
reach . . . eight catchy songs by Frank
McHugh and Harold Adamson . .. a big
production!"

-DAILY

NEWS

Colossal filmusical! Overwhelming!
Entertainment in diversified profusion!" -DAILY VARIETY

NIVERSAL

CROWD!

-%&a
THE
DAiLV

ZUKOR IS HONORED
SY FILM INDUSTRY
(.Continued from Page

1)

NEWS

of the DAY

Flora, III. — The rebuilt Florlne

ver Jubilee in the motion pic- Theater has been reopened by the
ture business.
Spaulding Brothers.
On the dais in addition to the
guest of honor, were the following:
Will H. Hays, Stanton Griffis,
George J. Schaefer, Milton C. Weisman, Commissioner Paul Moss, Jack
Cohn, Harry Brandt, William
Brandt, Lee Shuhert, David Bernstein, W. G. Van Schmus, John Golden and Daniel Frohman.
Following the dinner, Attorney
Weisman assumed his duties as
toastmaster and first introduced
William Brady, veteran showman,
who was Zukor's first partner in
picture business. Brady traced the
Zukor career, told of its forging
ahead despite all obstacles. When
the breakup of Paramount threatened, declared Brady, "the wiseacres
down
by Trinity
got wise"
and called
in ZukorChurch
to assume
more
power. Under his regime, "Parais on its way to top," Brady
told hismount audience.
Will H. Hays, in a brief speech,
contributed to the glowing compliments paid the guest of honor. He
described Zukor as "a good neighbor, a good American and a Great
Leader." Pie has never gone to him
in vain for counsel, advice and support, said Hays.
Stanton Griffis, chairman of the
Paramount finance committee, introduced himself as "one of the villains of Wall Street described" by
Brady and paid tribute to Zukor
in a brief talk.
Presentation of the insignia of
the Knight Commander of the
Crown of Italy in behalf of the
Italian Government was made by
Gaetano Vechiotti, Italian ConsulGeneral, who bestowed a pair of
kisses on the Zukor cheek as he
completed the act. Zukor, in a brief
speech, said that he accepted the
honor in behalf of the motion picture industry.
This part of the program ended
with screening of a reel burlesquing
Zukor's career and the audience
found plenty to aplaud. Cecil B.
DeMille and Bob Burns aided in the
"ribbing."
With Jay Flippen as m.c, a program of entertainment, including
various name acts, followed. During an intermission in the show an
oil painting of Zukor, done by
Nikol Schattenstein, was presented
to the guest of honor. Near the
close of the program a newsreel of
various important guests made at
the start of the evening was shown.
Ted Husing was the announcer.
Guests included: Neil Agnew, Ben
Amsterdam, Henry Anderson, John
Benas, Robert Benjamin, David
Bernstein, Nate Blumberg, Lawrence Bolognino, William A. Brady,
Harry Brandt, William Brandt,
Heywood Broun, Jules Brulatour, A.
J. Brylawski, H. D. Buckley, Chas.
Casanave, D. J. Chatkin, John D.
Clark, William Clark, Sam Cocalis,
Jack Cohn, W. B. Cokell, Norman
Collyer,
Tom
Connors,
Joseph
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Chicago — The Armitage Theater
has been placed under the management of Leo Roth.
Pittsburgh — Harry Rachiele has
taken over the 300-seat Maryland
in Blaw Knox.
Merrill, Wis. — The Admil Corp.
has taken over the Badger theater
here. Heads of the corporation are
S. J. Miller and J. P. Adler, both
of Marshfield, the latter operator of
a circuit of houses in four of the
smaller Wisconsin towns.

FILM

Higher Admission at Roxy
Theater Tied to Product
(Continued from Page 1)

DAILY

Milwaukee, Wis. — United Show
Hollywood — Dwain Esper has
taken a five-year lease on the Workers of America has been organized here as a non-stock corSuperba Theater, San Diego, and
poration, incorporators being Leo
will use it chiefly for exploitation
pictures. He has a chain of seven Weisner, M. D. Goldstein and J. H.
theaters and is negotiating for one Roepke, all of Milwaukee. Anyone
in Detroit. An English financier is connected with the show business
here conferring with Esper who has and not now belonging to a union,
proposed a distribution plan for is eligible to membership, it is
English pictures in this country. If stated.
the plan is approved exchanges will
Activities for the time being will
be set up in key cities.
be limited to Wisconsin it is re-

Exchange Union to Meet

REPORTED UP 15-75%

(Continued from Page 1)
Boston — E. M. Loew has reopened
the Royal Theater, Olneyville, R. I., week. Exodus of visitors is an imfor Sunday showings only.
factor in the "better business"portant
situation.
At the Paramount, it was stated
Gig Harbor, Wash.— H. T. Operators, Inc., has been duly incorpo- that trade is 25 per cent better than
rated by Frank M. Higgins, M. H. the corresponding Easter Week last
Thompson and N. M. Kelleher to year, with matinee business yesteroperate film theaters.
day establishing a new record under the theater's present policy. The
Chicago — Shigeta and Wright Co. Music Hall reported its take as up
has added a moving picture depart- 15 per cent while the Roxy estimated
ment to its Chicago offices at 351 business as improved 75 per cent. A
East Ohio St.
forty per cent corresponding rise
was announced by the Strand while
Mayo, Fla. — The Foley Theater the Capitol figured that its till was
which was burned in November, has
been rebuilt, and is about ready to 25 per cent ahead. Both the Rivoli
turned in repoi'ts of subopen. It is operated by George E. and Rialto
stantial improvement in grosses.
Porter of Perry.

United Show Workers, New
Dwain Esper Leases Theater;
Union, Formed in Wisconsin
May Distribute English Pix
West Coast, Bureau of THE

BROADWAY EASTER BIZ

ported.

ing that Loew's and Warners had
bid for the theater last year, but
had dropped out of the running when
they could not provide a first-run
franchise for the theater, as 20th
CenturyFox proposes to do under
the present reorganization plan.
Cullman testified throughout the
day giving a comprehensive picture
of the way the Roxy has been run
since 1932. He disclosed that in
1933, after he introduced a new lowprice for the theater, he found that
major distributors were boycotting
him and that he could not get their
product. A complaint to AttorneyGeneral Homer Cummings followed
and soon thereafter the companies
relaxed their ban.
Cullman testified that a reasonable fee for the services of himself
and Artco was between $75,000 and
$100,000 a year. He declared that
an arrangement might be made
where a reasonable compensation
such as $50,000 yearly and a percentage might be worked out.
Cullman laid improved grosses at
the theater to the 20th Century-Fox
pictures. He said it was essential
that
chise. the theater get a first-run fran-

New Haven — In possession of its
charter, the local A. F. of L. unit of
exchange employees has elected
temporary officers and will proceed
with a drive for membership. A
new meeting has been scheduled for
Friday night at Trades Council
Hall, at which time Frank Fenton,
New England A. F. of L. organizer,
and officers from the newly-organized 361-member Boston union
will address New Haven workers.

Amkino's next three releases,
which will have their local premiere
at the Cameo Theater, are: "The
Last Night," a film about the Revolution of 1905 in Russia; "Baltic
Deputy,"
a stoi-y
a famous
Russion scientist
who of
alone
of his group
stood by the Soviets from the start,
and "Paris Commune," a spectacular
film about the French Revolution.

Cooper, Sam Dembow, Lou S. Diamond, Oscar Doob, Morton Downey,
Chris Dunphy, G. S. Eyssell, Si
Fabian, Edward M. Fay, John C.
Flinn, Daniel Frohman, Pat
Garyn, Jack Goetz, Arthur Goldsmith, Robert Goldstein, M. F.
Gowthorpe, James R. Grainger,
Stanton Griffis, Roy Haines, C.
Hake, John H. Harris, Will H. Hays,
Ted Husing, Walter Hutchinson,
Felix Jenkins, Harry Kalcheim,
Boris Kaplan, Arthur W. Kelly, Sidney Kent, Austin Keough, William
Kupper.
Joe Lee, Arthur Loew, E. M.
Loew, Charles McCarthy, John Manheimer, C. C. Moskowitz, Hon. Paul
Moss, Leon D. Netter, Louis Nizer,
Louis Notarius, Charles O'Reilly,
Charles C. Pettijohn, Louis Phillips,
Lewen Pizor, P. A. Powers, Harry
Randel, Walter Reade, Herman Rifkin, Samuel Rinzler, William Rodgers, Saul Rogers, Harold Rodner,
Leon Rosenblatt, Charles Rosenzweig, Harry Ross, J. Robert Rubin,
Henry Salsbury, Frank Schiffman,
A. H. Schwartz,
Joseph
Seider,

Harry Shiffman, Lee Shubert, Milton Shubert, L. K. Sidney, Emanuel
Silverstone, Jack H. Skirball, Spyros
Skouras, Leo Spitz, Morton A.
Spring, Herman Starr, Hershel
Stuart, Harry Thomas, Sidney
Cullman yesterday credited DarTowell, J. J. Unger, Morton Van ryl Zanuck with having added a new
Praag, W. G. Van Schmus, Consul
rating of films tonowthein "A"
vogue.and "B"
Gen. Gaetano Vechiotti, Walter Vin- classification
cent, Joe R. Vogel, Fred Waller,
"Zanuck is producing a 'B-plus'
George C. Walsh, Milton Weisman, picture," Cullman said. "I would
Robert M. Weitman, A. Wilkie, Jos. call them belly-laugh pictures. They
Wolf, William Yoo*=t, 0. M. Young, are real box-office and he doesn't
spend lots of money on them. He
Henry Yusen.
Committee on arrangements for can produce 30 B-plus pictures yearly. On the 'A' rating, he would
the affair was composed of: William Brandt, chairman; George have between 15 and 20 yearly."
Skouras, Joseph Bernhard, Nate
Blumberg, Louis Blumenthal, Lawr- Trans-Lux Will Report
ence Bolognino, Leo Brecher, Si
Fabian, Arthur Mayer, Charles C.
1935 Earnings Doubled
Moskowitz, Walter Reade, Samuel
(Continued from Page 1)
Rinzler, A. H. Schwartz, Harry
Shiffman and W. G. Van Schmus. on 715,803 shares of common stock
On the entertainment committee outstanding compared to 20 cents a
were: Louis K. Sidney, Harry Kal- share in 1935. Financial report will
ard.
cheim, Steve Trilling and Bill How- be submitted to the board of directors at a meeting Apr. 8.

Amkino's

Next Three
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WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

UTGHLIGHTS o' the news: Max
Reinhardt will direct Bette
Davis in "The Gambler," by Feodor
Dostoievsky . . . Paramount has
signed a new pact with Gail Patrick
and cast her opposite Jack Benny
in "Artists and Models" . . . Miriam
Hopkins is likely to co-star with
Errol Flynn in "The Perfect Specimen" . . . Miss Fanchon will produce "Summer Romance" for Paramount.
T

t

Pre-Trial Examination
Sought in Para. Action
Paramount Pictures, Inc. was
sought to be examined before trial,
in an application made yesterday
before Supreme Court Justice Timothy A. Leary, by Miriam A. Bouslogue, plaintiff.
In an action commenced Feb. 6,
1937, plaintiff asks for a declaratory judgment against Paramount
to determine rights to claim the creation of certain original garments
produced by her and used by Paramount in the picture "The Moon's
Our Home" in which all the credit
was given to Helen Taylor. Paramount generally denies plaintiff's
complaint.

Wisconsin Tax Measure
Postponement is Urged
Madison, Wis. — Following a hearing here on the Balzer bill, which
calls for a 3 per cent tax on amusements, the committee has recommended the measure for "indefinite
postponement." Assemblyman Arthus J. Blazer, West Allis, author
of the measure, was the only one
to appear for itOf

Least

•

•

•

Introducingo Interesting Personalities:

CAM
WOOD.
Director.
*^ various American
cities

Born

Resistance

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Rehearsing dialogue lines
via telephone lines is Hollywood's latest wrinkle. Lloyd Nolan, Akim Tamiroff and Claire Trevor introduced the
innovation, when, rather than remain
for a long scene in "King of Gamblers"
at Paramount's studio, the trio hied to
their respective homes, arranged a
three-way telephone hook-up . . . and
held rehearsal in that fashion with
satisfactory results.

and

educated

in

No.

68

Philadelphia.

•

•

Salesman

•

in

Reid and Gloria Swanson. Was "Red" Grange's
director in a couple of successful football pictures. Contract with M-G-M, which has been
going on for years, was a result. Does all kinds
of pictures but prefers comedy; in recent years
his pictures have included "The Unguarded
Hour," 'Whip Saw," "A Night at the Opera,"
"Let 'Em Have It." Sports enthusiast, an avid
football fan.
Fond of rowing, swimming, golf.

T

T

T

20th Century-Fox has
screen rights to the novel,
hai Deadline," and "Long
ber," best-selling novel by

acquired
"ShangRememMacKay

Kantor,
has
Paramount.

been

purchased

{Continued from Page

1)

Name

Metropolitan Area
Com. for Hospital Drive
(Continued from Page

1)

by

T

T

Zion Myers has assigned Glenn
Tryon to collaborate with Armine
von Tempski, South Sea Island writer, on the screenplay of her original
story "Honolulu Honeymoon" which

(Continued from Page

1)

tional hookups, it is indicated by a
survey made by The Film Daily
yesterday as the M. P. T. O. A. develops plans for seeking to regulate
such appearances. Many of the stars
and featured players, however, came
to Hollywood from radio
President Ed Kuykendall of the
national exhibitor association, who
is now in Washington, is due in New
York within a few days and is expected to announce personnel of the
committee authorized at the Miami
convention to devise ways and means
of coping with the radio problem.

Film Fees Advance

(Continued from Page

I)

while the balance will be cancelled
by the middle of next month.
American distributors yesterday
lacked details on the official Austrian communique revoking the recently-instituted 25 per cent increase in duty on pictures made in
the United States.

T

T

T

Moving picture theaters are operated by practically all mine owners.

Union Sentiment Lacking
Cincinnati — Labor organizers attempting to form an inspectors and
bookers union have made no definite progress.

T

T

Betrothal of Dorothy McNulty
screen and stage actress, and Dr
Lawrence Scroggs, Hollywood den
list, is announced. Miss McNult?
is a niece
of Postmaster-Genera
James
A. Farley.
T

T

New York state, Dave Levy, Eddie
Bell, Dave Snapper, Herman Sussman, Leon Rosenblatt, John Benas
and Robert Goldblatt.
Labor Outlook in Mining
A report on the hospital's needs
Field is Causing Worry
was made at the meeting. Collections in the theaters throughout the
country will be made the week of
Cincinnati — Stanley Jacques, of
April 30, it was stated. In addition RKO, who has returned from a trip
to the hospital at Saranac, the fund through W. Va., covering Huntinghas eight beds at the French hoston, Beckley, Blue Field and other
pital in New York City.
coal towns, reports all business men
considerably depressed over the
labor situation although biz itself
Austria Will Revoke
is gratifying.
The expire
present April
coal op-1.
erators contracts

25%

▼

T

End of Consolidated Film j17 Radio Programs Using
Strike is Believed Near!
Picture "Names" This Week
Arthur Hirschberger, international
president of the union, and other
union representatives.
Conference will be resumed this
morning at Yates' office. Parties
were bound to secrecy on what took
place at the meeting.
Early yesterday morning, the
union called a strike of its members
at Consolidated's local plant. -

T

Charles Reznikoff, author of "Bj
the Waters of Manhattan," has
been signed by Paramount to worl
as an assistant to Albert Lewin
who
is to adventure
produce "Gettysburg,"
personal
story of Civi i
War
days
as
a
starring
picture fo?
Fred MacMurray.

De Mille didn't buy, but made Wood his assistant. In 1920, became a full-fledged director.
Made the original starring vehicles of Wallace

Selznick International as production
estimator under N. W. "Ted" Butcher, production manager.

T

A European honeymoon is planned
by Lyle Talbot and Marguerite
Ethel Cramer, of New York, following their marriage here by Municipal Judge E. R. Brand.

ultimately selling real estate in Los Angeles. First
contact with the picture business when he tried
to sell a Hollywood lot to Cecil B. DeMille.

▼

Casting assignments: Paramount
— Ralph Morgan, "The Ascending
Dragon"; Warren William, Mady
Correll, Nancy Clancy, "Midnight
Madonna''; 20th Century-Fox — Gypsy Rose Lee, "Last Year's Kisses";
Douglas Fowley, "One Mile from
Heaven"; Howard Hickman, William Wanger, Syd Saylor, "Escape
from Love"; RKO — Patricia Wilder,
"New Faces of 1937"; Selznick—
Philip Sleeman, "Prisoner of Zenda"; Wanger — Ella Logan, "Waller
Wanger's Vogues
of 1938."
▼
T
T
Alfred Gibson, for nine years
with Fox studios, yesterday joined

Lines

will be the third feature from tho
Victor Schertzinger-Zion Myers unit
for Grand National.

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

T

T

Prof. Dalton S. Reymond of Lou
isiana State University has been en
gaged by Mervyn LeRoy as South
ern technical adviser on "The Dee
ners.
South, " now in production at War

House Owner Sues Lessee
In Effort to Break Pac
Gering, Neb. — LeRoy Cross, owne
of the building housing the Rivier
theater here, is suing B. B. Grovi
who has the house under lease, i
district court in an effort to brea
the contract.
Grove, who also has the Gro\
theater here, leased the Riviera froi
John Cross, who claims he had
right to make the deal under tern
of a mortgage he holds on the hous
LeRoy Cross contends the mortgajs
terms do not give this right.
William H. Ostenberg, Jr., mai
ager of Gibraltar Enterprises, whic
control the theater situation in Ge
ing's twin city of Scottsbluff, Net
seeks to take the Riviera's leaf
over.

Shippers Union Alters
Demands in Clevelan
Cleveland — It is understood th
local shippers, inspectors and shi
ping clerks, who are organizing u:
der the Shippers and Wrappe
Union of the A.F.L. have modifu
their original demands for r
creased wages and altered workii
conditions to a request for a $5.'
a week increase and have wit
drawn
their request for double tin
on
Sunday.

Contradictory Marquee
Sign on a Brooklyn house reads as
follows: "Men Are Not Gods" and
"Man
Who
Could
Work
Miracles."
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IUmUws of T/Uw films
FOREIGN
'

torious addition to the list of current foreign attractions. Scenes showing the two little students competing for a musical award

"DAS HOFKONZERT" ("The Command
Concert"), German dialogue film with English titles; an Ufa production; musical arrangement by Edmund Nick; directed by
Detlef Sierck, with Marta Eggerth, Johannes
Heesters, Otto Tressler, Herbert Huebner,
et al, in the cast. Presented at the 86th
St. Garden Theater.

and playing Beethoven with a symphonyorchestra, while a vast audience looks on,
are excellent, and makes film patrons feel
that the kids are anything but non-profes-

This is an exceptionally pleasing, skillfully balanced, well directed production that
every type of audience will find diverting.
Marta Eggerth is splendid in her role of the
girl who at length finds her father in the
person of the ruler whose domains com-

Play"), dialogue film in French; released
by L'Alliance Cinematographique Europeenne; distributed in U. S. by Globe Film
Distributing Co.; dialogue and songs by
Serge Veber; music by Francois Doelle;
written and directed by Reinhold Schunzel and Aicert Valentin, with Henri Garat,
Armand Bernard, Jeanne Boitel, Odette
Florelle, Marguerite Moreno in the cast.
Presented at the Belmont Theater.
Humorous screen drama, treated in a
broad farcical manner, tells a satirical
story of the descent of old Jupiter from
his Olympian heights to woo a comely ana
virtuous lady dwelling in ancient Thebes,

prise an imaginary principality. The star's
singing is generally captivating, and the
scenes
which she sings
her mother's
for thein assembled
members
of the songs
court
are very impressive. Romance, human interest, pathos, melody and humor are
cleverly blended.
"DIE HERREN VON MAXIM" ("The
Gentlemen from Maxim"), German dialogue film; a T.K. production, directed by
Carl Bose, with Leo Slezak, Jessie Vihrog,
Lee Parry, et al, in the cast. Presented at
the 86th St. Casino Theater.
Leo Slezak, former Metropolitan Opera
tenor, who sings delightfully; Jessie Vihrog,
ever amusing as a "soubrette," and Oscar
Karlweiss, who plays the role of her attentive wooer, are the brighter elements in
this film which must be classified among
the milder of its Tutonic prototypes. There
is an inconsequential story whose complications have their origins in Kaethe
Haack's who has a minor role, blundering
into a room of a darkened hotel and embracing a man who is not her husband.
"DIE KLEINE SCHWINDLERIN" ("The
Little Crook"), German dialogue film; an
Arko production, directed by Johannes
Meyer, with Dolly Haas, Harald Paulsen,
Betty Amann, et al., in the cast. Presented
at the 86th Street. Casino Theater.
Fairly entertaining film whose chief
merit is the presence of Dolly Haas who
is cast in a tomboy part. As the decoy of
a gang of swindlers, who select a wealthy
titled gentleman as the victim of their
nefarious operations, the youthful star is

This BOOK Gives YOU

ALL THE ANSWERS
to all the questions about

sionals, as is claimed by the Cameo's program note.
"AMPHITRYON"

(or "The

Gods

at

and the god's varied vicissitudes during the
courtship. The pace is occasionally slow.
Film's makers have inaugurated what is
described as "rhythmic dialogue" which
finds the cast members reading their lines
against a cadenced musical background.
Characterizations are excellent, the music
lively, and the production technique novel.
"FAMILIENPARADE" ("The Family On
Parade"), Lloyd Film production by Fritz
Wendhausen; cast includes Ernst Dumke,
Curt Juergens, Amanda Linder, Walter
Janssen, et al. Presented at the 86th St.
Casino Theater.
For the most part this is a jovial satire
which depicts the overbearing and superior
attitude of nobility toward those of lesser
social cast. Here and there the pace
slackens with a consequent loss of interest.
But audiences familiar with the German
language will find the majority of the
farcical sequences to their liking. A pretty
divorcee from Canada invades the iron
ring of an aristocratic family circle in
Sweden long enough to have her attractiveness cause considerable dissension among
her haughty, titled relatives. Dialogue is
excellent.

"ROMANCE AT THE DANUBE" ("Dunaparti Randevu"), Hungarian dialogue film;
a Gal Erno production, produced in the
Magyar film studios; presented by Phoebus
Films, Budapest; released in the U. S. by
Danubia Pictures, Inc.; screenplay by Karoli
Noti based on plot by Erzsebet Kuhn and
Sandor Fodor; directed by Istvan Szekely,
with Zita Perczel, Imre Raday, Julius
Csortos, et al, in cast. Presented at the
"BEETHOVEN CONCERTO," — Russian Modern Playhouse.
dialogue film with English sub-titles; proPleasing comedy romance generously endowed with humor and abetted by the
duced by Belgoskino at Leningrad; screenplay by B. R. Pkhor; musical score by i. capable cast. Story deals with the obDunayevsky; directed by V. Schmidthof and
stacles which a young author must overM. Gavronsky, with Vladimir Gardin, A.
come to win the pretty daughter of a rich
Larikov, A. Melnikov, M. Taimanov, et al.,
gentleman who holds the suitor's business
in the cast. Presented at the Cameo The- ability and resourcefulness in contempt. But
ater.
the writer checkmates, through his cleverness, the varied stratagems of the father
Capably produced story of contemporaneous child life in the U. S. S. R. with
•and wins both the latter's respect and his
several youthful Soviet players in the prom- daughter. Zita Perczel plays the role of
inent roles, particularly two youngsters, M. the author's beloved in skillful fashion.
Taimanov and V. Vasiliev, who are cast as
Julius Kabos' flare for comedy is one of the
violin prodigies. Film is exceptionally free strong points of this picture, which is
from propaganda, and must be appraised well-made and considerably above the average of foreign films.
as a wholesome, well directed and meri-

the MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY
The 1937 YEAR BOOK OF MOTION PICTURES will answer your every question
on motion pictures. It will be found invaluable every day of the year to EXHIBITORS, DISTRIBUTORS, PRODUCERS,
LABORATORIES, EXCHANGES, EQUIPMENT DEALERS, MANUFACTURERS,
EXPORTERS, etc.

This important volume of 1264 pages
covering the industry in its entirety has
been published annually for the past 18
years and is the recognized encyclopedia
of the motion picture industry and its
branches throughout the world. The 19th
edition is now off the press and is being
distributed free to subscribers of the Film
Daily. Subscribe NOW! and receive the
complete FILM DAILY SERVICE which
includes the paper daily six times a week,
Short Subjects Quarterly, 1937 Year Book
of Motion Pictures, Production Guide, and
all special editions.
(Subscription price $10.00 Foreign $15.00)

thoroughly appealing. The story's conclusion of course finds the magnetic Miss
Haas, who is slated to appear in Hollywood-made films shortly, and the victimized nobleman very much in love. In its
entirety, this feature may best be described as a run-of-the-crop attraction.
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7937 Theater Building Expected to Exceed 1936 Total

PARA. TJJEST DIVORCEJAW CONSTITUTIONALITY
Sees More Shows Per Day Exhibitor Problem Solution
Hammons
Declares Theaters
Must Increase Their
Grosses

Transradio Marks Time on Theater News Broadcasts
Transradio Press Service is not pushing its project of lining up theaters to give
spot news broadcasts several times daily as an additional service to patrons, it was
said yesterday by Herbert Moore, Transradio president. Moore believes that the idea
is sound and practical and that possible newspaper opposition could be overcome.
However, he feels that there is a more opportune time for the introduction than the
present when exhibitors are finding biz increasing to the point that games and giveaways can be dropped.

With major companies requiring ;
more revenue due to increased production costs, the only solution of
the problem can be found in the
playing of more
shows
per day
through elimination of double feature programs, declared E. W. Hammons, president of Educational, yesi terday in New York.
Substituting?
short subjects for a second feature, j
exhibitoi's
must
return
to single j
bills, affording two hour shows, in
Expediting plans for trial of the
order to get in extra performances,
Hammons asserted.
Dept. of Justice's anti-trust action
against major distributors and the
"Nobody {Continued
likes on
double
Page 4) features,"
Hoblitzelle-O'Donnell theater interests in Texas, the Government is
agreeing to statement of facts which

U. S. Agreeing to Statement of Facts
In the Hoblitzelle Anti-Trust Action

20TH-F0X PRODUCTION
Exhibs,
COSTS UP 25,24 P. C.
20th Century - Fox production
costs in connection with its 1936-37
program are 25.24 per cent higher
than those for the previous year,
according to a chart compiled by the
company. Principal item of increase
is music, which is figured at 86.85
over 1935-36. Next is the cost of
wardrobes which shows a rise of
53.61 over the preceding year's program.

Gillmore Re-nominated
for Equity Presidency

Managers

in New

St. Louis, Mo. — Papers incorporating the Theater Owners and Managers Association of Missouri, new
film showmen's organization, will
be filed at Jefferson City before the
week
day. ends, it was said here yesterIt is understood that the new organization will concern itself only
with Missouri exhibition problems,
principally of a legislative nature,

work should be completed in two
weeks. Then will follow filing of
the agreement preliminary to selecting date for the hearing in the
U. S. District Court at Dallas. Defense counsel expect that the case
will be tried this Spring.

Missouri Association
and other matters of general interest to exhibitors. Purely local competitive situations will not be featured in the meetings of the proposed organization.
Many local exhibs. feel that there
is much that a new organization of
theater owners and managers could
accomplish, especially in the way of
eliminating giveaways and too generous programs at too low prices.

Building of New Theaters Expected
To Exceed 1936's $27,000,000 Total

Frank Gillmore was yesterday renominated for the presidency of the
Condor East Meets West
Actors' Equity Ass'n by the regular
nominating committee. All other
in Chicago at Week-End
officers were also re-nominated in(Continued on Page 4)

Scott In British News Post
London (By Cable) — Ivan Scott has
been named news editor of the British
Movietone News. He has been associated with the company for the past
six years, serving as a commentator.

Frank M. Snell, vice-president and
eastern operations chief of Condor
Pictures, Inc., leaves for Chicago
Friday, to confer with George Hirliman, president, in charge of west
coast production, and the entire production staff of the company. A
(Continued on Page 4)

Wave of early spring theater
construction indicates that the year
will see 1936's total of $27,000,000
spent on new building and rebuilding exceeded.
While all sections of the country
are represented, the greatest activity at the present time is in the
Mid-West.
Majority of the new projects involve(Continued
five-figure oninvestments,
alPage 12)

mmt

Company
Expected
to File
Suit Challenging N. D.
Statute
Paramount is expected to file suit
to test constitutionality of the theater divorce measure enacted by the
North Dakota Legislature and recently signed by the Governor. Law
is now being studied by Attorney
Louis Phillips, who has figured in
many
tions. important Paramount litigaThe complainant is acting on its
own, apart from the Hays association, in the
contemplated
to
(Continued
on Page 4) move

CULLMAN SEES ROXY
AIDED BY '39 FAIR
The World's Fair in New York
City during 1939 should boom local
theater business to such an extent
that the Roxy Theater will show in
1939 a $60,000 greater profit than
during the preceding year, Howard
S. Cullman, Roxy trustee, stated
yesterday at a hearing in Federal
Court on the Roxy reorganization
It was

brought

out

during

(Continued on Page 12)

the

CFI
plan. Strikers Vote Fight
to Finish; Du-Art Affected
After refusing to confer with
union officials, H. J. Yates, president of Consolidated Film Industries, met(Continued
yesterday
afternoon with
on Page 12)
Farnsworth Joins FTP in N. Y.
William

P. Farnsworth, deputy administrator of the motion picture industry under the defunct NRA, is now
located in New York City in charge
of the Federal Theater Project in this
area. He formerly made his headquarters in Washington, where he was
associated with the same governmental
branch.
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Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood,
California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuebne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

Mrs. William Fox Held in
Contempt by Judge Avis

Smith and Michalson Will

Camden — Federal Judge John
Boyd Avis declared Mrs. William
Fox, wife of the former film magnate, in contempt of court for her
failure to appear as a witness
against her husband in bankruptcy
proceedings against him at Atlantic
City last August 26 and 27. Avis
declared he would be compelled to
impose sentence commensurate with
the offense unless Mrs. Fox "purges
herself of such contempt by appearing to submit herself to testimony".

Cresson Smith, Sales Manager for
the Southern and Western Division
of RKO Radio Pictures, and Harry
Michalson, Short Subjects Sales
Manager, leave New York tonight
for a check-up tour of all the company's Southern exchanges.
They will be met in Charlotte, N.
C, by Herbert Maclntyre, Southern
District Manager, and Vernon H.
Adams, who recently joined the RKO
Radio Sales Promotion Department
as Public Relations Representative
in the field. Maclntyre and Adams,
both from the Dallas office, also will
make the Southern swing, which will
take several weeks.

Jimmy Coston Dined

Chicago — Many film executives including Harry Goldberg, Herman
Meier, Jacob Schwartz, 14 from Wisconsin, three from Memphis, eight
from Indiana, helped Jimmy Coston
celebrate his seventh anniversary as
zone manager for Warner Brothers
with dinner at Hotel Sherman last
night.
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Lowell Thomas, film editor and
narrator, plans to sail in about two
weeks for London to cover the Coronation. He will cover the event in
his capacity as editor for Fox Movietone News. Truman H. Talley, head
of Movietone, will accompany him
abroad.

Latest addition to New York's roster of newsreel houses — the Grand
Central Theater — will open on Monday, May 3. The theater, an intimate 242-seat house which is located on the Upper Level opposite
Track 17, will show up to the minute new reels, first run scoops, cartoons and short subjects.

W. Va. Film Measures Die
With adjournment sine die of the
West Virginia Legislature, bills
meeting their death included measures requiring distributors to maintain distributing offices in the state
and establishing a censor board. A
bill banning Bank Night expired in
committee.

Hays Meetings Friday

Cohn-Sheuin

"Ecstasy" Stays In Chi.

Jos. Steiner, general sales manager of American Tobis Corp., has
resigned his position as of Mar. 9,
1937, but will remain with the company until the return from Europe
of Willem Van Beveren, head of the
firm.

F. P. Groner Dead
Columbiana, O. — Frank P. Groner, 78, who operated the Groner
Opera House here many years ago,
is dead from a heart attack. He
leaves a daughter and one sister.

D. B. LEDERMAN,
ager at Manila,
is in

20th Century-Fox
New York.

man-

MARY BOLAND has left New York for Hollywood following series of radio appearances.
JUNE CLAYWORTH
for the coast.

has also left New

York

BARNEY BALABAN
Miami.
yesterday from

returned to New

York

returns to New

York

Y. FRANK FREEMAN
today from Florida.

KETTI GALLIAN, who has completed her
role in RKO's "Shall We Dance," has arrived
York from the coast for a vacation.
in New
RALPH BETTINSON, English representative
for Pathe, London, arrived in New York yesterday on the American Shipper and leaves
today for Hollywood to confer with Scott
Dunlap, production chief, on forthcoming Monogram product for the British market.
FRANK M. SNELL, vice-president and eastern operations chief for Condor Pictures, leaves
home office for Chicago Friday to confer with
president George Hirliman, and company's entire production staff.
ARTHUR WILLI leaves New York today on a
talent scouting trip for RKO Radio, with Philauled stops.
delphia, Baltimore and Washington the schedR. K. HAWKINSON. Latin America division
manager for RKO Radio, arrives in New York
tomorrow
from an inspection trip to Cuba and
Mexico.
CRESSON SMITH, southern and western divisions sales manager for RKO Radio, leaves New
York tonight for a swing of several week;
through southern exchanges. He will be accompanied by HARRY MICHALSON, short subjects sales manager. HERBERT MaclNTYRE,
southern district manager, and VERNON H
ADAMS,
ofjoin
company's
promotion
department will
them insales
Charlotte,
N. C,
foi
the tour.

Vera Allen Signed

Expand

Detroit — The Ben Cohn-Samuel
T. Sheuin Circuit has taken over
the Congress Theater Co., which has
operated the Ritz and Lyric theaters. The circuit has also acquired
the Crystal Theater operated by
Raymond Schreiber and Bernard
Brooks.

After playing a record engagement of 13 weeks at the World Theater, Chicago, "Ecstasy" has been
booked into Warner's Orpheum Theater, Chicago, for five weeks.

Tom Tyler Deals Closed

Coming and Going

Postponed annual meeting of the
Vera Allen, who has left the cas
Hays association and its board of of "The Show is On," has been sign
directors has been definitely set for ed for a principal role in the nev
Friday afternoon. The board meets
after the association session to elect play, "Susan and God," which ha:
officers and transact other business. a tryout at Princeton next month.

Steiner Quits Tobis

Astor Pictures Corp. has closed
with Atlantic Pictures, Boston, and
Connecticut Film Distributing Co.
of New Haven, to handle the distribution of the Tom Tylers for the
New England territory.
MARCH
31
John Harron
Eddie Quillan
Clifford Brooke
Victor Varconi

Grand Central Opens May 3
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Hollywood — T. Roy Barnes, 56,
stage and screen actor, is dead here
following an'/ illness of many
4
months. He was
a native of England but came to this country at
the age of nine. One of his more
prominent screen appearances was
in Peter B. Kyne's "Go-Getter."
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Washington — Allied States will
file a reply brief to the RKO brief
slated to be filed this week at Columbus in RKO's suit challenging
the constitutionality of the recentlyenacted Ohio playdate law, it was
said yesterday by Abram Myers, Allied counsel.

Tour RKO's So. Exchanges

Excel Projector Expanding
Chicago — The Excel Projector
Co., manufacturers of projector
equipment, has purchased six lots
adjoining
factory
at 4234
Drummond Placeits and
will build
a $50,000
one-story addition.
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Yowsah!

Ben Bernie is tipping his best

friends (and you'll be one of them when you
play this picture) that 20trTs "WAKE UP AND
LIVE" is something to cheer about. Keep
listening, Mr, Exhibitor, next week we tell all!
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PARA, TO TEST DIVORCE
LAW IN NORTH DAKOTA

MORE SHOWS PER DAY
URGED BY HAMMONS

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

1)

said Educational's top executive.
"They do not provide satisfactory
entertainment. In fact, the . entire
industry suffers through playing of
dual bills."
Because of mounting production
costs, producers must get more revenue from their product but under
present circumstances, they have
reached the saturation point as regards grosses. If theaters raise
their prices in order to cope with
the situation, up goes the tax on admissions and their net gain is nil.
On the other hand, however, if the
houses playing double features, with
the average show running three
hours, use shorts instead of the second feature, they can cut their running time on each show down to two
hours.
"From another angle, the industry is being injured inasmuch as
those vital stars of tomorrow are
not being developed. Short subject
producers cannot afford to experiment owing to financial restrictions
placed upon them by reduced playing time. Thus the industry's training ground for new personalities,
players, directors and otherwise, is
eliminated. In the past the short
subject field has developed many of
our greatest stars, but nowadays,
such development is retarded.
"From the standpoint of labor, too,
double features are an evil. Producers who make 'quickies' for dual
bills work on short schedules which
in effect reduce the wages of those
working on their productions".

Condor East Meets West
In Chicago at Week-End
(Continued from Page

• •
• A POLL of film fans' opinions
conducted by
Loew's Movie-Goer, the circuit's monthly fan mag
covering a two-page questionnaire
offers an illuminating view
of what the picture customers think in and around a big metropolis like New York
here are some results of the poll of interest to all those actively engaged in picture production

▼

•

• • ON THE question of possible improvements of motion pictures, a surprising percentage mentioned
color films
The single feature advocates were far outnumbered, the
vast majority wanting a 2% to 3% hours show
A keen
public interest in the directors
The love romances won
by an overwhelming vote, with 60 per cent of replies from women, with 90 per cent of them giving their ages between 21 to
40
Selecting players for stardom brought forth this list:
James Stewart, Tyrone Power, Martha Raye, Margaret Lindsay,
Gail Patrick, Isabel Jewell, Shirley Ross, Dixie Dunbar

▼

▼

▼

• • • FOR THE favorite film stars, Clark Gable leads
the male stars, with Robert Taylor a close second followed
by William Powell, Paul Muni, Gary Cooper, Fredric March,
Spencer Tracy
Among the femme stars, Greta Garbo leads
in this poll, with Myrna
Loy very close
then followed
Norma Shearer, Claudette Colbert, Joan Crawford, Jeanette
MacDonald, Luise Rainer, Carole Lombard
in announcing
the results of the poll, Oscar Doob, ad director of Loew's, states
that
replies represent a true cross-section of the big town's
moviethepopulation

▼

▼

▼

• •
•
STARTING
THIS
Friday eve
Gerald Griffin
will present a "Professional Nite" on the stage of the Brooklyn Paramount theater
nothing but professional acts will
be used, with each artist receiving a salary
the idea is
to give artists a chance to show their new material
in
the hope of interesting representatives of nite clubs, radio stations, theaters and artists' representatives who will be invited
to
clock the audience's reactions
Ben Nelson's ork will
assist
• • • UP AT Loew's State in Boston northeastern
division manager H. M. Addison had a lobby display of live rabbits for Easter he discovered late Saturday that one bunny was missing
and on Monday he received this letter
from a conscience-stricken kid
"Am sending two dollars.
Hope it covers cost of bunny I took home with me Saturday.
Gee, he's great and we're pals. Please forgive me. A.C., Augus-

▼

ta, Me."

Stays Second

"Beethoven Concerto," Soviet film
released by Amkino, will hold over
at the Cameo for a second week.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

A swarm of bees invaded one of the
sound
stages at the Vitagraph
studios
and completely
disrupted
the shooting
of a scene in "One Hour of Romance."
—FIRST
NATIONAL.

Gillmore Re-nominated
for Equity Presidency
(Continued from Page

1)

eluding Osgood Perkins, first vice
president; Florence Reed, 2nd vice
president; Arthur Byron, 3rd vice
president; Peggy Wood, 4th vice
president; Paul Dullzell, treasurer,
and Leo Curley, recording secretary.
There is some likelihood that an opposition ticket will be named.
Councillors nominated for five
years include Glenn Anders, Franklyn Fox, William Gaxton, Walter N.
Greaza, Louis Jean Heydt, Benjamin S. Lackland, Claudia Morgan,
Edith G. Van Cleve, Burgess Meredith and Richard Whorf. Clifton
Webb was named to fill an unexpired term ending in 1939, and Mary
Morris was named for a term expiring in 1940. Meredith, Mary Morris and Edith Van Cleve are members of a faction opposed to the administration policies.
The council yesterday voted to
adopt the secret ballot for voting.
Annual elections of the association will be held June 4 at the Astor Hotel.

24 Fox West Coast Houses

1)

group, consisting of the executive
officers and members of the board
of directors, will be included in the
Snell party. Announcements concerning the anticipated expansion
program of Condor may be made
from the mid-west city.

"Beethoven"

TV

1)

determine constitutionality of the
statute. It is the only major outfit
with theater interests in North Dakota, having substantial stock holdings in Minnesota Theaters, which
operates in that territory.
Outcome of the constitutionality
test may decide the issue once and
for all as other theater measures introduced in various states are similar to the North Dakota law.

•

▼

▼

•

• BUILDING
EXEC manpower of topnotch quality
Monogram has annexed Herschel Stuart, who knows
every phase of this filmirage variously termed a biz, an art
and a racket
joining the Ray Johnston outfit as treasurer, Herschel brings a background based on his service as general manager of RKO Theaters, and director of advertising and
publicity for Columbia, and other exec posts
•
•
• CULTURE HAS come to burlesque for a sign
out front of a berl-e-q joint on Forty-second Street quotes Doc
Robach, a psychologist at Harvard,
as follows "If one
never has seen a strip-tease act, his cultural education is sadly
lacking"
so we went in and got a load of culture
as Gilbert Allen's blonde strip-tease artist reached the point by
easy stages where she wore nothing but a tantalizing silver
fox fur
while the ork played softly "Silver Threads Among
the Gold"
and we just as softly tiptoed out
thus
auspiciously our cultural education has begun
we fear.

«

«

«

»

»

»

To Play Tom Keene Series
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fox West Coast has
signed a deal whereby 24 of its
houses will play the entire series
of Crescent's Tom Keene historical
action
dramas.
Crescent's
.sixth circuit
deal This
in the ispast
month.

"Smart Girls" In Fifth
Cincinnati — "Three Smart Girls"
is playing a fifth week at RKO
Grand, down town.
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Another ticket machine hummer from 20th.
Crackling dialogue! Sparkling romance!
Sizzling thrills ! Handsome Don Ameche
paired with luresome Ann Sothern. In a
lonely mountain cabin. Bandits to the right
of them. Sheriffs to the left of them. Snow
all around them. It looked like such a long,
hard winter . . . they just had to relax.
Audiences will laugh themselves limp!

)R TO "LOVE

IS NEWS"!

Slim SUMMERVILLE • Jane DARWELL
John QUALEN • Douglas FOWLEY • Allan
LANE • Alan DINEH ART • Stepin FETCHIT
Directed by Norman Taurog
Associate Producer Raymond

Griffith. Screen play by George Marion, Jr., and William

Conselman. Based on the novel by Louis Frederick Nebel. Music and lyrics "Never in a Million
Years" by Mack Gordon and Harry Revel.

Darryl F. Zanuck
in Charge of Production

II

50 ROADS TO TOWN" IS AS BIG AS YOU MAKE IT!
Here are a few of the press book ads
that catch its happy spirit. You can
see how easily you can pass it on to
your patrons. Go to town on this great
show! Your audiences will do the rest.
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WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
W
WILK
HOLLYWOOD
AFTER weeks of negotiations,
Kirsten Flagstad, Wagnerian
soprano, signed a contract with
Paramount to sing an elaborate
operatic number in "The Big Broadcast of 1938," Jack Benny starring
picture soon to go into production.
In her film debut role, Miss Flagstad will work in the Eastern Service studio in Astoria, L. I. Sets
for her sequence will be designed
and built here and shipped to the
Astoria studio where her number
will be photographed and recorded
by a Hollywood technical crew early
iii May.

Brush's "Mannequin." Lawrence
ing.
Hazard
has prepared the screenplay
and Joseph Mankiewicz will be producer, with Frank Borzage direct-

By RALPH

T

T

.•

•

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 69

P. LIPSCOMB.

Hosts-for-a-Night

•

films in England, including "The German Invasion" in June, 1914. Lieutenant in British army.
Decorated. After war, wrote magazine sketches
and plays. Started in films as cutter in the
early talkies. Later, a scenarist. Wrote the
original stage play, "Give of India," in collaboration with R. J. Minney, and later did the
screenplay. Successful U. S. screenplays include "Les Miserables," "A Tale of Two Cities,"
"Under Two Flags," The Garden of Allah."

tended to Monogram Pictures by the
signed a featured
role in "Love director of the Emergency Conservation Work in Washington in the
Under Fire."T
T
T
Evalyn Venable and Hal Mohr are production of the company's forthcoming feature, "Blazing Barriers."
parents
aproud
girl.
t a t second
v time. It's
r
r
v
Anrew L. Stone, who is producing
Richard Rowland, who will produce the second James Cagney picand directing "The Girl Said No"
for Grand National release, has ar- i ture for Grand National, is trying
ranged with the San Fox Publish- to arrange for the services of John
ing Co. for the use of one modern Blystone to direct "Dynamite," now
popular song, "Rhythm in My scheduled to ▼start TMay V 1.
Heart," to be sung by Irene Hervey.
T
T
T
Joan Crawford will next be starFull cooperation from the Civilian
red by M-G-M in "Three Rooms in
Conservation
Corps has been ex- Heaven,"
based
on
Katherine

Judges Select Films
Acting in the capacity of judges,
Hugh Feltis, of "The March of
Time"; James Faichney, of Pathe
News; George P. Mills, manager of
the 16 mm. department of Pathe
News; Eileen Creelman, film critic
of "The Sun"; W. T. Benda, artist,
and Dr. Russell Potter, director of
Arts and Sciences at Columbia University, have selected eight amateur-produced films from a group
of 30 to be shown at the eighth annual film party at the Salles des
Artistes, 1 West 67th St., on Friday night. The event is held each
year under the sponsorship of Mr.
and Mrs. Duncan McD. Little.

Warners Sign Trombonist

Cincinnati — E. G. Hall has reopened the Hall Theater, at Cattlesberg. The Empress, Portsmouth, O.,
has also reopened. Verlyn Copas has
reopened The Strand at Portsmouth.
Joe Stern and William Karnap will
reopen the Eastern Theater at Ironton. The Southside will be closed
permanently,
however.

Oberlin Plans Auditorium

•

nati ve of Merton Surrey, England. Educated at King's College. At 17,
ran away to go on stage. Played in early silent

Seattle — A new Host-for-a-Night
series of Film Club parties is being
inaugurated at the club house tomorrow. The following are to follow each other as Hosts for a
Night: Keith Beckwith, Don Beckman, George Blair, Frank Christie,
Neal East, Herndon Edmond, Al
Bloom, Lou Goldsmith, Hal Goldstein, L. J. McGinley, H. S. MacLeod, Fred Mercy, Sr., Guy Navarre, Jimmy O'Neal, Bob Osborne,
Al Oxtoby, Roy Peacock, Al Rosenberg, Max Rubenfelt, Dwight
Spracher, Jean Spear, Lewis Tomlinson, Eddie Lamb, Neal Walton,
Eddie Walton, Pete Higgins, Butch
Wingham, Ben Shearer, Hal Daigler, Harry Blatt and Jack Burke.

Springfield, Mass. — Charles Cummings of this city who recently
completed a series of sustaining
programs as trombone player and
vocalist over WSPR this city, has
been signed by Warner Bros.

•

Playwright-scenarist. Like the immortal Nelson, a

T

Casting assignments: Paramount
Edward Ellis, Jonathan Hale, "Midnight Madonna"; Russell Hayden,
"North of the Rio Grande"; Warners— Ian Hunter, "That Certain
Woman"; Louise Fazenda, "Ever
Since Eve"; Universal — Louise Latimer, Loretta Sayres, "Wings Over
Honolulu"; Nan Grey, "Love in a
Bungalow"; RKO — Armida, "Mexican Quarter"; Jerome Cowan, "New
Faces of 1937"; 20th-Fox— Ralf
Harolde, "One Mile from Heaven";
Joseph Tozer, "Escape from Love";
Monogram— Guy Bates Post, "Blazing Barriers."
t
r
r
Walter Catlett will remain at 20th
Century-Fox studios, the option on
his services having been exercised
by Darryl Zanuck.
He has been as-

Name

•

More Flood Reopenings

Oberlin, 0. — A new 3000-seat
Exhib's Mother Dead
auditorium will be built here by
Pittsburgh — Benet Amdur, operaOberlin College to be used for pretor of the Garden on the North Side,
sentation of dramatic plays and educational motion pictures. Work is mourning the death of his
mother.
will be started early in April.

Nina Moise With Roach
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Nina Moise, formerly head
Paramount's
school
and ofmore
recently a dramatic
dialogue
director, has been engaged by Hal
Roach to head his talent school. Her
pupils at this time are Rosina LawBrady,
"Doodles"
Weaver rence,
and William
Elaine
Shepard.

T

T

T

Having completed arrangements
for 10 pictures to go into work on
Grand National's own lot during
April and May, President Edward L.
Alperson will begin work at once
on final details of the company's
program preparatory to returning
to New York within a few weeks.
Alperson has been in Hollywood
two months supervising the establishment of the new studio and closing production, writing, and acting
deals for the increased release
schedule.
The company takes over the Educational studio formally tomorrow.
▼ * v
▼
Twenty-five key city newspapers
have signed to run the serialization
of "History Is Made at Night." In
this territory it will appear in the
Los Angeles Evening News.
T

T

T

"Road Show," a novel by Eric
Hatch, is being prepared to go into
immediate production at the Hal
Roach Studios when the super-feature whimsey, "Topper," co-starring
Constance Bennett and Cary Grant
and with Roland Young cast as "Mr.
Topper,"
is completed.
self is doing
the script, Hatch
having himhad
his writing contract extended by
Hal Roach.

Jackie Heller Home
Pittsburgh — Jackie Heller has rehome for
a week's
anceturned
at the
Stanley
with appearRoger
Pryor's band. His sister, Shirley,
will become the June bride of Richard Mills, son of Irving Mills, and
his brother, William, has just announced his engagement.

Pinconning House Opens
Monogram In Des Moines
Des Moines — Monogram Film Distributors have opened a Des Moines
office with F. E. Judd as manager.
Judd was formerly in Des Moines
as manager of the Republic Pictures
office but for the last four months
has been manager of the Omaha
branch.

Detroit — New 400-seat theater
has been opened at Pinconning,
Mich., by Ben White. The house
takes the name of the 230-seat
State Theater, heretofore operated
by White for the St. Joseph Society,
which is to be dismantled.

Harlow Seeking Office

Orange, Va. — A. J. Harlow, manager and part owner of a motion
picture theater here, is a candidate
St. Paul — . Ray-Bell Films, Inc., for the Virginia House of Delegates.
makers of industrial and ad films, He was at one time mayor of
Orange.
is expanding production facilities.
Richard E. Nelson heads the new
directorial staff, Jimmy Enright,
the scenario department.
Helen Hayes Nixes Films
Possibility that Helen Hayes
might return to the screen next
Sussman Drops Duals
season faded yesterday when her
Chicago — Ludwig Sussman, oper- management announced she would
ator of the North Side Adelphi has start a 39-week tour in "Victoria
gone back to feature singles.
Regina" at Hartford, Conn. Sept. 16.

Ray-Bell Expanding

-%£l
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF
TRADE
NEVADA
ARIZONA
Openings

SONORA— Sonora.

ferred to Paul Musser. STONINGTON—
Stonington, transfered to Miss Mary Kidd.
MARTINSVILLE— Lincoln, transferred to
Paul Musser. BAYLIS — Baylis, transferred
to Walter Norton. ALTAMONT — State,
transferred to Ned Easley.

RAY— Iris.

COLORADO
Change in Ownership

DENVER — Bide A Wee, transferred to
T. Z. Halmi. HOLLY — Sun, transferred to
Frank North rup.

Closings

GYPSUM— Rio.

ARKANSAS
Closings

CALICO

ROCK— Wood.

ALABAMA
Openings

MONTGOMERY— Ritz.
— Lyric.

COURTLAND

Closings

GROVEHILL— Capitol.

ALASKA
New Theaters

HOONAH— Hoonah.

CALIFORNIA
Change in Ownership

Openings

LOS
Mexico).

ANGELES

— Columbia

INDIANAPOLIS— Udell, transferred to
H. L. Golden.

Change in Theater Name

SAN
FRANCISCO — Noe. SANTA
MARIA — Gaiety. POMONA — California.
LOS
ANGELES — Florence
Mills.

WARREN — Savoy (formerly called Stukey
or Warren Theater). SUMMITVILLE—
Summitville
(formerly Town
Hall).

SAN FRANCISCO — Palmer. PORT
CHICAGO— Port Chicago. SANTA PAULA
—Lyric. OCEANSIDE — Margo. LOS
ANGELES— Roosevelt;
Studio; Rivoli.

WALDRON— Community.
Sipe.
Closings

Closings

FLORIDA
Change in Ownership
Closings

P O M P AN S— Pompans.

Openings

VENICE — Gulf.
BUSHNELL— Bushnell. HAVANA— New.
LAKE
BUTLER—
Lake. MIAMI
BEACH— Sheridan. MIAMI
—Edison.
WILDWOOD— Corbett.

Dismantled

MOORE

HAVEN— Glades.

FT.
GAINES — Ritz, transferred to Mrs.
Bessie
D. Walker.
SOCIAL
CIRCLE—
Circle, transferred to L. G. Hobgood.

Openings

WRENS— Dixie.

TIF-

Dismantled

FT.

GAINES— Lyric.

IDAHO
Change in Ownership

KOOSKIA — Kooskia, transferred to Miner
Bethmann. KAMIAH — Kamiah, transferred
to Miner Bethmann.

Openings

MONTPELIER — Roxy
(formerly
Gem).
ALBION— The Albion
Ward
Theater.

Closings

MERIDIAN— Gem.

Dismantled

EDEN — The

Eden

Circuit

New Theaters

Theater.

CALDWELL— Stadium.

ILLINOIS
Change in Ownership

INDIANAPOLIS— Hil
EVANSVILLE
Austin.

KOKOMO—

Gen.

PROPHETSTOWN — Town
(formerly
Prophet), transferred to Marches! Bros. SAYBROOK — Roxy (formerly Saybrook), transferred to G. E. Nicol. NORTH CHICAGO
— Sheridan, transferred to J. Klein & S.
Schatz. MONMOUTH — Ada, transferred to
Monmouth Theater Co. MELROSE PARK
— Melrose Park, transferred to Publix Great
States Theater Corp. HANOVER— Town
Hall, transferred to G. F. Unangst. EVANSTON— Valencia, transferred to B. & K
Theaters. CUBA — Cuba, transferred to F
M. Mertz. CHICAGO— McVickers, trans
ferred to Comer Amusement Co. BEN
SONVILLE — Center, transferred to C
Jinimfield.
WEST
UNION— Dixie,
trans

— Crescent.

GIBS-

— Marylane. AUSTIN

—

DAYTON — Star, transferred to Roden &
Eastwood. MOORHEAD — Leo. transferred
to Rodis C. Young. NEWELL— Wonderland, transferred to D. W. Shirely. WEST
BEND — West Bend, transferred to Mrs.
Helen Cashen.

Closings

CREEK

— Luna.

OGDEN

WICHITA — Wichita. LEROY
ALMA— Colonial. Closings

OWENTON — Pastime (formerly Lyric),
transferred to Mrs. Bertha Wolf. LONDON
■— Southland, transferred to O. J. Minnix.
LIBERTY— Allen, transferred to Herschel
Gilbert. ERLANGER— Gayety, transferred
to W. C. Herrmann & J. S. Gelman.

Change in Theater Name
OWENTOWN—Closings
Pastime
(formerly

Lyric).

VICCO— Pastime. HARDBURYL— Hardbury!. DIXON— Rex. CARROLLTON—
Richland
O. H.

LOUISIANA
Change in Ownership
RAYNE — Opera, transferred to Affiliated
Theater. MORGAN
CITY— Jewel, transferred to Affiliated Theater. EUNICE — Liberty, transferred to Affiliated Theater.

— Majestic.
CITY— Strand.

New Theaters

BLUE Earth— Sandon. COTTONWOOD
—Cozy.
VERNDALE— Verndale.

MICHIGAN
Change in Ownership
DETROIT — Courtesy, transferred
Closings

J.London.
MACKINAW
CITY— Rivoli.
HOWARD

to I.

CITY— Straight. TAWAS
CITY— Gem.

MISSISSIPPI
Change in Ownership

NEWTON — Majestic, transferred to Max
Connett. KOSCIUSKO— Amusu, transferred
to G. W. Haynes.

Openings

BOONEVILLE—
Princess.
Closings
— Jefferson.
MONTICELLO— Auditorium. FAYETTE

Dismantled

Rialto.

S1MSPORT —
HARRISON-

TCHULA— Tex.

MISSOURI
Change in Ownership

VAN BUREN — Van Buren, transferred to
Mr. Smalley. CALIFORNIA — Opera House,
transferred to Henry J. Halloway. KANSAS
CITY — Strand, transferred to W. L. Norris.
New). Change in Theater Name
BOWLING
GREEN — State (formerly
KANSAS

KENTUCKY
Change in Ownership

RODESSA
New.
OIL

WICK — Gem. HEWITT — Community. BENSON— DeMarce. ELMORE—
(formerly Eknire).

— Leroy.

WETMORE— Cawood.

ZVVOLLE—

HARD
Lyric

New Theaters

Mainstreet).

Openings
Page.Closings
VIVIAN—

Openings

PRO CTO R — Orpheum.
Closings

MOORHEAD— Strand.

Change in Theater Name
Openings

HANCOCK— Time (formerly Hancock),
transferred to Syd Johnson. LANESBORO
— New State, transferred to P. G. Qualey.
MINNEAPOLIS — Brynwood, transferred to
Lebedoff & Lofson. PARK RAPIDS—
Royal, transferred to Frank Ressler. WARROAD — Fox, transferred to G. A. Fox.

McLAIN— Palace.

LEROY — Leroy (formerly Roxy), transferred to O. W. Bluethman. DOWNS —
Downs, transferred to M. M. Swank & Son.
BREWSTER— Liberty, transferred to E. H.
Gettler. ALMA — Colonial, transferred to C.
W. Hasenbank.
(formerly

Cort. MILLIS— Snow's
— Sanford. SPRING-

MINNESOTA
Change in Ownership

—

KANSAS
Change in Ownership

VIRGIL — Virgil

SPRINGFIELDHall. MEDWAY
FIELD—Franklin.

New Theaters

IOWA
Change in Ownership

BATTLE
State.

GEORGIA
Change in Ownership

OCILLA— Ocilla.
TON— Tift.

Openings

New Theaters

PORT ST. JOE — Bay View, transferred
to Martin Circuit.

NEW
ORLEANS
LAND— Palace.

Openings

TALULLA — Kinema. ROBBS — Gem.
SHAWNEETOWN — Shawnee. NORRIS
CITY— Majestic. MOUNDS— Roxy. GOLCONDA— McCoy. EQUALITY— Equality.
CAVE IN ROCK— Orpheum. FREEBURG
— Roxy. ATHENS — Athens. TOLUCA —
Coliseum. RTVERDALE— Riverdale. MoLINE— Avon ;American. CLIFTON— Vialta.
BELLWOOD— Bell.

Change in Ownership

Openings

Dismantled
MAINE

New Thositcrs

(formerly

BERWICK— ElecALEXANDRIA —

WASHINGTON— Opera House. SIDEL
Openings
— Sidel. CHICAGO — McVickers. WEST
SO.— PORTLAND—
Seville.
SALEM— Puritan O. H. WESTFIELD—
Closings
Variety. SUMNER— Sumner. STONINGTON — Stonington. MURPHYSBORO —
BINGHAM— Bingham.
Hippodrome. HUTSONVILLE — Star.
HERRIN— Annex. FLORA— Florine. FLAT i
MASSACHUSETTS
ROCK — Palace.
CLAY
CITY — Gem.
Change in Ownership
BROCTON — Star.
BONE
GAP — Blue I WESTBORO— Strand, transferred to F.
Front.
BAYLIS— Baylis.
W. Leiberman.
Closings

LaGRANGE— Park.
PEORIA— Beverly.
VACAVILLE — Vacaville, transferred to
Change in Theater Name
Geo. Mann & Morgan Walsh. LOS ANMT. STERLING— Brown (formerly Opera
GELES— Royal, transferred to Grace Swartz ;
Muse, transferred to W. F. Baxman; Arrow, House). SPRINGFIELD— Roxy (formerly
transferred to W. F. Baxman ; Arlington, Majestic).
INDIANA
transferred to Dave Rector; Alpine, transferred to H. H. Barsky.

Change in Theater Name

BURG — Harrisonbury.
Liberty.tric. BASILE — Rex.

Openings
CITY—
Strand.
Closings

BOWLING GREEN— Huckstep. MONROE CITY— Colonial. EAST PRAIRIE—
Lyric. WARSAW — Roxy. LUDLOW —
Community. KANSAS CITY — 41st Street.
CAMDEN— Stiles.

MONTANA
Change in Ownership

LAUREL — Royal, transferred to J. H.
Moran. DEER LODGE— Rialto, transferred
to Jens Hansen.

Change in Theater Name

RED LODGE— Park (formerly Iris).
GLENDIVE— Uptown
(formerly Rialto).
TROY— Lincoln.Openings
Closings
AUGUSTA— Augusta.

Dismantled

DARBY — Enterprise.

New

Theaters

DEER
CUSTER— Treasure Slate LODGE—
Amusement Park.
Co. Theater.

NEBRASKA
Change in Ownership
BEEMER— Gem, transferred to B. Nelson.

Vox). Change in Theater Name
CARSON CITY— Carson City (formerh

Openings
Dismantled

AUSTIN— Austin.

MINDEN— Minden.

New Theaters

OVERTON— EInotrevo.

NEW

HAMPSHIRE
Openings

PITTSFIELD — Scenic. HINSDALE
CLAREMONT— Tremont
Hinsdale.

—

NEW MEXICO
Openings
MADRID— Madrid.
NEW
YORK
Change in Ownership

HASTINGS ON HUDSON — Hastings,
transferred to Vaned Inc. LITTLE FALLS
KOCHESTER — Embassy (formerly Family)
tTaV.?p?. rome' transferred to Schine Circuit
1JOVER — Andover, transferred to Lloyd
Kreamer. d FALCON
AN
Loew
l? ,E- M-ER—
™,Sfe£e
Del Circuit.
Rio,
trans
ferred to Stephen Adams.
BUFFALO
Ar
HAMTON— Laurel,
tT1rSVSviransferred
to W-transferred
L- Nevinger.
to BING
S C
Sunness. SCARSDALE — Scarsdale, trans
™
'» Regrant Theater Corp. BRONX
dale
Theater
Corp. transferred
BROOKLYN—
Glen
Y , L£r Bronxville,
to Bronx
wood,
1475 Flatbush Ave., transferred to
(jlenwood Enterprises, Inc.; Rogers 331
Rogers Ave., transferred to Milrav Theatei
Corp.; Newkirk, 1604, Newkirk Ave., trans
ferred to East 16th St. Theater Corp.
DANNEMORA—Openings
Dannemora.
CHERRY
BOLTON
VALLEY — Cherry Valley.
LANDING— Rex. Closings
- Paramount.
SCHROON Phelps.
LAKEPHELPS—

NEW JERSEY
Change in Ownership

BOUND BROOK— Lyric, transferred to
Maiden
Lane Amusement
Corp ■

NORTH CAROLINA
Change in Ownership

MONROE— State, transferred to N C
Theaters, Inc. FRANKLIN— Macon, transferred to Charles Ingram. FOREST CITY
—Pastime (formerly Horn's), transferred to
People's, transDRAPER—
J. W. ferredGriffin.
Gem
CLINTO
Mooney.
N
transferretodE. toW. Henry
Vann. CHARLOTTE
—Savoy, transferred to Bijou Amusement Co
BLADENBORO— Lyric, transferred to W
S. Caudell. ASHEVILLE— Eagle, transCo.
ferred to Bijou Amusement

Openings

WELD ON— Rialto. TARBORO— Opera
House; Carolina. SPRING HOPE— New
REIDSVILLE— Penn. NORWOOD— Norwood. NEWTON— Imperial. NASHVILLE
Stanley.
—New.
CHAPEL HILL — New. AULANDER — Aulander. ALBERMARLE —

NORTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

STANLEY — Star, transferred to D. W.
Trisko.

Openings
Closings

COGSWELL— Opera House.
WESTHOPE — Arcade.
Sharon.
MILTON— Star.

SHARON

—

New Theaters

FAIRDALE— Community.

OHIO
Change in Ownership
COLUMBUS
Southern, transferred "to
Southern
Theater — Co.

Change in Theater Name

Chaise).
SENECAVILLE Closings
— Seneca

(formerly

NORTHFIELD— Northfield.

New Theaters

STRUTHERS — Ritz.
FIELD—Grand.

WEST

MANS-

OREGON
Change in Ownership

.CAVES CITY — Caves, transferred to Cave
(it v . Amusement
Co.

PENNSYLVANIA
Change in Ownership

SUTERVILLE
(Continued

— Grand,
transferred
on Follozcing Page)

to

fr^^J

STRAND ENTERPRISES
PUSH MISS. INVASION
New Orleans — Strand Enterprises,
Inc., of Union, Tenn., continued
its invasion of this territory by
acquiring both houses in Kosciusko,
Miss., and by planning a Negro
house in Greenville, Miss., where the
Saenger Theaters Corp. operates.
Recently completed deals give this
company, which is directed by J. W.
Hayne, said to be associated with
Tony Sudekum in other enterprises,
the following Mississippi towns:
Lexington, Durant, Philadelphia,
Louisville, Greenville, Moorehead
and Itta-Beana (a house is to be
built here). In addition the circuit
operates in Union, Dyer, Ridgley,
Tiptonville and Trenton, Miss.;
Earle, Marked Tree and Parkin,
Ark.

Forming Exchange Unions
in Denver, Salt Lake City
Denver — Union organizers are
holding meetings of exchange employes here and Salt Lake City, and
both places have applied for an A.
F. of L. charter. George Brayfield,
Denver stagehand and international
representative of IATSE, is organizing the Salt Lake City group,
where some CIO opposition has been
evident, and he has delegated the
Denver job to R. E. Sturdevant, motion picture projectionist. No CIO
opposition has shown in Denver.
The Denver group is waiting for
its charter before electing officers
and formulating demands for hours
and wages. As soon as the exchanges are lined up, the union
plans a drive to organize cashiers,
doormen, ushers, janitors and
others.

Spanish Musical Will Be
Produced in San Antonio
San Antonio — National Pictures'
Kier-Phillips Productions is preparing to shoot a Spanish musical entitled "Romance in San Antonio,"
with Antonio Frausto, Lupe Beltran
and Ava Thomas as the possible
leads. The musical score will be
handled by Edward Martinez. J. J.
Jimenez will act as production supervisor. Edwin Cooper will direct.
Azteca Films Distributing Co., of
El Paso, Chihuhua, and Mexico
City, will distribute. This company
also has releasing exchanges in
Dallas, Los Angeles, San Antonio,
and Oklahoma City.

Acts Barred from Pitts.
On Sunday Play in Ohio
Steubenville, 0. — The Capitol, one
of the largest de luxe movie houses
in the upper Ohio valley is interrupting its straight picture progran
Sundays to bring in the stage show;
playing the Stanley Theater at.
Pittsburgh, where Sunday stage
presentatipns are prohibited.
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Oscar Similo. PITTSBURGH— Beacon (form
erly Princess), transferred to Sam Deutsch.

CHIE— Lincoln.
LY— Nu Gulf.

WILLIAMSBURG — Dean.
PITTSBURGH Squirrel Hill. GALETON— Main
St. GIRARDVILLE— Girard. WYALUSING — Wyalusing. PHILADELPHIA —
Colonial.

RAYMONDVILLE— Rio. CAMP WOOD
—DIXIE.
WALNUT
SPRINGS — New.
GARWOOD— Garwood.
DALLAS — Tower.
PELCOLEMAN— Gem.

Openings

Change UTAH
in Ownership

New Theaters
GLASSPORT— Star.

SOUTH
CAROLINA
Change in Ownership

TIMMONSVILLE— State, transferred to
Mrs. Whitamore. PICKENS — Jefferson,
transferred to L. J. Duncan. LIBERTY—
Roxie, transferred to L. J. Duncan. GAFFNEY — Cherokee, transferred to Sipe Theaters, Inc. BARNWELL — Ritz, transferred
to G. F. Lundy.
WILLISTON
Palmetto.

Openings

— New.

WINNSBORO

SANTAQUIN— Roxy, transferred to S.
L. Hinckley. SALT LAKE CITY— Studio,
transferred to Intermountain Theaters, Inc. ;
Orpheum. transferred to Intermountain Theaters, Inc. RICHMOND— Richmond Opera
House, transferred to G. R. Lawrence.
MONTICELLO— Little, transferred to Mrs.
R. C. Clark. MONROE — Kinema, transferred to S. L. Hinckley. MOAB— Ides,
transferred to Mrs. R. C. Clark.
Openings
— Kinema.
Sl^GARHOUSE— Hollywood. MONROE

Closings

—

LYNNDYL— Lynndyl.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

Dismantled

TOSEPH— The
Circuit
Theater.
CORNISH—The Worman Circuit Theater.

LEAD — Homestake Opera House, transferred to Black Hills Amusement Co.
GROTON—

New

Openings
State.
Closings

TENNESSEE
Change in Ownership

HALLS — Vandy (formerly Tee
transferred to J. M. Vann.

WASHINGTON
Change in Ownership

KKPUBLIC— Republic, transferred to Gus
Bergstrom. ONALASKA — Onalaska (formerly Dream), transferred to Carlyle Lumber
Co. ENDICOTT— Endicott, transferred to
\V. L. Talkington. FERNDALE— Ferndale,
transferred to D. G. Cayley.

Openings
New Theaters

Vee),

Closings

FERNDALE— Ferndale.
NEWPORT
Alpine.

PORTLAND— Capitol.

Dismantled

TEXAS
Change in Ownership

XOCOXA — Millstone, transferred to Joe
Vaughn & Frank Benson. LOCKNEY—
Isis, transferred to L. F. Campbell. IRAAN
— Texas, transferred to Boyd F. Scott.
EDEN — Eden (formerly Texas), transferred
to O. B. Wood. DIMMIT— Rio, transferred
to A. W. Phillips. BURKBURNETT—
Palace, transferred to R. E. Griffith Theater. WOLFE CITY— Booth (formerly
Criterion), transferred to Willie Booth, Jr.
PETERSBURG — Petersburg, transferred to
Lemon & Miller. GLENROSE— Glentex,
transferred to E. F. Keith. FRANKLIN—
Franklin, transferred to L. G. Melton.
ARCHER CITY— Royal, transferred to Joe
Branch.

Change in Theater Name

ROYALTY — Texas (formerly Palace).
RICHMOND — Cole (formerly Queen).
PONTATOC— State (formerly New). NEW
BRAUNFELS — Rex
(formerly
Opera
House). McKINNEY — State (formerly Arcade). JOHNSON CITY— Texan (formerly
Bluebonnet). HOUSTON— Roxy (formerly
Washington). HEMPSTEAD — Hempstead
(formerly Idle Hour). SAN ANTONIO—
Ritz (formerly Leon).
Capitol).

— Rainbow.

COLVILLE—

WEST VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

CARTHAGE— Colonial.

Openings
(formerly
Closings

Theater

SUGARHOUSE— Southeast.

ONOKO— State. REVILLO— Auditorium. ONIDA— Crystal. LESTERVILLE—
Lesterville. HENRY — Rialto. EAGLE
BUI'TE— Strand. SENECA— Dakota. WAKONDA— City Hall.

FRIONA — Friona

PYOTE— Palace.

New Thcstcrs

MULLENS— Rialto (formerly Mullens),
transferred to Virginia Amusement Co.
I! UK FIELD— Rialto, transferred to Hotel
& Theaters, Inc.

Change in Theater Name

M I 'LLENS— Rialto
(formerly
Closings

Mullens).

PEACH-CREEK — Palace
Theater.
PARKERSBURG — Broadway. CABIN
CREEK— Hollywood.
ANSTED— Ritz.

New Theaters

MONTGOMERY— Kayton.

WISCONSIN
Change in Ownership

DAGGETT — Palace, transferred to Charles

Openings
Nygard.
DAGGETT — Palace. WISCONSIN
DELLS — Dells. WESTFIELD — Opera
House.
PALMYRA— Butterfly.
DENMARK—Denmark Closings
Pavillion.
LOYAL— Viking.

FAIRCHILD— Rialto.

New Theaters

CLINTONVILLE— Times.

WYOMING
Change in Ownership

A.

DIXON — Harris Hall, transferred to John
Greve.

Openings

COTULLA— Juno De La Vega. McKIN.
NEY — Pope. MIAMI — Nusho. RAYMONDVILLE— Delta De Oro. QUINLAN
—Dixie. LeFORS— Rialto. KERRVILLE
-Dixie. IDALOU— Sunset. LORAINE—
Rialto.
ROCHESTER— Rex.
WAXAHA-

TENSLEEP— Hagen. ENCAMPMENT
—Encampment.
DIXON
Closings— Harris Hall.

N. M.-Ariz. Color Short

Boston M. P. Club to Dance

MEETEETSE — Meeteetse.
SPRINGS— Bishop.

HAWK

Boston — Belle Baker, Everett
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Marshall, Mitzi Green, and Gene
Hollywood — Henri DuGal and Rogers will appear at the Motion
James B. Shackleford, who handled
Salesmen's Club dance and
the camera for Tay Garnett on his Picture
at the Hotel Bradworld cruise, leave this week for entertainment
ford on Friday night, according to
New Mexico and Arizona, where Herman
Konnis, president. Acts
they will make a color short, using from the Keith Boston and Metronothing but natural backgrounds. It
politan Theaters will add to the enwil be processed in Vericolor.
and KarltheRhodes'
chestra will tertainment
furnish
music. OrIVat

Warner Club to Dance
Cleveland — The Cleveland Warner
Club will hold a dinner-dance on
next Monday at Monaco's. Julius
Lamm, president and manager of
the Uptown Theater, is in charge.

"Janosik" In 24 Towns
"Janosik," Czech prize-winning
film distributed by French M. P.
Corp., will open in 24 cities during
the next few weeks.

"HANDS-OFF" POLICY
SEEN ON GIVEAWAYS
What appears to be a "hands-off"
policy as regards giveaways and theater games has been, in effect,
adopted by the M. P. T. O. A.
through failure of the organization
to attack the practices at its annual
convention last week at Miami, it
was pointed out yesterday in New
York. The subject did not enter discussions on the convention floor or,
as far as it was made known offistage. cially, even reach the resolution

President Ed Kuykendall, however,
has assailed the policy in organization bulletins.
The M. P. T. O. A. position on
double featuring is that the matter
is for individual determination on
the part of exhibitors, although the
policy, as a whole, is condemned.

Loew Promotions and Shifts
In N. Y. Theater Publicity
Several promotions and shifts in
assignments were included in the
revised line-up of Loew's New York
publicity staff, as announced yesterday by Oscar A. Doob, in preparation for increased Spring promotion
activities:
Tom Rogers, of the office staff, is
promoted to a junior publicity post
under Eddie Dowden, in Brooklyn.
Gene Murphy is moved from the
Valencia, Jamaica, to a group of
eight Manhattan houses, with Teddy
Arnow promoted from the office to
assist Murphy. Arthur Herschmann
is assigned to six lower east side
houses and two lower Manhattan
theaters. Henry Spiegel, of the
Brooklyn publicity staff, moves into
the Valencia, Hillside and Willard
theaters. Pete McCarty, with Sam
Coolick, handles the north Queens
group, plus the billposting detail
for the circuit. The Bronx is divided
into several groups with Perry
Spencer, Junior Dowden, George
Sharf and Leon Goodman sharing
the houses. Joel Levy, Jr., is moved
from office assistant at the Capitol
to office publicity work at the Loew
headquarters. Buddy Friedlander
takes Levy's place at the Capitol.

20th-Fox Demands Bill of
Particulars in Song Suit
In the suit against 20th CenturyFox Film Corp., Movietone Music
Corp., Sam Fox, Harry Fox, Sam
Fox Publishing Co., Con Conrad,
Herb Magidson and Nino Martini,
brought by Foreign & Domestic Music Corp., Samuel Cumins, Societe
Anonima Musicale Bixio and Cesare
Andrea Bixio, in the Federal Court,
a demand for bill of particulars was
filed by 20th Century and Movietone
yesterday. The suit demands damages in the sum of $1,000,000, because of an alleged infringement of
Bixio's song "Parsa L'Amore" in
Fox picture "Midnight in Paris."
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CULLMAN SEES ROXY
AIDED BY '39 FAIR

{Continued from Page 1)
Van Buren, Mo.— K. H. Wilkinson
{Continued from Page 1)
Chicago — The Chicago Exhibitors has sold the Van Buren
Theater
to
Association will move its offices on J.
hearing that a new arrangement had
Smalley.
though three new houses, plans for
been entered into with Fanchon &
which were disclosed yesterday, call April 1 to the State Lake Building.
for expenditures of $300,000, $200,Bowling Green, Mo.— The Huck- Marco to supply stage shows for'
000 and $100,000, respectively.
Chicago — The leasehold on the
Theater has been dismantled the theater under which the comDearborn Theater will be handled step
pany would receive 2 per cent of the
while the State Theater is the new
Checkup hy The Film Daily correspondents yesterday brought these in the future under a joint opera- name of the house recently com- gross against a minimum $550
tion agreement, with Jones Linick
dispatches:
weekly guarantee instead of 3 per
pleted here.
cent of the gross as in the present
Chicago — S. C. Meyers, continu- and Schaefer running the house and
ing to expand his theater circuit, Harry Balaban booking the films.
Herrin, 111. — The Marlow Amuse- contract. This proposed agreement
wil erect an 1,800-seat house at Wilment Co., headed by John Marlow, will be submitted to Judge Caffey
mette, a North Shore suburban
Indianapolis — The new theater has reopened the Annex Theater for approval. It was stated that
town. Estimated cost is $300,000. being built at 16th and Delaware here and the Hippodrome in Mur- Artco had received $67,000 for stage
Plans are being drawn by C. W. Sts., will be called the Cinema.
shows in the last six-month period
and George L. Rapp, theater archi- Ernest Miller will manage the physboro.
of the contract's operation.
house.
Wilold
tects. Meyers has the
Athens, 111.— The Athens Theater
Cullman stated that he would pay
mette Theater now under his manwhich several weeks ago passed un$25,000
on the receiver's certificates
agement.
der the control of the Woodruff & to the Empire
Fair Bluff, N. C— I. M. Scott will
Trust Co., as of Apr.
A second new house is projected open
Mertz
circuit
has
been
closed
indefia new 350-seat house here
1 reducing this obligation to $125,for Wilmette by the Theater Ac- next month.
nitely after a brief period of opera- 000. He said he had obtained a retion under the new management.
ceptance Syndicate, Archie G. Spenduction in interest from 6 per cent
Site secer, director, announces.
Clarksdale, Miss.— The Ritz Thelected is at Fourth and Laurel
to
3
per
cent.
Omaha
—
Exhibitor
Glen
VanWey
ater, recently destroyed by fire, is
Aves.
to be rebuilt. The new building of Gothenburg, Neb., in town this
Cullman said that 20th Century-will be of steel beam, frame and week on a booking trip, announced Fox was the only major producing
Spokane, Wash. — F. C. Weskil, truss construction, one story in
enter
clinic at Roch- company without a Broadway outlet.
operating a theater at Sandpoint, height, and will have brick walls he will ester,
Minn., Mayo's
soon.
He admitted that the furniture, furIda., and two houses at Colfax, and a trim of stone.
nishings and equipment assigned a
a $100,000 suburWash., will build
Chicago — H. U. Bailey and his value of $44,449 were carried at
ban theater at Monroe and Indiana
Chicago — Stanley Benson, former son, John W. Bailey, have opened somewhat too low a figure.
Spo- owner
Sts. Weskil has formed the closed
of the McFerren Theater at the new Stark Theater at Toulon,
I. Bernard Leff of counsel for the
kane Suburban Theater Co., a
Hoopeston
which recently was de- with S. T. Traynor as manager and Adler minority bondholder committheater
Moe,
corporation. Bjarne
stroyed
by
fire,
has
taken
over
the
Lester
Booth
in
charge
of
the
protee asked Cullman whether the Roxy
architect, has been retained.
Rossville Theater at Rossville.
jection department.
could play 52 weeks of Fox pictures.
Cullman said he believed it could.
Chicago — Carey and Alexander
Brinham Heads Bowlers
Bamberger Transfers Adams
plan to build another movie house
Judge Caffey held yesterday that
Firm recently reMassillon, O. — Al Brinham, man- he lacks jurisdiction at present to
at Lebanon, Ind. Theater
Vernon H. Adams, who recently
there and
modeled the Lido
ager of the Grand Theater here, determine whether depositors with
the Ritz Theater at Rockville, Ind. joined the RKO Radio sales promo- who has been president of the In- the Pounds bondholders committee,
dustrial Bowling league, has been
tion department as public relations
of the Roxy reorganizaRocky Mount, Va.— R. L. Kent of representative in the field and who elected president of the Massillon proponents
tion plan, are bound to accept the
Wirtz Franklin County, will build
Bowling Association.
assigned to the midplan, if they failed to file dissents
a 550-seat film theater. The new was originally
west district, has been transferred
local house will be operated by the
prior to Jan. 28, 1937.
Olsen
to
Build
Theater
to the southern district by manager
English Theater Corp. of AltaVis- Leon J. Bamberger. Franklin R.
Detroit
—
Construction
is
expected
ta, Va.
Fielding, who has been covering to start shortly on the new Star
some of the midwest territory, will Theater, to be erected at Gaylord CFI Strikers Vote Fight
Cleveland, O.— J. S. Jossey, Bank now cover the Boston territory for Mich., by James and George Olsen,
to Finish; Du-Art Affected
Night franchise owner in this ter- several weeks.
upstate circuit operators.
ritory, ishead of the Whigland Theater Corp. which has broken ground
(Continued from Page 1)
at West Market Street and Portage have taken a lease on a building at theaters, will open a new house at
a committee of five from the United
Ward,
W.
Va.
Frank
Cooper
is
New
Martinsville,
W.
Va.,
which
will
Path in Akron for a new 1,500-seat
Theatrical and Motion Picture
de luxe motion picture theater to be converted into a theater. Remod- ton,
O.
opening
a new theater at Pike- Workers of America, the union
of
eling will start about May 15.
cost $200,000. George Burrows
which has called a strike at his
Cleveland is the architect. Construcplant,
offered He
no contion will be completed in September.
Franklin, N. H. — Samuel Kurson Fort Lee cessions
to the but
workers.
told
Fort Erie, Ont. — Monte Levis is
planning to construct a theater at of Bangor, Me., owner of the Pas- them that he had had a bad year.
Indianapolis — A new theater in Niagara Blvd. and Bertie St.
time Theater, is here making arThe committee left and later rerangements to start the construcSpeedway City, a suburb, will be
ported back to the membership of
tion of a new theater on Central the union
built by Harvey Orr, operator of the
which voted to carry on
Indianapolis — J. B. Stine, opera- Street within 10 days.
Daisy Theater.
tor of the Wabash Theater, Clinton,
the fight to a finish. Union officials
is building a new theater in Terre
will fermake
an attempt today to conwith Yates.
Alton, 111. — Joe Desberger, veter- Haute, Ind.
Oklahoma City— T. B. Noble, Jr.,
an exhibitor and exchange manaThe strike spread yesterday to
a new neighborhood theaCorning, Ark. — A new 450 seat will tererect
ger, will operate the new film theat 23rd and Hudson streets, it the Du-Art studios in Manhattan
ater soon to be erected by E. F. theater is being constructed here is understood.
where 25 of the plant's 40 employees
by L. G. Black who will lease to
Elfgen of Upper Alton.
walked out in sympathy with the
Mrs. Ann Hutchins and G. L.
Clinton, Wis. — Brown and Sandie CFI strikers, according to the union.
Ottawa, Ont.— P. G Nolan will Hutchins, operating the State Thea- have
leased the K. of P. Building
ter. The building to be vacated by
build a $30,000 film house at Wel- the Hutchins
here and will operate it as a film
reverts to Mrs. W. M. theater.
lington and McCormick
Sts.
Ward, owner, who plans to open the
Maurice Lehmann Here
Vandalia, 111. — Harry Tanned will Ward Theater.
Maurice Lehmann, French film
Chicago — The Theater Acceptance
build a theater here.
Cincinnati — Harry Schwartz is Corp., of which Archie Spencer is
man, his
is here
from Paris
andWork
wil"
headquarters
at the
Wellsville, O. — George C. Davis opening the Kentucky, a new thea- managing director, is drawing plans make
ter at Frankfort, Ky. Archie for three new Chicago movie the- Pictures office for a few weeks be
and W. B. Urling, tri-state theater
fore departing for Hollywood.
operators, with headquarters
here, Clemons, who operates three other aters.
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THE KING and the CHORUS GIRL«»*
FERNAND GRAVET a„d JOAN BLONDELL
EDW. EVERETT HORTON • Alan Mowbray • Mary Nash • Jane Wyman
Kenny Baker • Luis Alberni • STORY BY GROUCHO MARX and
Norman Krasna • Songs by Heymann and Koehler
A MERVYN LEROY PRODUCTION

BETTE DAVIS m MARKED
HUMPHREY

BOGART

• LOLA LANE

WOMAN

**

. ISABEL JEWELL

EDUARDO CIANNELLI • JANE BRYAN • ROSALIND MARQUIS • MAYO
METHOT • Allen Jenkins • John Litel • Ben Welden • Henry O'Neill
Directed by LLOYD BACON • Songs by Harry Warren & Al Dubin
A First National Picture
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CALL IT A DAY
from the International Stage Success, with

OLIVIA

DE HAVILLAND

• IAN HUNTER

* ANITA LOUISE

ALICE BRADY • ROLAND YOUNG • FRIEDA INESCORT • Peggy Wood
Walter Woolf King • Bonita Granville • Beryl Mercer • Directed by
ARCHIE MAYO • A Cosmopolitan Production
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Directed by PHIL ROSEN • Produced by NAT LEVINE
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FAVOR STRONG SHORTS TO END DUALS PROBLEM
Plan Philadelphia Duals Legality Test Case Re-argument
Majors

Learn
Circuit
Decision
for
Re-hearing

Court

Paramount and other major companies who are defendants in the
Philadelphia case testing legality of
film contract provisions prohibiting
playing of their pictures on double
bills have learned that the Circuit
Couit of Appeals is definitely planning to have the action re-argued.
There had been considerable speculation over interpretation of the
court's opinion,
announced March 5,
i ontinued on Page 4 1

MINIMUM WAGE LAW
PLAN TO BE PUSHED

Aussenberg

Eyes England

Plans for producing in England are
being considered by Julius Aussenberg,
formerly European manager for Fox,
who has arrived in New York from
Prague, where he has made six features
during the past year. He plans to
remain in this country about four weeks.

EDUC. PLANS 42 TWOS,
58 SINGLES FOR YEAR
Educational begins work in about
one week on its program for the
1937-38 season which tentatively
calls for 42 two-reelers and 58 single reels, stated President E. W.
Hammons yesterday. The schedule

72 P. C. of Exhibs. Polled Soy Clientele Would Accept
Shorts as Substitute for Second Feature
— Newsreels Lead Shorts Field
By CHESTER B. BAHN
A marked and significant trend in favor of the adoption of
a supporting program of strong short subjects as a substitute
for the second feature in those cities and towns where duals
are regarded dubiously or as an outright evil is disclosed in a
nation-wide poll of exhibitors by The Film Daily.

EXPERT FINDS ROXY
REORG. PLAN FAIR

No less than 72 per cent of the
theater operators and managers to
whom questionnaires were addressed
gave an affirmative answer to this
"Would
question:

your clientele
(Continued
on Page 8)

accept

Leo Brecher, theater owner, testifying as an expert yesterday at a
hearing in Federal Court on the
Roxy reorganization plan, said he
Australian Producers Want
lington Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
found no provision of the plan that
Excise Tax on U. S. Prints was unfair.
Washington — President Roosevelt intends to renew his efforts to
He was the sole witness at yesfix minimum wages for labor in the
Canberra, Australia (By Cable) —
_Short subject programs for 1936terday's hearing and was cross exmotion picture and other industries, Australian producers are demandamined by Samuel Kramer, counsel 37 are 7G.5 per cent completed, according to a survey made by The
following decision of the U. S. Suing that American distributors pay for the stockholders' protective compreme Court in upholding the Wash- an excise tax on each print made in
mittee, and by Harold Seligson, Film Daily. Of the 919 short sub(Continued on Page 4)
ington State Minimum Wage Law.
(Continued on Page 4)
jects scheduled (not counting the
five twice-weekly
issues
(Continued on newsreel
Page 4)
Albany — Enactment of a miniTram wage law covering women by
(Continued on Page 2)

Meeting on 2% Tax Appeal
Deferred Till Next Week
Meeting to be held by major company counsel on advisability of appealing from decision of the Circuit
Court of Appeals at Albany finding
that the New York City 2 per cent
sales tax applies to film rentals ob(Continitcd on Page 2)

RKO Trustee to Request
Expunging of 25 Claims
Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee,
will submit in Federal Court shortly
a petition to expunge 25 claims to(Continucd on Page 2)

I i ontinued on Page 2)

'S D
YEARLETE
919 COMP
OF TS
703SHOR

Technicolor Net of $591,535 in 1936

Two N. Y. Film Theaters
Opening Tomorrow

Compares With Loss of $3,471 for '35
No Walkout at Its Plant,
Du-Art Studios Declares

Technicolor yesterday reported a
net profit of $591,585.23 for the
year 1936, as compared with a corresponding loss of $3,471.48 for
Emphatic denial was made yes- 1935. The net was determined afterday by Du-Art Studios that 25 of
ter provisions for depreciation of
its 40 employes had walked out in plant and equipment, amotrization
sympathy with the Consolidated of research and development costs
Film Laboratories strikers, as re- and patent costs amounting to
ported in The Film Daily yester- $289,065.26, but before Federal income taxes.
day, quoting union sources.
Du-Art was functioning under
Profit for the combined companies
normal conditions yesterday, and before depreciation, amortization
there was no indication of any pos- and Federal taxes, was figured at
(Continued on Page 4)
sible disturbance, it was stated.

Night

Two New York houses open tomorrow night. The Schuyler, seating 600 and located at 84th St. and
Columbus Ave., will have its premiere under auspices of William
Yost and (Continucd
Ben Knobel.
on PageAt4) Washing-

RKO

1st Quarter Earnings

to Show "Big Improvement"

RKO earnings for the first three
months of 1937 will show a "big improvement" over the correspondingperiod of 1936, The Film Daily is
advised.
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Educational Plans 42 Twos
{Continued from Page

1)

the New York State Legislature contemplated approximates in numseems assured following decision of
ber the program for the current
the Republican party to support year, he pointed out.
such legislation, long advocated by
"Elimination of double feature
the Democrats headed by Gov. Leh- bills would benefit the entire indusman.
try," said Hammons. "Nobody gains
by
loses.them and, in fact, everybody

Meeting on 2% Tax Appeal
Deferred Until Next Week

"It is obvious that due to the increase production costs, producers
must get more revenue from their
(Continued from Page 1)
pictures but this is impossible untained within the limits of the city
less theaters can raise their grosses.
will go over until next week, it was This can only be accomplished
indicated last night. There is strong through cutting of shows down to
sentiment favoring dropping of the two hours, instead of three hours as
matter, according to sources close common in houses playing dual features. An extra show thus made
to the situation.
possible is the only solution.
"With more revenue at their disRKO Trustee to Request
posal, producers of short subjects
can naturally turn out product of
Expunging of 25 Claims increased merit and at the same
time, develop those personalities
(Continued from Page 1)
taling close to $3,000,000 which were which feature production demand."
previously withdrawn. Among the
claims being expunged is that of Three GB Sales Execs.
Charles R. Rogers Productions,
Off on Business Trips
which had a $350,000 suit against
RKO Radio that was settled for
George W. Weeks, GB General
Sales Manager, Clinton M. White,
$15,000.
assistant to Weeks, and Reg Wilson,
Wing Leaving London to
MARKET
special home office sales representative, left yesterday on business
Net
Produce Film in Ceylon
Low
Close
Chg.
trips in different sections of the
country.
251/4
251/4 —
l/8
33V4
34
+ II/4
Ward Wing, in association with
421/4
421/4 +
1/4
Weeks is visiting exchanges in
Neville Clarke, is scheduled to leave
43/8
43/8
Cincinnati, Chicago,
London tomorrow to produce two Pittsburgh,
Cleveland
and Detroit. White will
164
164
features, one in Ceylon for RKO and
157
781/2 157
30y4 + % the other in the Malay Peninsula, cover the Boston and Albany offices,"
22%
793/4
+
n/4
with release on this production not and Wilson, en route to New Or30 1/2
106
leans, will continue on to Dallas and
%
8i/2 106 % —
as yet set, according to cable ad- Oklahoma City.
20%
25%
+
2
165
vices
received
in
New
York
yester174 +13
day. Headquartering at Colombo,
22% + 2
37%
8% +
%
the Wing company will first make
46%
8
83/g ++
1/2
38i/2
%
Judge's Name Bill
"Tea Leaves of Ceylon" and later Md. Awaits
Action by House
473/4 + 13/8 go to Singapore to produce "Singapore Police." Both scripts are the
work of Lori Bara, who is with the
Baltimore — The Maryland State
62
14
62 + 1
Senate has passed the bill providparty.
Wing
will
direct
and
Billy
MARKET15" +"%' Williams is the cameraman
ing that the certificate of approval
on the
placed on films approved by the
98%
98% +
%
expedition. Cast for "Tea Leaves of court after being rejected by the
98%
98%
Ceylon" includes Gibson Gowland, State Board of Motion Picture Cen733/4
733/4
....
Boris Smith and Eve Shelly.
100
100'/4 +
%
112% 113
+
%
sors shall bear the name of the ap96%
96%
proving judge. The measure still
has to pass the House, however.
Astor Names Sellner as
MARKET
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Columbia Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pi d.
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East. Kodak
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Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
do
pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.
Paramount 2nd pfd.
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Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox .
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ.
Pict.
pfd.. . .
Warner
Bros
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STOCK
High
251/2
34
421/4
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164
301/4
157
80
106 1/2
251/4
83/4
22%
1748%
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48
151/
62

NEW
YORK
BOND
Keith
A-0
6s46 .... 98%
Loew 6s41ww
98%
Para. B'way
3s55 . . 733,4
Para.
Picts.
6s55. . . 100%
RKO
6s41
113
Warner's
6s39
96%
NEW
YORK
CURB
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand
Nat'l
Films . 3%
Sonotone
Corp
1%
Technicolor
22%
Trans-Lux
43/4

3
1%
215/8
4%

3
—
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22% +
4%
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Director of Advertising

Coming and Going

and 58 Single-Reelers for Year

JULES LEVY
Havana
cruise.
BUDDY
yesterday.

returns next

ROGERS

from

a

left by plane for the coast

STUART

ERWIN

LOUIS

DENT
left
turning to Denver.

leaves
New

today
York

for

Hollywood.

yesterday

re-

CHARLES E. McCARTHY, advertising and
publicity chief for 20th Century-Fox, is on
his way back to New York from a Caribbean
cruise.
JOHN W. HICKS, who is now in Bucharest,
returns to New York at the end of this month.
PERCY PHILLIPSON, president of General
Register Corp., and Automatic of London, returned to Europe yesterday on the Aquitania,
after a two months business trip here. He
was accompanied by MRS. PHILLIPSON.
HARRY ASHER of Boston, HENRI ELMAN of
Chicago, and LOUIS KORSON of Philadelphia,
General Pictures franchise holders, are in New
York conferring with Mack D. Weinberger,
general sales manager.
MRS. CHARLES RUGGLES, wife of the film
actor, arrived in New York from the coast
on the S. S. Virginia.
GILBERT MILLER, producer, arrives from
Europe next Monday on the Queen Mary for
a four weeks'
visit to New
York.
BEULAH LIVINGSTONE, in charge of feature
publicity for Universal, is on a trip to Washington, Baltimore and Philadelphia contacting
film and Sunday editors on behalf of "Top
of GEORGE
the Town."
W. WEEKS, GB general sales manager, CLINTON M. WHITE, assistant to Mr.
Weeks, and REG WILSON, home office sales
country.
representative, left New York yesterday on
business trips through various sections of the
EDMUND

LOWE,

film star, and MRS. LOWE;

and WILLIAM O'BRIEN, Pathe News representative in Paris, sail today for Europe on the
lie de France.
HERBERT J. OCHS, Warner Southern-Western sales manager, returns to the home office
today after a two weeks'
trip to the South.
KARL MacDONALD of Warner Brothers, folweeks' Peru,
business
visit Buenos
to company's
offices lowing
ina sixPanama,
Chile,
Aires,
Rio de Janeiro and Trinidad, returns to New
York today on the SS. Eastern Prince.
FRITZ LANG, film director, arrived in New
York from Hollywood yesterday and is stopping at the Towers of The Waldorf-Astoria.
JULIUS AUSSENBERG is in New York from
Prague.
las.
GEORGE
for

WRIGHT

is in New

WARD WING sails from
Colombo,
Ceylon.

APRIL
1
Charles
McCarthy
Wallace Beery
Leon Janney
Harry Green
Dorothy Revier

York from Dal-

London

Brandt Takes Over Folk

Morton Sellner, formerly with 20th
Harry Brandt, head of the Brandt
Century-Fox, United Artists and Circuit, has taken over the Folk
Showmen's Trade Review, has been Theater, at 12th St. and 2nd Ave.,
appointed director of advertising and and will rename it the Century
Krim, Law Firm Member
Theater.
publicity for Astor Pictures Corp.
Sellner will concentrate on the
assoArthur Krim, who has been
President of the corporation ownfor
ciated with Phillips & Nizer
ing the house is David Weinstock;
new series "Sam Small" one reel
some time, has been admitted to colored short subjects.
vice-president, Harry Brandt; secmembership in the law firm, which
retary, Ben Weinstock, and treasis now located in its new quarters
urer, Emanuel Hertzig.
Nazis Ban Chan Film
on the 25th floor of the Paramount
Building.
Berlin (By Cable) — Showing of
Judd With Monogram
the American film "Charlie Chan at
M.
P. EXECUTIVES
ATTENTION!
the Opera," produced by 20th CenChicago
— F. E. Judd and Assotury-Fox, has been forbidden here
Keenly intelligent, hard-hitting young
ciates have taken Iowa-Nebraska
executive desires change to Major Co.
order of the Reich censor.
special
by
Sold hundreds of theatres a hard-to-sell
No reason was announced, but ap- agency for Monogram Pictures. Reattraction. Fine appearance. Interview
signing as Omaha manager of Rewill convince.
Address
parently the theme and role played
public Pictures Corporation, Judd
Box No. 1021
THE FILM DAILY
Chinese detective ran con- will manager Des Moines offices, also
the
by
New York City
1501 B'way
trary to the Propaganda Ministry's opening Omaha offices shortly.
film policy.

week

tomorrow

(and so must your house records)

R obert Montgomery
and Rosalind

Russell in

NIGHT MUST

FALL «M

Dame May Whitty . Alan
Marshall •MerleTottenham
Kathleen Harrison. Produced
by Hunt Stromberg • Directed by
Richard Thorpe • Based on the
astonishing international stage
success • An M-G-M Picture

.,

Because M-G-M dares again and comes
through with a thrill-hit! Different1.
Unique! Startling! Nothing to compare
with it! And remember this: Robert
Montgomery's daring, terrifyingly
brilliant new role will steal dramatic
acting honors this year! The next BIG
attraction from Roaring Leo!
MSB

Thursday, April 1, 193;

PLAN PHILLY DUALS
LEGALITY TEST CASE

TECHNICOLOR 1
NET !S $591,585
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

),650.49, comparing with $151,215.34 for the corresponding year.
Balance sheet indicates current
assets of $2,030,973.29 and current
liabilities of $446,077.01, with a ratio of current assets to current liabilities of 4.5:1. The cash balance
at Dec. 31, 1936, was $1,702,609.95,
which alone is approximately 3.8
times the current liabilities and
which compares with $541,770.89 on
December 31, 1935. The working
capital shown by the balance sheet
is $1,584,896.28, compared with
$485,038.72 a year ago. The company has no outstanding bank
loans.
Shipment of Technicolor positive
prints amounted to 37,822,444 feet
in 1936, as compared with 22,182,981 in 1935 and 11,564,771 in the
preceding year, states the report,
which says that "the year 1937 has
started out on a level of volume and
profits substantially better than
1936."
Says the statement, in part.
"During the past year over 93 per
cent of all the positive raw stock
which was introduced into the manufacturing operations of your Holto cuslywoodas satisfactory
plant was delivered
tomers
product.
"Your company's production for
the year was sold to 33 different
customers, including most of the
important producers and distributors in the motion picture industry.
Analysis of shipments made shows
that prints were manufactured and
shipped of upwards of 300 different
subjects, including 17 feature productions, 64 short subjects, 23 travelogues, 179 cartoons, 10 inserts, 7
trailers and 5 slide films.
"The number of employees on
payroll has inyour company's
creased during the year from 230
to 310. Direct labor constitutes a
little less than 15 per cent of the
total manufacturing cost of your
company's product; direct and indirect wages and salaries together
approximately 35 per cent."

Two N. Y. Film Theaters
Opening Tomorrow
(Continued from Page

Night

1)

ton Heights, the Loyal, formerly
known as the Majestic, opens under
management of Springer & Cocalis.
House's capacity has been reduced
from 1,500 to 800.

"Kimiko" Opens April 6

"Kimiko," the first Japanese talking picture to be exhibited in the U.
will open Apr. 6 at the Filmarte
S.,
Theater.
Para. Signs

Boxing Cats

Detroit — Art Nelson and His Boxing
Cats have been signed by Paramount to
appear in a feature picture to go into
production the middle of May, Kay Davison, Detroit booker, who handled the
act, reports.

• • • THERE IS one bright new note that has been introduced in musicomedies and the short subject field
claims the honor and not the realm of stupendous, spectacular
features we are referring to the series being turned out
for Educational by Jefferson Machamer, the celebrated cartoonistbased on his famous newspaper feature, "Gags
and Gals"
T
T
T
• •
•
IN
THESE
Machamer
Merrymakers
the
amazing thing is that the artist-author-actor can crowd so much
breezy, joyous business into such small footage as a two-reeler
in this shorts series is a quality of originality and individuality that sets them apart from anything in motion pictures in the current release, "Comic Artist's Home Life,"
Jeff is seen at home as a Sultan of Sketch, surrounded by his
harem of poster and magazine cover gorgeous girlies
Joan Christie, the prize pip of his collection, comes in as a
newspaper reporter to interview him
he agrees to the interview on condition that she marry him right away
so
the wedding is arranged just like that
and so on and on
into merry, clever fun and frolic light as a peacock's feather
and just as brilliant and gay and colorful
• •
« AND
THE
surprising thing is that this artistauthor never repeats himself
every gag is a new one
permeated with a pungent yet whimsical, delightful wit
a tongue-in-cheek style that is infectious
and those Gals
are the Last Word
posed as only an artist can pose
Beauty
Machamer
never bores by stringing out a gag
or quip
he's off before you realize it into another humorous conceit
always doing the unexpected
the clever
material defies word-picture
you have to see it with your
own eyes
T
▼
T
• •
• A CLOSED meeting at AMPA today
with the
committee reporting on the arrangements for the Second Annual Awards Dinner Dance
with all signs pointing to a
sellout for this most significant affair
so be on hand, fellows, to help put it over big

▼

T

T

• •
• WITH THAT tremendous holiday attendance at the
Paramount showing "Waikiki Wedding" and Eddy Duchin's band
five de luxe shows daily are scheduled for the
second week
in the first week the double attrack went
2900 in attendance over the previous high for "Maid of Salem"
and Benny Goodman's ork
• - • S AND NOW the Dixie Club of New York has entered
the new national pastime of picking the lead for the screen
version of "Gone With the Wind"
they select Miriam Hopkins for the role of Scarlett O'Hara, and for very logical reasons Miss Hopkins is from Georgia and her temperament
and looks closely approximate those of Margaret Mitchell's
fascinating heroine
T
T
T
•

©

• IT WAS almost a local holiday in Pawtucket, R. I.
when Mrs. Isaac Nelson Eddy, the 84-year-old royal
grandma of the screen (by virtue of her relationship as
grandmother to Nelson Eddy, the Metro star) went to see
the young
man perforin
Statereception
theater
Manager
Howard inC. "Maytime"
Burkhardt athadLoew's
a royal
with flashlights, sidewalk radio announcprepared for her
er, and a platoon of cops to handle the crowds it so happens that Arthur Eddy of the Film Daily staff is related to the
Pawtucket Eddys
we have always told Arthur that truth
is stranger than fiction

«

«

«

»

»

»

revoking an earlier decision which
found that the ban was illegal.
As yet date for re-argument ha?
not been set. It is expected, however, that the matter will be reached
prior to the court's summer recess.

703 of Year's 919 Short
Subjects are Completed
(Continued from Page 1)

and serials) 703 have been madt
and 216 are to be completed.
Heading the list are the cartoon
series which will total 201 subjects
of which 133 are finished and 68
to be completed. Novelty subjects
add up to 175 with 136 completed
and 39 to come.
Then come 156 travel and scenics,
142 completed, 14 to come; 127 comedies, 101 completed, 26 to come;
122 vaudeville and orchestra subjects, 95 completed, 27 to come; 53j
musical comedies, 36 completed, 17
to come 39 sport reels, 26 completed, 13 to come; 20 magazine
shorts, 16 completed, 4 to come; 13
magazine feature subjects, 9 completed, 4to come; and 13 featurettesj
9 completed, 4 to come . All of the*
11 serials have been completed.

Expert Finds That the Roxy
Reorganization Plan is Fair
(Continued from Page 1)

counsel
for the Tipton bondholders'
committee.
Brecher declined to express a direct opinion on the plan, saying that
he felt his function was to enlighten
the court so that it might reach a I
decision. He said that he had once
been interested in acquiring the
Roxy. The 1937 Film Daily Yeai
Book was introduced in evidence and
its figures on annual theater attendance quoted. Brecher said this
estimate was as nearly correct as
could be made.
Hearing will be resumed today
with Brecher again slated to takt
the stand.

Australian Producers Want
Excise Tax on U. S. Prints
(Continued from Page

1)

the country and are trying to bring
about complete compliance with the
film quota act. At the present time.
the American companies bring in a
negative and pay duty on it, but
have not been assessed for prints
based on it.

100%
Grand
Island,Operation
Neb. — Town Spotis 100 per
cent operation spot in more ways than
one now. All four houses are playing
films, using bank night, and the latter
on the same three nights a week.
Opening of the new Grand will make
the 100 per cent mean that much more.

A PICTURE THAT SHOULD BE SEEN
BY EVERY GOOD AMERICAN
ED KUYKENDALL
President M. P. T. O. A.
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
Two-Reel Showmanship Special
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The most vital issue before the American public
today becomes the most
timely picture you Ve EVER
put upon your screen!
BOOK IT EARLY!
BILL IT BIG!
APRIL 9th RELEASE!
M

Don't blame your cashier for t
"mistake — it's the only reaction to expect whi

patrons discover somebody's rung in a sh
that's not Vitaphone's! Audiences have learn I
that the augmented Vitaphone star list c
studio facilities guarantee the peak in pictil
entertainment anywhere

this side of the fu-

ture— so they know they're not getting full val |
unless you give them the superior standards

jte.

BROADWAY
BREVITIES
This Week

VITAPHONE
NOVELTIES
This Week

Babe Ruth in
"Home Run

Ken Murray & Oswald in
"Mail and Female"
.

BIG TIME
VAUDEVILLE
This IVeek

"Vitaphone
Diversio "
w^ Smith & ns
Dale

on the Keys"

LOONEY
TUNES
This Week

"Porky's

MELODY
MASTERS
This

Week

Clyde McCoy
& His Orchestra m
"A Jam Session"

PICTORIAL
REVUES
This Week

Eighth of
the Series

MERRIE
MELODIES
In New Technicolor
ThisWa
Week
"She
s

An

Acrobat's Daughter"

C0L0RT0UR
"Cradle
ADVENTURES
In Full Color
This Week

Romance"
of Civilization
"

.For 'The Best Color Short of 1936'

"GIVE
ME LIBERTY"
(Now rebooking for Decoration

Day and July 4th!)

Other 'Best Color Shorts' for Holidays:

SONG OF THE NATION"
"UNDER SOUTHERN STARS"
"ROMANCE OF ROBERT BURNS"
"CHANGING OF THE GUARD"

( The Coronation fever makes this one a super-value! )

THE

J^2

OAILV

Newsreels As Best Shorts Draw

Exhibs.

©o Per Cent, of Film Showmen

Exploit Short Subjects in Some Degree

{Continued from Page 1)

strong short subjects as a substitute for a second feature if the latter were to be eliminated general?" verdict, moreover, was eslyThis
sentially national; that is, there was
no section of the country where the
affirmative response ran ahead.
Contrarywise, however, the 28 per
cent of negative answers was largely confined to the East, specifically
the New England states, although
duals also found supporters in the
Mid-west.
Other highlights of the survey
were :
1. Fifty-six per cent of the
participating exhibitors, replying to the question, "If you were
suddenly forced to restrict short
subjects to a single type, what
would be your choice as the best
box office draw?" made newsreels their choice.
2. Sixty-five per cent reported that they advertised or exploited short subjects in some
degree.
3. Twenty-four per cent advised that newspaper film critics in their respective spots
reviewed shorts either wholly or
in part; that is, in some spots,
reviews of shorts were restricted to outstanding reels such as
"The March of Time," Disney
cartoons, travelogues, Benchley
subjects and Pete Smith releases.
The exhibitor "vote" for newsreels
takes on added import in view of
the fact that a year ago a similar
Film Daily survey resulted in a decisive victory for cartoons.
Total

One-sheet
posters
for the
"Sports
Corum"
play up the personality
of
writer.
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with
Bill
the sports

"Ail We Want is a Crop," Says North Dakota Exhibitor

Approximately 2 per cent of American exhibs. polled by THE FILM DAILY in its
Spring short subjects survey indicated they would be satisfied with the status quo oi
thereabouts either by direct statement or failure to register a squawk.
Typical comments: "Everything is hunky-dory" — Rudolph Sanders, Sanders Theater,
Brooklyn; "90 p.c. of shorts I use are satisfactory" — H. L, Cooper, Place theater,
Chesterton, Ind.; "All we want is a crop in this country" — E. E. Weyzstein, Palace
Theater,
Manden,
N. D.

of 76 per cent of exhibitors interrogated at that time reported cartoons as the most popular type of
short screen entertainment.
In the 1937 survey, however, cartoons slumped surprisingly, the
percentage standing at 27. Straight
comedies ran a poor third with 6
per cent, while travelogues, musicals, sports, song reels, novelties,
vaudeville reels and dramatic featurettes together accounted for 11
per cent. Sports reels incidentally,
led travelogues.
Seventeen per cent of the exhibitors participating in this year's
survey advised that they did not
play duals and were unalterably opposed to them. This virtually coincides with the Film Daily Year
Book finding that, on Jan. 1, 85 percent of U. S. film theaters were using double features.
Exhibitor attitude on shorts advertising and exploitation shows
sharp division insofar as extent is
concerned. Majority of film showmen at least mention the shorts in
their display copy and use lobby
billing, but any further effort is
restricted to shorts with "name appeal," etc.
As examples
of the varying exhibitor attitude, these replies are
cited:
SETH H. FIELD, University
Theater, Cambridge, Mass. — "Special shorts such as 'You Can't Get
Away With It,' 'March of Time,'
etc., are given same publicity as a
feature picture. Walt Disney and
Pete Smith subjects are given prominent space in newspaper advertising. All shorts are given generous
space and often write-ups in our
regular 8-page program."
W. JAMES OLSON, Ideal Theater, Clare, Mich. — "We usually devote 25 to 35 per cent of space to
outstanding subjects such as the
Disneys
and theSCHWARTZ,
Pop-Eyes." Opera
HARRY

LESTER POLLOCK, Loew's
Rochester,
Rochester,
N. Y.on— very
"We
do
not exploit
shorts except
rare occasions. These have been
limited to approximately three
shorts in the past five years."
Equally emphatic are exhibitors
on both sides of the duals fence in
their voiced opinions. Note these
contrasting viewpoints:
W. F. SONNEMAN, Palace Theater,
Fayetteville,
Ark. —features.
"Real showmen do not
run double
We
never have run one yet and we have
never been in the red, even during
theGRAHAM
depression H.
years."
BARBEE, JR.,
Booker-T Theater, Norfolk, Va.—
"Thank the Lord, we are not bothered in Virginia with the doublefeature plague."
M. A. ROSENBERG, Rialto Theater, Pittsburgh, Pa. — "Our clientele
would not accept shorts unless they
were forced to; the general public

is F.
a 'shopping
"
C. LYDON,public'
Hamilton
Theater,
Dorchester, Mass. — "Would our
clientele accept shorts in lieu of
duals ? A thousand times 'No.' "
JAMES C. RITTER, Rialto Theater, Detroit, Mich. — "I believe that
better than the present average
short subjects eventually will replace second features."
Criticize Shorts' Quality
Exhibitors polled in the survey
were invited to register their
squawks generally, and the invitation was avidly accepted by approximately 98 per cent. The most pronounced complaint, from the numerical standpoint, related to the
quality of shorts. While there are
exceptions, film showmen as a rule
believe that "fewer and better
shorts" would
duction slogan.be an admirable proMany exhibitors linked the poor
quality of shorts with the rise of
the dual policy. Typical was the
comment of John B. Findlay, CenHouse Theater, Lexington, Ky. —
Westerly,
"As
"When unusual, we give shorts 50 long tral
as Theater,
the present
typeR. ofI.:lousy
perRALPH
cent of CRABIL,
space used."Palace Thea- short is foistered on the exhibitors,
double features will prevail and
ter, Jamestown, N. Y. — "Sometimes spread." Another was the terse
we use 40 per cent of ads on spe- criticism of Albert Gilbert, Riviera
cially selected shorts. We thus have
Theater,shorts;
Syracuse,
Y. : rotten
"Too
realized important grosses with many
too N.
many
shorts."
Even
more
terse
was
the
weak features."
W. S. McLAREN, Michigan The- squawk of Ashley M. Abendschein,
ater, Jackson, Mich. — "We adver- Ashley Theater, Washington, D. C:
tise news and cartoons. Rest don't "So many shorts all alike". And
mean much, especially comedies. from the Iris Theater, North Fort
They keep people away. Exceptions Worth, Tex., comes the affirmation,
are Laurel and Hardy shorts, which "Very few shorts are worth adverhave a big following."
tising."

Specific Recommendations
Specific recommendations for the
improvement of the short subject
situation are not lacking. The manager of the Mode Theater, Joliet,
111., urges "more really entertaining
novelty subjects" and suggests that
producers of travelogues take steps
to avoid dullness and the stereotyped. The owner of the Palace
and Plaza Theaters, San Marcos,
Tex., suggests illustrated pipe organ shorts would be a welcome relief from too much jazz and too
much swing. G. R. Peltier, Macomb Theater, Mt. Clemens, Mich.,
would have newsreel editors guard
against repetitious footage. Ralph
Crabil, answering for Warner
houses in Western New York, calls
for more "name" comedies.
W. S. McLaren, Michigan theater, Jackson, Mich., believes that
if comedies were improved to the
quality level of cartoons and color
travelogues, duals would cease to bf
a problem. H. S. Nicholas, Nicholas
Theater, Fairmont, Minn., writes:
"There are too many repetitions in
the sports reels. And the newsreel
people would do well to put news
in their reels and not so much politics. People are getting sick of
reading about politics in the paper,
listening to politics on the radio and
then paying to see politics on the
The manager of the Majestic TheSeymour,producers
Ind., observes:
many ater,
cartoon
attempt"Too
to
imitate Disney without success.
screen."
Producers insist upon putting in
scenic shots in orchestral reels, especially those devoted to Western
songs. Announcers on some of the
sports and scenic reels can't be
understood."

Vitaphone's stock one-sheet for the Technicolor
"Merrie
Melody"
one-reelers.

TODAY'S PROGRAMS NEED

SHORTS

. . short features made to fit the program policy of a theatre
no matter how the schedule changes from day to day . . . week
to week! . . . Shorts made elastic enough to fit the tight timing
sometimes necessary these days, when all sorts of special
events are being featured . . . yet at all times shorts that are
BIG SHOWS IN THEMSELVES!

BILL CORUM
SPORTS REVIEW
Bringing you ihe inside story of every type of Sports . . . Thrills, unusual,
little-known facts about the great and near great in this world of action
afloat and afield! . . Dramatized as only Bill Corum, famous sports authority
and radio commentator, can tell about them . . AN OUTSTANDING RELEASE!

THE

WORLD

ON

PARADE

Odd and interesting phases of the globe explored by the all-seeing eye
of the camera and personalized by the famous voice of Alois Havrilla
. . . The march of human progress told in pictures!

THE STRUGGLE

TO LIVE SERIES

Nature in all her fierceness and glory held up to the searching lens of the
famous Woodard Brothers, Academy Award Winners, and hurled to the
screen. Life from the microscopic to the magnificent pictured in excitement and thrill.

VAN BEUREN PRODUCTIONS
DISTRIBUTED

BY

RKO

RADIO

PICTURES

H
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Newsreel Cameramen:

They Laugh at Death!

"Biff Five9* Executives Tell How Their Most Dangerous Assignments Were Fulfilled

"UNAFRAID"
OUT-NERVES PILOTS
By TRUMAN TALLEY
Producer of Movietone News

T'HERE'S

no such thing as the
dangerous
far "most
as Movietone
Newsassignment"
is concerned.as
We've sent men out on what looked
like routine stories from which some
never returned. On so-called dangerous assignments we're told by returning crews "What a lark, got
anymore like it?"
We have, however, a little Irishman on our staff, Lawrence Kennedy by name, who I think better
fits the description of "unafraid"
than anyone I've met. Larry, as the
boys call him, is our man of the air.
With Jack Kuhne, aviation editor,
Kennedy does most of our air work.
Here's a story which suggests his
brand of courage. We got a report
that some oil tanks over in Jersey
had blown up and that a fierce fire
was raging with adjoining tanks in
danger of going any minute. The
only way to make a story of this
type is from the air. We called
Charles Stoeffer, our pilot, and had
him
warm forup the
a ship
streaked
field.while
Back"Larry"
in the
office two hours later we noticed
that Kennedy, while checking his
film, was covered with oil. We
asked him about it.
"Oh! One of the tanks went while
we were over the place and I think
some of the oil hadn't ignited when
it reached us," was all he said. We
looked at his picture an hour or so
later and we could see the tank go
as they headed into the burning
mass. It wasn't until Stoeffer dropped in that night that we found out
what happened. "Charlie" knows
how to fly a plane for pictures and
was ilying at what he thought was
a safe, yet satisfactory, altitude
when Kennedy tapped him on the
shoulder and told him to go lower
and fly through the top of the billowing smoke arising from the inferno. "Drop to 500 feet and head
in," he ordered.
Not being the kind of a guy that
argues
did as tank
told blew
and
that was"Charlie"
when another
up. Only the speed of the diving
plane saved them from catching the
full force of the up-draft of the
explosion. "Charlie" said the bottom of his plane was black from
the half-burnt oil.
' It was a narrow escape," said
"Charlie," "but that crazy Irishman
wanted to get in close and that's
all I could do. If we hadn't been
diving at over 200 miles an hour
as we passed over the tanks we
would have been in them getting
a preview of Hell a few seconds bei"i e our time."
That's Kennedy. He'll out-nerve
( ' ontinucd on I'aije 14)

"There's
Not to Reason Why, There's But to Get That Pix"
campaign ribbons adorn their coats, no decorations for gallantry are treasured

No
by their
the ace
rime of
some

folks at home, yet from the standpoint of risks taken and perils encountered,
newsreel cameramen of the "Big Five" are brothers-in-arms of those who, in
war, follow the Flag whatever the cost. As a tribute to all newsreel cameramen. THE FILM DAILY today turns its spotlight on the hazardous achievements of
of the craft's aces.
If is a stirring chronicle of derring do.

AIRPLANE MISHAPS
CLOSE GALLS GALORE
BRING DEATH NEAR MARKED OHIO FLOODS
By WALTER BREDIN
Assignment Editor, News of the Day
A/fANY are the thrills encountered by newsreel cameramen in
carrying out their assignments.
One of the most intrepid of News
of the Day staff is Charlie Mack.
He recalls when, assigned to cover from the air the take-off of
the trans-Atlantic plane "Old
Glory,"
he nearly
came to grief
on
two
different
occasions.
But let
Charlie tell it his way:
"Pilots Bertaud and Hill of "Old
Glory" decided to take off for Old
Orchard, Me. I was instructed to
follow in another ship. Passing over
Boston,Bertaud
I lost had
"Old advised
Glory" mein that
the
dark.

By J. S. CONNOLLY
General Manager of Pathe

News

"JVTOT only the most dangerous, but
probably as well the most difficult, assignment covered by Pathe
News in 1936 was the Ohio River
Valley flood which occurred and conJanuary.tinued throughout the latter part of
Pathe News had 26 individual
cameramen or crews assigned to
cover this major disaster. Every
man was faced with many hazards
and had narrow escapes in making
his pictures. As dangerous as the
actual making of pictures was the
endeavor of these cameramen to
move from one location to another
and to get their film from the location they covered to the home office in New York.
Before the flood assignment was
concluded Pathe News had lost a
considerable part of a sound outfit,
a complete silent camera with tripod, magazines and lenses; had
four cameramen and one soundman
completely immersed in the flood
waters and had reports of other
casualties from every man on the

DORED NEARLY SHOT
BY SPANISH REBELS
B> AL RICHARDS
Editor of Paramount News

r"HERE

are dangerous assignments . . . and dangerous assignments. With that observation,
I'm going to yield the floor to John
Dored,
veteran Paramount News
ing:
Reel cameraman. It's John speak"In 26 years of covering news with
a movie camera, it is hard
to think
back over scores of thrilling adventures throughout the world and pick
one more thrilling than any other,
but for a narrow escape from death,
Ilist.
guess my recent job covering the
Spanish revolution would
head the
"I not only faced the guns
Rebel firing squad, but saw twoof ofa
my guides and chauffeur executed
by my side while I argued fast and
furious
in a last hope to save myself.

"An exiled Russian, once with a
price on my head if captured by the
Bolsheviks, I had been sent to Spain
a bonfire would be lighted on the
at the outbreak of the revolution to
beach to guide us in landing, so we
cover the war from the side of the
continued on. We flew for an hour
Spanish government or Loyalists. I
or so and started guessing where
had reached Madrid by car after
we were located. We had an idea
flying from Vienna to Barcelona.
that Old Orchard was near, but we
"In Madrid, I had engaged the
didn't see the fire. In the distance
services of a chauffeur and two Loya beacon was flashing. We decided
alists guides who were to take me
to fly to it and get our bearings
toward the Toledo front for action
and maybe a landing field.
pictures of the fighting in that sec"When we came over the beacon
tor. We set out under cover of
Bill Hammond, the pilot, cut ;the
darkness
from the Spanish capital,
motor and started circling for some
Pathe's first flood victim was Oscar Goodman of Memphis, Tenn., but shortly before dawn, apparentidentification mark which we found
thrown from a small boat
quickly in the form of rock and who was (Continued
ly niy guides having become lost,
on Page 14)
{Continued on Page 14)
we found ourselves stopped and surjob.
rounded by a detachment of Rebel
troops. Somehow we had crossed
the line into Rebel territory.
"Naturally, I was armed only
with credentials from the Loyalist
government as a correspondent, my
passport showing me to be a citizen
of what is now Latvia but formerly
By CHARLES E. FORD
Russia, by birth.
Editor of Universal Newsreel
"The Rebel soldiers suspected, apparently, that I was a Russian spy
who served as aerial taximan and
pERHAPS the most difficult and liaison officer for the Universal on the side of the Loyalists and that
dangerous Universal Newsreel camera expedition to the flood my three companions were aides.
Without any question whatever, my
assignment of recent memory was
region.
companions were lined up and shot
covering the great Mississippi floods
Land progress to the swamped while I stood pleading helplessly. I
which inundated Louisville and the sections was impossible from the
— and produced all the letsurrounding country, early this East beyond Indianapolis. There argued ters,
cards, credentials, passports,
year. Universal had 15 cameramen Alley was stationed with a chart- visas, etc., I had accumulated in my
ered
plane.
He
flew
the
Eastern
on the job, some from newsreel
travels. Finally, the Rebels began
headquarters near the stricken dis- lens men in to the airport near to think there might be some truth
Louisville.
Among
these
men
was
tricts, others flown: in from the
to my story, so instead of shooting
East.
Howard Winner, who covered the me
on the spot they decided to take
The whole campaign was directed Italo-Ethiopian War for Universal. me back to headquarters for special
from Universal's New York office, Winner took in the plane with him orders.
,
much as a general directs a battle. a 40-pound rubber boat. When in"I was hauled before General
Great, personal suspense was added
flated, this boat held him, his cam- Franco at Burgos, and again I
era and a standard short wave radio pleaded my case, backing up my
by the fact that my sister, Miss
Cecilia Block, was a flood refugee. set. With the latter, he could pick arguments with my well filled walShe was flown out with one of the up reports which would lead him to
let of credentials.
They decided to
(Continued on Page 14)
(.Continued on Page 14)
film shipments
by Norman
Alley,

Three Universal Newsreel Cameramen
' Lost

Nearly a Week in Flood Zone

illl

IN TWO YEARS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
APRIL 1,1937
10,066 THEATRES

THE MARCH

OF TIME

{American Edition}

THE MARCH

OF TIME

{British Edition)

. . . steady growth

FEB. 1,1936
5688 THEATRES

LA MARCHE

DU TEMPS

LA MARCHA

DEL TIEMPO

In two years exhibitors internationally have found

THE

MARCH

OF TIME

a consistently profitable, entertaining regular feature of
their theatres. Why? Because
audiences like it, follow it
regularly.
RELEASED

BY

RRADIO
K O

FEB.1,1935
432 THEATRES

Winner 1937 Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences Award
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It's Spring again . . . May's
almost here . . • and that's
the time for making hey^
hey while the sun shines
on your box-office. Do^jj
with extra short subjects to^
make gay May progra
4

T

-tr

-A>

A

Comic Artist's Home Life"

"Off the Horses'

\JU \j ^^^\Jj^i
e fads and Fancies
nd go, nothing has
quailed good short sub"
jects for that extra box-office
value. And you never had a better line of featurettes than these
Educational
\

comedies

in

"His Pest Girl"

and

novelties for your May shows.
Presented by
E.W. HAMMONS
farmer Al Falta

in "flying South"

(f Q^cUcccitlcnxal U-CctuAjU^

THE SPICE

20TH

OFTHE

PROGRAM"

DISTRIBUTED IN U. S. A. BY
CENTURY -FOX FILM CORPORATION

"Songs of the Danube"

"Dental Follies"
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"UNAFRAID" KENNEDY
OUT-NERVES PILOTS
(Continued from Page 10)

the nerviest pilots and make ironworkers shiver looking at him
mountain goating on bare beams,
hundreds of feet over the New York
sidewalks. When there's a tough
job to be done we give it to Kennedy and he just has a lot of fun.
Danger is his dish. He likes it.
he was fullWhen a boy in school,
back on an eleven of giants despite
his five feet, two inches, every inch
of which is compact with courage.
If you asked Kennedy his "most
I believe
dangerous assignment,"
he'd say it was covering the Asbury
Park Baby Parade and had to turn
down ambitious mothers who
thought their babies the most beautiful.0 Or he might say it was the
beauty show at which he met his
Betty. I'm sure
ing wife,
charmnever
he'd
admit to the ones we
think are dangerous. To him they
are a lark.
We have other boys on the staff
too. There's our Len
who are good,
Hammond, who we save for wars
and the like and who covered the
last two major conflicts for us, the
Sino-Japanese war and the Italian
conquest of Ethiopia. Handsome,
diplomatic, Len knows his way
around when mass homicide moves
men and nations.
On the flood in New England last
year we had an outstanding example of guts by Fernando Delgado,
who gives our staff its Latin tint.
"Ferdie" was sent up to Hartford
to get what he could. At one time,
the proper shot could only be gotten from a bridge, the walk of
which was four feet under the raging waters. A marooned fire truck
gave "Ferdie" an idea and he asked
the glum crew if they'd lend him
a pair of hip boots. The only ones
available belonged to a giant weighing 28D pounds. "Ferdie," wringing wet, tips the beam at 110. Get-

Cne
for

sheet poster being used by Astor
their new
series of color cartoons
"Sam
Small."

Pictures
starring

Pathe News Stresses New Editorial Technique
Pathe News in its past season of activity attempted to bring before the public a
new type of editorial technique in preparing and presenting news material, according
to Jack Connolly,
the organization's general manager, who said yesterday:
"Where, in the past, it has been the newsreel practice to present only a few of
the more important scenes involved in any leading subject, Pathe's new idea is to
issue a completely rounded story, including pictures of every possible phase of the
subject, which gives the spectator not merely a few glimpses but every sequence
that can be photographed. This makes each subject not only entertaining but informative and educational."
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DORED NEARLY SHOT
BY SPANISH REBELS
(Continued from

Page

10)

investigate further, and shipped me
down to prison at Cacares.
"Meanwhile, as days passed with
no word from me in prison, my
home office in New York didn't
know whether I was alive or dead
and was frantically sending cables
in search of a trace of me.
"Finally, a colleague, Arthur
Menken, learned of my arrest and
detention at Cacares. Menken ap(Continued from Page 10)
pealed to the American Consul at
into the raging waters of the Mis- Seville and
to General Franco. The
sissippi River, near Cairo, while actually cranking his camera, when American Consul was officially powhis craft was struck by a log. He
erless to help, since I was not a
and his two boatmen had a very citizen of America, but Latvia.
narrow escape from death before However, representing the interests
catching hold of their overturned of my American employer, the conboat, righting it and finally strugsul and Menken succeeded in placgling back into it. Although every
ing my case before General Franco
effort was made to recover the cam- again, alter I had spent four weeks
era and equipment, no trace of it in the Spanish prison.
could be found. Fortunately, Good"Franco eventually was convinced
man had two rolls of exposed film,
Menken's arguments, the facts :
one in each pocket of his raincoat, by
presented
consul and the
which was salvaged and rushed to cables frombyourtheLondon
and Paris
offices.
New York.
"I was ordered released but was
Three "U" Cameramen Lost
only 24 hours to leave the
Nearly Week in Flood Zone given
country. Menken, who had been op- j
(Continued from Page 10)
erating with the Rebels, obtained an
the locations where the most imairplane
and flew me to Gibraltar."',
portant events were happening.
In the flood regions conditions for
Weeks Round-Up Winds Up
filming the news were very dangerous. In addition to the perils of the
The
George
Weeks
Round-Up, |
flood itself, there was the constant Playdate Drive started some weeks
threat of typhoid. The entire city
ago, will be concluded ' Saturday,
was without water for drinking, ex- with announcement of winners to be
cept small quantities, sickeningly made next week.
dosed with iodine. At any moment
one might be driven or thrust out
of one's boat or car and the conCoast
Bureau
of THE
DAILY
veyance commandeered by the au- IFc<tDoug
"MarcoFILMPolo"
Sells
Hollywood — Douglas Fairbanks
thorities, since nothing could be allowed to stand in the way of actual
has Samuel
sold his interest
rescue work.
to
Goldwyn in to"Marco
devotePolo'
all
In one instance three cameramen his time to his own productions.
were unreported for virtually a
week. During one whole night of
this time they had had to stand
erect in a Coast Guard cutter, with
the other occupants of the boat to
keep the vessel from being crushed
by the water.
Cameramen on this assignment
credit a major hero role to one not
of their membership, young James
Sedivy, office boy of the Louisville
office. James managed to get the
film from the city to the airport
seven miles away, every day,
through the flooded streets which
made the journey a neckrisking trip
every time it was undertaken.

MISHAPS
CLOSE CALLS GALORE
DEATH NEAR MARKED OHIO FLOODS
{Continued from Page 10)

water. We were over
and using it to land
was getting low and
down turnpromptly.
We
to the stretch

Portland light
by. The gas
we had to get
decided
reof
beach to that

w_as fairly well lighted with boardwalk lamps. We were coming in
swell. Bill was holding the ship
right along the water edge so that
the landing would be on the hard
sand. Just about five feet over the
field, a couple of girls started to
run right in the plane's path. Hammond couldn't see them as he was
watching the water, so I had to
wave him over and he set the plane
down on the softest sand on the
beach. In landing both tires burst,
the landing gear was bent and the
tail skid was ripped off, but we were
okay. The two girls came over to
the ship and, after telling them
what a couple of idiots they were
and how nearly they came to having their ears cut off, we asked
where we were and to our surprise
they said Old Orchard Beach and
that hour
'Old ago.
Glory' had landed onehalf
"The following morning 'Old
Glory' was to take off. We had to
be in the air ahead of them. We
climbed into our ship and started
on the beach. I noticed the ship
getting closer and closer to the
water's
We hugged
the "top
of the edge.
water for
about 100
feet
when a big roller caught our landing gear and into the brink we went.
I got out of the cockpit as quickly as possible and started looking
for the pilot, but he had released
himself and was looking for me.
He didn't have a scratch on him,
but my knees were badly bruised
from going through the gas tank.
The plane was a complete washout.
Bertaud, Hill and passenger Phil
Glory'
of 'Old warned
the flight
Payne
off
for called
the day.
All three
me against flying in ships that
weren't safe. The next day they
took
off, and that was the last heard
of them.

ting into them he shoved off across his picture. He doesn't tell this
the bridge, although warned that story. It's told by his soundman,
it might be swept away any min- Lew Walz, who couldn't go along
ute. Leaving the approach looking because "Ferdie" was getting silent
like some circus clown with a flair shots
with a hand camera.
for odd get-ups and carrying a hand
We have hundreds of stories like
camera, he was stopped by one of
the bystanders who handed him a these about men like Jess Kizis, Al
Gold, Carl Larsen, Al Waldron, Bill
long stick, like a shepherd's crook. Storz, L.- E. Orr, Dennis Welsh,
"You'll need this out further," the
Jack Barnett, Larry Ellis, Emiie
native said, "there's hole in the
walk wide enough for you to slip rvlontemurro, Johnny Tondra, Al
through." Even that didn't deter Brick, Charles Lehmann, Eric May"Ferdie." Camera in hand, crook ell, Webber Hall, Georges Mejat,
in the other he waded out and got etc., etc.

Terry-Toons1 Kiko the Kangaroo will make hi
appearance at the toy industry's April Fair by
license
arrangements
with Paul
Terry. Here':
an inflatable
rubber
Rubber toy,
Co. made by Mille

Ballyhoo Opportunities in Today's Shorts
Washington Campaign
By JACK HARROWER
Film Daily Staff Writer
;hort
"THE time is past when the
subject is to be taken merely as
i filler shoved in automatically on
the program and forgotten. The exhibitor can't treat the more pretentious type of shorts this way. For
the simple reason that they are
loaded with ballyhoo and advertising possibilities. So he's a sucker
if he doesn't capitalize on something
that
his "take" with very
lttle will
extraboost
effort.
For illustration, look what was
•'done by Ray Bell at Loew's Palace
•theater in Washington, D. C, when
he put over a premiere, no less, for
Metro's "Servant
of the People/'
'that socko two-reel dramatization of
Hhe Constitution.
Bell started out with a sensational stunt. He projected the picjture. until they stopped him, on thcniarble facade of the U. S. Supreme
•'Court building. This
stunt broke
all the Washington dailies.
Then followed a feature calibre
ampaign
that hit every angle of
j publicity.
An inaugural parade banner was
stretched across the main entranc<
<>t" the Willard hotel as the paraders
marched under it. saluting the Gov't mors of a dozen states who occupied Pennsylvania Avenue windows
in the historic hostelry.
For the first time in Washington
Ihistory dash cards on street cars
were promoted for a theatrical attraction. Some impressive 24-sheei:
attention was collected for the short
subject with a carefully spotted
stand which caught the eye of thousands of inaugural visitors on one
of the principal thoroughfares i;1
^the downtown section. An advance
trailer, stressing the timeliness and
importance of this film in providing
a better understanding of the U. S.

for "Servant of the People" Points Way for Exhibitors
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Here's
an S-column
newspaper
display
2-ieeler
in the Washington
Sunday
Star
cizing "Servant of the

for a
publi-

People."

Constitution, built up interest the
week before the opening.
The bteaks in the local newspapers were unheard of for a short
subject. In the Sunday Star, one of
the nation's ace newspapers, there
appeared an eight-column feature
with pictures. Another unusual
bleak was a full column feature
story in the regular news section of
the Fost. There was a ivce rotogravure splash in the Sunday edition of the Post, also. As a slogan
for their want-ad service, quarterpage tieup ads using the title,
'"Servant of the People," were run
three times in the morning Times
and four times in the evening Herald— a total space of nearly two full
pages gratis. Newspaper trucks
bannered with the title as a slogan
for their want-ads, gave the film
hour after hour coverage on the delivery fleet of the Hearst papers,

portraits of the signers and other
valuable borrowed material.
One of the outstanding stunts
was the screening for 150 Constitution essay winners arranged in the
National Archives building. These
contestants were sent to the Inauguration as guests of the Hearst;
newspapers throughout the country.
The radio possibilities were not
overlooked. Daily radio plugs were
promoted gratis in a tieup in which
Station WOL used the title as a
slogan, announcing several times
each day for a week; "This is Station WOL, servant of the people."
the Times and Herald. Want aci
A screening for President Roosecontests, offering guest tickets for
velt was arranged through his secthe best expression of how want ads
retary. Then there followed a
had served readers, brought display screening for the White House corads with art in seven issues of the
respondents organization, all memTimes and Herald. The total space
bers of which were present at the
received
on
this
tie-up
was
1400
opening. Many correspondents
lines.
whose
columns appear throughout
film.
the nation made reference to the
Turning to the stores, the city's
leading department store, Woodward & Lothrup, turned over one of
novelty plug was the search
their largest windows for a display forA the
descendants of the signers
built around the history of the Con- of the Constitution, which got
repro- plenty of space in all the local
ductionsstitution,
of theusing photostatic
famous
document,
papers.
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PICTURE
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ttractive
attention
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from
Paramount
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Short

Prediction

By AMEDEE
President, Van

J. VAN BEUREN
Be uren Corporation
TN THE 20 years of my producing product to fill out the program that
audiences demand.
shorts, the coming season, more
The improvement in conditions
than any in my recollection of con- generally and the many other inditions, holds the brightest prosdications that are apparent in the
pects. The encouragement, which future of shorts justifies our faith
ill makers of shorts must receive in them and is the reason for our
from the course of recent exhibitor recent announcement of additional
experiences, is affording us a chance budgets for our three main series;
to elaborate on our plans with the "Sports" by Bill Corum, "World on
knowledge that these subjects will, Parade" and "The Struggle to Live.;'
novelty and diversity, which
in the very near future, resume hasThealways
been the life blood of
their rightful spot in theater pro- short subjects will be found outgraming.
standing in the releases scheduled
The "freak nights," which en- during this spring and summer. We
make
no
claim of exclusiveness in
joyed wide-spread popularity for the
past few months, did affect the vol- our predictions regarding the advance and the added interest in
ume of short distribution. Patron
opinion has ruled them out as theater entertainment and circuits are
I already
lining
up
short
subject

shorts; we, rather, feel that shorts,
all along
the line are in for a banner season.

Walt Disney and Mickey Mouse pose with some
of their recent awards, the National Distinguished Service Award of the U. S. General
Chamber of Commerce and the Academy
"Oscar."
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Sam Sax Raids the Air W< aves

20TH-F0X RESTRICTS
OUTPUT OF SHORTS
Continuing its policy of producing only highly selective short subjects, 20th Century-Fox will limit
its output this year to six each of
two current series; namely, "Adventures of a Newsreel Cameraman,"
and
"The Magic
Carpet."
first 1937 release
in each
seriesTheis

Not content with securing his
stars for Vitaphone short subjects
from the stage and night club fields,
Sam Sax, production chief at the
Brooklyn studios, has successfully
raided the air waves for a host of
talent for his Vitaphone one and
two-reel subjects.
now in preparation, and will be
Singers, comedians, orchestras
shown at the annual sales conven- and radio announcers, representing
tion of 20th Century-Fox at Movie- every branch of radio entertaintone City May 30.
ment, have been signed by Sax for
All these shorts are translated for
appearances in Vitaphone's product.
26 foreign countries. Their Among
the radio headliners who
grosses, accordingly, are weH up have been appearing in Vitaphone
toward the top for short subjects shorts
are
of any variety, including cartoons.
Sylvia Froos, Morton Downey,
Scripts for reels in both series Phil Harris, Virginia Verrill, Radio
are written by Lew Lehr, who also
furnishes the commentary for the Rubes, Vera Van, Nick Lucas, Radio
Ramblers, Easy Aces, Edgar Berg"Newsreel Cameraman" group. Ed
en, Bob Hope, Ken Murray and 'OsThorgersen, sports announcer for
wald,' Four Mullen Sisters, Babs
Movietone News, shares the voicing
Ryan, The Buccaneers, Jane Froof
"The
Magic
Carpet"
series
with
man, Four Eton Boys, Jean Sargent,
Lowell Thomas.
Reels now in production are Donald Novis, Ray Perkins, Ralph
Kirberry, Pick and Pat, Lee Sims
"Motor Maniacs" and "Mexico."
Portugal will be another stopping and llomay Bailey, Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Crawford, Tito Guizar, Cross
off
place
series
this for
year.the "Magic Carpet" and Dunn, Elaine Arden, Georgie
Price, Jay C. Flippen, George Jesse! ,
Block and Sully, Colonel Stoopnagle
Evergreen States Expands
and Budd, Baby Rose Marie, Aunt
Aberdeen, Wash. - - Evergreen
States circuit announces acquisition
Sabin to Build Theater
of both the D. & R. and Weir theaters here, and the Seventh Avenue
Spokane, Wash. — Fred Sabin will
construct a new movie house here.
Theater in Hoquiam.

s

LI

For New Stars for Vitaphone Shorts

By JULES LEVY
General Sales Manager, RKO Radio
RKO Radio Pictures' single-reel
line-up
will be entirely revamped
for
the 1937-38 season, in spite of
The radio announcers, whose offscreen voices are heard describing the highly satisfying reception of
the 1936-37 product. There will be
the E. M. Newman travel films in- a complete departure from the types
clude Harry Von Zell, James Wal- of these pictures made in the past,
lington, Norman Brokenshire, Paul and details of the new program soon
will be announced.
The new Walt Disney series to be
DouglaRoss,
Davis
s, Harla
n h Eugen
Kennet
e , 'Reed
Roberts
Howard Claney, Milton J. Cross H V released shortly will give RKO Radio
Pictures what is definitely accepted
ivalten
DonSaunder
Wilson
John Mc-s' as the leading feature in the sinYoung, born,
and Ray
s,, Clem
Carthy has recently been signed for
gle-reel cartoon field. There will be
a series of Vitaphone sport films 18 Disney films including "Mickey
lor the coming season.
Mouse," "Silly Symphonies" and all
The nationally famous bands and of his favorite characters.
Our two-reel release schedule
band personalities include the orchestras of Phil Spitalny, Johnny again will include the increasingly
Green Jack Denny, B. A. Rolfe,
"March
of Time".
Jolly Coburn, Little Jack Little, Ra- popular
The same
number
of two-reel comedies and musicals will be released in
mon Ramos, Vincent Lopez, Carl
Hoff, Nick Lucas, Peter Van Steed- 1937-38 as in the current season —
en Cab Calloway, Rubinoff, Will
Osborne, Tommy Dorsey, Richar
d 36. Pathe News, the first newsreel
Himoer, Harry Horlick, Clyde produced
in America, will be released
Lucas, Harry Reser, Emil Coleman
twice weekly, as heretofore.
Leon Navara, Clyde McCoy, George
Hall, Roger Wolfe Kahn, Jacques
iLouis
ray, Red
Won't
Play Scarlett
O'Hara
Nichols, Eddy Duchin and West
Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Prima.
Hollywood — David O. Selznick and
With this variety of talent from Norma Shearer issued statements
radio, and the entertainers signed
which ended the posfrom the stage, night clubs and here yesterday
sibility that the latter might play
screen, the Brooklyn Vitaphone Scarlett O'Hara in "Gone With the
stadio roster includes talent from Wind". Miss Shearer said she has
every branch of the amusement other plans.
field.
Jemima, Ruth Etting, Shaw and
Lee, The Three X Sisters, and Joe
Penner.

Breen Record Pact Signed

VERICOLOR,

INC.

FILM LABORATORY

BLACK

& WHITE

UNDER

NEW

COLOR

MANAGEMENT

Plant Completely Remodeled

PROJECTION

1040

N. McCadden

Place,

ROOM

PHONE:

FOR RENT

HO-1648,

Hollywood,

Calif.

NEW DISPLAY TRACES
MAKING OF CARTOON
Ihe cartoon speaks a universal
language. But the process of making a film cartoon . . . the technique
that "makes them move" . remains
a universal mystery. No phase of
film production holds a greater fascination for the public than the
making of an animated cartoon.
Taking advantage of this widespread curiosity, Educational's publicity department, in cooperati
on
with Paul Terry's studio, has prepared an elaborate display telling
the story of "the making of a screencartoon as observed at the Terry Toons studio." The display, which
consists of six large printed panels,
explains in type and liberal illustrations the cartoon production
method from the inception of the
story idea to the finished film.
There has been an immediate and
heavy demand for the exhibit from
all parts of the country, and it has
already been shipped to more than
2,000 libraries, clubs, classrooms and
other meeting places.
Each of the six panels in this
Terry-Toons display is 22 x 30
inches in size.

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Bobby Breen just
signed by RCA Manufacturing Co.
to exclusive contract for RCA Victor records. Recordings will be
made dios in
Hollywood recording stuof RCA.

mv ROACH

"US1**
McFARlAND

Typical

one-sheet for a Hal Roach "Our Gang"
comedy,
released through
M-G-M.
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Duals Held Blessing in Disguise to Shorts
Jfiitjor March of Time Selling Aids Tied In With the Exhibitor
By RALPH ROLAN
Vice President, March of Time
'TO ray knowledge, no one as yet
has accused the short subject
producer of holding down one of
, the softer jobs in the motion picture industry— not, at least, during
the past few years with the double-feature policy sweeping the
country in complete disregard of the
basic principles of good showmanship.
The double-feature has, however,
been a blessing in disguise to the
short subject field by bringing about
a definite upswing in the quality of
>horts and also a new vigor and
in selling them to the pubIkeennelic.ssIf the
one and two-reeler are
to win a place on programs already
overly-long, they must compete with
i the B feature for public approval,
and improvements are an obvious
necessity.
The March of Time staff had this
well in mind when, on Feb. 1, 1935,
the first issue opened in some 400
:theaters. Today the subject plays
on more than 7,500 United States
screens — and for this rapid growth
there are many reasons.
The first of these is editorial
treatment. Yet no exhibitor could
Ibo sure of realizing a profit on his
'investment unless the subject received constant and widespread feature selling. Time, Fortune, The

.oy E. Larson is pictured with the Academy's
'Oscar" presented this year to the March of
Time as a special award for distinct novelty.

Novelty

in the Magazine

By THOMAS CHALMERS
Editor, Pat he Review
A MAGAZINE reel to satisfy its
unique demand as a little something for every taste, should among
many things, aim at novelty and
surprise. For, as it encroaches on
a variety of fields covered by various serial releases from News to
Travelogue, it must never parallel
these catalogued shorts and in venturing into their territory, the Editor must shun imitation like the
plague.
For instance, stop motion on
growing plants, showing the life
process from germination to maturity in a few seconds on the screen,
has been used from the earliest days
of motion picture photography, and
as a feature in itself is utterly
stale. However, as a short sequence
in a subject on plant nutrition, "The
Chemist Turns Farmer," in Pathe
Topics in which the vital part
played by Boron in healthy plant
growth is shown dramatically by
comparative stop motion pnotography, novelty is refreshingly
achieved by one of the oldest tricks
of the trade.
In the follow-up story on chemMarch of Time on the Air, and today Life, are, of course, immensely
helpful in this. So, in the beginning,
was an extensive and prolonged 24sheet campaign.
Today, however, our main selling
aids are directly tied in with the
exhibitor. Briefly, the aids are
these:
(a) A six-page exploitation and
"ublicity work sheet on every release, including a detailed list of
organizations we know to have a
special interest in one of the particular episodes. Ordinarily each of
these organizations is notified by
the March of Time home office, but
it is the localized follow-through
that brings the members into the
theater.
(b) What we sincerely believe to
be the biggest accessory display
value the industry has ever seen.
The exhibitor spends 48c on every
issue. In return he receives a onesheet in six colors containing the
billing; five 11 x 14 pictorial display cards, captioned; one 11 x 14
billing card which briefly describes
each subject; one brilliant window
streamer carrying billings and captioned stills. Of all the display material the March of Time has tried,
this package, plus a new standee,
has produced the finest results by
far.
(c) The Photo Reporter for school
use. This is an eight-page newspaper which is issued every four
weeks to provide students with the

Reel

ical farming released this year in
Pathe Topics No. 4, "Soilless Agriculture,"' novelty was achieved by
the very simple process of being on
the job, and presenting the first motion pictures ever taken of vegetables being grown for market commercially, by this sensational new
"liquid culture" technique. But the
newsreels usually bar the easy
road by earlier releases.
Surprises may be achieved by a
vague or misleading title or opening sequence. The subject "Fingers" in Pathe Topics No. 5 recently
shown at the Music Hall employed
both these devices with gratifying
results. The subject had nothing
to do with Chinese Princesses but
the bejeweled guards worn to protect the fingernails of these exalted
personages were used as a lead to
introduce a demonstration of the
practicability of putting pencils,
etchers' tools and paint brushes on
the artists' fingers rather than in
them. Incidentally, Whether because of the treatment or in spite
of it — (modesty forbids us to state)
— when the publicity broke after a
private preview for the press all
but one of the news reels rushed to
cover the subject as News.
Success Story
Steady flow of new
home office from a

contracts to the
U. A. salesman

finally resulted in a "Home come?"
inquiry. The salesman explained that
all
did waswith
to carry
one if
of his
Disney's
filmshe around
him and
customer proved tough he showed the picture in the exhibitor's theater on his
first or second show and let the audience's reaction get in its work.

factual background of every March
of Time subject. Through the NEA,
is published a Teacher's Manual
outlining the course of study both
before and after seeing the film. In
almost every instance, this school
tie-up is handled directly by the exhibitor. Its success may be judged
by its circulation of 230,000 today.
(d) A localized circularization of
all Time Magazine subscribers for
notification of each new issue's time
and date of showing. Typical example of the value of this service
is the Aztec Theater in San Antonio, Tex., where 2,800 March of
Time enthusiasts have their names
on file for notification of every release.
These four activities foi'm the
basis for our general March of Time
promotion campaigns, but because
we are fortunate enough to be dealing with news personalities and
news events in every subject, there
is a wealth of specialized local promotion available each month.

HAILS TWO-REELERS
AS "PROVING GROUND"
By BERT GILROY
Radio Producer of Short
Subjects
'"THE two-reeler remains the proving ground for the picture industry. Not only with talent, but
with story ideas as well, the tworeeler continues to contribute to the
feature-length films.
Writers, directors, and actors
graduate from short subjects to the
features. Especially is this so in
comedy, for many a first-rank director or writer got his knowledge of
the screen and transcribing emotions through experimental work in
the short subject.
This is, in a sense, a loss for
the two-reeler itself. Its best people leave it for features. But it is
the constant development of young
and ambitious people in the short
subject that give the two reels their
their very vitality.
The two-reeler is pliable enough
for experiment, and its range is
wide. Here at RKO Radio, our
shorts go from broad comedy bordering on the slapstick to comedy of
situation and farce. Our musicals
include work by writers at the studio, dance bands such as those of
Ted Fio Rito and Phil Harris, and
the folk songs of the Hall Johnson
Choir.
It's obvious to me that the good
two-reeler, with its wide range of
interest, is still the solution to the
double-bill.
RKO
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THE FILM DAILY
The industry's leading daily trade publication serving the motion picture industry since 1918 — Six days each week — Containing Live News.
Constructive Editorials, Straight From the Shoulder Reviews, of Features and Short Subjects, and timely exploitation aids. Exhibitors the world
over read the FILM
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THE FILM YEAR
The largest and most comprehensive volume
The 1937 book, 19th edition, contains nearly
titles of features released since 1915 showing
subject series released during 1936, arranged

is presented
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BOOK

in the long series of Film Daily Year Books is now being distributed to subscribers of The Film Daily.
1.300 pages of valuable reference material. Among the many items of interest are included: PICTURES — 16,170
distributors and Film Daily review dates; Features released during 1936 with casts and credits; Features and short
by distributing companies; serials released since 1920 showing stars, directors and years of release; a list of

features imported from foreign countries during 1936 a compilation showing producers and distributors of short subject series. PERSONNEL — Names, addresses,
telephone numbers, cable addresses, officers, department heads and boards or directors of important film companies; another section with the addresses and
manpower affiliated with studios and production organizations; Officers and di rectors of clubs, guilds and organizations associated with the motion picture
industry. PERSONALITIES — The 1935 and 1936 work of 3,124 players, 218 producers, associate producers and supervisors; 281 directors; 809 authors; 635
screenplay writers; 181 cameramen; 196 film editors; 152 music composers and supervisors; and 27 dance directors. LISTS — A complete equipment Buying
Guide; feature producers, short subject producers, cartoon producers, industrial producers, newsreels, theater supply dealers, laboratories, color processes, trailers
insurance brokers, projection rooms, agents and managers, play and story brokers exchanges (including names of managers and product handled). THEATERS —
Complete list of theaters in the United States and Canada arranged by states and provinces; separate list of circuits with four or more theaters. FINANCIAL —
Summaries

of all motion picture companies whose stocks are listed on financial markets.

FOREIGN — Exporters and importers; outlook for 1937; international

survey of film markets. EXPLOITATION — Complete manual of tested exploitation stunts; showman's calendar. AGENTS' TELEPHONES of players, directors
and writers. LEGAL — Court decisions of 1936 compiled and digested by Herbert T. Silverberg. BIRTHDAYS AND BIRTHPLACES of important film folk, and
1,001 other items of interest.

t

)

of the

of Short Subjects Ideas for Selling Shorts to the Public —

Subscription Price $10.00, Foreign $15.00

Exhibitors who have been subscribers to the FILM DAILY for the past Eighteen years appreciate
the value of this service, and consider their annual ten dollar investment one that has netted them
real dividends during these years. Every Exhibitor owes it to himself to become a regular subscriber to THE FILM DAILY SERVICE.
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SINGLE BILLS SEEN
Majors Dominate Hollywood Comedy "NAMES"
POINT INTOSHORTS
PROFITS
IMPROVING SHORTS Shorts Production, Checkup Shows
By RALPH

By J. H. Skirball
Sales Manager of Educational
Pictures
A FRIEND who is vice-president
and general manager of a big
national business organization, with
branches throughout the country,
recently made a tour of some of
these branches. The manager of
one of the branches, with whom I
am also acquainted, invited "the
boss'' to his home for dinner.
Describing the evening to me, the
vice-president expressed pleasure at
the happy home conditions which
he found. Two children of school
age and one younger child added to
the gaiety of the home. The dinner
was a pleasant one. But one factor
disturbed him. The wife served her
own dinner, having to get up and
leave the table frequently. This
was not pleasing to "the boss." He
could not seem to understand why
there was not a servant on hand to
serve the dinner "properly."
"How much salary does this manager get?" I asked him.
He named the figure, a salary
adequate to take care of the home,
but certainly a modest figure allowing no room for such luxuries as
servant help.
"How can you expect him to raisethree children, with two of them in
school, and still be able to have servants on such a salary?" I demanded. "The salary is enough for
the necessaries of life, but not for
much more."
I cannot help associating this little experience in my own mind with
the history of the development of
short subjects during the last few
years. It is simply a matter of income. The branch manager, with a
little more income, could afford the
help of servants, which would make
things easier for his wife and add

SAM

WILK

West Coast Representative of
The Film Daily
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Hollywood — The major studios
are making practically all the comedy shorts that come out of Hollywood. M-G-M, RKO and Columbia
lead in this field. Hal Roach now
confines himself to one series of
shorts — the "Our Gang" comedies.
The M-G-M output comprises
Pete Smith Specialities, Musical
Comedies, "Miniatures" and the
"Crime Doesn't Pay" series. Jack
Chertok heads the shorts department at the Culver City plant, and
his battery of directors includes:
Jacques Tourneur, Joe Sherman,
Dave Miller and Felix F. Feist, Jr.
Bert Gilroy is now the pilot of
the RKO short subjects and his directors include Jean Yarbrough and
Les Goodwins. George Stevens,
Mark Sandrich, Ben Holmes and
Leigh Jason are among the prominent feature directors who gradument. ated from the RKO comedy depart-

Chief

By LOU DIAMOND
of Paramount
Short
Department

Subject

JTIEATER
owners whosynonomous
are making showmanship
with the better grade of short subjects are experiencing surprises, as
well as real profits.
Name value always has been one,
of the greatest assets at the box
office. If a name becomes nationally known,
r through association withwhethe
the radio
or stage, as
well as the screen, it may, almost
automatically, be chalked up as a
draw at virtually any box office.
It is the exhibitors who have altoday. ready made this discovery in short
subjects who are profiting by them

In the independent field, Condor
has announced a series of 13 musical shorts to be released by RKO.
George Fox of Featurettes, Inc., has
completed the first of a series based
on Liberty short stories. Screen
Classics is producing "Strange As
It Seems" and Columbia Tours for
Columbia release.
Mayfair is the newest entry in
the cartoon field and will produce a
I can cite dozens of these cases —
series for release by United Artists. the entire Interstate Circuit in TexWalt Disney is busy with his "Silly
as, for instance.
It has become a policy with such
Symphonies" and "Mickey Mouse" theater
owners to regard their short
subjects, while Harman-Ising is
subjects as definite contributions to
making
"Happy
Harmonies."
Schlesinger
continues
with Leon
his entertainment and to sell them to
"Merrie Melodies" and "Looney their public, accordingly.
Tunes." Charles B. Mintz is makSales, as the word pertains to an
ing "Krazy Kat," "Scrappy," "Bar- exhibitor's relations with his audience, mean giving the big names in
ney Google" and "Color Rhapsodies." Walter Lantz is working on a short subject a real play — using
them
in newspaper advertising,
the
"Oswald"
cartoons
at
Universal,
Columbia's product includes com- while Animated Pictures Corp. is
edies starring the 3 Stooges and
lobby displays and quite often setproducing two series.
ting them up in marquee bulbs.
Andy Clyde.
The modern attitude of the thinkcontinues,
with "Screen
Harriet Snapshots"
Parsons in
charge. The comedies are made
ing exhibitor toward his short subunder the supervision of Jules
jects is not altogether whether a
White, with Del Lord, Charles Laband or a personality 'has ever
worked in Hollywood. Rather, it is
ment and Preston Black among his
this:
directors.
Is the orchestra in my new short
Warners is making a series ox
popular on the air?
historical shorts, with Gordon HolIf it is then such a theater owner
knows that millions of folk, who
By R. M. SAVINI
more leisure and pleasure for all
Soon the newest star of the draw- are tuning in every night, will be
the family. The short subject, with
ing board will appear on the screen. only too happy to be able to get
the added income which a return
view of this band perHe
is
Sam Small, most defiant sol- their first
forming on the screen.
to single features in the theaters
greatest
liar
of
the
king's
would automatically create, could army. dier,I andfirst
We,
in
Paramount,
are producing
met Sam some months
afford to put more money into prod- ago; he walked in with the postman dozens cf such name short subjects.
uction, and the result could be only and sat on the desk.
one thing . . . better short subjects.
"Pick it oop," said Sam. I did,
for Sam Small had greatly intrigued
me as he stood, on the face of an
envelope, at attention. I kept learaAND HIS
ing more and more about Sam and
was so interested in the little fellow that I arranged to have him
ogAcmdQaid
over here.
Sam Small was originally a mythical little soldier, created by Stanley Halioway, well known Lancashire mimic and comedian. Anson
Dyer, one of the world's well known
cartoonists, made Sam the character he is today. The idea of a monologue as a background is original
with Dyer and Halioway. The monologues, incidentally, are done by
the latter.
At the present time we have six
of the new color cartoon subjects
ready for release under the tities of
Distribution
"'Alt, Who Goes There?" "Carmen,"
Through independent state
"Sam and His Musket," "Sam's
right
exchanges;
one-amonth starting April 15th.
Medal," "Beat the Retreat?" and
"Drummed
Out." These subjects
ASTOR
PICTURES
CORF.
will be released at the rate of one
1501 Broadway,
N. Y. C.
One-sheet
poster on Educational's
two-reel
a month through the franchise holders of Astor Pictures Corp.
comedy
release,
"Gags
and Gals."

SMALL TELLS ALL
I'm in the Movies Now!

6 Subjects
Halt Who Goes There
Carmen
Sam and His Musket
Sam's
Medal
Beat the Retreat
Drummed
Out

DAILY

lingshead in charge. "Give Me Liberty," one of the subjects in the
series won an Academy award.
Robert C. Bruce is making a series of musical romances for release by Paramount, while Jerry
Fairbanks and Robert Carlisle are
producing
"Popular
Science"
shorts
for the
Paramount
distribution.

SAM SMALL STRIKES
NEW CARTOON NOTE

fcj
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SHORT

"My
Tsmperaturs"
(PopeyeArtistical
the Sailor
Cartoon)
Paramount
7 mins.
Merry
Sonorous-voiced Popeye is a
skilled sculptor in this merry chapter of his outlandish adventures,
and shares a studio with the bad,
bulky Bluto, who is a portrait and
landscape painter. Their esthetic
rivalry boils over when the visiting
Olive
wants —a portrait
statue' Oyl
of herself,
whichever,or bya
sample, proves the more satisfactory. Popeye and Bluto bend to the
chore, each trying to impede the
other's craftsmanship. Soon blows
are freely exchanged, with the
ready and willing sailor on the receiving end. But Popeye adds to
his readiness and willingness to
"mix it" with the battling Bluto by
becoming plenty able, — for he finds
a can of spinach in the studio, gathers it to his gullet, and soon bangs
Bluto about with the greatest of
ease. At the fadeout, there is little
doubt but that Olive Oyl's portrait
is going to be in the form of a
statute:
"Ski Skil."
(Pete Smith Specialty)
M-G-M
10 mins.
Grand
Easily one of the most spectacular
ski pictures ever produced in motion pictures. Pete Smith handles
the narration in his usual kidding
style, but here perhaps is one subject that he should not have treated
that way. The grandeur of the
scenery is so inspiring and the mass
maneuvers of a group of expert
skiiers so thrilling and impressive
that
only
servesPete's
as a light
mild bantering
irritant tonote
distract
the beholder as he sits fascinated
by the sweep and power of the
thrilling spectacle. This one is about
the last word in outdoor sports
thrills.

Faramount's individual one-sheet for one of the
musical
"Star Reporter"
series.

5^3

SUBJECT
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he finally subdues the ferocious
"Stranger Than Fiction"
beast and comes out of the bottle
(Number
35)
Universal
9 mins.
to receive the plaudits of the specGood,
Solid
Short
tators. The entire conception of
this cartoon is very ingenious and
On several counts, audiences wiil
Sprightly little skit with the den- funny, and it moves fast. Technique like this reel. One reason is aptist getting a bright idea and put- by Paul Terry, Mannie Davis and
parent right at the outset when up
ting on a floor show to take the
George Gordon. Original score by pops Harold G. Blaney of Swampthoughts of his victims off the pun- Philip A. Scheib.
scott, Mass., who, in appearance, is
ishment he hands them as they sit
in the dental chair. In this manner
President
F. D.
"double."
AnPathe Variety
Topics No. 5
other reason
is R.'s
the final
sequence
a nice diversity of acts are intro- RKO Radio
of
Southern
cotton
9
mins.
pickers
playing
duced. The principals and artists
ball at night with flaming burlap,
are Pinky Lee, Aileen Cook, The ElStarts off with a nutty laff sub- kerosene-soaked spears. Intertons, Harold Waldridge, Barbara
ject as Raymond Knight, famed for
spersed are such items as the fox
McDonald, Mary Sutherland, and
radio "Cuckoo Hour," does an terrier, Skippy, whose habitual theft
Andy Anderson's ork. Directed by his
English
skit
that
gets
plenty
of
of eggs from a grocery store was
William Watson. Story by Mort
Lewis. Photographed by George hilarity. Follows a fine scenic bit, a mystery to a Newark, N. J., storepicturing the Frisian Islands that
keeper; the famous old lighthouse
Webber.
lie off the coast of Holland. Then at Atlantic City which the governcomes a zoo in Florida where monkment wants to sell; the blind George
eys roam at large and the visitors Pelton, whose loss of sight is no
"The Fella with the Fiddle"
are
the
ones
who
view
them
from
(Merrie Melody Cartoon)
handicap to him in his vocation of
\ itaphone
7 mins. a cage. The final subject is a new expert clock repairman; and Al
Novel Cartoon
invention for placing certain work- Frazer of Buffalo who can lift taing tools on all the fingers of the
The little mice listen to grandpa
bles and chairs in his unbelievably
who tells them the story of Miser hand instead of just holding them strong jaws. A Canadian schoolthe hand as done under ordinary house in a railroad car, and the
Mouse, whose racket was pretend- in
ing to be blind and begging on the procedure. In this manner etching, poor Cuban woman who is revered
street. Accumulating a fortune, he facial adornment for milady, cro- in Cuba for her faith healing, round
cheting, painting, and other fine out the topics.
lived in a tricky house that looked
Good, solid short.
like a shack on the outside and in- arts are treated with the new technique
of
holding
the
implements
on
side also, but by pressing buttons the fingertips.
"Manhattan Waterfront"
it could be transformed into a man(The World On Parade)
sion as the broken furniture disRKO Radio
11 mins.
"Bosko's Easter Eggs"
appeared behind the walls and rich
Timely
articles took their place. But final(Harman-Ising
Cartoon)
A very fine Grand
photographic review
ly the tax collector called, and M-G-M
8 mins.
of New York's varied waterfront.
Miser Mouse had a tough time tryTwo pickaninnies and a pup get All phases of the shipping life of
ing to clear himself when the visitor started pressing the buttons mixed up with a hen trying to hatch the metropolis are covered. The
and revealing the rich furnishings. out her eggs. The boy is trying to giant ocean liners and the tiny tugs.
The luxurious apartment houses
Produced by Leon Schlesinger. Ani- get his easter eggs to his little with private wharfs for launches,
mation by Cal Dalton and Ken Har- sweetheart, but meets with a spill, and the shanty colonies of the
so he borrows the eggs from the squatters. The variety of bridges
hen and colors them for Easter. The forms
a very fascinating subject in
girl makes him return them, and the itself. A fine narration by Alois
"King
Soccer"
pup is put to work to keep them Havrilla makes this one of the most
(.Grantland Rice Sportlight)
Paramount
10 mins. warm till the hen returns. When interesting scenic presentations of
Sure to Please
she does, there is the dickens to New York ever seen on the screen.
This is a very interesting reel pay, and the enranged fowl makes
which is a pleasing combination of the pickaninny and the pup sorry
a sport short and a travelogue. they ever mixed in. Done in TechAudiences are transported by plane
nicolor, with plenty of clever techto distant Buenos Aires, Argentina, nique.
and given an insight into the beauty
of this city where polo, horse racing
and soccer each have their rabidly
"Stranger
Than 36)
Fiction"
(Number
enthusiastic devotees. There are
8 1-3 mins.
some excellent shots of all three Universal
Effective
sports, but the climactic scenes are
Outstanding features of this subof the soccer matches which draw
ject are the X-ray photographing of
huge crowds to witness them regu- flowers by a Santa Monica, CaL,
larly. Slow motion sequences re- woman; the little black spaniel who,
veal the almost uncanny skill of the
because of paralysis, has a twoparticipants. Whether film patrons wheeled
cart for hind legs; and the
are either actively or passively in- strange belfry in San Antonio,
terested in this particular pastime, Texas, which is a sanctuary for
they will be intrigued by the play- bats. Other portions of this chapers' footwork and the entertaining
ter are equally effective, — the aged
quality of the footage. A well bal- art collector whose Seattle shop
anced, nicely narrated subject. Sure abounds in curios; the collector, too,
to please.
in Arcadia, Cal., whose hobby is
gathering wooden horses which
stood before harness shops in the
"Bug Carnival"
pre-automobile age; and a New
(Terry-Toons)
Educational
7 mins. York City woman who is an expert
The insects stage a carnival that diamond cutter. There is a hearty
has a lot of big-time circus acts. chuckle in the reel in the demonThe highlight is a daring act by
stration of the invention by Columthe ringmaster who acts as a lion
bus, Ohio's, Carl Brown. It is a
tamer and goes into a bottle con- gadget to the necktie attachment
taining a ferocious specimen that that keeps auto drivers from falling A stock one-sheet used in connection with
looks like a firefly.
Barehanded, asleep at the wheel!
Vitaphone's
one-reel
"Looney
Tune"
series
"Dental Follies"
(Song and Comedy Hit)
Lively
Educational
10 mins.
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VITA. COLOR SHORTS
SEES SERIALS MORE
Effectiveness of Short Subjects as
POPULAR THAN EVER Box Office Force Shown in Campaign BASED UPON HISTORY
Short

By EDWARD BONNS
Product Sales Manager
Universal Pictures

By FRED C. QUIMBY
Manager
of M-G-M
Short
Subject Department

of

"[RESPITE
theseason
fact that
the coming serial
will mark
the
25th year in which Universal has
contributed to this popular form of
entertainment, it looks at the present time as though the 25th season
will be the most successful of the
25.
Although serials do not attract
the amount of newspaper space
which they did at one time, sales
and attendance records prove that
actually more people are going to
see serials today than ever before.
Furthermore, moving picture serials
are the great American kindergarten for the education and intriguing of film theatergoers. Without
serials , the younger generation
might very easily grow up without
the taste for moving pictures which
serials inevitably create in their
minds and lives.
This year Universal has an unusually fine collection of serial subjects particularly designed to catch
the interest of this younger generation. Several years ago, when
moving pictures really needed this
younger generation, Universal
stepped out and made a serial called
"Cowboys and Indians" which
earned the gratitude of the entire
industry. This year its lead-off
serial partakes of the same elements. It is called "Wild West
Days." Johnny Mack Brown stars
in it and it is being produced by
that veteran of Universal serial
production, Henry MacRae.
The entire season will consist of
four serials.
The other three are

EFFECTIVENESS
of short
jects as a box office
forcesub-is
cited by Metro in a special campaign being conducted among exhibitors to encourage the use of
shorts to supplant giveaways which
lately have been abandoned in many
situations throughout the country.
Stressing the high degree of box
office appeal in their short product,
the Metro office offers a convincing
summary of publicity and exploitation activities in behalf of shorts
during the past few months.
That M-G-M Junior Features contain publicity possibilities comparable with features is exemplified by
the highly-prized newspaper space
piled up by the Benchley series. Indicative of the esteem movie editors
hold for these subjects is their consistent record in topping features
in theater reviews. In Cleveland recently, the reviewer not only gave
the headlines to the Benchley subject but also gave it three times the
King Features strips which have
already had a very wide circulation
in newspapers and on the radio.
They are "Radio Patrol," drawn and
created by Eddie Sullivan and
Charles Schmidt, "Tim Tyler's
Luck," drawn and created by Lyman Young, and "Flash Gordon's
Trip to Mars," by Alex Raymond.
Of almost
these serials,
"Wild atWest
Days"
is
completed
Universal
City under the direction of Ford
Beebe and Cliff Smith.

space given the feature (not an MG-M). Another record space-getter
recently was the one-reeler "Every
Sunday," in which Deanna Durbin
and Judy Garland attracted almost
as much attention from movie critics
as in their feature efforts.
Behind every M-G-M Junior is
the same potent publicity support
that goes with M-G-M features.
Well organized publicity efforts
that reflect at your box office are
such widespread coverage as the
Benchley two-page "How to Behave"
spread in Town and Country; the
"Hollywood Extra" art feature
which hit rotos right across the
country including full pages in such
staid sheets as the Boston Globe.
Typical example of the featurecalibre national tieup activities which
contribute a definite selling impetus
to M-G-M Juniors is the current
Pete Smith-Liberty magazine Movie
Contest in which two and a half
million readers are urged in fullpage spreads to view his Specialties. In another national deal for
"Wanted — A Master," Humane Societies in every town were instructed
by their national headquarters to
provide dogs for local theater giveaways. With Pete Smith's currently
released "Penny Wisdom" is a direct tieup with Hearst and other
newspapers that use the syndicated
Prudence Penny cooking column.
Adaptabilty of M-G-M Juniors to
regular commercial tieups is illustrated by Macy's full-page Benchley tieup ads in New York dailies
which were duplicated again and
again in other cities; the windows
for FitzPatrick TravelTalks arranged by United
Fruit Co., in

Spurred on by the success of such
Warner Bros.' feature films as "The
Story Angel"
of Louis Pasteur," "The
White
and "The Charge oi ;
the Light Brigade," the company
has also turned to history for ma-,
terial in the production of several
Vitaphone short subjects in Technicolor.
The
ed
type,
which

enthusiastic reception accordVitaphone's initial short of this;
"The
Star the
Spangled
depicted
dramaticBanner,"
events

suiTOunding the composing of "The
Star Spangled Banner," by Francis
Scott Key, led the company to produce other such films, "Give Me
Liberty," dealing with the famous
speech by Patrick Henry, not only
won the unanimous acclaim of audiences and critics alike wherever it i
was shown, but also won the Academy Award for the best color short
subject for 1936.
"Under Southern Stars," which
tells the story of General Stonewall
Jackson and the Battle of Chancellorsville, was also one of the company's more popular shorts. On
April 10, Vitaphone has set for na- j
tional release "The Romance of j
Robert Burns," a two-reel Technicolor subject, based upon the life
of the immortal Scottish bard.
Other of these Technicolor shorts
based upon historical events are
being planned for forthcoming release in Vitaphone's "Broadway
Brevity" series.
banks and travel bureaus throughout the country; the flock of promotion ads used by Wirephoto newspapers in connection withs £Pete
Smith's "Behind the Headlines".

*HH"il7 Short Subject Production at a Glance

A Classified Summary of Short Subject Schedules, with Completed Reels Keyed as "C" ; Those Still to Come Indexed as "TC"

TC

TC

Antkino
Astor Pictures
Celebrity
Columbia
Educational
J. H. Hofifberg
Imperial
Lenauer International
M-G-M
Paramount
RKO
Republic
Stage & Screen
20th Century-Fox
Ufa
United Artists
Universal
Warner Bros
TOTALS
C — Completed.

104
104
104
104
104

c
6

102

20
211

136
18

11

15
6
15
10

3
20

11

12
9
25

16
26

95

26
14
16

14
27

36

17

26

13

4 133

10
4

TC

177
2

C

10

26
12

22
5

13

12

520 101
TC — To come.

5
4

Si

9DB3

TC

21
33

TC

TC

TC

C

15

17
11
1

30
4
8
9

TC

136
37
10

4

6

16

13
10

68 136

TC

10
39 142

14

11

■s

m.
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Spring Short Subject Roster • • •
•

IBeard. "Stymie" Roach
Beatty, Clyde
Rep.
Beckett, Scott
Roach
Beery, Noah, Jr. Univ.
Brendel. El
Col.
Catlett, Walter
Col.
'Chaney, Lon, Jr.
Univ.
Clyde. Andy
Col.
Cody, Bill, Jr
Falcon

Collins and Kennedy
. Col.
Corrigan, Ray
Rep.
Dermond,
William Rep.
Erroll, Leon
RKO
Farnum, William Rep.
Hall, Johnson, Choir
RKO
f lardy, Oliver
Roach
Hood, Darla
Roach
Hughes, Kay
Rep.

Ace, Goodman

Cross and Dunn
Denny, Jack
Dorsay, Fifi
Downey, Morton
Dunn, Josephine
Froos, Sylvia
Goodelle, Niela
Green, Johnnie
Gribbon, Harry
Harris, Phil
Holtz, Lou
Hope, Bob
Howard, Shemp

Van Beuren
Ace, Jane Van Beuren
Apolon, Dave
Vita.
Ates, Rosco
Vita.
Armetta
Vita.
Barton, James Mentone
Berks, Johnny
Bordoni, Irene
Vita.
Cabin Kids
Educ.
Claire, Bernice
Vita.
|Cook, Joe
Educ.
■tnev. Inez
Vita.

Univ.
Roach
Roach
Rep.

Vita.
Vita.
Vita.
Vita.
. . Educ.
Educ.
Educ.
Vita.
Vita.
Vita.
Vita.
Vita.
Vita,

Feist, Felix F., Jr.
Goodwin, Les
Home, James
Kane, Joseph

PLAYERS

•

•

Hollywood
Kelly, Patsy
Roach
Kennedy, Edgar
RKO
King, John
Univ.
Kolk, Scott
Univ.
Laurel, Stan
Roach
Laurence, Rosina
Roach
Layne, Tracy
Rep.
Lee, Eugene (Porky)
Roach
New York
Howard,
Tom
Educ.
Hope, Bob
Vita.
Janey, Leon
Vita.
Keaton, Buster
Educ.
Lahr, Bert
Educ.
Law, Vera
Vita.
LeRoy, Hal
Vita.
Lopez, Vincent
Vita.
Lucas, Nick
Vita.
MacKinney, Nina Mae Vita.
Machamer,

•
^Ceebe, Ford
'"Charles, Roger
Gordon, Douglas
?Eason, Reeves

•

•

M-G-M
RKO
Roach
Rep.

Jefferson Educ.

DIRECTORS
Hollywood

•

Le Borg, Reginald
McGowan, Robert
Meins, Gus

M-G-M
. Roach
Roach

Miller, Dave

M-G-M

•

Roach
Taylor, Al
Rep.
Thomas, (Buckwheat) Wm.
Roach
Three Stooges
Col.
Warwick, Lois
Rep.
Wilde, Lois
Rep.
Wing, Toby
Roach

Murray, Ken
Niesen, Gertrude
Norton, Robert
O'Connell, Charles
Patricola, Tom
Phalon, Beverly
Price, Georgie
Novis, Donald
Reed, Janet
Roberts, Eddie
Robinson, Bill
Rooney, Pat, Jr

Vita.
Vita.
Vita.
Vita.
Educ.
Vita.
Vita.
Vita.
Vita.
Educ.
Vita.
Educ.

Sasafrass
Vita.
Shelton, George
.... Educ.
Spaeth, Dr. Sigmund. . Vita.
Tim and Irene
Educ.
Timberg, Herman, Jr.
Educ.
Truex, Ernest
Educ.
Van, Vera
Vita.
Waters, Ethel
Vita.
West, Buster
Educ.
Yacht Club Boys
Vita.
Yorke and King
Educ.

Roach
. M-G-M
Univ.
Warner
Rep.

Terhune, William
. Roach
Tourneur, Jacques . . M-G-M
White, Jules
Col.
Wright, Mack
Rep.
Yarbrough, Jean
...RKO

•

..

•

Parrott, James
Sherman, Joseph
Smith, Cliff
Staub, Ralph
Taylor, Ray

New York
■Blake, B. K
jhristit, Al
Trench, Lloyd

Col.
Educ.
Vita.

Hancock, Don Van Beuren
Henabery, Joseph . . . Vita.
Mack, Roy
Vita.

Frickett, C. J.
Geraghty, Maurice
Goldstone, Richard.
Goodwin, Les
Giashm, Mauri ....
Guedel, John
Hall, Charles
Hershon, Robert
Home, James
Jason, Will

Mentone

Para.

•
idler, Felix
Roach
Bell, Thomas
Roach
Black, Preston
Col.
|3rooks, Marty
....M-G-M
Burton, Val
M-G-M
Jharles, Roger
Roach
Collins, Monte
RKO
j3ouglas, Gordon . . Roach
Duquette, Arthur . Roach
^lournoy, Richard
Roach

Schwarzwald, Milton

Nathan, Adele Gutman

•

WRITERS
Hollywood

•

•

Roach
Rep.
M-G-M
RKO
M-G-M
Roach
Roach
M-G-M
Roach
M-G-M

Lees, Robert
M-G-M
Jevne, Jack
Roach
Jones, Arthur Vernon
Roach
Kramer,
Stanley . M-G-M
Knight, Tracy
Rep.
Law, Hal
Roach
McCloy, Harry
Roach
Meins, Gus
Roach
Miller, Davis
M-G-M

Para.
.... Vita.
Para.
Blake

Jarrett, Arthur, Sr. .. Educ.
Klauber, Marcy
Educ.
MacDonald, Ballard
Mentone

Switzer, Carl (Alfalfa)

McFarland,
Spanky. Roach
Livingston, Bob
Rep.
May, Patty Doris
Roach
Merton, John
Rep.
Moran, Polly
Col.
Osborne, Bud
Rep.
Post, Guy Bates
Univ.
Roberti, Lydia
Roach
Rogers, Jean
Univ.

Waller, Fred

Para.

Watson,

Educ.

William

•
Moffit, Jefferson Roach
Nelson, Charles
Col.
Ornitz, Arthur
... M-G-M
Parrott, James
Roach
Parsons, Harriett
.
Col.
Plannette, Jean ... M-G-M
Randal, George
RKO
Rathnell, John
Rep.
Rauh, Stanley
Riggs, George

M-G-M
Roach

Rinaldo, Fred
Roberts, Charles
Rogers, Charles
Swabacker, Leslie
Terry, Frank
Traver, Lee
Traynor, Albert
Smith, Pete
White, Jules
Yates, Hal
Yarbrough, Jean

M-G-M
... RKO
. . Roach
. . . Rep.
Roach
Roach
. . Roach
M-G-M
Col.
Roach
... RKO

New York
[reeman, Dave
"roman,IraEddie
ienet,
lenley, Jack

Educ.
Vita.
Vita.
Vita.

Herman, Justin
Hershey, Burnett
Hocky, Milton
Jacoby, Irving A

LITTLE from LOTS
JBy RALPH

WILKs
HOLLYWOOD

an assistant director before his promotion at the Hal Roach studios.

Machamer, Jefferson

Otvos, Dorian
Rath, Fred
edies? The same question applies
to Johnny Downs.
T

Goodman Ace was an ace movie
and dramatic critic in Kansas City
before he invaded New York.

'HORT subject producers are still
vei*y proud of Shirley Temple,
-ho got her screen start in the one
nd two-reel field.

Andy Clyde divides his time between the short subject and feature
field. He has played several important character roles at Paramount,
RKO and Universal, but finds time
Joe Sherman and Gordon Douglas
do a series of shorts at Columre among the newer directors in to
bia.
le short subject end of the indusy. Joe, who is with M-G-M, started
Do you remember when Jackie
i the publicity department and la;r became a scenarist. Gordon was
Cooper played in "Our Gang" com▼

t

▼

T

T

Pete Smith was a member of The
Billboard staff in the "good old
days." Watterson Rothacker and
Henry Ginsberg are among the
prominent graduates of The Billboard.
T

T

T

Deanna Durbin and Judy Garland
are recent graduates of the short
subjects field. In fact, they appeared in an M-G-M short.
T

T

r

Kansas City is the home of Walt
and Roy Disney, Hugh Harman and
Rudolph Ising.

Watson, William .... Educ.
Educ.
Weil, Willie
Vita.
Vita.
Wood,
Cyrus
Vita.
Para.
Herbert Moulton, who directs
shorts for Paramount, is a former
Los Angeles newspaperman. He
was in the Paramount publicity detion.
partment before entering producT

T

T

Rushes on the Gilbert and Sullivan sequences in Andrew L.
Stone's Grand National picture "The
Girl Said No" have demonstrated
that the push-pull recording system
devised by Erpi is capable of reproducing the fast patter sengs from
the operettas AAA
flawlessly.
Charley Chase, long a Hal Roach
comedy.
star, recently worked in a Columbia

By

Arrangement

with

King

Features Syndicate, Inc., and Segar

POPEYE — The Paramount Popeye cartoon"Let's
Get MovirT " was received with more enthusiasm
than any other short that has ever played our
theatre. The audience actually went wild over it,
applauding and cheering for two or three minutes.
— Brooklyn Paramount Theatre, New York, N. Y.
BETTY BOOP — Betty Boop and Pudgy are the
cutest things on the screen right now, and in this
one they were excellent. Drew plenty of comments from our patrons on their way out.
— Parkway Theatre, Fort Worth, Texas

MUSICAL ROMANCES — "In Old Wyoming." A
color musical that is without doubt second to
none for beauty, grandeur and entertainment
value. This subject was well appreciated and we
have received numerous voluntary compliments.
— Kimo Theatre, Albuquerque, N. M.

PARAGRAPHICS —"Where Champions Meet."
Another short subject triumph. This is excellent,
and very well done. Ted Husing does a swell job
of narration. Congratulations to Paramount on
this one:
-Melba Theatre, Dallas, Texas.

PARAMOUNT
COLOR CLASSICS —"Somewhere in Dreamland."
Color cartoon of the very best. It was perfect,
and this little reel drew about as many comments
as most good features.,
— Star Theatre, Geneva, Ind.
SCREEN SONGS —"The Hills of Old Wyomin'."
A dandy Screen Song subject! These subjects are
still hard to beat.
— Star Theatre, Hay Springs, Nebr.
HEADLINERS —"Music in the Morgan Manner."
By far the most entertaining musical short it has
been our pleasure to play.

PICTORIALS —These

shorts are

hard to beat for beauty, interesting topics, and
power at the box office. Only wish we had more
of them.
SPORTLIGHTS

— Liberty Theatre, Tyler, Texas.
— The Grantland Rice shorts are

great subjects. The Sportlight, to my mind, is far
superior to any other series of shorts being made
today.

— Chicago Theatre, Chicago, III.

POPEYE THE SAILOR MEETS SINDBAD

THE SAILOR

— This is the tops in all cartoons! The audience
reaction was terrific, even after the cartoon had
been off the screen for some time.
— Parkway Theatre, Fort Worth, Texas.

— Strand Theatre, Wichita Falls, Texas

PARAMOUNT
POPULAR

SCIENCE —This is one of the most in-

teresting one-reelers we've played. Everyone enjoyed it— and told us so.
— Pines Theatre, Waldron, Ark.

Bu4f*j0**f on fv

NEWS— This is the best liked

newsreel that we have played. Paramount gives
us a very late release and much better service
than do the other newsreels.
— Dirigo Theatre, Ellsworth, Me.

£F

j o|h t imate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Allied Sets Milwaukee Convention Back to May 26-28

RKO 2 MONTHS NET 10 TIMES HIGHER THANJN 1936
Sidney Kent to Study GB
20th-Fox Prexy to Return to
N. Y. Before Australian
Visit

Situation on London Trip

United Artists Planning Mid-June Sales Convention
United Artists will hold its annual sales convention about the middle of June, with
locale yet to be selected. Exact dates will be announced shortly by George J. Schaefer,
vice-president and general
manager
in charge of distribution.

That the GB situation will be examined by Sidney R. Kent, who sails
from New York Wednesday on the
Queen Mary for London and Paris,
was indicated by the president of
20th Century-Fox yesterday.
"Very likely the matter will be
brought
to my
attention,"
Kent that
told
The Film
Daily.
He stated
"New Universal's policy of developing its own stars from the
after his visit to Europe during
of talented young playwhich he will attend his company's largeers itgroup
has
enlisted under its banner
sales conventions at Paris, he will
return to New York and later go to on seven-year contracts seems to
Australia to act on the General The- be meeting with success," said J.
Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the
aters setup.
terday. in a statement issued yesBoth
20th
Century-Fox
and board,

Universal's Star-Developing Policy
Meeting With Success, Cowdin Says

{Continued on Page 4)

SHEPPARD SPONSORS
NEW COPYRIGHT BILL

"In Deanna Durbin, to mention
only one of half a dozen new stars
that have been developed, Universal has an outstanding box office
draw," he declared.
Cowdin said, in part: "As a suc-

Washington Bureau

Buffalo

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Police

Commissioner

Washington — Senator Morris
Sheppard, Democrat of Texas, dean
of the Congress, has introduced a
new copyright bill which, if adopted,
would make it necessary for authors, composers and publishers to
identify use they make of material
in the public domain and which, in
case
of copyright
infringement,

Buffalo — Police Commissioner
James W. Higgins has ordered all
police captains to notify motion picture theaters in their respective
precincts to stop Bank Nights and
Bingo under penalty of steps for
revocation of theater licenses.

"History Made at Night"

Allied Announces

(.Continued on Page 4)

Held Over in 28 Spots

Twenty-eight holdovers on "History Is Made at Night" were reported yesterday by United Artists.
Houses giving the Walter Wanger
production
extended
playing time
(Continued on Page 4)

Du-Art Walkout Report

Is Without Foundation

Independent investigation of The
Film Daily yesterday established
definitely that a report of labor dif(Continued on Page 4)

cessor to 'Three Smart Girls,'
Deanna Durbin will begin work on
her new picture '100 Men and a
Girl' on April 12. Another outstandingfilmed
picture 'The
Back,"
now being
and Road
practically
completed, and a big musical
'Broadway Jamboree,' to be produced by Buddy De Sylva, are
among the other important productions on Universal's schedule.
"New Universal has already had
two outstanding successes in the
'big picture'
class,
'Three
Smart
(Continued
on Page
10)

Bans

Bank

Nights

Higgins cited a city ordinance
under which the city license director can revoke" a license if it is
proved at a hearing that a lottery
was being carried on in a theater.
The commissioner said that after
midnight tonight treasury nights
and the like will be taboo.

Committees for

Convention, Set Back to May 26-28
Court Reserves Decision
on Brandt "5-2" Writ Plea
Decision was reserved yesterday
by Supreme Court Justice Hammer
on the application of 33 Brandt theaters for an injunction restraining
Loew's, Inc., from playing pictures
on a five day-two day split week
(Continued on Page 10)

Trustee's Counsel
Estimates
Earnings
at $714,000
at Hearing
Earnings of RKO and subsidiaries
for the first eight weeks of 1937
were estimated yesterday at $714,000 after all charges by O. C. Doering, of counsel for the Irving Trust
Co., RKO trustee, at a hearing before P'ederal Judge Bondy on applications of the RKO trustee and
counsel for interim allowances for
services rendered. The earnings for
the first two months of 1937 are
over 10 times the earnings of $68,1936.
351, in the corresponding period of
A breakdown on the earnings,
furnished the court, showed that
RKO Radio had estimated earnings
of $179,000 for the first 8 weeks of
1937, compared to $169,000 in 1936;
theater subsidiaries
earned
$475,(Continued on Page
4)

EASTMANlHPERTG
WITH KELLER-DORIAN
Eastman Kodak is cooperating
with Keller-Dorian Colorfilm Corp.
in connection with its color process,
it was stated by the latter company
yesterdaynicians
inwhoNew
Fourin techhave York.
arrived
this
country from
Paris onwent
(Continued
Page to
4) Rochest-

"Captains Courageous"
Premiere Set for Philly
"Captains Courageous" will be
given its world permiere at the Locust St., Philadelphia, April IS,
when Loew's launches the picture
on a roadshow policy, probably inaugurating a national
roadshow
pol(Continued
on Page
4)

Annual convention of Allied
scheduled to be held at the Hotel
Pfister, Milwaukee, has been set
back two weeks to May 26-27-28.
P. J. Wood, Secretary of The I. T.
O. of Ohio and chairman of the National Convention Committee, an- Breeder
the Roxy
Policy s for"Name"
Band Suggest
nounces that the following had been
selected as Chairmen of the respecLeo Brecher, continuing his extive committees:
pert testimony yesterday
at the
on the onRoxy
General(Continued
Convention
— - hearing (Continued
Page reorganiza10)
on PageCommittee
10)
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Consideration of the bill proposing a six-day week for firemen and
engineers by the New York Legislature will take place when that body
reconvenes April 5.
An equal rights bill, banning discrimination against colored people,
has been defeated in committee in
the Assembly. A measure forbidding operators to leave their machines is alive in the same body,
as are six bills seeking to regulate
outdoor advertising.

Wells Joins Goldwyn as
Eastern Adv. Director

2

Joseph
W. Girard
Charles
B. Paine
Arthur Hirsch

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A 2 per cent tax
would be levied on the monthly
gross receipts of admissions in film
theaters in the District of Columbia under the terms of a bill introduced by Rep. Ross A. Collin,
Democrat, of Mississippi, and referred to the House District of Columbia Committee. The bill further provides that theater operators
cannot increase the price of admissions to meet the proposed tax. If
passed, the measure would become
effective July 1 next.

50 Writers Now Working
on 30 RKO Screen Plays
Linton Wells, foreign correspond-

ent for the past 25 years, has been
appointed Eastern publicity and advertising director of Samuel Goldwyn Productions. Wells, who will
also be in charge of foreign publicity, was the first newspaper correspondent inHollywood for N.E.A.,
and at one time was Hollywood correspondent for the N. Y. HeraldTribune. His autobiography, "Blood
on the Moon," will be published by
Houghton Mifflin, Inc., this month.

Sears Returns, Praising
Quality of Coast Films
After production conferences at
the coast with Jack L. Warner, Hal
Wallis and Bryan Foy, a party of
Warner executives, consisting of
Gradwell L. Sears, Carl Leserman,
S. Charles Einfeld and Norman H.
Moray today returns to New York.
"Hollywood is turning out the
best pictures in its history," according to Sears.
Warner-First National will release
five productions this month, as follows: "Man in Exile," April 4;
"Marked Women," April 10; "That
Man's Here Again," April 17; "Call
It a Day," and "Mountain Justice,"
both on April 24.

Grant Right to Examine

in S. & C. Copyright Case

Motion for right to examine, before trial, officers of the Springer
& Cocalis circuit was granted by
the U. S. District Court, New York,
yesterday, in connection with copyright infringement action brought
by three major distributors. Examination takes place within five days.
Attorney Louis Nizer is counsel for
the plaintiffs.

Schine Buys Universal

APRIL

Washington

J. R. Grainger, general manager
of distribution for the New Universal, yesterday signed a contract
which puts all units of Universal
service for the current season into
the 80 houses of the Schine Circuit. The contract was signed in
Grainger's office, J. Myer Schine
and George Lynch acting for the
Schine Theatrical Co., Inc.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fifty writers, the
largest number ever employed simultaneously atRKO Radio, are currently working on 30 screen plays
for the studio's 1937-38 program.
Five scenarists are collaborating on
the script
of "New
Faces Small
of 1937,"
which
Producer
Edward
will
soon send before cameras with Joe
Penner, Milton Berle, Parkyakarkus
and Harriet Hilliard starring.

English Television Still
Experimental — Maschwitz
That television is still in its experimental stages in England, with
advances no greater there than in
the United States, is the opinion of
Eric Maschwitz, variety director of
the British Broadcasting Company,
who arrived in New York this week
on the He de France.
During his stay on this side of
the Atlantic, Maschwitz expects to
spend some time in Hollywood
where he hopes to negotiate stage
and screen production of the musical show "Balalaika" on which he
collaborated and which is now in
its fifth month at his Majesty's theater, London.

Keith, Memorial Theater
Reduces Net Loss in 1936
Keith Memorial Theater Corporation reports for the year ending
Dec. 31, 193G a net loss of $83,033
after all charges, as compared with
a consolidated net loss of $108,100
for the year ending Dec. 31, 1935.

"Scoundrel" Suit Goes Over
"The Scoundrel" plagiarism suit
against Paramount, Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur has been put
over in the New York State Supreme Court until October. Hearing
had been scheduled for yesterday.

Further Hospital Campaign
Plans for the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital drive in the greater
New York territory were furthered
at a meeting of the zone committee
yesterday afternoon at the Film
Board of Trade. Bill Scully was in
charge of the session.

Coming and Going
ADOLPH ZUKOR and CHRIS DUNPHY have
delayed their departure from New York for the
coast until tomorrow.
ROBERT GILLHAM returns to New
over this week-end
from the south.

York

ROBERT BENCHLEY leaves New York next
shorts.
week for the coast to resume work in M-G-M
LAWRENCE BROWN went to Rochester last
night from
New
York.
WILLIAM JANNEY has arrived in New York
from
Hollywood
for an
indefinite
stay.
RAY BELL sails from New York April 20
for a vacation
in Europe.
LEW LEFTON
of Pittsburgh is in New York.J
HARRY and AL RITZ, members of the screen
comedy
trio, leave New
York
this week-end .
for Hollywood
where
they will join JIMMY'
RITZ who
left for the coast early this week.
JAMES R. GRAINGER, general manager of
distribution for Universal, left the home office
yesterday for Universal City to consult with
Charles
Rogers on company's
ture R.
schedule.

1937-38 fea-

ALFRED SANTELL, film director, left Hollywood yesterday for a vacation
in New
York.
RUBEY COWAN, formerly with the National
Broadcasting Co., is en route to the coast
where
will handle radio' contracts at Paramount's hestudios.
HARRY GOLD, Eastern division manager for
United Artists, returns to New York next <
Monday from a Caribbean cruise.
CHARLES STERN, U.A.'s Eastern district manager, left the home office yesterday for Washington on a sales trip.
CHARLES E. McCARTHY returns to New York
Monday from a Carribean cruise.
MARJORIE
LORD
has arrived
in Hollywood
from
New
York
to play her stage
role
"Stage Door" for RKO.
HUGH HERBERT is coming East in the near
future
for his first visit in three years.
JACK SCHLAIFER, Western division manager for United Artists, returns to New York
today after a 12 weeks' tour of exchanges
in his territory in connection with the George
J. Schaefer Sales Drive.
NAT PENDLETON, film comedian, arrives
in New York tomorrow from the coast i
route to England, and sails on the Queen
Mary next Wednesday to make a picture at
the Gaumont studios.
HENRY GINSBERG
day from Hollywood.

arrives in New

York to-

List of 16-17C

FEATURE

RELEASES
Titles of feature mo
tion pictures released
in this country since
1915, including Film
Daily review dates.

will be found
in the

1937
YEAR BOOK

MOTION ofPICTURE'
Now Being Distributed
Free
To Subscribers of
THE FILM DAILY
1501 Bway. New York

THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLI

FIRST CORONATION

FLASH!

One of key scenes in forthcoming "Prince and the
Pauper," with Errol Flynn and
twin-stars Billy and Bobby
Mauch, is re-enactment of
traditional ceremony of ascension to British throne just
as it will take place in England
on May 12, four days after
picture's release.0
IT'S A GREAT "DAY" IN "SCREENLAND!" Famed editor
Delight Evans calls "Call It a Day" "the best picture ever made
by Warner Bros.!" Olivia de Havilland, Ian Hunter, Anita
Louise head distinguished 8-star cast of awaited comispecial.t

THEY'RE HOLDING IT FOR A 2nd WEEK
in New York, while first Variety analysis
shows"King and the Chorus Girl" "leadingWashington," winning "season's best
gross" in Cleveland, Philly and other
keys, with "reviewers giving plenty of
attention to Fernand
HEADLINERS IN THE MAKING are (I. to r.) Willard Parker.
William Hopper, Gloria Dickson, Wayne Morris, Granville Owen,

MAX REINHARDT MARKS "MARKED
WOMAN" STAR, Bette Davis, for coveted
lead in his next Warner cinemilestone,

recent acquisitions for Warners' famed star-training squad.
Morris (in robe) is 'Kid Galahad' in that Edw. G. Robinson,
Bette Davis drama now reaching production finish.*
*A Warner

BroJ. Picture

°A First National Picture

Gravet," Joan

Blondell's mmmm-mate.*

Dostoievsky's immortal "The Gambler."
fA Cosmopolitan

Production

Vifagraph, Inc., Distributors
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KENT TO STUDY GB
SITUATION IN LONDON

RKO'S 2 MONTHS NET
IS 10 TIMES HIGHER
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Loew's, who together control what
approximates a half interest in GB,
have been opposed to the deal worked out by the Ostrers bringing the
company into an alliance, production
and distribution, with C. M. Woolf's
General Film Distributors. In objecting to the deal, they line up
with John Maxwell, head of B. I. P.
and other British film groups.

Senator Sheppard Sponsors
New Copyright Measure
(Continued from Page 1)

would leave the question of damages to the direction of the court.
The measure, which its sponsors
said was introduced at the request
of film and radio people in his state,
has been referred to the Senate
Patents Committee.
Sheppard told The Film Daily
the bill would "place responsibility
for the public performance of music on the person originating the
performance."

Eastman Kodak Co-operating
With Keller-Dorian Color
(Continued from Page 1)

er, last night to consult with technicians at Eastman Kodak. Lawrence Brown, K-D official, accompanied them.
The technicians leave New York
tomorrow for the coast to establish
the Keller-Dorian laboratory at the
Grand National studio where the
plant, with equipment installed, will
be ready to make tests for "Grand
Canyon" in 10 days. The lab will
be ready for capacity output within four weeks, it was stated.

"History is Made at Night"
Held Over in 28 Spots
(Continued from Page 1)

include: Rivoli, New York; Liberty,
Seattle; United Artists, San Francisco; Aldine, Philadelphia; United
Artists, Portland, Ore.; Strand, Atlantic City and Madison, Detroit.

"Captains Courageous"
Premiere Set for Philly
(Continued from Page 1)

icy on the production. Ordinarily,
M-G-M roadshows have their world
premieres at the Astor, New York,
but the house is occupied by "Good
Earth," which is in for a long run.
Contest Brings Vacation
Ray Bell, director of publicity and
advertising of Loew's, Washington, has
won the "Garden of Allah" national
exploitation contest which nets him a
vacation abroad. With Mrs. Bell, he
sails from New York April 20 on the
Roma for Italy as his boss, Carter Barron, is okaying the idea.

• •
• AS USUAL
a load of work is being done by
a handful of members of the AMPA
in putting over the
Second Annual Awards Dinner Dance
which is set for
May 1 at the Hotel New Yorker
the awards are for the
Best Poster, Press Book, Advertisement to the Trade, and Ad
to the Public
T
T
T
• • • THOSE FOUR awards embrace the daily work of
a slew of lads in the film biz
several hundred
exactly 17 members of AMPA showed up at the meeting yesterday
to discuss this very vital Annual Awards affair that will boost
the prestige of every person engaged in publicity and advertising if publicity men are so blind to the affair that focuses
the spotlight on their work, the logical assumption is that they
are indifferent to their jobs and the interests of the company
that pays them to boost the product
for if the AMPA
Annual Awards do not constitute a perfect show window to attract universal attention to the work of the ad and pub dept's
of
doesthe producers, will someone kindly enlighten us as to what
T
T
T
• • • THE SPEAKERS who constitute the main workers for this Annual Awards affair were Gordon White, Paul Benjamin, Vincent Trotta, Ralph Lund, Hap Hadley, Paul Lazarus,
Jr., Herb Berg
Vince Trotta has prepared an impressive
printed announcement that will be sent to all interested concerns and individuals giving full data on the Awards, and the
names of the judges in the four divisions these judges
are all eminent authorities in their fields
tickets are only
$7.50 for a couple
that includes the dinner and the dance
now you guys who are apparently so little interested in
your work and your jobs can at least buy tickets, and sell some
to your friends or is that asking too much?
send replies to the Twilight Hour
it's
T Dep'tT
T asleep, too
• •
• NICE
STUNT
negotiated by the United Artists
lads and the local Walter Wanger office
by planting a
five-day feature with the World-Telegram titled "The Reservoir of Beauty"
describing the model market, the writer
gave all the details about the girls signed for Wanger's coming "Vogues of 1938"
Myer Beck working under Monroe
GreenthaPs direction, landed this pippo
also grabbed Ed
Sullivan for a kolyum on "History Is Made At Night"
in
his usual original style, Ed showed how true that picture title
is when applied to Broadway
T
T
T
• • • THERE IS an artist named Hilton who does marvellous poster work
in an entirely new technique
relief effect with a whimsical comedy slant, and eye-stabbing
color appeal
you can see this lad's work in the window
of Northern Pacific Railway at Fifth Ave. and Forty-sixth
Street
plugging a dude ranch
this gent Hilton belongs in pictures with his flair for showman poster effects ....
T
▼
T
• • • CONGRATS TO Lawrence Beatus, district manager of Loew's
who today is celebrating his silver anniversary with the company
Larry started 25 years ago
at the old Yorkville theater
T
T
T
• •
• ON OUR desk
a gorgeous bouquet of scallions
and spinach, with this note tied with a piece of chewing-gum
"To Phil, from Your Girl Friedegg,"
we turned
abruptly to yell at our sec at the adjoining desk
and found
her sitting on our knee
dusting her off, we said : "Why
the bouquet, little one?"
and Frieda retorted thus
"You've made me famous, Pill-er-Phil.
Lookit !"
and she
shoved a letter under our nose from vice-prexy Dan Halpin of
Dictograph Products, thanking us for that dictograph gag about
Frieda which coins a new slogan for his company's product
we were Overcome
Frieda was crying softly as she
chewed up the bouquet of scallions and spinach

«

«

«

»

»

»

300, compared to $182,660 in 1936;
Pathe News earned $5,300, compared to $4,408 in 1936, and RKO,
the parent company, earned $65,000
compared to $50,534 in 1936.
Doering disclosed that the final
audited statement of RKO earnings
for 1936 showed profit of $2,485,000,
whereas dicated
unaudited
figures had inprofit of $2,514,000.
George L. Schine, counsel for the
RKO independent
committee, asked thatstockholders'
the court defer
making allowances until the plan
was finally approved but agreed
under questioning by Judge Bondy
that some payment should be made
to trustee and counsel for the eight
months oflowancework
in since
alwas lastput
made.
No another
counsel offered any opposition.
The trustee is asking $60,000 as
an interim allowance and counsel,
Donovan, Leisure, Newton and Lumbard is asking $85,000. Judge Bondy
remarked that "very splendid services had been rendered by trustee
and counsel" and that the court
had been saved a great deal of work.
Doering advised the court that
the rent claims against the estate
would be doubled if the example of
the U. S. Supreme Court in allowing landlords whose leases are disallowed three years future rent
were followed in the RKO case. He
observed that the consolidated net
worth of RKO had been increased
$890,000 by the transaction involving KAO and Stadium Theaters.
Schine said yesterday that he
would oppose the RKO reorganization plan as "eminently unfair" to
stockholders.
Judge Bondy observed yesterday
that he expected the RKO reorganization to be "modified very
thoroughly" before it is finally approved. Walkout Report
Du-Art
Is Without Foundation
(Continued from Page 1)

Acuities at the plant of the Du-Art
Studios was without foundation. It
was previously erroneously reported
that 25 of Du-Art's employes had
walked out in sympathy with a
strike in another laboratory.

Mrs. James Savage Dead

Buffalo — Mrs. James Savage, who
with her husband established the
South Side's first movie house, the
Park, in 1907, is dead after a long
illness. The Savages later operated
the Como and the Abbott, both now
out of the theater picture. They
retired from the exhibition field 20
years ago.
Dowager Queen Is Disney Fan

London — Her Majesty, the Dowager
Queen Mary has made a special request
that, whenever she attends the cinema
the program include a Walt Disney
duction.
Mickey Mouse or Silly Symphony pro-

Reports from all
sections of the nation
show landslide
business for Walter
Wanger's HISTORY
IS MADE AT NIGHT"
— says Film Daily

The Madison, Detroit, lined them
outside for hours!

The box office never stopped
working at Loew's State, Louisville— and hasn't yet!
niU

opened at Loew's Midland,
Kansas
waiting! City, they were waiting,

EN THEY KISSED....
! LANDSLIDE DEGAN!

voi)« m !

//

It is what is known as a box-office smash
and the long queues snaking from halfway around the corner is indicative of its
appeal

tO

the

public!"

"As likable a film as we

—Louis

Sobol, N. Y. Journal

#/lt contains the most thrill-

have chuckled over and
ing climax of the season!"
snorted at this season!"
— William Boehnel,
—

Frank S. Nugent, N. Y. Times

"It is the tops

in entertainment!"

N. Y. World-Telegram

— Regina Crewe, American

"An exciting, amusing and generally
engrossing entertainment. Miss Arthur
and Mr. Boyer make a superlative team
of Stars ! "

— Howard

Barnes, N. Y. Herald-Tribune

CROWDS FORCED RIVOLI, N.Y. BOX-OFFICE TO STAY OPEN UNTIL 3 A.M. I

WALTER

WANGER

presents

c^ BOyER 9- ARTHUR
IN

HISTORY IS MADE AT NIGHT
with

LEO CARRILLO

and Colin Clive • Directed by FRANK

Original Story by GeneTowne and Graham

Baker

•

Released

BORZAGE

thro United Artists
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Reviews o$ the Hew 7-ifoyts

Scott

"What Price

in

'Melody
of the Plains"
with Al St. John, Louise Small,
Billy Lenhart
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
ipectrum

53

mins.

FAST-ACTION
WESTERN
WITH
MUilC THAT GIVES FRED SCOTT PLEASING
II ACTING AND VOCAL SCOPE.
Although it has plenty of action, "MelU idy of the Plains" is a western with emHi ihasis on the "melody."
Fred Scott, the
I lero, possesses
a beautiful
tenor
voice
■which is heard to advantage in two catchy
! ongs, "Ridin' Down
the Trail to AlbuI juerque"
and "A Hide-A-Way
in Happy
/alley," both by Don Swander and June
l ^rshey.
On the night before Scott and
lis pals, David Sharpe
and Al St. John

Vengeance"

with Lyle Talbot, Wendy
Barrie
Rialto Productions Corp.
55 mins.
PEPPY CRIME STORY WHOSE THRILLS
OFFSET LACK OF ORIGINALITY. SHOULD
CLICK ON DUAL BILLS.
Although lacking in story originality,
this crime picture nevertheless is a peppy
yarn which should click with those who
like their entertainment studded with
thrills. The central theme is devoted to
the vicissitudes and dangerous encounters
Lyle Talbot, as the young crack-pistol-shot
ccp, has in the course of bringing a gang
of racketeers to justice, but the screenplay wisely incorporates a quantity of material of the human interest variety. Thus

SHORTS

"Some Time Soon"
(Miniature Musical)
M-G-M
20 mins.
Shop Girl's Delight
This one will certainly entrance
and delight all the shop girls. It
shows a young lady who wraps
safety razors in a factory having a
dream of the time when knighthood
was in flower. She dreams of a
knight on a white horse just before
she falls out of bed. Later in the
factory we see her girl pal trying
to persuade her to keep a date with
a couple of factory bodys that evening. But the heroine has her
thoughts set on a knight on a white
horse. Then the action switches to
a couple of foreigners who are emigres from their native European
land where one of them was a count
and the other his friend. So after
many devious windings the girl
meets her modern knight. He arranges a swanky party with a lot
of titled folks in fancy costumes
just to give his factory sweetheart
a thrill. She thinks he is kidding
her. But he is really in love with
her. All hands are happy as they
realize knights and romance can be
mixed with days and routine at the
factory. The principals are Jean
Chatburn, Inez Courtney, Gregory
Gaye and Arthur Auerbach.

a? *

"Saratoga
(Bill CorumSummers"
Sports)
Radio
H mins.
Horse Atmosphere
A resume of the history of the
racing center, Saratoga, with Bill
Corum covering the high spots in
the town's activities as a health
resort as well as a mecca for sportsmen. Corum takes the audience on
a visit to the famous racing stables
to look over the outstanding thoroughbreds, the visit finishing with
a close finish race at the famous
track. Finishes with a water carcolony. nival staged by the young society
folk who form the summer social

RKO

Screen Snapshots No. 7
Columbia
10 mins.
"Fuzzy"),
bring a herd of cattle into
Very
Good
L heir home pasture. Sharpe plans to doubleCovers a variety of interesting
of Talbot's doting, hero-worshipping nephew,
■ :rcss his friends by aiding a gang of cattle and by casting Wendy Barrie in the top
novelties in Hollywood and featur1 ustlers.
He loses heart, however,
tries romantic part. Talbot has a glorious oping the social activities of the screen
o save Scott, and is killed in the fight.
portunity to use his pistol on the fleeing
players away from the shop. A cirI icott, believing
himself
responsible
for bandits who stick up the local bank, and
cus comes to town, and all the celebs
I iharpe's death, seeks new territory. Then his failure, attended by consequent public
are on hand to enjoy themselves,
| ollows the formula
of boy meets
girl, criticism, leads him to resign his post in
and to visit backstage. Chester Mor|i aves her father's ranch from some
bad the police department. But undaunted he
ris' trick dogs are exhibited at the
ll'iombres, the chase, and the happy fade- decides he will get the bandits and their
owner's home in Beverl" Hills. The
elusive leader, so he jockeys into contact
l)''Ut.
Al St. John and his cud-chewing
Marine
Stadium at Long Beach is
I :omedy is outstanding.
Fred Scott makes with them, joins their ranks, and then
presented during the intercollegiate
i good-looking, fast-riding hero.
The rest springs the trap. There are frequent breakcrew races, with dozens of stars
l| if the cast, including a precocious youngneck automobile chases, and it is during
rooting from the grandstands. The
;l ter, Billy Lenhart,
is adequate.
Jed one of these mad, wild pursuits that the
final sequence is a real novelty, with
(•■Juell's production is well-staged and con- thugs dump Wally Albright, whom they
j ams all the necessary ingredients to make have grabbed as a screen for their escape,
Fred Stone throwing an old fashHi successful western,
it should do well
ioned Nickelodeon Party, and all the
out on the roadside with almost fatal refamous screen stars coming in
Ijvhere this type of picture is popular.
sults to the lad. This is a further spur to
"Nature— the Artist"
couples, dressed in the garb of 25
I Cast: Fred Scott, Al St. John, Louise
to "get" gang, which, of course, he
years ago when the flickers were
(Colortour Adventure)
i, Billy Lenhart,
David Sharpe,
Slim Talbot
does handsomely at the finis. Restoration
10 mins. really young. As the various couples
aker, Lew Meehan, Lafe McKee, Hal to his police post and the culmination of Vitaphone
Flower Beauty
arrive at the box-office, they are
: Bud Jamieson, Carl Matthews, and his romance are the rewards. Many of
introduced to the audience. In their
Flower
lovers
will
go
for
this
one,
the scenes present photographic difficulute King" (horse).
trick
costumes it is hard to recogwith
gorgeous
flowers
in
all
parts
Producer, Jed Buell; Director, Sam Newties, and Harry Forbes and William Becknize many of them. About 50 screen
eid; Author, Bennett Cohen; Screenplay, way deserve a hand for efficiently han- of the world shown in natural color.
Starts with the desert country of celebs appear in this scene.
, iame; Cameraman,
Robert
Kline; Editor,
dling the obstacles. Del Lord's direction
the southwest, showing many gorsm
Hess;
Music
Supervisor,
Abe is smooth.
geous specimens of cactus in bloom.
Cast: Lyle Talbot, Wendy Barrie, Lucille
.leyers; Songs, Don
Swander
and June
"StrangerPunchy
Than Fiction"
Hershey.
(Number 34)
Lund, Marc Lawrence, Eddie Acuff, Robert In turn are shown many beautiful
Universal
9 mins.
Rideout, Reginald Hincks, Wally Albright, specimens from Australia, Africa
Lois Albright, Arthur Kerr.
and China. Finishes with a dazzling color parade of tulips in
Producer, Kenneth J. Bishop; Director,
Punchy pot-pourri of oddities
vlarch of Time Looks to
bloom in Holland, Michigan, where comprising
Del Lord; Screenplay, J. P. McGowan;
a wide range of human
the flower tenders dress like their interest shots. There is the steadyExpansion on Continent Cameramen, Harry Forbes, William Beck- ancestors in Holland. E. M. New- handed Cleveland physician who
way; Editor, William Austin.
man presents the subject, with nar- builds towers with multitudes of
Direction, Smooth. Photography, EffiIn addition to its regular Amer- cient.
ration by David Ross.
matches atop beer bottles; marital
can and English March of Time,
rites of gypsies; the making of
ind the Spanish version, La Marcha
candy flowers whose perfection alTiempo, there is now the French
!lel
most defies detection when com"Red Hot Music"
'ersion, La Marche du Temps, re- Arbitration Hearing Monday
pared with real ones; and a dimin(Kiko Exciting
the Kangaroo)
eased through RKO Radio's forAttempts are being made to setutive miss in Little Rock, Ark., who
7 mins.
eign department. Two issues are
tle the controversy between Local Educational
has a suprisingly intelligent rooster
i dready playing in France, and the 306, the I.T.O.A. and Consolidated
for a pet. Concluding material is
hird is in production. Arrange- Theaters over whether Consolidated
Terry-Toon features a red made up of a New Yorker who
nents are now under way for ex- comes under the master I.T.O.A. hotThis
fire brought about by the red raises silkworms; how fabrics used
>ansion of the series into Belgium, contract. Local 306 contends that
Switzerland and the south coast of it does not and should pay a higher hot music of the orchestra that for women's dresses are tested by
the government for tensile strength ;
he Mediterranean.
scale than the I.T.O.A. theaters. plays at the KIKO broadcasting and
finally a police dog, Sandy, who
Next hearing in the arbitration of station. Soon the entire building is demonstrates his ability as a lifethe matter is set for Monday.
in flames, and Kiko and his fire lad- saver by rescuing a mite of a kitBuffalo Exchange Union
ten afloat on a tray.
dies do their stuff. After some spectacular stunts and the risk of his
Buffalo — Owen J. Kavanagh, secLowell Bodiford Weds
life many times, Kiko the Kangaroo
etary of the M. P. Operators Union
Bailey In Cottonport
Fort Worth, Tex. — Lowell Bodi- finally saves all the gang in the
'esterday claimed more than a 100
studio.
Plenty
of
excitement
and
Cottonport,
Miss. — The Bailey cirilm exchange employees had been
ford, manager of the Parkway Thecuit is reported to have taken over
organized into a union of exchange
ater and Mary Martin, were mar- thrills in the fire scenes to hold the the local
theater.
ried here at Easter.
tnd poster employees.
youngsters.
the film's appeal is widened. Specifically
this has been done, and effectively, by
placing little Wally Albright in the role
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'IT STAR-DEVELOPING
PLAN CLICKS--COWDIN
(Continued from Page

1)

Girls' and 'My Man Godfrey,' each
of which gives promise of grossing
more than a million dollars, and is
opening its second year with another major 'hit,' 'Top of the
Town' a big musical film which in
duits initial showing at Roxy's isother
plicating the success of the
In
attraction.
two as a box-office
five
Town,'
the
of
'Top
to
addition
other pictures are completed and
ready for release to exhibitors."

Suggests "Name"
Brecher
Band Policy for the Roxy
(Continued from Page

1)

tion plan, informed Special Master
Addison Pratt that he would not
take over operation of the theater
unless he could get a first-run franchise from either M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox or Paramount and that
only the 20th Century franchise is
available. Under the Roxy reorganization plan, 20th Century-Fox
would take over operation of the
house and give the theater a 20-year
franchise.

Under questioning by I. Bernard
y bondfor a minorit
Left*, counselcommittee,
Brecher said he
holder
would not sign for exclusive showing of 20th Century-Fox pictures.
Brecher said in disagreement with
Howard Cullman, Roxy trustee, that
a "name" band policy might be
played at the theater for six to 10
weeks throughout the year.
Brecher testified there was always the possibility that in the
event 20th Century-Fox did not acquire control of the Roxy, that it
might erect a 4,000-seat Broadway
theater.

Court Reserves Decision
on Brandt "5-2" Writ Plea
(Continued from Page

1)

basis after counsel for five major
company exchanges contended that
contracts with Brandt theaters did
not specify that prior runs such as
Loew Theaters were to be serviced
on a four day-three day split week
basis.
As to the Brandt contention that
it was the custom for the prior run
to play pictures on a four day-three
day split week, major company
counsel held that this was an operating policy and subject to change.
Besides Loew's, Inc., the defendants are the Columbia, M-G-M,
Paramount, and Big U.
exchanges. Loew's was represented at the hearing by Isidore Frey,
Columbia by Irving Moross, Big U
by Willard McKay, M-G-M by Sam
Cohen, Paramount by Louis Phillips,
United Artists by Edward Raftery
and Brandt Theaters by Melvin Albert.

a

A "£MU" from "Ms

ALUED'S MILWAUKEE
PARLEY IS SET BAG!

By RALPH WILK
(Continued from Page 1)
HOLLYWOOD
Practice. With ratification of the
Edw. F. Maertz, Zenith Theate
amendments,
the
agreement
made
<^ID SILVERS has been signed for with Screen Playwrights, Inc., by
Milwaukee; Banquet — Max Kroft;
the top comic role in "52nd
effective. Abby theater, Milwaukee; Entertaii
Street." He will also do the dialogue the producersT willTbecome
T
on the screenplay by Grover Jones.
ment of Delegates — Merrill Di
Paramount will film a romantic vine, Milwaukee; Publicity — Arno
T
T
r
Casting assignments: RKO — Le- musical drama titled "Havana" with Brumm, Ritz theater, Milwaukee
Lamour and Leif Erickson Reception — George Langheinric
ona Roberts, George Irving, "Mex- Dorothy
Burleigh theater, Milwaukee; E;j
ican Quarter": Donald Meek, Dod- in the leading roles.
hibits — Ross J. Baldwin, Tosa th
T
T
T
dles Weaver, "Tomorrow's HeadRichard Arlen, has been placed ater, Milwaukee; Transportation ar
lines"; Universal — Casper Reardon, "Broadway Jamboree"; GN — under long term contract by Colum- Hotel — George Fischer, Milwauk*
theater, Milwaukee; Convention A
Henry Warden, "Sing, Cowboy, bia.
T
▼
T
Sing"; 20th-Fox — Borrah Minevitch
rangements — A. C. Berkholtz, We
and Gang, "Love Under Fire" ; Para"Heaven on Wheels," a story by Bend theatre, West Bend; Credei
mount— Marian Marsh, "Ascending Harry Selby about life in a trailer tials — Gene Goderski, Aragon th
Dragon"; Bernadine Hayes, "North town, has been bought by Sam Gold- ater, Milwaukee — Women's Actrv
ties — Mrs. Frank Fischer.
of the Rio Grande"; Tito Guizar, wyn.
"Big Broadcast of 1938"; Porter
t
▼
▼
In addition to Chairman Woo
Hall,
Colin Tapley,
"Hotel HayOuida Kellerman, English actress, the national convention committe
and Ralph Cedar, film writer and comprises: Secretary Ray A. Tesc
director, were married at Yuma.
Milwaukee, Wis.; Nathan Yamin
The Writers branch of the AcadT
T
T
Fall River, Mass.; Lee W. Newbur
emy has recommended that AcadColumbia has engaged Don Terry Belmar, New Jersey; W. A. Steffe
emy members vote favorably on
six proposed amendments to the to share the principal roles with Minneapolis, Minn.; M. B. Horwit
Cleveland, Ohio; Wm. D. Davi
Academy Writers-Producers Code of Rosalind Keith, in "White Heat."
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Roy Bair, India
Kansas
2
P.
C.
Sales
Tax
St. Louis MPTO Hits Sex
apolis, Ind.; F. J. McWilliams, Mad
Becomes Effective May 1 son, Wis.; H. M. Richey, Detro:
Films and Score Charges
Mich.; Aaron Saperstein, Chicag
111.; Col. H. A. Cole, Dallas, Texa
St. Louis— The M. P. T. O. of
Kansas City, Mo. — One of the Walter Littlefield, Boston, Mass.
St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and last measures enacted by the KanOne of the convention featun
sas state legislature before adjournSouthern Illinois is sending a proing was the 2 per cent retail sales will be a display of theater equi]
test to the Hays Organization
ment and accessories.
against any movement in the Holly- tax which will go into effect May 1.
The tax which will apply to all
wood producing studios toward sex
appeal in new pictures. Action of retail sales of 10 cents or over made
the organization results from a in the state is expected to be signed
SICK REPORT
Hollywood syndicated article that by Governor Walter A. Huxman
within
the
next
day
or
two.
Full
appeared in the St. Louis GlobeDemocrat last Sunday, headed "Is details of the operation of the tax
Oklahoma City — John Schoeppt
are yet to be worked out by the
Sex Coming Back to Hollywood?"
former
manager of the Midwe;
The exhibitors also went on rec- tax commission, but it is believed
who has been on an e:
ord as against the payment of score that small zinc tokens in denomina- Theater,
tended
leave
of absence on accoui
tions of one and five mills will be
charges during the coming exhibiof
ill
health,
is
back home, but sti
minted
to
take
care
of
the
tax
on
tion season and President Wehrenreceiving medical treatment.
berg appointed a special committee small purchases.
to act. Members are W. A. Collins,
The tax is for the purposes of
Metropolis, 111., and De Sorta, Mo., raising funds for a state old age
Philadelphia — Warren Conne
Chairman; Noah Bloomer, Belleville, pension, the school system and to Erpi district sales representativ
111.; A. Groeteke, Webster Theater, make possible a reduction in the has returned to active duty hei
St. Louis, and Sam Conn, Miners county ad valorem tax on real and after an absence of six weeks du:
Theater, Collinsville, 111., and Shen- personal property. An amusement ing which he underwent a majc
andoah Theater, St. Louis.
tax which had been pending was operation in the Jewish Hospital
It was also voted to have all the- killed in the last minute rush to
aters affiliated with the organization close the legislative session.
Detroit — Sol Berns, veteran thi
atrical booker, who was operated c
to co-operate in the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital fund drive. Colleca week ago for appendicitis, re
Earth" Roadshow
turned to his office this week.
tions will be taken up in the the- "Good
aters.
Dates Increased to 60
Omaha — Julia Anderson, Grar
National cashier, seriously spraine
Announcement of 19 additional her
Hollywood Studio Will
ankle in a fall on ice.

Reorganize Under 77B

roadshow bookings for "The Good
Earth," M-G-M's dramatization of
Pearl Buck's epic story of Chinese
Hollywood — Hollywood Studio is life, now in its third month at the
now operating, with Oscar Horn as Astor Theater on Broadway, brings
president of the Hollywood Studios
Corp., and Harry Schenck as general total roadshow bookings to date for
manager. The Federal court issued this hit attraction to 60.
a restraining order under Section
The new dates, extending from
77B of the federal bankruptcy law,
which gives the corporation the op- April 7 to May 4, cover theaters in
portunity for re-organization and California, Arizona, Washington,
re-financing. In the meantime all Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Indicreditors have been assured full payana, Oklahoma, Wisconsin, and one
ment for claims to March 22, when
in Canada.
the order became effective.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Omaha — D. V. McLucas, Unite
Artists exchange manager, is e:
pected to go home from St. Josepl
hospital in a few days.
New Haven — Mrs. Maxwell Hof
man was operated on for append
citis and is recuperating at Gra<
Hospital.
Gladys Rocks, National Supp;
secretary, is expected back at b<
desk in two weeks following an 0]
eration.

SEVENTH HEAVEN
IP HELD OVER
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Despite Holy Week opening, "Seventh
Heaven" tops "Lloyds of London", runs
neck-and-neck with "On the Avenue" as
Simone Simon and James Stewart overwhelm blase New York audiences with
unforgettable emotional power!

SIMONE SIMON

!

ana

JAMES STEWART
in

SEVENTH
HEAVEN
whh JEAN HERSHOLT
GREGORY
RATOFF
GALE SONDERGAARD
• J EDWARD
BROMBERG
• JOHN QUALEN
" VICTOR
KILIAN • THOMAS BECK • SIG RUMANN
MADY CHRISTIANS

Directed, »y Henry King
Associate

Producer

Raymond

Griffith.

Screen play by Melville Baker. Adapted from the stage
play "Seventh Heaven produced and directed by John
Golden.
\V ritten by Austin Strong.

Darryl

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

F.

Zanutk

in Charge o{ Production

WAIKIKI

WEDDING

Already Proves it's a BoxOff ice Lulu from Honolulu!
Michigan Theatre, Detroif— Broke every
house record for the past three years.

Here is the story|pcj!ed at
random from the early reports pouring into the
Home Office . . .

Paramount Theatre, Salt Lake City
Equals high holiday grosses and
already beats "Big Broadcast."

Fort Worth Theatre, Fort Worth —
Twenty-five per cent better than "Texas
Rangers,"
did sensational business in this which
situation.
Metropolitan
Houston
First
three days 25Theatre,
per cent
better— than
"Rhythm on the Range, "and way

Louisville- Sets a

Metropolitan Theatre, Boston — First
four days' business equals "Lonesome
Pine," which sure is going some!

Fox Theatre, San Francisco Sets up
record gross against what is usually
bad show days, in this town.

Alabama Theatre, Birmingham —
Better than "Big Broadcast" and neck

Paramount

and neck with "Rhythm on the Range,"
which was aces.

Malco Theatre, Memphis — First three
days
turned in average week's gross
business.

Des Moines Theatre, Des Moines —
Ringing the bell as biggest in years.

Roosevelt
Theatre,
Chicago
dous business
Saturday
and—TremenSunday.

Up with
on the Range," and
that
was "Rhythm
tops.

Gross is biggest theatre has experienced in past six or seven years.

Theatre,
Rialto
new high.

Theatre, Newark

Opened

bigger than "Big Broadcast" which was
a honey.
Omaha Theatre, Omaha
smash in five years!

— Biggest

ahead

of "Texas Rangers," two attractions that they're still talking about.

Pulaski Theatre, Little Rock — Best
opening day in nine months.

Buffalo Theatre, Buffalo— Right up with
the big grosses on "Big Broadcast."

HOLDOVERS

indicated everywhere ... the best proof that "It Pays to Play a Paramount

Picture''

V

■^■■■■m
Intimate in
International

Ch a ra cter

ir i Scope
in
Thought
Independent
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Maxwell Suit Against Ostrers to Reach

Trial in Sept

WILL HAYS; REPORT PLEADS FOR SELF-REGULATION

290 State Bills are Pending, Hays Association is Told
More Originals
... a healthy sign
=

By CHESTER B. BAHN =

/"NNE of the most interesting production
trends brought into sharp relief yesterday by the annual report of Will H.
Hays to the motion picture industry concerns the marked increase in the number of
original stories brought to the screen in
1936.
Approximately one-fifth more original stores were filmed in that year than in 1935.
In the latter 12-month period, the total of
originals approved in Hollywood under the
Production Code was 47 per cent, whereas
in 1936, the percentage advanced to 67.82.
Moreover, as the MPPDA prexy notes, many
af the best pictures of the season were
originals.
While there is much to be said for the
use of adaptations of published stories and
stage plays, the continued development of
the cinema as an art form and its financial
success in the years to come both necessarily depend largely upon the industry's
jwn creative powers.
The 20 per cent increase of original
stories in 1936 thus is a healthy — and reassuring— sign.

I N view of the ballyhoo our English cousins
' have been giving their infant television
industry, the opinion expressed by Eric
Maschwitz, BBC's variety director, to the
effect that its advances are no greater than
those on this side is something more than
merely interesting.
A reasonable interpretation is that whereas American companies interested in television have been content to withhold it
commercially until all major problems had
oeen solved, those on the other side of the
Atlantic have sought to cash in on television's novelty regardless of its actually
experimental status.
If the lessons of industrial history count
for anything, the American policy is the one
which will pay the larger dividends.
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Measures
Are Awaiting
Action
by Congress,
Survey Reveals

French

Sit- Downers

Working

Faris (By Cable) — Accepting the
Government's offer to name an arbitrator, 4,000 film studio employees yesterday called off a sitdown strike which
lasted
only
a few hours. They return
to work today.

Urges Industry Members
Solve Problems Within
Own Ranks

to

A plea for film industry elements
Total of 290 measures affecting
to resort to self-regulation, rather
the film industry at present are
than legislation, as a solution of
pending in state legislatures throughtheir grievances was made by Will
out the land, according to a report
H. Hays in his annual report subsubmitted by Charles C. Pettijohn
mitted to the M. P. P. D. A. at its
to the Hays association at its anannual
meeting yesterday in New
York.
nual meeting yesterday. Forty-five
measures are reported as current in
Election of Hays as presiCongress.
dent for the 16th consecutive year
New Warner Bros.-First National
Forty-five states have held legis- sales
managers in Chile and Peru occurred at the annual board meetlative sessions this year and 18 have
ing, when all other officers were
have been appointed by Karl Macadjourned.
including
Donald, in charge of Latin America again named,
(Continued
on PageCarl
4) E. Milfor the company, who has just returned to New York from a seven
weeks' trip to South America. Arthur Alvarez Bolio, who has been
located at Santiago, has been named
manager for Peru, with headquarters
at Lima. Isidio Rosenfeld, who has
George E. Browne, president of been manager
of one of the com(Continued on Page 4)
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
I.A.T.S.E., said last night that he
Hollywood — Spring Convention of
would
support
Guild and
other the
CoastScreen
unions Actors'
which Newark Bank Night Test
the SMPE will be held in the Hollymay seek entrance into the basic
wood Roosevelt Hotel May 24-28, inBefore Court on April 13
studio agreement
or establishment
clusive, it is announced by ERPI's
(.Continued on Page 4)
K. F. cific
Morgan,
Chairman of the PaCoast
Section.
Newark, N. J. — City and police auOfficers and Committees in Charge,
thorities have been directed by Vice
RKO's Convention Slated
Chancellor Bigelow to show cause
function onunder
Page 3)the direcfor Coast in Early June April 13 why they should not be re- who will (Continued
strained from interfering with opAnnual convention of RKO Raeration by the American of its bank
dio Pictures is slated to be held in nite. Counsel for the complainant Pettijohn Will Address
Ind. Photoplay Indorsers
Hollywood during the first week of this week sought a temporary reJune, The Film Daily is advised.
straint
against
police
interference,
(Continued on Page 3)
The Indiana Indorsers of PhotoExact date has not yet been set.
plays atwillthe
hold Hotel
their annual
convention
Anthony,
Ft.

NEW WB SALES HEADS
IN CHILE AND PERU

STUDIO UNIONS TO GET

SMPE'SWESTCOAST
MEETING MAY 24-28

BROWNE'S AID ON PACT

Maxwell Action Against Ostrer Bros.

To be Tried in London Next September
Md. Tax Program Calls for
Continuance of 1 p.c Tax

Action brought by John Maxwell
against the Ostrer brothers and
which
is pendingof the
before
King's
Bench Division
HightheCourt
of

Baltimore — A tax program drawn
up by Maryland legislative leaders
calls for continuation of the 1 per
cent tax on gross receipts from admissions to amusements, including

Justice, London, will not be tried before September, according to word
received in New York yesterday. The
suit charges misrepresentation in
connection(.Continued
with Maxwell's
on Page 4) acquisi-

(Continued on Page 4)

Wayne, Ind., April 15. Charles Pettijohn, general counsel for the Hays
organization, will be the principal
speaker.
Broadway's Six Holdovers

Broadway next week will have six
holdovers, in addition to three two-aday attractions which continue as well.
Six are: "Maytime", Capitol; "Waikiki
Wedding," Paramount; "Seventh Heaven," Music Hall; "History is Made at
Night," Rivoli; "Top of the Town",
Roxy, and "King and the Chorus Girl,"
Strand.
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• •
• ONE OF the greatest publicity stunts ever seen in
the Capitol city of Washington
when Manager
Hardie
Meakin of Keith's theater went to work on United Artists' "Hisand pulled
"Waiterthon"
with tory
86Is Made
waitersAt inNight"
uniform carrying
trays awith
highball glasses
filled with water doing a derby along Fifteenth Street
an appropriate stunt, as the picture is all about a headwaiter
and a chef
T
T
T
• •
• IN ADDITION
some 30 waitresses
staged their
derby also
the events were covered by the newsreels, all
broadcasting stations
cameramen from wire services and
local papers
Time and Life mags had their candid cameras
on hand
while all the wire services were covered ....
▼
T
T
• •
• A VERY impressive 24-page book put out by the
American Seating Company
showing every detail of the
manufacture of their opera chairs at the immense plant in
Grand
Rapids
profusely illustrated with enlightening
'A
photographs
"Seating America" is the title of the book
and quite appropriate
▼
T
T
• •
• THE
KIDDERS
have switched
from the April
'i of giving the aquarium number for Mr. Fish
Fool gag
%
and this year it was Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck
with so many phone calls coming in all day Thursday to Disney's New York office that three switchboard girls were worn
out answering calls ... • A synchronized program from
Paris and Los Angeles featuring Fernand Gravet, star of "The
King and the Chorus Girl," goes over station WJZ tomorrow
on the Magic Key Hour
Mervyn Le Roy, Joan Blondell
and Everett Horton will speak from the coast, and Gravet will
sing from Paris

Open Air Drive-in Theater
Projected for Lynn, Mass.
Lynn, Mass. — Negotiations have
been concluded here for the leasing
of 160,000 square feet of land on
city-owned property for an open air
drive-in motion picture theater. The
lease to the Open Air Theaters Co.
headed by Elias M. Loew, was drawn
up by City Solicitor Patrick F.
Shanahan. It is the intention of the
company to spend about $40,000 in
the construction of this type theater
and to have it ready for use in June.

IATSE Coast Contingent
Here for Pact Confabs
I.A.T.S.E. contingent here from
the coast to attend the confabs on
renewal of the studio basic pact
include Steve Newman, I. A. vice
president; William Bioff, field representative; Herbert Aller, business
agent
of
the
cameramen's
Harold Smith of
Local 695, union;
sound
men; Thomas Bryant of Local 683,
laboratory workers; Lew Blix, of
Local 37, studio mechanics, and Bill
Strafford, business agent of the
Chicago
cameramen's
union.

23/4 —
205/g
4%

21 % —
4% —

"Spain in Flames" Ban
Fought in Penn. and Ohio
Philadelphia and Cleveland branches of the North American Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy, the
American Civil Liberties Union and
the National Council on Freedom
from Censorship are fighting to reverse censor board rulings banning
"Spain in Flames" in Ohio and Pennsylvania.

4 P. M. Opening Bill Dies
APRIL 3
Sam
Katz
Duncan Renaldo
Maurice Kann
Heath
Cobb
APRIL 4
Al Lichtman
Carmel Myers
Harold
B. Franklin
Agnes Ayres

for

MIKE
the

CONNELLY
coast.

York early ne

leaves New

York Thursd

KENNETH THOMPSON, executive secret
of the Screen Actors' Guild, is here from t
coast.
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AL SANTELL arrives in New
the coast.
from
week

Concord, N. H.— By a vote of 197
to 156, the House of Representatives
overturned a favorable committee
report and killed a bill which would
have allowed motion picture theaters
to open at 4 P. M. on Sunday instead
of at 6 P.M. as now.

GYPSY ROSE LEE leaves for the coast Ar!
15 to begin work in a picture for 20th Ce
ING
jHERMAN,
her
personal
representativ
who
bystay|R
accompanie
-ua fourwi"and be one-half
\ur~coast.
plans
d
the
month

SEVEN LORIA BROS., Mexican child mu<
cians, leave by auto Monday for Hollywood.

J. HENRY SOMAKE, Erpi's European leg
advisor who has
been conferring with cor
panys legal staff in New York during tl
past two months, is en route to London aboa
the Bremen,
accompanied
by MRS.
SOMAKE
BILLY and BOBBY MAUCH, 12-year-o 1,
screen twins, arrive in New York from tl 1
coast with their mother toward the midd 1
of next week.
DEANNA DURBIN, her mother and her mar
ager, arrived in Winnipeg yesterday from Phil;
deiphia.
HENRY KOSTER, Universal director, is t
route to the coast following a brief visit i
New York and Philadelphia.
DORIS NOLAN, star of "Top of the Town
left New York yesterday for Havana, via Wasf
ington and Miami.
LYNNE FISHER, actress, sails from New
today on the Virginia for California.

Y01

.»J£E„jyeC0NVILLE'
salesmanager,
supervisor, RUB
WEINBERG,
circuit sales
left Cc
i£F.«TS&_
assistanfhome
sal« office
manager,
and LOfc
lumbia Pictures'
yesterday
Chicago to attend a sales meeting today t
the Hotel Drake.

JOSEPH GREEN, president of Sphinx Film
Corp., left New York yesterday for Chicag
by plane to attend showing there of his fill
"Yiddle
With
His Fiddle."
PHIL REISMAN, foreign sales manager fc
RKO Radio Pictures, following a business toi
of India and Australia, has left Sydney on th
S.
S. Mariposa
arrive
April 17. for Los Angeles where he wi

A. M. NOYE,
branch
manager
for Columbi
Pictures
in Panama,
sails from
New York to 1
day on the Virginia to resume his duties there

BARBARA PEPPER, on vacation in New York
leaves shortly for Miami to visit friends ther
before she returns to the coast via New Yor
and Albany.

I. J. Hoffman in New York
In Bernhardt Absence

Ascap Fights New Laws
in Washington, Montana

New Haven — I. J. Hoffman, War
ner Theater head for this territory
is spending a month in the New Yorli
Ascap has filed appeals challeng- office, acting in the absence in Eu
ing the constitutionality of the laws
recently passed in the States of rope of Joseph Bernhard, Warne:
Washington and Montana, which the Theater president.
society holds would "confiscate" the
property of its members, Gene Buck,
Ascap, president, said yesterday.
JUST PRESS
OFF THE

Pending Penn. Film Bills
Harrisburg, Pa. — Bills pending in
the Pennsylvania legislature and applying to the motion picture business include: extending the four per
cent amusement tax scheduled to expire on July 1, requiring two operators in a booth, six-day week for
projectionists and compelling theaters to screen diagrams showing
fire exits.

1937
FILM
YEAR DAILY
BOOK
of MOTION
PICTURES
Recognized Standard Reference Book of the Motion
Picture Industry.
Published
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1501 Broadway
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Reviews <4 &*> View Tttms

"The
Hit Parade"
Frances
Langford,
Phil Regan,

Eddie

"Guns
of the Nagel,
Pecos"
Dick Foran, Anne
Gordon

with

Duchin
Duke Ellington, Carl Hoff
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Hart, Joseph Crehan, Eddie Acuff
Warner-First National
56 Mins.

Republic
80 mins.
PLENTY OF ENTERTAINMENT VALUE
IN THIS MUSICAL WITH
WIDE ARRAY
OF ACTS.

EXCITING, SWIFTLY-PACED WESTERN
WITH FORAN AT HIS BEST, AIDED BY A
CAPABLE CAST.

With a wealth of such widely known talent as Eddie Duchin
and His Orchestra,
Duke Ellington and his band, Carl Hoff and
the Hit Parade
orchestra,
Molasses
and
January, Pick and Pat, Al Pearce and his
Gang and the Voice of Experience,
plus
the neat vocalizing
of Frances
Langford
and Phil Regan, there is a lot of entertainment value in this musical which should
do nicely with regular audiences.
As a
radio sponsor always on the verge of having
heart failure, Edward
Brophy
is good for
laughs, and Max Terhune gets his share
with his array of barnyard noises and ven-

triloquist act. George Givot's Greek dialect
= is amusing and the wild antics of the Gentle Maniacs is good slapstick. The Tic Toe
Girls is another act well spotted. The plot
concerns itself with radio which allows for
this wide array of acts. They are spotted
for short intervals, there is enough of each
contribution but not too much. The story
by Bradford Ropes with screenplay by himII self and Samuel Ornitz is a neat setup for
:: the presentation of all this talent. The
may be familiar, but its
L| general pattern
handling and chain of events keep one very
much
interested.
Gus Meins did a very
- capable job of directing, giving proceedings
it movement and a good pace.
The songs by
1 a number of well known writers are pleasing and Harry Grey's musical direction y prePhotograph on
sented them to advantage.
is spotty, at times she is
SfMiss Langford
• done beautifully and again she does not
Colbert Clark's contriup so well.
on this Nat
bution as associate producer
i/Levine production is a well handled nicely
The plot is simply
presentation.
amounted
that Frances Langford, a girl out on parole,
show

i^'tries to make good as a singer.steers
She her
meetsto
:<.iPhil Ragan, an agent, who
BroShe is starring on Edward
success.
ahy's radio hour when the authorities catch
up with her since she has jumped her pa-ole. To show their confidence in her, the
adio headliners get together on her program. In the meantime, the guilty person
-.onfesses to the crime for which Frances
While all this has been
lad served time.
■- ?oing on, Frances and Phil have fallen in
., ove.
M Cast: Frances Langford, Phil Regan,
KJlouise Henry, Pert Kelton, Edward Brophy,
vlax Terhune, Inez Courtney, Monroe Ows>y, Pierre Watkin, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Viiliam Demarest, George Givot, Sammy
A/hite The Gentle Maniacs, Paul Gamer,
,am Wolfe, Richard Hakins, Tic Toe Girls
'vonne Monoff, Mildred Winston, Barbara
chnston; Carl Hoff and The Hit Parade
Orchestra, Duke Ellington and his Band with
vie Anderson, Eddie Duchin and his or:hestra, Molasses and January, Pick and
'ot, Al Pearce and His Gang, The Voice of
Experience, Ed Thorgersen, Oscar and Elmer.
Producer, Nat Levine; Associate Producer,
lolbert Clark; Director, Gus Meins; Auihor, Bradford Ropes; Screenplay, Bradford
lopes, Samuel Ornitz; Cameraman, Ernest

There's lots of what it takes to please
addicts of Westerns in this well-made saga
of the Texan plains when bad men were
presumably even more numerous than the
famed longhorn. Loose were the laws,
back in the early 70's, which is the period
depicted, and hard was the scrap the
Texas Rangers had on their hands to stamp
out the rustler. Such is the background
of "Guns of the Pecos," while in the foreground we find Dick Foran, a young and
virile Ranger going after a clique of hardy
gents who carry on their outlawry under
the capable leadership of an unscrupulous
judge, whose courtroom is a town saloon.
The immediate cause of the silvery-voiced
Foran swinging into both the saddle and
precipitate action is the fact that Gordon
Hart is encouraged to go to Texas by the
U. S. Army and there raise mounts for
Uncle Sam's cavalry. When the horses
are about ready to drive to a rail head,
the gang leader judge, — played interestingMiddlemass, — and his henchly bymenRobert
steal the herd and, when pursued by
Hart, they murder the latter. Foran has
a double incentive for wiping out the culprits. The first of these two excellent
excuses is because he is a Ranger; and
the second is for the reason that he is a
Romeo, captivated by the charms of the
murdered man's pretty daughter, Anne
Nagel. When all the hard riding, gun play,
fisticuffs and sundry thrills are over he
achieves both of his objectives. The film
is nicely cast, expertly acted, and skillForan's
and photographed.
directedluster
singingfullyadds
to the footage.
Cast: Dick Foran, Anne Nagel, Gordon
Hart, Joseph Crehan, Eddie Acuff, Robert
Middlemass, Gaby Fay, Gordon Elliott,
Monte Montague, Milton Kibbee, Bud Osborne, Cliff Saum, Henry Otho, Bob Burns,
Douglas Wood.
Director, Noel Smith; Author, Anthony
Coldeway; Screenplay, Harold Buckley;
Music and Lyrics, M. K. Jerome, Jack
Scholl; Cameraman, Ted McCord; Editor,
Frank Dewar.
Direction, Skillful.
Photography, Ditto.

SHORTS
Glimpses of Java and Ceylon
(FitzPatrick
Traveltalk)
M-G-M
9 Mins.
Very Fine
A jaunt through the colorful
islands of Java and Ceylon, with
the gorgeous tropical scenery
caught in vivid Technicolor. FitzPatrick as usual has caught the
glamour and picturesqueness of the
native life. The views of the Buddhist temples are very fine, and the
indolent charm of the native life
characterizes the entire production
and makes the audience feel that
they are almost a part of the scene.
"Going Places" With
Lowell Thomas
(Number 34)
Universal
Fascinating 8 1-3 mins.
Under the title "A Visit to the
Hot Spots,"' this crisply narrated
issue opens with scenes that show
Mexican peasantry in San Isidro
celebrating a quaint and unusual
festivil, — that which is held annually to honor the lowly oxen who
have toiled faithfully in the fields.
The remainder of the reel is especially interesting as it depicts
America's famous Death Valley.
Here the camera has captured the
essential romance of this arid
waste, the famous 20-mule team
hauling borax under the blistering
sun. One of the most fantastic of
living men, Death Valley Scotty,
together with his mysterious, luxurious castle built in this out-ofthe-way inferno, are intimately revelled. Audiences will find this
material fascinating, so much so
that one wonders why the entire
short was not devoted to Death
Valley, since there is so much of
interest there.

West Coast Convention
of SMPE to Open May 24

it it

"It's Sn
py ng"
A apLivi

(Paragraphic)
Paramount

n Mins.

Seven strange business occupations and vocations comprise this
snappy short. Filmed in full Cinecolor , this Paragraphic is not only
beautiful to look at, but packs unusual punch because of its curio
subject matter. There is the us
who conducts a mail order businman
ess
supplying glass eyes; a wig manufactory; a gentleman who
portraits of prominent folk by makes
pastmg-up postage stamps; a family out
in Missouri that makes corncob
pipes on a mass production scale;
and a woman who is such an exper
screamer that her services are em-t
ployed by Hollywoo producers to
emit blood-curdlingd scree
ches for
sound films, particularly mystery
pictures. Climax scenes are of another Hollywood gent who is a past
master at pitching pies at comedians; and the views of profe
al
fishermen hauling in on theirssion
hundreds of sporting tuna. hooks
This
final sequence is amazing.
"Bad Housekeeping"
(Edgar Kennedy Comedies)
RKO Radio
19 mins.
As usual, Edgar Kennedy turns
m a fine string of laughs as the
harried husband. This time he and
the missus decide to swap jobs, each
feeling that the other has a cinch.
So Ed takes the job of housekeeping for the day as his wife
blithely to do his stint at the starts
office.
Kennedy's trials and troubles as he
gets all balled up in the home affairs form a funny reel that will
hit the hilarity meter in any theater. Cast has Vivian Oakland as
the wife, and Franklin Pangborn
as a piano tuner. Produced by Bert
Gilroy. Directed by Leslie Goodwins.

Newark Bank Night Test
Before Court on April 13
(Continued from Page 1)

but this was refused pending return
(Continued from Page 1)
of the show cause order.
Bankeno Opens Offices
tion of S. K. Wolf, President, are as
The order was
Bankeno Distributing Co., through follows: W. C. Kunzmann, Conven- Playhouse, Inc., obtained by Picture
operators
the
its head, Harry Ames, announced
tion Vice President; J. I. Crabtree, American, in the first test of
in the
yesterday the establishment of Editorial Vice President; H. G.
city of bank nite legality. The petioffices at 1564 Broadway to handle
Tasker, Past President; G. F. Racktion complained police raided the
eastern distribution of B-a-n-k-e-n-o, ett, Executive Vice President; K. F. theater March 23, arresting the mana recently patented screen game. Morgan, Chairman, Pacific Coast
The Liberty and Capitol Theaters Section; G. E. Matthews, Chairman, house. ager and threatening to close the
Complainant charges police
on Staten Island have, Ames said,
Papers Committee.
contracted
for
the
use
of
the
deto give it "equal protecfailing
are
The
Information
and
Registration
vice.
tion of the laws" because other sysCommittee includes W. C. Kunztems similar to bank nite are permitted in other theaters.
mann, Chairman, E. R. Geib, S. HarMiller; Special Effects, John T. Coyle; Suris and C. W. Handley.
pervising Editor, Murray Seldeen; Editors,
Sessions will be largely devoted
Ernest Nims, Lester Orlebeck; Musical SuWould Adopt Bartholomew
pervision, Harry Grey;
Musical
Director, to technical papers programs. Committee reports will be received at West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Alberto Colombo; Recording Engineer, Terry
Kellum; Songs by Lou Handman, Walter the opening session Monday mornHollywood — Hearing on the petiHirsch, Ned Washington, Sam H. Stept,
tion of Miss Millicent Bartholomew
ing,cheonMaywill24.
A get-together
lunbe
held
that
noon,
and
Cliff Friend, Matt Balneck, Duke Ellington.
to
adopt
her nephew, Freddie BarDirection, Very Capable. Photography, the semi-annual banquet and dance
tholomew, will be held today.
on Wednesday night, May 26.
Generally Good.
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A "JUttU" (tot* "Ms

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
original, "Summer Romance," which
liken, secretary; Frederick I. Herron, JUDITH ALLEN, co-featured with Fanchon will produce.
▼
T
r
treasurer, and George Bortwick, as- J Paul Kelly in Harold Bell
sistant treasurer.
Wright's "It Happened Out West,"
Highlights o' the day's news — LuCosmopolitan Corp. -was elected a leaves this month for an eight
Hubbard's first under his new
member of the association, with E. weeks' vacation in England, where cien
Para, associate producer contract
B. Hatrick, vice-president, named to she will view the Coronation and will be "Ebb Tide," to be filmed in
the directorate. Barney Balaban and also the Ascot Derby.
color with Henry Hathaway directLeo Spitz were named to the board
ing . . . Ernst Lubitsch will shoot
Our Passing Show: Joe E. Brown,
and other directors were re-elected
as follows:
M. C. Levee, Mrs. Paul Muni, Bert the race track sequences for Marlene Dietrich's "Angel" at Santa
Harry D. Buckley, Robert H. Kalmar, Lawrence Hazard, Joan Anita
. . . Patric Knowles has been
Blondell,
Dick
Powell,
Bill
Bacher,
Cochrane, Jack Cohn, Cecil B. decast
in
WB's "A Gentleman After
Jay
Irving,
S.
Jay
Kaufman,
Mark
Mille, Earle W. Hammons, Sidney
Midnight"
. . . Barbara Stanwyck
Dowling,
Pauline
Swanson,
Lincoln
R. Kent, Sol Lesser, Hal E. Roach,
and Joel McCrea are slated for stelDavid Sarnoff, Nicholas M. Schenck, Quarberg, Julius Hochfelder at farelar roles in Goldwyn's "Heaven on
well party given in honor of Ivy
Albert "Warner and Harry M. War- Crane Wilson.
ner.
T
▼
▼
T
▼
▼
Discussing self-regulation, Hays
said:
Lillie Hayward, formerly with Wheels."
Marjorie Lord, 18-year-old New
"There is enough elasticity in the Warner Bros, and now with Para- York stage actress, and Derry Dean,
trade structure of the industry and
mount, is working on the screen- four-year-old musician, have received Superior Judge Emmett Wilenough men of good will within it —
play
for
"Adventure — With Music."
son's official
approval
of theirPictures.
screen
exhibitors, distributors and produc- Virginia Van Upp is doing the contracts
with
RKO Radio
ers— to solve through self-regula- script
based
on Don
Hartman's
tion all its trade problems that exNew Warner Sales Heads
ist
or
mayHays.
arise from time to time," Md. Tax Program Calls for
declared
Named in Chile and Peru
Continuance of 1 P. C. Tax
Discussing this subject, he said:
(Continued from Page 1)
"There will never be a time, in this
(Continued from Page 1)
or any other industry when individpany
Argentine's
branches, succeeds
ual grievances will not exist and motion picture theaters. The law Bolio in Chile.
need to be adjusted and when there
Theater building is increasing in
will not be groups which will de- providing this tax, which has been South America, said MacDonald yesin
effect
for
some
time,
expired
at
mand legislation instead of cooperaterday, particularly in Chile, Peru
tion. But the overwhelming num- the end of March, but just as it ex- and Argentine. New houses are
ber of responsible exhibitors, dispired Gov. Harry W. Nice signed a ranging from 1,000 to 2,500 and
tributors and producers fully under- bill which was rushed through the 3,000 seats, he stated.
stand that any act which would destroy initiative and enterprise in the General Assembly extending this
Bernie Sobel Speaks
and several other emergency taxes
industry must endanger the invest- for two months. Now the General
Bernie
Sobel of the M-G-M pubment in all theater properties, make
licity force talked on "Art in Pubit impossible to serve large portions Assembly is working on the new tax
measure, designed to raise relief Plaza. licity" last night at the Barbizon
of the public with outstanding en- funds.
tertainment and hurt the small theater now protected by the assurance
conflict in Spain, and other events,
of a constant and unfailing picture was 47 per cent, in 1936 the per- American newsreels were featured
centage increased to 67.82 per cent. without objection in theaters
service.
Pictures recently released, planned
"The 1936-37 season disclosed not
throughout the world. Similarly,
only new peaks of artistry in the or under way, Hays said, "indicate short subjects which covered a wide
that the ground gained in the pro- range of historical, biographical,
production of notable film entertainduction of literature, history, bi- scenic, musical and other themes
ment but brought a greater number
ography and music will be held in showed a marked upward rise in
of truly fine pictures to the screen such pictures
as:
than the industry has ever before
quality, Hays said and declared that
"Captains Courageous", "High, cartoon
features were becoming the
produced
in
a
similar
period,"
Hays
stated.
Wide and Handsome", "Gone With
Esperanto
of
the screen, so universthe
Wind",
"The
Prince
and
the
al
is
their
appeal
"The past year has proved that
Pauper",
"The
Soldier
and
the
better pictures are erasing the dis"The success of outstanding films
tinction between any specialized Lady", "Maytime", "Quality Street", produced
and exhibited during the
audience and the number of pos- "The Buccaneer", "You Can't Take period under review marks fifteen
It
With
You",
"Prisoner
of
Zenda",
sible patrons which fine entertainof progress by self-regulation
"The Road Back", "Arabian Nights", years
ment can command," he declared.
towards a goal that many had
"Films based on the great works "Boy Meets Girl", "The Toast of thought unattainable for a vastly
of drama and literature no longer New York", "Parnell", "Wee Wilart," stated Hays.
are made in the resigned expectalie Winkie", "Madame Walewska", popular
"Public taste is not static, and
tion that they must fail at the box- "Slave Ship", "Dead End", "Seventh there
is no single formula for the
office," asserted Hays.
"There are indications from the continued acceptability of motion
Many of the best pictures of the Heaven."
of some of our studios that picture or other entertainment. The
season were original screen plays, plans
cannot afford ever to disthe
consideration
given to the ques- industry continue
Hays reported. Whereas in 1935
the vast entertainment retion of grand opera on the screen
the total of original screen masearch
inherent in the making of
terial approved in Hollywood under is likely to be resolved in favor of
the Motion Picture Production Code the experiment. This is another un- pathfmding pictures. It must forever blaze new trails with new prodcharted road for a pathfmding venucts for the screen.
ture," said Hays.
"We
need public opinion, organNewsreels, Hays asserted, had exExhib. Opens Barber Shop
ized and purposeful, to give contended
the
scope
of
their
informaDenver — Roy Wennberg has opened up
tinued impetus to the better pictional service during the year and ima barber shop on film row, in the locature movement. To produce good
portant events here and abroad had
tion recently vacated by National
been handled with such meticulous pictures is only one-half of the task.
Display. Wennberg formerly operated
the Sun theater.
fairness that notwithstanding such The other half is the necessity of
subjects as the Ethiopian war, the public support for quality pictures."
(Continued from Page

1)

▼

t

▼

MAXWELL VS. OSTRER
TRIAL IN SEPTEMBER
(Continued from Page 1)

tion of GB shares owned by the
Ostrers and seeks to recoup on approximately $3,000,000 invested by
the
head of B. I. P. as well as obtain
damages.
Sources close to the situation in
London are inclined to the opinion
that no legal moves will be made by
Maxwell or 20th Century-Fox and
Loew's in an effort to upset the deal
recently made by the Ostrers with
C. M. Woolf, head of G. F. D. This
arrangement constitutes an alliance
on production and distribution. Between them, the American companies
own a half interest in GB through
Bradford Trust.

Studio Unions to Get
Browne's Aid on Pact
(Continued from Page 1)

of closed shop conditions on the
Coast. The parleys between union
heads and top executives in the
major companies for a one-year extension of the basic agreement get
under way tomorrow morning at
head.
the office of Pat Casey, studio labor
Browne said that he was unable
to state what action the other unions
would take in support of the unions
not now in the agreement. He
pointed out, however, that the recent American Federation of Labor
convention had aproved a resolution
urging the unions now included in
the basic pact to support the 15
coast unions seeking recognition
from the studios.
Browne also stated that the I. A.
T. S. E. would ask for changes in
the agreement with the studios and
that the signatories to the pact
would do likewise.

Open House Tonight
Kansas City, Mo. — The Variety
Club will hold open house at its
new Film Row headquarters tonight. Officers installed this week
by the Club are: Elmer Rhoden,
pres., Finton H. Jones and R. R.
^Biechele, vice-presidents, Homer
Blackwell, sec, Sam Abend, treas., .!
and F. C. Hensler, George Baker/
Arthur Cole, R. F. Withers, R. C
LiBeau and Earl Jameson, directors
West

Al Kaye to Join G. N.
Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Al Kaye, formerly a
division manager for Warner Bros.
theaters, will join Grand National
as
executive, it was stated here
lastannight.
Ticket Giveaway Stopped
Pittsburgh — Twentieth Century-Fox
stepped in to kill a Fulton Theater
stunt to bally "Wings of the Morning."
Exhibitor had planted a ticket giveaway
with local drug chain, but theater was
forced to run newspaper ads nullifying
the value of the pass.
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to Further Press Divorce

Drive

SEE NOlENERAL B. 0. PRICE RISE BEFORE FALL
Greatest N. Y. Territory Theater Building in Years
Independent Circuits Particularly Active; Affiliates
Doing Little

WB

Studio Contract Roster of 194 Sets New Record

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — With 194 people under contract the Warner Bros. -First NationalCosmopolitan studios in Burbank are working with the largest roster in history. This
includes 19 stars, 67 featured players, 23 directors, 7 dialogue directors, 57 writers, 10
song writers and 11 as.ociate producers. The studios are currently working in high
gear, with all of the recently completed
10 new stages in use.

Theater building activity on the
part of independent operators in the
territory served by New York exchanges is the greatest in a number
of years. This is particularly true
as regards independent circuits. On
the other hand, however, groups affiliated with producing interests are
virtually inactive in this respect.
Leff-Myers circuit has added the
new Zenith seating 600, at 170th St.
Asked Saturday whether the RKO
and Jerome Ave., this making its
10th house. Harry Brandt will op- circuit was planning any restoration
erate the new Plaza, with a capacity of single bills, Leo Spitz, RKO president, said, "No, we haven't taken
of 600, at White Plains. At Keansburg, N. J., Horace G. Fowler plans any steps in that direction."
"The
public will get what it
to open a new theater, seating 600,
about June 15.
wants," he added, "and apparently
the public wants double bills."

RKO WITHOUT PLANS HIT COLUMBIA POLICY
TO RESTORE SINGLES ON NON-THEATRICALS

ARGENTINE STUDIOS
PLAN 50 FEATURES

THE

WEEE
By GEORGE

Buenos Aires (By Cable) — ApCanvass of exhibitor opinion, con' proximately 50 features are schedducted nationally by The Film
1 uled for production here during the
j year ahead, according to a checkup Daily, revealed 72 per cent of thea. just completed. Pictures will all be
ter managers and operators favorable to the abolition of duals, or
in Spanish. Feature production else( Continued
on Page 5)
willing to forsake this policy condi(Continued

Central Authority for
Cameramen is Proposed
Plan to discontinue the four cameramen's locals in Los Angeles, New
York City, Chicago and Toronto and
bring the cameramen under direction of one central office is under
consideration, it was said Saturday
by George E. Browne, I.A.T.S.E.
president.
Truth-in- Advertising
Burlington, Iowa — Following sign appears on Harold Lyons' theater marquee:
"Two Features. Neither one of them
any good." Lyons, however, stated that
the billing apparently had not injured
attendance.

(Continued on Page 4)

IN REVIEW

Revolt Against Duals — Delay Maxwell Suit Trial

DOMESTIC

i

Definite opposition to non-theatricals, particularly the situation developed by Columbia at Bridgeport,
Pa., has been expressed by the board
of managers of the U.M.P.T.O. of
Eastern Pa. The association has
also gone on record as objecting to

H. MORRIS

FOREIGN
News, that the action brought by
John Maxwell against the Ostrer
brothers and which is pending before the King's Bench Division of
the High Court of Justice, London,
onwill
Pagenot8) be tried until next Septem-

Allied Convention Sure to Authorize
Continuance of Legislative Campaign
Argue Right to Produce
Also Right to Exhibit
Monroe, La. — Whether the "right
to produce is the right to exhibit"
is to be argued here in federal court
today in the suit of Famous Music
Corp. against Maurice Melz, owner
of the Arcade Theater at Ferriday,
filed by Ascap on behalf
La. The ' suit,
(Continued on Page 4)

Allied is expected to authorize
continuance of its legislative campaign, particularly its moves to
compel producers to divest themselves of their theater holdings, at
its annual convention now set lot
Milwaukee on May 26-28. A report
on progress made by the program,
inaugurated following the annual
meeting last June at Cleveland, will
probably be submitted by Al Steffes,
(Continued on Page 5)

Approach
of Hot Weather
Months Discourages
Upping
of Scales
Chances
of any
widespread increase in admission prices are unlikely before next Fall, at the earliest, according to circuit and independent operators contacted by The
Film Daily yesterday in a survey
to determine the trend. Particularly
in view of the approach of hotweather months, the exhibitors generally felt that such a step would
not be advisable at this time.
That scales must be stepped up
was
a unanimous
opinion.
With
(Continued on Page
4)

30 MEASURES PENDING
IN N.Y. LEGISLATURE
Thirty bills seeeking to regulate
the film industry are pending in
the New York State Legislature,
which reconvenes today following a
brief recess,
it is on
indicated
(Continued
Page 4) by a re-

Dufaycolor Three Color
Process Nearing Market
Dufaycolor will be prepared to
put its own three-color process on
the market within the next four or
five weeks, The Film Daily learns.
The company, which has offices in
the Rockefeller Center Building,
then will be able to offer a complete
service to producers.

Condor Gets "Nine Old Men"

Condor Pictures, Inc., will film "Nine
Old Men," U. S. Supreme Court volume
by Drew Pearson and Robert Allen, deal
being closed by Harry J. Rothman, executive member of Condor's board, and
David Garrison Berger, holder of the
film rights option and who will be associate producer. Script will be submitted
to the Hays office for approval, Berger
said. Statement by Amedee J. Van
Beuren added the film would treat the
Supreme Court question "in a fair, impartial manner."
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK

♦ TWO-A-DAY
The
Good
Earth
(M-G-M)— 10th week
Lost Horizon
(Columbia
Pictures) — 5th
Silent Barriers (GB Pictures) — 2nd week

♦ FOREIGN

Low
243/8

Close
Chg.
Net
243,4 +
i/4

Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Columbia
Pictj. pfd
Con. Fm.
Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 15y8
14%
15Vs +
East. Kodak
163
163
163
do pfd
150
150
150
Gen. Th. Eq
29
29
29
—
Loew's,
Inc
79 &
78%
79
—
do pfd
Paramount
253/8
24%
24% —
Paramount
1st pfd.. 175
175
175
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 22%
22 Vi
22'/2
Pathe
Film
8V4
8'/4
8'/4 —
RKO
8%
83/8
8i/2 —
20th Century-Fox
. . 37 Vi
37Vi
37 Vi —
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
14 Vi
14ft
14% —
do pfd. .
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith A-0
6s 46... 97%
977/8
977/s —
Loew 6s 41ww
97%
97%
97%—
Par. B'way
3s 55
Par.
Picts.
6s 55.100%
100
100
+
RKO
6s41
1133/4113y2ll3i/2—
Warner's
6s39 YORK 953/4
95% —
NEW
CURB 95%
MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand
National
Sontone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

134
21
4%

APRIL

RUNS

♦
Astor
Globe
Criterion

week

LANGUAGE

♦ FUTURE

PICTURES

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

OPENINGS

(c)

♦
55th St. Playhouse
Cinema de Paris
Cinema
de Paris
World
World
Filmarte
Broadway

Quality Street (RKO Radio)— April 8
Marked Woman
(Warner Bros.) — April 10
I Promise
to Pay (Columbia) — April 10
Sun Over Denmark
(Scandinavian) — April 13
Swing
High, Swing
Low
(Paramount) — April
Fersonal
Property
(M-G-M)
(c)
Love from a Stranger (United Artists)
(c)
The
Last Night
(Amkino)
(c)
Dual

H

Capitol
Paramount
Music Hall
Rivoli
Roxy
Strand
Rialto
Central
Palace
Palace

The Golem
(Metropolis) — 3rd week
Monte Carlo (Franco-American)
(a-b)
Charlemagne
( Franco-American)
(a-b)
The Eternal
Mask
(Mayer-Burstyn)
(a-b)
Slalom
(Geo.
Kraska-World)
(a-b)
Kimiko
(Internat'l
Film
Bureau)
Thirty Seconds of Love (Nuovo Mondo)

]%
203/8
4%

5

Spencer Tracy
Estelle Bradley
Mike
Simmons

13^
20%
4%

—
+

Vs
1
ft
Vs
i/4
Vs
V4
%
%
%
Vi
Vi
1/2

%
%

Parleys for Extension of
Basic Agreement Started

♦

14

Hall
Strand
Central
Cinema
de Paris
Paramount
Capitol
Rivoli
Cameo

COLONEL JASON JOY, public relations director for 20th Century-Fox studios, arrives in
New York today from Hollywood and will stay
at the Waldorf-Astoria prior to sailing to attend forthcoming convention of company's
European
representatives to be held in Paris
April 28 to May 1.
SIDNEY HOWARD, who is doing the icreenplay
of "Gone
the Wind," has arrived in
Hollywood
forwith
conferences with David O.
Selznick before returning to New York.
A. P. WAXMAN leaves New York today by
plane for Hollywood in connection with this
year's campaign for the Will Rogers Memorial
Fund, which will be observed in all theaters
the week beginning Friday, April 30.
NORTON V. RITCHIE, general manager of
Monogram Pictures' export department, returns
to
New York today after a ten days' vacation
in Florida.
LEON NETTER
Minneapolis.

Follows current bill.

"Lost Horizon" Roadshows
To Blanket U. S., Says Cohn

leaves New

York today for

GILBERT MILLER and NORMAN MARSHALL,
theatrical producers, arrive today from Europe
on the Queen
Mary.
GERTRUDE UNGER returns to New
day from Atlantic
City.

Music

Columbia plans complete roadParleys for a one-year extension
coverage of the U. S. with
of the coast basic agreement got "Lost show
Horizon." it was announced
under way yesterday at the office Saturday by Jack Cohn.
of Pat Casey, studio labor head,
with the I.A.T.S.E. prepared to ask
Pathe Annual Meet April 27
for a wage rise, according to President George Browne, and other
Annual stockholders' meeting of
unions expected to ask improvement Pathe Film Corp. will be held April
27 at the home office.
in working conditions.
A chief matter before the conferees is the recognition of a numStrike's End No Help
ber of coast unions including the
Flint,
Mich. — Settlement of the
Screen Actors' Guild. Browne has
stated that he will back the demands General Motors strike has not only
failed to help the b.o. but actually
of the coast unions seeking recogni- has brought a drop in biz, according
tion.
to James Minter, operating the
Family Theater.

Sears Drive Ends, With
Returns Above the Quotas

Coming and Going

Theater

MARKET

AS OF SATURDAY)
High
243,4

Parade

Distributor

Maytime
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 3rd
week
Waikiki
Wedding
(Paramount) — 2nd week
Seventh Heaven
(20th Century-Fox) — 2nd week
History
Is Made at Night
(United
Artists) — 2nd week
Top of the Town
(Universal Pictures) — 2nd week
The King and the Chorus Girl (Warner Bros.) — 2nd week
Elephant Boy (United Artists)
The Crime
Nobody
Saw
(Paramount)
Nancy Steele Is Missing
(20th Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Step Lively, Jeeves
(20th Century-Fox)
(a)

(a)

(.QUOTATIONS

Monday, April 5, 1937

York to-

BEN SHYLEN,
who is now in New York, plans
Kansa:
City.
to remain here one month before returning to
ATTORNEY H. WILLIAM FITELSON returns
to New York today or tomorrow from the coast.
GEORGE W. WEEKS L due back in New York
today from a sales trip.
HENRY GINSBERG left New York yesterday
returning
to Hollywood.
CLINTON
M. WHITE
returns
trip to Boston and Albany.

DATE
Today:

today

Asther in "Ceylon" Lead

a

|

BOOK

Cleveland Warner

Club

dinner-dance,

April 9: Press Photographers' Association dance
Monaco's.
and
entertainment,
Hotel Commodore.
April 9:

Universal Club

dance

and

amateur

show,
the American
Women's
Clubhouse.
April 10: Chicago Amusement Publicists Association's "April Foolies,"
Hotel Sherman.
April 12: Buffalo Variety Club testimonial dinner for T. J. Walsh and Charles Boasberg.
Aprilshowman's
12: Indianapolis
Variety
Club's state-wide
stag, club
quarters.
April 15:

Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays convention, Hotel Anthony,
Ft. Wayne.

April 17-18: National Variety Club
tion, Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha.

London (By Cable) — Ward Wing,
Called the most successful drive who will produce "Tea Leaves of
Ceylon" at Colombo in association
in Warner Bros, history, the Sears with
Neville Clarke, has signed Nils
Drive ended yesterday after a 15- Asther for the leading role. Wing
weeks' run. The campaign "brought has also engaged Cyril Chadwick for
returns above national quotas, mak- the production, which he will direct.
ing for an unprecedented record of
unusual business," said Gradwell L.
Exchange Union to Meet
Sears, general sales manager.
New Haven, Conn. — New exchange employees union, chartered
by the A. F. of L., will formulate
Van Loan Series Deal
Advance Pictures has closed with its demands following a final organization meeting called for next
Guaranteed Pictures for all foreign
rights on eight pictures based on Friday night at the Hotel Garde.
H. H. Van Loan action melodramas.
Edward Laemmle Dies
Mitchell Leichter, head of the company, has also closed the following West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
territories: Detroit, Sam Decker;
Hollywood — A heart attack proved
Pittsburgh, Lou Lefton; Buffalo and fatal to Edward Laemmle, 49, film
Albany, Charles Tarbox. He is now director and nephew of Carl
in New York from the coast.
Laemmle.

from

conven-

April 19: Testimonial dinner for Edward Moss
at the Bellevue Stratford, Philadelphia.
».

April 20
Cincinnati
Bookers
dance, at the Hotel Alms.

Club

dinner

April 22: Queen City Variety Club dinner
nati.
dance, at the Netherland Plaza, CincinMay 1 :

Ampa

dinner dance at the New Yorker.

Apriland
2: entertainment,
Boston M. P. Hotel
Salesmen's
Club dance
Bradford.
May annual
3-7: national
Premium premium
Advertising
Association's
exposition,
Palmer
House, Chicago.
May

12-14:
waukee.

Allied National Convention, Mil-

May Pacific
24-28: Coast
SpringSection,
convention
of theRoosevelt
SMPE's
Hollywood
Hotel.
May 26-28: Allied States Association Eastern
Regional Conference, Hotel Garde, New
New
Haven,
Conn.
June 7: American Federation
convention,
Hotel Kentucky,

of Musicians
Louisville.

June -21-24: National Conference on Visual
Education and Film Exhibition, Chicago.

&'»'♦«

The World Will Be A Better
Place To Love In
Tv^rv-3

On April 17th!

1

OLIVIA
ALICE

DE
BRADY

HAVILLAND.
• ROLAND

with

IAN HUNTER.

YOUNG

ANITA LOUISE

• FRIEDA

INESCORT

Peggy Wood • Walter Woolf King • Bonita Granville • Beryl Mercer • Directed by Archie Mayo
"A TOP-FLIGHT COSMOPOLITAN COMEDY WITH EVERY ELEMENT NEEDED TO MAKE IT A

SUCCESS"* LAVISHLY PROVIDED BY WARNER

BROS.

# Variety Daily

30 MEASURES PENDING
IN N.Y, LEGISLATURE
(Continued from Page

%f 'k the iifc/Aj

(.Continued from Page

1)

port just received by major companies.
They include the following: controlling outdoor advertising, minimum wages for women and minors,
regulating unfair competition, allowing municipalities to provide for
daylight saving time, six-day week
for engineers and firemen, prohibiting operators from leaving their machines, banning hostility in pictures
against people by reason of race,
color or creed, requiring safety devices for all elevators, anti-price
discrimination, establishing picketing as not disorderly conduct, legalizing dog racing, amending children's admission law to require a
matron for every 35 children; permitting towns of less than 1,000,000
to adopt local laws permitting unaccompanied children between eight
and 16 to attend theaters employing
matrons, requiring approval for advertising matter broadcast, increasing license fee for reselling tickets
to places of amusement, and preventing unfair and deceptive merchandising practices.

Hit Columbia Policy
On Non-Theatricals
(Continued from Page

NO GENERAL B. 0.
R!SE BEFORE FALL

1)

sales drives inasmuch as they "injure the exhibitors in setting up
their bookings."
Opposition to the weekly payment
plan on shorts has also been registered by the organization, which will
call upon its members to refuse to
sign contracts carrying this provision. "Don't hurry to buy" is the
slogan adopted by the unit.

Sales Drive Launched
By Monogram Exchanges
Monogram exchanges have
launched a sales drive with all exchanges slated to be in operation
before the Monogram convention in
May, according to W. Ray Johnston,
president. Howard Stubbins and Ray
Olmstead have opened the Los Angeles branch of Monogram Pictures
of California and will shortly open
additional offices in San Francisco,
Seattle, Portland, Denver and Salt
Lake City.

To Do Schary Play
"Violence," a drama dealing with
lynching written by Dore Schary,
Paramount scenarist, has been acquired for production early next season by Harry H. Oshrin, theatrical
attorney who was interested in production of "Tobacco Road."

Danubia Opens Chi. Office
Danubia Pictures, distributors of
Hungarian films, has opened Chicago offices with Sandor Rudnyansky
in charge. Kalman J. Erdeky is in
charge
of Danubia's Pittsburgh
office.

T
▼
T
• •
•
CONGRATS
ARE
in order to President
R. H.
Cochrane and his fellow-officers
on the occasion of the
First Anniversary of the reorganization of Universal
the company will hold an official month of celebration in addition to the previously announced celebration of Grainger Month
during April
T
T
T
• •
• HOLD THAT date open for Friday nite
for one of the smash social affairs of our exclusive screen set
when the Press Photographers flashlight their eighth
annual dance and entertainment
at the Hotel Commodore
and what
entertainment!
all the Hollywood
celebs in town, and the Broadway top-liners, also the radio
radiants
there will be three orks, including Eli Dantzig's
for the dancing
these Fotomakers are in a large sense
the Starmakers
so you can just bet the celebs will be
there to entertain
they can't well refuse the lads who
plaster their muggs all over the noisepapers
T
▼
▼
• •
• FOR TWENTY years he has worked on one picture
Herman Axelbank
who back in 1927 was with
Goldwyn Pictures when he got the idea as the Russian Revolution broke
and on and off since that time his life work
has been the compilation of the material for the film, "Tzar to
Lenin"
and now Max Eastman comes along and stands
himself in the spotlight as the gent practically responsible for
it all
the plain fact is that Axelbank engaged Eastman
to edit and narrate his film
which has received wide
critical comment in authoritative sources
T
T
▼
• •
• THAT
WELL-KNOWN
film attorney
I.
Robert Broder
will speak Thursday before the Probus
Club, an organization of professional and business men
at the Pierrepont
Hotel, Brooklyn
on the subject of
"Theatrical and Motion Picture Law."
T
▼
T
• • • THE CURRENT issue of that camera-conscious
LIFE mag picks as its Picture of the Week the Gaumont "Silent
Barriers"
and plays it up with stills
but the
reader interest is in the captions and the fascinating short story
of the historical background of the building of the Canadian
railroad
picture publicity has always
fought shy of
historical references on the assumption that people want the
fictional glamour only
forgetting that book publishers'
and library statistics prove conclusively that the public is avid
for historical
and
biographical
material
David
E.
Scherman of the LIFE staff calls our attention to some old film
clips of Pearl White in her Pathe serials in this issue
yes, Dave, but you will find your readers going stronger for
that historical stuff on T
"Silent ▼
Barriers"T
• •
• A NEW
kid club
Junior Americans
to
help curb juvenile delinquency and educate the youngsters in
good citizenship
weekly meetings planned in theaters
with screen shows supplementing the educational and recreational activities. ...... headquarters at 11 W. 42nd St.
▼
T
T
• e
•
UP SPEAKS
our cornfriedential
sec
Our
Girl Friedegg
"Too bad ya gotta write film facts, Phil"
so we ask, "Why?"
Frieda
snorts,
"These
other kolyumists
have more fun writin' film fiction for the
tablewds."
"You mean
tabnudes, Frieda."
"No,
tabrudes."
Oh, you probably mean
tableuds."
"No, I don't mean tabloused."
"Ah, I got it, Frieda —
you mean
tabvoids."
"Frieda sneered: "It should be
tabavoids,"
to which we retorted truthfully, "Sometimes
tablibels."
Frieda jumped down off our desk and walked
out with scornful dignity, as she cracked: "Let's call the subject taboods."

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

operating costs steadily rising and
with unionizing of theater employees
a strong possibility, box-offices must
take in more revenue, they agreed.
Furthermore, they pointed out, the
theater tax burden is constantly becoming heavier and the trend in film
rentals is upward.

Argue Right to Produce
Also Right to Exhibit
(Continued from Page

1)

of a member for music license fees,
has lingered on for some time, defense attorneys presenting several
protests, including apparently, the
contention that the sale of music to
a producer for use in a film, includes
the right of the exhibitor to present
the film with the music in his theater without paying adidtional license
fees. Ascap is filing a brief arguing to the contrary and citing other
cases.

Restrictions on Air Use
Of Movie Songs Lifted
Local 802, musicians' union, has
begun enforcement of its rule, voted
more than a year ago, prohibiting
mention of the motion picture from
which a tune played on a sustaining
program was taken unless the musicians were paid as for a commercial
broadcast. As a result, several publishers of motion picture songs, have
lifted all restrictions on radio broadcast of movie songs. Hitherto, wher
a movie song was restricted, the
name of the motion picture in whicl
it appeared had to be mentionec
when it was played over the air.

Ohio Hearing Thursday
On Booth and Tax Bill:
Columbus, O. — House labor com
mittee of the Ohio Legislature wil
hold a hearing Thursday morninj
on the two-men-in-a-booth bill. A
the same time the House taxatioi
committee will consider the measur*
imposing an additional 7 per cen
tax on all admissions.

22 "Heaven" Holdovers
"Seventh Heaven" also is bein;
held over for an addition week a
21 other key cities throughout th
country, according to reports re
ceived at the 20th Century-Fo
home office. In addition, six othe
spots have reported extended run
of two or three days.

Two Orleans
More — "Love"
Writs
New
Saenger and
Affil
ated Theaters have procured tw
additional temporary injunctior
preventing delivery by Columbia ci
Grace Moore's "When You're i
Love" to any competitors whei
plaintiffs have theaters. Contentio
is plaintiffs contracted for one Grac
Moore picture which is undelivered
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MEX, ACTORS SPLIT
WITH TECHNICIANS
By MARCO-AURELIO GALIMDO
FILM
DAILY
Stuff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F. — Secession from the
Union de Trabajadores de Estudios
Cinematograficos de Mexico, the
Mexican union of motion picture studio workers, is threatened by the
actors' section, with the technicians
section contesting the withdrawal.
Leaders in the separation movement include Ramon Pereda, Leopoldo Ortin, Andrea Palma and Jose
Martinez Casado, all top-ranking
"names" in the local industry.
Technicians division has served
notice on all producers that its members will not work for any studio
employing "rebels" and that its casts
must be approved in their entirety.

—Z&*\

DAILY

ALLIED EXPECTED TO
PRESS DIVORCE DRIVE

^ ^ Filling New Positions p p
Kansas City, Mo. — Lou Mayer, Bros, branch to fill the vacancy left
in the shipping department by the
who came to the Mainstreet Thea- change.
ter several years ago as publicity
manager and assistant to Lawrence
Omaha — Columbia's sales force
Lehman, house manager, has been
transferred by the RKO circuit to here has been augumented by J.
Armm,
formerly with United
an upstate New York house.
Artists in Ohio.
Kansas City, Mo. — R. C. Fahrenholz of Cohocton, N. Y., has been
appointed manager of the Macon
Theater at Macon, Mo., by Glenn W.
Dickenson, operator of the house.
He replaces J. A. Jeffress who
leaves the Dickenson
organization.

Kansas City, Mo.— W. M. Warner, manager of the local Warner
Bros., exchange has promoted Howard Thomas from head shipper to
booker to take the position left
The Sindicato de Empleados Cine- open when Morton Truog resigned
matografistas, the union of motion
join the staff of the National
picture employees, which is made to
Screen Service, here. J. R. Turner
up entirely of theater employees, is has
been employed by the Warner
asking the Mexican government to
assign members of the Union to operating motion picture theaters and Five New Film Industry
machines now being used by the Secretaria de Educacion (Department
Companies Incorporated
of Public Education) and all other
ministries in their cultural work
Albany — Five new film industry
throughout the country and which companies have filed articles of incorporation with the Secretary of
are at present in charge of out- State.
They are:
siders.
Sam H. Stiefel Enterprises Inc.,
New York City; to operate motion
Argentine Studios Are
picture theaters. Simon S. FeinPlanning 50 Features stein, Gabriel Martels, Rosalind
Martels, incorporators.
(Continued from Page 1)
Tomhill Amusements, Inc.,
where in South America is compara- Queens, New York City; to operate
tively unimportant.
motion picture theaters, places of
Construction of new houses
amusement. Jennie Suozzo, Domi. throughout Latin America is an im- nick Suozzo, Frank Moscato, incorportant factor encouraging production. Producers who have surveyed porators.
F & F Syracuse Theaters, Inc.,
the revenue possibilities of the field
Syracuse;
to exhibit motion pichave found that week-end business,
tures. Meyer Koplovitz, Anthony J.
in particular, is heavy.
Caffrey, Maude V. Wortman, incorporators.
Jarvis Theaters Company, Inc.,
Screen Guide, All-Photo
Screen Guide, a monthly fan mag- Binghamton; to produce, distribute
azine, effective with the current and exhibit motion picture films.
issue becomes
an all-photo maga- Samuel Sinness, Henrietta C. Sinness, George B. Doyle, incorporazine patterned after "Life." Carl tors.
Schroeder, former
associate editor
Vanset Theaters, Inc., Brooklyn;
of the magazine, has just been ap- to exhibit motion pictures. Samuel
' pointed editor to replace Ernest V. Strausberg, Solomon Strausberg,
Heyn. Schroeder, located in Hollywood, will be assisted by Gladys Mc- Louis Nelson, Bernice Leon, Julius
Cracken and Wilson Brown in the Schnapper, Betty Schneider, incor:,' New York office.
Curtis Mitchell, porators.
Educational Pictures, Inc., chart. located in main office in Chicago, retered under Delaware laws, has filed
mains as editorial director.
a certificate of statement and designation in the office of the secretary
Barron Turns Jeweler
of state to enable it to do business
Pittsburgh — Bill Barron, United in New York State.
fa Artists salesman in the Toledo territory out of the Cleveland office,
C. E. A. Invites Kuykendall
has resigned to enter the jewelry
business.
Barron
formerly
was
London (By Cable)— The C.E.A.
booker in the Pittsburgh Warner of- is inviting Ed Kuykendall, president
|(fice and manager for several years of the M.P.T.O.A., to attend its summer conference at Harrogate.
■' of the Belmar and Kenyon theaters.
Films vs. Radio on Daylight Saving in Denver

Jacksonville, Fla. — Managerial
changes in two Sparks circuit
houses take Elbert Thompson, assistant manager of the Palace here,
to Gainesville, Florida University
town, to manage recently renovated
Lyric. Thompson is replaced here
by John Black, whose most recent
post was management of the Ritz
in Bartow. Black was formerly stationed in several local Sparks theaters.
Cincinnati — Marie Minser has
been added to Columbia staff, succeeding Helen Kane.

(Continued from

of

the

Page

1)

committee

29 Vitaphone Shorts Now
in the Hands of Cutters
Twenty-nine Vitaphone short subjects are in the hands of the cutters
at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio,
announces Sam Sax, production
chief. Of these, 10 are of two-reel
length, and 19 are one-reelers.
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Are you riding your
jra

oxaJiA/Z,?

Not as silly as it looks. You should
hear them talk! They will believe
you want them to come again only
in proportion to the comfort offered .

Ask us

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
#

COMFORT:

THE

and Bus Requirement
• GRAND
RAPIDS,
MICHIGAN
PublicriumSealing
for every School,
Theatre,
Church,
AuditoBranch
Offices
and
Distributors
in All Trade
Areas

GREATEST

in

Renewed efforts in behalf of enactment of the Pettengill-Neeiy
anti-block booking measure will also
be discussed. There will no doubt
be plenty said in opposition to the
trade practice concessions obtained
by the M. P. T. 0. A. in connection
with its 10-point program.

-C

Local

Denver— It's radio versus films here in the matter
of daylight
saving,
stations favor a daylight saving ordinance
now before the City Council, while exhibs
righting the measure.
Aldermen
have tabled it pending further investigaiton.

charge.
chairman

STAR

OF

THEM

ALL
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Reviews <4 the View films
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"Midnight Taxi"Drake
with Brian Donlevy, Frances
20th

Century-Fox

73

Mins.

"Step
Jeeves!"
with Arthur Lively,
Treacher, Patricia
Ellis, Robert
Kent,

Alan

Dinehart, George
Helen
Flint

Givot,

SWELL
MELLER
WITH
THRILL
BUILDING
TO
GRAND
SUSPENSE
PACKED WITH
SURPRISES.

PLOT [
20th Century-Fox
69 Mins.
AND
FAST-MOVING, CAPABLY-MADE COMEDY THAT WILL SCORE WITH ALL
One of the best metiers seen in years. CLASSES OF PATRONS.
Brian Donlevy is perfectly cast as the
Happily for audiences who like their
member of the counterfeit squad who is laughs served straight and generously, the
assigned to uncover the brains of the situations of this amusing comedy step
counterfeit gang that is flooding the terrilively from start to finish. They are slaptory with bogus bills. The Federal man
stick situations, but therein lies the chief
worms his way into the confidence of a
taxi driver after he himself has joined the secret of the film's ability to entertain.
Added to the fact that there is fundahacking fraternity. By clever stages he
mental, popular humor, and lots of it, the
reaches the first lieutenant of the mysteriscenes are rarely without crisp, sharp diaous counterfeit chief, and gains his conlogue, and the proper spirit from the playfidence. When the other taxi man tries
ers to make the lines and gags hit home.
to hijack the money being distributed, the
lieutenant shoots him, and makes Donlevy Both principals and supporting cast members obviously enjoy the action, which,
his confidential assistant to transport the aside from the technical merit of the film
dough. The sleuth meets the femme as- generally, is a tribute both to good casting
sistant, Frances Drake, and there is a lot
and good direction. Jeeves, the character
of suspenseful stuff developed as another
created by P. G. Wodehouse and sent into
henchman, suspicious of the newcomer, tries
new fields of adventurous fun by Frances
to cross him up while the girl champions
Hyland, who authored the original story,
him. Works up to a grand thrill climax
and by Frank Fenton and Lynn Root, who
as the gang is rounded up and the "brains" fashioned the screenplay, is enacted by
of the outfit uncovered aboard a yacht.
All done with fast action and clever twists Arthur Treacher with splendid interpretive
values. His work in this feature is pleasing
that will keep the fans on the edge of
and efficient to a maximum degree for the
their seats. Ace performances turned in
reason that the players with him in the
by Alan Dinehart as the lieutenant of the vehicle mirror their character parts so well.
gang, Frances Drake, Gilbert Roland, Regis Jeeves is a model British butler and is
Toomey, Sig Rumann. And Brian Donlevy
minding his own business, and the toy dog
dominates every scene he is in.
of his titled employers, when two gentleCast: Brian Donlevy, Frances Drake, Alan
men gyp artists concoct a cock-and-bull
Dinehart, Sig Rumann, Gilbert Roland, Har- story and dupe the frugal Jeeves into going
to
America,
where he sincerely believes he
old Huber, Paul Stanton, Lon Chaney, Jr.,
Russell Hicks, Regis Toomey.
is a multi-millionaire, — the heir to the fortunes of Sir Francis Drake. From this
Producer, Milton H. Feld; Director, Eu- point on things happen fast and furiously,
gene Forde; Author, Borden Chase; Screen- and the action takes on the aspect of
play, Lou Breslow, John Patrick; Editor, Al
cheating cheaters, — for a bunch of U. S.
De Gaetane; Cameraman, Barney McGill.
crooks, thinking Jeeves and the foreign extorters who accompany him are prey to
Direction, Expert. Photography, The Best.
the same racket, step in. The consequences
are hilarious, with Jeeves getting himself

Md. Sunday Film Bills
Call for Charity Taxes

out of the mob's clutches eventually. There's
a love story in the footage, — but even this
is frothily handled in the intereests of
copious fun.
Cast: Arthur Treacher, Patricia Ellis, Robert Kent, Alan Dinehart, George Givot,
Helen Flint, John Harrington. George Cooper, Arthur Housman, Max Wagner, Franklin Pangborn.

Baltimore — One bill for Sunday
movies in Maryland, subject to referendum, has been passed by the
General Assembly and signed by the
Governor. It would permit showing
Director, Eugene Forde; Author, Frances
in Oakland, from 2.30 to 6 p.m. and
after 9 p.m. A tax of 5 cents on Hyland; Screenplay, Frank Fenton, Lynn
each ticket would be imposed, the Root; Cameraman, Daniel B. Clark; Editor,
proceeds to go to the free library, Fred Allen.
volunteer fire department and ChildDirection, Good.
Photography, Good.
ren's Aid Society.
The General Assembly has passed
a bill authorizing showing in the
Theaterphones Ordered
Fifth District of Anne Arundel
Grand Central Theater, Inc.,
county after 2:30 p.m. Sundays, proopen its newsreel Thevided 10 per cent of the gross from whichater will
in Grand Central Terminal on
ticket sales goes to the American
May 3, has contracted with the
Legion or a charitable organization. Acousticon
Co. for installation of
Permission would be granted until
the end of 1938 and after that would theaterphone equipment in approxdepend upon a referendum to be 242 seats.imately 10 per cent of the house's
held in November, 1938. The measure is in the hands of the Governor
for his approval or veto.
American
lance fund. Legion toward an ambuThe Fifth District measure affects
Another
referendum bill to permit
only one house — The Glen, at Glen
Burnie. Until stopped by county au- movies in Annapolis on Sundays has
thorities recently the house oper- passed the House and is before the
ated and gave the profits to the Senate.
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"Fury and the

with William
Gargan,
Molly Lament
Rialto Productions
Corp.
60 mins.
ROMANTIC OUTDOOR DRAMA WHOSE
STORY AND SETTINGS ACTION FANS
WILL LIKE.

Woman"

This red-blooded tale of the lumber
camps is the type of feature al! average
audiences will enjoy, while somewhat lacking in directional cohesion and editorial
smoothness, it nevertheless packs plenty
of virile action. There is a real profusion
of stirring backgrounds and authentic atmosphere, for the footage is obviously
made in logging camps where giant trees
are thrillingly felled, and rugged individuals
with lethal punches in their good right
hands are as characteristic as the primevalness of the forests. William Gargan
essays the role of the handsome, fearless,
romantic son of a veteran lumber baron.
He takes to the wilds to straighten out
a commercial feud twixt a duo of lumber
companies. His strapping frame, genial
disposition, — and culture, that sets him
apart from his fellow lumberjacks, — are the
magnets which attract to him the inconsistently refined and uncommonly pretty
Molly Lamont, a camp foreman's daughter.
That Gargan heroically, stoically, and by
force of character, brain and muscle irons
out the commercial feud and deals in a
justifiably harsh manner with the villainous
elements are not nearly as important to
film fans as the grandeur of the settings
plus the fact that he wins the love of
Molly almost from first sight. Direction
is fair, and photography adequate.
Cast: William Gargan, Molly Lamont,
James McGrath, Reginald Hincks, J. P.
McGowan, Libby Taylor, Harry Hastings,
Ernie Impett, Arthur Kerr, Bob Rideout,

David Clyde.

Director, Lewis D. Collins; Screenplay,
Philip Conway; Cameramen, Harry Forbes,
William
Beckway; Film Editor, William
Austin.
Direction,

Fair

Photography,

Adequate.

SHORTS
Buster West and Tom Patricola in

Cherry

and June

&

ft

Preisser in

"Play Street"
(Broadway
Brevity)
Vitaphone
21 mins.
Juvenile Acts
In a cheap tenement neighbor
hood the kids are in the street dancing and singing, with June Preissei
and Duke Michale the principal performers. Along comes June's older
sister, who is a professional performer in a big show. She invites
them to her home for a party, at
which the kids put on their various
acts. The two principals are so
good they grab a contract from the
show manager. Various acts are
put on at the party by Walter Cassel, Benny Drehan, Verdi & Lee and
Frank Marino. Directed by Joseph
Henabery.
"Glove Taps"
Lively
(Our
Gang)
M-G-M

11 mins.

The Our Gang kids stage a boxing
bout, with Spanky McFarland driven to it by two tough kids who insist on challenging their champ
fighter. So the Gang unanimously elect Alfalfa as the goat. Under
protest, Alfalfa goes into training
for one afternoon, with fight manager Spanky putting him through
road work and some tough gym exercises. Already worn out when
fight time arrives, Alfalfa goes in
the ring in a daze, and wins by a
knockout administered behind a canvas drop by Porky who comes to
the rescue just in time.
"PuttirT Out the Kitten"
(Scrappy Cartoon) 7 mins
Columbia
Clever with Scrappy
A nursery fantasy,
getting ready to go to bed as he
puts the kitten out in the cold for
the night. But Scrappy has an awful nightmare, and in it he sees the
poor kitten going through all sorts
of wild adventures with the fairy
tale people depicted on his nursery
room wall paper. Scrappy comes
out of the nightmare, and jumps up
feeling very sorry for the kitten
which he takes in from the cold and
puts him in the warm bed with him.
"Horse Play"

"Ready to Serve" 15 mins.
Educational
Fast Fun
The two comics are hired as
process servers, and are assigned to
serve papers on a "Dr. Brown" in
the hospital. They gain admittance
to the hospital, but the doctor
(Radio Flash Comedies)
named Brown suspects their mis- RKO Radio
18 mins.
sion, so has two husky internes
The excitement is hectic more
throw them in a private room as
psychopathic cases. They try all than it is funny in this reel concerning Jack Norton who gets the polo
sorts of schemes to get free, but
matters grow worse as Patricola is fever and decides to go in for the
taken into the operating room for sport. So he buys a polo horse
a brain operation. Buster West gets and takes it home in a restricted
him out of the operating room by a residential neighborhood where
horses are not supposed to be
ruse, and finally they capture the
doc and bring him to the court boarded. The nag kicks a hole in
trial. There the medico discloses the garage, and wanders all over
that he is the wrong Doctor Brown, the lawn of a grouchy neighbor.
and the comics are carted off to the The latter calls a cop, and the ofhospital as a couple of nuts. Plenty
in Norton's
ficerroom,
locates theandanimal
so the amateur
dining fancier
draws a ticket. Kitty
of gags, and lots of clever and com- horse
edy foot work by the two steppers.
Produced by Al Christie. Story by McIIigh plays the wife who is fed
antics. Produced
Marcy Klauber and Arthur Jarrett. up on her hubby's Directed
by Jean
Gilroy.
by Bert
W.
Yarbrough.
Photographed by George Webber.

The
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IS NOW BEING
DISTRIBUTED TO
SUBSCRIBERS OF
THE FILM DAILY

On its more than 1,250 pages will be found data
on the motion picture industry in all its many
branches. Production, distribution, theaters,
foreign, financial, exploitation, personnel, and
1,001 other items completely and accurately covered. During the past eighteen years, The Film
Daily Year Book has earned for itself the reputation of being —
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HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK
ANDREW L. STONE'S Grand National picture, "The Girl Said
No," which presents Gilbert and
Sullivan operettas for the first time
on the screen, concluded production
after 17 shooting days. Frank
Moulan, William Danforth, Vera
Ross and Vivian Hart are returning
by train to New York to go into the
legitimate Gilbert and Sullivan engagements.

▼

▼

#>
DOMESTIC

#

offered to exhibitors for p. a. date.'
between pictures.

•

•

HO'S
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
•
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 70
• • •

DRYAN FOY. Warner Brothers associate producer. Irish-American, born
U Fitzgerald, son of famed Eddie Foy. First picture, after lots of stage
experience, was in 1915. Became gagman, director, ana finally started his own company
making "Hysterical History" comedies for Universal. Finally, when his father had to write
to find out where he could see one of Bryan's
pictures, the boy decided he had better get
into features. Gagman with Vic Schertzinger,
Chuck Reisner and Syd Chaplin. Directed the

♦

"The Adventures of Tom Sawyer"
will go into production at Selznick
International on May 3, under the
direction of H. C. Potter and will be
produced by David O. Selznick with
Production Assistant William H.
Wright.
T
▼
T
Bert Glennon, cameraman, has
been assigned as photographic observer en "Let Me Live" for the
purpose of studying Technicolor.
"Let Me Live" will be produced by

#

first feature length all-talking picture, "Lights
of New York." Composer of the unforgettable
topical song, "Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean."
A wizard for choosing popular subjects. Has
already made more than a dozen pictures on
present pact.
Clever, showmanlike, practical.

David 0. Selznick and E. Lloyd
ring.
Sheldon with Fredric March star-

THEWEEI\
jured by duals, and that labor is
likewise suffering because producers
who makes "quickies" for dual bills
work on short schedules which in
effect reduce wages of those working on their productions, were also
contained
in the indictment by Hammons.

After finishing "Sing, Cowboy,
Sing," his sixth musical western for
Grand National, Tex Ritter will be

IN

"You Can't Have Everything'
has been substituted as the title fo
the Alice Faye-Don Ameche picture :
originally scheduled by 20th Cen
tury-Fox

as

"Last

Year's

Kisses '

The artist colony at Bar Harbor
Me., is the locale of Bobby Breen':
new starring vehicle, "Make :
Wish," soon to be made by Prim
cipal Prods., under the direction o
Kurtreleased
Neumann.
be
by RKO.The picture wil ■
Andrew Tombes and Leila Mcln
tyre, mother of Leila Hyams am.
formerly of the famous vaudevill
team of Hyams and Mclntyre, ar
recent additions to the cast of "Al
Is Confusion," David L. Loew's ne\
Joe
E. Brown feature for RKO-Ra
dio release.

REVIEW

mount's evident intention to file suit
to test constitutionality of the theater divorce measure enacted by the
tionally. Query, incorporated in surNorth Dakota Legislature and revey's questionnaire, "Would your
cently signed by the Governor. . . .
clientele accept strong short subWave of early spring theater conjects as a substitute for a second
struction which indicates that presfeature if the latter were to be eliment year will see 1936's total of
$27,000,000 spent on new building
inated generally?", brought the
* * *
overwhelmingly affirmative response.
and rebuilding exceeded. . . . The
The 28 per cent negative answers
Bas-relief events in filmland dur- setting back two weeks to May 26was largely confined to the East,
ing seven-day span included esti- 27-28 of the annual convention of
specifically the New England states,
mate by 0. C. Doering, of counsel Allied to be held at the Hotel
although double features also found for the Irving Trust Co., RKO Pfister, Milwaukee . . . and the expressed likelihood by 20th Centurysupporters in the Mid-west. Exhibi- trustee, at a hearing before Federal
Fox' president, Sidney R. Kent, that
tors, among their replies, "voted" Judge Bondy, that RKO and sub- the
GB situation will be brought to
newsreels the best individual boxsidiaries' net for the first eight
office draws
among
current short weeks of 1937 were $714,000 after his attention during his forthcomall charges. . . . The paying of high
ing visit to Europe. Making ready
product.
* *
*
tribute to Adolph Zukor at a testi- to sail next Wednesday, he stated
monial dinner at the Waldorf- that following his European trip,
Another definite blow at duals ap- Astoria, attended by 1,000 members
peared pending with the departure of the industry which he helped to which calls for his presence at company's sales convention at Paris, he
for Europe last week-end of Joseph found. Sponsored by exhibitors of will return
to New York and later
Bernhard, president and general the New York territory, the funcgo
to
Australia
to act on the Genmanager of the Warner circuit, who
eral Theaters set-up.
tion's participants witnessed the
declared just prior to sailing: "When presentation to Zukor of the inI return from abroad, I'll give serisignia of Knight Commander of the
ous attention to constructive propo- Crown of Italy by Gaetano Vechiotti, FOREIGN
sals for eliminating double fea- Italian Consul-General. . . . Denial
(Continued from Page 1)
tures." He characterized duals as a by major companies, active in the ber, was contained in a cable from
problematical "shot in the arm" for 16 mm. field, that their releases are the British metropolis.
some theaters, and added that this in unfair competition with regular
Suit charges misrepresentation in
policy can never advance the in- theaters, as charged at recent M.P. connection with Maxwell's acquisiT.O.A.
convention
at
Miami.
.
.
.
Retion of GB shares owned by the
dustry,— only* retard
* it.*
port by Technicolor of a net profit Ostrers and seeks to recoup approximately $3,000,000 invested by
Also joining the widespread on- of $591,585.23 for the year 1936, as
slaught launched against duals dur- compared with a corresponding loss the head of B.I. P. as well as obtain
ing the week was Educational's of $3,471.48 for 1935. . . . Para- damages. Sources close to the situapresident, Earl W. Hammons. With
major companies requiring more
revenue due to increased production
Ernst Lubirsch
"Progressive"
West CoastIntroduces
Bureau of THE
FILM DAILYRehearsals
costs, the only solution of the problem can be found in nlaying more
Hollywood — Ernst Lubitsch has introduced "progressive" rehearsals to Hollywood in
preparation for the production of "Angel," Marlene Dietrich's next Paramount starring
shows per day through elimination
picture. "They might also be called atmospheric' rehearsals," the producer-director
of double feature urograms, he said.
said, in explaining the new rehearsal technic. "They are progressive because each day
we move to a new and different set, and atmospheric because we are rehearsing in the
That the field of the short subject —
settings in which Hie players will enact their roles."
an invaluable proving ground for
future stars — is being definitely in(Continued from Page 1)

/i

tion in London inclined
ion that no legal moves
by Maxwell or 20th
and Loew's in an effort
production-distribution

to the opin
will be mad
Century-Fo:
to upset th
alliance des

recently
made head
by of
theG.F.D.
Ostrers wit";
C. M. Woolf,

*

*

*

Other London cables advised tha
Ivan Scott has been named new
editor of British Movietone Newshis
promotion
service
to the culminating
company assixa yearcom
mentator. . . . Announcement of th
marriage there of Claire Adam;
film actress and widow of the lat
Benjamin P. Hampton of Melbourne
Australia, to Donald S. Mackinno
. . . and the amusing revelation tha^
Her Majesty, the Dowager Quee
Mary has made a special reques
that, whenever she attends th
cinema, the program include a Wal
Disney Mickey Mouse or Silly Sym

* *
phony production.

*

Paris reported the departure c
Errol Flynn, film actor, to Spai
where he will write articles for
newspaper syndicate and survey e"
civ1,
in Spain's
war.
. . Outevents
of Berlin
flashed wor
first .hand
that showing
fill'
"Charlie
Chan ofatthe
theAmerican
Opera," pre
duced by 20th Century-Fox, has bee
forbidden there by special order c
the Reich censor. No reason wf
announced, but apparently tr
theme, and the role played by tlj
Chinese detective, ran contrary \\
the Propaganda Minister's film po
icy . . . and from Canberra, Austr;
lia, a cable came to the effect th:
Australian producers are demandir
that American distributors pay f|
excise tax on each print made in tl
country and are trying to brir
about complete compliance with tl
film quota act.

'
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Four Studio Unions Receive 10 Per Cent Wage

Jump

ESTIMATET93G WORLDlATURE OUTPUJAT 1,875
Plan Air Conditioning Systems in 40 Para. Theaters
Foreign
Films
Exhibited
in
12,000,000 Theater Contracts
Installations Set by Partners
Adv. Fil ms
the
United
States
Under Remodeling
. . in feature length
By CHESTER B. BAHN =

AS

if the proper course of action in the

** instances of duals, giveaways, games
and film stars on the radio were not sufficient weighty problems (among others)
for the exhibitor these days, there's threat
of another serious worry on his horizon.
It results from new activity in the advertising film field, specifically the appearance of feature length commercials with
casts of Hollywood veterans. First to be
completed is "Dealer's Choice", produced
by the Shell oil interests, and now being
released by the three companies marketing
Shell products throughout the United States.
In production on the West Coast is a
similar film, "Stan", for which the Standard
Oil Company is footing the bill. Still more
are reported on the way for other major
industrial corporations.

XA/HILE "Dealer's Choice" is said to be
' * designed for Shell marketing organization exhibition, and thus can be discounted as theater box office "opposition",
it nevertheless must prove disconcerting to
the thinking exhib.
From an advertising six-reeler with Hollywood cast for nominal dealer screenings
to the same sort of film for free public
presentation would be a comparatively short
step.
Just how short is best determined by
viewing some of the latest commercial reels,
the advertising messages of which are deftly
plated with entertainment.

Programs

Distributors affiliated with the Hays
association annually execute 12,000,000
contracts with theaters, according to
the annual report of the President,
which states that 27,000 miles of film
are handled daily by their exchange-..

As an important phase of their
remodelling programs, Paramount
theater associates are planning to
install air-conditioning systems in
nearly 40 houses throughout the
country.
The Saenger circuit, centering on
New Orleans, has 12 installations
set. Balahan & Katz plans about
10 in the Chicago territory, Minnesota Amusement Co., 10 in the
Reorganization planned to change
northwest and E. J. Sparks, six in
the general supervision of Ascap,
his Florida circuit.
will result in an Adiministrative
Committee being formed, with the
probable effective date May 1.
New setup has E. C. Mills, now
general manager, as chairman of
the Administrative Committee; John
G. Paine, now chairman of the
Board of (Continued
the Musicon Publishers'
ProPage 4)
George W. Retz, member of the
Pounds bondholder committee, proponent of the Roxy reorganization
plan, at a hearing on the plan yes- Dickstein Com. Weighs
terday before Referee
Addison
S.

ASGAP REORGANIZING;

PAINE TO BEGEN'LMGR.

RETZ TELLS REFEREE
OF OFFERS FOR ROXY

producing the advertising features are reported to be looking forward to the day
when sponsors will be definitely in the
market for films for telecasting. And meanwhile the present efforts are rated by the
studios as invaluable aids.
For one thing, they are counted upon to
make American industry film conscious. For
another, the studios, through them, are
mastering and perfecting production technique with the overhead presumably neatly
covered.

Approximately 1,875 features
were produced throughout the world
in 1936, with 1,374 made in countries outside of the United States,
it is disclosed in the annual report
of Will H Hays, made public in its
entirety yesterday. European studios contributed 721, with English
producers as the most active with
their productions totalling 217.
Other countries made the following:
Germany, 130; France, 125; Russia,
92; Spain,slovakia,32;
Sweden, 20.
27; Czecho26; Hungary,
In addition
to pictures made in
(Continued on Page 3)

BUYING SURVEY SET
AT ALLIED REGIONAL

New Haven, Conn. — By unanimous
vote, Allied's regional convention
here yesterday authorized the appointment of a survey committee to
assemble information from members
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Expect Court to Rule on
Washington — The House Commit- of Allied's eastern units regarding
Brandt Writ Plea Today
tee on Immigration will hold an exe- film buying which the Milwaukee nacutive meeting tomorrow to discuss sider. tional convention in May will conThe New
York
State Supreme
Court today is expected to announce the Dickstein Alien actors bill,
Jack Unger of New Jersey was
(Continued on Page 4)
its decision on the application of 33 sponsored by the committee's chairman. A favorable report would surHarry Brandt
theaters for an in(Continued on Page 3)
prise observers on Capitol Hill.
(Continued on Page 4)

Actors Bill Tomorrow

70% Increase Granted Four Studio
THE exhibitor's real headache, however,
' may not come until the advent of
commercial television. Those studios now

Totaled 235

Unions Adds $3,000,000 to Payrolh
German Synchronization
A 10 per cent wage increase which
will boost studio payrolls close to
May Be Shifted to Italy $3,000,000 has been agreed upon between the major producing companies and the I.A.T.S.E., United
Berlin (By Cable)— Lead of 20th
Century-Fox in transferring its Brotherhood of Carpenters, International Brotherhood of Electrical
German synchronization activities
from Germany to Italy, it is ex- Workers and the International
of
Teamsters,
Pat
pected here will be followed
by Brotherhood
{Continued on Page 3)

{Continued on Page 10)

"Bengal Lancer" Re-issue
Planned by Para, in August

Paramount plans to re-issue
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" in August and will sell the production as
part of its
regular program.
New
(Continued on Page 3)

Clark May Get CSC Post
Philadelphia — Jim Clark, head of
Horlacker Delivery Service, is expected
to be named a member of the Civil
Service Commission, an important post.
In this event, it is anticipated that he
will resign as a member of the Delaware River Bridge Commission.
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Detroit — Signing of a contract
with the Film Inspectors, Shippers,
and Poster Handlers Union, an
A. F. of L. affiliate, is announced
by President Howard Craven of
Exhibitors Service Co., one of the
two firms carrying film to local
theaters. The pact, Craven says,
recognizes the union as a collective
bargaining agency, but does not
provide for a closed shop.
Contract has also been signed by
G. E. LeVeque's Cinema Service
Co., the other local film carrier, fola brief drivers' sitdown
strike lastlowing week.
Exhibitors Service Co. pact sets
a $35-$40 scale for drivers.

Association of Adolph Pollak with
Theater Trailer Corp. was announced yesterday. At the same
time, it was said that Theater Trailer was going on a national basis,
with local offices already established
in five cities and plans for countrywide coverage well under way.
Local offices opened and their
heads are: Chicago, Henry Elman;
Los Angeles, William Quinn; Boston and New Haven, Harry Asher;
Philadelphia, Murray Byer.
Pollak said he was definitely withdrawing from the film distribution
field.

Course of Action on Sales
Tax Decision to be Decided

UA Advances Fred Rohrs,
Atlanta Post for Prince

Decision as to whether or not major distributors are going to appeal
from the Circuit Court of Appeals
ruling on the New York City 2 per
cent sales tax will be made at a
meeting of counsel at the Hays office
at 11 o'clock
indicated in The this
Filmmorning.
Daily of As
March

David Prince has been appointed
manager
United who
Artists'
branch. ofPrince,
has Atlanta
had 20
years of experience in film sales and
promotion work, succeeds Fred
Rohrs who has been promoted to
the
D. C.manager's desk in Washington,

27, there is strong sentiment against
an effort to upset the opinion, which
found that the levy applies to film
accounts inside New York City
proper.

Anti-Protection, Divorce
Hearings in Minnesota
Joint hearing on anti-protection
and theater divorce bills is scheduled
for today before the Minnesota
Legislature. Both measures have
been favorably reported.
Efforts have been made in some
quarters to have individual hearings
held on the bills.

Kornheiser New Manager
of Famous Music Corp.
Sidney Kornheiser has been appointed manager of Famous Music
Corp. succeeding Abe Frankl, who
is being transferred to the West
Coast Studio as assistant to Eugene
Zukor and to act in a musical advisory capacity. Frankl leaves for
the Coast within a week or ten days.

Coming and Going
GEORGE KRASKA of the Finearts Theater
Boston,
arrived in New York yesterday.
E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM, English novelist'
and MRS. A. S. BLODGET, known to the stage
as Cornelia Otis Skinner, sailed yesterday for
Europe
on the Britannic.
ARTHUR B. LAMB, commercial manager of
Erpi, has arrived in New York from Hollyexecutive
wood foroffices.
a three weeks' visit to company's
SIDNEY E. SAMUELSON has returned to
Newton,
N. J., after a southern
trip.
due

SAM PINANSKI and MARTY MULLEN
in New York this week from Boston.

ATTORNEY H. WILLIAM FITELSON returned
to New York yesterday from the coast.

BEN GOETZ, who has arrived in New York l
week.
from Hollywood, returns to the coast late this i
LAWRENCE BROWN, Keller-Dorian official,
left New York yesterday for the coast.
the

SAM SAX sails from New York June 26 on
Rex for a vacation
abroad.

CHARLES E. MCCARTHY
from a Caribbean
trip.
HERBERT
New
York

R.
from

returned yesterday

EBENSTEIN
has
reutrned
his Hollywood
office.

NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone
in charge of shorts and trailers, is
from Dallas to Memphi; to continue
hibitors.
of
conferences with branch personnel
FAY
BAINTER
vacation in New
to the coast.

to!

executive
en route
his tour
and ex-

ha: been
recalled
from
her,
York by RKO and is en route

JOE WEIL, director of exploitation for Universal, returned to the home office yesterday
from Toronto where he has been conferring
with company's branch officials on campaigns
for "Top of the Town."

RCA Begins Experimental
Field Tests of Television

Colorado House Passes

Field tests of RCA experimental
television with the new 441-line
definition
were resumed yesterday
2 p. c. Admish. Tax Bill
from Empire State Tower by the
The Colorado House has passed a National Broadcasting Company or
bill
imposing a two per cent admis- the largest scale ever undertaker
Goldsmith Named Vita.
sion tax on theaters and the measure in the United States. The tests will
now
goes to the Senate for concur- continue throughout the spring anc
Sound' Department Head
rent action. At the present time the summer months.
state has a sales tax which exempts
Lloyd Goldsmith has been named
head of the sound department at motion pictures.
Think Lottery Bill Dead
Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn. He
Cleveland
— Cleveland exhibitors
succeeds H. Porter Evans, who had
Mrs. H. E. Wilton Dies
who attended the House judiciary
been associated with the plant since
early Vitaphone days.
Hamilton, Ont.— Mrs. H. E. Wil- committee hearing of the Whetrc
ton, widow of Herbert E. Wilton, lottery bill, which includes that al
has died at her home here just types of give-aways and drawings
Darrell Kepler Dies
one month after her husband's are of the opinion that it will nevei
Sharon, Pa. — Darrell Kepler, 44, death, as the result of an accidental be reported out of committee.
projectionist, and inventor of _ a fall. H. E. Wilton had been manager of the Strand Theater and
safety device now used on motion
picture machines in many cities, Member of Parliament.
died while driving an automobile,
causing it to crash into another car
William Brisbane to Wed
in a street here. Kepler was a native of Crawfordsville, Ind.
Milwaukee, Wis. — Miss Jane Griswold has left with her parents and
two brothers for Hollywood, where
Cleveland Biz Up 40 P. C.
AS SEEN
BY
will be married in St. Mary's
THE PRESS
Cleveland — Local first-run busi- she
Church April 17 to William BrisAGENT
bane, RKO actor.
ness was up 40 per cent above average last week. Four of the five
first-runs went way over par.

NEWS
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Walter Huston
J. C. Nugent
Dudley Nichols
Arthur Cozine

are

Infection Kills Turner

Loew Common

at New High

Loew's common advanced three
points yesterday to set a new high
of 82. Previous high was 81%.

Burlingame, Kan. — Dick Turner,
58, who owned the Panama Theater,
is dead from a streptoccous infection. His widow survives.

Clark Gable has received 500 offers
to buy the small automobile
Carole
— M-G-M.
ent.
Lombard gave him as a Valentine pres-

—. &W
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UNIVERSAL TO MAKE
4 FEATURES MONTHLY

936 WORLD FEATURE
TOTAL REACHED 1,875

West Coast Bureau of THE

(Continued from Page 1)

Europe, productions in other lands
.ere as follows: Mexico, 28 Argentine, 20; Brazil, seven; Japan, 470;
'eru, one; India, 40; Philippine Isinds, 15; Egypt, 10; Australia,
ine; New Zealand, three; Netherand-India, one.
During the year, foreign films exibited in the United States totalled
So. They originated as follows:
argentine, one; Austria, one;
Czechoslovakia, two; England, 40;
rrance, 17; Germany, 74; Hungary,
3; Italy, 24; Mexico, 28; Palestine,
ne; Poland, four; Russia, 16; Spain,
hree and Sweden, 10, the report
hows.
Total of 1,594 pictures, both feauies and shorts, were approved by
he Production Code Administration
uring 1936, the report reveals. A
ummary follows: features, 621;
horts, 812; feature reissues, 142;
J horts reissues, 19. In the previous
ear, 1,748 pictures received the
ode's okay.
In 1936, 370 productions were
' iased on original stories, representng 67.82 per cent of the output of
nember-studios. This compares with
L*44 or 47.0 in 1935. Thirty-eight
dctures were based on stage plays,
•2 on novels, two on biographies, 39
m short stories and five on miscelaneous subjects.
A total of 3960 titles were regisered with the Hays association durrng 1936.
Central Casting Corporation
jlaced 268,436 extras during the
/ear.

'Bengal Lancer" Re-issue
Planned by Para, in August
(Continued from Page

1)

laper will be gotten out in connection with the release.
"No Man of Her Own," currently
In distribution as a re-issue, is garlerning good grosses, it was stated
it Paramount yesterday.

owa Towns Long Filmless
to be Opened by Swanson
Des Moines — Paul Swanson is
low at work on two new theater
projects. He is opening the State
jit Allison, la., and the Roxy at
Central City, la. Both towns have
seen without film houses since the
idvent of sound. Improvements are
leing made in the State at Allison,
scheduled to open in May.
Winchell

Mobbed — By Fans

When Walter Winchell, the new 20th
Century-Fox star, came out ot the Music
Box the other night after a premiere, a
mob flocked after him in quest of
autographs. Which led Will Gordon,
Morning Telly scribe, to observe to him
that "even Garbo couldn't do as well."

• • • NO BETTER proof could a leader have of the
loyalty and support of his men than in the case of the Grad
Sears Drive
which gave Warners
its biggest 15-weeks
business in the company's history
this was climaxed in
the the
last company
week by the biggest
returns experienced
by
the drivesingle
endedweek's
last Sunday
it was
the first sales campaign inaugurated since Sears was appointed
to his present post
all of the 37 branches outdid themselves and so outstanding
were individual efforts that
many more prizes will be awarded than were planned
• • • IT WAS 11 years ago that an eager, wide-eyed little blonde hit the trail from Bainbridge, Georgia, to New York,
with high hopes and no cash
the gal wanted to break into
the acting prof esh
Ward Morehouse, columnist, also a native of Georgia, assumed the role of adviser and banker to the
li'l gal
who happened to be Miriam Hopkins
today
Ward's play, "Miss Quiz," is nearing production, and one of
its backers is Miss Hopkins
a third member of the Hopkins-Morehouse fraternity of other days was Bennett Cerf, the
publisher
so it is but natural that his firm, Random
House, will bring out the play in book form
•
•
• ONE OF the smash posters of the year
that
for "Captains Courageous"
a 24-sheet with two marvellous
portraits of Spencer Tracy and Freddie Bartholomew
the
background has a fishing schooner under full sail and the
striking color combination of reds and blues make this a piece
of paper that will dominate the landscape anywhere
Hal
Burrows, art chief of M-G-M, put the arty technique in this one.
•

•

• FROM
THE Metropolitan Opera to horse operas
that is the story of Jerry Bergh
she began her
career as a dancer in the Met Opera House
now she is
Tex Ritter's leading lady in Grand
National's "Hittin' the
Trail"
• • • HE BROUGHT a 70-piece symphony ork from New
York to Washington for the opening of "The Robber Symphony" at the Rialto in Washington last Saturday
referring to Fredrich Feher, the author, composer and director of
the film
Larry Jacobs is handling the advance and publicity
• •
• IN THE event of rain
the newsreel theater
which will open May 3 in the Grand Central Terminal
can count on some of the 100,000 people constituting the hotel
and office population who can reach the theater underground
without getting wet
there are about a dozen hotels and
office buildings connected
with the Terminal
building . . .
• Grover Whalen has appointed Howard Hughes as aeronautical advisor to the New York World's Fair, with aviation one
of the main features of the exposition

T

T

T

• • • WE WALKED into the office to find Our Girl Friedegg in a despondent mood
Frieda was resting her head in
the wastebasket with her beautiful ankles on our desk
"Cheer up, l'il one," we chirruped, "it can't be as bad as all
that. What's wrong?"
Frieda moaned: "I'm fed up with
office work."
We patted her kindly on her ankle in our
fatherly way, and wheezed encouragingly: "Lots of sees marry
their bosses."
Frieda gave us a peculiar look. ... "Sure,"
she lisped, "but they're still in the same tuff spot. They just
transfer to housekeeping in the home from lousekeeping in the
office"

«

«

«

»

»

»
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Hollywood — With 12 pix ready
for release and 26 additional prepared for filming, Universal has
caught up with its program to the
extent that the studio for a time
will make four features a month
instead of seven, it is announced
by Charles R. Rogers, executive
tion.
vice-president in charge of producShooting currently at Universal
are "The Road Back" and "Love in
a Bungalow." Scheduled for production in the near future are "Armored Car," with Robert Wilcox,
Cesar Romero and Judith Barrett;
"I Cover the War," starring John
Wayne,
"100 Men
and and
a Girl,"
starring and
Deanna
Durbin
featuring Leopold Stokowski.

German Synchronization
May Be Shifted to Italy
(Continued from Page 1)

other U. S. film companies. Twentieth Century-Fox announced the
shift last week with "Girls' Dormitory" the in
first
film to get German
treatment
Rome.
Action by the American companies is attributed to the disfavor
with which Dr. Joseph Goebbels,
Propaganda Minister and the German film "fuehrer," regards U. S.
pix, as reflected
in theproduct
censor's with
rejection of Hollywood
potential box-office strength.
The German censor has an uncanny faculty for turning down
U. S. quality pictures and passing,
instead, those which German fans
are not likely to patronize.

Expect Court to Rule on
Brandt Writ Plea Today
(Continued from Page 1)

junction restraining the Loew circuit from playing pictures on a five
and two-day basis. Other defendants in the action are Columbia,
M-G-M, Paramount and Big U Exchange. Case was tried before Justice Hammer on April 1.

Conn. MPTO

to Meet

New Haven — Connecticut M. P.
T. O. will meet at noon today at
the Hofbrau Haus, with Irving C.
Jacocks presiding. Arthur Lockwood and Max Tabackman will report on the M. P. T. O. A. convention. Hearings in Hartford this
week tionand
and the labor situawill benext,
discussed.
Thief Likes Fire Escapes
Cleveland — Ben Nadler of the Franklin Theater reports that his fire escape
has been stolen for the second time
within
the past six months.

RETZ TELLS REFEREE
OF OFFERS FOR ROXY

//

Being
(Continued from Page 1)

Pratt in Federal Court said that upon the basis of earnings for the first
six weeks of 1937, a better deal
might have been asked from 20th
Century-Fox.
Retz, a member of the firm of A.
deJuilliard & Co., textile manufacturers and distributors, handled with
one other member of the committee,
all the negotiations with groups interested in acquiring the theater. He
told of offers from Fabian, M-G-M,
Warner Bros., and one in which a
Paramount franchise was offered.
But in no case, except that of 20th
Century-Fox was a first-run franchise available. Retz said that the
20th Century-Fox deal was the best
the committee could obtain and that
it was "not perfect."
Under questioning by Harold P.
Seligson of the Tupton bondholders
committee and Samuel Kramer, representing stockholders, Retz showed
unfamiliarity with current earnings
of the property. Retz will take the
witness stand again today.

Wage, and Other Demands
Made by Cleveland Union
Cleveland — ■ A $7 increase overpresent wages with $24.50 minimum
for head inspectors and $22.50 for
inspectors was asked today by A. F.
of L. officials in demands presented
to exchange managers. Other requirements are vacation with pay,
continuation of all present privileges, 40-hour week, time and a half
for overtime; also assurance that
new employes join the union within 30 days after being employed.
Answer was requested within a
week. Local branch managers
passed the demands on to their
home offices without comment.

Plans $100,000 Theater
Detroit — Plans for a new 1,200seat theater to cost abuot $100,000
have been disclosed by Paul J.
Schlossman, president of Schlossman Theaters Co., operating houses
at Muskegon, Mich., in connection
with the Butterfield Circuit.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Of

the 1,684 motion pictures imported into Australia during 1936, 1,084
came from the U. S. and 489 from the
United
Kingdom.

Admission: 25 Cents!
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the Best Remembered
Exhibitor Experience
Tony Sudekum, President of the Crescent
Amusement Co., Nashville, Tenn.

-

As Told

to Film

Daily

of

=^^^=====

ON

Jan. 22, 1914, the Fifth Avenue Theater at Nashville,
which was operated then, as now, by the Crescent Amusement Co., presented "From the Manger to the Cross," booked for
three days. After much thought, we decided to raise the price

of admission from 5 and 10 cents to
25 cents. The picture was in live
reels, with 80 actors as principals
and over 300 native extras. The
advertising stated that $100,000 was
spent in making the picture.
From the opening- day through
the entire week, for the picture was
held over, the crowds were enormous and unusual, in that many
who had never before attended the
showing of motion pictures, educators and ministers not only were
present, but through the press,
ing.
gave endorsement to the undertakThere was a deep religious feeling created, and one C. C. Booner
sang and lectured during the show
ing. His songs were highly praised
and enjoyed.
The venture of putting on such

Ascap Reorganizing;
Paine to be Gen'l Mgr.
(Continued from Page 1)

tective Association, will become general manager of Ascap; Gene Buck,
president, plus two additional men
to be chosen at a meeting this afternoon, will complete the Administrative Committee.
Harry Fox, of the MPPA, handling electrical transcription and
other copyright clearances, is reported as slated for chairman of the
Board to succeed Paine.
Unprecedented new business, antiAscap legislation and other matters
are contributory causes to the need
for additional man power.

a tremendous religious spectacle,
back in 1914, and at the then unheard of admission price of 25 cents
proved quite thrilling as well as
successful. The newspapers gave
much space to the undertaking, each
daily having at least one editorial.
Since 1914 we have, of course,
presented in our various theaters
throughout the states where we
have theaters, the outstanding films,
some of them stupendous and spectacular in the extreme, but none
have created more enthusiasm from
our audiences, or given me the genuine thrill and satisfaction that I
received from the presentation of
"From the Manger to the Cross."
Editor's Note: This is the fifth of
a ne'jo feature series. Watch for the
next in an early issue.

Buying Survey Set At
Allied Regional Meeting
(Continued from Page

Lincoln, Neb. — Passage chances
for the anti-Ascap measure here in
the legislature dimmed considerably
when the unicameral's constitutional committee, a legal body of three
passing on every measure before
the session starts final vote, declared if passed the law would be
found unconstitutional because it
takes in too much power.
Theater men and dance operators
were almost to a man backing the
passage. Chances were good on the
passage, too, until the committee
published its findings. It was authored by Senator Frank Brady, a
rancher. He hoped to make the existence of Ascap, or any similar
society, illegal in Nebraska.

Lindon, Kans. — A. M. Johnston
who owns the Rialto Theater here
has gone to Blackwell, Okla., to
take charge of the Bays Theater.
He will continue to operate his
house at Lindon, putting a manager in charge.
Phillips, Wis. — The Miner Amusement Co. has taken over the Duroy
Theater here, formerly the Idle
Hour,tion and
is also
planning the erecof a new
house.
Des Moines — The contract has
been let to P. Larson of Fort Dodge
for the construction of the new Collegiate Theater at Ames. The house
is to be completed Sept. 1.
Burlington, Iowa — May 15 has
been set as the opening of the new
Capitol Theater here.
Newell, la. — D. W. Shirley has
taken over the Newell Theater.
Des Moines — A new theater
being constructed at Lake Mills
D. W. Shirley. H. A. Anderson
Manly is building a new theater
St. Ansgar.

is
by
of
at

1)

appointed chairman of the survey
body. His associates are: Irving
Dollinger, New Jersey; Jack Whittle,
Sam Soltz, Maryland; Arthur Howard, Frank Lydon, Massachusetts;
Charles Olive, Abe Lichtman, Washington; Joseph Davis, Joseph Shulman, Connecticut.
Arthur Price, of Maryland, regional vice president, presided. Neither
Abram Myers or Nathan Yamins
were present.
National convention plans, the theater divorce drive and the Pettingell
bill were considered at yesterday's
parley.

Report 2 W. B. Philly Houses
Plan to Use Chance Games
Nebraska Anti-Ascap Bill
Is Ruled Unconstitutional

Madison, Kans. — J. B. Woods has
purchased the Madison Theater
from J. M. Hobbs.

Philadelphia — The Kent and Imperial, Warner houses, are reported
planning the use of games of chance
within a fortnight. This would be
the first Warner houses to try
chance games in this zone. The report was received with alarm by independent operators who hitherto
have had no chance games opposition from the circuit and feel the
circuit will be in a position to give
bigger prizes. If the reported policy
is successful at these two houses,
others are likely to follow suit.

Serials After 20 Years
Thompsonville, Conn. — C. D. Burbank, exhibitor at the Franklin for
more than 20 years, has introduced
serials and premiums for the first
time.

Thompsonville, Conn. — Peter Parokas, New Britain exhibitor, has
started construction activity on a
980-seat theater. National Theater
Supply menthas
the chair,
booth equipand screen
contracts,
with
William Hutchins supervising personally. August 15 is set as the
tentative opening date for the
house. The C. D. Burbanks operate the Franklin in this city.
Newton, Mass. — Work has been
started on a new 1,200-seat, $175,000 theater and store building at
1300 Washington St., West Newton. The general contractors are
Piatt
Construction Co., Inc., of
Cambridge.
, Provincetown, Mass. — The Wharf
Theater will open its doors for the
summer season on July 1 under the
management of Neil McFee.

SHOW-

REMINDER
MAN'S

Do you remain in your office all
through a showing? or do you circulate,
watch the manifold operations in running theater, and mingle with your patrons, learn their names, find out their
likes and dislikes?
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HOLLYWOOD

"DING CROSBY, John Howard,
-^ Frank Vreeland, Sam Frey, Harlan Thompson, Karl Struss, Wally
Westmore, Ralph Jester and Dick
Love will be among the entrants in
Paramount's annual doubles tournament at the Los Angeles Tennis
Club April 11. Frey is managing
the tournament.
T

T

•

•

SID

•

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No.

ROGELL.
16, 1900.

RKO

Studio Manager.

Educated

t

▼

▼

T

•

entering the music

publish-

film biz as a production manager, assistant director and general factotum for Harry Joe Brown
Productions. Next, production manager for
Charles R. Rogers Productions. Thence to Pathe
Studios as production manager, to Warner
Brothers as a producer, to Columbia in the same

▼

men on a horse, Jack Cumand Georgie Stoll, of M-G-M,
to bet on their jointly owned
In its first win, the horse,
Accent," romped home by
lengths and paid off $25.80.

capacity until assuming his present post. Despite the mass of studio problems confronting
him, he still finds time for swimming, golf.

▼

Johnny Arthur, who has appeared
in more than 200 eccentric roles on
the stage and screen, is playing the
leading comedy part in Harold Bell
Wright's "It Happened Out West,"
which Howard Bretherton is directing for Principal Productions. Paul
Kelly, who, as a six-year-old boy,
appeared in the first western film
ever produced, is playing the male
lead. Opposite him is Judith Allen.

•

ing business when "Dardanella" was the rage.
North of the equator once again, he entered

On the Beverly marquee: "Nancy
Steele Is Missing," "The Man Who
Found Himself."
Two
mings
forgot
nag.
"Dark
eight

•

at North Central High School, Spokane, Wash.— later
becoming a secretary for the Braden Copper Co.
in Chile. Crossing the Andes, he arrived in
Buenos Aires and joined the staff of the United
Press, subsequently

T

71

Born at St. Joseph, Missouri, January

Nathaniel W. Finston, M-G-M
music head, spent the week-end
looking for tunes in San Francisco
libraries that were popular in the
'49 gold camps. He wants them for
"Girl of the Golden West."
»
▼
»
Walter Wanger has signed Wal-

ter Bullock and Harold Spina to make her screen debut in an original
compose special music for the Wan- story by Arthur Sheekman and Dalproduction, along
"52nd Street."
They ton Trumbo titled "B Above High
are gerworking
with Grover
C." This film, incidentally, will
Jones, who is writing the original. mark Norman Krasna's debut as
T
T
T
producer at the M-G-M lot.
▼
T
▼
"Good Old Soak" is announced as
Warners
have
succeeded
in locatfinal title of M-G-M's screen version
ing Errol Flynn in Spain and inof the Don Marquis play, "The Old
forming him his services are reSoak." Wallace Beery has the title
role.
quired back on the lot for "The Perfect Specimen," based on Samuel
Harold Adamson and Jimmy Mc- Hopkins Adams's novel, and he is
ly.
Hugh have just had their contract expected
to sail for the U. S. shortrenewed for another term period at
▼ ▼
▼
Universal City.
T
T
T
Advance Pictures, Inc. has signed
Suzanne Larson, 12-year-old Min- Margaret Morris for its series of
neapolis singing discovery,
will 1937-38 action features.

Condor's Wild Horse Film
May be Distributed by GN

Theater Building Spurts
Emporia Times Editor
Named as Film Censor
in Southern Territory

T

T

West Coast Bureau of THE

V

FILM

DAILY

t

▼

Casting assignments: M-G-M —
Frank Morgan, "The Emperor's Candlesticks"; Universal — William B.
Davidson,
"The
Road Ruth
Back";Donnelly,
Columbia— Grace Bradley,
"Blazing Glory"; Victor Kilian, Ian
Wolfe, "League of Frightened Men";
Wanger — Hedda Hopper, "Walter
Wanger's Vogues of 1938"; W. B.—
Leonard
"The Deep
South";
ParamountMudie,
— Francisco
Moran,
Yola
D'Avril, "I Met Him in Paris";
Florence Gill, Priscilla Moran,
"Mountain Music"; Nora Cecil, "A
Night of Mystery."
Grady Sutton is now en route
to St. Petersburg, Florida, where he
will spend a month's vacation with
his family. It is his first trip home
in five years. Sutton recently completed a featured comedy role in
the Republic picture, "Dangerous
Holiday."
Abe Meyer has been signed by
Condor Pictures to supervise the
music for the current George Hirliman
production,
GoldMeyer
Racket,"
starring
Conrad "The
Nagel.
has
also been assigned to the current
Ken Maynard production for Condor, now being filmed.

▼

New Orleans — Construction and
Hollywood — "King of the Sier- new theater activity in the territory
ras," just purchased by Condor Pic- took an upward spurt this week with
tures, may be released by Grand
actua-1 building and plans for buildNational through a deal now being
ing reported from several sectors.
discussed with Edward L. Alperson, John Caldwell is said to be building
GN president. Frank Gay, authoi at Berwick, Miss.
of the original story in which the
J. W. Watt, owner of the Strand
leading roles are to be enacted by
wild horses, the human actors being Theater at Oil City, La., destroyed
only incidental to the script, will by fire, reopened a new house there
be associate producer to M. H. Hoff- this week. The new building, modern in every respect, seats about 600
man, Sr., who will produce for Condor. W. Scott Darling will adapt and is said to have cost $22,000.
and Arthur Rosson will direct.
Joe Hurd has a series of constructions under way at De Quincey, Sulphur, Miss., and West Monroe, La.
Strand Enterprises are said to have
Music Replacing Gunplay
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
plans for
negro' houses
Clarksdale,
Greenwood
and at
Greenville,
Hollywood — Public demand for musical relief from the thrills of western
Miss.,
while
the
Alexander
interests
action drama, as reported by exhibitors,
may go into Durant, Miss.
has led to the adoption of scripts including at least four or five cow-counA new house is also scheduled for
try ballads for all future Tex Rirter
westerns to be produced by Edward FinJunction
City on the Louisiana-Arney for Grand
National.
kansas state line, and the Joy TheExhibs. advise that present-day kid
aters may build at Delhi, Miss. Tom
audiences prefer more singing and instrumental music in westerns and less
Bailey of Atlanta is to open negro
houses in Pensacola, Fla., Mobile,
of the old fashioned gun-play.
Ala., and New Orleans.

Kansas City, Mo. — Gov. Walter
A. Huxman of Kansas has announced the appointment of Miss
Mae Clausen of Emporia as chairman of the state board of review
which has charge of the censoring
of motion pictures. Miss Clausen
will succeed Mrs. W. R. Stubbs of
Lawrence, widow of a former Kansas Governor, and chairman of the
censor board during the Landon
administration. Miss Clausen, who
held the same position until four
years ago, has recently been editor
of the Emporia Times.

Buffalo Variety Club to
Dine Walsh and Boasberg
Buffalo— Sydney Samson of TCF
and Nicholas J. Basil of Basil
Brothers' Theaters head a Variety
Club committee arranging a testimonial dinner April . 12 for Thomas
J. Walsh and Charles Boasberg of
RKO. Walsh, manager here since
last October, when he came from
Salt Lake City, has resigned to join
Comerford Theaters in Scranton,
Pa., while Boasberg, Syracuse tership. ritory salesman for several years,
has been promoted to the manager-

Owen Francis has been signed by
Monogram to write the treatment
of "Federal Bullets," novel by Major George Fielding Eliot for which
Lon Young will serve as associate
producer.

Intermountain Theaters
Planning Improvements

Salt Lake City — Intermountain
Theaters, Inc., is planning a general program of improvements and
addition of new equipment to a
number of houses in Utah, Idaho
and Montana, according to Harry
David, vice-president and general
manager,mountjust
back
from the
Parapartners
meeting
at Miami
Beach, Fla.

ITOA Complaint is Drawn
in Score Charge Action
Complaint
in behalf of the I. isT. being
O. A. drawn
in connection
with its contemplated action against
major distributors seeking to recover monies paid for score charges.
The unit holds a regular meeting
tomorrow at the Hotel Astor.

"Exit March" on Films
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Future Principal features
will besicalequipped
a 90-second itmu-is
trailer at with
the conclusion,
announced by President Sol Lesser, who
says the innovation is designed to eliminate the awkward period of silence between performance;1 in theaters.
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Peter Loire in

"Think
Fast,
Mr. Moto"
with
Virginia
Field,
Thomas
Beck,
Sig
Rumann, Murray Kinnell
(HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW)

20th Century-Fox
70 mins.
NEW TYPE OF DETECTIVE PLUS RAPID
ACTION

AND WELL MAINTAINED SUSPENSE MAKE THIS AN ENTERTAINING
MYSTERY FILM.

A very interesting and entertaining detective is this little Japanese, Mr. Moto. Small
in stature, meek in character, but fast as
a flash with a gun, an expert at jiu-jitsu,
and slick at cards, he is a new type of
sleuth. Peter Lorre personifies the character perfectly. The screenplay by Howard
Ellis Smith and Norman Foster from a story
by J. P. Marquand is suspense from beginning to end. Until Moto reveals his true
role one is never sure of his real identity
or purpose. Action situations keep things
moving at a fast clip and a well worked
out romance between Virginia Field and
Thomas Beck gives the piece variety. The
cast is well chosen, with Sig Rumann, Murray Kinnell, J. Carroll Naish, George Cooper
and Lotus Long carrying important roles.
Regular audiences should find it very enjoyable fare and the mystery fans especially will find it something a little different. Norman Foster's direction conveys
the tone of sure understanding of his material. The picture is well mounted throughout and in every sense is a credit to Sol
Wurtzel, its producer. Thomas Beck, on
leaving San Francisco, is given a letter by
his father to deliver to Murray Kinnell in
Shanghai. Beck is entering the service of
his father's shipping company and Kinnell
is his Shanghai manager. On board, Beck
meets Peter Lorre, Mr. Moto. In San Francisco, Lorre was disguised as a street peddler. On ship he throws a man overboard.
His general conduct causes one to be very
suspicious of him. Beck falls in love with
Virginia Field, a fellow passenger, but before reaching Shanghai, she disappears. Beck
delivers the letter to Kinnell and turns
out to be a blank sheet. The boy insists
upon finding the girl and in so doing comes
to the International House which is operated by Rumann. On the way he meets
Lorre who joins him. Kinnell is also a
member of the party. There Lorre discovers Rumann and Kinnell are partners in
smuggling, and Lorre reveals himself as a
merchant who ran down the outfit, as their
operations were ruining his legitimate business.
Cast: Peter Lorre, Virginia Field, Thomas
Beck, Sig Rumann, Murray Kinnell, John
Rogers, Lotus Long, George Cooper, J. Carroll Naish, Fredrik Vogeding.
Executive Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel; Director. Norman Foster; Author, J. P. Marquand; Screenplay, Howard Ellis Smith, Norman Foster; Cameraman, Harry Jackson,
A.S.C.; Art Director, Lewis Creber; Editor,
Alex Troffey; Recording Engineers, George
Leverett, Harry M. Leonard; Musical Director, Samuel Kaylin; Song by Sidney Clare,
Harry Akst.
Direction, Fire
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Photography, Excellent.

United

Millionaire"

with Buddy Rogers, Mary Brian
Gaumont British
63 mins.
LIGHT COMEDY FROM BRITISH STUDIO HOLDS ONLY FAIR INTEREST IN
LOOSELY
KNIT STORY.
The principal appeal in this British Alliance film is the fact that Buddy Rogers
and Mary Brian are the featured players.
They work heroically to carry the interest,
but it sags often in a formula story that
has been done many times before with the
usual variations on the Cinderella theme.
Rogers, a poor clerk in Paris, is sent by his
employer to the bank just before noon to
deposit several million francs. His taxi
collides with that of a mannequin (Mary
Brian) who is posing for her employer as
a countess to help put over his dress shop
which he is trying to sell to some wealthy
man. The clerk finds the bank closed after his delay, so puts up at a swell hotel,
being mistaken for his wealthy boss, and
the satchel of money confirming it. So
the romance goes between the supposed
wealthy young man and the beautiful mannequin countess, both kidding each other
along and having a wonderful time. Comes
Monday morn, and the hero finds the bank
closed for lack of funds. His heavy deposit saves the situation, they make him a
director, he gets the girl, and no hero
could ask for more.
Cast: Buddy Rogers, Mary Brian, W. H.
Berry, John Harwood, Norah Gale, Billy Milton, Charles Carlson, Aubrey Mallalieu,
Veronica Rose.
Director, Arthur Woods; Screenplay, Jack
Davies, Geoffrey Kerr, Max Kester; Editor,
George Black, Jr.; Cameraman, Ronal
Neame.
Direction,

Fair.

Photography,

Good.

SHORTS

"Elephant
Boy"85
Artists

UNUSUAL
JUNGLE
CHIEF INTEREST FOR
AND THRILL FANS.

&

"Headline Crasher"

mins.

STORY
HOLDS
THE JUVENILES

Primarily made for the youngsters, with
its principal character a young East Indian
lad of some 12 years who acts as the trainer
of an enormous elephant that had been in
his family for generations. This kid named
Sabu is very natural and appealing, speaking
in his broken English and never overacting.
He and his father join an elephant hunting
expedition organized by an Englishman.
The father is killed by a tiger, and they
are about to send the boy back to civilization when the elephant goes temporarily
berserk, and charges toward the camp. The
boy's power over the great beast stops him,
and thus he earns his right to continue as
master of the beast without his father's
aid. The entire action leads up to the wild
elephant drive. The herd is encountered
through the efforts of the boy, who sneaks
off with his big charge when he fears they
are going to kill the elephant for maiming
a native who was cruel to it. In the jungle
the lad comes upon a herd of wild elephants. As the rest of the expedition find
him, he is instrumental in bringing the
wild herd into captivity with the help of
his faithful elephant. The photography is
very striking, and the artistic hand of Director Robert Flaherty can be seen here.
Many natives form the principal part of the
cast, with several English actors taking the
part of natives to carry the speaking parts.
The actor who plays the part of the famous
hunter and head of the expedition (Walter
Hudd) is about the only white actor visible
throughout the film. The action is built
almost entirely around the activities of the
native boy, following the original story by
Rudyard Kipling.
Cast: Sabu, W. E. Holloway, Walter Hudd,
Allan Jeayes, Bruce Gordon, D. J. Williams,

Hyde White.

Paramount Pictorial No. P6-8
Paramount
10 mins.
Excellent Variety
One of the strangest of natural
phenomena — the incredible rise and
fall of the tide in the Bay of Fundy,
Novia Scotia, — is vividly portrayed
in the initial sequence of this diverting reel. Twice daily the mighty
tide ebbs and flows, and through
the centuries it has influenced the
life of the province's inhabitants.
Tidal rises of 60 feet are not uncommon, and 70-foot rises have been
known when storms sweep the narrow mouth of the Bay. Fishermen's
boats, and even great freighters, at
full tide, float on deep water; but
shortly they are resting on land.
Hawaii, home of the rainbow, is
shown in Technicolor, and magnificent photography it is of seascapes
and landscapes, with rainbows arching into the skies. Finally audiences
meet the Seven Lorias who wind
up the footage by rendering native
Mexican songs and demonstrating
the Rhumba, plus offering their interpretation of an American pop
song. Since the Lorias are all broth-

*

Directors, Robert Flaherty, Zoltan Korda;
Screenplay, John Collier; Editor, Charles
Crichton; Cameraman, Osmond Borradaile.
Direction, Good. Photography, Excellent.

with Frankie Darro,Evans
Kane Richmond, Muriel
Conn Pictures

58 mins.

GOOD ACTION MELLER KEEPS CHURNING OUT THE THRILLS IN GANGSTERNEWSPAPER YARN.
This fast-moving action thriller will please
the thrill fans old and voung, for it has
young Frankie Darro as the principal character, backed up by the work of a newspaper reporter (Kane Richmond) and Muriel
Evans as the secretary to the Senator who
is Frankie's father, played by Richard
Tucker. Frankie gives a girl a lift to an
airport in his car, and later it is discovered
that she is a moll making a getaway for a
gang of bank robbers. The gang is headed
by Scarlotti (John Merton), who has sworn
to get the Senator for sending him to jail
for a long sentence. So with the help of
an unscrupulous newspaper playing politics, and trying to defeat the Senator for
re-election, they get at him through his son,
sending Richmond as the reporter to write
up the youngster and ridicule the father
through the boy's habit of always trying to
help the underdog. It works out into some
really tense situations, with the reporter
finally seeing the light, and joining forces
with the senator's secretary to save the
boy's father from being put on the spot
with snap.
by the gang. Directed by Les Goodwins
Cast: Frankie Darro, Kane Richmond,
Muriel Evans, John Merton, Richard Tucker,
Edward, Earle, Jack Ingram, Charles King,
Dick Curtis, Eddie Kaye, Eleanor Stewart,
Harry Harvey, John Ward, Walter Clinton,
Henry Hall, Wayne Bumpus, Bunny Bron
son, Ray Martin.
Producer, Maurice Conn; Director, Les
Goodwins; Author, Peter B. Kyne; Screenplay, Harry O. Hoyt, Sherman Lowe; Editor,
Martin C. Cohn; Cameraman, Gilbert Warrenton.
Direction, Snappy. Photography, Okay.

Jacques Fray Classy
and His Orchestra
(Melody Master)
Vitaphone

10 mins.

Classy presentation of a band
ers, all musicians, and range from .with
ritzy settings and specialty
3-years
old
upward,
their
act
is
numbers of feature calibre. Jacques
novel and amusing.
Fray puts his ork through several
numbers,
being theMarsh
feaEl Brendel in
tured one,"Poinciana"
and a pip. Andrea
"Super Snoopers"
Columbia
20 mins.
A Howl
This one is a comedy of blunders
with the dumb acts of El Brendel
as an amateur detective and Monty
Collins as a police officer supposed
to furnish the laughs as they try
to run down a gang of bank thieves.
The capture of the gang comes as
a crashing surprise at the finale.
Here is a unique team of comics different from anything ever seen in
pictures. They play their dumb
roles with disarming naturalness,
and the comedy plot and gags fit in
perfectly. Story by Ewart Adamson. Produced by Jules White. Directed by Preston Black.

sings. Andy and Louis Carr do an
eccentric dance. Finishes with a
dance ensemble beautifully handled.
This one is done with refinement,
and gets far away from the cheap
swing atmosphere, with harmonies
that are real melodies. Directed by
Roy Mack.
"Little Maestro"
(Tabloid Musical)
M-G-M
11 mins.
Flat
This one is a screen tryout foi
little Jerry Bergen, who is being
built up as a sort of successor tc
Chaplin as a comedy pantomimist
Bergen(Continued
says nothing
throughout
the
on Following
Page)
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"Mile A Minute Love"
with

William

Bakewell,
Arietta
Duncan Renaldo

(HOLLYWOOD
Ace

Duncan,
with Ray Milland, Sir Guy Standing, Heather
Angel,
Porter Hall, Reginald
Denny,
E. E. Clive

Escapes"

PREVIEW)

Pictures

"Bulldog Drummond

64 mins.

WELL DIRECTED BLENDING OF COMEDY AND ROMANCE THAT WILL SATISFY THE ACTION
FANS.
This will satisfy the action fans. It has
been well directed by Elmer Clifton, who
blended the action, comedy and romance.
William Bakewell and Arietta Duncan are
the young lovers, whose romance is made
difficult at times by Duncan Renaldo, a

Paramount
CRIME
STUDDED

67 mins.

THRILLER WHOSE STORY,
WITH ACTION AND ROMANCE, WILL PLEASE
BOTH SEXES.

Ray Milland carries along with dash and
verve the best traditions of the story book
and screen detective, Bulldog Drummond.
In the title role, Milland is more audacious
than scientifically skilled as an investigator, buthenchmen,
he gets hisall man,
and the
latter's
sinister
of whom
are banded

phoney Count. Vivien Oakland, a gushy
widow, and Etta McDaniels, a cook, do

together in a many-faceted series of operations which include murder, counterfeiting

good work in furnishing the comedy. Wilfred Lucas and Earle Douglas are among

and holding pretty Heather Angel a prisoner in a eerie manor house not far from
London. Men and women patrons alike

the principals. Renaldo, posing as a wealthy
European manufacturer, wins the confidence

will enjoy the romantic, rough-and-tumble
episodes, with love vieing with peril, and

of Lucas, rich sportsman and father of Arietta. To get Bakewell, a young inventor,

chivalry with villiany. James Hogan's direction is well paced, while considerable credit

in bad with Lucas, Renaldo forges Lucas'
name to a $200 check and has it turned
over to Bakewell, who cashes it, but it is
in payment for damages to his motorboat.
Renaldo agrees to pilot Lucas' boat in a
race against Bakewell and two others. Renaldo has his henchman, Douglas, tamper
with Bakewell's boat, and near the finishing line, Bakewell loses control of his craft.
Many complications follow, but Bakewell
manages to expose Renaldo as a forger
wanted by the police. Fanchon Royer is
the producer.
Cast: William Bakewell, Arietta Duncan,
Duncan Renaldo, Vivien Oakland, Wilfred
Lucas, Earle Douglas, Etta McDaniels.
Producer, Fanchon Royer; Director, Elmer
Clifton; Author, Duncan Renaldo; Screenplay, Edwin Anthony; Cameraman, Arthur
Martinelli ; Editor, Edward Schroeder.
Direction,

Good.

Photography,

Okay.

Mack

Brown

in

"Lawless Land"
Republic
57 mins.
LACK OF ORIGINALITY AND SUSPENSE HANDICAP ENTERTAINMENT
VALUE OF THIS ROUTINE WESTERN.
This production is thoroughly unoriginal,
and consequently lacking in suspense.
There is the handsome Texas Ranger, the
pretty girl, her father who is murdered
by the villain who seeks her hand, the
running-down of the killer and his clique,
and the successful termination of the
romance between the girl and the heroic
arm-of-the-law suitor. Toss in the inevitable spice of intrigue, the clattering of
horses' hoofs, and the staccato barking of
guns, and that is the story and nothing
but the story. Johnny Mack Brown is a
pleasing figure, and the pretty, diminutive Louise Stanley enacts her role of the
heroine with more naturalness and conviction than is usually the case when prettiness and prairie lands are fused. The
direction is somewhat spotty and the photography only fair.
Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Louise Stanley, Ted Adams, Julian Rivero, Horace
Murphy, Frank Ball, Edward Cassidy, Ana
Camargo.

for the sequences' effectiveness goes to
Victor Milner whose lens captures the interesting action despite the fact that the
Producer, A. W. Hackel; Director, Aibert
atmosphere is purposely fog-filled. It is
the presence of the damp and dank rolling Ray Author, Andrew Bennison; Screenplay,
mists that makes chills and thrills of the Andrew Bennison, Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh; Editor, S. Roy Luby.
story so punchy. Porter Hall as the sinDirection, Spotty. Photography,
Fair.
ister arch-criminal; Reginald Denny as Milland's pal; Sir Guy Standing, as the clever,
thorough and well-poised Scotland Yard
chieftain, are skillfully cast. The other
players too give excellent characterizations.

Hamilton United Theaters'
'36 Net Shows $6,000 Gain

Cast: Ray Milland, Sir Guy Standing,
Heather Angel, Porter Hall, Reginald Denny,
E. E. Clive, Fay Holden, Walter Kingsford,
Patrick Kelly, Charles McNaughton, Clyde
Cook, Frank Elliott.
Director, James Hogan; Authors, H. C.
(Sapper) McNeile, Gerard Fairlie; Screenplay, Edward T. Lowe; Cameraman, Victor
Milner; Editor, William Shea.
Direction, Well-paced. Photography, Effective.

SHORTS

Babe Ruth in

(Continued from Preceding Page)

"Home Run On the Keys"

skit, his comedy antics carrying
what laughs there are — and they
are pretty scarce. The material
furnished the dwarf comic is very
flat. He enters the kitchen of a
nite club with his violin case, and
the chef thinks he is a starving musical genius, and feeds him up and
gets him a spot with the floor show.
He crashes in on the routine of a
ritzy dance team and does his pantomime antics. Later he plays his
violin and goes into a comedy routine. His work is so lousy that the
manager has him thrown out.
Again an outcast, he picks up a
mongrel dog and does the Chaplinesque touch by handing the dog a
chicken bone he had filched. This
one misses with a pointless story
and a poor Chaplin imitation when
the pint-size comic seems good
enough to get somewhere on his own
original technique. Directed by Joseph Sherman.

Johnny

(Vitaphone Novelty)
Vitaphone
9 mins.
Fair
A melange of baseball atmosphere, with Babe Ruth featured as
a gentleman going in for the creative arts, such as writing songs and
romancing about his exploits in the
field of swat. With the help of Zez
Confrey and Byron Gay he turns
out a song called "Home Run On
the Keys," which is played on the
piano at a special broadcasting.
Superimposed flashes of baseball
players swatting the ball as the
song is played give it the proper
baseball atmosphere. It's fair. Directed by Roy Mack.

Toronto, Ont. — Hamilton United
Theaters, Ltd., showed gross profits
of $77,392 for the 53 weeks ending
Jan. 2, 1937, compared to $70,133
over preceding 52 weeks. Net
profit was $53,496, compared with
$47,490 in 1935.
Sum of $33,486, equal to 4% per
cent, was paid on 7 per cent preferred stock, making arrears of $14
per share, or approximately $110,000 as at Nov. 5, 1936. An earned
surplusward into
of 1937.
$67,365 was carried forAnnual general and special general shareholders' meetings will be
held in Toronto Friday, when shareholders will be asked to approve
by-law providing for decrease in
authorized capital from $3,000,000
to $1,080,000, by reducing par value
of 80,000 common shares from $25
to $1 per share. At present there
are $1,200,500 of the $25 par-value
common stock and $787,900 of the
7 per cent preferred stock outstanding. They will also be asked to
approve writing down of good-will,
franchises, etc., from $1,310,188 to
$157,709.

Mansfield Co. Cuts Capital

Montreal — Mansfield Theater Co.
has reduced capital from $1,750,000
to $750,000 by reducing par value
of common stock from $100 to $1
Rewinders Get Increase
per share. The company now has
New Haven — RKO rewinders 7,500 cumulative preferred shares
were given a 10 per cent increase in of $100 par value, and 10,000 common shares of $1 par value.
wages this week.
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FOUR STUDIO UNIONS
GET 10 P. G. RAISE
{Continued from Page

1)

Casey,
studio
labor
head,
made
known yesterday.
Close to 15,000
men are affected.
The wage boost represented on a
compromise on the terms sought by
the unions, which are signatories to
the basic studio pact. The American
Federation of Musicians, the other
signatory to the agreement did not
receive a wage rise. The agreement
was negotiated between the International presidents of the unions and
the producers' committee.
Recognition of the Screen Actors'
Guild is still under discussion, Casey
said. Details of the conditions under which the laborers may come
under the agreement also remain to
be worked out, according to Casey.
The International Brotherhood of
Painters was offered recognition by
the producers upon recommendation
of the labor group under the same
conditions as they enjoyed prior to
their withdrawal from the basic studio agreement in 1932. The painters rejected this proposal, though
Casey pointed out that they would
have received a 10 per cent wage increase ifthey had acceded.
Kenneth Thompson, executive secretary of the Screen Actors' Guild,
said that he and Casey conferred
yesterday and would probably meet
again today.
"We are still talking," he said.
"The outlook is more favorable than
it has been hitherto.
Thompson said he may go back
to the coast with Casey because the
working out of an agreement for
the Guild was a complicated problem.

Vitaphone Studio Summer
Recess Starts in June
Vitaphone studio will begin its
summer recess late in June, about
the 25th, when the plant will suspend normal operations for a two
months' period. Sam Sax, in charge
of the studio, sails on the 26th on
the Rex for a vacation abroad.
Next month Sax, at conferences
with Gradwell L. Sears and Norman
Moray, will lay out the Vitaphone
program for 1937-38.

Kaplan Buys Auditorium
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Upon default
by the Rev. E. Howard Cadle, Indianapolis, on his $70,000 bid for
purchase of the Shrine Auditorium,
it was sold to Joseph H. Kaplan, of
the Kaplan Realty Co., for $52,500
cash. Frank A. Biemer will continue as manager.

To Operate on Herbert
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With his physicians
advising Hugh Herbert that a minor
operation was necessary, actor has
withdrawn from the cast of "Ever
Since Eve". Frank McHugh replaces.
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Words and Wisdom

SHRINKA
GE: you It's
dangerous
announce
to|
are going
to makej
a
"big"
picture.
Sometime
s
♦
♦
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe
♦
♦
unambitious idea turns out ato small,'
have
some freshness which makes it grow
finished.
a super
to
Sometime
s a before
pictureyou've
scheduled
Paris Film Notes
for
2 Books by Mrs. Flaherty
huge-scale
production
shrinks
to
London — Two books written by
Paris — Radio-Cinema, formerly Mrs. Robert Flaherty, wife of the nothing
hand. — ALyour
under
BERT
LEWIN.
representative of RKO pictures, film director, while on location in
will distribute during 1937-38 the India making London Films' "Eleproduct of Republic pictures. . . A
phant Boy" will be published within
Vocal "Tricks": We cannot eradithe next few weeks. One is a chilcate certain characte
group
of
literary
luminaries'
and
renowned artists, assembled under
dren's book, "Sabu, the Elephant speech. I always ristics in our
wanted to play
the auspices of the trade paper La Boy," to be issued by Oxord UniCritique Cinematographique, have
versity Press, and the other is the type of role I am doing now, but
I believe it was my voice and i
selected "Le Coupable" as the best "Elephant Dance" which will be
picture of 1936. . . . The 40-hour brought out by Scribners. Both books "tricks" of speech that convinced i
in the end, not my arguweek is now operating in the cin- will be fully illustrated with "stills" producersments.—
MYRNA LOY.
ema industry which has employed from the film which opens at the
during the past year 14,000 persons Rialto Theater on March 30.
belonging to all branches of the
Chorus Girls: The girls in Broadcinema industry. . . . The ministry French-Italian Cinema Accord
of agriculture will make pictures
Rome — The New Cinema accord
shows wouldn't get an extra's
only in 16 mm. size. . . . Eric von between Italy and France will per- job inway Hollywood.
They lack good
looks
and
personality, both essential
Stroheim will appear in another
mit the latter to export every three
picture entitled "The Grand Illu- months 12 pictures in exchange for to the movie chorus girl. — ROY
sion" which will be directed by Jean eight Italian productions. One- DEL RUTH.
Renoir. . . . Upon her return from third of the receipts from French
Hollywood, Mistinquette announc- pictures will be reemployed in
Thought-Shapers: The value of
ed that, an American enterprise has Italian studios. The number of
engaged her to appear in a picture productions will be increased if the the motion picture is just beginto be made next fall in the Amer- circumstance warrant it.
ning to be realized in America. If
ican movie capital. She refused to
producers maintain and improve the
divulge the name of the company. Loder to Act in French
present high standards . . . pictures will share the work and re. . . Cidalc, an international group
Brussels — John Loder will apsponsibility ofteachers and preachof literary and artistic luminaries
pear for the first time in a Belers and shapers of thought for the
presided over by the poet Helene
gian picture entitled "The Men American people. — MRS. WILLIAM
Vacaresco, has given its 1937 gold Smugglers", which will also afford DICK SPORBORG.
the English actor his first role in
medal to Erich Pommer's produc- French.
tion, "The Invincible Armada".
Competition: Film cartoons art
Briskin Lines Up Stars
Six New Film Theaters
making things harder for comedfor Temple Israel Show
Operating in Carolinas
ians. Mere humans
can't have
competetc
with Donald
Duck; they
Charlotte, N. C. — Six new houses Wtst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY abandon slapstick and develop othei
are operating in the Carolinas, it is
Hollywood — S. J. Briskin, vice- brands of comedy. The most suc^
reported here. They are the Harnett president
in charge of production cessful is the type of humor whicl
at Dunn, operated by Worth Stew- for RKO Radio Pictures, acting as emanates from life itself. — CICELI
art; the Ritz at Tabor, recently chairman of the committee in charge COURTNEIDGE.
opened by J. F. Anderson; the Edis- of the tenth annual Temple Israel
to, opened by J. T. Green at Branch- benefit program, anounces that Edville, S. C; the Norwood at NorTopsy-Turvyland: When strangei
die Cantor and Sophie Tucker have
wood, E. C, operated by G. L. Taw joined the stars who will appear things happen they will occur ir
and R. A. Goodman; and the two on the bill at the Hollywood Pan- Hollywood. When I went there ]
houses, at Fair Bluff and La Grange, tages Theater at midnight, April 10. was prepared to be anything else
operated respectively by I. M. Scott Milton Berle and Parkyakarkus, but a he-man. All my other qualiand E. L. Swinson.
fications were studied, carefully, too
from Briskin's own studio, will be
Among the transfers reported are in the array of benefit talent, as but they made me a heavy in e
the Freemont at Freemont, from W. will George Burns, Grade Allen, Tom Mix film. — GEORGE BAN
E. Huff to W. A. Flowers; the Prin- Bob Burns, Martha Raye, Benny CROFT.
cess at Mocksville, from J. A. Dan- Rubin, Fred Keating, Judge Hugo
iel to J. C. Hester; the Ritz at Snow Straight, Bert Gordon, Ella Logan
Hill, from Lowell G. Taylor to C. J. and Borah Minevitch with his HarSICK REPORT
monica Rascals. Orchestra will be
Hughes; the Coastal at Ridgeland,
S. C, from Eugene Mills to R. C. conducted by Leo Forbstein, recent
Dean, and the Strand at Edgefield, Academy award winner.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM (DAI Li
S. C, from Albert Berelowitz to Edwards and Outzs
Hollywood — Robert Florey, di
Gina Malo to Wed Brent
recting
"Mountain Music", wa:
Three Ind. Houses Dark
London (By Cable) — Gina Malo, burned on the hand when, in light
ing
a
cigaret,
he accidentally causec
Indianapolis — Closings in this area U. S. film and musical comedy ac- a box of matches
to explode.
tress, and Romney Brent, dramatist
include: The Liberty at Pierceton,
the Princess at Thorntown and the and actor, will wed here within the
fortnight.
Summitville, at Summitville, Ind.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI Li
Burbank — Recovered from an at
tack of influenza which forced he:
Detroit's Five Radio Stations Form Net to Plug Film
to quit the Warner Bros, studios fo:
Detroit — Something new in the way of
a one-city network took shape here when
a vacation in the desert at La Quin
Earl Hudson,
United
Detroit
Theaters'
publicity
director,
hooked
up the five local
ta. Bette Davis has returned read:
stations
Michigan
Theater's
"Waikiki
Wedding."
Program originated
at WXYZ. to plug the
to -begin work in "That Certain Wo

man."
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Eighteen Years Old
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Television

TEN CENTS

APRIL 7, 1937

Transmitting Apparatus

ISEE NO. MORE THEATER DIVORCE BILLS iHJS YEAR
Majors Fail to Agree on N. Y. Sales Tax Appeal Move
Have Until April 25 to Reach
Decision St on
Next
ep

Invite Sales Managers to Hoblitzelle Meet in Galveston

New

Measures
Introduction

Employees of the Hoblitzelle-O'Donnell theater circuits will hold a meeting at Galveston April 25-27, inclusive, with attendance of about 125 indicated. Operating and
other polices will be discussed. Various sales managers have been invited to attend
the sessions.

Blocked
Period

by

Expirations

As far as the submission of new
theater divorce bills is concerned,
Allied's campaign to compel producers to discard their theaters is
'as
to
whether
or
not
they
will
apvirtually over for 1937 inasmuch as
l ieal from the Circuit Court of Appeals ruling finding that the New
the time for the introduction of new
,Vork city 2 per cent sales tax applies
business in legislatures is practicalto film deals with houses in the city
ly ended. Five such measures, how; proper. They have until April 25 to
ever, are still alive. One state, Inseek re-argument on the case.
Ascap board of directors yester- general manager, declared that he
diana, which had a bill under conAnother conference may be held
sideration, has adjourned sine die.
day set up an administrative com- would accept the proferred post as
within a few days although no defiA total of seven divorcement
mittee of five including Gene Buck,
nite plans have been made for such E. C. Mills, Irving Caesar, Louis soon as he could straighten out his measures were sponsored by Allied
(Continued on Page 6)
>a meeting.
Bernstein and Walter Fischer to affairs. Paine will call a special
exercise general supervision over the meeting of the MPPA board today
affairs of the association.
to make known his decision and said
John G. Paine, trustee of the Mu- he would recommend Harry Fox as
his successor.
sic Publishers' Protective Ass'n,
whom Mills said following the board
Herman Greenberg was named as(Continued on Page 6)
meet Ascap would seek to draft as

Counsel of major companies at a
.ineeting at the Hays office yesterday,
igain failed to reach an agreement

Name Buck, Mills, Caesar, Bernstein,

Fischer as Ascap Administrative Com.

PARA. SALES MEET ON
COAST OPENS JUNE 10

RGA1STQUART.NET
MAY HIT $2,200,000

RCA reports estimated net earnings of $2,200,000 after all charges
but before payment of preferred
dividends, for the first quarter of
1937, compared to profit of $1,287,900 in the corresponding period of
1936, David Sarnoff, RCA president,
'announced yesterday.
After deducting $808,000 for preferred dividend charges, the net for
(.Continued on Page

6)

•Casey and Thompson Are
Continuing Negotiations
■

Michel

Considering

Roxy

Theater

Proposals

Wm. C. Michel, vice president of reorganization 20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox late yesterday would acquire the theater. No protook under advisement various sugvision is made in the plan for stockgestions for improving the Roxy
holders. The conference was arranged at the request of Samuel
Theater reorganization plan, including a proposal that stockholders be Kramer of Kramer & Klienfeld,
taken care of under the plan, fol- counsel for the Class A stockholdlowing a conference at his office aters' protective committee.
Present
at the meeting
were
tended by Special Master Addison
S. Pratt and various Roxy creditor Michel, Otto Koegel
of Hughes,
(.Continued
on
Page
8)
groups.
Under the proposed Roxy

RCA to Market Television Transmitting
Apparatus After Experimental Period

Pat Casey, studio labor head, said
yesterday that he was "still negotiating" with Kenneth Thompson,
executive secretary of the Screen Condor Production Parley
Actors' Guild. Casey said he could
give no indication of the time the To Open Here Next Monday
H

(.Continued on Page 6)

Giveaways As Duals
Detroit — And now it's games as
dual:. Burton London's Beacon Theater
is pioneering with Screeno and Bank
Night as a double
giveaway.

RCA will market television transmitting apparatus following completion of the experimental period,
it was officially stated yesterday following announcement of sale to
Condor Pictures will hold a pro- CBS of a modern RCA television
duction conference here beginning transmitter for early installation on
the Chrysler Building.
Monday, with George Hirliman, proDavid Sarnoff, president of RCA,
duction chief, and M. H. Hoffman disclosed the CBS order during the
slated to arrive from the coast to company's annual stockholders meet(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 6)

Paramount's annual sales convention will be held at the Ambassador
Hotel in Los Angeles on June 10-13,
Neil Agnew, vice president in charge
of distribution, announced yesterday.
Sessions will be attended by district and branch managers of the
Paramount sales organization in the
U. S. and Canada, home office executives and studio production heads.

Retention of Empire Men
Asked by Mayor's Board
Request that Local 306 and the
I.T.O.A. refrain from ousting 22
members of the Empire State operators union now employed in I.T.O.A.
houses and reinstate 8 other Empire
members previously discharged is
(Continued on Page 6)

Levine To Vacation Abroad
"I'm just on a vacation," Nat Levine,
who

recently resigned as head of Republic production, stated yesterday in
New York, following his arrival from
Hollywood. "I'm sailing on the Rex
Saturday with plans for remaining in
Europe eight or 10 weeks. So far, i

have

made

no

new

plans."
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Emile Pathe, Pioneer of
Dillingham Play Rights
"A Star is Born" Gets
Film Industry, Is Dea<
Sale Deferred to May 16
$5.50 Premiere April 20
Scheduled sale of the rights to
over 200 plays controlled by the late
Hollywood — Selznick's Technicol- Charles Dillingham, theatrical proor production, "A Star is Born,"
was adjourned yesterday in
starring Janet Gaynor and Fredric Federal ducer,
Court to May 16 by Referee
March, will have its world premiere
E. Joyce. Maurice Smith,
at Grauman's Chinese Theater here John
April 20, with $5.50 top set. Fol- counsel for Irving Trust Co., trustee
lowing day, the pix will be shown for the Dillingham estate said that
he expected to receive 35 contracts
at pop prices at both Grauman's from R. H. Burnside, former Diland Loew's State, Los Angeles. Spelingham associate now on the coast,
cial trade press preview is announced for the 4-Star theater the which would shed light on the extent
morning of April 20.
of Dillingham's interest in the plays,
but that they had not arrived and
that there seemed to be "organized
Md. Legislature Adjourns
opposition
to his getting
the pacts."
Film
companies
are interested
in
With Film Bills Pending many
of the rights to the Dillingham
West Coast Bureau of THE
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Savini Kin, Crash Victims
Lynchburg, Va. — Mother, sister
and niece of R. M. Savini of Astor
Pictures, New York City, are in the
Lynchburg Hospital as the result of
injuries received in an auto accident.
Their condition yesterday was described as improved. Savini flew
here.
-art, Y NOT U*E THE BEST

*«PE<IAL TRAILERS?
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WHEN YOU WANT A TRAILER JOB
DONE RIGHT. WITH PEP AND PUNCH
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Maryland Legislature adjourned sine die yesterday follow- plays.
ing a session during which a number of film measures were intro- Cooperation Authorized
duced. Bills recently pending inin Suits Against Fox
cluded: one per cent tax on admissions, legalizing dog racing, 10 per
Judge Martin T. Manton of the
cent admission levy, referendum on
Sunday shows for Arundel County U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals yesand daylight saving time.
terday authorized Milton C. Weisman, Fox Theaters receiver, to instruct Basil O'Connor, his counsel,
Krakeur Resigns Post
to cooperate with Ralph O. Willgus,
With Morrison Agency now prosecuting suits in New Jersey
and Pennsylvania against William
Fox for alleged fraudulent conveyRichard Krakeur, in charge of the Corp. ances made by Fox to All-Continent
New York office for the Leo Morrison agency for the past three
years, has resigned and terminates
his duties there on Saturday. He
Ask Allied Aid in Drive
will
shortly.announce a new connection
Cooperation of members of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey with the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital drive
Arnold Re-elected
was asked by William Scully, chairWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
man of the New York territory committee, and Joe Lee at a meeting of
Hollywood — John Arnold was reelected president of the American the unit yesterday at the Hotel LinSociety of Cinematographers for the
coln. President Sidney E. Samuel
7th consecutive time yesterday.
son presided.
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and Going

ARTHUR A. LEE sails on the Normandie
April 29 for London, where he will spend one
month before returning to New York.

the coast, accompanied by MRS. SANTELL.
Following a sojourn here, until at least April
17, they plan returning by boat to California.

JULES
south.

York from the

SID ROGELL, RKO Radio's studio manager,
after spending a week in New York, has returned to Hollywood.

JACK ALICOATE, publisher of THE FILM
DAILY and Radio Daily, returned from the
Coast
yesterday.

MARLENE DIETRICH plans to return to
Europe as soon as she completes her present
role in "Angel" which Ernst Lubitsch is producing for Paramount.

LEVY

is back in New

HELEN MORGAN, stage and screen player,
sails today for Europe on the Lafayette.
DOROTHY STONE, and her husband,
CHARLES COLLINS, have arrived in New York
from
Hollywood.
SIDNEY R. KENT, president of 20th CenturyFox, accompanied by MRS. KENT; NAT PENDLETON, film actor; GIOVANNI MARTINELLI,
opera star; and MRS. ERNO RAPEE, sail for
Europe
today on the Queen
Mary.
VIRGINIA VERRILL, radio singer, has left
New York for the coast to appear in a forthcorning
Walter
Wanger
production.
WALTER WINCHELL is en route to Hollywood to visit his wife and two children, and
plans returning to New York in time to attend
premiere at the Roxy of "Wake Up and Live,"
in which he co-starred.
AL

SANTELL,

film

director,

has arrived

from

FRED WARING and HIS PENNSYLVANIANS
arrive in Hollywood tomorrow to appear in the

Paris (By Cable) — Emile Patht
film pioneer is dead at his home i
Pau. With his brother, Charles, h
played a major part in the earl
development of motion picture an
their technical accessories. Thei
earnings led to establishment of
family trust, which collapsed afte
the World War.
Emile Pathe, originally a Frenc
tobacconist, joined his brothe:
Charles, and two other Frenchme
in founding Pathe Freres in 189(
Their early photoplays and subse
quently newsreels occupied Ameri
can screens at an early date, an'
the promising market here led b
the establishment in 1904 of a U. S
branch. Four years later the;
founded a studio in Jersey City;
Pathe, in 1914, produced "Perils o
Pauline," the first serial starrinj
Pearl White.
The brothers and their origina
partners each contributed $500 t>
start their company. Its chief asse
was a pair of kinetoscopes, an Edi
son invention, by which the earl;
motion picture fan, after droppini
a coin in a slot, could turn a cranl
and see a succession of photo
graphs,
swift sue1o
cession, which,
createdbyantheir
impression
life-like action. From this modes
start, Pathe grew to a venture in
volving millions of dollars. Its op
erations in the U. S. had been di
rected by Pathe Exchange, Inc.
until 1935, when a reorganizatioi
led to the formation of Pathe Filrr
Corp. It is engaged chiefly in thi
development and printing of motior
picture film, the producing and dis
tributing business having been sok
to RKO.
16

Defer Fabian Reorg. Plan
Hearing Until April
Hearing on the Si Fabian reor
ganization plan for the Fox Brook
lyn Theater and office building was
adjourned yesterday in Federa
Court to April 16 because of th
absence of Judge William Bond
from the city.

5

'Tsar to Lenin'' in Fifth

"Tsar to Lenin," distributed by,
Lenauer International Films, Inc..
is now in its fifth week at the Film- 1
arte.

TWA CUTS FARES

Warner musical, "Varsity Show."
THE MAUCH TWINS, Billy and Bobby, arrive in New York today from the coast, accompanied by their mother.

Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates

EDUARDO G. GONZALES, vice-president of
United Theaters,
Inc., arrived
Puerto Rico's
theater
circuit, has
in Newlargest
Yorkfilm
to
purchase new sound equipment for his houses
and is stopping at the Hotel Edison.

Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast

on

NAT
the

LEVINE sails from New York Saturday
Rex for a vacation
abroad.

HARRY GOLDBERG, in charge of advertising
for Warner Brothers theaters, went to Philadelphia last night.
WILLIAM
A. JOHNSTON
is in New
York
from the coast.

Non-stop
between
New
York and
Chicago

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES
1503 Broadway,
70 East 42nd Street
- Air Travel Desk — Penn. Station
Telephone:
HUrray
Hill 6-1640
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"^"THE KING AND THE CHORUS GIRL"

BETTE DAVIS ,„ "MARKED WOMAN"

\ lai

"CALL IT A DAY"

WAIT TIL YOU
HEAR ABOUT

JUST PREVIEWED AND IT'S BIG DRAMA
(to follow your big comedy, "Call It a Day")!

JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON • GEORGE BRENT
in

I
Guy Kibbee • Mona Barrie
Robert Barrat
Directed by Michael Curtiz
A First National Picture
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•GRAND CAMPAIGN
FOR THIS BLISTERING
EXPOSE OF THE LOAN
SHARK RACKET!
Nation-wide co-operation by the Better
Business Bureau.
2,000,000 Free Heralds!
500,000 32-page souvenir
books. NBC radio blasts
weekly! Special
1-sheets! 1,000 licensed
loan offices set to tie-in
locally with ads and
flash window displays!

ESTER MORRIS
A R R IL L O
H LTTN
M A C K
THOMAS MITCHELL
ibiHtieS Ip.rtt^10

Directed by D. Ross Lederman
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PAINE TO URGE FOX
AS MPPA SUCCESSOR

SEE NO MORE BILLS
FOR THEATER DIVORCE
(Continued from Page

during the current legislative season. North Dakota so far has been
the only state to enact a bill into a
statute. Measures are still pending
in California, Michigan, Minnesota,
Ohio and Wisconsin. Bills have been
promised but so far not introduced
in Illinois and Iowa and a similar
situation in Maryland petered out
yesterday when the legislature adjourned sine die.
Allied will continue its campaign
in behalf of the bills with renewed
vigor early next year, when the
legislative season opens early in January. Measures are introduced in
a state when the local unit affiliated
with the organization and Al Steffes,
chairman of the drive for the national association, approve the move.

Retention of Empire Men
Asked by Mayor's Board
(Continued from Page

1)

made in a letter sent yesterday to
Joseph D. Basson, president of Local 306, and Harry Brandt. I.T.O.A.
president, by the Mayor's Board of
Survey on Motion Picture Disputes
of which Sam 0. Lewisohn is chairman.
As alternative, the Board suggests
that the Empire men be taken into
Local 306, or that some provision
be made for exempting from the Local 306-I.T.O.A. agreement, the theaters in which Empire men are employed.
There are also constructive possibilities in the amalgamation of the
Empire Union and Local 306, the
board states, adding that it recognizes that such an amalgamation
cannot be accomplished at once and
that it has for some time past undertaken emploratory discussions for
that purpose.

Condor Production Parley
To Open Here Next Monday
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

attend, it was said yesterday
by
Frank M. Snell, general manager.
Decision is to be made today on
whether Van Beuren Corp. will discontinue production of shorts with
Condor making them instead.

Clair Film for Belmont
Beginning tomorrow, the Belmont
Theater will show Rene Clair's "A
Nous, La Liberte," and "The Yellow
Cruise." Both pictures are distributed by French Motion Picture
Corp.

"Couple
Warner Bros,ofandOther
Remick Fellows"
Music Corp.
replying yesterday in Federal Court to
a song plagiarism suit brought in Federal Court by Nat Nazzaro state that
Remick never published the song complained of, nor has Warner Bros, produced a film with the title "Swing
for Sale."

• • • ONE OF the cleverest columns from a motion picture reviewer we have lamped
that by Frank S. Nugent
in the Times
in which he walks into a theater to do his
regular reviewing stint on a feature and runs plump into
the middle of a serial chapter in which the comic-strip
detective hero Dick Tracy is lighting a bunch of pluguglies on
a dock
the chapter finishes with hero Dick dragged off the
dock with his foot caught in the loop of a rope
and the
other end tied to a submerging submarine!
woops
the end of the chapter
so Mister Nugent sat all through
the feature he came to review in a Big Daze
he never
did know what the feature was all about
kept thinking
all the time about what happened to hero Dick
and he
won't know till he sees the next chapter
it was one of
the swellest plugs a serial ever received from a first-line critic
and Republic Pictures should be very grateful
T
T
T
• •
• A HAPPY hunting ground for talent scouts
the Paramount theater
here is the score sheet on recent
tallies the scouts have made for the studios
the Calgary
Brothers, a comedy act, also Niela Goodelle, radio singing star,
featured with Eddie Duchin's band at the Paramount recently,
have been signed for Hollywood productions
Rufus Davis,
another Paramount theater alumnus, is now on the coast to flirt
with the flickers
Fred Waring and his ork are on the
Coast after an appearance at this show spot to do a pix for
Warners
Virginia Verrill has been signed to do a musical
for United Artists
now Benny Goodman and his band are
reported as engaged for another Warner picture
so the
formula for Hollywood seems to be: "Get yourself booked at
the Broadway Paramount"
▼
TV

1)

sistant general manager of Ascap
by the board.
Mills said the purpose of enlarging the executive staff was to increase the operating efficiency of
Ascap and enable it to cope with
the hostile legislation recently proposed in various states. Mills will
go to Helena, Montana, for the hearing April 23 on the Ascap test of
the constitutionality of the recent
state law aimed at the association.

RCA First Quarter Net
May Hit $2,200,000
(Continued from Page

1)

the first quarter is equal to 10 cents
a share on the common stock compared to a deficit of approximately
one cent a share for the first three
months of 1936.
Business volume in the 1937 first
quarter increased about 10 per cent,
Sarnoff estimated.
Total of 9,272,000 shares of stock
were voted approving the re-election
of directors. This is 63 per cent of
the total stock outstanding, compared with 59 per cent voted at last
year's annual meeting.

Casey and Thompson Are
Continuing Negotiations
(Continued from Page 1)

• • ONE OF the happiest days in the life of President R. H. Cochrane of Universal
with yesterday's first
anniversary as head of the New Universal heaping his desk
high with telegrams and cables from all parts of the world
one group of cables that pleased Mister Cochrane no end
were the individual salutations from all the London critics
for those conservative lads very seldom boil over about anything NOT for the price of a cable

negotiations might take. He will re- m
main here several weeks.
Casey declared that if the painters 1
and their allies strike in the coast |
studios before Monday as they have!
planned, the studios will meet the J
strike. He said no further conces- 1
sions had been offered the painters.

• •
• IN COMMEMORATION
of America's
entry into
the World War, the current issue of "News of the Day"
traces in dramatic fashion the memorable events during 1917
particularly remarkable are the views of submarine destruction the convoying of troop-laden transports across
the Atlantic
and the scenes of fighting on the Western
front
and the editors have cleverly incorporated into the
footage a plea for world peace
so that audiences who
view the reel will realize the terrible consequences of a resort
to arms
T
▼
T
• • • THE ENTERTAINMENT Committee for the
AMPA Dinner Dance at the New Yorker Hotel on May 1 consists of Gordon White, John Flynn and Marvin Kirsch . . .
• Len Daly of United Artists' foreign pub dep't will speak on
foreign publicity at a luncheon of the Ark Club at the Tuscany
Hotel tomorrow
T
T
▼
• •
• OUR GIRL Friedegg was pounding on our desk
with her frying pan
(she uses the kitchen utensil the way
some sees use a typewriter — to scramble the boss' dictation —
same result either way)
when Frieda pounds on our desk
with her frying pan it means she would have speech with us
"I'm sorry, Sill — er — Phil, but I can't write that Friday
kolyum
for you."
"Why?"
we whinjiy
"Becus
I
have to write the Friday kolyum the day before, and the day
before my throat is so parched I turn out a very dry kolyum"
and we chided: "Frieda, you silly child, why should your
throat be parched the day before Friday?"
Frieda banged
the frying pan on our dome and sneezed: "Ha, because it's
Thirst-day!"

Vitaphone Sets 26 Shorts
For April-May Release

•

▼

«

«

▼

«

▼

»

»

»

Vitaphone will release 26 short
subjects during April and May, announces Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone executive in charge of shorts
and trailers. Of these three tworeelers and 9 one-reelers will be released in April; and 4 two-reelers
in May.
and
10 one-reelers will be released
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RCA WILL MARKET
TELE. TRANSMITTERS
{Continued from Page

1)

ing yesterday at which he had considerable to say about television.
Pointing out that "many improvements" have resulted from RCA's
television field tests "which are being continued", he declared that "the
requirements of a nationwide television service must be viewed from
the standpoint of eventual coverage
of more than 3,000,000 square miles
of territory with approximately 130,000,000 inhabitants".
Sarnoff cautioned that "technically, the art of television needs still
further improvement in transmission as well as reception", and added
that "as these improvements are
made, the cost should decrease and
thereby reduce the magnitude of the
financial problems of establishing a
nation-wide television service".
In the conquest of ultra-short
waves, Sarnoff commented, lies the
hope of "perfected television".
Sarnoff declared that "the program service will be costly, and its
support will devolve primarily upon
the sponsors of television programs"
and that "before sponsors can be
interested in supporting television
programs, it is necessary to provide
a seeing as well as a hearing audience".

Name Alperson Aides as
GN Takes Over Studio

Wednesday, April 7, 1931

//

A "£Me." fun. "£ots

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
"Mary Rose of Mifflin," novel by
Frances Roberta Sterrett, has been
purchased
for motion pictures by
pHILIP WYLI'S story, "Second M-G-M.
Honeymoon," has been purchased by 20th Century-Fox, and
T
T
T
Darryl F. Zanuck has decided to coThis,
that
and
t'other:
Sid Silvers
star Loretta Young and Tyrone
a double assignment as comPower when the picture is pro- draws edian
and dialogue writer in Wanduced. Edward H. Griffith will direct.
ger's "52nd Street" Stanley Logan will direct Kay Francis in
▼
T
T
Grand National has signed Gas- "First Lady" for First National
ton Glass as a unit business mana- RKO has purchased M. John Bronger and his first assignment will be son's "They Had to Save Charlie"
20th Century-Fox has changed the
the Zion Myers picture, "Small
Town Boy," which Glenn Tryon will title of "Escape from Love" to "I
Columbia has
direct starting Wednesday. Glass Will be Faithful"
and Raymond
has been an assistant director and cast Gene Morgan
production manager for B. F. Zeid- Walburn in "With Kind Regards".
man on the same lot.
T
Y
T
Except for two more two-reelers,
Anna Sten has been signed by the short subject unit at RKO Radio
Edward L. Alperson, president of has already completed its program
Grand National Films, to star in for 1936 and early '37, according to
"Gorgeous." Picture will be pro- Bert Gilroy, short subject producer
duced and directed by her husband, at the studio. Thirty-six films were
Dr. Eugen Frenke.
on the studio's schedule, of which 34
▼
T
T
have been completed, Gilroy explained. These included comedy by
Imperial Picture has purchased
"Sky Girl," by Nellie Graf, and Edgar Kenedy, Leon Errol and
"Negligee," by Gladys Sloan. Both others, and music by the Hall Johnson Choir, dance bands, and mugo into preparation for the 1937-38
sical organizations.
Imperial program.
r

Musical Artists Guild
Wm.
Re-elects Tibbett Prexy

American Guild of Musical Artists has re-elected Lawrence Tibbett
as
president.
Others renamed: RichWest Coast Bureau, of THE FILM >DAILY
ard Bonelli and Alma Gluck, viceHollywood — Coincidental with for- presidents, and Frank LaForge,
mal taking over of the former Edu- treasurer. New officers chosen were
cational studio today by Grand Na- Frank Sheridan, vice-president, and
tional, President Edward L. Alper- Queena Mario, recording secretary.
son announced the following ap- Leo Fischer was reappointed as executive secretary.
pointments to his production and
technical staff:
Elected to the board of governors
Harold Lewis, studio and produc- are: Ruth Breton, Richard Crooks,
tion manager; A. E. Kaye, technical Eva Gauthier, Frederick Jagel and
supervisor; Sam R. Wallis, comptrol- Lanny Ross, to serve for three
ler; Robert D. Luplow, purchasing years; Deems Taylor and Alexander
agent; Martin Boe, construction Smallens, for one year.
foreman; Buford Smith, paint foreMembers of the board who reman; Ray Wolf, electrical foreman;
main in office are: Frank Chapman,
Gaston Glass, unit manager; Joseph Charles Hackett, James Melton,
Shea, publicity manager; Edwin R. Ernest Schelling, Don Voorhees,
Ager, Projectionist; Rex Racoosin, Fred Waring, Paul Whiteman and
timekeeper; Ted Hazzard, supply de- Efrem Zimbalist.
partment; Edward R. Comport, first
grip; Joe Brown, men's wardrobe.
Sidney M. Biddell is executive aide
Hold Rites for Peck
to Alperson, and in charge of all stoFuneral
services for George Peck,
ries and talent and Philip N. Krasne,
veteran showman who died at
attorney in charge of all contracts. 87,
Sulphur Springs, Tampa, Fla., last

t

▼

Michel Considering
Roxy Theater Proposals
{Continued

from

Page

1)

Schurman & Dwight, counsel for
20th Century-Fox, Special Master
Pratt, Col. Hatfield and Carlos
Israels, counsel for the Pounds
bondholder committee, proponents
of the plan; Kramer, Harold P.
Seligson, representing the Tipton
minority bondholders' committee,
and Edward Hanlon, counsel for the
noteholders committee.
Seligson asked that 20th CenturyFox guarantee payment of principal
and interest of the bond issue and
that the amount of cash and the interest rate on the bonds be increased. Kramer said following the
meeting that he was "hopeful somewill develop."
It thing
was
indicated that Michel
would reply to the conferees in a
few days. Hearings on the Roxy
reorganization plan resume today.

« REVIEWS
Anne Shirley in

"Too
ManyBarbaraWives"
John Morley,
Pepper, Gem

with

Lockhart
RKO Radio
60 Min:
FAST AND MOVING FARCE, CON
TAINING SOME REFRESHING MATERI
AL
This is a fast and moving farce, contain
ing some refreshing material. It has beei
well directed by Ben Holmes and intro
duces John Morley, a likeable actor whi
shows much promise. William Sistron
rates credit as the producer. Anne Shir
ley stars, with Gene Lockhart, Dudley Cle
ments, important factors in winning laughs

Barbara Pepper is decorative as Clement':
secretary and Frank Melton competen
as an unsuccessful suitor. Morley, ;)
college graduate, who "walks" dogs at s<
much per hour, convinces Clements, a pub
lisher, that he should engage him as 'fal
guy.'' Subscribers having grievances again?
the paper are appeased by Morley. To aide
Morley, Clements informs complainant1
that Morley has a wife and child. Thi;
gets him in bad with Anne, whom he i:
courting. The biggest mix-up center
around the loss of a stamp valued at $10,
000 by Lockhart. Morley finally finds th<
stamp being carried by Lockhart's dog
Richard English wrote the original stor
and screenplay.
Dorothy Yost, Lois Eby and John Grr
the
Cast: Anne
Shirley, John Morley,
Bar-;,
bara Pepper, Gene Lockhart,
Dudley Cle i
ments,
Frank
Melton,
Charles
Coleman
Dot Farley, Jack Carson, George
Irving.
Producer, William Sistrom; Director, Ber
Holmes; Author, Richard English; Screen
play, Dorothy Yost, Lois Eby, John Grey
Cameraman, Nick Musuraca; Art Director
ler.
Van Nest Polglase; Editor, Desmond Mar
quetle; Recording Engineer, Denzil A. Cut
Direction, Lively.

Photography, Good.

GB East-West June Sales
Meets to be Week Apart
GB will hold two sales meeting;
in June, the first in New York, covering the east, during the first weel
in the month and the second the fol
lowing week, probably in Hollywood
Arthur A. Lee, vice-president, sail;
on the Normandie April 28 and af
ter remaining there a month to dis
cuss 1937-38 product plans at studk
conferences, will return in time foi
the sales conventions.

RKO to Start Nine More
White
Pix Before End of April

Saturday, will be held at noon to- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
day at the Walter B. Cooke Funeral
Levy Seeks 8-16 mm. Rights
Hollywood — Keeping the graph
Max Levy of Exclusive Movie Stu- Home, 117 West 72nd St. Burial
dios, Chicago, distributor of 8 mm. will be in the family plot in Ever- line of production practically on a
green Cemetery, Brooklyn. During smooth parallel with plans made
and 16 mm. films for home projechis
long
Peck was associated Several months ago for the 1937-38
tors, is negotiating with the Fran- with P. T.career,
Barnum, and at one time season, RKO Radio has four more
chise Department of Columbia for
the producing firm of Peck- features, "New Faces of 1937,"
the sole rights to use Columbia's headed
Fursman.
"There Goes My Girl," "Tomorrow's
cartoon character "Scrappy" in both
Headlines" and "Missus America,"
8 mm. and 16 mm. for children's
before cameras. A fifth, "Mexican
toy propjectors. Negotiations also
are under way whereby Lew will "Red Barn" on Major Circs.
Quarter," starts production this
Four "Murder in the Red Barn" week, with nine more scheduled to
acquire the rights to both "Barney
units are now in opera- get under way before the end of
Google" and "Krazy Kat", Colum- roadshow
tion for major circuits.
bia animated cartoon characters.
April

K

Discusses

Advertising

Gordon White, Educational direc
tor of advertising and publicity anc
president of the AMPA, lectured lasl
night at the Hunter College Motioi
Picture Course on the general prob
lems of motion picture advertising
publicity and exploitation.

M-G-M's Own Cartoons
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — M-G-M plans to mak(
its own series of 13 one-reel car
toons in Technicolor. Harman-Ising
has 13 more subjects to deliver}
under present contract.
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Down -to -Earth" Stories

HOUSE COMMITTEE VOTES DOWN DICKSTJN'S BILL

Maryland Continues One Per Cent. Tax on Admissions
Levy Extended for 28 Months
Starting on June
1, Next
Baltimore — The one per cent tax
on gross receipts from admissions
in Maryland, including admissions
to picture theaters, has been continued for 28 months from June 1
under a relief bill passed by the
General Assembly at its final session. The old law expired on March
31 but was extended two months,
so there will be no period during
which the tax will not apply.
The bill providing for movies in
Annapolis, on Sundays, subject to
(Continued on Page 4)

IMPERIAL'S 1937-38
LINEUP GALLS FOR 32

Collegians Prefer Films and Radio to Soda and Beer
Ashland, Va. — Today's collegians prefer film theaters and the radio to "hanging
out" at taverns and soda fountains, according to Dr. Robert Emory Blackwell, president
of Randolph-Macon
College
here.

Zommittee Frowns Upon
Mo. Anti-Standee Bill
Jefferson City, Mo. — The House
->f Representatives Committee on
Criminal Justice headed by Rep.
Will Lindhorst of St. Louis has recmimended to the House that it do
(Continued on Page 4)

Loew to Pay $1.62!/2 Div.
Regular quarterly dividend of $1.G2V2
on Loew 6'/i per cent cumulative preferred stock was declared yesterday by
the company's board of directors. Dividend is payable May 15 to stockholders
of record
April 30.

By An
8 to 5
Ballot
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Dickstein bill,
seeking to restrict the entrance of
alien actors into the United States,
was killed yesterday when the
House Committee on Immigration
and Naturalization, by a vote of
eight to five, decided not to report
the measure. Rep. Dickstein is
Exhibitors who are members of chairman
of the committee.
the M.P.T.O. of Connecticut today
The bill was vigorously opposed
appear at a legislative hearing in
Hartford to oppose passage of two by Gabriel L. Hess, general attorney
measures, one in each body, requir- of the Hays association, and President Ed(Continued
Kuykendalonl Page
of 4)the M. P.
ing two operators in a booth. Speakers objecting to the bills will be:
Arthur Lockwood of Middletown, A.
E. Robbins of Hamden, Joseph Reed
of Washington Depot, Ralph Pasho

ITALO-GERMAN FILM CONN. MPTO FIGHTS
ALLIANCE IN MAKING TWO BOOTH MEASURES
Rome (By Cable) — Luigi Freddi,
chief of the film division of the
Italian Propaganda Ministry, has
gone to Berlin to negotiate an
Italo-German film alliance with Dr.
Herman Goebbels, the Nazi Propaganda Minister and the German
film industry's new "fuehrer."
Berlin (By Cable)— One of the
major objectives of the Nazi government in seeking an alliance between the Italian and German film
industries is to break, if possible,
(Continued on Page 12)

Imperial's 1937-38 program calls
for 32 features, it was announced
yesterday by President William M.
Pizor. Divided into four individual
series, the 32 will comprise six exploitation specials, 10 Jewel Proructions, eight outdoor musicals and
jight Frontier-action-dramas.
Included in the line-up will be
'My Wondering Daughter," by
Leonard (Continued
Lee; "Beauty
Racket," by
on Page 17)

Alien Actor Measure Is Killed

(Continued on Page 4)

Expect Kuykendall Will
Name Radio Com. in N. Y.

Ark.-Miss.-Tenn. MPTO
Announcement of personnel of the
Memphis Meet April 18 radio committee authorized by the
Semi-annual convention of the M.
P. T. 0. of Arkansas, Mississippi
and Tennessee is set for April 18
and 19 at the Hotel Chisca, Memphis. R. X. Williams, of Oxford,
Miss, is president of the organization.

M.P.T.O.A. convention recently at
Miami is expected to be made by
President Ed Kuykendall when he
arrives in New York tomorrow from
Washington, where he has been
studying the situation in Congress.
Kuykendall
was instructed to select
(Continued on Page 4)

Musical Romances and Outdoor Yarns
Favored, Exhib. Unit Survey Shows
St. Louis — "Down-to-earth" stories of contemporary life, musical
romances and outdoor stories with
fast action are today's film audience preferences, according to an
exhibitor survey just completed by
Grand National will deliver color the MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern
filters to theaters playing their pro- Missouri and Southern Illinois.
ductions using the Keller-Dorian
Survey was made by a special
color process, it was learned in New
York yesterday. Filters will be committee appointed by President
its personnel inshipped and returned with prints of Fred Wehrenberg,
(Continued on Page 18)

GN to Supply Color Filters
to Theaters for K-D Films

(Continued on Page 4)

MOVE TO CALL ROXY
PLAN UNFAIR FAILS

Following completion of presentation of proof in favor of the Roxy
reorganization plan by the Pounds
majority bondholder committee, proponents of the plan, counsel for
groups opposed to the plan moved
that it be declared unfair, and inequitable on the basis of the evidence
but Addison
were' overruled
by Special adduced
Master
S. Pratt
(Continued on Page 4)

Screen Actors Guild Sec'y
Says Separate Pact Likely
Kenneth Thomson, executive secretary of the Screen Actors Guild,
plans to leave today for Hollywood
and resume negotiations with the
producers' (Continued
committee
on Pagefor4) recogniNazis to Cut Star Salaries
Benin (By Cable)— With the Nazi
regime ruling the German film industry,
stellar salaries will be radically reduced
in a move to combat the industry's estimated 15,000,000 marks deficit.
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Washington — Back on the job,
following hospitalization for illness,
Rep. Samuel Hobbs, Democrat, of
Alabama, yesterday forecast early
action on his House bill seeking a
try.
wide investigation of the film indus-

Form MPPA

Committee

Helen Harrison was named publicity manager of Grand National
Meeting yesterday afternoon of
the Board of Directors of the Music Films, yesterday by Edward Finney,
Publishers Protective Association director of publicity and advertising
resulted in a committee being and will take over the duties of
formed to study the situation con- Willam L. Peirce, who has resigned
cerning resignation of John G. Paine to join Monogram Pictures. Miss
as Chairman of the Board and the Harrison has been in charge of
recommendation by Paine that magazines and out of town newsHarry Fox be chosen to succeed
paper publicity for Grand National.
him. Paine is leaving to become Prior to her association with that
company, she was publicity director
general manager of Ascap.
Committee consists of: Edward B. for First Division.
Marks. Elliot Shapiro and Sam Fox.

Erpi
i Denies Owing MPPA

New

APRIL

3

Schiller Opening Set Back

Grand Island, Neb. — Harry SchilIn an answer filed yesterday to
ler said this week his New Grand
the suit brought by John G. Paine, opening was being delaved until late
as trustee of the Music Publishers' in April. The $85,000 house is a
Protective Association, for $211,743, replacement of his old 350 seater
Erpi denied owing the MPPA any and is of double capacity. Schiller,
money and asserted that Paine had recently appointed City Manager for
oeen paid in full.
Tri-States en p. partnership understanding with them, will not assume
1/2
the
latter
job until May 1, after the
Levine
Co. Gets Contracts
1/2 3
bustle of the opening is past. Eddie
/s
Chicago — R. Levine and Co. will Forester, city manager now, will
build a 420-seat theater at Stege, not move until that date. Forester,
111., and another small neighborhood still to stay with Tri-States, is
house at Riverdale, a West Side headed for an un-announced berth.
suburb. The company wil also supervise the remodeling of the
Thomas Reynolds Dies
Lyric Theater at Marion, Ind., and
the Indiana Theater of the Illinois
Chicago -- Thomas Reynolds, 60,
and Indiana Circuit at Kokomo.
projection engineer for Electrical
Research Products, is dead. Reynolds was a former president of
W. P. Lipscomb Weds
the Chicago Movie Operators Union.
London (By Cable) — A Hollyv/ood He is survived by his wife and son.
honeymoon is planned by William
Percy Lipscomb, British playwright
Fabian Reorg. Plan Up
and scenarist, and his bride, who
was Miss Florence Taub.
Hearing on the Si Fabian reorganization plan for the Fox Brooklyn Theater and office building will
be held tomorrow before Federal
To Attend Rotary Conclave
Judge Bondy.
Troy, O. — Mr. and Mrs. Chris
Pfister of the Mayflower Theater,
plan to attend the International
Condor Prexy to Parley
Convention of Rotarians at Paris.
Mr. Pfister is a former national
George Hirliman, president of
Condor Pictures, arrived by plane
president of Rotary.
yesterday from Hollywood to confer with the company's eastern executives regarding production schedDick Manheimer's Dad Dies
ules for the balance of the season.
Seattle — Sanford Manheimer, 65,
father of Richard Manheimer, assistant booker for the Sterling Circuit,
is dead.

Mary Pickford
Victor Schertzinger
Yola D'Avril
Fred Levy, Jr.

William I. Peirce, assistant to Ed
Finney director of publicity and advertising at Grand National, has
resigned, effective. April 17 to become coast director of publicity and
advertising for Monogram Pictures.
Peirce was formerly with Columbia
Pictures on the coast and has had
other film experience there.

Napoleonville House

Napoleonville, La. — A. B. Blanchard is to construct a 750-seat theater here at the approximate cost
of $20,000.

"Silent

Barriers"

In 3rd

"Silent Barriers" starts the third
week of its twice-daily engagement
at the New Criterion tomorrow.

Sanchez
Distributes
"Jenny"
Arthur Sanchez
of Trans-Oceanic
Film Export Co., has acquired American distribution rights to the French
production "Jenny", featuring Francoise Rosay, star of "La Kermesse
Heroique".

Spanish Films In Denver
Denver — Spanish pictures are being shown at the Bide-a-wee Theater every Monday night.

Coming and Going
FANCHON ROYER arrived in New
terday from the coast.

York yes-

EDWARD M. PESKAY, vice-president ir
charge of distribution for Grand National, and
EDWARD FINNEY, publicity and advertising
head, leave New York Saturday for a si*
weeks' tour of company exchanges from coast
to coast.
STANLEY SHUFORD, advertising agent, leaves
next week
tor Hollywood.
MARGO, screen and stage player, leaves for
the coast Sunday to. begin work in Samuel
Goldwyn's
version
of "Hurricane."
GEORGE 5KGURAS is back in New
from Florida.

York

EDWARD G. LEVY returns to New Haven
today from New
York.
ED KUYKENDALL
is now due in New
York
tomorrow
from
Washington.
WILLIAM ROBINSON. Monte Carlo banker
sails from France April 14 on the Queen Mary
fcr New
York.
PEGGY
April 15
his

O'DONNELL. actress, leaves New
for Hollywood.

ARCHIE MAYO leaves New
return to the coast.
A.

H.

BLANK

is in

New

York

York

York today on
from

Omaha

GIL GABRIEL leaves New York Saturday to
join the Paramount writing staff in Hollywood.
KING CHARNEY
from the coast.

has arrived in New

York

NORMAN ALLEY, recently appointed by
Charles Ford to take charge of the Los Angeies office of Universal Newsreel, has arrived
there by plane from New York.
NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone executive
in charge of shorts and trailers arrives in New
Orleans todfy tor product conferences with
branch personnel and exhibitors, and continues
on to Atlanta
tomorrow.
J. board
CHEEVER
COWDIN, accompanied
chairma'n of by
Univers
al's
of directors,
SAM
MACHNOVITCH. company's newly appointed
treasurer, arrived at the home office yesterday afternoon from
the coast by plane.
LIBBY HOLMAN REYNOLDS left Paramount^
studio at Hollywood yesterday for New York
to embark for London where she will be guest
artist at the Grosvenor House Ball during the
coronation
ceremonies.
JOSEPH R. VOGEL is in Boston conferring
with H. M. Addison, district manager for
Loew's
Theaters.
LOU BROWN, Loew publicity director for
Baltimore, has arrived in New York to discuss
Spring campaigns with Oscar A. Doob.
HARRY MOSKOWITZ returned yesterday to
Loew's home offices from Harrisburg where
theaters
he
went there.
over improvement
W. RAY JOHNSTON,
Pictures,
returns
today

plans for circuit's

President of Monogram
from
Chicago.

x BENJAMIN WELANSKY, Monogram franchise
nolder, returns to Boston tomorrow after a
three-day business conference at the home
office.
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MARYLAND ONE P. C.
TAX STAYS 28 MONTH:

ALIEN ACTOR BILL
DIES IN COMMITTEE
(Continued from Page

Move to Call Roxy
Plan Unfair Fails
(Continued from Page 1)

in Federal Court yesterday. Special
Master Pratt held that the order
referring the hearings to him prohibited him from declaring the plan
Inoperative at this time.
The plan was sharply attacked by
Harold Seligson, representing the
Tipton bondholder committee, by I.
Bernard Leff, of M. B. & D. W.
Blumenthal, counsel for the Adler
committee and by Samuel Kramer
of Kramer & Kleinfeld, counsel for
the Class A stockholders' commit-

Leff pointed out that the committee's own witness, Charles A. Bennett, accountant, had said he would
not approve the plan unless the
terms of the film franchise and
trust indenture were fully stated.
The plan does not give complete details, pointing out that "terms and
as usual." Kramconditions will bethere
were no usual
er observed that
se and that
franchi
film
a
terms for
each agreement had to be separately
worked out. Seligson said there was
no definite minimum set in the
franchise, and no terms set forth
for division of income. He observed
's figthat on the basis of Cullman
ures 20th Century-Fox could almost
get back its investment of $650,000
in 1939. Seligson charged that the
depreciation figures were too high.
Hearing resumes at 2 p. m. today.

Exhibs. Battling Conn.
2-Men-in-Booth Measures
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

T. 0. A. at a recent hearing at
Washington.
Coast producers joined in the attack on the grounds that its enactment would shut off use of foreign
stars. Contention was also made
that passage of the bill would inspire retaliatory measures by foreign countries.
"I haven't given up the fight and
will push this thing through defisession,"
end of thetold
nitely before theDickstein
Congressman
The
Film Daily.

1)

of Nagatuck and Irving C. Jacocks
of Brandford. Attorney Edward G.
present the various speakLevyerswill
and summarize the case against
the measures.
On April 13 the Legislature will
hold a hearing on the proposed 10
per cent admission tax bill which
will also be fought by .the Connecticut M.P.T.O. delegation
First Film to Run Week
Marion,
Ind. — "Waikiki Wedding"
Is
the first picture
to run a full week
in this
citys'
history. The
picture
played to capacity houses at the Rivoli
Theater.

• •
• THE OTHER day a couple of columnists took a
slam at Martha Raye
saying that she went high-hat and
kicked everybody off her set, "Mountain Music," at the Paramount studio now Dave Keene gives the inside story
and Dave ought to know, for he was right there at the time,
he being the gent who sends out that news letter from the
studio
he says the truth of the story is that Martha was
badly injured during a difficult adagio dance and she refused
a double
she nearly collapsed from pain and naturally
could not go on at that moment
from this incident the
columnists in question tried to take Martha to the cleaners,
Dave assays
boysswellest
around girls
the studio
don't think(Note
it's
fair,
Martha isand
one the
of the
in the biz
to Dave and Martha: We coined a word for this type of columnist two years ago — calumnist.
It still goes)
T
T
T
• • • WITH HIS "Here's to Crime," Courtney Ryley
Cooper is in Hollywood writing the story for Columbia, and
this story will introduce Frances Marion as a producer ... •
Photoplay mag will serialize Frances Marion's novel, "Molly,
Bless Her," which has been enthusiastically endorsed by Norma
Shearer, Clark Gable, Robert Taylor, Spencer Tracy, Mary
Pickford and other stars
the principal character in the
book is reminiscent of Marie Dressier, who was one of Miss
Marion's closest friends . . . • Donald Henderson Clark
went out to Hollywood for one picture, and now writes he
wants to stay there forever
T
T
T
• •
• ONE OF the largest billboard posters ever used on
a film in New England
for "Lost Horizon," which made its
Massachusetts premiere at the Bijou theater in Springfield
it came about when Raymond Shea, assistant manager of the
Bijou, made a wager with Frank McGrann, exploitation director
for Columbia
a special 84-sheet stand was printed
the billboard is more than 100 feet long by 12 feet high. .....
T
T
▼
• •
• Korda
THAT attrack
JUNGLE
picture,
Boy"looks astheif
Alexander
at the
Rialto "Elephant
theater
it might break the record high at this house
it is bringing
in a ritzy clientele as well as the usual drop-in trade
evidently due to the arty rep of Director Robert Flaherty combined
with the Kipling tale
T
T
▼
• •
• RECOMMENDED to diversion seekers
"Jury
Box," the new parlor game of crime detection by Roy Post, the
scenarist
there are a half dozen good plots for mystery
shorts in each game ... • The Seven Loria Brothers, the
Mex child musickers, signed to work in Radio's "New Faces,"
have also signed a contract for personal appearance representation by Curtis and Allen
T
T
T
• • • THE DAUGHTER of Lee Balsly, adsales manager
of 20th Century-Fox home office, was married to Edward P.
Orsenigo, adsales manager for the company at Indianapolis
Mary Lou and Eddie took the fatal leap at St. Ursula's church
in Mt. Vernon on Tuesday

▼

T

T

• •
• AS WE came to work this morn at 2 o'clock in the
afternoon
Our Girl Friedegg squawked:
"Some guy has
been phoning you all day to look at some shorts he is screaming."
"You mean screening, Frieda."
"No, I mean screaming, because he said they were howls. He said they were so
funny he wanted to scream 'em for me right on the phone."
"Okay, Frieda, and who is he, and where is he showing
these screams?"
"Oh, I forgot to ask and he neglected
to tell me. But if they're as funny as he says they are, all ya
got to do is follow the sound of the howls right to the projection room."

«

«

«

»

»

»

a referendum, was also passed b
the General Assembly. Anothe
measure which many exhibitors op
posed, fell by the wayside. It woul
allow the showing of movies "fo!
adults only." An unfavorable com
mittee report was adopted.

Committee Frowns Upon
Mo. Anti-Standee Bil
(Continued from Page

1)

not pass House Bill No. 221 whicl
would have prohibited theaters fron
selling admission tickets after al
seats were occupied. The bill hat
been thrown into the legislative
hopperson. ItbywasRep.
Smartby and
opposed
the RobinM. P
T. O. of both the St. Louis anc
Kansas City territories. It is anticipated that the House will follow
committee.
the recommendation of Lindhort's

GN to Supply Color Filters
to Theaters for K-D Films
(Continued from Page 1)

the pictures, the first of which is!
tentatively titled "Grand Canyon.",
William
Robinson,
of Barclay's!
Bank,
Monte
Carlo,
sails
from
France April 14 on the Queen Mary
bound for New York to investigate
progress
being
made bywith
Keller-Dorian. He is
associated
the new
group
control
Dorian acquiring
Colorfilm Corp.

of KellerY.

Expect Kuykendall Will
Name Radio Com. in N.
(Continued from Page 1)

three exhibitors to investigate the
situation due to appearance of film
players on the air and develop a
plan for coping with it.
Kuykendall will also examine the
trade practice situation, following
decision of the convention to continue its efforts for concessions
from distributors in connection with
its 10-point program.

Screen Actors Guild Sec'y
Says Separate Pact Likely
(Continued from Page

1)

organizaplayers'
of latethe
tion tion
d.
nextfilm
week
in Hollywoo
a likeliThomson said there was
hood that an agreement could be
reached with the producers outside
the basic studio agreement.

No
Strippers,
Orderthe
Omaha
— "StarsMayor's
and Strips,"
stage unit featuring Ann Pennington
in a strip tease, may not be booked
into the Orpheum as planned because
Mayor Dan Butler has declared a ban
on strippers here. He has even ordered
hotel managers to keep strip dancers
out of private parties.

^e Wciies see my „eiv
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■|\ be able h brtte^
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PRUDENCE PENNY
TIEUP WITH
HEARST PAPERSAND OTHER IDEAS!
Honestly, is there any other company that gives you this type
of exploitation short subject ?
A FEW ANGLES FROM
THE PRESS
SHEET:
NEWSPAPER Tl E UP— Direct tieup with
all Hearst papers; equally good with any
paper that runs a food column.
NATIONAL TIEUPS — Releases provided
for co-op ads and windows: Electrolux,
Pyrex, Estate Stove.
RADIO ANGLES— Half of all radio time is
devoted to food products. Dozens of tieups
with products that stress price saving.
LOBBY FOOD SHOW-Perfect opportunity
to take advantage of this additional
publicity and box-office angle . . . giveaways .. cookery contest, etc.
CONTEST IDEA — Offer guest tickets for
those who can submit the most economical "penny wise" menus.

PETE SMITH
RESCUES
LADIES IN
DISTRESS!
Here's a swell business builder! Delightful production in technicolor with easy demonstration
of quick and economical cookery by the famed
Prudence Penny. Every woman will be absorbed
in it and every man will insist that his wife come
again! Pete Smith Specialty in TECHNICOLOR!

PENNY

with PRUDENCE

WISDOM

PENNY through the courtesy of Los Angeles Examiner

GRAVY

FROM

M-G-M!

THE

NEWS

of

DAY

Mount Vernon, 111. — The Fox
Midwest Theater, Inc., Uptown Theater Building, Kansas City, Mo.,
will take bids about April 15 on
the construction of the new theater,
here. The house will seat 1,200 persons and cost about $150,000.

-Zfr*
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Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of
Jack M. Truitt, Sears Outdoor Advertising Co., Kansas City, Mo.
MY

— ^—

As Told to Film

Daily

'

best remembered exhibitor experience dates back to a
Sunday afternoon, back in 1926, when I was operating
West Memphis, Ark. — Work on the Sedalia Theater in Sedalia, Mo.

Our policy was vaudeville and
feature pictures and, as the date
will tell, sound pictures had not as
yet come in. Our matinee was
packed and we had three more full
Judsonia, Ark. — L. A. Launius, of houses on the day to look forward
Corning, Ark., has opened a film to and no chance of getting another print should anything happen
theater here.
to the one we were using.
The operator was on the last reel
Indianapolis — Mannie Marcus, Ft.
Wayne, Ind., has leased the Emer- when in some way it caught fire and
son Theater here from C. E. Gal- was completely destroyed — and we
all know that it usually takes the
loway.
last reel to complete the story.
Needless to say, I, as well as my
Syracuse, Ind. — W. L. Pracht, will
open the Pickwick
Theater here. house manager, felt pretty blue
with the thought of losing practically a Sunday business. We didn't
Chicago — Jack Rose of the Indiana-Illinois Circuit will wed Miss give up hopes though but couldn't
figure out how we could go on with
Eleanor Bechler.
the show lacking that last reel of
film without being mobbed. Finally,
Paris, Mo. — T. J. Bankead is clos- I asked him if he had seen the picMoss
here.
ing the Roxy Theater
ture up to that time and he said
Major, operator of the Main Street he had, and knew the ending.
Theater in Paris, now owns the
lease and will keep the house dark
for the present.
No Fuller Florida Pact,
the new $30,000, 700-seat Crittenden Theater here started this week.
The building will be completed
about the first of June.

Ft. Wayne, Ind. — The Shirley
Theater, operated by Ralph Fisher,
will close May 1 and be dismantled.

Says Vitagraph's Reply

New Orleans — Denying that it
had a contract with George Fuller,
Florida-Alabama exhibitor, to show
pictures in his Florida situations,
and denying participating in any
conspiracy, Vitagraph has filed its
Missouri-Illinois Exhibs
answer to the bill of complaint in
To Ask Score Charge End Fuller's injunction action against it
and six other distributor defendants,
St. Louis — All exhibitors in east- as well as two Saenger executives.
ern Missouri and southern Illinois
The injunctions, if granted, would
are to be asked to sign petitions for order the defendants to cease conpresentation to the various motion
spiracy and Vitagraph to deliver
picture exchanges here requesting
pictures.
the elimination of all score charges.
The Vitagraph answer is regardThis action was decided upon by a
highly important since Fuller
special committee of the M. P. T. O. has ed asmaintained
he had a contract
of St. Louis, eastern Missouri and
with the company and that product
southern Illinois recently appointed had
been served under it.
by President Fred Wehrenberg and
including W. A. Collins, Metropolis,
Vitagraph says it has a contract
111., and De Soto, Mo., chairman; with Fuller for Fairhope, Ala.,
Noah Bloomer, Belleville, 111.; A. which it is serving and that he
Groeteke, Webster Theater, St. signed an application for product
Louis, and Sam Komm, Miners The- in Florida. While approval of this
ater, Collinsville, 111., and Shenan- application was awaited, the defendoah Theater, St. Louis.
dant claims it served Fuller with
six features and some shorts on a
spot booking basis, but the application for contract was rejected. HearHandling Baseball Reels
ing on the bills may be postponed
Al O. Bondy is distributing two
into May, lawyers here said.
single reels featuring leading players in the American League. The
first is entitled "Big Shots of Baseball," the second "Brain Busters of
Sunday Films Voted Down
Baseball." Both were directed by
Lincoln, Neb. — Stromsburg voted
George Morarity, with narrative by
Ted Husing, and were produced by down Sunday film shows by a marMetropolitan M. P. Studios of De- tion. gin of seven votes in Tuesday's electroit.

Ft. Branch, Ind. — J. N. Allison
has closed his Metro Theater here.

With that, I had the solution. 1
asked him to go on the stage and
tell them how it ended instead of
showing them how. So, when the
picture was just about over on the
next show, he went on the stage and
in a very clever way told the audience that they had seen pictures end
in many different ways. But today,
he confided, they would see an ending that they had never seen before.
He picked the story up a little ways
back and went through the last reel
for them.
The audience thought it a novel
piece of entertainment and gave
him a big "hand." We got through
the day in a big way and it was the
talk of the town for some time to
come. They never did know we had
a fire.
Editor's Note: This is the sixth of
a feature series. Watch for the next
in an early issue.

Court Reserves Decision
In Adv. Display Action
Syracuse — Supreme Court Justice
Cross reserved decision at the close
of arguments in a motion to block
the proposed examination of Jay
Golden and Gus Lampe, district
managers; Jacob Webber, manager
of the Strand, and John A. May,
an auditor, prior to trial of a $25,000 suit brought by Henry Klauber
of St. George, Staten Island, an attorney, against S. K. E. Operating
Co., Ltd., operators of the R. K. O.
Schine Strand Theater.
Klauber's action is for damages
for use of his photograph in connection with an advertising display
when "Condemned Row" was the
feature at the Strand late in January. The photograph showed Klauber, as counsel for a defendant in a
New York city murder case, conferring with his client.
Counsel for the theater operating
company told the court that the
purpose of the proposed examination of the four persons was to ascertain the operating company's
defensevance oftotrial.
Klauber's action in ad-

Plaster "Wounds" Flynn

Paris (By Cable) — It was no machine gun bullet but a piece of falling plaster that "wounded" Errol
Flynn, the screen actor said upon
his
arrival here yesterday from
Madrid.

BOOK

April 9:
and

Press Photographers' Association dane
entertainment,
Hotel Commodore.

April 9;

Universal

show,
April 10:
April
April

12:

Club

dance

and

Buffalo Variety Club testimonial dinner for T. J. Walsh and Charles Boasberg.

12: Indianapolis Variety Club's state-wide
showman's stag, club quarters.

April 15:

Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays convention, Hotel Anthony,
Ft. Wayne.

April 17-18:
National
Variety
Club
tion, Hotel Fontenelle, Omaha.
April
April

amateu

the American
Women's
Clubhouse
Chicago Amusement
Publicists Association's "April Foolies,"
Hotel Sherman.

17:

Northwest Film Club
boree, Music Hall, Seattle.

conven-

Midnight

Jam-

ion of the
18-19:
Semi-Annual
convent
M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, Mississippi
>i and Tennessee at Hotel Chisca,
Memphis

April 19: Testimonial dinner for Edward Moss
at the Bellevue Stratford, Philadelphia.
April 20: Cincinnati Bookers
dance, at the Hotel Alms.

Club

dinner

April 22: Queen City Variety Club dinner
dance, at the Netherland Plaza, Cincinnati.
May 1 :

Ampa

dinner dance at the New Yorker.

May annual
3-7: national
Premium premium
Advertising
Association's
exposition,
Palmet
House, Chicago.
vention,
American
Theater
Council
conAstor.
May
24-27: Hotel
May Hotel.
24-28: Coast
SpringSection,
convention
of theRoosevelt
SMPE's
___
Pacific
Hollywood
May waukee.
26-28:

Allied National Convention, Mil-

June 7: American Federation of Musicians
convention,
Hotel Kentucky, Louisville.
June 21-24: National Conference on Visual
Education and Film Exhibition, Chicago.

Theater Council Meeting
Set for Astor May 24-27
Convention of the American Theater Council will be held at the
Hotel Astor on May 24-27 instead
of the week before. Luise Sillcox
Sidney Howard, Frank Gillmore
Paul Turner, Marcus Heiman, Lawrence Langner and Warren P. Munsell have been chosen temporary directors of the council, with Turnei
and
Munsell
acting Members
as convention's
executive
directors.
of th<
finance committee for the convention are Marcus Heiman, Lee Shu
bert, Maurice Wertheim, John Gol
den and Gilbert Miller.

Film Technique Program
Second of a series of five pro
grams, illustrating evolutionary
phases of film technique, will b<
presented tomorrow night at tin
Pauline Edwards Theater, 23rd St
and Lexington Ave., by the Fib
and Sprockets Society of City Col
lege. "The Covered Wagon," mad'
in 1923 and directed by Jame;
Cruze, and "The Last Laugh," mad'
in Germany in 1925 and directei
by F. W. Murnau, will be shown.
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OF ALL 20th s MUSICALS!

*.

ALICE

WALTER

WINCHELl BERNIE FAYE
ATSY

KELLY-

NED

SPARKS

■ JACK

HALEY

GRACE BRADLEY • WALTER CATLETT
LEAH RAY* JOAN DAVIS* DOUGLAS
FOWLEY- MILES MANDER
Directed by Sidney Lanfield
Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan.
Screen play by Harry
Tugend and Jack Yellen. Original story by Curtis Kenyon.
Based
on Dorothea Brande's book.

Darryl F. Zanuck
in Charge of Production

I
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THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE
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Wake

up and

set

'Wake Up and Live" for extraextended playing time now!
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Reviews <4 the, Hew Tdvns

Livingston, Ray
Max Terhune

Corrigan,
in

"Ghost Town Gold"
Republic
55 mins.
RAPID-FIRE ACTION KEYS THIS
WESTERN FOR OUTDOOR FANS, YOUNG
AND OLD.
Chief appeal of this yarn of the prairie
lands is its rapid-fire action. There is a
jam up barroom brawl in which Ray Corrigan dishes out the punishment to his opponent, and almost before you can say
Jack Robinson, Ray is matched to meet a
visiting fistic chamo in the squared circle,
where the leather flies furiously. Prior to
and following the pageants of swinging
rights and lefts, there is a veritable encyclopedia of excitement. Le Rov Mason
is the king of the bad element in the
town, and his versatility in crookedness
is well demonstrated by his combined deftness at having banks robbed, promoting
prizefights and snatching the "take" after
six-shooters extinguish the lights, et al
He nearly ruins the local aged banker and
comes within a hair's breadth of havin~
villainv succeed. But the heroic feats of
the "Three Mesquiteers " Bob Livingston
Ray Corrisan and Max Terhune, set everything rieht. Comely Kay Hughes play<=
the daughter of Thornton, the banker, and
is an appealing feminine inspiration to the
triangle of Robin Hoods. A good deal of
humor has been woven into the scriot
Joseph Kane maintains a dizry pace with
his direction. Technically the picture is
fairly good, but it's the action that makes
it what it is . . . stimulating to outdoor
fans, young and old.
Cast: Bob Livingston, Rsv Corrigan, Max
Terhune, Kay Hughes, Le Roy Mason, Bun
Carruth, Bob Kortman. Milbum Morante
Frank Hagney, Don Roberts, F. Merrick
Herrick, Robert C. Thomas, Yakima Canutt
Producer, Nat Levine; Supervisor, William Berke; Director, JoseDh Kane; Author
Bernard McConville; Screenplay, Johr
Rarhmell, Oiiver Drake; Cameraman, Jack
Maria, Editor, Lester Orlebeck.
Direction, Swift.
Photography, Fair.

SHORTS

"Prince and the

"The Crime Nobody
with

Lew

Ayres,

Ruth Coleman,
Eugene
Pallette
Paramount
60 Mins.
WEAK AND RAMBLING MYSTERY
YARN FAILS TO HOLD INTEREST OR
DEVELOP NECESSARY SUSPENSE.

Saw"

The plot of this mystery meller takes
too long to get going, and when it does
it is so amateurishly contrived and unconvincing that it simply does not click.
Three authors — Lew Ayres, Eugene Pallette
and Benny Baker — have accepted several
hundred dollars advance from a producer
to write a play. When he calls for the
script, they haven't a line written. He
gives them till the evening or else he will
sue them. So they get busy, and after
spoiling reams of paper, still have no story.
In walks a drunk, a neighbor of Baker's
whose apartment they are using. They
put the drunk to sleep on a couch, and
find a notebook containing names and
phone numbers with remarks that indicate
the drunk is a blackmailer. Here is their
plot, dumped right in their lap. They call
up several people, with Ayres posing as a
police inspector, and summon them to come
at once as the blackmailer is dying, they
say. After several of the strangers are
assembled, the drunk actually is murdered,
and then the authors have a real murder on
their hands. The solving of it before the
arrival of the police constitutes their story
they have been after. It is a very poor
variation
on best
the "Seven
Keysbe tosaid
Baldpate"
idea. The
that can
for it
is that Lew Ayres, Eugene Pallette, Ruth
Coleman, Colin Tapley and Benny Baker
work conscientiously and make the weak
story seem better than it really is. In the
hands of less competent actors the film
would have been pretty awful.
Cast: Lew Ayres, Rufh Coleman, Benny
Baker, Eugene Pallette, Colin Tapley, Howard C. Hickman, Vivienne Osborne, Robert
Emmett O'Connor, Jed Prouty, Hattie McDaniel, Ferdinand Gottschalk.
Director, Charles Barton; Authors, Ellery
Queen, Loweil Brentano; Screenplay, Bertram Milihauser; Editor, James Smith; Cameraman, Harry Fishbeck.
Direction, Handicapped by Material.
Photography, Ckay.

"The Wedding Deal"
(Court of Human Relations)
Columbia
12 mins. the young doc. It sounds like the
Pointless
true life story of a plumber's helper instead of an intelligent physiA very rambling and pointless
domestic drama that arouses no
cian, and is just as mechanical as
sympathy in the audience and causes you'd expect from a plumber's helper— and as unimaginative. Directed
a mild wonder as to why the producer labored so heroically to bring by B. K. Blake. Edited by Florence
forth practically nothing that could wald.
Bricker. Music by Milton Schwartzbe reasonably labeled entertainment.
The daughter of a wealthy man
Pictorial Revue No. 7
falls for a youth and the fond daddy
makes a deal with the boy to give
"Romance
of Robert Burns"
him a doctor's education if he will
(Broadway Brevity)
marry his daughter. In later years
Swell
you see him as a successful doctor,
Done
in
Technicolor,
this is a
although he is still a callow youth
and hasn't aged a day. He falls in swell short with plenty of pep appeal. Bobby Burns, the great Scotch
love with a patient, she runs away
so as not to break up his home, and poet, is shown on his farm as his
three years later dies, leaving a fame as a poet begins to spread,
child. So the all-wise judge of the and he is leaving for Edinburgh to
human relations court straightens arrange for the publication of his
everything out. The wife takes the verses. He takes leave of his sweetchild, and all seems to be forgiven
heart, Jean Armour.
In the city he

FOREIGN

"DARO'
with

Billy and Bobby Mauch, Errol Flynn,
Claude Rains, Montagu Love
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Warners
115 Mins.
DISTINGUISHED
PRODUCTION
OF

Pauper"

MARK
TWAIN'S
CLASSIC
SHOULD
HEALTHY BUSINESS AT THE B. 0.

DO

Warner Bros, have given the Mark Twain
classic a distinguished production which
should please all types of audiences and do
a healthy business at the box-office. The
story of the beggar lad, who changes
places with Prince Edward and who comes
within an inch of Kingship, is skillfully directed by William Keighley. The Mauch
twns — Billy and Bobby — are happy choices
for the roles of the boys. Claude Rains
is especially good as the cunning Earl of
Hertford, who uses Billy, the near-King,
as a puppet. Another outstanding performance isthat of Montagu Love as the
dying King Henry. Other important principals are Errol Flynn, who rescues Bobby
from Barton MacLane; Henry Stephenson,
Alan Hale, Fritz Leiber, Halliwell Hobbes,
Murray Kinnell, Phyllis Barry and Mary
Field. The late Laird Doyle fashioned a
very commendable script. Eric Wolfgang
Korngcld's music is an important factor
and has been well directed by Leo F.
Forbstein. Sol Polito's photography does
credit to the lavish production. Hal B.
Wallis and Robert Lord rate credit as the
producers. As a prank, Bobby exchanges
royal robes with Billy, the beggar lad.
Rains uses Billy as a puppet and orders
Bobby found and killed. Flynn upsets
Rains plans by rescuing Bobby from the
ruffian, MacLane. Bobby arrives at the
court, where the elaborate Coronation
pageant is about to end with the crowning of Billy. Matters are set a-right, and
Rains is banished.

UN

MILIONE"

("I Will Give

a Million"), Italian dialogue film with
music; produced by Cines Studios of Rome;
story
adapted
from Luca
Cesare
book; music
by Gian
Tocci;Zavattini's
directed
by Mario Camerini, with Vittorio de Sica,
Assia Noris, Luigi Almirante, et al, in the
cast.
Presented at the Teatro Cine-Roma.
This is a disappointing picture, not because it was the recipient of an award by
the Italian Ministry of Corporations, which
might lead filmgoers to expect excellence
of entertainment in advance of viewing it,
but for the reason that on no count does
the feature measure up to the higher
standards of foreign production. Whether
by accident or design, its producers have
in definite fashion duplicated the characteristics of Mae West, and with no degree
of imitative success. Backgrounds and
camera work are for the most part satisfactory, but there is little in the sequences
to elicit the interest of American film
fans.

"TRENTA SECONDI Dl AMORE"
("Thirty Seconds of Love"), Italian dialogue film; a Consorzio production; released by Nuovo Mondo; story by Aldo
de Benedetti; directed by Mario Bonnard,
with Elsa Berlini, Nino Besozzi, Enrico
Viarisio, et al, in the cast. Presented at
the Broadway Theater.
Thoroughly diverting romantic
pertly cast and acted. Film
in entertainment value among
ary foreign features. Its brisk

farce, exranks high
contemporstory tells

of a young dentist's pretty wife, who,
while driving without an automobile license, runs down a handsome chap who
has for some time loved her from afar.
He sues for compensation for z broken
arm received in the accident, but agrees
to drop the legal action if the woman will

Cast: Billy and Bobby Mauch, Erroi
Fiynn, Claude Rains, Henry Stephenson,
Barton MacLane, Alan Hale, Eric Portman,
Lionel Pape, Leonard Willey, Murray Kinnell, Halliweil Hobbes, Phyllis Barry, Ivan

agree to give him a kiss "thirty seconds
long." This unusual demand results in
hilarious episodes.

Simpson, Montagu Love, Fritz Leiber, Elspefh Dudgeon, Mary Field, Forrester Harvey, Helen Valkis, Lester Matthews, Robert
Adair, Hany Cording, Robert Warwick, Rex
Evans, Holmes Herbert, Ian MacLaren, Ann
Howard, Gwendolyn Jones, Lionel Braham,
hlarry Beresford, Lionel Belmore, Ian Woif.
Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Associate Producer, Robert Lord; Director, Wiiham
Keighley; Author, Mark Twain; Dramatic
Version, Catherine Chisholm Cushing;
Screenplay, Laird Doyie; Cameraman, Sci
Pclito; Art Director, Robert Haas; Editor,
Ralph Dawson; Musical Director, Leo F.
Forbstein; Music, Erich Wolfgang Korn-

Sings"), Italian dialogue film with English
titles a Cesare production; World Pictures
release; directed by Mario Bonnard, with
Tito Schipa, Milly, Camillo Pilotto, et al,
in the cast. Presented at the Miami Theater.

Direction, Skillful.

Photography,

Expert.

is taken up as a fad by society and
gold.
a rich girl who invited him to a
dinner party. There he is held up
to ridicule as a country bumpkin
by a rich young snob, whom he
soundly trashes. Disillusioned, as
the right girl disowns him, he journeys back to his home in time to
preventheart tothe
marriage
of his
a rival.
Several
of sweetBobby
Burns' classic songs are introduced.

"L'AMORE

CHE

CANTA"

("Love That

A good comedy with English titles marks
the debut on American screens of the
weli-known operatic tenor, Tito Schipa.
Foreign film fans will find this screenplay
a lot of fun with the golden-voiced Schipa
enacting the role of the singer whose
initial appearance before an audience is a
miserable failure because of nervousness.
His manager, a resourceful individual,
makes appearances while the timid artist
does the actual vocalizing behind a curtain. It's all very silly but uncommonly
amusing. Finally, the nervous songbird
rebels at the deception and, of course,
makes good in a big way.

"Sing" for RKO

Houses

The RKO Greater New York Theaters Circuit has booked "Community Sing," Columbia's song reel, for
the week starting April 10.
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MIER TO START FIRST
MEX. FEATURE IN MAY

The Foreign Field
♦

By MARCO-AURELIO
FILM
DAILY
Staff

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

GALINDO
Correspondent

Mexico, D. F. — The Cinematografica Internacional, new motion
picture producing company just organized here by Felipe Mier, formerly Warners general manager for
Mexico, will start camera work in
May on the first of three feature to
be made this year.
Mier himself will function as general production manager and distributor for the concern, for which
an initial working capital of 100,000 pesos has been put up by Pedro
Maus, largest cigarette manufacturer in the country.
The Film Daily was told by
Mier that Cinematografica Internacional plans to increase its annual
production schedule on each succeeding year, and that it will make
as its first "Pancho" ("He-Man Pancho"), a story of native Mexican
life by Enrique Uthoff which Arcady Boytier has been picked to direct. This will be followed by "La
Venganza del Zorro" ("Zorro's Revenge"). Next year the company
may produce six pictures.

ITALO-GERMAN FILM
ALLIANCE IN MAKING

New Taxes in Batavia
Batavia, Java — A new system of
municipal taxation on outdoor advertising in Batavia heavily assesses
a number of forms of outdoor advertising not heretofore affected, including advertising on the exterior
of buildings in which the article advertised is sold or distributed, and
posters carried, pushed or driven
through the streets. The new taxes
apply to all importers and distributors of American products but will
be felt most by distributors of
American motion pictures who customarily advertise on the outside of
their office buildings by means of
movable advertisements and by
posters outside of theaters. All
such advertising is now subject to
a prohibitive tax. The rate has
been increased by 50 per cent for
electrically lighted signs and 100
per cent for flashing signs.

29 New Theaters in 8 Months

♦

♦

Nazis

Moving

Towards

Berlin (By Cable) — Nazi government, if current indications count,
is moving towards a barter system
for films which will make still more
difficult the position of American
companies in the German market.
Danish Comedy to Open
As appraised by representatives
"Sol Over Danmark", "Sun Ovei of U. S. distributors, the system is
Denmark", described as the first designed to restrict the import of
Danish dialogue comedy, will have foreign pictures to those countries
its U. S. premiere at the Cinema de which accept an equal number of
Paris next Tuesday.
German
productions.
The market

1)

the U. S. hold on the Italian film
market, it is understood.
York," has assigned important supThe projected alliance is expected
porting roles to Frank Cellier and
to bring an expansion of the activiTony Quinn. The featured cast inties of DIFU, formed some time
cludes Anna Lee, Desmond Tester,
John Loder and Francis L. Sullivan. ago to finance distribution of Italian pictures here and to encourage
Story of "Non-Stop New York" is German film exhibition in Italy.
laid entirely aboard a London-to- Nominal heads of DIFU are JoNew York airliner.
hanna Friederich Doering and
Mario and Ida Franchini.

Queen
for "Floss" Premiere
London — Her Majesty Queen
Mary will attend the world premiere cf National Provincial Film
Distributors' presentation of George
Eliot's classic, "The Mill on the
Floss," on April 12th, at the London
Hippodrome in aid of the University
College Hospital Building Fund.

_ It is liance
reported
that industry,
under the now
althe local film
Nazi-controlled, will finance German-Italian co-op. films.

Gonzaies to Tie In Radio
With Puerto Rican Houses

Eduardo G. Gonzales, vice-president of United Theaters, Inc., PuerRKO's New Pub. Dir. in Vienna
to Rico's largest film theater cirVienna — General Manager Mike
cuit comprising 18 houses, told The
Havas of the RKO Radio Austrian Film Daily yesterday on the eve of
office here has appointed Paul Hen- his return to San Juan from a two
ning as publicity director, replacing weeks' business visit to New York
Hans Gold, resigned.
that one of the principal reasons
for his trip here at this time, in
addition to purchasing new sound
New RKO Office in Poland
equipment for his houses, was for
Warsaw — In addition to the War- the purpose of applying to the FCC
saw head office maintained by RKO for a license to operate a broadRadio to take care of the Polish
casting station in Puerto Rico.
distribution under acting manager
The radio venture, Gonzales said,
Szymon Lehman's direction, a new would be directly tied up with his
office has been opened at Katowice. film theater operations. United
This branch in Poland's second larg- Theaters, Inc., owns approximately
est city will take care of the balance 20 per cent of Puerto Rico's houses.
of the territory.
Gonzales, who has been stopping
at the Hotel Edison, stated that attendance and revenue were continuRKO's New Balkan Distribs
ing on the up-grade throughout
Kaunas, Lith. — Harry Leasim, Puerto Rico, although admission
general manager of RKO Radio for prices remain at the same relative
Continental operations, has closed level, with dramatic and musical
a deal with Lietfilmas, with head- features in English, plus flash-in
quarters at Kaunas, Lithuania, for Spanish titles, most in demand by
the 1936-37 product. This arrangement also embraces Latvia and Es- patrons.
thonia.
"Dream" Print Presented

Berlin — The Reich Film Chamber
has recently released statistics
The best of the Mexican-made pic- showing the number and size of
in Germany as of Detures may at last penetrate the Ar- film theaters
cember 31, 1936. According to the
gentine picture market through ar- compilation there were at the end
rangements completed here by Luis
Pascual, manager of the Buenos of the year 5,302 cinemas in Germany having a combined seating
Aires exchange of the Compania Inof 1,943,049. Of these, 2,dustrial Film Espanol, S. A. (CIF- capacity
ESA), of Valencia, Spain, with the 316 with 1,195,906 seats were playing
cooperation of Justo Jose Aznar, daily. As compared with the last
previous estimate, (April 30, 1936)
CIFESA's Mexico representative.
the statistics indicate an increase
Pascual, who came here to look of 29 in the number of cinemas and
over the situation with a view to
ascertain definitely the advisability of 14,900 in seating capacity.
of CIFESA's producing in Mexican RKO Renews Danish Contract
studios while its own factories remain closed by the revolution in
Copenhagen — RKO Radio Pictures,
Spain, will undertake to distribute through Carl-Gerhard Wallman, in
the pick of the Mexican product in charge of Scandinavian territory for
Argentina for his company, and
has closed a new conwhen we left here on his way back the company,
tract with A. Bremerholm, of
to his offices in the Argentine capi- Gloria Film A.S., Copenhagen, for
tal he took with him the distribudistribution of the 1936-37 program
tion rights to "Janitzio."
in Denmark. The new pact continues a long uninterrupted connec- Lilli Palmer Borrowed
tion between the Danish firm and
London — Lilli Palmer, co-starred
Hoffberg to Make Spanish
RKO Radio.
with Richard Arlen in the Gaumont
Versions of Four Shorts
British
has
been feature,
borrowed "Silent
from GBBarriers,"
for the
of —"Non-Stop
New York"
J. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc., now has Cast
London
Robert Stevenson,
who is Herbert Wilcox production, "Sunin its editing rooms four shorts
GB's
"Non-Stop
New
which will be released soon. Two of directing
set in Vienna."
the subjects, "Isle of Paradise"
(Java) and "Bamboo," were narrated by Andre Baruch. "Hollywood Magic" and "Shanghai," the
remaining subjects, have symphonic
musical accompaniment. Hoffberg
is initiating a new policy with respect to these four films by making Spanish versions of each.

(Continued from Page

Barter System

for Films

for German films in America is neces arily alimited one.
Germany admitted only 120 foreign films last year. American distributors, however, were limited to
about 28, representing the number
of import licenses available by
transfer from German concerns exof these. porting abroad. There are only SO
In 1936, German film exports
totaled only 4,000,000 marks while
imports were double that figure.

To Shakespeare Library
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

> Washington — Warner Bros, yesterday presented a print of "A Midsummer Night's Dream" to the
Folger Shakespeare Library. Jacob
Wilk made the presentation for
Warners. The print was accepted
by Dr. Joseph Quincy Adams, library director.

Lord Suit Hearing Apr. 19
Supreme Court Justice Vincent
Leibell has set April 19 as date for
hearing on the $50,000 breach-ofcontract suit brought by Phillips H.
Lord (Seth Parker) against Pathe
News. Parker claims that Pathe
agreed to supply him with film technicians and to supply 50 per cent of
the cost of a round-the-world trip
he took by sailing ship recently and
failed to do so.
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T

T

will be his next production for Paramount.

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

EUR, M-G-M
TOURN
ES, has
received word from
director
JJACQU
father, Maurice Tourneur, that he
left Marseilles, France, Monday for
Tahiti. On his return trip to
France he will visit Hollywood and
New York. The elder Tourneur produced and directed such pictures as
"The Whip," "Isle of Lost Ships"
and "The Christian."
▼
T
T
Walter Wanger consented to the
cancellation of Estella and LeRoy's
contract to dance in "Vogues of
1938," so that they may appear at
the Savoy, London, during Coronation Week. Wanger will use them
in a later picture.
T

Pete Smith, M-G-M commentator,
has returned from Palm Springs,
where he completed the script of a
new short, "Radium," listed for
early production.
T
T
▼
Samuel Goldwyn has obtained the
services of Alan Hale for the second male lead in "Stella Dallas."
Hale was to have gone into RKO's
'New Faces," but Sam Briskia, that
company's production chief, agreed
to release Hale from that commitment if Goldwyn would loan him
Jerome Cowan to replace Hale in
the "New Faces" part.

Union Pacific Buys Film Set Design for Sun Valley

W.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Acting for the Union Pacific Railroad, of which he is board chairman.
Averell Harriman, has purchased the design and plans of film set used at Sun

Valley, Idaho, by Paramount'; "I Met Him in Paris" troupe for a $2,000,000 development program now going forward at the winter sports resorts, it was announced yesterday. Ahotel, dormitory and film theater will be built in the style of the set.

Casting assignments: Grand National— Wilma Francis, Vince Barnett, Frank Milan, "Marked Money";
RKO — Preston Foster, Joan Fontaine, "You Can't Beat Love"; Universal-— Russell Simpson, Walter
Miller, "Wild West Days"; Republic
— Warren Hull, "Rhythm in the
T

T

▼

T

T

T

Clouds."
Columbia has signed Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd, to write and produce
a musical screen play.
M-G-M has acquired film rights
to "Double Dummy," play with a
contract bridge background by Doty
Hobart and Thomas McKnight, produced last fall on Broadway.
T

T

T

Rosina Lawrence has been signed
to a new contract at the Hal Roach
studios, where she appeared in
"Kelly the Second" and other pictures. Jack Jevne, writer, has also
signed a new Roach contract.
V
V
▼
George Oppenheimer and Thomas
"A Nation of Flames," produced Reed have been given new contracts
by Halperin Brothers for Treasure as scenarists by M-G-M.
Pictures, has been booked in the
▼
T
T
RKO-Radio Theaters in Dayton and
The Ranee of Sarawak, now here,
Cincinnati as a single feature, starthas been signed by First National
ing April 23.
▼
▼
T
to act as technical adviser on "The
The billion-dollar beautician in- White Rajah," the picture in which
Errol Flynn will shortly be starred.
dustry here and in England will fur▼ ▼ ▼
rush the background for the second
Another
month
of camera work
•Samuel Goldwyn film Merle Oberon
will make on her return to Holly- which will add materially to the
ood from London. "Beauty Par- dramatic value of "Souls at Sea"
or" is the name of the story and is being planned by William Lerliss Oberon will make it in the Baron,
managing director of prosummer following the filming of
duction in Paramount's Hollywood
studio. A new sequence involving
'Spring in My Heart".
the spectacular escape of hundreds
of Negroes from a slave ship driven
"Strictly Accidental," written by
tfchard English, has been bought ashore in a gale will be added to
■>y S. J. Briskin, RKO Radio pro- the picture. T
▼
▼
duction chief, and will be readied
Danny Dare has been signed by
lor the screen as a vehicle for VicWalter Wanger to stage the swingJor Moore.
and-jam sessions in "52nd Street."
t
t
▼
Told in a sentence:
Paramount has signed Anna May
Wyn C a h o o n , appearing in
Vong to a one-film contract . . . "Brother Rat" on Broadway, has
tnd Reginald Denny and Roland been signed by Columbia.
•rew for "The Great Gambini" . . .
esar Romero replaces Boris Karloff
Boyce DeGaw and Isabel Dawn,
i "Armored
Car" . . . RKO has
gned Bill Grady for "New Faces who wrote the adaptation and script
f 1937" . . . Miriam Hopkins will of "Wings Over Honolulu," and who
e opposite Errol Flynn in First secured the extensive Naval cooperation required, have been assigned
ational's "The Perfect Specimen"
. . Roger Imhof has been signed by Universal to "Service DeLuxe,"
v B. F. Zeidman for "Sweetheart of story of a girl who established a
bureau for the carrying out of all
»e Navy".
T

t

▼

//

Lloyd was accompanied by Idwal
Jones, who once kept records in San
Francisco for Wells Fargo; John
Goodman, art director of the Lloyds
production unit and Hal McAlpin,
photographer.

kinds of shopping services for outof-town patrons.
▼
t
▼
Willie Howard has been signed to
"Miss Casey at the Bat," is the a film contract by M-G-M.
title of a new comedy Columbia has
scheduled for early production.
Charles Quigley and Jacqueline
A. Dorian Otvos has just comWells will play the leads, with Rita
Hayworth and Patricia Farr also
pleted the script of "Behind the
seen in featured parts.
Mike" by Thomas Ahearn and WalT
▼
▼
ter Butterfield. "Behind the Mike"
Frank Lloyd and a staff of as- will be produced for Universal by
sistants left Hollywood yesterday on Lou Brock. Star is likely to be
a research expedition to San Fran- Larry Blake, now playing in "The
cisco and surrounding country to Road Back," and it is also likely
that John King, who also has a radio
gather information for "Wells Fargo," dramatic historical film which background, will be in it.
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IMPERIAL'S 1937-38
LINEUP GALLS FOR 32
m Pane 1)

Charles S. Strong; "Sophisticated
Lady." by Robert Oliver; "Back
Reno," by Glenn Watkins;
•'The Model Murder,' by George
\ ss; "Honoi Among Women,"
by Jeanne Bowman; "Sky Girl," by
Nellie Graf; "Negligee," by Gladys
; "Silver Linings," by Sylvia
Parker; "Penthouse Love." by Richard Kent; "Petticoat Lane," an original story by S. W. Weil.
Imperial Exchanges
already are
established in New York, Portland,
ie, Cleveland, Boston, Cincinnati. Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis,
uapolis and New Haven and
expansion
will cover
every
key
coast to coast.

McFadden Named to New
Interstate Circuit Post

17

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
=^=^=^=

By

Sid Weiss

CAM SAX, Joe Henabery and Lee
Stewart leave Tuesday for Worcester and Boston to audition children
forthcoming
All-Kiddiefor Vitaphone's
short.

=^===

be in charge of the engineering department for the next three months.

Eddie DuPai is in from the coast
taking background shots in New
Yoik and Washington. Lloyd Goldsmith and Chet North are also here
from the coast to supervise the installation of RCA equipment at the
Vitaphone Studios.
Goldsmith will

Rumors by
of Roy
Mack's
are
dispelled
no less
an illness
authority
than Roy Mack himself. However,
Ed Savin is nursing a badly injured
finger, caught in his car door.
Addenda: David Mendoza, musical
director, has just completed a short,
his first appearance on the screen. . .
Sadie Kingman, who's with Bert
Frank, film ed., is a bride of two
weeks . . . Joe Henabery has completed work on Novis
"Cut Out
Love,"
with Donald
andforDorothy
Dare. Story is by Cyrus D. Wood
and Leo Sherin.

Vitaphone '36-'37 Lineup
Now 80 Per Cent Finished

Cinematique Francaise in
Film Exchange Arrangement

Lloyd French is directing Leon
Navara i)i "Sin-Copation," lively
script by Jack Henley, at the Brooklyn Vitaphone Studios

With 111 of its schedule of 140
Dallas — R. J. O'Donnell, Ii;
short subjects completed, the Vitastate Circuit vice-president and genphone production schedule for the
eial manager, has added a publicity, i 936-37 season is now 80 per cent
advertising and
exploitation
divi- finished. Only 29 short subjects
sion to his Program
Building and more remain to be produced. ComShort Subject Booking Department,
<\ shorts for the current season
m its third year under the di- include 30 out of 36 "Broadway
m of Besa Short.
musicals and comedies; 13
This new step divorces all phases Brevity"
out of 18 "Merrie Melody" cartoons;
ion booking and selling from 10 out of 13 E. M. Newman "Color'the feature department.
Fred Mc- tour Adventures"; 10 out of 13
Fadden has been
appointed
by "Vitaphone Pictorial Revue"; 13 out
O'Donnell
as
head
of
the
new
diviof 16 "Loonev Tune" cartoons; and
sion.
10 out of 13 "Big Time Vaudeville"
McFadden
takes up liis new du- shorts.
after live years with Inter
in publicity and advertising foi
Majestic, Palace and Melba Thea- New Kallet Oneida House
ters. Before opening the Dallas ofTo Be Ready on Oct. 15
•fice, he will visit the West Coa
discuss sales campaigns
with the
Oneida. N. Y. — Frank E. Lewis
subject producer.-.
and Son of Bainbridge have been
awarded the general contract for
the construction of the $210,000 film
: New Chicago Musicians
theater which Kallet Theaters, Inc.,
Rules Fail to Make Jobs will erect on Main St. Plans call
for a stage and installation of air
Chicago — Dictum of James C. conditioning system. The house will
i Petrillo, president of the Chicago be ready for opening on Oct. 15.
Federation of Musicians, that theaters which charge more than a WB Accessories Manual Out
quarter admission must, if using
The Warner Bros, home office acmade-in-Chicago sound films, employ the same number of musicians
cessories sales department is sending out to branch managers and
as were used in making the original
sound recording is floppo as a job accessories salesmen this week, a
maker.
50-page Manual explaining in detail
the new accessories rental plan of
Same thing applies co Petrillo's the company which goes into effect
(accompanying ruling that film the- on May 2. A broadside has also
j.aters charging
lower scales must,
prepared for distribution to
Bander similar conditions, hire an been
exhibitors this week.
organist or pianist.
Checkup over the week-end by
The Film Daily staff man failed
ITOA Meeting
"Routine"
to uncover a single employe added
Routine
business was
transacted
to any of the local theater staffs by the I. T. O. A. at a meeting yesas a result of the union's moves.
terday at the Hotel Astor.
Explanation is that few made-inChicago sound films are used.
"History" Stays a Third
Potentially troublesome, from the
exhioitor viewpoint, however, is the
Waiter Wanger's "History Is
1 report that Petrillo hopes to extend Made At Night," will play a third
his campaign to include union mu- urday.
week at the Rivoli starting on Sat^sicians in Hollywood studios.

Paris — The Cinematique Francaise, a French society for the collection of motion picture films, and
the American Museum of Modern
Art have recently arranged an exchange of motion pictures between
France and the United States. The
French society was founded only last
September, but already it has several hundred films in its library
Among the more interesting items
in the French collection are the early
efforts of Louis Lumiere. Oldest examples will be placed on display in
the Photography Pavilion of the Paris International Exposition of Arts
and Crafts which opens in the
French capital in May.

Three More Houses Closed
By Winter Flood Reopening
Cincinnati — Reopening of floodclosed and water-damaged theaters
following renovation continues. W.
C. Mills has turned on the lights in
the Mills Theater at West Huntington, W. Va. Jim Wilson's Riverside,
here is scheduled to reopen Saturday. R. W. Sacker is also reopening
the Liberty at Lawrenceberg.

Gertrude Ophuls for Films
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Gertrude Ophuls,
daughter of the late Dr. William
Ophuls, dean of the San Francisco
College of Medicine, has arrived
here from Vienna for a screen
career. Her mother accompanied
her. Singer is a sister of Mrs. Gordon Griffith, wife of the film writer.

Goodhue

With

Morris

Robert K. Goodhue has been appointed head of the literary script
and scenario department of the William Morris Agency in the East.

Mexican Rights to U. A.
DuWorld Pictures has sold rights
to
the "Popular
United
Artists forScience"
Mexico. series to

RCA Photophone. the
Magic Voice of the
Screen, offers you these
10 outstanding features
as PROOF of its unmatched superiority!
Rotary Stabilizer . . . Cellular
Speakers . . . Low Cost Maintenance, Liberal Service . . .
Simple Operation . . . Economical Operation . . . Pushpull Adaptability . . . High
Fidelity Reproduction . . .
Simple Installation . . . Accesiblty. . . Sole Ownership
Summed up, the features above
mean the very best in motion
picture sound. And that means
better box office! Let RCA
Photophone prove its pulling
power in your theatre!
RCA Sunday,
presents 2 the
every
to 3"Magic
P. M., Key"
E. S. T.
on NBC Blue Network
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GN TALKS $250,000
FINANCING BY GFI

\
4 ^ Filling&New
&*Positions y ^

Boston — Resignation of Arthur
Quinn,
manager of the Regent theHollywood — Grand National,
ater in Wallaston, Mass. surburban
through President Edward L. Al- M. & P. house, resulted in several
person, is negotiating with Con- managerial changes in other houses
solidated Film Industries for finan- of the New England Chain. Quinn,
cing amounting to $250,000, accord- resigned to join the Boston Police
ing to authoritative sources. Herbert J. Yates, head of Consolidated, Force. Nickolis Feenan replaced
is due here shortly from New York. Quinn at the Regent. Charles BasGrand National is understood to sen, former manager of the Oriental
have recently obtained $250,000 was promoted to the Standard Theater Supply Corp. to head the new
from Bank of America.
16 mm. department of the M. & P.
Purchasing department. Al Lourie,
City Auditorium Lessee
manager of the Field's Corner Theater replaced Bassen at the OrientFights Opposition Move
al. Joe Laurie went from the Franklin Park Theater to the Field's Corner to take the position vacated by
Brattleboro, Vt. — Spero Latchis,
secretary-treasurer of the D. Latchis his brother Al Laurie. Harold Friary took over the Franklin Park
& Sons, Corp., operating the Auditorium has petitioned the selectmen Theater.
to refuse a license for a proposed
theater to Western Massachusetts
Meriden, Conn. — Lou Falk, for
Theatres, Inc., Springfield, Mass.
two years manager of the Poli Theater, has been promoted to a New
The Latchis lease on the Auditorium, owned by the city, has a year York Loew house managership,
and a half to run. Mr. Latchis told which will be assigned on Monday.
the selectmen his corporation would Replacing Falk is Joseph Samarbe willing to renew the lease at an tano, of the Pitkin, Brooklyn, N. Y.
increased rental and make some imDenver — Dale Kline is now manprovements ifthey would deny a license to competing interests. The
aging the Plaza Theater for Dave
selectmen postponed action on the Cockrill. Cockrill recently took
over the Plaza and Alpine, the latpetition.
ter of which Kline was recently part
owner.

Cincinnati — Manny Shure, manager of RKO Albee, is leaving for
New York City, as manager for
"Easy Aces," radio program. Joseph
Alexander, manager of RKO Palace,
assumes managership of the Albee;
Irwin Bock is moved from the Capitol to the Palace as manager, and
Norman Lenz, Paramount assistant
manager, becomes manager of the
Capitol, in the move up occasioned
by Shure's resignation. J. Geers of
the Orpheum goes to the Paramount.

'DOWN-TO-EARTH' PIX
VITAL, SURVEY SHOW!
(Continued from Page

1)

eluding Louis K. Ansell, chairman
Anton Matreci, Clarence Kaima
and Joseph Ansell.
Resolution adopted by the coirl
mittee and forwarded to all pre
ducers reports these exhibitor de
sires:
"Sotries of the 'down-to-eartl
variety, of clean, wholesome, Amei
ican life, particularly those dealin
with people commonly in contac
with the great masses, and havin;.!
plots that
heart interest. maintain pronounce |
"Out -door stories with a musical
Harvey, 111. — Walter Grometer drama strain and fast action; fo
has been named Great States man- example, such as 'The Gay Desper
ager here. Hilbert Nelson has been ado,' with 'devil
are' charac
shifted to bhe Joliet theaters of the ters of the nature-may-c
as portrayed h
circuit.
Leo Carrillo.
"Musical romances of 'Maytirm
type
Jeannette MacDonald am
Indianapolis — Howard Mcintosh NelsonwithEddy,
and such pictures a
has been appointed assistant adver- 'Trail
of the Lonesome Pine' witl
tising sales manager at Paramount
exchange.
Sylvia Sidney, 'Cain and Mable
with Marion Davies
and Clark Ga
Lexington, Ky. — Gene Custer, city ble, 'Mr. Deeds Goes to Town' witl
manager for Schine Enterprises Gary Cooper, 'Pigskin Parade' witl
Stuart Erwin, 'My Man Godfrev
here, has been promoted to the with Carole
Lombard and Williai)
home office. A. O. Davidson, man- Powell and
'Swingtime' with Ginge
ager of the Ben Ali, succeeds Custer.
Astaire
and sFred
Rogers
."
Exhibitor
turned
thumbs
dowi
on stories of these types: withou
Hoquiam, Wash. — Art Hile is now femme appeal, in which war pre
managing the Seventh St. Theater, dominates, with morbid endings, ii
just taken over by the Evergreen which the major portion is a dream
M. P. Foster Takes Over
State circuit.
set in costume with foreign locale
in which there are undue brutalitj
Two Colorado Theaters
Indianapolis — Herman Morgan is
the new assistant booker at the
Chicago — Neil McGuire has been and numerous murders, sexy.
Universal exchange.
Even the use of first rank star;
named production manager for the
Denver — M. P. Foster has taken
Filmack Trailer Co.
in such undesirable stories will no
over the Nugut theater at Telluride,
Keokuk, la. — H. E. Stevens has
makeresolution
them profitable
attractions
Colo., and the Uray theater at
the
says.
Ouray, Colo., on a lease from Charles assumed his new duties as city manPittsburgh
—
Dave
Brown,
formerager of the Frisina circuit houses
ly short booker here for the Warner
Diller, the owner. Foster was re- here. For the past year he had
circuit and more lately with the
cently the manager of the Granada
Building Plans Altered
TheaAvalon
the
of
manager
been
St. Louis branch, has succeeded Max
theater at Monte Vista, Colo., and
Milwaukee, Wis. — Plans for th<
ter, Lawrenceville, 111. Vincent Hel- Stahl as office manager at United
also has an interest in the Lode theling, former manager of the Grand
building to house the Varsity The
ater at Silverton, Colo.
Theater here has taken over the Artists exchange. Stahl came here ater
here have been altered iron
early in the season to succeed Joel
Lawin
Avalon
the
at
managership
the
original
two-story design to inGoldin.
renceville.
clude two more stories. The addiU. A. Has Coronation Short
tional two floors will house the WisCounsel Fail to Agree
"Preparing for the Coronation," a Court Orders New Trial
one-reel short produced in England
On
Test
Case
Procedure
sors ofconsin
the Amusement
theater. Enterprises, lesIn Baltimore Bingo Case
by Henry Matson, will be released
by United Artists in India, China,
Lincoln, Neb. — After several conStraits Settlements, Philippine IsSunday Films Carried
Baltimore — A new trial has been
lands and New Zealand, according
ferences the bank night test case's
Meadowgrove, Neb. — This town
legal
battery
is
still
at
odds
as
to
granted
by
the
Supreme
Bench
of
to an announcement made by Ar- Baltimore in a recent case which whether the case shall be tried on shows.
voted 112 to 17 in favor of Sunday
thur W. Kelly, U. A. vice-president
stipulated
facts,
or
on
evidence.
The
grew out of bingo games being conin charge of foreign distribution.
ducted at a motion picture theater attorney-general's office here which
in the Negro section of the city. A is bringing the suit, through spokesman Francis V. Robinson, wants the
jury held that the game and drawings for prizes, participated in by stipulated facts, but the bank night
the non-winners, constituted a lot- attorneys — S. Halperin, MinneapoABOUT
lis, and John Mullen and Bill
tery. Attorneys contended the trial
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

FACTS

Such a large number of elaborate
gowns are being prepared for Marlene
Dietrich's new picture that workmen
are remodeling tier studio quarters to
make
room for them.
—PARAMOUNT.

judge's ruling constituted an instruction to the jury. They also contended that no extra cost was made
for tickets on the two nights each
week the bingo parties were held
after the performances.

Wright,tering
Omaha,
won't
certain facts
so agree
far. to enTest is being fought against the
Fox and Rivoli, Beatrice, Neb. Trial
date has not been set yet by the
Gage County Judge.

$55,000 for Film Rights

PeggyLaemmle
O'Donnell
Signed
Carl
Jr. has
signed
Peggy O'Donnell, New York stage
actress, who leaves for the coast
April 15.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., is understood
to have paid $55,000 for the screen
rights to "The Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse," current Broadway play.

FILMS
155 American feature pictures and
182 shorts were shown in Austria during 1936. German feature imports
numbered
112; shorts, 214.

mm

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Eighteen Years Old

°r

"Tnti mate in C ha racter
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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M.P.T.O.A. Names Committee to Probe Radio Problem

KUYKENDALL TO CHECK UNITS ON TRADETROGRAM
Monogram

and Grand National Set Sales Meet Dates

tori's Meeting in Chi. May
7-8, GN's on Coast
May 16-19

MPTOA

Hats with Silver Linings End Ork's Sit-Down Strike
Toronto, Ont. — When the orchestra literally "stopped the show" at the Victoria
Theater here this week and staged a sit-down strike to collect their pay, two patrons
saw to it that the performance went on by taking things into their own hands.
The "things" were their hats which they passed. When the chapeaux finally got lined
with silver coins, the collection was turned over to the striking musicians, who forthwith decided to end the strike . . . and strike up the band instead.

Two independents — Monogram
nd Grand National — yesterday set
lates and places for their annual
■ales conventions.
' Monogram's meeting is tentaively listed for May 7-8 at Chiago, President W. Ray Johnston
aid. Nine stories are being made
>eady for production on the coast,
'ith one, "Blazing Barriers," a story
f a forest fire built around the acfor major distributors
ivities of a CCC camp with Edward whoCounsel
are defendants in the Dallas
.mold Jr. featured, slated to go in
anti-trust suit, brought by the Dept.
(Continued on Page 4)
of Justice against the HoblitzelleO'Donnell theater interests as well,
met at the Hays office yesterday
and worked on the agreed statement

Major Companies* Attorneys Confer
On Hoblitzelle Case Facts Agreement

U" CERTIFICATES
GO ON CURB TODAY

Niagara Frontier 1st Quarter Grosses

Universal Corp. common stock
BufFalo — Niagara Frontier Theater box-office grosses for the first
oting trust certificates will be admitted to trading on the New York quarter of 1937 averaged better
urb Exchange today. Corporation than 18 per cent higher than for
'as organized as a Delaware hold- the same period of 1936, according
ig company a year ago to acquire to theater managers, circuit, neighborhood and independent. They also
controlling interest in Universal
ictures Co., Inc. and to supply the reported that the first quarter of
(Continued on Page 11)
1937 was from two to five per cent
ahead of the last three months of
last year.
oxy Reorg. Plan Is Best
Admission
charges
advanced

Obtainable, Says Schlosser

Albert J. Schlosser, of Halsey,
tewart & Co., investment bankers,
ho conducted negotiations with
)th Century-Fox on behalf of the
(Continued on Page

6)

"A Penny Saved," Etc.

Newark, N. J.— Manager Bill Phillips
of Loew's State was standing in the
lobby the other evening when a patron
presented two passes to the ticket
taker. Phillips explained a small tax
had to be paid, whereupon the man repaired to the box office. Then he was
observed making a note of the numbers
on his passes.
"So I can deduct the charge from
my income
hurried
in. tax," he explained as he

of facts. Attorney George Wright
of Dallas, local counsel for the majors, took part in the discussions,
which will probably be continued
today. He is expected to leave New
York over the week-end returning
to Texas.

up 18 P. C.

Prexy to Confer With
Nine Leaders on
Western Trip

As a missionary in behalf of the
M. P. T. 0. A. 10-point trade practice program, President Ed Kuykendall yesterday announced plans
for leaving late this month on a
coast trip which will bring him into
conference with the leaders of nine
units affiliated with his organization. Purpose of the move is to
"solidify" the M. P. T. 0. A. ranks
in support of the proposals and also
to determine unit attitude as to
what procedure is to be adopted in
order to (Continued
accomplish
the 4)objectives.
on Page

FREEMAN AND BLANK
WORKING OUT DEAL

slightly last year, but have held
Details of the permanent deal besteady since the first of the year.
tween Paramount and A. H. Blank,
Right now, managers are watching Middle-West circuit operator, are bethe developments of efforts to
ing worked
outbetween
at New
unionize unskilled employes. On
ferences
BlankYork
and conY.
the measure that unionization af- Frank Freeman, Paramount theater
fects operating costs will hinge the
head. Extension of the
question of whether admission department
present arrangement expires May 1.
charges must be advanced.
Blank is scheduled to leave New
Only one new theater is definitely York tomorrow or Sunday on his
planned for the district, that being return to Omaha.
(Continued on Page 4)

Waiter Vincent Heads MPTOA

Com.

Named to Work Out Radio Control Plan

Copyright Bill Treaty
Angle to be Considered
Washington

Bureau

of THE
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DAILY

Washington — The treaty angle of
the Duffy copyright bill will be considered by the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee onat Page
a special
meet(Continued
4)
Appointment of a committee to
Kansas City ITOA Group
formulate a plan to protect theaMaking Giveaway Survey
ters "against unfair and destructive
What, No Allied Bid?
Kansas City, Mo. — Committee of competition" from "unrestrained raAt an impromptu press conference
four I. T. O. A. members has been
dio competition" was announced by
yesterday, Prexy Ed Kuykendall of the
M.P.T.O.A. was kiddingly asked if he
appointed to make a survey of the the M. P. T. 0. A. yesterday. Presilocal giveaway situation as a result
dent Ed Kuykendall .has named the
was going to attend the Allied convention in Milwaukee next month.
"I haven't been invited although I
of a meeting held this week.
following to serve: Walter Vincent,
Exhibitors in some sections of the chairman; Arthur H. Lockwood,
did invite them to attend my Miami
Conn.;
Lewen
Pizor,
convention,"
he replied.
city feel that their elimination is Middletown,
(Continued on Page 11)
possible.
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East. Kodak
160%
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Paramount
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Para. Branch
Mgrs.
In Atlanta, San Antonio

Paramount has effected branch
In response to the suggestion
manager changes in two Southern
territories. Division Manager Joe from the Mayor's Board of Survey
Unger has switched Cecil E. House on the operator situation that Empire union men employed in I.T.O.A
from San Antonio to Atlanta, where
he succeeds Dave Prince, who has be not discharged, Local 306 takec
the position that its contract with
resigned. L. W. McClintock, sales- the
I.T.O.A. provides that only 306
man, has been promoted to branch
manager at San Antonio. George members be employed in I.T.O.A
Gaughan, Jr., formerly district theaters and has refused to arbithe employment of Empire
salesman-at-large, has taken over men intrateI.T.O.A.
theaters.
McClintock's former zone.
According to Melvin Albert, I.T.
Donajd L. Velde, in charge of ad
sales for Paramount, has promoted O.A. counsel, this leaves the next
William W. Sharpe, formerly ad step in the controversy up to Mayor
sales manager at St. Louis, to the LaGuardia.
post of ad sales supervisor for the
east. He succeeds Welden Waters,
who has been transferred to Cleve- Imperial Pictures, Inc.
land as salesman, succeeding G. H.
Files As Delaware Corp.
Robb, resigned. Charles Scheufler
has been advanced from ad sales
clerk to ad sales manager at St.
Articles of incorporation for ImLouis, succeeding Sharpe.
perial Pictures, Inc., were filed yesterday at Wilmington, Del., naming
William M. Pizor as president,
Dog Racing Bill Passes
Lewen Pizor, vice president, and E.
J. Smith as vice president in charge
Colorado's Lower House of distribution. Company will have
1,000,000 common shares of $1 par
Bill legalizing dog racing has value.
been passed by the House in Colorado, despite film industry opposiFiling of registration certificate
tion. The Senate has approved a and issuance of stock is being demeasure banning marathons.
layed pending appraisal of the company's assets and a general audit
Get Carrier Act Data
by the bankers.
At the meeting held at the Park
Centra] Hotel and attended by exe- Defer Next Sales Tax
cutives of the National Film CarParley Till New Week
riers Association and home office exchange heads of the various distribNext meeting of major company
uting companies, the latter group counsel on the New York City sales
was apprised of the rulings of the tax appeal decision will not be held
rulings of the Motor Carrier Act before early next week, it was
which affects them. James P. Clark,
learned yesterday. Attorneys yespresident of the Film Carriers Asterday were tied up in a conference
sociation presided. The conclave, be- on the Dallas anti-trust case involvcause of the valuable interchange of
ing
cirideas resulting from it, voted to
cuit the
and Hoblitzelle-O'Donnell
are expected to continue
hold similar meetings on the average this session today.
of once every three months.
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Spiegelgass Production Aide

West
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of THE
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Hollywood — Leonard Spiegelgass,
story editor for Major Pictures, has
been promoted to production assistant to Emanuel Cohen.

Coming
ED KUYKENDALL
visit to Washington.

is in New

HERMAN ROBBINS.
returns to New
York

York after a

who is now at the coast,
in about
10 days.

WALT DISNEY is due in New York next
week from Hollywood.
RALPH BRANTON is in New York from Des
Moines.
A. H. BLANK, now in New
morrow or Sunday
returning

Restriction

Bill

A bill prohibiting use of photographs of deceased persons within
five years of their death without the
consent of their trustees has been
introduced in the New York State
Assembly.

and Going

ATTORNEY GEORGE WRIGHT of Dallas, who
is now in New York, leaves over the weekend on his return to Texas.

APRIL
9
Sharon
Lynn
Jeff Lazarus
William
G. Stuber

306 Cites Contract and
Refuses to Arbitrate

York, leaves toto Omaha.

BEN KALMENSON, Central District Manager for Warners is in New York on a business trip conferring
with Gradwell
L. Sears.
NINO MARTINI opens his concert tour tonight in Memphis,

GLORIA GILBERT, toe-dancer who recently
completed a year's tour of Europe, departed
yesterday by train for Hollywood to appear in
"Walter
Wanger's
Vogues
of 1938."

Pneumonia Proves Fatal
To Helen Burgess at 2.
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL

Beverly Hills — Helen Burgess, 21
young
Paramount
contract playejl
who, without previous film exper;
ence,
rocketed
into
prominenc
through
her role of the wife
"Buffalo Bill" Cody in "The Plaint
man," is dead here of pneumonu
Following
her appearance
in tr
DeMille
production,
Miss Burges
was
awarded
a partworking
in "A Doctor'
Diary,"
and was
on he
third feature
for Paramount,
Night theof illness
Mystery,"
with
which when
provedstricke'
fatai
Funeral arrangements are pending

Two Men

In Booth Not

Needed, Committee

Tol<-'

Hartford, Conn. — Theater fire ste!
tistics disprove the necessity for twl
projectionists in a booth, Edwar
Levy,
MPTO
secretary,
asserte
yesterday at the Judiciary Commil
tee's hearing on the two-men-in-Si
booth bill now before the Connectj
cut legislature. Levy told the Corr
mittee further than State Police irj
spection was adequate.
Seventy-fivl
exhibs
and
exchange
men
appeare'
to oppose the measure, following
meeting at the Bond Hotel.
Labo
leaders
told the
Committee
th
measure
was essential for safet

Smith, Publisher, Dead
Funeral arrangements for Georg
C. Smith, Jr., 45, president of Stree
& Smith, publishers of 26 maga
zines including "Picture Play," ar
pending, following his death o
Wednesday in the Fifth Avenu
Hospital after a brief illness. B
was a member of many clubs ir
eluding the Metropolitan, New Yor
Yacht Club, Turf and Field, Groliei
Creek, Piping Rock and Seawanhak
Corinthian Yacht. Two sisters, Mrs
Artemas Holmes of 760 Park Ave
and Mrs. Anne Wenden of Londorl
and an aunt, Mrs. George H. Goul
of the Hotel Plaza, survive.

"Lenin" Gets a Sixth
"Tsar to Lenin" released by Lei
auer International Films, will b
held over for a sixth week at th;
Filmarte Theater, postponing for
second time the opening of "Kim
ko," Japanese talking film, schec
uled to follow.

TWA CUTS FAREl

PHIL REGAN, Republic star, and MRS. REGAN, arrived in town yesterday by motor from
the coast.

Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates

KENNETH THOMPSON, executive secretary
of the Screen Actors' Guild, left yesterday
tor Hollywood.

Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast

SAUL EDWARDS, G-N eastern sales manager,
left yesterday on a swing around the exchanges
after which
he will proceed
to the coast.
ROY DISNEY has arrived in New York from
the coast.

Non-stop between New
York and Chicago

MITCHELL LEICHTER of Advance Pictures
left New York yesterday to visit Philadelphia
and Boston to conclude deals in both cities.

TWA NEW YORK OFFICE
1503

Broadway,
70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Desk — Penn. Station
Telephone:
MCiray
Hill 6-1640

r

THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLI

MAMMOTH 3-WAY CAMPAIGN UNDER WAY to hail Warners' release next week of "Call It a Day," with
newspaper serializations, day-date advertising and 103-station broadcast (above, with Olivia de Havilland, Ian
Hunter,

Bonita

Granville,

emcee

Louella

Parsons,

Frieda

Inescort, Waller Woo/f

King, Roland

YoungJ.t

HE'S OVER! Ever-mounting holdover list
for"The King and the Chorus Girl"sends
exhibitor praises skyward for Fernand
Gravet as Los Angeles, Frisco, Charlotte,
Louisvillejoin 2nd week situations. Joan
Blondell, Ed Horton are other majorolers.*

MARK OF BETTE DAVIS' [/eft] triumphant
return to screen indelibly left at Granada
Theatre, South Bend, where world premiere
of "Marked Woman"

brings average week's

gross in first 2 days!0

"THE PERFECT SPECIMEN" win have as
co-star for Errol Flynn, Miriam Hopkins, who
won assignment after exhaustive search for
perfect screen specimen to portray famed
Samuel
A Warner Bros. Picture

Hopkins Adams
°A First National Picture

novel's heroine.
tA Cosmopolitan Production

"PRINCE" AND "PAUPER" ARRIVE! Twin-stars Billy and
Bobby Mauch (I. to r. or r. to I.) receive warm welcome
on New York arrival following stupendous (but really)
Hollywood preview of their "Prince and the Pauper," in
which Errol Flynn shares top billing.0
Vitagraph, Inc., Distributor

m
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KUYKENDALL TO CHECK
UNITS ON TRADE PLAN
(Continued from Page

BUFFALO GROSSES UP
18% FOR 1ST QUART.

1)

Kuykendall plans to reconvene his
trade practices committee, membership of which is identical to the association's executive committee, following completion of the checkup.
He will first visit Minneapolis and
then go to Chicago, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Salt Lake City, Denver, Oklahoma
City and Dallas, then returning to
New York.
The M. P. T. 0. A. head today
will confer with sales managers individually in an effort to obtain
concessions beyond those already
granted and as authorized by the
recent Miami convention. He will
particularly discuss plans for establishing local conciliation boards
as agreed to by all distributors.
Kuykendall returns to Washington Sunday and later goes on to
Memphis to attend the tri-state
convention opening April 18. After
returning from his coast trip, he
sails for Europe to attend the C. E.
A. convention in England, having
accepted an invitation to speak
there. While abroad Kuykendall
will visit several European countries, he indicated yesterday.

Monogram, GN Set
Sales Meet Dates

(Continued from Page V)

T
•

T

T

•

• WHAT LOOKS like a perennial showmanship stunt
that M-G-M Voice and Screen Test
this unit recently played a return engagement at Loew's State in Newark, N. J.
in co-operation
with the Newark
Star-Eagle
the
stunt garnered about seven full pages of space in the search
for new screen personalities
during the two-weeks' campaign over 4,000 applications were received
voice and
screen tests on the stage of the theater boosted b.o. receipts
an extra $700 for the two nites
return engagements of
the Voice and Screen Test will also be played at Loew theaters
in Washington,
D. C. and Baltimore
it's almost three
years since Eddie Carrier started making these tests under
supervision of Billy Ferguson
and the stunt is still a
BOB (coined word for b.o. builder)

•

• • DON'T FORGET that social event of the season
the annual Dance and Entertainment of the Press Photographers held tonite at the Hotel Commodore
with
the list of talent the camerartists will have on hand, the show
will keep going till the small hours
• • • ONE OF the outstanding newspaper campaigns of
the year
that of Morris Kinzler put in back of "Top of
the Town" for the Universal picture at the Roxy
the entire slant of the ads was on the "more-of-everything" idea
more laffs
more gals
more spectacle and splendor. . .

(Continued from Page 1)

work early next week, Johnston declared.
Grand National will hold its convention May 16-19 in Los Angeles,
Edward M. Peskay, vice president,
said yesterday. Peskay and Ed Finney, G-N publicity and ad chief,
leave next week en route to the
coast.

•
•
• A BOOK with satirical slants on the pix biz
"In Pictures"
being brought out by T. J. Maloney, Inc.
on April 28
a preview copy indicates that it's a
right smart job of spoofing Hollywood
done by experts
the pictures are the work of Will Connell
and the
accompanying story (originally printed in the Satevepost) by
such Hollywood natives as Nunally Johnson, Patterson McNutt,
Gene Fowler and Grover Jones

"Dime Night" Brings Exhib
Arrest on Lottery Charge

•

Kansas City, Mo. — Hugh Gardner, operator of the Orpheum Theater at Neosho, who has been conducting aDime Night in opposition
to an ultimatum against giveaways
issued by Wayne Slankman, prosecuting attorney of Newton County,
was charged with selling lottery
tickets. Gardner gave bond and
will be tried in the June term of
the Circuit Court.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
Make-up artists estimate that it cost
Simone Simon 100 hours' extra time in
making up her hair for "Seventh Heaven" because she wore her own hair
instead of a wig.
—20th
CENTURY-FOX.

•

• THEY CLAIM that it is the largest national billboard campaign ever put in back of a picture
that for
"The Prince and the Pauper" Warners will start it on
May 1, continuing thru the month till 1400 cities throughout
the land are posturized with 24-sheets
this campaign will
give the feature a one-week advance and three-week current
buildup with the release date May 8
exhibs can snipe the
posters with day and date announcements of local showings
•
•
• CANDID
CAMERA
Nite
a novelty stunt at
Loew's State on Monday eve
patrons possessing cameras
will be invited to take shots of the current stage show
consisting of Ed Sullivan's "Dawn
Patrol Revue"
cash
prizes will later be awarded for the best photos
with the
best ones displayed in the lobby
if the stunt clicks, it will
be carried along as a regular feature ...
• Open house at
the new building of the Capitol Stage Lighting Co
527
W. 45th St
music and refreshments all day
May 1
is the date

the La Salle, in Niagara Falls, for
the Basil Brothers' circuit. There
has been discussion of a new Schine
house in Salamanca, but nothing
yet has developed. Several theaters
here, notably the Basil Genesee and
the downtown Academy, have installed new marquees or fronts.
With the exception of the Star,
East Side house, which is open and
closed spasmodically, all theaters
open a year ago still are. Most
recent addition to the list is the
Filmarte, latest name for the Gayety, erstwhile burlesque house.
Recently organized Theater Managers' Protective Association now
is engaged in legal battle with city
police relative to bank nights and
giveaways.
ordered Police
treasury Commissioner
nights stopped.
TMPA is basing its stand on Court
of Appeals decision in Rochester
case, People vs. Shafer.
As for double features, they appear here to stay indefinitely. Occasional y a situation
of four
firstrun houses
downtown
showing
double bills. First-runs in neighborhood houses have been frequent
in the past six weeks.

Copyright Bill Treaty
Angle to be Considered
(Continued from Page

SICK REPORT
Lincoln — Bob Livingston, manager of the Capitol here, is in bad
shape with a cold. Show business
is so much
a habiton with
he's
doing
a holdover
the him,
affliction.
West

Coast Bureau of THE

•

• THUS GALLANTLY we greeted Our Gal Friedegg
"What rosy cheeks you have today, Frieda.
Or is it
just high blood pressure from the strain of travelling with us
trade paper guys !"
Our incompetent sec surveyed
us
snootily
"You probably mean high blush pressure from
the pain of listening to you trade paper frys."

«

«

«

»

»

»
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Hollywood — Condition of Ewing
Scott, director, who sustained a
broken leg and several cuts about
the face and neck in a motor crash,
is reported as improved at the
Queen of the Angels Hospital.
West Coast Bureau of THE

•

1)

ing next Monday at 10 a.m., it was
announced yesterday. Sen. F. Ryan
Duffy, bill's sponsor, will preside.
Appearances are expected by
Gabriel Hess, MPPDA general attorney; Attorney Edwin P. Kilroe.
and Fulton Brylawski, latter attorney representing the copyright committee of the Hays organization.

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Arthur Treacher is
recovering from an appedicitis operation at the Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital.
Canton, O. — Max Young, manager of Mozart, State and McKinley
theaters here, is recovering from a
siege of influenza which confined
him
to his room at Hotel Statler,
Cleveland.
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s
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

"LTOLLYWOOD will be well represented in London on May 12
when King George VI and Queen
Elizabeth are crowned in Westminster Abbey. From the Warner Bros.First National studios alone, at
least half a dozen leading players
will leave for London in the immediate future.
Ian Hunter and his wife, the former Casha Pringle, both Britishborn, plan to sail soon for London,
accompanied by their two sons for
the coronation ceremonies. John
Farrow and his wife, Maureen 0'Sullivan, will also depart soon and
after the Coronation will go to Ireland to visit Miss O'Sullivan's family. Glenda Farrell, who is now in
England making a picture at Warner Bros.'
Teddington
will
remain
abroad
for the studios,
ceremonies.

Kay Francis, who recently returned
from Europe to start work on her
newest starring vehicle, "Confession," expects to finish the picture
in time to slip back to London for a
week or two at Coronation time and
has made sailing reservations.
Phil Regan, now in New York,
will make four pix for Republic for
1937-38.
T

▼

▼

Purnell Pratt has been signed by
Paramount to play a role in "A
Night of Mystery," being directed
by E. A. Dupont.
T

▼

▼

When Nino Martini, reports at
the RKO studio on May 20, he will
go to work under the man who first
brought him to this country from

RCA

Sound for Ray-Bell

in

•

•

•

Introducing Interesting Personalities:

Heidelberg,

Zurich,

Munich

and

• •

©
old
in

an

finally Berlin

theaters. For nine years a member of Max Reinhardt's Berlin Theater company. A deep student,
intellectual, artistic. Almost in a row came
through with "A Midsummer Night's Dream"
(in collaboration with Reinhardt), "Story of
Louis Pasteur," "White Angel." Is a master
of big themes and spectacular mass effects.
Knows the camera. A master of angles. Never
takes an unnecessary shot. Has a marvelous
mind for detail and carries in his memory an
outline of every camera
black.

change

so that he lit-

erally "cuts" the picture as he shoots it. Hair,
Eyes, brown.
Stands over 6.

Italy in 1S29 —
Lasky.

Producer Jesse

L.

nurse to a child heiress, the role in
which four-year old Nancy Clancy
will make her screen debut.

Lasky introduced him to the U. S.
T
T
▼
to make some operatic short films
William
Hebert
of
the
studio pubeight years ago, but the popularity
licity staff has been added to the
of musical pictures was not as great
then as it is now. The shorts were script staff which prepares promore successful in South America
grams for "Paramount on Parade,"
than here. Martini returned to Italy, Para.'s Sunday radio program.
▼
V
▼
but came over again to score a sucRussel Crouse and Howard Lindcess in opera in Philadelphia. That
say, musical comedy playwrights,
led to his four years at the Met.
who have been working on the script
T
T
T
Big Broadcast of 1938" yesRuth Robinson has been given a of "The terday
were assigned by Paramount
featured character role in "Midnight to work on the script of "Artists
Madonna," which Emanuel Cohen is
T
▼
producing for Paramount with War- and Models." ▼
ren William and Mady Correll playGarnett
Weston,
has
been asing leading parts under direction of
signed to work on an original story
James Flood. Miss Robinson, will
appear as the bored and petulant featuring Anna May Wong, who re-

Roxy Reorg. Plan Is Best

Indication that industrial motion
Obtainable, Says Schlosser
picture producing companies are
following the recent Hollywood
(Continued from Page 1)
trend toward the improvement of
quality in sound recording is seen Roxy noteholders committee, resultin the announcement yesterday by
ing in the Roxy reorganization plan
Edwin M. Hartley, RCA Photophone
head, that Ray-Bell Films, Inc., of now before the court, testified yesSt. Paul, Minn., has signed an RCA
terday before Special Master Addisound recording license agreement
son S. Pratt that the plan was a
for a term of five years.
good one and the best that could be
obtained.
Pemas Closes House
Schlosser traced the negotiations
with
20th Century-Fox out of which
Detroit — Ted Pemas' Rivoli The- the plan
was evolved. He said the
ater at Tawas City, Mich., has been
plan treated the noteholders well
closed.
and mentioned that Milton C. Weisman, Fox Theater trustee, would
shortly declare a dividend on the
To Dub Fiim Star?
noteholders claim against Fox TheLondon (By Cable) — That Britain may
aters.
carry the dubbing of film a step further
and dub a film star is reported here
by the London Daily Mirror. Gracie
Fields, England's favorite screen comedienne who is now in Hollywood, will
probably be dubbed a Dame of the
British Empire, a title which corresponds
to knighthood, at the forthcoming Coronation ceremonies. Marie Tempest, English actress, is also expected to be
similarly honored.

No.

Born
WILLIAM
DIETERLE. Director, under contract to Warners
lassies in
Rheinpfalz and as early as 10 years of age staged c 71
barn with newspapers pasted on boards for
scenery. As soon as possible joined a cheap
theatrical troupe from which he graduated to

Hearing
on the plan will be resumed today.

Bowes Units for Expo.
Four Major Bowes units have
been booked for the Greater Texas
Exhibition beginning June 12.

Republic Regional Sales
Meet to be Held in Chi.
J. J. Milstein, vice-president in
charge of distribution for Republic
Pictures, leaves today for Chicago
to hold a regional sales meeting over
the weekend. Attending the Chicago
meeting will be Max Roth, central
division sales manager, Irving Mandel, Harry Lorch and the entire Chicago sales force. L. W. Marriott
will be in from Indianapolis, and
Jack Frackman from Milwaukee.
Milstein and Roth will leave immediately after for Kansas City,
where he will conduct a second
meeting Monday morning. It will
be attended by Bob Withers and the
entire local staff, Gilbert Nathanson
of Minneapolis, E. J. Tilton of Des
Moines, Henry Novitsky, of Omaha,
Steinberg- and Rosenthal of St.
Louis, and Sol Davis of Oklahoma
City. Filstein will then proceed direct to the company's Hollywood
studios to line up the company's
product for the 1937-38 season.

cently returned to Hollywood and
signed
a one-picture contract witl
Paramount.
▼
▼
T
With the film completed and ii
the editorial rooms, the New Uni
versal yesterday changed the titW
of its Kubec Glasmon picture, "Th(
Cop," to "The Breaking Point.'
Camera work was completed on thi.
picture last week by Director Mil
ton Carruth.

▼

▼

▼

Marjorie Lord, whom RKO Radh
Pictures recently brought to Holly!
wood from the Broadway stage, wilj
have the feminine lead in "Eas]
Going" ("A Pair of Sixes"), wit!
Bert Wheeler and Bob Woolsey|
Miss Lord is also scheduled to pla;
the same part in RKO Radio':
screen
"Stage Door'
that sheproduction
had on theof stage.

▼

TV

▼

T

Marriage of Jeannette MacDon
aid and Gene Raymond will tak
place June 17, it is announced
Honeymoon will take them t
Hawaii.
▼

"Criminals of the Air," now be;
fore the cameras, will be the releas '
title of the Columbia feature whic]
was formerly
known
as "Honey
▼
▼
T
moon
GlennPilot."
Morris, Decathlon
chani
pion of the world and winner of th
1936
Sullivan
Trophy,
yesterday
was signed to a long-term contrac!
to play the role of Tarzan in a ne\!
series of pictures concerning tha
Edgar Rice Burroughs jungle char
acter to be produced by Sol Lesse
for release through 20th Century
Fox.
"Tarzan's Revenge" will b
the first of the series, and will g
before the cameras early in May.

Tidewater Film Theaters
In Virginia Increasin;
Va. — increase
This sumi
merVirginia
will seeBeach,
a marked
the number of seaside amusemen
places, including film theaters
Coastal Amusement Corp. of Noi!
folk has just been chartered to er
ter the field. Its officers include I
R. Page, president; M. V. Neah
vice-president, and Frank Hosheac
secretary-treasurer.

Install 16 mm. Equipment
O. & W. Cine Enterprises is ir
stalling a 16 mm. recording equij
ment in its studio.

Preparedness, 1937 Version
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Hollywood — With due solemnity, Warners announced yesterday that "Public
Wedding" has been retitled "Public
Wedding No. One." The pix, studio
execs, explain, may be the forerunner
of another cycle so they are taking no
chances in letting the public know that
their product is the dyed-in-the-wool
original, pioneering picture in the field.

The NEW UNIVERSAL
HAS The SECRET OF
DIENCE APPEAL
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Reviews <$ the Hew Tib**
in

"Sailor Maid"
Tolumbia
19 mins.
Rough But Not Funny
A rough-and-tumble
skit with
'oily Moran falling for Frank Mills
is a" sailor on a battleship whom she
-neets ashore.
Polly has to get
narried in a hurry to keep from beiig deported, so she picks on the
' silor as the fall guy. He is willing,
>ut can't get ashore to marry her.
!o Polly swipes the buddy's clothes,
md goes aboard.
After discovery
,is a female, and much
scurrying
I n and out of hiding places, the two
omantics
land in the briny and
swim for shore.
Produced by Jules
♦Vhite from a story by Charles La•nont. Rough but not funny.

Two Indiana Operators
Will Add Third Theater
Columbus, Ind. — Trueman Remmsch of this city will build a $75,«00 theater in Elwood. Rembusch oprates two theaters there at present.
The Linton Theaters Co. of Linen, will build a $60,000 theater. The
ompany also already operates two
^inton houses.

Pictorial Revue No. 8
11 mins.
Vitaphone
Interesting
An interesting- presentation of
the entire business of manufacturing phonograph records, showing
the initial recording, the making of
the master record, and the final
pressing operations. The invasion
of women into the masculine and
rough game of polo, but the femme
team only do a few routine maneuvers in no way dangerous or exciting, so this sequence is pretty
flat. The final sequence takes the
audience through a lipstick factory
and shows how the article starts as
a messy paste and finishes as the
very attractive sales article done up
in all sorts of fancy wrappings.

Universal

Meighan Net, $577,790

"HONRARAS
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Universal Club to Dance

At the American Women's Association building, 353 West 57th St.,
the Universal Club, comprising the
producing company's general personnel and executives, will hold an
entertainment and .dance tonight, the
first affair since the club elected its
new officers headed b^ Andrew H.
Sharick, president. Entertainment
Bedore Joins GoldE Co.
features will be under the direction
Chicago — R. P. Bedore
has re- of Joe Weil. Herman Stern, manigned his post with the Chicago
ager of the non-theatrical department of Universal paradoxically
l-inema Products
Co. to affiliate
ith the GoldE Manufacturing Co., heads the entertainment committee.
theatrical and projection equipment Dance music will be by the Thomas
ouse.
Radio Orchestra.

A TUS

PADRES"

("Honor

Thy Father and Thy Mother"), dialogue
film in Spanish; an Aspa production; directed by Juan Orol, with Victoria Blanco,
Juan Orol, Rene Cardona, Maria Luisa Zea,
et al, in the cast. Presented at the Teatro
Cervantes.
A frequently faltering story in a minor
key, and garnished with only bare wisps
of humor, handicaps an excellent cast of
players who strive valiantly to overcome
the shallowness of the material. That their
efforts in vain is clinched by the film's
technical weaknesses. The screenplay deals
with the heartless seduction of a plantation manager's daughter by the youthful
estate's owner, and the vengeance wreaked
upon the latter by an idealistic lieutenant
of the local guards.

MPTOA
Certificates
Go On Curb Today

latter with additional funds for
working capital. J. Cheever Cowdin is chairman of both Universal
Corp. and Universal Pictures Co.
Latter and subsidiaries in the year
ended Oct. 31 last, did a $17,500,000
gross, according to the listing application filed with the Curb.
Listing of 1,014,913 2/3 certificates for common stock of $1 par
Blair, GN Exploit Mgr.
value,
of which 525,681 are outstandHarry N. Blair has been appointed
ing, has been approved. In addition
xploitation manager by Edward to the
common stock, Universal
"inney, director of advertising and
mblicity of Grand National Films, Corp. has $4,000,000 of 10-year 5 per
convertible debentures out. Blair immediately takes over cent
standing.
s new duties upon the resignation
Universal Corp. owns 229,027.46
f Bill Peirce, former assistant to
shares of common stock of Universal
^inney, this week. Blair has been a
i ember of the GN publicity depart- Pictures Co., or more than 91 percent of the total outstanding; 20?ment since its inception.
000 shares of second preferred stock,
or 100 per cent, and also 200 shares
Hat. Carbon Offices Moved of Big U Film Exchange Inc. comSan Francisco — District Office of
mon stock, or 80 per cent of the outstanding issue.
'he Carbon Sales Division of Naional Carbon Company, Inc., formUniversal Pictures Co. common
rly located at 599 Eighth St., has stock also is listed on the Curb Exmoved into quarters in the Adam
while the company's first
Jrant Building. Office is under the preferredchangestock,
of which 18,000
urisdiction of E. C. Friday, Dis- shares are outstanding, is traded on
rict Manager.
the New York Stock Exchange.
Thomas Meighan, star of silent
ilms, left a gross estate of $623,804
nd a net estate of $577,790, accordag to a transfer tax appraisal just
led in the office of Surrogate Leone
). Howell
in
Mineola,
L.
1.
jleighan died on July 8, 1936, at
lis home in Great Neck.

ft

FOREIGN

SHORTS
Polly Moran

ft

Committee On
Radio Is Appointed

"BEDZIE LEPIEJ" ("Happy Days"), Pollish dialogue film; produced by Feniks;
music by H. Wars; directed by M. Waszynskiego, with Szczepko and Tonko,
Wanda Jarszewska, Wilhelm Korabiowski,
et al, in the cast. Presented by Kinopol
at the Chopin Theater.
Light, sentimental comedy, most of
whose action takes place in toy factories
at Lwow and Warsaw. The team of
Szczepko and Tonko, the Laurel and Hardy
of Poland, make their screen debut in this
attraction. Absence of English titles confine full appreciation of the story to those
acquainted with the Polish language. Technically, the picture is surprisingly good,
and serves notice that Polish producers
will be heard from convincingly in the international film marts.

Paris Exposition Will
Have Pavilion of Films

Paris (By Cable)— Monument to
the arts of photography, recording
and film production, will rise at the
Philadelphia, and Samuel Pinanski, foot of the
Boston.
Eiffel Tower, as an exhibit of the Paris 1937 International
Vincent, who is in sole charge of Exposition.
Louis Lumiere has accepted the
the move, will call a meeting in the
near future, it was stated yesterday, presidency of this class at the show.
after he had held a preliminary con- In the Lyon Lumiere factories exference with Kuykendall in New
periments tending toward the soluYork.
tion of the problem of colors, and
three
dimensional moving picture,
At the recent M. P. T. O. A. convention at Miami, three grounds of are now going forward under his
direction. Lumiere reveals that his
lows:
complaint
were bi-ought out as fol- color research concerns the use of
auto-chromatic plates which he inThat free professional entertainvented 30 years ago. Three dimenment brought into the home by rasional films are now being shown
dio is direct competition with the
applying his recent discoveries
theater, more so when the same here
in this field.
talent is used in both radio and
An ultra modern film studio, comscreen entertainment;
plete in every detail, will occupy the
That constant use of a screen main floor of the pavilion. Other
star in radio broadcasts damages halls will be devoted to the latest
their box-office value, destroys their methods and results achieved in the
prestige by familiarity and by in- photographic field. France's new
developments in color photography
adequate staging; and
will be demonstrated. A recording
That excerpts from current pic- studio will be located in another
tures and condensed versions of a section of the hall.
photoplay given over the air destroys interest in the picture when
"Masquerade" In Buffalo
it plays at the local theater.
"Masquerade in Vienna," Austrian
The committee will welcome ideas
film released by World Pictures, will
and suggestions from exhibitors on
the opening attraction at the
the radio problem, will undertake be
to examine the practical matter of Gaiety Filmarte Theater, Buffalo,
what should be done, how it can under the house's new policy of
be done and what sort of regulation playing foreign and unusual films.
"Wake Up" Opens Big
or control would reduce the damage to stars and theaters to a minimum, it is stated.
Miami — World premiere of "Wake
Up and Live" at the Lincoln theater
here Wednesday night drew turnEstes Joins Filmack
away biz, and a swank audience.
Local reviewers gave the film raves
Chicago — Joe M. Estes, former yesterday.
director of publicity for the Saenger
theaters in New Orleans, has joined
"Beethoven" Stays a 3rd
the forces of the Filmack Trailer
here, as promotion sales manager,
"Beethoven Concerto," Amkino release, will be held over at the Cameo
Irving Mack, head of the company,
for a third week.
announces.
(Continued from
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A Calendar <rf J-tdkuw lldeave*
An alphabetical list oi English-speaking features released since Nov. 18, 1936. together with pictures scheduled for release during the next few
months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release dates have been scheduled.
Dates after titles are distributor
release dates; FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review.
Names after review dates are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts
and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.

Title

Release Date

Accused
(United Artists)
Not set
FD: 12-17-36: D. Fairbanks, Jr., Dolores
Del Rio
Aces and Eights
(Puritan)
FD: 8-8-36: Tim McCoy
Aces Wild
(Commodore)
FD: 1-20-37: Harry Carey Gertrude Messinger
After the Thin Man (M-G-M)
12-25-36
FD: 12-7-36: Wm. Powell, Myrna Loy
Another
Dawn
(Warner Bros.) ... .In Prod.
Kay Francis, Errol Flynn
April Romance
(M-G-M)
11-20-36
FD: 2-2-37: Richard Tauber. Jane Baxter
Arizona Days (Grand National) ... .1-30-37
FD: 2-2-37: Tex Ritter, Ethelind Terry
Arizona
Mahoney
(Para.)
12-4-36
Joe Cook, June Martel
As Good as Married
(Universal)
5-9-37
John Boles, Doris Nolan
As You Like It (20th-Fox)
1-8-37
FD: 11-6-36; Elisabeth Bergner
Backstage
(GB)
3-15-37
Anna Neagle, Arthur Tracy, Tillie Losch
BadDick
Man's
ForanTerritory (Warner Bros) Not set
Banjo On My Knee (20th-Fox)
12-4-36
FD: 12-1-36: B. Stanwyck, J. McCrea
BAR Z Bad Man
(Republic)
1-20-37
Johnny Mack Brown, Lois January
Battle of Greed (Crescent
FD: 1-4-37; Tom Keene, Gwynne Shipman
Beethoven's Great Love
(French M.P. Co.)
FD: 1-29-37: Harry Baur, Arnie Ducaux
Behold the BridegToom
(RKO)
In Prod.
B. Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall
Beloved
Enemy
(United Artists) . . .12-25-36
FD: 12-12-36: Merle Oberon, Brian Aherne
Beware of Ladies
(Republic)
12-21-36
FD: 1-12-37; Donald Cook, Judith Allen
Beyond Victory (Crescent)
1-18-37
Tom Keene
Big- Business
(20th-Fox)
In Prod.
Bill Cracks Down (Republic)
3-22-37
FD: 3-22-37; Grant Withers, Judith Allen
Black Legion (Warner Bros.)
1-30-37
FD: 12-30-36; H. Bogart, Ann Sheridan
Bold Caballero. The (Republic) .... 1-18-37
FD: 12-3-36: Heather Angel, Bob
Livingston
Boots and Saddles (20tb-Fox)
4-2-37
Borderland (Paramount)
2-26-37
FD: 2-15-37: Wm. Boyd, Jimmy Ellison
Border Phantom (Republic)
12-28-36
Bob Steele, Harley Wood
Breezing
Home
(Universal)
1-31-37
FD: 2-2-37; Binnie Barnes, William
Gargan
Broadway Melody of 1937 (M-G-M) .6-25-37
Broken Blossoms (Imperial)
Not set
FD: 1-15-37; Dolly Haas, Emlyn Williams
Bulldog Drummond Escapes
(Para.) .1-22-37
FD: 4-6-37: Heather Angel, Ray Milland,
Guy Standing
By the Dawn's Early Light (RKO)
In prod.
Joan Bennett, Fred Stone
California Straight Ahead (Univ.) . . . .5-2-37
John Wayne, Louise Latimer
Call It a Day (W.B.)
4-17-37
Fd: 3-6-37; Olivia de Havilland. Ian Hunter
Call of the Prairie (Para.)
Not set
FD: 12-1-36: Wm. Boyd, Jimmy Ellison
Camille (M-G-M)
1-1-37
FD: 12-15-36; Greta Garbo. Robert Taylor
Captain Calamity
(Grand Nat'l) ... 11-29-36
FD: 4-17-36; Marion Nixon, George Houston. Rev. as "Captain Hurricane"
Captain's Kid. The (First Nat.)
11-14-36
FD: 1-23-37: Sybil Jason. Guy Kibbee
Captains Courageous (M-G-M)
FD: 3-29-37; Freddie Bartholomew, Spencer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore
Career Woman
(20th-Fox)
12-18-36
FD: 11-24-36: Claire Trevor, Michael
Whalen
Carnival
Queen
(Col.)
William Gargan, Dorothea Kent
Cavalcade of the West (Diversion) ....:...
FD: 10-6-36: Hoot Gibson
Champagne Waltz
(Para.)
1-29-37
FD: 2-5-37; Fred MacMurray,
Gladys
Swarthout
Charlie Chan at the Olympics
(20f,h-Fox) . .
Warner Oland, Katherine De Mille
Charlie Chan at the Opera (20th -Fox),1-8-37
FD: 11-16-36: Warner Oland
Cherokee
Strip (F.N.)
5-15-37
Dick Foran, Jane Bryan
China Passage (RKO-Radio)
In Prod.
Constance Worth, Vinton Haworth
Circus Girl (Republic)
3-1-36
FD: 2-24-37; June Travis, Robert Livingston

Title

Release Date

Clarence (Paramount)
2-12-37
FD: 3-10-37: Roscoe Karns, Gail Patrick
Coast Patrol
(RKO)
In Prod.
Victor McLaglen, Preston Foster
College Holiday
(Paramount)
12-25-36
FD: 12-19-36:
Jack Benny, Geo. Burns,
Gracie Allen
Comeback, The (Treo)
....11-25-36
Max Sehmeling
Common Ground (Crescent)
..12-8-36
Tom Keene
Conflict (Universal)
11-29-36
FD: 11-28-36: John Wayne, Jean Rogers
Convention
in Cuba
(RKO)
In Prod.
Parkyakarkus, Joe Penner
Counterfeit Lady
(Columbia)
In Prod.
FD: 1-12-37; Ralph Bellamy. Joan Perry
Cowboy
Star, The (Columbia) ... .11-20-36
Charles Starrett. Iris Shunn
Crack Up (20th-Fox)
1-15-37
FD: 12-14-36: Peter Lorre, Brian Donlevy
Crime Nobody Saw (Para.)
FD: 4-8-37: Lew Ayres, Ruth Coleman
Criminal
Lawyer
(RKO)
In-Prod.
FD: 1-28-37; Lee Tracy, Margot
Grahame
Crimson
Circle, The
(Du World) . .Not set
FD: 12-30-36;
Hugh
Wakefield,
June
Duprez
Dance, Charlie, Dance
(W. B.)
In Prod.
Stuart Erwin, Glenda Farrell
Danger, Men Working (Paramount) In Prod.
Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle
Dangerous Number
(M-G-M)
1-22-37
FD: 1-27-37: Robert Young, Ann Sothern,
Reginald
Owen
Day at the Races, A (M-G-M)
5-7-37
Marx Bros. Allan Jones, Maureen O'Sullivan
Death in the Air (Puritan Distrib.) .Not Set
FD: 2-15-37: Lona Andre, John Carroll
Devil is Oriving, The (Col.)
6-21-37
Richard Dix, Joan Perry
Devil of the Sea (Treo)
12-10-36
Barry Norton. Mary Carr, John Barton
Devil's Playground (Columbia)
1-24-37
FD:
2-16-37:
Dolores
del Rio, Chester
Morris, Richard
Dix
Dizzy Dames
(Liberty)
FD: 7-18-36: Marjorie Rambeau
Doctor Bull (reissue)
(20th-Fox) .. .2-5-36
Will Rogers, Marian Nixon
Doctor's
Diary
(Para.)
2-5-37
FD: Burgess
1-23-37; George Bancroft, Helen
Dodge City Trail (Columbia)
2-5-37
Charles Starrett, Marian Weldon
3-13-37
Don't Pull Your Punches (Warner Bros.)
Barton McLane, June Travis
Don't Tell the Wife (RKO-Radio) . . .In Prod.
FD: 2-20-37: Guy Kibbee, Una Merkel
Draegerman Courage
(F.N.)
5-15-37
Jean Muir, Barton MacLane
Drums of Destiny (Crescent)
1-18-37
Tom Keene
Easy Going (RKO)
In Prod.
Bert Wheeler. Robert Woolsey
Elephant Boy (U. A.)
4-23-37
FD: 4-6-37: Sabu, Walter Hudd
Empty
Saddles
(Universal)
12-20-36
FD: 10-17-36: Buck Jones
Escadrille (RKO-Radio)
In Prod.
Paul Muni, Miriam Hopkins
Escape from Love (20th-Fox)
In Prod.
Michael Whalen,
Gloria Stuart
Espionage
(M-G-M)
2-26-37
FD: 3-6-37: Edmund Lowe, Madge Evans,
Paul Lukas
Ever Since Adam
(Republic)
3-8-37
Nat Pendleton, Lyle Talbot
Everybody
Dance
(GB)
2-15-37
Cicely Courtneidge,
Ernest Truex
Fair Warning
(20th-Fox)
3-5-37
FD: 3-26-37; J. Edward Bromberg, Betty
Furness
Family Affair, A (M-G-M)
3-12-37
Lionel Barrymore, Cecilia Parker
Fifty Roads to Town
(20th-Fox) . . .4-23-37
FD: 3-29-37; Don Ameche, Ann Sothern
Find the Witness (Columbia)
1-8-37
Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith
Fire Over England (U. A.)
3-5-37
FD: 1-14-37; Flora Robson, Lawrence
Olivier
Flying
Hostess
(Universal)
11-22-36
FD: 12-16-36: Wm. Gargan. Judith Barrett
Four Days' Wonder
(Universal) .... 1-3-37
FD: 1-5-37: Jeanne Dante, Kenneth Howell
Fugitive in the Sky (Warner Bros.) 11-28-36
FD: 1-6-37: Jean Muir. Warren Hull
Fury and the Woman
(Rialto)
FD: 4-5-37; William Gargan, Molly
Lamont

Release Date

Title

Gambling With Souls (Jay Dee Kay) ......
Martha Chapin, Robert Frazer
Garden of Allah (United Artists) . .11-19-36
FD: 11-3-36; Charles Boyer, Marlene DietGayrichLove
(Marcy)
FD: 6-10-36; Florence Desmond
General
Spanky
(M-G-M)
12-11-36
FD: 10-27-36:
Spanky
McFarland
Ghost Patrol (Puritan)
FD: 9-10-36: Tim McCoy
Ghost Ranger, The (Col)
6-30-37
Bob Allen, Barbara Weeks
Ghost Town
Gold
(Rep.)
10-26-37
FD: 4-8-37; Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan
Girl from Scotland Yard
(Para.)
Karen Morley, Robert Baldwin
Girl Loves Boy (G. N.)
3-13-37
FD: 3-17-37; Erie Linden, Cecilia Parker
Girl Overboard (Universal)
2-28-37
FD: 3-2-37: Gloria Stuart, Walter Pidgeon
Git Along, Little Dogie (Rep.)
FD: 3-27-37; Gene Autry, Judith Allen
God's Country and the Woman
(Warners)
1-16-37
FD: 12-19-36;
Roberts

Geo.

Brent,

Beverly

Gold
1937 Powell,
(First Nat'l)
. 12-26-36
FD:Diggers
12-2-36:of Dick
Joan Blondell
Gold Racket,
The
(G.N.)
4-10-37
Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Golgotha
(Golgotha Corp.)
Not set
FD: 2-10-37; Harry Baur, Robert Le
Vigan
Good Earth, The (M-G-M)
Not set
FD: 2-3-37: Paul Muni. Louise Rainer
Great
(GrandJamesNat'l)
1-2-37
FD: Guy
12-9-36:
Cagney, Mae Clarke
Great Hospital Mystery
(RKO
Radio)
In Prod.
Jane Darwell, Sally Blane, Thomas Beck
Great O'Malley, The (Warner Bros.) 2-13-37
FD: 3-9-37; Pat O'Brien, Sybil Jason
Green Light (Warner
Bros.)
2-20-37
FD: 1-5-37: Errol Flynn. Anita Louise
Guardians
of the Air (Col.)
4-30-37
Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith
Gun Ranger, The (Republic)
11-19-36
Bob Steele
Guns and Guitars (Republic)
Not set
FD: 12-22-36; Gene Autry, Dorothy Dix
Guns of the Pecos (Warner Bros.) . . .1-2-37
FD: 4-3-37; Dick Foran, Anne Nagel
Happy Go Lucky (Republic)
12-14-36
FD: 12-5-36; Phil Regan, Evalyn Venable
Hat Off (Grand
National)
12-6-36
FD: 12-16-36; Mae Clarke. John Payne
Head Over Heels in Love (GB) ... .2-20-37
FD: 2-5-37: Jessie Matthews, Louis
Borell
Headin' for the Rio Grande
(Grand
National)
12-20-36
™.FD:Stewart
12-8-38: Tex Ritter, Eleanore
Headline Crasher
(Conn.)
FD:mond
4-6-37; Frankie
Darro,

Kane

12-25-36
Rich-

Help Wanted, Female (Columbia) . .In Prod.
Jean Arthur, George Brent
3-20-37
Her Husband's Secretary
(First Nat'l)
FD: 3-22-37; Warren Hull, Jean Muir
Her Husband Lies (Para)
In Prod.
FD: 3-22-37: Ricardo Cortez, Gail Patrick
Hideaway Girl (Paramount)
11-20-36
FD: 1-1-37: Shirley Ross, Robert Cummings
Hidden
1-1-37
SylviaPower,
Sidney The (GB)
High Treason
(Treo)
12-15-36
FD: 1-29-37; Winifred
Shaw, John
Garrick
High, Wide and Handsome
(Para.) .In Prod.
Irene Dunne. Randolph Scott
Hills of Old Wyoming
(Para.)
William Boyd, Gail Sheridan
History Is Made at Night (U. A.).. 3. -5-37
FD: 3-8-37: Charles Boyer. Jean Arthur
Hit Parade, The
(Republic)
FD:Regan
4-3-37; Frances Langford, Phil
Hittin'
the TrailJerry(G. Bergh
N.)
4-3-37
Tex Ritter,
Holy Terror, The (20th-Fox)
2-5-37
FD: 1-2-37; Jane Withers, Anthony Martin
I Cover Chinatown
(Steiner)
FD:Shppard
8-25-36: Norman
Foster,
In His Steps

(Sins of Children

E.

11-18-36

(G. N.)
10-4-36

Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker
I Met Him in Paris (Para.)
In Prod.
Claudette Colbert, Melvyn Douglas
I Promise to Pay (Columbia)
4-21-37
FD: 2-18-37: Chester Morris, Helen Mack,
Leo Carrillo

Title

^^^

Release Dat*

I Stand
Lionel Accused
Barrymore,(M-G-M)
Spring Byington 3-26-37
In Paris, A. W. O. L. (Rowland-Wagner) . .
FD: 4-7-36: Lola Lane, Irene Ware
Internes Can't Take Money (Para.) .In Prod
Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea
John Meade's Woman
(Para)
2-26-37
FD:Larrimore
2-11-37; Edward Arnold, Francine
Join The Marines
(Republic)
1-25-37
FD: 1-4-37; June Travis, Paul Kelly
8-19-37
Jones Family in Off to the Races (20th-Fox)
FD: 1-7-37: Slim Summerville. Jed Prouty
Shirley Deane
Jungle Princess
(Paramount)
11-27-3(1
FD:Milland
11-20-36: Dorothy Lamour. Ray
Justice After Dark (Warners)
In Prod
John Litel, Ann Dvorak
Kelly of the Secret Service (Principal) ...
FD: 7-22-36: L. Hughes, Sheila Mannors
Killers of the Sea (Grand National) .4-17-37
Capt. Wallace
Casewell
King and the Chorus Girl (Warner Bros.)
3-27-37
FD: 2-25-37; Fernand Gravet, Joan Blon
dell
King of the Gamblers
(Para.)
In Prod
Claire Trevor, Lloyd Nolan
King of Hockey
(Warner
Bros.) . .12-19-36
FD: 11-3-36: Dick Purcell, Anne Nagel
King Solomon's
Mines
(GB)
In Prod
Paul Robeson, Roland Young
Kiss Me Goodbye (Celebrity)
Not set
Knight Without Armor
(U. A.) ... .3-26-37
Marlene Dietrich, Robert Donat
Lady from Nowhere
(Columbia. .. 11-21-36
FD: 12-22-36:
Mary Astor, Charles
Quigley
Land Beyond the Law (Warner Bros.) 3-13-37
Dick Foran, Linda Perry
Land Without Music
(GB)
Not sell
Richard Tauber, Jimmy Durante
Larceny on the Air (Republic) . . . .1-11-37
FD: 1-15-37: G. Bradley, R. Livingston
Lash of the Penitentes
(Telepictures ) . . .
FD: De Forest
3-10-37;
Joseph
Swickard,
Marif
Last of Mrs. Cheyney
(M-G-M)
2-26-37
FD: 2-19-37: Joan Crawford, Robert Mont
gomery, Wm. Powell
The Last Slaver (20th-Fox)
In Prod
Warner Baxter, Wallace Beery
Laughing
at Trouble
(20th-Fox) .. 12-11-36
FD: 1-6-37: Jane Darwell, Sara Haden
Lawless
Land
(Republic)
11-23-36
FD: 4-6-37: Johnny Mack Brown
LawBob of Allen
the Ranger
(Columbia) ... .2-26-31;
League
Frightened
(Col.) . .6-25-3'
Irene of
Hervey,
Walter MenConnolly
Left Handed Law
(Universal)
4-18-37
Buck
Jones, Noel Francis
Let's Get Married
(Columbia)
3-25-37
Ralph Bellamy, Ida Lupino
Let's Make
a Million (Para.)
12-18-3(
FD: 3-11-37: Edward Everett Horton, Por
ter Hall
LetJudith
Them Barrett,
Live (Universal)
4-25-3":
John Howard
Life of Edward VTII (GB)
Not se
FD: 12-10-36; Ex-King of England
Lion's Den, The (Puritan)
FD: 8-25-36: Tim McCoy
Living Dangerously
(GB)
12-l-3(
FD: 12-5-36; Otto Kruger
Lloyds of London
(20th-Fox)
1-29-37
FD: 11-27-36: Madeleine Carroll,
Freddie Bartholomew
Lost Horizon
(Columbia)
Not set
FD: 3-4-37; Ronald Colman, Jane Wyatt
Love Is News
(20th -Fox)
2-26-37 ;
FD: 3-9-37: Loretta Young, Tyrone Powei
Love Trap, The (Para.)
In Prod
Ricardo Cortez, Gail Patrick
Madame
WalewskaCharles
(M-G-M)
Greta Garbo,
Boyer
Maid of Salem
(Paramount)
FD: 1-26-37: Claudette Colbert,
MacMurray
Make
a Wish
(RKO
Radio)
Bobby Breen
Make
WayMoore,
for Tomorrow
(Para.) .
Victor
Fay Banister

6-18-37
2-19-37]
Fred
,
.In Prod'

Mama
Steps Out (M-G-M)
2-5-3i
Guy Kibbee, Alice Brady, Betty Furness
ManFD:Betrayed
(Republic)
12-28-3f '
1-8-37: Eddie
Nugent. Kay Hughes
Man
Affairs George
(GB)
1-20-37
. FD:of1-16-37;
Arliss, Rene Ray
(.Continued on Page 14)
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Release Date

Man of the People (M-G-M)
1-29-37
PD: 2-25-37; Joseph Calleia, Florence Rice
Man Who Could Work Miracles
(U. A.)
;
2-26-37
PD: Ward2-24-37;
Roland
Young-,
Penelope
Man Who Pound Himself (RKO)
PD: 3-4-37; John Beal, Joan Fontaine
Mandarin Mystery, The (Republic) . .12-7-36
Eddie Nugent, Charlotte Henry
Manhattan
Girl
(RKO)
1-22-37
Lily Pons, Gene Raymond
Marked Woman
(F. N.)
4-10-37
FD: 2-26-37; Bette Davis, Humphrey Bogart
Married Lady
(20th Fox)
4-30-37
Gloria Stuart. Michael
Whalen
Maytime
(M-G-M)
3-26-37
PD: 3-8-37; J. MacDonald, Nelson Eddy
Melody
for Two
(Warner
Bros) ... .5-1-37
FD: 1-12-37; James Melton, Patricia Ellis
Melody of the Plains (Spectrum)
PD: 4-2-37; Fred Scott, Louise Small
Men in Exile (Warner Bros.)
4-3-37
Dick Pureed,
June Travis
Men Are Not God's (U. A.)
1-22-37
FD: 1-20-37; Miriam Hopkins. Gertrude
Lawrence
Midnight Court (Warner Bros.)
3-6-37
PD: 1-27-37: Ann Dvorak, John Litel
Midnig-ht Taxi
(20th Pox)
4-2-37
FD: 4-5-37; Brian Donlevy,
Alan Dinehart, Frances
Drake
Mighty
Treve, The
(Universal) .... 1-17-37
FD: 1-12-37 Noah Beery, Jr., Chas. Winning-er
Mile a Minute
Love
(Ace)
FD:
4-6-37;
William
Blakewell,
Arietta
Duncan
Mind Your Own
Business
(Para.) ... 1-8-37
Charlie Ruggles, Alice Brady, Lyle Talbot
PD: Brady12-14-36;
Charlie
Ruggles,
Alice
Missing- Men
(Republic)
Not set
Kay Hughes
Mother Carey's Chickens
(RKO)
1-1-37
Ginger Rogers, Fred Stone
Mr. Jericho (20th-Pox)
3-12-37
J. Edward
Bromberg,
Betty Furness
More Than a Secretary (Columbia) . .Not set
FD: 12-11-36: Jean Arthur, George Brent
Motor
Madness
(Columbia)
4-5-37
Rosalind Keith, Allen Brook
Mountain
Justice (Warner
Bros.) .. .4-24-37
Josephine
Hutchinson.
George
Brent
Murder Goes to College (Paramount) .3-5-37
FD: 2-24-37: Ray Milland, Marsha Hunt
Murder in the Red Barn (Olympic)
FD: 8-19-36; Tod Slaughter
Mysterious
Crossing
(Universal) ... 12-27-36
FD: 2-2-37; James Dunne, Jean Rogers
Murder
on the Set (Globe)
FD: 8-21-36; Henry Kandall. Eve Grey
Nancy Steele Is Missing (20th-Fox) .3-12-37
FD:
3-10-37:
Victor
McLaglen.
Walter
Connolly, June Lang
Navy
Blues
(Republic)
FD: 3-29-37; Dick Purcell, Mary Brian
Navy Spy (Grand National)
3-27-37
FD: 3-24-37: Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Night
Key
(Universal)
5-2-37
Boris Karloff, Polly Rowles
Night Must Pall (M-G-M)
4-23-37
Robert Montgomery,
Rosalind
Russell
Night Waitress
(RKO)
12-18-36
FD: 12-18-36;
Margot
Grahame,
Gordon
Jones
Nobody's
Baby
(M-G-M)
4-23-37
FD: 2-2-37: Patsy Kelly, Lyda Roberti
Oh! Doctor
(Universal)
5-23-37
Edward Everett Horton, Eve Arden
Old
Corral
i Republic)
12-21-36
Gene Autry
Old Lady Ironsides (Republic)
2-22-37
Alison Skipworth, Polly Moran
Old Louisiana
(Crescent)
3-1-36
FD: 3-12-36; Tom Keene, Rita Cansino
Old Soak, The
(M-G-M)
4-30-37
Wallace Beery
On the Avenue
(20th-Fox)
2-12-37
FD: 2-3-37: Dick Powell, Madeleine
Carroll
Once a Doctor (First Nat'l)
1-23-37
FD: 2-27-37: Donald Woods, Jean Muir
Once in a Blue Moon
(Paramount ).. Not set
FD: 12-3-36: Jimmy Savo, Nikita
Balieff
One in a Million (20th-Fox)
1-1-37
FD: 12-22-30:
Sonja Henie, Adolphe
Menjou
One Way Passage
(Reissue)
( Warner Bros.)
12-12-36
Dick Powell. Joan Blondell

(Continued from Page 12)
Title
Release Date

Title
Outcast
(Paramount)
FD:Morley
2-2-37; Warren

William,

2-5-37
Karen

Outcasts of Poker Flats (RKO)... In Prod.
FD: 3-16-37;
Preston Foster
Paradise Express
(Republic)
2-22-37
FD:
3-5-37;
Grant
Withers,
Dorothy
Appleby
Parnell (M-G-M)
5-28-37
Clark Gable, Myrna Loy
Park Avenue Logger (RKO-Radio) . .In Prod.
PD: Roberts
3-16-37;
George
O'Brien,
Beatrice
Parole Racket
(Columbia)
..3-4-37
FD: 3-11-37; Rosalind Keith, Paul Kelly
Pennies from Heaven
(Columbia) .. 11-26-36
FD: 11-16-36: Bing Crosby, Madge Evans
Penrod
and Sam
(Warners)
2-27-37
FD: 3-17-37; Billy Mauch,
Frank Craven
Personal Property
(M-G-M)
3-19-37
FD: 3-16-37; Jean Harlow, Robert Taylor
Phantom of the Range
* Victory; . .11-20-30
Tom Tyler, Beth Marion
Phantom Ship (Guaranteed Picts.J.Not sel
PD: 2-15-37; Bela Lugosi, Shirley Grey
Plainsman,
The (Paramount)
1-1-37
FD: 11-24-36; Gary Cooper, Jean Arthur
Plough and the Stars (RKO)
1-16-37
FD: 12-26-36; Barbara Stanwyck, Preston
Foster
Plot Thickens,
The (RKO)
Not set
FD: 12-9-36; James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts
Polo Joe (Warner
Bros.)
12-6-36
PD: 8-24-30; Joe E. Brown
Prince and the Pauper
(P. N.) ... .5-8-37
FD: 4-8-37; Errol Flynn, Billy and Bobby
M auch
Private
Enemy
(20th-Pox)
1-8-36
Victor McLaglen, Barbara Stanwyck
Public Wedding
(Warners)
Jane Wyman, William Hopper
Quality Street (RKO)
In Prod.
PD: 3-10-37; Katharine Hepburn, Franchot
Tone
Racing Lady
(RKO)
1-29-37
FD: 1-22-37; Ann Dvorak, Harry Carey
Racketeers in Exile (Columbia) ... .3-30-37
Geo. Bancroft, Wynne Gibson
Rainbow on the River (RKO)
12-25-36
FD: 12-6-36; Bobby Breen. May Robson
Ready, Willing and Able (Warners)
..3-6-37
FD: 3-16-37; Ruby Keeler, Lee Dixon
Red Lights Ahead
(Chesterfield) . . .In Prod.
Rembrandt
(United Artists)
12-4-36
fD: 11-21-36;
Charles Laughton
Return of Raffles (Invincible)
In Prod.
tteunion (20th-Fox)
11-20-36
FD: 11-13-36; Dionne Quints, Jean
Hersholt
Hiders of Whistling Skull (Republic) .1-4-37
Livingston,
Corrigan, Terhune
Riddle of the Dangling Pearl (RKOU2-11-36
James
Gleason, ZaSu Pitts
Right
Guy
(Columbia)
6-1-37
Paul Kelly, Jacqueline
Wells
River of Unrest (GB)
1-10-37
John Lodge, John Loder
Road Back. The (Universal)
5-30-37
John King, Barbara Read
Roarin'
Lead
(Republic)
12-9-36
Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan
Romance and Riches (Grand Nat'l) .2-13-37
PD: 3-2-37; Cary Grant, Mary Brian
Romeo
and Juliet (M-G-M)
4-16-37
ard 7-16-36; Norma Shearer, Leslie HowFD:
Roundup Time in Texas
Gene Autry, Maxine

(Republic) .2-28-37
Doyle

Saint in New York (RKO)
In Prod.
Barbara Stanwyck, Eduardo Ciannelli
Sandflow (Universal)
2-14-37
FD: 2-1-37; Buck Jones, Lita Chevret
San Quentin
(Warner
Bros.)
In Prod.
Pat O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart
Scotland Yard Commands
(Grand
National)
1-23-37
FD: 2-16-37; Clive Brook, Victoria HopSea Devils (RKO Radio)
Not set
FD: 2-11-37; Victor McLaglen, Ida
per
Lupino
Secret GreyValley <20th-Fox)
1-15-37
FD: 12-28-36; Richard Arlen, Virginia
Serenade on the Seine (RKO I
In Prod.
Ann Sothern. Smith Ballew
Seventh
Heaven
(20th-Fnxl
3-26-37
FD: 3-18-37; Simone Simon, James Stewart
She's Dangerous
(Universal)
1-24-37
FD: 1-19-37; Walter Pidgeon, Tala Birell
She Sang for Her Supper
(RKO).. In Prod.
Anne
Shirley

Release Date

Silent Barriers
(GB)
FD: 3-26-37; Richard Allen, Lilli Palmer
Sing Ellis
Me a Love Song (Warners)
1-9-37
FD: 12-29-36;
James Melton, Patricia
Sing While You're Able (Melody)
Pinky Tomlin, Toby Wing
Singing
Buckaroo
(Spectrum)
Fred Scott

12-15-36

Sinner
Take All
Lindsay
FD:
12-12-36;

12-18-36
Margaret

(M-G-M)
Bruce
Cabot,

Slave Ship (20th-Fox)
Slim Lindsay
(F. N.)
Pat
O'Brien,
Henry
Small

Town

Boy

(G.

Fonda,

4-9-37
5-1-37
Margaret

N.)

Smart Blonde (Warner Bros.)
1-2-37
k'D: 11-21-36;
Glenda Farrell, Barton
MacLane
Smartest Girl in Town
(RKO) .... 11-27-36
FD: 11-10-36; Gene Raymond, Ann Soth
era
Soldier and the Lady (RKO)
Not set
FD:
2-19-37;
Anton
Walbrook,
Margot
Grahame,
Reviewed
as "Michael
StroSong of the City (M-G-M)
4-2-37
Margaret Lindsay, Jeffrey Dean
song of the Gringo (Grand Nat'l) . 11-22-37
FD: 11-10-36; Tex Ritter, Joan Woodburj
Souls at Sea (Para.)
In Prod.
Gary Cooper, George Raft, Frances
Dee
Speed to Spare (Columbia)
4-20-37
Charles Quigley, Dorothy Wilson
Special
Orders
(Republic)
In Prod.
Guy Kibbee
Stampede
(Col.)
Not set
goff"
FD: 11-27-36;
Charles Starret, Finis
Barton
Star Is Born, A (United Artists) . . . .4-30-37
Fredric March, Janet Gaynor
Star of Empire
(Crescent)
12-8-36
Tom Keene
Step Lively, Jeeves
(20th-Fox) ... .4-16-37
FD: 4-5-37; Arthur Treacher, Patricia
Ellis Toes • (RKO)
Stepping
In Prod.
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
Stolen
Holiday
(Warners)
2-6-37
FD: 12-22-36; Kay Francis, Claude Rains
Stormy
Trails (Grand
Nat'l)
Not sel
FD: 12-23-36;
Bob Hodges. Lois Wilde
Stowaway
12-26-36
Young (20th-Fox)
FD:
12-16-36:
Shirley
Temple,
Robert
Strangers on a Honeymoon (GB) . . .12-15-36
FD: 3-12-36; Constance Cummings, Hugh
Sinclair
Swing Murray
High, Swing Low
(Para.)
FD: 3-15-36; Carole Lombard, Fred MacTalent Scout (Warners)
Tenderfoot Goes West, A (Treo) ... 12-1-36
Jack LaRue, Russell Gleason
That Girl from Paris (RKO)
Not set
FD: 12-15-36; Lily Pons, Gene Raymond
That I May Live (20th Cent. -Fox) . .In Prod.
Roehelle Hudson, Robert Kent
That
Here Again
(First Nat'l) .4-17-37
MaryMan's
Maguire,
Hugh Herbert
They Gave Him a Gun (M-G-M) . . . .6-14-37
They Wanted to Marry (RKO)
In Prod.
FD: D'Orsay
2-3-37: Betty Furness, E. E. Clive
Think Fast, Mr. Moto
(20th-Fox) . .6-25-37
FD: 4-6-37; Peter Lorre, Virginia Fields
Three Legionnaires,
The (G. P.)
FD:
3-20-37;
Robert
Armstrong,
Fifi

Title

Release Dat

Too Many Wives
(RKO)
4-9-3
FD: 4-7-37, John Morley, Barbara Pepp*
Turn of the Moon
(Para.)
In Pre
Charlie Ruggles, Eleanor Whitney
Two-Gun
Law
(Col.)
4-7-:
Charles Starrett, Peggy
Stratford
Two Men and a Woman
(Republic) . .3-1-3
Donald Cook, June Travis
Two Who Dared (GN)
4-24-3 j
Henry
Wileoxon,
Anna
Sten
Twenty-Three and a Half Hours' Leave
(Grand
National)
3-6-3
FD:
3-2-37;
Jimmy Ellison .Terry Walkc
Two of Us, The (GB)
Not sel
Jack Hulbert
Two Wise Maids
(Republic)
FD: 2-2-37; Alison Skipworth,
Moran, Gracie Muir

2-15-3
Polly

Under
Night Lowe,
(M-G-M)Florence 1-8-3
FD: Cover
1-4-37; ofEdmund
Rice
Under the Red Robe (20th-Fox) . . . .4-16-3
Venus Makes Trouble
(Columbia) . .6-14-3 i
James Dunn, Patricia Ellis
Waikiki Wedding
(Para.)
FD: 3-23-37; Bing Crosby, Martha
Rayi
Bob Burns
Wake Up and Live (20th-Fox)
In Proc
Walter Winched, Ben Bernie, Alice Fay
Wanted.
Jane Turner
(RKO)
12-4-3
FD: 11-30-36; Lee Tracy, Gloria Stuart
WayFD. Out12-19-36;
West
(M-G-M)
Laurel and Hardy
Wee Willie Winkie
(20th-Fox)
4-9-3 j
Shirley Temple,
Geo. Hassell
Week-End Millionaire
(GB)
11-20-3 I
FD: 4-6-37; Buddy
Rogers, Mary
Brian
We Have Our Moments
(Universal) .3-28-3
FD: 3-24-37; James Dunn, Sally Eilers
We, the Jury ( RKO )
In Proc
Helen Broderick,
Victor Moore
We Only Live Once (United Artists) .1-29-3
Sylvia Sidney, Henry Fonda
We Who Are About to Die (RKO) . . .1-8-3
FD: 10-23-36; Preston Foster, A. Dvorak
We're in the Legion Now
(Grand
National)
1-16-3
Reginald Denny, Esther Ralston
We're on the Jury (RKO-Radio)
FD: 1-18-37; Victor Moore, Helen
Broderick
Westbound
Mail (Columbia)
1-22-3
Charles Starret,
Rosalind Keith
What Price Vengeance
(Rialto Prods.) . .
FD: 4-2-37; Lyle Talbot, Wendy Barrie
When
Love Bruce,
Is Young
(Universal) .. .4-4-3'
Virginia
Kent Taylor
When
in Love
.2-27-3'
FD: You're
2-18-37;
Grace (Columbia)
Moore, Cary . .Grant
When's
Your Birthday?
(RKO)
FD: 2-16-37; Joe E. Brown, Marian
Marsh
Will Hay
Where There's a Will (GB)
Not se
While London Sleeps (Ideal)
FD: 7-18-36: Victor Varconi
White
Gods
(Trekolog)
FD: 3-2A0-37:
Native Cast.
White Hunter
(20th -Fox)
11-27-31
FD: 11-28-36;
Warner Baxter, June Lam
Wildcat Trooper
(Ambassador)
FD: 7-14-36; Kermit Maynard
Wings of Mercy (RKO-Radio)
In Prod
John Beal, Joan Fontaine
Wings
of
Morning
(20th-Fox)
2-19-31
FD: 2-2-37: Annabelle.
Henry Fonda

12-20-36
Chas.

Wings
Honolulu
... 5-16-3'
Ray Over
Milland,
Wendy (Universal)
Barrie
Winterset
(RKO)
ll-20-3(
FD: 11-17-36: Margo, Burgess Meredith
With Love and Kisses (Melody) ... .Not se
FD: 12-7-36: Pinky Tomlin. Toby Wing

Thunder in the City (Columbia)
4-26-37
Edward G. Robinson, Luli Deste
Time Out for Romance
(20th-Fox) .3-19-37
FD:Whalen
2-10-37; Claire Trevor. Michael

WolfBob ofSteele
Santa Fe (Republic)
2-1-3",
Woman Alone GB)
FD: 1-9-37; Sylvia Sidney, Oscar Homolki
Woman in Distress (Columbia)
....1-17-31
FD: Dean1-19-37:
Jagger May Robson, Irene Hervey

Three
on a Horse
Nat'l) Joan
11-21-36
FD: Men
11-13-36;
Frank(First
McHugh.
Blondell
Three Smart Girls (Universal)
FD: 1-20-37; Deanna Durbin,
Winninger, Alice Brady

Top of the Town
(Universal)
4-18-37
FD: 3-27-37; Doris Nolan, George Murphy
Trail Dust (Paramount)
12-4-36
FD: 12-19-36;
Wm.
Boyd, James
Ellison
Trapped
(Columbia)
3-5-37
Charles Starret, Peggy Stratford
Toast of New York (RKO-Radio) . . .In Prod.
Edward Arnold, Frances Farmer
Trouble in Morocco (Columbia)
3-22-37
FD: 3-9-37; Jack Holt, Mae Clarke
Trouble
in Texas
(Grand
Nat'l) .. .2-27-37
FD: 3-11-37; Tex Ritter, Rita Cansino
The Trusted
Outlaw
(Republic) ... .2-1-37
Bob Steele, Lois January

Woman Wise (20th -Fox)
1-22-31
FD:Whalen
1-16-37; Roehelle Hudson, Michael
Women
of Glamor (Columbia)
FD: Bruce3-9-37;
Melvyn
Douglas,

1-28-31
Virgini;

Yellow Cruise (French
M. P. Co.) ....
FD: 10-30-36
You Can't Buy Luck
(RKO)
Onslow
Stevens, Helen Mack
You Only Live Once (Unit. Art.)
1-1-37
FD: 1-27-37; Sylvia Sidney, Henry Fond:
You're in the Army Now (G. B.)
3-1-31
FD: 2-25-37; Wallace Ford, Anna Lee
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Those National Screen Trailers certainly put you in the right frame of
mind . . . enthusiasm in the proper place . . . not too much, nor yet too
little . . . good,, hard selling-talk that fits the picture's merits and brings
out the best points • . . And those National Screen fellows know the
theatre-man9 s problems so well! • Okay, Toots! . . . the industry's sold on
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English Court Refuses Injunction Against GB

Dividend

EARNINGTFOR FIRST 1937 QUARTER SHOW GAIN
MPTO

A Group to Meet With Producers on Radio Plans

That Alliance
. some
Nazi-Fascist

=

film alliance now

being

' negotiated in Berlin by II Duce's Lugi
Freddi and Der Fuehrer's Dr. Joseph Goebbels will bear
watching
closely.
Some
them:
What

questions

quickly

arise, among

effect will the influx of German

films, certain to result, have upon American
distribution in Italy? Will an appreciable
part of the Italian market be lost to U. S.
companies

which last year supplied approximately 65 per cent of films exhibited

there?
Will American companies at present said
to be contemplating a transfer of German
synchronization activities from Berlin to
Rome change their plans and make Paris
or Vienna the base?
Will Italy join with Germany

Committee

Will

Study Film-Sponsored
Program Moves

questions arise

By CHESTER B. BAHN
THE

Vincent

in an ex-

tension of the latter's bartering deals and
thus attempt to create a film "sphere of
influence"?
Will Germany, which recently has been
using French players and directors to
camouflage Nazi-financed films produced
France, make
Italy a similar base?

Walter Wanger's Italian production plans
and even the recently disclosed intention
of Giuseppe D. Musso to produce in Italy
for the American
market?

Wall Street Figures Indicate
Year Ago Over
Improvement

Film company earnings for the
first quarter of 1937, are running
ahead of figures for the comparative period of last year, according
to authoritative Wall Street sources.
Loew is expected to report $3 a
share or more on 1,512,985 shares,
against $1.97 per share earned in
the same quarter last year over the
Berlin (By Cable) — Nazi govern- 16-week period.
ment, which has taken the helm of
Indications are that Paramount
■ Continued on Page 7)
the German film industry, is plan- will net more than $3,000,000 for the
ning to materially increase its in- period as compared with $718,000 in
vestment in pseudo French productions, it is reported here.
the 1936 first quarter, after takingWith out-and-out German films benefit of $800,000 reserves.
Warner Bros., is understood likely
faring poorly in the U. S. and other
countries as the result of boycott to report about $1,700,000 for its
activities, Nazi industry leaders re- second quarter ended Feb. 28.
20th Century-Fox, according to
cently have been experimenting
may report a net of
with Parisian production, using these sources,
(Continued on Page 7)
U. S. Judge William Bondy yes- French players and directors.
terday tentatively approved the Si
Several such films have been acFabian reorganization plan for the
cepted (Continued
as bona fide
French works
on Page 7)
Fox Brooklyn Theater and office
building-, subject to such modifications as he might make after study

Reported plan of several major
companies to control appearance of
their contract players on the air
through production of their own radio programs will be studied by the
M. P. T. 0. A. committee headed by
Walter Vincent and authorized by
the annual convention recently at
Miami. This move will involve conferences with the firms involved,

NAZIS TO INCREASE
PSEUDO FRENCH PIX

FABIAN REORG. PLAN
OKAYED TENTATIVELY

Continued on Page 7)

in

And further, what will happen to the
Italian expansion contemplated by Warners,

"Ride 'Em, Cowboy!"
Cisco, Tex. — It's "all the comforts
of home" for the patrons of the Texas
Theater here. House has just installed
rocking
chairs in its loges.

Sponsor Will Soften
Neb. Anti-Ascap Bill

Chance of New Industry
Laws Fades in 19 States

Lincoln, Neb. — Renewed activity
is being shown on the anti-Ascap
bill which is laying deep in the genPressure from new, obnoxious
eral file before the unicameral legislature here. After the constitutional
legislation has been substantially reduced through adjournment sine die committee published findings saying
of 19 state legislatures, a checkup of if passed it would be unconstituthe situation discloses.
tional, it seemed doomed.
News came on the floor however,
Bodies which have completed their
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)

London Court Sustains Preference
Dividend Action of GB Directorate
Counsel "Hopeful" As
Roxy Parleys Continue
Negotiations with 20th CenturyFox officials looking toward a settlement of the opposition by stock(Continued on Page 7)

London (By Cable) — Sustaining
action of the GB board of directors
in declaring a dividend on preference stock, the King's Bench Division yesterday refused to grant an
injunction restraining its payment.
Isidore Ostrer testified at the final
(Continued on Page 7)

BILL DRAFTALLOWS
TRADE AGREEMENTS
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Voluntary trade
agreements for the film and other
industries setting forth fair trade
practices, including wages, hours
and conditions, would be permitted
under a bill
submitted
(Continued
on Page to6) President

GN's 65 Will Include One
Million Dollar Production
Grand National's program of 65
features for 1937-38 will include a
on Page 6)and
$1,000,000 (Continued
__ production
eight

'Knock,
Knock,
Who's received
There?'by
Latest note
of protest
the Hays office hails from Wenatchee,
Washington, where the local apple
knockers resent being called "apple
knockers" in motion pictures. They
describe

the

term

as

"disparaging."
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NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am. Seat
24'/8
23%
24 Vs
Columbia Picts. vtc. 33 Vi
32%
32l/2 —
%
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
4Vg
4l/8
4V8
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 15
15
15
+
Va
East. Kodak
160
158V2 159Vi — H/4
do pfd
•■
Gen. Th. Eq
29
28
29
+
Vi
Loew's,
Inc
80 Vi
77 Vi
80i/4 + 2
do pfd
Paramount
24 Vi
23%
24
—
Va
Paramount
1st pfd.. 171
171
171
+ 6Vi
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 22
21%
21% +
%
Pathe
Film
8
73/4
77/8
RKO
9%
9
91/4 —
Vi
20th
Century-Fox
. 39%
37%
38% +
%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 48 1/4 48
48 1/4 + 1%
Univ.
Pict. pfd
84
83
83—3
Warner
Bros
\5%
143/4
15% +
Vi
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith A-0
6s46.... 98 1/4 98 V4
98 1/4 +
Va
Loew
3Vis46
97%
97%
97%
Para.
B'way
3s55.. 72%
72%
725/8
Para. Picts. 6s55.... 100
993/4
993/4 —
Va
••
6s41
RKO
Warner's 6s39
95%
95
95% +
Va
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Sonotone
Corp
••
Technicolor
20%
20%
20% +
Va
Trans-Lux
43/8
43/8
43/8
Universal
Corp. vtc.
8%
8
8%
NEW
YORK
OVER-THE-COUNTER
MARKET
STOCKS
Bid Asked
Pathe 7%
pfd
96
99
REAL
ESTATE
BONDS
Fox Thea. and Office Bldg. — Bklyn.
1941
15%
16%
Loew's Thea. Rlty. Co. 1947
97%
98%
Metrop.
Playhouse
SM deb. 1945..
73
76
Roxy Theater Corp. 1st 1940
57
58%
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• •
• A SPRING Hit Parade celebration will be launched
by Loew's New York theaters on April 15
to last for four
weeks
it will be an intensive publicity and exploitation
campaign
with the various theaters and districts competing for plaques
it will be known as "C. C. Moskowitz
Month"
in honor of the boss who is away on his vacation
committees of managers will act as judges each week,
to judge the other managers' activities
the Spring Hit
Parade was set because of the unusual array of attracks on
Loew's April-May schedule
▼
T
T
• •
• A RECEPTION was accorded Barbara Pepper
known on the RKO Radio lot as "The Bret Harte Girl" because
of her appearances in that author's "MTiss" and "Outcasts of
Poker Flat"
when the actress visited Albany the other
day
for her family was once prominent in the life of the
state capital
she visited Mayor Thatcher, and a great fuss
was made over the young starlet
▼
T
T
• •
• LOOKS LIKE several more clean-up weeks for the
Broadway Paramount
following "Waikiki Wedding", the
theater will feature Fred MacMurray and Carole Lombard in
"Swing High, Swing Low"
and Bob Gillham and his ad
and pub boys have lined up an exceptional campaign for this
one
▼
T
T
• •
• "WE FOUND Our Girl Friedegg in an unusual mood
our sexytary was thinking
"Whazzamatter, Frieda?"
we wheezes
"I'm surprised to note, Phil, from this here
United Artists pic that A Star Is Born"
"Why
not?"
"Oh, after reading these tablibel columnists I thot stars
.were made, not born."

20th-Fox Completes Last
Pix for Present Season

That Alliance
. . . some questions arise
(Continued from Page
government
sure.

intervention

or

West Coast Bureau of THE

1)
indirect

pres-

"THE Nazi avenue of approach is simplicity
' itself, cables disclose. The German censor, who need not give any explanation for
rejecting a foreign picture, generally frowns
upon American importations with obvious
box office strength, and admits those which

lack it.

The Italo-German alliance, when signed,
sealed and delivered, reasonably may be
expected to result in the adoption of similar tactics in Italy. Already there are
signs that the Italian censors
ing up.

are tighten-

Arcaro Funeral Today
Funeral services will be held today

^^*

ROLAND LUTZ, manager of the Denver
Poster Exchange, has returned from New York.
NOEL COWARD sails for Bermuda today on
the
Monarch
of Bermuda.

at 10 a.m. at St. Malachy's Church
in West 49th St. for Flavia Arcaro,
61, veteran actress, who died on
Thursday in the House of Calvary,
Bronx, after a long illness. Her last
professional appearance was four
years ago in the road company of
"Roberta," and at various times had
appeared in support of such stars
as Otis Skinner, De Wolf Hopper,
Eddie Foy and Weber and Fields.

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — When the cameras
ceased to turn yesterday
on the final scene for "Sing And Be
Happy," 20th Century-Fox studios
had completed all pix scheduled for
release during the remainder of the
present season, which ends Sept. 20.
Production Chief Darryl F. Zanuck plans to have 12 new pictures
completed prior to the opening of
the new season, Aug. 1.

Walker Heads Film Group
For Catholic Charities

ROBERT
New York

GILLHAM goes to the coast from
in about
10 days.

CHARLES
Washington.

KRANZ

is in New

Canton, O. — City council has been
asked to rezone an area in the
southwest section of the city, to
permit the construction of a $50,000
neighborhood movie theater.

York

from

ARTHUR A. LEE, GB Vice-President, left
yesterday for Washington. He will return
to his office Monday.
Chicago.
MORT

SINGER

Thursday.
H. J. YATES

left New

York yesterday for

leaves for the

coast

next

AL ADAMS, director of publicity and adRepublic Pictures, leaves for the
coast Aprilvertising for18.
PAUL BENSON, former U. A. exploiteer,
leaves Monday for the coast to handle free
lance publicity accounts.
BUCK JONES arrived in Universal City yesterday from his trip to New York, and left
immediately for location
in Kernville.
GILBERT GABRIEL, drama critic for the New
York American, novelist and screen writer,
leaves New York today for Hollywood to commount. plete script of "Victor Herbert" for ParaTHE CALGARY BROTHERS, pantomime acrobats, are en route to the coast to appear in
Paramount's forthcoming feature "Double or
Nothing."
,
KIRSTEN FLAGSTAD, Metropolitan Opera
star who planned to sail for England May
13, has postponed her departure until May 15
to complete her role in "The Big Broadcast

Republic Meeting Decision
To be Made in a Fortnight

cf 1938."

Decision on whether Republic
Pictures will hold a national convention will be made on the coast
in about two weeks, it was learned
yesterday. J. J. Milstein, Republic
sales manager, left yesterday en
route to Hollywood and is holding
regional sales meets at Chicago and
Kansas City on the way out.

Seattle Jamboree April 17
Seattle — Northwest Film Club's
Midnight Jamboree will be held
April
dark. 17 in the Music Hall, now

Frank C. Walker has been named
chairman of the Motion Picture Industries division of the Special Gifts
Committee for the 1937 Appeal of
the New York Catholic Charities by
John A. Colman, active chairman of
the men's committee.
Walker is now forming his committee, and will announce its members shortly. The men's committee
has been given a quota of $350,000
for the appeal, which will be held
the week of April 18.

Plan $50,000 Theater

York in

APRIL
10
Tom Geraghty
George Arliss
Tim
McCoy
Joe Moskowitz
Nick
Lou

Stuart
Rydell

PROVIDE
COMPARABLE TO THE OTHER LUXURIES OF YOUR THEATRE

k

0 Thousands of dollars are spent on the equipment of a
motion picture theatre — a beautiful building, tasteful
decorations, expensive carpets and the most comfortable seats. These luxuries call for lighting in keeping
with other provisions for the pleasure and satisfaction
of the patrons.
High Intensity Projection adds little to the cost of
theatre operation but adds much to the quality of

HIGH INTENSITY

PROJECTOR

the picture thrown on the screen and to the comfort
of incoming patrons.

USE

NATIONAL
PROJECTOR
CARBONS

• ■

AND NATIONAL SUPREX CARBONS
provide a steady, brilliant, snow-white light which ;
gives clarity and depth to black and white productions and accurate tones in color projection.
They also permit a level of general illumination .
adequate for comfortable vision.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide jf|ijfq and Carbon Coro'orafcion

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices; 30 Eat* 42nd St>, New York, N- Y,
Branch Soles Offices:

New York

Pittsburgh

Chicago

San Francijco

THE

« THEATER

IMPROVEMENT

Wheeling, W. Va. — Completely rehabilitated, the Rex, one of the oldest theaters here, has been reopened. Air conditioning has been
installed, house has been reseated,
in the balcony, sound and projection
improved, re-carpeted, interior redecorated, acoustics improved and
the marquee modernized. The
house is owned and managed by
George Zeppos.
Youngstown, 0. — Contract for
the new $40,000 entrance to the
Park Theater here, one of the Shea
chain, has been awarded to the
Heller-Murray Co. The entrance as
planned will mark the complete
modernization of the theater.
Red Oak, la. — C. N. Johnson has
installed new sound equipment in
his Grand Theater here.
Springfield, Mass. — As a final
touch to the renovation of the Bijou
Theater, Manager Al Anders has
decided to remodel the entire front
of the building. Work will be
started immediately. An elaborate
entrance of constructural glass,
with a black and white color scheme
is planned.
Lake City, la. — R. M. Bernau,
manager of the Iowa Theater, has
installed hard of hearing aids and
now invites his patrons to telephone
in for its use. A new service for
the smaller town.
Hot Springs, Ark. — The Roxy
Theater has installed new sound
equipment.

REEVES
Most

STUDIO

Modern Equipped Sound
Studio in the East

Noiseless Film

•
and
•

Recording

Disc Recording

Location
Equipment
ALL
WORK
GUARANTEED
1600 Broadway
MEd. 3-1270 New

York

TICKETS
ARE

i

MONEY'

Don't take a chance on
losses — through resale
and

<2^
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Seattle — The Gateway at Kirkland has completed installation of
new sound equipment.
Fort Worth, Tex. — The New Isis,
neighborhood theater on the North
Side in Fort Worth, Tex., is installing a §12,000 air-cooling system for
use this summer. L. C. Tidball operates this theater, which was completely remodeled a year ago.
Pittsfield, Mass. — Bids are being
received for extensive alterations to
the Colonial Theater. Alterations
will provide for a new entrance
with two modern stores in the front
of the building, and the project will
require plumbing, heating, electrical work, etc., in connection with
the general interior remodeling.
Denver — A new marquee is going
up on the Palace, a dime gi'ind,
owned by Paul Hoppen.
Tacoma, Wash. — Manager L. H.
Tarrant of the Riviera has installed new RCA sound equipment,
first of its type installed in any
Tacoma house.

Saturday, April! 0,1937

EQUII
New Theaters and I
IP-OFF on the modern mood of the new $85,000 State theater, which
recently was opened in Oklahoma City by T. B. Noble, Jr., President
No. 7— of the State Theater Corp., is the "magic" drinking fountain in the sunken
lounge. When you walk up to it for a drink, the water starts bubbling.
As you walk away, the water subsides. The explanation, of course, is
found in the use of the electric eye.
The sunken lounge is tricky. Entering the theater through a compact
lobby, divided stairs lead to the lounge.
On either side of it, furnished
modernistically, are rest rooms, with a mirrored dressing table for women i
patrons. The manager's office is located on the same floor.
Near an ascending ramp leading to the auditorium is a cabinet in'
which are ear phones. These may be hooked into special seats by thel
hard-of-hearing, so that they may hear the sound direct from thel

Sheboygan, Wis. — Fred Reeths,
manager of the Sheboygan Theater,
has installed new sound equipment.

operator's booth.
Decoration scheme is effectively simple. Although Walter Vahlberg, j
the architect, let his imagination run on the colorful theater front, using
Shelby, O. — Hal Shreffler is glass, aluminum and tiles, inside the theater he has chosen mass effects
bringing his Castamba Theater up
to date with a new front. He is of solid color and has built in simple lines that nevertheless are not
also increasing his capacity with severe. Walls and ceiling are cream color. Along the wall base is a
the addition of 400 seats.
plain blue band, about six feet high, trimmed with chromium. The
"boxed" proscenium is illuminated by soft, indirect colored lights, which
Barberton, O. — Harold Makison is reflect on a shimmering, silver curtain.
remodeling his Park Theater. He
has acquired the adjoining store
Collinsville, 111.— Robert O. BoiCentredale, R. I. — The Trahan
room and increasing his present Amusement
Corp. is installing a
ler, 7382 Brooklyn Ave., Kansas
SOO-seat capacity to 1,000.
munity.
new ventilating system in the Com- City, Mo., has been retained to pre- i
pare plans and specifications for alCleveland — It is understood that
terations and improvements to the
John D. Kalafat will reopen his
Miners
Theater,
owned and operCincinnati
—
Maury
White
has
.
Five Points Theater which has been
by Sam Komm.
closed for several years. He is closed the Riverdale at Dayton for ' includeated alterations
to the Work
foyer willand;
redecorating.
White is also installtaking bids on alterations.
lounges,
marble,
tile,
structural
and
wood.ing a new marquee in the Holly- plate glass, metal laths, plastering,
new electric wiring, etc.
Brewster, Wash. — The Caribou
Theater has reopened. The interior
West Haven, Conn. — The Rivoli,
has been redecorated, a cooling sys- operated by Max Tabackman, is inWith
us . . . get our prices
on all
stal ing a new marquee.
tem installed and the seating cayour equipment needs
pacity stepped up to 800.
Toledo, O.— The Avalon Theater
Milwaukee — Fox's renovated Ri- is being improved at a cost of $20,636— llth AVE.
NEW YORK
viera, South Side neighborhood 000, including the expansion to prohouse, has reopened.
vide seating for 800 more persons,
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Prophetstown, 111. — The New
Town Theatre, just opened, is
equipped with Ultraphone sound system and DeLuxe Air-Loc full upholstered chairs. The house is owned
and operated by the Marchesi Brothers Circuit, which controls other
houses in Amboy, Freeport and
Lockporte, 111.

Equipment Features
a City
The auditorium is divided almost in half by a wide cross aisle. There
no balcony, the floor sloping from the rear to the screen. The 1,100
ats are almost directly in front of the large screen. The chairs have
ather upholstered seats, cloth backed, and are comfortably wide.
The building, fireproof and strictly modern, built of brick and stone,
ncrete and re-inforced steel, is 50 by 140, with six store rooms on each
le of the ticket booth, fronting the street.
All equipment, with exception of heating, Mirrophonic
sound and
ating and cooling systems was installed by the National Theater
pply Co., and consists of Crestwood velvet carpet, Irwin streamline
jairs, Voight lighting fixtures, Walker Silversheet screen and frame,
lien curtain control and track, Super Simplex projectors with heavy
destals, Peerless Magnarc lamps, Copper Oxide rectifiers, cork carpet
projection room, Belson film cabinets and booth table, GoldE automatic
wind, Super Cinephor lenses, Griswold film splicer, booth chair, Ezy
!g mats, Royalchrome furniture, magic fountain, Von Duprin panic
Its, Newman ticket chopper, aluminum moulding, vanity dresserettes
d mirrors, lobby smokers, Newman brass posts and velour rope, Timco
. ket register, safe, Universal coin changer, box office chair.
Elaborate lighting effects with interchangeable colors, in front and
ove the ticket booth herald present and coming events.
-conditioning, new lighting, wir\l, and plumbing.
The work will
done in 90 days.
Theater
is
ned and
operated
by Charles
x, Inc.

EQUIPMENT

Rockf ord, 111 — Charles House is
buying new equipment for his houses
this spring, including Jewell Suprex
type arc lamps and rectifiers.
Cleveland — New RCA sound
equipment is being installed in eight
local Loew houses. Installation at
Loew's Stillman was completed last
week. Installation is now being
made at Loew's State, following
which work will be started at the
Park and Granada.
Portland, Me. ■— A new marquee,
new carpets and new seats are beinginstalled at the Lincoln Theater,
Damariscotta.
Omaha — Equipment sales reported by R. S. Ballantyne of Scott-Ballantyne Co. include Magic Weather
Cooling Systems to A. W. Pugh for
the White Way, Fredonia, Kan.; to
Peters and Angnos for the Chocolate Shop Theater, Cherokee, la.; to
R. E. Guild for the Peerless, Holyoke, Colo.; to Marie Goodhand for

NOTES

»

the American, Kimball, Neb.; to
Harvey Bros. Department Store, Logan, la.; to F. E. Pace for the Empress, Malvern, la.; to J. F. Dethlefs for the Crystal, Manning, la.;
to Frank Houston for the Minne
Lusa, Omaha; to Georgia O. Raseley
for
the Royal,
O'Neill,
Neb.; Oregon,
to John
Brandt
for the
Oregon,
Mo.; to J. B. Roshong for the St.
Francis, St. Francis, Kan.; to Walter Gunther for the Palace, Syracuse, Neb.; to J. P. Thompson for
the Sequoyah, Tahlequah, Okla., and
to J. P. Lannon for the Rivoli, West
Point, Neb.; projectors and Largen
Sound System to the Community
Club, which is opening up the Liberty, a new house at Liberty, Neb.,
and Frank Kalous, Jr., who is opening the Kay, a new house at Sumner,
Neb., and Largen Sound to Dale
O'Roak for the Opera House, Sherman Station, Me.
Abingdon,
111.— The Bijou Theater,
(Continued on Page 6)
Headquarters for

DUBBING— RECORDING
Projection,
AREA

Cutting

Rooms — Vaults

VARIABLE
NOISELESS
RECORDING

Soundfilm

Enterprises, Inc.

723 Seventh Avenue

New York City

Jacksonville, 111. — The contract
for improvements to one of the Fox
Midwest
Theater
Corp.'s
here
has been
awarded
to thehouses
Flett

Building & Repair Co., 4505 Trost
St., Kansas City, Mo. The plans
[ronton, Mo. — A new marquee is call for a new front, lobby improvements, rest rooms and redecorating
.ng installed on the State Thealocal house of the Lead Belt the interior and exterior.
Edwin G.
nusement
Co.
(Continued on Page 6)

King City, Mo. — Rufus H. Limpp
•II take bids soon on the erection
a two-story 28x110 foot addition
his motion picture theater buildhere. Plans are in charge of
iibert O. Boiler of Kansas City.
■ ey call for general interior alations to the existing building
well as the brick and concrete
dition.

Newest Spring Campaign
VALANCES
•
FLAGS
BANNERS

ART

RENTED—SOLD

FLAG.

449 W. 42nd St.

INC.

New York City
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YOU MAY HAVE A BIG HEART
YOU MAY WEAR MANY DIAMONDS
YOU MAY BELONG TO MANY CLUBS

4

BUT— YOU DON'T NEED A SPADE "TO DIG UP" A
RELIABLE CARPET FIRM.

"COLLEGE

GREATER NEW YORK CARPET HOUSE, INC.
250 WEST 49th STREET, NEW YORK
AN

ESTABLISHMENT

CRESTWOOD
FOR

FEATURING

QUALITY

THE WELL

UAH

AND

WEAR

KNOWN

PUTS

HOLIDAY"

Holidays are frequent for college students, but not
for Alexander Smith Carpet. It stays right on the
job 365 days a year, and it has no fear of examinations. Which is one reason why you'll find it in the
majority of the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER

-

SMITH

CARPET

-g&n
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(Continued from Page 5)

Kratz
of Kansas
architect.

City, Mo., is the

Moberly, Mo. — Work will start at
once on the remodeling of the Fox
Midwest Theater Corp.'s house here.
Ludwig Abt, Riegel Building, Moberly, is the architect. The work
will include a new structural glass
front, lobby enlargement and general remodeling, etc.
Bonne Terre, Mo. — New sound
equipment is being installed in the
Odeon Theater, operated by the
Lead Belt Amusement Co.
Des Moines — C. F. Hoffman, manager of the Grand at Knoxville, la.,
has installed new electric sound
equipment, and has also made improvements to the projection booth
and balcony.

NOTES » »

«

EQUIPMENT
(Continued from Page 5)

quee, ticket office and front lobby
' in chromium and stainless steel, operated by S. E. Pirtle of Jerseyultra-modernistic design. Redecora- ville, 111., has been equipped with
tion of the house interior is planned new DeLuxe Air-Loc full upholfor the near future.
stered chairs, purchased through
George A. Busher of St. Louis.
Cleveland — Frank Gross has inHot Spring, Ark. — The Roxy Thestalled new super Simplex heads,
tem. ater has installed a new sound sys- provided by National Theater Supply Company, in his Grand Theater.
Homer,
La. — The Pelican has
been completely remodeled.
Cleveland — Loew's State has inits lobby.stalled a de luxe candy counter in
Milwaukee — The Park, neighborhood house, has reopened with new
seats and front.
Cleveland — The Crown and Waldorf Theaters, owned and operated
Anniston, Ala. — The Ritz has inby Kaplan Brothers, have installed
stalled new sound apparatus.
new Alexander Smith carpeting.
I

Rome, Ga. — The Royal has installed new sound equipment.

Albemarle, N. C. — The Stanley is
White Hall, la. — Joe Lyman is being remodeled and refurnished.
making extensive improvements in
Watertown — The auditorium of
his Princess Theater.
the Classic Theater here has been
equipped with new indirect lighting
Chicago — The Bridgeport Theater fixtures.
is being overhauled for early reopening by Joseph Skora.
Flat River, Mo. — The Roseland
Theater, operated by the Lead Belt
Amusement Co., is being completely
redecorated. A new marquee and
new sound equipment are other contemplated improvements for the
house.

«
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GN's 65 Will Include One
Million Dollar Production
(Continued from Page

1)

Onawa, la. — R. A. Oliver and Mrs.
Muriel Frandsen have purchased
Super-S implex projectors from
Scott-Ballantyne Co. of Omaha. This
completes the equipment, all purchased from the same company, for
the new $35,000 500-seat Iowa the
partners will open here about April

Bill Draft Allows
Trade Agreements
(Continued from Page

1)

other pictures budgeted at $500,000
each, a spokesman for the company
said yesterday in New York. Lineup
will be announced at the outfit's an19 at nual
theconvention
coast. planned for May 16-

Roosevelt by the Council for Industrial Progress and just made public
here. Coincidental with such agreements, anti-trust laws in interference would be suspended, according
Des Moines — Jack Kuech has
to the proposal, which was drafted
completed construction of a new
by Siegfried F. Hartman of New
front for the Gem at Charles City.
York, formerly motion picture coun70
To
Attend
GN
Convention
He is also adding new seats and
sel.
new decorations.
All producers, division and sales
Three major points covered by the
managers, as well as department draft are as follows: All forms of
heads,
both
domestic
and
foreign,
deception of the public by persons
Milwaukee — Work is being rushed
on the remodeling on the Metropoli- numbering approximately seventy, engaged in interstate commerce, rewill
attend
the
first
annual
sales
tan Theater at Prairie du Chien.
gardless of the competitive feature.
convention of Grand National Films
All forms of competition heretofore held to be legally unfair.
16-19 at the AmGraham, Tex. — The Palace has to be heldbassadorMay
Hotel, Los Angeles, it was
Certain other practices in compebeen completely remodeled and re- announced yesterday by Edward J.
tition now generally recognized by
furnished, and the front brightened
Peskay, general sales manager.
economists and commercial experts
by a new neon marquee.
Those who will attend include B. F. Zeld- and contrary to existing standards
man, Douglas MacLean, Victor Schertzinger,
of fairness.
San Antonio — The Palace at Zion Myers, George A. Hirliraan, Raymond
discriminations would also
Stamford has installed new RCA Friedgen, Richard Rowland, Andrew L. Stone be Price
banned.
Max Alexander, unit producers. Others
High Fidelity sound, and Roy and
M. Biddell, executive aid to EdBrockinan has redecorated the in- are Sidney
ward L. Alperson, President, Ann Rosenthal,
head of the Home Office legal department, Sol Filmack Trailer Hikes
terior of the Ritz at McKinney.
Mineral Wells, Tex.— The Grand
Theater is sporting a new front and
new neon sign in red, yellow and
blue.
Biloxie, Miss. — The Saenger Theater has been remodeled and new
cooling system added.
Mocksville, N. C. — The Princess
Theater has been remodeled and
new equipment installed.
Dallas — The Capitol Theater at
Meridian is being remodeled and
refurnished.
Newark — RKO-Proctor's has completed installation of a new mar-

Edwards, eastern division manager, James
Winn, western division manager, Saul Krugman, their assistant^ Jack L. Bamstyn,
head of foreign sales, his assistant Edward
Ugast, Harry Allen and A. Adilman from
Canada, M. Crown, South America, and
representatives from England and France.
Presiding at the convention will be Edward L. Alperson, president. A special convention train will leave New York May 12.

Lina Motion Adjourned
Motion of Lina Pictures Corp. for
a summary judgment of $5,000 from
First Division Pictures was adjourned yesterday in Supreme Court
to April 16. Lina Pictures claim
arises out of an alleged breach-ofcontract by First Division to distribute shorts obtained from Principal Pictures, which has assigned
its claim to Lina Pictures.

FIELD NOTES
15.
They
Theater.

also

have

»
the

Ona |

Milwaukee,
Wis. — Two
Michij:
houses served out of the local
change center have installed soi!
equipment.
They are the Doris i
Hermansville
and the Pickford •
Pickford.
This house was forme
the Grand.
Springer-Cocalis theater h;
blazed forth with "Gala Spring C
nival" banners and pennants, a v
effective appearance, with design
by Art Flag.
Dallas— The Robb & Rowley i
cuit general offices are being rem
eled and an air conditioning syst
is being installed.

Indianapolis, Ind. — The R. R. E
circuit houses, including the 1
town, Strand, Ritz and Oriental t
aters, have installed National Sir
co blowers and washers for d |
well cooling systems.
Seymour, Ind. — H. R. Wagner
installed Sirocco blowers and wa
ers in his Majestic and Little Th
ters here.
City, has
Ind.been
— installed
Sirocco bio1
andGaswasher
in
Arcade Theater by D. B. Simpk
operator.
Providence — RKO-Albee
here
pects to start installation of 2,
new orchestra seats within the n
few
weeks.
Samples
of ch;
(American Seat Co.) are being
played in theater's inner lobby v
patrons invited to try them out
comfort.
Providence — Community Thea
naborhood house in North Pr>
dence (Centredale) has just insta
two new rear-shutter type Simi
projectors with National The:
Supply of Boston doing installal
work. House will begin installal
of air-conditioning system wil
few days, with The Outlet Comp
of Providence having the contrac
Hartford— The Webster The;

is now under construction by Mau
Pay 3rd Time in 15 Mos. ing.
Chicago — Employees of the Filmack Trailer Co. have just received
another pay-hike, the third in 15
months, and according to Irving
Mack, executive head it will not be
the last, by a long shot, if business
keeps speeding up the balance of
the year. Filmack recently made
some expansions in the matter of
new equipment and a Sales Promotion Department.

Shulman
of thefrom
Rivoli.
Chairs Sih'
been
ordered
American

Thompsonville, Conn. — Const]
tion has begun on a 980-seat thes
and stores by Peter Parokas, opi
tor of the Palace, New Britain,
tional Theater Equipment will i
ply chairs, booth equipment
screen. The house is expected
be ready in August.

New
London — The Lyceum,
legit house, to be opened by
Cambridge, O. — The new State Anger of Bridgeport and Sal Adc
Theater here, built for the Shea cir- of Middletown for picture operat
cuit, has opened. Shea interests will be redecorated by Vincent F
also operate the Cort Theater here. through Modern Theater Equipm

New Shea House Opens
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T QUART, EARNINGS
EVEAL IMPROVEMENT
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«

A "JUUU" (HH» "jCofa

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
Casting assignments — Warners:
(Continued from Page 1)
I
Paul Everton, "The Deep South";
TOE
RIVKIN
has
taken
up
his
new
Charles Richman, Wilfred Lucas,
000,000, for the three-month peri ended Mar. 31, against $1,239,- J duties as the head of Columbia's "Story of Zola"; Norman Willis,
talent
department
following
a
0 or 59 cents a share a year ago.
"That Certain Woman"; RKO: Don
For the first two months ended week's vacation at Palm Springs.
Wilson "Missus America"; Bill
T
T
▼
b. 28, RKO is expected to report
Dudley Murphy has signed Nancy Grady "New Faces of 1937"; Leila
14,000 in earnings, representing a
Mclntyre,mount:"All
is Confusion";
ParaMinna Gombell,
Ray Mayer,
obable net of approximately $1,- Carroll to appear in "This King
Business,"
to
be
produced
by
Asso0.000 for the first quarter.
ciated Artists.
"Make Way ▼for T
Tomorrow."
»
Columbia earnings in the March
»
»
T
arter. which is the third quarter
Erpi Mirrophonic equipment is
Trem Carr will place "I Cover
its fiscal year, are estimated at being used at Pantages, a first-run
the War," starring John Wayne, in
out $600,000, compared with $500,- Universal and RKO house, in con- production April 12. Arthur Lubin
3.
direct, with Jerry Ash as chief
nection with the showing of "Top will
einematographer.
of the Town."

PTOA Radio Com. Plans
To Meet With Producers
(Continued from Page

1)

obably including Loew's and Paramnt.
At an initial meeting,
date of
ich is yet to be set by Vincent,
ocedure will be mapped out. Af■ the producers' policies in the sittion are examined, similar meet's with the two national broadsting systems
will probably
be
d.
The committee has been empowd to work out its own plan for
[Jving the problem, without need
reporting back to the parent asiation for ratification.

.unsel "Hopeful" As
Roxy Parleys Continue

Injunction Against
GB Dividend Refused
(Continued from Page

1)

day's trial. Indisposition of Mark
Ostrer kept him away from the witness chair.
The court indicated that it was
not satisfied with the plaintiff's contention that funds were not available.
The decision, it is understood, has
the effect of stabilizing the Ostrer
brothers' position in GB. Had the
court found against them, control of
the company would have passed to
the preference shareholders. This
development would have put John
Maxwell into a powerful position as
he acquired considerable Ostrer
shares some months ago when he
had anticipated gaining control of
the management.

{Continued ftom Page \)

J. Robert Rubin, Loew's executive
who sails from New York Wednesday on the Normandie, is expected
to study the situation at GB. His
company some time ago acquired
half of the 20th Century-Fox holdings in the English company which
amounted to 49 per cent. Rubin
yesterday said that he plans to be
away from New York three or four
Burgess Funeral Today
weeks. It is expected that he will
■st Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
confer with Sidney R. Kent, presiHollywood — Funeral services for
dent of 20th Century-Fox. in LonMen Burgess, will be held at 11:30
don. Kent sailed from New York
i. today in the Little Church of Wednesday on the Queen Mary.
■ Flowers, in Glendale, Calif. Inment will be in Forest Lawn
netery.
Nazis Planning to Make
Iders and others to the Roxy ornization plan are continuing, it
s said yesterday by Samuel
amer of Kramer & Kleinfeld,
msel for the Class A stockhold.. Kramer said he was "hopeful
it something will come of it."

SICK REPORT
\ successful operation to remove
yst from the eye of George Hirlin, Condor Pictures' president,
s performed Thursday following
arrival from the coast.
Detroit— Marvin Townsend, Butfield Circuit booker, is under
atment in Herman Kiefer hosli.

More "French" Productions
(Continued from Page

1)

to the extent that the investments
have been profitable, it is said.
Similar activity in Italy by the
German film industry is likely to be
a result of the alliance now being
arranged here by Luigi Freddi,
chief of the film division of the Italian Propaganda Ministry, and Dr.
Joseph Goebbels, German Propaganda. Minister.

Joe Lissauer to Wed

Pittsburgh — Joe Lissauer, booker
K Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
of the Elleness Circuit, will be married tomorrow and with his bride
lollywood — Harry Brand, publi/ boss at 20th Century-Fox, is will leave for a 10-day cruise to
Bermuda.
iting a sinus infection.

REVIEWS

//

Fabian Reorg. Plan Gets
Court's Tentative Okay
(Continued from Page

1)

of memoranda from attorneys who
suggested improvements in the plan.
Under the plan Si Fabian, who
has operated the house since 1934,
will take a 20-year lease at a minimum annual rental of $150,000 and
the provision that he pay as rent
15 per cent of the gross receipts up
to $1,000,000; 17 per cent of the
gross over $1,000,000 and up to $1,500,000 and 20 per cent of gross over
$1,500,000. Also Fabian will pay 52
per cent of the heating cost.
The RFC will grant a loan of
$725,000 to pay off real estate taxes
and bond interest. This loan will
come ahead of the first mortgage on
the property. The RFC will also
name one of the three voting trustees of the property. Fabian and
the bondholders will name the other
two trustees.
Judge Bondy set April 16 for the
next hearing on the plan.

Sponsor Will Soften
Neb. Anti-Ascap Bill
(Lontinucd from Page

1)

that the committee had disagreed
and did a 2 to 1 decision, which leads
its author, Senator Frank Brady to
believe it can be softened and still
pass and hold. Activity is watched
closely by showmen in Nebraska.
If it passes, Nebraska will be the
third state to make Ascap illegal
and a trust violation. Washington
and Montana already have such
laws.

Chance of New Industry
Laws Fades in 19 States
(Continued from Page

1)

sessions are: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana,
Kentucky, Maryland, Nevada, Michigan, New Mexico, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Wyoming, West Virginia, Washington, Utah, Oregon
and Kansas.
Tennessee, who in recess, resumes
on May 1.

»

"Wake
Up
Live"
Alice and
Faye
With Walter Winchell,
Ben Bernie
and
20th

Cent.-Fox
93 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

A GRAND
LIGHT. SHOULD
AND

LOAD
BE

OF ENTERTAINMENT
A

SHOWMAN'S

DE-

Exhibitors can start tossing orchids in
the direction of 20th Century-Fox because
of "Wake Up and Live." It is a grand
load of entertainment and should be a
showman's delight. The Winchell-Bernie
"feud'' has been cleverly handled and lends
itself to exploitation. Director Sidney Lanfield has guided the entertainment cleverly
and there is never a dull moment. The
picture has comedy, satire and catchy
songs. Winchell and Bernie play themselves, but it is Jack Haley, who registers
heavily. He demonstrates that he is an
able singer, in addition to delivering his
distinctive brand of comedy. Alice Faye,
who has never been better photographed,
is the love interest opposite Jack. Patsy
Kelly and Ned Sparks have a field day
with their comedy, while Joan Davis is a
riot with her burlesque of a rhumba. Walter Catlett, Paul Hurst, Warren Hymer and
Etienne Girardot also deliver in comedy
roles. Grace Bradley, Miles Mander and
Leah Ray are among the other principals.
Mack Gordon and Harry Revel fashioned
several songs, with "It's Swell of You,"
"Wake Up and Live" and "There's a Lull
In My Life" the outstanding numbers.
Harry Tugend and Jack Yellen concocted a
clever screenplay based on Curtis Kenyon's
original story. Edward Cronjager's photography is top-notch. Kenneth Macgowan
rates much credit as the producer. Haley,
a small-time singer, gets "mike fright" at
his first audition. Alice finally convinces
him that he need not fear the microphone.
He sings into what he believes is a dead
mike, but his voice reaches Bernie's night
club by remote control. After many complications he is found to be the "phantom
Cast: Walter Winchell, Ben Bernie and
troubadour." Alice Faye, Patsy Kelly, Ned
orchestra,
Sparks, Jack Haley, Walter Catlett, Grace
Bradley, Joan Davis, Leah Ray, Miles Mander, Douglas Fowley, Etienne Girardot, Barnett Parker, Paul Hurst, Warren Hymer,
Condos Brothers, Brewster Twins, George
Givot, William Demarest, John Sheehan,
Robert Lowery, Charles Williams, Ed Gargan, George Chandler,
Gary Breckner.
Executive Producer, Darryl F. Zanuck;
Associate Producer, Kenneth. Macgowan;
Director, Sidney Lanfield; Author, Curtis
Kenyon; Based on Book by Dorothea Brande; Screenplay, Harry Tugend, Jack Yellen; Music and Lyrics, Mack Gordon and
Harry Revel; Cameraman, Edward Cronjager;
Art Director, Mark-Lee Kirk; Associate,
Haldane Douglas; Dance Director, Jack
Haskell; Musical Director, Louis Silvers;
Editor, Robert Simpson; Sound, W. D. Flick
Roger
Heman.Clever. Photography, Top-notch.
Direction,

Forum
Film of"General"
The
Film to
Forum
the American
People's Center, located at 308 W.
59th St. will present "The General
Died at Dawn" tomorrow at 8 p. m.

.

SUPER

X, originally a strictly special-

purpose film, is today so highly valued by
the industry that it is employed in the
bulk of all feature pictures . . . appears in
the great majority of box-office champions
and critics' choices. Reasons : unmatched
photographic quality . . . unmatched adaptability. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PANCHROMATIC

SUPER
NEGATIVE

X
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International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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See 20th-Fox '37- '38 Production Budget Up 20 P. C.

SCHAEFER SEES PUBLIC EVENTUALLY ENDING DUALS

//

Educational

Film

Majors' Libraries Seen as Vast
Reservoir
of
Material
Problem in regard to educational
alms is not production, but coordina;ion under wise educational planning
and leadership of the effort to put
:he film to work in the classroom for
,;he benefit of future generations, according to a Hays' office report.
This is because it has been discovered through the making of several
-tries of pictures out of excerpts
from films in the libraries of the
major producers, that a vast potenial reservoir of material for use in
•ducational films exists in these litraries.
One series of films produced
by
(.Continued on Page 4)

\DMISH PRICE GAINS
HOLDING IN PITTS.
Pittsburgh — Film theater busiiess for the first quarter of 1937
.as bullish and the second quarter
tarts with the uptrend continuing.
Admission price gains are holding
nd most houses who raised a
ickel for week-ends and holidays
le sticking to that policy, finding
o negative response.
Although much of the Pittsburgh
(Continued on Page 10)

9 Pictures Now Before
Cameras in Coast Studios
'est Coast

Bu can

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Forty-nine pictures
re in production, with Paramount
nd Warners heading the list with
0 apiece.
RKO
follows with six.
(Continued on Page 10)

Amkino Biz Termed "Best"

Amkino Corp., distributors of Soviet
pictures, had the best quarter during
the first three months of 1937 in the
10-year history of the company, it was
said yesterday by V. I. Verlinsky, Amkino president Volume of business was
the greatest transacted in any threemonth period.

Problem

is Called Coordination

John Maxwell Reported Eyeing Australian Theater Field
Sydney (By Cable) — It is persistently reported here that the British theater and
film magnate, John Maxwell, may get a foothold in the Australian theater field. He
has been inquiring into the possibilities of such a move for the past two years, it
is stated.

Warner Conference Meetings to Open
At Waldorf-Astoria
The annual conference of sales,
theater, production and advertising
staffs of Warner Bros. Pictures,
Inc., First National, Inc., Cosmopolitan Productions, Inc., Vitagraph,
Inc., Warner Bros. Theaters, Inc.,
and affiliates will be held at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here May 1013, inclusive, it was announced today by Gradwell L. Sears, general
sales manager.
Business sessions of the conference, Sears presiding, will be held
daily at the Waldorf-Astoria with
the entire body of delegates, repre-

THE

WEEE

Hotel on May 10

senting the varied activities of the
associated firms, in attendance.
Sears said the earlier convention
dates were set with exhibitor interest in next season's product in mind.
Participating actively in the conference meetings will be H. M. Warner, Jack L. Warner, Major Albert
Warner, Sam E. Morris, Edward
Hatrick, Hal B. Wallis, Joseph Bernhard, S. Charles Einfeld, Carl Leserman, Norman H. Moray, Sam Sax,
Roy Haines and Herbert J. Ochs,
among
others.

IN

REVIEW

Film Earnings Advance — Italo-German
=====

DOMESTIC

By GEORGE

H. MORRIS

Aliiance

^=^==

Patrons
Tiring of Too-Long
Shows, Says U. A.
Sales Chief
"Double features will eventually
be eliminated, in my opinion, because
of public pressure," said George J.
Schaefer, vice-president and general
manager of distribution of United
Artists, yesterday, in replying to a
Film Daily questionnaire, sent to
top industry executives, on the
query: "Should dual programs be
eliminated and if so, how can this
be Said
accomplished?"
Schaefer: "The subject is becoming controversial among the general public
and in many circles there
(Continued on Page 4)

RKO PLAN CHANGES
REPORTED ACCEPTED
Atlas Corp., sponsor of the RKO
reorganization plan, is understood to
have agreed to several amendments
sought byforthewhich
general
committee
Whitecreditors'
& Case
urday.
is
counsel. Nature of the amendments could not be ascertained, Sat-

FOREIGN

Earnings of motion picture com
In London,
the action
King's ofBench
Division sustained
the GB
Casey Returns to Coast
panies so far this year, Wall Street
sources reported, have been running board of directors in declaring a
For Guild Negotiations
substantially ahead of the 1936 first [dividend on preference stock and rePat Casey, studio labor head, has
quarter and at about the same
rate, fused an injunction restraining its
(Continued on Page 9)
returned to the coast to take up
negotiations there with the Screen
Actors' Guild and the International
Brotherhood of Painters, looking
toward recognition of these groups
by the studios.
Last night
in onHollywood,
mem(Cuntinued
Page 10)

Estimate Further Jump of 20 P. C

In 20th-Fox's Production Budget

Kent to Return to U. S.
In Time for Coast Trip

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — 20th Century-Fox production budget for 1937-38 will run
at least 20 p.c. ahead of that for
London (By Cable) — Sidney R. the season now ending, it is estiKent, 20th Century-Fox prexy, who
mated. The 1936-37 increase in proarrives on the Queen Mary today to
duction cost over that of the 1935-36
address British and European divi- season was exactly 25.24 p.c.
Added
increase
anticipated
for
sional sales conventions here and in
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 10)

26 Condor Shorts for RKO
Condor Pictures has tentatively sat
26 shorts for RKO distribution next
season, it was said Saturday by President George Hirliman. The shorts include 13 Bill Corum sports reels and
13 one-reel musicals. F. & M. Stagesicals.
shows will provide talent for the mu-
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FINANCIAL

♦ TWO-A-DAY

NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

AS OF SATURDAY)
Net
Close
Chg.
24'/2 +
%
33 Vz + 1

High
Low
Am. Seat
24'/2
24i/2
Columbia
Pict. vtc . 33 '/2 33 Vi
Columbia
Piers, pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak
159i/4 159'/4 159'/4 —
do
pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
80'/2
795/3
795/8
dc
pfd
Paramount
24'/4
23%
23%
Paramount 1st pfd.. .167
167
167
Paramount
2nd pfd.. 22
21%
21%
Pathe
Film
83/8
7%
8%
RKO
93/8
9Vs
9%
20th Cent. -Fox
.... 38%
37%
37%
20th
Cent.-Fox
pfd
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros
15%
15
15
do
pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs
Keith A-0 6s 46...
Loew
6s 41 ww
Par.
Par.
RKO

B'way
3s55
Picts. 6s 55... 100
6s41

Warner's
Columbia
Sonotone
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
NEW
Pathe

98%

7%

6s39
....
NEW
YORK
Picts. vtc
Corp

98%
100

98%
100

95%
CURB

95%
95%
MARKET

1%
20%

1%
20'/8

1%
20%

YORK
OVER-THE-COUNTER
MARKET
STOCKS
Bid
pfd
96
REAL
ESTATE
BONDS

Fox

Ihea. and Office Bldg. — Bklyn.
1941
Loew's
Thea. Rlty. Co. 1947
Mefrop.
Playhouse
SM deb. 1945..
Roxy Theater Corp. 1st 1940

15%
97'/3
73
57

♦ FOREIGN

Arline Judge Reweds
Virginia City, Nev. — Arline Judge,
film actress, and Daniel Reed Topping, New York sportsman, were
married here. Bride is the former
wife of Wesley Ruggles, director.
The Toppings sail for Honolulu on
April 17.

Hall
Roxy
Strand
Rialto
Paramount
Rivoli
Capitol
Central
Palace
Palace

♦

week

LANGUAGE

Astor
Globe
Criterion

PICTURES

Beethoven
Concerto
(Amkino)
The Eternal Mask
(Mayer-Burstyn)
(a-b)— 5th
Slalom
(George
Kraska-World)
(a-b)
The
Golem
(Metropolis) — 4th week
Tsar to Lenin
(Lenauer
International) — 6th week
Carnival
in Flanders
(American Tobis)
(b)
Monte
Carlo
(Franco-American)
(a-b)
Charlemagne
(Franco-American)
(a-b)
Thirty Seconds of Love (Nuovo Mondo)

♦ FUTURE

Dual

bill.

(b)

Subsequent

run.

♦
Cinema

15....

(c) Follows

current

de Paris
Paramount
Capitol
Music
Hall
Roxy
Rivoli
Cameo
Strancr

bill.

Green to Make Three Jewish
SEC Reveals Salaries
Features in Warsaw Studios
Paid Execs, and Stars
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Peru Deals Closed
C. Gonzales of Reliable Film Export Co. has closed deals in Peru
on the following pictures: "Hoy
Comienza La Vida", "Genoveffa De
Brabante", "Enemigos", "Dos Mujeres Y Un Don Juan", and "Una
Mujer
En Venta".
Reliable
has added to its agencies
abroad by appointing representatives in Japan, Egypt, Spain, Argentine, Greece and Turkey.

MRS. CHICO MARX
York from Hollywood.

has arrived in New

M. B, SHANBERG, former circuit theater
owner of Kansas City, sails for Europe Wednesday on the Normandie with MRS. SHANBERG,
the former Mrs. Pauline Marks, whom he married last week
at Miami
Beach.
the

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK
Normandie Wednesday.

COL.
bound.

JASON

S. JOY

sail for London on

is on the Rex, Paris-

JACK GOETZ of Du-Art sails May 4 on the
Queen
Mary for England.

♦
Cameo
World
World
55th
St. Playhouse
Filmarte
Little Carnegie
Cinema
de Paris
Cinema
de Paris
Broadway

OPENINGS

Sun Over Denmark
(Scandinavian) — April 13
Swing
High, Swing
Low
(Paramount) — April 14
Personal
Property
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — April
The Woman
I Love
(RKO
Radio)— April 15
When
Love
is Young
(Universal) — April
16
Love
from
a Stranger
(United
Artists) — April 17
The Last Night
(Amkino)
(c)
Call It a Day
(Warner-Cosmopolitan)
(c)

Washington — Louis B. Mayer,
Irving Thalberg, deceased, and J.
i/4
Robert Rubin as co-partners in
Louis B. Mayer Pictures, split a
—
%
$1,220,242 bonus of Loew's Inc. during the corporate fiscal year ending
—
%
in 1936, according to a SEC report
-4
—
made public Saturday.
+
Other film salaries disclosed by
—
the SEC included:
—
Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's president, $312,785; Kay Francis of
—
Warner Brothers, $227,500; David
Bernstein, Loew's vice president,
$213,857; Arthur M. Loew, $205,544;
Joe E. Brown, Warner Brothers cav+
ern-mouthed comedian, $201,562;
Warner Brothers
V4 Leslie Howard,
+
British star, $185,000; and three
from Universal Pictures — Irene
V* Dunne, $102,777; James Lacava,
Whale,
$105,000; and Gregory
$102,500.
—
Columbia Pictures Corp. reported
these
salaries: Harry Cohn, director
vs
president,
$182,040,
including
exAsked
pense allowances; Frank Capra, di99
rector, $208,000; Ronald
Colman,
actor, $162,500.
16i/4
983/8
76'
58%

Theater
Music

RUNS

The
Good
Earth
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 11th
Lost Horizon
(Columbia) — 6th week
Silent
Barriers
(GB
Pictures) — 3rd
week

Coming and Going

H

Distributor

Quality
Street
(RKO
Radio)
The Soldier and the Lady (RKO Radio)
Marked
Woman
(Warner
Bros.)
Elephant
Boy
(United
Artists) — 2nd
week
Waikiki
Wedding
(Paramount) — 3rd week
History is Made at Night
(United Artists) — 3rd week
Maytime
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 4th
week
Racketeers
in Exile (Columbia)
Sea
Devils
(RKO
Radio)
(a-b)
The Man Who
Found
Himself
(RKO
Radio)
(a)

(a)

(QUOTATIONS

and

Parade

be

MORT SPRINGER of Loew's foreign department sails Wednesday on the Normandie; he'll
abroad
four months
BEN

PIAZZA

arrives

from

the

coast

today.

Unionization Move Fails
Newark, N. J. — An attempt to
unionize ushers, doormen, porters
and cleaners at the Rialto has apparently failed, according to the
management. The strike was called
by the recently-organized Theater
Workers Union of Newark.

Imperial Adds Exchanges
Imperial Pictures will add two new
exchanges next week, it was said
Saturday by President Wm. M.
Pizor. Negotiations are under way
for exchanges in other spots and
Imperial expects to line up the other
nine exchanges needed to complete
its national setup, Pizor declared.

Joseph Green, president of Sphinx
Films, will produce three Jewish features next season at his own studios at Warsaw, Poland, he said
Resigns Federal Post
Saturday. Greene, producer of
Nicholas T. Rogers is resigning
as
assistant
U. S. district attorney
"Yiddle With His Fiddle," the Molly
Picon starring vehicle, will import for the southern N. Y. district to
Jewish stars for the leading roles. engage in the general practice of
First of the trio will be a musical law
in association with his uncle,
entitled "Chassidic Life", to be Saul E. Rogers.
ready for release in September.

Finkle Funeral Saturday
Clifton, N. J. — Funeral services
were held Saturday for Clarence W.
Finkle Sr., who died of a heart attack. Finkle opened the first N. J.
theater, the old Hippodrome, Union
City, and was a pioneer in open air
movies, having operated on what is
now the Paterson Court House site.
He was the first mayor of this city,
and was also a promoter of horse,
bicycle and marathon races.

nger Answer Filed

Cora A. Springer, as executrix of
the estate
Sprii of the late Jack Springer,
a partner in the Springer & Cocalis
theater circuit, filed answer Saturday in Federal Court denying the
charges of Paramount Productions,
Republic, Film Exchanges, Inc., Mascot, M-G-M and M-G-M Distributing
Corp. that Springer & Cocalis and
two S-C controlled theater companies had illegally played pictures
of the plaintiffs. The answer asks
dismissal of the action which seeks
$250 damages under the copyright
law for each violation.

EXPLOITATION
of tried
and
Aguide
complete
showman's
proven exploitation
and publicity ideas
along man's
with
calendara— show-

will be found
in the

1937
YEAR BOOK
of
MOTION

PICTURES
•

Now Being Distributed
Free
To Subscribers of
THE FILM DAILY
1501 Bway. New York
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SUGGESTIONS!
SERVANT
OF THE PEOPLE
Timely Drama of the Constitution and Birth of the Supreme Court!

Pete
Smith's
Witty and Wise Cookery

"PENNY

WISDOM"
In Technicolor

. . .Prudence Penny Tieupl

Star Parade "HOLLYWOOD

PARTY"

Two Dozen Top Names in Peppy Technicolor Musical Revue-

Pete
Smith's "MISTAKES IN GOLF"
Horton Smith, Laivson Little, Harry Cooper, Jimmy Thompson Tell All

I

A bright ideal

jL^Many showmen are back-booking previous box-office nuggets on M-G-M's
/Junior Feature lists, and how their programs sparkle!
Extra revenue. Try it!

w
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'COORDINATION' SEEN
SCHOOL PIX PROBLEM
(Continued

from

Page

Kent to Return to U. S.
In Time for Coast Trip
(.Continued from Page 1)

Paris, will sail for home in time to
leave on the company's sales convention special New York-to-Los Angeles train on May 26. Kent will
speak at the Los Angeles meeting
on June 2.
On his arrival today, Kent finds
plans completed for new 20th-Fox
offices here. Six-story building, on
which the company is taking a 21year lease, will be erected in Soho
Square and is to be ready for occupancy by March 1 next provided the
British rearmament program does
not cause a shortage or rationing of
steel and other raw materials. Plans
include provision for two screening
rooms.

"Marked Woman"

Opens Big

Warners "Marked Woman," starring Bette Davis, got away to a
capacity audience start at the Strand
Saturday, with the home office taking bows for its adv. campaign.

France Bans Gangster Pix
Paris (By Cable) — Gangster films
henceforth are banned from French
screens, it is announced by M. Dormoy, Minister of the Interior.

APRIL
12
Frank Borzage
Virginia Cherrill

Jules

Ziegler

SEES PUBLIC ENDING
DUAL FEATURE BILLS

<
*
^
j

1)

the Committee on Social Values in
Motion Pictures from excerpts of
major company films were "effective beyond the expectation of everyone who used them" when tried with
g'roups of children. The Progressive
Education Association, under a
$75,000 grant from the Rockefeller
Foundation is now undertaking production of a series of educational
films for which major producers have
made available a portion of their
films. The P.E.A. films will be
studies in the field of human relations.
The MPPA plans to aid the development of the educational usefulness of the motion picture, and has
resolved to coordinate its technical
and artistic facilities with the best
educational leadership for this end.
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•
• A VERY
significant development
is taking place
among exhibitors throughout the United States
according to a theater authority who has been noting the trend closely
in all parts of the nation
here are the highlights of his
thought-provoking observations
•

•

• FIRST-RUNS
are doing terrific biz everywhere
and holding pix for extended engagements
and
now the move-over theater has forced its way in between the
first and subsequent run theaters
which means that more
and more patronage has been drained from the subsequent and
second-run situations
so the small exhib finds himself
in the disconcerting situation where the bigger the picture the
less business he does with it

•
•
• THE PUBLIC wants to see first-run pix
the difference in admission price between first and subsequent
runs means nothing to the average theatergoer who wants to
see the first-runs
and so, many theater operators are
seriously considering switching to first-run policy with the start
of the new season
they figure that with quality improved from the lesser producers, they can ask admission prices
far above that now being paid by their patrons for second-run
showings on the "biggies"
•

•

• MANY
OF these theaters in question have strategic locations
and lower overheads than those vast deiuxers
and so on a much lower gross they can successfully increase their profits with a first-run policy
well,
it's
all
one
man's
opinion,
and
we
simply
pass
it
along
as a
new trend that is significant
•

•

• IT WAS voted the best annual dance and entertainment the Press Photographers
have presented
at the
Hotel Commodore last Friday nite
and Saturday morn
for they kept the show going for hours and hours with
a million dollar lineup of talent
such personalities as
Kitty Carlisle, Jimmy Durante, Jay C. Flippen, Harry Hershfield
Hildegarde,
Duke Ellington, Vincent Lopez, Hal
LeRoy, James
Melton
Hey wood Broun, Irene Delroy,
Benay Venuta, Bob Hope, Jack Pearl, Irene Rich
oh,
just keep on with all the big-time entertainers in town
they were practically all there

• • • OVER IN Great Britain that Bing Crosby "Million
Penny Appeal Fund" has collected funds enough to send almost
1,000 underprivileged youngsters on a vacation
it is expected that a million pennies will be collected before the Columbia musical film finishes its tour in the British Isles . . .
• Stage folk will attend a preview today of the film version
of the play, "Call It a Day," at the Warner projection room.
T
▼
T
• • • AS USUAL with some sees
Our Girl Friedegg had her clapper going while her cranium slumbered
"Say, Phil, why don't ya give a name to that dizzy dame stepping out with you at the top of the kolyum?"
"It
sounds like an idea, Frieda.
What
name do you suggest?"
"Well, seeing that she's in your company, I'd call her
Miss Demeanor, or Miss Fortune, or Miss Take, or Miss Deal,
or Miss Cue, or — "
"That'll do, Miss Friedegg," we said
sternly.
'You can go back to your misses on the typewriter."
Frieda gave us her slinky leer
"Okay, Chief,"
she chaffed.
"That makes ME the Columiss"

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

are heated discussions due to the]
fact that a patron is compelled to
sit through a three hour show, seeing
not only the ordinary features, but
generally getting home an hour or
an hour and a half later than has
been the custom.
"That the public is tiring of this,
is my firm belief and when they do,
you will find that they will make
their force felt upon the theatei
management."
Air
Conditioning Systems
Installed in RKO Houses
RKO

is now installing air conditioning systems in the Colonial Theater, Manhattan; Uptown, Detroit,
and Orpheum, Des Moines, it was
said by David P. Canavan, in charge
of maintenance.

Move offorConsolidated
Strike's End
Officials
Film Industries and the United Theatrical
and Motion Picture Workers of
America are considering nine main
points as a basis for ending the
union's strike at the Consolidated
Fort Lee plant following a conference Friday in the offices of the National Labor Relations Board attended by H. J. Yates, Consolidated
president, and a union committee
Malcolm Halliday presided at the
meeting in the NLRB offices on behalf of the government and the provision was made that Consolidated
and the union report early this week
to the NLRB on what agreement, ii
any, has been reached.

SICK REPORT
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Spencer Tracy, film
actor, is reported recovering rapidly
from an operation he underwent last
Friday to correct a thyroid ailment
Pittsburgh — Mrs. George Lefko
wife of the local RKO branch manager, will accompany her husband to
his firm's sales convention on the
coast late in May. She will remain
several months for her health.
Detroit — Condition of Maurice
Caplan of Metropolitan M. P. Co.
is reported as improved at the
Henry Ford Hospital where Stanley
Fisher, M-G-M salesman, is also a
patient.
Detroit — Recovered from an illness, John Passafiume, assistant
manager toofhisthe duties.
Fox theater, has re-|
turned
Jack Pearl underwent an operation
for an intestinal infection at thai
Hospital for Joint Diseases Saturday afternoon. The comedian collapsed after a broadcast.
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A "JUttk" fat* Hollywood "&&

By RALPH WILK
r\V7AY ahead of production schedule, Warner Bros, studios at
Burbank currently have 14 features
I in woik, with 10 before the cam
eias, and 4 in preparation for early
■shooting. The four in preparation
tare: "The Perfect Specimen," starring Errol Flynn and Miriam Hopikins, directed by Michael Curtiz;
"A Gentleman After Midnight,"
with Leslie Howard, Olivia de Havilland, Bunita Granville, Donald
ICrisp and Hugh O'Connell, directed
bv Archie L. Mayo; "Campus Scandals," with Frank McHugh; and
"Varsity Show," starring Fred Waring and His Pennsylvanians, Dick
Powell and Ruby Keeler, directed by
U'illiam Keighley.
▼
T
T

The Screen Actors' Guild has
split its February best performance
award between Paul Muni and
Louise Rainer for their work in
The Good Earth." Bonita Granville's work in "Maid of Salem" was
voted the best performance by a
supporting player.
T

T

T

Conrad Nagel, who has been appearing in a series of federal Gmian features for Grand National,
in the future will divide his time
between acting and directing. He'll
•direct "Love Takes Flight," scripted

WHO'S
•

•

•

WHO

(Continued from Page 1 )

allowing for seasonal differences, as
during the final months of last year.
Observers in the field of finance
pointed to two important factors as
the probable chief influences on this
year's film mart, namely a sharp increase in the cost of film production
and a general, though unheralded,
advance in admission prices, with
producers inclined to the belief that
the public is demanding a better
quality of screen entertainment and
will pay more
* for* it. *
Little surprise was occasioned in
film circles by the mid-week flash
from Washington that the House
Committee on Immigration and
Naturalization, by a vote of eight to
five, decided not to report the Dickstein bill. Killing of the measure,
which was militantly opposed by
Gabriel L. Hess, general attorney
for M.P.P.D.A., and by President Ed
Kuykendall of M.P.T.O.A. at a recent hearing in the capital, was declared by Dickstein to be only a
temporary set-back
* *
*
Last Monday the annual report of
Will H. Hays, made public in its
antirety, disclosed that approximately 1,875 features were produced
:hroughout the world in 1936, with
1,374 made in countries outside the
U. S. European studios contributed
721, while English producers were
most active overseas with a total

No.

73

•

•

•

FRANKLIN HANSEN. Head of Paramount Studio sound department. Born in
Saugerties, N. Y., May 2, 1897. Went to school in New York, Pasadena,
Los Angeles and at the Naval Training School.
Married to Dolly D. Dunning. Left school in
1917 at age of 19 and joined the navy. Was
made chief radio operator on U. S. S. Rochester
running out of New York with fast transports
during war. Following war was employed by
the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co. on
first radio telephone system open for commercial service between Catalina Island and the
Mainland. Joined Paramount Pictures, Inc.,
June 18, 1928 when this company entered the
sound pictures field. Has been director of recording for Paramount since 1931. Hansen's
early ambition to be a captain of a sea going
ship has been partly fulfilled — he now owns a
yacht and is commodore of the Pacific Writers
Yacht Club. Won Academy's award for excellence in sound for three years, 1931-33.

by Lionel 0. Houser and Ben
from Ann
Morrison
Chapin's
inal. Scheduled
to start
in
weeks, it will be produced by
dor for Grand National.
T

T

Pivar
origthree

Boris Karloff plays the leading role
for First National.

Con-

D. Ross Lederman has been assigned to dix-ect "White Heat," Columbia's story of life in the steel
fills, Don Terry and Rosalind Keith
are featured.

t

"The Adventures of Fang" is the
new title of "War Lord," in which

THEWEEI\
DOMESTIC

IN HOLLYWOOD

Introducing Interesting Personalities:

IN

ft

Doris Nolan is the fourth fullfledged film star to be signed by
Samuel
Goldwyn
"Dead Sidney,
End,"
the others
beingforSylvia
Humphrey Bogart and Joel McCrea.
Miss Nolan in "Dead End" will porKay, the
rich man's
who tray
falls
in love
with asweetheart
penniless
architect.
T

T

T

"Forty-Five Fathers," a novel by
Mary Bicel and Ethel Sparks, has
been purchased by 20th CenturyFox studios, and will be the basis
of Jane Withers' next picture, to
follow "Angel's Holiday." John
Stone is associate producer.
T

▼

»

T

T

T

"The Second Mrs. Draper," by
Noel Pierce, has been purchased by
Columbia. Story has a continental
and Long Island background.
T
▼
V
Robert Armstrong has been engaged by Columbia for "With Kind
Regards,"
shortly to be placed in
recting.
work with D. Ross Lederman diOur Passing Show: Constance
Bennett, Christopher Dunphy, Gilbert Roland, Benny Rubin, Norman
Taurog, Gene Markey, Jack Haley
at preview of "Wake Up and Live";
Lupe Yelez and Johnny Weissmuller
star-gazing through a telescope.

EC VI EW

of 217 full length films. Other coun- systems in nearly 40 houses throughtries made the following: Germany,
out the country Major producers
130; France, 125; Russia, 92; Spain, failed to agree on N. Y. Sales Tax
32; Sweden, 27; Czechoslovakia, 26; appeal move . . . Paramount set June
Hungary, 20.
10-13, Los Angeles, for annual sales
convention, while two indies, Monogram and Grand National, selected
During the active week, Kuyken- May 7-8, Chicago, and May 16-19,
dall announced that he would leave Los Angeles, respectively, for their
late this month on a coast trip to sales conclaves and Pathe Film
"solidify" MPTOA's ranks in sup- Corporation and subsidiary compaport of its 10-point trade practice
nies reported a net profit of $183,proposals Another interesting an- 953.18 for the year 1936, after denouncement came from David Sarducting' all charges, including internoff, president of RCA, that his
est, depreciation, and provisions for
company will market television Federal Income taxes.
transmitting apparatus following
completion of the experimental per- FOREIGN
iod, and has made a sale of such a
{Continued from Page 1)
unit to CBS for early installation payment. Decision was regarded in
on the Chrysler Building That Al- British film circles as stabilizing the
lied's campaign, to compel producers Ostrer brothers' position in the adto discard their theaters, is about
ministration of the company, and,
over for 1937, became apparent with on the other hand, a set-back to
state legislatures rapidly concluding
John Maxwell who had acquired considerable Ostrer shares some months
their sessions. To date, North Dakota is sole state to pass such a law, ago when he had anticipated gaining
although a number of measures are control of the management.
*
*
*
still pending elsewhere . A 10 per
cent wage increase, boosting studio
That the Nazi government appayrolls close to $3,000,000, was
peared to be moving toward a barter
agreed on between major producers system for films which will make
still
more
difficult the position of
and the I.A.T.S.E., United Brotherhood of Carpenters, International American companies, was contained
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, in a cable from Berlin. As appraised
and the International Brotherhood
of U. S. distribuof Teamsters. Pact, announced by by representatives
tors, the system is designed to restrict the import of foreign pictures
Pat Casey, effects close to 15,000
men Paramount theater associates to those countries which accept an
of German
producplanned to install air-conditioning equal number

tions. American distributors last
year were limited to 28 films of the
120 Germany admitted.
Also from Berlin came word that
with the Nazi regime ruling the film
industry there, star salaries will be
radically reduced in a move to combat the industry's estimated 15,000,000 marks deficit. Furthermore,
The Film Daily was informed,
Germany is planning to materially
increase its investments in pseudo
French productions. With out-andout German films faring poorly in
the U. S. as a result of boycott activities, Nazi industry leaders have
been experimenting recently with
Parisian production, using French
players and directors. Similar activity in Italy by German cinema
circles is likely to result from the
alliance now being arranged in Berlin by Facist Italy's Luigi Freddi
and Nazi propaganda chieftain Dr.
Joseph Goebbels.

*

*

*

Paris flashed news of the death
of Emile
Pathe,
one of
most
famous
pioneers,
at filmland's
his home
in Pau. . . . Paris 1937 International
Exposition's decision to erect a
monument to the arts and photography at the foot of the Eiffel Tower
as an exhibit, with Louis Lumiere,
acting as president of this arm of
the exposition . . . and from Buenos
Aires arrived announcement that
studios there would make 50 fulllength productions during 1937-38.
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ADMISH PRICE GAINS
HOLDING IN PITTS.
(Continued from Page

1)

SEE FURTHER JUMP IN
^ ^ Filling New Positions y ►
Glen Rose, Tex.— H. M. Simpson
is the new manager of the Palace
Theater.

district was again touched by high
waters, and in some cases very
disastrously, theater folk were
Oklahoma City — Charles J. Olielated with the mild winter in comver of Duncan, Okla., has been apparison
to
last
year's
record-breakpointed assistant manager of the
er. This accounts for business
Yucca and Ritz Theaters at Midholding up the way it has.
land, Texas.
Building and reopenings are
flourishing and houses are at premNewport, R. I.— John D. Walsh,
ium. Building, however, is probably going too fast for some of the
of inE. this
M. Loew's
Colonial Theater
city since
new ones are finding the sledding Jr., manager
house was reopened by the
pretty tough. Feverish rush is_ set- that
Loew interests in 1935, will become
ting up keenly competitive situations in many localities.
managerater of
Paramount Harry
Thehere.Shea's
He succeeds
Dual bills are still prevailing in
this territory with no indication of Brown, transferred to the Shea
house at Nashua, N. H.
change.

Casey Returns to Coast
For Guild Negotiations

Film Theater Invasion of
Richmond Suburb Battled

NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Hollywood — James Cagney is understood to be receiving $150,000 for
making "Dynamite," his next Grand
National picture.

Cockrill Jumps Prices
Denver —
Plaza theater
a dime to 15
who recently

Evening prices of the
have been raised from
cents by Dave Cockrill
took the house over.

Irene Dunne and the players and
technicians filming her next starring

Garlands Mother Killed

picture,traveled
"High, 3200
Wide miles
and Handsome,"
have
since the
picture went into production — all without leaving the State of California. —
PARAMOUNT.

Denver — Robert Garland, booker
for Fox theaters, went to Chicago
to attend his mother's funeral. She
was killed in an auto accident.

(Continued from Page

1)

1937-38 involves a greater magi
tude of production than even til
season points out Chairman of t j
Board Joseph M. Schenck. The nu
ber of AAA, AA and A pictures,
Elizabeth, N. J. — Harold Midge- compliance with exhibitor demai
ley, who has managed the Broad will be increased for 1937-38. Nev<
several years, is leaving to take theless, the production cost bo<i
over similar duties at the Palace, affects the lesser pictures as w
Netcong.
said.
Pittsburgh — C. C. Kellenberg, as those in the upper brackets, it '
20th Century-Fox salesman in the 49 Pictures Now Before
West Virginia territory, will sucCameras in Coast Studi
ceed A. W. McCormick's vacated
post as office manager of that ex(Continued from Page 1)
change. It is reported Jim Thorpe,
now head
sales
job. booker, will step into the M-G-M is making four and Colu j
bia, 20th Century-Fox
and Graj
National three each. Universal a
Republic
are
making
two
ea
Three Injured As Film
Selznick
International,
Goldw;
Delivery Truck Crashes Wanger,
Roach,
Loew,
Darmo j
and Derr are down for one each.
Kansas City, Mo. — A truck op"The Last Train for Madrid" 1
erated by the Exhibitors Film Delivand "T>
ery Co. of this city was wrecked on started at Paramount
at Warners.
U. S. highway 36, nine miles west Certain Woman"
of Chillicothe when its driver, Lloyd Could Happen To You" is new j
Wiss, lost control while passing a Republic.
"The Toast of New York" ai
large transport truck. The film de- "Tomorrow's
Headlines" have be
livery truck turned over several
times and Wiss suffered fractures completed at RKO. "One Mile Fn
Heaven" finished at 20th Centuii
of both bones in his left leg.
Riding with Wiss was his sister, Fox and "Good Old Soak" at M-GMrs. Loren Potter of Cameron, Mo.,
NAB to Seek Refunds
who suffered broken ribs and severe
bruises and Harry Hawkins, another Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAI
film company driver, who was
bruised severely. All of the injured Broadcasters
Washington —hasNational
appointedAss'n
a co
persons were taken to Cameron in mittee of three to investigate a
an ambulance, and Wiss was later forward plans for obtaining the :
removed to a St. Joseph, Mo., hos- fund of monies paid by broadcasti
stations to the Music Publish*
Holding Corp., a Warner Bros, st,
McCormick to Be Exhib
pital.
sidiary. The committee includes J
Pittsburgh— A. W. McCormick, of- Maland of Station WHO Des Mom
fice manager of the 20th Century- John Elmer, WCBM Baltimore, aFox exchange, has resigned his post, John Gillin, WOW Omaha.
effective May 1, to operate a theater
of his own.

(Continued from Page 1)
Richmond, Va. — After hearing
bership meetings of the actors and protests from a number of citizens
painters heard reports from their of Bellevue and the Ginter Park section, fashionable Richmond suburb,
representatives
on the status
of
negotiations with the producers.
against the construction of two proposed motion picture theaters in
Rappahannock Street, Judge Frank
Sunday Films Win Out As
T. Sutton, Jr., of the Law and Equity
the case under adMo. Town Votes 5th Time Court, has taken
visement. Plaintiffs contend that
the
building
of
theaters
in the area
Webster Grove, Mo. — Fifth refer- would decrease the value of residenendum on Sunday films here finally
tial property.
brought an okay, 2,989-2,659. Town
In
one demurrer action, John C.
owned
Ozark,
the
has one theater,
Vorwerck and Bessie J. Vorwerck,
by 68 local stockholders.
are suing the Rappahannock Theaters, Inc.; Henry P. Beck, city
building inspector, and John C.
Shanbergs on Honeymoon
M. B. Shanberg, retired Kansas Goode, commissioner of revenue. In
second, James H. Crawford and
City capitalist and widely known in the
film circles through his partnership Loretta E. Crawford are suing the
Cliff Realty Corp,. Henry P. Beck
with Herbert M. Woolf in the opera- and
John C. Goode.
tion of 61 houses in Missouri, Kansas and Iowa which were acquired
New House At Franklin
by Fox West Coast Theatres in
1929, sails from New York on WedFranklin, N. H.— The City Counnesday aboard the Normandie with
cil has granted permission to George
his bride, the former Mrs. Pauline Black,
local manager for Samuel
Marks of Spartanburg, S. C, whom
Zirn Motion Wednesday
Kurson, proprietor of the Pastime
he married at Miami Beach, Fla., Theater
to erect a new theater on
Hearing on the Samuel Zirn molast Thursday. The couple are stop- Central Street. The front walls
tion to cancel the sale of the Orping at the Sherry-Netherland. His will be of brick or cement blocks
brother, Ed Shanberg, recently re- with terra cotta backing and of fire pheum Corp. assets to Stadium The*aters Corp., RKO subsidiary is
signed as district manager for Fox
Midwest Theatres in Kansas City resisting material.
scheduled before Federal Judge Patterson Wednesday.
and moved to California.

Say
Cagney Getting $150,000
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

BUDGET OF 20TH-F0

Milwaukee— William Pierce, former manager of the Princess, has
been named manager of the Savoy,
local neighborhood house, succeeding Harry Karp, resigned.

New South Bend Lathes

The South Bend Lathe Works
South Bend, Ind., is bringing o
a new line of back-geared, scrt
cutting, precision lathes in the nj
Underneath Belt Motor Drive. T
new series of lathes are offered
9, 11, 13, 15 and 16 inch swing, ai
in bed lengths from 3 to 12 ft.

Gottesman Invades Miami
Miami, Fla. — Construction of a
500-seat theater on East Flagler St.
near the Bay is to be started immediately by the Adrian Corp. Alfred
Gottesman of New York, president
of the Adrian Corp., has been a
theater operator in New England
for a number of years. This is his
first Florida venture.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Ortte in Waveland, Miss.
Wayeland,
Miss. — Ed Ortte, for
mer film salesman who has been op- I
erating
theatera house
in Pensacola,
Fla., '
plans toa build
here.

178

American

feature pictures and

388 shorts were shown
ing 1936.

in Finland dur-

u
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Reviews o% the Hew TUms
"Internes Can't Take
with

Barbara

Stanwyck,
Joel
Money"
Lloyd Nolan

McCrea,

ramount
75 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
STRONG
EMOTIONAL
DRAMA
DEALIG WITH
MOTHER-LOVE,
SUSPENSEJL TO THE END.
This is strong emotional drama, dealing
th mother-love. Alfred Santell's di:tion is very good and he has held the
spense to the end. Barbara Stanwyck
excellent as the mother, forced to match
.',. ts with underworld figures in her search
• her baby. Joel McCrea is convincing
the young interne, who falls in love with
rbara. and. who
with Lloyd
Nolan,
a
ket leader, whose life he saved, finally
ares the youngster. Stanley Ridges gives
outstanding performance as a gang
der who knows the whereabouts of
rbara's child, but tries to make Bar■a go away with him before he will give
• the information
she desires.
McCrea
. srates on Nolan in the back-room of a
■ «on and turns down the $1,000 that
Ian wants to pav him.
Nolan declares
will grant McCrea anv favor he may
■-. McCrea learns that Ridges is taking
■bara out of town and hurries to Nolan.

SHORTS

"Pudgy
Bow-Wow"
(BettyTakes
BoopA Cartoon)

Paramount
7 mins.
Good Gags
Good gag, with Betty Boop leaving her pup in the dressing room
as she goes on the stage for her
ringing and dancing act. The pup
gets into a fight with a yowling cat
who is spoiling Betty's act. The pup
and cat land on the stage, and are
so funny that the audience goes for
their "act" instead of Betty's. So
Betty wisely has them come back
for an encore.
"Twilight
On Songs)
the Trail"
(Screen
Paramount
7 mins.
Good Cartoon Novelty
A Max Fleischer cartoon featuring a cowboy who draws on a board
and the drawings turn into cartoons
showing some tall yarn done in the
Munchausen exaggerated style. After a series of these wild and wooly
adventures done for the laughs,
Louise Massey and The Westerners
finish with a song of the trail, with
the animated white ball bouncing
above the words of the song that are
superimposed for the community
singing.

the wearing qualities of various fabrics, the machine soon showing up
the weaknesses. A dog life saver
going to work on a kitten in the
best lifeguard technique.
Paramount Pictorial
Paramount
11 mins.
Very Good
Three interesting subjects, leading
off with Moonlight and Shadows,
with a series of beautiful pastoral
scenes and gorgeous photography, as
Buddy Clark, radio vocalist, sings.
Then into Rooftops of Manhattan,
showing some exclusive shots of unusual activities on the top of tall
buildings, with gardens, gymnasiums
and all sorts of unique atmospheres
created high above the skyline of the
city. Kenneth Roberts does the
narration on this. Finishes with
Blackie and Brownie, a study of two
bear cubs, with the little devils turning a hunter's camp upside down as
they forage for food.

"Where King Winter Rules

(Going Places)
Universal
8 mins.
Gorgeous Snow Scenes
■ i. with Nolan's help, forces Ridges to
I where Barbara's child can be found.
Marvelous snow scenes in the CasIan does fine work in his role. Rian
Supreme"
cade Mountains
of the Northwest.
nes and Theodore
Reeves turned in an
Lowell
Thomas
does
a graphic nar"Wrestling"
ellent script, and Benjamin
Glazer deration, starting with breath-taking
(Sportlight)
ves mu<-h credit as the producer.
Paramount
10 mins. views of snowscapes as a snow
plough on a train moves slowly
~!ast: Barbara
Stanwyck,
Joel McCrea,
Funny Hokum
1vd Nolan
Stanley Ridges
Lee Bowman,
through the gorgeous scenery. Then
ry Macollum.
Irving
Ba^on.
Gaylord
A very funny Grantland Rice a party of skiers are encountered,
idletnn
Pierre Watkin,
Charles
Lane, Sportlight, showing a series of
and their adventures are followed as
i?s Bush, Nick Lukats, Anthony
Nare, wrestling bouts, all built for the
they come down the dizzy slopes of
Holden, Frank Bruno
laughs. Starts off with a go be- the mountains. Finishes with some
tween Man Mountain Dean and an- magnificent views of the trees coated
"'roducer, Benjamin Glazer; D'rectors,
ed Santell; Author, Max Brand; Screenother tough lad. Then some bruising
/,Rian James. Theodore Reeves; Camevents down South with all rules with snow like a fairyland, with a
variety of sky effects against the
man Theodor SoarkuH; Art Directors, barred and the sky the limit. Plenty
white expanse everywhere.
Dreier. Roland Anderson; Musical
rough
—
and
plenty
funny.
The
boys
sctor. Boris Morros; Musical Score, take some awful punishment. For
°^rv Stone
"Blue Velvet Music"
contrast, two girls do a very fast
he Erection, Very Good Photography, Good. and
(Headliner Series)
rough bit of mat work. Then
Paramount
10 mins.
comes a blindfold free-for-all with
Class
six heavies all mawling each other
Schultz Gets Monogram
Featuring Mark Warmow and his
at once. A riot. The climax is a
";]oV°lf>nd — A 10-year distribution one-man bout with Jack Ericson do- ork in their unusual type of dance
n"hise covering' northern Ohio has
music. First is a modern classic,
ing a great comedy act throwing
'n Hosed betwpen Monogram Pichimself around. Ted Husing gives "Whispering." Then a jazz veres Co'-n. and N*>te Schultz. presi- an appropriately funny dialogue.
sion of Paderewski's "Minuet." Follt of Selected Pictures.
lowed by the current pop number,
"Swing
High, Swing Low." The
Schedule Three Releases
Stranger Than Fiction No. 34
band is supplemented by the radio
8 mins. trio, "The Symphonettes." The girls
Three pictures to be released this Universal
Nice Diversity
nth by the French M. P. Corp.
sing "Honeysuckle Rose," and
Leads off with a gent in Cleveland, Buddy Clark does the hit number,
"La Bandera" starring- Annala and Jean Gabin; "Under His whose specialty is demonstrating the "Gee But You're Swell." Splendid
job by David Ross. This
211"
and "Dr. Knock," starring steadiness of his hand by piling announcing
.lis Jouvet.
match sticks in a mountain on top is a class short all the way, with
ritzy settings.
of a beer bottle top.. Other odd pictorials are: Marriage rites of the
New Ellensburg House
Stranger Than Fiction No. 35
.Cllensburg, Wash. — Construction gypsies. Mexican women making Universal
9 mins
a $50,000 theater building has flowers out of candy. A little girl
Entertaining Variety
.
in Little Rock shows off her pet
n started hei-e by J. E. Shields, rooster
that stands for a lot of
The revue of novlety clips starts
leral contract has been awarded
J. W. Bailey of Seattle. It is coddling, such as a Saturday nite with a gent in a small town in Massachusetts who runs a restaurant
•ected that the house will be rubdown. A gent in New York City
ned with'n the next 100 days, who breeds thousands of silk worms that prospers because its owner is
a lease from the Evans Tnvest- in his home. The tests of the Na- a dead ringer for President Roosetional Bureau of Standards to prove
sS tit Co. of Spokane.
velt. A dog at a fire-station who

I

Ion's men find Ridges and Barbara and
; on Ridges.
McCrea operates on him,

&

ft

FOREIGN

"WENN DIE MUSIK NICHT WAER"
("If There Were No Music"), a Tobis
production with dialogue in German and
flash-in titles in English; adapted from the
novel "Der Kraft-Mayr," by Ernst Wolzogen;
musical arrangement by Alois Melichar;
directed by Carmine Galone, with Paul
Hoerbiger, Karin Hardt, Luis Rainer, Ida
Wuest, et al, in the cast. Presented at
the 86th Street Casino Theater. Running
time: 93 mins.
Equipped with a sparkling music score,
bright dialogue and top-notch acting, this
romantic comedy drama, whose story is
perfectly clear to American audiences because of the English flash-in titles, is decidedly one of the best of current foreign
films. Carmine Galone's direction, the always interesting and often lavish production, and excellent photography also add
to the picture's merit. Paul Hoerbiger,
as the music teacher whose art is far
more developed than his understanding of
women; Karin Hardt, his pretty pupil whose
parents try to marry her off to a rival
music professor; and Luis Rainer, are perfectly cast. There is unusual depth and
richness to the sequences, which, although
music is the keynote in many of them, are
grandly humorous. Audiences of all types,
particularly discriminating screen devotees,
will like this unusually fine picture.

"PATRIA, AMORE E DOVERE" ("Country, Love and Duty"), Italian dialogue
film with English titles; a Manenti production distributed by Metro-GoldwynMayer; directed by Alessandro Balsetti,
with Mario Steni, Gino Cervi, Eva Maltagliati, et al, in the cast. Presented at the
Miami Theater. (M-G-M release title for
this feature is "Aldebaran").
time: 102 mins.

Running

Technically good, and in its climax uncommonly thrilling, this feature's romantic
action revolves around Ugo Ceseri, in the
role of a young Italian navy officer, and the
magnetic Eva Maltagliati, who plays the
part of his young wife. Although the
screenplay is slow in picking up pace, the
film generally is pleasing and will interest most audiences, especially those who
like a martial backgrounds linked with
marital warfare. The backgrounds alluded
to are furnished in inspiring fashion by
the ships of the line of Facist Italy's navy.
The most interesting sequences are those
which deal with the salvage of a sunken
submarine. Cast is competent and the
photography good. Editing could improve
this film.

steals eggs from a corner grocer,
which the firemen pay for. A deserted lighthouse in Atlantic City
that the Government is trying to
rent, as it is now surrounded by
tall buildings and no longer of service. A blind watch maker in Colorado whose work on watches is
positively uncanny. A man with an
iron jaw who does the adagio stunt
with chairs and other furniture,
throwing the heavy articles with his
teeth, no less. A schoolhouse which
is a railroad car, and is shunted
from town to town in northern Ontario.

mi
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High Building Costs Stunning Construction, Says Eberson

FIND THEATER DIVORCE LAW SLOWS UP EXPANSION
Name Alger Special Master for RKO
Exceptional
Conditions"
Cited in Court's
Announcement

How

They

Reorg. Hearings

Started

Federal Judge William Bondy yeserday appointed George W. Alger
s special master to hear argument
n the RKO reorganization plan beause of "exceptional conditions."
Judge Bondy's order directs Speial Master Alger to take testimony
n the "proper division of creditors
nd stockholders into classes accordng to the nature of their claims, to
etermine whether the plan is fair
nd equitable, and does not discrimlate against any creditor or stockolder" and
to hear "presentation of
(Continued on Page 6)

FILM

{Continued on Page 7)

Dth-Fox to Get Kent's
Roxy Attitude by Phone
Col. Hartfield, of White & Case,
>unsel for the Pounds' bondholder
•mmittee, proponents of the Roxy
•organization plan, yesterday told
fecial Master Addison S. Pratt in
ederal yContinucd
Court, that
20th Centuryon Page 6)

MPTOA Radio Meet
Walter Vincent is expected to call
the initial meeting of the M.P.T.O.A.
committee on radio in New York next
week. He has communicated with members of the group, which he heads as
chairman, as to their availability at that
time.

^Mm

(Continued on Page 6)

DECISION RESERVED
IN KATZ PAY APPEAL

DAILY

Washington — Edward P. Kilroe,
epresenting the MPPDA at the
earing on the treaty angle of the
uffy copyright bill held by a spelal sub-committee of the Senate
oreign Relations Committee yesteriy, declared that a document should
drafted which would definitely

Pending
Test of Constitutionality
Due to the passage of the North
Dakota theater divorcement bill and
the possibility of enactment of similar measures by other state legislatures, circuits affiliated with producers yesterday were reported as
inclined to go slow on further expansion moves pending a more definite shaping of the situation.
Paramount is expected to soon
file an action in North Dakota to
test constitutionality of the law,
which gives producers one year in
which to discard their theaters.
Among theater acquisition deals
being held in abeyance pending de-

IERNE RESERVATIONS
NEEDED, SAYS KILRQE
'ashington Bureau of THE

Producer Circuits Mark Time

His appointment' as general counsel for the Comerford circuit in 1925 marked the film
industry advent of Frank C. Walker, now vice prexy and general manager of Comerford-Publix
and Comerford Theaters. Sixteen years previously, he had been admitted to the bar in
Montana.

Of course, you recognize the brush-and-palette genius of the ol' Colonel Hap Hadley.

Rise From 35 to 40 P. C In Building
Costs is Deplored by N. Y. Architect
Republic Sets 36 Pictures
For the 1937-38 Season

With building costs increased
from 35 to 40 per cent, those responsible are dealing a stunning
Republic is expected to sell 36 blow to theater construction and
I features, apart from Westerns, for remodelling, declared John Eberson,
i its 1937-38 season lineup which is architect, in an interview with The
| the same number of productions on Film Daily yesterday in New York.
! its current year program. Program
"The goose that laid the golden
j will be set up at conferences between egg is being killed," asserted Eberj Herbert J.
Yates, who leaves New
son, who(Continued
deplored on Page
the 8)"excessive
(.Continued on Page 6)

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
yesterday reserved decision on the
appeal of Charles D. Hilles, Paramount trustee, from the order of
Federal Judge Coxe awarding Sam
Katz, former Paramount vice pres(Continued
on Page
6) of conident,
$265,000 for
breach

Educate Solons, Patrons,
on Theater Ills — Myers
Allied members must undertake an
educational campaign with legislators and patrons in order to enlist
support for
the measures
(Continued
on Page 8) they are

Self-Competition
Blue Hill, Neb. — Thirteen free shows
will be presented on Wednesday nights
this summer by the local commetcial
club through co-operation of T C.
Shipley of the Sterling theater. The
theater 's booth equipment will be used
to project the films on a screen set up
on a building back of the Sterling.
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NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
24y2
24'/4
24'/4 —
i/4
vtc. 33'/2
3314
33 '/2
pfd. 42'/2
42l/2
42 '/2 +
%
4'/g
4'/8
4'/8
pfd.. 14%
14%
14% —
%
159'/2 158% 158% —
%
151% 151% 151% + 1%
29>/4
28
29% +
%
80%
78%
80% +
%

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts.
Columbia
Picts.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
East. Kodak
do
pfd
Gen.
Th.
Eq
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount
2nd pfd..
Pathe
Film

RKO

20th Century-Fox
..
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd
NEW
YORK

24%

23%

24%+

21%
8%

21
8%

21%
8%

38%
47%
81%
15%

38
47%
81
14%

38% +
47% —
81—2
15% +

93/8

BOND

Columbia Pictures announced yesMajor Pictures, headed by Emanterday that the Board of Directors
uel Cohen, in June begins work on
its program of eight features for at its meeting April 9 declared a
release through Paramount in 1937- quarterly dividend of $.68% per
38. Six of its present year sched- share on the $2.75 convertible preferred stock of the company, payule are completed and the remaining
able May 15, to the preferred stocktwo productions, "What Ho," with
holders of record May 4.
Gary Cooper, and a Mae West picThere was also declared at this
ture, are set.
Ben Piazza, who arrived in New meeting a quarterly dividend of 25c
York yesterday from the coast, per share on the Common stock of
plans to see shows and discuss with the Company, payable June 21, to
Beatrice Lillie her plans for going Common stockholders and Voting
to Hollywood in June to work in a Trust Certificate holders of record
Bing Crosby film for Major, fol- at the close of business June 1.
lowing closing of the Shubert hit,
"The Show Is On," at the Winter Leichter Plans 4 Features
Garden. Piazza leaves New York in
for Major Company Release
about 10 days on his return to the
coast via New Orleans.
Production of a series of four features for major company release is
being planned by Mitchell Leichter
of Advance, in addition to his series
Principal to Make 2 Tarzans' of eight H. H. Van Loan stories.
Yearly for 5 Yrs. for 20th-Fox Leichter, who is now in New York
from Hollywood, has sold PhiladelWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
phia and Washington territorial
Hollywood — Principal Pictures
rights on the series of eight to Prewill make two "Tarzan" productions
ferred, headed by Murray Beier.
annually for five years for 20th
Century-Fox release.
National Theaters Deal Off

9

%
+
—

93/8 +

%
%

Finkler Rites Tomorrow
Funeral services will be held tomorrow at Riverside Memorial
Chapel for Nat Finkler, 41, who
had been associated with the 20th
Century- Fox contract department
for the past 25 years. Burial will
be in Mt. Hope cemetery. Finkler,
died suddenly at the home of his
sister on Riverside Drive Saturday
night. He had been in ill health for
some time.

Deal for acquisition by 20th Century-Fox of the Chase Bank interest
in National Theaters is off, it was
said yesterday by Wm. C. Michel,
20th Century-Fox vice president.

GB
Report,
to Lee
Arthur
A. Lee,"News"
GB vice-president,
yesterday stated that he has no
knowledge of reported conferences
on a deal to have his company's
product distributed in the United
States via Loew's and 20th CenturyFox.

%

%
%
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%

MARKET
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3s55... 74
72%
74
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100
100
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117% 117% 117%
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YORK
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MARKET
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Picts. vtc
Grand
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Sonotone
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1%
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4%
Universal
Corp. vtc.
8
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
Pathe

7%

pfd

the

+

GEORGE W.
City from New

%

234
2%
1%
1%
20%
20% +
%
43/8
43/8
7%
7% —
%
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TWA CUTS FARES
Now Compare Low Cost
Air Travel via TWA
with Rail Rates
Shortest, fastest, overnight
coast-to-coast

Non-stop between New
York and Chicago

TWA NEW YORK OFFICES
1503

TED TODDY
coast.

-f- 1%

Broadway,
70 East 42nd Street
Air Travel Desk — I'enn. Station
Telephone:
MUrray
BUI 6-1640

has arrived in New
WEEKS
York.

York from

has gone to Atlantic

ALDOUS HUXLEY, British writer, accompanied by MRS. HUXLEY, arrived from England
yesterday on the Normandie.
PAULINA SINGERMAN, Latin-American actress, and her Argentine stock company, arrived in New York from Buenos Aires yesterday
to present a series of comedies at the Ambassador Theater commencing
April 17.
LOUIS SHURR leaves New York Monday
for Hollywood.
BEN PIAZZA, who arrived in New York
yesterday from the coast, leaves for the coast
in about 10 days via New Orleans.
EMANUEL COHEN plans a trip east from
Hollywood
in one month.
LEON NETTER has returned to the Paramount home office after a trip to St. Paul,
Minneapolis,
Kansas City and Chicago.
JACK BROWER, WB West Coast district
manager, is in town for confabs with Grad
Sears and Carl Leserman.
HARRY GOLDBERG, director of Warner theater advertising and publicity, made a special
trip to Albany yesterday.
ROBERT GILLHAM leaves for the Coast
Friday.
AL
week.

ADAMS

ROBERT
BOWMAN

London (By Cable) — Funeral ar
rangements are pending here fo
Ralph Ince, 50, film actor and di
rector who was instantly killed ii
Kensington early Sunday morninj
when his automobile crashed int'
an iron pylon. Ince, younger brothe
of the late Thomas H. Ince, had jus
completed a film at Warne
Brothers' studio, at Teddington, an
was scheduled to begin anothe
next week called "Change for :
Sovereign." Mrs. Ince, who wa
driving the car when the acciden
occurred, was severely injured abou
the face.
Ralph Ince, born in Boston i
1887, became one of the well know
directors and actors before the ad
vent of talking pictures. His firsi
screen appearance was in a seriei
of films based on the life of Abral
ham Lincoln, produced in 1906 bf
Vitagraph.
Active in making score!
of photoplays,
he established
Hollywood record in 1926 by direel
ing as well as playing four rolej
in "Breed of the Sea," an adaptd
tion of Peter B. Kyne's story. Dud
ing his long career, he worked fo
many producing
companies
incluc
ing
Columbia,
Radio,
Universa
First National
and Monogram,
j
son was born to the Inces last Jun
in London, and was christened Jc
E. Ince in honor of Joe E. Brown.

W. A. Simons Dies
Missoula, Mont. — William A. S
mons, veteran theater operator c
the northwest,
died here after
brief illness.
Simons was interested in theatei
throughout Montana and in Wa
d'Alene,
Idaho. Mulland and Coet;
lace, Kellogg,

and Going

Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41 ww

Ralph Ince Killed, Wife
Hurt in Eng. Auto Cras

goes to the Coast late in the

TREBOR, stage director; PATRICIA
and
OLGA
PETROWA,
dancers;

PEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE, actress; and MAURICE
LEHMAN, stage director of the Paris Theater
"Le Chatelet," also arrived on the Normandie.
IRVIN MARKS, TRUMAN TALLEY and MRS.
TALLEY, FRANK CAPRA, IRVING BRISKIN,
ROBERT RITCHIE and BEN GOETZ sail on the
Normandie tomorrow.
DAN MICHALOVE leaves New
row for Ashville, N. C.

York tomor-

MARIA OUSPENSKAYA, her role in "Marie
Waleswka" completed, arrives in New York
tomorrow from Hollywood for a brief vacation
LAWRENCE LANGNER, playwright and director of administration for the New York
Theater Guild, and MRS. LANGER are in Hollywood on a six-week
vacation.
GUS J. SCHAEFER, division manager in charge
of Paramount's distribution in Central Europe,
arrives in New York Thursday on the S. S.
Manhattan.
MRS. SCHAEFER accompanies him.
MANNY GOLDSTEIN arrives in New York
tomorrow from the coast to attend the funeral
of his father.
J. CHEEVER COWDIN, Universal's board
chairman, and MRS. COWDIN planed to Hollywood yesterday from New York. He will
stay at Universal City until story conferences
to determine next season's line-up are comJOHN M1LJAN, film actor, is en route to
pleted.
New York from the coast and sails shortly for
London to spend a vacation and attend Coronation ceremonies.
M.
studios,

H. HOFFMAN, vice president and production manager of Condor Pictures' coast
arrived yesterday
from
Hollywood.

EQUIPMENT
A

complete

buy

guide
listing
names and
addresstl
of companies and
dividuals manufactu
ing, distributing
serving products
services for theate
and studios.
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in the
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ARE PEOPLE TALKING BEHI1
It's high time you knew the things everybody's sa
ing about this show. . . this gives you a brief ide

The best picture
Warner Bros, have
ever made!
Delight Evans, Screenland

A WINCHELLULU:

It is definitely
season's
the
of
one
finest films!
Carl Schroeder, Screen Guide Magazine

"Warners' Cinemaaaahh Version oi

RTANT EXHIBITORS
FILM DAILY SAID

1HX-OFFICE PULL!
1(

0FFERS OFTHEANY BEST
CAST pEREVER
and "ITFORMANCE

AS NEW YORK'S MOST
JLAR THEATRE GUILD
ALL LAST SEASON!

JffTTV

(Townsend, in Modern
FOR

ASSEMBLED

Screen PICTURE!"
Magazine)
ANY

Hf? YOUR BACK?

One of those
rare gems of screen
entertainment !
Clark Wales, Detroit Free Press

- II It a Day' Is an In-The-Bagola!"
—WALTER WINCHELL

JL
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SPECIAL MASTER FOR
RKO REORG, HEARINGS

FIND DIVORCE LAW
SLOWING EXPANSION

(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

termination of the statute's constitutionality isone involving an important circuit.
Attorneys for producers who have
theater interests are now studying
the North Dakota law. According
to one theory advanced, it would
prohibit theater owners from holding stock in producing companies.

20th-Fox to Get Kent's
Roxy Attitude by Phone
(Continued from Page 1)

Fox officials, would phone Sidney R.
Kent, 20th-Fox president, who is in
London, to learn whether he will
consent to any betterment of the
Roxy plan. Under the plan 20th
Century-Fox will acquire the theater.
The day was occupied with examination of Alvin D. Schlosser, of Halsey, Stuart & Co., who negotiated
the deal with 20th Century-Fox on
behalf of the Roxy noteholders' committee. Schlosser admitted in response to questions from I. Bernard
Leff of M. D. & D. W. Blumenthal,
counsel for the Adler committee,
that a 20 year mortgage was more
beneficial to noteholders than to
bondholders and that bondholders
would be better safeguarded if a
fund were set up out of earnings in
the better years as a cushion against
the lean years.
Schlosser estimated the value of
the Roxy at $5,500,000 and said that
stockholders had no equity in the
property.

"Born" at Music Hall
Selznick's "A Star is Born", costarring Janet Gaynor and Fredric
March, opens at the Radio City Music Hall April 22.

Fox to Reopen Theater
Milwaukee — It is reported that
Charles Fox, operator of the Gayety
theater here, will reopen the Garden, dark for several years.

modifications and recommendations

• • • REMEMBER WHEN
we ran the last Remember When item over a year ago?
just ran into one of
the real oletimers today who handed us a pip
we met
him in front of the French Casino
and started ballyhooing
the show as the Last Word in the classy series this showplace
has presented and Oldtimer took us back down Memory
Lane 27 years ago
to the time when Louis Blumenthal,
who is the owner of the French Casino with Jack Shapiro, ran
his first movie theater Heflich's Hall, in West Hoboken
Oldtimer worked for Louis there, so knows whereof he
speaks
T
▼
T
• • • THIS Old movie was just aci'oss the line from Jersey City Heights
where Sunday shows were taboo
so every Sunday eve the crowd from across the line piled into
Heflich's
Hall till
they filledwould
the rafters
an added
attrack Louis
Blumenthal
have one of and
the as
celebs
from
the nearby Pathe Studio on the stage
(the first personal
appearances
at picture shows)
the stars included such
old favorites as Crane Wilbur, Paul Panzer, Gwendolyn Bates,
Octavia Handsworth, Bill Cavanaugh
here in this old West
Hoboken house Louis Blumenthal started one of the Arabian
Nights stories of the film biz
to culminate
a quarter
century later in the Last Word we spoke about
the show
at the French Casino
T
T
T
• • • THEY BURIED Jimmy Sweeney yesterday in Calvary Jimmy, known along the Stem for many, many
years as the ace prop man of Marion Davies' Cosmopolitan
Studios Jimmy joined up with Marion in 1918 right after
being mustered out of the Navy
he was with her organization till the end
if Jimmy could have seen it, he would
have been overcome by the magnificence of the props assembled
for his Final Scene
up in the Old Neighborhood the folks
were awed, and said that Jimmy must have grown to be a Big
Man in the movies he did
for he was a guy that
helped many a man down on his luck to get a fresh start
T
T
T
• •
• CONTINUING
its nation-wide,
record-smashing
biz
Walter Wanger's "History Is Made At Night" set a
new box-office high for the weekend at Poli's Palace in Worcester, Mass
it gets an indefinite holdover, after which
it will be moved to another first-run house
T
T
T
• • • AN ARTICLE in New Theater and Film Magazine
by Philip Sterling, co-editor of the M. P. Bibliography Division
of the WPA Federal Writers' Project all about Billy Bitzer, the famous D. W. Griffith's cameraman ... • Bob Musel
and Michael Raymond of the newspaper syndicates have
scripted a timely hot story entitled "Emergency Squad" . . .
• At the Broadway Strand over the week-end Warners'
"Marked Woman" topped the gross for the first Sunday previously recorded
on "Anthony
32,461 campaign
paid admissions a tribute
to the Adverse,"
beaucoup with
newspaper
by Charlie Einfeld
Campaign is in good taste although no
punches are pulled

t
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• • • AGAINST the attractive background of the Hotel
Warwick's Raleigh Room, members of the Ziegfeld Girls Club
yesterday celebrated their first anniversary
with Bernie
Sobel, ex-Ziegfeld p. a. and at present glorifying M-G-M, as the
guiding gemus
Guests included : Sheila Barrett, Arthur
A. Lee, Monroe Greenthal, Constance Cummings, Nannette
Guilford and Bugs Baer
T
T
T
• • • WE FOUND Our Girl Friedegg crouched in a huddle on the floor under our desk
"Whazzamatter?" we
whizzed
Frieda yammered: "I represent the Office Secretaries of the film biz on a sit-down strike." "Why?"
"We sees want more playdates for our attractions."
"Feature attractions?" Frieda pouted: "Must you limit a see's
attractions to her features?"

«

«

«

»

»

»

The order
said further that
regarding
the plan."
Thomas D. Thacher and Richard S.
Scandrett will continue to hear arguments and claims as special masters in connection with the RKO reorganization.
Judge Bondy yesterday ordered
Scandrett to determine conflicting
claims to an allowance of $11,629
against RKO made by the Hanover
Capitol Trust Co. as assignee of Alfred E. Fiegel and the Trenton Advertising Co., which seeks participation to the extent of $3,000. Trenton Advertising Co. also has a $5,161
claim against RKO.

Republic Sets 36 Pictures
For the 1937-38 Season
(Continued from Page 1)

York Thursday or Friday, Moe Siegel, Manny Goldstein and Republic
producers at the coast.
One series of Westerns to be included in the new year lineup in-^
eludes the Gene Autreys.
Company
has 32 Westerns on its current list.

Decision is Reserved in
Sam Katz's Pay Appeal
(Continued from Page 1)

tract. Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballantine, appeared as counsel foi,
Hilles. Katz is now administration
executive of M-G-M. Judge Coxe's
ruling reversed the decision of Special Master Joyce who found thai
Katz was not entitled to any salary

i

Hadassah Hears Cantor
Cleveland — Eddie Cantor addressed the members of the Cleveland Hadassah yesterday via a special telephonic broadcast hook-up
from his home in Hollywood to the
Cleveland Hotel ballroom where tlu
Hadassah held its annual donors
luncheon.

"Thunder" Opens April 23
"Thunder Over the City," starring Edward G. Robinson, opens at
the New York Criterion April 23
following
run of a "Silent.
Barriers." two-a-day
House resumes
grind
policy on that date.

Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

"
"Plow
RA's than
See more
Washington—
734,000
,000 With
7,500

persons paying admission during March
to see "The Plow That Brcke the
Plains," Resettlement Administration
documentary
film,
the total
mercial theater
attendance
for itcomhas
passed the 7,500,000 mark. Ohio tops
the list with 493,010 with Texas second, 481,030 and Massachusetts following with 426,624.

I
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BERNE RESERVATIONS
NEEDED, SAYS KILROE

Reviews of View Titw
William Boyd in

"Hills of Old

(.Continued from Page 1 )

pledge the respect of U. S. rights
3\- other Berne Convention countries.
"England at present time is urging our immediate entrance into convention," Kilroe stated, "but there
(are necessary reservations to be
nade before we take such an impor;ant step."
Kilroe pointed out that there has
been a tendency to make scenario
writers authors of films thereby
making it possible for such authors
f they so desire, to share in film
•oyalties. Such a situation would
r>f course, he said, work hardship
apon the industry. Kilroe then
pointed to question of interpretation of performing artists.
"They are trying to make it so
hat no one can use a particular inerpretation," Kilroe said: "Here
igain is another problem which
vould work a hardship upon the moion picture industry. Should this
■ountry enter the Berne Convention
ive would have exactly one vote and
my change we might wish to make
vould take almost a year or more
•f Other
negotiation."
countries now members of
he Convention, Kilroe said, had all
igned with reservations, and in oilier to join, he added, one must be
amiliar with not only the technical
•rogram of the Convention but with
leservations of various countries as
.•ell.
Testimony yesterday generally
vas in opposition to U. S. entrance
nder the present program.
Ed Kuykendall, prexy of the M.P.
\O.A., was an interested spectator
t the hearing which continues to■ay.

Condor Presses SEC for
Hearing on Lease Items
Richard Dix has been signed by
Kondor Pictures to appear in several
lms, Conrad Nagel will direct in
Edition to acting next season and
-eorge O'Brien's contract has been
snewed, it was disclosed at the
bs here
ompany's production confa
esterday. Short subject series for
KO and Grand National release are
Kpected to be on the company's proram for the coming season.
Condor officials are unanimous in
■questing an early hearing from the
EC on the lease items which are
iheduled to come up for clarificaon and added details. The matter
: compulsory shooting days and
jntal extras are the only clauses
i the Condor prospectus which the
EC deemed incomplete as to deIiils.

"Palo"

Play World
Prior to to
releasing
Dr. Knud
asmussen's Eskimo picture "Wedng of Palo" in 15 key city first
.,_n situations, J. H. Hoffberg Co.,
ic. has booked film for a continued
-definite first run at the World
f heater, where it will open April 19.

with

George

Hayes,
Russell Hayden,
Gail Sheridan
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Wyoming"

Sherman-Para.
78 Mins.
FINE WESTERN WHICH SHOULD GO
VERY WELL WITH OUTDOOR DRAMA
FANS.
The latest of the "Hopalong Cassidies"
is 100 per cent Western with Indians, action, suspense, and beautiful photography.
The picture maintains the high standard
of the series and should do very well with
the fans who go for outdoor drama. Wiiliam Boyd, is again the cool, calm quickon-the-trigger gentleman of the open
spaces. He carries the picture in fine style
with the splendid assistance of the aged
boaster Windy, George Hayes, and a new
youthful pal, Russell Hayden. The latter
acquits himself nicely. Comedy is supplied
by the old windbag, Hayes, and of special
mention is the cook, John Powers, whose
stuttering steals every scene in which he
appears. A most capable villain is Stephen
Morris, and others who have good roles
are Gail Sheridan as the girl, and Clara
Kimball Young, as her mother. Archie
Stout has obtained some outstanding locations which he has photographed beautifully. Under Nate Watt's direction a lively
action pace is maintained. This Clarence
Muiford story is constructed on familiar
western lines but Maurice Geraghty's
screenplay develops the plot in such a
manner as to be interesting at all times.
In every department Harry Sherman's picture which Harry Knight supervised shows
big time in classification of outdoor pictures. George Hayes and Russell Hayden
discover cattle are missing from Hopalong's
ranch. In getting to the source of the
trouble, they find themselves on an Indian reservation on which Stephen Morris
is a deputy. The latter arrests the former
but Hopalong arrives in time to release
them. Indications are that the Indians are
responsible for the cattle rustling. When
one of their tribe is found dead, the redskins believe Hopalong did the job. Hopalong is able to lay the murder to Morris
and with the help of the Indians, he tracks
down the outlaws who have been doing the
stealing while posing as government employees.
Cast: Wiliiam Boyd, George Hayes, Russell Hayden, Gail Sheridan, Stephen Morns, Clara Kimball Young, Earl Hodgins,
Sieve Clements, Chief Big Tree, John
Beach, George Chesboro, Paul Gustine, Leo
MacMahcn, John Powers.
Producer, Harry Sherman; Supervisor,
Harry Knight; Director, Nate Watt; Based
on the story "The Round-up" by Clarence
E. Muiford, Screenplay, Maurice Geraghty;
Cameraman, Archie Stout ASC; Art Director, Lewis Rachmil; Special Effects Mel
Wolf; Editor, Robert -Warwick; Recording
Engineer, Earl Sitar.
Direction, Lively. Photography, Beautiful. -

Imp. Convention Uncertain

"The Jones Family in
with

Jed

Prouty, Shirley Deane,
Spring
Byington, Russell Gleason
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
20th Cent.-Fox
60 Mins.
SWELL ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE
FAMILY TRADE, WITH A LOT OF
LAUGHS.

Big Business"

This time that everyday American family, the Jones tribe, gets mixed up in an
oil scheme racket. For the family trade
it's swell entertainment. There1 s the father
and his friends in a get-rich-quick scheme,
the daughter with her marital problem, the
oldest son with his invention, the young
daughter at the age where she wants to
be grown up, the younger son with his promotion scheme, each has his own problem but all are interrelated. The screenplay by Robert Ellis and Helen Logan from
the original story by Ron Ferguson and
Eleanor De Lamater based on the characters created by Katharine Kavanaugh has
the situations that could well happen in
any family. It is nicely planned with a
suspenseful touch and throughout there are
a lot of laughs. The dialogue is most fitting. Frank Strayer's direction shows a
nice sense of comedy and he injects a good
action pace to the proceedings. The cast
performs admirably. Under Max Golden's
guidance as associate producer this enjoyable piece is intelligently handled. When
Allan Lane, football star, returns to town
with a get-rich-quick stock scheme, the
Jones' and their friends fall for the racket.
The grandmother has her doubts about the
gushers, and she isn't happy about Mr.
Lane dislodging her choice, Russell Gleason,
a timid florist, for the hand of her granddaughter, Shirley Deane. Through her
efforts, it is discovered that there is only
water and mud in the oil wells, but an invention of Kenneth Howell's the older son
brings the family a return which allows
them to compensate their neighbors for the
oil well loss. With that things go serenely
on with Gleason back as head man in
Shirley's life.
Cast: Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane, Spring
Byington, Russell Gleason, Kenneth Howell,
Allan Lane, George Ernest, June Carlson,
Florence Roberts, Billy Mahan, Marjone
Weaver,
Frank Conroy,
Wallis Clark.
Associate Producer, Max Golden; Director, Frank R. Strayer; Authors, Ron Ferguson, Eleanor De Lamater; Screenplay, Rob
erf Ellis, Helen Logan; Based on the characters created by Katharine Kavanaugh;
Cameraman, Edward Snyder, ASC; Art Director, Chester Gore; Editor, Al De Gaetano; Recording Engineer, S. C. Chapman.
Harryuel Kaylin.
M. Leonard; Musical Director, SamDirection, Good.
Photography, Good

Kann Joins Production
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — George E. Kann has
been engaged by Scott R. Dunlap,
vice-president in charge of production for Monogram as production
manager. For nine years, Kann was
associated with M-G-M. Prior to
that he has with Carl Laemmle, Sr.,
at Universal as executive assistant

Imperial is undecided yet on
whether it will hold a national convention with final determination to
be made in about a month, President and
in charge Recently
of Universal's
fore'gn
department.
he functioned
William M. Pizor said yesterday.
as an independent producer.

NEWS

of

DAY

Lowell, Mass. — The Huntoon property, on Middlesex and Thorndike
Streets, and adjoining the Stott
block, has been purchased by
Michael Daly and Anthony DiLorenzo, lessees for the past two years
of the 1,500-seat Capitol Theater
housed in the parcel. The deal includes in addition to the theater,
15 stores and 40 apartments. Daly
and DeLorenzo also operate the
Victory, Lowell, the Daly, Hartford
and Rialto, New Britain, and are
reported as seeking a New Britain
site for building.

Chicago — S. S. Millard, who is
building the Paris Theater at Gary,
Ind., plans to open a house
named at Lawrenceville, Ind.similarly
Chicago — Fishel Bros, have leased
the Puritan Theater at West Salem
to J. W. lies, who will remodel the
house and reopen it.

Fri-States House Tries
Ending Duals, B. O. Jump
Omaha — District Manager E R
Cummings of Tri-States Theaters
has reduced showing of double feaat two. of the circuit's outstates tures
houses
The Hastings Rivoli, which previously played double features on
both programs of split week, now
will have duals only on the
Wednesday-Thursday change, and
single features on two other
changes. Prices for the Sunday
change were raised to 25 cents matinees and 35 cents evenings. The
other changes stay at 25 cents.
The Grand Island Capitol will retain a split week, but go to
features the first four days. single

Md. Pass Tax Continues
Balt'more — In extending the 1
p.c. tax on the gross receipts from
adm'ssions to amusements in Maryland, including motion pictures,
from June 1 of this year to Sept.
30, 1939, the Maryland General Assembly also has re-enacted the provision imposing a tax on passes.
This tax is 5 cents on passes to
performances costing up to 50 cents,
10 cents of those for performances
costing from 50 to $1 and 15 cents
on those costing more than $1.

New Haven Union to Meet
New Haven — With a membership
of 40 of the 55 eligible, outside of
bookers, the chartered A. P. of L.
union of exchange employees will
hold its last open meeting at 8
o'clock, tomorrow night at Trades
Council Hall, for the election of
permanent officers. John F. GateJee, international organizer of the
International Alliance of IATSE
and the m.p. operators, will speak.
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NAZIS SEEK TO ADD
JAPAN TO FILM BLOC

//

A "JUtttt." pu>*n "£*ks
By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
season.ing

assembled for
the
coming
Berlin (By Cable) — With the
Italo-German film alliance an ac_
▼
▼
▼
POE the
has Sea",
purchased
complished fact, awaiting only for- ("OY
Beneath
a story"Hands
dealCasting assignments: M-G-M —
ing with the laying of the great
mal ratification by the Mussolini
Young, "The Emperor's
and Hitler governments, the Nazis, Atlantic cable. Leslie Swabacker Robert
and Stanley Lowenstein wrote the Candlesticks"; 20th Century-Fox —
moving through Tobis, are now story.
Germaine Aussey, "Lancer Spry";
turning their attention to the JapRKO — James Stewart, "Vivacious
T
T
T
anese film field as a likely addition
Jan Duggan, "New Faces of
Alida Vreeland, wife of Frank Lady";
to the ideological bloc.
1937"; William Brisbane, Alan
First moves in the Orient already Vreeland, of the Paramount story Bruce, Bradley Page, Frank M.
have been made. Cocco Tobis Nip- department, is displaying a water Thomas, Richard Lane, "You Can't
pon, newly formed general agency color exhibit at the Assistance Beat Love"; Universal— G wen Gaze,
for Tobis in the Far East, and af- League. The drawings include "I Cover the War"; Florence Lane,
filiated in Japan with the powerful scenes painted in the United States, Minerva Urecal, "Love in a BungaAsaki company, has effected an France, Sweden and Spain.
low"; Samuel S. Hinds, Robert WarT
T
T
agreement with Tobis which prowick, Francis Ford, "The Road
vides for Japanese distribution of
Earl Felton has completed the
a considerable number of Nazi pro- screenplay of "The Campus MysT
*
▼
ductions yearly.
tery," for Columbia. He also wrote
Weldon
Hayburn
and
Inez CourtIn addition, negotiations looking the original.
ney have been signed by Monogram
towards a cooperating producing arfor
the featured leads in "The ThirBack."
rangement on the part of the Gerteenth Man," which William Nigh
Crescent has just completed "Un- will direct.
man film industry and the Kawaki
der Strange Flags," starring Tom
interests are reported in progress. Keene.
T
T
▼
Laura Walters, Paul SutThe Italo-German formal alliance
ton, Paul Barret and Maurice Black
This, that and t'other: 20th Cenwas signed here by Luigi Freddi were among the principals. The
tury-Fox will star Jack Haley . . .
for Italy and Dr. Lenich, president story has a Mexican background.
Alfred Cohen will script the next in
of the Reich Film Chamber, for
"The Right to Kill," the sixth the same studio's "Mr. Moto" series
Germany.
subject in the Keene series, starts . . . Eric Blore will play Leslie Howproduction tomorrow. The story
ard's Man Friday, Digges, in "A
deals with the Iowa Homestead act Gentleman
Educate Solons, Patrons,
After Midnight" . . .
in 1860.
Jane Wyman will be opposite Kenny▼
T
T
on Theater Ills — Myers
Baker in "Mr. Dodds Takes the Air"
M-G-M has acquired film rights . . . George Brent and Warner Bax(Continued from Page 1)
to the play by William C. and Cecil
ter are expected to get the romantic
sponsoring in Congress and the var- B. DeMille, "The Genius and the leads in "Casino" and Erin O'Brienious states, declares Abram F. Model." This will be added to the Moore the role of Nana in "The
Myers, general counsel, in a recent schedule of new properties now beStory of Zola."
magazine article, in which he parR. I. Houses Action on
ticularly discusses enactment of a Loew's to Book Stage
theater divorcement bill by North
Shows in Cleveland State
Bingo Bill Due Shortly
Dakota and the Hobbs industry investigation resolution now pending
Providence — The Rhode Island
Cleveland — Loew's State here dein the House of Representatives.
parts from its straight picture pol- House is expected to act on the
Speaking of the new North Daicy the week of April 23, when Ted
bill regulating Bingo, within a few
kota law, Myers observes: "While
the law is limited in its operation to Lewis and his Band will appear. days. The measure was passed by
Col.
Harry
E.
Long,
Loew
division
North Dakota it stands as a symbol
manager, states that other stage this body but was revised in the
of the determination of the indepen- shows will follow intermittently.
Senate. It now fixes a top of $100
dent exhibitors to cast off the
per game and allows establishing
shackles of the motion picture trust
Krakeur Joins Shurr
and as a warning to bankers and
of licensing boards to issue permits.
With Louis Shurr leaving New
investors who may be called upon to
The bill regulating billboards is
finance future incursions by the Big York Monday to headquarter at the dead in committee.
coast, Richard Krakeur yesterday
Eight into the field of exhibition".
In connection with the Hobbs reso- joined the agency at its New York
office. He recently resigned as
lution, Meyer said: "This investigaNew Sound Systems
tion, if authorized, should result in head of the New York office of the
such a disclosure as will render much Leo Morrison agency. The Schurr
Wholesale
Radio Service Comoffice
has
moved
from
the
17th
floor
easier the task of Allied leaders in
the Paramount building to the
pany, Inc., is introducing the new
educating the public and convincing of
Lafayette facsimile-tone theater
State legislators as to the need for 13th floor.
sound systems. New systems utilize
legislation similar to the Theater
lenses from Bausch and Lomb; the
Divorcement Bill and the Anti-ComRogers Fund Com. to Meet
sound heads of the Electrical Audipulsory Playdate Bill. Such disclostion and Research Laboratories;
Meeting of the New York commiture also should greatly facilitate the
tee for the Will Rogers Memorial high fidelity loud speakers from
passage of the Neely-Pettengill Bill,
the Jensen Laboratories, and amand, last but not least, prod the De- Hospital fund will take place Thursplifiers from the Lafayette Radio
at the Film Boar-1 of Trade, Manufacturing
partment ofJustice into taking much with dayWilliam
Co.
Scully presiding.
needed and long overdue action under the Sherman Anti-truste Law. It
is too early to predict the outcome
Papal Obeisance Scene Causes Nazis to Recur Film
of this development, which follows
on the heels of a petition filed by
Berlin (By Cable) — Because a major scene depicts "the fuehrer" of Italian Renaissance soldiers of fortune tamed by the Pope's majesty and kneeling at his feet,
Allied with the Judiciary Commit"Condottieri" is back in the cutter's hands by direction of Dr. Joseph Goebbels,
tee on February 10, but every truly
Propaganda Minister. Action came belatedly as the film, starring Luis Trencker, had
already opened in 110 South German film houses, following a premiere at Stuttgart
independent exhibitor should put his
attended by Foreign Minister Von Neurath
shoulder to the wheel to insure the
adoption of H. Res. 160".
t

▼

T

EBERSON DEPLORES
BUILDING COST RISE
(Continued from Page 1)

labor.
rise" in costs of materials
and'
"These firms have anticipated a;
boom in building too far in advance," said the architect. "They
are throwing cold water on the
ardor of courageous exhibitors whc
seek to erect new houses or remode
their present theaters.
"It is obviously far better foi|
the building trade to have a steady;
flow
of business
than to go
ar'
extreme
of prosperity
to from
an ex-:
treme of inactivity.
In adopting
the former plan, it would be in co
operation
the Administration's
policy
of with
stabilizing
industry ancj
furnishing
steady and fair living'
conditions and incidentally causing
acovery.
reasonable distribution of wealtl
as we proceed along the road to re -,
"I want to wave the flag signal
izing danger — to warn those re
sponsible for higher costs that il
they continue, they will paralyz*
construction
activity."
Eberson stated
that the preseni
day trend in new houses is toward:
theaters seating between 600 and 1,
000, as compared with a tendency
to build houses with capacities o:
between 2,500 and 6,000 seats, a:
in evidence a few years ago.
"The industry is now bringing en
tertainment into the neighborhoods,'
explained Eberson.

Fassler Dinner April 29
Motion picture delegation will at,
! tend a testimonial dinner to be giv
I en Sam Fassler, building commis
J sioner, at the Commodore April 29
' Harry Brandt is a member of the
committee
in charge of arrange
ments.

SICK REPORT
Omaha — Branch
Manager
D. V
McLucas of United Artists has re i
turned to his office after a sieg'
of illness in a local hospital.
Hartford — William Gillette, 81]
veteran actor and playwright, ha
re-entered Hartford Hospital to re
sume
treatment
begun
several
months
ago.
Hospital authoritie: •
declined to discuss his condition.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIV.

Hollywood — Mrs. W. L. Tracy, 75
was recovering from exposure an
shock yesterday, following her res
cue by her son, Lee Tracy, from th
trip.
Pacific. Mrs. Tracy slipped from :
landing platform after a yachtin;
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL1

Pasadena — W. C. Fields expects t
return to the studio in about i
month, heSanitarium.
said yesterday at the La
Encinas
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Bills, Says

Jack
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WHITFORD DRAKE SUCCEEDS BLOOM AS ERPI PREXY
Little Chance of Raising Exemption on Admission Tax
elieve

Washington

i!]J •

Congress Not Likely
to Alter Present
Statute
Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Prospects of raising
le exemption on the Federal tax on
Amissions during- the current sesof Congress are virtually nil,
. | ccording to usually well-informed
gXburces here yesterday.
Checkup of
; i jne situation discloses little or no
nance of Congress enacting a bill
hanging the present law which aplies the levy to admissions of 41
ants and more.
There has been
)me exhibitor agitation for increasig the examption to 45 or 50 cents.

1EXIC0 FILM UNION
MAY TRY PRODUCING
By MARCO -AURELIO
GALINDO
FILM 'DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, O. F. — With all local
;udios marking time because of
;ie deadlock between the Union de
rabajadores de Estudios Cinemaigraficos de Mexico (Union of
Mexican Motion Picture Studio
'orkers) and that organization's
:tors' division, which is determined
> secede, the Union de Trabajasres may rush the production some
I jime this (Continued
month ofon aPage
feature-length
6)

late Jones to Succeed
Aylesworth as Director
Richard Jones, 3d, an RCA nomine, is slated to be elected a direcj.r of KAO to succeed M. H. Ayles(Continucd on Page 6)

lid

to

FILM

BLAME GAMES' END
IBERNE SAFEGUARDS
FOR CHI. BIZ DROP! NEEDED--BRYLAWSKI
Chicago — Biz statements covering
the first quarter of 1&37 by circuit
execs and indie theater operators
here differ sharply.
Former estimate admissions about
10 p.c. better than the first quarter
in 1936, but down the same percentage when compared with the b.o.
take for the last quarter of '36.
Indie operators report a first quarter slump of 20 per cent.
Both
circuit
officers
and
indie
(Continued on Page 8)

Roxy Reorg. Plan Foes
to Present Side Today
Opponents of the Roxy reorganization plan will begin presentation
of evidence today in Federal Court
when C. H. Tipton, head of the Tipton Securities Corp. and chairman
of the Tipton bondholder committee,
takes the stand.
Yesterday's
briefon Page
afternoon
ses(Continued
8)

Washington
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Hollywood — A new peak in production in Paramount's studio was reached
yesterday when three picture, "Artists
and Models," "Exclusive" and "Easy
Living" went before the cameras, making a total of 13 feature films now in
work.

DAILY

"Without proper safeguards",
Brylawski asked "what would be the
effect of entrance into Berne Convention upon our own laws? If a
treaty is inconsistent with a later
(Continued on Page 81

Condor

Would

Issue

Whitford Drake, executive vicepresident of Erpi, was elected president of the corporation at the annual
meeting of its directors yesterday.
He succeeds Edgar S. Bloom, who is
president of Western Electric.
Daniel C. Collins has been named
a vice-president of Erpi in charge
of public relations and licensing, it
was also announced. He has been
comptroller, having been appointed
to this post in 1931 and previously
was associated with W. E. as general
commercial manager.

NATHANSON WILL BE
RE-ELECTED BY FPC
Re-election of N. L. Nathanson as

slated
take place
today
at thean ans Canadi
Player
meeting
atis
head oftoFamous
,000,000 More Stock
Condor
Pictures will make
ap- Toronto,nual stockholder'
plication to SEC to issue more stock \ Y. Frank Freeman, in charge of
in order to provide $1,000,000 of new Paramount's theater department, left
capital for expansion,
Thi
New York last night to attend the
Daily was advised yesterday. Film session.

Prevalency of Duals Proves Public
Wants Them, Says Columbia Executive
1
$

"There is every indication that the
public is in favor of double features," declared Jack Cohn, Columbia vice-president, in replying to a
No rise in admission prices is Film Daily question on the controversial subject, "Should dual procontemplated at the pi'esent time in
grams be eliminated, and if so, how
St. Louis by the St. Louis Amusement Co., stated Harry Arthur in can this be accomplished?"
Says Cohn in discussing the issue:
New York yesterday when he denied
"There has been no direct evidence
that Fred Wehrenberg, head of the
local exhibitor unit, had asked him brought to my attention which would
(Continued on Page 8)

Gregg Replaces Him as
Comptroller

Washington — Under proper safeguards, U. S. entrance to the Berne
Convention might be a good thing,
J. Fulton Brylawski, representing
the MPPDA, declared before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee sub-committee yesterday during
At the annual stockholders' meetthe hearing on the treaty angles of
ing prior to the board session, T.
Price,
vice-president
and
the pending Duffy copyright meas- Brooke
(Continued
on Page 6)
ure.

No B. O. Jump in St. Louis
Contemplated, Says Arthur

Para.'s 13 in Work Sets Mark
West Coast Bur., THE

Collins Named Vice President;

Levy Sees 4,500 Contracts Sold by RKO Convention Time
RKO expects to go into its annual convention to start either June 15 or 16 at Los
Angeles with about 4,500 contracts sold, it was said yesterday by Jules Levy, sales
chief.
Figure equals that prevailing
for the new season at RKO's 1936 sales meet.

Wondsel

Quits Post as
Editor of Pathe News

Resignation of Harold E. Wondsel
as editor of Pathe News was announced yesterday by
Courtland
(Continued on Page 6)

Family

Films

Numerous

Of 61 features released and reviewed
by the National Board of Review during March, 55 were classified as for
family audiences and only 6 for adult
patrons. First April list gives family
rating to>
to Town,"
body's"50
Baby" Roads
and "You
Can't "NoBuy

(Continued on Page 8)
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Federal Judge Vincent Leibell yesterday granted the application of
the Criterion Advertising Co., to file
appeal from the order of Judge William Bondy awarding it an allowance of $337,024 in the RKO reorganization. The company seeks an
additional $67,662 which would bring
up its claim to $404,686.

The industry has escaped a proposed 10 per cent tax on admissions
in Vermont with passage by the
Legislature of a revenue bill from
which the levy was eliminated. The
body has now adjourned sine die.
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Criterion Appeal Sanctioned

No Vt. Admission Tax

MARKET
Low

Deals for sites on which two 1,500seat theaters will be erected in St.
Louis by the St. Louis Amusement
Co. have been closed, plans are being drawn and construction will get
under way "any day" in prepearation
for a September opening, it was said
yesterday by Harry Arthur.
With regard to the other five new
theaters which he had previously
said were planned, Arthur declared
they would not be erected this year
and that their construction "depends on developments."
Negotiations
are under way for
acquisition of a number of other St.
Louis houses, Arthur stated.

20th Cent. Over-Assessment

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — - Internal revenue
commissioner Helvering in decision
announced yesterday credited Twentieth Century Pictures, Inc. (now
20th Century-Fox Film Corporation), New York, with over-assessment of and excess-profits taxes
amounting to $46,717.25.
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HARRY ARTHUR,
returns to St. Louis
WILLIAM

AD

1$

TOO

SMALL

who is now in New
in one week.

FERGUSON

is in

York,
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Washington — Reliable word here
last night said President Roosevelt
is leaning to the idea of creating a
board to regulate hours of labor in
industry following the favorable
Wagner labor relations decisions of
the Supreme Court Monday. Under
the reported plan radio and motion
picture industries might be placed
on a 30-hour week basis generally,
while only exceptions would be allowed to work as much as 40 hours

ED
south

KELLY

McEVOY, eastern
on vacation.

leaves New
sales

manager,

CFI

Recapitalization Plan
Decision Expected April 2

Decision by the Delaware Supren
Court at Wilmington on the Co
solidated Film Industries recapita
zation plan is expected around At
20, company.
according to word received
the

Projectionist Bill Dead

per week.

A bill to forbid operators to lea
Goldstein Funeral Today
their machines while in operatic
Funeral services for Samuel J. has been defeated in the rules cot
Goldstein, father of Manny Gold- mittee of the Assembly at Alban
stein, executive of Republic Produc- according to information receiv
tions, and father-in-law of Sam Lig- in New York yesterday.
gett, head of Columbia Pictures nontheatrical department, will be held
Mildred Dahlman to Wee
this afternoon at two o'clock in the
West End Funeral Chapel, 91st St.
Cincinnati
— UA's
Mildred
Dal
and Amsterdam Ave. Manny Gold- man has announced
her engageme,
stein arrives in New York this morn- to Charles Gehler.
The wedding
rites. ing from Hollywood to attend the set for August.

PERSONALITIES

Mass.
has returned

The
work
218

to his home

in

North

19353,124
and playe
IS
of
producers,

asso

Brookfield,

ROBERT RISKIN, screenplay writer; SAM
JAFFE, Hollywood theatrical agent; LEONIDE
MASSINE, ballet master; and MRS. WILLIAM
K. HOWARD, wife of the film director, safl
for Europe today on the Normandie.
RICHARD (SKEETS) GALLAGHER, screen
actor, and his family; IRVING MARKS, American-European theatrical agent; HARRY RICHMAN, and his accompanist Jack Golden, are
also sailing today on the Normandie.

Philadelphia.

J. FRANK ALBERT, music publisher in Australia and New Zealand, leaves New York next
week with MRS. ALBERT for Sydney, stopping
en
route
in Hollywood.
has gone j

ate
producers
a
supervisors;
281
rectors;
809
autho
635 screen play wi
ers;
181
camerami
196 film editors;
i
music
composers
i\
supervisors;
and
dance
directors.

will be found
in the

1937
YEAR BOOK

York today

NAT LEVY, east central division manager,
is in town
from
Pittsburgh.
HARRY EVANS, eastern talent scout for
Universal, returned to the home office yesterday from a vacation
in Florida.
S WABASH

FILM

LUCILLE
RYMAN,
Universal's
talent
scout
and
assistant
to Harry
Evans,
is en
route
EDWARD FINNEY and EDWARD PESKAY of I through
the mid-West university centers seekGrand National start for the Coast today, with
roster.
| ing new
film personalities
for the company's
stopoffs
en route scheduled.
ARTHUR W.
for the coast.

THIt

today

MACK D. WEINBERGER returns today from
Washington and Philadelphia.

+
+
+
+

96

pfd

MORT SPRING sails on the Normandie
for a trip to Europe.

WINTON HOCH and BOB CARNEY are with
the James A. FitzPatrick unit which sail from
New York May 29 on the Gripsholm bound
fro Stockholm.

vtc

Hartford, Conn. — Eighty-five th
atermen voiced their opposition ye
Washington — Trial examiner's report on the hearings before the SEC terday to the proposed 10 per cei
to determine whether or not regis- amusement tax now under consider;
tration of Condor Pictures, Inc.
should be suspended will be made tion by the State Finance Commi
within 10 days after receipt of the tee. Edward Levy, MPTOA seer
written transcript of hearings.
tary, branded the measure as di
At hearing yesterday, Trial Ex- criminatory, and cited the fact th;
aminer Richard H. Townsend pre- film house operators are alrea(
sided, while George W. Hirliman, subjected to burdensome taxation
president of Condor Pictures de- the form of exactions for city ai
scribed in detail basis upon which state licenses, Federal taxes on a
the lease was contracted for use of missions over 40 cents, and the fe>
Western Service Studios of Grand placed on film houses by Ascap.
National Films.
Levy pointed to the adverse e
fects repeated taxation broug
about in South Carolina where gre.
30-Hr. Week for Films?
theater mortality was the result.
Washington Bureau of THE

and Going

pfd

Proposed Conn. Amusement
Tax Assailed by Exhibitor

WILLIAM CAREY DUNCAN, librettist, who
has been in New York conferring on his musical properties being
considered
for
films.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN
night for Toronto.

left New

York

last

NATHAN and SAM GOLDSTEIN, who are now
in New York, return to Springfield, Mass., tomorrow.
RAY FRIEDGEN, Grand National producer,
leaves for Hollywood today after completing
the shooting of added scenes, with Lowell
Thomas,
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• Nelson EDDY

"MAYTIME"
with inJOHN
BARRYMORE
Herman Bing • Tom Brown
A Robert Z. Leonard Production
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
Produced

by Hunt Stromberg
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DAILV

DRAKE HEADS ERPI,
SUCCEEDING BLOOM

MEXICO FILM UNION
MAY TRY PRODUCING

(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

picture with an all-newcomer cast
as the first of a possible series of
its own. Union's idea is that it can
develop a new crop of players who
would not stray from under its
wing'.
Salvador Bueno's "Nostradamus,"
probably the most expensive film
yet produced in Mexican studios,
has just been released. "Nostradamus" is a swashbuckling', cloakand-sword romance laid in XVI century France and telling of a gay
desperado's clashing with King
Henry II, whose illegitimate son
he is, over the love of a beautiful
damsel. Juan Bustillo Oro directed
from his own script on which Antonio Helu collaborated. Carlos
Villarias, Consuelo Frank, Jose Juan
Martinez Casado, Leopoldo ("El
Chato") Ortin, Carlos ("El Chaflan") Lopez, Manuel Noriega and
Luis G. Barreiro top the cast.
"Ora, Ponciano!" (Hello, PonciSoria's first
Gabriel
ano!)
effort Director
on his own,
is scheduled to
open this week at the Teatro Alameda. It introduces the bullfighter,
Chucho Solorzano, as a screen star
and has Consuelo Frank, Leopoldo
Ortin and Carlos ("El Chaflan")
Lopez in the cast.

Jessel to be Emcee at
Variety Club Conclave
Omaha — The National convention
of Variety clubs, opening on Saturday, will have George Jessel as
emcee. He will be accompanied to
Omaha by his wife, Norma Talmadge.
Other acts announced by Entertainment Committee Chairman E. R.
Cummings, district manager for
Tri-States, include the Thirteen
Byton Dancers; Terry Howard and
Company, comedy act; Sandra, exotic dancer; Five Tip Top Girls;
York and Tracy, comedians; Bob
Beri, eccentric juggler; Twelve Ensign Singers; the Frazee Sisters,
singers, and Ada Brown and Company.

APRIL
14
Walter Petrie
Claire Windsor
Elizabeth
North
Bert Adler
Lee Tracy

• •
• FIRST
ANNUAL
GAMBOL
of Fox-Educational
Comedy employees
to be held Friday eve in Bagley's Long
Island cafe, just around the corner from the Educational studios
all the members of the various casts appearing in the
company's comedies, along with the execs, stage and camera
crews will join in the fun
there will be skits by featured
players
dancing to Andy
Anderson's
ork
a buffet
supper and the big event will be the selection of a Queen
of Beauty to represent Educational Pictures for 1937
with
such attractive sirens competing as Joyce Johnson and Anny
Staunton of the Hollywood Restaurant Helen Waldron of
the Greenwich Village Casino Mary Louise Harper, former Vanities beaut
and about 100 others
▼
T
T
• •
• AT THE AMPA luncheon in the College Room of
the Edison on Thursday
the nominating committee will
make their report. ." for entertainment there will be the
Town Tattlers Trio, Sisters of the Skillet, with Ted Friend,
amusement editor of the Mirror acting as master of the revels
Vince Trotta will no doubt have some interesting news
on the progress of the Ampa Awards
that announcement
folder that Vince created giving data on the Awards has created
a slew of favorable comment
T
T
T
• • • AFTER WINNING the $2000 second prize in the
recent Boston Traveler's Great Names Contest Rudolph
Bruce, our Beantown correspondent, ups and marries the gal
who won the first prize of ten grand
smart egg, Rudie
so he and the former Elizabeth O'Neill sailed for Antwerp
on the Konigstein Monday eve
T
T
T
• •
• HELD OVER in its first seven openings
that
is the enviable record for Universal's "Top of the Town"
the current week, and the week following will see 90 more
openings ... • The homicide squad of the New York police
dep't has been invited to attend the premiere at the Rivoli on
Saturday of United Artists' "Love From a Stranger"
the film features a psychological study of a mad killer that
should interest the homiciders
T
▼
T
• • • THE MAJOR producers will cooperate with the National Music Week Committee in the observance of Music Week,
May second to eighth arrangements for the tie-up in each
situation will be left to the exhibitor and the local committee
the slogan will be: "Foster local music talent"
this
offers grand possibilities for tieing in with college glee clubs
and local musical societies and good amateur singers
it
opens up the field also for repeat bookings in which such celebs
appear as Lily Pons, Lawrence Tibbett, Gladys Swarthout, Nino
Martini, Grace Moore, Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy, Leopold Stokowski
T
T
T
• • • BEFORE SAILING on the Normandie today to attend the Coronation
Truman Talley announced two promotions in Movietonews, Inc.
Edmund Reek has been made
general sales manager, and Ed is succeeded as news editor by
Jack Haney
Eddie Reek is the only cameraman ever made
an editor
long since he became a sort of legendary hero
for all aspiring cameramen to emulate his camera feats that
have become traditional wherever camera men gather
T
T
T
• •
• THE GAL was sore
she flung it at us with
venom
(referring to this Girl Friedegg we kid ourself is
a secretary)
"What's the idea in calling us your incompetent sec?" she yowled
"Ah, a slight slip, Frieda," wc
hastened to cover up. "We meant incomparable.
We shall run
a correction tomorrow."
Frieda sneezed: "Let it go, Phil,
you beast in human form.
With your 'slight-slip' technique,
the correction is liable to come out incompatible sec."
"OH,
Frieda, such a slip would be incomprehensible."
"With
you, Philter, it would just be inconsequential."

«

«

«

»

»

»

general counsel of W. E., was elect i
ed a director of Erpi to fill the un
expired term of Edward
E. Shu.r
maker.
E. S. Gregg replaces Collins a:
comptroller.
He where
came heto had
Erpi beerir1 '
1928 from W. E.,
chief statistician and in 1928 becaim
export manager.
The following yea
he was named
European manage
with headquarters
in London
anc
last year was made assistant comp r
troller, later becoming comptroller, i
The new president, Drake, becam *
identified with W. E. in 1924 as as*
sistant superintendent of the Kearn^ '
Works and in 1926, was made Eu*
ropean commercial
manager.
H»
has been with Erpi since its forma
j tion
in 1927,andwhen
he was electedP
a director
vice-president.
year ago he was made
executiv
j vice president.
of Export
Paul L. Manage]
Palmer'
ton,Appointment
who has been
to the office of General foreign man1
ager wasrecently
announced
by Drake.
merton
returned
from Pal'
Eu!
rope following visits to the foreig
associated companies
of Electrics
Research Products Inc.

Slate Jones to Succeed
Aylesworth as Directo
{Continued from Page 1)

worth at the annual meeting of th
company today. All other director
are expected to be re-elected.
Re-election of the entire slate c
officers in their present posts is es
pected when the directors meet i
a few days to take up this matter n
The Film Daily is advised. Le
Spitz would then be re-elected bot
president and chairman of the boarr;

Wondsel Quits Post As
Editor of Pathe New
(Continued from Page 1)

Smith, who stated that Allyn Buttei
field has been named to succeed hin
Bert Kalisch has been appointed a;
sistant editor.
Wondsel has become head of th
recently-organized
South Masters 1
mm. Film Co.

SICK REPORT
Cincinnati — Warners'
Brueggeman is ill.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Sad
DJIL

Hollywood — Hugh Herbert is «
covering in Cedars of Lebanon Hoj
pital, from an operation. He is ex
pected to leave the hospital for hi
home in about two weeks' time.
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL

'Hollywood — Ann Sothern is sui
fering from a lacerated lip an
shock, the result of tripping over
cable on the studio stage.
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"Let's Get Married"
." with Ida Lupino, Walter Connolly, Ralph
-'■ Bellamy, Reginald Denny, Raymond Walburn
' Zolumbia
69 Mins.
,

LIGHT
COMEDY
HIGH
FEMININE
.. AUDIENCES.

ROMANCE
APPEAL
FOR

WITH
POP

While
generally appealing to pop audi; ;nces, this light romantic comedy is like•-■ y to please feminine
patrons more
than
~ t will the opposite sex.
Ida Lupino, as
■he red-headed
and temperamentally fiery
laughter of Walter Connolly, — who is cast
ill is a wealthy metropolitan political boss, —
I assays the type of role which
is sure to
■ nterest women.
The dainty but dynamic
! vliss Lupino is bound
she will marry the
| nan of her choice, and this decision is derisive to the
point
that
when
Ralph
-. Bellamy, as the handsome,
struggling
inentor who
is working
for Uncle
Sam's
..'earner Bureau, appears
on the horizon,
he girl sets her matrimonial cap for him,
veather or not.
That she gets her man
Isspite a rain of setbacks
and his chill
id frosty attitude, is a foregone conclusion when, in the initial sequences of the
:'} iillamy
ilm, the isintensity
of her
will isto observed.
a difficult
bachelor
capture,
or the reason that he has an intrinsic
lislike for politicians.
Nor is he without
re/udice
when
it comes
to politicians'
laughters.
The story has its excusable inongruities, injected
in the interests of
5Ctj>un and action.
To men folk, the chief
incongruity will appear to be the aloofness
f Mr. Bellamy.
Furthermore,
his concience will not permit him to give out
pre-Election Day weather report to poliician Connolly, but yet the same
stilted
onscience goes very elastic when Bellamy,
c save the lovely Lupino
from marrying
is rival, gives out a phony weather foreast to the public.
Director
Alfred
E.
treen does a workmanlike
job, and the
ast and photography are capable.
Cast: Ida Lupino, Walter Connolly, Ralpn
■eilamy, Reginald
Denny,
Raymond
Walurn, Robert Allen, Nana
Bryant, Edward
1

■■-

.•':Wade,
Emmett
Vogan,
Eranville Bates.
Director, Alfred E. Green;
! Carr; Screenplay, Ethel
•an, Henry Freulich Editor,
Direction, Workmanlike
Capable.

Will

Morgan,

Author, A. H.
Hill; CameraAl Clark.
Photography,

SHORTS
"Nobody Home"
(Paragraphics)
'aramount
Fanny

10 mins.

An evening in the life of a young
himpanzee, Shorty, who is left alone
i a private house as the madame
'oes out. The chimp is very clever
nd vastly amusing, trying everyiing as he explores around with
mian curiosity. The chimp finishes
y smearing himself with a big
an of flour, and jumps back into
is bed as the madame returns,
ood narration by George Shelton,
one in the Pete Smith manner.

The March of Time
(Issue No. 9 — Vol. 3)
RKO Radio
20 Mins.
Excellent
One of the best of the series.
The first subject shows the present
situation in England as the government realizes the necessity for
building up the youth of the nation through proper food. The dire
situation was brought home to the
governing minds when they found
that a big percentage were being
rejected for army service as they
were undernourished. It's an awful
slam at Merrie Old England, and
will create a lot of comment. Then
comes a light treatise on the Amateur Sleuth situation, showing the
work of the Crime Detection Laboratoiy in New Jersey. They are a
group of professional and scientific
men who have banded together to
aid in their spare time the detection
of crime. How they employ their
specialized skill toward this end is
shown interestingly. The final subject is a lulu, and is impressively
presented, being a survey of the
highlights of the Supreme Court
situation and the fight with the executive branch of the Government,
leading up to the latest development
with the decision in favor of the
Wagner National Labor Relations
Bill. This is extremely timely and
topical. The nine members of the
Supreme Court are caught one by
one entering or leaving the building where they function, or seated
at their desks. Fine intimate
studies, every one of them.
"Fun In the Water"
(News World of Sports)
Columbia
10 mins.
Exciting

cine which they think is a cleaning
fltrid. They ruin a cop's uniform,
and then go to work on an automobile and take all the paint off. Later
as they operate in a hospital they
run afoul of the superintendent, who
proves to be the owner of the ruined
auto. Finally they escape back home
to face their disgruntled wives again.
It is all wild, goofy fun with the
emphasis on the slapstick. Story by
Charles Melson. Directed by Del
Lord. Produced by Jules White.
"Fleet Hoofs"
(News World of Sports)
Columbia
10 mins.
Has Punch
A short saga of the horse in his
various activities, mostly sports.
Starts off with the fire horses as
they answer the alarm. Then the
swanky entries at the horseshows.
Some very fine jumping by military
thoroughbreds of the Canadian, Irish
and Argentine groups, matched
against the American officers. The
polo horses form a stirring division.
Then come the trotters and pacers.
A running of the Grand National at
Aintree is exciting with riders toppling at the tough jumps. The finale
has Reaping Reward winning the
classic thriller at Narragansett, coming up from behind to win by a nose.
Narrative by Jack Kofoed. Described
by Dan Seymour.
"Let's Go"
(Color Rhapsody)
Pleasing
Columbia

7 mins.

A neat fantasy concerning the
prosperous bees and the poor grasshoppers who have been hit by the
A fine diversity of scenes, showing depression. As the broken down
the many ways to have fun in the grasshopper plays his violin for
water. A fancy diver featuring a alms before the Queen Bee, she
two and a half somersault. Then a learns the sad story and determines
sextette doing a multiple swan dive to do something about it. So the
from two springboards. A comedy bees fly forth in squadron formation across the railroad tracks to the
stunt with a gent walking a greased
plank over a tank. A group of girls poor grasshopper colony, and bombard them with bombs of honey.
diving in Florida for turtles. A
novelty sports event, as deep sea This instantly transforms the grassanglers try to land bathing beauties
hoppers into happy, prosperous
attached by harness to their lines. folks, and converts their slums into
A thrill game of water polo. Some a magic town of splendor.
fancy surfboard riding at Waikiki.
Finishes with some exciting shots
Stranger Than Fiction No. 36
of motorboats towing daredevils Universal
9 mins.
around a lake as the stunters try
Intriguing Curiosities
such thrills as balancing on skiis,
Odd shots of unique people and
atop a ladder, and various other
suicidal stunts. Narrated by Jack occupations. Opens with views of
Kofoed.
Described by Paul Douglas. the only woman diamond cutter in
New York at her work. A unique
collection of wooden horses that
were wont to stand as the trade
"Dizzy
(The
ThreeDoctors"
Stooges)
mark
of harness shops. In Texas a
Columbia
17 mins. gent has
built a sanctuary for bats,
Noisy Fun
no less. The art of a lady who XThe Three Stooges are bounced rays flowers. A strange invention
out of their community home by of a patented necktie that wakes up
their wives who tell them to go to an auto driver if he falls asleep. A
work and not to come back without one-man museum in which the collector has gathered all sorts of
jobs. In desperation they grab positions as salesmen for a patent medi- strange things, from Chinese swords

*

ft

to mummefied heads of the headhunting tribes. A dog-owner who
has invented a cart for his crippled
spaniel and taught it to get around
under the added power with its hind
legs useless.

FOREIGN
"EL IMPOSTER" ("The Imposter"), dialogue film in Spanish a C.F.S. release; produced and directed by David Kirkland,
with Joaquin Coss, et al, in the cast.
Presented at the Teatro Cervantes. Running time: 85 mins.
Some sprightly dancing and music, typically Mexican, and capable acting by a
well-chosen cast are insufficient to overcome handicaps of a shallow story and
photography which lacks both clarity and
technical proficiency. There is considerable
action, however, represented by hard riding, and there are some lively moments
when, in the course of events, the heroic
and rightful heir to the hacienda has a
duet of crooks sent to jail, and wins the

"DER GIPFELSTUERMER" ("The Peak
Scaler"), German dialogue film a Peter
Ostermayr production; directed by Franz
Wenzler, with Franzl Schmidt, Walter
girl.
Krieger, Mizzl Bardorf, et al, in the cast.
Presented at the 86th St. Garden Theater.
Running time: 82 mins.
Audiences who like mountain climbing,
will undoubtedly like this feature, which
has virtually no other interesting content,
unless it be the light wisps of comedy
contributed oy Hans Schurich and Heini
Abele. The main purpose of the film is
to show the thrills of peak scaling, and to
demonstrate this effectively and efficiently,
Franzl Schmidt, Olympic champ at this altitudinous art, is cast in the leading role.
There are some grand shots of the rugged
Icehornwall, the eminence Schmidt and his
companions make their objective, but the
appeal to patrons generally is Jacking, and
the sequences
tedious.
"MARIA NOVER" ("Sister Marie"),
Hungarian dialogue film with a prologue
summary of the story carried in English
titles; a Pallas production released by
Danubia Pictures, Inc.; musical arrangement by Szaboles Fenyes; directed by Victor Gertler, with Sandor Sved, Paul Javor,
Eva Szorenyi, et al, in the cast. Presented
at the Modern Playhouse. Running time:
85 mins.
Unusually well-made feature with a
double-barreled appeal to foreign film fanciers in that it accents the singing talents
of Hungary's popular baritone, and also
stresses the love triangle between him, the
alluring Eva Szorenyi, and Paul Javor, —
with the latter winning her hand when a
misunderstanding shatters the romance between her and Sved. The picture is splendidly directed by Victor Gertler, and the
photography and sound are of high quality.
The clarity of the recording sets off Sved's
vocalizing ability to full advantage. American picture-goers are enabled to follow the
action and situations very adequately, for
a resume of the story is carried in English
titles right at the outset.
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WHITE SEES SINGLES
TEST AS A SUCCESS

Wednesday, Apr. 14, 1937 1
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A "JUtttc" frm "£ots

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD ,
Ida Lupino, "Artists and Models";
ANNOUNCEMENT
of definite Laura Hope Crews, "Angel"; Lloyd
plans for the filming of the first Nolan, "Exclusive"; Columbia — John
full length grand opera ever to hit Gallaudet, Gene Morgan, "Miss
the talking screen is momentarily ; Casey at the Bat"; Otto Kruger,
expected from Jesse L. Lasky, RKO "Professional Juror."
producer, who for months has been
at work on the revolutionary idea.
"The Firefly," starring Jeanette
Instead of selecting one of the MacDonald
went before the cameras
time-worn Italian classics, however, yesterday at the M-G-M studios.
those close to the pioneer film ex- Hunt Stromberg is producer and
ecutive reveal that the vehicle will
be American from its authorship to Robert Z. Leonard director, the combination has
responsible
"Maytime."
its locale. Victor Young, composer- Allan Jones
theformale
singing
conductor, will write the score.
lead,
Warren
William
another
leadLasky, meanwhile is riding the
ing role, and the cast includes Dougcrest of the tune-film-wave currentlas Dumbrille, Leonard Penn, Belle
ly rolling over Hollywood. With Mitchell.
production preliminaries completed
for start of shooting on his elaborate "Radio City Revels," he is alThis, that and t'other: Frank
ready paving the way for "Music Lloyd's next, "Wells Fargo," is now
(Continued from Page 1)
for Madame," which will star Nino "An Empire Is Born" . . . And "You
indicate that the public is not in fa- Martmi, and "Born to Sing," with Can Be Beautiful" is the new title
vor of double-feature programs. As Lily Pons. The opera will go before of Goldwyn's beautician film which
shortly after Lasky fin- will star Merle Oberon . . . RKO has
a matter of fact, there is every in- the cameras
ishes the Pons picture.
dication that the public is in favor
given a contract to Elizabeth Russell.
T
T
T
of double-features.
Casting assignments: Warners —
"When a picture is big enough,
such as 'Lost Horizon,' it can stand Frank McHugh, "Varsity Show"
Grand National will introduce
on its own without being supported RKO — James Ellison, "Vivacious
"Renfrew
of the Mounted" to the
by a double feature or anything Lady"; Goldwyn— Al Shean, "Stella
else. However, we all know that it Dallas"; Paramount — Fredric screen next season. It is planned
is impossible to make all pictures March, "The Buccaneer"; Lucien to make four pictures a year startof outstanding quality so that, when Littlefield, "Hotel Haywire"; Lew mer. ing with the first release next suma picture is of fair quality, it is to Ayres, "Last Train from Madrid";
everyone's advantage to double fea- Blame End of Games
ture this type of production. In this
M. Saturday Store
manner, the public is assured of getClosing Helps at B. O.
For Drop In Chi. Biz
ting itshibitor
money's-worth
the exhas reasonable while
assurance
of
(Continued from Page \)
Lincoln, Neb. - — Business booster
having a sufficiently strong program
to satisfy his audience.
exhibs attribute the drops to the was noted with high favor by showmen here last week when the cham"The theaters have tried single- forced passing of games, and say
ber of commerce persuaded all
feature and double-feature programs that thus far the duals, introduced downtown
stores to close at 6 p.m.
but the mere fact that double fea- as a substitute, have failed to win on Saturdays,
the same as other
ture programs are still prevailing back patrons.
There is some indication that weekdays. Previously they cut in
indicates that the public has shown
heavily with closing time as late
preference for it, so why all the ar- double features may fade out. All as 10 p.m.
B.
&
K.
Loop
houses
are
on
single
gument at this
Comments
of time?"
other leaders of the feature basis, although the circuit
industry on the question will be is using duals otherwise. Houses
Llanuza Suit Hearing Today
printed soon by The Film Daily.
under Jones, Linick & Schaefer diHearing will be held today before
rection, save the McVickers, are back
Supreme Court Justice Frankenthalto singles.
Cincy Suburb Will Have
Ludwig Sussman, operating the er on the application of Pedro
cartoonist, to orally exam$100,000 Jackson House Adelphi Theater on the far North Llanuza,
ine five defendants in his suit
Side is trying out single program
against Columbia Pictures, Chas. B.
Cincinnati — Jerome Jackson of the bills on certain days. Sussman says Mintz,
Walt Disney Enterprises,
Jackson Realty Co., owner of the he has received about 150 letters United
Artists, for an accounting of
from
patrons
during
the
past
two
Jackson Theater here, has let contracts for a $100,000 motion picture weeks and a large majority wanted the profits from distribution of films
allegedly patterned after an idea he
theater in the center of the Mt. good single features and lively conceived.
Washington business district. Sub- shorts.
The idea was to use caricatures of
Giveaways are not popular here screen stars for movie shorts.
urb adjoins Cincinnati. The 800seat house will be air conditioned. with the average indie and none of Llanuza
seeks to examine Mintz,
Parking space for several hundred the larger circuits now use them. Geo. S. Stallings, Earl Hurd, Ted
cars will be available. Jackson, forNew plans for improving attend- Sears and Jack King.
ance are constantly being tried. One
merly of McMahon & Jackson, owners of a circuit of 30 houses, ex- theater is using a tieup with a local
pects to open the theater Sept. 1.
Morrison Office Expands
bank in opening new savings accounts.
Leo Morrison's eastern office has
taken larger quarters at 177G
Spring to Survey Europe
Broadway and a reorganization is
"Marked
Woman"
Big
in
Keys
A survey of conditions in Europe is
planned to take care of new departments on the arrival of Leo
"Marked Woman", in the 12 key
planned by Mort Spring, Loew's foreign
department executive, who sails from
cities where it has opened to date, Morrison from the coast next
New York today on the Normandie. He
will be away from his office three
has beaten such pix as "Anthony month. Richard LaMarr, of the west
months.
office, is expected in town
Adverse" and "G Men", Warners coast
shortly on a talent scouting trip.
home office reported yesterday.

Skouras Theater officials will meet
on Monday or Thursday of next week
to determine the circuit's policy towards replacement of duals by singles, it was said yesterday by Bill
White, Skouras general manager.
Key officials and two or three managers from each zone will attend,
White declared.
Skouras experiment with singles
at the Manhasset Theatre, Manhasset, has brought no complaints and
is apparently what the people want,
White said.

PUBLIC WANTS DUALS,
ASSERTS JACK COHN

BERNE SAFEGUARDS
NEEDED-BRYLAWSKI:
(Continued from Page 1)

act

of

Congress,

the

treaty

pre

Stating drawn,
the Duffy
bill hadpointe
beei '■
admirably
Brylawski
out should it be passed by Congress
it
would become the law of the land
vails".
"Then," he added, "suppose we enter the Berne convention or ratify
treaty and the treaty is inconsistenl
with the bill.
We will have tc
amend the bill, and the treaty maj
become the supreme law of the lane
andBrylawski
not the Duffy
stated statute".
he did not knew
how we could enter the union anc
still have necessary safeguards oj
our right. The question now was
he said whether to pass the domes
tic law and change it after entrance
into the international union. "Re
member", he told the committee, "wt
would have but one vote to 40 01
more
of other
countries".
"This
is about
the richest mar
ket Europe has", Brylawski contin
ued. "We are ripe for the plucking
We have been plucked before. Wt
should specify in advance what w<
want and if they agree to our term:
as under the Duffy bill, fine. But i
not, then let us stay out".

No B. O. Jump in St. Louis
Contemplated, Says Arthui
(Continued from Page 1)

to confer on this subject, giveaway:
and other theater practices.
"We are charging the highest ad j
mission price scale in St. Louis now
in
Arthur.
getour55 theaters,"
cents topstated
evenings
and"W<'
3?
Arthur plans to remain in Nevj
York a week before returning t<
matinees."
St. Louis.

Roxy Reorg. Plan Foes
to Present Side Today
(Continued from Page 1)

sion was given over to cross-exam i
nation of Alvin J. Schlosser, of Hal
sey, Stuart & Co., representative o
the noteholders' committee, by Hai
old Seligson, counsel for the Tiptoj
committee. No report has been re i
ceived yet from 20th Century-Fo I
on betterment of the plan. Dank
W. Biumenthal of counsel for th
Adler committee, told the court tha
the head of his committeee was Reu
ben S. Adler, former president o
■
the
Manufacturers
Ass'n ant
that Dress
he was
the first attorney
bring suit against the Straus Co. fo
fraud in connection with the sale o
bonds.

Hollywood Eyes Chi. Talent
Chicago — Hollywood talent scouts are
eyeing this territory. Joe Rubenstein
is here for Warners and Joe Holton and
Ben Piermont for 20th Century-Fox.
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HP TOA UOCAL BOARD PLAN HINGES ON CHECKUP
_oew Working on 3-5 Year Para.-U. A. Product Deals
Radio Material
. . . and screen effect
^^

By CHESTER B. BAHN

=

4/HEN the special radio committee of
* the Motion Picture Theater Owners
America, of which Walter Vincent is
lirman, settles down shortly to its sizee job, not the least of its brain-teasers
I concern the effect of poor radio mateupon the screen value of players who
ouble in brass".
'Especially those players whose forte is
nedy. if it is axiomatic that a stage
I screen comedian, or comedienne, is as
•d as the material provided, — and it is,—
axiom applies with added force to the
io funster whose invisibility is a marked
dicap. Sound effects, for example, are
r substitutes for personal comedy "busis".

Todj

-IIS comment is prompted by the marked
comedy slump in the radio field noted by
: Radio Daily which
reports that such
grams tumbled to a new entertainment
over the last week-end.
It is a genization in which it is easy to concur,
ut let's be specific.
One of the dullest
ledy broadcasts Sunday
night was that
uring Victor Moore
and Helen
Brodk. These two experienced and talented
pers are under contract to RKO, and

I • studio has given considerable
atten!' to their development as a screen cornteam.
Yet it is extremely
possible
I the studio's best efforts will be nulliby their radio appearances
in faulty
I cles. The radio fan isn't interested in
provides the scripts; he holds the
I ;r's comics to strict accountability, and,
I ting the dial, that's
that.
o
EQUENTLY,
it is contended
that raiio is a film theaier box office auxiliary,
it sends its own public to theaters to
those players doubling in brass.
PerBut it is unlikely that a radio fist who has been moved to tune out, say
or and Helen, would rush to the box
e when their next picture comes along,
bviously, this problem
is not one for
jitors alone.
Producers, with as much
more at stake, are equally concerned,
so, certainly, are the players themes— that is, if screen stellar longevity
its rich financial returns — are preferto some

radio

"easy

money".

Shorter
Term
Arrangements
to Replace Expiring
10- Year Contracts

Bonus for Wometco

Staff

Miami, Fla. — Wometco Theater, Inc.,
employees will receive another bonus
May 1 as their share of the good business of the past season. All employees
who have been with the company two
years or more will be given a full
week's pay. Employees who have served
for five or more years will receive two
weeks additional salary.

Kuykendall
Coast
Trip
Bring About Definite
Showdown

to

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Fate of the local conciliation board
plan of the M. P. T. 0. A., a principal feature of its 10-point trade
practice program, hinges upon a
checkup of exhibitor unit attitude to
be made by President Ed Kuykendall on a coast trip soon. Greatly
concerned over what appears to be
lack of material interest in the plan,
its M. P. T. 0. A. sponsors will seek
to bring about a definite showdown
C. H. Tipton, head of the Tipton which will determine whether or not
Securities Corp. and chairman of the idea is dropped, for the time
the Tipton minority bondholder com- being, at least, or actually effectumittee, testified yesterday before
ated. The outlook for its success
Special Master Addison S. Pratt in
was considered
veryon Page
dubious
yester(Coutinned
4)
Federal Court that he would not approve of the present Roxy reorganization plan and that unless a better
Sir Victor Wilson, head of the
obtainable, he would faMotion Picture Distributors Asso- offervorwas
continued operation of the propciation of Australia, is studying the
erty by Howard S. Cullman, the
New York aspects of the film indus- trustee.
He
pointed
out 4) that Cull{Continued
on Page
try while here en route to London
to attend (Continued
the coronation.
He
is
conon Page 4)

Product deals now being discussed
by the Loew circuit with United Artists and Paramount will be set up
on either a three or five year basis,
said a spokesman for the theater
outfit yesterday. Contracts which
are expiring' late next summer cover
10-year periods in both instances.
In connection with the Paramount
buy, conferences are temporarily
suspended while auditors check figures vital to the deal.

ROXY PLAN CHANGES
ADVANCED BY TIPTON

AUSTRALIA MPDA HEAD
MEETING N. Y, EXECS,

7 MORE S-W PHILLY
HOUSES ADD GAMES

Confirmation of Fabian
Howard- Murphy Film Firm
Reorg. Plan Up Tomorrow
Talks Theater Guild Deal j

Although the Theater Guild officially persists in its denial that no
such deal is in work, it is understood
that an alliance with the new Leslie Howard-Dudley
Murphy
film
{Continued on Page 4)

Final confirmation of the Si Fabian reorganization plan for the Fox
Brooklyn Theater and office building
will be asked tomorrow of Federal
Judge William Bondy who last week
tentatively approved the plan. It is Monogram
(Continued on Page 4)

Setup Effective
on April 23, SEC Advises

National Trans-Lux Theater Circuit
Planned by Syndicate, Report Says
De Luxe Film Lab. Signs
Year's Pact With IATSE
De Luxe Film Laboratories has
signed a one-year closed shop agreement with the I.A.T.S.E. providing
for a 10 per cent wage increase
over the basic scale, The Film
(Continued on Page 14)

Philadelphia — The strongest blast
in the current games competition
here broke yesterday when it was
learned that Stanley-Warner, satisfied with its experiment with games
at the Kent,
Imperial
and 14)Cadet the(Continued
on Page

A syndicate in which 50 per cent
interest is held by Trans-Lux Movies Corp., and the remaining 50 per
cent held by "some well-known and
practical men in the motion picture
industry," plans "to have eventually
a circuit of Trans-Lux Theaters, in
carefully (Continued
selected onlocations
throughPage 15)

Monogram Pictures Corp. yesterday received notice from the SEC
that its newly-reorganized setup will
become effective Apr. 23, which permits the company to start operations
under its new and greatly expanded

plans.SMPE to Hear of Television
RCA television developments will be
discussed by V. W. Zworykin of that
company at a meeting of the Atlantic
Coast Section of the S. M. P. E. at 411
Fifth Ave. Wednesday evening.
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Court Authorizes Para, to
Sell Lien-Free Properties

Para. Issues $12,502,800
in New 3!4% Convertibles

Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yesterday authorized Paramount to sell
or dispose of any assets or properties free and clear of any prior lien.
The order permits Paramount to sell
a lot in Los Angeles for $16,000,
which it had delayed from selling
by a previous order prohibiting such
sales.
Judge Coxe's order also permits
Paramount to dispose of 28 lots in
Los Angeles containing the Paramount Theater Building, the west
coast studio and other buildings, if
the company should so desire. The
28 lots were mortgaged to the Angelo-California National Bank of
San Francisco, as trustee of Paramount Properties, Inc., for $2,600.000. This money was used on Mar. 1
last to redeem all outstanding first
mortgage 6 per cent sinking fund
j
i bonds of Paramount Properties.

Exact figures on new 3M per cent
convertible debentures issued by
Paramount as of Mar. 31, represented $12,502,800, according to a report
just filed with the SEC in New York.
Six per cenet debentures amounting
to $12,653,236 were outstanding at
that date, including $3,308,926 of
debentures in the company's treasury. The firm has instructed Manhattan Trust Co. to accept deposits
of 6s in exchange for SV^s until further notice.
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Paramount has tentatively set national release dates on its features
up
to
Aug.
1. Following is the schedule:

FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK
High

Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
Columbia
Picts. pfd.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen.
Th.
Eq
Loew's.
do
pfd Inc

MARKET
Low

Cose

Para. Sets Release Dates
on Features Up to Aug. 1

Net
Chg.

243,4
35
43'/,
4'/4
15

243,4
35
43V?
4%
15

243-4 —
V,
35
4- 1 Vi
43'/?. + 1
4'/4
15

29'/4
82%

28'/,
81 V2

29'/4 —
81 ^4 ^-

V?
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Paramount
253/4
25
253/„ +
'/,
Paramount 1st pfd... 180% 1763,4 176V4 4'4
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 23'/*
22'/?
223/, 414
Pathe
Film
83/,
8'/4
8V4 +
'4
RKO
9V2
9'/,
9V, —
' ',
20th Centurv-Fcx 40
39'4
39'/,
. . .
20th Century-Fox pfd. 49%
49 V4
49Vg +
%
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
15%
15
15%—
%
do pfd
;. . .
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith A-0
6s46 . .... 97%
97V?
97% — 1
Loew 6s41ww
98
97%
98
+
%
Para. B'way 3s55
Para.
Picts. 6s55 .. .100% 100
100% -f
%
RKO
6s41
118
118
118
4V?
Warner's
6s39
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9634 434
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Columbia
nicts. vtc
Grand
Nat'l Films . . . 2%
2%
2%
Sonotonp
Corp.
Technicolor
213/,
203,4
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4%
Trans-Lux
434
4%
43,4 4%
Universal
Picts.
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12%
12%
-f- %
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
STOCK
MARKET
Bid
Asked
Pathe
Films 7 pfd
96
99

Coming and Going
Mary.
SIR VICTOR WILSON, who is now in !
York sails for England May 4 on the Qi
JOHN DAY, Paramount general man
headquartering at Rio de Janeiro, is due
New
York
next month.
BARNEY BALABAN is tentatively set
sail from New York April 28 for abroad, i
England
as his first stop.
ABE
cosat.

FRANKL

has left New

York

for

PHIL REISMAN arrives at the coast Satu
from Australia and a trip around the w
and later leaves for New York.

Expect Sabaths Measure
to Get Favorable Report

MR. and MRS. AL SANTELL sail from I
York Saturday on their return to the coast.

Washington

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG,
torney, returns home today.

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The House Judiciary
Committee is expected to give final
consideration to the Sabath bankruptcy reform measure today or at
committee meeting next Tuesday.
The bill is expected to be reported
out favorably to the House. Passage
would eliminate need for the continuance of the special Sabath Committee investigating RKO, Paramount and other bonkholders reorganizations.

Buffalo film

GWEN FARRAR, British actress, sails
England today on the Berengaria.
SIDNEY FRANKLIN, director under cont ;
to M-G-M, and his bride, the former F
Helms Nagel, whom he married last Tue;
at Las Vegas, Nevada, arrive in New 1
today on their honeymoon.
RUTH
COHEN
of Translation
Service
Screen
Attractions
Corp.
and
Crown
Mo
Picture Supplies Corp. has returned to New \
Cuba.
after spending
several months
in Mexico
W. S. VAN

DYKE, film director, is en re i

to Washington, D. C, to spend a week's vi
tion, returning to the coast via New York.

May 14, "Night of Mystery"; Mav KAO, Keith Corp. Elect
MITCHELL LEICHTER of Advance Pich
21, "Turn Off the Moon"; May 28,
Jones to Directorates left last night for a transcontinental trip.
"I Met Her in Paris"; June 4, "HoHARRY GOLDBERG, director of Warner T
tel Haywire"; June 11, "Great Gamater Advertising and Publicity, is in W;
bini"; June 18, "Mountain Music"
Richard Jones, 3d, attorney asso- ington,
New Haven and Philadelphia this w
ciated with Simpson, Thacher &
and "Forlorn River"; June 25, "Last
for special advertising
conferences.
Train from Madrid"; July 2, "Mid- Bartlett was yesterday elected a director of KAO and the B. F. Keith day.R. M. GILLHAM, Para.'s director of p
night Madonna" and "North of Rio
licity and advertising will leave for Hollyw
Grande"; July 9, "Exclusive"; July Corp. at the annual stockholder tomorrow,
and NEIL AGNEW, vice-presid
16, "Wild Money"; July 23, "The meetings of those companies to suc- in charge of distribution will leave next Tu
ceed M. H. Aylesworth, who recentBarrier" an "i July 30, "Easy Living".
ly resigned.
HAROLD HURLEY, production assistant
Board of KAO is slated to meet William
LeBaron, managing director of i
Eastern Theaters, Ltd. to
next Thursday at which time Leo duction for Paramount, sails next Saturday *
MRS. HURLEY for a four-week vacation
Pay $1.15 on 7 P. C. Pref. Spitz will be re-elected as chairman Hawaii.
and Malcolm Kingsberg, representJOE BREEN leaves New York today on
ing the Meehan interests, as vice jreturn
Montreal — Eastern Theaters Ltd.,
to the coast, following his arrival
owners of the Imperial Theater, at chairman. Officers of KAO will New York from a vacation abroad.
Toronto, report a net profit equal to probably be elected at the same time.
JIMMY CAMPBELL has arrived in New Y
from
England.
$1.15 per share on 7 per cent preferred stock during the 53 weeks Balaban and Hicks Will
Mary.
H. J. YATES, Consolidated president, le
ending Dec. 31, 1936, compared with
Hold London Conferences today for Hollywood.
$1.70 per share for the 52 weeks in
ERROL FLYNN, film actor, sailed for
York yesterday from Southampton on the C
1935. Earned surplus was decreased
Conferences at London are planby $27,765, but full payment of $7
ned by Barney Balaban, president,
BILL
HODGES
of New
Orleans
branch
per share was paid on preferred
National Theater Supply Co. headed back
stock, and working capital was in- and John W. Hicks, foreign depart- from
New
York
yesterday,
following
a
ment head, early next month. Hicks
creased $12,614. Net earning for 53
visit to company's main office.
weeks was $42,750, compared to $40,- is now in the English capital and
790 in 1935, and working capital was Balaban is scheduled tentatively to
$241,786, compared to $229,172 in sail from New York April 28.
1935.

Gina

Malo Weds

Brent

Salary Secrecy Favored

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The House Ways
London (By Cable)— -Gina Malo,
Royalty
Sees "Good Earth"
London (By Cable)— The King 30, American musical comedy ac- and Means Committee yesterday
ordered favorably reported the bill

and Queen enjoyed a "command"
tress, and Romney Brent, 35, Mex- seeking to repeal the law requiring
ican playwright and actor, were publication of corporation salaries
screening of "The Good Earth" at
Windsor Castle last night.
married in a mid-week ceremony at above $15,000.
Hempstead Registrar's office. The
bride was born in Cincinnati, Ohio,
as
Janet Flynn.
RKO Acquires the Republic
9 P. M. Film Curfew Sought
RKO has acquired the Republic
A bill prohibiting children from being in motion picture theaters after
Theater on the lower east side, The
9 P. M. has been introduced in the
"Wings" In 11th Week
Film Daily was advised yesterday, j
Illinois House, it was learned in New
York yesterday. The measure requries
Company
plans a theater expansion
Montreal
—
"Wings
of
the
Mornmanagements to oust them at that time.
and has several other dickers
ing" is on its 11th record-breaking drive
on the fire.
week at His Majesty's Theater.

~

.

A

PICTURE

FOR

MILLIONS

OF

AMERICANS!

Your neighbor and millions of neighborly folk throughout the nation will
:ake this picture to their hearts ! To that vast public which seeks down-to.arth drama in a story of heart-warming human relationships we sincerely
-ecommend the M-G-M comedy- drama "GOOD OLD SOAK"
WALLACE BEERY and others who appeared with him in "Ah
less" and "Old Hutch". This exciting and humorous play by Don
Sas been made into a happy audience attraction in the M-G-M

starring
WilderMarquis
manner.
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ROXY PLAN CHANGES
ADVANCED BY TiPTOI

LOCAL BOARD
HINGES ON CHECKUP
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

day by those inside the organization.
Several months have elapsed since
the local boards proposal was ratified by all national distributing companies but no concrete steps have
been taken, it is understood, to establish them. On the other hand,
there is speculation as to whether
the regional associations tied up
with the M. P. T. 0. A. are anxious
to support the move. The subject
attracted little or no attention at
organization's annual
nationalrecently
the
convention
at Miami.
One major factor holding up further development of the situation is
believed to be the prospects of Congress enacting some sort of a NRA
which would embody trade practice
provisions. If this should materialize, it was pointed out, it might
eliminate the need of the proposed
conciliation board setup. Due to
these circumstances, it is possible
that the M. P. T. 0. A. project will
be held in abeyance pending action
of Congress on this regulatory legislation or its adjournment sine die.
Up to two months ago, the M. P.
T. 0. A. had been receiving considerable correspondence evidencing interest in the local board undertaking on the part of exhibitors. This
correspondence, however, has now
out, it was indicated yesterpetered
day.

Howard-Murphy Film Firm
Talks Theater Guild Deal
(Continued from Page

1)

company known as Associated
Artists will be completed at conferences now being held at the
coast. Under the arrangement it
is expected that the outfit will make
of "Porgy, and Bess"
out production
pictureGuild
aTheater
and others
to be selected later.
Lawrence Langner Guild official
has gone to Hollywood from New
York and Howard and Murphy are
both there. Associated Artists,
which were at one time reported
talking a distributing deal with
United Artists, is understood to
have English capital.

• • • AT LAST some practical use has been found for
the cover of a pressbook the one for RKO Radio's "Shall
We Dance" is in the unique form of an envelope on heavy stock
it contains the three sections of the campaign book on
exploitation, publicity and advertising
this trick envelope
is really a sample of a die-cut lobby hanger which is one of the
accessories on the Astaire-Rogers picture
the exhib can
set it up as an advance display as soon as he receives the
pressbook
the hanger is printed in full color on both sides
.... by simply turning in the top and bottom tabs the hanger
is brought into cylindrical shape with the cut-out dancing figures of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers standing out in relief
from the cylinder
the tabs provide hanging facilities with
a string attached the gent who figured out this utilitarian
eye-smash cover is by way of being a Showman Genius
it will probably start a New Trend converting all pressbook
covers into window displays or lobby hangers
why not?
• • • A BUSY schedule for James A. FitzPatrick .....
who has sailed for Lunnon where he will do four quota features
for M-G-M distribution
after that he goes to the continent to get material for 12 Traveltalks
and returning
late in the summer he will make a Traveltalk in New Brunswick at St. John, which happens to be the birthplace of Louis B.
Maver
T
T
T
• • • EXCUSE IT please we said Edmund Reek
was made general sales manager of Movietonews but it should
have read general manager
they tell us these newsreels
really don't need any selling as they sell themselves
• •
• THE SLOGAN for National Dance Week, by the
way, will be "Shall We Dance"
which is what you call
a nifty break for RKO Radio ... • A dinner will be given
May 2 at the Waldorf for the presentation to Mayor La Guardia
of the American Hebrew medal
for outstanding service in
creating better understanding between Christian and Jew
a load of distinguished people are on the Committee of Award.
T
T
T
• • • ONE OF the speakers at the Inaugural Luncheon of
the United Brewers Industrial Foundation at the Waldorf yesterday was our own Charlie Pettijohn Charlie spoke on
self-government in industry ... • Ray Friedgen, producer of
Grand National's "Killers of the Sea," is a proud grandpappy
his son Lloyd was presented by the missus with an eightpounder according to the family fish scales they're all
fishermen, these Friedgens, y'know
T
T
T
• •
• JUST
BACK
from abroad
Joseph I. Breen
told the trade press lads that in England and France the citizens
go big for the Hollywood product, with huge grosses being piled
up on American pix in both countries
he said reports on
Walter Futter's film, "Jericho," produced in Egypt, with Paul
Robeson featured, are sen-say-shu-nal
one sequence shows
2500 camels, no less

▼

NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE
PRESS
AGENT

Earle Fox has died 200 times — in
screen roles —PARAMOUNT.

his

T

T

• • • WE LOOKED up to find Our Girl Friedegg alongside our desk, going thru the damdest commotion
she
was holding a big box of seltzer bottles in her arms
while
from her mouth a stream of nickels, dimes and pennies trickled
as she kept repeating: "Get your tickets for the next performance!" We wheezed: "Whazza big idea, gal?"
"Oh,
this is a ballyhoo stunt for a real Money Picture"
"How
come?"
"Don't ya get it, Stupo?
Look! Box of seltzer
— that's a box of fizz — that's box-office, get it? And these coins
in my mouth as I talk — that makes it Box-Office Coin-versation!"

«

«

«

»

»

»

\)

man had testified that by the en
of 1937 the $125,000 in receivershi
certificates still outstanding woul
be paid off and that then there woul
be nothing ahead of the bonds.
Tipton suggested various improve
ments in the plan including a guar
antee of principal and interest b;
20th Century-Fox which would ac
quire the Roxy under the plan. H
said he was opposed to the propose
bond interest rate unless certain re
strictions were put on 20th Century
Fox. These restrictions would fi
the cost of film to the theater am
the distribution of advertising cost?
limit salaries and provide for minor
ity representation on the board.
Samuel Kramer, counsel for th
stockholders' protective committee
will begin presenting witnesses to
day to prove that stockholders hav<
an equity in the company. Stock
holders are completely excluded un
der the plan.

Australia MPDA

Head

Meeting N. Y. Executive*
(Continued from Page

1)

ferring with major company execu
tives.

Sir Victor sails on the Queen Mar\
JI tendered
on May a4 luncheon
for England.
He was
at the Harvarc
Club recently.

Confirmation of Fabian
Reorg. Plan Up Tomorrow
(Continued from Page 1)

indicated that some amendments tc
Bondy.
the plan may be suggested by Judge
Under the plan, Si Fabian would
take over operation of the house on
a 20-year lease.

Schwartz

Rites Tomorrow

Syracuse, N. Y. — Funeral services
will be held here tomorrow for John
Schwartz, former manager of Her
•Majesty's Theater, Ottawa, and
widely known cornetist. A musician
for 50 years, he was a charter member of the local union.

FAcrs
ABOUT

FILMS
Algeria
had 141 motion
aters in regular operation

picture theduring 1936.
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A "JUtiU" WHO'S
fc<»WHO» INMrtt
ywood "£ots
HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

"T\ESPITE his multiple duties as a
Paramount producer-director, Leo
McCarey, whose newest production,
"Make Way for Tomorrow," will
shortly hitrthe screen, has authored
a comedy drama for Broadway production. He is leaving for New York
shortly for conferences preliminary
to a September presentation of this
opus. Upon his return to Hollywood,
McCarey moves to Columbia under
loan to launch preparations for the
filming
"The Dunne.
Awful Truth," which
will starof Irene
Y

V

V

Casting assignments — Paramount:
Irene Franklin, "Midnight Madonna"; Mary Nash, "Easy Living";
RKO: Barbara Pepper, "You Can't
Bea Love"; Universal: Paul Panzer,
Margaret Seddon, Samuel S. Hinds,
Edward LeSaint, "The Road Back":
Goldwyn: George Walcott, Etta McBaniels, Gertrude Short, George
Meeker, "Stella Dallas"; Monogram:
Irene Franklin, "Blazing Barriers";
Advance: Bill Edwards, "Squadron
B."
T
▼
T
Two hundred and fifty members
of the Hollywood Academy of Medicine and a number of leaders of the
medical profession now in Hollywood will be guests of Paramount

Availability on Admission
Basis Rejected in Akron
Akron, 0. — Movement led by J. G.
Deetjen, secretary of the Independent M. P. Exhibitors Association,
to make availability dates for subsequent run houses dependent upon
admission price instead of seating
capacity failed at a recent meeting
of the association. After a lengthy
discussion, it was voted to maintain
the present policy which provides an
availability of 42 days for all houses,
regardless of admission price, excepting only the 10 cent houses. The
opposition to this policy proposed
the following availability schedule;
25 cent houses 28 days; 20 cent
houses 42 days; 15 cent houses 56
days.
Robert Menehes, who has been
president of the association for the
past seven years, has been succeeded
by Al Ploenes, manager of the Orpheum theater and associate of A.
P. Botzum. Other officers elected
are: Robert Menehes, first vice president; Charles Stalder, second vice
president and J. G. Deetjen, secretary.

Monogram In Frisco
George Blumenthal has just been
appointed branch manager of Monogram Pictures' new exchange in San
Francisco which is located at 308
Turk St., San Francisco. George's
brother Ed is manager of Monogram's Dallas office.

• • •
Introducing Jul crating Personalities: No. 74 • • •
UENRY BLANKE. Associate producer for Warners-First National and a
■ ' one-time personal assistant to Ernst Lubitsch. Born in Berlin-Steglitz,
Germany, on Dec. 30, 1901, the son of a widely
known painter, Wilhelm Blanke. Entered the
industry via Ufa in 1919. A year later, joined
Lubitsch, accompanying the latter to the U. S.
in 1922. Since that time, has been associated
with Warners save for 1926-27 when he returned
to Ufa as business and production manager on
Fritz Lang's "Metropolis". Has been Warners
production chief in Germany and head of company's foreign department in Hollywood. As
associate producer, responsible for "A Midsummer Night's Dream," "Story of Louis Pasteur,"
"Petrified Forest," "The Green Pastures." Eyes,
gray. Stands, 5, 5. Hobbies: Polo, badminton.

tonight at a preview of "Internes
Can't Take Money."
▼
▼
T
This, that and t'other: Para.'s
"Adventure — With Music" is now
dubbed "Good Night, Ladies" . . .
20th-Fox has signed Joan Marsh
. . . Selznick has added Ian McLaren and Florence Roberts to the
cast of "Prisoner of Zenda" • • •
Lionel Stander will be seen with
Fredric March again in Selznick's
"Let Me Live."

!

ducer at 20th Century-Fox studios,
is bound for the Orient. He and
Mrs. Wurtzel will spend eight weeks
away from Hollywood.
▼
T
T
M-G-M has acquired film rights
to Frances Marion's recently published novel, "Molly, Bless Her," and
has decided
to co-star Wallace
Beery and Sophie Tucker in the
screen production. Judy Garland

Gardinewith
also
r will
Ij and
have Reginal
featuredd parts,
Edward
Chodorov producer.
▼
T
T
Cinecolor, Inc., has been experimenting with a single negative for
use in color photography and expects to have this negative ready
for sale within the very near future. The present method in color
tives.
work requires two or more nega-

Thirteen players have been added
Walter Wanger has signed the
to the cast of RKO Radio's "Easy Weir Brothers, European comedy
Going," next comedy feature for
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey, , acrobatic team, for "Vogues of
which goes into production shortly.
They are Marjorie Lord, Russell
Hicks, George Meeker, Paul Harvey,
Jaime Salvadore, who, for seven
Patricia Wilder, Chester Clute,
Kitty McHugh, Pat Flaherty, Alec years before the revolt in his naHartford, Maxine Jennings, Jane
tive
wasdirectors,
one of will
Spain's
mostland
screen
makeforehis
Walsh, Alan ▼
Bruce»and T Esther Muir.
1938."
debut as an actor in Paramount's
Sol M. Wurtzel, executive
pro- "I Met Him in Paris."

Expect Neb. Bank Night
Nebraska's Anti-Ascap
Test Case Trial in Week
Bill Will Get Airing

Hold Hearings on Detroit
Fox Theater Reorg. Plan

Detroit — A wall right through the
6,000-seat Fox Theater has been
Lincoln, Neb. — Nebraska's Bank threatened by realty owners if some
Night test case probably will come favorable
plan is not
up for trial in Beatrice next week, reached forreorganization
the building and theater.
the Attorney General's office here
Hearings are under way before U.
was advised yesterday. Action, instituted by the state, is against the S. District Judge Ernest A. O'Brien.
Plan approved by the Referee in
Beatrice Theater Corp. -Fox Wesco Bankruptcy, George A. Marston, and
pair of houses managed by Lewis
B. Sponsler and alleges that Bank the subject of present hearing, provides a 15-year lease of the theater
Night is a lotteryto Spyros Skouras' National Theaters
Corp., while the realty owners would
lease the office building proper, for
New Game In New Orleans $1.00 annually, releasing it at oneNew Orleans — Newest in games to third net annual rental, up to $16,make its debut here is a local crea- 666, to the reorganized Colwood
tion titled Upsandowns Derby, the Company, which owns the building.
invention of a New Orleans exhibi- Liabilities of the company, in volunNew Minimum Wage Bill
tary bankruptcy, are listed at $10,tor and an anonymous sound equipment machinist whose avocation is 666,361.
in New York Assembly
tinkering with machinery. Introduced at the Coliseum, whose owners
A second bill seeking to estabStudio Post for Frankl
lish minimum wages and hours for have a financial interest in it, deAbe Frankl has left New York for
women and minors has been introvice resembles in idea the old carto become a musical adduced in the Assembly of the New
nival horse race plus the coin ma- Hollywood
visor at the Paramount studio. He
chine horses sweepstake.
York Legislature.
has been connected with Famous
Music Co., Paramount subsidiary.

Lincoln, Neb. — Nebraska's proposed anti-Ascap bill gets an airing late this week for the first time
since the 2 to 1 decision against its
constitutionality delivered by the
legal counsel was made two weeks
ago. At that time Senator Frank
Brady, its author, will offer to
amend, or soften.
It, with the $1,000 annual license
fee bill for distribs, is the last of
the show biz interest in the session.
The license fee measure is pigeonholed in the "Z" section, and isn't
expected to ever get on the floor
again.

Paramount Adds to Its Whodunit Thriller Cycle
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount is going in strong for murder mysteries. To augment the
planned "Bulldog Drummond" and Philo Vance series, studio announced production
plans yesterday tor "The Thirteenth Bed in the Ballroom" by Esther Haver Fonesca
and "Murder Goes to Jail." Former is a whodunit yarn with a Park Ave. giris'
school background, latter a sequel to "Murder Goes to College." William LeBaron
will personally supervise
"Ballroom."

Llanuza Hearing Referred

Hearing on the motion of Pedro
Llanuza in his suit against Columbia, United Artists and others was
referred yesterday to Supreme Court
Justice Lloyd Church by Justice
Frankenthaler.

PARAMOUNT EXPOSES 150,0
RACKET IN RED HOT MELODR

11,000 A YEAR SLOT MACHINE
A! . . . "KING OF GAMBLERS"
Slot Machines! You've played 'em! Your audiences have
played 'em! Millions are playing 'em right at this
minute!

One

of America's major industries and one of

gangland's biggest sucker rackets. For a "take" of more
than $150,000,000 a year the overlords who run this racket
will do anything, even murder!
Paramount

takes your audiences

right into the heart

of the slot machine racket in "KING OF GAMBLERS/
Not a preachment, but a sizzling piece of screen entertainment ripped raw from the secret annals of organized crime.
If your audiences

thrill to melodrama

what audience does not? . . .give 'em thij
one ! They'll thank you for it . . . and
you'll thank Paramount!

•

inmi_iu wini v&
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After glancing over the copy of The
Film Daily Year Book, which took me
most of the morning, I gather that
this is a pretty important industry.
You certainly have done a swell job
Allow me to compliment you on its of compiling and I am very glad to
have a copy.
that
I
fine appearance and to say
R. H. COCHRANE, PRESIDENT
think it is of great help to the
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
industry.
J. CHEEVER COWDIN
Please be assured that I find this
Chairman of the Board
Universal Corporation
one of the most important items I
have before me at all times in

*
r
i
f

handling the distribution of our Company's
business.
JAMES R. GRAINGER

YOO HOO
AGAIN!

LOOK

AT

THE 1937 FILM YEAR
BOOK

General Manager of Distribution
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.

OF MOTION
PICTURES PUBLISHED BY

rrs th

THE FILM DAILY AND NOW
BEING DISTRIBUTED TO
ALL
SUBSCRIBERS
— B IG G E S T
YEARS.

YOU
WITH

NO

IfWlE
ClrJIII

©IF IT:

IN

CAN'T
APOLOGIES

TO

STOP

U N I V ERSAL-

WE'LL

STEAL

THAT
A

GOOD

AD

ANYTIME!
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Your new year book is a lulu— it's
even better than usual, and that's
saying something!
PHIL COCHRANE
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.

I have been waiting for several
months for this new book. Whether
you know it or not, it is the press
agent's Bible and I couldn't do without it.
The new volume is by far the most
impressive and serviceable in the industry.
PAUL GULICK
Director of Publicity
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
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7 MORE S-W PHILLY
HOUSES ADD GAMES
(Continued from Page

1)

aters, is installing games in seven
more local spots — the Strand, Lindley, Colney Keyston, Liberty (Columbia Avenue), Crosskey's, Wishart.
Each theater is in dihect competition with independent houses now
using games.
While no Stanley- Warner exec,
would comment, it was learned that
the circuit was through sitting on
the sidelines watching the Indies
reap a harvest with games and that
it would adopt games where competitive Indie theaters are using them.
The reaction when Indies learned
of the Stanley- Warner move was immediate. Pressure had been brought
to bear on games dealers not to
service Stanley-Warner but this
availed them nothing. As a result
one important Indie circuit has cancelled its deal for its houses with a
games company serving StanleyWarner, it was stated. One local
chance games dealer, however, has
refused to serve Stanley-Warner.
When the Kent opened with games
here Monday, the S-W house did a
swell business. It played "On the
Avenue", with Indies, admitting
their grosses are certain to be affected when they play that picture
later.

What? No Passes!
Minneapolis — Film exchange managers here are now compelled to pay
when they wish to visit Minnesota
Amusement Co's theaters. They formerly were given season passes.

SICK REPORT

REVIEWS

«

»

\ \ Filling New Positions \ y
Omaha — Warner's
new salesman
in the North Platte territory is Leon
Dizon, promoted from the Chicago
office.

house
manager has ofbeenthe transferred
Dai-Sec,
neighborhood,
to Amarillo as manager of Interstate's theater there.

Omaha — Don Nelsen, transferred
here from Des Moines last September as Republic-Midwest's booker,
has resigned and will return to Des
Moines with Monogram. Replacing
him here is Lester Riley, transferred from the Des Moines Republic office.

Detroit — William Sturgess, Universal state salesman, has resigned,
being succeeded by Bert Tighe, who
latelv covered the territory for
RKO.

Merrill, Wis. — John Erickson,
formerly manager of a Waupaca
theater, has been named manager
of the Badger theater here, succeeding Charles Wilcox, who is transferring to St. Paul, Minn, to manage a house there for the Northland Amusement Co.
Stephen Czufin has been transferred from the group selling staff
to the Jam Handy Pictures Service,
Inc., Detroit, to the eastern contact
staff, with headquarters
here.
Dallas —
manager
has been
Falls as
Majestic's

A. D. Deason, assistant
of the Majestic, Dallas,
transferred to Wichita
manager of Interstate's
Theater.
Cecil Barham,

"Local Option" on Sunday
Vaude Favored for Conn.
Hartford — The Judiciary Committee will report favorably Sunday vaudeville bills, leaving voting
to legalize such theatricals to local
authorities. Announcement was
made following a second hearing on
these bills in Committee Thursday.

Alberini, Inventor, Buried

Rome (By Cable) — Funeral serCoast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
vices were held here Tuesday for
Hollywood — Joan Davis, has re- Filoteo Alberini, 70, pioneer inventurned to 20th Century-Fox lot after
tor of motion picture apparatus,
an absence due to an accidental fall, j who died on Monday following an
She suffered a sprained back.
operation. In 1895 he completed the
kinetograph, an early type of movie
Lincoln, Neb. — Mrs. Bob (Bar- camera. A Frenchman, Louis Jean
bara) Livingston, who has been in Lumiere, a few months before had
Tucson, Ariz, for several months re- won credit as the inventor of mocovering from a severe attack of
tion pictures. Alberini developed a
sinus, is due back this week.
miniature film now generally used
in amateur motion picture cameras,
Omaha — Elmer Huhnke, RKO
salesman, and Danny McCarthy, and also a system of reducing the
United Artists salesman, are in length of film in such machines by
making two exposures side by side.
Omaha hospital with injuries suf- Recently he had been working on a
fered in separate auto accidents.
Huhnke, whose exact injuries have system to project three dimensional
not been determined yet, was hurt films without the necessity of a specusing glasses. His various
when his car slipped from the pave- devicestatorwere
widely used in the
ment near O'Neill, Neb., rolled over United States.
four times and was almost demolished. McCarthy received a
broken thumb, serious bruises and
Leichter on Trip
lacerations and a slight concussion
Mitchell Leichter of Advance Picin a collision with an oil truck near
tures left last night for Detroit, with
Red Cloud, Neb.
visits to Cleveland, Cincinnati, Atlanta, St. Louis, Chicago, MilwauOmaha — Mrs. Irving Gossick, wife
kee, Omaha, Kansas City, Oklahoma
of one of the partners in the Muse
Theater here, is under treatment in City, Dallas, Denver, Seattle, Portland and Frisco to follow.
Immanuel Deaconess Hospital.
West
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Denver — DeForest Swanson, who
resigned as manager of the Rex theater in Brighton, has been succeeded
by Berlin Tanner, who was promoted from the assistantship by Dave
Davis, Atlas theaters' general manager.
Springfield, 111. — Dominic Giachetto, secretary of the Frisina
Amusement Co., operating theaters
throughout Illinois, Iowa and Missouri and recently in charge of the
Frisina theater at Litchfield, 111. has
taken over the management of the
Roxy theater here.
New Philadelphia, 0.— Harold E.
Snyder has been named assistant
manager of the Union Theater here,
the Bexley at nearby Dover and the
Ohio at Dennison, all Shea houses
directed by Lester Hutcheon.

De Luxe Film Lab. Signs
Year's Pact With IATSE
(Continued from Page

1)

Daily was informed yesterday by
Allan Freidman, DeLuxe head. Richard Walsh, LA. vice president, negotiated the agreement for the union.
Agreement provides for a five day,
40-hour week, time and a half for
overtime and provides that no persons shall receive less than $22
weekly. Minimum wage scales are
set for all classes of employes.

J. Hal Steffen Dies
Funeral services for J. Hal Steffen, 50, veteran newspaper photographer who died of lobar pneumonia on Tuesday morning at Post
Granduate Hospital after a week's
illness, will be held at the Funeral
Church, Broadway and Sixty-sixth
St., at 2 p.m. tomorrow. Steffen,
associated during his long career
with the New York Herald Tribune,
The New York Times and as news
editor for the Keystone Syndicate,
did considerable research in the
science of developing pictures. He
was widely known along New York's
film row as among the first news
photographers to use a carbon lamp
for enlargement and for contact
prints.

Mrs. Ross Again Elected

"Racketeers
inEvelynExile"
George
Bancroft,
Venable,

with

Wynne Gibson
Columbia

67 mins.

FAR-FETCHED RACKETEER YARN
MADE PLAUSIBLE AND IMPRESSIVE BY
GRAND WORK OF BANCROFT.
Here is a highly colored story that requires the audience to take it with a large
gulp of credulity. But George Bancroft
dominates the action so impressively and
does such a fine job that he holds your interest and keeps you tense right to the
finish. This production is a remarkable
tribute to one player's acting over a script
that in many places is impossible with its
far-fetched situations. Bancroft as a big
racketeer decides to fade out of the limelight with his gang when the Federal men
get too annoying. So he goes to the scene
of his childhood in a small community where
he spent
his youth
as sweetheart,
a minister's while
son.
There
he meets
an old
his moll gets sore at his interest in the
other. First thing you know Bancroft is
drawn into church activities, and realizes
there is a lot of dough in collections. He
opens up a tabernacle, becomes a sensation
with his preaching and "exposes" of crime
and rackets, and then goes in for broadcasting and shaking down the racketeers
under guise of his pious reform movement.
Then the sweet trust of his childhood
sweetheart who is now his organist, makes
him go straight and really start to expose
the racketeers. The finale works up to
fine suspense, with the mob shooting him
down in the pulpit of the tabernacle as
he starts a big expose of the head racketeer.
Of course he recovers from his wounds, and
there is the suggestion of the happy ending with the organist, as the mob takes
their departure.
Cast: George Bancroft, Evelyn Venable,
Wynne Gibson, Marc Lawrence, John Gillaudet, George McKay, Garry Owen, Jack
Clifford, William Burress, Helen Lowell,
Richard Carle, Jonathan Hale.
Director, Erie C. Kelton; Author, Harry
Sauber; Screenplay, Harry Sauber, Robert
Shannon; Editor, Otto Meyer; Cameraman,
Lucien Ballard.
Direction, Good

Photography,

Excellent

SHORTS
"Birthday Party"
(Oswald Cartoon)
Universal
7 mins.
Funny Animal Stuff
It is Oswald's birthday, so he
throws a party for the two ducklings and Elmer, the pooch. As
the presents are being passed out
to the little ducks, the commotion
starts and Elmer tries to be helpful
and chases the youngsters all the
way home. Oswald realizes that
he did it all for the best, and instead
of Elmer getting the licking he expected, his master rewards him with
a nice bone.

Gorien

In Auto

Mishap

Indianapolis — Mrs. David Ross was
Cincinnati — W. Gorien, U. A. representative, escaped death when his
re-elected president of the Indianapolis Chapter of the Indiana Indorsers car overturned after skidding on a
of Photoplays. She has served 20 wet road. The car was badly damyears.

aged.
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NEBRASKA BIZ AHEAD
DESPITE POOR CROPS
Lincoln, Neb. — Continued bad
crops have crippled the territory
here, but business has shown a small
upturn through the last two quarters as compared to the same period
a year ago, according to City Manager Jerry Zigmond, of the Lincoln
Theaters Corp. which operates five
houses. City Manager Milton Overman, of the Westland Theaters,
finds business about the same. Bob
Livingston and George 0. Monroe,
indie operators, were widely divided
on business opinion, although the
difference is said to lay in product.
Monroe reported business off while
Livingston's is up about 35% over
a like period a year ago.
Milton Overman tried a boxoffice
price rise, but was given no big
cooperation and had to settle back
to old scales. Livingston raised a
nickel all around and dropped duals
for singles and is still holding that
policy. There are no giveaways
operating in this county and exhibitors are getting along very well
without them. Dual features are
working out as usual, not necessary
with a good film and a little help
in the case of weak ones. It is believed duals are slightly on the
down grade and a great deal of
audience sympathy is with good
single features.
In Grand Island, Neb., mid-state
key, is the sole theater being built,
the New Grand. There are a number of house openings and sales of
houses in smaller towns A good
crop this season will write a strong
advance on theater admissions, and
the prospect is good so far since
rainfali is above average.

George Givot to Marry
West

Coast

Bureau

o] THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — George Givot, dialect
comedian, and Maryon Curtis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Curtis
of Los Angeles, will be married on
April 25. The couple met when attending the same school in Chicago.
Givot, now working at M-G-M's studio in the cast of "The Polish Countess," entered films and radio via
the stage, following his graduation.

Operetta By Television
Berlin (By Cable)— The first operetta to be presented by television
in Germany was seen here last weekend. It was "Erika in the Swallow's
Nest" and received critics' praise for
both its optical and acoustical value.
Now

It's

Marshal

&&1

NEWS

DAILY

of the DAY

Lincoln, Neb. — House transfers headed by Thomas D. Moule. DeLodder also operates the East End
th;s week on record here included:
Ponder, Pender, Neb. from A. E. Theater, practically across the
Thacker to his brother, Paul Thack- street.
er Gibbon. Gibbon, Neb. to J. 0.
Garners from H. L. Beuck; and Oak,
Cleveland — Max Lefkowich, head
Wood River, Neb. to M. D. Lyhane of Community Circuit Theaters
from Lillian Lyhane.
which operates 11 local suburban
houses and has an interest in five
Kansas City, Mo. — G. W. Bastian more, has taken over from Max
has bought the Atwood Theater at Marmorstein the Circle, 1800-seat
Atwood,
Kans., from Wayne
Egg- house. Dave Marmorstein continues
leston.
as house manager.
Cairo, Neb. — Leon Braun has sold
the Cairo Theater back to John
Cady after having be:m in possession a little more than a year.
Cincinnati — Louis Wiethe, owner
of two Latonia, Ky., theaters, will
build a new de luxe house in Bond
Hill.
Dayton — Local capital is financing a new theater at Oakwood, near
here.
Detroit — Fred DeLodder Circuit
has taken over the Plaza Theater,
east side house, from the circuit

Georgia Republic Corp.
Files Injunction

Cleveland — The Cleveland Variety
Club will hold its third annual Kingfor-a-Day Baseball luncheon on
April 19 when the entire Cleveland
team will be guests of honor. Kings,
for the occasion will be Ed Bang,
Fred Meier, Mever Fine and John
D. Kalafat.
Chicago — Marchesi Bros, opened
the New Town Theater at Prophetstown. The Marchesi circuit now embraces four Illinois towns, with
others to be added as suitable locations are found.

Condor Hearing Advanced
Suit at Own Request — Schachtel

Suit for an injunction to compel
Republic Pictures Corp. to permit
Republic Pictures Corp. of the
Southeast, a Georgia Corporation, to
distribute its product and charging
breach of contract, was filed yesterday in Federal Court by the latter
company.
Republic Pictures of the Southeast claims that Republic breached
its contract in order to obtain a better deal. The Georgia company,
headed by A. C. Bromberg, received
a letter on Mar. 11 last, in which
Republic set forth six complaints, it
is alleged. The letter stated, it is
claimed, that Bromberg had not
been acting in good faith, inferred
that he had been distributing pictures other than those of Republic,
tha the had not been employing the
proper number of salesmen and that
he had failed to get the most out
of the job.
Bromberg sets forth that he has
opened exchanges in six cities, has
! 2,735 contracts valued at $712,811
and that he has expended $351,343
and received only $219,620. If permitted to distribute Republic product until 1939 the loss will be turned
into
avers.a $225,000 profit, the complaint

Wilkes

Syracuse, N. Y. — Charles Wilkes,
heretofore chief inspector of public assemblies and as such liaison officer between the Rialto and City Hall, has a
new title. Common Council has created the office of Fire Marshal for him.
Wilkes has an extensive film acquaintance, both in New York and Hollywood.

15

Appeal Kelban Conviction
Appeal has been taken from the
conviction yesterday in Brooklyn
Special .Sessions Court .of Joseph
Kelban, business agent for Local
306, on charge of endangering the
safety of persons in a public place.

A statement issued yesterday by
Irving I. Schachtel, general counsel
of Condor Pictures, Inc. said that
the hearing on the registration
statement of the company which
was called to be held on April 19,
was held Tuesday at the request of
the company. Schachtel stated that
Condor requested an immediate
hearing because it believed that it
could unqualifiedly show that there
was no omission of any material
facts from its registration statement and also avoid the effects of
any antmisconceived
on the delay. publicity attend-

Process Shot Use Seen As
Cost Salvation of Indies

TRANS-LUX THEATER
CIRCUIT IS PLANNED
{Continued from Page

1)

out the United States," according to
the annual report of the Trans-Lux
Daylight Picture Screen Corp.
The syndicate is jointly interested
in the new Trans-Lux Theater in
Washington, D. C, and since the
first of the year has agreed upon
leases for theater sites at Madison
Ave. and 85th St., to seat 585 persons, and at 66 Fifth Avenue seating 580 persons. Both these theaters should be open in the fall, the
report states. Negotiations are
pending for other sites, it is declared.
Major Leslie E. Thompson, president of Trans-Lux Movies Corp., is
credited with formation of the syndicate.
Trans-Lux Movies Corp. showed a
net profit before taxes of $53,182 for
1.936
1935. as against a loss of $53,592 for
Tran-Lux Daylight Picture Screen
Corp., the parent company, reported
a net profit of $287,028 for 1936
equal to just over 40 cents a share.
This is almost double the net profit
of $164,291 in 1936 when just over
20 cents a share was earned. Current assets of the company on Dec.
31, 1936, were $49,510 and current
liabilities $69,261.
The two Trans-Lux Theaters in
New York and the one in Philadelphia had athe
"very
satisfactory"
year
in 1936,
gross
receipts being
$539,760 as against $449,915 in the
previous year. First three months
of the current year show a steadily
increasing return. Reports states
that the movie company has never
been on a sounder footing and with
better prospects.

Griffiths Take 50 P. C.
Interest in Long Circuit

Oklahoma City— The R. E. Griffith
circuit announces the purchase of a
Salvation of independent produc- 50 p. c. interest in the 22 theaters
of the J. G. Long circuit in south
ers, from the standpoint of control- Texas.
ling costs and at the same time givThe interest is acquired jointly by
ing their pictures production values,
is the use of process shots, declared the Westex Theaters. Inc., and the
Fanchon Royer, only woman pro- Consolidated Theaters, Inc., which
ducer in this field, yesterday in a are controlled by L. C. Griffith and
New York interview. Miss Royer, R. E. Griffith, respectively.
who has made more than 20 feaof these houses gives
tures, believes that such product theAcquisition
combined Griffith companies a
must depend upon thrills and action. total of 175 theaters, located in
The producer has arrived in New
York with her latest production, Oklahoma, Texas and New Mexico.
"Mile a Minute Love," made for the
Nat Saland company. This is the
This Makes It Official
fourth in a series of six pictures.
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Its cast includes William Bakewell,
Although Alice Faye is billed as a
Arlette Duncan and Duncan Renaldo.

"Conti" Quits

Saturday

"Young Madame Conti," starring
Constance Cummings, closes on
Broadway Saturday night after a.
short run.

star in "Wake Up and Live," in which
she appears with Walter Winchell and
Ben Bernie as co-stars, the 20th Century-Fox actress only yesterday took
the step which will convince Hollywood
she has arrived at stellar eminence:
She has let a contract for the installation of a swimming pool at her home.

\
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Product Deals is Seen

N. J. THEATER DIVORCEMENT BILL FIRST JN EAST
New RKO

Theater Expansion Moves Made in New York

Deals With
Randforce
and
Walter Reade Involved
in Plans
RKO has acquired the Parkway
Theater, Mt. Vernon, purchased two
lots in the East Bronx on which two
theaters will shortly be erected, arranged to take over two Randforce
Theaters in Brooklyn on Labor Day
and has pooling deals in work for
houses in Manhattan and Jamaica
to take effect on Labor Day, The
Film Daily was yesterday advised.
The lots purchased are at Allerton and White
Plains
Ave.
and
Soundview
and Westchester
Aves.
Theaters seating 1,800 will be erect(Continued on Page 11)

FIRST U. A. REGIONAL
MEET HERE JUNE 14

Delaware Senate Bids for Eastern Production
As an inducement

to motion picture production companies, to locate their studios

in Delaware, the Senate yesterday passed by unanimous vote Rep. William R. Ringlet's
bill to exempt all lands, buildings, equipment and other property of such companies
from all taxation for a period of 15 years. The proposed law would effect only those
companies coming into this state after July 1, this year.

Latest legislature to receive a
theater divorcement bill is New Jersey, where a measure has been introduced in the Assembly. Similar
bills, requiring producers to drop
their exhibition interests, are pending in a number of states elsewhere
in the country and North Dakota
has a new statute to this effect.
New Jersey is an Allied strongBy WILLIAM
SPECHT
hold inasmuch as Allied Theaters of
over the last quarter of 1936, these
FILM >DAILY Staff Correspondent
two quarters in a territory embrac- New Jeersey is rated as one of its
New Orleans — Film business outing Louisiana, Mississippi, parts of most active units. Warner Bros,
look in the Gulf States area served Alabama and Florida, really form has the largest number of houses in
from here during 1937 appears to be the winter season and past records the state, other producers operatgoing to town with trumpet and show that the last quarters of old
ing theaters there being Paramount,
drum.
years and the new quarters of new Loew's and RKO. This is the initial
Construction, which lagged as the years
done. seldom vary much in business divorcement bill to be introduced in
New Year entered, is spurting; rethe east.
modeling is heavy; product looks
As 1936 closed, biz, which had
better and the box-office front is been getting better all the time,
holding its own. While the first ranged from 10 to 30 per cent higher in various sections of the terriquarter of 1937 shows no appreci(Continued on Page 11)
able average increase in admissions

Film Biz Going to Town With Drum
And

Trumpet in New Orleans Sector

Three regional sales meetings,
with the first to open in New York
on June 14, were announced yesterday by George J. Schaefer, vice- Film Tax Bill Given New
president and general manager.
Home office executives, district,
Albany — By unanimous consent
branch and office managers will also of the Assembly, Bernard J. Moran,
attend sessions to be held later in Brooklyn Democrat, has reintroChicago and San Francisco, with
duced his bill to impose a tax of
{Continued on Page 7)
one mill per foot on film and it is
now before the Rules Committee.
His first bill was killed by the ComNominate Ralph Rolan

for AMPA's Presidency
Rahoh Rolan was nominated for
the presidency of AMPA at yestermeeting at thewere:
Hotel Edison.
Other day's
nominations

Allied Stronghold Selected for
Initial Attack
on
Circuits

6ALABAN IS ELECTED
TO FPG DIRECTORATE

Life by N. Y. Assembly
mittee on Taxation and Retrenchment to which it was referred. The
action of the Assembly in giving
unanimous consent for reintroduction of the measure makes this bill
alive and subject to passage at any
time the Rules Committee reports it.

Film Deals on Shorter Term Basis

Barney Balaban, Paramount president, was elected a member of theboard of directors of Famous Players Canadian Corp. at its annual
meeting, when all other officers were
re-elected, it was learned yesterday
in New York. Officials of the company are:(Continued
president,
N. 4)
L. Nathan?
on Page

Olympia Theaters Offer
Meets With No Objection

-No objection
entered'
in Boston
State — Superior
Courtwasyesterday
at
the
hearing
on
the
petition
of the
Paul Lazarus, Jr., vice-president;
New England Theaters Corp., Martin
Paul Benjamin and Lester Thompand Samuel
Pinanski
comPresent-day trend in film deals is J. Mullin (Continued
son, treasurer and secretary respec- Expect Nat Levine Will
on Page
4)
(Continued on Page 8)
to make franchise arrangements
Join Zanft in Producing covering between two and five years,
as compared with long-term setups New Para. Recording Pact
19 "Maytime" Holdovers
Although Nat Levine, former Re- which "formerly ^prevailed, checkup
Draft Submitted by Erpi
Include Three of 4 Weeks
public production head, has npk defi- of the ' buying situation yesterday
nitely settled upon his future plans, disclosed. In view of continued unMtG-M has checked 49 holdovers it is" likely that he will produce on
stable conditions- in the industry, as ; Erpi has submitted the final draft
a new recording
jn "Maytime" to' date,' according to his own. John Zanft, coast agent, contrasted with years when grosses of
extending
.contract
to 1944 w|th:
andr
even, neither circuits nor Paramount(Continued
:hat company
yesterday.
Three will probably be associated with were fairly(Continued
on Page 11)
on Page 7)
(.Continued on Page 8)

Supplanting Extended Year Setups

(Continued on Page 4)
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Am.
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Columbia Picts. vtc. 34'/2
Columbia
Picts. pfd.
Con. Fm. Ind
4'/4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . . 15V4
East.
Kodak
162
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
285/g
82l/2
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
253/g
Paramount
1st pfd.. 17614
Paramount 2nd pfd..
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Film
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RKO
91/2
491/4
20th Century-Fox
. 395/8
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
151/4
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Loew 6s41ww
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162

+
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28%
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82l/4
+
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1751/2

223/8

Trans-Lux
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39%
491/4

8 1/4

93/8
391/4
491/4

14% 12% —
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MARKET

Picts

223/8
'27/g
4%

211/4
23/4
43/4

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
Pathe

Films

pfd
REAL
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STOCK

22
'23/4
43/4

'47..

—+ '
..

MARKET
Bid
Asked
98%
96
15
99

BONDS

Fox Th. Bldg. 1st '36
Loew's Th. Bldg. Co. 1st '47
Met. Playhouses Inc. 1st pfd.
Roxy Th. Corp. 1st '40

and Going

14
97i/2
75
57

SULLIVAN JONES, assistant industry coordinator, was in New York yesterday from Washington.

JIMMY CAMPBELL, in charge of music for
GB, who arrived in New York several days
ago, will leave for Hollywood
next week.

ALFRED WEISS, president of the Consolidated
Theater Supply Co., sails on the SS. Vulcania
today, MRS.
WEISS
accompanying
him.

row.KEN

MARTIN J. LEWIS, general manager of Metropolis Pictures Corp., leaves shortly on an
extended
tour
roadshow
dates.of the keys to set "The Golem"
LOU SMITH
Hollywood.
GUS
morning

has returned to New

York from

SCHAEFER arrives in New York
on the Manhattan
from
abroad.

AUSTIN C. KEOUGH
day from New
York.
Y. FRANK FREEMAN
yesterday from Toronto.

was

this

in Boston yester-

returned to New

York

GEORGE
MEAD,
general
sales manager
for
the General
Register Corp., sailed yesterday on
land.
the Berengaria for a three weeks' trip to Eng-

O'BRIEN

leaves for the Coast tomor-

SOL A. ROSENBLATT returns to New York
next week from Hollywood.
NewHARRY
York. THOMAS has gone to Boston from
BOBBY HENSHAW and GERALDINE CUSHMAN, vaudeville and stage players, arrive today from Europe on the Manhattan to fulfill
a New York engagement.
OSCAR HOMOLKA, British actor, arrives from
England shortly and will report May l6 in
Hollywood to appear in Paramount's "Ebbtide."
ERIC STANLEY, English character player, accompanied by MRS. STANLEY, left New York
yesterday for the coast where he will make
his
first
picture
in America for Warner Bros.First National.
FANCHON
returning
to

ROYER left New
Hollywood.

York yesterday

Arthur Mayer Interested
Song Film Mention Ban
in Trans-Lux Syndicate
Goes Into Effect on Air

Arthur Mayer is one of the principals of the syndicate which, actRadio networks and indie stations
ing in conjunction with Trans-Lux
</4
yesterday
advised their production Movies Corp., plans a nationwide
and announcing staffs to strictly ad- circuit of newsreel houses, The
here to the ruling of Local 802, Film Daily was yesterday advised.
musicians' union, against mention
of the Avenue
syndicate's
of the motion picture from which newConstruction
theater at Madison
and
any songs used on sustianing pro- 85th St. is slated within the next
grams are taken.
Local 802 ruling
"i
60 days. Thomas W. Lamb is pre/4
requires that musicians
be paid regparing the plans.
ular1 commercial rates if mention of
a film is/4 made when a song number
is played.
Central Exit Control

Consol. Theater Supply
to Open Agencies Abroad

System Asked in Bill

Albany ■ — Under provisions of a
bill introduced in the Senate by
I. O'Brien, Democrat, of
Consolidated Theater Supply Co. Duncan
New York City, and referred to the
will establish agencies in nine for- Labor Committee, all places of pub%
eign countries, it was announced
lic assembly hereafter erected shall
today simultaneously with the sail- be equipped with central control
ing of President Alfred Weiss on
of all exits so they can be
the SS. Vulcania for Europe and system
opened simultaneously by a single
Africa. Weiss, who is accompanied operation. All present places would
by
his wife, will be abroad several be required to be so equipped withmonths.
in six months after July 1st of this
%

223/8

Para. B'way
3s55.
'
97% —
97% 1661/4
97% 166%
Para. Picts. 6s55.
IOOV4
+
RKO 6s41
973/4
971/4
97%
+
Warner's 6s39
NEW YORK CURB
MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Grand Nat'l
Technicolor

ANTI-GIVEAWAY MOVE
SUPPORTED IN K. C

"%

NEW
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58%
77

Arliss Back to Hollywood
London (By Cable)— George Arliss may return to Hollywood upon
the completion of his present GB
contract. Last pix under it, "Dr.
Syn," will be made at the Gainsborough Studios.

year.
Nebraska
Bank Night Test
Case Trial Set April 24

Kansas
City — I. T. O. A. ope
meeting on giveaways will be he!
Monday at the 20th Century-Fo,
screening room. E. S. Young, heac
ing the committee composed d
E. E. Webber, Charles Potter an
Dusty Rhodes, stated that the su
vey shows all independent exhib
tors except one who may reconside
are in favor of abolishing all giv<
aways. Fox Midwest has not y<
been approached, but it is generall
agreed it will join if all independent
can reach an agreement.

Roxy Worth $6,120,000,
Two Witnesses Testif
Two witnesses were presented ye;
terday in Federal Court by San
uel Kramer of Kramer & Kleir
feld, counsel for the Roxy Class .
stockholders' committee, in suppoi
of his contention that there is a
equity for stockholders in the Rox
property and that they should nc
be excluded from consideration a
under the present plan.
The witnesses were Ira Goldstei
of A. Robinson & Co., builders, wh
testified that the land on which th
Roxy stood was worth $2,100,00
and I. Fleischman, a builder, wh
testified that the building had
value of $7,100,000. Depreciatio
had reduced the total value of Ian
and building to $6,120,000, whic
still gave the stockholders an equit;
they held.
Carlos Israels, counsel for th
Pounds' bondholder committee, at
tacked these figures, seeking to sho
that the property was not worth th
estimated figure. Harold Seligso
and Daniel W. Blumenthal cross
examined the witness also. Hearin.
will be resumed today.
EVERY EXECUTIVE IN THE
INDUSTRY FINDS USE FOR

Beatrice, Neb.— The Bank Night
test against the Beatrice Theater
Corp., filed by Attorney General
Hunter, goes to trial April 24.

THE

Vocafilm Suit Up June 15

Trial of the Vocafilm Corporation's $65,000,000 anti-trust suit
against American Tel. & Tel. Co.,
Cunningham Quits as Prexy
E. T. Cunningham, president of Western Electric and Erpi was adyesterday in Federal Court
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., yes- until Junejourned
15.
terday resigned his office but has
been retained by the company as
counsel on production, sales and
Schiller Rites Today
trade relations and will remain a
Funeral
services for George
A.
member of the board of directors.
G. K. Throckmorton, evecutive vice Schiller, 80, famed comic opera actor of the Lew Fields-Edna May pepresident of the company, will assume the duties formerly exercised
riod, willtoday.
be held at St. Malachy's
Church
by Cunningham.

YEAR

BOOK
OF
MOTION
P ICTURES
EVERY

Imperial Closes Wash. Deal
Imperial Pictures has closed a deal
for its Washington franchise and
will make known the purchaser in a
few
days,yesterday.
President William M. Pizor said

THROUGHOUT
THE

Sherman Hill Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAY

YEAR

Published by
DAILY

Hollywood — Sherman Hill, 82,
once famed tenor of the New York
Met, is dead her from flu and
arthritis.
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BETTE'S BEATING THE BEST! Weeks re
ports show Bette Davis' "Marked Woman"
even topping "Anthony Adverse," "G-Men"
; and "Green Light" in Frisco, Kansas City,
Louisville and Indianapolis with New York
already announcing extended engagement!0
"PRINCE AND PAUPER" PUBLICITY PUSH gains momentum as unprecedented
30-day billboard build-up in 1400 cities, coast-to-coast broadcast by twin-stars
Billy and Bobby Mauch (shown with Errol Flynn in dramatic action preceeding sensational Coronation scenes), and national magazine campaign start
rolling this week, in advance of record simultaneous openings on May 8th. °

HER ROYAL HIGHNESS ARRIVES
from India (right), whence Warner Bros,
brought her to advise technically on
forthcoming filming of "The White
Rajah," unique adventure epic authored by and starring Errol Flynn.
Her title: The Ranee
of Sarawak.

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF. Paul Muni's Academy-Award performance in "Louis Pasteur" also gets "Year's Best Actor" medal from
Minneapolis Journal's critic Merle Potter, who made presentation during
recess in filming of "I Accuse!" at Warner studio.
'ONE SWEET PICTURE!" cries famed columnist Sidney Skolsky (right),
after coast showing of "Call It a Day," echoing words of columning
comrades Hellinger, Winchell who wrote, "it's a swell job — in-thebagola !" ONvia de Havilland, Ian Hunter, Anita Louise head 8-star cast.+
°A first National Picture

|A Cosmopolitan

Production

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

MM
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BUILDING BOOM SEEN
IN CHICAGO SECTOR

NO PRICE INCREASE
IS NEAR IN PHILLY

Chicago — Theater construction activities in the Chicago zone are
pointing toward the boom stage, a
Film Daily checkup yesterday indicated.
Remodeling is keeping step with
new building, and distributors of
equipment and supplies without exception report that business was
"never better."
Balaban & Katz have three houses
under construction, one in Evanston,
a second at Maplewood and Devon
Aves. in conjunction with Sam
Meyers, and a third on the west side.
Essaness plans a new house on the
near north side and so does the
H. & E. Balaban circuit. Theater
Acceptance Syndicate, of which Archie Spencer is director, has several
houses projected with plans now on
the architects' tables. Sam Meyers,
who is building the new 1,000-seat
house in the North Edgewater district in cooperation with B. & K.,
plans several houses in the north
shore suburbs, but is meeting with
resistance in the exclusive residence
districts.
The Levine J. and R. Distributing
Co. starts work this week on a
1,350-seat house for the Gregory
circuit at Logansport, Ind., and work
is being rushed on the 1,000-seat
Orpheum Theater at Ottawa, 111., for
the same organization. Plans for
the new Cooney Bros.' houses call
for a 1,000-seat theater at 72nd PI.
and Grand Ave., another of equal
capacity at 62nd and Western Ave.
and an 1,100-seat theater for 78th
and Ashland Ave.
Plans for the Roxy Theater at
Ottawa and a new theater for Homewood are now on the architect tables
in the Levine offices. The company
is also planning improvements for
the Conley Theater, Frankfort, Ind.,
and the Lyric Theater at Marion.
Air conditioning and a new front
will be installed in these houses for
the Gregory circuit. The J. & R.
Co. has just taken the agency for
DeVry sound equipment for Illinois,
Indiana and Iowa territory.
Many small operators in this territory are starting to make long deferred improvements in their houses
and equipment and this summer
especially should see a larger number of air conditioned movie houses.

Philadelphia — No widespread increase in admission prices appears
imminent in this territory, although
exhibitors, including the StanleyWarner circuit, are understood to
have given much consideration to
the move. The Stanley outfit recently experimented in six spots but
are
rise. reported to have found the results not encouraging to a general

NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Eleanor Powell has a new hobby —
collecting dancing slippers which formerly belonged to famous dancing stars.
— M-G-M.

• • • DOLLARIZE WITH Disney that will be the
slogan for you exhibs when you book this Walt Disney novelty
feature with it's sure-fire B.O. pull
in a few words
United Artists will present what will be known as the Academy
Award Revue of Walt Disney Cartoons
consisting of the
five color cartoons that have won the awards each year since
the Academy made their first award
T
T
T
•

•

• HERE IS a very unique feature subject
running 50 minutes on the screen
the five prize cartoons
have been deftly presented with a commentator introducing
each one . . . after opening the picture with a reproduction of
the Academy Award plaque and explaining how Walt Disney
has won it five years in succession
the subjects are "Flowers and Trees," "Three Little Pigs," "The Tortoise and the
Hare," "Three Little Kittens," and finally last year's prize-winner, "The Country Cousin"
▼
TV
• • • THE RELEASE date is June 16
this novelty
cartoon feature will be backed with a nation-wide newspaper
campaign
an exploitation campaign along the lines of a
Chaplin feature tie-ups with more than a hundred Disney
licensees who will plug the event with newspaper ads, window
displays and radio mentions
a special pressbook
and a series of coast-to-coast broadcasts for several weeks prior
to the release date, with scenes from the Revue put on the air
and Walt Disney himself speaking to the nation in the final
broadcast
it is a cinch that this Quintuplet Quintessence
of Quality from the Cartoon Master will Bowl Over your B. O.
in a Disney Deluge of Dollars
▼
T
T
• • • THE REPORTS from the various members handling the preparations for the AMPA Dinner-Dance at the Hotel
New Yorker on May 1 indicate that the affair is going over in
the grand manner
at the luncheon yesterday
Gordon
White reviewed the details for the affair
Vince Trotta
reported on the Award preparations and the importance of
lining up the exhibits in time
Paul Lazarus indicated the
Program was getting good advertising support
Hap Hadley spoke on the Exhibit at the Loew State building
Ralph Lund, Al Sherman and Herb Berg all reported on their
particular activities
Paul Benjamin has sold 100 tickets
in one single block
S-0
the Dinner-Dance is a SUCCESS and still two weeks to go
have you got your
bid in
its only $7.50 for a couple
practically a Gift.
▼
▼
T
• • • LEADERS IN the amusement world met at a
luncheon at the Astor Wednesday on behalf of the United
Palestine Appeal and pledged $75,000 for the nationwide
drive
Leo Spitz presided
in attendance
were such
leaders as Will Hays, Major Albert Warner, Commissioner Paul
Moss, Austin Keough, David Bernstein, Theresa Helburn, Milton Shubert, Louis Nizer, Irving Caesar, Leo Brecher, Jack
Cohn, Abe Schneider, Ben Boyar
▼
▼
T
• • • THE ANNUAL spring frolic of the Columbian
Club will be held April 30 on the roof of the Hotel Astor . . .
• One of the highlights at the New York Toy Fair at the Hotel
McAlpin was Columbia's cartoon character Scrappy
with
many
licensees represented
with exhibits

▼

▼

▼

• • • AS WE entered the office we saw Our Girl Friedegg spilling the dirt from the rubber plant over her dome
"Whazza big idea?" we exclammered "I'm rehearsing for
a new job," snorts Frieda
"What job?"
"Aw, Billy
Ferguson
is threatening
to hire me to ballyhoo 'The Good
Earth.' I'm supposed to represent The Spirit of the Soil."
"How come?"
"Well," sneezed Frieda with that superior
air of hers, "Mister Ferguson sez I must be pretty soiled working with you all these years."

«

«

«

»

»

»

Balaban Named to Board
of Famous Players Can.
(Continued from Page

1)

son; secretary-treasurer, Thomas J
Bragg; comptroller, R. W. Bolstad:
assistant secretary, N. G. Barrow:
director of theater operations, J. J
Fitzgibbons; directors, R. W. Bolstad, A. E. Dyment, Y. Frank Freeman, Hon. F. B. McCurdy, Thomaf
J. Bragg, J. J. Fitzgibbons, Majoi
A. P. Holt and Hon. W. D. Ross.
Annual report for the year endec
Jan. 2, last, showed a net profit oi
$576,239.

Olympia Theaters Offer
Meets With No Objection
(Continued from Page 1)

bine to purchase assets of the Olym
pia Theaters Corp. for $4,000,00(
cash. Olympia controls 28 theaters
and two leaseholds and now is being
operated under the supervision oi
Mullin and Pinanski. It is believec
the purchase will go through shortly

Expect Nat Levine Will
Join Zanft in Producing
(Continued from Page I)

him. Levine has gone to
for a vacation and returns
country in one month. Sol
attorneys. senblatt and William Jaffe

Europe
to this
A. Roare his
i

//
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YOU WOULDN'T
FOOL US
MR. STROMBERG?

(about your new

M-G-M

picture "NIGHT

MUST

FALL")

You didn't fool us on January 1, 1936 when
you telegraphed about "ROSE MARIE"

"Sneak previewed ROSE MAREE at Pomona last night at same house
NAUGHTY MARIETTA previewed stop Sensational reception and
manager questioning people coming out stated they unanimously enjoyed
it even better than NAUGHTY MARIETTA stop You can truthfully
proceed with one hundred per cent promises to theatres for big success."

You

were

when

too

modest

you wired

on

March

about "GREAT

9, 1936
ZIEGFELD"

"First sneak preview GREAT ZIEGFELD held at Oakland stop Most amazing event I have ever experienced stop Overflow crowd stood for more than
three hours with applause and cheering throughout picture stop Write this
down for the future GREAT

ZIEGFELD

will make box-office history."

Your telegram on November
the real low-down

11, 1936 gave us

on "AFTER THE THIN MAN"

"Just screened AFTER THE THIN MAN in rough assemblage in projection
room and can tell you this far in advance that all promises to exhibitors
and public for outstanding entertainment can be safely and enthusiastically made now."

"MAYTIME" has more than lived up to your
advance information wired on March 4, 1937
"Previewed MAYTIME at Grauman's Chinese last night to terrific acclaim
assuring glorious box-office triumph stop Take my word for it and tell
all exhibitors they can ballyhoo this to the limit."

AND NOW! STROMBERG TIP-OFF
ON NIGHT MUST FALL! Next Page!

TAKE HIS WORD

FOR IT!

Use your lobby! Use your ads! Use your publicity!
Use your head! Another Big M'G-M opportunity!
U»
FLASH
FROM
HOLLYWOOD
v ' "4
Thank

yoiJ,

ON NIGHT

MUST

FALL

Mr. S.

for another tip-off
in advance!

Bob Montgomery's
new role is terrific!

Call in your ad man
and get going!

Special lobby cutout at your M-G-M
exchange

By Hunt Stromberg
^Sneak previewed NIGHT MUST FALL last night
with audience reaction surpassing our highest hopes
and predictions stop Audience was like man on the
flying trapeze stop They were doing mental and
emotional acrobatics all through the picture with
gasps and screams vying with roars of laughter
throughout eleven thousand feet and the result becomes all the more remarkable in view of this footage
stop Seldom can dramatic stories hold up in such
length but when the audience sits spellbound through
the entire screening nature must take its course stop
Montgomery's new characterization was like blast of
dynamite with explosions in every other scene stop
They thought we were kidding at first and all you
could hear was buzzing and figuring stop Then
when they realized that we were giving the screen
possibly its most startling departure from common
place characterization and story they took all the
curves and dips with us hanging on for dear life
as though riding a scenic railway stop Sincerely
believe this picture great showmanship opportunity
and urge all theatres to start talking about it now

wrm

THE
DAILV

FIRST U. A. REGIONAL
MEET HERE JUNE 14

NEWS

of the DAY

Chicago — State Street Council, of
which Walter Gregory is chairman,
Schaefer and A. W. Smith, sales has adopted a program calling for
manager, in charge.
the removal of canopies, signs and
The New York meeting, which other projections along the street.
will run through June 15 and 16, Exhibs. plan a stiff fight.
will be concerned with sales discussions and development of ideas for
Gibbon, Neb. — H. L. Beuch has
promotion of the new season prod- sold the Gibbon to J. 0. Games.
act. Home office officials leave
afterwards for Chicago, where _ a
Wood River, Neb. — Lillian Lysession takes place June 17-19, in- hane has sold the Oak to M. D.
clusive, at the Drake and later go
:o San Francisco to participate in Lyhane.
;he conference scheduled there on
Pender, Neb. — A. E. Thacker has
Tune 21-23, inclusive, at the sold
the Pender to his brother, Paul
St. Francis.
Thacker.
Home
office executives who will
ittend
in
New
York
include:
Bridgeport,
Conn.
— Loew's Lyric,
Schaefer, Smith, Harry Gold, Jack closed
since the
termination
of an
Schlaifer,
Paul
Lazarus,
Monroe unsuccessful burlesque attempt by
ireenthal, Phil Dow, Ed Raftery,
lessees, will be reopened as a week3aul O'Brien, Nat Thompson, Harry
end first run house on April 16.
Buckley, Bob Hilton, George Haralso operate as first runs
■ey, Seymour
Poe, Jack Wrege, Loew's
the city the Poli and Majestic
5teve McGrath,
Charles
Leonard, in
Theaters.
Arthur Kelly and Samuel
Cohen.
Uso present will be District ManAshland, Wis. — The new Bay
agers Charles Stern, Robert Mochie, Tom Spry and Bert Stearn and Theater has been opened here by
aanagers, district managers
and the Bay Theater Co.
alesmen from the following United
Milwaukee — William Heiman is
ixtists' offices: Boston, Buffalo, New the new operator of the Peerless,
laven,
New
York,
Philadelphia,
Vashington,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, local neighborhood house.
ndianapolis, Pittsburgh, Dallas, Atlanta, New Orleans and Charlotte.
Tokoka, Tex. — Earl E. Jones' new
The contingent from the home of- Rialto theater has opened.
ce attending the Chicago meeting
Middlebury, Vt. — Newell Kurson
rill include Schaefer, Smith, Jack
Ichlaifer, Nat Thompson, Seymour of the Graphic cricuit has opened
'oe and Monroe
Greenthal.
Dis- the Middlebury Theater.
rict Managers Jack Goldhar, HasLiberty, Me. — The Community
ell Masters will attend, also the
10.
will be opened about April
lanagers,
district
managers
and Theater
ales staffs of the following offices:
'hicago, Milwaukee,
Kansas
City,
Portland, Me. — Sam Kimball, opt. Louis, Omaha, Minneapolis, Deerator of the Sokokis Theater, Limroit, Calgary Montreal,
St. John,
erick, has opened the Odd Fellows
Hall
at
West Buxton and opens the
'oronto, Vancouver and Winnipeg.
In addition to the home office con- Springvale Theater at Springvale
ngent, District Manager Ben Fish this week.
nd sales staffs, managers and disL'ict managers from the branches at
Seattle — Martin Berg, who recently sold the Berg Lumber Co. of
fenver, Salt Lake City, Seattle, San
rancisco and Los Angeles will at- Bremerton is building a theater in
?nd the San Francisco gathering.
West Bremerton. It will be leased
by Carl Schantz, now operating the
Grand Theater of West Bremerton.
(Continued from Page 1)

SICK REPORT

Syracuse, N. Y. — Robert Etchberer, assistant manager
of Loew's
tate, has been called to Baltimore
the serious illness of his father.
'est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Patients at the Good
amaritan Hospital include Mrs.
ete Smith, who underwent a serias operation; John W. Considine,
f., and Heather Angel.
Los Angeles — Marget Ettinger
iderwent an optic operation yesrday at California Hospital.
est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — John Howard broke
s right ankle yesterday while
aying tennis at the Los Angeles
Jnnis Club.

expected to continue
white theaters.

Baton Rouge, La. — Milton Staar
has leased Joe Barcelona's McKinley Theater for Negroes here on a
five year lease reported to take effect June 1. This will give Staar
at least two houses in Louisiana —
one in New Orleans, as well as two
new houses, one in Mobile, Ala., and
one in Pensacola, Fla. Barcelona is

(Continued from Page

1)

distributors are anxious to commit
themselves
to terms
which
may
Ottawa, Kan. — The Fox Plaza eventually work to their disadvantTheater which is staging a weekly
age, it was pointed out.
Radio night and offering radio
"Nowadays fluctuations in busitalent in a stage presentation, buys
time on the air for the show and
ness prohibit making of extendedre-sells it to local mrechants who manager.
term deals," commented one sales
are co-sponsoring the show. The
first presentation went on the air
Buys now being negotiated by the
this week.
Loew circuit with both Paramount
and United Artists will be either
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
three or five years in duration, as
Washington — Belasco Theater compared with 10-year deals which
will re-open under direction of are now running out. The new NaJewel Productions with Jack
tional Theaters product deal with
Thoman as Manager. Policy calls Warner Bros, is being set up on a
for unusual foreign and domestic two-year basis.
films.
Chicago — Fred Anderson circuit is
rebuilding the Fargo Theater at
Geneva recently damaged by fire and
will have the house ready for the
summer resort season.
St. Louis, Mo.— Charles Schleffler
is the new advertising sales manager for Paramount here, filling the
vacancy caused when William
Sharpe was promoted to supervisor
for 19 eastern exchanges.

Seattle — Retiring from the Sterling Circuit, L. 0. Lukan has sold |
his interests to John Danz. At farewell banquet tendered
Lukan, he
presented him with a gold watch.
Denver — Rick Ricketson and
Harry Huffman entertained the
managers of the Huffman and Fox
theaters of Denver at a dinner at
the Denver Athletic Club, celebrating the taking over of the Huffman
houses by Fox.

operating his

SEE TREND TO SHORTER
TERM PRODUCT DEALS

7 p. c. Ohio Admission Tax
Bill Tabled in Committee
A bill proposing a seven per cent
tax on admission tickets has been
tabled in committee in the Ohio
Legislature following a hearing held
on Wednesday, according to advices
reaching New York yesterday. Exhibitor groups registered objections
to the measure at the hearing.

THE
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A "JUtiU" WHO'S
fc6*WHO» INUot
ttfWMd "£ots
HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
AFTER a hurried plane trip to
New York, where she scoured
the story market in search of a vehicle to be filmed as Producer Arthur Hornblow's next Carole Lombard starrer for Paramount, Virginia Van Upp, scenarist, flew back
to Hollywood and dusted off her
typewriter and instead determined
to write an original. It will again
afford Miss Lombard an opportunity
to use her newly discovered singing
abilities.
T

T

T

Our Passing Show: Clark Gable,
Robert Montgomery, Hal Roach,
Gilbert Roland, David Butler,
Charles Winninger, William Conselman, Edwin L. Marin, Claire Trevor, Victor Heerman, Ralph Jester,
Frank Shields, Michael Bartlett,
David Burton, Demmy Lamson and
Wendy Barrie watching the Australian Davis Cup team in exhibition matches at the Los Angeles
Club; John Howard and Karl Struss
playing tennis.

• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 75 • • •
UENRY HER2BRUN. Vice president and general manager of Paramount
n Studio in Hollywood. Born in New York City Feb. 10, 1885. Graduated
from New York Law School and admitted to the
bar in 1907. Appointed special deputy state's
attorney by Charles Evans Hughes, then Governor. Early motion picture screen slide manufacturer was first client. In 1916 became actively interested in production, when, as attorney for Film Clearing House, he advised filming of the story, "The Littlest Rebel" with Mary
Miles Minter. Took an active part in organization by Adolph Zukor of the Famous Players
Co., and later became attorney and advisor for
B. P. Schulberg. Also affiliated with Famous
Attractions which Schulberg, B. P. Fineman and
J. G. Bachman organized. Later became secretary-attorney for Preferred Pictures which Schulberg organized alone. Represented W. C. Fields
when that player closed his first contract with
Paramount. In 1926 established permanent
residence in Hollywood as attorney for Paramount. Nine years later, in 1935, was appointed
company v. p. and general manager of the studios. Eyes, brown.
Hair, brown. Stands 5, SVi.

er's Daughter" will go before
cameras on May 10, and on May
"Paradise Isle" will get under v.
Two features are already complc
and in the cutting rooms. Th
are "The Legion of Missing M
and "The Outer Gate."
Casting assignments — RKO: i
Sothern, James Gleason, "Su
Sleuth" Ann Miller, "Easy Goir
Monogram: Frank Coghlan, Floi
McKinney, Milbourne Stone, "B
ing Barriers" GN: Louise Stan
"Riders of the Rockies" Colum
Raymond Lawrence, Buddy Roi
velt, "Criminals of the Air"; Dc
lass Montgomery, "Professional

News o' the day: Paul Palmes
will handle art direction on G
"Sweetheart of the Navy" . . . Le
Cole will script "Behind the M
for Universal . . . Same
studio
T
T
T
given Eddie Buzzell a new ye
Al Boasberg is writing comedy indirecting pact . . . Monogram has
terludes for "Make a Wish," which Production is slated to start May 7, "Blazing Barriers," and "The Thir- quired
film rights
to Llewe i
Principal Productions will make with Kurt Neumann directing.
teenth Man" and "The Hoosier
"Circus Lady" . .. GN
with Bobby Breen as the star. In
T
T
▼
Schoolboy" both being readied for a Hughes'
Monogram gets off to a strong May 3 starting date. "Romance of given a five-year contract to J< a
the fashioning of the screenplay,
Boasberg will work with Gertrude start on its production schedule for the
Limberlost," based on Gene Compton; it calls for five pix i
turning on Stratton Porter's novel "Her FathBerg, author of the ox-iginal story. 1937-38 with cameras

Wage-Hours Legislation
Waits on Court Measure

Nominate Ralph Rolan
for AMPA's Presidency
{Continued from Page

49 "Maytime" Holdovers
Include Three of 4 Weeks

'Due Process" to be Basis
year.of Divorce Statute Att k

1)

{Continued from Page 1)
Paramount will attack cons ahouses have held the attraction for tionality of the new North Da I
four weeks.
They are the Capitol, theater divorcement statute, foj tiding producers from owning
New York; Paramount,
San Franaters in that state, on the groi Is
cisco and the Boyd, Philadelphia.
Theaters in the three-week run that it takes property without »
bracket number 15 while 28 others process of law.
executives and attor ys
played the picture for a two-week areCompany
now studying the law, w i
becomes operative in about one j I
Houses running the production
period.
three weeks were: United Artists, It has not as yet been decided \ 31
Chicago; Century, Baltimore; State, the testing action will be filed.
Boston; Orpheum, Boston; Poli, then
transferred to the Majestic and
Bridgeport; Albee and Capitol, Cin- Anti-Censorship Bill's
cinnati; United Artists and MadiReconsideration Sou it
son, Detroit; Poli and Palace in
Hartford; Poli and College in New
Columbus, O. — Keith Lawn
Haven; Valentine, Toledo; Palace, Ohio
Senate floor leader, is see
Washington, D. C; United Artists, reconsideration of his bill to ex*
Portland; State, St. Louis; Fifth news reels from film censorship.
Avenue and Music Box, Seattle; and
Beal on Television
Fox and Great Lakes Theaters, Senate recently defeated the re
M-G-M
has
just
completed
the
ure after opponents contende
Oakland, Cal.
Ralph R. Beal, research supervisor of the Radio Corporation of Will Rogers Memorial Fund all-star
would deprive the state of a
America, will deliver the paper, short, featuring Robert Taylor and
$34,000 a year in fees and migr
harmful to public morals.
"RCA Developments in Television" Gary Cooper, which will be run in
Dates
at the S. M. P. E. convention at the houses throughout the United States 89 "Earth" Roadshow
Loew's has 89 roadshows set on
Hollywood-Roosevelt Hotel, Holly- the week of April 30.
"Good Earth," it was stated yesterwood, May 24-28.
day in New York. Picture plays on
M-G-Mhas to
Film "The
"Pilsen"
M-G-M
acquired
Prince
Decision Ends Giveaways
a two-a-day or three-a-day policies.
Pilsen," noted stage musical succe
Dallas — Bank Nights, Jumbo
by
Pixley
and Gustave
"A Frank
Fair Co-Ed,
" story
by GeorgeLudei
A<
The next M-G-M roadshow, "CapAir-Conditioning Exchanges
Nights and similar cash awards are
tains Courageous," opens at PhilaParamount is air-conditioning its exand
Gustave
Luders
and
"Molly Ble
delphia Sunday. William Ferguson
discontinued at Nocogdoches, Tex.,
Her," the Frances Marion novel fro
changes throughout the country. Latthe Verne Porter office. The Franc
the county attorney having held went to that city last night from
est addition will be at Seattle, where
Marion book was sold for $25,000.
• new building is being planned.
New York to make preparations for
that
money
drawings
in
Texas
are
illegal.
the premiere.
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — -No action on the tively; Gordon White, Mort Blum enpart of the Administration to push stock, Rutgers Nelson, Edward Finenactment of legislation governing
ney and "Hap" Hadley, directors;
wages and hours, perhaps as em- Vincent Trotta, trustee for three
bodied in the plan to revive some- years; Paul Gulick, and Herbert
thing resembling the NRA as pro- Berg
and Ken O'Brien, auditing composed by the National Council for mittee.
Industrial Progress, is expected until the Supreme Court issued is set- 100 Theaters to Pass Hat
tled, according to well-informed
for Rogers Mem. Hospital
sources here yesterday.
Sullivan Jones, assistant to MaMore than 100 New York metrojor George Berry, industrial coor- politon area theaters have agreed
dinator, yesterday conferred with to take collections the week of April
John Gregg Paine, chairman of the
management group of the council, in 30 to aid the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital Fund, it was stated yesNew York yesterday concerning
terday following a meeting of the
plans for the next meeting of that zone committee
headed by William
body.
Scully at the office of the Film Board
of Trade.

J
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Paul

Reviews a$ the Hew Tttnt*

*
Muni

and

Miriam

Hopkins

in

"The(HOLLYWOOD
Woman PREVIEW)
I Love"
RKO Radio
85 Mins.
TRAGIC LOVE TRIANGLE AGAINST
MARTIAL BACKGROUND SPLENDIDLY
PLAYED.
This is a tragic love triangle laid against
a background of war. It has been skillfully directed by Anatol Litvak and ably
acted by Paul Muni, Miriam Hopkins, Louis
Hayward and others. It has been given a
painstaking production by Albert Lewis
and beautifully photographed by Charles
Rosher. Colin Clive, Wally Albright and
Minor Watson are among the principals
who do excellent work. On the night he
is to join a French flying squadron, Hayward meets Miriam and falls in love with
her. At the front, he meets Muni, who is
a pilot in the escadrille and regarded as
a jinx, because he has lost a few machine
gunners who have flown with him. Hayward, not knowing that Muni is Miriam's
husband, asks that Muni be his pilot. A
strong bond develops between Hayward and
Muni, but on a furlough in Paris, Hayward
learns that Miriam is married to Muni.
Returning to the front, he is questioned
by Muni, but evades any questions dealing
with Miriam. Later, learning from Hayward's mother that he is to have a short
furlough, Miriam goes to the front to see
him. In a terrific air battle, Hayward is
killed and Muni wounded. In an emotionally stirring scene, Muni forgives the lovers. Ethel Borden wrote the screenplay
based on Joseph Kessel's story.
Cast: Paul Muni, Miriam Hopkins, Louis
Hayward, Colin Clive, Mlinor Watson, Elizabeth Risdon, Paul Guilfoyle, Wally Albright,
Mady Christians, Alec Craig, Owen Davis,
Jr., Sterling Holloway, Vince Barnett, Adrian Morris, Donald Barry, Joe Twerp, William Stelling.
Producer, Albert Lewis; Director, Anatol
Litvak; Author, Joseph Kessel's novel
"L'Equipage"; Screenplay, Ethel Bordon;
Cameraman, Charles Rosher; Art Director,
Van Nest Polgiase; Associate, Perry Ferguson; Editor, Henry Rust; Special Effects,
Vernon L. Waiker; Musical Director, Roy
Webb; Musical Score, Arthur Honegger,
Maurice Thiriet.
Direction, Skillful. Photography, Beautiful.

SHORTS
Excursions In Science No. 3
10 mins.
Al Bondy
Pop Appeal
The third in the interesting series
of scientific shorts demonstrating
developments in the various fields
of science, sponsored by General
Electric. These reels have a strong
appeal for all those of a scientific
turn of mind, and the narration is
down-to-earth talk that all can
understand. This subject first discusses a mechanism for detecting
magnetic currents and involves the
principle of electron magnets. A
demonstration follows of noiseless gears, showing how noise is
being eliminated in industrial plants

"King of Gamblers"
with Claire Trevor, Lloyd Nolan, Akim
Tamiroff
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Paramount

78

This is a strong melodrama that holds the
interest from the start. It is highlighted
by fine performances by Akim Tamiroff,
Lloyd Nolan, Claire Trevor and Helen Burgess, with Robert Florey's direction an important factor. Porter Hall, Barlowe Borland, Larry Crabbe, Evelyn Brent, Cecil
Cunningham, Harvey Stephens, Nick Lukatz, Purnell Pratt and Paul Fix are among
the other principals. Tamiroff is a ruthless slot-machine racket king, who hides
his brutalities under a veneer of polish.
He and Nolan, a newspaperman, are in love
with Claire, a night club singer. While
Nolan is out of town on an assignment,
Tamiroff sets up Claire in an expensive
apartment, but it is on a strictly platonic
basis. When Nolan returns, he learns that
Claire's friend, Helen, is missing. His
search leads to Cecil Cunningham's resort, where Helen had been held on Tamiroff's orders. Nolan also gets clues that
incriminate Tamiroff. Boldly, he sets out
for Tamiroffs office, and there, he and
the racketeer wage a battle royal. Tamiroff
falls down an elevator shaft, and the police,
tipped off by Claire, rush in and save
Nolan from Tamiroffs gunmen. Doris
Anderson wrote the screenplay based on
Tiffany Thayer's story. Ralph Rainger,
Richard A. Whiting and Leo Robin wrote
"Hate to Talk About Myself", sung by
Claire, while Burton Lane and Ralph Freed
did "I'm Feelin' High," also sung by
Claire.
Cast: Claire Trevor, Lloyd Nolan, Akim
Tamiroff, Larry Crabbe, Helen Burgess,
Stephens, Barlowe BorColin Tapley, Paul Fix,
Robert Gleckler, Nick
John Patterson, Evelyn

Director, Robert Florey; Author, Tiffany
Thayer; Screenplay, Doris Anderson; Cameraman, Harry Fischbeck, ASC; Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Roberr Odell; Film Editor, Harvey Johnstone; Recording Engineer, Harry Mills, Louis Mensenkop; Musical Director, Boris Morros; Music and
Lyrics by Ralph Rainger, Richard A. Whiting, Leo Robin, Burton Lane, Ralph Freed
Direction,

Expert.

Photography,

Wayne

Ahead"

Addicts of action will find this melodrama
generally diverting, and in its climax sequences, particularly so. For some two
reels before the finish, audiences are treated to a stirring race from Chicago to Los
Angeles between a special train and a
caravan of high-powered motor trucks.
The contest is waged to deliver aviation
supply shipments of rival manufacturers
to a trans-Pacific liner before an impending
labor strike takes place. If the trucks
get to the essential destination first, then
John Wayne, who is in charge of the lorries, will be triumphant. But if the train
wins, the unscrupulous duo, Theodore von
Eltz and LeRoy Mason, will come out on
fop. Wayne, in love with Louise Latimer,
rises from the modest estate of a bus
driver to an executive of a big trucking
concern. But during his early career as
a truckman, he is thought by the girl to
have been responsible for the death of
her brother with whom he was in business.
The love story is both slight and routine,
as are the other increments of the story
prior to the time the slam-bang race bobs
up on the screen, and it is then that the
production moves its onlookers toward the
edge of their chairs. Not only are these
scenes exciting, but they are picturesque,
often scenically beautiful, and always well
photographed by the competent Harry
Neumann. Snowplows, in full blast, assist
the progress of both train and trucks as
they battle through the blizzards of mountain ranges and over winding terrain.
Wayne scores a double win, — the race and
the girl. Charles Craft and Erma Horsley
have edited the footage well. Arthur
Lunin's direction is firm, and the cast well
chosen.
Cast: John Wayne, Louise Latimer, Robert McWade, Theodore von Eltz, Tuily
Marshall, Emerson Treacy, Harry Allen,
LeRoy Mason, Grace Goodall, Olaf Hytten,
Monty Vandergrift, Lorin Raker.
Producer, Trem Carr; Director, Arthur
Lunin; Author, Herman Boxer; Screenplay,
Scott Darling; Cameraman, Harry Neumann; Editors, Charles Craft, Erma Horsley.
Direction, Firm

Photography, Competent.

Good.

FOREIGN
through a principle that takes tht
vibration out of gearing. A tube for
detecting the slightest electric current through its extreme sensitivity
is amazing. The final demonstration is that of a small electric train
controlled by the voice — stopping,
going forward or backward as the
demonstrator voices the orders. This
is explained very simply on the
principle of electric impulses which
control the train's movements, which
stops, goes forward or reverses as
the speaker voices one, two or three
syllables.

with

Constance
Worth,
Vinton
Haworth,
Leslie Fenton, Gordon Jones

RKO Radio

67 Mins.
GENERALLY DIVERTING MELODRAMA
WHOSE EXCITING CLIMAX ACTION
FANS WILL LIKE.

MYSTERY

Based on Minoru Nakano's novel, "Two
Wives," this is the first talking picture
from Japanese studios to invade American
screens. Because of this fact, it will interest cinema devotees. Furthermore it
is worth seeing for the particular phases

DRAMA

HANDICAPPED BY
STILTED STORY.

65 Mins.

WHOSE
AN

CAST

IS

INADEQUATE.

Even the most dyed-in-the-wool mystery
minded picturegoers will discover little to
cheer about in this drama, whose story is
stilted, unoriginal and implausible. To
supply some modicum of menace in its
atmosphere, the initial action takes place
in Shanghai, where, right off the reel, a
great diamond disappears from under the
noses of its appointed protectors, Vinton Haworth and Gordon Jones. A squad of
Chinese soldiers are also detailed to see
that nothing happens to the gem, — but
alas, there is a barrage of gunfire from surrounding ledges and walls, and the sparkler is gone with the wind. The remainder
of the feature's footage is devoted to a
quest on shipboard to recover the departed
jewel, for, it so happens, all the suspects
and prospects who might have snitched it
have booked passage on this particular
liner bound for Frisco. The long and tedious voyage is sprinkled with poisonings,
murders, advance stages of homicide, and
other sinister occurrences. But when the
boat reaches its destination, Constance
Worth, cast in the role of a U. S. Government agent, has paved the way for the
mystery's solution. On the pier she
springs the trap, aided and abetted by the
local Customs staff and a number of the
arrived liner's suspected-of-the-theft passengers. The solution not only lacks novelty, but the detail of how the diamond was
secreted during the long voyage is a little
hard to believe. In its technical departments the film is just fair, and the acting
is handicapped by the shallow script. Duals
and one.
the secondaries are the markets for
this
Cast: Constance Worth, Vinton Haworth,
Leslie Fenton, Gordon Jones, Alex Craig,
Dick Elliott, Frank M. Thomas, George
Irving, Billy Gilbert, Joyce Compton, Phillip
Ahn, Lotus Long, Lotus Liu, Tsetsui Komai,
Moy Ming, Huntley Gordon, Anita Colby,
William Corson, Alan Curtis.
Producer, Cliff Reid; Director, Edward
Killy; Author,
Taylor Caven;
Screenplay,
Edmund L. Hartmann, J. Robert Bren;
Cameraman, Nicholas Musuraca; Editor,
Desmond Marquette.
Direction,

"KIMIKO," Japanese dialogue film with
flash-in English titles by Noshiomi; produced by Photographic Chemical Laboratory; released by International Film Bureau; directed by Mikio Naruse, with Sachiko Chiba, Tomoko Itoh, Yuriko Hanabusa,
et al., in the cast. Presented at the Filmarte Theater.
Running time: 73 Mins.

ft

"China Passage"

in

Universal

Mins.

STRONG
MELODRAMA
FINELY
PLAYED HOLDS INTEREST FROM START
TO FINISH.

Porter Hall, Harvey
land, Purnell Pratt,
Cecil Cunningham,
Lukatz, Fay Holden,
Brent.

John

'California Straight

ft

Fair.

Photography,

Fair.

of Japanese social life and problems it
reveals. English titles make the story easily
understandable, but there is much of a
basic nature in the character of the Nipponese which will seem strange and alien
to U. S. patrons. The story deals with the
attempt of a young Japanese girl to win
back to her mother the love of her estranged spouse who has gone to live with
another woman. Technically the picture is
below . Hollywood standards, but on the
whole
notice that
Japan's
film
makers it
areserves
well advanced
in the
art.
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:ILM BIZ ON UPBEAT
IN NEW ORLEANS AREA
1)

NEW RKO EXPANSION
MOVES IN N. Y. ZONE

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

By Sid
TONY BUNDSMAN is directing
cory. In retrospect the average for x tests for "Gone With the Wind,"
:he entire territory can be placed with Charlie Harten at the camera,
conservatively at 15 per cent over at the Astoria studios. Among the
interested onlookers is Bruce Cabot,
1935. This lead has held till now east
on a vacation.
and may even move up, since ex•
hibitors acknowledge that product is
Al Christie has started production
not only better but is getting better results at the box-office. The on latest of the Bert Lahr series,
Saenger Theater here, long at the titled "Movie Madness." Cast includes: Sally Starr, Louise Larabee,
tail of the "A" houses, is moving
up, topping Loew's State, record Louie Soren, Russ Brown, Foster
grosser here, for almost two Williams, Jack Harwood and George
Lewis.
months.
•
Possibly the most important development throughout the territory
The Lincoln studios located across
has been the expansion and inva- the Hudson, in Ridgefield, N. J., and
sions of circuits. Saenger and its recently taken over by Bergi Contaffiliates are still the dominant fig- ner, has been renamed Producers
ures, but E. V. Richards and M. A. Service Studios Inc. Sets,
Lightman of Memphis have taken and other equipment have props
been
over the Ed Kuykendall and other taken over from the now closed Phointerests in north Mississippi, while tocolor studio at Irvington.
ComStrand Enterprises of Union, Tenn.,
are moving strongly into Mississippi and the Milton Starr circuit New Para. Recording Pact
of Negro houses will add two more
Draft Submitted by Erpi
spots by going into Mobile, Alabama and Pensacola, Fla. The
(Continued from Page 1)
smaller circuits, such as those run expects it to be approved with few
Oy the Bailey family and Joy Houck's changes, The Film Daily was yesJoy theaters are in an expanding
terday advised by Whitford Drake,
mood. Apparently this is not an Erpi president.
altogether welcome development to
Officials of other major companies
the exchanges. While it means less are still considering the drafts of
widely scattered sales effort, con- new pacts with Erpi.
centrated billing points and booking
facilities, it also means less film Theater Leasehold Case
rentals per house, for the circuits,
large and small, are sharp traders.
Ends in Favor of Grove
Through the territory there is a
tendency to raise admissions. GiveGering, Neb. — An important deaways are still prevalent in the tercision on theater leaseholds was
ritory and will be for time to come. rendered in district court here when
Outside of New Orleans where a jury found in favor of B. B. Grove
household equipment is still given on an appeal from an adverse deciaway, dishes are dead as premiums.
in county court. Grove, who
But even in New Orleans money is owns sionthe
Grove and leases the Rilosing ground. Exhibitors acknowlviera, was sued by LeRoy J. Cross,
edge that it takes more and more
owner of the Riviera's building. Lemoney to bring out the crowds.
Roy Cross sought to break a lease
given Grove by John Cross, who
holds a mortgage on the house.
John Cross contended, and was
Kilbride to Operate New
upheld,
terms of the mortgage
$250,000 Detroit House gave himthatright
to lease the building. Grove, whose former lease
Detroit — New theater to be erect- expired last October, continued to
ed at a structural cost of $250,000 hold the building under terms of a
has been announced for the north- new contract with John Cross. But
west section of Detroit, at Grand LeRoy Cross attempted to give a
River Ave. and the Detroit Ter- lease to W. V. Wakefield as repreminal Railroad. House will be
sentative of the Gibraltar circuit,
named the Beverly, and is being which controls the theater situation
erected by Mamie Kogan and Rob- in Gering's twin city of Scottsbluff,
ert J. Silberstein. Barney L. Kil- Neb.
bride, circuit owner, is taking a
lease on the house.
Republic Suit Hearing Today
Hearing will be held this morning
before Federal Judge Leibell on the
application of Republic Pictures of
Pro-Picketing Move Flops
Lincoln, Neb. — Two movie operators,
the Southeast for a temporary inRoy M. Brewer, of Grand Island, and
junction restraining Republic PicMace Brown, Omaha, were behind a
tures from distributing its product
move here at the unicameral legislain the southeast territory through
ture to have the Nebraska body repeal the 16-year old law which preany other distributor than that of
vents picketing by labor organizations.
the petitioner. Republic Pictures of
Committee on labor was not much interested, since the law stood the test
the Southeast claims Republic
of a referendum
vote
not long ago.
breached its contract by giving its
product to another distributor.
(Continued from Page

n

DAILV

Weiss
plete reconditioning of the studio
will be completed next week.

(.Continued from Page

1)

ed on the sites and are expected to
•
be ready about the first of the year.
Roy Mack has started work on a RKO has made a lease arrangement
Josephine Huston short at Vita- with Randforce under which it will
phone with Charlie King, Elmira begin operation of the Lefferts and
Sessions, Morgan Conway and the Republic Theaters on Labor Day.
Debonaires in the cast.
Lawyers are now working on papers
•
Addenda . . . John Condon has re- under which the RKO Alden, the
circuit's Merrick and the
turned to the Vitaphone Studios fol- Century
lowing abrief Atlantic City sojourn Skouras Fox Theaters will be pooled
. . . Al Christie is getting his boat on Labor Day and on a pooling deal
the Riverside and 81st
in shape for those summer week- involving
ends . . . Triple Look-Alikes: Otto Street Theaters, also scheduled to
Kruger, Al Wilkie and Chris Beute, go into effect on Labor Day.
assistant director. Al Marriner is
In addition RKO has made a deal
directing industrials for Audio Pro- with Walter Reade to jointly opductions with Bill Miller at the
erate a new theater which Reade will
camera . . .
construct at South Broad Street and
•
Maddock Avenue, Trenton. This theBill Watson starts on the next
ater will be ready for occupancy in
Harry Gribbon short in a few days September by present plans. Thos.
on the Astoria lot.
W. Lamb is the architect.

"

Triple

Programs Tested

Chicago — Triple week-end pro| Coop
Booking Krim Circuit
Detroit — Cooperative Theaters of
grams— two feature pix and stage
Michigan
has taken over booking
bills — are being tested by the Essafor the Krim Circuit of theaters, inness Circuit at the Sheridan, mancluding, temporarily, the Downtown,
I a first run house.
aged by Hairy Wren.
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DOWN

IN FRONT!

ii

they'll shout as excitement follows excitement
...thrill mounts on thrill! Your patrons won't
want to miss a single frame of it!
There have been prettier love
TRAFALGAR
/^

MAX

stories than this, but never a more exciting
one. Its powerful theme has been the subject
of columnist
raves for weeks
in advance!

FILMS
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PRODUCTION
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Form Renowned Artists Corp., fo Release Through U. A

ILL. SUPREME COURT RULES BANK NIGHTlLLEGAL
Kansas

Censors Cut

Quality Shorts
. . . and other needs
F==

By CHESTER B. BAHN

=

LATE exhibitor replies to a FILM DAILY
short subject questionnaire, still being
received, only serve to give added emphasis
to the findings published in the recent
Spring Number of the Short Subject Quarterly.
Insofar as the substitution of shorts for
the second feature on dual programs is
concerned, a revised, up-to-the-minute
tabulation discloses even a greater percentage. At the time the Quarterly went
to press, 72 p. c. of the exhibitors polled
nationally had indicated their belief that
their patrons would accept quality shorts
in lieu of the prevailing second feature.
Yesterday, this figure had advanced to 78
p. c.
This renewed interest in short subjects
on the part of film showmen, manifested
on the eve of the new buying season, is as
important as it is interesting. The short
of late has been the "forgotten film" of
the exhibitor and, to some extent, certainly, of the industry collectively.

THEATER operators in criticizing the
quality of some classifications of shorts
are on safe ground. But if the short is
to be restored to its former program prominence more than quality is essential. Increased playing time for them and showmanship, for example. It behooves the
exhibitor to select his shorts wisely and
to exploit and advertise them adequately.
Here the film showman himself is not
above criticism, witness the statistical
breakdown of the Short Subject Quarterly
survey. Only 65 per cent of the exhibitors
reported that they advertised or exploited
shorts, and such advertising and exploitation largely was restricted to lobby billing and a mere mention in newspaper display copy.
IN SUCH a condition, there is mighty
little to inspire the producer of shorts
to increase budgets.
That holds true as well of exhibitor buying indifference. It is all very well to
cry for better shorts, but if exhibitors are
little interested in buying, where does
that leave the producer? The answer is
fairly obvious.
If quality shorts are needed, so, too,
surely, is increased playing time for them.

'March of Time

Austria Drops Film Levy

Sen. Wheeler's Remarks "Partisan and Holds
Biased", Board

Court

Vienna (By Cable) — The Austrian
Government has officially cancelled a
25 per cent increase in taxes on imported films, following an American

protest.
Kansas City, Kans. — Current release of "The March of Time" yesterday ran afoul of the Kansas State
film censors, with the Board of Review, of which Mae Clausen is chairman, turning thumbs down on the
remarks of U. S. Senator Burton
K. Wheeler, of Montana, included
in the episode devoted to the U. S.
Attitude of the U. M. P. T. 0.,
Supreme Court controversy.
Directing the elimination of all Philadelphia theater organization,
{Continued on Page 4)
on the situation due to appearance
of film players on the air will be
determined at a meeting to be held
Friday or April 30, stated President
Lewen Pizor in New York yesterday. Pizor is a member of the M.
P. T. 0. A. committee appointed by
President Ed Kuykendall as instructed
by the Miami convention
(Continued on Page 3)
Following action of the Minnesota
Senate's committee on civil administration in favorably reporting a the- New Fox Brooklyn Offer
ater classification bill, major companies have made
formal request
In Prospect, Court Told

PHILLY UNIT TO ACT
ON RADIO QUESTION

ASK MINN. HEARING
ON CLASSIFYING BILL

Episode

Upholds
Chicago's
Lottery
Contention;
150 Theater
Cases Affected
Chicago — Bank Night was ruled a
lottery yesterday by the Illinois Supreme Court which upheld the City
of Chicago's contention in actions
against 150 theaters named in Bank
Night cases. The Court's opinion
was read by Justice Shaw.

GERMAN STUDIOS PLAN
110 FILMS— SGHAEFER

German producers will turn out
between 110 and 115 features this
year and about the same number
for next season, said Gus Schaefer,
Paramount general manager in that
country and Central Europe, yesterday, after arriving on the Manhatton for a five weeks' visit. But little theater construction is going on
in Germany and Central Europe, he
stated.
(Continued on Page 4)
Before departing for the United
Federal Judge William Bondy yesterday postponed final confirmation States, Schaefer conferred with
Michel Meets Roxy Plan
Paramount foreign
of the Si Fabian reorganization plan John W. Hicks,
(Continued on Page 3)
Proponents; No Decision for the Fox Brooklyn Theater and
office building when Joseph NemeWilliam C. Michel, 20th Century- rov, attorney of 225 Broadway, said Condor Sets 10 for RKO,
Fox vice president, said late yester- that he was ready to produce an of14 for Grand National
fer better than that made by Fabian.
day that he had an all-afternoon
conference
with representatives
of Nemerov declined to name his client,
(.Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 3)
Condor Pictures will produce 10
features and 26 one-reel shorts for
RKO release next season and 14
features for Grand National release,
including eight Ken Maynard westerns, it was
made known yesterday
(Continued on Page 4)

Fore/, Colman, Garnett to Head Units
In New

Renowned
West

Artists Setup

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

19 Industry Figures Aid
Hollywood — Capitalized at $2,in Catholic Fund Drive 000,000, Renowned Artists Corp. has
Nineteen industry figures have
been made members of the Motion
Picture Division for the Catholic
Charities drive which opens today
with a luncheon given by Cardinal
(Continued on Page 3)

been formed to finance production
units headed by John Ford, Ronald
Colman, Tay Garnett and others and
will release through United Artists.
Sol A. Rosenblatt, who has been
working on the new setup, will be
one of the(Continued
principal
officers of the
on Page 3)

Greenthal Given the Air
Regina Crewe, m.p. editor of The
New York American, gave Monroe
Greenthal the air last night over WOR
when she interviewed the United Artists
director of publicity and advertising.
Oddly enough, a current U. A. release,
"Love from a Stranger," entered the
proceedings. Amateur reviewers were
offered a prize for their opinion of the

picture.

'
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YORK

STOCK

MARKET

Low
Am.
Seat
24i/4
Columbia Picts. vtc.
34%
Columbia Picts. pfd..
Con. Fm. Ind
41/4
41/4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. . 15i/2
151/2
East. Kodak
162
161
do pfd
29
29
Gen. Th. Eq
83'/2
81 1/2
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
251/2 243/4
Paramount 1st pfd.. 1773/g 1761/4
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 223/4 231/s
Pathe
Film
85/g 8 1/8
RKO
10
91/4
20th Century-Fox
. . 39% 39i/4
20th Century-Fox pfd. 49
49
Univ. Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros
151/2
147/8
do pfd

Net
Close
Chg.
24i/4 —
Vs
347/8 +
%

High
243/8
35i/2

41/4 +
151/2 +
161
—
29

+

%

82

—

1/4

247/8 —
i/g
1763/4 + li/4
231/2 +
Vs
8i/8 —
Vs
93/4 4- %
391/4 .
49 —
15

+

NEW
YORK
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MARKET
A-0 6s46
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+
6s41-ww
98i/4
98
B'way 3s55
Picts. 6s55. ...101% 101 % 101%—
122
+
6s41
122
120
98
+
Warner's
6s39
98
97%
Keith
Loew
Para.
Para.
RKO

NEW
YORK
Picts. vtc

CURB

Grand
Nat'l Films...
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

2%
13,4
225/8
4i/2

Columbia

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTERP.ithe

Film

7

ESTATE

%
4
1/2

MARKET
2%
1%
21%
4%

2?/8 +
1%
22%+
4i/2 —

STOCK

pfd

REAL

Vs
Va
1

%
%
i/4

MARKET
Bid
Asked
96
99

BONDS

Fox Thea.
Bldg. 1st '36
14
Loew's Thea.
Bldg. Co. 1st '47... 97%
Met. Playhouse Inc. 1st pfd. '43.. 75
Roxy Thea. Corp. 1st '40
57

15%
98%
77
58%

• •
• OUT
IN Milwaukee
the Wisconsin
theater
has only had eight holdover attractions in its entire history
the eighth is "May time"
incidentally, seven of the
eight have been M-G-M pix
T
T
T
• • • AN EXHIBIT of burglar alarm equipment goes
on display today in the lobby of the Central Theater on Broadway it shows the system featured in Universal's "Night
Key" now playing there. . . • Swing Street, the center of
this town's nite life, now has its Fifty-Second Street Association to represent it
an organization
meeting was held
Friday at Tony's, with all the nite spots represented
Monte Proser presided
T
T
T
• •
• A ROOF garden party held in Hollywood
to
celebrate the opening of Lou Irwin's coast offices on Sunset
Boulevard, being the first "pent-house" offices in the city of
cin-e-ma. . . • Harold Midgley, manager of the Broad theater
in
Elizabeth,
N. J., was Harold
given a is
testimonial
dinnerto byNetcong
the city's
theater
managers
moving over
to
take charge of the Palace. . . • Creighton J. Tevlin of Astor
Pictures has sold Lord & Thomas a series of four candid camera
shots of his five-year-old dotter in a bathtub for use in a national ad campaign
T
T
▼
• •
• NOW THAT the Jamaica track has opened, we are
in
for trouble
withthe Our
Gal Friedegg
being
stableman's
dotter,
she loves
hosses
you can tell
it bya her
favorite
perfume she was busy jabbing an oyster fork into a green
racing form on our desk
"What's the idea?" we yelped
"Well, ya see, Phil, this beats the hat-pin system for
picking the winners. With this oyster fork I can pick 'em
one-two-three."

>/4

2 Motions to Upset Sale
A. T. & T. Quarterly Net
Soars to $53,597,104
of Orpheum Before Court
Federal Judge Patterson yesterday reserved decision on the motions
of two groups of Orpheum Class A
stockholders and a creditor to cancel the sale of the Orpheum assets
to Stadium Theaters, RKO subsidiary. The motions were made by
Isidore J. Kresel, representing a
group of stockholders and George
Trosk, special counsel for Samuel
Zirn, representing stockholders and
a creditor.
The motions also ask that the
case be referred to a referee other
than Referee Ehrhorn for further
consideration, that new counsel for
the Orpheum trustee be appointed,
and that the Orpheum trustee be
required to intervene in the RKO
reorganization proceedings.

Consolidated net income of $53,597,104 is reported by the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. for the
three-month period ended Feb. 28,
equal to $2.87 a share, compared
with $39,662,389, or $2.13 a share
for the three months ended Feb. 29
last year. This is the highest quarterly income for the company since
1931.

Roxy Earns $19,332

Detroit — Fred M. Fisk, 71, father
of Cleo Fisk, appearing in "The
Toast verse
of City.
the Town," is dead at Tra-

Moss Dinner On Wednesday
A number of New York film men,
including a delegation from 20th
Century-Fox, go to Philadelphia
Monday to attend a dinner in honor
of Edgar Moss, district manager for
the
company, at the Warwick
that Kent
evening.

Cleo Fisk's Dad Dead

Howard S. Cullman, Roxy trustee,
yesterday filed a report in Federal
Dallas — Harry E. Strubhar, 44, Court stating that the Roxy had
auditor for the Interstate Theaters, earned a profit of $19,332 for the
died at the wheel of his car in front month between Feb. 26 and Mar. 25,
Donnelly Funeral Held
of the Arcadia Theater. Following 1937, before deductions for funded West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
his death his car sideswiped two indebtedness and depreciation. Cash
Hollywood — Funeral services were
receipts for the period were $161,automobiles and had a head-on col- 839
and disbursements $144,166. held here yesterday for James Donlision with the third before coming
nelly, 72, veteran screen and stage
to a stop. Death was from a heart Cash on hand as of Feb. 25 was trouper.
attack.
$84,204 and $101,876 on Mar. 25.

Strubhar Dies at Wheel

TAYLOR

is in

New

York

from

tl

Coast.
DAVID ROSE, Goldwyn vice-president, arrive^
today in Hollywood after a brief business trifj
to New York.
ARTHUR BRCMBERG, BLAIR FOSTER anc
GEORGE BELL left New York yesterday returning to Atlanta.
SOL KRiM of the Krim Brothers Circuit, Detroit, is here on business.
J. FRANK
ALBERT,
Australian
music
publisher now in New York en route to England
will return here in September
before starting1
the homeward voyage.
MRS.
ALBERT
accompanies him.
LEWEN PIZOR returned to Philadelphia yesterday from New York.
GEORGE
M.

HIRLIMAN,

Condor

president,

an< (

H. HOFFMAN,
West Coast production manager, left by plane yesterday for the Coast.

HARLAN
THOMPSON,
producer,
and
RUSSELL CROUSE and HOWARD LINDSAY, writers
are en route to New
York from
Los Angele; .
on the liner Santa Paula to supervise the film-,
ing of scenes at the Astoria studio for Paramount's
"Big onBroadcast
their arrival
May 4. of 1938," shortly aftei I
EDWARD G. ROBINSON, film player, leave;
Hollywood on Monday for New York.
SYLVIA
New York,

SIDNEY, following a vacation
leaves today for Hollywood.

ir ■

AL ADAMS,
Republic's
publicity-advertising'
chief,
leaves New
York tomorrow
night fo:
Hollywood;
JAMES BRENNAN, I.A.T.S.E. vice president
returns Monday from Chicago.

Discuss Hoblitzelle Suit

Major company counsel met at the i
Hays office yesterday to furthei i
discuss the Hoblitzelle-O'Donnel
anti-trust suit which the Department of Justice has brought in the
Federal
Monday. District Court at Dallas
Another meeting is planned foi
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iENOWNED ARTISTS
FORMED ON COAST

NEWS

of the DAY

Alton, 111. — E. K. Elfgen has
started construction on his new 700e\v company. He was formerly a seat film theater building here.
divisional director of the NRA. House will be operated by Joseph
Lester Cowan, former executive Desberger, veteran exhibitor.
secretary of the Academy of M. P.
Newton, 111. — Thomas M. Camp\rts & Sciences, is the general manbell of Terre Haute, Ind., is opening a new theater here to be known
Louis Lurie, of San Francisco,
. leads the group of financiers who as the Palace.
ire backing Renowned.
First picure will be "Trade Winds," starDuquoin, 111. — John Dickson has
ring Ronald Colman and with Gar- sold his State Theater here and
Viett producing and directing.
Vogue in Palestine. A. Frorino has
taken over the State while the Palestine house is now being operated
(Continued from Page

1)

Jromberg and Republic
Settle Out of Court
|i Republic Pictures of the South• iast, headed by Arthur Bromberg,
-ill continue
to handle Republic
J traductions in eight southern states
i -ander a settlement reached yesterlay in New York.
When a show
t ause order, seeking an injunction
i compel Republic to continue to
;ervice the Bromberg firm under its
"ranchise which has two and one, .ialf years to run, was returnable
• iiefore Federal Judge Leibell yeserday morning.
Attorney
Louis
- .slzer, representing
the plaintiff,
old the court that an agreement
lad been reached.
Bromberg
and
Attorneys
Blair
roster and George Bell, all of Atanta, left New York yesterday reurning home.
Franchise involves
I ;,n investment of $330,000.

Dallas V. C. to Play Golf
I Dallas — The annual golf tournanent of the Dallas Variety Club
vill be held tomorrow and Monday.
,t will start tomorrow with a stag
>arty and Calcutta pool in the Dan| jjsh Room
of the Adolphus
Hotel,
llvith the actual golf play beginning
•londay morning. The prizes will be
.warded at a banquet at Lakewood
ountry club Monday night.

(Continued from Page

1)

Hayes at the Commodore. Frank C.
Walker is chairman of the committee, other members being: Martin
Quigley, Austin C. Keough, George
J. Schaefer, Eddie Dowling, Joseph
P. Kennedy, James R. Grainger, E.
C. Grainger, Dennis F. O'Brien,
Charles E. McCarthy, Charles C.
Pettijohn, William F. Rodgers, Sam
E. Morris, Pat Garyii, George W.
Weeks, William T. Powers, Timothy
F. Murphy, John J. O'Connor and
Joseph A. McConville.
Quota for the drive which runs
one week, is $1,400,000.

Houck, Page and Rawles
Entering New Territory
New Orleans — New theater developments and operation switches
were in evidence along the Gulf
states territory again this week,
with Joy Houck slated to go into
Fairhope, Ala., where his entry
would put him into opposition to
George Fuller. Houck is also slated
for Napoleonville. Bill Page is taking a step long contemplated as he
enters Wynesboro, Miss., and the
Rawles interests are headed for
Mount Olive, Miss.

RKO

Claims

Expunged

Federal Judge William Bondy yesterday signed an order expunging 25
claims totaling $2,961,940 against
RKO. The expunged claims, which
had previously been withdrawn, included that of the 3d & Brady St.
Corp. for $1,850,000; Rogers Productions, Ltd., $350,000; Laura F.
Albee, $287,500; Collector of Internal Revenue $279,456; Pathe Exchange, Inc., $67,277; and the Parthenon Realty Co., $59,492.
17

Raymond
Gallagher
Charles
Brabin
J. S. Ward
APRIL
18
Col. Fred Levy
Glendon
Allvine
Louis N. Cohen
Eddie Roberts

Richland, Mo.— The Gem Theater
has been transferred by R. Parson
to D. F. Atkinson.
Lilbourne, Mo. — N. D. Fielder has
taken over the Rex Theater from
N. E. Gately.
Findlay, 111. — J. F. Jannsen is the
new owner-manager of the Okaw
Theater.
Robinson, 111. — V. Klarsfelder has
transferred his Grand Theater to
Glenn Shnarr.

(Continued from Page

1)

department head, in Europe. While
in New York he will meet with
George Weltner and other home office executives and discuss the situation in Germany, among other matters.

New Fox Brooklyn Offer
In Prospect, Court Told
(Continued from Page

1)

but said that he was "one of the
most important men in the movie

Judge Bondy arranged to confer
industry".
Fitch Survey Puts Gain
19 Industry Figures Aid
with Nemerov and his client in his
in Attendance at 10 P.C. chambers on Tuesday. C. Frank
in Catholic Fund Drive

25

APRIL

by B. Temborius and J. S. Fox.

GERMAN STUDIOS PLAN
110 FILMS— SCHAEFER

Reavis, counsel for Fabian, objected
Motion picture theater attendance to introduction of the offer at this
rose 10 per cent in 1936 over the point in the proceedings.
previous year, according to the annual survey compiled by the Fitch
Publishing Co., statistical organiza- Philly Unit to Act
tion, and announced yesterday
on Radio Question
through Mervin, Ash & Co.
(Continued
from Page 1)
In part, the survey reports:
which
showed
concern
over this form
"The mid-way mark of the present
of competition. The committee is
picture 'season' finds the motion pic- day.
ture industry continuing to enjoy a tentatively scheduled to hold its
rising earnings trend. Preliminary initial meeting in New York Tuesfigures for the calendar year 1936
show that some 88,000,000 persons
attended the motion picture theaters
weekly during the year, an increase
Emma Frohman Buried
of 10 per cent over the 1935 level.
Funeral services for Emma FrohA portion of the increase in atman, a sister of Daniel Frohman,
tendance can be attributed to an in- dean of
the American stage, and
crease of close to 500 in the number
of
the
late
Charles Frohman, theof theaters operating during the
atrical producer, were held at noon
year. At the same time, improved yesterday at the Funeral Church,
economic conditions have loosened Broadway and 66th St. Widely
the nation's purse strings and per- known in the stage world for her
mitted the public to once more be- charitable work on behalf of needy
come 'theater conscious'.
and aged actors, and as an aide to
"Much of the improvement already her brother, Daniel, in activities of
made and continuing to be displayed the Actors Fund of America, Miss
in theater attendance can also be Frohman died of pneumonia at
attributed to the better grade of Mount Sinai Hospital on Wednesday
pictures produced. Motion picture night.
companies have had to contend with
a relatively new type of competiDr. Frank Nagel Dies
tion in the radio, which brings exceptionally good talent right into West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the homes with practically no cost
Hollywood — Dr. Frank Nagel, 65,
musician and father of Conrad Nato the audience."
gel, film actor, is dead at his home
here following a long illness.

Dobe to Build $100,000
Libertyville Film House

Libertyville, 111. — Plans have been
announced for the erection of a new
$100,000 theater here by F. W. Dobe
of Gages Lake. The house is expected to be ready by Sept. 1.

Lois January Marrying
West Coast Bureau of- THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lois January, currently playing in "Walter Wanger's
Vogues of 1938," will marry Abe
Meyer in Hollywood today. Meyer
is president of the Meyer Synchronizing Service scoring films for independents. Couple will go to San
Francisco on their wedding trip.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Denton Funeral Today
Funeral services will be held at
Brooklyn this morning for Paul
Denton, who had been associated
with AmerAnglo for the past five
years. He was in his early forties
when death occurred at a Brooklyn
hospital.

India produced
last year.

300

talking

pictures

-z&m
THE

DAILV

KANSAS CENSORS GUT
OUT WHEELER'S LINES
(Continued from Page 1)

of Senator Wheeler's remarks, critical of the Roosevelt administration's proposals for Court reform,
the Board of Review said, "We feel
this dialogue is partisan and biased".
In the speech to which the censors
took objection the Senator said:
"You can say that the privilege of
appointing Postmasters will not be
accorded to me. You can say that
I'll get no more projects for my
state. You can say what you please,
but I say to you and to Mr. Farley,
to everybody else, that I will vote
against this proposition because it
is morally wrong; it is morally unsound; it is a dangerous proceeding."
Orders to cut the speech were received by T. R. Thompson, branch
manager of RKO Radio Pictures
Inc. in charge of distribution of
"The March of Time" in this territory.
Commenting on the Kansas action,
Louis de Rochemont, producer of
"The March of Time," said last
night:
which has
the
Kansas "The
State elimination
Board of Review
ordered will distort the impartiality
of March of Time's complete review
of the Supreme Court controversy.
The cut eliminates a speech by the
U. S. Senator from Montana, Burton K. Wheeler, opposing the proposed plan to enlarge the Supreme
Court but leaves intact scenes supporting the plan including President
Roosevelt at his fireside chat when
he presented the plan to the nation.
To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first time that a statement on
a national political issue by an accredited authority like a U. S. Senator has been censored from the
screen
a State
More bythan
250 Board."
feet of the court

A "£UiU" from "£ois"

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
layan Peninsula 400 miles north of
Singapore. Leading role will be
£OUIS
KING'S
initial
directorial
assignment at Paramount is played by Colin Tapley. Elliott will
accompanied by Carl Berger,
"Tightwad," which will feature Ed- be
ward Everett Horton and Lynn cameraman, and Wilfred Deming,
sound man.
Overman. King directed several picT
T
T
tures for Warner Bros., before joinCasting assignments — RKO:
ing Paramount.
»
T
»
Henry Armetta, "Make a Wish";
Darryl F. Zanuck, has turned the WB: Edward Everett Horton, "The
researching eye of his cameras on Great Garrick"; Rosemary and Pristhe record of the Company of Gen- cilla Lane, "Varsity Show"; 20thtlemen Adventurers Trading into Fox; Luis Alberni, "Sing and Be
Hudson's Bay, better known as the Happy"; Virginia Field, "Lancer
Hudson Bay Company. Under As- Spry"; Monogram: Mickey Rooney,
sociate Producer Kenneth Macgow- 'The Hoosier Schoolmaster"; Paramount: Hobart Cavanaugh, "Easy
an, "Hudson Bay" will go into production during the summer as one Living"; Jane Martel, Larry Crabbe,
of the foremost undertakings of the "Forlorn River"; Wanger: Weis
20th Century-Fox studio for the Brothers, "Walter Wanger's Vogues
new season. Art Arthur, Richard
T
T
T
Collins and Michael Jacoby have
been assigned to prepare the script. of News
1938." o' the day: Para, has hand▼
▼
T
ed Terry Ray a new pact . . . Jane
Plans to produce "Booloo," a story Hinton Smith will script "Romance
of a lone young English adventurer of the Limberlost" for Monogram .
in unexplored Malayan jungles, Gracie Fields' first 20th-Fox pix
were announced yesterday by Para- will be made in Hollywood, not Engmount. The picture will be made
land. .Mady Correll will sing "The
by Clyde E. Elliott, well-known for Plain Old Blues," by Arthur John"Bring 'Em Back Alive" and "Devil
ston and John Burke in "Midnight
Tiger," who will leave Hollywood on Madonna" . . . Henry King will direct "Chicago" for 20th-Fox.
April 26 for a location in the Ma-

Variety Club Convention
Opens at Omaha; Expect 700

Omaha — Against
a "Wildnational
West"
background,
the annual
Variety Club convention opens here
today. Attendance of 200 delegates
and 500 other visitors is anticipated.
George Jessel planes in from Hollywood tonight to act as master of
ceremonies, and Norma Talmadge is
expected to accompany him.
Kansas City Variety Club's delegation totals 30, and includes Elcontroversy episode underwent reRhoden, president; R. R. Bieediting and re-scoring this week, chele,mervice-president;
Sam Abend,
following the Wagner Act decisions. treasurer, and F. C. Hensler,
George
Booked for national release April
Baker, Arthur Cole and Earl Jameson, directors; Lon Todd, Frank
16, the news feature's 356 prints had
already been shipped from New
Harttmann, Ben MarYork, but all RKO Radio branches Cassil,cus,George
C. E. Esterley, Joe Manfre,
Thursday received by air express Paul Hanon, E. L. Harris, Rube
the substitute footage bringing the Finkelstein, Joe Stark, C. E. Cooke,
story up to the minute.
H. E. White, Leslie F. Durland, C.
M. Parkhurst, Nat Hechtman and
E. C. Leeves.
Ask Minnesota Hearing

on Classifying Bill
(Continued from Page

1)

27,000 British Methodist

Saturday, April! 7, 1937 ■«

CONDOR TO MAKE 10
FOR RKO, 14 FOR GN
(Continued from Page 1)

by Frank
M. Snell, Condor
vicepresident.
Condor will make 6 features with
George O'Brien for RKO and fomj
featuring a well-known star with
whom contractual relations have
been made but which await Condor's
signature. In addition, 13 musical
shorts, featuring celebrities of stage,
screen and radio and 13 one-reel
sport shorts will be made for RKO.
Condor will make six pictures featuring Conrad Nagel and eight with
Ken Maynard for Grand National.
Two of Maynard's pictures have
been completed. Conrad Nagel haSj
been signed by Condor for next seator. son and for three years as a direcOf the 21 pictures contracted by
Condor for this season, five remain
to be completed and these will be
ready by July 1st, the company says.

Michel Meets Roxy Plan
Proponents; No Decision]
(Continued from Page 1)

the Pounds'of bondholder
committee, '
proponents
the Roxy reorganization plan, about a possible betterment of the 20th-Fox offer for the
theater but that no decision had
Only One of 18 Industry
been reached. Michel said he did not
Bills Survive in Indiana know how soon a decision would be
made on the matter.
During the session on the plan in
Out of 18 bills applying to the
film industry introduced during the Federal Court before Special Master
session of the Indiana Legislature
Addison Loew
S. Pratt,
Leon executive,
Fleischmann,
theater
tes-! '
which has just ended, only one former
measure, a bill imposing a 2 per tified as a witness for the stockholders' protective committee.
Fleisch- 1
cent sales tax embracing admismann said that the Roxy could not |
sions, was made a law.
Measures defeated in committee be replaced today for what it cost
included: 2 per cent gross receipt and that it was a better theater
tax on amusements, entertainments, building than the Music Hall.
The
etc., increased income tax on cor- site couldn't be duplicated, he de-1
porations from 2 per cent to 3 per clared.
The land was worth $2,cent, increased income tax on cor- 550,000, he estimated.
porations from 2 per cent to 5 per
Daniel W. Blumenhtal, counsel for
cent, creating office of state manag- the Adler committee, said he was in
of the present plan, but would
er in
_ charge of censor board, ap- favor
pointing employees deemed neces- not be in favor of any plan giving
sary, etc., lc tax on each 20c ad- stockholders an interest unless the
mission, 2 per cent tax on sales bondholders got a better deal.
tangible personal property at retail— will apply to admissions as Supreme Court has decided admission
Williams Appeal Denied
tickets are merchandise, 2 per cent
The Appellate Division yesterday
retail sales tax including admissions, increased income tax on cor- denied the appeal of John D. Williams, theatrical manager and proporations from 2 per cent to 4 per
ducer, from a lower court decision
cent, 2 per cent tax on all adver- against him in his $200,000 suit for
tising, billboards, newspapers, etc.,
chain store tax $2 1 store, $760 50 his part in bringing Maude Adams
or more, anti-discrimination of back to the stage in the "Merchant
prices, licensing places of entertain- of Venice" in 1931.
ment, etc., sales tax — lc 25c-60c, 2c
60c-$l, 1 per cent gross receipt tax
including admissions.
"Ecstasy", Camera Target

Churches to be "Theaters"
for a public hearing on the measure, understood to be sponsored by
Allied. So far no date has been
London (By Cable) — British
Methodist churches numbering 27,set, although the body is expected 000
will be converted for talkies as
to adjourn sine die late this month.
Also pending in the Minnesota one phase of a religious revival
ure is an Allied-backed the- movement, backed by J. Arthur
Legislat
Rank, millionaire miller, and the
ater divorcement measure.
power behind the Religious Film
Society of which the Bishop of London is president. It is likely that
Stage Shows Ending in N. 0.
New Haven Union to Elect
New Orleans — Stage shows will be
the Anglican church and Scottish
out in this city after April 29 when
churches
will
fall
in
line.
Former
New Haven — The newly-chartered
the St. Charles returns to a straight
have 40,000 halls and churches, lat- A. F. of L. exchange employes'
film policy and drops its admission to
a lower schedule.
ter about 3,000 halls available for union will elect officers Monday at
5:45 P. M. at the Hotel Garde.
exhibition purposes.

Detroit — Candid camera enthusiasts
here have turned their attention to
"Ecstasy," and are snapping scenes
as they flash on the screen at the
Downtown theater where the film is in
its fifth week. "How come?" inquiry
by the management brought the explanation, "Just for home use."
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Setter and Fewer Pix Would

Eliminate

Duals-Yamins

WORE MEETS SET ON AUSTRALIAN THEATER SETUP
5MPE Model Theater Survey to be Complete in Month
J ,000
Houses
Are
Being
Quizzed for Data and
Information
Survey
of approximately
3,000
,ieaters throughout the country to
otain data and information to be
?ed in drafting plans for a model
leater will be completed by the S.
P. E. in about one month, it was
-" ated Saturday in New York.
No
umal report on the matter is ex: ?cted to be submitted to the society
' itil its fall convention
in New
;ork.
In making the survey the organation has the cooperation
of en(Cpntinued on Page 9)

3 ORPHEUM SU6SIDS.
HARPLY REDUCE LOSS
;e j Marcus Heiman, Orpheum trustee,
. ed a report Saturday in Federal
. ourt showing a loss of $57,786 for
e 13 wholly-owned active subsidiy companies of Orpheum for the
'weeks ending Nov. 21, 1936. The
port marked an improvement over
[Continued on Page 9)

e Fuentes Named CLASA's
General Studio Manager
By MARCO-AURELIO
GALINDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F. — Fernando de Fuenks has just been appointed general
judio manager of Cinematografica
;atino Americana, S. A. (CLASA),
,hich lately has limited its activi;s to renting out its studio and
boratory facilities to individual
oducers. Alberto J. Pani, former
;cretary of the Treasury in the
exican Government
and biggest
(Continued

on

Page

9)

Skouras to Act on Singles
Determination of whether or not
Skouras Theaters shall attempt some
restoration of single bills in its local
theaters is slated to be made today at
aexecutives
special managers'
will attend.meeting, which top

Conn. Two-Men-in-a-Boorh

Bill Killed Seventh Time

Hartford, Conn. — For the seventh consecutive session of the Legislature, the twomen-in-a-booth bills have been defeated. The Judiciary Committee reported the bills
unfavorably after a second hearing last Thursday, and the House accepted the report.

N. EN6, ATTENDANCE
S"
RNES
PLAN ON"FAI
RKO ING
SDAY
HEAR
THUR
CLIMBS 15 PER GENT
Bv ROBERT ST. CLAIR
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Boston — From all current indications, New England business in the
second quarter is likely to be as
good as that in the first quarter,
possibly better.
Optimism
has been the keynote
(Continued on Page 18)

THE WEEK

Long-delayed hearings on the
fairness of the RKO reorganization
plan will get under way Thursday
in Federal Court before Special
Master George Alger.
Present indications are that there
will be no opposition to the plan
from the (Continued
general ci'editors'
on Page 9) commit-

IN REVIEW

Duals Versus Singles- -Sidney Kent Abroad
• By GEORGE
H. MORRIS =^===

FOREIGN

DOMESTIC
Should duals be abolished or retained, one of the most controverted
issues in the industry, exacted comment from a trio of high-ranking
film executives. As the week began,
U. A.'s vice-president and general
manager of distribution, George J.
Schaefer, declared public pressure
will eventually eliminate double
features, — while President Jack
Cohn
of Columbia
contended
the

With prospects of renewal of the
General Theaters combine in Australia on a 20-year basis reported as
brighter, plans are being made for
further conferences in New York,
following arrival of Charles Munro,
managing director of Hoyts Theaters, at Los Angeles Saturday from
Australia.
When Sidney R. Kent, president
of 20th Century-Fox, which owns a
50 per cent interest in Hoyts, returns to New York next month from
abroad, he is expected to participate
in meetings
on the deal along with
(Continued on Page 4)

RENOWNED TO MAKE
THREE PIX FOR U. A.
West Coast Bureau of THE

on Page 10)

Allied President Would Oust Double
Bills Through Better and Fewer Pix
Double features "only can be
eliminated by having the producers
reduce the quantity of pictures they
turn out and concentrate on quality, and by the elimination of block
Memphis, Tenn. — Reservations for
the semi-annual convention of Mo- booking so that exhibitors could
tion Picture Theater Operators
of play the pictures best suited to their
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 12)

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Units financed by Renowned Artists will make three features for the United Artists 1937-38
program, it was learned from authoritative sources Saturday. Associated with the new enterprise at
present are John Ford, Ronald Colman and Tay Garnett, all as producers. Each one is expected to make
a production.

Sidney R. Kent, 20th CenturyFox' vice-president, arrived in London to address British and European divisional sales conventions
there and in Paris. His arrival in
the British metropolis found plans
completed for the new London offices of his company which will occupy a six-story building in Soho
Square, — with occupancy slated for
next March 1, provided the British
rearmament
program
does
not "M

(Continued

Expect Record Attendance
At Memphis MPTO Meeting

Deal on 20- Year Basis to Be
Considered; Munro
Arrives

of T" Weighs Course
In Kansas Censorship

"March of Time" interests on Saturday were undecided as to their
next move in connection with action
of the Kansas State Censor Board
in deleting remarks of Senator Burton K. Wheeler
of onMontana
(Continued
Page 4) criticizAlways a Full House
Wethersfield, Conn. — The State Penitentiary is opening its greater movie
season early this year, with weekly
programs given the past week, instead
of the usual Memorial
Day opening.
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(QUOTATIONS
Am. Seat
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd.
Con. Frn. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . .
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq

STOCK

AS

MARKET

Low

Close

8%
Loew's,
843/8
825/8
84% +
do
pfd Inc
8%
93
Paramount
25
24% /4 25
+
Paramount 1st pfd. ..1743/8 174i/4 174'/4 —
Paramount
2nd pfd
Pathe
Film
83/8 39!/2 39i/2
RKO
97/8
20th Cent.-Fox
393,4
20th
Cent.-Fox
pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
15
14%
15
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith A-0
6s 46... 97'/2
97i/2
97 1/2
Loew
6s 41 ww

m +

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s 55 ...100i/4 100'/4 IOOV4
RKO 6s4l
1211/2 121 23/4 121 13/4
IS/8 79'/4
Warner's
6s39 - YORK 97i/2
NEW
CURB 97i/4
MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
22 '/8
Grand
National
....
2%
22i/8
23/4
Sonotone
Corp
13/,
Technicolor
22 Vs
Trans-Lux
4%
41/2

+
—
—

-

m

"THE KING and the
CHORUS GIRL"
(Fernand Gravet, Joan
Blondell, Edw. Ev. Horton)

-

Parade

Distributor

Marked
Woman
(Warner
Bros. I — 2nd week
Elephant
Boy (United
Artists) — 3rd week
Personal
Property
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
The Woman
I Love (RKO
Radio)
Love from a Stranger
(United
Artists)
Swing
High, Swing
Low
(Paramount
Pictures)
When
Love Is Young
(Universal)

Strand
Rialto
Capitol
Music
Hall
Rivoli
Paramount
Roxy

,

Criterion
Central
Palace
Palace

♦ TWO-A-DAY
The Good
Earth (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 12th
Lost Horizon
(Columbia Pictures)— 7th week

♦ FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

RUNS

♦

week

Astor
Globe

PICTURES

Beethoven
Concerto
(Amkino) — 2nd week
The Golem
(Metropolis) — 5th week
Sun Over Denmark
(Scandinavian Talk. Picts.)
The Smiling Gentleman
(Nuovo
Mondo)
Carnival
in Flanders
(Amer. Tobis) — 2nd week
(J>)
Kimiko
( International
Film Bureau)
The Red Head
(Auten)
(a-b)
Le Million
(Tobis)
(a-b)
Thank
You. Madame
(Viennese
Film)
The
Eternal
Mask
(Mayer-Burstyn) — 6th
week
(a-b)
Slalom
(Kraska-World)— 6th week
(a-b)

♦ FUTURE

OPENINGS

A Family
Affair
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — April
19
Sous les Yeux
d'Occident
(Garrison
Film) — April 20 (a)
Le Barbier de Seville (Franco-American) — April 20 (a)
The Wave
(Garrison
Film) — April 20
A Star Is Born (United Artists)— Apiil 22
Thunder
in the City (Columbia) — April 22
Wake
Up and Live (20th Century-Fox) — April 23
Internes
Can't
Take
Money
(Paramount)
(c)
Call It a Day (Warner
Bros.)
(c)
The Good
Old Soak
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(c)
The
Last Night
(Amkino)
(c)
(b) Subsequent run.

®

♦
Cameo
Playhouse
de Paris
Broadway
Little Carnegie
Filmarte
Belmont
Belmont
Esquire
World
World

55th St.
Cinema

♦
Rialto
Cinema de Taris
Cinema de Paris
Filmarte
Music
Hall
Criterion
Roxy
Paramount
Strand
Capitol
Cameo

(c) Follows current bill.

Moray Back After Annual
Tour of Warner Exchanges

Coming and Going

Theater

You're
in the Army
Now
(GB Pictures)
Night
Key
(Universal)
Seventh
Heaven
(20th
Century-Fox)
(a-b)
China
Passage
(RKO
Radio)
(a)

(a) Dual bill.

GEORGE W
yesterday
from

WEEKS
Atlantic

returned to New
City.

Yorl

SAMUEL CUMMINGS, distributor of feature
"Ecstasy," is in Washington where the filrr
opened yesterday at the Belasco. He return
to New York in two weeks via Florida.
CHARLES MUNRO of Hoyts Theaters arrivei
in Los Angeles Saturday from Australia, ei
route to New
York.
NORMAN
in charge of
York today
of key and

H. MORAY, Vitaphone executiv.
shorts and trailers, arrives in Nev
after completing his annual tou
other cities.

CLIFFORD W. SMITH, assistant export man
ager for Erpi, is en route to Central and Soutl
America where
American
offices.he will inspect company's Latin
ALFRED
SANTELL.
film director, accompan
ied by MRS.
SANTELL,
sailed from New
Yorl
for Los Angeles on Saturday on the liner Cali
fornia.
ERROL FLYNN, film actor, arrives today fron
Europe on the Queen Mary and heads immedi
ately for the coast.
MRS.

EDMUND

BREESE

is at the

Beverly.

REG WILSON, special sales representative fo
GB, is in Dallas.
MISHEL PIASTRO, concert master of »h<
Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra, sails nex
Saturday from Vancouver to give a series o
concerts in Japan.

Detroit Area Exhibitors
Increase Use of Premiums

Kent, Talley to Parley
On Coronation Coverage

Detroit — Twenty per cent more
exhibs in this territory are using
Net
premiums than a year ago, accord'
Chg
ing to Arthur C. Robinson of Prict
Theater Premiums.
London (By Cable) — Truman H.
Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone exGames and giveaways in the zone
ecutive in charge of short subjects Talley, Movietone News' vice prexy,
and trailers, arrives in New York who arrives here today, will work are also rampant. Every varietj
of the Coronation cover- of cash giveaway is represented, detoday completing his annual swing- out details
age at a conference early this week
around the country preparatory to
spite pending court actions to restrain several as lotteries, unfaii
with President Sidney R. Kent of
setting up next year's Vitaphone 20th-Fox. Ground work has already competition and the like.
line-up.
23/E
On his tour he also stopped at the been done by Gerald Sanger, producer of British Movietone News,
2
Warner Bros. Burbank studios to
Test Singles in Lincoln
discuss Technicolor short production and Sir Malcolm Campbell, editor.
Lincoln,
Neb. — Varsity here, ac
With movietone mulling over the house of the
with Jack L. Warner, as well as
local Westland Thea
cartoon production with Leon use of planes to speed prints to the ters, Inc. string, is going to sing]
'/8
U. S. A., General Film Distributors features for a try. City Manage
Schlesinger,
producer of Vitaphone's
announces it will fly the GB news- Milton Overman has made the mov
"Looney
Tune"
and
"Merrie
Melody"
series.
reels to Tokyo. Masaaki Inuma and because of the increase of calls t
He will shortly confer with Sam Kenji Tsukagoshi, Jap aviators, ex- the boxoffice asking time of th
Sax, production executive of the
pect to turn the trick in 94 hours.
main feature, which is always ac
Brooklyn Vitaphone studios, on
companied by the statement tha
plans for the coming Vitaphone
two features are too many to s
through.
product.
Bank Night Case Docketed
Windsor Locks, Conn. — The appeal
12 Denver Fox Theaters
of the case of State of Connecticut
vs. David Magliora, operator of the
V*
Sponsor Radio Programs Rialto Theater, et al, is on the April
criminal docket of the Superior
Denver — Twelve Denver Fox the- Court in Hartford. The Windsor
aters are sponsoring "Theater Har- Locks Town Court fined Maglioria
monies," half-hour radio program
the other defendants in Februthree times weekly from WLZ here. and ary,
and enjoined them from running
Broadcast originates at the Para- Bank Night in the theater, because
mount Theater Sunday, Monday and of the proxy card system used,
Wednesday.
which, though not part of Bank
Night, was considered a lottery by
the State.
Tallulah as Scarlett?

OF SATURDAY)
High

and

Monday, April 19, 1937

St. Louis — Tallulah Bankhead, ending her "Reflected Glory" road tour
at Atlanta, Ga., May 5, will return
Ray Flynn Dead at 44
to New York to talk a film deal with West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Selznick.
Role in prospect is that
Hollywood — Ray Flynn, 44, proof Scarlett O'Hara in "Gone with jduction manager at 20th-Fox stuthe Wind."
I dios, is dead.

APRIL
Herbert
Constance

19
Wilcox
Talmadge

George
O'Brien
May Palfreyman
Robson
David

MacDONALD
Nelson EDDY
'MAYTIME" 2NO BIG WEEK

First time in 10 years a
picture held over 2nd
week at Strand,
Scranton, Pa.

/
/

HELD
"MAYTIME"*- WEEK
2NO
OVER

First time in the entire
history of Alabama
Theatre in Birmingham
a 2nd Week Hold-Over!

AS WE

0O

TH E Y S Al D
IT CANT
HAPPEN
HERE!
AND THEN
M-G-M's
MAYTIME
CAME
ALONG!

TO PRESS!

Wisconsin Theatre, Milwaukee, announces a 2nd
week. During the many years of its existence
this house has only had 8 hold-overs. (7 of them
were M-G-M.') Also Orpheum Theatre, Madison,
Wisconsin reports all records broken !

"M-G-M pictures always do the impossible.
These are just two of many amazing
MAYTIME hold-over records! I told
you MAYTIME means EXTENDED
PLAYTIME!

Thanks for listening."

AUSTRALIAN THEATER
SETUP MEETS PLANNED
(Continued from Page

(Continued from

1)

his general foreign manager, Walter
J. Hutchinson, who is now with him.
Kenneth Asprey, vice-chairman of
Greater Union Theaters, the other
group involved in the combine, is
now in New York. Munro is expected to proceed east directly from
the coast.
In event a renewal is agreed upon,
it is expected that Kent will cancel his plans for going to Australia
in August.
The general Theaters setup expires on Jan. 1, next.

Expect Record Attendance
At Memphis MPTO Meeting
(Continued from Page

KANS. CENSOR ACTION
ASSAILED BY WHEELEF

•
•
• WHAT DOES the public want in the way of film
entertainment?
the usual custom of studio and theater
is to give the public what THEY think the public ought to have
but one smart theater lad decided to take the public
into his confidence
after all, he reasoned, the public is
footing the bill and giving me a living
so why not come
right out and ask them what they prefer on my screen?
and with this revolutionary, sensationally staggering idea, Manager Anthony Romano of the Empire, second-run house in
Providence, planned a "Revival Week" with his patrons picking
the selections

•
•
• SO HE submitted a slate of films to the customers
in advance
and invited them to vote for their favorites
7,261 voting slips were turned in at the labby
another 871 came thru the mails
results
"The
Thin Man" copped first with 2,167 votes
then in order
came "Louis Pasteur," "Tale of Two Cities," "The Devil Is a
Sissy," "Ah, Wilderness,"
"David
Copperfield," "Winterset,"
"Mr. Deeds"
and then a long and varied list of pix
trailed these
the result of the public's selections showed
that melodramas came first in appeal, biographical films second,
and historical third
• • • OF COURSE you can see from the selections that
Manager Romano must have a highly intelligent clientele even
though he is second-run
they didn't pick the giddy, hotcha Broadway atmosphere pictures at all
or maybe Romano didn't submit them on his list
anyway, his theater
did double its normal business, playing a different dual feature
combotions
each day of Revival Week, based on the public's selec-

•
•
• A NEW home game
Socko
invented
by one of the bright lads in the Warner ad dep't
it consists of a series of colored cards each carrying a puzzle cartoon,
with the name of a- current motion picture concealed somewhere
in the conversation of the cartoon characters
the announcement on the box containing these cards states the game
is offered for the amazement of exhibitors
hell, we were
amazed, too, when we discovered that ALL the names were
those of Warner pictures
or is it just a coincidence ?

Hunt Quits Legislature
William J. Hunt, well-known exhibitor of Cape May County, has
resigned as a member of the New
Jersey Senate. He has long been
active in theater circles.

'MARKED

WOMAN"

(Bette Davis, Humphrey
Bogart, Eduardo Ciannelli)

1)

,

ing the President's Supreme Cour
proposals. Whether or not the mat
ter would be taken up with the
Hays organization today had no
been determined.

1)

Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee, which opened a two-day session
yesterday at Hotel Chisca here, indicate the largest attendance today
in the organization's history, according to M. A. Lightman, of the
Malco Theaters, who has charge of
arrangements.
President Ed Kuykendall, of M.
P. T. 0. A., will be the principal
speaker. Others on the program
are: 0. C. Lam, of Atlanta, member of M. P. T. 0. A. executive committee; William Johnson of New
Orleans, president of Motion Picture advertisers; Harry Graham of
Universal Pictures, Atlanta; Richard Franks of United Artists, New
Orleans; Bill Felstein of United
Artists, St. Louis, and Jack Knight
of Paramount's New York office.
Industry problems, such as taxation, overbuying of film, the new
contract system, will be discussed.
Kuykendall will speak on the national organization's 10-point program for improvement of the exhibitor's position with the industry.
The convention will end tonight
with a banquet and dance. Managers
of Malco theaters will hold an additional meeting of their own tomorrow.

Page

• • • A NEW play, "No More Frontiers" by Talbot Jennings of the M-G-M scenario dep't, was presented as a
Federal Theater production at Bridgeport, Conn
Frederick Hollander, Paramount composer, was awarded the prize
of the American Society of Composers and Publishers for the
best song of the first quarter of the year
"Moonlight
and Shadows," for which Leo Robin wrote the words
•
•
O AND NOW Our Girl Friedegg is making a survey
of the sees of the film biz
here is her first report:
"Found one sec so much in love with her job that she has no
time for her office work."
Turning to Frieda, who was
sleeping behind the radiator, we gave her the heat in a perfectly nice way and steamed her up
"Listen, gal," we
protested, "If this sec is so much in love with her job, how
can she be neglecting it?"
Frieda sneezled: "Well, ya
see, her job is to try and marry her boss, so she has no time
for office work." .......

«

«

«

»

»

»

Washington — Action of the Kansas Board of Review in deleting s
66-word criticism of the Roosevelt
court reform program by U. S. Senator Burton K. Wheeler from the
current release of "The March ot
Time"
brought a caustic rejoindei
tor.
from the veteran Montana legislaSenator Wheeler, assailing the action as "intolerance," said it "ought
to be a warning to certain minority
groups in the U. S. that, if the Supreme Court is tampered with, intolerance will be directed against
Kansas City, Kan., — The Kansas
Board of Review which found remarks of U. S. Senator Burton K.
Wheeler on the Roosevelt Court
them."
plan
in the current "The March of
Time" to be "partisan and biased,"
voted unanimously for their elimination, according to Miss Mae
Clausen, editor of The Emporia
Times,
board's
Clausen the
stated
that chairman.
the decision Miss
was
reached without outside advice.
Miss Clausen was recently appointed to the Board by Governor
Huxman. Her associates are Mrs.
L. H. Chapman and Mrs. J. R.
Stowers.
Newsreels are not usually censored in Kansas.

Ontario Premier Forbids
Strike Reels in Theaters
Toronto, Ont. — By order of Premier
Mitchell F. Hepburn no theater in
Ontario can show newsreels depictingeralscenes
the GenMotorsconnected
strike at with
Oshawa,
Ont.
The censor board also has made a
similar ruling. There is a chance
of the strike scene films being released after the strike has been settled.
> "We are not allowing any propaganda from either side in the dispute to be shown on the movie
screens," Premier Hepburn said Saturday. "I have been asked to give
ah interview for the talkies but I
Lee Osier, manager of an Oshawa
have
refused."
theater,
had advertised a showing of
the strike films.

Thayer Suit to Be Dropped

Breach of contract suit brought by
Frank Thayer against Fortune Film
Co. will be dismissed by stipulation
today by Supreme Court Justice
Ernst E. Hammer. Thayer was engaged by Fortune to supervise presentation of a stage show in conjunction- with the picture "Robber Symphony." He had only received
$2,500 of a scheduled $10,000.
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PUBLIC ENTHUSIASM BEGIN]

They've known this great
hit was in work by Selznick,
producer of hits, and Wellman,
director of hits!

They're dying to watch the famous Hollywood make-up experts
create new personalities and set new modes !

4LS»

They're hepped
its down-to-ean
audience
appe
with its story
just an average gi;

They're eager to see real actors at work on a great
sound stage, for it's the trip to Hollywood they've
dreamed about !

They've read about the great comedy work of
Andy Devine who enacts the funniest role of his
career, that of an assistant director!

en A STAR IS BORN

They remember that Selznick won last year's League of Nations
Award and they want to see his biggest picture !

They want xo go along with Gaynor
and Menjou to that authentic Hollywood premiere with its brilliance
and excitement!

They've heard the script is by Dorothy Parker and
Alan Campbell, the most quoted writers in America!

■I

They want to sigh, laugh and cry
with glamorous Gaynor and March
. . . now in each others' arms . . . soon
in the hearts of the world!

They're waiting to see March as the
top-notch star who falls for a pretty
waitress and makes her famous !

BEGINS
•

WHEN

A STAR
IS BOKN
SELZNICK

INTERNATIONAL

pr^m*

JANET GAYNdfr
FREDRIC MARCH

A STAR is BORN
with '
ADQLPHE MENJOU
• MAY RQBSON
ANDY DEVINE - LIONEL STANDER

in TECHNICOLOR

Produced by DAVID
O. SELZNICK
o,v.c.d by WILLIAM A.WELLMAN
RELEASED

THRU

UN/TED

A R JIJ$$$

-—-;:—-■
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3 ORPHEUM SUBSIDS.
SHARPLY REDUCE LOSS
(Continued from Page

1)

%)

2pB0"S

From Hobby to Career

£)

Being the Best Remembered Experience of William P. Herbst,
President of the Circle Amusement Co.,
Washington, D. C.

RKO PLANON"FAIRNESS"
HEARING
THURSDAY
(Continued from

Page

1)

tee for which White & Case is counsel. Carlos Israels, of the White &
=== — = — -— — -^— "" —
Case office, who had previously
As Told to Film Daily
^—
given notice of being strongly opto the plan, told The Film
IN the summer of 1893, I visited the first World's Fair in Daily posed
yesterday that he was satisChicago, taking with me a 4x5 plate camera.
From that
that Atlas Corp., proponents of
time on, I became an ardent amateur photographer and served the fied
plan, would make some offer
which would meet the objections
several terms as president of the Capital Camera Club.
raised by his committee.
While chairman of its exhibition
sary
District
of
Columbia
permit,
I
Israels said he could not say at
committee, I obtained permission learned that there was no precedent
this time how far Atlas Corp. would
from the Trustees of the Corcoran
for such a permit and was told to go because, obviously, the matter
Gallery of Art to hold the club's go ahead with the wiring and in- had to be taken up with the other
annual exhibition in the hemicycie
stallation of equipment and a per- creditor interests involved.
hall. It proved to be such a sucmit would be granted later.
George L. Schein, counsel for a
cess that we were permitted the use
After renting regulation park
of the hall for our annual exhibit
minority stockholders' committee,
arranging them advan- has stated that he will oppose the
thereafter, the exhibit being visited benches and tageously
in the nicely sloping plan. And Judge William Bondy,
by thousands. We secured the loan
of the American Salon and other park, I opened June 15, 1909, en- who is in charge of the reorganizajoying a very successful season at
tion, has declared that he expects
notable exhibits. I was fortunate
a nickel a head and closing the early
to be greatly modified bein receiving medals and honorable part of September without one rainy the plan
fore it is finally approved.
mention in several exhibitions.
During this time, I became ac- night.
In December of that year, I orquainted with Isaac D. Boyce, a
ganized the Circle Amusement Co. 1 p.c. Admish Tax Levy
widely known professional photog- We secured a suitable site at 2105
Indicated in Maryland
rapher, and it was my pleasure and Pennsylvania Ave., one of the seven
privilege to meet in his studio, C.
original brick houses west of the
Baltimore — Indications are that
Francis Jenkins, who was then exand set to work reperimenting with the making and White House,
cent tax on the gross remodeling as the Circle Theater, the 1 per
ceipts from the sale of admission
projecting of motion pictures. At
SMPE Model Theater
tickets
and
a tax on passes, will be a
seating 360.
Today's Circle, very
that time there was no regular mov- modern,
seats 670.
part of a new relief tax bill to be
ing picture film to be had, so he
Survey Nears End used Kodak film by stripping it
Editor's Note: This is the seventh enacted by the General Assembly.
(Continued from Page 1)
lengthwise and cementing it to- of a feature series. Watch for the A special session of the General
gether. The first pictures made by next in an early issue.
igineers of National Carbon, Erpi,
Assembly will be held for the purRCA Photophone, National Theater him were of a girl dancing.
pose, the tax bill passed last week
After producing the negatives, he
Supply and other companies. Work
being so severely criticized that furspent
much
time
devising
a
way
in
ther
action is desirable. The bill
is in charge of the society's projecNamed CLASA's
tion practices committee, headed by which to project the pictures. Final- De Fuentes
has been vetoed. The tax on adGeneral
Studio
Manager
Harry Rubin.
missions, including those to motion
ly, he hit upon the Geneva Movement, which enabled him to project
(Continued from Page 1)
picture houses, was in the original
the
first
motion
pictures
on
any
stockholder
in
the
CLASA
venture,
bill and is expected to be one of the
Propose Separate Setup
screen. He enthusiastically, but
just assumed its chairman- items included in the new measure.
for Fed. M. P. Section foolishly, l-ushed into print in the who has
ship, is contemplating reorganizing There also is a possibility that some
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Scientific American, telling the the company to resume production effort will be made to levy an addiWashington — Considerable prog- world of his achievement. In less in the near future.
tional tax on motion picture tickets.
ress is reported being made than a year, 78 applications for
One of the members of the General
towards setting up of the Motion patents had been made.
Fire razed the laboratories, the
Picture Section of the Bureau of
Assembly is out in favor of a 5-per
and the recepJenkins, a U. S. Treasury em- cuttingtion department
Foreign and Domestic Commerce as
room of the Stahl (Mexico cent tax on movie tickets.
ployee,
soon
exhausted
his
cash
for
a separate division. Such a plan, experimental purposes and, as I Films) Studios here, destroying the
it is declared, would facilitate ac- understood from him, sold his pat- negatives and several copies of a
Music Guild to Move
tivities of the organization.
ent to Armat for $2,500. From this number of pictures and otherwise
The American Guild of Musical
patent grew the famous Motion Pic- causing damages estimated at about Artists, Inc., now located at 551
CFI Talks IATSE Pact
ture Patents Co. and litigation ga- 100,000 pesos. The negative of Sal- Fifth Ave., has leased a suite of ofConsolidated Film Industries is
lore. Jenkins continued his experivador Bueno's "Nostradamus," costfices at 576 Fifth Ave. through
liest production thus far turned out
menting, however. At one time I
discussing an agreement with the
Carstens,
Linnekin & Wilson, Inc.
I.A.T.S.E. covering its Fort Lee let him have $25 with which to pur- by Mexican studios, and the sound
Lawrence Tibbett is president of the
chase a new suit of clothes to go to
plant, The Film Daily was advised
track for Miguel Contreras Torres'
Saturday by Ralph I. Poucher, Con- New York to demonstrate his new newest production, "No te Enganas, Guild.
solidated vice-president. Richard camera to Carl Laemmle. An or- Corazon" ("Don't Deceive Yourself,
der was the result of this interview. My Heart") were among the films
Walsh, LA. vice-president who conMy
first remembrance of a public destroyed. The Stahl studios carcluded a one-year closed shop agreeried no insurance.
ment last week with De Luxe Labo- exhibition of a motion picture proAtthe
at
was
ratories, ishandling the negotiations
screen
a
jected on
lantic Cotton Exposition at Atlanta,
for the I.A.T.S.E.
Robert O'Quigley, formerly a writer on the Columbia roster, has finGa., where Jenkins had secured the
concession. About the same time
ished shooting Jose Luis Bueno's
New Evanston House Opens he also showed motion pictures in
production, "Ave sin Rumbo"
Evanston,
111. — New
Stadium cabinets in Atlantic City.
("Aimless Bird"), starring Andrea
Theater, seating 1,800 has opened
This is how my hobby as an ama- Palma with Carlos Villarias, Arturo
, here with Leo Solomon as managing
led me into con- de Cordova y Carlos ("El Chaflan")
teur
photographer
S|j director.
tact with
Jenkins and paved the Lopez
in the supporting cast. This
"CALL IT A DAY"
yarnHeO'Quigley
hanmy own career as a show- is thedled second
way for
Price In New Location
for Bueno.
was assisted
man. For in May, 1909, I conceived
(Olivia de Havilland,
George
E. Price
today
opens the idea of opening the first open this time by Julio Bracho, stage diIan Hunter, Anita Louise
rector in one of the government| his new brokerage offices at 2 East air park picture show at 26th St.
Roland Young, 4 others)
' 57th St., moving
from the Para- and Pennsylvania Ave., Washing- sponsored theaters, who directed the
mount Building.
ton. Upon applying for the neces- dialog for the film.
•revious years in that the loss for
■he corresponding periods of 1936
aid 1935 was $275,786 and $391,715,
espectively. Gross income for the
>eriod was $3,189,150; operating exlenses, $2,684,626 and net income
5504,524. The loss for the period
loes not include dividends of $50,400
rom the Saenger Theater Corp. and
".12,500 from the Colorado Orpheum
Torp., received in December, 1936.
Breakdown on the earnings of the
companies showed that the ChamDaign Orpheum Co. had a $27,769
orofit for the period, Chicago Or&heum Co., $69,810 loss; Junior
Tpheum of Los Angeles, $19,578
)rofit; Junior Orpheum of San Fran?isco, $91,117 profit; Kansas City
Junior Orpheum, $76,384 loss; Des
Moines Consolidated Theater, $270
orofit; Paul Theater Co., $20,785
profit; Orpheum Theater & Realty
To., $27,223 loss; Hennepin Avenue
Theater & Realty Co., $44,330 loss;
Orpheum Circuit Booking Co., $6,013
profit; RKO Western Vaudeville Exchange, $944 profit; Orpheum Theater Co., Ltd., $6,424 loss.
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A "JUUU" fan* Urttuwood "£*U
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

on of his curexpirati
T ]PON
a year hence, Leo
contract
rent the
producer-diunt
McCarey, Paramo
rector, will set out on a world jaunt,
accompanied by Mrs. McCarey, a
cameraman and a sound engineer,
to shoot a picture where he finds it.
Traveling aboard ships of established ocean lines, the executive
tentatively plans to make one of
the less civilized islands in the
South Seas his first stop, before
proceeding to China and Singapore, j
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Max Alexander will produce four
pictures featuring Rod La Rocque
for release by Grand National. La j
"Shadow," a crime
playseries.
Rocque
detector, will
in the
Lynn Shores
will direct the first picture.

WHO'S WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

LLOYD BACON. One of the few movie directors to qualify as "a native
son." Born Dec. 4, 1890, at San Jose, Calif.; educated in San Francisco
and at Santa Clara College. Son of the late Frank "Lightnin' " Bacon.
Began stage career as a bewhiskered nubian in
"Salome," traveled all over the country in stock,
became a leading man, and because he happened to be playing in Santa Barbara, got a part
in a "Bronco Billy" western being filmed there.
For some years following, he was stage and
screen actor, comedy director and stage director in rapid succession, making films with Chaplin and others. Serving in the Navy during the
World War, he returned to directing comedies
until signed by Jack Warner as a feature-length
picture megaphoner. Responsible for "The Singing Fool," "Moby Dick," "Wonderbar" and
"Marked Woman" among others. Hair, brown.
Eyes, blue.
Stands 5, 10.
Hobbies: all sports.

founding of the West and the birth
of a state. The story is an original
Baby LeRoy, who retired at three,
will do a film comeback at five in by Courtney Riley Cooper and
Frank R. Adams, who are now en"Junior G-Men" if a deal with RKO
gaged in preparing the script.
goes through.
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Sol Lesser has engaged Harry
to supervise the preparaFrances Marion's first picture un- Chandlee
tion of a series of outdoor pictures
der her new producer contract with
Columbia,
will be based on the for Principal.
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will be the Edgar Rice Burroughs
story,
Young. "Tarzan's Revenge," being
prepared for the screen by Carroll
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Aubrey Scotto has been signed by
Scott R. Dunlap, vice-president in
charge of production for Monogram,
to direct "Blazing Barriers" for
that
company.
Shooting
starts

IN

April
14. leading
EdwardroleArnold,
wil ':
have the
in the Jr.,
picture
with Ken Goldsmith
as associate
producer.
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Told in a line —
Producer Richard Rowland an.
Keller-Dorian color experts leave
today to scout locations for "Granr
Canyon" and make color tests ol
proposed sites . . . Erin O'Brien
Moore will play Nana in "The Stor,
of Zola" . . . E. E. Clive buttle,
again in "A Gentleman After Mid
night" . . . Harry Lachman will di
rect Richard Dix and Fay Wray ii
"Once a Hero" . . . Buddy De Sylva's
second musical for Universal will b<
"Four Black Sheep," with July ]
fixed as the starting date . . . Ber
nard Newman returns to RKO tc
design Ginger
Rogers' costumes foi
"Vivacious
Lady."
▼

T

T

Bradford Ropes, who authorec
and co-wrote the screenplay of "Th<
Hit Parade," for Republic, has jusl
completed the script of "The Reluc
tant Bachelor," for the same studio
Colbert Clark, who will produce it
will also produce "Army Girl." The
U. S. army is lending its co-operation on the latter production.

REVIEW

nois Supreme Court that Bank Night
disposition to "go slow" on further
{Continued from Page 1 )
expansion moves by virtue of the is a lottery and consequently illegal.
prevalency of dual bills is proof that passage by the North Dakota legis- Court's opinion, read by Justice
lature of a divorcement measure, Shaw, upheld the City of Chicago's
the public wants them.
*
*
*
and the possibility of other states contention in actions against 150
theaters named in Bank Night cases
enacting such a law . . .
Filmland's eyes turned inquisi. . . At Hollywood, Renowned Artively to New Jersey where a theatists Corp., capitalized at $2,000,000,
ter divorcement bill, the first to bob
But RKO, nevertheless, sped its was formed to finance production
up in the east, was introduced into
the Assembly at Trenton. A sense theater expansion program in the units headed by John Ford, Ronald
of added import attended the news metropolitan territory by purchas- Colman, Tay Garnett and others. Release will be through U. A. Louis
in light of Allied Theaters of New
ing lots in the East Bronx on which Lurie, San Francisco financier, is
two
new
houses
will
be
erected
soon.
Jersey's strength and influence in
that territory. Warner Bros, has Company, The Film Daily was ad- among
Renowned's
Sol
A. Rosenblatt
will backers,
be one and
of new
the largest number of houses in the
vised, has also arranged to take
state, other producers operating over two Randforce Theaters in company's principal officers . . . Current release of "The March of Time"
theaters on a large scale being Par- Brooklyn on Labor Day, and has
of Kansas State film cenamount, Loew's and RKO.
pooling deals in work for houses in ran afoul
sors who deleted remarks of U. S.
Manhattan and Jamaica to likewise,
Senator Burton K. Wheeler of MonOn Monday last, several days be- take effect on Labor Day.
tana from sequences dealing with
fore the New Jersey theater dithe U. S. Supreme Court controvorcement bill's introduction was
versy. Wheeler's remarks were held
reported, circuits affiliated with proTuesday saw Whitford Drake,
ducers were already evidencing
a
"partisan and biased" . . . Federal
Erpi's executive vice - president,
elected president of the corpox'ation Judge William Bondy's naming of
to succeed Edgar S. Bloom, who is George W. Alger as special master
president of Western Electric. Erpi to hear argument on the RKO reorganization plan "because of excepalso named Daniel C. Collins, fortional conditions" . . . Flash from
mer comptroller, to the vice-presidency in charge of public relations Hollywood that 20th Century-Fox's
and licensing; T. Brooke Price to a 1937-1938 production budget will run
directorship; and installed E. S. at least 20 per cent more than for
now ending . . . Probability
Gregg in the post of comptroller season
left vacant by Collins. One of that the Loew circuit will renew
with U. A. and Paramount deals for
Drake's first official acts was the
elevation of Paul L. Palmerton, who both's product, but either on a three
had been export manager, to the or five year basis instead of the 10'MOUNTAIN
general foreign managership.
year term which was extent of expiring arrangement . . . and word
JUSTICE"
that the fate of the local conciliation
(Josephine Hutchinson
Additional
developments
during board plan of M. P. T. O. A., a prinGeorge Brent)
the week were: . . . Ruling by Illicipal feature of its 10-point trade

practice program, hinges upon i
check-up of exhibitor unit attitude tr
be made by President Ed Kuykendal
on his impending coast trip.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

cause a shortage of rationing oi
steel and other raw materials
Building, advices state, will have
two screening rooms.
*
#
*
Other London cables brought new
of anticipated conferences there between Paramount's president, BarBalaban, and head,
organization's
foreignney department
John W
Hicks. The latter is now in the
British capital, and Balaban is due
there early in May . . . George Arliss was reported planning to journey back to Hollywood upon completion of his present GB contract
which concludes with the forthcomign feature, "Dr. Syn," scheduled
for shooting soon at the Gainsborough Studios . . . The King and
Queen enjoyed a "command" screening ofCastle
"The. . Good
at Windsor
. Gina Earth"
Malo, American
musical comedy actress, and Romney Brent, American playwright anr
actor, were married in a mid-week
ceremony
at Hempstead
Registrar's
office . . . and
funeral services
were
held for Ralph Ince, screen actoi
and director, who was instantly
killed in Kensington when his au
tomobile, driven by Mrs. Ince
crashed into an iron pylon. She
was painfully hurt.

If You Are Not Actually MARRIED to a Double Bill
Mag's a GreafTime tifShowYour Showmanship in Shorts
with these

fediicatwnal
ANNIVERSARY
MONTH
featurettes

JEFFERSON MACHAMER
and his "Gags and Gals" in

"Comic Artist's Home Life"
ALONG

NIELA GOODEUE
in

BUSTER WEST and
TOM PATRICOLA

HERMAN TIMBERG Jr.
andPATROONEYJr.

in

in

"Hi-Ya, Doc?"

"Freshies"

"Melody Girl"

THE (Rl ALTO

with Phil M. Daly

. . . There is one bright note that has been introduced in
musicomedies . . . and the short subject field claims the
honor . . .in these Machamer Merrymakers the amazing
thing is that the artist-author-actor can crowd so much
breezy, joyous business into such small footage as a
two-reeler ... in this shorts series is a quality of originality and individuality that sets them apart from anything in motion pictures ... in the current release, "Comic
Artist's Home Life," Jeff is seen at home as a Sultan of
Sketch, surrounded by his harem of poster and magazine cover gorgeous girlies . . . merry, clever fun and
frolic light as a peacock's feather and just as brilliant
and gay and colorful . . . and the surprising thing is that
this artist-author never repeats himself . . . every gag is
a new one . . permeated with a pungent yet whimsical,
delightful wit . . . and those Gals are the Last Word . . .
the clever material defies word-picture . . . you have to
see it with your own eyes.
— Film Daily
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"His Pest Girl"

'Bug Carnival"
"School Birds"
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SEES BETTER, FEWER
PIX ENDING DUALS
(Continued from Page

1)

audiences," declares Nathan Yamins, Allied president, in a statement
to The Film Daily. Discussing
the question: "Should dual programs
be eliminated and if so, how can this
be accomplished," Yamins said:
"The general adoption of the double feature policy has kept pace with
the deterioration in the quality of
the average motion picture. It is
ridiculous to place the blame on the
exhibitor, he doesn't want the double
feature policy because it only adds
to his film costs and cuts down his
daily turnover, but its adoption by
the exhibitor has been forced upon
him by public demand due to the
inferior quality of the average motion picture.
"I know that it has been argued
that two poor pictures do not make
one good program. Theoretically
this may be so, but experience has
proven that the average theater
patron is willing to put up with
quantity when he or she cannot have
quality. Pictures like 'May time,'
'San Francisco', and 'Mutiny on
the Bounty' are rarely if ever double featured, yet the business on
these pictures has been record
breaking.
"But the average quality of the
pictures that the producers have
been making has been so poor that
even double features have not been
able to drag the public in, and exhibitors have been forced to resort
to Bank Nights and Premium nights.
"The practice of block booking
too, has been a strong factor in
forcing the adoption of the double
feature policy. What is an exhibitor in an industrial neighborhood
going to do with a picture like 'As
You Like It' or 'Romeo and Juliet',
except to double feature it ? Good
or bad, he must buy these pictures
to get what he wants, even though
they may not be suited to his patronage.
"If the double feature policy is
inherently bad for the motion picture industry — and it admittedly is
because the exhibitor must invariably divide his film rental and because the public's appetite for motion pictures is satiated by the dou-
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and

the PAUPER"
(Errol Flynn, The Mauch
Twins, Claude Rains)
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Chicago — Sketches for two new
film theaters on North Michigan
are being prepared by Architect L.
I. Janik for the Theater Acceptance
Syndicate of which Archie Spencer
is the managing director. One
house will seat 1,000 and the other
will be of an intimate type seating
600. Policy planned embraces newsreels and short subjects.
Cleveland — An 1,800-seat theater,
to be called the New West Park, is
now
being
kowich
and constructed
associates. by Max LefMoore Haven, Fla. — The Glades
Theater has been sold by the owners, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Klutts to
Mrs. Mary Hayes Davis of La Belle,
who operates houses in La Belle and
Ciewiston.

40 Day-and-Date Openings
Scheduled for "Barriers"

Monday, Aprill 9, 1937

FRELS ANTI-TRUST
TRIAL OPENS MAY 24

Dallas— The trial of the suit
West Haven, Conn. — Michael Cascioli, lessee of the Park Theater in brought by Reuben Frels against
the Allingtown sector, announces Jefferson Amusement Co. and others,
plans for a new $40,000 950-seat has been set for May 24 in the
theater at Orange Ave. and Forest United States District Court. This
Rd., diagonally opposite the present suit, which was brought on alleged
location.
violations of the Sherman Antitrust act, involves virtually every
Brook, Ind. — Miller Bros, have ac- important moving picture producer
quired the Brook Theater, now dark, and distributor in the country. It
is expected to be on trial for a week.
and will reopen Friday.
Hope, Ark. — The new 450-seat
Rialto Theater, a Malco house, has
opened. Arthur Swanke, manager
of
the Saenger, will direct the new
Rialto.
Fort Worth, Tex. — The Texas
Theater, operated by Earl Penix,
has closed.

WB Cutting 20, Shooting
Eight and Preparing Five

Sunday Film Referendum
Bill Signed by Md. Gov.
Baltimore — Gov. Harry W. Nice
has signed one bill authorizing a
referendum on Sunday movies in
Oakland, Md., and has two more for
similar privileges elsewhere before
him. One would permit showing in
Annapolis, subject to approval by
the voters at the next election. The
other will permit motion pictures
in the Fifth District of Anne Arundel county, which will affect only
one house, provided 10 per cent of
the gross receipts from the sale of
tickets goes to the American Legion
or other charity. The bill also provides that a referendum be held in
November, 1938, and, if the voters
approve, Sunday movies can continue
but if they disapprove showing will
have to stop at the end of the year.
Two bills requiring that some pictures be labeled "for adults only"
by the Censor Board failed to pass.
Another bill to permit officials of
political units in the State to adopt
daylight saving never got out of the
committee to which it was referred.

Forty first-run situations in key West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
spots throughout the country will
Burbank — Warners' studios here
are working at top speed with 20
play GB's "Silent Barriers" day-and- features
completed and in the hands
date during the week of April 29,
it was announced Saturday by of the cutters awaiting release dates.
George W. Weeks, GB sales mana- Eight more are before the cameras
and five are in preparation for early
Pix in preparation are:
Among the key spots set are the shooting.
RKO ace theaters in Newark,
ger.
"The Perfect Specimen" with ErRochester, and Syracuse; M. and P.
rol Flynn and Miriam Hopkins, difirst-run situations in Boston, and
rected by Michael Curtiz; "GentleComerford Publix houses in Scranman After Midnight" with Leslie
ton and Wilkes Barre.
Howard, Olivia de Havilland, Bonita
Granville, Donald Crisp, Hugh
O'Connell, Patric Knowles and Grant
Mitchell, directed by Archie L.
$20,000 Balm for Cracraft
White Plains — In a sealed verdict Mayo; "Campus Scandals" with
"Varsity
Show"
opened by Justice Mortimer B. Pat- Frank
starring McHugh;
Dick Powell,
Fred Waring
terson in Supreme Court, Tom and
His Pennsylvanians, and Ruby
SICK REPORT
Adrian Cracraft, New York theatri- Keeler, directed by William Keighcal designer, received $20,000 damages for injuries received when he ley; and "Angle Shooter" with Pat
Detroit — Mae Questel (Betty
was struck last July in Westport, O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Margaret
Ricardo Cortez, John Litel
canceled her engagement at
Conn., by an automobile owned by Lindsay,
and Ben Welden, directed by Ray Boop)
the Michigan because of illness, and
Mrs. Myrtle Robson, and driven by Enright.
her son William.
was replaced by Frank Crumit and
Julia Sanderson.
ble feature policy and he or she
doesn't go to pictures so often — it
can be eliminated only by having
the producers reduce the quantity of
pictures they turn out and concentrate on quality, and by the elimination of block booking so that exhibitors could play the pictures best
suited to their audiences. Poor pictures would not be exhibited but
the returns on good pictures would
be far greater and there would be
every incentive for the making of
real box office attractions.
"I wonder, if block booking were
eliminated, would there be a theater that would not have played
'Maytime', 'San Francisco', and 'Mutiny on the Bounty', and I also wonder what these pictures would have
grossed throughout the country for
the producer if exhibitors could have
played them without having to buy
an entire block of 50?"

Neb. Attorney General
Favors Anti-Ascap Bill

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Robert Grandin, cast
hrM-G-M's "The Firefly," is nursing a broken arm, received when
Lincoln, Neb. — Promise of support
of the anti-ASCAP bill when it tossed by his horse.
brushes the Supreme Court for a
test, when and if passed by the uni- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
cameral legislature here, was made
Los Angeles — John Howard, Parlast week by Attorney General
amount actor, cracked his right
Richard C. Hunter to Senator Frank ankle while playing tennis with
Karl Struss, cameraman, at the
Brady, the bill's author.
Brady had originally written to Los Angeles Tennis Club.
Hunter for an opinion on the constitutionality of the legislation
Oklahoma City — Tom Dyer of the
which Hunter declined to do, calling Dyer Theater Supply, who sustained
three
broken ribs in an accident at
it "unexplored legal matter."
His letter stated it was progres- Antlers, is on the mend.
sive legislation and as such his office would be unable to do more at
Jack Pearl, comedian, has returned
present than be interested and give to his home, 300 Central Park West,
it the office defense when tested.
after undergoing a minor operation
The bill is expected to come up a week ago at the Hospital for Joint
Diseases.
this week.
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THE

THE GERSHWINS
WROTE THEM . . .
THE WORLD IS ■
SINGING THEM: J
"Slap That Bass"— "I've
Got Beginner's Luck"
—"They All Laughed"—
"Let's Call The Whole
Thing off"— "They Can't
Take That Away"— "Shall
We Dance."

SHOW

EVENT

THE

!... a new
AWAITS
WORLD
Astaire-Rogers show! . . . Rhythm's
grandest gift to the screen ! . . . Fred and
Ginger on roller skates ... in an exciting
new world of gay delights . . . ten times
more thrilling than ever ... in the show
that tops their own highest peaks!

FRED ASTAIRE
GINGER ROGERS
SHALL WE DANCE
with

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON • ERIC BLORE
JEROME COWAN * KETTI GALLIAN
WILLIAM BRISBANE and HARRIET HOCTOR
Music by GEORGE GERSHWIN
Directed by Mark Sandrich
*

* Lyrics by IRA GERSHWIN
Pandro S. Berman Production
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Reviews <4 ike View films
SHORTS

"When
Love Is Young"
with Virginia Bruce, Kent Taylor, Walter

Brennan
Universal
76 Mins.
INDIFFERENT OFFERING AMBLES
ALONG WITH NO PARTICULAR SNAP
OR PUNCH.
This is one of those productions that
will be seen and forgotten soon after, as
it lacks any particular color or individuality
in story or treatment. A very capable
cast fails to lift it out of the rut of the
routine. Virginia Bruce is the little girl
from a farm who gets romantic over the
local Lothario and is broken-hearted at
the school dance at graduation exercises
when the class prophecy makes her out
to be a country bumpkin. Later she goes
to New York to take vocal lessons, meets
up with Kent Taylor, a press agent for a
Broadway show, who sets out to make a
blues singer out of her. And so on and
on the story rambles rather aimlessly, till
the press agent succeeds in making a glamour girl out of her and putting her over
in a Broadway show. It has all been done
before, only much better. The finale has
the girl going back to the hick town only
to be disillusioned about her local dream
man who turns out to be a phony as compared with the press agent she left on
Broadway. So back to the show and her
real love. Miss Bruce is very good, and
handles a loose part with distinction. That
goes also for Kent Taylor as the press lad.
Walter Brennan plays the girl's uncle in
the role of a kindly old codger, and is excellent. Hal Mohr had a tough baby for
his initial directorial assignment. The
story
to
worksimply
on. wasn't there for him to go

Cast: Virginia Bruce, Kent Taylor,
ter Brennan, Greta Meyer, Christian
William Tannen, Jean Rogers, Sterling
loway, Nydia Westman, David Oliver,
Smart, Laurie Douglas.

WalRub,
Ho!Jack

^ Director, Hal Mohr; Author, Eleanore
Griffin; Screenplay, Joseph Fields, Eve
Greene.
Direction,

Fair

15

Photography,

Okay

Foreign Pix at Esquire
"Thank You, Madame," Viennese
film with Jan Kiepura will be the
opening attraction on April 26 at
the Esquire Theater, 44th St. and
Eighth Ave., new foreign policy
house operated by the Consolidated
circuit.

THE GO-GETTER"
(George Brent, Anita Louise,
Charles Winninger)

"A Day With the Dionne

(Pathe News o
Production)
iplets"
RKO Rad
20 Mins.
Quintu
Can't Miss
You can't miss with this one as
the Dionne Quins make their bow as
talking screen stars. Of course
their talk is somewhat indistinct,
and even their guardian angel Doc
Dafoe seems to have a tough time
trying to figure out this baby talk
in mixed French and English. But
the kids are a riot and their cuteness will have the femmes oo-hing
and ah-ing all over the theater.
Through the day the camera follows them in close-ups, invading
the private life of these world-famous young ladies. Dr. Dafoe
shares the footage with his young
charges, as well as their nurses.
The climax has the doctor phoning
his family to say good-night, and
the babes each answering him in
turn. The picture is by way of
celebrating the approaching third
birthday of the famous quins.
Pathe Topics No. 6
Radio
9 Mins.
Very Good
Opens with the well known ventriloquist, Walter Walters, shown in
remarkable close-ups with his famous dummies, Frankie and the
Baby. Some very difficult impersonations, especially with the yelling baby. The second subject is "Ski
Tracks," with Percy Olton commenting on the do's and dont's of
the skiing art as the expert performs in the mountain snows. John
Harvard's Birthplace closes the reel,
with a journey to Southwark, the
old district of London, with its reminders of the literary giants of an
earlier day. Edited by Thomas
Chalmers.
RKO

Four New Industry Firms
Given Illinois Charters

"Rhythm On the Rampage"

(Headliner Comedies)
Radio
10 Mins.
Good Laughs
A comedy sketch featuring Ted
Fiorito and his ork. The action
moves very fast, and carries a good
quota of laughs. The action concerns a member of the orchestra
RKO

who pays a visit to a blonde's apartment, posing as the orchestra leader Ted whom she is crazy about but
has never met. The tough boy
friend of the girl escapes from jail,
and the orchestra lad flees, with the
hard guy in pursuit, thinking he is
Fiorito. And so into a funny climax
with the escaped convict finally
landing back in jail. Produced by
Bert Gilroy. Directed by Jean
Yarborough.
"California Missions"
11 mins.
RKO Radio
Gorgeous
This is one of the finest collections of shots of California scenery
ever assembled. It is strictly confined to views of old Missions, built
by the Franciscan Friars. The ancient ox cart of the friars as they
journeyed through the country in
the old days is re-created as the
method for presenting the different
missions, in the order in which they
were originally founded. Alois Havrilla supplies the narration. The
photography is superb, some of the
shots standing out like oil paintings.

FOREIGN
"SOL OVER DANMARK/' ("Sun Over
Denmark"), Danish dialogue film; Scandinavian Talking Pictures release; story by
John Olsen; directed by Holger Madsen,
with Grete Sjolin, Gerda Newmann, Bruno
Tyron, et al., in the cast.
Presented
at

Turpin Trust Dissolution
Sought to Benefit His Son

Chicago — J. B. Blanton, J. T.
Scott and Earl L. Warwick have
organized the Talking Picture Co.
with offices at 565 Washington
Blvd.

St. Louis — A suit to dissolve a
trust embracing the $119,000 estate
of the late Charles H. Turpin, Negro
and film theater owner, has been
filed in the Circuit Court by SenThe Van Theaters Co. has been
ator Michael Kinney, administrator
organized by a group headed by G. of the estate. Action seeks to have
W. Nikolopulos, with offices at 6228 his son, C. Udell Turpin of Chicago
So. Halstead St. S. J. Basseir is declared sole heir. Under the terms
the attorney for the group.
of the trust fund the money would
The Goodman Theater Corp. has
provide financial assistbeen formed by H. and G. Goodman eventually
ance for the higher education of
and P. Neiderman with offices at 77
Negro boys and girls of St. Louis.
W. Washington St. H. Herson and
Leonard Gordon have organized the Turpin accumulated most of his fortune through the operation of sevEllemo Theater Corp. with offices at
eral motion picture theaters for
128 N. Wells St.
negroes.

Monogram Using W. E.

V. C. Auxiliary Luncheon Set

Scott R. Dunlap, Monogram production head, has arranged to use
Western Electric equipment for recording the Monogram program.

Kansas City, Mo. — Ladies Auxiliary of the Variety Club will hold
its final luncheon meeting of the
season on May 12.

Mins.
the Cinema de

Paris.

i2r
Running time:

#
120

First Danish dialogue picture to reach
New York. It is a very pleasing film that
holds fast the attention of an audience
despite the fact that there is only a thread
of a story. What there is deals with the
summer vacation of two girls who tour the
country and end up their recreational and
romantic adventures with the capture of
husbands. Primarily the most attractive
phase of the film is its scenic backgrounds,
and is virtually a travelogue. But patrons
of all types will enjoy it, despite its length
and the added handicap of having no English titles. But these, because of the simplicity of the story, are really unessential.
"DER LETZTE WALTZER" ("The Last
Waltz"), German dialogue film with English titles; a Panorama production, based
on operetta by Oscar Straus; directed by
Georg Jacoby. with Camilla Horn, Ernst
Dumcke, Max Guelstorf, et al, in the cast.
Presented at the 86th Street Casino Theater. Running time: 94 mins.
An exceptionally well made picture whose
cast, headed by the lovely Camilla Horn,
is happily chosen, and whose technical and
musical aspects are consistently interesting.
The story is filled with romance and drama
and deals with life in Russia's court a
generation ago. All the episodes are readily
understood by American audiences because
of their obvious character and the added
fact that flash-in titles in English are
numerous and punchy. Film ranks well-up
amongment foreign
productions in entertainvalue.
"INKOGNITO" ("Incognito"), German
dialogue film with English titles; a Ufa
production; directed by Richard Schneider Edenkoben, with Gustav Froehlich, Hansi
Knoteck, Hans Leibelt, et al in the cast.
Presented at the 86th Street Garden Theater. Running time: 81 mins.
Fairly diverting romantic comedy, with
smooth direction but a rather trite story
which tells of a wealthy young man who
turns from a jaded life of ease and luxury
to those less tinseled and more practical
things of the work-a-day world. As a clerk,
he meets a girl with whom he falls in love.
She stands by him despite circumstantial
evidence that he is a crook, — which, of
course, he is not. There are many amusing situations during the action, which
takes place in a suburb of Berlin. The cast
is skilled, and Hansi Knoteck is an ideal
leading lady.

'KID GALAHAD"

(Edw. G. Robinson, Bette
Davis, Humphrey Bogart)
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New England Attendance Up 1 5 P. C; STEADY CONSTRUCTION
PACE RULES MICHIGAN
'37 AS "BEST YEAR" 20 New Theaters Under Construction

DALLAS EXHIBS. SEE
FILM

By VIOLET SHORT
DAILY Staff Correspondent

Dallas — Although
exhibitors predict that 1937 will be the best year
in history for the Dallas theaters,
box office grosses for the first three
months of 1937 are under the totals
for the same period in 1936.
According to Col. H. A. Cole, Allied
Theater Owners of Texas, Inc., these
figures, however, do not indicate a
business slump. They resulted from
a prolonged siege of ice and snow —
the worst in the history of Texas —
which virtually paralyzed
automobile traffic in the Dallas area for
several weeks and which thus naturally affected theater attendance.
The difference in the first quarters
of 1937 and 1936 was, in percentage,
negligible.
Normal weather attendance, both downtown
and in the
neighborhoods of Dallas, is increasing steadily, with neighborhoods reporting admissions running from 10
to 25 p. c. ahead of a year ago. Interstate Circuit, operating
11 theaters in Dallas, reports an increase
keeping step with business improvement in all other lines.
The first quarter of 1937 witnessed the first Dallas downtown
theater, The Tower, being built and
opened in 10 years. A new neighborhood theater, being built at a
cost of $25,000 by C. J. Stevens, is
scheduled for completion at 5319
Maple Avenue June 1st. Approximately 25 per cent of the neighborhoods in Dallas have either undergone complete remodeling or have
added extensively to their equipment, such as screens, sound, etc.
There are no dark houses in the
Dallas area.
Although bank night is losing its
appeal in many other parts of Texas,
it still flourishes in Dallas with that
of the Melba Theater, downtown,
topping. Smaller exhibs, however,
are finding that it takes an increasingly large award to draw the
crowds and many of them in smaller towns are discontinuing it.
While there is a decided tendency
towards the elimination of double
features and giveaways on the part
of the neighborhood theaters, midnight shows on Saturday night are
proving very profitable to the several neighborhoods which recently
inaugurated them.
It is not likely that the rising
trend of prices on other things will
touch the admission prices in the
Dallas theaters. This is because of
state and Federal taxes which would
virtually take from the exhibitor
whatever profit he might make by
raising prices.
The fact that the Texas CentenSingles Click, Says Landau
!

St. Louis — Dual;
needed?
Not
so.
says Louis Landau,
operating
the Maryland Theater, who has made single features
pay
since
dropping
doubles
on
Jan. 13 last.
Landau
is using shorts in
lieu of the second
feature.

{Continued
for exhibitors all through the
first
period of this year, with attendance
totals 15 p. c. higher than in the
same quarter of 1936.
January and February were very
good months for exhibs, due to the
mild winter and lack of outdoor winter sports competition.
Admission prices took an upward
swing in Boston when the Metropolitan, the key deluxe house of the
M. & P. chain, jumped matinee
prices from 50 cents to 55 cents and
evening prices from 65 cents to 75
cents. A similar increase was put
into effect by the RKO Boston theater a few weeks later. With a few
rive-cent exceptions, neighborhood
houses, including both circuits and
indies, did not raise their prices.
There are 20 new theaters under
construction in New England at the
present time. Sixty houses which
includes over 15 of the M. & P. circuits have made extensive alterations including new marquees, new
lobbies, new seats, carpets, fixtures
and projection equipment. The
Loew's Orpheum in Boston installed
new seats, new carpets, and made
extensive alterations in the smoking
rooms and lobby, estimated cost
of $75,000.

Ohio Monogram Franchises
Go to Select Corp., Onie
Monogram franchises have been
acquired by Nate Schultz of Selected Pictures Corp. of Cleveland for
the northern Ohio territory and by
William Onie of Cincinnati for
Southern Ohio, part of Kentucky
and West Virginia. Onie will open
a new office in Cincinnati.
Ben Welansky, president of the
Monogram exchanges in Boston and
Pittsburgh, has named Steve Brody
as New England manager and Dave
Selznick as manager of the Pittsburgh branch. The Boston office
opens May 1.
Lon T. Fidler has organized
Monogram Intermountain Pictures,
Inc., and will open Denver offices
May 1. Monogram Film Distributors has been ineorpoi-ated in Nebraska by L. O. "Bob" Ringler and
F. E. Judd to handle Monogram in
Iowa and Nebraska. Bill Strickland will be manager of the Omaha
offices.
A. M. Goldstein is directing the
Seattle and Portland offices of
Monogram Pictures Corp. of the
Northwest. Sam Decker and William Hurlbut have incorporated
Monogram Pictures, Inc., in Detroit to take over the Michigan
franchise.
nial in 1936 gave Dallas theaters
the best summer in history has led
to the expectation that the Greater
Texas and Pan-American Exposition will prove equally profitable
this summer.

from Page 1)

FILM

By H.
DAILY

F. REVES
Staff Correspondent

Detroit — Theater construction surNew sound equipment has been
installed in all Boston houses and
vey by The Film Daily in Michigan discloses a steady building pace
nearly all suburban theaters. Mirrophonic equipment was installed in prevailing rather than the spurt noticeable a year ago. New houses
nearly all Greater Boston M. & P.
houses.
recently opened include the Radio
E. M. Loew has just completed a City theater at Ferndale, local subdeal with the City of Lynn to built
urb, operated by the William J.
an outdoor drive-in theater on city Schulte Circuit; the Eastown at
property. This will make the third Grand Rapids, and Harold Hedler's
Valley Theater at Newaygo.
drive-in theater in New England.
Theatersstructionplanned
or under conGiveaways are still popular in
include:
New England, Bank Night heading
MICHIGAN: Large theater projthe list with approximately 350
ect at Midland, by William A. Cashouses using it. Nearly four out of
five suburban houses are using give- sidy; rebuilding of the burnt MaTheater, Monroe, by Rene
aways in some form or other. Near- German;jesticnew
house by James M.
ly $500,000 has been given away Minter, Flint; $100,000 house by
during
timated. the past 12 months, it is es- Schlossman Theaters, Muskegon;
new house at Gaylord for the Olsen
All neighborhood houses are using Bros.; new house for G. A. Ward
duals as well as several in town at Mount Pleasant.
theaters, including the Paramount
DETROIT AND SUBURBS: Circle Theater at Dearborn, nearing
and Fenway, Scollay Square Olympia, the Modern and more recently, completion for James Stoia and Josthe RKO Memorial.
eph Miskinis; Palmer Park Theater
Latest report of the Film Board in Highland Park, for Ray Schreiof Trade give the number of the- ber; Beverly Theater, for Barney
aters now operating in New Eng- Kilbride, on which woi'k was started
land as 1,008. A number of these this week; unnamed house for Wishouses reopened this year were dark per and Wetsman Circuit at Harper
since 1929.
and Chalmers Avenues, still on paper; Chicago Theater, 560-seat west
Seven New Film Industry
side house; Ben Cohn's Congress
Theater, a west side house under
j
Companies Incorporated construction; Will Rogers Theater,
announced for building at Grosse
Albany — Seven new film industry Pointe by James N. Robertson.
companies have been chartered by
Most of these are circuit-operated
houses.
the Secretary of State. The list:
Plans for three or more theaters
Benton-Schine Corp., Saratoga
have been announced additionally
Springs, to exhibit motion pictures.
William E. Benton, Reba E. Ryan, by Butterfield Circuit.
"U" Has 20 Stories From
John A. May, incorporators.
Film Circulation Corp., New York
City, to distribute motion pictures.
"A"DAILY
Pix
Alfred H. Weiss, Charles A. Adami, West Which
Coast Bureauto ofSelect
THE FILM
Harry W. Bontemps, incorporators.
Hollywood — With the return of J. Cheever Cowdin, UniRKO Proctor Mt. Vernon Corp.,
versale studio chieftains prepared
Mount Vernon, to operate motion
for final conferences to set the 1937picture theaters. Ethel M. C. Pugh, 38 schedule of features. Sources
Rose Hornstock, Ruth Bishop, incor- close to U's production plans told
The Film Daily that the company
porators.
Sound Masters, Inc., New York owns screen rights to approximately
City, to deal in motion pictures, 20 major story properties, all of
picture records and films. W. Franch which will be available for the makGithens, Harold E. Wondse, Francis
ing of "A" pictures on the new lineCarter Wood, Jr., incorporators.
up, and that 75 per cent of the stoOpus Film Co., Inc., New York
ries for its forthcoming "B" pictures
City, to deal in motion picture films. had also been bought. Cowdin is
Stella Schwartz, Gertrude Schmelzer, expected to remain at Universal City
Harold G. Saltzman, incorporators. for about 10 days before returning
to New York by plane.
Ran-Piu Operating Corp., New
York City, to exhibit motion pictures, operate theaters. Julius S.
Vaude Gains in Michigan
Triebwasser, Bernard Rothbaum,
Detroit — Increasing use of vaudeville
Harold N. Horowitz,
incorporators.
by local theaters is reflected in summary of four weeks of vaudeville booked
Artcinema Associates, Inc., New
by Sol
Berns,
of the Del-Ray
Orchestras and
Attractions.
Houses include:
York City, to exhibit motion picRialto. Flint; Palace, Windsor, Ont .;
tures. Emil J. Jensen, Joseph G.
Colonial,
Lincoln,
and
Beacon,
Detroit;
Kosch, Charles J. Mylod, Harry G.
Frolic, Midland; Strand, Alma; and
Kosch, Milton H. Reuben, incorporaMichigan at Saginaw.
tors.
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Claim No Film Production Control Under Wagner Law

SEE ALLIED TO PUSH THEATER CLASSIFYING BILL
Attendance of 500 Expected at Coast SMPE
Eastern
Delegation
of
100
Slated to Attend Spring
Convention
Approximately 500 members of the
S. M. P. E. are expected to attend
its Fall convention at the Hollywood
Roosevelt hotel at the coast May 2428, inclusive, it was indicated at
headquarters of the organization in
New York yesterday. The eastern
delegation is figured at about 100
members.
Program for the session will pay
particular attention to developments
in television and color as well. A
number of papers will be presented
dealing with the former subject.
Tentative program for the meeting will be announced shortly in
New York.

KUYKENDALL SPEAKS
ON RADIO PROBLEM

Allied Arts Organized to Produce Operatic Pictures
With plans for producing full-length features and shorts based on operas, Allied
Arts Productions has been organized with Deems Taylor, composer and music critic,
as its executive vice-president. Associated with the company are Theodore Benedek,
as president; John D. Williams and Arnold Genthe. Taylor will supervise the music
and Dr. Genthe will direct photography.

IATSE TO ORGANIZE
FILM RIGHTS' SALES
THEATER EMPLOYES UP UNDER GUILD PACT
I.A.T.S.E. executive board at a
meeting last week in Chicago presided over by President George E.
Browne decided to make a national
drive to organize ushers, doormen,
theater cashiers and film exchange
employes.
Some time ago the I.A.T.S.E. initiated a two per cent tax on the
weekly salaries of members. Funds
raised through this tax will be used
for the organization drive.

Italy Is Still Undecided
on Distribution Fee Tilt

Memphis, Tenn. — Ed Kuykendall,
president of the M.P.T.O.A., in his
Despite reports to the contrary,
address yesterday to the 300 persons attending the semi-annual con- Italy has not officially decided upon
vention of the M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, new film industry regulations, afMississippi and Tennessee at the
fecting American companies, to succeed the ones expiring on July 1, it
Hotel Chisca here, stressed the work
of the national organization in its was stated at the Hays office yesterday. Under consideration at Rome
10-point program and the injury to
(Continued on Page 8)
is a proposal
to increase
(Continued
on Page 6)the distri-

Major Co. to Make New
Offer for Fox Brooklyn

Sidney R. Fleischer, arbiter in the
sale of motion picture rights to
plays, said yesterday that despite
the film company's claim that sales
of film rights to plays would be
reduced by the workings of the new
Dramatists' Guild contract, the first
season's operation under the contract had been a success because
there had been more sales to the
(Continued on Page 7)

Better Offer for Roxy
Indicated Next Monday

(Continued on Page 8)

Situation in Studio, Counsel Says

(Continued or. Page 6)

7 Denver Houses Up Prices
Denver — The Curtis street houses, including the Flaza, Isis, Rialto, Victory,
Tanor, Center and State, are upping their
admission
prices a nickel.

Campaign
to
Supplement
Drive for Divorcement
Measures
Apart from an energetic campaign
designed to bring about passage of
theater divorce bills supplementing
the North Dakota statute, Allied is
understood planning to sponsor more
measures similar to the one introduced in the Minnesota Legislature
seeking to classify theaters and do
away with the present system of
protection. Discussion of this subject is expected to occur at the exhibitor association's annual convention at Milwaukee late next month.
The Minnesota measure would set
up four theater classifications as
follows: first run houses charging
35 cents or more adult top, second
(Continued on Page 6)

SKOURASTOlXTEND
SINGLE BILL TRYOUT

Indications are that an improved
It was decided yesterday at a speoffer for the Roxy Theater to meet
cial managers' meeting of Skouras
the objections raised to the present Theaters to continue single bills at
the
Lafayette
theater, Suffern, N. Y.,
reorganization plan under which
20th Century-Fox will acquire the and the Manhasset, Manhasset, and
theater will be made known next to replace duals with singles at two
the New York City
Monday when adjourned hearings theaters outside
(Continued on Page 7)
on the plan will be resumed.
Yesterday in Federal Court, fur- Variety Clubs Pick Cincy;
ther hearings were adjourned
for

Wagner Law Only Applies to Labor

Joseph Nemerov, attorney, said
yesterday that his client, who is acting for a major company, would
make an offer this afternoon to Federal Judge William Bondy for the
Fox Brooklyn
Theater
and office Tri-States, Central States

Meeting

The Wagner Law, recently upheld
by the U. S, Supreme Court, does
Won't Combine, Says Blank not allow Congress to regulate film
production itself, according to a
Des Moines — A. H. Blank, presi- spokesman for the major companies
dent of Tri-States Theater Corp., yesterday. It only applies to the
has announced the cancellation of studios,
it was declared, to prohibit
the option under which Paramount acts which would impose an unfair
Pictures, Inc., was privileged to pur- burden on interstate commerce.
chase his half interest in the corA principal
feature
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued
on Page of
6) the law

Harris Again Chief Barker
Omaha — Cincinnati will be the
1938 national convention city of the
Variety Clubs as the result of action taken at the 1937 conclave here.
Officers re-elected for 1937-38 are:
Chief Barker,
John H. Harris,
(Continued on Page 6)
Femmes
United
force of
into the
"Women
get dual

Chase Publicity

Artists plans to dispatch a
about 20 women exploiteers
field late this month to plug
Chases Man." Picture will
premiere at Los Angeles on

April 28 at Warner's
Downtown theaters

Hollywood

and
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March of Time" Calls
Kansas Incident Closed

Report "U" to Handle GB
Pix in U. S. Is Denied

As far as "The March of Time"
is concerned, the Kansas censor incident which occurred when Senator Burton K. Wheeler's comment on
the President's Supreme Court plan
was deleted, is closed, stated Ralph
Rolan in New York yesterday.
The matter has resulted in widespread publicity in both papers and
broadcasts. E. A. Briles, chairman
of the Kansas House ways and
means committee, discussed the case
over the air from Kansas City Sunday afternoon.

A report that Universal might
handle physical distribution on GB
product in America was denied yesterday by R. H. Cochrane, president
of the former company, who dismissed the matter by saying the "rumor comes from
up every
few from
months."
Reports
England
time
to time have expressed the opinion
that such a move might materialize
owing to the association between C.
M. Woolf and Universal and the new
alliance between Woolf and GB.

275 Simultaneous Dates
Set on Warners' "Prince"
Warners' "The Prince and the
Pauper" is scheduled for simultaneous openings in 275 situations
throughout the country during the
week of May 8, which is the week
of the Coronation ceremonies of
England's King George VI. Demand
is attributed to the fact that the
film contains a sequence showing
the actual coronation of an English
monarch.

Budd Rogers, head of Alliance
Films, yesterday denied a report
that Republic might release one of
his B. I. P. pictures.

Sunday Film Referendums
Every 2 Years Under Bill
Under a bill just introduced in
the Pennsylvania House of Representatives, towns would be allowed
to hold referendums on Sunday
openings every two years, instead
of every five years, as the present
law orders.

Three K. C. Exhibitors
Minimum Wage Measure
Block Ban on Giveaways
Passes Colorado House

MARKET
Low
241/4
35
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3/4
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5/8
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. .
MARKET
Bid
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96
99
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15
98i/2
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58

RKO Plan Hearing May 24

The Colorado House has passed a
bill establishing minimum wages
for women and minors. A similar
measure has been approved by the
New York Senate.
Also in Colorado, both houses
have passed a bill banning marathons and also a measure legalizing
dog racing, the latter having gone
to the Governor for his signature.
The Mayor of Denver has vetoed
a city ordinance ordering daylight
saving time.

Hospital Fights Theater

Kansas City — Proposed agreement to ban giveaways here was
blocked yesterday by the failure of
three exhibitors to sign a pact which
would have been operative for two
years from May 16. Two of the
exhibitors indicated that they might
sign at a later date. No further
meetings are planned and apparently no other effort will be made to
put over the plan.

Dismissal of Dixon Case

"Ecstasy" is being held over for
the 16th week at the Warner's Orpheum Theater in Chicago, and is
now playing its 26th week at the
Park Theater, Boston. Film is also
in its 6th week at the RKO Downtown Theater, Detroit, setting a
record there.

Further hearings on the RKO reorganization plan before Judge WilU. M. P. T.
liam Bondy were adjourned yesterday in Federal Court to May 24.
Philadelphia—
Hearings on the fairness of the plan Edgar Moss at
get under way Thursday before Spe- here last night,
his two decades
cial Master George W. Alger.

WALTER VINCENT returns to New
tomorrow
from
Richmond,
Va.
Y. FRANK
cago, returns

Upheld by Circuit Court

PAUL O'BRIEN
New
York.

has gone to the coast fror

J. DON ALEXANDER, president of the Alex
ander Film Co., and MRS. ALEXANDER arriv
today from Colorado Springs. They will sto
at the Waldorf-Astoria.
HAROLD B. FRANKLIN arrived from th
Coast yesterday and is stopping at the Ne\
York Athletic Club.
SAM DEMBOW
row or Thursday

returns to New
from Chicago.

FILM

ATTORNEY
New York.

GEORGE

WRIGHT

GUS SCHAEFER, Paramount manager in Ger
many and Central Europe, is confined to hi
hotel in New York by the grippe.
W. E. VAN BEVEREN, head of Americai
Tobis, arrives tomorrow on the lie de France
after a six weeks' business trip in Europe.
PHILLIPS HOLMES, film actor, has arrive;
in New York from Hollywood and leaves fo
England
shortly to make
a film there.
ERROL FLYNN, who arrived from Englanc
yesterday on the Queen Mary, leaves for Hollywood today.
LAWRENCE STALLINGS and MRS. STALL
INGS; JASCHA HEIFETZ and his wife, tfiE
former FLORENCE VIDOR; ARTHUR SCHWARTZ,
song writer; and KARL GRUNE, film actor
also arrived on the Queen Mary.
ALICE

FAYE, co-star with Walter Winchel

and Ben Bernie in "Wake Up and Live," arrives in New York from the coast early in
May
for a brief vacation.
HARRY
Theaters'
advertising GOLDBERG,
head, will be Warner
in Chicago,
Milwaukee,
Cleveland and Pittsburgh during this week tc
for "The

U. M. P. T. O. feted
the Warwick Hotel
the affair marking
in the industry.

Detroit — Walter J. (Wink)
Briggs, formerly manager of poster department for Paramount Exchange, is dead.

Prince and

the

WALTER ABEL, stage and screen actor, left
route.
New York over the week end for RKO Radio's
coast studios, and will visit Minneapolis en
Pauper."
FRED LANGE, Paramount continental manager with headquarters in Paris, plans a trip
to New York within a few weeks.
ED
land.

FISHER, of the Columbia Pictures exploitation department, leaves today for Cleve-

DAILY

"Wink" Briggs Dead

of Dallas is ii

CHARLES MUNRO, who has arrived at th<
Coast from Australia, is due in New Yor!
May 20.

Washington — Rep. Doughton,
chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, will appear before the House Rules Committee
Thursday to ask consideration of his
resolution which would kill the present law providing for publication of
salaries in excess of $15,000.

O. Fetes Moss

York tomor

W. S. VAN DYKE and CARTER BARRON ar
rive in New York Thursday from Washington.

Salary Publicity Fought
Washington Bureau of THE

Yor

FREEMAN, who has gone to Chi
to New York tomorrow.

set ad campaigns

Hearing will be held today beU. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
fore Supreme Court Justice Julius yesterday upheld the lower court in
Miller on the move of the Lenox dismissing the complaint of Thomas
Hill Hospital and St. Ann's Acad- Bullitt Dixon against the A. T. &
emy to prevent erection of a theater at 1109 Lexington Avenue on T., Western Electric and Erpi charging infringement of patents for amthe ground that the theater would
plifying apparatus used in television
be within 600 feet of the institutions and motion
picture reproduction,
and would be an annoyance. De- sound recording, radio and telephone
fendants are the Bureau of Standand originally
transmitting.
Bullitt's
ards and Appeals and Mrs. Marie receiving
action was
brought
in
Hardart, owner of the property at February, 1932.
1109 Lexington Ave.

"Ecstasy" Stays on in 3 Spots

Coming and Going

APRIL
20
Harold Lloyd
Fred
Kohler
Sidney
Lanfield
Roy J. Pomeroy

APITOL
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GAY!

Fun in the ads and fun at the
Box-Office! Another M-G-M
hit for happy showmen!
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NOTE!
Broadway gets a
screenful of joy! On
the same program
with "Personal
Property"
are
M-G-M's
"Servant
of the People"
and
Pete Smith's
"Ski Skill".
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Thanks for a swell ad!

The 1937 FILM YEAR
TION
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PICTURES is now being distributed to all subscribers to
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Hollywood Office
6425 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California

YEAR

M.G.M.!—
We
would appreciate
it greatly if you would
let us know if Leo hapchance
pens by some
to find
a word BIG
enough to describe
Maytime. We would
like to use it to describe our production
—The 1937 Film Year
Book.
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SEE ALLIED TO PUSH
CLASSIFYING MEASURE

WAGNER LAW APPLIES
ONLY TO STUDIO LABOR
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued from Page 1)

permits employees to have the right
to form, join or assist in forming
labor unions and to bargain collectively through representatives of
their own choosing.
So far the law has been individually studied by major company counsel and no Hays office meetings on
it are contemplated, it was stated
yesterday.
In an Allied bulletin, Abuam F.
Myers, general counsel of the organization, speculated as to whether
or not the law allows Congress to
regulate "what goes into pictures."

run theaters charging between 35
and 25 cents; third runs, charging
between 20 and 25 cents and fourth
runs getting 15 cents or less. Theously. aters in each division would be allowed to play products simultane-

Variety Clubs Pick Cincy;
Harris Again Chief Barker
(Continued from Page

1)

Pittsburgh; First Assistant, M. R.
Clark, Columbus, Second Assistant,
John Maloney, Pittsburgh; Dough
Guy, Frank Drew, Pittsburgh; Property Master, James Balmer, Pittsburgh, Chairmen Earle Sweigert,
Philadelphia; E. J. Weisfeldt, Milwaukee; Allan Moritz, Cincinnati;
Marc Wolf, Indianapolis; Ed Kirchendahl, Detroit; Harry Shumow,
Omaha.
Harris, discussing the outlook for
flesh shows, said that there was
scant hope for a comeback, and the
future of the stage rested with its
possible revival in small towns
where talent is developed.

Major Co. to Make New
Offer for Fox Brooklyn
(Continued from Page 1)

building that will be an improvement over the Si Fabian reorganization plan in that it will offer more
bonds and more interest to bondholders.
Under the Fabian plan, bondholders would receive 50 per cent of the
present face amount of their bonds.
Nemerov said his client may offer
dollar-for-dollar in new bonds. He
declared also that his client might
offer a larger first mortgage, adding
that $1,000,000 might be obtained
from the RFC for this purpose.

Aberdeen and Hoquiam
Theaters Boost Prices
Seattle — Grays Harbor theaters
at Aberdeen and Hoquiam have
boosted B. O. rates. Increases were
placed in effect at six showhouses
in the twin harbor cities of Western
Washington. While children's admission remains a dime, rates are to
be 35c for balcony in first run
houses and 40c for lower floor, exclusive of tax. Subsequent runs will
charge 25c and tax.

•

• • A REAL progressive bunch of young lads are running that University Theater at Harvard
f'rinstance, they
have a gent sitting in the front row of the balcony, clutching a
telephone and a memo pad
he is sitting there at the first
showing of every picture
he phones the projection booth
and gets the right sound control on the various scenes
on the pad he makes copious notes on the intensity of sound
at the second performance the operator has a typewritten sheet
giving him the detailed instructions on regulating the sound
in the collitch paper, "Harvard Crimson," featured ads
are frequently run on the current picture, giving a puff review
and an adverse write-up and urging the students to settle
the controversy themselves by seeing the show
• • • ALL THE trade press lads gathered to greet Ray
Bell
Loew's publicity aee in Washington
at a luncheon at Tony's on West 52nd St
Ray sails today for Italy,
having won the trip as the first prize in the Selznick "Garden
of Allah" exploitation contest
T
T
T
• • • DURING THE entire two-week showing of "Maytime" at Loew's Stillman theater in Cleveland
Manager
Jack Lykes noted a very distinguished elderly couple attending
a performance daily
toward the end of the run Jack made
bold to inquire the reason for such unusual interest
they
told him that the fine musical score was the magnet that lured
them
Jack also claims that this picture has boosted the
marriage license business in Cleveland
• • • THAT SWING tune of Duke Ellington's "I've Got
to Be a Rug Cutter," is featured in Republic's "Hit Parade"
... • Irving Brecher, the lad who writes the gags for Milt
Berle, gets a writing contract from RKO Radio to take effect
this fall ... • Milton Kronacher, former Pathe News representative, writes from the Hotel Ambassador at Fallsburg, N.
Y., where he has been for his health the past few years
Milt and the missus celebrated their 30th wedding anniversary
the other day, and the hotel people threw a big blowout for
the occasion
he keeps in touch with his old pals' activities
by reading the li'l ole paper
•

• A NEAR panic in the Palace theater averted Saturday afternoon
when smoke
from a fire nearby was
drawn into the house by the exhaust fans
an oldtime theater man happened to be watching the show
he jumped
to the nearest exit, threw it open, and calmed the excited women
and kids with his cool, steady voice assuring them there was
no danger
T
T
▼

Distributors would be required to
post in their exchanges notices of
availability 14 days before the territorial release date and also terms
under which productions are to be
sold.

Italy Is Still Undecided
on Distribution Fee Tilt
(Continued from Page

1)

bution right fee from 30,000 lire to
between 40,000 and 80,000 lire on
productions dubbed in the country.
Local dubbing is required by the
Italian law.

SICK REPORT
Philadelphia — June Walker,
screen and stage actress, is reported
recovering at the Germantown Hospital from blood poisoning which,
hospital authorities say, responded
to an operation and a blood transfusion after it was thought that the
malady might necessitate amputation of the star's left leg.
New Haven — Irving Bonoff and
Sam Weiss on the recuperating list
after stays in the hospital.
Denver — On sick leave for the
last year, George Paper has recovered and rejoined Fox as city
manager at Long, Mont.

•

• • • NEW OFFICES opened by George E. Price at 2
East 57th St. . . . • Philip Gravitz, Metro booker at New
Haven, will be married to Jessie Boxer of Brooklyn on May 29
looks as if Phil has booked himself for the main bout at
last ... • Lester S. Tobias, premium man, is all set in his
new quarters at 25 West 23rd St. . . . • The Columbia baseball team have re-elected Joe Freiberg and Al Schwartz as manager and captain respectively
T
T
T
• •
• OUR GIRL Friedegg was all upset
"A nosey
guy was here, Phil, and he looks over the mail on your desk as
if he was a country postmaster"
''That's okay, Frieda.
If
he can find anything worth while in these press blurbs, it's more
than we can, and we've been looking 'em over and overlooking
'em for years."
Frieda gave us one of her mean looks
"Now I can understand why yours is the most overlooked
kolyum in the world."

«

«

«

»

»

»

Denver — Mrs. Bud Kelley, wife of
the former operator in this territory,
is under treatment for a heart ailment in a local hospital.
Detroit — Sidney Berman, office
manager for United Artists Exchange, is in Harper Hospital, following a minor operation.
Detroit — Elmer Zuhelke, manager
of Cassidy Circuit Theaters at Midland, Mich., is convalescing at Saginaw, following a serious operation.
Detroit — William G. Bishop, divisional director of publicity for
M-G-M, is expected to return from
Florida on April 23, followingseveral months' convalescence.
Des Moines — Mrs. Harry Gottlieb,
("Dorothy Day") in charge of publicity for Tri-States Theaters Corp.,
has returned to work on part time
basis after an illness.
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FILM RIGHTS' SALES
UP UNDER GUILD PACT

A "£MU" (mm "£ots

SKOURAS TO EXTEND
SINGLE BILL TRYOUT

By RALPH WILK
(Continued from Page 1)
HOLLYWOOD
B. F. Zeidman again has borrowed
(Continued from Page I)
Eric
Linden
and
Cecilia
Parker
group, The Film Daily was advised
AN innate desire to bring to the
films than during the preceding seascreen the story of the roman- from M-G-M to appear in "Sweet- by the Skouras office. Names of
son and prices had been higher.
hearts of will
the Navy"
tic life of Benjamin Franklin, is Mansfield
direct. which Duncan the theaters to go into singles were
Fleischer said that since Aug. 1,
not given as it will take several
taking
Richard
Thorpe,
M-G-M
difilm rights to 15 plays had been
weeks to make the adjustment.
rector, to New York within the next
purchased by motion picture com- two weeks to confer with one of
It was held unlikely that singles
As a present to Gary Cooper,
could
be instituted as a general polpanies
through
the
arbiter's
office.
Franklin's
direct
descendants.
If
It has now become the practice to Thorpe is successful in securing whom he "discovered" 12 years ago,
icy in New York City as long as
grant movie companies the right to sufficient corroborative data to war- Samuel Goldwyn has made a film Loew's and RKO held to duals.
"short" containing scenes of every
televise film versions of plays, but
rant making a picture, it is possible
to reserve the right to televise the it will be considered as a starring picture in which the actor has appeared up to "The Adventures of
George H. Hill Dies
play with living actors to the au- vehicle for Clark Gable.
thor.
Fall River, Mass.— George H. Hill,
T
T
T
55,
former
business manager for
Marco Polo."
theatrical shows and film compaBenny Rubin's discovery, Ann
Miller, lS-year-old dancer, has been
nies, died at his home following a
Max Factor and company, cosTri-States, Central States
given an important role in "Easy
metics, is making trailers in Eng- long illness.
Won't Combine, Says Blank Going," the Wheeler-Woolsey comlish, French and Spanish and later
will make one in Swedish. One of
edy,
which
Edward
F.
Cline
will
diJoe Moore Dies
(Continued from Page 1)
rect for RKO. Miss Miller was the trailers deals with autograph
Salt Lake City — Joe Moore, exhibporation, gives him permanent dancing in a San Francisco night hunters and another with screen
itor of Havre and Glendive, Mont.,
ownership of 50 per cent of the club, when she attracted Rubin's tests.
is dead.
attention.
stock. Tri-States operates 42 theT
T
T
aters in Iowa, Nebraska and Illinois. Blank commented on trade
Frank Gay and Arthur Rosson,
reports that Tri-States and Central producer and director, respectively
States Theater Corp. would be
joined into one operating unit. He of Grand National's "Cloudy, King
returned to Hollyis president of both concerns and of thewoodSierras,"
from Utah by air, with a mushas been for several years, but the
tang colt to be tested for the title
organizations function separately role in the picture.
and will continue under that arT
T
T
rangement, he said.
Grand National will be the first
company to use the new type of
portable sound trailer which WestRoth Forms World-Wide
ern Electric has just perfected. This
New Hollywood Company will be in connection with "Dynamite," starring James Cagney,
which Richard Rowland will produce
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
starting May 3.
Hollywood — With Eugene H. Roth
T
T
▼
, as president and general manager,
World-Wide
Picture Co. has been
Nataliedaughter,
Cantor, willEddie's
second
eldest
marry Joseph
organized here to produce, distri- Metzger, Hollywood antique dealer,
bute, purchase and sell both features at an early date.
: and shorts. Alfred Grasso is asso▼
T
▼
" ciated with the new company
as
Casting assignments: Warners —
technical supervisor. Roth announces Regis
Toomey, George E. Stone,
World-Wide already has one series
of shorts ready for release and that Craig Reynolds, "Angle Shooter";
Lumsdem Hare, "The Life of Zola";
| other deals are pending.
Republic — Patricia Ellis. "Rhythm
in the Clouds"; Columbia — Joseph
Sawyer, Harrv Fleishman, Billy
George Leathers Dead
Benedict, "White Heat."
T
T
»
Kansas City, Mo. — George
Leathers, veteran showman, is dead
This, that and t'other:
Dashiell Hammett will write "The
• i at Greenfield, where he had been
operating the Wilson Theater. Thin Man Returns" for M-G-M, and
Leathers, who is survived by his William Powell, Myrna Loy and
widow and a son, Paul Leathers, had Asta will be back in their old roles
been in ill health for more than a . . . Allan Dwan will direct Sh'rley
Whoever may be on the screen,
Temple in "Heidi" . . . Walt Bullock
year. The son will continue to oper- and
the
patron is in the seat. Stars come
Harold
Spina
will
write
the
ate the Greenfield house.
and stars go, but seat comfort
songs lind
forShaffer
"52nd
Street"
.
.
.
Rosawill work with Gene
Fowler and Hal Long on the script
pulls
patronage in
the seating
year 'round.
We
Chicago Co. Continues
are specialists
comfort.
of "Life of Jesse
James."
T
▼
T
Chicago — Chicago Cinema Products
New contracts: Eleanor Powell,
Co. is continuing operations, and
Ask us
will maintain its present policy, it Brent Sargent, M-G-M ; Julian Johnis announced.
ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE
son, 20th-Fox.

COMFORT-

the

Greatest Star of them all

Schertzinger West
Asks Coast
Exchanges'
on Casting Lead
Bur., THE Advice
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Victor Schertzinger,
Grand
National
producer-director
is making
transcriptions of song tests for the leading femme role in his first G.N. production, "Some
thing to Sing About." These are being sent to GN exchanges for a reaction from the
men in the field.
Identity of the players being tested is closely guarded.

American Seating Company
Public Seating for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas

w

THE

KUYKENDALL SPEAKS
ON RADIO PROBLEM
{Continued from Page

rday's afterSpeakers
included Harry
sessionyeste
noon's at
Graham, Vernon Adams, M. A.
Jackman, Kenneth E. Gouedy,
Light
Martin,
Knight, Jr. and Harry Memph
is
amusement editor of the
Commercial-Appeal.
There was no election of officers
secretarywith the exception of McKenzi
e,
treasurer Y. D. Moore, of
Tenn., — elected to finish the term of
H. W. Evans, elected last October,
who is no longer in show business;
W. H. Baker, of Macon, Miss., to
all
replace J. A. West, who has sold s,
his theater interests; H. J. William
director from Mississippi, in place
of W. H. Baker, elected vice-president; Sidney Wharton, of Warren,
Ark., director in place of his father,;
who has died since the last election
E L. Drake, of Jackson, Tenn., director, in place of Y. D. Moore,
elected secretary.
A dance and banquet ended sessions last night.

MPTOA Radio Committee
First Meeting Deferred
Initial meeting of the M. P. T.
O. A. radio committee, appointed
to determine ways and means of
coping with what is called unfair
competition, tentatively scheduled
for today has been put off until
later this week or next week. Walter Vincent, chairman, is in Richmond attending to a court case and
does not return to New York until
tomorrow.
Dancing as Opposition
Salt Lake City — Film Rialto here faces
: a new competitive threat. Hotel
Utah
I will inaugurate
matinee dancing from
3 to 5 p.m.
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Reviews of View Tiims
Wallace

'Pick a Star'

V)

the box office value of film stars who
appear on radio programs.
"Radio competition has to be recognized," he said. "Appearances of
stars on radio programs lessens
their box office appeal." Concerning the 10-point program he stated:
"Eleven months have passed and exhibitors are still being imposed
upon. I refuse to accept the theory
that this industry cannot solve its
problems within itself. Cancellations are most important; conciliation boards are essential; the score
charge is still a racket and distributors know that it must go. Legislation is important — we cannot evade
it. Responsible theater owners must
participate — keep in contact with
state and natheir legislators, both and
giveaways
tional. Bank nights
have to be considered. Theater
operators must increase civic pride
and meet with their civic clubs."
Kuykendall closed his address
with a plea in behalf of the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital.
Memphis theater managers, the
the NaPeerless Poster Exchange, Monarch
tional Theater Supply and
Supply . tendered the exhibTheater
itors a luncheon

mm

«mi

with

Patsy Kelly, Jack Haley, Rosina
Lawrence,
Mischa Auer
(HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW)

M-G-M-Roach

78 mins.

LOADED WITH GAGS THAT GET
LAUGHS, WELL ACTED, SHOULD PROVE
EXCELLENT
B. 0. FARE.

Beery

{Continued from Page

in

"Good
Old Una
Soak"
with Janet Beecher,
Merkel,
Eric Linden
M-G-M

70

mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
WELL-DIRECTED
AND
EFFECTIVE,
WITH
BEERY
IN A WARMLY
HUMAN
ROLE.

Don Marquis play, well directed by J.
All sreund "Pick a Star" manages to be
enjoyable fare. Some of the stuff is very Walter Ruben and scripted by A. E.
funny loaded with good gags and put oyer Thomas, is still effective material. Wallace Beery makes the chief character a
in grand style by Mischa Auer, Patsy Kelly
and Laurel and Hardy. Then again it lapses warmly, human, likeable person. Una
into some dull moments, but fortunately jMerkel, Ted Healy, Margaret Hamilton
there is much more of the former than of and George Sidney are effective aides in
the latter. Auer's presence perks up ac- comedy roles. Janet Beecher, Betty Furness, Robert McWade and James Bush are
tivity and his splendid performance which
includes some of his wild antics is good among the principals who do good work.
Eric Linden is excellent as the son of
for a lot of .solid laughter. A good number
of clever lines have been delegated to Beery and Miss Beecher, who causes all
Patsy Kelly who gets them over tor swell the trouble by stealing his mother's bonds
and selling them to his skinflint cousin,
returns. Laurel and Hardy's routines are
of the slapstick variety and should bring McWade, a banker. He does this so that
howls. Rosina Lawrence has the big fem- no can buy expensive presents for Judith
inine role which she handles very capably. Barrett, a night-club dancer, with whom
She is beautiful, sings nicely and troupes he is infatuated. Miss Beecher suspects
Beery of the theft, but he starts some
well. She carries the romantic interest
sleuthing of his own. He discovers that
along
with
Jack
Haley,
but
his
role
hasn't
Eric bought a $1,500 coat for Judith. Eric
much to it, and the romantic situations
are where the piece falls flat, and some of breaks down and gives him all the details.
Beery forces McWade to turn over $10,000
the desired high spots are not too effec(the increase in the value of the bonds)
tive. A lavish musical number is included
to him. Beery is lionized by his family.
but means little in the set-up. Richard
Harry Rapf rates credit as the producer.
Flournoy, Arthur Vernon Jones and Thomas
Cast: Wallace Beery, Janet Beecher,
J. Dugan, the authors and screenplay
Una Merkel, Eric Linden, Judith Barrett,
writers, have worked out the "country
Betty Furness, Ted Healy, George Sidney,
idea in a
in Hollywood"
good fashion
girl
littlemakes
different
while supplying a Robert McWade, James Bush, Margaret
lot of good comedy and some bright lines. Hamilton.
Producer, Harry Rapf; Director, J. WalWhile on gags and comedy routines, Edward Sedgwick's direction is very good.
ter Ruben; Author, Don Marquis; ScreenA forced landing brings a Transcontinental
play, A. E. Thomas; Cameraman, Clyde Dethe midwestern town where Ro- Vinna; Editor, Frank Sullivan; Musical
to Lawrence
plane sina
and her sister Patsy Kelly Score, Edward Ward; Dance Ensembles, Vai
Raset; Song by Walter Donaldson, Bob
live. One of the passengers is the screen
actor Mischa Auer. When a disgusted pas- Wright and Chet Forrest.
senger offers two tickets to Los Angeles,
Direction, Expert
Photography,
Good.
where her boy friend Jack Haley is trying
jumps
she
43 Pix in Work on Coast;
to get her a break in pictures,
at the opportunity. The two girls guided
Paramount Leads With 10
by Auer arrive in Hollywood where they
find Jack a waiter in a restaurant. For
a moment it seems as though Auer is going West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
to do the sweet Rosina wrong but his
Hollywood — Forty-three pictures
better self interferes. He gets her a screen are in production, with Paramount
test on which she is doing badly until having a big lead over the nearest
Jack enters to inspire her to bring forth studio. Paramount is making 10
her true ability.
Cast: Pdtsy Kelly, Jack Haley, Rosina
Lawrence, Mischa Auer, Lyda Robert i,
Charles Halton, Tom Dugan, Russeil Hicks,
Culiy Ricnards, Spencer Charters, Sam
Adams, Robert Gleckler, Joyce Compton
Johnny Ailhur, Jarnes Finlayson, Walter
Long, Wesiey Barry, Johnny Hyams, Leila
Mdntyre,
Benny
Burt.
Producer, Edward Sedgwick ; Director,
Edward Sedgwick; Authors, Richard Flournoy, Arthur Vernon Jones, Thomas J. Dugan; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Norbert Brodine, ASC; Art Director, Arthur J
Royce; Editor, William Terhune; Sound,
William Randall, Photographic Effects, Roy
Seawright; Musical Direction, Arthur Morton, Marvin Hal ley; Dances, Edward Court;
Music and Lyrics, Fred Stryker, Johnny
Lange, R. Alex. Anderson.
Direction, Very, Good. Photography, Good.

pictures, with Warners, Universal
and M-G-M five each. Columbia and
RKO are down for four each and
20th Century-Fox two. Selznick International, Wanger, Goldwyn,
Roach, Republic, Conn, Hackel,
Alexander Bros., and Darmour are
making one each.
"Easy Living," "Artists and
Models" and "Exclusive" have
started at Paramount and "Armored
Car" and "Black Aces" at Universal.
"Gentleman at Night" is new at
Warners
andBeat
"Easy
Going"
and
"You
Can't
Love"
at RKO.
"Where the Law Ends" has started
at Columbia.
"I Met Him In Paris" has been
finished at Paramount, as have
"Hotel Haywire" and "Night of
Mystery."

BETTER ROXY OFFER
INDICATED NEXT MON.
1)

one week for the express purpose
of attempting to settle objections
to the plan by having 20th CenturyFox present a better offer. Conferences between leading creditor
groups will be held this week to
work out the new offer.
From present signs, the outlook
for stockholder participation in the
plan is not very promising. Chief
participants in the conferences
working for an improved offer are
Carlos Israels, of White & Case,
counsel for the Pounds' bondholders
committee, proponents of the reorganization plan; Harold Seligson,
representing the Tipton bondholder
committee; Samuel Kramer, representing the Class A stockholder committee, and 20th Century-Fox officials.

Detroit Theater Curfew
Law to be Enacted Today
Detroit — This city's new theater
curfew law is scheduled for formal t

enactment
today
the Theaters
City Coun-of."!*'
cil.
Approved
by by
Allied
Michigan, the P-T Association,^
Y.W.C.A., among others, it provides ^
that children under 10 may not re-f
main in shows after 7 P. M. unless ff
accompanied by adults. Parents as*
well as exhibitors are .liable for *
enforcement under the new ordi- •"
nance — a provision demanded by";
theater owners
their ownmakes
pro- ¥1 °
tection.
Anotherfor provision
it an offense for an adult to buy a fa:
ticket for a child who is not under V
his care.
Ordinance also forbids children'!'
between 10 and 16 in theaters after*5

10:30 P. M., unless accompanied'''11
18 and
girlsandunder
21 inboys
all under'?1'1
night
adults,
by
theaters
between forbids
2 and 6 A. M.
Minors under 17 may not be em-^H
ployed in theaters except by special f
permit from the State Labor De-M,
partment and the Board of Educa-ld,
tion. Another provision forbids-' U
children under 16 in theaters be- w
tween 8 A. M. and 1 P. M. on school- Si:if,
days, and would apparently make a*1 \
parent
his child
to the the-iy
ater at taking
these times
an offender.

Denver Daylight Saving Loses
Denver — the
The Mayor's
Denver City
sustained
veto Counci'
of the
daylight saving measure for the
city. Results of the vote last night
were five in favor, four opposed
But six votes are necessary to over;
ride a veto. Theaters had opposec
the measure while radio stations
were in favor of it.
Spanish House In Fort Worth

Fort Worth — This city now has a
Spanish film theater, policy being
adopted for the Capitol Theater, rea year's the
darkness.
Escojido opened
isaftermanaging
house,Ramon
with
Victor M. Cano assisting.
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ZOTHFOTREPORTS $2,11.598 FIRST QUART. NET
Nlew Emil Jensen Firm Gets Artcinema Story
i

Critics'
. . . InvitationsForum
to 1,500
—

By CHESTER

B. BAHN

TO

1,500-odd of America's leading motion picture reviewers, editors and
olumnisrs today go invitations to particiate in THE FILM DAILY'S fifth annual
ritics' Forum.
Through the medium of nine stated
jestions. reflecting timely developments
> the industry, and the traditional Squawk
epartment in which its contributors have
-■limited and unrestricted floor privileges,
le 1937 Forum constitutes a stock-taking
- the cinema both as an art and a busi3SS.

Good sportsmanship, of course, is a
irdinal principle, and indeed to that fact
uch of the success of this cooperative
irvey has been due in the past. The
piousness with which critics, editors and
.lumnisrs approach their annual task and
,ie honesty of their comment moreover
imbine to provide a splendid pledge of
Sessional integrity.

"Ht unique position occupied by the
journalistic affiliates of the industry
akes them qualified advisers. Without
direct stake in it, they nevertheless are
'ose enough to comprehend many of its
■ oblems, and to approach those problems
ithout prejudice and politics.
Nor is this all. Their expressed viewjints, in no small degree, reflect those of
ie great reading public they serve. Thus,
the last analysis, the voice of the Forum
that of today's alert, intelligent random
elf.
ROM preceding Forums have come many
benefits, and no microscope is required
detect the industry's application of conructive
suggestions.
Publication
of a
gest of the 1936 Forum's
findings in
sokiet
form
for Hollywood
and
home
fice executive
use only met a natural
J^smand.
This year's digest will be similarly pubihed and circulated, following its appearice in the columns of this paper and its
-iiiltaneous national release to Forum conibutors for local use. The digest will
: preceded by the usual serialization of
mim replies. The first installment will
.•pear at an e.arly date.
Watch for it.

Production
Planned

of Two
for Its
Year

Features
First

Artcinema Associates, Inc. has
been organized with Emil C. Jensen
as president and has acquired assets
of Art Cinema Corp. consisting of
approximately 30 productions which
have been released and a number of
unproduced books, original stories
and plays.
The company, which will engage
in production and distribution, has
tentative plans
for making two fea(Continucd on Pan, 1 1

FABIAN REORG, PLAN
ACCEPTED BY COURT
Federal Judge William Bondy yesterday accepted the Si Fabian reorganization plan for the Fox Brooklyn Theater and office building after
rejecting a cash offer for the property because
the bidder
out(Coutinued
on Page wanted
12)

Technicolor's Early 37
Earnings Up 100 Per Cent
West

Coast

Buxan

of THE

FILM

Next It'll be Dishes
Spies in the employ of your favorite
trade paper report that up in Westchester county, Spyros Skouras of Green
Haven is demanding 14 days' clearance
over George Schaefer of Larchmont.
With each exec having projection equipment in his home, competition is alleged
to be fierce and it is rumored that
Skouras is threatening to give away
dishes unless his demands
are met.

Equivalent to $1 a Share
on
Common After Paying
Preferred

20th Century-Fox, at its annual
stockholders meeting yesterday, reported net operating profit of $2,067,598, after normal Federal income tax, for the 13 weeks ended
Mar. 27, last. This compares with a
profit of $1,239,760 for the first
quarter of 1936 and a profit of $2,338,275 (exclusive of dividends from
National Theaters of $1,134,000) for
the fourth quarter of last year.
No dividends were received from
The New Universal, according to National Theaters during the first
announcement made yesterday by quarter of either year, it was stated.
is made
for3) surtax on
R. H. Cochrane, President, will hold No provision
(Continued
on Page
its annual convention this year at
the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles starting May 17.
General Sales Manager J. R.
Grainger yesterday sent telegrams
to all of the Exchanges inviting the
District Managers, the Exchange
Managers and the entire Exchange
sales force to attend the convention. The home office executives in
Sidney R. Kent and other officers
New York will also be in attend- of 20th Century-Fox were re-elected
ance. The men will arrive in Los at the annual meeting of its board
Angeles on Sunday, May 16.
of directors yesterday, following the

"U" SETS CONVENTION
FOR COAST ON MAY 17

20TH-F0X DIRECTORS
RENAME KENT PREXY

B. & K. Officers Re-elected;
Otterson, Netter Resign

DAILY

Chicago — All Balaban & Katz
Los Angeles — Technicolor, Inc.
earned $120,000 before payment of officers were re-elected at the annual (Continued
stockholders' on meeting
yestertaxes in the first two months
of
Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)

annual stockholders' session.
All directors were again named as
follows: H. Donald Campbell, John
D. Clark, John R. Dillon, William C.
Michel, William
P. Phillips, Herman
(Continued on Page 8)

MoreHouses
National
Theaters'Prices
to Advance

Al Steffes' Statement Denies Allied
Sponsoring N. J. Theater Divorce Bill
M-G-M

Rights

Spyros Skouras, head of National
Theaters, told The Film Daily yesterday that admission prices "have
to be raised"
to meet
increased
costs
(Continued
on Page
3)

Casting a new angle on the New

Starting British
Jersey situation due to introduction
Production August 1st of a theater divorcement measure

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Metro's first British
production will go before the cameras August 1st with Michael Balcon as producer.
First stoiy not
(Continued on Page 3)

in its legislation last week, Allied
yesterday disclaimed any responsibility or connection with the bill
called Assembly Bill No. 507. The
statement, issued in New York by
Sidney E. Samuelson acting for Al
(Continued on Page 12)

H. M. Richey Resigns
Detroit — Henderson M. Richey, general manager of Allied Theaters of
Michigan, has proffered his resignation
to take another post undisclosed.
Allied's board of directors is meeting
with Richey to arrange a possible continuation in his present office.
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Am. Seat
23i/2
23i/2
231/2
Columbia Picts. vtc. 341/2
341/4
341/4
Columbia Picts. pfd.
Con. Fm. Ind
41/4
41/4
41/4
-11 72
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd.. 151/s
T15. /2
15
East. Kodak
ti 72 158i/2 158y2
1591/4
do pfd
841/2 831/2
Gen. Th. Eq
25V8 831/2
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
8
9% 251/4
8i/8
23% % 221/2
Paramount
26 3-5 1793/4
Paramount 1st pfd.
1793/4
184
Paramount
2nd pfd.
231/2
81/s
Pathe
Film
10
40i/s 391/4
RKO
9%
49i/7
493/4
391/4
20th Century-Fox
491/2
20th Century-Fox pfd.
82
15'/2 82
151/8 82
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
151/s
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith
A-0
6s46
98y4
98i/4
98%
Loew 6s41ww
983/4
98V4
98%
Para. B'way
3s55
Para.
Picts.
6s55. . . 100'/4 100y4 IOO1/4
RKO 6s41
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123
123
Warner's 6s39
971/2
97
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NEW
YORK
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MARKET
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand
Nat'l
Films
Sonotone
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Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
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.
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1%
23%
45/g
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23%
41/4
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STOCK

pfd
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Net
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%
—
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+
—
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i/4
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—
—
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l!/8
1/4

—
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—
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+
+
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%
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—
—
—

23/4
1%
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1/4
i/2
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MARKET
Bid
Asked
96
99

BONDS

Fox Thea.
Bldg. 1st '36
Loew's Thea. Bldg. Co. 1st '47
Met. Playhouse '43
Roxy Thea.
Corp. 1st '40

14
97%
73
56%

15
98%
75
58

2 P. C. Film Tax Measure
Defeated in Ohio House
Bill imposing a 2 per cent tax
on each foot of film has been defeated in the Ohio house, major distributors in New York learned yesterday. The Legislature is scheduled
to adjourn April 29.
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Coming and Going

Dishes in Philly "War"

Philadelphia — Stanley Warner
will fight giveaway fire here in kind,
NEIL F. AGNEW has gone to the coast, preliminary to flying to Hawaii.
and to that end will extend their
GLORIA SWANSON, film star; EDWIN
recently adopted policy to every section where opposition theaters have KNOPF, publisher and EUGENE GOOSSENS.
orchestra leader, accompanied by
been using games and premiums, it symphony
MRS. GOOSSENS, sail for England today on the
is reported. Next step, it is under- Queen Mary.
stood here, will be the use of dishes,
E. J. HEWITT, export manager of Gaumont
with Bank Night also a possibility. British,
sails today on the Manhattan for a
Stanley Warner position is repre- world tour.
sented as being appreciative of the
WILLIAM VAN DEVEREN, director of Amerfact that giveaways, games, etc.,
ican Tobis Corp., arrives from Europe today on
is not show business, but that the the lie de France.
tactics of indie competitors leave it
LINDEN BRYANT, French portrait painter,
no alternative.
is en route New York from Hollywood and
Dufaycolor Lab. Making
In film circles, there is a growing sails
shortly for Europe, having completed a
of John Boles, film actor, for a
16 mm. Copies in Color conviction that the universal use of painting
British steamship
line.
such biz stimulants here will eventually
bring
exhibitor
regulation
of
COLLETTE LYONS, screen actress, arrives in
Dufaycolor, Inc., has established
New York from Hollywood for a vacation.
a special laboratory for making 16 the practices by agreement.
mm. copies of its 35 mm. negative
PIETRO
CIMARA,
orchestra
leader,
is
route to Italy aboard the Roma.
film, either with or without sound.
This makes possible an unlimited Fay to See Vogel on B. O.
LOUIS SHURR. theatrical agent, arrives in
number of natural colored prints for
Increase in Providence Hollywood
today from New York.
the first time in 16 mm. history, it
A. L. BERMAN. film attorney, has arrived
is said.
Hoping to bring about a dime in New York from the coast.
price increase in Providence firstMR. and MRS. LAWRENCE LANGNER have
run houses, Ed Fay todav plans to returned
Audio Productions Has 15
to New York from Hollywood, bringconfer with Joe Vogel of the Loew
with them a new untitled play which they
Commercial Films in Work circuit, which also operates in that have ingvirtually
completed.
city. He is expected to later conDERMOTT QUINN, who has completed role
tact RKO, which also has interests in M-G-M's "Parnell," has arrived in New
Audio Productions, Erpi picture
York Morirz.
from the coast and is stopping at the
producing subsidiary, has 15 com- in Providence, on the same matter. St.
mercial films in work at the moment Fay would like to jump admissions
from a 40 to a 50 cent top.
CHARLES STERN goes to Washington today
and expects to complete 40 educafrom New
York.
tional films in the next year, The
JACK KIRKLAND returned to New York yesFilm Daily was yesterday advised Col. to Sell About 58
terday from Hollywood.
by Frank K. Spiedell, president.
MARIO has arrived in New York from the
Business is much improved, Speidell
Features for 1937-38 coast en route to Italy.
said.
OGDEN STEWART is in New York
Annual meeting of the company
Columbia will sell about 58 fea- fromDONALD
Hollywood.
will be held May 13.
tures for 1937-38 season distribuHELEN HOERLE, who has returned to New
tion, Jack Cohn, vice-president, in- York from the coast, goes to Washington todicated yesterday in New York. morrow.
Mono. Opens K. C. Branch
Company's program for current
GORDON S. YOUNGMAN, RKO Radio attorney, has returned
from a Florida vacation.
W. L. Norris, president of Con- year totaled that, number, including
solidated Film Distributors Inc., 16 Westerns. Cohn expects to make
LOUIS
FROHLICH
and
HERMAN
FINKELKansas City, has formed Monogram a trip to the coast soon.
STEIN,
of Schwartz
& Frohlich, have gone to
Helena,
Mont.,
to represent
Ascap
Friday at
Pictures Corp. of Kansas City, Inc.,
the
the constitutionality
of the state-;
of which he is president and W. P.
law test
taxing of Ascap.
Humston, secretary. Lester Dur- Metropolitan Playhouses1
KNOX, Erpi vice president in charge
Biz Is Greatly Improved of GEORGE
land formerly with Republic beengineering,
leaves Friday for Hollywood.
comes sales manager.
EMANUEL COHEN leaves the coast this week
Business of Metropolitan Play- for New York.
houses for the first quarter of 1937
DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS, president of TechAmateur Show for Stanley
nicolor, isen route to New York.
was "substantially better" than the
corresponding
period
last
year,
it
Pittsburgh — Warner Bros, have
GEORGE V. T. BURGESS, vice president and
closed with the Wilkens Jewelry Co. was said yesterday by William Phil- general manager of the General Service Studios
vice president, following a returned to New York this week from Hollyfor presentation of a Wilkens Ama- board lips,
meeting of the company.
teur Program on the Stanley stage
for the week of June 4. Wilkens
wood.
have presented amateur program
Silbert Rites Today
from stage of Moose Temple and
Tenn. Imposes Three Cent
Funeral
services
for
Jacob
Silbroadcast every Sunday over WJAS
Tax on Theater Admission
bert, widely known Yiddish actor
for the past two years. Brian Mc- who died
suddenly on Monday night
Donald, emcee, and Jerry Mayhall,
musical director, will also be in of heart disease while dining alone
Memphis, Tenn. — New Tennessee. |
charge of the stage show.
in a restaurant at 29 St. Mark's
Place, will be held at 11 a.m. today tax of three cents on theater admis- ■
in the Zigmund Schwartz Funeral sions, becomes operative July 1.
Parlors, Fifth St. and Second AveFadman Coming to U. S.
Edwin M. Fadman of Red Star nut. Burial will be in Mount Hebron Cemetery, Long Island. He is
Films, Paris, comes over late this
month on his annual trip for pro- survived by his widow, Lena, an
duct. He will go to the Coast while actress, and three children, Theoit '»
in the U. S.
dore, Gertrude and Bertha.
Topeka, Kans. — Protesting the action of the Kansas Board of Review
in scissoring remarks of Senator
Burton K. Wheeler critical of the
Roosevelt court reform plan from
the current issue of "The March of
Time", former Gov. Alf Landon yesterday called upon his successor,
Gov. Walter Huxman, to "correct
the foolish act". Landon said he
was shocked "by the reactionary position of this Board, two of whose
members I appointed".

•i-

FILMACK
SPECIAL
TRAILERS-

RKO, KAO

Boards to Meet

RKO
Radio and KAO
will
board meetings tomorrow.

hold

'Marked Woman'

Held Again

"Marked Woman," will be held at
the Strand for at least a third week,
beginning Saturday.

THE
WISE

CHOICE
OF
SHOWMEN
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$2,067,593 NET FOR
20TH-F0X IN QUARTER

NEW JENSEN CO. GETS

1 ARTCINEMA'S ASSETS
(Continued from

Page

tures for release during the 193738 season. About 15 talking pictures
included in the lot of 30 will be reissued. Among the re-issues will be
"Abraham Lincoln" and other properties not placed in distribution will
be sold.
In addition with his new enterprise with headquarters at 729 Seventh Ave., Jensen will continue to
represent the Pickford corporation.
Also operating from the Jensen office will be the American activities
of the Capitol Film Corporation,
Ltd., and Trafalgar Productions,
Ltd., both of London, under the supervision of Al Aronson. Public relations and service departments of
the new corporation will be in charge
of Charles E. Moyer.
Legal negotiations for the new
corporation were completed through
William Clark, of O'Brien, Driscoll
and Raftery, and Harry G. Kosch.

Technicolor's Early '37
Earnings Up 100 Per Cent
(Continued from Page

JIB. & K. Officers Re-elected;
Otterson, Netter Resign
Page

•

• • IF ANY producer is contemplating making a picture of the marines the following comments from Frank
H. Rentfrow, editor of The Leatherneck, official mag of the U.
S. Marines, should prove valuable as a guide Mister Rentfrow is outside the industry, so he tells the truth and doesn't
givewrites
a damin awhether
likes it orwhat
not
here's think
what
he
personal anybody
letter concerning
the Marines
about Marine pictures

•
•
•
AS FAR as Marines go, Lon Chaney's "Tell It to
the Marines"
is still outstanding they still show it at
Parris Island to recruits "Leatherneckin' " was probably
the world's worst
one that slid in and out with practically
no publicity was Monte Blue in "The Man from Headquarters,"
a really good yarn and a splendid picture "Leathernecks
Have Landed" was okeh, with only one minor error, which was
when the first sergeant didn't dismiss the company properly
"Devil Dogs of the Air" was interesting, but pretty
bad for accuracy
. . "What Price Glory" was, of course, beyond reproach, as were the rest of the Edmund Loew-Vic McLaglen series
the others, "Moran of the Marines," "Come
On, Marines," and "Let It Rain," cause no favorable comment
among the personnel

1)

% 1937, double the amount earned in
the corresponding period of 1936, act cording to Herbert T. Kalmus. Company has 12 features scheduled for
•v this year and expects to use up 60,000,000 feet of film by the close of
i the year.

(Continued fiom

(Continued from Page

\)

1)

day. Business for the past year
shows a substantial increase of $1,000,874 profit against $638,000 the
previous year. John E. Otterson
and Leon Netter resigned from the
board of directors, reducing same
to seven members, all of whom were
re-elected. Barney Balaban and Y.
Frank Freeman were here from New
York offices.

•
•
• FOUR HUNDRED film men piad tribute to Edgar
Moss
20th Century-Fox district manager in the Philadelphia territory at a dinner at the Warwick in that city
among those attending from out of town were William
Sussman, Harry Buxbaum, Joe Lee, Lew Lehr, Senator Frank
Harris Frank
Durkee, Johnny
Roberts, Elmore
Heins,
Morton Thalhimer, Harry Thomas, Abe Lichtman, I. Rappaport
Herman Gluckman, John Nolan, Jack Skirball, Earle Hammons, Clayton Bond
Carter Barron, Ed Reek, Harry Kalmine
the speakers were Lewen Pizor, Clayton Bond, Harry
Kalmine. Commissioner James Clark, Earle Hammons, William
Goldman,
Ted Schlanger, Dave Barrist
the toastmaster
was Jav Emanuel
•
•
• ONE OF the most comprehensive campaigns ever
staged in Syracuse . was that put on by Manager E. H.
McBride of Loew's State theater in that city, for "Maytime"
Mac went to bat with everything in his repertoire
his campaign
schedule shows almost 100 items listed
which is by way of being near the top as a record for diversified effort on one campaign

Gomez Shifts to Chile
Max Gomez, who has been managing the RKO Radio office at Sao
Paulo, Brazil, has been appointed
manager of the recently established
i < hilean exchange at Santiago, replacing Walter Reich, resigned.
Pedro Experanza, Gomez's assistant at Sao Paulo, has been promoted to manager of that exchange.
$500,000

Rogers

Wash. Bureau of THE

J

Memorial
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Senators Thomas and
Lee, Oklahoma Democrats, have asked
Congress for a $500,000 appropriation
tor construction of a memorial to Will
Rogers. A bill which they propose
provides for a Will Rogers Commission
to be appointed by the President to cooperate with the Oklahoma commission
in constructing a memorial on a site to
be donated by Mrs. Rogers.

•

• • THE SEVENTH anniversary of Ross Federal Service was celebrated the other day with a dinner at the Hotel
Algonquin fifteen execs of the company attended, with H.
A. Ross, prexy, presiding ... • At Cincinnati, love is in
bloom, with Manny Naegel, salesman for 20th-Fox, and Dorothy
Malloy, assistant cashier, announcing their engagement

• • • THAT PREMIERE of Dave Selznick's "A Star Is
Born" at the Music Hall tomorrow, threatens to be a gathering
of New York intelligentsia and cognoscenti and literati and all
that stands for uppity-up
all because Dorothy Parker, the
titillating wit, collaborated on the script with Friend Husband,
Alan Campbell, and Robert Carson
she will attend the
evening performance with a party of friends ...
• NOTE:
nothing from Our Girl Friedegg today
she went to the
game at the Yankee Stadium with a couple of film execs whose
grandmothers were sick, too

«

«

«

Report 20th-Fox May Make
Cash Offer for Roxy Stock
Plan is under consideration whereby 20th Century-Fox may make a
cash offer to holders of the outstanding stock of the Roxy Theater, The
Film Daily is advised. It is fairly
certain that a better offer will be
made to the bondholders than is provided in the present plan.
Formal announcement of what will
be done will be made known to Special Master Addison S. Pratt in Federal Court Monday.

MoreHouses
National
Theaters'Prices
to Advance
(Continued from Page 1)

of films, labor and materials. Skouras said National Theaters would
raise prices in most spots where it
had not done so, except in situations
where competitive conditions made
this impractical. Prices have already been raised in a few spots, he
declared.
Earnings for the first quarter of
1937 are somewhat better than the
same period last year, he declared.
National Theaters earned $1,200,000 in the first 6 months of 1936.
The company
nual statements.issues only semi-an-

M-G-M

Starting British
Production August 1st
(Coniinued from Page

»

»

1)

definitely set, but Jack Conway is
expected to direct it. Among pictures planned for British Productions is "Shadow of the Wing," starring Clark Gable. Robert Montgomery, Robert Taylor and Luise
Rainer are among Metro's stars extions. pected to appear in British produc-

APRIL
David
Billy

»

1)

undistributed profits in the new figures.
After allowing for the first quarter's preferred dividend, there remains profit equivalent to $1 a share
on the 1,683,075 shares of common
stock outstanding as of Mar. 27, last.
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WINCHELL BERNIE FAYE
PATSY KELLY NED SPARKS JACK HALEY
GRACE BRADLEY • WALTER CATLETT
LEAH RAY- JOAN DAVIS • DOUGLAS
FOWLEY- MILES MANDER
Directed by Sidney Lanfield
Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan.
Screen play by Harry
Tugend and Jack Yellen. Original story by Curtis Kenyon.
Based
on Dorothea Brande's book.
Music and Lyrics by Mack Gordon and Harry Revel

Darryl F. Zanuck

in Charge of Production
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SEXY PIX JUST IDEA
OF FEATURE WRITERS

lltvUws of VUw TiUns
Ann

St. Louis — Impending return of
sex to Hollywood is something
existant only in the vivid imagination of newspaper feature writers,
the M.P.T.O. of St. Louis, Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois has
been assured by Will Hays and major company execs.
Fred Wehrenberg's organization,
aroused by newspaper stories, asked
the General and the execs, "How
come?", and the replies, without exception, were disclaimers.
"You may be very sure, of course,
that no producer will lessen in any
way the great care and efforts always for the finer pictures and the
best
of
advertising," Hays wrote
Wehrenberg.
Al
"We
your
RKO

Lichtman of M-G-M penned:
are in thorough accord with
resolution." Ned Depinet of
wrote: "I say most emphatically that we intend to continue our
policy of producing only high class,
clean, wholesome pictures. As far
as I know, that is the intention of
all the better producing companies."
Similar pledges were received
from Sidney R. Kent, President,
Twentieth Century-Fox Film; G. J.
Schaefer, Vice President, United
Artists; R. H. Cochrane, President,
Universal Pictures; Neil Agnew,
Vice President, Paramount Pictures,
and W. R. Johnston, President,
Monogram Pictures.

E. E. Shumaker Again Head
of Erpi Pix Consultants
E. E. Shumaker was re-elected
President of Erpi Picture Consultants during the annual board meeting at which time Charles Olajos
was elected assistant treasurer and
John McGilvray Assistant Secretary.
According to H. C. Grubbs, Vice
President in Charge of Distribution
who recently returned to New York
from an extended visit to the west
coast, distribution has now become
a secondary activity with most attention being confined to research
and to production activities under
the direction of Dr. V. C. Arnspiger.

Say Fleischer Studios
Violating Wagner Act

Wednesday, April 21 ,1937

Harding

Boris Karloff in

in

"Love From A
with
with Basil Rathbone,
ESinnie Hale
United Artists
87 mins.
MELODRAMATIC THRILLER CARRIES
STRONG SUSPENSE WITH FINE PERFORMANCES.

Stranger"

Chiefly distinguished for the splendid
performances of Ann Harding and Basil
Rathbone. Based on the stage meller by
Frank Vosper. This British studio production gets away to a very slow start, and
it is only when the picture is half over
that the audience realizes they are in for
a creepy thriller. For Ann Harding as the
girl in search of romance has married a
psychopathic case who got a shock during
the war, and he is very cunning about
concealing his affliction. It is not till he
induces her to buy a country place in
England after they return from their continental honeymoon, that she begins to
notice any thing wrong with her hubby.
Gradually the audience also is let in on
the fact that the man is a cunning criminal who has already done away with
three wives in order to secure their fortunes. He has set a certain night to do
away with his present spouse, and the
way the suspense is built up from one
mounting episode to another will satisfy
the most rabid thrill fan. Suffice it to
say that the plot is pure meller, and it
is only the fine script by Frances Marion,
the expert direction by Rowland Lee, and
the brilliant performances by Ann Harding and Basil Rathbone that lift this from
a commonplace meller to a really exceptional film of its type. Anyone who appreciates superior acting will get their
money's worth from the performances of
these two brilliant players.
Cast: Ann Harding, Basil Rathbone, Binnie Hale, Bruce Seton, Jean Cadell, Bryan
Powley, Joan Hickson, Donald Calthrop,
Eugene
Leahy.
Director, Rowland V. Lee; Author Frank
Vosper, Agatha Christie; Screenplay,
Frances
Cameraman,Marion;
Philip Editor,
Tannura.Howard O'Neil;
Direction, Excellent. Photography, Very
Good.

Buffalo Gunman Gets $300

20TH-FOX DIRECTORS
RENAME KENT PREXY
{Continued from Page

"Night Key"
J. Warren Hull, Jean Rogers,
Hobart

Cavanaugh

Universal
66
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
REFRESHING
MATERIAL,
SCRIPTED,
GIVES
KARLOFF
THETIC ROLE.

mins.

CLEVERLY
SYMPA-

The William A. Pierce story has some
refreshing material and has been cleverly
scripted by Fristam Tupper and John C.
Moffitt. It provides Boris Karloff with a
sympathetic role and he does excellent
work as an inventor, who turns the tables
on his rival, Samuel Hinds. The picture
has been ably directed by Lloyd Corrigan.
Robert Presnell deserves much credit as
the producer. Jean Rogers is the love
interest opposite Warren Hull, while Hobart Cavanaugh supplies all the comedy as
"Petty Louie," a small-time robber. Frank
Reicher, Edwin Maxwell and David Oliver
are among the principals. Twenty years
before the picture opens, Karloff has invented aburglar alarm system, which Hinds
gained by legal trickery. They were partners and Karloff had married the girl
Hinds loved. Karloff perfects a new system, which makes his old invention obsolete. Hinds contracts to install it, but
does not specify a starting date. Realizing
Hinds lias again tricked him, Karloff breaks
into shop after shop with an instrument,
which neutralizes the burglar alarm. Alan
Baxter, gang
Karloff's
strument andleader,
forces learns
him toofbreak
open in-a
jewelry store for his men. Because Karloff
destroys his device, Baxter's men kidnap
Jean Rogers, Karloff's daughter. After
some complications, Karloff is able to outwit Baxter and his gang. They are captured, and Karloff and Hinds make peace.
Cast: Boris Karloff, J. Warren Hull, Jean
Rogers, Hobart Cavanaugh, Samuel Hinds,
David Oliver, Ward Bond, Frank Reicher,
Alan Baxter, Edwin Maxwell.
Associate Producer, Robert Presnell; Director, Lloyd Corrigan; Author, William
Pierce; Screenplay, Tristam Tupper, John
C. Moffitt; Cameraman, George Robinson;
Special Effects, John P. Fulton; Musical
Director, Lou Forbes; Editor, Otis Garrett;
Art Director, Jack Otterson; Associates,
Loren Patrick; Sound, Jess Moulin, Jesse
T. Bastian.
Direction, Able.
Photography, Good.

Detroit Censor Resigns

Detroit — Lieut. Lester Potter,
Buffalo — A lone gunman held up
the Regent Theater, of the M. M. censor for the Detroit Police Department for the past 27 years, has
Konczakowski circuit, and got $300.
Commercial Artists and Design- Cashier and a patron were cowed sent in his resignation, to take effect
ers Union, an A. F. of L. union, yes- with a pistol. The robber fled in May 1. Potter was made a lieutenant in 1920.
terday filed complain with the Na- the usual waiting black automobile.
tional Labor Relations Board against A few hours earlier, W. J. Basil of
Fleischer Studios, cartoon produc- the Basii circuit reported that yeggs
ers, charging violation of the Wag- had attempted to crack the safe of
Brandt
Cir.Brandt
Books
"Spain"
The Harry
circuit,
operatner Act by refusing to bargain col- the Clinton Strand, east side comlectively with a majority of the community house. They got nothing.
ing in New York, has booked "Spain
in Flames," an Amkino release, for
pany's employes. The union claims
14 houses. Michael Resnick handled
to represent 112 of the 134 employes
the transaction for Amkino.
Booker's Club Dances
of the company.
Cincinnati — Several hundred exhibitors and barkers attended the
Italian Tax Modified
"Call to Arms" May 1
Cincinnati Film Booker's Club supper dance at the Marie Antoinette
Rome (By Cable)— The Italian
"Call to Arms", a U.S.S.R. film
cabinet has approved "certain modi- Ballroom, Hotel Alms, last night. will have its first American presentation with English titles at the
fications" inthe dubbing tax on im- Phil Chakeres came on from Spring- Roosevelt
Theater, on May 1.
field with a party of seven.
ported foreign pix.

1)

G. Place, Felix A. Jenkins, Sidney
R. Kent, Daniel O. Hastings, Seton
Porter, Joseph M. Schenck and Sydney Towell.
Wilfred J. Eadie was elected assistant treasurer and comptroller.

Metro, Fox Workers Aloof
as Denver Union is Formed
Denver — Demands
for wages
of
$35 for shippers and heads of ad j
sales, $25 for assistants, $22 and |
$20 for head inspectors and assistants, are being presented to local
exchanges.
The demands were formulated at a meeting of the local |
Film Exchange union.
No change
in hours and conditions are asked.
The union has notified the state industrial commission of the demands.
Officers of the local are Bud Austin, Warner Bros., president; Lee
Cronk, Paramount, vice president;
Sue Rhodes, Paramount, recording
secretary, and Max Gilbert, Columbia, secretary-treasurer.
Fox and Metro employes are retion.
ported little interested in unioniza-

K. C. Exchange Workers
Union Organizes Monday
Kansas City, Mo. — Organization
of a Shippers, Inspectors and Poster
Clerk's union under charter granted
by the A. F. of L. will be completed
at a meeting called for next Monday
night. Officers will be elected at
that time.
Preliminary meeting was held on
Monday night and was attended by
65 of the 111 employes said to be
eligible. According to Felix Snow,
representative of the IATSE, no effort will be made to organize office employes until jurisdiction is
fully defined.
A group claiming affiliation with
the C.I.O. met briefly on Sunday.
Attendance was slim.

To Make 6 Pix in Spanish
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Cantabria Films will
make six pictures in Spanish for
major release. Initial story is "El
Camino de Hollywood". Antonio
Moreno will play one of the leading roles. Jaime del Amo, president of the new company, and Josef
will co-produce and direct Berne
the series.

5,000 Prints of Rogers Short
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Five thousand prints
of "Lest We Forget," the Will
Rogers memorial short, will be used.
In addition to physical distribution
by National Screen Service, eight
major releasing companies will also
distribute prints. This is the first
time that major companies have
joined
in distribution of a film of
this nature.

om the Fred Astaire-Gingei Rogers RKO Radio Picture, "Shall We Dance"
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And

CONTROL
YOURSELF
• • • • Fred and Ginger are with us again! ... in their gayes
gladdest show! . . . Imagine! . . . Fred dancing with two dozen Gingers! . . . The brilliant battle c
ballet versus swing ! . . . Rhythm on roller skates ! . . . A whole new world of intimate comedy delights
6 NEW SONGS ! . . . 8 NEW DANCES ! ... 50 NEW HAND-PICKED BEAUTIES ! ... 100 NEW LAUGHS

FRED ASTAIRE
GINGER ROGERS
SHALL WE DANCE
with

EDWARD
JEROME
WILLIAM

EVERETT HORTON * ERIC BLORE
COWAN
* KETTI GALLIAN
BRISBANE and HARRIET HOCTOR
RADIO
PICTURES

\

SIX GERSHWIN SONGS!
"Slap The
ThatWhole
Bass"—Thing
Let's
Call
Off"— I've Got Beginner's Luck"— "They All
Laughed"— "They Can't
Take That Away"— "Shall
We Dance."
Music by GEORGE

GERSHWIN

Directed

Sandrich

by

Mark

*
*

Lyrics by IRA GERSHWIN

Pandro

S. Berman

Productio
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MEXICAN PIX CLICK
IN LATIN-AMERICA
By MARCO-AVRELIO GALIXDE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F. — Mexican pix are
cleaning up in Central and South
American countries, according to
Sam Seidelman, general manager of
United Artists for Mexico, Peru,
Cuba, Ecuador and Central America,
just back from a swing through
lands south of Mexico.
Argentine productions, Seidelman
said, were running second.
A noticeable pickup in general
film business in Latin-American
countries is also reported by the
U. A. executive.
Director Alejandro Galindo has
started camera work on "La Fatalidad es una Mujer" ("Fate Is a Woman"), which the Union de Trabajadores de Estudios Cinematograficos de Mexico (Union of Mexican
Motion Picture Studio Workers) is
producing to offset the plans of the
Actors' section to secede from the
organization. The picture, a yarn
of Lhe Mexican revolution scripted
by Galindo himself from his own
original story, has Raul de Anda
and Nancy Torres topping a cast
mostly made up of newcomers. The
camera is being handled by Jack
Draper.

m
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A "£MU" fam "JMs

By RALPH WILK
There will be more theater buildHOLLYWOOD
of 1938" . . . RKO has purchased
ing in the U. S. in 1937 than in
George Beck's "No Groom to Bride several years past, it was said
yes("LARENCE
BROWN
is
seriously
Her"
.
.
.
Same
studio
has
assigned
considering a musical comedy
terday by Thomas W. Lamb, prominent theater architect, who is workpicture as his next assignment for Franklin Coen to adapt John Wells'
ing on the plans for nine theaters
M-G-M. Brown has written a story "The Sky's the Limit" . . . Universal has renewed Kent Taylor's pact including five in New
York
called "Merry, Ho, Ho," which was
Lamb is drafting plans for City.
the
submitted to the studio's scenario . . . And lifted Judith Barrett's option . . . And assigned John Otter- two new local Trans-Lux Theaters,
department recently under the aua new Loew house at White
thor's nom de plume. Almost im- son to design sets for "100 Men and ]or
mediately itwas recommended by a a Girl" . . . Lucille Campbell started Plains Road in the Bronx, for a
reader as an excellent vehicle for work in "Wild Money" 24 hours Brandt house to be erected on 14th
an unusual musical production. after her arrival from New York St. near Sixth Ave. and for the
When the story was finally traced . . . Hamilton MacFadden will direct remodeling of the Grand Opera
House at Eighth Ave. and 23rd St.
to its source, Brown was urged to Columbia's
"With Kind Regards."
T
▼
T
Besides he is preparing plans for
make it into a picture himself.
T
T
T
Mae West has accepted the invita- two new Loew houses, one in Bomtion of San Francisco, Calif., to be
bay and the other in Durban
Casting assignments — WB: Fred- the first
woman to cross the Golden
erick Clark, "Ever Since Eve"; Mary Gate Bridge, longest single span
Treen, "Gentleman After Midnight"; suspension bridge in the world. Miss TriStates Seeking Site
Ted Healy, "Varsity Show"; Uni- Thursday.
versal: Harry Davenport, Richard West will make the crossing next
For Neighborhood in Omaha
Tucker, Joe King, John Kelly, Fay
▼
»
»
Cotton, Laurie Douglas, "Armored
20th Century-Fox has exercised
Omaha— A site to build a neighCar"; Paul Weugel, Grace Goodale, the option on the continued services
borhood first-run house is being
"The Road Back."
of Shirley Temple, who begins her
T
T
T
fourth year with the studio. Shirley sought in Omaha by A. H. Blank of
Tri-States Theater corporation, acNews o' the day: Louis Walter marks another anniversary this
cording to an announcement by Disweek — she
celebrates
her
eighth
and Paul Webster are writing the birthday
Friday.
trict Manager Evert R. Cummings.
music for "Walter Wanger's Vogues
Omaha does not have a first-run
A picture house now, although
Ansells to Build Two
Dozen New Film Houses
s string
More St. Louis Houses Ralph Goldberg'
Planned in N. O. Sector
borhoods sometimes
playofB neighfilms

New Orleans — Construction is
picking up with about a dozen new
houses, all outside of New Orleans,
planned. Remodeling in this territory has been going on quietly.
Conservative figures would estimate the remodeling at about 40
Robert A. Morales, producer of per cent over 1936, which was not
"Novillero" ("The Apprentice Bull- a bad year for this in itself.
Almost all houses of the Saenger
fighter"), first color picture ever
made in the Spanish-speaking coun- circuit have had some renovating
tries, is leaving for New York to ranging from new carpets to expensive new equipment, whose cost
market world rights on a series of
color cartoons with music which he runs into the thousands. United
is also producing. The first has Theaters here is making improvements in some of its houses. Indebeen completed under the title of
pendents, who are generally active
"Los Cinco Cabritos y el Lobo" in this line, have everything from
("Five Little Lambs and the Wolf") a new paint job to an almost new
with animation by Bismarck, Mexi- theater on the list.
can cartoonist.

Selznick International is angling
for the services of Esther Fernandez, Mexican ingenue whose work in
Bustamente and de Fuentes' "Alia
en el Rancho Grande" ("Way Down
on Rancho Grande") impressed.

The Missouri Under Hammer
Kansas City, Mo.— The Missouri
Theater will go under the hammer when foreclosure proceedings
against the Butler Estate Securities
Co., of St. Louis, owners of the
property, will be concluded. Built in
1900, the theater is being foreclosed
under a deed of trust covering a
first mortgage for $130,000 in favor
of the Mercantile Trust Co., of St.
Louis.
Return

Engagement

Frederick Franklin, manager of the
Oxford Theater, 552 State St., Brooklyn,
is against return engagements at his
theater, — when it's robbers who do
the returning. This week three armed
men held him up on the mezzanine,
as he was leaving to bank $1,100, and
made oft with the cash. Last year,
Franklin was robbed of $450 by bandits
who were subsequently convicted.

LAMB SEES THEATER
CONSTRUCTION RISING

St. Louis, — The Ansell interest
which operate the Ritz and Empress theaters in St. Louis and the
Varsity in University City have
purchased the old Grant Bank
Building as the site for a new film
house. They have acquired as well
a plot of ground on Hamilton Av.
south of Easton Av. for a fifth theater. It is reported that the Ansells
will eventually perfect a tie-up with
A. J. Balaban, Sam Meyers, Arthur
Greene and other Chicago interests
who plan to invade St. Louis as
competitors of Fanchon & Marco.

Leichter Closes Cine. Deal

and English-made pictures first-run.

TEXAS
Construction of a $250,000 theater will be started by Robb & Rowley and Bruce Collins, R. & R. Partner at Corpus Christi in near future.
A new neighborhood theater
will be erected after the downtown
house is completed.
The Poth Theater at Poth was recently transferred to F. C. Vaughn.
S. G. Fry will erect a new 600seat theater at Grand Saline.
A. M. (Buck) Morgan has rerado.
opened the Gem Theater at Colo-

Cincinnati — Mitchell Leichter, of
Advance Pictures, Inc., has just
Jack Vandeveer has purchased the
closed a deal with Lee L. Goldberg Medina Theater at Medina from M.
A.
Hatfield.
of Big Feature Rights Exchanges,
New Theater for Queens
here for the following territories:
Gidley Talley has taken over the
Propei ty on the northwest corner Cincinnati, Columbus, Louisville, Ritz, Negro theater, at San Antonio.
of Forty-third Street and Queens Southern part of Ohio. Deal also
T. F. Keasler has opened his
Boulevard, Sunnyside, Queens, pur- includes Indianapolis and Kentucky new Strand Theater at Jefferson.
rights
for
the
eight
H.
H.
Van
E. E. Jones is remodeling the
chased by Queens-Laurel Corp., New
York realtors, has been approved as Loan stories.
Rialto Theater at Brownfield.
a film theater site. The proposed
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mauldin are
theater will be operated by Tom- Mono. Gets N. Y. Exchange the new operators of the Queen at
hill Amusements, Inc., of which
Crosbyton.
Monogram Distributing Corp.
Frank Muscato is president, on a
L. M. Threet is erecting a new
home
office
subsidiary
of
Monogram
theater at Livingston to compete
percentage basis, with a guaranteed
rental for the period in excess of Pictures Corp. will make its New with the new Fain Theater also
York headquarters on the seventh
$200,000. Building, which also in- floor of the Film Center Building at under construction.
corporates stores, will be completed
630 Ninth Ave., beginning May 1.
by early
Harrison G. Wiseman is thefall.
architect.
Stage Shows Out In St. Louis

A. L. Toughy Weds

Sadie Brueggemann Dead
Cincinnati — Warner's Sadie
Brueggemann died of bronchial
peunmonia. Miss Brueggemann has
been connected with the Cincy
branch for several years.

Boston — Arthur L. Toughy, assismanager ofandthehisLoew's
pheumtantTheater,
bride, Orthe
former Miss McCormack of Arlington, are on a honeymoon cruise to
Bermuda.

St. Louis— The 4,000-seat St. Louis
Theater, tlagship of the St. Louis
Amusement Co.'s fleet ot second and
subsequent run houses under Fanchon
& Marco management, will drop stage
shows tomorrow. Previously the Fanchon
& Marco interests abandoned stage
shows
at the Ambassador
Theater.
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ALLIED NOT BACKING
N. J. DIVORCE BILL
{Continued from Page

1)

Steffes, chairman of the organization's special defense committee,
helped explain why its leaders were
puzzled when they learned through
a Film Daily exclusive story that
such a bill had been introduced in
that state.
The measure was submitted to the
legislature by Assemblyman Hedges
who, it is understood, refuses to divulge the name of the person or
persons who suggested it. Behind
the measure is an independent exhibitor operating in Camden, according to an authoritative source yesterday. This theaterman is reported
to have had differences with a circuit operating in the same locality.
The Hedges bill substantially differs from the Allied formula and is
considerably more drastic in nature.
Allied is understood to have prepared a measure of its own for introduction in the New Jersey legislature but so far it has not been put
in. A spokesman for the organization yesterday declined to indicate
its plans in this respect.
Following is the Steffes statement
declaring Allied had no hand in the
Hedges measure:
"In order that there may be no
misunderstanding, we deem it fair
to state that Assembly Bill No. 507
introduced in the New Jersey Legislature on April 12 is not the Divorcement Bill drafted by experts for
Allied, was not submitted or approved by the Special Defense Committee and was not introduced at
the request of the Special Defense
Committee or anyone acting for it
or for the Allied Theater Owners of
New Jersey. While the Committee
the sympathetic interappreciates
est which many exhibitors and
others have taken in the movement
to divorce production and distribution from exhibition it can not accept responsibility for measures instigated by others without its
knowledge or authority and which
deviate in language so as to raise
new legal questions which the General Counsel and the Committee's
legal experts have not had full opportunity to study. Moreover, the
decision to initiate the bill in a particular territory involves consideration of many factors including timeliness."

^ ^ Filling New Positions ^ ^
New Orleans — Mrs. Mary Di
Marco has been promoted to assistant booker of Grand National here.
Dorchester, Mass. — District Manager Harry I. Wasserman has appointed Joseph Lourie manager of
the Franklin Park Theater here. Mr.
Lourie has been in charge of the
Fields Corner Theater during the
last five years. He succeeds his
brother, Albert, who has been promoted to management of the Oriental Theater, Mattapan.

Boston— The Hyde Park Theater
in Hyde Park, recently taken over
by the M. & P. Theaters, will be
managed by Edward Murphv.
Blair Hill, for the past several
months associated with Dictograph
Products Company, Inc., in the Advertising Department, has resigned
to take over editorial direction of the
Hearing Aid News, a new trade publication scheduled to make its inaugural appearance April 20. Publication offices will be at 521 Fifth Ave-

Denver — Fred Lind, film salesman
is now with United Artists, replacCincinnati — Max Margolis is new
ing Arthur Huot, who resigned to manager of the local office of Republic pictures Corp. of Ohio. Rudy
go to his home in Seattle. Lind was
Knoepfle has joined Republic as
formerly with Grand National.
sales representative.
Boston — Upon the resignation of
Cincinnati — William Dodds has
L. F. Lynch, manager of the Paramount Theater, an M. & P. house in resigned as manager of RKO
Newton, Howard L. Parker, former Family theater, down town, and is
assistant manager of the Central succeeded by Roy Ferdon.
Square Theater in Cambridge, was
Oklahoma City, Okla.— A. D. Adappointed manager. John J. Donahune, former assistant manager of well, formerly with Griffith Circuit,
the Criterion in Roxbury, moves to is the new booker for K. Lee Williams Film Exchange.
Cambridge, replacing Parker, and
G. Nagell, chief usher of the AllsFrank T. Gunn is handling pubton Theater becomes the assistant at
licity for the Belmont Theater.
the Criterion.

Churches' Giveaways
Hit
Syracuse
Neighborhoods

Five 20th-Fox Pittsburgh
Branch Employes Advanced

Pittsburgh — Five members of 20th
Century-Fox's local branch will be
elevated to higher posts on May 1,
as a result of the resignation of
Sales Manager A. W. McCormick,
While dozens of churches through- who on that date becomes an exout the city have reversed the trahibitor, assuming personal operation
ditional anti-chance stand to introduce Bingo and other devices, the of the Beaver Theater at Beaver,
exhibitors' chief complaint concerns Pa. The five promotions announced
five of the city's larger congrega- by Branch Manager Ira H. Cohn intions. Attendance on the churches'
volve C. C. Kellenberg, salesman
games nights runs as high as 900,
and, according to showmen, comes covering zone two, who will become
largely from the movie-going ranks. branch sales manager and assume
One church gave away an auto charge of the city of Pittsburgh;
last week, duplicating a Holy Week E. S. Thorp, a member of Joe Hangiveaway by downtown theaters. na's booking department, who will
Worried exhibitors, counting empty be put in charge of zone two as film
seats much as clerics in the past salesman; George Ball, head shipper,
have counted empty pews, are won- who will succeed Thorp as booker;
dering just what the end will be.
Benjamin Hanna, night shipper, who
will take charge of the shipping department, succeeding Ball; and IrvNovel's Title Changed
ing Stein, assistant night shipper,
Stackpole Sons, publishers of
14th Neb. House for CST
will become night shipper. Cohn
Omaha — Announcement of the Ward Greene's "Death in the Deep will shortly appoint a new assistant
South",
which
Mervyn
LeRoy
is
purchase of the 400-seat Cass thea- currently producing for Warner night shipper.
ter at Plattsmouth, Neb., by Cen- Bros, release, have decided to change
tral States Theaters of Des Moines
from N. F. Westerlund has been the name of the book to "The Deep Denver Police Judge Finds
made here. This gives Central South" to conform with the film's
title, in their forthcoming reprint
"Ecstasy" Unobjectionable
States its 14th Nebraska house.
editions of the best-seller.
Roxy
Denver — Asserting that he and
Devil"
his wife had found nothing objecVirgilio Ranzato Dead
Gets
"Talk, of
the "Talk
Devil", aofnew B & D
tionable in "Ecstasy," Police Judge
film, has been acquired by GB for
Milan (By Cable) — Virgilio RanU. S. release and will have its
zato, 53, composer of operettas, is Gilliam dismissed charges preferred
American premiere at the Roxy dead here. Several of his works, by a city detective against Robert
Theater, following the engagement including "Luna Park," have been Maple of the Tivoli Theater and
performed in the United States.
W. G. Smith, here with the picture.
of "Wake Up and Live."
Syracuse, N. Y. — Taking a leaf
from the local Rialto's book, Syracuse churches are going in for
games and giveaways in a way to
seriously
affect biz in the neighborhood theaters.
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FABIAN REORG. PLAN
ACCEPTED BY COURT
(Continued from Page

1)

right acceptance without public bidding. The cash offer came from an
undisclosed
rov, attorney.client of Joseph NemeMilton C. Weisman, receiver for
Fox Theaters, revealed that the bidder had made a cash offer after
Judge Bondy had informed the press
that he had taken the Fabian offer.
Under the Fabian offer, he will
take over the house on a 20 year
lease. Fabian is to obtain a $750,000 loan from RFC and will put up
additional funds of his own to float
the deal. Bondholders will receive
half the face amount of their bonds.

5th Week Concerto,"
for "Concerto"
"Beethoven
Soviet film
now at the Cameo, will be held over
for a fifth week. Amkino is releasing.
Last
new 23Am-at
kino "The
release,
willNight,"
open Apr.
the Cameo.
Col. Keeping the Globe

Columbia has taken up its option
on the Globe theater and will give
"Lost Horizon" an indefinite run of
several more weeks.

SICK REPORT

Oklahoma City — Leonard White
of Weatherford, recently injured in
auto accident, is back at work, but
his wife also injured, is still in the j
hospital.
Buffalo — Stanley Weber, associate
manager of Shea's Century, is back
at his duties after a minor operation. Emile Giffoniello, who went
to Florida to recuperate from a long
illness, also has returned to his
Omaha — District Manager Harris
post.
P. Wolfberg of M-G-M spent nine
weeks in an Omaha hospital with
a streptococcus throat infection.
Wolfberg, here from St. Louis on
a business trip, was stricken suddenly. He now is convalescing.
Omaha — Mrs. William Miskell,
wife of the Orpheum's manager,
and her 10-day-old daughter, Mary
Leith, have gone home from a
local hospital.
Omaha — RKO Salesman Elmer
Huhnke, recently injured in an auto
accident, still is in an Omaha hospital with torn shoulder ligaments,
but United Artists Danny McCarthy, also an auto crash victim,
has returned to work.
Clayton, N. Y. — May Irwin, famed
as a comedienne in other days, is
suffering from a shock at her
Thousand
"Rainbows'
End." In Islands
private home,
life, she
is Mrs.
Kurt Eisfeldt.

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN presents "WOMAN CHASES M AN"with MIRIAM HOPKINS • JOEL McCREA'CHARLES WINNINGER
ELLA LOGAN • LEONA MARICLE • BRODERICK CRAWFORD • Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

• ERIK RHODES
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DOLLARIZE WITH DISNEY IS RIGHT!
You tell 'em, Phil M. Daly

UNITED ARTISTS

takes great pride

in presenting

ACADEMY AWARD REVUE
A feature-length compilation of these Motion

RELEASED
JUNE 18th

LIMITLESS IN DRAWING POWER!

Picture

Academy Award Prize-Winners: "FLOWERS AND TREES"
"THREE LITTLE PIGS" • "THE TORTOISE AND THE HARE"
"THREE ORPHAN KITTENS" • "THE COUNTRY COUSIN"
Running-Time: 43 Minutes. Length: 3870 Feet.

•

•

LIMITLESS IN EXPLOITATION VALUES !

wr,

A

Intimate

in Character

International in Scope
Independent in Thought

'WNUIY
NEW

VOL. 71, NO. 94

YORK. THURSDAY,

TEN CENTS
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Uphold Individual Accounting on

Percentage Films

SEES INDIE CIRCUITS CROWDING SINGLl HOUSES
Kansas Censors Restore
Review
Board
Reconsiders
Wheeler
Action
at

Fore!

Governor's Request

Kansas City, Kans. — Meeting here
yesterday, the Kansas Board of Review, of which Miss Mae Clausen,
Emporia editor, is chairman, rescinded its previous decree which deleted remarks of U. S. Senator Burton K. Wheeler of Montana from the
current release of "The March of
Time".
The meeting followed a telephoned
request from Governor Huxman
earlier in the day that the Board
i Continued on Page 4 )

COURT REFUSES WRIT
IN RRANDT 5-2 CASE
Motion of the Harry Brandt circuit for a preliminary injunction
against the Loew circuit in New
York to restrain it from playing
pictures on a five and two-day basis,
instead of four and three, has been
denied by the New York State Su-

March
Golf!

Soon!

of

Time

June!

SpWrts Department Special Flash! ! ! ! Yesterday being the first rainy day of
Spring, the Committee having in charge the coming 25th Motion Picture Golf Tournament met under cover of several 52nd Street conference rooms and decided to commence
to consider what to do about it. The conference broke up early this morning with
the following results: The place: Somewhere in Westchester. The Time: Early in
June. Player limit: 200. Kibitzer limit: 200 more. For further details read regularly
your favorite film paper.

MICHIGAN'S FILM BIZ REQUIRE EXHIBITOR
TO PAY TAX DIRECT
RALLIES FROM STRIKE
In the first instance of its kind in
Detroit — Film business in both
Detroit and Michigan appears to connection with the New York City
have recovered from the automobile 2 per cent sales tax, the comptroller's office has collected the levy distrike, which actually hurt patronrectly from an exhibitor. Acting on
age much less than was anticipated.
Original drop was about 15 p.c. in advice of the city corporation counJanuary from last quarter of 1936,
sel, the comptroller, instead of collecting
through distributors, has direaching 30 p.c. in neighborhood
(Conlinued on Page 4)
houses, as reported by Detroit oper(Continued on Page

4)

Balaban & Katz Will
Invade Indiana Field

Leo Spitz will be re-elected chairman of the boards of KAO and B.
F. Keith Corp. and president of both
companies at meetings of the directors of the two RKO subsidiaries today. Malcolm Kingsberg, who represents the Meehan interests is
slated to be elected as vice chairman of the two companies. No Spanish
Interview False,
change in the officers of the two
companies is looked for.
Flynn Tells K. of C. Heads

Opinion of the Court of Appeals
at Albany favoring Fox Film Corp.
in its breach-of-contract action

Chicago — Errol Flynn, in a telegram sent yesterday to both John
J. Rossborough, California State
Deputy of the Knights of Columbus,
and Thomas B. Flanagan, secretary
of the Los Angeles Council of the
Catholic order, flatly denied pub-

against the Springer & Cocalis circuit has national significance inasmuch as it upholds the principle that
individual accountings must be made
on percentage pictures bought in
groups, it was pointed out, by authoritative legal sources in New

Individual Accounting on Percentage
Pix Upheld by N. Y. Appeals Court

Radio Meet Wednesday
Walter
P. T. 0.

Vincent,
chairman
of the M.
A
committee
on radio competition, has tentatively
set Wednesday
as the date for its initial meeting
in
New York.

i
[
i

(.Continued on Page 4)

for

Independent circuits, instead of
producer-owned groups, may be the
ones which are crowding out the
individual theater operator, it is indicated by a M. P. T. O. A. bulletin
in discussing the recent avalanche
of theater divorcement bills. As
compared with 2,397 affiliated circuit houses at the present time,
there are 3,910 theaters operated by
independent(Continned
circuits,
says the bulon Page 13)

RKO ADMISH BOOSTS
CALLED SUCCESSFUL

RKO has raised admission prices
in "practically all" of its theaters
and the effect has been "all right,"
it was said yesterday by Nate Blumberg, general manager of RKO theIndications are that the amount of aters.
the Rockefeller settlement in the
Blumberg said other price raises
RKO reorganization may be cut might be made. Business is good,
down as a result of expected conces- he declared.
sions mittee,
to thefor which
generalWhite
creditors'
com-is
& Case
RKO "Fairness" Hearings
counsel, it was said yesterday.

The general creditors' committee
has taken (Continued
the viewon that
it has rePage 4)

Spitz Re-election Slated
as RKO Subsidiaries Meet

MPTOA
Places
Blame
Conditions Inspiring
Divorce Bills

Rockefeller Settlement
in RKO Reorg. May be Cut

Chicago — Invading the Indiana
theater field, Balaban & Katz will
operate the State Theater now being built in Gary by Peter M. Kaleres, operator of the Grand Theater. Extension of B. & K. activities
in Indiana is indicated; deals for
locations are reported under way.

( Continued on Pain- 4)

Deletions

(Continued on Page 4)

Expected to Run 2 Weeks

Hearings on the fairness of the
RKO reorganization plan will get
under way today at 10 p.m. before
Special Master George W. Alger in
the Bar Building.
Indications are that the hearings
will run for two weeks at least.

Wanted: Trade "Dictionary"

Albany — In its opinion reversing the
decision of the Appellate Division and
granting
Fox action
a new against
trial in Springer
its breach-&
of-contract
Cocalis and Trio Consolidated companies,
the Court of Appeals, in its opinion
signed by Judge Lehman, pointed to
the need of "dictionaries" to aid it in
understanding motion picture trade
language used in the contracts involved
in the case. "In that language we are
illiterate," said the court.
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

Am. Seat
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
do
pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.
Paramount 2nd pfd.
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
.
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ. Pict.
pfd. .
Warner Bros
do pfd.
NEW

STOCK

MARKET

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
24
23%
24
+
Vz
34
34
34
—
l/4
41 1/2 41 Vz
41 1/2 — 2
41/8
41/g
4i/s —
i/s
15
15
15
160
1591/4 160
+ iy2
1541/4 1541/4 1541/4 —
1/4
28
28
28
—
V4
833/4
83
831/4 —
1/4
251/2 245/8 25
1751/4 175V4 175V4
223/4 221/4 223/8
8 1/4 8 1/4 8 1/4
93/4 93/8 93/s
39% 383/4 393/j,
491/2 49i/2 491/2
isvi 15" 15
BOND
MARKET

YORK

Keith
A-0
6s46. ... 98i/4
98i/4
98V4
Loew
6s41ww
9834
98i/2
98 1/2
Para. B'way
3s55 . . 73y2
73i/2
73 V2
Para. Picts. 6s55 . ...100'/4 100% 100y4
RKO
6s41
23/4 96 Vi
Warner's 6s39
97 Vi
96i/2
IVs
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Columbia
Picts. vtc
4'/2
23/4
Grand
National
....
2' t 23
1%
Sonotone
Corp
1 34
231/4
Technicolor
24%
41/2
Trans-Lux
41/2
Universal
Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
Pathe

Film

STOCK

pfd
REAL

ESTATE

1/4
41/2
l/g
l/g
1/4
i/8

— "Vs

—
+

1/4
Vz

—

1/2

—
+

%
%

+

1/4

MARKET
Bid
Asked
96
99

BONDS

Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '36
Loew's Thea. Bldg. Co. 1st '47
Met. Playhouse Inc. '43
Roxy Thea. Corp. 1st '40

Unions Ask

—
—
_
+
—
+

14
97i/2
73
56

15
98i/2
75'
57i/2

Recognition

W est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Screen Actors' Guild,
together with 10 other labor groups,
have filed formal notice with Pat
Casey, for recognition as collective
bargaining agencies under the Wagner law.

New Haven Exchange Union
Names Woman as President

Coming and Going

New Haven — At the first closed
Kansas City, Kan. — Culminating
agitation by civic leaders and city meeting of the A. F. of L. union of j NICHOLAS SCHENCK returns to New York
officials, the Kansas City Theater exchange
employees,
these perma- the first week in May from a vacation.
Owners Association has asked local
nent officers were elected:
LIBBY HOLMAN has left Paramount's west
distributor heads to name a date
studios for New York, and plans to sail
President, Katherlne B. Fitzger- coast
shortly
for England
to attend
the Coronation.
for the formal presentation of exald,
Republic;
Vice-President,
Wilhibitor demands for first-runs in
liam Nutile, Paramount; Recording City.
J. ELDON PEEK, of Oklahoma Theater Suplocal theaters.
is visiting New York, accompanied by
secretary, Mirriam Gurian, Univer- MRS. ply,PEEK,
and returns shortly to Oklahoma
Committee authorized by the thesal;
secretary-treasurer,
Jack
Mulater owners to conduct negotiations lin, Warner. Executive board conSONIN goes to the coast next week
with distributors comprises George
sists of the following in addition to fromCHARLES
New
York.
Baker, Electric Theater; Fred Meyn, the officers: Homer Downing,
MR. and MRS. JOHN BYRAM and RICHARD
Pershing Theater; Charles Vaughan,
JR.. sail from New York May 15
Art Theater; R. R. Biechele, Osage RKO; Edward Fitzgerald, Para- onWATTS,
the Conte
di Savoia for Italy.
mount. Wage scale committee emTheater, and Ed Bergun, Home and
braces: Katherine B. Fitzgerald,
LOU LIPTON is due in New York from HolGauntier Theaters.
chairman; Katherine Higgins, RKO;
lywood in one week.
At present, Kansas City, Kansas, Al Davis, Metro; Bob Hoffman, Fox;
G. ROBINSON arrives today on
is served first-run fare by four Jack Mullin, Sidney Lax, Columbia; jthe EDWARD
Century
from the coast.
downtown theaters in Kansas City, Henry Bruning, U. A.; Edward
ALLAN FRIEDMAN, head of DeLuxe LaboraMo., less than 30 minutes from Fitzgerald, Paramount; Mary Lenze,
tories, returns today from a business
trip.
most points on the Kansas side. Universal; John Riccuiti, Conn
SI FABIAN
returns Friday from Albany.
Downtown KCK houses are the
sergeant-at-arms, Samuel
Electric and the Granada, operating Films;
DON CANADY. president of Canady Sound
Zipkin, Universal.
Appliance Co. of Cleveland, leaves for Europe
on a first subsequent-run policy and
Forty-one
of
the
49
eligible
reshortly to visit firm's foreign representatives
charging 25 cents admission.
and to attend the Paris Exposition.
Movement was started here by winders, shippers, assistant shippers
and
poster
clerks
are
said
to
Judge Joseph H. McDowell and have joined the local, in addition to
EDWARD J. PESKAY, Grand National's vicepresident in charge of distribution, and EDtaken up by Mayor Dan C. Mc- clerical help. Wage scale commitWARD FINNEY, publicity and advertising head,
Combs. Judge McDowell pointed
tee will meet with John Gatelee, arrive in Hollywood tomorrow after a tour of
out that small neighboring towns :nternational organizer, to draft GN exchanges.
were getting pictures ahead of lo- preliminary demands which will be
cal theaters, and that, as a result, put into final form at a general
Kansas
money was going into Mis- meeting next Monday.
Gus Hill Dead at 78
souri.

"Save the Industry" Meet
Planned by English Execs.
London (By Cable) — Faced with
a threat of government control,
voiced by Dr. Leslie Burgin, Parliamentary secretary to the Board
of Trade, British film producers,
distributors and renters will shortly
hold a joint meeting to discuss measures designed to save the industry.
It is reported that of approximately 1,000 players engaged in picture
making six months ago 800 are now
"at liberty," while jobless technicians are placed at 4,000, with
those employed totalling only approximately 1,000.

Frederic
West

Coast

Bureau

Funeral arrangements are pending for Gus Hill, 78, veteran theatrical producer and actor who died
Hearing was set for May 4 in Su- suddenly of a heart attack on Tuespreme Court on the application of
day night in the hallway of 332
Warner Bros, for a bill of particu- West 46th St. Not long ago, he
lars in the $15,000 suit brought by succeeded Eddie Dowling as president of the Theatrical Democratic
Mary McFadden, executrix of the
estate of Elmer Ellsworth McFad- League. Hill, whose real name was
den, known professionally as Ed- Gustave Metz, is credited with disward Esmonde, claiming that W. B.
covering or aiding to success many
stage.
of the older stars of the American
illegally used the title "Ghi Trouble" on a motion picture.

Hearing Set for May 4

Hope Dies
of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Frederic Hope, 37, art
director for M-G-M, is dead following an appendectomy. Survivors include his wife and three children.
Born in New Brighton, Pa., Hope
had studied at the Cleveland School
of Art, Art Institute of Chicago and
Otis Art Institute.

ARE YOU
WITH

SHARING
UNSEEN

YOUR

TAKE

PARTNERS?

Count Enjoins Liberty
Federal Judge Robert T. Patterson
yesterday permanently enjoined Liberty Pictures Corp. from mentioning
in screen credits to its picture
"When Strangers Meet," that it was
suggested by Zona Gale's story,
"The Way." Miss Gale was the complainant. No costs were assessed.

GENERAL
M. W. Hork's Son Dies

Chicago — Robert David Hork, son
of M. W. Hork, manager of Alba
Theater, is dead.

REGISTER CORPORATION
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NEW
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The memory
of this beloved
American is
your inspiration once each
year to help the
Will Rogers
Memorial Fund.
This Fund maintains ahospital
at Saranac Lake,
N. Y, for the
needy of stage
and screen.
BELOW:
Scroll of Honor
for your theatre

Deep in the hearts
of his countrymen-

//

NATIONAL THEATRE WEEK STARTING APRIL 30th UNITES
THE INDUSTRY IN TRIBUTE TO THE BELOVED WILL ROGERS
For Immediate Booking Gratis To All Participating Theatres

LEST WE

FORGET

A Beautiful One-Reel Film of Thrill and Sentiment starring

ROBERT TAYLOR • GARY COOPER
ALLAN JONES
• HARRY CAREY
Available Free of Charge at the following Exchanges: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Warner Bros., Paramount, RKO, United Artists,
20th Century-Fox, Columbia, Universal, National Screen Service
For further information: Will Rogers Memorial Fund, 570 Lexington Avenue, New York City

■
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CENSORS RESTORE

REQUIRE EXHIBITOR
TO PAY TAX DIRECT

WHEELER'S REMARKS
(.Continued from Page

Michigan's
Film Business
Rallies from
Motor Strike
(Continued from Page

1)

ators such as Wisper and Wetsman
Circuit. Most neighborhoods showed
the lesser figures, with houses catering to industrial trade, such as the
downtown Columbia and New Bijou,
operated by Wesley Schram and
Louis Goldberg, showing about 35
per cent drop.
Settlement of the earlier strikes
helped upstate business secondarily,
although there was an immediate
drop, as reported by Lester Matt of
Flint, seat of GM trouble, because
people who had idle time during the
strike went
couldn't
afford
it for tofewshows,
weeksandafterward.
Business at Flint appears now,
ahead of year ago.
In Detroit, the Chrysler strike is
too recent for recovery to be
thorough, but even during the strike,
the Michigan, ace first run house,
set a five-year house record on
Easter. Suburban theaters suffered
more in general, and patrons evidently shopped further for both pictures and prices.
Price Theater Premiums reports
that neighborhood theaters using
premiums show grosses 20 per cent
better than a year ago.
Theater advertising however, has
not picked up, and, in fact, trailer
advertising is slightly lower than a
year ago, according to records of
Simon's Film Service, a principal
supply house in this field.
On the other hand, exhibitors are
ready to spend for future business,
and theater equipment houses are
far ahead of even the last quarter
of 1936. McArthur Theater Equipment Co., for instance, is selling
twice as much as a year ago in unit
volume.

Court

Refuses to Grant
Writ in Brandt 5-2 Case
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

reconsider its action.
The censored
Wheeler
footage constituted criticism of the Roosevelt court reform
program.
Miss Clausen, upon the Board's
adjournment, advised T. R. Thompson, branch manager of RKO, that
the scissored dialogue could be restored immediately, and telegraphed
Governor Huxman of the action
taken.

1)

pieme Court.
Case will soon be
placed on the calendar for trial.
In addition to Loew's circuit, other
defendants, serving it with film, are:
Paramount, United Artists, Universal, Loew's and Columbia. Plaintiff
contends that its film deals were
based on the former Loew policy of
playing pictures four and three days.

•

• HERE IS one stunt that all exhibitors can get together on
the Will Rogers Memorial Fund
the
campaign this year starts Friday, April 30
there are two
plans for theater participation
either a cash donation by
the theater management to the Fund, or collection of voluntary
contribs from the audience each day for seven days
an
attractive short subject for use in connection with the Fund
Drive has been made at the M-G-M studios, featuring Robert
Taylor, Gary Cooper and other stars a local committee
in every territory will work with your theater for additional info, communicate with A. P. Waxman, Will Rogers
Memorial
Hospital Campaign, 570 Lexington Ave., New York
City
T
▼
▼
•

•

•

• SWEEPING ALONG with the force of a tidal wave
that contest for Selznick's "A Star Is Born"
running in the New York Journal
it ties in with the opening
of the film at the Music Hall today
on the first day the
contest started, over 2,000 girls sent pictures and application
blanks
the gal selected by the judges at the end of the
week's
contest
an airplane
and who
back,think
and
a screen test gets there
are stilltripa to
lot the
of coast
femmes
they can make the grade in Hollywood if they ever get a break
so they go for this type of stunt

T

T

T

• •
• ONE OF America's greatest poster artists
McClelland Barclay has been commissioned by Paramount's art dep't under direction of Vincent Trotta, to do a
24-sheet poster of Claudette Colbert in "I Met Him In Paris"
the artist has just delivered the painting to Vince . . .
it is one of the most glamorous and alluring poses of a star ever
to be presented on show paper

▼

TV

• • • FOR ONE week's work
we think that N.
Edward Beck, the M-G-M exploitation representative in the
Salt Lake City territory, has hung up a record for the rest of
the boys to shoot at ..Ed planted a full-page co-op "Maytime" ad 11 times in as many cities
he secured 164 inches
of co-op "personal property" ads in Salt Lake City papers
then he lined up 490 inches of space on "Maytime" classified
ad contest in the local Tribune and Telegram and daily
air plugs on the papers' broadcasting time
and all it cost
the theaters was for the mats and guest tickets
....

▼

▼

▼

• • • THE NEXT Broadway musical production for the
picture scouts to lamp
"Orchids Preferred" it opens
on Monday at the Forrest Theater in Philly then moves
into a Broadway spot
Dave Stamper wrote the music
book and lyrics by Fred Heredeen

▼

▼

▼

• •
O FIVE PICTURES have monopolized the Broadway
Capitol screen during the past 16 weeks
all M-G-M, of
course
started with "After the Thin Man," four weeks
. . . . "Camille," four weeks
then came "The Last of Mrs.
Cheyney" and "Romeo and Juliet," two weeks each
and
"Mavtime" took another four weeks.
..
▼
T
T
•

• • WE ARE ready to back Our Gal Friedegg as a killjoy and a wet blanket against all comers
in fact we'll give
odds
in our simple, childish way we gave her a look at a
caricature in colors which artist Rodney De Sarro did of us
and Frieda murmured: "Love's labor lost."
"Whazzat?" we whammed
"Why gild the lily?" murmured our
annoying sec. "Or, to be brutally frank, why try to caricature
a face that is already that way?'
and, c'n ya imagine,
we went to bat for the gal the other day, trying to get her
abutsalary
raise?
at least
we tried or is it rise? no, we didn't get it . . .

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

rectly obtained the tax from the
Springer circuit.
Distributors are withholding refunds of the sales tax already paid
by theaters outside of the limits of
the city pending final decision as to
whether or not they will appeal opinion of the Court of Appeals at Albany. The decision under discussion is to the effect that only houses
inside the city proper come within
range of the assessment.

Spanish Interview False
Flynn Tells K. of C. Head
(Continued from Page

1)

lished reports of "my purported
political ideas and activities in
Flynn's denial came on the heels
! of the Council's action in forwardj activities
ing a reportin ofbehalf
the actor's
alleged
of Spanish
radicals to Rossborough and to the
New
Conn., headquai~ters
Spain."
the
K Haven,
of C anti-radical
crusade. of
Flynn in his telegram described
himself as "a 100 per cent pacifist,"
said he has "absolutely no political
bias of any sort," branded as false
i a purported statement that he, with
Fredric March and James Cagney,
"were collecting funds for use in
Spain" and added he would make
himself available in Hollywood Saturday "for any investigation you
wish
K ofto C conduct."
was aroused by an interview
attributed to Flynn in Barcelona, Spain.

Individual Accounting
on Percentage Pix Upheld
(Continued from Page

1)

York yesterday, after the opinion '
had been studied.
Losses sustained on some pictures
cannot be offset against profits derived from other productions in the
same group, according to an authoritative interpretation of the decision.
It is expected that the case will
not be tried again as unanimous action of the seven judges comprising
the Court of Appeals settles the
principles involved.
The court reversed the decision of
the Appellate Division and granted
Fox a new trial. Pictures involved
in the action were "Bright Eyes"
and "Little Colonel". Louis Nizer
was counsel for the distributor.

Rockefeller Settlement
in RKO Reorg. May be Cut
(Cuntinued from Page

1)

ceived a disproportionate settlement
under the plan as compared with
the Rockefeller settlement, and has
held that this is unfair because the
Rockefellers class as general creditors "also.
plan the Rockefellers getUnder
stock the
constituting
22 per
cent of the new company.

SAID THE CIRCUIT
BOOKER TO THE MAN
JUST ARRIVED
FROM
CALIFORNIA:

"Tell me, first, what
did you see at the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios?"

Time out while
the Circuit Booker
and his friend
from California
get comfortable!
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Imagine what the
Circuit Booker will
tell his ad-men about
Freddie Bartholomew's
touching performance
with Spencer Tracy!
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"I was just coming to
that. Hunt Stromberg, the pro<
ducer, invited me to the sneak preview. Isaw 'NIGHT MUST F ALU in
rough assemblage before it was finally
edited. There is a perfect instance of
M-G-M

S
'
T
A
H
W
.
SHOOTING
<&> ^^
&&Z t^HIISS NEEWW
NIGHT
THAT
l^VERTIS
^A^D
MUCH?
tf

using its head in production.

They've taken Bob Montgomery boldly
out of the type role the public expects
— no longer the suave comic — but instead he's got a terrifyingly brilliant
part that's going to lift him further
as a top draw name. The picture held
that audience breathless. It's based on
the stage hit and what a show they've
made of it. My advice is to get the
boys shouting about it. You've got
a real opportunity there!"
'V
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LET'S GET INTO THi ^CAR ^W.T
SDROP.
THE BOYS AND EAVE

'I had a lucky break too!
I was on
the M - G * M lot when two producers were
running off working prints of big forthcoming

/

films.

Let

me

tell

you

this — from what John

M. Stahi showed me of 'PARNELL' you can bank
on this as the biggest sensation of Leo the Lion since
'San Francisco'.

CLARK

GABLE

has a role with all

the power of his 'Frisco part and MYRNA LOY makes
a beautiful sweetheart
for him.
Then I saw producer
Weingarten's
RACES'

private

screening of 'A DAY

starring the MARX

BROTHERS.

AT THE
When

I tell

you its twice as Big and three times runnier than 'Night
At the Opera' you'll know what to expect.
(Hey, let me catch my breath!)

BELOW ARE SCENES
DESCRIBED
THE MAN FROM CALIFORNIA!

BY

What a thrill when I saw 'PARNELL' in the projection room. It's the biggest sock since 'SAN
FRANCISCO.'
{Scene shows Clark Gable and
Myrna Loy.)

a

I also saw a private screening of the eagerly
awaited MARX BROS, picture 'A DAY AT THE
RACES' and found it terrific!" (Scene shows
the howling wall-paper episode.)

Let me tell you
what happened
one day when
Luise Rainer and
Bill Powell were
'Emperors
doing a scene from
Candlesticks/ "

(PICTURE IT FOR YOURSELF!)

THE MAN

FROM

CALIFORNIA

'It was on Stage 19 at the M-G-M
Fitzmaurice was
CANDLESTICKS/
their dramatic lines*

DESCRIBES A SCENE!

Studios and Director George

running through a scene from 'THE EMPEROR'S
I watched Bill Powell and Luise Rainer as they spoke
It was positively thrilling. Then Director Fitzmaurice took

me aside and pridefully said he felt that these two great stars were giving their
most inspired romantic performance.

This spy story is as exciting as 'Mata Hari,'

which Fitzmaurice also directed. Looks to me like 'EMPEROR'S CANDLESTICKS'
will be one of biggest sensations of the Spring Season. Seems only yesterday that
Bill Powell introduced Rainer in 'Escapade.' Then they co-starred in 'Great
Ziegfeld' and now they're together again. A great team!"

Director Fitzmaurice
{left) says the stars
have never been
better!

Picture for yourself
this scene on the
set of EMPEROR'S
CANDLESTICKS" at
the M-G-M Studios!
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SO

FAR INTO

THE

NIGHT!

But the Circuit Booker could scarcely wait to get to
his office next morning.
(next page!)
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Don't letalaulday
Raiueris
without a plug for
'A DAY AT THE

RACES'

Marx Bros,"

u Clark Gable will top
'San Francisco' with
^T ARNELU — Myrna
Loy's the gal in it!"
"Garbo and Boyer
in 'BELOVED'!

You'll

hear plenty about it!"
vtv tVve

CAME THE
DAWN!
■4
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CLAIM INDIE GROUPS
HURT LITTLE FELLOW
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A. "£MU" fro*. "Ms"

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
(Continued from Page 1)
Samuel Goldwyn's ''Woman
starring Miriam HopCONGWRITERS Burton Lane and Chaseskins Man,"
and Joel McCrea, will have a
letin signed by President Ed Kuykendall and released yesterday.
Ralph Freed, who recently com- dual world premiere in Los Angeles,
pleted "In a Little Castillian Gar- on April 28 at both Warner's and
ng on the divorce measCommenti
ures the association says:
Downtown Theaters.
den," for Paramount's "Last Train the
"The so-called 'theater divorce from Madrid," have been assigned
T
T
T
by
Boris
Morros
to
write
the
music
bill' enacted in North Dakota does
New contracts — M-G-M; J. Walnot appear to be of the slightest and lyrics for Bing Crosby's next
ter Ruben, director; Elmer Harris,
benefit to any independent exhibitor picture, "Double Or Nothing." The Cyril Hume, Tom Reed, Milt Gross,
in North Dakota nor anywhere else. tunesmiths, who are but 24 and 26 writers; Paramount: Shirley Ross.
Whether it will actually hurt the years of age, wrote the title song
T
▼
W
one distributor who has any theater of "Swing High, Swing Low," and
Eric Linden has been signed by
have
already
turned
out
a
swingy
interests in that state, as intended
Grand National on a four picture
number, "Smarty," for the Crosby deal with options for a fifth picture.
by its sponsors, will not be known film.
First pix under the new pact will
for a long time to come. It is reported to have cost this faction of
be
"Here's Flash Casey," first of a
exhibitors a lot of money to put
King Vidor is making practical series built around a candid cameraman and based on stories by George
nothexactly
get
use of his hobby of being a Leica
this over, but they
ing in return for their contributions, camera enthusiast. He has taken son.
Harmon Coxe, for release next seanot even good will.
of his principals for "Stel▼
T
T
"According to The Film Daily pictures
la Dallas" and of all the bit and
Porter Hall, whose outstanding
Year Book there were 2,435 affili- extra players interviewed for the
ated circuit theaters in 1931, and film. Thus he has a complete recportrayal in "The Plainsman" won
ord of everyone who comes to him for him the March award of the
this year (1937) there were 2,397
such theaters in the whole United seeking roles and there is no chance
Screen
Actors' Guild, is the newest
States. There were five affiliated of his memory playing him false.
recruit to the ranks of trailer adcircuits then, five now. During this
After fighting
off the trip
"bug"in
inteival in every territory there has
for twodicts.years,
a week-end
Anthony Quinn, who has just Richard Dix's new home on wheels
been an amazing growth in number
and in size of the independent cir- been placed under a Paramount con- converted him.
tract, is playing an important role
cuits, until today 3,910 theaters are
in "Last Train from Madrid," which
Casting assignments — Paramount:
operation. It's just pos- James
such
under sible
P. Hogan is directing.
that the wrong circuits are
Frances
Dee, "Ebbtide"; Warners:
T
▼
T
Victor Jory, Verree Teasdale, Walbeing blamed for crowding out the
individual theater operator, as it
M-G-M has bought film rights to
ter Connolly, "First Lady"; George
appears that there has been little "Navy Blue and Gold," by George ' Barbier, "A Gentleman After Midaffilithe
of
Bruce.
Story
appeared
serially
in
expansion
or no actual
night"; Walter Catlett, Roy Atwell,
ated circuits during the past six or
Argosy under the title, "Annapolis Sterling Hollaway, "Varsity Show";
seven vears."
Ahoy," prior to its book publication 20th-Fox: Joan Davis, "You Can't
bulletin says: "Oi under the other title.
part, the
Have Everything."
major companies with
theIn seven
whom we negotiated, four will have
Testing Stage Players
"Chalked Out" to Warners
no separate score charges the comy
may
Through
the Lyons agency, a numcompan
W:arner Bros, are reported puring season, except one
retain it on percentage pictures
ber of stage players have been rechasers of film rights to "Chalked
cently tested in New York. Ian Mconly. Universal, Columbia and Out." play by Lewis E. Lawes and
Lean and Leona Powers have been
Jonathan Finn, which Brock PemUnited Artists will make no sepaon.
now
from
s
berton
briefly
presented
at
the
rate score charge
tested by 20th Century-Fox and
Metro will abolish the separate Morosco Theater. Price paid is said Boyd Crawford, Rex Smith, Phillis
to
have
been
$15,000.
s.
Welch and Raula Waara, opera star,
charge on all flat rental picture
Centuryunt and 20th
RKO, Paramo
they
as
far
Fox will retain it as
by M-G-M.
Sheldon Quits Selznick
can get away with it. To make West CoasL Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Guild Council Meets
them give it up will require sales
Hollywood — E. Lloyd Sheldon has
dual exhib- resigned
Council
of the Dramatists Guild
resistance by the indiviits
as
associate
producer
at
way out Selznick International. Sheldon
itor. It is certainly on
holds
a
meeting
today. Annual
A.
as a result of the M. P. T. 0.
said he will not announce his fu- meeting of the organization will take
fight.
ture plans for a couple of weeks.
place next month in New York.
"The remaining six proposals presented revolve around the proposal ticipate in the establishment of
tion by statute and commissions?
for local boards of conciliations. such local boards. They must take
Some benefit to exhibitors was se- the initiative now before anything If that is true, their present policy
in this matter should get the decured on these by getting a declara- can be done on this.
sired results. We seem to be on
tion of policy from the distributor,
"The delay and/or collapse of this the verge of a lot of spectacular
but on competitive overbuying, unfair clearance and unfair cut-rate plan is the definite, direct respon- anti-trust suits, and exasperated
sibility of the distributors them- and disgruntled exhibitors, with
competition between theaters the
selves. It is the one and only pro- nowhere within the industry to get
local board is indispensable. As we
posal that has been made for self- their grievances and complaints
have pointed out before, M. P. T. 0.
of commercial practices
A. has gone as far as it possibly regulation
in
the
distribution and exhibition. heard and adjusted, are bound to
public
can on this, in securing a
commitment from each distributor The reason for the delay and lack turn to their legislatures and to
Congress for relief. It may not be
that they will cooperate and par- of effort is known only to the dis- very smart, but it is inevitable, and
tributors, exhibitors generally have the exhibitor can hardly be blamed
gone on record urging that it be under the circumstances.
done and expressing a willingness
Grace Moore, Tenn. Colonel
"The situation in Congress, while
to help work it out. Can it be that
Nashville, Tenn. — It's now Colonel
the distributors prefer to fight it it is quiet at the moment, is
Grace Moore, suh. The singer has been
out in court and invite Federal and fraught with potential danger to
commissioned in that rank on the staff
of Gov. Gordon Browning.
State regulation of commercial the motion picture theaters and repractices in distribution and exhibiquires alert attention."
▼

t

▼

NEWS

of

DAY

Wethersfield, Conn. — Nathan
Lampert, operator in Broadbrook,
Colchester, East Hampton and other
suburban spots, is completing his
350-seat house in Glastonbury this
month and will break ground for a
new 350-seater in Wethersfield.
Thompsonville, Conn. — His 980seat theater under way, Peter Parokas is now considering the addition
of a 200-seat balcony in order to
nstitute range in admissions.
Charlotte, N. C— A new 250-seat
theater has been opened at Wadesboro by Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Drake,
who also operate the Ansonia here.
Detroit — Metro Premium Co. has
just sold the Sam Brown Circuit —
Fenkell, Ambassador and Woodward
Grand Theaters — 100 per cent on
ovenware premiums. The Crystal,
west side house operated by Ray
Schreiber and Bernard Brooks, has
also signed up for Metro premiums,
according to manager Norman D.
Lane.
Gait, Ont.— A. M. Piper of London,
has completed plans for a $22,000
theater to be erected at Ainslie and
Chapman for W. Kendrick and Son.
Ray Hall, is preparing plans for
$40,000 750-seat theater, garage,
and showroom to be built at 25
Water St., S. Gait.
Hull, Que.— A $20,000 theater is
under construction on Main St. for
Interprovincial Theaters Ltd. and
Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
Ottawa.
Memphis, Tenn. — A $10,000 remodeling program has been initiated at the Peabody theater by
J. W. Eaton. Plans include provision for 200 additional seats and
small stage.
Kansas City, Mo. — G. F. Long is
opening the Elco Theater at Westboro, eral
which
months. has been dark for sevHull, Mass. — The Bayside Theater
will open on a week-end basis until
the summer season takes full swing.
John Concannon, former assistant
manager of the Egyptian Theater,
Brighton, has been appointed as the
manager by the M. & P. Theaters.
South Bend, Ind.— The River Park
Theater Realty Co. has been reorganized as the River Park Theater,
Inc.
Republic, Wash.— R. A. Culp of
this
erecting a 200-seat film
house city
at is
Oakville.
2,000th Mirrophonic in Britain
London — Installation of Mirrophonic
sound at the Ritz Theater, Barnsley,
Yorkshire, marked Western Electric's two
thousandth
equipment
in Great
Britain.
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As Married"
"Night
Must Rosalind
Fall"Russell, "As withGood
Robert Montgomery,
Doris Nolan, John Boles,

Dame
May Whitty
M-G-M
115 mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
GRIPPING

AND
UNUSUAL
MELODRAMA, WITH ROBERT
MONTGOMERY
OUTSTANDING.
This melodrama is a decided departure
from screen formula. No compromise has
been made with the stage play, and in
the end, Robert Montgomery reveals himself as the maniacal murderer, who did
away with a woman guest at the English
hotel, where he worked as a page boy.
This disclosure is coupled with his murder
of Dame May Whitty, aged head of a
household, who had befriended him. Montgomery's character study of "Baby Face,"
the killer, suffering from egomania and
trying to impress everyone, is outstanding.
Despite its length, the picture is gripping
and much credit is due Richard Thorpe,
who crashes with a bang into the rank;
of major directors. He manages to inject
some lighter moments into the grisly
theme, especially in some of the scenes
between Montgomery and Dame May Whitty. Several bows are also due Hunt
Stromberg, the producer. The acting is
high class throughout, with Rosalind Russell excellent as the niece of Dame May
Whitty, alternating in her hate and affection for Montgomery. Dame May Whitty's
acting is one of the high-lights of the
picture, while Kathleen Harrison, Merle
Tottenham, and Matthew Boulton, who
appeared in the play, do fine work. Alan
Marshall and Beryl Mercer are among
the principals. Ray June's excellent photography does much to give the piece a
grim and tense atmosphere. Montgomery
cleverly wins the confidence of Dame May
Whitty, despite Rosalind Russell's suspicions as to his real character. Montgomery is given work in the Whitty home and
is the lady's constant attendant. He learns
where she has hidden her money and
jewels. With a brickbat, he kills her, but
Boulton, English officer, who has been suspecting Montgomery of the first murder,
arrives in time to apprehend
him.
Cast: Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell, Dame May Whitty, Alan Marshall.
Merle Tottenham, Kathleen Harrison, Matthew Boulton, Eily Malyon, Beryl Mercer,
Winifred Harris, E. E. Give.
Producer, Hunt Stromberg; Director,
I I ard Thorpe; Author, Emlyn Williams;
Screenplay, John Van Druten; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Associates, Frederic
Hope, Edwin R. Willis; Editor, Robert J.
Kern; Cameraman, Ray June; Musical
Score, Edward Ward.
Direction, Expert. Photography, Excellent.

Mrs. Meyer Marks Dies
Chicago — Mrs. Gertrude E. Marks,
wife of Meyer Marks, one of the
builders of the Granada Theater
and identified with the Marks Bros,
circuit before its B. & K. acquisition, died after a long illness. Survivors include, in addition to her
husband, two children, Julian and
Pauline, a brother and four sisters.

Walter Pidgeon

Universal
76 mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
DOMESTIC ROMANTIC COMEDY FOR
THE MASSES, IN EVERY
ENTERTAINMENT.

SENSE

GRAND

Given a real exploitation campaign which
it merits, this picture should be a box-

with

"Oh, Doctor"

Edward
Everett Horton,
Donrue
Leighton, William Hall
Universal
66 mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
GAGS, SLAPSTICK AND SENSATIONAL
STUNTS YIELD A HOST OF LAUGHS.
It takes some time and footage for this
piece to hit its stride, but once it gets
into the stunt stuff that is reminiscent of

Harold Lloyd's work, it is fast and funny
office standout. It's the sort of thing end scores a host of good solid laughs. As
Shat word-of -mouth advertising sells, for
I program fare it is an enjoyable comedy
it has those delightful qualities that made
I with Edward Everett Horton doing a grand
job of the hypochrondriac who does a comsuch hits of "It Happened One Night,"
plete-about-face stopping at no hazard to
"Theodora Goes Wild" and the like. A
male and female romantic comedy of the j win the girl he loves. From the novel by
I Harry Leon Wilson, Harry Clork and Brown
domestic type, it is a picture for the . Holmes have fashioned a screenplay which
masses. Its marvelous dialogue stands out, is overtalkative at the beginning but when
t finds itself in slapstick sensational stunts,
the situations are clever, and the plot
the situations are well worked out, and
never allows one's interest the possibility
highly suspenseful and entertaining. Ray
of a letdown. The laughs are there gaMcCarey's direction plays the gags for
lore, and in every sense it can well be good returns without carrying them too far.
termed grand entertainment. It breezes
Besides Horton, the cast includes Edward
Brophy, William Demarest and Catherine
along beautifully, with the lovely Doris
Doucet, who know how to get their share
Nolan giving a performance that should
i of the laughs. From the time Edmund
place her in the star class. Walter Pidproduction hits the gags, it is
geon and Alan Mowbray are swell in roles Grainger's
the sort of comedy that regular audiences
which call for persons with senses of
should find very hilarious. Edward Everhumor, and John Boles does nicely in his
ett Horton, who believes he has every
part. Tala Birell, Katharine Alexander,
malady possible, is to fall heir to $500,000
Mary Philips, Ernest Cossart, David Oliver,
in six months. He doesn't believe he will
Dorothea Kent and Harry Davenport carry
i last that long, so he agrees to sell his
the other important roles. Everyone conlegacy for $50,000 to four crooks, William
nected with the picture can well be proud
Demarest, Eve Arden, Edward Brophy and
ut his contribution. As director, Edward
Thurston Hall. In the course of keeping
Buzzeil shows a fine sense of comedy
him alive, they hire Donrue Leighton to
value, the piece carries on at a merry pace,
and tne performances he obtains from his act as Horton's nurse. He falls in love
with her, but William Hall, an all-around
piayers are grand. This superb script was athlete is his competitor. To win her
tne work of F. Hugh Herbert and Lynn
affections, Horton tries to out-do Hall in
Starling on the screenplay, and Norman
whatever form of athletic competition the
Krasna on the original. E. M. Asher delatter attempts. The girl learns of Horton's
serves a lot of credit for sensing the box- deal
and tries to break it. When Demaoffice values in this story and seeing to it
rest and his outfit see Horton on the
that they get on the screen. John Harkrider and his associates did a classy job outer-ledge of their office window, which
is miles high, they are willing to call the
on the sets. Learning that California, the
whole thing off, and Horton gets his girl.
slate of
allowed man
one's and
inCast: Edward Everett Horton, Donrue
come tohis
be residence,
divided between
wife, thereby cutting down his income tax,
John Boles marries, on a strictly business
basis, Doris Nolan his secretary. She really loves him. The deal allows each to carry
on as though there were no marital ties.
This causes complications which in turn
brings Boles to the realization that he
loves his wife.
Cast: Doris Nolan, John Boles, Walter
Pidgeon, Alan Mowbray, Tala Birell, Katharine Alexander, Mary Philips, Ernest Cossart, David Oliver, Harry Davenport, Esther
Ralston, Dorothea Kent, Elsa Christian,
Walter Byron.
Executive Producer, Charles R. Rogers;
Associate Producer, E. M. Asher; Director,
Edward Buzzeil; Author, Norman Krasna;
Screenplay, F. Hugh Herbert, Lynn Starling; Cameraman, Merritt Gerstad, ASC;
Production Designed by John Harkrider;
Associates; Sets, Jack Martin Smith; Editor, Philip Cahn; Musical Director, Charles
Previn; Special Effects, John P. Fulton;
Sound, Charles Carroll, Edwin Wetzel.
Direction, Merry.
Photography, Good.

Leighton, William Hall, eve Arden, Thurston Hall, Catherine Doucet, William Demarest, Edwarn Brophy, Minerva Urecal.
Associate Producer, Edmund Grainger;
Director, Ray McCarey; Author, Harry Leon
Wilson; Screenplay, Harry Clork, Brown
Holmes; Cameraman, Milton Krasner, ASC;,
Art Director, Jack Otterson, Associate,
Loren Patrick; Editor, Bernard W. Burton;
Musical Director, Lou Forbes; Special Effects, John P. Fulton; Sound, William R.
Fox, Jesse T. Bastian.
Direction, Understanding, Photography,
Good.

Rogers Collections Soar
New Orleans — Insisting that he is
speaking conservatively, Harold
Wilkes, chairman of the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital Fund in this territory, told The Film Daily that
the fund is almost 1,000 per cent
over the top of its finals last year.
The driver is not over yet.

* a

"ALionelFamily
Affair"
Barrymore, Cecilia Parker,

with

Eric Linden
M-G-M

68 mins

SWELL DOMESTIC COMEDY-DRAM)
WITH GLOVE-FITTING CAST IS A NA
TURAL
FOR FAMILY TRADE.

This will please the entire family, am
should go strong in all the smaller com
munities, for it tells the story of a typica
small-town family. Lionel Barrymore play
the part of the Judge in this adaptation o
the stage play, "Skidding," and Cecili;
Parker and Eric Linden, are the young lovi
interest. Mickey Rooney does a grand jol
as the adolescent, and gets most of thi
comedy business and handles it with tell
ing effect. The theme is that of th<
Judge who lines up in opposition to th<
interests who are trying to build an aque
duct that will divert a lot of water to thf
big city nearby. The story works up tc
the climax at the county convention, where
the Judge is slated to take a politica
beating by not being nominated for reelection. But he has a few tricks up his
sleeve, and succeeds in routing the opposition handsomely and completely. But
the interest of the film is in the fine sentiments and the homey touches centering
around the home life of the Judge's family,
Fine performances are turned in by a distinguished list of players, several of whom
distinguished themselves together before
in "Ah, Wilderness." Charles Grapewin,
Spring Byington, Julie Haydon and Sara
ances.
Haden all turn in commendable performCast: Lionel Barrymore, Cecilia Parker,
Eric Linden, Mickey Rooney, Charles Grapewin, Spring Byington, Julie Haydon, Sara
Haden, Allen Vincent, Margaret Marquis,
Selmer Jackson, Harlan Briggs.
Producers, Lucien Hubbard, Samuel
Marx; Director, George B. Seitz: Author,
Aurania Rouverol; Screenplay, Kay Van
Riper; Editor, George Boemler; Cameraman,
Lester White.
Direction, Very good
Photography, Finei
For additional reviews of new pictures,
to Page 16 of this issue.

turn

FOREIGN
"KOCHAJ TYLKO MNIE" ("Love Only
Me"), dialogue film in Polish; a Leo-Film
production; directed by Marta Flanz, with
Lidja Wysocka, B. Gileswska, Helen Grossowna, W. Zacharewicz, et al., in the cast.
Presented at the Chopin Theater. Running
time: 78 Mins.
Featuring a capable cast, and a story,
which, though light, presents a number of
episodes which are dramatic and often
comical, this film is generally more entertaining, and certainly better technically,
than the average import. The story deals
with the romance that eventually blossoms
between a young business man, played by
W. Zacharewicz, and Lidja Wysocka, cast
in the role of a stage star. The players
enact the shallow plot pleasingly, and
audiences acquainted with the Polish
liking.
tongue will find the feature quite to their

kk

"for the past 18 years
I have been a subscriber to Film Daily for the past eighteen years
and it is the only paper that gives me Who's Who and What's What,
together with concrete articles on the most important news of the
industry from all over the country. I deem it an asset to our business and I have it forwarded to me whenever I am on my vacation
so that I may keep posted on what is going on at all times. If there
is news about the film industry you want to know, I say brother
exhibitor, subscribe to the Film Daily. Without it I would be at
a loss.
The Film Year Book I find most useful at all times keeping it in my
desk so that I may have it handy for reference as to what has happened in the past and more particularly when I want to know who
produced, directed and starred in any picture when inquiries are
made of me by my patrons which is very often."
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MO. COUNTY FORBIDS
GASH AWARD GAMES
Joplin, Mo. — Bank Night and
other games carrying cash awards
were banned here by Charles R.
Warden, prosecuting attorney of
Jasper County, who declared they
constituted a lottery.
Beatrice, Neb. — ■ Speedy action in
die Bank Night test case was practically guaranteed this week when
the attorney general's office in Lincoln stated arguments and presentation of briefs on the case would
not take more than a forenoon.
Trial date is Saturday, in Judge
Messmore's court here. It will be
on agreed stipulation of facts by
both sides.
Springfield, 111. — With the Illinois Supreme Court having ruled
that prize nights in film theaters
constitute illegal lotteries in a ChiState's
Attorney
Williamcago test
D. case,
Roberts
announces
he
will push pending Bank Night cases
against the Orpheum Theater here.
Mortimer E. Berman, manager of
the Orpheum, will be given a hearing Friday in County Court cm
chai'ges of operating a lottery. The
other case is a quo warranto proceeding in Circuit Court requesting
the theater company to show by
what right it could operate the
Bank Night program in this state.
It has been estimated that nearly
$6,000,000 had been distributed in
prize money during the two years
Illinois film theaters have been using games.

Rush of Bank Nighters
Brings Exhib. $25 Fine
Memphis, Tenn. — Fire Marshal
Frank Buckalew has warned all local theaters against overcrowding.
Bank Night at the Rosemary Theater, owned by Mike Cianciolo.
caused the exhib to be haled into
City Court and fined $25. Cianciolo
insisted that his aisles were clear,
but 200 from the outside had rushed
in to hear names of prize winners
announced.
Bank Night is gaining in favor
among Memphis showgoers and
pack.? the Orpheum, Rosemary and
Suzore, the only three theaters
which thus far have adopted the
policy.

Republic Places Serials
Republic's Kansas City Exchange
has sold a 100 per cent deal for its
1937-38 serials to the Commonwealth Circuit.
Para. Adds 2 More Radio Stars
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Acquisition of James and
Marian Jordan, the networks' "Fibber
McGee and Molly." gives Paramount the
largest roster of radio personalities of
any studio — 15. The Jordans will be
seen in "This Way, Please," set to
r,hoot in two weeks. Leads in pix will
be Shirley Ross and "Buddy" Rogers.
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Reviews of Hew Tiims
"Round-Up Time in
Texas
with Smiley Burnette. Maxine Doyle, Cabin
Kids, Champion
Republic
58 Mins.
OUTDOOR DRAMA, WELL ENOUGH
ACTED AND TECHNICALLY O. K., BUT
DULL.
Despite its title, the wide open spaces
of Texas are on view for only a few fleeting moments, and then the locale of this
run-of-the-crop film shifts suddenly to South
Africa, with the change contributing little
if anything to the feature's entertainment
value. The reason for swapping venue was
apparently to give the film a dash of
originality, — which decision on the part of
the producers might have been justified
had the atmosphere smacked a bit of the
iands comprising the southern sections of
the Dark Continent. Perhaps the underlying motive was to spike the scenes with
comedy via the Cabin Kids, who are the
offsprings of an African chief, and, incidentally, very amusing in their musical
bits. But whatever the basic causes, the
results are not up to snuff. At times
the action dips deeply into the well of
travesty and outright slapstick. Most of
Autry's followers will probably wish that
he and his grand horse, Champion, had
missed the boat to South Africa and had remained amid the sagebrush, bad men and
fabled perils of our own "wild" West. The
story deals with Autry rounding up some
horses to ship to his brother who has discovered adiamond mine in the Kimberley
section. On arrival of himself and the
steeds, the brother is missing, — a victim
of a pack of villains bent on grabbing the
property. That Autry meets a personable
Miss, defeats the mine-grabbers, rescues
his brother from their clutches, and
clinches the girl is the gist of the yarn.
It is well enough acted, and technically
o.k., but generally dull.
Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Maxine Doyle, Cabin Kids, Champion, LeRoy
Mason, Earle Hodgins, Dick Wessel, Buddy
Williams, Elmer Fain, Cornie Anderson.
Frankie Marvin, Ken Cooper.
Producer, Nat Levine; Associate Producer, Armand Shaefer; Director, Joseph Kane;
Screenplay, Oliver Drake; Photography, William Nobles; Editor, Lester Orlebeck.
Direction, O K.
Photography, Good.

Johnny

Mack

Brown

in

"Bar Z Bad Men"
with Lois January, Tom London, Frank
LaRue

Republic
HARD
GALORE
WILL

RIDING
STUD
SCORE

AND
THIS

WITH

51 Mins.

SIX-SHOOTING
WESTERN

STARS

WHICH

FANS.

There's enough shooting and hard riding
in this western to commend it to all outdoor drama fans. Johnny Mack Brown is,
of course, the central figure who turns
out to be bad news indeed to the bad men
who kill his pard. Right at the outset
there is a display of his skill with a sixshooter when he celebrates his purchase
of a half interest in Jack Rockwell's ranch,
called the Bar Z. Brown manifests his
joy by riding into the town and shooting
up the stores and the local bar. He is
about to be sentenced to a stretch in the
town jug when he informs the magistrate
that all the shootin' was just letting off
emotional steam prior to leaving for his
new ranch. The judge decides it's probably
better to have Johnny out of town than
stoppered up in the jail. With the suspension of sentence, our hero hies, as
promised, to Bar Z, and there the fun
begins, for Johnny who has made targets of
liis mild townfolk now becomes the target
for the guns of a tough gang of hombres.
This gang knows a railroad is going to be
run through the nearby ranch operated by
Frank LaRue, and to seize it is their
sinister purpose. LaRue has a pretty
daughter, Lois January, and Johnny in turn
decides she is worth seizing, which he
eventually does after he downs the band
of bad men. The picture, satisfactorily
acted throughout and capably directed is
considerably more exciting than the average western and should score with patrons.
Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Lois January, Tom London, Frank LaRue, Ernie
Adams. Dick Curtis, Milt Morante, Jack
Rockwell.
Producer, A W. Hackel ; Director, Sam
Newfield; Author, James P. Olsen; Screenplay, George H Plympton; Cameraman,
Bert Longenecker;
Editor, S. Roy Luby.
Direction, Capable.

Photography, Good.

N. Y. Assembly Passes
New

Movie House? No, Sir,
Boonville Wants Its Hall

Boonville, Mo. — Thespian Hall
Preservation Committee has been
formed here to oppose announced
plans of Fox-Midwest Theaters to
replace the historic Thespian Hall
with a new theater. Thespian Hall
was built in 1857 and during the
Civil War was used both as barracks
and hospital.

Trebow In B & K Post
Chicago — Archie Trebow has been
named purchasing agent for Balaban & Katz circuit, succeeding E.
F. Maher, who has joined the Joe
Goldburg
organization.

Dog Racing

MONOGRAM'S PARLEY
WILL ATTRACT 100

Measure

Albany, N. Y. — The Assembly
has passed and sent to the Senate
the Hall bill legalizing dog races.
The Senate has passed and sent
to the Governor the Kreinheder bill
to permit bowling on Sundays after
2 P. M. Last year Governor Lehman vetoed a dog racing bill.
Under the terms of the measure
dog racing would be authorized and
would be conducted under the supervision of the State Racing Commission. The State would receive
15 per cent of the admissions. Under the second bill, the Department
of Agriculture would get $200,000
from such receipts to distribute to
agriculture societies.

Among
the more than 100 per
sons who will attend the Monogram! I
convention
May 7-8 at the Drake i
Hotel, Chicago, will be President W. :
Ray Johnston;
J. A. Sisto, under-. I
writer of the Monogram stock sub- r
scription; Sol A. Rosenblatt, coun-i'
sel and member of the board of di- '
rectors; Edward A. Golden, general
sales manager;
Scott R. Dunlap
vice-president in charge of produc
tion; Norton V. Ritchey, manager
of the export department; Herschel
Stuart, treasurer; Louis S. Lifton
director of advertising and publicity;
J. S. Harrington,
transportation
manager and J. P. Friedhoff, comptroller.

Branch
representatives
include
Howard
Stubbins, Ray
Olmstead,
Los Angeles; Ed Blumenthal, Dal
las; Nate Schultz, Cleveland; George
Blumenthal,
San Citv:
Francisco;
Can- I
Scott,
Oklahoma
Sam Decker
and William Hurlbut, Detroit; N. L. |
Norris, William
P. Humston
and j
Lester
Durland,
Kansas
City;
Charles Trampe, Milwaukee; A. M.
Goldstein, Seattle; Lon T. Fidler,
Denver; John W. Mangham, Atlan
ta; D. J. Selznick, Pittsburgh; Henri II
Elman, Chicago; Carl Harthill, In
dianapolis; F. E. Judd, Des Moines;
L. O. Ringder, Omaha; Steve Brody
Boston; William
Onie, Cincinnati;
and others.
The first business meeting will be (
called to order at 9:30 a.m. on Mav
v
7, to be followed by another session
in the afternoon. A dinner and k
meeting of franchise holders will
take place the same evening. Sat- if
urday will be given over to additional meetings, with the conven
tion banquet set for the evening.
\<
"The
to
attached
Special " cars
Wolverine
will leave Grand Cen
tral station, New York, at 6:30 p.lL
m. on May 5. At Albany it will pick
up Steve Brody, manager
of the
Boston branch, and the salesmen as-j.|
sociated with that office. Sam Deck'■
er, William Hurlbut and the salesex- 1 '
Detroit
of Monogram's
men
troit.
trip train
will at
be Devia ','
board the
will return
change The
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.

Leichter Sells Series
Mitchell Leichter of Advance Pictures, Inc., has sold his series of
H. H. Van Loan Stories of eight
pictures
Imperial
Pictures
of
Northern to
Ohio.
But Will the Hens See It?
Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — In Germany, the Nazis
order hens to lay eggs. But the American way is different, witness announcement by the U. S. Department of
Agriculture yesterday that it is ready to
release a three-reeler, "The National
Poultry
Improvement
Pix and
is available both
35 mm. andPlan."
16 mm.
is a
talkie. Two other new U. S. pix ready
are
"Theone Cicada,"
two-reeler and
"Smoke,"
reel subject.
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Distributors Up Broadway Ad Budgets 25 P. C in Year

KAO FIRST QUARTER NET IS MORE THANJ500,000
Discuss Pact PlantoWould"De-freeze"
Allow Producers
Hospital Drive

. . . also Kansas censorship
=
By CHESTER B. BAHN
=
THAT

fine co-operative spirit responsible

for the production of "Lest We Forget," designed to further this year's Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital drive, is deserving of quick exhibitor emulation.
Certainly, this is one occasion when the
several arms of the industry can stand
as one. A most worthy charity, and a
monument to a well-loved national figure
whose personal philanthropies were many,
the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital is entitled to the fullest measure
of support.
When the annual public campaign for
' funds opens on April 30, "Lest We Forget" should find a place on the program
of every one of the nation's film theaters.
The 1937 reel, supervised by Louis B.
Mayer, is something more than merely a
trailer appeal for funds. Audiences cannot but find the clever all-star short subject to their liking.

THE folly of motion picture censorship is
attested anew by recent happenings in
. Kansas where the Board of Review first
deleted utterances by U. S. Senator Burton K. Wheeler from the current issue of
"The March of Time" and then, under fire,
reversed its decision and permitted restoration of the footage.
The deletions, the Board had explained,
it found the Senator's
were madeof because
criticism
the Roosevelt court reforms
to be "partisan and biased." That explanation was made the more interesting
by the fact that the Board's chairman,
Miss Mae Clausen, is an Emporia newspaper editor, and editors are presumed to
carry the torch for freedom of speech.

H'

AD Kansas exhibitors elected to fight
the censors' ruling in the courts, it
is possible that the Board would have been
embarrassed, to put it mildly. It so happens that news reels are not censorable
in the Sunflower State and that the statute
provides other films are to be cut only
when found to present scenes that are
"cruel, obscene, indecent or immoral."
Further, it seems that the first release
of "The March of Time" was presented
to the Board in 1935 as a courtesy gesture,
with the Board classifying it as "educational."

Sees

to Re-register 25 P. C.
of Their Total
An agreement under which members of the Hays organization would
"de-freeze" scores of thousands of
picture titles now registered with
it was discussed by its committee on
title registration at a meeting yeserday in New York. Selection of
"free" titles has become an increasingly acute
problem
from6) the pro(Continucd
on Page

WARNERS ADDING FOUR
WASHINGTON HOUSES
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Immediate construction of four new theaters, involving
an expenditui-e of approximately
$2,000,000, was announced here yesterday by John J. Payette, general
zone manager of Warner Theaters.
Building program calls for the
construction(Continued
of 1,000
to 1,500-seat
on Page 6)

New

Registered
Pix Titles
Earnings About Double Those
NRA

Prospects

Most significant effect of the Wagner
act decision of the U. S. Supreme Court
is that it permits enactment by Congress of the "most important principles
of the old NRA in one or more separate laws," declared the Tax Research
Institute of America yesterday.

of the Same Period
Last Year

Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp. had
a net profit of slightly over $500,000 for the first quarter of 1937,
just about double the earnings of
$274,049 for the first quarter of
1936, directors were told at a board
meeting yesterday.
The directors elected Leo Spitz as
chairman of the board and president
of the company. Malcom Kingsberg,
representing the M. J. Meehan interests, was elected vice chairman.
Leo Spitz, RKO president, will All other officers were re-elected.
Board of RKO Radio Pictures
be called upon to testify on the
earnings prospects of the company also held a meeting yesterday. Proin connection with the hearings on
ceedings were described as routine.
the "fairness" of RKO reorganization plan, which got under way yesterday before Special Master George
W. Alger at the Bar Building, it
was indicated.
The initial session lasted about

EXPECT SPITZ TO BE
"FAIRNESS" WITNESS

(Continued on Page 7)

MPTOA MEMBERSHIP
SOARS 900 IN YEAR

Membership of the M. P. T. O. A.
through units affiliated with the association has increased 900, now
totalling 5,400, as compared with
M-G-M has completed installation 4,500 a year ago, according to a
O. Henry Briggs Slated
made by the organiof its own checking facilities in all checkup just
zation. Regional units associated
for Re-election by Pathe territories but five in the South. with the national outfit number 22.
Next zones to be entered are At- A year ago there were 20 regionals
lanta, Memphis, New Orleans, Dal- in the association.
O. Henry Briggs is slated for reelection as president of Pathe at the
las and Oklahoma City. Last terThe M.P.T.O. of Virginia seems
ritory in which a force was estab- likely to become the next affiliate.
annual meeting of its board of dilished
was
Philadelphia.
rectors Tuesday, following the anE. A. Schiller, who has been asnual stockholders' session. No
sociated with this work, leaves New
changes sonnelinare anticipated.
the firm's executive per- York Sunday for Atlanta.
Special Train to Take
RKO Convention Groups

M-G-M's Own Checkers
In All But Five Zones

Broadway Ad Budgets Increased 25%
By Distributors During Last Year
In newspaper campaigns designed
UMPTO Battling Columbia
to plug Broadway runs of their productions, distributors have increased
On Non-Theatrical Issue

their budgets approximately 25 per
Philadelphia — U.M.P.T.O. mem- cent during the past year, according
bers, meeting yesterday, approved a to data acquired from authoritative
House budgets,
plan whereby
exhibitors
will be sources yesterday.
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

An "RKO Convention Special"
will be run from New York to Los
Angeles for the sixth annual and
third international
Sales convention
(Continued on Page 6)

Panama
Claiming that
Lions (By
RoarCable)
at — "Swing"
it is derogatory to Panama and offensive to the citizens of the Republic of
Panama, the local Lions Club here has
formally protested against Para.'s "Swing
High,

Swing

Low."
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Net
Am. Seat
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd..
Con. Fm. Ind
Con.
East.

Fm. Ind.
Kodak

pfd..

High Low Close Chg.
24
24
24
34
34
34
43
42
42% +
%
4%
4%
4%
15
161

14% 14%
160
160

—

%

do pfd
1541/2 1541/2 1541/2 +
1/4
Gen. Th. Eq
27%
27 1/4 27 1/4 —
%
Loew's,
Inc
833/4
82% 82% —
%
do pfd
Paramount
25
24%. 24% —
%
Paramount 1st pfd... 173 1/4 170 171
— 4l/4
Paramount
2nd pfd.. 22%
21% 21 % —
%
Pathe
Film
8I/4
8 1/4
8 1/4
RKO
9%
8%
87/8 —
%
20th Century-Fox
. . 39%
39
39
—
%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 49%
49%
49%
Univ. Pict. pfd
84
84
84+2
Warner
Bros
15
14% 14%—
%
do pfd
61
61
61
— 1%
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET

Albany — The Senate has
and sent to the Governor the
bill providing for one day
in seven for engineers and
employed in film theaters.

Coming and Going

DAILY

Washington — Motion picture
films, sensitized, not exposed,
reached a new high in exports in
1936 hitting a total dollar value of
$4,360,000, according to special survey made by foreign commerce department of the United States
Chamber of Commerce. According
to report there was exported in
1936, 284,319,000 linear feet.

Bill Goes to Governor

NEW

Elated With Buying Survey,
Allied Plans Parley Report

Declaring that independent exhibitors are not rushing up to sign for
1937-3S product, Allied yesterday
stated that a full report of its buying survey will be presented to its
membership at its annual convention at the Hotel Pfister at Milwaukee March 26-28. Twenty-one exchange centers are represented in
returns already received, said the
association, which stated:
"Of 170 theaters scattered from
Maine to California and from Minnesota to Texas, only 13 have con"Captains Courageous"
tracted for product approximating
Gets Roadshow Status their requirements
for the ensuing
year. Fourteen theaters have signed
M-G-M has definitely decided to up with one company each, and 23
roadshow "Captains Courageous," have signed up with two or three
following a trial run of the produc- companies each. One hundred and
tion at the Locust Street in Phila- twenty of the reporting theaters
delphia. Picture will be given sim- have bought no product of any kind.
ultaneous premieres at the Astor,
New York, and the Gary, San Fran- Detroit and Michigan
cisco, May 11, beginning two-a-day
runs in both houses. On May 16 the
Both in Grip of Duals
attraction has its New England
opening at the Colonial at Boston.
Detroit — This city today is in the
"Captains Courageous" is the grip of duals, with the policy also
fourth M-G-M roadshow during the generally adopted throughout Michpast 12 months.
igan. Only local house not using
double features regularly, aside
fromJudy.
the first-runs, is the Punch
and
Engineer-Firemen Rest

Washington

Friday, April 23, 1937

passed
Keenan
of rest
firemen

Dufaycolor Plant to be
Located in Deluxe Lab.
Dufaycolor has completed arrangements with DeLuxe Laboratories for construction of a laboratory
for processing 35 mm. and 16 mm.
prints in three colors. Plant will be
housed at the DeLuxe Laboratories,
55th St. and 10th Ave.

While there has been some agitation to eliminate the second feature,
thus far the movement is only in
the talk stage.

Philly Exchange Workers
Hold First Union Parley
Philadelphia — First meeting looking towards the organization of an
exchange workers union here
was held at the Broadwood last
night.

en

E. A. SCHILLER leaves New
route to Atlanta.

JOE
returns

York

Sunday

BRANDT, who is now in New
to Hollywood next week.

York,

GARRETT FORT has arrived in New York
from the Orient and goes to the coast in two
weeks.
DENNIE
week
from

MOORE goes
New York.

the LINTON
coast.

WELLS

to Hollywood

is back in New

next

York from

CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN returned to New
York yesterday from Washington.
RICHARD RODGERS and LORENZ HART,
song writers, have arrived in Hollywood to write
the music and lyrics for the forthcoming

Mervyn
LeRoy
feature,
"Return
Engagement."
MRS. JESSIE JOHNSON, associated with the
von Baumann-Roosevelt Expedition which is
now in Ecuador engaged in the exploration and
filming of volcanoes there, leaves New York
today on the Santa Barbara for South America
lo join the expedition.
LORETTA YOUNG, screen player, arrives in
New York tomorrow from Hollywood with her
mother and sails next Wednesday for a vacation in Bermuda. While in town she will stop
at the Hotel Pierre.
JULIUS J. FERRETT1, New York representative of United States Air Conditioning Corp.,
arrives this week in Rio de Janeiro where he
will supervise installations of units in several
Brazilian theaters.
BEN PIAZZA has left New
coast via New Orleans.

York for the

BRODERICK CRAWFORD arrives in New
today aboard the Twentieth Century.

York

CAPTAIN N. A. POGSON, technical supervisor on Samuel Goldwyn's "The Adventures
of Marco Polo," entrained yesterday for Hollywood.
JOHN DOWD, head of RKO theaters publicity and advertising department, returns today from Boston.
PHIL REISMAN, RKO Radio foreign sales
head, a returns
by way of Los Angeles
from
foreign Monday
trip.
JULES LEVY, RKO Radio sales chief, returns
Monday from a Southern trip.
ED McEVOY, RKO Radio eastern sales manager, returns Monday from a Southern vacation

Chaplin Is Sued

Charles Chaplin was sued for
plagiarism yesterday in Supreme
Court by Films Sonores Tobis, Societe Anonyme de France, which
For Tax Publicity Repeal
claims that Chaplin's picture "ModWashington
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
ern Times" was pirated from the
Washington — House vote next Rene Clair film "A Nous Le LiberKeith
A-0
6s46....
983/4
983/4 983/4 +
%
week
on
the
Doughton
resolution
to
te."
United Artists is included as
Loew 6s41ww
98%
98% 983/8 —
%
a defendant in the suit which asks
Para. B'way
3s55... 73%
73%
73%
repeal
income
tax
salary
list
pubPara.
Picts. 6s55..100%
1003/8 100% +
%
licity was assured yesterday by an accounting of profits and an inRKO
6s41
119
119 119
— 2
House Rules Committee action.
junction restraining showing of
Warner's 6s39
96
96 96
—
%
Chairman Doughton of Ways and "Modern Times."
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Means Committee stated he hoped
Columbia
Picts. vtc
to bring up resolution for action
Grand Nat'l Films...
2%
234
23,4
Suggests FTC Film Control
either Monday or Tuesday.
Sonotone Corp
Senator Burton K. Wheeler, chairTechnicolor
2434
233/4
24
—
%
man of the Interstate Commerce
Trans-Lux
45/8
4%
45/8 +
%
Universal
Pictures
ITSDA Defers Convention
Committee, is urged to seek legislation vesting supervision of motion
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
STOCK MARKET
Independent Theater Supply DealBid
Asked
ers Association has indefinitely post- pictures in the Federal Trade ComFathe
Film 7%
pfd
95
98
mission instead of state regulatory
poned its annual convention, slated
to be held starting June 15 in Chi- bodies, in a letter from David Garrison Berger, attorney and now ascago. Present indications are that
sociated with Condor Pictures in
it will not be held for a month or
Gus Hill Rites Today
more from the original date.
production
of the book "Nine Old
Funeral services for Gus Hill, 78,
stage actor and producer who died
M. J. Caplan Dead
suddenly of a heart attack late last
ITOA to Elect May 4
Detroit — Maurice J. Caplan, 47,
Tuesday night, will be held at noon
President Harry Brandt and other
today in the Walter B. Cooke Fun- president of Metropolitan Motion re-nominated
officers of the I. T.
eral Home, 117 West 72nd St. and Picture Co., commercial film proA. will be elected at a meeting
ducers, and former president of De- O.Men."
burial will be in Evergreen Cemetroit Variety Club, is dead after a of the organization May 4 at the
tery. Hill's
family name was GusHotel Astor.
tave Hill
Metz.
long illness.

"History" In 4th Week
San Francisco — "History Is Made
At Night" has been booked for its
fourth successive week both at Herman Cohen's United Artists Theater
here, and the Liberty, Seattle. These
are two of the 74 holdovers registered by the Wanger film so far.

APRIL
23
Shirley Temple
George
P. Skouras
H. G. Knox
Harry

H.

Thomas

THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES

U. S. TO PREVIEW CORONATION! Simultaneous openings in 275 cities on May 8th
for "Prince and the Pauper" will provide
Americans authentic view of Coronation
ceremony 4 days ahead of Londoners!
Coast bound from Europe, Errol Flynn jumps
for joy at his picture's advance notices.0
"MARKED WOMAN" MARKS THIRD WEEKS in Frisco and N. Y.( second weeks
in Newark and Hartford, with Cleveland, Albany, Buffalo latest to top "Green
Light". Here's star Bette Davis' (second from r.j highlight scene with (r. to I.)
Jane Bryan, Isabel Jewell, Lola Lane, Rosalind Marquis and Mayo Methot.0
WARNERS' "SINGING COWBOY"
NOWONTHEAIRlDickForanfleff)
set to win new fans for his famed
Western series with weekly coastto-coast broadcast on popular
Burns and Allen program!
WHAT THE WARINGS ARE WEARING THIS SEASON appears to be
grins — but why not? They're in
Hollywood, Fred and his famed
Pennsylvanians fbe/owj, at the behest of Warner Bros., as multitudinous (30) members of the cast
of Dick Powell's forthcoming film
frolic "Varsity Show."

...AND SHE SINGS, BESIDES! Added
to her other celebrated charms, the
Warnerole completed in "Confession"
this week by Kay Francis will provide fans
with their initial opportunity to hear her
sing— a privilege heretofore exclusively
enjoyed by a fortunate Hollywood few.
°A First National Picture

Viiagraph, Inc., Distributors

ERROL FLYNN

WHICH WILL BE
RELEASED TO 275
THEATRES ON
MAY 8th BY
WARNER BROS.,
PRODUCERS OF

ED W|

CLAUDE RAINS
HENRY STEPHENSON
BARTON MACLANE
and the

MAUCH TWINS

11

BILLY & BOBBY
■

Eric Portman and Thousands of Others* Directed
by WILLIAM
Wolfgang

KEIGHLEY

• Music

by Erich

Korngold • A First National Picture

arming and richly human film
PRINCEMarkANDTwain
THE PAUPER',
j'THE
popular
classic
it has "been brought to the
*een by Warner Bros

Twain's story of the
impoverished lad who, through
a case of mistaken identity,
was about to be crowned
King Edward VI, has been . . .

. handled with wisdom and
t by all concerned in the
ing of the film. "THE PRINCE
• THE PAUPER" runs for two
1 hours, and never once

. . . did I get the feeling that
the pace was too heavy or the
action too slow. The Mauch Twins,
Billy and Bobby, are ideal in
the picture's title roles, . . .

. while Errol Elynn, Claude
.ns , Barton MacLane and
itaguLove all score heavily!
L-timer Love's portrayal of
ig Henry VIII is just as . . .

. . good as Laughton ' s was-and in
some spots it is better. All in
AND THE PAUPER"
, "THE PRINCE
all
is sincerely
recommended
to
all audiences, everywhere!
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WARNERS ADDING F0UI
WASHINGTON HOUSE!

DISCUSS 'DE-FREEZING'
REGISTERED PIX TITLES
(Continued from Page

ducer standpoint owing to the large
number tied up at present through
registration, which incidentally involves a great deal of bookkeeping.
Under the proposal, producers
would be allowed to re-register 25
per cent of their present total. Another meeting on the matter is tentatively set for Thursday.

UMPTO Battling Columbia
On Non-Theatrical Issue
(.Continued from Page

1)

asked to withhold dates or pull
dates on Columbia because of the
local exchange's attitude on the socalled non-theatrical problem. Failure of manager Harry Weiner to
co-operate with the body led to the
resolution.
A test case may be arranged on
the "numbers" issue arising where
exhibitors are sold only numbers on
contracts and then not given pictures which the exhibitors feel they
are entitled to. The legal committee is looking into the matter.
A committee was appointed to
wait on Edgar Moss regarding a
situation in the Kensington District
where 20th Century-Fox is reported
taking away a buying privilege
from an established run and giving
it to a house not yet built. Practice of exchanges in encouraging
new theaters by promising product
was rapped. It was announced 76
pledge cards have been signed by
U.M.P.T.O. members saying that
they will not continue the weekly
payment plan on shorts.
President Lewen Pizor who presided at the meeting presented a
review of the legislative situation.

Special Train to Take
RKO Convention Groups
(Continued from Page

(Continued from

1)

1)

of RKO Radio Pictures to be held
at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, starting June 16. The train
will stop en route to pick up all
delegations.

Bandits Get $1,400
Revere, Mass. — Three bandits entered the manager's office at the
Revere Theater, forced Assistant
Manager Edward to open a safe,
and escaped with $1,400.
Pearl White in Comeback?
Newark, N. J. — National Pictures,
now being organized in New York with
Morris Rose, former prexy of Pioneer
Films, and Aaron Fox said to be principals, plans to return Pearl White to
the screen, according to announcement
made by Fox here. National, it is said,
will produce at the old Biograph Studios at Fort Lee.

T
T
▼
• •
• LOOKS
LIKE a sellout for that AMPA
Dinner
Dance at the Hotel New Yorker
the date is Saturday eve,
May 1
Secretary Ralph Lund has sent out invitation cards
to members for the Awards Exhibition to be held in Loew's
State building on the second floor from April 26 to 30
the exhibit is open from 12 noon to 8 p. m. daily any of
your friends interested in motion picture advertising art will
be glad to look over this exhib

T

▼

▼

• •
• A DINNER party was given on behalf of David
Selznick at the Waldorf last eve
in honor of the opening
of "A Star Is Born" at the Music Hall
among those present were Charles Moskowitz,
Major L. E. Thompson,
Nate
Bromberg,
Jack Alicoate
Gus Schaef er, Major Albert
Warner,
I. J. Hoffman,
Frank Freeman,
Spyros and George
Skouras, Frank Walker
after dinner the guests attended
the 9:30 performance of the picture at the Hall
T
▼
▼
• •
• A DINNER party was given by Director W. S. Van
Dyke to Mrs. Mabel Walker Willebrandt Wednesday eve
in the Mayflower Hotel at Washington
after the dancing
Van Dyke presented a surprise showing of "Captains Courageous" he arrived in New York last nite
T
T
T
• •
• A BUNCH
of exceptional exploitation campaigns
have been launched on Universal's "Top of the Town"
this
film seems to lend itself easily to a variety of stunts, and the
following showmen have gone to town with "Town" in a very
impressive manner
Charles Kurtzman and H. H. Harmon
of the Fox in St. Louis
William Sears and Robert Haley
of the Orpheum, Minneapolis Harry MacDonald and Harold J. Mirisch of Warners
in M'lwaukee Sam Torgan,
Keith theater, Lowell, Mass.
"Skip" Weschner,
Stanley,
Philly
Eddie Miller, and Sid Dannenberg of the Hippodrome, Cleveland
W. W. Risley, Palace, Rochester
T
▼
T
• • • IT SEEMS that ye ed of this paper
Chet
Bahn
got a pal a pass so the guy's wife could see one of
those femme-slayers in action on the screen and Chet receives this note the next morn in appreciation of the favor
"My wife thanks you for letting her see Robert Taylor last
night — I don't."
sure, all us married
mugs
know
just
how ya feel, feller
T
T
T
• • • EVERY FILM house in the land is lining up to pay
tribute to the memory of Will Rogers as the Memorial Fund
campaign starts the week commencing Friday, April 30
on the program will be featured the Memorial special short,
"Lest We Forget"
starring Robert Taylor and Gary
Cooper
the film represents the cooperative effort of the
entire industry
written and produced by Frank Whitbeck
under the auspices of M-G-M
Harry
Carey and Allan
Jones appear in the film
Oliver Garver was associate producer the directors were Henry Hathaway, E. Mason Hopper, Richard Thorpe, Harry Loud
Dave Snell arranged the
musical score ... • Lowell Thomas has been nominated as
prexy of the Advertising Club of New York
T
T
T
• • • AS WE came to work this morn, we found an excited mob outside the Paramount
building
they were
watching
Our Gal Friedegg trying to jam her way through
the revolving door
the dumb sec was trying to push the
door on the left side
we yelled: "Don't ya know enough
to go to the right with a revolving door?"
Frieda yelled
back: "Why the hell should I go right when I'm left-handed?"
(N. B. — There are no revolving doors in the Paramount
building, you say?
So — ya want to go technical on us, ha?
Don't ya know we're writing a fiction kolyum?
You
really
should
know,
with
all
the
fictional
build-ups
we've
given
you — and You — and YOU)

«

«

«

Page

neighborhood theaters
town, Bethesda, Silver
Northeast Washington.
will have complete air

1)

in Tenle?
Spring an
The theatei
conditionin

equipment.
Although plans and sites ha\
been selected and approved, exa<
locations of the four theaters ha\
not been announced, pending tr
completion of the contractual negc
tiations. The completion of th
new group of theaters will bring tr1
total operated here by Warner Bro
to 20.
Fourth house to be built sine
announcement of a Warner expai
sion program 18 months ago will V
opened
on May completion
6. It's the at
Calver
now nearing
23£
Wisconsin Ave., N.W.

Distribs. Up Broadway
from 25
Page Per
1) Cen'
Ad(Continued
Budgets

it is understood, only show a sligl
increase.
Estimate is made that approx
mately $1,725,000 was expended hi
eight Broadway first run grip
houses during the past year oi
newspaper space.

National Screen Service
To Open St. Louis Branc

St. Louis — National Screen Se:
vice has leased quarters at 3316-]
Olive St. and will open a loc;
branch there about May 8 to sen
the eastern Missouri and southeii
Illinois theaters. Glenn Gregoi, p
will be branch manager.
The office will also distribute th «
lines handled by the National Scre^ i
Accessories, a subsidiary concern1 ii 1

Felt Sues for $45,409
Abraham Felt is suing Trans-Lu_
Movies Corp., Trans-Lux Dayligl
Screen Corp. and Percy N. Furb<
for $45,409 commissions alleged]
due him for obtaining sites f<
Trans-Lux theaters in Philadelphi
Washington and Baltimore, it w;
revealed yesterday in Supren
Court in connection with a motic
to amend Felt's complaint. t
charges that he had an understam
;ng with Trans-Lux that he wou|
receive regular real-estate commi
sion for his work.
Zinc Tokens for Tax Use
Kansas City, Kan. — According to an
announcement made by W. G. Fink,
chairman of the Kansas Tax Commission, arrangements have been completed
for the stamping of zinc tokens to be
used to pay the recently passed 2 per
cent sales tax law. The tokens will be
slightly formed
smaller
a dime,
unperand in thethan
2 mill
denomination.
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f REVIEWS
Janet Gaynor and
irh

Fredric

March

in

"A Star
Is Born"
Adolphe
Menjou, Andy
Devine,

Robson,
Lionel
i mired Artists

May
Stander
1 hr., 51 mins.

HITS
GLAMOUR
APPEAL
WITH
INDE HOLLYWOOD
STORY.
SUPERBLY
. ONE IN ALL DEPARTMENTS.
'■

You can chalk this up as a production
tat will have the town
talking, and a
. arural for the word-of-mouth advertising.
- is the sort of film that is bound
to
-eate plenty of discussion.
A lot of
controversial.
But that is nothing to
e alarmed
about.
Not in this instance.
::•/. or when all the votes are in, the picture
omes through with a handsome
majority.
'ne of the most glamorous
stories ever
produced in Hollywood.
And it is all about
v,!ollywood,
and
the
making
of a star.
'

irst pic with a modern theme to be done
i Technicolor.
And the color is magniicent.
Gaynor is a natural color subject.
hotographs gorgeously.
Story has Gaynor
imming it from a small country home to

• ' -,e studio city, bound on a career in films.
rfeets March as she does a waitress bit
ne evening at a private party.
March is
j lie big star who is slipping through
his
/ild conduct and overbearing manner, and
co much liquor. But he is a real guy,
nd his interest in the unknown
girl is
incere. Through many incidents to the
oint where
he gets her planted on the
*ay to a film career with the help of the
•roducer.
They are married.
She clicks.
*s she starts to soar, March begins to flop
•adly. And so on to the point where he
»|jfc washed up. He fights against his drinkJng propensities, slips back, recovers again.
the tells the producer she is quitting at
• he height of her career, as her duty is
'•'.' vith her husband.
He overhears.
Goes
ut for an evening swim, and keeps right
: m swimming.
Sacrifice act.
Then
the
seanti-climactic
three
into
ilm goes
juences.
Evidently trying to kill off the
:urse of the tragic ending for the sentinental and romantic among the fans. This
je acks up the footage to undue length. Outide of this anti-climax
technique,
the
ilm has all sorts of appeal with a real
Hollywood
studio story, great cast, beauiful directorial touches, and a writing job
in the script that is a delight for human
^ ouches, clever dialogue
and witty lines
-' hat are in the best Dorothy Parker tradi.on.
Cast:
Janet
Gaynor.
Fredric
March,
^'Kdolphe
Menjou,
May
Robson, Andy
De::;! ne Lionel Stander, Elizabeth Jenns, Ed3r
Kennedy,
Owen
Moore,
J.
C.
Nugent,
:=
?j "Jara Blandick, A. W. Sweatt, Peggy Wood.
'^dnan
Rosely. Arthur
Hoyt, Guinn
Williams, Vince Barnett, Paul Stanton, FrankPangborn.
Producer,
David 0. Selznick;
Director,
■William
A
Wellman;
Authors,
William
.Vellman, Robert Carson; Screenplay, DorJ#thy Parker Afan Campbell, Robert Carson.
Direction, Excellent. Photography, Grand

a

A "JUttU" fn»» "Ms

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
will supply comedy interludes for
"Make a Wish" . . . Los
W^HEN Edward Arnold completes Principal's
his current screen role as Jim Angeles triplets, Janna, Kathleen
Fisk, picturesque American financier and Sheila Andrew will play the
of the post-Civil War period in RKO same infant Trole ▼
in "Saratoga."
T
Radio's "The Toast of New York,"
Tex
Ritter
has
signed a contract
he will have compiled the record of
35 weeks of work before the cam- with the William Morris agency to
eras out of the last 38 of the handle his personal appearance tour
calendar.
which starts upon completion of
T
▼
T
"Rider of the Rockies," his seventh
Edward Finney production for
Casting assignments — RKO Rich- Grand
National set to get under
ard Lane, Dudley Clements, "New way on April 26 with Lindsley ParFaces of 1937"; Paramount: Cecil
sons supervising.
Cunningham, "Artists and Models";
T
T
T
Capt. Joseph Ince, "Midnight Ma"True Confession," a French comdonna"; GN: Bernadene Hayes,
edy drama, will be produced by
"Sweetheart of the Navy"; Columbia: Herbert Ashley, Rafaela Otti- Paramount as Carole Lombard's
picture, it is anano, Ed Peil, Sr., "League of next starring
nounced today by William LeBaron.
Frightened Men."
T
▼
T
▼
T
T
New contracts — M-G-M: Errol
That Lee Shubert intends presenting Gypsy Rose Lee next season in
Taggert,
director;
Maureen Gregory
O'Sullivan, actress;
20th-Fox:
a new edition of the "Follies," was
Ratoff, actor- writer-director-super- indicated yesterday by the anvisor.
nouncement that the producer had
»
t
r
renewed his option on her services.
<r
▼
▼
Mews o' the day — Erie Kenton
Warners have signed Frances Mcwill direct "Stranger Than Fiction"
for B. P. Schulberg . . . Bob Bench- coy, who has been trouping in
"Paradise on Parade," and she will
ley is appearing in "Broadway report
June 10.
Melody of 1938" . . . Al Boasberg

Tele Seen Supplementing
Amusements Now Current

Schwartz, Kalafat Feted
By Cleveland Exhibitors

Motion picture engineers and
others, the former group comprising some 200 members of the S. M.
P. E., got the lowdown on television, past and present status, from
V. K. Zworykin, head of the electronic research division of RCA.
Lecture was held at the RCA sales
department offices on Fifth Avenue
and handled by officials from Camden. Zworykin, in reviewing tele
progress, stated that the form of
entertainment being developed
would supplement but not supplant
current amusements.
Status of tele today was illustrated with movie slides, while
charts further indicated the specifications recommended by the Radio Manufacturers Association
which brought about the 441 line
standard for televising in the U. S.
Considerable additional technical
angles were explained and discussed
by Dr. Zworykin.

Cleveland — Approximately 100
members of the Cleveland Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association attended a testimonial dinner at the
C. of C. to President Ernest
Schwartz and to John D. Kalafat,
chairman of the labor committee.
Schwartz has been president for
three successive terms. Kalafat has
been labor committee chairman for
longer than that. Schwartz was
presented with a five-piece silver
coffee service. Kalafat was the recipient of a set of professional golf
clubs. William M. (Billy) James of
Columbus was toastmaster. Other
out-of-town guests were Martin G.
Smith of Toledo, president of the
I. T. O. of Ohio and Secretary P. J.
Wood.

urn," "Life Begins at Forty" and
"In Old Kentucky." Allan Jones
sings "Old Faithful," Rogers' favorite song. Robert Taylor makes an
appeal for support for the Will
SHORTS
Rogers Memorial Hospital at Saranac Lake, N. Y. Gary Cooper and
Harry Carey appear in the short.
"Lest
We Forget"
(Rogers Memorial)
It is produced by M-G-M, with
10 Mins. Frank Whitbeck as producer and
M-G-M
Oliver Garver his associate. The
!
Splendid
The Will Rogers memorial short directors were Henry Hathaway, E.
^nas been beautifully done.
It in- Mason Hopper and Richard Thorpe.
It was photographed by Jackson
cludes clips from
"State
Fair," Rose.
'County Chairman,"
"David
Har-

Gilroy Starts First of
36 Shorts for RKO Radio
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Bert Gilroy has
started production on the first tworeeler in his 1937-38 schedule for
RKO-Radio's short subjects department. Picture is an Edgar Kennedy comedy, the first in a series
of six. Les Goodwin directs and
Agnes Ayres plays the femme lead.
Producer has a production schedule of 36 shorts for coming year,
ranging from comedy field and
musicaies to timely subjects. Pictures will be divided and released
in
six separate series, according to
Gilroy.

EXPECT SPITZ TO BE
"FAIRNESS" WITNESS
(Continued from Page

1)

three hours and was devoted to the
testimony of one witness, a statement by Hamilton G. Rickaby, of
counsel for Atlas Corp., proponents
of the plan, about the status of the
plan and opposition to it, and argument over the scope of the hearing.
Hearing was then adjourned to next
Wednesday at 10 p. m.
Rickaby was unsuccessful in an
attempt to confine consideration of
the Rockefeller settlement to facts
already in the record. Several attorneys asked that the negotiations
which led to the Rockefeller settlement and the agreement on operation of the Music Hall be spread on
the record and Special Master Alger
concurred in this view. Rickaby
informed the special master that
counsel for the Rockefellers had informed him that they had reached
an
sary.agreement on settlement of the
claim, but were prepared to litigate
it up to the highest court if necesA. A. Belser, an accountant associated with Price-Waterhouse &
Co., the sole witness of the day,
testified that the unsecured claims
against RKO would total $17,000,000 of which $9,000,000 represented
the Rockefeller claim and $8,000,000
all remaining unsecured claims. He
told also of the company's earnings
up to the end of 1936.
Rickaby said that all contingent
claims would be taken care of under
the plan and mentioned that negotiations were pending for release of
contingent liabilities with the National Bank. of Cincinnati, as trustee
for RKO Midwest Corp., but that
no decision had been reached. Negotiations are also pending with the
general creditors committee of
which Carlos Israels is counsel, for
settlement of their objections to the
plan, Rickaby stated.
He disclosed that Atlas Corp. had
obtained consent to the plan of $3,743,633 in debentures, that RCA had
voted its $4,893,327 debentures and
605,731 shares of common stock for
the plan and that there were three
unnamed consents totaling $1,118,500 of debentures. Other debenture
holders favoring the plan including
John Van Neck, $35,000; Bank of
America, N. A., $481,000, and Amerex Holding Corp. $114,000. He said
78 per cent of the debentures and
48
olan.per cent of the stock favored the

Criterion Plans 4 Pix
for 1937-1938 Distribution
Criterion Films is planning to
produce four features for distribution during 1937-38 season. Some
of thedled company's
product
hanin this country
by isUnited
Artists. Criterion produces in England and is headed by Doug Fairbanks Jr., who is working at the
coast in "Prisoner of Zenda."

*

\

•

New

dance sensation introduced by Producer Fanchon in

Paramount's novelty -packed
"Turn Off the Moon." Remember
Fanchon, co-creator of those
famous Fanchon & Marco stage
presentations? She knows that
the mob likes romancing, and
dancing, and song, and comedy...

/

and she's given 'em plenty in this
classy piece of entertainment.
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• Kenny Baker • Phil Harris

and His Orchestra * Ben Blue • Marjorie Gateson
A

Paramount

Picture

•

Directed by Lewis Seiler
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TEN CENTS

Earnings Said More Than a Million

orda Ming for newyork for OTconfab
Theater Divorce Bill Ready for Introduction in Illinois
Minnesota
Measure Believed
Dead
After
Senate
Calendar Move
A theater divorcement measure
has been prepared for introduction
in the Illinois Legislature but so
far has not made its appearance in
either body.
Indications late last night were
that Allied-sponsored attempts to
pass a theater divorce bill in the
Minnesota Legislature this session
would fail, following defeat of a
move to have the measure placed on
th Senate's preferred calendar, to
insure early action. The body had
planned to adjourn sine die on
Thursday night but was still in session yesterday.

20TH-F0X SALES MEET
EXPECTED TO HIT 300

March Admission Taxes Net U. S. $1,539,408.05
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Federal
admission
tax
collections
for
March
jumped
$284,014.90
above
the figure for the same
month
a year ago.
The
Internal
Revenue
Bureau
announced
yesterday.
This year's total was $1,539,408.05.

Cincy First Quart. Biz up to 1936
Level Despite Strikes and Floods
Cincinnati — Although labor
strikes in industry and the winter
floods of 1937 considerably set back
film business in this area during
the first quarter of 1937, consensus
of exhibitor opinion is that it nevertheless held par with that for the
same period a year ago. Present
bookings, moreover, are estimated at
about 10 per cent greater than in
(Continued

1936. B. O. admissions are comparatively steady, according to Andrew Hettesheimer, former president of Greater Cincinnati Independent Exhibitors, but may rise. Suburban prices range from 15 to 30
cents and these may be increased to
20 to 35 cents. Col. Arthur Frudenfeld of RKO theaters terms B. O.
price
trends "indefinite." Wess Huss
on Page 7)

Portables Serving 150 Small Towns
Approximately
300 members
of
the 20th Century-Fox sales departJment and executives of the company
I are slated to attend its annual sales
(convention at the coast opening May
131, stated John D. Clark, general
manager of distribution, yesterday
in New York.
Sidnev R. Kent, who
|returns to New York May 11 from
(Continued on Page 6)

Wake Up and Live" Sets
Roxy Opening Precedent

Lincoln, Neb. — Approximately 150
small towns in Nebraska, Missouri,
and Kansas are being served weekly
by portable movie equipment on the
same circle plan as used by the tent
rep outfits when forced by winter to
go into houses.

in Mid-West

Circles vary in size from three
towns with semi-weekly appearances, to 14 towns with one show
each two weeks. About 25 sets are
engaged in the business and towns
touched rarely exceed 1,000 in population.

RKO Earnings for First 1937 Quarter
Said to be in Excess of $1,000,000

Roxy theater opens its doors at 9
a.m. today for the first time in the Will Expand Film Section
history of the house as a result of
of Toronto's Trade Board
biz done yesterday by 20th-Fox's
"Wake Up(Continued
and Live".
At 10 a.m.
on Page 6)
Toronto, Ont. — Plans for a general organization to handle motion
picture problems in this province
20 p. c. Quota Anticipated
especially in connection with taxation and legislation, were considered
London (By Cable) — New quota legislation, expected before Jan. 1, will
at a meeting of nearly 100 Ontario
fix the percentage at 20 per cent, it is
theater owners at the King Edward
anticipated in informed circles. Further
Hotel here under the auspices of
trade talks with the British government
the
Toronto Board of Trade,
will precede any Parliamentary action
for a 10-year extension
of the quota.
It was decided
to enlarge the mo(Continued cm Page 6)

Conferences
Expected
Have
Bearing
on
Distrib. Setup

to

Important conferences bearing on
the Alexander Korda alliance with
United Artists are expected to take
place following arrival in New York
of the producer, who sails from
England Wednesday. Korda is due
in New York about the time Dr.
A. H. Giannini, president of United
Artists, gets in from the coast, preliminary to sailing for Europe about
may 5.
Korda's 10-year distribution arrangement with United Artists has
(Continued on Page 6)

INTERVENTION MOTION
IN RKO REORG. LOST
Federal Judge William Bondy yesterday denied the motion of Isidor
J. Kresel on behalf of the Orpheum
Circuit Inc. preferred stockholders
committee, to intervene in the RKO
reorganization proceedings, but
stated that Orpheum stockholders
are protected by their right to be
heard on the plan.
Judge Bondy denied the Kresel
motion on technical grounds. He
cited the (Continued
failure onof Page
the7) papers to

Selznick's "Star is Born"
Clicks Big at Music Hall

RKO first quarter earnings exOpening day attendance of Selzceed $1,000,000, The Film Daily
nick's "A Star is Born" at the Radio
was yesterday advised. This is City Music Hall stood at 19,332, it
yesterday.
Second
more than the company's earnings was announced
(Continued on Page 6)
of $734,492 for the first half of
1936. There is no statement of
the company's earnings for the first
quarter of 1936 available, because
Skouras Sure-Shot at Skeet
In addition to being a pretty smart
only semi-annual reports have been
circuit operator, George Skouras now
made by the Irving Trust Co., RKO
holds the title of champ as far as
truste.
skeet shooting goes at the Westchester
The Film Daily learned ThursCountry Club. He has a match scheduled with brother Charley tomorrow at
day that the earnings of KAO the
the club, with golf as a sideline.
RKO theater subsidiary, would be
(Continued on Page 7)
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High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am. Seat
24
24
24
Columbia
Picts. vtc. . 34%
33 V2
33% —
%
Columbia
Picts. pfd. 43l/4
43%
43 % + 1
Con.
Fm. Ind
4V8
4
4
—
Vs
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 14V4
143,4
14%.—
%
East. Kodak
..
.160
158
158
—2
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
27%
273/8
273/8 +
%
Loew's.
Inc
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80%
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—1/2
do pfd
Paramount
24%
223/4
23
— 1%
Paramount
1st pfd. .17034 162
162
— 9
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 21 %
20%
203/4 — 1 %
Pathe
Film
8V8
8
8% —
%
RKO
9%
8%
9
+
%.
20th Century-Fox
. . 39/2
38%
38% —
%
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
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88
+4
Warner
Bros
14%
14%
14%—
%
do pfd
61 %
61 %
61 % —
%
NEW
YORK
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MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
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983/4
Loew 6s41ww
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98%
f"ara. B'way
3s55
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RKO
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Warner's
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953/4
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%
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MARKET
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Picts. vtc
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Nat'l
Films..
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23/4
23/4
Sonotone
Corp
1 3/4
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%
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4%
45/8
Universal
Picts
N Y OVER-THE-COUNTER
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Asked
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pfd
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• APPRECIATION of films is being fostered systematically through the activities of the RKO Radio sales promotion dep't directed by Leon Bamberger public relations representatives have been appointed to operate permanently in various territories their work consists in creating
greater interest in the study of the motion picture in clubs and
educational institutions of course plugging over the current RKO Radio product that may lend itself to the educational
angle
Vernon H. Adams, representative in the Southern
district, speaks over WMC at Memphis today on photoplay appreciation in the high schools William J. Healy, in the
East Central district, will address the Ohio State Federation
of Women's Clubs in Akron on May 18
▼
T
T
• © • THERE IS a new exhib at the home of Stanley Kolbert
a son being born to the missus at the Jewish Hospital in Brooklyn
dad is associated with his father-in-law,
Samuel
Strausberg, in the Interborough circuit ...
• Out
in Denver a son has been born to John Denman and wife
Jawn is manager
of the Broadway
theater there
Mrs.
Denman was formerly Trixie Robinett, dancer, who was with
the Fanchon & Marco stage shows
T
T
T
• • • TODAY IS the day in the life of Ken O'Brien, of
United Artists pub dep't he will be taken over for life by
Katherine Keller of Los Angeles
the wedding takes place
at Del Mar
smart guy, Ken
he picks a gal at the
other end of the United States, figuring his Yonkers rep hasn't
reached that far. . . • On Tuesday eve the trade press will
be guests of United Artists at a special preview of "Woman
Chases Man," the Samuel Goldwyn ep-pic, at Loew's Sheridan
theater in the Village
a dinner at the Hotel Lafayette will
precede the showing which will coincide with the producdual opening
theaterstion'sin
Losang at Warner's Downtown and the Hollywood

Reade Urges Exhibitors
Musical Interpretation
Oppose Dog Racing Bill
Rights Guarded in Bill
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washing-ton — Senator Joseph F.
Guffey, of Pennsylvania, has introduced a new copyright bill, a companion measure to that introduced
by Rep. J. Burwood Daly, to protect interpreter's musical compositions. The new bill, S. 2240, differs
from other copyright measures in
that it protects not composition itself but interpretation given composition by orchestra leaders, or actors.

Expressing fear that Gov. Lehman will sign the bill passed by the
New York Legislature legalizing
dog racing in the state, Walter
Reade, circuit operator, yesterday
wired to a number of exhibitors in
the territory urging them to oppose
the prospective move. Reade, in his
telegram, indicated that dog racing
would harm the film industi-y.

11

from abroad.

AL SELIG goes to Baltimore Tuesday
New York in connection with opening of
ent Barriers" at Keith's May 4.
W. S. VAN DYKE, who has arrived in
York from Washington, leaves for the
the middle
of next week.

from
"SilNew
coast

RICARDO CORTEZ has arrived in New York
Astoria.
from Hollywood and is stopping at the WaldorfROBERT E. SHERWOOD sails today on the
Confe di Savoia for a vacation in Italy, Greece
and France.
NOEL
after a

COWARD has returned to New
brief vacation
in Bermuda.

York

ALISTAIR COOKE, writer and news commentator, late of the British Broadcasting Co.,
arrives from England today on the President
Harding
to fulfill an engagement
with
NBC.
Warner
player,
hasCOLLETTE
arrived inLYONS,
New York
fromBrothers'
the coast
and
is stopping at the Hotel Warwick.
WILLIAM C. WHITE, writer, has returned
to New York following a three months' sojourn in Trinidad,
B.W.I.
H. G. KNOX, Erpi vice-president in charge
of engineering, is en route to the coast for
conferences with film producers, and will return to New York on June 8.
JACK CONNOLLY, general manager of Pathe
News; RUDY VALLEE, and his accompanist,
ELLIOTT DANIELS; GEORGE M. COHAN, actor, playright, composer and producer; ELSA
BUCHANAN, stage and screen star, with her
sister JANE and their mother, MRS. MAE
EUCHANAN, sail from New York today on the
lie de France.
ERIC

MASCHWITZ,

variety director of the

British Broadcasting Co.; "HILDEGARDE", radio singer; ROBERT RITCHIE, talent scout and
member of M-G-M's London organization;
BARON VALENTIN MANDELSTAM, scenarist;
and PETER MATHER, stage director for Gilbert
Miller's productions, also leave for Europe today on the lie de France.
JULES LEVY, RKO general sales manager,
is spending several days in Philadelphia and
Washington conferring with his exchange managers, Frank L. McNamee and R. J. Folliard,
respectively.
BILLY

HALOP,

HUNTZ

HALL,

BERNARD

PUNSLEY, BOBBY JORDAN, BERNARD GORCEY and GABRIEL DELL, — the six boy actors
in the stage cast of "Dead End," — leave New
York tomorrow r.ight for Hollywood to re-enact
of
the roles
play. in Samuel Goldwyn's film version
their
ESTELLE

and

LEROY.

dance

completed
work
in "Walter
of 1938,"
sail for England
de France.
MAURICE

CONN

has

team,

having

Wanger's Vogues
today on the lie

returned

to the

coast.

K. C. Branch Managers Will
Meet Union Official Today

Kansas City, Mo. — A. F. L. membership application circulated here
was signed by over 100 exchange
workers. The union meeting called
Reciprocal Agreements
night has been postPosts occupied by Walter B. Lit- for Monday
poned until Tuesday at which time
Urged by London Paper
tlefield, who has sold his theater in- organization
will be effected and
terests in the Boston territory to M.
officers elected.
London (By Cable) — That recipro- & P. circuit, on several Allied comBranch managers met yesterday
mittees will be filled by the exhibical agreements should supplement
tor association at its annual conven- in preparation for a meeting today
the British quota on films was rection in Milwaukee late next month. with Felix Snow, union secretary.
ommended by the "Morning Post"
M.
& P., a Paramount affiliate,
indusBritish
the
yesterday to aid
Arthur E. Carew Dead
try in solving the American compe- takes over Littlefield's houses, the
Egelston Square at Dorchester and
tition problem.
Santa Monica — Arthur Edmund
Despite the present law, nearly 70 the Fairmount at Hyde Park, imper cent of all pictures shown in
mediately. Littlefield plans to de- Carew, veteran stage and screen
his time to other business in- player, is dead here and funeral arGreat Britain are imported from the voate
terests.
rangements are pending.
United States, the newspaper said.

Littlefield Allied Posts
to be Filled at Conclave

APRIL 24
Melville Baker
Sidney Singerman
Edwin
S. Graham
APRIL
25
Abe Schneider
Dorothy
Yost

Mitchell Gertz
R. I. Poucher
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S-T-U-D-I-OS

AKRON CONSTRUCTION
HITS 10- YEAR PEAK
Akron, O. — The greatest volume
of theater construction in more than
a decade is under way in the Akron
district at the present time.
At nearby Medina, work is progressing on Ben
new
movie theater
and Yudelvitz's
the remodeling

EQUIPMENT
Nebraska's First New

House in Two Years to Open

Grand Island, Neb. — Harry Schiller's Grand theater will open here May 5. Was
originally planned for April 30. House is an 80O-seater built on the site of the old
house which had only 350 seats. Cost was $85,000 and it's the only new construction in Nebraska
in the last two years.

MCDOUGALD TO BUILD BARLOW WILL BUILD
SECOND ARK. THEATER AT POWHATAN POINT

of the Masonic temple into a theater is under way. P. E. Essick and
Montleello. Ark.— B. V. McDougMyer Fine of Cleveland are back of ald,
owner of the Amusu Theater,
the latter venture.
announces he will erect a second
A new front will be installed at cheater on property which he has
the Castamba theater at Shelby, as just bought here.
well as complete interior redecoration and addition of 400 seats to
GoldE In New Quarters
the present capacity, H. D. Schreffler, operator has announced.
The GoldE Manufacturing Co. of
At nearby Barberton, Harold Chicago, creators and producers of
Makinson has acquired a storeroom theatrical and projection equipment,
adjoining his Park Theater and will are moving on May 1 from their
remodel the entire structure at an present quarters at 1728 N. Damen
estimated cost of $140,000. The Ave. to new and larger quarters at
altered theater will have 1400 seats, 1214-22 W. Madison St. The exhe has announced.
pansion move was dictated by the
The Shea Chain, Inc., is spending necessity for obtaining greater
$20,000 to bring the Palace and Cas- space due to the stepping up of proto Theaters, Ashtabula, Shea, Genduction in general, and provide for
eva and Shea, Conneaut up to date, the manufacture of new and iman executive of that operating group
proved units for film theater use.
has announced.

New West Indian Theater
Will Be Air Conditioned

New Portable Rectifier

A new Kni-tron Portable Rectifier, of advanced design, is being
introduced by the Kneisley Electric
Kingston, Jamaica — First West Co., Toledo, O. Included among its
Indian theater to be air-conditioned several incorporated improvements
will be the new 1,500-seat Carib is a high-reactance transformer
now being erected here by the Cine- unit which, its designers claim, is
ma Company of Jamaica, Ltd.
of its type which will guarCarrier Corp. of Newark, N. J., the first
antee absolute quietness after years
is sending a specially trained en- of use. The Kni-tron Portables are
gineer to Kingston to handle the
installation. Special problems, not being manufactured with "Delatbesfound in North America, will have ton" input and output leads for permanent installations, or with recepto be solved because of climatic
tacles for portable equipment.
conditions. The order was obtained
by John F. Des Reis of Elizabeth,
Stars Use Flexwood
N. J., Carrier field manager in the
Latest installations of Flexwood,
Caribbean and West Indies territory.
made by the United States Plywood
Co. of New York and widely used
by theaters as a final finish for
Improving the Ritz
Elizabeth, N. J.— The Ritz, largest wall and other surfaces, include the
respective homes of two members
house in the city, is being re-carpeted throughout and rubber mats of Hollywood's film colony, ZaSu
are being installed in the lobby, at Pitts and Gary Cooper. Former's
home utilizes Holly Flexwood, while
a cost of $10,000. When that work Rift
Oak Flexwood was selected by
recompleted the theater will be
is
Cooper through his decorator, Elsie
decorated.
De Wolfe, and Architect Roland E.
Coates.

Installations Completed

Hotel and Theater Carpet Co. has
completed carpet installations at the
Miller Theater in Brooklyn and the
Rivoli in Portage, Pa.
Merchants Back Theater
Corning, Kan. — A. F. Clark, has reopened the Electric Theater. The house.
seating 150, has been dark since the
coming of sound and the new move
has been made under the sponsorship of
local merchants.

High Fidelity Amplifier
A new high fidelity amplifier suitable for theaters up to 2,500 seats
has been announced by Mellaphone
Corp., of Rochester. The new amplifier, the company claims, will modernize any make sound equipment.

Building In McCall, Idaho
Salt Lake City — M. R. Boneaker
is building a new 400-seat theater
at McCall, Idaho.

Powhatan Point, O.— H. A. Barlow has approved plans submitted
by the Air Conditioning and Building Co. of Cleveland for a new 450
seat theater to be built here this
spring. The project is to coast approximately $30,000.

T-H-E-A-T-E-R-S

ORE. COASTAL CITIES
WILL GET NEW HOUSES
Portland, Ore. — George Monroe
of Kalama, Wash., will build a 600seat movie house at Springfield this
summer. And a whole flock of new
houses are to be constructed along
the curvacious Oregon Coast Line.
Construction is listed for Cottage
Grove, Newport, Coquille, Newberg
and Ocean Lake.

Air Conditioning Sales
For 1st Quart, at High

Chicaga — Installed cost of air
conditioning equipment sold by affiliates of the Air Conditioning
Manufacturing Association during
Reel-Pax Boxes Clicking
the first quarter of 1937 broke all
Gaylord reel-pax boxes, made by records, as did March sales.
Robert Gaylord,, Inc., of St. Louis,
March's sales totaled $17,137,870,
with branches also in Jersey City compared to $5,531,656 in March,
and Los Angeles, are reported rapid- 1936, an increase of 209.8 per cent.
ly increasing in favor with produc- First quarter sales totaled $31,648,ers, laboratories, exchanges and ex- 290, compared to $11,005,980 in the
hibitors as a highly efficient and corresponding months of 1936, an
economical carrier for motion pic- increase of 187.5 per cent.
ture film on reels. The boxes, apJanuary-March sales this year top
proved by the I. C. C, are being
marketed widely on the basis of by 90.8 per cent the best quarter of
1936, which was April-June, with
their advantages, which, the manu- sales of $16,586,170.
facturers point out, include the
strength of the package, its saving
Kooler-Aire in Rio
of space, the cushioned protection
given to contents, the saving in
Installation of a Kooler-Aire system is under way at the Ocleon Theweight, and the economy which reater in Rio de Janeiro, following the
sults from the boxes being conarrival
there this week of Julius
structed of high-test solid fiber.
J. Ferretti, New York representative of the United States Air ConCoin Changers In Demand
ditioning Corp., manufacturers of
Brisk demand for the Brandt Au- this equipment. During his scheduled three-months' stay in Brazil,
tomatic Cashier Co.'s coin-changing
machines that will return change in Ferretti will also supervise the inof similar units in other
any amount from one cent to 99 theaters installationthat
country.
cents, including pennies, by pressing just one key, is reported by the
Delft to be Remodeled
company. Sharp rise in orders for
this type of machine is attributed
Marquette, Mich. — Plans are unby the manufacturers to the inderway for the remodeling of the
creasing number of sales and amuse- Delft Theater.
ment taxes inaugurated by various
state legislatures which make it
New Sound for Victory
necessary for exhibitors to make
odd-cent change on money paid into
Rogers,
Ark. — The Victory Thethe box-offices.
ater is installing new sound equipment.

New Projector Pedestal

Ark. Theater Redecorated
International Projector Corp. has
Monette, Ark. — The New Theater
developed and is now marketing a
new projector pedestal designed to here has been redecorated and 124
further reduce vibration and also to new seats installed.
facilitate service and repair by providing superior arrangement for
Audiphones installed
projection room wiring.
Antigo, Wis. — The Palace Theater
here has installed Western Electric
Soundfifm
Remodels Offices Audiphones.
Soundfilm Enterprises, under suHouss
R:-bui]d Kingsviile
pervision of I. E. Lopert, have remodelled their offices, put in a secSan Antonio — Henry
W. isHallrebuilding
of the
Hall
Industries,
Beeville,
ond High Fidelity verbal area realso has the
his
Rialto,
Kingsviile.
Hall
cording equipment, additional cutRex in Kingsviile.
ting rooms, vaults. Projection
equipment is RCA High Fidelity.
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STUDIOS
WILMETTE WILL HAVE
THREE NEW THEATERS
Wilmette, 111.— This little North
Shore city is in the midst of a theater building race with three houses
projected. One will be built at
Laurel Avenue and 4th Street, with
cost estimated at more than $250,000. A second is announced for
Green Bay Road. The third is
planned by Archie Spencer and his
associates. Seating 1,000 it will be
named the Harbor Theater. Plans
provide for a 60-foot glass tower
with a revolving light and an auditorium resembling an ocean liner.
L. I. Janik is the architect.

Beloit House to Celebrate
Beloif, Kan. — Completion of extensive
remodeling and redecorating of the
Dickenson Theater will be celebrated
Tuesday with a special midnight show
for city officials and local exchange
officials arranged by W. J. Gabel, house
manager. Improvement program in
progress a month, was carried on without closing the house.

U I ]

Shreveport to Get New
Saenger House, Report

■ I jnifoh

La. — reported
Saenger TheatersShreveport,
Corp. is reliably
ready !I
to build a neighborhood
house on
King's Highway
here.
Plans are
said to be already drawn.

Appearance C

President, Rv\

By JOS
IT IS quite important that
your .I
' uniforms, correct in design an!
and expresses to the motion pictuj
excellent management — plainly vn

Increase Tower's Capacity

Miami— The Wometco Theater Co.
S.O.S. Corp. have received an has purchased the Tower Theater
order for complete equipment to be property and plan to make extensive
installed in new I.A.O. Theater improvements at once. The buildingowned by Maui Amusement Co., of is to be comparable in every detail
to the Lincoln Theater at Miami
Waikuku, Hawaii.
Beach, say the new owners. The
seating will be increased from 800
to 1,200, and a terrace lounge will
Zorn to Reopen House
be provided. A mezzanine will be
Belvidere, 111. — Edward Zorn con- built and when completed all that
templates reopening the Majestic
remain of the old theater will
which has been dark for some time. will
be the four walls.
Fire Damage Repaired
It will be redecorated and outfitted
Geneva, 111. — Charles Fargo is re- with new projection equipment,
pairing his Fargo Theater here screen and probably new seats. He
Shea House Reopens
which was damaged by fire recently. also has the Apollo here.
Remodeling will approximate $12,New Theater
Philadelphia,
O. —reopened
Shea's
000.
Union
has been
after being dark three weeks for
22nd House for Durkee
rehabilitation. Harry C. Holbrook,
Columbus was consulting architect.
Baltimore — F. H. Durkee Enter- The
house has been air conditioned
Now Ready for Production
prises is building a new motion pic- recarpeted, reseated, redecorated at
ture house at Harford Road and
FINEST EQUIPPED STUDIO
of $50,000, according to LestNorthern Parkway, to be completed a cost
er Hutcheon, manager.
EAST OF HOLLYWOOD
in the fall. It will bring the concern's houses up to a total of 22.
• New Mitchell Silent Cameras
Renovating the Colonial
• Latest Type Lighting EquipPittsfield, Mass.— Work on the
ment
renovation of the Colonial Theater
Modernize Your Front Lobby
is expected to start within the next
• Panoram Dollys
two weeks, according to Samual
• Variable Area Noiseless ReWith
cording
Goldstein, head of Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., owners of
• Direct Recording
For Playthe property. The interior will be
backs
re-decorated. A marquee will be
• Complete Technical Service
added.

Equipping Hawaii House

CUSTOM
RUBBER

PRODUCERS SERVICE
STUDIOS, INC.
Ridgefield, N. J.
N. Y. Office
723 Seventh Ave.
Phone:

DEALERS

EVERYWHERE

TRENTON,

N. J.

YOU BUY CARPETS
FROM A CARPET HOUSE
You Have Learned Your Lesson

NEW

YORK

CARPET

AND PREMIER

HOUSE,

-<-

THEATER

CARPETS

OUR

It is good advertising to hs»;
This is usually embroidered in si ir
CHIEF OF USHERS. The \\
practical. It is made with two I
same combination of braid for ■
Ushers.
Trousers are of the regulatfl
same as that of Ushers.

On the left breast, or sleeve
DOORMAN OR TICKET TAw
attractive, yet often the two buw
same color scheme as for Usher :
The pigeon, or evening dress, stirt

The cap preferred is the njil
leather vizor, and band of same
h
torn.
The name of your theate |
and duplicated on left sleeve,
theater, omitting the embroidery:
FOOTMAN. The same sryrjc
coat for winter wear.
PORTER.
One suggestion
with braid trimming around edg:;
name of theater embroidered c
the same or contrasting color cl
black patent leather vizor, with
place of the jumper, a coat cut :
The variety of cloths for sur
Serge and Tropical Worsted are
pearance than cotton fabrics sue
For winter uniforms, broadc a

CARPETS

SPECIALTY

"BO"
10%
Box Office)

mean

printed measure blanks usually f %■
be used.
Your employees well-groomc

DEAF

Endorsed by key showmen.
Write for full details, and exploitation data.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.
580

ISi

around wear, the medium weigh: ::■
When selecting braids for i k
blend with cloth, if in doubt, si
and make a selection for you
Measurements should be tak. h

Attracting deafened to your talkies inci ases
potential audience
10% . In
1 stall
Acousticon
Theatrephones.
Leading
system. Nationally advertised.

INC.

For Wear and Quality
K2-

Trousers are cut high-waiste ;:
and should be made without sid«:
fob pockets.

Worcester, Mass. — With fire damage repaired and redecorations completed, the Worcester Theater has
reopened.

250 West 49th Street, New York. N. Y.

CRESTWOOD

worn with a vest of the same clostyles can be trimmed with attrst
cloth for trimming collar and cu i
is used for this purpose.

The Worcester Reopens

INCREASE
(Of course, we

"Wt Bow 1>o tyouA, k/Udo*»"

GREATER

double-breasted style predominati i
is worn buttoned, the other is fast

BUILT
MATS

PURITAN RUBBER MFG. GO,

BRyant 9-7754

ployees in uniform.
USHERS. The mess jacket j

Fifth

Ave.,

New

York

ACOUSTICON

Headquarters for
DUBBING— RECORDING
Projection,
AREA

Cutting

Rooms — Vaults

VARIABLE
NOISELESS
RECORDING

Soundfilm Enterprises, Inc.
723 Seventh Avenue

New York City
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M E N T
STYLES
(]in the Theater
1! USSELL
forrn Company
: be properly attired in attractive
: first impression is a lasting one
at your theater is conducted under
'i=m by the appearance of all emtat has become quite popular, the
i ade in two distinctive styles. One
•iiont with two linked buttons and is
:c:-monizing color for contrast. Both
Wd braid, also contrasting shade of
:.. les the same material as trousers
d or cloth stripe on outside seams
iiiockets, and with only one or two
kiue of your theater on left sleeve.
wfle letters.
il double-breasted coat seems
most
o! e pockets and with flaps and the
■ ollar and cuffs as suggested
for
;rfh

no cuffs and

the stripe

is the

embroidered in silk "Chief Usher."
"double-breasted frock coat is most
breasted sack coat is worn.
The
. out in both cloth and trimmings.
attractive.
! in Pershing style with black patent
II rousers with braid on top and botrtii embroidered on the front of cap
best to display the name of the
;-. or "Ticket taker."
■■ orman is advised, adding an overlength jumper, buttoned to neck
gilt or silver plated buttons, with
MB.
With this is worn trousers of
dell style cap, braid trimming on band,
nearer embroidered on front.
In
.d is effective and often preferred.
yi-'e many, both in color and texture.
ire9>le and present a much better apj: Gabardine, Duck, Twills, etc.
idc:lrd heavy-weight serge, and for all
i^cst practical.
1 1 forms, be careful that colors will
ni: maker that he use his discretion

Sroia-Miskinis Dearborn
Theater Ready in 60 Days
Detroit — The Circle Theater, under construction in Dearborn, West
Side suburb, for Joseph Stoia and
Joseph Miskinis, will be ready for
opening in about 60 days. Plans
for construction of the proposed
Dome Theater, a half mile away, by
Stoia alone, have been definitely
abandoned.

McArthur Reports Sales
Detroit — McArthur Theater
Equipment Co. has sold installation
of Motiograph Projectors, Ideal
Seating equipment, and complete
accessories to the Circle Theater,
being erected in Dearborn, west
side suburb, by Joseph Stoia and
Joseph Miskinis.
McArthur has also sold Ideal
Seating and Motiograph projection
and sound equipment to Lester
Matt, for his house currently under
construction at Flint, Mich.

ART FLAG, INC.
449 W. 42nd St.

New York City

Refinishing Service Active
Detroit — Jobs recently refinished
by Roth Screen Refinishing Service,
include. Rialto Theater, at Flint,
and the Loop and Capitol, Detroit,
all for Associated Theaters Circuit,
and the Amsterdam, Detroit, for
Harrison Clark.

Dayton Theater Modernized
Dayton, Ohio— The Riverdale The
ater now known as the Dale Theater
has
been
completely
modernized.
Novelty Scenic Studios, Inc., did the
entire job of painting, decorating, j
draperies
under manthe '
supervision andof designing
A. I. Kessler,
ager of the Studios.

Kansas City, Kan. — H. Hanson and
Albert Kunz are opening a new 300
seat house at Burlingame, Kansas,
to be known as the New Royal Theater. Kunz and Hanson have been
in Kansas City purchasing sound
equipment from the Independent
Theater Supply Co., and expect to
have the house ready for opening
early in May.

HOTEL & THEATRE
CARPET COMPANY
Headquarters for
ALEXANDER SMITH CARPETS
427 W. 42nd St.

New

York City

Letter Mounting-Unit

Alexander Film Offers Prizes
Alexander Film Company offering
prizes for best exploitation ideas
submitted by exhibitors. This
month's winners are: Max Davis,
Fox Dodge theater, Dodge City,
Kansas; Lee Harvey, Century theater, Audubon, N. J.; and D. S.
Mayo, Lee theater, Dawson, Georgia.

STANDARD
EQUIPMENT

+

RELIABLE
SERVICE
ARE YOURS

Newest Spring Campaign
VALANCES
- BANNERS
- FLAGS
Rented — Sold

HANSON-KUNZ OPENS
NEW KANSAS THEATER

First Air-Conditioning
Seattle — Architect B;orne Moe cf this
city has completed plans for the $50,000
Ritz Theater at Rltzville. Seating 420,
building will have living apartments
above. Streamlined, it will be the first
County.
air-conditioned building in Adams

A new three-in-one silhouette letter mounting-unit for theater marquees has been brought out by the
Wagner Sign Service, Inc., of Chicago. With the use of the new
letters, the company says, the glass,
the letters and the mounting-unit
can be removed or replaced in one
operation. Two new Super-Silhouette
12 inch letters said to have a 50 per
cent greater reading distance than
any 10 inch letter have also been
announced by Wagner.

si* by one who is experienced and the
'he maker of your uniforms should
■ re uniform are a box-office asset!
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AT

uumiiim
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THEATRE
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FROM

PARIS

Chic est le mot pour Lily Pons et
chic est aussi le mot pour les tapis
d' Alexander Smith — Which is one
reason why you'll find Alexander
Smith Carpets in the majority of the
country's most successful theatres.

COMPANY

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

THE

-<^3
DAILV

KORDA SAILING WED.
FOR U, A. MEETINGS
(Continued from Page 1)

eight years to go. He is also one
of the owners of the American company.
London — Both Korda and 20th
Century-Fox yesterday denied possibilities of a reported deal under
which the producer would join the
company headed by Sidney R. Kent,
who is now in London, and produce
in England for it.

20th-Fox Sales Meet
Expected to Hit 300
(Continued from Page

1)

England and France, and Joseph M.
Schenck will address the final session on Thursday of that week.
The home office contingent leaves
New York May 26 for the convention, preceded by Kent, Clark and
Charles E. McCarthy departing on
May 17. New Yorkers return home
June 8.

20th-Fox Overseas Meet
Opens In Paris Wednesday
Paris (By Cable) — Annual joint
sales convention of the British and
European organizations of 20th Century-Fox will open here Wednesday
with prexy Sidney R. Kent in attendance and every unit of company activity represented.
Kent will be the principal speaker
at a session Friday and at the banquet which will close the convention
Saturday night. F. L. Harley, managing director for the British Isles.
and European Sales Manager Ben
Miggins will preside over divisional
sessions, and joint meetings will be
directed by Walter J. Hutchnson.
foreign sales manager.
The 20th Century-Fox production
organization will be represented by
Col. Jason S. Joy, who will bring a
personal message from Darryl F.
Zanuck, vice-president in charge of
production. Movietone News will
be represented by Truman H. Talley,
vice-president, and the company's
British producing subsidiary, New
World Pictures, Ltd., by Robert T.
Kane.

"Wake Up and Live" Sets
Roxy Opening Precedent
(Continued from Page

1)

yesterday 1,500 were in line outside
the theater. Demand for tickets for
Thursday's midnight preview was
so heavy that the Roxy stopped selling after 6,000 were inside the theater, and turned hundreds away, it
was said.

Clara Bow In P. A.
Denver — Clara Bow and Rex Bell
have been booked for a week at the
Center Theater, as has Polly Moran.
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SHORT

A "JUtiU" fro*» "Ms
By RALPH
HOLLYWOOD

PRODUCER
SAM KATZMAN
of
Victory Pictures
is celebrating
the arrival of a baby boy Wednesday. Mrs. Katzman and seven
pounds and 11 ounces of a future
producer are doing well at the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital.
T

T

T

Our Passing Show: Gary Cooper,
Monta Bell, Sol Rosenblatt, Pandro
Berman, Jesse L. Lasky, Harry
Sherman, Dr. A. H. Giannini, Gene
Markey, Harry Wurtzel, Mary Astor, Edward Sutherland, Edwin L.
Marin, Edward Ludwig, Ralph
Kohn, Al Kaufman, Howard J.
Green, Ned Marin, Robert Wyler,
Mary Brian at the preview of "A
Star Is Born."
T
T
T

FROM
^^=

riet Hilliard, "Three on a Latchkey"; Edgar Kennedy, Richard
Lane, Gordon Jones, Joan Woodbury, Alan Bruce, "Super Sleuth";
Universal: Margaret McWade, Marpory Main, "Love in a Bungalow";
Warners: Marcia Mae Jones, "Life
of Emile Zola."

News o' the day: Dimitri Tiomkin will score "The Road Back" for
Universal . . . RKO will star Joan
Fontaine in her fourth film, based
on a untitled story by Howard J.
Green . . . Victor Moore will do a
strip-tease travesty in "Missus
America" . . . Erwin Straus will
join his parents in Hollywood . . .
Donald Ogden Stewart will write
"Honeymoon in Reno" for Goldwyn.

Decision Reserved in
Ascap's Mont. Action

Helena, Mont. — Decision was reserved by the three Federal Judges
day biz, on the heels of rave re- who yesterday heard the application
views in the dailies, threatened to of Ascap for an injunction restraining the state officers of Montana
break all previous b. o. records at
from enforcing provisions of the rethe theater, it was said.
cent anti-Ascap bill enacted in this
During the first showing on its state. Ascap was represented by
opening day, the Technicolor film M. C. Gunn, general Montana counsel, Louis B. Frohlich and Herman
was sold out to more than 700
Finkelstein. Both sides were given
standees.
permission to file additional briefs.
(Continued from Page

1)

Will Expand Film Section
of Toronto's Trade Board
(Continued from Page

1)

tion picture section of the board for
that purpose.
The following committee was appointed to carry out the plan: H.
Freedman, Nat Taylor, of the Independent Theaters Association; P.
J. Nolan, of Ottawa; H. W. Braden,
of Hamilton; W. S. Brady, Jules
Allen, Clarence Robson, H. T. Long,
Leo Devaney and Col. J. A. Cooper,
of Toronto.

Buckler Plea Denied
Federal Judge John M. Woolsey
yesterday denied an informal application by Edna Buckler, playwright,
for argument of her $2,000,000
plagiarism suit against Sidney
Kingsley, Norman Bel Geddes, Random House and Samuel Goldwyn
over the play "Dead End." Judge
Woolsey previously dismissed the
Buckler complaint advising her to
apply to the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals for relief.

B. P. Schulberg Not to
Renew Para. Contract
West

STUDIOS

ByF. J. NEIDIG

—

^-

WILK

Kermit Maynard has just completed the starring role in "WhistAnnabella, star of Continental and
ling Bullets," for Conn Pictures. British pictures, has been signed
The script for "The Fighting Tex- by 20th Century-Fox for two staran" is now in preparation, with proring pictures to be produced during
duction slated for May 12. This is the forthcoming
season. One of the
a James Oliver Curwood story.
films
will
be
produced
at the HollyT
T
T
wood studio, the other at New
World
studios
in
Denham,
England.
Casting assignments — RKO: Har-

Selznick's "Star is Born"
Clicks Big at Music Hall

SHOTS

EASTERN

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — B. P. Schulberg says
he will not renew his releasing arrangement with Paramount following expiration on July 15 of his
agreement under which he still has
three more pictures to deliver. He
says he will concentrate on Class A
pictures in the future.

Mayor on Benefit Bill

QEORGE
T. BURGESS,
vicepresidentV. and
general manager
of the General Service Studios, is
back at his desk following a two
months' stay on the coast in connection with the expansion program of
the West Coast studios. Burgess
confides that they're building new
recording studios out there providing
portable recording units for producers at their own studios. Also that
they're now supplying Western Electric recording for Grand National
and Monogram.

•
Al Christie has completed his latest
Bert Lahr short and starts on Willie
Howard next week, with Herman
Timberg, Jr., and Pat Rooney, III,
following.

•

Bill Watson is working on a Harry
Gribbon short at the Astoria studios,
titled "I'll Save You," a satire on
the insurance racket. Claire Carleton, leading lady in the London company oflead,
"Three
a Horse,"
has the
withMenBenon Marks
also
in the cast. Forbes Dawson turned
out the script, with George Webber
on the camera.

•

Addenda . . . Rumored that Paramount short subjects department
will move to the Long Island studios
. . . Lester Rousch will do the directing . . . Fred Scheld donning makeup for a walk-on scene in Harry
Gribbon' s short . . . Max Richard
leaves for the coast early next month
with the Allan K. Foster troupe for
20th Century-Fox . . .

SICK REPORT
W est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — William H. Pine, production associate of Cecil B. DeMille, in a Los Angeles hospital for
a minor operation, expects to return
to his desk within a week or 10 days
to resume his work with DeMille in
preparing for production of "The
Buccaneer."
"Canton, O. — George A. Delis, district manager of Interstate Theaters, Inc., with houses here, at East
Liverpool and other upper Ohio valley cities has resumed his duties
after spending nearly a year in
Mercy Hospital here as a result of
two accidents.

Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia will
be one of the many stellar performers at the annual benefit tomorrow
night of the American Federation
Lily Pons, operatic and film star,
of Actors at the Metropolitan Opera
is in the Lenox Hill Hospital for
House. Outstanding stars of stage, observation
of a condition, which
screen and radio will be among the
her physician, Dr. W. R. Dalzell,
entertainers.
says is not serious at the present
time, but necessitates Miss Pons
getting as much rest as possible.
GN Signs George Houston
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Grand National Films
has signed George Houston for four
pictures. First will be the title role
in "Wallaby Jim" from the Ernest
Wetjen stories in Collier's Weekly.

Maxwell Anderson, stage producer and playwright, is reported
tal.
progressing satisfactorily from a
tonsil operation at Doctors Hospi-

■%
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IINCY BOOKINGS SHOW
10 PER GENT ADVANCE

Reviews of Hew Tiltns
Conrad Nagel in

I

(Continued from Page

1)

"The withGold
Racket"
Eleanor Hunt

Associated Theaters believes that
rices here are not exceptionally

In the first quarter, Ohio contracted one de luxe house completed,
i C. A. Macdonald's new Westmont
t Columbus. Ground has also been
roken for new theaters in Bond Hill
nd Mt. Washington, Cincinnati
uburbs. Maury White acquired the
liverdale at Dayton, and remodeled,
'our Cincinnati surbans which sufered heavy water ramage during
he flood, have been remodeled and
eopened. It is estimated that $300,i00 was lost by exhibitors here durng the flood.
While no new houses have been
uilt in Cincinnati proper for sevral years, installations and remodlings, have increased about 50 per
ent.
RKO theaters, the independents
nd the circuits all frown on giveways. Only one Cincinnati suburtan, the New Liberty, is using this
ype of draw, once a week, in the
Di-m of skates, dishes, silver, etc.
Children's parties, birthday gifts to
iddies and ice cream socials, howver, have been utilized by RKO
aramount and the Forest, Avonale, fashionable suburb.
Practically all suburban indepen«nts are running double features
nee a week, but the policy, as conpractice, is generally opmuous
osed.

ntervention Motion in
RKO Reorganization Lost
(Continued from

Page

1)

Grand

National

66 Mins.

FAIRLY ENTERTAINING G-MAN MELLER WHICH SHOULD GO WELL ON
DOUBLE
FEATURE
BILLS.
In this era of duals, this feature should
stand up well and serve to satisfactorily
balance exhibitor programs. Conral Nagel,
who of late has frequently appeared in the
role of a Federal agent, is again cast as a
government sleuth. This time, with the
aid of Eleanor Hunt, whose name and personable appearance qualify her to hunt

i

down violators of Uncle Sam's statutes,
Nagel brings to justice a clique of gold
smugglers whose racket is transporting the
precious metal from a Mexican mine into
the United States and grabbing off a handsome, though illicit, profit. Most of the
action takes place in a small town below
the Rio Grande, where G-girl Hunt, answering an SOS from her fellow operative Nagel,
poses as an entertainer in the local cafe.

that the gold smugglers' evil apl It is herepearing
lieutenant and a young, handsome
;
aviator,
whom
the gang employs to fly the
|
bullion to American soil, hang out. Miss
: Hunt turns her charms loose on the
J
: aviator who, of course, goes into a flat
spin via Cupid's darts. Since her mock
love for him is all in the line of duty, there
is vindication for her actions; but even at

1
i that,

male picturegoers will hold the justification rather slight in view of the fact
that this nice chap is shot to death in the
final reel when Nagel and a bevy of G-men
close in on the mine and its crooked operators. Fuzzy Knight furnishes the dramatic contrast with his singing, which is

torridly ha-cha-cha. Louis Gasnier's direction is firm and the photography generally
competent. Nagel is smooth, slick and
j right at home as the sleuth.
j Cast: Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt, Fuzzy
j Knight, Frank Milan, Charles Delanev, Wari
ner Richmond, Ed Le Saint, Karl Hackett.

Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan, Max Terhune
in

"Roctrin' Lead"

Republic
53 Mins.
WELL-MADE WESTERN GEARED TO
PLEASE OUTDOOR DRAMA FANS.
Thrills and the Three
Livingston, Corrigan and

Mesquiteers, —
Terhune, — are

again close synonyms in this well-made
western which packs more audience appeal
than the average feature in this series to
date. Human interest, brisk acting, and
situations which show the trio's prowess to
advantage are the elements which commend the footage to outdoor drama addicts
Furthermore, the picture is technically
good. Sequences are smooth-flowing and
nicely contrasted. A degree of noveltv
in unfolding the plot is resorted to, with
the entrance of Livingston, Corrigan and
Terhune postponed until the audience has
witnessed the villains in the yarn hatchin-'
their schemes, which include the closing of
an orphanage, the rustling of cattle, anrl
the pilfering of the treasury of the Cattlemen's Protective Association, — whose
executive is actually the leader of the conspirators. But the trinity of Robin Hoods
haopen to be the trustees of the orphanage, and when they arrive on the scene
pnd learn of the plots, they burst into activ:ty. There are ambuscades, fist fights
| running eun-olay and lots of zipov rid!
ing. Sandwiched between such wild an-1
woolly episodes, are sprightly comedy, supplied by Terhune and his ventriloquistir
dummy, and a thread here and there of
romance.

William Nobles' photography is

Cast: Robert Livingston, Ray Corrigan,
Max Terhune, Christine Maple. Hooper
good.
Atchley, Yakima Canutt, George Chesebro,
Tommy Bupp, Mary Russell. Tamara, Lynn
Kauffman, Beverly Luff, Theodore Frye.
Katherine Frye, The Meglin Kiddies.

tate that the Orpheum trustee reused to bring suit against RKO,
1AO and Stadium Theaters for alProducer, Nat Levine; Associate Projged improper acts and waste of
ducer, Sol C. Siegel; Directors, Mack V
ssets of Orpheum, Inc., and also
ne lack of mention that Marcus ; Producer, George A Hirliman; Director, Wright, Sam Newfield; Author, William
leinman, Orpheum trustee, had Louis J Gasnier; Author, Howard Higgin; Colt MacDonald; Screenplay, Oliver Drake,
Jack Natteford; Cameraman, William
een asked to intervene but had re- ' Screenplay, David S Levy; Cameraman, Nobles; Editor, William Thompson.
Mack Stengler; Editor, Robert Jahns.
used.
Direction, Solid Photography, Good
Direction, Firm Photography, Competent.
Motion papers of the committee of
.hich Martin Beck is chairman
tated that the Orpheum properties
Wm. Hofmeister Dead
Hanging Signs Banned
/ould yield $300,000 annually to
Detroit
—
All
hanging
signs
beBaltimore
— William Hofmeister,
:KO.
neath theater marquees on Woodward Ave. were ordered removed 86, treasurer and director of a
Thomas McGrath Dies
this week by the City Council in a group operating under the trade
Funeral arrangements for Thomas unanimous resolution. A dozen or name of Associated Theaters, which
IcGrath, 79, veteran actor who died more theaters are affected, includ- has 12 neighborhood motion picture
Thursday in the Lenox Hill Hospiing two first-run houses, the Fox houses in various parts of Baltial from a complication of diseases, and State.
more, is dead.
re pending. During his long stage
areer he played in numerous prouctions including "Abie's Irish
Quotes From "Star Is Born" markableN.account Y.
Reviews
of picture
making that has
lose," and was in the original cast
DAILY NEWS— '-David O. Selznick has
frillette.
"Sherlock
Holmes,"waswitha member
William had the brilliant idea of bringing Hollywood yet reached the stage or screen."
McGrath
TIMES— -"Good entertainment by anj
its glamour, its unfailing elements of
f the Actors' Order of Friendship, with
. . ." "Thoroughly
AMERICAN—
delightful."
its brutality and its heartbreak to the standards
cctors' Fund of America, the Lambs chance,
screens of the world . . . latest and most sucJOURNAL — "Movie fans curious about
the private lives of the glamour boys and
■lub and Actors' Equity.
cessful example of Technicolor."

Friedlander Folds Offices
Al Friedlander's Fortune Films
nd Fortune Films Agency have
losed their offices in the RKO build-

*

DAILY MIRROR — "Not only a thoroughly
good film but a daring and exciting one . _ . .
acted brilliantly, directed with inspiration,
novel in theme and treatment."
HERALD TRIBUNE— "An exciting document of the world's biggest show business and
an engrossing
entertainment
. . . most re-

RKO FIRST QUARTER
NET TOPS A MILLION
(Continued from Page

1)

a little more than $500,000 for the
first quarter of 1937.
The company has shown a steady
improvement in earnings in the past
few years. A reorganization plan
is now pending which will free RKO
from jurisdiction of the courts.

N. M. Court Okays Games;
Bank Night Hit in Ore.
Albuquerque, N. M. —
New
Mexico Supreme CourtTheokaye
d
Bank Nights by a four to one decision upholding the right of the
Yucca Theater of Roswell to award
cash prizes. Game will be shortly
utilized by the Albuquerque Theaters, according to Arthur Esberg.
Wight a "pernicious practice," the
Oregon Congress of Parents and
Ni^ftIanBank
Teachers will°^r
seek toCalling
drive it out
of the state's theaters.

Kranz to Open Imperial
Exchange in Washington
Charles Kranz, who recentlv left
United Artists after bein? its Washington branch manager for the past
nve years, has completed plans for
opening his own exchange in that
city and has obtained a five-year
Imperial franchise from the William Pizor company.
z's firm
will be known as ImperKrant
ial. Before
joining; United Artists, he was
branch manager for the company in
Cleveland for four years. He returned to Washington yesterday
from New York.

Kansas City, Baltimore
Houses Lose to Bandits
Kansas City, Mo. — Two bandits
held up the Midland Theater here
and escaped with $19 which might
have been increased to $1,000 had
they arrived a few minutes earlier,
when the day's receipts had been
picked up and taken away in the
armored car of a protective agency.
Baltimore — Theater bandits entered the Roosevelt Theater and
held up an attache, escaping: with

Interrogatories Sought
A bill of discovery seeking interrogatories, supplementing a copy$50.
right infringement action brought
by 20th Century-Fox, M-G-M and
Terrytoons, Inc. against the C. &
F. Amusement Co. and Ben Rosasi
is being asked by the distributors in
the U. S. District Court, New York.
Eight shorts are involved in the

girls of the screen should be vastly enter-

SUN — "Out-of-the-ordinary, enjoyable picPOST — "Will thrill the millions who yearn
tained."
Hollywoodwards" . . . story combines elements
of unquestionable popularity."
WORLD-TELEGRAM— "color is splendid."
ture."

"Last Night" to Open
"The Last Night," new Soviet film
released by Amkino, will open next
Tuesday at the Cameo.

UNMATCHED
SUPER

X, originally a strictly special-

purpose film, is today so highly valued by
the industry that it is employed in the
bulk of all feature pictures . . . appears in
the great majority of box-office champions
and critics' choices. Reasons : unmatched
photographic quality . . . unmatched adaptability. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PANCHROMATIC

SUPER
NEGATIVE

X

Intimate

The

in Character

Of

International in Scope
Independent in Thought

Now

NEW
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TEN CENTS

Allows Exhibs to Seek

Stays

SEES ONLY NEW TYPE FILM SHOW ENDING DUALS
Hollywood Production Spurts; 53 Pix Before Cameras
Paramount
Leads
With
13;
Warners, Col. Making
Six Each
H'esl Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Production is showing
an increase, and 53 pictures are before Hollywood cameras. Paramount
leads the field with 13, while Warners and Columbia are making six
each. RKO and M-G-M are down for
five each and Universal three. Twentieth Century-Fox is also making
(three. Republic has two on its schedule and Selznick International,
Goldwyn, Wanger, Roach, Monoigram, Darmour,
Alexander
Bros.,
(Continued on Page 4)

ALL 20TH-F0X UNITS
AT COAST SALES MEET
For the first time in the company's
history, all units of 20th CenturyFox will be represented at the annual sales convention opening May
31 at the Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles, it was announced Saturday
by John D. Clark, general manager
of distribution.
Heading the home office delegation
(Continued on Page 7)

New Siegel Republic Pact
To Be Worked Out in N. Y.
A new contract with M. J. Siegel,
covering his new status as president of Republic Productions and
chairman of its board, will be worked
out in New York shortly, it was indicated by a spokesman yesterday.
Herbert J. Yates and Siegel are both

Hays Exec. Moves to Adjust Schaefer-Skouras Squabble
In a desperate effort to conciliate the Westchester County clearance squabble
involving George Schaefer and Spyros Skouras, Charley Pettijohn, Hays office bigwig,
on Saturday agreed to allow his two competitors to play day and date with his home
at Rye. All three execs are operating projection equipment in their residences. Complete details were exclusively printed in THE FILM DAILY issue of April 21 in a box
at the top of column three, page one.

EXPECT KENT-CRICK WARNER EXECUTIVES
GREATER UNION MEET RETURN FROM EUROPE
Paris (By Cable) — Conferences on
the Australian situation involving
Greater Union Theaters, in which
20th Century-Fox is represented
through its interest in Hoyts, are
expected to take place here between
Sidney R. Kent, president of the
American firm, and S. S. Crick, Australian managing director, who is
(Continued on Page 9)

H. M. Warner, president of Warner Bros. Pictures Inc., Sam Morris,
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution, and Joseph Bernhard,
vice-president and general manager
of Warner Bros. Theaters, arrive today from Europe aboard the Noi-mandie.
Warner and Morris were gone
seven weeks and were joined in
(Continued on Page 4)

THE WEEK

IN

REVIEW

Industry Revenues Healthy — Expect 20 Per Cent Quota
=====

By GEORGE

H. MORRIS

=====

DOMESTIC

FOREIGN

Board meetings of 20th CenturyFox and KAO, held respectively on
Tuesday and Thursday, furnished
further evidence of filmland's return during recent months to really
rugged revenues.
The former re-

London cabled that the new quota
legislation, expected before Jan. 1,
will fix the percentage at 20 per
cent, it is anticipated in informed
circles there. Further trade talks
the British government will
onwith
Page 8)

(Continued

New Jersey Divorce Bill Would

Give

Exhibitors Right to Seek Injunction

(Continued on Page 4)

Circus, Film Day-and-Date

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Grand National is arranging a tie-up with Ken Maynard's circus
for the pre-release of his first Condor
feature, "Trailing Trouble." In all
towns where it can be arranged, the
Grand National-Maynard western will
be booked for the circus dates.

Under the theater divorcement
bill introduced in the New Jersey
Legislature independent of Allied,
any exhibitor in the state could seek
"Film production costs are steadily an injunction, through the Chancellor, enjoining operation of affiliated
rising, with estimates of the in- theaters,
study of the bill yesterday
crease in the last six months rangrevealed.
The North Dakota diing from 10 to 25 per cent although
vorcement
law, however, places enthe former figure seems the more
(Continued on Page 9)

Film Outlook Is Brighter
Says Statistical Company

(Continued on Page 4)

Edward Alperson, GN Prexy,
Discusses Double Feature

Situation

"Dual programs, in my opinion,
will only be supplanted if, as and
when some new form or type of
entertainment is presented to the
public that will give the public at
least two and a half hours of entertainment at a nominal admission
This is the statement of Edward
Alperson, president of Grand National, in replying to The Film
Daily quiz on "Should dual programs be eliminated and if so, how
could
this
accomplished?"
Alperson besays:
price."
"First, you ask, should dual programs be(Continued
eliminated.
In my opinon Page 7)

CHI. DECISION FAILS
TO END BANK NIGHTS
Chicago — Despite the Supreme
Court ruling holding Bank Nights
here to be illegal, Great States Theaters,(Continued
Balaban and onKatz
subsidiary,
Page 9)

Para. Annual Report May
Show Net of $6,000,000
Annual Paramount report covering the year ended Dec. 31, last, is
expected to be announced following
a meeting (Continued
of its board
of directors
on Page 9)

Uncle Sam Goes Sexy
Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — "Sex reared its ugly
head" cinematically here Saturday, but
this time, the responsibility was Uncle
Sam's and not the film industry. U. S.
Department of Agriculture announced
release of a two-reeler, "In the Beginning," and synopsis read, "Portrays
the mysterious prologue to life — the
ovulation, fertilization and early development of the mamalian egg, spermatozoa attacking the ovum, and remarkable time-lapse cinemicrograpris of
cell

division."
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♦ TWO-A-DAY
The
Lost

YORK

(QUOTATIONS

STOCK

Loew's,

Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st
Paramount
2nd
Pathe
Film

RKO

80%

79'/2

2V/S
pfd. .154
pfd.. 20%
8%

21 %
154
19%
8

22%
154
20 '/2
8

37%

38%—

%

14%

14%—

%

9

20th Cent.-Fox
....38%
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ.
Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
14%
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
Keith
A-0
6s 46
Loew
6s 41 ww
Par.
Par.
RKO

8%

79y2 — 2\'2

9

—
%
—8
—
1/4
—
%

MARKET

B'way 3s 55
Picts. 6s 55.... 100% 100'/4 100 1/4
6s41
1 18'/4 ' 18% 118% —

West

(b) Subsequent run.

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles— Superior Judge W.
Turney Fox ruled here that foreign
film companies engaging Hollywood
talent are answerable to California
courts. Ruling came when Judge
Fox refused to quash the serving of
a summons on the Gaumont-British
Pictures Corp., Ltd., of America and
England in a $65,000 suit filed by
Constance Bennett, actress.
Actress charges that she was engaged to play the lead in "The
Hawk," which was never made. She
was to have received a percentage
of the gross receipts, which she
estimated would have been more
than $600,000.

Films Classified

White Plains, N. Y.— The WestWarner's NEW
6s39 YORK 96CURB 95%
96
+
1/4
MARKET
chester County Motion Picture CounColumbia
Picts. vtc
cil at its annual meeting here voted
Grand
National
234
2%
2%
to continue its efforts to amend the
Sonotone
Corp
1%
1%
1%
New York State motion picture law
Technicolor
23%
223^
23
—
%
so that the State Motion Picture
Trans-Lux
4%
4Vi
4% —
%
Bureau could classify films for adult
and
juvenile consumption. AssociaAnti-Contest Pact Broken
tion said it would not oppose a proPittsburgh — Long-standing newsposed amendment to the RogersEhrlich
bill, now pending in Albany,
paper agreement on movie publicity
finally was broken here. Among first which would permit children between the ages of eight and 16 years
tie-ups was Stanley Theater crashing Sun-Telegraph society page with to attend film performance without
if the films were clasa contest for "History Is Made at' their parents,
sified and those listed for adults be
Night." Agreement, of many years
standing, heretofore prohibited con- made inaccessible to children.
tests, promotions, etc.

Mrs. Barthelmess Dead
Mrs. Caroline Harris Barthelmess,
70, mother of Richard Barthelmess,
died at her home here following a
short illness. Her son, her only immediate survivor, is in London.

♦
55th

St. Playhouse
Cameo
Carnegie
Belmont
Belmont
Filmarte
Cinema de Paris
Cinema de Paris
Broadway
Esquire
Little

OPENINGS

♦
Rivoli
Capitol
Paramount
Strand
Roxy
Music
Hall
Cameo
Broadway
Cinema de Paris

(c) Follows current bill.

Foreign Companies
Subject to Calif. Courts

Want
%

PICTURES

Cafe Metropole
(20th Century-Fox)— April 28
Night
Must
Fall (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — April 29.
Internes Can't Take Money
(Paramount) — May 5
The Prince and the Pauper
(Warner Bros.) — May 5
Talk of the Devil (GB Pictures)
(c)
Shall We
Dance
(RKO Radio)
(c)
The Last Night
(Amkino) — April 27
The Father of His Country
(Nuovo
Mondo) — May 1
Dr. Knock
(French
Film)

AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 33 '/4 33
33
—
%
Columbia
Ficts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
35/8
3S/8
3% —
%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 141/2
14y2
14 Vi —
1/4
East. Kodak
158
1 57 1/2 1 58
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
273/8
27%
273/8

Astor
Globe

LANGUAGE

♦ FUTURE

Rules

Theater
Strand
Capitol
Music
Hall
Roxy
Criterion
Paramount
Rivoli
Central
Rialto
Palace
Palace

♦

The Golem
(Metropolis) — 6th week
Beethoven
Concerto
(Amkino) — 3rd week
Carnival in Flanders
(Amer. Tobis) — 3rd week
(b)
Le Million
(Tobis)
(a-b)
Foil de Carrotte
(Auten)
(a-b)
The Wave
(Garrison
Film)
Sous les Yeux d'Occident
(Garrison Film)
(a)
Le Barbier de Seville (Franco-American)
(a)
The Smiling Gentleman
(Nuovo
Mondo) — 2nd week
Thank
You, Madame
(Viennesefilml— 2nd week

(a) Dual bill.

MARKET

RUNS

H

Good
Earth
(M-G-M)— 13th week
Horizon
(Columbia) — 8th week

♦ FOREIGN

FINANCIAL
NEW

Parade

Picture and Distributor
Marked
Woman
(Warner
Bros.)— 3rd week
Good
Old Soak
( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
A Star Is Born
(United Artists)
Wake
Up and Live (20th Century-Fox)
Thunder
in the City (Columbia
Pictures)
Swing High, Swing Low
(Paramount) — 2nd week
Love from a Stranger
(U. A.) — 2nd week
I Promise
to Pay (Columbia
Pictures)
Outcast of Poker Flat (RKO Radio)
The King and the Chorus Girl (Warner
Bros.)
(a-b)
Quality
Street
(RKO
Radio)
(a-b)

lOCents
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SIDNEY R. KENT, who arrives in New York
May 11 from abroad, leaves New York the same
day for the coast with JOHN D. CLARK, and
CHARLES
E. McCARTHY.
HARRY M. WARNER and SAM E. MORRIS,
accompanied by their wives, arrive from Europe
today on the Normandie, as does JOSEPH
BERNHARD, BERNHARD GARDNER, European
manager of RCA, and H.J.O. BARTON, company's patent attorney there; LUCIEN BRULE,
French
today. actor; and RACHEL HARTZELL, actress,
are also among the arrivals on the Normandie
WYN

CAHOON,

actress who

recently ap-

peared in George Abbott's "Brother Rat," is en
route to Hollywood after signing a long-term
contract
with Columbia
Pictures.
HERBERT J. YATES, now at the Coast, has
tentative plans for returning to New York in
three weeks.
J. J. MILLSTEIN left Hollywood
returning to New York.

yesterday

Mono. Gets Phi Ily Office
Monogram Distributing Corp., operating Monogram exchanges in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, has completed arrangements
to occupy its own building at 1240
Vine St., Philadelphia, on May 1,
according to an announcement by
W. Ray Johnston, president. The
Washington branch will be located
on New Jersey Ave., near K. St.

Increases Capital Stock

"Ecstasy's" 10 Weeks
Sets Washington
Bureau

Coming and Going

Albany — Cinema Realty & Leasing
Corp., New York City, has filed a
certificate in the office of the Secretary of State increasing its capital
stock from 100 to 200 shares non

Washington — Returning to the
Belasco Theater, "Ecstasy" gets a par value.
10th week, setting a new run record
for the city.
Fenster,
Epsteinformerly
Ass't. corHarry
E. Fenster,
respondent, has been named assistant
Orpheum, Chicago, is holding
"Ecstasy" for the 18th week, while to Sam J. Epstein, aide to Contract
the pix is staying at the RKO Down- Manager Jack Bloom at 20th Centown, Detroit.
tury-Fox.

Schine's 23rd Ohio House
Bucyrus, O. — The Schine circuit
has acquired the Southern Theater
here from Nat Charnas and his
associates. This gives Schine 23
houses in the territory. The house
is to undergo
ments within theextensive
next fewimproveweeks,
officials of the Schine circuit have
announced.

Du Pont Makes $16,013,346
Report of E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co. and wholly-owned
subsidiaries for the quarter ended
March 31, last, shows net income of
$16,013,346 after federal income
taxes and other deductions, compared with $14,713,782 for the corresponding period a year ago.

Consul Protests Film

Joseph St. Peter Dies
St. Louis — Mayor Bernard DickEverett, Wash. — Joseph St. Peter, mann has refused to permit the use
54, former state senator and motion of Municipal Auditorium for the
picture theater owner died in the showing of an anti-Hitler, film,
Swedish Hospital, Seattle, after a
("The Struggle"), folsix months illness from heart "Der Kampf"
lowing a protest lodged by Reinold
disease.
Freytag, German Consul here.

INFORMATION
Covering every
phase of the
ture industry.
Motion
Picwill be found
in the

1937
YEAR
MOTION
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PICTURES
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Free
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THE FILM DAILY
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"Light and amusing ... fun throughout". ..
—Daily Variety
"Kibbee swell as new type sleuth . . .
real entertainment". . .
— Hollywood Reporter

"Guy Kibbee creates a unique, lovable
character". . .
— m. p. Daily
"Entire eral
production
an marks
air of genexcellence has
which
the
. .
picture as cinch boxoffice".
—Boxoffice
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COAST PRODUCTION
SPURTS:1 MAKING 53

DATE

May May
April sales
28: meeting,
20th
Century-Fox
Paris.

{Continued from Page 1)

and Cascade one each. Sam Katzman is making two.
"Varsity Show" has started at
Warners and "Easy Going" and
"Super Sleuth" at RKO. "Forlorn
River"
and "Wild Money" are new
at Paramount.
RKO has completed "There Goes
My Girl" and "Mexican Quarter."
"North of the Rio Grande" finished
at 20th Century-Fox.

Warner, Morris, Bernhard
Return From Europe Today
(Continued from Page 1)

Europe a month ago by Bernhard.
While abroad the Warner executives visited Italy, France, the Scandinavian countries and the Warner
Studios in Teddington, England.

Film Outlook Is Brighter
Says Statistical Company
{Continued from Page 1)

reasonable," according to Standard
Statistics Co. yesterday.
"Despite the slightly seasonal
downtrend in theater revenues likely
to extend to around the close of
July, operating profits should continue well above year-earlier levels,
while late summer and fall prospects currently appear distinctly
promising,"
states the firm in a bulletin.

New Siegel Republic Pact
To Be Worked Out in N. Y.
(Continued from Page 1)

on the coast at the present time and
the former is tentatively scheduled
to return east in three weeks.
Siegel fills the vacancy due to the
resignation of Nat Levine, who is
now abroad. As chairman of the
board, he replaces Walter Vincent.

Fox Hearing on May 4
Atlantic City, N. J. — Questioning
of witnesses in the $9,535,000 bankruptcy of William Fox is expected
to be resumed before Referee R. E.
Steedle here on May 4.

British-European

May 1 : Ampa dinner dance at the New Yorker.
May 2-8: M-G-M sales convention, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 7-8:
3-7: Premium Advertising Association's
annual
national premium exposition, Palmer
House,
Chicago.

•

• • NOW THAT the New Universal has turned the corner of its first anniversary
it is but fitting that tribute
be paid to the man whose steadying hand, experience and ability
has brought the company through triumphantly
President Robert H. Cochrane

Monogram

sales convention,

10-13: iaWarners
dorf-Astor
Hotel. annual

Chicago.

conference

May Los
16-19:
Grand National sales convention
Angeles.
May 17: Universal sales convention, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

•
•
• A REALLY great leader, Robert Cochrane
forceful, energetic, driving
thoroughly practical
shrewd and logical in his thinking
through the years,
whenever he tackled a major picture problem, he was always
achieving something for the entire industry as well as his own
company
a man with broad vision
he epitomizes
the very highest that the industry has to offer
and, as
always with the truly great
a self-effacing personality
always in the background
really an astounding
paradox in Show Biz
T
T
T
0 • • WISE INDEED were the Wall Street financiers in
recognizing his worth
in giving him a free hand in the
showman managership of the New Universal
the return
of Adolph Zukor to the Paramount organization clearly proved
what it meant to have a Showman guiding a business that can
only be run by showmen
•
•
• NO MAN can claim a higher regard among the
exhibitors than that which they accord to Robert Cochrane
for twenty -five years his word to them has been his
bond
likewise he has stood by the men who have worked
loyally for his company
he plays no favorites
that is one of the major curses of the film biz he has never
been guilty of
so, now that the first year of the New
Universal is over
R. H. Cochrane has brilliant plans for
the future of his company
he has accomplished nearmiracles in a short twelve months
watch Universal GO
the obstacles have been hurdled
a clear road
ahead
and with R. H. in the saddle, that's Great News
for the entire industry
•
•
• IT IS your show
it belongs to every worker
in the film biz
that exhibit of film advertising and
poster art
opening today on the second floor of the
Loew State building, and ending April 30
under auspices
of the AMPA
noted leaders in the advertising
and
poster world will judge the displays
the presentation of
Awards will be made at the second annual Awards DinnerDance at the Hotel New Yorker on Saturday eve. May 1
awards will be made for the best poster, pressbook, trade ad,
and best general advertisement
•

•

• AS THE cameras whirred last Saturday afternoon
the Frank Buck Jungle Farm in Amityville, Long Island, looked like a movie studio
Harry Foster supervised tests for two simians to play the monkey hero and heroine
in the new Frank
"Jungle
Menace,"
release
JockoBuck
and serial,
Patricia
won the
coveted for
rolesColumbia
also present were Max Weisfeldt, Al Sherman and Jose Schorr
they didn't take tests, y'unnerstan'
they represented Columbia
but a couple newspaper men slightly
likkered up got slightly confused and tried to interview Max,
Al and Jose from the wrong angle

T

APRIL
26
Noel Madison
Gwinn Williams
Dorothy
Sebastian

BOOK

T

T

• •
• OUR GAL Friedegg has a squawk
her boy
friend doesn't want to take her to movies any more
"Why?" we asks
"Aw," yelps Frieda, "he says he finds
most of these hot situations in the sexy pix are in the newspaper ads."

May

24-27: American Theater Council convention, Hotel Asfor.
WalMay 24-28: SMPE Spring convention, Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood.
waukee.
May 26-28: Allied National Convention, Mil-

May

31:
20th
Century-Fox
sales
opens, The Ambassador Hotel, Losconvention
Angeles.
June 7: American
Federation
of
Musicians
convention,
Hotei Kentucky,
Louisville.

June

10-13:
bassador

June New
14:

«

«

»

»

»

sales
convention,
Angeles.

Am-I

June The
16: Ambassador
RKO
Radio sales convention
opens.
Hotel, Los Angeles.
Chicago.
June 17: United Artists regional sales meeting,
June 21:
United Artists regional sales meeting,
San Francisco.
June

21-24:
National
Education and Film

Conference
on Visual
Exhibition, Chicago.

Vertical Union Movement
Is Under Way in St. Louis
St. Louis — Movement for a vertical union of all theatrical and film
exchange employes is under way
here simultaneously with a drive by
the IATSE to organize ticket sellers,
ushers, doormen, porters, pages and
other unaffiliated workers.
John P. Nick, first international
president of the IATSE, who is here
for the organization campaign, said
that the IATSE would also take over
the memberships of the film exchange employes Local No. 16,169,
organized in July 1917, and the theatrical amusement employes Local
No. 19,905 formed about two years
ago. Both these unions are affiliated
with the A. F. of L.
Managers and assistant managers
and advertising men for the theaters will be privileged to join the
union but their membership will not
be insisted upon, it was stated.

NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Jean Harlow

has had all her tele-

phones painted to match
in her

«

Paramount
Hotel,
Los

United Artists regional sales meeting I
York.

rooms. — M-G-M.

the drapes
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THE NIGHT IS YOUNG AND SO IS
GINGER ! . . .THE MOON IS HIGH AND

SO IS FRED ! ■ ■ ■ Here they come in their
gayest, gladdest show! . . . Mad melody,
romantic rhythm, the clear joy of living
. . . ringing in the street of every funhungry city in the land !

FRED ASTAIRE
GINGER ROGERS
SHALL WE DANCE
with

EDWARD
JEROME
WILLIAM

EVERETT HORTON • ERIC BLORE
COWAN * KETTI GALLIAN
BRISBANE and HARRIET HOCTOR

Music by GEORGE GERSHWIN
Directed by Mark Sandrich
*

OH, THOSE GERSHWIN
SONGS! "Let's Call The
Whole Thing Off"— "Slap
That Bass"— "I've Got
Beginner's Luck"— "They
All Laughed"— "They
Can't Take That Away"—
"Shall We Dance."

* Lyrics by IRA GERSHWIN
Pandro
S. Berman Production

Fred and Ginger sur
rounded by the greates
comedy cast ever assem
bled . . . AND three-scon
of Hollywood's mos
glamorous beauties! . .
6 NEW SONGS ! . . . 8 NEW
DANCES! ... 100 NEW
LAUGHS!
KKO
RADIO
TTtuTeT

V
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SEES ONLY NEW TYPE
SHOW SUB FOR DUALS
(Continued from Page 1)

ion, this decision is not up to the
producer, distributor or exhibitor,
but entirely up to the public. The
public, patronizing the average theater, demands a minimum of two
and a half hours' entertainment.
With but few exceptions it is quite
impossible to produce successful entertaining productions of this
length.
"Secondly,
insofar
as producing
some
other form
of entertainment
to replace the so-called second feature, this again is a matter that depends upon public taste as well as
the application of showmanship on
the part of each individual exhibitor. It is quite an accepted fact
that the public will not readily accept an hour or hour and a quarter
of short subjects to replace the
second feature.
"We look back to the time when
the majority of theaters were playing single bills, however overlooking that during this period the
majority of theaters presented one
or more of the following in addition
to the feature picture: Overtures,
stage shows, vaudeville shows, organ solos, one cartoon or a one-reel
comedy, one two-reel comedy, which
gave the public two and a half
hours or more of diversified entertainment.
"All of these accessories, if they
can be called such, have now been
replaced by the use of the second
feature. This, I believe, was due
to the fact that the second feature
in the main offered better entertainment to the public, at a cost far less
:
to the exhibitor, and as a result, a
more nominal admission price to
the public.
"Why the matter of double bills
should be of any real great concern
to the motion picture industry is
quite beyond me — any more than
magazine publishers would be concerned about the fact that the reading public read more than one short
story in one evening. The matter
of
controlling
the general
public's
demand
for quantity
as well
as
quality entertainment at a nominal
cost is quite an impossible task."

^
tf
fRepresentatives of All Units Will
DAILV

Attend 20th-Fox Coast Sales Meet
rem Page 1)
(Continued f\

will be Sidney R. Kent, W. C. Michel,
Sidney Towell, Felix A. Jenkins and
Spyros Skouras. Coast executives
at the convention will be Joseph M.
Schenck, Darryl F. Zanuck, William
Goetz, Sol. M. Wurtzel and Col.
Jason Joy.
Domestic forces attending the convention will include the following;
Clark announced:
Home Office — General Manager of
Distribution John D. Clark, William
Sussman, William J. Kupper, W. C.
Gehring, William J. Clark, Jack
Sichelman, Martin Moskowitz, Edwin H. Collins, Clarence A. Hill,
Theodore A. Shaw, Roger Ferri, Jack
Bloom, Sam Epstein, Harry Mersay,
Eugene McEvoy, I. Lincer and Deon
J. DeTitta.
Movietone News — Truman H. Talley, Edmund Reek, Lowell Thomas,
Harry Laurenson, Lew Lehr and Ed
Thorgersen.
Production Department — Vice
President in charge of production,
Darryl F. Zanuck; his executive assistant and Vice-President William
Goetz; Executive Producer Sol. M.
Wurtzel, Col. Jason Joy, Joseph Moskowitz, Robert Fairbanks, William
Dover, Fred Metzler, Ed Ebele and
others.
Educational Pictures — President
E. W. Hammons, Jack Skirball and
Harvey Day of Terrytoons.
Advertising and Publicity —
Charles E. McCarthy, Harry Brand,
Arch Reeve and E. W. Wingart.
Adsales Department — Lee Balsly,
E. Hollander, Jerry Novat, W. W.
Caldwell and D. Reed.
Guests — Sol Lesser, Dan Michalove, Paul Terry, Joseph Pincus,
Frank Underwood, Miss H. G. Baker,
Percy Heiliger, Charles Skouras,
Arch Bowles, William Powers,
George P. Skouras, Martin Fox, Alfred McNeill and E. W. Holmberg.
Foreign Department — W. J. Hutchinson, Clarence V. Hake, R. Sutton
Dawes, Charles Munro, Delbert
Goodman, W. W. Sullivan, L. Giordano, A. Paucker, T. Isdahl, Jr., Gus
Mome, Irving A. Maas and Leslie
Whelan.
District Managers — T. H. Bailey,
Northeast; Edgar Moss, Atlantic;
George A. Roberts, Mid-East; J. P.
O'Loghlin, Canada; M. A. Levy,
Prairie; Herman Wobber, Coast;
Harry G. Ballance, South, and Ward
E. Scott, Midwest.

Florin, George Blenderman, Al Mendelsohn and E. McManus. Philadelphia— Sam Gross, Alfred J. Davis,
William Humphries, Ben R. Tolmas,
C. Glenn Norris, F. J. Kelly, J.
Howard Smith, Alfred True and
George Fleischman. Pittsburgh —
Ira H. Cohn, C. S. Kellenberg, Austin Interrante, George Moore, Joseph
Davidson and J. Vandergrift.
Washington — Sam N. Wheeler,
Sam Diamond, Fred B. Klein, Jerry
A. Murphy, John Skillman, Mrs.
Sara Young, Joseph Cohan and Ira
Sichelman. Buffalo — Sydney Samson, W. D. Rowell, G. E. Dickman,
Maurice
Kempner, L. E. Blumenfeld
and
E. Stamp.
Cincinnati — James J. Grady, Edward A. Burkart, John A. Needham,
L. J. Bugle, E. C. Naegel and Annabelle Kelly. Cleveland — I. J.
Schmertz, David S. Davidson, Edwin
R. Bergman, Sam N. Lichter, Frank
J. Hunt and Nathan Scott.
Central Division
Chicago — Clyde W. Eckhardt
A. M. Van Dyke, E. P. Grohe, Harold
Loeb, Harold Goodamote, Fred
Sliter, Milton Simon, Fred Wagner
and A. L. Monette Detroit — Lester
Sturm, A. D. Knapp, E. A. Westcott, Ray Car-row, Leo Sanshie and
Floyd Kellor. Indianapolis — George
T. Landis, J. R. Neger, H. L. Hancock, Gaylord J. Black, P. Mcsenigo.
Cleaster, J. L. Dotterer and E. OrMilwaukee — John H. Lorentz,
Horris Horwitz, George Edgerton,
C. R. Michel, Meyer Kahn and S. S.
Kohlberg. Des Moines — Stanley J.
Mayer, H. J. Gottlieb, A. Riegelman,
E. P. O'Neil, Edward Canty and
G. F. Hallowell. Minneapolis —
Joseph M. Podoloff, Earl Lorentz,
J. S. Cohan, W. G. Mussman, Louis
Cohen, N. F. Hall, Harold Lyons,
Paul Lundquist and William Clayton. Omaha — Joseph E. Scott, Fred
C. Miller, Carl Reese, Harold J.
Ironfield, R. A. Wagle and R. A.
Buell.
Calgary — V. M. Skorey. Montreal
— Edward English, Walter J.
O'Hara, and J. E. Pearson. St.
John — Reginald G. March. Toronto
— Harry J. Bailey, William J. Reid,
Lionel Lester, James W. Powis and
Sam Glasier. Vancouver — James E.
Patterson
and Ernest E. Teel. WinKrupp.
nipeg— Joseph H. Huber and Charles

«
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SHORTS
"Game Trails"
(Paragraphics Series)
Paramount
Fine
Delightful jaunt through the Canadian wilds with two sportsmen who
shoot their game entirely with
cameras. Gorgeous scenic shots of
forest, rapids, lakes and mountains.
Close-up shots of wild life include
various specimens of deer and
moose. One close-up in slow motion of an enormous bull moose
swimming across a lake and disappearing in the forest is fascinating.
tion.
Gayne Whitman does a fine narra"Swing, Hutton, Swing"
(Headliners Series)
Paramount
11 mins.
(Hot-Cha)
Ina May Hutton, with her Melodears, offers a swing program along
with her femme charms, as she
does curvy contortions while the ork
plays. Ina is also there with the
fancy costumes which show a lot
of her. The music is almost incidental to Ina's charms, but that
seems to be the general idea. The
pop numbers include "Stardust,"
"Organ Grinder's Swing," "The
Suzi-Que," and "The Melodears'
Swing." Miss Hutton finishes by
singing and dancing the latest

swing craze, "The Suzi-Que."
Laseter, R. H. Ford and Edward
Tucker.
Charlotte— Phil Longdon, J. E.
Holston, G. E. Ebersole, Sam Hinson, J. 0. Mock and C. T. Harden.
Dallas — Herman R. Beiersdorf, W.
S. Miller, Neal D. Houaton, Dan
Scott, D. T. Rathbone, T. P. Tidwell,
J. R. Gribble and Clyde Miller. Memphis— Thomas W. Young, Nat Wyse,
I. T. Baskin, Mark Sheridan and R.
M. Bandy. New Orleans — Ernest V.
Landaiche, H. P. Shallcross, George
R. Pabst, G. J. Broggi and Malcolm
Johnson. Denver — R. J. Morrison,
Hugh Rennie, E. M. Loy, C. A. Larson, J. J. Larsen and Miss A. K.
LeGendre.
Los Angeles — John N. Dillon, W.
T. Wall, B. F. Robison, Morris Sudmin and Elmer Youngs. Portland —
Charles F. Powers, C. L. Robinett,
V. A. Whitcomb and Herschel Fox.
Pearl Buck Sells Two
Salt Lake City— Charles L. Walker,
Joseph D. McElhinney, J. L. TidTwo dramas by Pearl Buck, "The
well, V. J. Dugan, Carl J. Hallstrom
Empress" and "Flight Into China,"
are reported sold by the author to
and C. A. Blasius. San Francisco —
Katharine Cornell and her husband,
George M. Ballentine, Al Laurice,
Walter H. Cree, Floyd C. Bernard,
Guthrie McClintic, respectively.
Western Division
Eastern Division
McClintic, it is understood, will
J.
W. Flanagan, J. M. Westergren
Kansas City — George W. Fuller,
produce the latter play on BroadBoston: E. X. Callahan, H. S. W. J. Kubitzki, Joseph E. Wood- and Ray Telfer. Seattle — Herndon
way next autumn, and Miss Cor- Alexander, J. Feloney, J. Cobb, H.
A. Gollofon, H. A. P. Fredward, Charles Knickerbocker, Har- Edmond,
erick, J. W. Brooks and A. Filigno.
nell will star in "The Empress" Gold, M. Simmonds, Sam Berg, J.
old Kinser, M. A. Tanner and
during the 1938-39 season.
Charles D. Crawford. Oklahoma
Connelly
and S.'Horwitz.
AlbanyBen
—
Moe
Grassgreen,
T. Scheinberg,
City— Charles W. Clark, M. W. OsFind Violin 'Stolen' 15 Years
Dare, D. Houlihan and E. Sichel.
borne, J. L. James, W. P. Clark and
Tache Honors for Slepicka
Denver — Fifteen years ago, Charles
New Haven — Benjamin A. Simon, Jack Whelihan. St. Louis — BenjaLincoln, Neb. — Ownership of the
Scheureman, playing in the Center Themin
B.
Reingold,
Joseph
A.
Feld,
Earl
Wright,
Sam
Germaine
and
longest mustache in Nebraska has been
Morris Weinstein.
ater orchestra,
reported
the This
'theft'
of
George H. Ware, L. J. Williams, Abe
a $250
violin to
police.
week,
credited to State Senator Carl Slepicka
workmen tearing out boxes as part of
of Wilber, second oldest exhibitor in
New York — Harry H. Buxbaum, Eskin, Miss Florence Patke and Arthe state. He sports an old-fashioned
a renovating job at the Center, uncovthur McManus. Atlanta — Paul WilJoseph J. Lee, Moe Sanders, Morris
ered the missing
instrument.
walrus-type
mustache.
son, R. G. McClure, M. Mitchell,
Kurtz, William Schutzer, Richard
R.
H.
Fairchild,
F.
R.
Dodson,
H.
P.
Gledhill, Abe Blumstein,
Seymour
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A "JUttW fro** UdlywaU "£ots
By RALPH WILK
19-year-old
WHEELIN
r)ELLA
brunette, can
Cal., G,
Oakland,
thank a smiling Fate for the fact
that she has been awarded a six
months' contract as a Paramount
actress.
After seeing her on the stage of
the Warren Little Theater in Oakland several months ago, Leo McCarey, Paramount producer-director,
engaged her for a "bit" in his newest picture, "Make Way for Tomorrow," which is now being edited. In
reducing the film to the proper
length, a cutter eliminated the sequence in which Delia had appeared.
Searching the cutting-room floor
yesterday for a scene he intended to
restore, McCarey accidentally
picked up the strip showing the
girl, and ran it through the projector. Amazed at what he had almost missed, he sent the piece of
celluloid to William LeBaron, and
before the day was over Delia had
been signed to the term pact.
T

Y

T

Signing of Leonard J. Ross, auIhor of the New Yorker's "Hymie

WHO'S WHO

legal practice. Wrote "The Master," play, which
was produced by Mrs. H. B. Harris with Arnold
Daly as star. With this encouragement, Glazer
gave up law and newspaper work and turned
to the theater. First assignment was for Molnar in adapting "Liliom," "The Swan," "Fashions
for Men." After several years moved to Hollywood. Did scenarios on "The Merry Widow,"
"Flesh and the Devil," "Seventh Heaven," 'Service for Ladies." In 1931, became Paramount
associate producer. He usually does most of
writing of the films he produces.

Kaplan" series and other well known
works, by Major Pictures has boosted the total list of writers active on
the lot to eight. Ross is assigned
to handle the screenplay on a star-

THE
DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)

ported a net operating profit of $2,067,598, after normal Federal income tax, for the 13 weeks ended
March 27, last, which compares with
a profit of $1,239,760 for the first
quarter of 1936. KAO also showed
a healthy leap with a net profit for
the first quarter of 1937 of slightly
more than $500,000, which is almost
double the figure for the corresponding period a year ago.
*
*
*
At the conclave of KAO's directorate, Leo Spitz was elected chairman of the board and president of
the company, and Malcom Kingsberg, representing the M. J. Meehan interests, was elected vicechairman. All other officers were
re-elected.
Authoritative sources informed
The Film Daily that RKO's first
quarter earnings exceed $1,000,000.
This is more than the company's
earnings for the first half of 1936.
There is no statement of the company's earnings for the first quarter
of 1936 available, as only semi-annual reports have been made by the
Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee.
*
*
*
With prospects looming bright for
a renewal of the General Theaters
combine in Australia on a 20-year
basis, plans were reported under
way for further conferences in New
York, following the Los Angeles arrival of Charles Munro, manager of
Hoyts Theaters, from Australia.
When Sydney R. Kent, president of
20th Century-Fox, which owns a 50
per cent interest in Hoyts, returns
to New
York
next month
from

IN HOLLYWOOD

• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 77 • • •
DENJAMIN GLAZER. Paramount associate producer. Born in Belfast,
H Ireland. Moved with family to Philadelphia when a child. Graduated with
L.L.M. degree from University of Pennsylvania. Practiced law 6 years. Wrote
newspaper editorials for Philadelphia Press and
spare time newspaper reporting while continuing

WEEK

ring vehicle for Bing Crosby, as yet
untitled.
▼

T

T

Buck Jones has purchased
the
film rights to "Law for Tombstone,"

IN

Charles M. Martin. Pi
be Buck release.
Jones' Fra
ne
Universal
is writing the scree

play.

T

T

▼

Casting assignments — Columbi
Richard Arlen, Fay Wray, "Pai
Avenue Dame"; Thurston Ha
Wade Boteler, Ed Pawley, "Wil
Kind Regards"; Marc Lawrenc
George Pearce, John Dilson, "Whi
Heat"; Warner Bros.: Charles Fo
"Ever Since Eve"; Louise Fazend
"First Lady"; Edward Everett Ho
ton, "The Perfect
Specimen."
T
T
T
George Crane joins C. King Cha
ney, Inc., distributors of Agfa m>
tion picture film, as sales contai
and representative. Crane has bef
assistant to George Seid in oper;
tion of the Columbia Laboratory f<
the past several years.
T

T

T

Mrs. Cecelia Hoyt De Mille Ca
vin, daughter of Cecil B. De Mill
announces she will wed Josej
Harper,
Los Angeles financier, ear
next
January.

REVIEW

tor,— rather than the blame falling
on producer owned groups. Analysis, as presented in an M. P. T. O.
A. bulletin, pointed out that as compared with 2,397 affiliated circuit
houses at present, there are 3,910
theaters operated by independent
circuits . . . Predictions were that
Allied annual convention late next
month in Milwaukee would find organization discussing plans to sponsor more measures similar to the
one introduced in the Minnesota
Legislature seeking to classify theaters and do away with the present
system of protection. This aim is
expected to supplement energetic
campaign to bring about passage of
divorce bills in various states . . .
At S. M. P. E. headquarters in New
York, expectations were that some
500 members of the organization
will be on deck for the convention,
slated to be held at the Roosevelt
Hotel in Hollywood, May 24-28, inThat important conferences beclusive .. . Nathan Yamins, Allied
tween Dr. A. H. Giannini, U. A.
president,
told The Film Daily that
president, and Alexander Korda,
British producer, will take place in duals can only be eliminated by producers making better and fewer picNew York shortly was indicated
tures, and by calling a halt to practhrough former's forthcoming trip
east at about the time the latter
tice of block booking . . . Allied's
denial that it is backing theater diarrives here from England. Korda's
vorce bill now before the New Jer10-year distribution arrangement
sey Legislature . . . Restoration by
with U. A. has eight years to go.
Kansas
censors of the sequences
Both 20th Century-Fox and Korda
denied during the week that the they recently deleted from the current issue of
"The
Time"
producer would join Kent's com- and which
dealt
withMarch
U. S.ofSenator
pany.
*
*
*
Burton K. Wheeler's remarks on
Included among other interesting President Roosevelt's court plan . . .
developments of the week were: . . . Hays organization's committee on
The turning of industry's suspicious title registration discussed a proposed agreement under the terms
glances toward indie circuits as possibly the reason for the crowding of which members would "de-freeze"
of picture titles.
Proout of the individual theater opera- thousands

abroad, he is expected to participate
in the meetings, together with his
firm's general foreign manager,
Walter J. Hutchinson, who is now
with him. Kenneth Asprey, vicechairman of Greater Union Theaters, the other group involved in
the combine, is now in New York,
and
Munro is expected to head east
shortly.
*
*
*
At midweek came formal announcement of the formation of Artcinema Associates, Inc., with Emil
Jensen as president. Company will
engage in both production and distribution, with headquarters at 729
Seventh Ave., New York. Public
relations and service departments
will be headed by Charles E. Moyer. Legal negotiations for the new
corporation were completed by William Clark, of O'Brien, Driscoll and
Raftery, and Harry G. Kosch.
*
*
*

a novel by
ture
starrerwill
for
ces Guihan

ducers, under the proposal's tern
would be allowed to re-register !
per cent of their present total

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

precede any Parliamentary
acti<
for a 10-year *extension
#
*of the quot
In Britain's capital, 20th Centur
Fox's president, Sidney R. Ker
and Movietone News' viee-presidei
Truman H. Talley, met immediate
following the latter's arrival the
early in the week, to formulate fin
plans to send Coronation newsre
footage
to the speed.
United States wi
the
maximum
The ground work necessary to a
complish this has, cable advices d
clared, already been done by Gera
Sanger, producer of British Movi
tone News, and Sir Malcolm Cam
bell, editor.
The specific results
the Kent-Tailey huddle were, ho^l
ever, not announced.
But that Ge !
eral Film Distributors will fly i.i
prints of the event to Tokyo, wil
two Japanese aviators, Masaaki I:
uma
and Kenji Tsukagoshi,_ pe
forming
the spectacular
missio
was held definitely set.
*
*
*
From the Hays office in New Yoi j
came the statement that, despi
reports to the contrary, Italy h:
not officially decided upon new fil ;
industry regulations, affectir
American companies, to succeed tl
ones expiring on July 1. Under coj
sideration at Rome is a proposal 1
increase the distribution right f<
from 30,000 lire to between 40,0(
and 80,000 lire on productions dul
bed in the country.
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iXPECT KENT-CRICK
GREATER UNION MEET
(Continued from Page 1)

•riving from Sidney. Decision on
newal of the setup is pending.
The joint annual sales convention
the British and European organiitions opens Wednesday and winds
) Saturday night. Attending will
British and Continental delegates:
Sutton Dawes, Roy Simmonds, C.
Coag, J. Pattison, K. N. Hareaves, J. S. E. Browning, R. J. V.
arsons, V R. Jones, J. Taylor, L. H.
ife, J. Danielli, G. Dartnall, R. E.
Tanner, J. Lyons, J. A. Baggott,
. T. Britten, F. A. Spiers, W. R.
oggan, W. Caruthers, J. Morgan,
Moyes, R. B. Kirtland, M. Lawwee, J. Smart, N. Coulthard, P.
ivingstone, J. Todd, A. E. Eustace,
Wesson, M. Myers, D. Russell, L.
owe, A. S. Barber, H. G.Newman,
C. Preston, C. W. Greenslade, H.
. Holdstock, W. G. Patrick and W.
. Bell
News representatives Sir Gordon
raig, General Manager, British
ovietone News; G. F. Sanger, Projcer, British Movietone News; E.
aitside, Managing Director, Fox
ritish Pictures; Truman Talley,
ovvell Thomas, Prosper Burinelli,
ussel A. Muth, Fred D. Leslie,
rederic Fesneau, Robert Hartann, Count Hans von Pebal, Wilam Murray, and Ettore Villani.
Paris Office — European Manager
en Miggins; W. B. Morgan, M.
igot, A. Vanson, L. Lafon, E.
oenig, E. Balk, M. Brianaud,
f. Feignoux, G. Tuillet, L.
oulbreque, J. McKinstry, L.
huintre, R. Parsy, A. Lafon, A.
ollin, R. Allusson, R. Robert, A.
rotons, J. Fredj, G. Von Wynaerde,
. Reyrenns, J. H. Piperno, Bruno
ux, Managing Director, F. Micuc, L. Magagnini, Ugo Bassi, Luigi
'iiani,and
Goffredo
Lauricella,
erri,
Managing
Director Gianni
R. A.
reier will come from Berlin; also
. Schmidt, W. Althoff, F. Praunsaendtl, Dr. Kurt Simon, and H.
tanek.
Spain will be represented by Manning Director E. F. Lomba, and
:hers. From the Baltic States will
nne Managing Director G. Joffe,
iga; and from the Near East
ranch Managers, L. Giordiano,
lexandria, S. Grinwald, Tel Aviv;
. Amee, Beyreuth; H. Gabbay,
agdad, R. Nowotny, Istanbul, and
M. Loulodopoulo, Sofia.

Salary Cuts Proposed

k

NEWS

EXHI6, RIGHTS UNDER
N. J, DIVORCE BILL

of the DAY

Bristol, N. H. — Bristol Theater,
operated by the Interstate Theater
Corp., will have its capacity increased from 250 to 400 seats. It
will be closed for a month for alterations. Manager William K.
Lydston meanwhile is to devote his
time to theaters in Rochester, N. H.,
St. Johnsbury, Vt., and Vergennes,
Vt.
West DePere, Wis. — William Vincent is erecting a $6,000 addition to
his Nicolet Theater here.
Detroit — Saul Korman has taken
over the Holbrook Theater, North
End house, from Anthony Klein and
Carl Reiter.
Wilmington, III. — Fred Anderson
has let contracts for the installation of Ultraphonic sound equipment and De Luxe Air-Loc chairs
for his new theater here. The house

Chicago Decision Fails
To End Bank Nights
(Continued from Page 1)

is using the game in several key
cities.
GST executive told The Film
Daily yesterday that circuit would
not drop Bank Nights until the Supreme Court had handed down a
decision in the case of the Fischer
Theater at Danville.
Meanwhile, States Attorneys in
several of the smaller cities are
threatening prosecution if Bank
Nights continue.

is now in process of construction
and will be opened about May 1.
Tuscola, 111.— The Strand Theater,
formerly known as the Lyric, has
been acquired by George Barber.
Simcoe, Ont. — R. Hamilton of the
Capitol Theater will build a theater,
stores and apartments on Norfolk
St., near Robinson St. at estimated
cost of $40,000.
ily.Altamont, 111. — Ned Easley has
closed his State Theater temporarRemington, Ind. — The Legion
Theater has been reopened by Ross
Williams.

(Continued from Page 1)

forcement in the hands of the U. S.
District Courts.
This appears to be the principal
difference between the measures.
The New Jersey bill would become
operative on May 1, 1938. Each
measure imposes a fine of not more
than $10,000, not more than one
year in jail, or both, for violations.
Under the Jersey proposal, all theaters in the state would be required
to file statements giving data on
their operations and also a list of
stockholders.

Hatco Theaters Quits
Albany — A certificate
the corporate existence
Theaters, Inc., Middletown,
filed in the office of the
of State.

dissolving
of Hatco
has been
Secretary

n't
areirs
Jourt pat
ians Fak
Eas
Indron

Para. Annual Report May
Show Net of $6,000,000
(Continued from Page 1)

this afternoon. Estimates have
placed the figure in the neighborhood of $6,000,000. It is possible
that the report covering the first
quarter of 1937 will also be made
public.

Strausberg Corporation
Invading Westchester

They will not take SEAT PUNISHMENT

Simon Kutner, broker, has leased
for Sam Minskoff and Sons, builders, for a period of 21 years, a 600seat film theater to be erected at
600 Main St., New Rochelle. The
tenant is the Samuel Strausberg
Theaters Corp., operators of about.
50 moving picture houses in Brooklyn and Queens. This represents
their first venture in Westchester.
The lease calls for a minimum rental of approximately $300,000, plus
a percentage of the gross receipts.
It is expected that the theater will
be in operation about Oct. 1.

Equity Council will act tomor3w on a proposal to amend the asociation's constitution to cut the
alaries of President Frank Gilllore and Executive Secretary Paul
V. Dullzell to $7,500 and $5,200
espectively, a sharp reduction. The
Foreign Orders Filled
roposal was made by a group opOmaha— The Ballantyne Co., exosed to the present administration,
port division of Scott-Ballantyne,
'hich has obtained 650 names to a
etition urging Walter Hampden to reports shipment of Largen Sound
un against Gillmore for the pres- Systems to New Zealand, Canada,
lency.
the Dominican Republic and France.

You take the punishment if
seats are the punishing kind.
Patrons go where seats offer
luxurious comfort . . . the American Seating Company kind.

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

American Seating Company
Public Seating for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement
GRAND

COMFORT:

RAPIDS, MICHIGAN.

THE

Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas

GREATEST

STAR

OF

THEM

ALL

WAKE UP AND LIVE
GIVES ROXY, N.Y.
ALL-TIME RECORD!
people crowd house to overcapacity at midnight preview. Boxoffice
had to stop selling tickets. 171 people
stand 90 minutes to see show!
* 6,371

* 1,500 people in line at 10 a. m. opening day {Friday) storming the doors.
* Doors forced to open at 9 a. m. Saturday for first time in history of theatre to
accommodate extra-show crowds.
* Watch

for more

record-breaking

news!

No wonder Mae Tinee says in the Chicago Daily Tribune:" 'Wake
Up and Live' goes on>* must list. Read the ads. Believe 'em. Go
see for yourselves !

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

m&*

Intimate

in Character

International
Independent

in Scope

A1FDAILY

in Thought
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Film Biz Will Control

Television

FIGURE PARA. FIRST QUART. NET AT |p 11,000
Sew South Wales Quota May Force U. S. Distrib. Exit
//

They Say

//

Reisman, Back from Australia,
Hopeful of Concessions
by Government

. . and other matters
By CHESTER B. BAHN

-

THEY
say" — you hear it repeatedly —
' that American film audiences, cononted with long features, are restive...
lat they are indifferent to color photogaphy. that Hollywood studio stories are
ackneyed and lacking in pulling power...
tiat out-of-sight-out-of-mind
riling force to a star.

applies with

Members of the "they say" chorus would
o well to ponder the biz done by "A Star
Born" at the Radio City Music Hall, for
ie b.o. draw of Selznick's production
•hich stays a second week, tends to shat:r all of their familiar contentions.
"A Star Is Born", you see, runs 111
linutes, is in Technicolor, tells a Hollyood story, and Fredric March's co-star,
anet Gaynor, is making her first screen
jpearance in six months, her third in a
:ar.

'PEAKING

of current

Broadway

pictures

' showing marked strength, there's 20th
entury-Fox's "Wake Up and Live" creded with both a single day's attendance
id week-end
b.o. records at the Roxy.
You may expect those who feel that
idio appearances by film stars are an
;set to cite "Wake

Up

and

Live" as a

rime example of broadcasting's benefits.
e that as it may, nevertheless it is such
stances which promise lively sessions for
le MPTOA's radio committee which
ges Thursday for the first time.

RKO Radio will be forced to withdraw from distribution in New
South Wales if the government
there insists that American companies produce locally to meet quota
requirements because the cost of
such production would be greater
than the profit earned in the country, it was said yesterday by Phil
Reisman, RKO Radio foreign sales
head. It {Continued
was apparent
from Reison Page 3)

WORLD TO HANDLE 26
FEATURES IN '37-38
Beginning next season, World Pic-

tures Corp. with an enlarged personnel, plans to begin large-scale
distribution of foreign films by
offering a program of 26 features,
8 three-reelers and 13 one-reelers
(Continued

on

Paijc

18)

Experts to Judge Ampa
Display Entries Today
That history is also made by day
was demonstrated by the opening
yesterday of the AMPA-sponsored
film advertising and poster art exhibit on(Continued
the second
floor 17)of Loew's
on Page

To Set Duffy Bill Hearing
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Hearing dates for the
Duffy Copyright bill are expected to
be set by the Senate Patents Committee at its meeting today. Strong support for the Duffy measure in the upper
house
is claimed.

DALLAS TRUST TRIAL
SET FOR LATE JUNE

speaking of the MPTOA

ending search for "cures" for exhibiir ills, down in Lima, Peru, they seem to
ave found a simple solution for the dou!e feature program. A municipal ornance forbids film programs longer than
vo hours, with exhibitors subject to fines
>r violations. The ordinance admittedly
designed to end duals, provision being
: iade for special permits should a single
mature exceed 120 minutes.
At any
:tion.

rate% give

the

Lima's

credit

for

New Orleans — Stating unsatisfactory business relations with George
Fuller as one of the reasons why it
refused to sell him in Florida, M-GM filed its answer yesterday in the
(.Continued on Page 4)

Eventually, Declares Harry M. Warner
MPTOA Radio Committee
To Convene on Thursday

After examining television developments in England, Harry M. Warner, returning to New York yesterday on the Normandie, expressed
First meeting- of the M. P. T. O. the opinion that when this enterA. committee on radio competition
tainment does reach general commercial use, the film industry will
is definitely scheduled for Thurshandle
it.
day at the office of Walter Vincent,
chairman, at 1776 Broadway, at 2.30
"Television is a long time off,"
(.Continued

on

Page

4)

today, after its approval by the directorate yesterday.
First quarter earnings estimated
include approximately $391,000 of
dividends from non-consolidated subsidiaries and have been computed
after all (Continued
charges on including
interPage 3)

20TH-F0X IMPROVING
ROXY THEATER OFFER

con-

and its un-

Following a meeting of its board
of directors yesterday, Paramount
announced an estimate of $2,011,000
for its consolidated earnings for the
first quarter ended April 3, last.
Announcement
of the company's
annual report is expected
to be made

Trial of the Department of Justice anti-trust action against major distributors and the HoblitzelleO'Donnell theater interests of Texas
has been tentatively scheduled for
the end of June in the U. S. District Court at Dallas. Attorney
George Wright, local counsel for
the distributors, has returned to
Dallas following conferences on the
suit in New York.
Right to fix admission prices of
Indications were yesterday that
subsequent runs and of distributors 20th Century-Fox would improve its
to ban playing of their pictures on offer for the Roxy Theater by produal bills are involved in the action.
viding for acquisition of the outstanding Class A stock of the theater and would also meet the objec"No Conspiracy", Metro
tions of creditors.
Answer to Fuller Suit
Hearing (Continued
on the plan
on Pagewas
4) adjourn-

Film Industry to Control Television
\ND

Estimate Announced, Following Meeting of Board
of Directors

(Continued on Page

18)

Expect 267 Attendance
at M-G-M Sales Parley
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Two hundred and
sixty-seven
distribution members
forces in of
theM-G-M's
United
States and Canada will attend the
company's (Continued
annual onsales
Page 4)convention
New Floods Menace Cities
Tri-State area of Pennsylvania, Maryland, West Virginia faced the threat
of new floods yesterday, reports from
the area being frankly apprehensive of
the worst April torrents in years.
Streams on a rampage include the Ohio
and its tributaries, the Allegheny and
Monongahela. Cities menaced last night
were, notably, Pittsburgh, Johnstown,
Wheeling. W. Va. and Cumberland, Md.
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Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
East. Kodak
do pfd
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Loew's,
Inc
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RUFUS LeMAIRE, who returned to New York
yesterday on the Normandie, leaves for the
ccast
in one week.

CHARLES WILKES, Syracuse Fire Marshal, and
MRS. WILKES return home today from Atlantic City and New York.

WILLIAM F. BARRETT
yesterday from London.

SOL A. ROSENBLATT
York from Hollywood.

JAMES
from New

CAMPBELL
York.

returned to New

York

has gone to the coast

Y.

OVER-THE-COUNTER

STOCK

MARKET

WALSH
from

N. L. NATHANSON
Toronto.
to

O. LOUPART of the Phillips M. P. Co. landed
in New York yesterday on the Queen Mary.

New

York last night

yesterday
York.

returned

is in New

ATTORNEY GEORGE WRIGHT
Dallas from New
York.

York

from

has returned

GROVER WHALEN and fellow members of
a commission representing the New York
World's Fair, sail for France aboard the Normandie on Wednesday.
WALTER ABEL, stage and screen actor, returns to Hollywood from New York on May 5

JOE BRANDT, who has been spending several weeks in New York at the St. Moritz,
leaves early next week for the west coast.

to appear in "Flight From Glory," the forthcoming Robert Sisk production
for RKO.

JAMES MELTON, screen actor, arrives in
Chicago early in May to attend the premiere
there of his Warner feature, "Melody for

ALEXANDER HALL, Paramount film director,
leaves Hollywood shortly for New York, and
tion.
will sail for Europe for a three months' vaca-

ROSE FRANKEN, author and playright, arrived in New
York yesterday
from Hollywood.

ATTORNEY HERMAN DUSHKIND returned to
New York yesterday on the Normandie from
abroad.

DENNIE MOORE, New York stage comedienne, is en route to the coast to appear in
for Paramount.

"Angel"

GRACE MOORE, Columbia's operatic star, left
New Yoik yesterday afternoon for Hollywood.
PHIL REISMAN, RKO foreign sales head, retrip.
lumed yesterday from a 'round-the-world
trip.
JULES

LEVY

returned yesterday from a sales

J. B. KLECKNER, president of Motiograph
Co. of Chicago, is here with ERIC PETERSEN,
his Eastern
district manager.

EDGAR MOSS was
from
Philadelphia.

CourtTickets
Says "Lucky
Number"
Lack Legal
Rights

Le Maire, Home, Finds
U. S. Talent is Better

Denver — Holders of "lucky number" admission tickets have no legal
contract right to gift prizes offered,
according to a decision handed down
by the Colorado Supreme Court.
In the case the Supreme Court
affirmed the decision of a Denver
judge in the case of Helen Slagle,
who sued the Construction Progress
Exposition for possession of an automobile claiming she held the
lucky ticket.
The court ruled "No contract
right could arise out of the situation
thus presented, lacking as it does
all the essential elements of a legal

350,000 Shares of Mono.
Offered to Buying Public

Public offering of 350,000 shares
of common stock of Monogram Pictures Corp. was made yesterday by
Bid
Asked
J. A. Sisto & Co. at $3.75 a share.
Pathe Films 7%
pfd
94
97
Funds will be used to provide addiREAL
ESTATE
BONDS
tional capital for expanding the
operations of Monogram.
Fox Thea. Bldg. 1st '36
14
15
The company has agreed to make
Loew's Thea. Bldg. Co. 1st '47.... 97y2 98'/2
immediate application to have its
Met.
Playhouse
'43
73
75
Roxy Thea. Corp. 1st '40
58
59 Vi stock lasted on the N. Y. Curb Exchange.
Pro forma consolidated balance
sheet of the company and its subScully In Boston Post
sidiary at Jan. 31, 1937, after giving
John Scully becomes manager of
effect to the present financing,
Grand National's Boston branch, shows total current assets oi $1,effective May 3. He succeeds Harry 394,539 and current liabilities of
Segal, resigned.
$15,845.
N.

GEORGE
Poughkeepsie

GEORGE ROSS returned to New York yesterday on the Normandie after a trip to London
and various parts of the continent.
HARRY M. WARNER, JOSEPH BERNHARD
and SAM E. MORRIS arrived in New York yesterday on the Queen
Mary.

has returned to Newto

E. V. RICHARDS left New
returning
to New
Orleans.

ARTHUR A. LEE has deferred his sailing for
England until May 5, when he departs on the
Queen Mary. MRS. LEE and their two children
will accompany
him.

contract."

vtc

Grand
Nat'l Films ...
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts

and Going

MARK SANDRICH, RKO-Radio film director,
Two."
sails
for England tomorrow on the Normandie,
accompanied by MRS. SANDRICH. They plan
subsequently to motor through various continental countries.

FINANCIAL

New Mo. Sales Tax Bill
Gives Retailers a Sp

in New

York yesterday

"There is better talent in America
than abroad," said Rufus LeMaire,
Universal studio executive, as he
arrived in New York yesterday on
the Normandie after a trip abroad.
While in London, LeMaire conferred with George Arliss, whom
he is personally managing and also
Danielle Darrieux, French actress,
who joins Universal at the coast in
September. LeMaire spent five
weeks in Europe and after a week
in New York, goes on to Hollywood.

Jefferson City, Mo.— The Sen
Ways
and Means
Committee
drafted a substitute for the Ho
2 per cent sales tax bill sponso j
by Gov. Lloyd C. Stark.
The 2 |
cent rate is retained in the sub
tute but there is also a provis
that retail merchants, etc., may
tain 3 per cent of their sales
collections provided they remit tl
returns to the State Auditor wit
15 days from the end of each cal
dar month.
Such a plan is favo
by the Missouri Retailers Assoc
tion. Among the exemptions w
ten into the substitute are all foi
of advertising, coal used for g
erating power, laundry and clean
service and freight charges.
State Auditor is also instructed
use metal tokens instead of
present pasteboard disks for m
ally.
The expiration date for the ta>
fixed as May 31, 1939, the levj
expected to raise $27,500,000 an

Nebraska's Bank Night
Case Appeal is Cert

Lincoln, Neb. — Regardless of
way that District Judge Fred M>
more of Beatrice rules in the B
Night test case now before him,
decision will be appealed
to
State Supreme
Court, it was f
yesterday by counsel.
Crux of
case centers on whether
there
consideration
in return for B;
Night awards.
The attorney G |
eral claims that consideration !
given by participants in time, •
fort and registration and in atte \
ing the theater to win a prize.

GFD to Handle Chesterfield
and Invincible in Brit;

Under
a deal
just completl
General Film Distributors will h; I
die the Chesterfield-Invincible p )
grams for 1935-36 and 1936-37
the British Isles, it was stated I
William F. Barrett upon his reti j
to New York yesterday on che N<
Sunday Films Banned
mandie from London.
Twickenha
Brattleboro, Vt. — The city coun- now in receivership, had previou:
cil has voted to go back to its old acquired the product, which tofc]
blue laws and has placed a ban on 36 features.
Barrett has been
Sunday movies.
England for three months.

NOW/

You Can Ship Motion Picture Reels j
-^asgteii*..

REEL-PAK
BOXES
. . . the new ICC Approved Package for si
merit of motion picture film on reels. Stro
lightweight, compact. Gives cushioned r
tection. More economical* Saves space. M
of high-test solid fibre with corrugated cor
protectors. Gives full protect ion at new low c<
JERSEY
N.J. CITY

ROBERT GAYLORD. INC.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

LOS ANGEI
CAL.
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NSW QUOTA TO FORGE
U.S. DISTRIBUTOR EXIT
(Continued from Page

fiT<vfe the rt*//0 ™-__

(Continued from Page

1)

nan's remarks
that other major
ompanies are in the same position
is RKO Radio.
Reisman pointed out that in a
ew years, American companies unlev the New South Wales law,
vould have to make about 50 or 60
>ictures annually in the country. He
>bserved that this was a practical
mpossibility because people would
lave to be sent from Hollywood
vhere, he insisted, there was not at
n-esent enough trained people to go
uound. Besides, he said, quota production by American companies has
.verywhere been unprofitable.
Reisman said that while in Sydley, he had spent an afternoon with
Premier Stevens of New South
.Vales and had pointed out that
\merican companies could not pracically produce in Australia. He
nformed the Premier that RKO Ralio was willing to do everything
■ossible to aid the Australian pici ure industry, by distributing at
ost any good picture produced in
•\Tew South Wales, and also by helpjig to train people for the Austraian industry.
Reisman declared he was hopeful
hat as a result of his talk with
he Premier, the quota restrictions
would not be enforced. Frederick
Daniell, a representative of the New
South Wales movie industry, will
irrive here in about a month, to discuss the question of U. S. aid, Reisnan said.
Reisman remarked that everyvhere throughout the world counries were seeking to have the
\merican movie firms subsidize
heir production. "If we do so, we
night as well close up the foreign
he stated.
tment
fepar
ess s,"
Busin
throughout the world is
•ery good, with the exception of
Europe, he said.

George Fields Dies
Funeral arrangements are pendng for George (Honeyboy) Fields,
(3, radio comedian, who died sudlenly of a heart attack in Pennsylvania Station on Sunday. He
ived in Bayside, Queens.

*

•

T

T
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• THE FINEST and most complete Exhibit of advertising material of one industry ever presented now under
way on the second floor of Loew's State building
comprising the exhibits of the various producers in competition
for the AMPA second Annual Awards
Chairman Hap
Hadley and his hard working committee have done a splendid
job

T

T

T

• •
• THIS EXHIBIT should be generously supported by
the entire industry
it is a prestige-builder par excellence
with the public in general
it points the way to an annual
Industry Exhibit covering all departments of the business
which could be made as important and popular as the other
industrial exhibits such as the auto show
the AMPA lads
have made a good start in this direction
by sending invites to all colleges and schools having art courses in the met
territory
to several hundred
art directors and teachers
of public schools
and to motion picture study classes in
schools and colleges

T

▼

T

•

• • A GRAND job has been done by Paul Gulick, Chairman of the Judges Committee, who invited the judges to serve
for the four different classes of exhibits
the outstanding
authorities in their respective fields comprise the brilliant list
four sets of Judges' Ballots have been prepared, for 1st,
2nd and 3rd choices in each balloting the judging of the
hard-to-handle 24-sheet posters has been dramatized and simplified by hanging them on sliding wires one in back of another,
with a bench opposite where the judges can study the exhibits
in leisure and comfort

T

T

T

• • • WHAT WE are trying to say is that AMPA has
embarked on a very worthwhile and significant undertaking in
these Annual Awards
the fact that such men as Adolph
Treidler, dean of American poster artists, H. B. LeQuatte,
President of the Advertising Club, and executives of leading
advertising organizations and publications felt honored to serve
as judges for these Awards
should make every worker
in the advertising and publicity departments feel proud
as General Chairman Vincent Trotta expressed it: "The Exhibit affords a showplace to mark the modern trends in stylization, handling of type, design, and presentation of all the elements of advertising presented on paper."
the AMPA administration under Gordon White has done a great service to
the entire industry with the inauguration of the Annual Awards.

T

T

▼

• • • AN ALL-DAY Spring Conference will be held by
the National Board of Review's junior clubs on Saturday, May
15
in the morning the groups will be the guests of the
8th Street Playhouse, with a showing of movies made by junior
groups
then a luncheon
and an open forum in the
afternoon at the New York University
these youngsters
represent one of the most intelligent groups of critics in the
world

▼

T

T

• • • THE ANNUAL Drive of the Catholic laity in this
district is under way, with many prominent film execs on the
Motion Picture Committee
send contribs to George W.
Weeks at GB, who is acting for the Committee

T

APRIL

27

George K. Arthur
George Manker Watters

$2,011,000 QUARTER
NET FOR PARAMOUNT

T

• •
• OUR
GIRL
Friedegg
ventriloquist's dummy
"How
we asks
"Well ya see, Phil,"
tells me I'm the only dummy that
I sit on his knee and he gives me

«

«

«

1)

est, Federal taxes (except those on
undistributed profits), depreciation
and reserves. The earnings, however, do not include about $640,000
representing the company's net interest as a stockholder in the combined undistributed earnings for the
quarter of partially-owned firms.
There were outstanding as of
April 3, 155,890 shares of cumulative convertible $100 par value 6
per cent first preferred stock and
597,651 shares of cumulative convertible $10 par value 6 per cent
second preferred stock. After deducting $323,482 of dividends accrued for the quarter on these outstanding preferred shares, the remaining $1,687,518 represents $.72
per share on the 2,330,449 shares of
common stock outstanding on April
3, 1937. Computed on the aggregate of the estimated consolidated
earnings of $2,011,000 and the undistributed earnings of $640,000 referred to above, the earnings per
common share calculated on the
same basis would be $1.00.
The consolidated earnings for the
first quarter 1936 amounted to
$718,921 after applying $800,000 of
the inventory reserve provided as
of Dec.
28, as
1935,
and Paramount's
net
interest
a stockholder
in the
combined undistributed earnings for
the quarter of partly-owned companies totalled $460,000.
The above results do not include
earnings of Olympia Theaters, Inc.
and its subsidiaries which were in
receivership throughout both perods and are now involved in reorganization proceedings, which it is
believed will be completed during
the next few months.
Each share of first preferred stock
is convertible into seven shares of
common stock and each ten shares
of second preferred stock are convertible into nine shares of common
stock.
Progress has been made in reducing interest charges. Total annual
interest charges of the company and
its consolidated subsidiaries payable
on debt existing as of Jan. 2, last,
after giving effect to subsequent
interest reductions and savings due
to refundings, amounted to approximately $1,950,000 as contrasted with
approximately $2,800,000 payable as
of Dec. 28, 1935, the close of the
previous fiscal year.

T
is working
evenings as a
come you landed that job?"
sez Frieda, "the ventriloquist
doesn't let out a holler when
a hard squeeze"

»

»

»

"Dake Up and Live" set a new "
"Live single
Records
Two
day's
attendance
mark for
at the Roxy on
Saturday, house management announced
yesterday. Draw of 33,145 was 284
more than "Cock-Eyed World" did on
Aug. 7, 1929. Week-end b.o. record
Roxy.
for
the film was also claimed by the
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20TH-F0X IMPROVING
ROXY THEATER OFFER
(Continued from Page

1)
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"Everything Went
Being the Best Remembered

Words and Wisdom

Black" ©

Exhibitor Experience of

Lester Pollock, Manager, Loew's Rochester
ed yesterday by Special Master
Theater, Rochester, N. Y.
*
Pratt until today while negotiations
As Told to Film Daily
continued. Samuel Kramer, counsel
for the stockholders' protective committee, said he expected an offer TWAS on the night of Nov. 5, 1936, at precisely 7 :26 when
to be made for the stock.
everything went black.
It was immediately evident that
It is understood that the improved something had gone haywire with the AC current and there
offer for the theater may be pre- was no telling how long before prosented to 'the special master as
jection operation would be resumed; I innovation received a grand recep
bearing the approval of all objec- so while the projectionists and stage tion. Two lone refunds were retors to the plan.
quested during the entire breakhands were burning up the wires
down and I also recollect that my
and trying to locate the cause of
fingers
were
still crossed when I
MPTOA Radio Committee
trouble, something had to be done
and done mighty quick in view of left the stage.
to Convene on Thursday a full house and the well established
At the time of occurrence it was
fact that it doesn't take very long an emergency that had to be met —
(Continued from Page 1)
for a theater audience to become the following day it was picked up
P. m.
Attendance
of all members restless.
by the dailies building up the show
is indicated.
So, with my fingers crossed, I the audience put on in lieu of the
Committee has been named to de- went up on the stage and made a
and shoving the breakdown
termine extent of radio competition, brief apology for breakdown due to picture
in the background.
particularly that due to appearance circumstances beyond our control,
After that the story was sent out
of film players on the air, and to de- etc., and, before I knew it, I had over
the A.P. wires and numerous
vise means of coping with the a brainstorm and was soliciting pa
have been sent to me from
problem.
trons with or without talent to come clippings
various parts of the country . . .
up
on
the
stage
and
entertain
themtrades
featured
it and, believe it or
selves.
Fulton, Mo., Houses Sold
were requests for a repeTo make a brief story shorter, not, there
tition of the impromptu show and
Springfield, 111. — The Frisina
lasted for 35 min- suggestions that it be used as a
Amusement Co. has purchased the the breakdown
utes and all in all, with myself regular weekly feature.
only two theaters in Fulton, Mo. and doubling
in brass as the master of
will take over their immediate
ceremonies, 14 patrons came up on
However, I'm still trying to figure
operation, J. B. Giachetta, managing- the stage and presented the best out whether the incident should be
director, announced. One seats 800 little unrehearsed amateur show you charged up to the debit side of the
and the other 500. The Frisina
ledger on account of the breakdown
Amusement company has theater ever saw, with a choice variety of or to the credit side for the pubentertainers
ranging
from
an
orholdings in Illinois, Iowa and Mislicity it received.
ganist through dancers, singers and
souri.
comedians
to impersonators.
The audience was most enthusiEditor's Note: This is the eighth of
astic and everyone pitched right a feature series. Watch for the next
Monogram-Midwest Starts
Midwest Film Company, Inc., in into the spirit of the thing and the in an early issue:
Milwaukee, of which Charles W.
Trampe is president, has changed
Expect 267 Attendance
No Conspiracy",
its name to Monogram-Midwest
Answer to Metro
Fuller Suit
at M-G-M Sales Parley
Film Co., Inc. Offices are located
at 1032 North 8th Street. Mono(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
gram's
Buffalo
offices
will
be
opened
conspiracy
suit involving it, six in Los Angeles from May 2 to
this week at 505 Pearl St.
others and two Saenger executives.
A hearing was set for the latter May. 7. The entertainment proJames Ellison Weds
gram will include a huge welcompart of May; all have answered but
ing luncheon at the Culver City
Yuma, Arizona — Gertrude Durkin Uniart.
studio May 3; a party at the Hal
of Beverly Hills, screen actress, and
Denying any conspiracy, Metro Roach studios May 5 and a formal
James Ellison, Hollywood film play- stated it sold Fuller at Fairhope, party at the M-G-M studio on the
er, were married here on Sunday by
night of May 6.
Superior Judge Henry Kelly after Ala., where the "plaintiff has not
an airplane trip from Los Angeles. conducted its accounts in a satisfactory manner,"
and that
it did
not
The bride is a sister of Junior Dur- sell him
in Florida
for this
reason
kin, juvenile screen actor killed in
Form Liebling-Wood, Inc.
an automobile accident two years and because it contracted to SaenWilliam Liebling, and Audrey
ger.
The
answer
additionally
points
ago.
have formed Liebling- Wood,
out Fuller's Florida spots are tents Wood,
Inc., which will be concerned only
or open airers and states "it was with the marketing of plays and the
and is inimical to the best interest of this defendant to license any personal representation of playwrights. The firm will be located
of its pictures for a subsequent run
exhibition" in Pensacola as such at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, with Miss
Wood as manager. Liebling will
runs "would ultimately diminish the continue
to represent actors for the
revenue
could derive" from its New York stage and Hollywood.
first
runs itthere.

BIG

NEWS

AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
Cecil B. DeMille has obtained two
genuine pirogues (hollowed-out canoes)
for "The Buccaneer," but can't find
anyone who can manage them without
capsizing. — PARAMOUNT.

Leichter Sets Deals
Mitchell Leichter, vice-president
of Advance Pictures returned yesterday from a tour of key cities.
While on the trip he closed distribution deals for eight H. H. Van
Loan pictures for the Kansas City,
Omaha and Minneapolis territories.

yANITY:
Most men
on the scrceen
want and
to bewomer
gooc
looking instead of interesting. —
JAMES WONG HOWE.

PLUGGING:
A tune is like i
watermelon— you don't know whai,
you've got until you plug it.— MA?
GORDON
(song writer).

SELF-STUDY: Nobody ever toklj
me that I walked like a duck, with
my toes turned in. You can only
find
out things
yoursel—"
(in films)
overR.by andwatchi
overng again.
LILLI
PALME
CONTENTED: Now I'm a "big
gy"
a dra
matic they
actor want
out of to
me.make
Nix on
thai
stuff! You won't catch me carrying
any plot on my shoulders. I starter,
as the
comedy relief and I'll end ui
the
ER. same way.— LIONEL STAND

MARRIAGE: If a man appearec
on my horizon whom I loved anc
respected; who had integrity
strength of mind, and a sense oi
humor — the sort of man I'd wani
to marry, I'd give up my career, anc
fame I've gained, anything I'ye
achieved through
years of privatior.
to be his wife. — ROSand struggle,
ALIND RUSSELL.

Six Television Papers
at Engineers' Parley
Six papers on television problem;
will be presented by members oi
RCA Manufacturing Co. at the convention of the Institute of Radic
Engineers, May 10-12, in the Hote
Pennsylvania. Among those whe
will present discussions, jointly oi
single, are V. K. Zworykin, W. H
Painter, R. R. Law, C. E. Burnett
Flory.
H. lams, R B. Janes, W. H. Hickok
A. Rose, G A. Morton and L. E

Griffith Offer Accepted
Federal Judge Vincent Leibel
yesterday approved the offer of
Woodson R. Oglesby, counsel foi
David Wark
Griffith,at ofMamaronecl
$5,000 foi!
Griffith's
real-estate
subject to a tax lien of $120,000 anc
$500 for 21 silent films subject tc
$1,500 storage chai'ges.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Authors' League Moving
Authors' League of America, Inc.,
has taken the entire 11th floor in
the building at 6 E. 39th St. New
quarters will also accommodate the
Author's League Fund and the Dramatists' Play Service.

Canada's film theater receipts in
1935 totalled $27,173,400, according to
the Dominion
cent report.

Bureau of Statistics' re-

TO THE

EVERLASTING

A Connecticut Yankee

Huckleberry Finn

GLORY

OF

at King Arthur s Court
Tom Sawyer

The screen now adds his world-worshipped adventure epic
magnificently immortalized by the cameras of WARNER

BROS.

ALL THESE TREMENDOUS

«»

VAI

ES ARE SOLIDLY BEHIND IT!

wmr,
WILL RELEASE

IT TO

275 THEATRES
ON MAY 8th!
-

; PRINCE
E PAUPER
and

by MARKwith TWAIN

ROL FLYNN

AINS . HENRY STEPHENSON
Barton MacLane and

E MAUCH
TWINS
BILLY & BOBBY
Eric Portman and Thousands of others
' by WM. KEIGHLEY

• A First National Picture
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A "£Mt" font Hollywood "Ms
Bv RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

IEN PIVAR, Grand National associate producer, surprised his
friends with news of his marriage
Thursday to Judith Schonzeit, costume designer of New York. The
ceremony was performed at the
home of the bridegroom's parents.
The newlyweds have taken a house
in Hollywoodland and will defer their
honeymoon trip until after completion of "Love Takes Flight," which
goes into work immediately under
Rival's supervision.
T

▼

▼

WHO'S
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 78
• •
G ROVER JONES.
for Paramount.

T

•

Has authored 30G stories for pictures, 56 of which were
Also has done innumerable short stories and articles for

Collier's, Saturday Evening Post, etc. Has done everything from scene
to directing. First job was that of day laborer
f
for Universal. Created art titles for Realart,
later absorbed by Paramount. With Vitagraph,
he first was a gag man and then directed 125
comedies, 121 of which he wrote himself. Signed
with Paramount in 1926. Does his work on a
linotype machine

as
supervisor
for
"Numbered
Woman."

in his garage

and

sends

painting

out

all his material in proof form. Says: "A story
is only as good as its plot." His wife, Susan
Avery Jones, gave up her flower shop to care
for the kennel of sheep dogs which Jones likes

t

Monogram's

▼

Casting assignments — Goldwyn:
Allen Jenkins, "Dead End"; Major:
John Payne, "On Such a Night";
RKO: Eduardo Ciannelli, "Super
Sleuth"; Paramount: Barry Fitzgerald, "Ebbtide"; GN: Snub Pollard, Charles King, "Rider of the
T

T

▼

T

»

T

Rockies".
Ernest Laemmle, nephew of Carl
Laemmle, will wed Odette Bray,
Hawaiian dancer.

Jamesmite" forCagney
start on"DynaGrand will
National
May
10, with Richard Rowland producnext best to his linotype machine. Co-producer
ing. Other G. N. pictures about to
of "Souls at Sea," Paramount, with Henry Hathget under way are: "Love Takes
away. Did "The Virginian," "One Sunday AfFlight," a Condor production with
ternoon," with William
Slavens
McNutt.
Bruce Cabot, May 4; "Something to
Sing About,"
to beSchertzinger,
produced andMay
directed by Victor
Everett Freeman; "Strip Tease," by 10; Stuart Erwin in "Face the
ter Wanger's "Vogues of 1938," now Leston
Huntley and Albert Barker;
being filmed by Director Irving
Cummings.
Facts," May 24; "Honolulu Honey"First Prize," by Dora Schary.
moon," a Zion Myers production,
T
▼
T
Paramount studios, silent picture May 31; Anna Sten in "Gorgeous,"
Acquisition of three new proper- era home of Richard Dix, have a Eugene Franke production, May
negotiations with the star 31, and "Grand Canyon," the Richties is announced by M-G-M: "Half- opened
ard Rowland spectacle to be filmed
for his return to the fold under a
way House," mystery novel by Elon actual location in Keller Dorian
long-termer.
Dix,
who
recently
comcolor, also starting May 31.
lery Queen; "Twins for Her Majespleted "Thehas
Devil
Driving,"
T
T
T
ty," by Lou Heifetz and Herbert Columbia,
oneIs more
film for
to
T
»
V
s fash-is Klein, and "A Rendezvous with make for that company.
Eight Grand National pictures are
music
Fitting
year hence
thanto a milady'
ions of more
Love," by William Anthony Mc»
»
T
scheduled for production in May,
Guire.
the task assigned Victor Young,
on location and two at the stuJoseph H. Steele, recently a mem- two dio
Republic purchases include: "The
which will tax the facilities of
ber of the executive staff of Sam
Paramount composer-musical direcdo
to
this
lot to its capacity.
ed
Last
Hand,"
by
Richard
Carlton
tor, who has been borrow
Briskin at RKO, has been engaged
"Hail From
Heaven,"
by
the arranging and scoring for Wal- Nygren;

Our Passing Show: Harry Cohn,
Lewis Milestone, Stanley Bergerman, Ben Markson, Jerry Sackheim,
Claire Dodd, Anthony Jowitt, Doris
Anderson, Lou Edelman, William
I'erlberg at T
"Tovarich."
T
▼
Charles Bennett is writing for
Samuel Goldwyn, to whom he was
loaned by Universal. He is working
on the "Marco Polo" script. He
has just arrived from England,
where he authored "The Man Who
Knew Too Much" and also did the
screenplay. He also scenarized "39
Steps," "Secret Agent" and "The
Woman Alone."

Banned Anti-Nazi Film
Exhibited in St. Louis
St. Louis— Barred from the Municipal Auditorium, after a protest
filed by the local German consul,
"Der Kampf,"
the anti-Nazid film,
was exhibite at Hibernian Hall
Germanunder auspices of the le,
the
American Club. Meanwhi
e
Committe
St. Louis Civil Liberties
and the local Communist Party organization have filed their own protests against the municipal ban.

Mooney

Leaves Vitagraph

Cleveland — Jim Mooney, head
booker and office manager for the
local Vitagraph exchange for the
. Walpast 11 years, has resigned
ter Brandt, salesman in the Toledo
d city
appointe
territory has been
salesman. Eddie Catlin, booker for
the past 10 years, goes into the territory to succeed Brandt in the Toledo section. Judd Spiegel, recently
with the Paramount ad sales in
Pittsburgh comes here to succeed
Catlin as booker. No successor to
Mooney has been appointed as yet.
Neither has Mooney made any announcement ofhis future plans.

Fox Trustee Victorious
in U. S. Supreme Court
Washington

Bureau

of_ THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Hiram Steelman, U.
S. trustee in bankruptcy for the estate of William Fox, yesterday won
in U. S. Supreme Court his fight
to prevent All-Continent Corp. from
prosecuting in Philadelphia a counter-action against Steelman's effort
to obtain All-Continent's property
for the bankrupt
estate.

Colorado exhibitors are elated over
action of the Governor in vetoing the
bill, passed by the Legislature, to legalize dog racing. The Governor has
signed the measure
banning marathons.

William Van Beveren, head of the
American Tobis Corp., said yesterday following his return from a
trip abroad, that he had made arrangements for next season to import 6 French pictures, four Austrian pictures and one or two Dutch
films. Van Beveren, is negotiating
to act as U. S. agent for the productions of Sacha Guitry, who plans
to make eight films yearly.

Talent Scout Gets Judgment
Sylvia Saunders, business manager and talent scout, was awarded
a default judgment yesterday of
$83,330 by Supreme Court Justice
William Collins against Alexander
D'Arcy, who appeared in "Carnival In Flanders" and "Stolen Harmony" and is now a Warner feature player. Miss Saunders charged
she signed D'Arcy to a 10-year contract with Warner Brothers and was
to receive 25 per cent of the player's salary as his manager. She
was awarded the decision when
D'Arcy failed to appear in court.

Advance "Borgia" Date in S.F.
Vetoes Colo. Dog Racing Bill

American Tobis to Import
Olympia, Wash., Theater
French, Austrian, Dutch Pix
Swept by $70,000 Blaze

Seattle— Capitol Theater's $70,000
fire damage is partially covered by
insurance, it was said yesterday.
Flames swept the projection room,
the upper lounge and the theater interior.
Arco, Ida. — Badly damaged by
fire, which originated in the furnace
day.
room, the Walker Theater here will
be rebuilt, it was announced yester-

$2,296,797 Claim Fought

The Continental Bank and Trust
Co. of New York, as successor trusContner Opens Studio
tee of the Flatbush-Nevins Corp.,
Burgi
Contner has opened the
yesterday filed its objection to the
Service Studio, a one$2,296,979 claim filed by Milton C. Producers'
Weisman; against the corporation stage studio, at Ridgefield, N. J.
News is shooting a commerfor the Fox Theater Corp. In its Pathecial there.
objection Continental contends that
under a court order issued April
16, which approved the plan for
Omaha Bans Sex Films
reorganization of the Brooklyn Fox
theater and office building, that Fox
Omaha — Sex films, so-called, are
banned here by decree of Mayor Dan
Theater Corp, is an unsecured credButler and City Welfare Inspector Tom
itor and is, therefore, not entitled
Knapp. Municipal ban specifically hit
to compensation.
"The Vice Racket," showing at the

"Lucrezia Borgia" opened to capacity business last Saturday at the
Montlake Theater, Seattle, and as
Majors Scout Chi. Talent
a result its opening at the Clay International Theater, San Francisco,
Chicago— Talent scouts of M-G-M,
was pushed ahead from May 8 to RKO and 20th Century-Fox are here
looking over Chicago Jubilee talent.
May 1.

Victoria, and "The Pace That Kills,"
shown on a midnight bill at the Town
theater. Former had already played the
itary.
Tivoli and Corby; latter was scheduled
for Ralph Golberg's Avenue

and

Mil-

m
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Miriam

"Woman
with

Hopkins

Chases

Joel

McCrea,
Charles
Winninger,
Eric Rhodes
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Goldwyn
70 mins.
DELIGHTFUL
AND
UPROARIOUSLY
FUNNY
FARCICAL
COMEDY
RICH
IN
B. 0. PROMISE.

Man"

Samuel Goldwyn's "Woman Chases Man"
may be described as delirious, mad, screwy,
or anything else like it, but it's delightful.
It is the sort of thins; that keeps an audience in a continuous uproar. Laugh follows laugh at such a fast pace that one
must ever be on the alert to catch all
the lines. The same qualities that made

Tomorrow"

with
Victor
Moore,
Beulah
Bondi,
Bainter,
Thomas
Mitchell,
Porter
Barbara Read, Louise Beavers
(HOLLYWOOD

with
Fay
Hall,

PREVIEW)

(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Warners
92 mins.
FAST-MOVING,
EXCITING
TALE
HAS
SUPERB
PERFORMANCE
BY
CHARLES
WINNINGER.

90 Mins.

AND APPEALING HUMAN INTEREST DRAMA THAT WILL SCORE
FAMILY
PATRONAGE.

Winninger as "Cappy Ricks". So engrossing and lovable is he in this role that he
makes of the rest of the picture primarily an agreeable background. He makes
laughs where none grew before, and audiences everywhere are going to enjoy him

STRONG
WITH

ft

"The
Go AnitaGetter"
George
Brent,
'Thulu
nder
Winninger Louise, Charles Co
inia
the City"
mb
86 Mjns

"The Go Getter" is a picture notable
for the superb performance of Charles

Paramount

ft

Edward G. Robinson in

"Make Way for

in
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Here is a warmly human, realistic picture that can be endorsed by exhibitors
everywhere. It deserves much exploitation,
as once the patrons are in they will give
it much word-of-mouth advertising. In
fact, it may create a new cycle of stories.
"My Man Godfrey" such a hilarious affair
are here provided and the picture should Leo McCarey deserves much credit, as he
appeal to the same type of audiences and produced and directed the picture, blending the pathos and comedy. It deals with
in the same large numbers. Under John
parents, who have lost their home, yet do
not
want to be a burden on their married
Blystone's direction the piece moves so
fast and furiously that one can hardly
children. Victor Moore and Beulah Bonbelieve the end is reached when it is andi are perfectly cast as parents, happiiy
nounced. The script is a grand job of
married for 50 years, Moore is a bookcomposition and smart clever dialogue.
keeper, too old to get work. One son,
Although its tone is screwy, its line of
Thomas Mitchell, reluctantly agrees to
plot development is coherent and logical.
Joseph Anthony, Manuel Seff and David make a home for the mother, while Elisabeth Risdon, a daughter, provides shelter
Hertz wrote the screenplay from the story
for the father. The mother innocently
by Lynn Root and Franklyn Fenton. The
does things that embarrass her daughter-inplayers turn in some swell performances
while conveying the spirit of this run. law, Fay Bainter, while her fun-loving grandchild, Barbara Read, also places blame on
Especially good is the work of Joel Mcher grandparent. Fay forces Mitchell to
Crea, Miriam Hopkins, Charles Winniger
2nd Erik Rhodes. Gregg Toland did an suggest an Old Ladies Home for his mother,
while Moore is to be sent to California to
excellent camera job, and the picture is
mounted in the usual classy Goldwyn style. live with another child. The helpmeets
of 50 years are to have five hours together
Goldwyn and his associate producer, George
in New York before Moore leaves for the
Haight, deserve much credit for this senWest. They visit the hotel, where they
sible construction of such nonsensical
spent their honeymoon. They are wined
material. Miriam Hopkins, an architect,
comes to Charles Winninger who has 2nd dined by the manager. Gaily, they
planned a new suburb. All Charles, who waltz. Moore telephones his worried children and upbraids them for their neglect
is penniless, needs is $100,000, but his
and ingratitude. The picture closes on a
millionaire son won't give it to him for
with the farewell of the sweethe believes it's another of his father's sad note,
hearts of a half century. The acting is
worthless projects. The son, Joe! McCrea,
high-class throughout.
is returning from Europe with Leona Maricle, his fiancee, and Eric Rhodes, her uncle.
Cast: Victor Moore, Beulah Bondi, Fay
The latter two are in reality fortune huntBainter, Thomas Mitchell, Porter Hall, Barers. The father has taken Miss Hopkins
bara Read, Maurice Moscovitch, Elizabeth
to his home because she has no other
Risdon, Minna Gombell, Ray Mayer, Ralph
place to call home. When she sees the Remley, Louise Beavers, Louis Jean Heydt,
son, she falls in love with him and viceGene
Margan.
versa. When Miriam and Joel drink a
Producer, Leo McCarey; Director, Leo
little too much champagne, a lot of crazy
McCarey; Based on novel by Josephine
things happen. During it all, Miss Maricle
shows her true colors and when recovered
Lawrence; and play by Helen and Nolan
from his inebriated state, Joel is very de- Leary; Screenplay, Vina Delmar; Camerasirous to finance the new suburb.
man, William C. Mellor; Soecial Effects,
Gordon Jennings; Art Directors, Hans Dreier,
Cast: Miriam Hopkins, Joel McCrea,
Bernard Herzbrun; Editor, LeRoy Stone;
Charles Winninger, Erik Rhodes, Leona
Musical Director, Boris Morros; Musical
Maricle, Ella Logan, Broderick Crawford,
Charles Halton, Roger Gray, William Jaf- Arrangements, Victor Young; Music, George
frey, George Chandler, Mary Frances Gif- Antheil; Music and Lyrics, Leo Robin, Sam
Jean Schwartz.
Alan Bridge, Monte Vandegrift, Jack Coslow,
Baxley, Waiter Woderling, Al K. Hall, DicK
Direction, Skillful. Photography, Good.
Cramer.
Producer, Samuel Goldwyn; Associate
Producer, George Haight; Director, John
"Tomorrow" Opens May 7
G Blystone; Authors, Lynn Root, Franklyn
Fenton; Screenplay, Joseph Anthony, Man"Make Way for Tomorrow" will
uel Seff, David Hertz; Cameraman, Gregg be pre-released for run engagements
in
a number of key cities prior to
Toland, ASC; Art Director, Richard Day;
Editor, Daniel Mandell; Recording Engi- general release, Paramount announced yesterday. Pix gets its
neer, Frank Maher; Musical Director, Alfred Newman.
world premiere at the Criterion theater here on May 7.
Direction, Ex| erl
Photography,
Good.

APPEAL
. MODERATE
RESTS
LY ON
ENTERTAI
NING FILM'S
ITS KIDDING
AND
ROBINSON'S
PORTRAYAL.
Studio .qualifas for the "moderately
terta.mng' |lst. On
enthe credit side
notably,""'I-?there producHon
is the fun ^m
Stu^n
the Atlanta
provided
by the

h?on;natUr;dAkidding 0f both Britain's blue
'« on. As deb* entries,
matters as an uneven pace, there are such
some dull com
ward G3 P tme""'S ug°'ge"erS' a"d EdfrSL. A ,Tn S Change in characterthoroughly. Peter B. Kyne's familiar sto- sparkle
The
in
as
ries about Cappy Ricks have been put into "n yh-.>°fage ^ latter
DireCt0r turn
Mari0"may G ber"g's
a brand new setting in this movie and much the fault of the supporting" cast
the script itself as it is Gering's
Fac
given a brand new tempo, and altogether
that
Robert
spontaneity w
Sherwood '"i'ect
t0TU.n'f0r'y
soar"./
is co-aufhor
a fast-moving, exciting tale is unwound
Aben Kandel of the story and
screen p
here. It might have dropped, with the
s a tip-off that the tale is not intended
rest of its dating, the Alger Boy business
about the motto "It Shall Be Done." It tngand
after getting washed
up in New
does, to some extent, strain the credulity
York as a publicity man after
staging a
bally
hoo stunt that his employer
of a modern day audience, to see George
s term
Brent gaze starry-eyed at the motto on undignified. Meeting up with a duke
and
his watch every now and then. Brent did nis duche
ss who are impoverished he bewell with his role, made it as convincing
comes romantically interested in their
as it is possible for an actor to have made
daughter, Lady Patricia. He outsm
arts a
it convincing. Anita Louise turned in her British promoter
trying" to buy a South
African mining property from
usual well-handled gentle performance,
the duke
looking very pretty indeed, and John Eld- which contains a magic metal
known as
redge did himself proud with the part of
magnehte. ' He gets an option
from the
a slightly heavy. The direction, by Busby duke, and without any
capital starts a
Berkeley, was extremely smooth and the sensational ballyhoo to sell share
s to the
picture ticked like mad, well put to- conservative British pubhc. It
is successgether, well cut. But it is still Winful But the British promoter outsmarts
Robi
nson
by
buyi
ng
ninger, that veteran of "Show Boat" and
a French chemists
so many Broadway successes, that gives process essential for refining the
metal
"The Go Getter" a real spark. The public and w.thout the process the
mine product
is just dying for an oldish man to love is useless. So
Robinson takes his licking
since Will Rogers is gone and George Ar- to save the stockholde
rs. As he bows out
liss has been abroad so long, and it looks
Vienna-bound Lady Patricia, elect
s to go
like Winninger is it. The story deals
along and Magnelite's shareholders pledg
e
with a hero of the Macon disaster, who
loyalty. Robinson gives the picture a fair
worms his way into a job with a lumber
quota of zip, but even he is bogged down
company. The staff is against him, with
at times by the mate
the exception of Cappy Ricks, the retired stands out as the duke, rial. Nigel Bruce
sketching the role
cwner who insists on keeping his finger in, broadly. Const
ance Collier is adequate as
and he is given all the dirty work the (he duchess. Luli Deste
as Lady Patricia
firm can discover for him. But the go lacks conviction, but hints
of possibilities.
getter makes good. Cappy Ricks then Supporting cast is wishy
-washy.
tests him for a big position in China, and
Cast: Edward G. Robinson, Luli Deste,
the problem of the hero to deliver a blue
Nigel Bruce, Constance Collier, Ralph
vase with 20 tricks stacked against him is Gregg.
Richardson, Annie Esmond, Arthur Wontthe high point of the tale.
Cast: George Brent, Anita Louise, Charles ner, Elizabeth Inglis, Cyril Raymond, Nancy
Burne, Billy Bray, James Carew, Everley
Winninger, John Eldredge, Henry O'Neill,
Joseph Crehan, Gordon Oliver, Eddie Acuff,
Willard Robertson, Pierre Watkin, Helen
Producer, Alexander Esway; Director,
Valkis, Herbert Rawlinson. Helen Lowell,
Marion Gering; Authors, Robert Sherwood,
Harry Beresford, Minerva Urecal, Mary
Aben Kandel; Screenplay, Same; Editor,
Treen, Edward Price, Ed Gargan, George
Humbert.
Arthur
Hilton; Cameraman,
Al Gilks.
Direction, Fair
Photography, Good.
Producer, Hal B Wallis; Associate Producer, Sam Bischoff; Director, Busby
For additional reviews of new releases, turn
Berkeley; Author, Peter B. Kyne; Screen- to Page 12 of this issue.
play, Delmer Daves; Cameraman, Arthur
Edeson; Dialog Director, Irving Rapper;
Editor, William Holmes; Musical Director,
Leo F. Forbstein.
West Coast Bureau
FILM DAILY
$400,000 onof THE
"Gorgeous"
Direction, Smooth.
Photography, Good.

LlfJ V Ser,°US,y- R°binson ,ands i"

Morin Will Build
Brookville, Ind. — Howard Morin,
operator of the American Theater,
one of the last of the second floor
theaters in Indiana, will build a
500-seat house here.

Hollywood — United Players Productions, Ltd., will make "Gorgeous," starring Anna Sten, for
Grand National release. Eugen
Frenke will produce, with the production costing about $400,000.
Shooting will start the end of May.
The story is a modern comedy,
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Jane Withers in
with

Tuesday, April 27, 19371

"Angel's
Holiday"
Robert Kent, Joan
Davis, Sally Blane

(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
76 mins.
20th Cent.-Fox
FIRST RATE JANE WITHERS VEHICLE
WITH SNAP AND ACTION MAKES AN
ENJOYABLE COMEDY.

beAt her very early age, Jane Withers
lieves herself to be in love with Robert
Kent and wants him to wait until she becomes of age. His true love is Sally Blane,
get her man, Jane attempts to disto
and
credit her competitor and in so doing
causes everyone concerned a lot of trouble.
The piece is the sort of thing that the
star does very well, and her fans should
find this comedy very enjoyable. The
script by Frank Fenton and Lynn Root is
an entertaining piece of work and James
Tinling has directed it with a lot of snap
and action. The cast includes some capable
comedians, such as Joan Davis, Frank Jenks,
John Kelly and Al Lydell who garner a
host of laughs. As associate producer, John
Stone contributes a first rate Jane Withers
vehicle, one which should make good program fare. While on the train with her
father, Jane overhears a conversation between Sally Blane and Joan Davis. Sally,
a screen actress, is coming home for a personal appearance, and when she does not
arrive on schedule, the papers report her
as missing. Jane's uncle owns the sheet
and her pal, Robert Kent is one of his
reporters. Jane reveals Sally's hiding place
to Robert who writes a news story on it.
The old romance between Sally and Robert
has been rekindled, but when the girl sees
the paper, she fakes a disappearance by
going to her grandfather's farm. A group
of gangsters learn of her plans and hold
her for ransom. Jane lands at the farmhouse with one of the fake gangsters. The
real kidnappers come there as well, and in
the course of time, Jane escapes. With
the aid of the police and fire departments
the shakedown artists are captured.
Cast: Jane Withers, Robert Kent, Joan
Davis, Sally Blane, Harold Huber, Frank
Jenks, Ray Walker, John Qualen\, Lon
Chane'y,
Jr.,John
Al Kelly,
Lydell,George
Russell
Hopton,
Paul Hurst,
Taylor,
Cy
Kendall, Charles Arnt.
Associate Producer, John Stone; Director, James Tinling; Authors, Frank Fenton, Lynn Root; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Daniel B. Clark, ASC; Art Director, Bernard Herzbrun; Editor, Nick De
ivlaggio; Recording Engineers, G P. Costello, Harry M. Leonard; Musical Director, Samuel Kaylin; Song by Harold Howard and Bill Telaak.
Direction, Snappy.
Photography, Good.

FOREIGN
"ZIVATAR A PUSZTAN" ("Storm . on
the Plains"), Hungarian dialogue film; produced in the Hunnia film studio; distributed by Danubia Pictures, Inc.; written
and directed by Istvan Gyorgy, with Kato
Eory, Zoltan Szakats, Lajos Vertes, Julia
Komar, et al, in the cast. Presented at
the Modern Playhouse. Running time: 78
mins.
Since love and its manifestations are
elemental, it makes little difference
whether
audiences
witnessing this picture

are acquainted with the Hungarian language or not. The action is quite obvious,
and as an example of behaviorism is interesting. Considerable spice is furnished by
the screenplay which tells of a young married woman who falls in love with the
suitor of her husband's sister. Although
there are some directorial relapses, the
picture is excellent in other technical departments, particularly the acting. Generally it is robust entertainment and definitely more meritorious than many current
imports.
"DER DSCHUNGEL RUFT" ("The Call of
the Jungle"), German dialogue film; an
Ariel production; music by Fritz Wenneis;
directed by Harry Piel, with himself, Paul
Henckels, Ursula Grabley, et al, in the
cast. Presented at the 86th Street Casino
Theater.
Running time, 98 mins.
A superbly entertaining film, despite its
absence of English titles. Essentially a
study of animals in their native jungle
haunts, such titling is not missed by American patrons viewing the footage. Through
the sequences run a light narrative of the
film's principal figure, played by Harry
Piel, and how he eventually weds the girl
he loves. There are some brilliantly executed episodes, including a grand stampede scene with elephants and other fauna
on the loose. Film fans are bound to like
this crisp, clean and inspiring drama that
is exciting and eye-filling.
"DER JAGER VON FALL" ("The Hunter"), German dialogue film; a Ufa production; adapted from Ludwig Ganghofer's
novel; directed by Hans Deppe, with Paul
Richter, Maria Sera, Georgia Holl, et al,
in the cast. Presented at the 86th St.
Garden Theater.
Running time: 80 mins.
An engaging tale of the activities of a
band of poachers, whose leader courts two
girls, one ignorant of his sinister activities, and the other acquainted with his operations in the forests. The transgressor
is finally hunted down. Paul Richter is
the film's hero who tracks down the
poachers. The photography is superb, with
the camera recording Alpine landscapes of
breath-taking beauty. The story is told
with decided tempo and holds interest
throughout. The climax is thrilling with
a hand-to-hand tussle between the guilty
ringleader of the band and the formidable
Richter. They fight on a suspension bridge
that spans a deep gorge.
"JUDAS," Spanish dialogue film produced in Mexico; a Remex release; directed by Manuel R. Ojeda, with Josefina
Escobedo, Carlos Villatoro, Victor Urruchua, Manuel Buendia, et al, in the cast.
Presented at the Teatro Cervantes. Running time, 85 mins.
An agrarian drama dealing with the
long contest waged by Mexican peasantry
for social reform and liberty. Despite
technical relapses, the film's theme and
acting are powerful, with Victor Urruchua
playing the role of the Judas, who like
his numerous predecessors betrays the
cause of the people into the channels of
tyrany and oppression. There is a tragic
thread of romance built into the story
which culminates in the death of Josefina
Escobedo's heroic lover. Feature's appeal
is almost entirely to Spanish-speaking fans.

"L'UOMO

CHE

SORRIDE"

("The Smil-

ing Gentleman"), Italian dialogue film; a
Consorzio, EIA, production; released by
Nuovo Mondo Motion Pictures, Inc.; story
by L. Bonelli and A. De Benedetti; directed
by Mario Mattoli, with Vittorio de Sica,
Assia Noris, Umberto Melnati, Enrico
Viarisio, in the cast. Presented at the Teatro Cine-Roma (The Broadway Theater).
Running time: 76 Mins.

^

^

Pittaluga production; story by Luigi Bo
nelli; directed by Guido Brignone, wit!
Sandra Ravel, Gianfranco Giachetti, Card
Mauri, et al, in the cast. Presented a
mins.
the Miami Theater. Running time, 7

Excepting the magnetic personality o
the attractive blonde, Sandra Ravel, ther<
is little alluring about this Italian pro
duction. Acting is generally below par
and the story rather outmoded and naive

This attraction's story is built along
the lines of the classic "Taming of the Carlo Mauri, the piece's "hero," drop
Shrew," with many of the basic elements | the pretty Sandra Ravel like a hot potati
when she confides in him that her risi
of the more modern "Private Lives" thrown
to radio stardom was via the bestowal o
in. Assia Noris is the hard-to-tame woman
her favor on various men. Her shocket
from whom Umberto Melnati flees on their
suitor then turns to marriage with
wedding eve. But Vittorio de Sica takes
peasant girl, with the match abetted b
her as his wife and succeeds in conquering her supposed untamable spirit. The
the boy's father. It is, at best, mildl'
fare.
acting is good, the direction fair, and the entertaining
yarn will strike a responsive chord with
Italian-speaking fans.

SHORTS

"LA HERMANA SAN SULPICIO" ("Sister San Sulpicio"), dialogue film in Spanish; an E.C.E.S.A. de Aranjuez production;
directed by Florian Rey, with Imperio
Argentina, Salvador Soler, Miguel Ligero,
et al., in the cast. Presented at the Teatro Cervantes.
Running time: 80 Mins.
This film in its general technical departments testifies to the quality of production which Spain's studios had attained
before impaired by civil strife. While considerably short of the Hollywood standard,
this is an all around capably made and
acted picture with a strong story of romance, which deals with how a young
physician falls in love with a pretty nun
and, after he arranges her exodus from the
convent, marries her. There is some tuneful music sprinkled through the sequences,
some well-executed dancing, and a bevy of
attractive girls in the cast.

"REDES" ("The Wave"), native dialogue
film made in Mexico; produced by Paul
Strand from a story by him and Velazquez
Chavez; adaptation by Henwar Rodakiewicz; titles in English by John Doz Passos
and Leo Hurwitz; photographed by Paul
Strand; released by Garrison Films; music
by Sylvestre Revueltas; directed by Fred
Zinneman and Gomez Muriel, with Silvio
Hernandez, Miguel Figueroa, Antonio Lara,
David Valles Gonzales, in the cast. Presented at the Filmarte Theater. Running
time: 60 Mins.
For discriminating and appreciative audiences, this feature, with its glorious photography, its simple but powerful story
and genuine technical excellence, is a production of rare delight. Its English titles,
properly conservative in their number, effectively explain the action. Paul Strand,
hailed generally by art critics as America's
top-flight photographer, shows his masterful conception of form and composition in
his work with the camera, enhancing immeasurably the appeal of the story which
deals with the central character played by
Silvio Hernandez. He is a fisherman, who,
when his son dies from starvation, leads
his fellow fishermen into revolt to correct
the sociological evils which produce their
unfortunate lot in life.
"LA
VOCE
From Afar"),

LONTANA
("The
Italian dialogue film;

Voica
Cines

PopularInteresting
Science — J6-511 mins
Paramount
Interesting reel of scientific subjects with pop angle, done in natural color. First is presented the
world's largest camera, at the Bureau of Standards at Washington,
used to make maps and charts for
the Geodetic Survey. Then comes
the number for the femme and especially the housewives, with some
nifty modern household gadgets. A
new indoor hobby to supplement the
tropical fish — a glass cage containing red ants so you can see them
at work. Finishes with a study of
the making of electric light bulbs,
and the marvels of plastic surgery
as a girl's nose is beautified.
"Chicken A La King"
(Color Classic Cartoon)
Paramount
8 mins.
Laffs
This Max Fleischer color cartoon
has a rooster playing the Sultan in
his harem. Everything goes okay
till Ducky-Wucky, a flirty duck with
a Mae West makeup and voice appears. The Sultan goes for the new
charmer
in a appears
big way, and
till the
duck's
boy friend
licks
the
stuffings out of him in a duel. Then
the harem hens finish the job as the]
duck goes off with Ducky Wucky.
Fast tempo, and good comedy gagging.
"The Twisker Pitcher"
(Popeye Cartoon)
Paramount
7 mins.|
Fun Riot
A very fast-moving and hilarious!
cartoon as Popeye heads a baseball [
team opposing the aggregation of |
Bluto, the tuff sailor.
Bluto steals j
the spinach can from Popeye, who \
starts to wilt as he pitches, and ■
Bluto piles up a score. But Popeye
grows some extra-fast spinach from j
special seed, and with the new en-jj
ergy wipes
up all
the positions
field with himself.
Bluto's
team,
playing
There is plenty of riotous fun andl
fans.
fast action to please the Popey^
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nna
You'll see her. ..you'll love her. ..you'll nominate
her the screen's loveliest.
She dances; she
sings; she romances; she wins her way
into

your

heart.

Watch

for the

glorious,
glamorous
ANNA
NEAGLE
in Herbert
Wilcox's"Backstage"and
other forthcoming
releases
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From the Story by

ALAN

SULLIVAN
Directed by

MILTON
ROSMER

ND

THE

PUBLIC!
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ANN \

I
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Director RAOUL

WALSH

who swelled box-office grosses with "The

Cockeyed World", "What Price Glory" and other rollicking, he-man
pictures, again hits with, this rapid-fire, thrilling romance. It is the
hottest money
JOHN
MILLS

picture you've played in 5 years! With WALLACE FORD
• ANNA LEE • GRACE
BRADLEY • FRANK CELLIER
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EXPERTS JUDGE AMPA
AD-POSTER DISPLAY
ntimicd from Page

1)

S:ate Building'. It marked the first
industry correlation of advertising
of producers-distributors for both
the rank and file a3 well as the general public.
Entirely aside from precedent, the
exhibition is both unique in its content and of absorbing interest to
everyone in the film world. Furthermore, the highly organized and
showmanlike manner in which the
varied examples of poster and ad
art are placed on view reflects the
skill and ability of Hap Hadley, who
heads the exhibition for AMPA.
Every major company and several independents are represented in
the "gallery," which contains four
main divisions devoted to posters;
trade paper advertisements; advertising directed at the general public; and press books. The entries
in each of these division^ comprise
the cream of created advertising art
which the industry has used on a
national scale during the calendar
year of 1936, and this afternoon
to 40 advertising experts will
judge the entries and select a winner and a runner-up in each group
for the annual AMPA
Awards.
In the poster section are 16 24sheets; one 6-sheet; one 3-sheet, and
ieight one-sheets. There are 21
ad designs in the advertising-to-thepublic section; and 24 trade press
lads, and 26 press books in these respective sections.
While the above exhibits are of
dominant interest, there are many
supplementary highlights worth
-seeing. Among these aie the puppets of M-G-M stars, displayed together with some of Lhe company's
more distinctive exploitation material; RKO's direct mail campaign
literature; the Hap Hadley drawings, "How They Started," dealing
with filmland's outstanding execu:ive personalities and appearing
•urrently as a feature of The Film
Daily; Grand National's ad pamihlet display; the Dictograph Prodacts exhibit; Educational Pictures'
oanner display and six panels showng how cartoon short subjects are
nade; the exhibit of Columbia Picures Corp., containing one of the
.8 reproduced models of the Shanri-La Lamasery employed in "Lost
lorizon"; Warner Brothers' display
comprising photography of all its
tars; the Gaumont-British exhibit;
.nd that of Variety. Considerable
poverty is afforded by a diminutive
ewelry store, in the single showcase
>f which are the "jewel" films
rhich United Artists is distribuing. The gem establishment is
uarded by a shapely-legged femidne cop, who, from the admiring
■lances of male film solons attendpg the AMPA exhibition premiere
esterday, appeared much more
kely to disappear during the week
nan the jeweled pendants and neckices she guards.
At the AMPA
Dinner-Dance
to
e held at the Hotel New Yorker

NEWS

of the DAY

Fairmount, Ind. — Clarence Kneuss
has closed the Royal Theater.

ment Co. has been chartered. Capitol Trust Co. of Delaware is its representative.

Indianapolis — Joe Smith, formerly
New Orleans — Joy Houck's Joy
with the R. R. Bair Circuit here, is
building a new 800-seat theater at Theaters have abandoned plans to
enter
Fairhope, Ala., at present on
63rd and College Ave.
the grounds that a suitable situation could not be found.
Bald Knob, Ark. — A new film theater will be opened here by F. G.
Detroit— W. & W. Theater Co.
Roberts of Clinton, Okla., who recently bought the building occupied has been incorporated by Lew Wisper as sole stockholder. Wisper is
by E. N. Campbell.
partner in Wisper and Wetsman
Circuit.
Live Oak, Fla.— The Alimar Theater has been sold to the Martin
Glastonbury, Conn. — Nathan Lamcircuit by Thomas Fleming.
pert will open his new 350-seat
house on May 7th.
Wilmington, Del.
Rex Amuse-

French Films Withdrawn

Vienna — The recent film decree of
February 7th which increased the
cost of exhibition permits (Vormerkscheine) for foreign features
and most shorts by 25 per cent, will
cause the withdrawal of French
films from Austria, since the Austrian market is not profitable for
the showing of French films if subject to payment of contingent fees,
especially after a 25 per cent increase. French film authorities have
announced their withdrawal from
Austria as soon as the features being currently exhibited, have completed their play-dates. This step
will also adversely affect the export of Austrian films since France
has a small but profitable market
under the old arrangement for exchange of films.

Burgan Spending $20,000
On Kansas City Theater

Higgenbotham Reported
Seeking Bailey Houses

Kansas City, Kan.— The 10th St.
Theater which has been closed for
repairs since early in March is set
for reopening May 2. E. T. Burgan, who operated it along with
the Home Theater and the Gauntier Theater, besides purchasing the
ground and theater building, is putling in $20,000 worth of improvements and new equipment which
includes new cooling and heating
system, 800 modern seats, new boxoffice and front, and complete redecoration. On completion of the
work, Burgan plans to remodel the
Home Theater.

New Orleans — A. J. (Slim) Higgenbotham has been flirting with
the Bailey Circuit for a deal which
would give him several more houses,
it is reported.
At Morton, Miss., W. H. Rowan

Argentine
Film— Trade
Releases
for '37
Buenos Aires
papers re-

is going ater.ahead
with'a 350-seat
In Taylorsville,
Miss., thethe
Gleason interests are also planning
a 350-seater, while Jake Abrams
is reopening at Port Gibson.

France Reduces One Film Tax

Martin

Pact Renewed

Colorado Springs, Colo. — Renewal
of its exclusive agreement with
Martin Theaters, Inc., circuit of 42
Georgia, Alabama and Florida theaters, with headquarters at Columbus, Ga., for
screen advertisingthe
servicecircuit's
is announced
by
the Alexander Film Co. here.

City Office for Bamford
Asheville, N. C— Carl R. Bamford, vice-president and general
manager of the Publix-Bamford
Theaters, Inc., has been unanimously elected a member of the Asheville City Council, succeeding Jacob
F. Weaver, deceased.

port that at least 32 Argentinemade feature films will
be released
during the year 1937, an estimate
which will probably be increased
during the course of the year.

Paris — Following the campaign of
the managers of the theaters, including the cinemas, the government has
reduced the 10 per cent tax on the
"assistance publique" (proceeds go
for the poor) to 8.75 per cent.

Three Ohio Movie Houses,
Long Dark, to be Reopened

Cleveland — The Melrose Theater
Co. has been formed by Frank Roth,
Louis Friedman, Malvina Friedman
and Eugene Golton to operate the
Lee Postpones Departure
King and Castle theaters in disuse
Arthur A. Lee, vice-president of since the advent of sound.
GB, has postponed his departure
aboard the Normandie for London
Youngstown, O. — Harry and Jack
and the Coronation ana wiil sail inSteinberg, who operate the Harbor
stead
on
the
Queen
Mary
on
WedRuben Arranging Party
Theater at Ashtabula Harbor, have
nesday, May 5. He will be accomthe Home, 475-seat suDetroit — Roy R. Ruben has been children. panied by Mrs. Lee and their two taken over
burban house which has been closed
appointed chairman of the commitfor
five
years.
It will be entirely
tee for the Screen Ci'aft Club's sevredecorated inside and out. RCA
enth annual party, which will be in
the ballroom of the Book Cadillac
High Fidelity sound is being installed. House will have a dual
Hotel on May 2.
GN Coast
Takes
"Damaged
Goods"
West
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
policy with three changes a week.
Hollywood — Grand National is
handling the physical distribution of
"Star is Born" Staying
Report Michigan
Insistent Allied
Richey Stay
"A Star is Born" will be given Phil Goldstone's "Damaged Goods."
a second week at the Radio City In most theaters it will be shown on
basis. Special exploitaMusic Hall, it was announced yes- a roadshow
terday.
tion men will work on the individual
Detroit — Resignation of Hendershowings.
son M. Richey, general manager of
Allied Theaters of Michigan, probnext Saturday night, the winners
ably will not be accepted, it is said.
of the organization's awards will be
Allied directors are insistent that
Warners Trying Dishes
announced. The exhibit, open daily
from noon until 8 p. m., will close
Manchester — Warners are using Richey remain with the organization, rather than take another post
Friday night. There is no admis- dishes twice a week at the State
for the first time.
as he proposed to do.
sion charge at any time.
Lima Wars on Duals by Restricting Programs to 2 Hours
Lima, Peru — While producers and exhibs. in the
this Peruvian city has moved to solve it once and
which limits any film performance to two hours.
than 120 minutes, it may be shown under a special
ing running time of all programs.

U. S. debate the duals problem,
for all by a municipal ordinance
Should a single feature run more
permit. Special police are check-

Week-End Policy Planned
Torrington, Conn. — The Alhambra,
by Warner's
recently
after reopened
several years
of darkness,
will
put into effect a week-end policy
to extend through the summer
months, starting April 30.
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WORLD TO HANDLE 26
FEATURES IN '37-38
(Continued from Page

1)

to be sold to franchise holders in
key cities, it was said yesterday by
Irving Shapiro, general manager of
the company.
New outlets will be opened in
cities where imported films are not
shown and the company is prepared
to open eight key city theaters to
consolidate its expansion plans,
Shapiro declared. He cited cities
like New Orleans and St. Louis as
spots where existing houses might
be remodeled and run as art theaters.
Shapiro said a financial man and
an individual now associated with a
major company would shortly join
World Pictures.
In addition to product already acquired, World Pictures has made a
deal with George Kraska of Foreign
Pictures Corp. to release his group
of eight films headed by "The Great
Love of Beethoven" starring Harry
Baur. World Pictures plans to open
offices in Chicago, Boston and Los
Angeles following the return of
Shapiro from a trip abroad this
summer to acquire new product.
World plans to expand in 16 mm.
field and will also sell American
product to foreign countries. It
will also offer a continental newsreel.

^ ^ Filling New Positions ^ ^
Boston — M. & P. Theater personnel changes include: Harry Goldstein, manager from the Shawmut,
Roxbury, to the Morton, Dorchester,
in an exchange with Samuel Feinstein; Bernard Farwell, from the
Rialto, Roslindale, to the Bellevue,
Roslindale, as assistant manager;
Marvin Uben, from the Franklin
Pai'k, Rochester, to the Hyde Park,
Hyde Park, replacing Edwin Murphy; George Moffit, from the Paramount, Boston, to the State at East
Milton as manager, with Leslie
Armstrong succeeding him as assistant at the Paramount.

manager of the Times Theater, will
manage the Garden.

WARNER SEES FILMS
CONTROLLING TELE:
(Continued from Page

1)

declared Warner. "While in Eng
land I gave some attention to ;
and found that over there theChicago — Will Kruse has been have not progressed any more tha\
placed in charge of film library di- we have in America."
Warner asserted that televisio j
vision of the Bell and Howell Co.,
succeeding H. A. Spanuth, who will aid, rather than injure, the mc
tion picture business. He said tha
joined the Ideal Picture Corp.
it will probably be first used fo
the presentation of daily new
events, much in newsreel style.
Salt Lake City — Holden Swiger,
Warner Bros, intend to product
formerly with the Orpheum Theater
20 features at their Teddington stu
here, has returned to manage the dio, near London, for next yeaii
Paramount Theater. Harry David, stated Warner. No theater move'
Seattle — William Forman has general manager and vice-president are planned by the company abroac
Theaters, Inc., an- he said. At the coast the compan
been named as the new supervisor of Intermountain
nounces the appointment of Henry
of all local houses of the Sterling
will make 60 features for its 19Sri
S. Ungerleider as theater statisti- 38 program, with two or three coloj
circuit.
cian. Further additions include the pictures included.
appointment of Harold Chesler as
The Warner president enthusiasm
Don LeFevre has been named as assistant to William Borack, booker tically discussed "Emile Zola," whicl \
manager of the Madrona in Seattle, and buyer. He is the son of Ted his company is producing but be)
succeeding Ralph Smith, who has Chesler, of the Princess Theater, moaned the fact that fine picture:,
been transferred to the Arabian in Bingham, Utah.
Wallace Runswick, chief usher of like "Life of Louis Pasteur," "dj
Seattle.
the Capitol Theater staff, has been not make as much money as the !
appointed director of service for
ters.
Warner returned with Sam E
Detroit — Louis Myll, former man- the Salt Lake Intermoutain thea- Morris, head of the Warner foreigi
ager of the Mack Ave. Uptown Thedepartment,
and Joseph Bernharci
ater, has taken over management
should." department
theater
chieftain, whi
of the Cocoanut Palms, large DeMiami, Fla. — Francis Falkenburg, had been abroad with him. Witl
troit night spot, at Eastwood Park,
former assistant manager of the Morris, he had visited London, Pal
for Henry Wagner.
Olympic Theater, has been named ris, Italy and Scandinavian coun
July.He plans a trip to Hollywooj
tries.
manager of the Alabama Theater in in
Milwaukee — Joe Hickey, former Birmingham, Ala.

This advertisement appears as a matter of record only and is under no circumstances to be
construed as an offering of these securities for sale, or as an offer to buy, or as a solicitation
of an offer to buy, any of such securities.
The offering is made only by the Prospectus.

3 j 0,000 Shares

Monogram Pictures Corporation
a ommon Stock
(A DeUware

Corporation)

Par Value $1.00 Per Share

Price $3'J5 per share
Copies of the Prospectus may be obtained from the undersigned:

J. A. Sis to a Co.
Members New York, Stock. Exchange

68 Wall Street
April 27, 1937

Tuesday, April 27, 193!

New YorJc, N. Y.

Toddy— Ted
SetsToddy,
"Polygamy"
Detroit
independent!
producer, has arrived in Detroit
handling booking and exploitatio: i
of "Polygamy." A first-run haw
been tentatively set for the down )
town Theater, operated by Krinf
Brothers, for May 2. This will b|
the world premiere of the film.

SICK REPORT
Stepin Fetchit, colored comediar
was reported last night in seriot
condition in Harlem Hospital fol
lowing an automobile accident oil
Sunday morning. He suffered jj
fractured skull when the car ii
which he was driving alone strucl
an "L"' pillar at 135th St. an<
Eighth Ave.
Des Moines — Bill Tony, manage
of the National Theater Supply Co.
confined to the hospital with
throat infection and pneumonia, i
improving.
Des Moines — Mrs. Myron Blanl
is convalescing at home after a se
rious illness following the birth o
Beverly Anne. The child is th
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. A
H. Blank and daughter of Myroi
Blank,
of Central State
Theater treasurer
Corp.

COLUMBIA COMEDIES LEAD SHORTS PARADE!

Added Drawing Power To Any Feature!
Names That Give A Sock To Billing!

■

MONTE

COLLINS

?

TOM

KENNEDY
whirl through their wackiest
looniest riot, "NEW NEWS."

And These Single
Reel Sensations

COMMUNITY
SING
NEWS WORLD OF SPORTS
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS • KRAZY KAT

COLOR

RHAPSODIES

WAKE UP AND LIVE" AT ROXY,
NEW YORK, GREATEST RUN IN
ALL HISTORY OF SHOW BIZ!
READ

THESE

AMAZING

RECORD-BREAKING

FACTS:

it New all-time world's attendance record on Saturday I
33,145 paid admissions compared with 32,861 for
"Cock Eyed World"
record) !
it Broke Roxy

on August 7, 1929 (previous world's

all-time attendance

record for Friday,

for Saturday and for Sunday!
it Set new
ance!

all-time

it Played
crowds

record

continuously

for week-end

to jam-packed,

from 9 a. m. Saturday

attend-

overflow

to 3 a. m. Sunday

(18

solid hours)!
it Squads
needed

of police, on foot, on horse, in radio cars

to handle unprecedented

crowds!

it As we go to press, Monday is beating Friday's
record-breaking opening-day business! WOW! ! !
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^
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Of Motion Pictures
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International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Eighteen Years Old

TEN CENTS

Will Exceed $130,000

'30
NETJOR
MOUNT
ASJARA
12,250
®
REPORT
See Slight Chance of N. J. Divorce Bill Enactment
Lacking
Organized
Support,
Measure Believed Sure
to Die
I Little or no chance of passage of
■he theater divorce bill introduced
an the New Jersey Legislature by
■Assemblyman Hedges at its current
session are in prospect, according
■o well-informed sources last night.
■The measure, it is generally understood, lacks organized support and
■Allied Theaters of New Jersey reIcently indicated that it is not interested in backing the bill, which
■considerably differs from the formula used by its National Defense
■Committee in North Dakota and
inther states.
The New Jersey body is due to
n-ecess within a few days and relume in June.

II. A. TO REFUND TAX
PAID BY AREA HOUSES
United Artists yesterday authorized refunding of money paid by
metropolitan area theaters, outside
of New York City, under the city's
2 per cent sales tax law. It was
considered likely that other distributors would follow suit.
Decision as to whether or not the
distributors will appeal from the
(Continued on Page 4)

"King and Chorus Girl" Cut to Meet English Wishes

London (By Cable) — Owing to reported objections in some Government quarters,
which have in mind the Wally Simpson incident, Warner Bros, have made considerable
cuts in "The King and the Chorus Girl" and
picture under title of "Romance
in Paris."

are distributing the Mervyn

LeRoy

Company's
Position
Set Forth
in Annual
Balaban
Statement

Net profit of Paramount for the
fiscal year ended Jan. 2, last, resulted in a transfer to surplus of
$6,012,250.52,
shown in the
annual report it
of isPresident
Barney
Balaban,
announced
yesterday.
Said the report, in part:
"This amount is computed after
all charges including interest, federal taxes, depreciation and conM. V. Carroll, treasurer of the
Net income of General Theaters
tingency reserves of $632,500 and
corporation, was elected a director
Equipment for the quarter ended by.
after
applying $2,000,000 of special
succeeding
the
late
Arthur
W.
LoasMar. 31, last, amounted to $291,inventory reserve provided at the
464, after charges, depreciation and
Statement was made that the close of 1935 for certain high cost
normal taxes but before the tax on
pictures, the amortization of which
undistributed profits, it was dis- company has designed and de- for the year 1936 is reflected in the
veloped various equipment which is amortization
closed at the annual meeting of its
of film expense, and
(Continued on Page 8)
stockholders yesterday. This expected to substantially augment
its
revenue.
Three
upper
Broadway
amount, stated President Earle
sold brought the
Hines, is equivalent to 54 cents on theaters recently
{Continued on Page 4 )
each share of common stock.

General Theaters Equipment Income

Reaches $291,464 for First Quarter

Improved 20th-Fox Offer for the Roxy Presented
A much-improved offer for the
Roxy Theater was made yesterday
to Special Master Addison S. Pratt
in Federal Court on behalf of 20th
Century-Fox.
The new offer provides that interest on the new bonds shall be 4 per
cent instead of 3V2 per cent for

LAEMMLEJnVTO JOIN
M-G-M PROD'N STAFF

the first three years, an increased
payment of $54,000 to bondholders. West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
Second mortgage bondholders will
receive preferred stock for 50 per will join Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer on
cent of their present holdings, in- June 1 as an associate producer
deal. His first pro(Continued on Page 4)
stead of the common stock previous- under a one-year
ly provided.
The preferred stock
(Continued on Page 11)

First Quarter Earnings for Pathe

M-G-M's Convention Train
Off for Coast Tomorrow

M-G-M's special "convention
train" leaves New York tomorrow
N. J. Allied To Request
afternoon, arriving at the coast
Sunday morning. Sessions of the
Tax Refunds by Distribs.
annual sales convention starts on
at(Continued
the Hotel
Ambassador,
Earnings of Pathe for its first Sunday
Allied Theaters of New Jersey, at RKO to Make 15-17 Quota
on Page 11)
quarter this year will be in excess of
a meeting yesterday at the Hotel
Pix, Up Budgets — Reisman $130,000, as compared with $70,000
Lincoln, authorized appointment of
for the same quarter in 1936, Presia committee to ask distributors for
Hay!
Hay!
RKO Radio plans production of
dent O. Henry Briggs stated at the
refunds on the New York City 2 per
15 to 17 quota pictures in England annual stockholders' meeting yesOnce upon a time there was a
(Continued on Page 4)
Hcboken exhibitor whose opposition
in the year ending Mar. 31, 1938,
terday. Robert R. Young of Young
caused him worry, no end, by running
when the present quota act expires, & Kolbe was named a member of
a newspaper ad announcing that he was
it was said yesterday by Phil Reis- the directorate, supplementing its
giving away a Shetland pony on a cerNeb. Speeds Anti-Ascap Bill
tain day. So he ran an ad of his own
man, foreign sales head. A good eight members who were re-elected.
the following day, directly beneath that
Lincoln, Neb. — By unanimous vote,
percentage of these pictures will be
of said opposition, telling his customers
the Anti-Ascap bill was advanced to a
At the annual directors' meeting
that he would give away a bale of hay
budgeted considerably higher than afterwards, President Briggs was
third reading yesterday by Nebraska's
to the winner of the pony.
unicameral Legislature.
re-elected
and
T.
P.
Loach
was
again
the
average
quota
picture,
he
declared.
(Continued on Page 8)

Exceed $130,000, Stockholders Told
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making them inaccessible to patrons, thistheaters
city's Rex,
and
Colonial
wereLiberty
dark last
night as Wheeling's third flood of
the year took heavy toll. Estimates
of losses to theaters in this area as
a result of the flood ran as high as
$100,000.
The Rex, Liberty and Colonial, all
located in the heart of the city, will
be closed for three to five days,
it is expected.
Pittsburgh — The flood menace
here as well as at Johnstown was
believed definitely at an end last
night. Little damage was found
in the wake of receding waters
here.

Mrs. Chas. Coburn Dies

William Sussman, 20th CenturyFox Eastern division manager, returns to his desk today after a
tonsilectomy, performed at the Professional Hospital, Yonkers.

Coming and Going

Signed by Me. Governor
Portland, Me. — A few hours before final adjournment of the Maine
Legislature, Governor Lewis C. Barrows signed a bill which provides a
one per cent retail sales tax to raise
"new money" for old age assistance
and equalization of education.
The measure carried a referendum clause, providing for its submission to the electorate in a special election Aug. 16. If approved,
it would become effective immediately and would continue until June
30, 1939.
The bill replaced the luxury or
miscellaneous tax bill which called
for
ments.a 10 per cent tax on amuse-

MR.
New

Robin
Supply Own
Ass'n Firm
Post Quits
to Organize

U's Australian Biz Up 37%
West

Coasl

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
Universal's
Australian business —increased
37 per
cent
during the past six months, according to H. Mclntyre,
the company's
Australian
sales manager,
who
wired congratulations to Charles R.
Rogers on the beginning of Rogers'
second year with "TJ".

Not Returning to W. B.
West

Const

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — James Cagney denies
the report he will return to Warner
Bros. The latter part of May he
starts
work in Next
"Dynamite"
for
Grand National.
week Cagney
and Grand National officials will discuss a new contract.

Para. Stock On Big Board
The New York Stock Exchange
has admitted to trading $15,000,000 issue of Paramount 3% per cent
convert ble debentures due March 1,
1947, and 450,000 additional common shares of $1 par value.

MRS.

May

19

GUS
on

SCHAEFER
their

return

sail
to

from

Paris.

mandie. i
NOEL COWARD,
British actor, playwright,
producer; GILBERT MILLER, New York and
London theatrical producer, accompanied by
his sister. MRS. BUTLER LOOMIS; SANDOR
INCZE, Central European representative for
M-G-M;

and

MRS.

JULIA

KIRKLAND,

Amer-

ican actress, are also on the Normandie's list
of outward-bound
passengers.
Buffalo.
MOE SILVER left New York last night for
RICARDO CORTEZ leaves New
return
to the coast.

York

today on

LOU LIFTON, head of the Monogram publicity and advertising department, and JOHN
cago.
S. HARRINGTON
leave next Tuesday for ChiLADY CEDRIC HARDWICKE
sails from
York
today
on her return
to England.

New

ISADOR RAPPAPORTE
of the Hippodrome
Theater, Baltimore, returned there from New
York yesterday after serving as a judge in the
press book
exposition.

division

at

the

A.M. P. A.

BILL MANSELL, Philadelphia
for Warners, is in New York

ad-poster

branch manager
conferring with

Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone general sales manager on forthcoming short subject product.
LORETTA YOUNG, screen actress, sails this
afternoon on the Monarch of Bermuda, accompanied by her mother, MRS. GEORGE
BELZER.
HAROLD
YOUNG,
director, and DANNY
DARE, dance director, arrived in New York
yesterday

New Haven, Conn. — Local exchange managers will huddle with
the committee representing the new
exchange employes union today on
the wage scale adopted by the union
on Monday. Demands are undisclosed. Session this morning will be
held at the Warner office.

and

York

EARNEY BALABAN, president of Paramount,
and MRS. BALABAN; NATHAN
L. NATHANSON, president of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., and MRS. NATHANSON;
KAY KAMEN.
general European representative for Walt Disney productions; and CHARLES
LEDERER,
scenarist, sail for Europe today vn the Nor-

his

Exchanges and Union Will
Wheeling, W. Va. — Their pits
Huddle on Scale at N. H.
flooded and surrounded by water,

Sussman Back at Desk
1501 BROADWAY
New York City
Tel. PE -6- 8367

P. C. Retail Tax Bill

Dark as Flood Takes Toll

Funeral rites for Mrs. Ivah Wills
Coburn, wife of Charles D. Coburn,
Mono. Starts In Minn.
The Minneapolis office of Mono- who died of intestinal flu in Lenox
gram Pictures has been opened at Hill Hospital yesterday, will be held
35 Glenwood Ave. Charles Weiner tomorrow at the Church of the
Transfiguration. Mrs. Coburn had
is the sales manager.
been identified with the stage for
35 years, many of which saw her
teamed
with her husband.

(ONTINENTAL FILM INDUSTRIES, inc.
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Monogram will announce production of two or three specials in adJ. E. Robin has resigned as exedition to its previously-revealed procutive secretary of the Independent
gram of 26 features and 16 westTheater
SupplyforDealers
Ass'nHeto has
go
erns at its annual convention, May into
business
himself.
7-8, at the Drake Hotel, Chicago,
organized
J.
E.
Robin.
Inc.,
wholeThe Film Daily learned yesterday.
sale sales engineers, to sell to the
Lew Lifton, publicity and adver- trade only.
tising chief, and John S. HarringRobin has taken offices at 334B
ton, leave next Tuesday for Chicago. West 44th St. where he will also
The home office staff will depart the have a display room. Robin has
following night aboard a special car been executive secretarv of the
to be attached to the Wolverine of I.T.S.D.A. for the past several years.
the New York Central line.
Annual convention of the I.T.S.
Net
D.A. has been indefinitely post■ Chg.1/4
13/4
poned. Officers of the association
Three Wheeling Theaters
11/2
are now at 334B West 44th St.

59

BOND

Future of Paramount's studio at
Joinville, near Paris, where the company has been making French pictures, will be determined at conferences to be held abroad by Barney Balaban, who sails from New
York today on the Normandie, and
John W. Hicks, foreign department
head, who is now in Europe. The
studio has made five features during the past year.
This is Balaban's first trip abroad
since becoming president of Paramount. N. L. Nathanson, president
of Famous Players Canadian, is accompanying him.

DAILY

by

plane

from

Hollywood.

JOE E. BROWN, film actor, anives in New
York next Friday morning from the coast to
Health
appear Day.
in a radio broadcast for National Child

Colorado-New Mexico Area
Gets Five New Theaters
Denver — With three new theaters
in New Mexico, one in Colorado
Springs and a reopening in Denver,
five houses
this
territory.are being opened up in
In New Mexico are the Mission
Theater, nearly built at Mesilla
Park by Bason & Wheeler; a new
theater" built by Bartlett & Son at
Artesia; and the new La Sendia
Theater just opened in Barelas by
H. S. Farley.
Al Slager and L. J. Massoni have
remodeled the old Palm Theater in
Denver and will reopen it May 19.
Westland Theaters, Inc., is putting
up a new 450-seat house in Colorado
Springs, at an estimated cost of
$50,000.

FOR 4th CONSECUTIVE DAY
//

WAKE UP AND LIVE SMASHES
ROXY HOUSE RECORDS!
And it's the same story everywhere:
CHICAGO:

Holdover

week

equalling

1st week

of "Lloyds"!

BALTIMORE: Way bigger than "One in a Million"! DES MOINES:
Held over after day-and-date 1st week (2nd time this happened
in history of this Exchange)! SAN
pictures at this house!
Avenue"!

DETROIT:

PORTLAND:

LOUISVILLE:

FRANCISCO:

Topping "Lloyds" and "On

the

Beating "Million", "Lloyds", "Avenue.

Bigger than "Lloyds." BUFFALO:

INDIANAPOLIS:

Biggest of all 20th

Leading "One

Topping "Lloyds.

in a Million." ST. LOUIS:

//

Beating

"Lloyds." SPRINGFIELD (ILL.): Topping "One in a Million." KANSAS
CITY: Chosen to inaugurate day-and-date policy. Smash business!/'
DALLAS:

GREATEST

Beating

RUN

"Lloyds."

And

so

on . . . and on . . . and on!

IN THE HISTORY

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

OF SHOW

BUSINESS

DAILY

AID BY AREA HOUSES
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IPSA *fre ri*lto^$

(Continued from Page 1 )

(Continued from Page 1)

Court of Appeals decision, finding
that the levy applies only to New
York City exhibitors, has not been
definitely reached although it is indicated that the matter will be
dropped. They have a 90-day period,
dating
to
make from
the Mar.
move. 25, last, in wh'ch

N. J. Allied to Request
Tax Refunds by Distribs
[Continued from Page 1)

cent sales tax held in escrow. Action was predicated upon a belief
that the exchanges will not move to
appeal the recent Court of Appeals
ruling that the assessment does not
affect theaters outside of the city's
limits.
President Lee Newbury will name
the committee. Plans for the coming Allied national convention to be
held at Milwaukee late next month
were discussed.

Schines Drop Stage Bill,
Go Duals and Cut Prices
Lexington, Ky. — Schines have
changed policy here reducing the
price at their Ben Ali Theater from
40 to 35 cents, discontinuing flesh
and going in for double features
exclusively. Schines are said to be
negotiating for a new house in
Wapakoneta, 0.

Court Assesses Costs
Federal Judge John M. Woolsey
yesterday assessed $7,635 in court
costs and legal fees to Sidney
Kingsley, Norman Bel Geddes and
Random House against Edna Buckler, who sued Kingsley for plagiarism in connection with his play
"Dead End." Miss Buckler's suit
was dismissed in Federal Court.

"Monte Carlo" Re-issued
Pai-amount is re-issu'ng "Monte
Carlo," Lubitsch production with
Jeannette MacDonald, in England
and may do likewise in Australia.

APRIL

28

Lionel Barrymore
Bryant Washburn
Carl Laemmle, Jr.
J. D. Trop
Carl P. York

GTE FIRST QUARTER
INCOME, $291,464

a

0

©

STABILITY
IN the film biz
and more
particularly in 20th Century-Fox exemplified by the dinner
in honor of Edmund Reek
elevated to the job of General
Manager of Movietonews with the 15 guests representing
225 years of service in the newsreels produced by this company
not a man at the table had less than 10 years of service
with the newsreel
some of those present had started with
the old silent Fox News 20 years ago
the average for the
group was 15 years
those who attended the dinner were:
Harry
Lawrenson,
foreign
ed and make-up
supervisor
film ed Ben Loweree
camera chief Jack Painter
pub
director Dan Doherty
cameramen
Len Hammond.
Carl
Larsen, Al Gold, Jess Kizis, Larry Kennedy and Bill Storz
librarian Mike Prusch
New England newsreel supervisor
Larry Ellis,
sentativeand Arthur DeTitta, the Washington, D. C. repre-

•
•
•
THEIR SPRING golf tournament was launched by
the Dallas Variety Club, Tent No. 17
with a Calcutta Pool
stag Sunday eve at the Adolphus Hotel
the tournament
started Monday morn with 75 entrants
the affair ended
Monday nite with a banquet at the Lakewood
Country Club,
with two hundred in attendance

• • • ELECTION OF officers for the new administration
will take place tomorrow at the AMPA luncheon in the Edison
Hotel
among the entertainers will be Bernard Zufall,
mental magician
the AMPA Awards Committee reports
that ticket sales already assure the Dinner Dance on Saturday
eve at the Hotel New Yorker a financial success
the limit
of ticket sales is almost reached
▼
▼
T
• •
•
VISITORS
from
Chi the other day
J. B.
Kleckner, prexy of Motiograph Company, and Eric Petersen,
his Eastern district manager ... • Irving Fields, the genial
p. a. at the Man About Town Club, is sponsoring a Martha Raye
Contest
only gals with over-sized tonsils need apply . . .
© The Dixie Club of New York has elected Margaret ("Gone
With the Wind") Mitchell an honorary member ... • Eunice
Parent, the nifty police officer for the United Artists' "jewel"
display at the AMPA Awards Exhibit, has become an exhibit in
her own right, she's that at-track-tive

• • • HOW TO put over a company's annual sales drive
with punch
and class
graphically
demonstrated
in each
weekly
issue
of
the
United
Artists'
house
organ
new
slant every
issue
snappy,
alive, readablehits wea
suspect the master touch of Salesmanager Andy Smith, who
has an unusual grasp of practical showmanship in the specialized fields of advertising, art work, copy and layout as well as
his own sales field
s-o-o
the George Schaefer Drive
is really driving, with all the sales staff steamed up as each
week's issue of the mag gives 'em new enthusiasm here
is a fine illustration of perfect team work between the Advertising Dep't and the Sales Dep't
all for one and one for
all

• © © THAT SPECIAL preview of Goldwyn's "Woman
Chases Man" at Loew's Sheridan theater was attended in full
force by the trade press representatives
it was preceded
by a dinner at the Hotel Lafayette
Mister Goldwyn, we
think you've got somethin' there ... • Collette Lyons, who
has arrived in New York from the coast, will be the guest star
over WABC this morn
and on Saturday this clever comedienne will be given a Welcome Home party by James Barton
in the Georgian Room of the Hotel Piccadilly

«

«

«

»

»

»

corporation
cash, it was
Officers,
Hines, were
directors'
meeting of

a total of $225,000, im
revealed.
including President
re-elected at the annual
session, following the
the stockholders.

Metropolitan Playhouses
Report $38,984 Net Loss
Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc. and
wholly-owned subsidiary companies
report a net loss of $38,984 for the
year ended Jan. 31, 1937. The statement does not include the equity of
Met. Playhouses amounting to $260,019 in the undistributed net income I
of its 50 per cent owned affiliated)
companies for the period from Jan.
26, 1936, to Jan. 30, 1937.
Met. Playhouses
derives
its in- 1
come in rent from Skouras Theaters I
and the Randforce circuit.
During
the year it received rent income of
Total assets of the company are
$3,613,805.
put at $8,143,757.
Current assets are $486,628. Met.
Playhouses is owned 80 per cent by
United Artists Theater Circuit and
20 per cent by RKO.

Laemmle, Jr. to Join M-G-M
As Associate Producer
(Continued from Page 1)

duction will be "The Amazing Dr.
Clitterhouse" from the successful
Broadway mystery play. James
Whale will direct. Laemmle's second production will be the stage
play, "Nine Officers," which Whale
may also direct.

Ask Suit's Dismissal
Harry Glover, president of Allied
M. P. Operators Union, and other
defendants in the suit brought by
the Gotham Amusement Co. to enjoin carrying out of the Local 306Allied merger and the I.T.O.A. -Local
3,06 pact moved yesterday in Supreme Court to obtain dismissal of
the suit or require filing of an
amended complaint.

NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Akim Tamiroff, who lights one cigarette after another during periods of
recess, burns up about six packages a
—PARAMOUNT.
day or some 21,600 smokes
yearly.
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CHAMPAGNE IN GOLDEN GOBLETS
FOR THE BOXOFFICE AND SURE
TO BREAK RECORDS . . .'
(but let's start from the beginning of this confidential Coast
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JUDGES SCRUTINIZE
AMPA'S EXPOSITION
Close to 40 advertising experts
cast their ballots yesterday afternoon to select the best poster, best
press book, best advertising; to the
rilm trade, and the best advertisement to the public, and also name
a runner-up in each of these divisions comprising- the current exposition which is being conducted
on the second floor of Loew's State
Building by A.M. P. A. Announcement of winners will be made at
the organization's Dinner-Dance
next Saturday night at the Hotel
N'ew Yorker.
The judging came as a climax to
the second day of the exposition —
a day that was marked also by the
attendance of more than 200 members of New York's film row who
came to view this first comprehensive display of motion picture advertising art in the industry's history.
The judges' examination of the
material was singularly free from
any element of haste and confusion
because of the organized manner
in which the committee, headed by
Hap Hadley, handled details; the
size of the exhibition space, together with the physical segregation of
each of the four divisions to be
judged.
Judges for the best poster were
Leonard London, art director of
General Outdoor Advertising, Inc.;
Lucian Bernhard, modern poster designer; Adolph Treidler, dean of
American poster artists; Hey worth
Campbell, advertising art consultant; Deane Uptegrove, president
of the Art Directors' Club, and C.
E. Millard, Pioneer Theater Poster
Artists.
Press Book judges were Ed Kuykendall, president of MPTOA; Spyros P. Skouras, circuit operator;
Charles Hayman, theater operator;
Harry Goldberg, Warners' circuit;
Arthur Mayer, Rialto Theater; John
Dowd, RKO Theater Corp.; W. G.
Van Schmus, managing director of
Radio City Music Hall; Oscar A.
Doob, Loew's; Irving Lesser, Roxy
Theater; Harry Brandt, Brandt circuit, prexy; Leon Netter of Paramount, and Isador Rappaporte, Hippodrome Theater, Baltimore.
Trade Ad judges comprised William F. Rodgers, general sales manager of M-G-M; Andrew W. "Andy"
Smith, UA's general sales chief;
Neil F. Agnew, Para's general sales
G. C. Bacheller, vice presmanager;
ident of Frank Presbrey Co.; James
R. Grainger, general sales manager
for Universal; Abe Montague, Columbia's general sales head; Edward
of MonoGolden, sales manager
Signs Minimum Wage Bill
Albany — Gov. Lehman yesterday signed
the Fischel-Steingut bill establishing
minimum v/age for women and minors
in the film and other industries in New
York State.

NEW

The Foreign Field
♦

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

♦

♦

German Film Statistics

Swiss Company Gives Up

Berlin — The latest statistics for
1936 indicates the showing of 119
German pictures (62%), 33 American (17%), 17 Austrians (9%), 23
from other countries (12rr). UFA
made 32, Tobis-Europa 17, TobisRota 16, Bavaria 14, Syndikat-Film
12, Terra 12, smaller companies
from one to four pictures. In these
productions 58 directors were employed, 104 writers and 53 composers. For important parts 29
debutantes appeared. The survey
shows also that 89 out of 1,000 persons go to movies against 159 in
Fiance where the propaganda for
movies is more intense. During the
current season UFA will make 40
shorts, for cinemas, universities,
laboratories, schools and pedagogical institutions. Tobis will make 70
shorts.

Geneva — The effort to produce
motion pictures by a private company at Munchenstein has been
abandoned, production of experiental films having exhausted the
firm's finances. The Federal-supported attempt to foster film production in Switzerland is still under
consideration.

Prize for Film About Paris
Paris — The municipality has created a prize to be offered to the
best short picture showing the city
in its true light. It will also subsidize film makers who will describe
the activities of the municipality.
The aldermanic Council intends to
organize
annual
"cinema week"
similar toanthat
of Venice.

The Tobis Lineup of Films
Berlin — Tobis will control TobisRota, Tobis-Europa and Tobis Syndicat. The board of directors have
chosen as administrators-councillors,
Emil Jannings and Willy Forst.
gram; eral
J. sales
J. Milstein,
manager;Republic's
George genW.
Weeks, general sales manager of
Gaumont British; Gradwell Sears,
Warner sales manager, and Jules
Levy, vice president and general
sales manager of RKO Corp. Absent on a trip to the west coast
was Edward J. Peskay, Grand National's general sales manager, who
was named to also judge the trade
ads.
Judging the best ad to the public
were: H. B. LeQuatte, president of
the Advertising Club; J. P. Cunningham, vice president Newell-Emmett
Co., Inc.; Henry R. Luce, editor
Time Magazine; Karl Egge, advertising director of Bloomingdale
Bros., Inc.; Howard Black, advertising director of Life; Lester
Thompson, MPPDA, and Fulton
Oursler, editor of Liberty. G. C.
Bacheller of Frank Presbrey also
served on this award group.
Miss
Movie-Goer's
vote
will
be Average
cast in each
of the four
divisions. Exposition is open to the
public as well as the industry each
day from noon until 8 p.m. and admission is free at all times. Closing of the event will take place on
Friday night.

150% Dividends in 10 Years

London — Directors of Provincial
Cinematograph Theaters have voted
a dividend of 15 per cent, the same
that it has declared during- the 10
years of the company's existence,
making total dividends paid on the
common stock 150 per cent.

Paris' Seating Capacity

THEATERS

Cincinnati — Elston Dodge plans
to build a new theater on Beechmont Ave. Louis McWharton is reported negotiating for a new theater in Bond Hill, this making the
second new house for this section.
McWharton operates a theater at
Sharonville.

Dayton — Thomas and Nevins are
building a new 500-seat house at
Oakwood, local suburb. It will be
called the Far Hills Theater.

Thomaston, Me.— A building permit has been issued to Mrs. Ella
Andrews for the construction of a
500-seat theater
.
Richmond— City Building Inspector Henry P. Beck has issued
building permit to the P. & G.a
Corp. for the construction of a $35,000, 922-seat motion picture theater
at 418-420 North 25th St., Church

HlU-

!i \Ji

Paris — According to a recent surWellston, O. — T. D. Clutts will
vey, the local cinemas have a seatting capacity of 240,235, a gain of build a new film theater here. L. P.
23,125 over the year 1933.
Guildoile, operator of the only theater now in Wellston, plans to build
a second one. In nearby Jackson,
Austrian Film Statistics
Vienna — During the past year 340 O., Dwight Jones is building his
pictures were shown against 315 in second house, and in Gallipolis Fred
Wheeler is constructing his second
1935, America led with 160, a gain theater.
of 34 over 1935, Germany 110, a
loss of six, and 23 Austrian. 630
shorts were shown, German 210,
Selmer, Tenn. — A new motion picAmerican 170, Austrian 180, French
ture theater is planned here to cost
70.
approximately $25,000. The building will have one story and a balCoronation Staff of 190
cony and will be air conditioned.
London — Fox Movietone will use
for the coronation pictures 150 techNew Britain, Conn. — George Lenicians and 40 cameramen. 40,000 Witt, Strand, Plainville operator,
feet of film will be used of which has purchased a site for construc20,000 will be in colors and the rest
tion of a new theater in New Britin monochrome.
ain. LeWitt will make further plans
upon return from a vacation in Europe.jj
;
Georgia County Approves

Sunday

Films for Charity

Rome, Ga. — Sunday motion picture shows have been sanctioned by
Rome's city commission, with the
passage of a resolution providing
that the proceeds from Sunday
shows be devoted to charity. Sunday motion picture shows must not
conflict with regular worship hours,
however.

G. N. Signs Houston
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — George Houston has
been signed by Grand National for
four pictures with option for a fifth
and five more pictures the second
year.
firstin assignment
will
be Houston's
the title role
the initial
"Wallaby Jim" story.

"Leave" for the Central
"23 V2 Hours' Leave" which Douglas MacLean produced for Grand
National with James Ellison and
Terry Walker, begins an extended
Broadway run at the Central Theater on May 8.

Medina, O. — The Associated Theaters of Ohio has started construction of a new 1,000-seat film theater
here, expected to be ready for opening Labor Day.
Griswold, la. — A new theater will
be opened here by Arch Conklin and
Mervin Neeley. This will be the
first time in 20 years that Griswold
has had two movie houses.
Ellsworth, Me. — A new Mam
Street theater will be erected by
Samuel Kurson, president of the
Graphic Theaters Circuit Co. of
Bangor. Mr. Kurson said the theater will be ready for occupancy in
September. The present Dirigo
Theater
on State Street will remain intact.

RKO Buyer Sees Duals Trend
John O'Connor, RKO film buyer, advised THE FILM DAILY yesterday that,
from his observation, very few theaters
were going from doubles to singles, but
that it was noticeable that more theaters wee going fom singles to doubles.

fr<^£
REPORT $6,012,250
NET FOR PARAMOUNT
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A "JUUU" horn "£«ts
By RALPH
HOLLYWOOD

{Continued from Page 1)

includes $331,819.75 and $123,230.91
representing respectively net capita!
gains and profit on acquisition of
the Company's 6 per cent Debentures acquired for sinking fund purposes. There is not included approximately $331,000 representing
Paramount's net interest as a stockholder in the combined undistributed
earnings for the year of partially
owned companies.
"The accounts and operating results of Olympia Theaters, Inc. in
receivership are not included in the
financial statements herewith.

DAILY

PURCHASE of Hugh Walpole's
best-selling novel, "A Prayer For
My Son," for a screen vehicle in
which Kay Francis and the 12-yearold Mauch twins, Billy and Bobby,
will have the starring roles, is announced. Miss Francis, of course,
will be assigned to the role of the
mother.
T

»

T

Casting assignments — RKO: Miriam Hopkins, "She Married for
Money"; Barbara Stanwyck, "A
Love Like That"; Hal Roach:
Eugene Pallette, "Topper"; Rosina
Lawrence, "Road Show"; GN: Nor"The sheet
accompanying
consolidated
balance
shows that
cash and
man Ainsley, "The Shadow"; Eddie
marketable securities on January 2, Kane, "Small Town Boy"; Cully
1937 amounted to $10,782,171.70, of Richards, "Sweetheart of the
20th-Fox: Arthur Treacher,
which $3,158,490.26 represented bal- Navy";
ances in Great Britain and Domin- Leah Ray, Alan Hale, Sig Rumann,
ions, and $141,663.76 in other for- "Thin Ice"; Barton McLane, "Armored Taxi"; Monogram: Jackie
eign countries. The production department inventory amounted to Cooper, "Boy of the Streets"; WB:
$17,327,619.92. Total current assets Eric Stanley, "Life of Emile Zola"
were $32,441,957.02 with current and "Varsity Show'; The Theodores,
liabilities of $9,501,547.83, leaving a "Ever Since Eve"; Columbia: Harry
Hollingsworth, Nick Copeland, Vicnet working capital of $22,940,409.19.
tor Wong, 'League of Frightened
T
T
T
"The net fixed assets show an increase during the year of $3,076,Directorial assignments — Para489.34 from $61,458,756.13 to $64,Men." mount: Wesley Ruggles, "True Con535,245.47. The additions include
fession"; Monogram: Arthur Colthe acquisition in fee of the Allins, "Paradise
Isle."
abama theater property, BirmingT
T
T
ham, Alabama, as required under
Leo McCarey may elect to film his
the Plan of Reorganization and vari- own story, "The Great Charles,"
ous other properties acquired main- with an entire cast recruited from
ly to round out existing units; also
the ranks of "bit" players.
expenditures for restoring and imT
T
»
proving existing properties and
A friendship that had its incepequipment.
tion when both were freshmen at
"On January 2, 1937 your Com- the University of Pittsburgh more
pany held in its treasury $2,376,000 than a quarter of a century ago was
par value of the Company's 6 per renewed when Roy Del Ruth, directcent Debentures acquired during the
ing "Broadway Melody of 1938," enyear for Sinking Fund purposes.
tertained Dr. Douglas Mather, Sydney, Australia, surgeon, on the sets.
"During the year the corporate
structure of your Company has been
further simplified by the consolida- Film Installations Now
tion of departments and the elimination through merger or otherwise
Complete in M of T Bldg.
of approximately 100 corporations.
It is the policy of the management
to further simplify the corporate
March of Time officials announced
structure as much as possible."
yesterday that all motion picture
installations in their new headquarters at 369 Lexington Ave. have
Edison Studio Taken Over
been completed and that work on
The Edison studio, located at their May release is now going forward without interruption. The
2826 Decatur Ave., the Bronx, formerly operated by Eastern Service radio division of the March of Time
and later occupied by Erpi as a is expected to move in shortly from
its present quarters in the CBS
test studio, has been taken over by Building.
Filmart Studios Inc. headed by John
T. Doran, as general studio manAir-conditioned throughout, the
ager. The new operators plan to third floor houses the executive ofproduce a series of shorts and to
fices, projection room and the edirent the studio to producers.
torial, research and pro-motion departments, while the second floor is
devoted exclusively to production
F. I. Closing Two Houses
and technical work, including space
Denver — Rick Ricketson has an- for a modern plant which De Luxe
nounced that Fox Intermountain Laboratories, Inc., is building to
will close two theaters in the terri- handle all jobs but release prints.
tory, the Plaza at Las Vegas, N. M., These will continue to be made in
and the Kit Carson at La Junta, the Tenth Ave. plant under a conColo. They will still have one thetract for a term of years signed
last fall.
ater operating in each town.

WILK
Victor Young, Paramount composer-director, currently doing the
score for "Artists and Models," has
as his house guest Raspigo Borsano,
noted Italian composer, whom he
has not seen for 25 years. As boys
they were fellow students at the
Warsaw, Poland, Conservatory of
Music.
▼

T

T

Title changes — By Universal:
From "West Coast, Ltd." to "West
Bound, Ltd."; from "Broadway Jamboree" to "A Young Man's Fancy';
by Columbia: From "Right Guy" to
"The Frame Up"; from "The Ghost
Ranger" to "Reckless Ranger."
Howard J. Green, Paramount
scenarist, has just completed a two
weeks' "course" at the University
of Southern California, where he
went to "study" modern college life,
preparatory to writing "Coo Coo
College," in collaboration with Morrie Ryskind, for a Paramour musical production.
Brought West as one of two dozen
skaters rounded up in the East and
in Canada by Wesley Ruggles, Paramount producer-director, to supply
atmosphere for his Claudette Colbert starrer, "I Met Him In Paris,"
Gwendolyn Linton, Lake Placid, N.
ec.
Y., pro ice skater now finds herself
under long-term contract to the ex-

PATHE 1ST QUARTER
EARNINGS, $130,00!
{Continued from Page 1)

named secretary and treasurer, j
L. Schwarz, formerly with Pric!
Waterhouse & Co. and now wi
Pathe, was designated as assistal
secretary. Posts of chairman <
the board and vice-president, whi
have been, respectively, occupied
Frank F. Kolbe and Robert M. M
Kinney, were not filled.
Directors re-elected are: O. Hen
Briggs, Henry J. Guild, Frank
Kolbe, Robert M. McKinney, W.
Stettinius, Charles A. Stone, The
dore C. Streibert and Charles
Wiggin.
In connection with the first qua
ter estimate, President Briggs sa
that the company is experiencing
greatest volume of business since
reopened its laboratory in 1932 ai
this accounts for its improved po
tion. From Du Pont Film Manufa
turing Co., Pathe has received di
dends amounting to $35,000 and h
earned, but not received, dividen
approximating $70,000. The fir
now controls 3,500 shares of Du Po
and some time ago sold 1,400 shan
Present holdings represent about
per cent of Du Pont, it was stat
In reply to a stockholder criticisi
President Briggs said that the cor^
pany does not contemplate sellh
any more of its Du Pont stock, a;
T. P. Loach, secretary-treasur
explained that the sale of 1,4
shares was made in order to lift

debt.
News o' the day — Paramount will Grand
Pathe National,
is completely
"out"
the stockhold
co-star Gladys Swarthout and John were informed, and explanation w,
Boles in "Madame Butterfly" . . . made that the new printing de
Same studio has assigned W. P.
Lipscomb to work on the screen with Monogram covers a five-ye
period. President Briggs stat
play for "Beau Geste" . . . and Para, that the company is studying
will make an annual "Artists and color processes but so far has ma
no definite moves in this directii
Percentage of productions done
Models."
Cincy Variety Club Will
color remains "very low," he said
progress has been made
Sup and Step on May 22 theMuch
concern in the 16 mm. field,
was stated by Briggs, who report
profit has be
Cincinnati — Queen City Variety that considerable
Club will hold its annual supper made through this activity since 1;
During the first qu
dance, Saturday, May 22, at the, November.
PavilionMoritz
Caprice,
Plaza.'
Allan
has Netherland
charge of tickets;
Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, the floor
show; Ralph Kinsler, reservations;
Joe Goetz, publicity, and Elmer
Shard, decorations. The party is
for the benefit of the Variety Charity Fund.

Selwyn to Brandts
William and Harry Brandt of the
Brandt Theaters circuit will take
possession of the Selwyn Theater,
229 West 42nd St., on Aug. 26. They
have purchased the house from the
Dry Dock Savings Institution. The
general offices of the Brandt brothers already have been transferred
to the Selwyn, which is the 63rd
film house they control in the greater metropolitan area.

ter
just worked
ended, the
oratory
at 50company's
per cent la
capacity or 100 per cent based up
a single shift setup.
No new de;
for financing producers
are und
consideration, stated the preside
Total of 371,671 votes were a
for the nominated directors, the
being no opposition. Administr
tion of the company was endors
in a resolution which was adopt
About a dozen stockholders atten
ed the meeting.

Changes Corporate Name
Rochester — Taylor-Shantz Co.
this city, manufacturer of motii
picture reels, has changed its cc
porate title to Taylor-Shantz, In
and is now located at 2-4 Comme
cial St.
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© Chappell & Co., Inc.

CLEAR YOUR THROAT FOR
CHEERING! HERE THEY
COME ON ROLLER SKATES!

FRED ASTAIRE
GINGER ROGERS

Foot- free Fred and flamehaired Ginger... in their gayest, gladdest show! . . . With
one of the greatest comedy
casts ever assembled... And

SHALL WE DANCE

fifty of Hollywood's handpicked glamour girls!

with

*

6 GREAT

GERSHWIN

SONGS

"Let's Call the Whole Thing Off"— "Slap That
Bass"— "I've Got Beginner's Luck"— "They All
Laughed" — "They Can't Take That Away"—
"Shall We Dance."

EDWARD
K Q JEROME
RtADIO
WILLIAM

N • ERIC BLORE
EVERET
GALLIAN
• KETTI
COWANT HORTO
T
NE
HOCTOR
and HARRIE
BRISBA

•> r

Music by GEORGE GERSHWIN
Directed by Mark Sandrich
*

* Lyrics by IRA GERSHWIN
Pandro S. Berman Production
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IMPROVED 20TH-F0X
M-G-M's Special 'Convention Train'
ROXY OFFER IS MADE Off for Los Angeles Meet Tomorrow
{Continued from Page 1)

will pay 3 per cent cumulative dividends. Sinking fund requirements
I ave been changed to require payment of $65,000 yearly for the first
10 years,
years and
$7*0, 000"
for the
next
10
insuring
speedier
amortization. In addition, 20th CenturyFox has agreed that it will not pay
oat any dividends except from
earned surplus and annual depreciation is fixed at $110,000.
A stipulation embodying the
changes in the plan was presented
to Special Master Pratt signed bv
William C. Michel, 20th CenturyFox vice president; Carlos Israels,
representing the Pounds' bondholder' committee, proponents of the
plan; Harold Seligson, counsel for
the Tipton bondholder committee,
and by counsel for the second morturase committee. Seligson's vigornus objections were in part responsible for the changes.
The Film Daily learns that in
the event Special Master Pratt holds
there is no equity for the stock in
the company, 20th Century-Fox will
make a gesture of goodwill to the
stockholders by offering to buy their
<tock. The offer will be made only
to old holders of the stock and will
not be made on any stock bought
since the receivership.
Next hearing on the Roxy plan
will be held next Tuesday at which
time counsel will sum up.

Salary Repeal Wins House

Washington

II

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

JJAILY

Washington — The House yesterday adopted a resolution to repeal
the salary publicity law under which
names of persons receiving salaries
above $15,000 per year are published. The measure now goes to
the Senate where it will be fought
by Senator LaFollette, original
sponsor of the law which has been
in effect for two years.

Will Film "The Puritan"

Paris — Films Derby has bought
the world film rights to Liam O'Flaherty's novel "The Puritan" —
O'Fiaherty is at present writing
screen play and script in collaboration with Jeff Musso, who will direct the picture. Filming will begin
about July 1.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Motion picture receipts in Canada
increased by 7 per cent during 1935
while retail sales rose by only 5 per
cent, according to a recent report by
the Dominion
Bureau
of Statistics.

{Continued

Los Angeles. Members of the company organization will be picked
up at Albany, Buffalo, Chicago, Kansas City and Albuquerque, N. M.
Home contingent, embracing 23
members of the New York executive
force, will comprise William F. Rodgers, Thomas J. Connors, Edward
M. Saunders, Silas Seadler, Joseph
Vogel, Charles J. Sonin, Ernest
Morrell, Herbert Morgan,
Jay A. Gove, M. L. Simons, Harold
Postman, E. W. Aaron, Joel Bezahler, William Brenner, Alan F. Cummings, Carlton Duffus, Charles
Deesen, Charles B. Fogle, Harold
Goldgraben, Jerry J. Jonas, Arthur
Lacks and William D. Kelly. On
the same train, leaving Grand Central, will be branch office delegations from Boston, New Haven, New
Jersey, Philadelphia and Washington and the New York exchange
delegation with William A. Scully
and John J. Bowen.
Al Lichtman, Howard Dietz and
William R. Ferguson went on from
New York ahead to make advance
preparations for the gathering.
Charles K. Stern, J. S. MacLeod and
Edward Carrier also went on to
California in advance of the regular train; Fred C. Quimby has been
on the coast for some time.
Representing the M-G-M and
Roach studios at convention sessions
will be Louis B. Mayer, Howard
Strickling, Barrett Kiesling and Hal
Roach.
The list of others who will be
present, 224 in all, follows in alphabetical order:
Benjamin Abner, New Jersey; Leon
S. Abraham, Kansas City; Morris
Abrams, Minneapolis; Jerome A.
Adams, Washington; John S. Allen,
Cincinnati; Louis Amacher, Portland; Hazel Andersen, Omaha; Salem E. Applegate, Philadelphia; Hypolite A. Arata, New Orleans; James
M. Ashcraft, Philadelphia; Thomas
Aspell Jr., San Francisco; Roy
Avey, Atlanta; Thomas
E. Bailey, Charlotte; Walter E.
Banford, St. Louis; Fred Bartow,
Chicago; Maurice L. Basse, Memphis; George M. Baumeister, Des
Moines: Benjamin Bebchick, Boston;
N. Edward Beck, Salt Lake City;
Gilbert L. Becker, Detroit; Herbert
Bennin, St. Louis; Rudolph Berger,
Washington; Leroy Bickel, Dallas;
Burtus Bishop Jr., Charlotte; William G. Bishop, Detroit; I. W.
Blankstein, Calgary; Harry Blatt,
Seattle; Phil Bobys, Washington;
Edwin M. Booth, Cincinnati; Clarence W. Boulet, Salt Lake City;
John J. Bowen, New York; Edwin
H. Brauer, Cleveland; Milton Brauman, Pittsburgh; Clarence J. Briant,
New Orleans; Virgil Bridges, New
Orleans; Eldon Briwa; New Orleans; Max C. Brodsky, Chicago;
Lafayette B. Butler, Atlanta; James
N. Byrd, Oklahoma City; John P.
Byrne, New Haven.
Robert A. Cain, Denver; William

from Page 1)

Calihan, Los Angeles; William P.
Cameron, Minneapolis; Ralph W.
Carmichael, Los Angeles; Hillis
Cass, Montreal; Floyd W. Chrysler,
Detroit; Allen S. Clatworthy, Minneapolis; Louis H. Coen, Minneapolis; Harold Cohen, Kansas City;
Harry Cohen, Washington; Elmer B.
Coleman, Dallas; Joseph E. Comer,
Seattle; Sam Cooper, Salt Lake
City; Michael Cramer, Denver; Robert Cuming, New Jersey; Ray J.
Curran, Boston.
Charles C. Deardourff, Cleveland;
John Dembeck, Detroit; George
Derrick, Salt Lake City; William
Devaney, Albany; Thomas J. Donaldson, Boston; Frank J. Downy,
Detroit; Frank D. Drew, Cleveland;
Howard Dunn, Des Moines; Walter
Dunn, New
Orleans.
Robert Ellsworth, New York; Ray
Ervin, Charlotte.
Joseph E. Farrow, Philadelphia;
John E. Flynn, Detroit; Edna Frank,
Chicago; Henry A. Friedel, Denver;
Ira F.urman, San Francisco.
Samuel J. Gardner, Los Angeles;
Foster B. Gauker, Indianapolis; Russell H. Gaus, Oklahoma City; Herbert W. Genter, Pittsburgh; Jack
Gilmore, Buffalo; Jacob M. Goldberg, Washington; Maurice Goldstein, Boston; Saul Gottlieb, Pittsburgh; Sanford Gottlieb, Minneapolis; Theodore J. Gould, Winnipeg;
Edwin Green, Kansas City; Murray
Greenfield, Washington.
John P. Harrington, Cleveland;
Abe Harris, Buffalo; Reuben L.
Harris, Los Angeles; Theo I. Hasbrook, Portland; Walter F. Hayner,
Toronto; Benjamin Hayney, Philadelphia; Frank C. Hensler, Kansas
City; Earl Herndon, St. Louis;
George A. Hickey, Los Angeles; Arthur Horn, Albany; Clyde Houston,
Dallas; Lee S. Hulling, San Francisco; Milton Hyams, New Haven.
Joseph H. Imhof, Milwaukee;
Louis C. Ingram, Atlanta; Frank
P. Ishmael, Chicago.
Jack Jacobs, Los Angeles; J.
Milton Jacobs, Cincinnati; Frank
M. Jelenko, New Orleans.
John L. Kelley, Pittsburgh; John
G. Kemptgen, Chicago; Dexter C.
Kennedy, Des Moines; Charles E.
Kessnich, Atlanta; Julian H. King,
Denver; Thomas B. Kirk, Memphis;
Henry G. Krumm, Dallas.
H. W. Lambert, Omaha; William
F. LaSance, Cincinnati; Charles
Lazarus, New Haven.; David A.
Levy, New Jersey; Howard Levy,
New Jersey; William A. Lewis, Atlanta; Charles Lieb, Omaha; Gordon
Lightstone, Toronto; Carl Lind, Salt
Lake City; Edward J. Lipson, Milwaukee; Nicholas P. Lloyd, Philadelphia; Thomas E. Lucy, Atlanta;
Clayton T. Lynch, Los Angeles;
Robert Lynch, Philadelphia; Charles
D. Lyne, Dallas.
Andrew S. McCarl Jr., Portland;
David T. McElhinney, Salt Lake
City; Gerald E. McGlynn, Des
Moines; C. Francis McGuire, Atlan-

ta; Walter McKean, Minneapolis;
Bert McKenzie, Boston; Joseph
McMahon, Milwaukee; Robert D.
McRaven, Indianapolis; Joseph Maguire, Kansas City; John J. Maloney, Pittsburgh; Harold Margolis,
Charlotte; Joseph Markowitz, Kansas City; Ralph W. Maw, Buffalo;
Felix Mendelssohn, Chicago; Theodore L. Mendelssohn, Chicago; Harry W. Miller, New York; Edward C.
Mix, San Francisco; John F. Morgan, Detroit; Edwin J. Moriarty,
Pittsburgh; Claude E. Morris, Kansas City; Joseph Morrow, Philadelphia; Frank Mullen, New Haven;
Jack B. Mundstuk, Pittsburgh.
Henry L. Nathanson, Toronto;
Carl Nedley, Omaha.
Louis W. Orlove, Milwaukee; Edward K. O'Shea, Buffalo.
William Parker, Indianapolis; Milton Douglas Peck, New York; Anthony V. Philbin, Dallas; Ralph
Pielow, Albany; Clarence C. Pippin,
Philadelphia; Alfred Putz, Minneapolis; Norman Pyle,
Washington.
John X. Quinn, St. Louis.
Charles R a m a g e, Vancouver;
George F. Reilly, St. Louis; Ken
Renaud, Seattle; Edward Renick,
New York; Charles Repec, Boston;
Jack ReVille, Memphis; Fred G.
Rippingale, Wellington; Herman
Ripps, Albany; Clarence R. Ritzier,
St. Louis; Heniy Rosenblatt, Boston; Benn H. Rosenwald, Charlotte;
Bernard J. Ross, Buffalo; David E.
Ross, Chicago; L. Ward Royalty,
Oklahoma City; Mac Rubenfeld,
Seattle; B. Wallace Rucker, Seattle;
Marion M. Ryan, Buffalo.
Maurice Saffle, Salt Lake City;
Harold Sandelman, Detroit; Harry
Schmidt, San Francisco; Sidney
Schuster, San Francisco; George
Schwartz, Philadelphia ; Max
Schwartz, Milwaukee; Frank J.
Scully, Washington; William A.
Scully, New York; William F. Sheehan, Indianapolis; Harry J. Sheeran,
Cincinnati: James Shiller, Los Angeles; A. jack Shumow, Milwaukee;
Harry J. Shumow, Omaha; Samuel
Shurman, Milwaukee; Abraham E.
Smith, St. John; Jack Sogg, Cleveland; Sam B. Stoll, Des Moines;
Bryan D. Stoner, Cleveland.
James Thames, Atlanta; Fred C.
Thortsen, Omaha; Voight B. Trent,
Omaha; George W. Turner, MinneE. Van Pelt, Los Angeles; Eugene
apolis.
Vogel,
Cleveland.
Herbert
A. Wagner, Indianapolis;
Jack Walsh, Pittsburgh; Joseph T.
Warren, Portland; Irving Waterstreet, St. Louis; J. E. Watson, Cincinnati; Louis J. Weber, Memphis;
Charles J. Weigel, Cincinnati, Alexander W. Weissman, Buffalo; Leroy
Whitington, Dallas; Truly B. Wildman, Kansas City; William Williams, Albany; Jay F. Willingham,
Memphis; Wade W. Willman, Indianapolis; Wade H. Windsor, Cincinnati; Langdon C. Wingham, Seattle;
Wolf, Kansas
Boston; City;
Harris P.Maurice
Wolf N.berg,
Henry Wolper, Boston; Harry O.
Worden, Boston; William H. Workman, Minneapolis; E. M. Woronov,
New Haven.
Fred S. Zekman, Denver; William
B. Zoellner, Oklahoma City.
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Increase in Percentage Deals

Earnings STARSJN
(or First 6 Months
20TH CENTURY-FOX TO "CONTROL
RADIO

Estimate $2,172,771 RKO
First Quarter
Profit of
$1,168,676 Disclosed at
Reorg. Hearing

Italy's Hollywood Opens With Duce Doing Honors

Rome (By Cable) — With one of the first stories scheduled for production the work
of Vittorio Mussolini, who will aid in its direction, Italy's own Hollywood, adjacent
to the Eternal City, was formally opened yesterday by II Duce.

O. R. McMahon, ass't treasurer of
RKO, testified yesterday before Special Master George W. Alger at a
hearing on the fairness of the RKO
reorganization plan that RKO earned a profit of $1,168,676 for the first
quarter of 1937 and that earnings
for the first six months of the year
would probably total $2,172,771.
William C. Michel, 20th CenturyRKO earnings for the second quar- Fox
vice president, said yesterday
ter would thus be $1,149,990. McMahon said that his estimate on that the company will take a long(Continued on Page 7)
term lease on a new three-story film
studio to be erected at 54th St. and
10th Ave. on a plot 73 by 95 feet.
Construction is to start at once,
with completion of the building expected in six or seven months.
Building will be used for production of shorts, for tests and for
newsreel purposes, Michel said.
With three outstanding box-office
attractions as headliners, Broadway
picture house business yesterday Condor to Make Four Dix
was reported by managers as exFeatures for RKO Release
ceptionally good. It was particularly noticeable from lines outside
the theaters getting the big trade
Condor Pictures will make four
were dominated by young folk, pre- pictures starring Richard Dix for
[ sumably seeking the lighter, fast- RKO release, The Film Daily
moving type of entertainment.
learned yesterday from Frank Snell,
The Music
Hall on with
"A Star is Condor vice president. Condor also
(Continued
Pane 7)
has arranged to produce six George
O'Brien westerns for RKO release.

West

20TH-F0X TO LEASE
REPORT LIBSON-WHITE
NEW 3-STORY STUDIO AFTER 50 KY. HOUSES

BIZ SOARS AS LIGHT
STORIES DRAW YOUTH

CFI Signs Agreements
With Three AFL Unions

Cincinnati — It is reported the Libson and White interests (Ike Libson and Maury White) are negotiating for approximately 40 to 50 theaters in Kentucky. Leases so far,
it is said, have been procured for
the Ross, at Cynthiana; the Sam Lee
theaters at Winchester; Grover
Scott's theaters at Harlan and
Pikesville; and the Otto Brown theater at Middlesboro.
John Elliot and Annabelle Ward
(Continued on Page 3)

More Than Half of New
Mono. Stock Subscribed

(Continued on Page 7)

Dog

Bites

Actress

Dorothy Mackaill, who is kind-hearted as well as a good actress, stopped
to drop a two-bit piece into a crippled beggar's cup yesterday in the
Times Square area. And the beggar's
canine ups and bites Dorothy on the
leg which she considers very ungrateful.

Feature

Field

Entry

Although no definite decision has
been reached on entering the feature
field, Educational is now examining
the idea, stated President E. W.
Hammons yesterday in New York.
The firm's product lineup for next
season, he said, will offer about the
same series
as provided
this sea(Cuntinucd
on Page 3)

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — All deals for radio
appearances
Twentieth
CenturyFox contractof stars
hereafter
will
have to be made through the studio
casting department, and scripts of
proposed radio entertainment subnounced.mitted for approval, the studios anLou Schreiber, casting director,
will do the okaying. Studios say
they feel build-ups on the air are
just as important, and should be
planned as carefully as picture work
build-ups, and they want the right
to make the decisions.
Report (Continued
that studio
was4) going to
on Page

MINIMUM WAGE LAW
WON'T HIT MAJORS

ready
Well
over $500,000 of the $1,000,Major companies do not antici000
of new
Monogram stock offered
pate being affected by the New
to the public two days ago has al- York state law providing for esbeen subscribed, The Film
tablishment of minimum wages and
Daily
learned
yesterday
from maximum working hours for wosources
men and minors,
according
to
with the underwriters connected
(Continued on Page 3)
Listing of the stock on the
Curb is expected.

Expect Percentage Deals To Increase
From 25 to 30 Per Cent. Next Season

Consolidated Film Industries officials yesterday signed agreements
with three A. F. of L. unions having jurisdiction over people employed at its Fort Lee plant which are
expected to end the five-week strike
of employes at the plant, The Film Educational Weighing

Scripts
Must
be
Okayed,
Deals Made Through
Casting Dept.

As the film buying season for
1937-38 gets under way, indications
are that distributing companies will
seek an increased number of percentage deals representing a rise
of between 25 and 30 per cent over
last year, a checkup of the situation
yesterday revealed.
In demanding these deals involving preferred playing time, exchanges are pointing to substantial
increases (Conlinucd
in production
as reon Page costs
4)

Circuit Representatives
Plan War on Dog Racing

Plans for opposing the dog racing
bill, passed by the New York State
Legislature and now awaiting action on the part of Governor Lehman, were discussed at a meeting of
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Giannini,
Conferences Korda
between Won't
Dr. A. H.Come
Giannini, president of United Artists, and
Alexander Korda, head of London Films,
scheduled for next week are off owing
to the fact that both have cancelled
plans for coming to New York. Korda
was to have sailed yesterday from Eng'and and Giannini had planned a trip
abroad.
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K. C. Building is Ready
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Show Cause Order Follows
Newark

"Elysia" Seizure

Coming and Going

Newark, N. J. — After denying apMARY PICKFORD was scheduled to sail fron
plication for a temporary writ to
stop police from interfering with Europe yesterday for New York.
SIDNEY MEYERS is in New York from Miami
Publisher
JOHN
W. ALICOATE
showing of "Elysia" at the Little,
Vice Chancellor Bigelow granted an
ELMER RHODEN of Kansas City is in Nev
order to show cause tomorrow why York on a business trip.
CHESTER
B. BAHN
::::::
Editor
the police should not be restrained.
DONALD
M. MERSEREAU
General Manager
LARRY HART, who is now at the coast
Counsel for Foreign Films, Inc., returns to New York in five weeks.
operators of the Little, charged police
E. W. HAMMONS, JACK SKIRBALL and WIL
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
did not act in good faith when they coast.
LIAM CLARK leave New York May 26 for th.
at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
seized
the
film
Saturday,
arrested
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Sidney Franklin, managing director,
Alicoate, President and Publisher; DonE. C. MILLS, Ascap general manager, return
ald M. Mersereau, Secretary - Treasurer;
and held three employees as ma- Monday from a cross-country trip.
Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor. Enterial witnesses. The film ran nine
WILLIE HOWARD leaves today for the coast
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
days without objections although
at the post-office at New York, N. Y. under
COLLETTE LYONS, film comedienne signei
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
police had witnessed it early in the to a long-term contract recently by Mervyi
free) United States outside of Greater New
run. Counsel argued police had no LeRoy, has arrived in New York from the coas
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
right to act as censors.
for a three weeks'
vacation.
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber
Film Biz Conditions Fine
Franklin and Louis Koci, operator
should remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1501
at
the
theater,
have
been
paroled
in South, Says RKO Exec.
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone, BRyant
Plagiarism Trial Starts
in custody of counsel pending a hear9-7117, 9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable
Trial of the plagiarism suit o:
Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood,
ing.
A
police
inspector
and
lieuFilm business conditions in the
tenant who witnessed the film testi- Albert Bein against Warner Bros
California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernes?
and Edward Chodorov over the filn
fied they considered it indecent.
southern district are "very, very
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 War"Mayor of Hell" got under way yes
good," it was said yesterday by
dour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne.
Cresson W. Smith, RKO Radio
terday in Federal Court befon
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
southern and western sales man- K. C. Exchange Workers
Judge Henry W. Goddard. Beii
Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.
ager, following return from a trip
Union Elects on May 6 claims that his play "Road Out o
through the southern territory.
Hell," based on his experiences in ;
and to which ChodoroKansas City, Mo. — New exchange reformatory
had
had access, was plagiarized h
workers union will receive its charEastman Kodak Domestic
ter and elect officers at a meeting the film "Mayor of Hell," scripte.
Sales Show 15 P. C. Rise on May 6. According to the union, by Chodorov.
108 exchange employes have signed
up.
M. P. Union Celebrates
Domestic sales of Eastman Kodak
NEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
Net
are running more than 15 per cent
Newark, N. J. — Motion Pictun
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Ethel Good to Wed
above the 1936 period, according to
Operators' Union No. 244 celebrate!
Am. Seat
23 Vi
22'/4
223,4 +
%
I Thomas J. Hargrave, vice-president.
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 32
31 %
31 '/8 — 1
Omaha — The wedding of Miss its _25th anniversary with a silve:
Columbia Picts. pfd
j Company plans to spend in excess Ethel B. Good, secretary to District jubilee dinner-dance at Krueger':
Auditorium. Guests included execu
Con. Fm. Ind
3%
3l/2
3% —
% | of $12,000,000 for modernization and
Manager Evert R. Cummings of TriCon. Fm. Ind. pfd..' 14
131/2
13% —
Vl expansion at Rochester and KingsStates
Theaters,
and
Lt.
Walter
tives from Warner's, Paramount
East. Kodak
156'/2 152
152
—3
port, Tenn., where it is building a Smit of Fort Riley, Kan., has been RKO, Loew's, independent owners
do pfd
new
plant.
Gen. Th. Eq
23%
23
23% — 1 %
set for June 3 at the Omaha First state and city officials and labo
Loew's,
Inc
78y4
75'/a
77
—1
union representatives. Louis Kauf
Baptist church.
do
pfd
man was toastmaster.
Paramount
21%
20%
20% — !%
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Kansas City, Mo. — Remodeling
and enlarging of a Film Row building for use by the National Screen
Service is completed and the building will be ready for occupancy
after May 1. Charles Gregory has
issued invitations to the trade to
a buffet luncheon scheduled for May
7, to inaugurate the formal opening
of the new distributing branch. Coming here from Chicago to assist
Gregory as office manager is B. W.
Chipman, while Morton Truog and
Howard Gould have been added to
the sales staff.
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Film Center Bldg. Leases

Film Center Building Corp. announces through its agents, Cross
& Brown Company, the leasing of
space in the Film Center Building,
to Grand National Films, Inc., which
moved from the seventh to the fifth
floor, where it now occupies half the
floor; Theater Trailer Corp., which
has more than doubled its space on
the fifth floor and renewal of leases
with Exhibitors Poster Supply Co.,
Inc.; John F. Lyons and National
Film Renovating & Process Co., Inc.

Reviving Russian Films

"Pay" Stays at Central

Para. Band Policy Builds

Band policy at the New York
Paramount is providing a steadily
Columbia Picts. vtc
increasing draw, according to the
Grand Nat'l Films...
2%
23/8
23/8 —
i/4
management yesterday. House opens
Sonotone
Corp
1%
1%
1%
"Zombies" Appeals Granted "Internes Can't Take Money"
Technicolor
22
21 %
21 24 —
y4
Circuit Court of Appeals at AlTrans-Lux
4'/2
4%
4% —
%
Universal
Picts
bany has granted the appeals of Wednesday, to be followed by "Turn
Producers Laboratories and Amer- Off the Moon" and "I Met Him In
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
STOCK
MARKET
Anglo Corp. from the Appellate
Bid
Asked
Court decision favoring Amusement
Pathe Film 7% pfd
94
97
Securities Corp. over title of the
Critic at Coronation
Fox Thea.
Bldg. 1st '36
14
15
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 1st '47
97%
98%
Paris."
picture
"Revolt
of
the
Zombies."
Met. Playhouse
72
74
Syracuse — This city's film Rialto
Saul E. Rogers is counsel for Pro- will
be represented at the CoronaRoxy Th. Corp. 1st '40
57%
59
ducers Labs, and AmerAnglo.
tion by globe-trotting Franklin H.
Chase, Journal-American critic, who
will return from a world tour in
Jim Mooney Staying
Car Kills Ray Peterson
Cleveland — It was incorrectly
Fremont, Neb. — Ray Peterson, June.
stated in a list of changes effected formerly an exhibitor here, was
"Wings" Gets a Fourth
in the local Vitagraph exchange that killed recently near Pasadena, Cal.,
Jim Mooney had resigned as booker when brushed from the side of an
Toronto — "Wings of the Morning"
and office manager. Mooney, who auto by a passing vehicle. He had is now in the fourth week of a
has been with Vitagraph and its hailed a ride after his car ran out continuous showing at the Uptown
predecessor, First National, for 22 of gas. Surviving are a child and here. "Maytime" is being continued
years, is continuing in his position. his widow.
for a second week at Loew's.
YORK

Fulton Buys Another

"Turksib" and "Storm Over Asia,"
will be presented by the City College
Kansas City, Mo.— W. D. Fulton
Film and Sprockets Society tomor- co-partner in the operation of thi
new
Brookside theater and owner o:
row night at the Pauline Edwards
Theater, Twenty-third Street and several other Kansas City houses
Lexington Avenue, as program four has just bought the 400-seat Stran<
Theater from W. L. Morris.
of the Society's Film Appreciation
Series.
The Central is holding "I Prom
ise to Pay" for a second week, be
ginning Saturday.
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Gustav Brock
Henry Ginsberg
Harold J. Flavin
H. S. Kraft
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EXECS. GUT LUNCH
TO SEE AMPA SHOW

20TH-F0X PLANNING
20 PIX IN ENGLAND
Paris (By Cable) — 20th CenturyFox plans to make 12 features at
its London studios during the next
year, it was learned here yesterday
as the company's European and
British sales convention opened at
the Hotel George V. A number of
pictures will be made in Technicolor.

Minimum Wage Law Won't
Hit the Major Companies
(Continued on Page 3)

spokesmen yesterday in New York
City. It was generally pointed out
that despite collapse of the NRA,
its wage and hours provisions have
oeen retained.
Whatever application the law has
to the industry is likely to touch upon independent theaters, it was declared.
Representatives of major company
theater departments yesterday met
at RKO to discuss the legislative
situation at Albany, including the
wage statute which has just been
signed by Governor Lehman.

Report of Libson-White
After 50 Kentucky Houses
(Continued from

Page

1)

of the Phoenix Amusement Co. are
also reported negotiating for additional Kentucky town theaters and
have obtained options on several
houses, besides building new houses
at Hazard, Middlesboro and Corbin.
Harry Schwartz will open a new
theater in Frankfort within the next
two weeks.

Educational Weighing
Feature Field Entry
(Continued from Page

1)

son. With Jack Skirball and William Clark, Hammons leaves New
York May 26 for Hollywood to
attend the 20th Century-Fox sales
convention.

Vincent Bryan
West Coast Bureau of THE

Dies
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Vincent Bryan, 54,
for past three decades a writer of
songs, is dead here following a serious illness from which he had been
suffering for several years.

They'll ofDine
on Theaters
Steaks of
Members
Allied
New Jersey will attend a beefsteak
dinner and smoker at the Ritz restaurant, Passaic, Tuesday night.
Transportation Tieup Hurts
Akron, 0. — Akron's two week transportation tie-up is having a telling
effect on downtown first run movie
theaters. The city has been without
bus and trolley service for two weeks
and majority of workers employed downtown, once they get home, remain there.
Neighborhoods
have been less affected.

^

•
•
• ONE OF the most hard boiled audiences in New
York
in the world, in fact at Loew's Sheridan Square
in the Village caught a preview of Sam Goldwyn's "Woman Chases Man" along with the rest of the trade press boys
the other nite
and that h. b. audience caught the spirit
of the clever spoofing film
and the laughter was so continuous that it blotted out some witty lines the laffs were
sprinkled so thickly

• • • IT IS safe to say that Mister Goldwyn has provided
one of the most satisfying laugh shows ever seen upon the
screen
it is goofy, nutty, screwy fun
but done with
class and just the right touch that does not overplay a line or
situation
and say, that gal Miriam Hopkins stands out
as one of the most brilliant comediennes that Hollywood has
produced
she is a constant delight with her artless manner that is the essence of art
Charlie Winninger is the
other ace laugh-producer
of course it's an expert directorial job by John Blystone
but take it from us, fellers,
it's all in the script
that combo of writing talent has
started a New School of Comedy
they should be specially
commissioned to go on with the good work
•
•
• UP AT Boston a brand new stunt pulled by
Ed Kosenbaum exploiting "Lost Horizon" at the Shubert theater a "motor treasurer" was installed in a specially built
booth to sell tickets at the curb to motorists
in this way
car drivers could buy tickets, park, and then avoid waiting in
line
•
•
•
A SMASH
plug for the Music Hall
planted
in the Daily Mirror yesterday
with those West Pointers
of Theaterdom
the Rockettes
photographed in their
routine clear across the top of the page
and an article by
Gene Snyder, the dance director, giving an intimate picture of
the workday routine the girls go through Hazel Flynn
and Fred Lynch get all the credit
here is one stunt that
nobody can horn in on
• • • THE ORIGINAL Dixieland Jazz Band that started
out more than 20 years ago from New Orleans to win international fame
has been booked for the Broadway Paramount
starting next Wednesday four out of the original five
musicians who set the country jazz conscious back in 1914,
when they appeared at Reisenweber's, comprise the reorganized band they are Nick La Rocca, Larry Shields, Anthony Sharbaro, Eddy Edwards they will be featured with
Xavier Cugat and his ork in a show titled "Swing Versus Jazz."
• • • THE COMMITTEE for the AMPA Dinner Dance
at the Hotel New Yorker Saturday eve reports the main floor
for the dinner reservations is completely sold out
if you
want to get in on a grand affair, better hurry to cop a seat for
yourself and dame in the balcony
and there aren't many
of those left
and dinner starts PROMPTLY at 8 o'clock
so be there on time ...
• Tom Waller, syndicate man
for Bob Gillham's dep't at Paramount, put over a fine piece of
writing in. last Saturday's Evening Journal
Tom dug up
a nifty sleeper with a news angle ... • Walter Lynch, one
of Pathe's old salesmen, a man of ideas and a go-getter, has
joined the new Precision Films Lab ... • Mary Welky, cashier at Neumade Products, is celebrating her eleventh year with
that company
for years Mary has been commuting daily
from Haverstraw, a 35-mile trip each way

New York's film folk curtailed
their routine luncheons yesterday to
attend in force the A.M. P. A. advertising-poster exposition on the second floor of Loew's State Building.
From the time the "Gallery" opened at noon until 3 o'clock, the largest crowd present at any one time
flowed through the aisles, examining the wealth of displays.
Among the noontide visitors were
Earle W. Hammons, president of
Educational Pictures; William F.
Rodgers, general manager of sales
and distribution for Loew's, Inc.;
George W. Weeks, general sales
manager for Gaumont-British; William Brandt of Brandt Theaters circuit; Harry Goldberg and Roy Winkler, Warner Brothers; Edward Golden, general sales manager for
Monogram; H. G. Smith of Loew's,
Inc.; and personnel members of virtually all major and independent
producer-distributor companies, plus
representatives of a number of naazines. tional advertising agencies and magWhile entries in the show, eligible
for the A.M.P.A. annual awards,
continued to hold the spotlight with
spectators, several of the incidental
exhibits attracted unusual comment. Outdoor advertising groups
centered their interest not only on
the contesting posters, ranging from
one-sheets to 24-sheets, but examined attentively the M-G-M exhibit
which includes two three-dimensional ad-sets. These "pictures," which
are fashioned to give to advertising
illustrations the illusion of true
depth, may, it is said, eventually be
adapted by poster-makers in the
production of three-dimensional "paper" for use on outdoor stands.
The exposition'^ guest register
reveals that approximately 15 per
cent of the total personnel of film
offices in New York has witnessed
the A.M.P.A. ad-poster show to date.
Organization officials predicted that
attendance today, as well as tomorrow when the exposition ends, will
be double that of the first three
days.

Circuit Representatives
Plan War on Dog Racing
(Continued from Page

1)

circuit representatives at the office
of Senator J. Henry Walters at RKO
yesterday. A campaign embracing
the support of various associations
and societies outside of the film industry is planned.
The bill which would require automatic control of theater exits, also
objected
to by film interests, was
also
discussed.

Seattle Seattle
— "HistoryLikes
Is Made'Em
at Night"
is in its fifth week at the Liberty,
"Waikiki Wedding" is in its fourth
at the
BlueitsMouse,
"Maytime"
has
entered
fifth atwhile
the Music
Box.
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20TH-F0X TO CONTROL
STARS' BROADCASTING
(Continued from Page

1)

collect half the radio salaries is said
not to be correct.
Initial meeting of the M. P. T. 0.
A. committee to investigate appearance of film players on the air from
the angle of injury to theater attendance will take place today in
New York.

See 25-30% Increase
in Percentage
(Continued from Page

Deals

1)

quiring such arrangements. This
item, together with the upping of
costs of labor in the studios, make
such deals necessary, they argue.
At the Paramount theater partners' meeting at Miami last month,
Adolph Zukor, production head of
the company, sounded the call for
increased film revenue when he declared that theaters must produce
more money due to the planned increase in the number of big pictures.

Sex Film Ban Extended
Council Bluffs, la.— Mayor William Guilfoyle has barred showing
of "The Vice Racket," at a midnight
show in Morrie Cohn's Strand here.
His action followed barring of socalled sex films by Mayor Dan Butler at Omaha across the river.

SICK REPORT
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Lake Arrowhead, Cal. — Edward
Everett Horton and Lucien Littlefield, film actors, and Esther Dale,
character player, are suffering from
severe cuts and bruises received
when the automobile in which they
were driving skidded off the rim of
a 300-foot precipice near here. The
car smashed into a tree 40 feet below the road.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— W. C. Fields, fully recovered from an illness of a year's
duration, yesterday left Las Encinas
Sanitarium, Pasadena, and reported
to Para.'s executives that he soon
will be ready to start work before
cameras in "That Man's Here
Again."
Stepin Fetchit, Negro film comedian, who is in Harlem Hospital with
a fractured skull, the result of an
automobile accident, is reported improving. His true name is Lincoln
Theodore Perry.
Clayton, N. Y. — May Irwin, prominent stage performer of nearly two
decades ago, is recovering slowly
from the effects of a cerebral shock
at her North Country farm home
near here.
Seattle — Eddie Rivers, of the
Hamrick theaters, and his entire
family are ill with mumps.
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A "JUttU" hatn "Ms

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
the Rockies"; Paramount: Richard
Arlen, "Artists and Models"; Lina
RICHARD WALLACE, who still Basquette, "Souls at Sea"; Goldwyn:
has two pictures to make on his
Dorothy Lamour, "The Hurricane";
contract with B. P. Schulberg, will Columbia:
Don Rowan, Arthur Loft,
direct "Bonanza" with Edward Arnold and John Trent. This is Schul- Ward Bond, »"Once
T a THero."
berg's final picture on his ParaRobert
Bruce,
color
and scenic dimount release. Wallace signed, for
rector, sails from San Francisco on
four pictures, has completed two, May 6 aboard the three-masted
"Wedding Present" and "John schooner, "Golden Gate," to procure
Meade's Woman." Director and pro- special effects for Paramount's
ducer will enter negotiations reTechnicolor production, "Ebbtide,"
garding balance of contract calling remaining
at sea with a technical
for one more picture.
crew for three weeks.
T
T
T
▼
T
T
Dramatic pageant of the foundNews o' the day — Warners have
signed Edmund Goulding to a longing and growth of the Cunard- White
term directing pact . . . George O'- Star Steamship Line, dominant on
the
Atlantic for more than a cenBrien's "Looking for Trouble" will
tury, will be used as the basis for
emerge as "Hollywood Cowboy" . . .
Buck Jones' next Western will be a sea story to be filmed by Paramount under the title , "Ruler of the
the Charles M. Martin novel, "Law
Sea." William LeBaron, will perfor Tombstones."
sonally supervise.
T
T
T
American methods of film pro.
T
T
T exercised at
Options
have
been
duction are being studied by Baron
K. Suritomo, holder of extensive in- RKO Radio on the continued services of William Sistrom, producer;
terests in Japanese film production,
who is in Hollywood as guest of Robert Sparks, story editor, and
officials of the Paramount studio. three writers, Edward Melcher, Paul
The Baron is accompanied by his Yawitz and Harry Segall. And John
wife, the former Princess Sai Onji. Meehan, Richard Maibaum and Waldemar Young have been given new
t
t
y
contracts as members of the M-G-M
Casting assignments — M-G-M: studio scenario staff.
Jack LaRue, "The Firefly"; Frank
T
T
T
Morgan, Walter F. Robbins, "SaraProduction
has
started
at the Mtoga"; Universal: Robert Wilcox,
"Reported Missing"; RKO Basil G-M studios on "You'll Be Married
Rathbone, "Make a Wish"; GN: at Noon," with Robert Young and
Snub Pollard, Charles King, Earl Florence Rice in leads. Edwin L.
Marin is directing.
Dwire, Yakima
Kanutt, "Rider of
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"Cafe
Metropole"
Loretta Young, Tyrone
Power,

with

Adolphe Menjou

20th Century-Fox
83 Mins.
BRIGHT
AND
WITTY
SHOW
WITH
GLAMOUR LOVE-TEAM OF YOUNG AND
POWER SCORING STRONG.
Smartly produced, with a light and
breezy plot that moves with exhilarating
tempo. Loretta Young is in Paris with
her millionaire American daddy and her
aunt, having supper at the Cafe Metropole, presided over by Adolphe Menjou.
Tyrone Power, a young American who has
just gone through his inheritance, owes
Menjou for a gambling debt. On threat of
sending him to jail, Power agrees to pose
as a Russian prince of a famous old Czarist family, the general idea being to take
over rich patrons of the place. Power is
introduced to Miss Young, and then the
romance begins. Complications arise when
Gregory Ratoff, waiting on the rich American's table, finds that the American is
posing as a member of his family, for he
is of the real Russian nobility now impoverished. From this point on the fun mounts,
with the wily restaurant owner, the exroyalty, the hapless young American, the
girl and the suspicious rich dad all at loggerheads. It moves along breezily, has
some very clever situations and witty dialogue. Loretta Young and Tyrone Power
make a real glamour team, and it is a
cinch the femmes will go for them strong.
Fine performances turned in by Menjou,
Charles Winninger as the rich dad, Gregory Ratoff and Helen Westley as the aunt.
Direction by Edward Griffith is smooth
and brilliant.
Cast: Loretta Young, Tyrone Power,
Adolphe Menjou, Gregory Ratoff, Charles
Winninger, Helen Westley, Ferdinand
Gottschalk, Christian Rub, George Renavent, Frederik Vcgeding, Leonid Kinskey,
Hal Dawson, Albert Conti, Leonid Snegoff,
Arrr.and Kaliz, Paul Pcrcasi, Andre Cheron,
Marcel
Mercier.ie Corday, Louise Clark, Louis

Jurisdictional Fight
Looming in Lab. Field

Frontier Will Make Two,
Feature and Three-Reeler

Former Congressman Vito Marcantonio said yesterday that the
newly-organized Film Technicians
Union, non-A. F. of L. affiliated body
of laboratory workers, of which he
is counsel, would move next week
to obtain collective bargaining
agreements with eight New York
laboratories where the union maintains it has more than a majority
of all workers. Union now claims to
have between 500 and 600 members.
A fight looms between this union
and Local 669, A. F. of L., which
has jurisdiction over the local lab.
field.

Two films, — a three-reeler dramatizing the problem of child labor,
Producer, Nunally Johnson; Director, Edand a full-length feature presenting
ward H. Griffith; Author, Gregory Ratoff;
a general discussion of farm prob- Screenplay, Jacques Deval; Cameraman,
lems,— will be made shortly by Lucien Andriot.
Frontier Films. The company, reDirection, Excellent. Photography, The
cently formed as a non-profit or- Best.
ganization to produce realistic films
of American life, has its offices at
10 East 40th St., and associated Moran Amends Film Tax Bill
with it are, among others, Paul
„ Albany — Bernard J. Moran,
Strand, Leo Hurwitz and Ralph
Brooklyn Democratic RepresentaSteiner, who collaborated on the Retive, has amended his Assembly bill
settlement Administration picture,
taxing motion picture film from one
"The Plow That Broke the Plains." mill to five mills, or one-half cent
amittee.
foot. The bill is in the Rules Com-

Romantic Mix-Up

Chicago — When you've been a
benedict for a period of years, it's
at
least slightly disconcerting to
Mrs. Merrill Again Named
read
that you're about to mai-ry.
Detroit— Mrs. William O. Merrill Romantic
mixup here had Jack Rose
has been renamed president of of the Indiana and Illinois Circuit
the Greater Detroit Motion Picture to wed whereas it was Al Raymer,
Council. Other officers are: vicewas
president, the Rev. Herbert B. company's
to take Missoffice
Elinormanager,
Bechler who
as bride.
Rhodes; recording secretary, Mrs.
A. R. Carr; corresponding secretary,
Kallet Circuit Expanding
Mrs. Charles H. Marden; treasurer,
Oneida, N. Y.— Kallet Theaters,
the Rev. Frederick G. Poole; advisory directors, Dr. Ralph C. McAfee, Inc., expanding, has acquired the
the Rev. F. Joseph A. Luther, S. J.; Playhouse at Ticonderoga. Kallet
Rabbi Leo M. Franklin, and W. W. circuit heretofore has confined its
operations to Central New York.
Whittingill.

GB Handles 'Tenth Man"

will release
"The based
Tenth on
Man,"
theGBAlliance
production
the
Somerset Maugham stage play.
May 15 has been set as its national
release date by George W. Weeks,
GB general sales manager.

David Lewis With Warners
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — David Lewis, long an
associate producer for M-G-M, has
been signed by Warner Bros, as an
associate producer.

He will
steal dramatic
acting honors
this year!
And watch his
box-office
draw
leap!

To exhibitors who graciously took our word for it and advertised
"Night Must Fall" as the next Big M-G-M

sensation we gratefully

say, "Thanks and you'll be happy you did it!" The industry
knows now how right we were! This picture is the talk of every
Film Row because it's another instance of M-G-M's

showmanship

alertness! And here's what your patrons are getting: a big international stage triumph; a star (Bob Montgomery) who wins
new box-office stature by a terrifyingly daring change of characterization; a startlingly unique and
ment; a great M-G-M

different thrill -entertain-

production under the expert guidance of

Hunt Stromberg, the consistent hit-producer of "Great Ziegfeld",
"After the Thin Man", "Maytime" and countless more. We repeat again and again: Sell your patrons with all the showmanship skill at your command

because:

//

NIGHT MUST FALL"

THE

(and so must your house records!)

CAST: Robert Montgomery • Rosalind Russell • Dame May Whitty • Alan Marshal

Merle Tottenham

• Kathleen

astonishing international stage success

Harrison

• An M-G-M

• Produced by Hunt Stromberg • Directed by Richard Thorpe • Based on the

Picture

■%
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ESTIMATE $2,172,771
RKO HALF YEAR NET
(.Continued from Page

1)

earnings for the first quarter had
been $1,022,781.
William Henry Clark, treasurer
of RKO Radio and RKO Pathe, testified that RKO Radio had earned
a profit of $268,337 before tax deductions during the first three
months of 1937, and that probable
earnings for the first six months of
1937 will be $1,071,000. Clark said
that his estimate of RKO Radio
earnings for the first quarter had
been $290,000. He revealed that Radio Films, S.A.E. of Spain, RKO
subsidiary, had lost $97,000 in 1936
due to the civil war.
Wilfred J. Merrill, consultant for
Atlas Corp. in preparation of the
plan, said that he could not fix the
expenses of the reorganization at
present nor the cost to the proponents of preparing the plan. He said
this could best be done after the
reorganization plan is accepted.
Merrill asserted his belief that the
reorganized company would be able
to meet its fixed income requirements. The plan, he said, could be
financed from the picture end of the
business. Merrill said he felt that
the plan was fair and that the
Rockefeller settlement was fair. He
related that negotiations which
produced this settlement went on
from November, 1935, to November,
1936.
The decision to effect a setI tlement with the Rockefellers was
made to prevent the long litigation
in the courts which would have been
necessary otherwise, he declared. He
testified that it was felt to be in
the best interests of all to settle the
claim.
The reorganizaion plan was worked out on the basis of two calculations, asset values and values based
on earning power, Merrill testified.
Figures in the plan are based largely on earning power. He declared
that his survey of the company
showed that Orpheum Corp. presented no problems that would affect the
RKO reorganization. KAO is the
only solvent RKO subsidiary with
outstanding stock. Of the 64,305
shares of outstanding preferred
stock, RKO owns 21,761.
Merrill said in response to questions by Joseph Cohen, representing a stockholders' committee opposed to the plan, that he had made
II no recommendations in connection
with the common stock. Carlos Israels, counsel for an unsecured creditors' committee, said he would defer questioning of Merrill pendingconsultation with Hamilton G. RickMgr.

Quits

to Teach

Organ

Syracuse — Paul H. Forster has resigned
as manager of the Harvard here to
devote his time to teaching the organ.
Forster was long featured at the console of the Empire, Eckel and State
here. He is succeeded at the Harvard,
university area house, by Oliver Duncan,
formerly
resville. of Schines' Hippodrome, Glov-

NEWS

of the DAY

Des Moines — Elias Garbett will the Majestic Theater at Alta, and
manage the new theater now being will install new equipment and enconstructed at West 13th and Forlarge the lobby. John Eding gives
est Ave. He is also manager of up possession May 1.
the Varsity, Lincoln and Avalon
theaters, suburban houses.
Mount Ayr, la. — J. H. Eddy, manager of the Princess here in assoAnamosa, la. — Clifford L. Niles &
ciation with his father, J. W. Eddy
Son will manage the new Circle of Indianola, has purchased the theTheater now being erected here.
ater building and is remodeling.
The new house will open in May.
Capacity will be increased one-third.
Air conditioning equipment is being
Onawa, la. — Bob Oliver has open- installed.
ed the new Iowa Theater here.

NEW

THEATERS

Falmouth, Mass. — Charles P. Abbott,withForestdale,
has filed Building
application
the Falmouth
Commissioner for a permit to erect
a 750-seat $40,000 summer theater
on Shore Road, near Old Silver
Beach. The summer theater at the
beach for the past seven years was
destroyed by fire last fall.

Cincinnati — Jim Wilson, lessee,
has bought the Riverside Theater
building
from the Jackson Realty
Co.

Kewanee, 111. — Ed Solig, who for
many years was chief booker for
the Fox West Coast Theaters in
Los Angeles, expects to have his
new 380-seat theater in the down
town district completed about May
20. It will operate on a second run
policy.

Wellsville, Kan.— Wellsville Theater, dark for more than a yea*, has
been opened by J. J. Kametz, forBunston, Mo., exhibitor. House
Alta, la. — Harold McGinnis of seats mer200.
Granite Falls, Minn., has purchased

Dallas — Construction is under way
on a $25,000 theater to be located
at 5319 Maple Ave. C. J. Stevens,
operator of the Little Theater of
Temple, is owner. The auditorium
will have 500 seats and will be air
conditioned.

Arcadia, Neb. — Don Meyers
has
sold the Electric to Ed Panowicz.
Exeter, Neb. — W. O. Sherwood
has sold the Filmore Theater here
to C. W. Johnson, who also has the
Friend at Friend, Neb.

Business Soars as Light
Stories Draw Young Folks
(Continued from Page

1)

Pittsburgh Area Houses
Open as Flood Recedes

Pittsburgh — This district's floodBorn," the Roxy with "Wake Up besieged theater owners and managers again breathed easier as risAnd Live" and the Rivoli with "Cafe
ing rivers narrowly missed damagMetropole," which had its Broadway premiere yesterday, were in
ing proportions. Record April high
waters exceeded the threats of Jan<"he big-dough class.
uary and reached a new top since
Centralized U. S. Film Lab.
the disastrous
St. Patrick's Day inundation of 1936.
Plan Killed by Protests
In Johnstown, all theaters were
closed Tuesday and several began
Washington Bmeau of THE FILM DAILY
lifting seats and carpets. Likewise
Washington, D. C. — Strong ob- theaters in New Cumberland, South
jection from various government
Wellsville, Wellsburg,
bureaus which declared they wished Wheeling,
Sistersville and Pomeroy were
to work individually, indicated yes- closed for the day. However, film
terday the government would not shipments went through on schedule
establish a Federal motion picture and
theaters were operating yesterlaboratory for purpose of bringing
day with but little damage from
all government films under the di- water backing into cellars.
rection of one unit, it was revealed
Pittsburgh flood vets were taking
at National Archives here.
no chances as the predicted crest
The motion picture section of pointed to but a few inches below
National Archives is now near com- what would have meant water in
pletion. The section will contain the auditoriums of five downtown
film recordings of historic events
taken from news reels, and original houses. The two deluxers, Loew's
Warner's
government productions depicting Penn
crew and
to work
after Stanley,
the last sent
showa
developments and progress.
Monday and had 15 rows of seats
and aisle carpet lifted. When the
aby, counsel for Atlas. Rickaby and danger
eased early Tuesday, they
Israels have been in consultation
regarding a settlement of unsecured rushed the chairs in place and resumed operations as usual. Other
creditors' objections to the plan and houses fighting the waters downthere have been indications that Attown were the Fulton, Alvin and
las would meet these objections. If
this is not done, Israels will oppose Barry. Lower lounges are still
closed while pumps work.
the plan.
In telling of assents to the plan,
Rickaby revealed that Leo Spitz,
Wheeling, W. Va. — The Ohio
RKO president, has 15,143 shares River here was slowly receding last
of common stock. Atlas has 263,493
after rising to a crest of nearshares which were voted in favor of night
ly 10 feet above flood stage.
the plan and Lehman Bros, have
267,733 shares. Goldman-Sachs has
13,143 shares. Rickaby said that
Flooded Houses Reopen
45 per cent of the stock, and 75 per
cent of the debentures, had been
St. Louis — Five more film theaters, victims of the winter floods,
voted for the plan and that $4,059,639 in unsecured claims exclu- have reopened. They are: Mary
sive of the $9,000,000 Rockefeller Dale, Cardwell; Lyric, East Prairie;
Ohio, Golconda, 111.; Roxy, Mounds,
claim had also approved the plan.
Hearing will be resumed Monday. 111., and Shawnee, Shawneetown, 111.

Marion, 111.— The Farrar & Turner Circuit has purchased a lot for
the erection of a 650-seat theater
here. aterThey
here. also have the Cozy TheKansas City, Mo. — The Byam
Theater, a 700-seat house now under
construction in the Fairmount district, a Kansas City subui'b, has
been leased by Rube Finkelstein
ater.
who also operates the Belmont TheDes Moines — Elijah Lewis has let
the contract for the construction of
a $30,000 theater at West 13th and
Forest Ave. here.

CFI Signs Agreements
With Three AFL Unions
(Continued from Page

1)

Daily learned yesterday at the Consolidated office.
The agreements were made with
the laboratory workers, photogelatine workers and job printers and
provide that Consolidated shall recognize these unions if they have a
majority of workers employed at
the plant. Union officials represented to Consolidated that the workers
had declared their willingness to
join the A. F. of L. unions and that
they expected to have the necessary
majority. The men are to return
to work today.
An agreement has been concluded
with the laboratory workers giving
these employes a 40-hour week and
wage increases exceeding 40 per
cent, the Consolidated official said.
Agreements are to be worked out
with the photogelatine workers and
60 days.
job
printers union within the next
British Plan Tele Show
London (By Cable) — Television Exposition will open at the South Kensington Museum on June 10 under direction of the British radio-electrical
industry.
Show runs until June 17.

TURNS

PARAMOUNT

ItVITlHIlVE

COIVlEDY ! Charlie Ruggles, Ben Blue in a terrific
laugh routine, and Roma Vincent, comedy find, turn

I Eleanore Whitney, Johnny Downs in
a love affair that proves these two romantic youngsters

on the fun in . .

aren't just acting in . . "TURN

"TURN

OFF THE MOON"

OFF THE MOON'
:

50NG5 1 Kenny Baker, singing star of Jack Benny's
air show, warbles sweetly with wTurn Off the Moon" in

"TURN OFF THE MOON"

3r Ev I M\*LK I Brilliant sets, scintillating ensembles,
plenty of eye-filling production
numbers of ....

"TURN

to back

the musical

OFF THE MOON"
-_

ON THE BOX-OFFICE
TURN OFF THE MOON

//

Chockful of everything a good musical needs . . ."Turn Off the Moon"
is the bow-in of Fanchon, co- producer of famed Fanchon and Marco
Units, who knows what the public wants and gives it to them. . . plus!

It's a Showman's

Show with all the elements of a Hit !

AAUS IC I Phil Harris, Jack Benny's radio maestro, and
orchestra, swing "Southern Hospitality" and four other
grand tunes in

'TURN

OFF

THE

MOON"

RHYTHM

!

Eleanore Whitney and Johnny Downs

turn on the heat with the sensational new "Jarnmin' "
"
dance for
>< TURN OFF THE MOON

■ - . . ,.-.,. / . - :,--:--.> ■:-.: : 4v;: V- J.:,-";

ttf**?- \
«»•

TURN OFF
THE MOON
with CHARLIE

RUGGLES

Eleanore Whitney • Johnny Downs

Fanchon's gorgeous Fanchonettes in
NOVELTY!
sensational routines, including famed Bubble Dance, one
of many surprises in

„TURN

QFF TH£

MqON"

Kenny Baker • Phil Harris & Orchestra
Ben Blue and Marjorie Gateson
Directed by Lewis Seiler • A Paramount

Picture

There is a great motion picture
'V
in town* The 1&£ name
is A Star Is
Born," and it is now playing at
tne Radio City Music Hall* The
writing, tne acting, tne direction
are all superb* Tne last line of
tne iilm is unforgettable*
It is my hunch

that A Star Is

Born" will make more money for
its producers than any picture
released in 1937*
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Bank Night in Test Action

MPTOA GROUP PLANS PARLEY WITH BROADCASTERS
M-G-M

Reported Considering Its Own

.ouis K. Sidney, WHN Head,
Conferring on Plan at
West Coast
M-G-M is understood considering
sponsoring a regular broadcasting
involving its own contract players
from the coast, it was authoritatively reported in New York yesterday. Louis K. Sidney, who operates the Loew radio station WHN
and also is interested in the management of the Capitol theater on
Broadway, is understood discussing
(Continued on Paqe 4)

RALPH ROLAN TAKES
AMPA'S PRESIDENCY
Ralph Rolan, advertising manager of "The March of Time," was
unanimously named to Ampa's
presidency, succeeding Gordon White
of Educational Pictures, at the annual elections held yesterday at the
Hotel Edison.
Other officers designated without
opposition were:
Paul Lazarus, Jr., vice-president;
(Continued on Page 4)

Loew's Extends Astor
Lease for Six Months
Loew's has extended its lease on
the Astor theater, New York, for
six months beginning tomorrow.
is playing "Good Earth" on
aHouse
two-a-day basis.
Reports (^ontinued
are in on Page
circulation,
al4)

"Star" Clicks In Bay State
United Artists home office execs,
wore broad smiles last night as they
read telegraphed reports on the Worcester and Springfield openings yesterday of "A Star is Born". The Warner
Theater, Worcester, advised "Star" got
away to the biggest biz in four years
despite heavy rains, while the 1 p. m.
report from the Capitol, Springfield,
was that the opening biz was 40 p.c.
better than the house's best previous
record.

Radio Program

"Spain in Flames" Cancelled as Legion, K. of C. Protests
Syracuse, N. Y. — "Spain in Flames," booked for a one-day stand at the Syracuse
University-controlled Civic Theater today, was cancelled yesterday because of "red
scare" protest by American Legion Post 41, Knights of Columbus and Syracuse Holy
Name Federation. The University was not sponsoring the film, merely served as renting agent.

M-G-M

Execs. Entrain for Sales Meet;
Special to Add 14 Cars in Chi. Today

M-G-M's "convention special"
pulled out of Grand Central Station
at 4:10 P.M. yesterday with 64 company representatives aboard. Stops
will be made at Albany, Buffalo,
Chicago, Kansas City and Albuquerque to pick up branch office delegations. Fourteen cars are to be
added at Chicago. The total number of Metroites pulling into Los
Angeles Sunday morning is listed
at 248.
Twenty-one members of the home
office contingent entraining yesterday included William P. Rodgers,
General Sales Manager, Thomas J.
Connors, Edward M. Saunders, Silas

Cohen

Sees

F. Seadler, Joseph Vogel, Charles
J. Sonin, Ernest Morrell, Jay A.
Gove, Herbert Morgan, M. L. Simons, Harold Postman, E. W. Aaron,
Joel Bezahler, William Brenner,
Alan F. Cummings, Carlton Duffus,
Charles Deesen, Harold Goldgraben,
Jerry J. Jonas, Arthur Lacks and
William D. Kelly. Also aboard were
eight sales representatives from the
Boston district, four from New Haven, seven from New Jersey, seven
from Philadelphia, eight from Washington and nine from the New York
district.
Accompanying the party was W.
(Continued on Page 9)

Trend Towards

A strong trend towards musicals
containing slapstick comedy is in
evidence, said Emanuel Cohen, head
of Major Pictures, in New York yesterday, prior to leaving today on
his return to Hollywood.
He plans

Slapstick Musicals

to start production about June 1 on
the first of eight pictures for Paramount distribution in 1937-38. The
feature will star Stella Adler.
Major's deal with Paramount has
two and one-half years to go.

Bank Night Ruled Lottery by Nebraska
Court in Test Action/ Appeal Planned
Imperial Plans to Make 32,
Distribute Five Others

Beatrice, Neb. — Nebraska climbed
aboard the anti-Bank Night band
wagon when District Judge Fred
Messore ruled here yesterday that
Imperial Pictures plans produc- the game was a lottery, upholding
tion of 32 "Hollywood" features for the ruling of Attorney General
next seasonrs release and in addi- Hunter.
tion will distribute
five outside picThe court, handing down a deci(Continued cm Page 4)
(Continued

on Page

4)

Film

Producers
Also
Asked
to Confer
Radio Problem

to be
on

Steps towards holding a threecornered conference on the problem of radio competition were taken by the M.P.T.O.A. yesterday
when, at the initial meeting of a
special committee appointed by
President Ed Kuykendall at the
office of Chairman Walter Vincent, it was decided to seek a conference with representatives of the
major broadcasting systems and motion picture producers.
Chairman Vincent today will contact the Hays organization concerning such a conference. The two
national broadcasting companies recently
indicated toon The
Daily
(Continued
Page Film
4)

MOSS PLANS HOUSE
FOR 2-A-DAY PIX
Convinced that an increased number of big productions are to come
out of the coast studios, B. S. Moss,
operator of the Criterion, plans to
build an 800-seat house at the
southwest corner of Broadway and
49th St., runs.
designed
for two-a-day
roadshow
Remodeling
of the
(Continued on Page 9)

Moskowitz Examination
Motion Will be Argued
Hearing will be held today before
Supreme
Justice
Alfred
Frankenthaler Court
on the
motion
of Harry
Brandt, president of Brandt Theaters, to examine Charles C. Mos(Continued
on Page 2) of Loew's
kowitz,
assistant treasurer

Calif. Tax Hearing May 5
May 5 has been selected as the date
for the California Legislature's hearing
on the bill proposing an increase in
the state's gross income tax. Original
date was April 20.
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Inc., before trial of the Brandt action to enjoin Loew's from playing
films on a five-two split week basis. The Brandt action maintains
that for years, prior to last January, Loew's local houses played
films on a four day-three day split
week basis and that the shift to a
five day-two day split has been damaging to independent theaters and
is a breach of contract by various
film exchanges with Brandt theaters.

Consolidated's Fort Lee
Strike Ends; 125 Return
Strike at the Consolidated Fort
Lee Plant ended yesterday when
125 men of approximately 200 who
had walked out five weeks ago returned to work, a company official
said. The company has agreed to
take back all those who struck by
next Wednesday, though it may
have to employ some on a part-time
basis, it was stated.
Agreements with three A. F. of
L. unions give these unions a closed
shop at the plant.
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20th-Fox Foreign Execs.
Here From Paris May 18

Coming and Going

Montague and Jackter Off
for New Orleans Meeting
Abe Montague, Columbia Pictures
Sales Manager, and Rube Jackter,
Assistant Sales Manager', left yesterday for New Orleans to preside
over a meeting at which pre-convention sales plans will be discussed
with branch managers of the
Southern Division. Attending the
New Orleans meeting, will be Sam
Moscow, Southern Division Mgr.;
W. W. Anderson, Atlanta; J. B. Underwood, Dallas; R. J. Ingram,
Charlotte; J. J. Rogers, Memphis;
Chas. A. Gibbs, Oklahoma City; and
H. Duvall, New Orleans.

CHARLES MUNRO, head of Hoyts' Theat;
in Australia, arrives in New York Sunday frc
I he coast,
where
he made
a stopover.
frc
WALTER
York
May
LOUIS
New

in

J. HUTCHINSON
18 from
Paris
and
K.
SIDNEY
is at

The Theatrical Business Representatives Guild, which is seeking
to unionize picture house managers
throughout the country, has established units in seven major cities,
according to a spokesman yesterday
in New York, where the move has
its headquarters. Names of the cities were not disclosed.
In New York City, its membership roster has 225 names, it was
declared. As yet the guild has not
decided as to a national labor affiliation. Its next meeting takes place
Tuesday night.
Hal Olver is president, George
Allison,
treasurer.secretary, and Dave Lustig,

En route to the 20th CenturyFox annual sales convention opening at the coast May 31, Walter J.
Hutchinson, foreign sales manager, William Gillette, Creator
and other foreign department executives will arrive to New York
of "Sherlock Holmes", Dies
May 18 from Paris after attending
Hartford, Conn.— William Gillette,
the company's European convention.
The party consists of Stanley Crick, grand old man of the American theater, died of a pulmonary hemorrAustralian managing director; Armand Paucker from Roumania; L.
hage in Hartford Hospital yesterday. Nearing his 82nd birthday,
Giordano, Egypt, and T. Isdahl. Jr.,
Gillette had been ill for months. On
of Norway.
the boards for 50 years, he was
famed as the creator of the role of
"Dance" Set In 150 Keys
Sherlock Holmes.
One hundred-fifty key city enDaniel L. Weaver Dies
of "Shall starring
We Dance,"
RKO Radio gagements
feature
Fred
'
Astaire and Ginger+ Rogers are set
Spokane, Wash. — Daniel L. Weaver, 66 for 47 years prominent in
for the week of May 7, when nabusiness here and former theatrical
tional release starts.
manager, died at the Sacred Heart
Hospital
Pentland Quits Hays Post
Weaver retired in 1917 with the
Andrew W. Pentland, for years burning of the old Spokane Theater,
aide to Major F. L. Herron, head which he had built for the Northwestern Theatrical Association, his
of the Hays organization's foreign
department, has left that post and partners being John Cort of Seattle
has not as yet announced his new and Calvin Helig of Portland. With
plans. He had been with the asso- his associates he had also managed
ciation for the past 11 years.
the Auditorium Theater.
Weaver, with John Considine, obCorson Takes Van Loan Pix
tained rights to the basic patents
on
the Dr. Kitsie talking pictures.
Mitch Leichter of Advance Pictures has sold the H. H. Van Loan
series of eight pictures to "Pop"
Columbian Club to Dance
Corson of Masterpiece Films of
A Monte Carlo motif will feature
Philadelphia and Washington.
the Columbian Club Spring Dance
at the Astor Roof, tonight. Paper
"Man of Gold" Premiere
"money," distributed to each entering person will enable him (or her)
"Man of Gold," Hungary's prizewinning film, will have its U. S. to play the various games for valupremiere at the Modern playhouse
able prizes, donated by some of the
on May 6.
large National Distributors.
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18 from
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L. GIORDANO, Egyptian manager for 20 1
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Managers Union Organizes
Units in 7 Major Cities

returns
London.

leaves
coast.

New

York

tod|

KENNETH
ROBERTS,
writer
and
radio
corl
day.
menrator,
accompanied
by MRS.
ROBERTS,
all
rived from
Europe yesterday on the Saturnia.qT
AMOS BURG, explorer and photographer, sal
for England aboard the American Merchant t*
T. ISDAHL, JR., 20th Century-Fox
Norway,
is due to arrive in New
York

head I
May
ll

STANLEY CRICK. Australian
for 20th Century-Fox, arrives
May
18 via Paris.

sales managj
in New Yol

RICHARD KRAKEUR returned
yesterday
from
Philadelphia

to

New

Yol

to Washington
M*
14 SHEILA
to p'ay BARRETT
the Capitolgoes
through
a deal handle'
by the
Shurr office.
ALEXANDER
KORDA,
head of London
Film!
arrives
in New
York
from
London
on
May
11
aboard the lie de France, and leaves immediate
ly

for

Hollywood.

VYVYAN
DONNER,
fashion
director
for
Movietone
News,
sails
next
Tuesday
on
Bremen
tor London
and the Coronation.

Ft
tt i

AL ADAMS, publicity- advertising head f<
Republic Pictures, has returned to the horr
office
from
the
coast.
HENRY
New
York

WILCOXON,
next week

companied
by
Sheilah
Garrett,
ANDRE
rived
in

MRS.
and

on

film
player,
the Queen

WILCOXON,
heads
for

KOSTELANETZ,
Hollywood
from

arrives
it
Mary, ac !

the
form.
Hollywood.

musical
director,
New
York
yesterday

JIM and MARION
JORDAN,
radio teal
known as Fibber McGee and Mollie, have ai|
rived
in Hollywood
from
Chicago.
SI

FABIAN

ABE
yesterday
to

returns

MONTAGUE
for

New

today
and

from

RUBE

Albany.

JACKTER

li

Orleans.

J. H. HOFFBERG will leave next Wednesdal
visit keys
between
New
York
and
Chicago

McKendrick

to Monogram

W. W. McKendrick, at presenl
branch manager for Grand National
in Salt Lake City, will assume
similar post for Monogram Picture ]
there on May 1.

NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE
PRESS
AGENT

Not

a few

of the dance

numbers

in

-"Broadway Melody of 1937" which Roy
Del Ruth is directing for M-G-M, are
of his own
creation.— DAVE
EPSTEIN.

-THIS WEEK'S Fl

WHISPERS

THE

WORLD

WILL

HEAR!

HEADLINE

Harry M. Warner reveals important pre-convention hint

concerning his company's giant new-season plans to Joseph Bernhard (center;, general manager of
Warner Bros. Theatres, and Sam Morris (left), vice-president in charge of foreign distribution. It happened on shipboard following their return from executive tour of foreign offices.
STAR ARRIVAL

OF WEEK

GLEE FOR TWO!

Anita Louise and George

Brent are top-billed twosome of Warners' forthcoming "Go Getter" which tickled Variety Daily
into labeling film "fast moving comedy drama
that will grip any audience from beginning

is Edward g.

Robinson fbe/ow), in New York after completion of role with Bette Davis and
Humphrey Bogart in "Kid Galahad," one
of Warners' six big releases for May!

to end without a let-down !" +
MUNI

FILM NEARS

COMPLETION.

Shooting

on "Life of Emile Zola" approaches final stages
with early Hollywood reports unanimous in
hailing Paul Muni's title portrayal (below) as
the greatest of his entire career.

275 THEATRES

JOIN for record simultaneous debut next

week of Mark Twain's "Prince and the Pauper" at peak of
30-day billboard campaign. Errol Flynn and much-discussed
Mauch Twins, Billy and Bobby, head hundreds in the cast.0
°A First National Picture

fA Cosmopolitan

Production

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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M-G-M IS CONSIDERING
OWN RADIO PROGRAM

MPTOA PLANS PARLEY
WITH BROADCASTERS
{Continued from Page

their willingness to sit in on such
meetings.
All members of the M. P. T. 0.
attended yesterday's
committee
A.
session.
They are, in addition to
Vincent, Samuel Pinanski, Lewen
Pizor, and Arthur H. Lockwood.
Move was authorized at the exh'bitor association's Miami convention last month, particularly due to
complaints that appearance of film
p'ayers on the air are unfair competition.
statement anFollowing is the the
committee
nounced following
yesterday:
meeting

Bank Night Ruled Lottery
In Nebraska Test Action
(Continued from Page

1)

s'on in a test case brought against
the Beatrice Theater Corp. granted
a permanent injunction to halt Bank
Night.
An immediate appeal will be taken, it was announced.
It is understood that counsel has
advised theaters to halt Bank Night
pending Supreme Court decision on
the planned appeal.

Imperial Plans to Make 32,
Distribute Five Others
(Continued from Page

1)

tures, it was said yesterday
by
President William Pizor.
The company will not have a convention this year, Pizor stated. Arrangements have been made to open
branch offices in Washington under
management of Charles Kranz and
in Milwaukee under managership of
J. Manta.

Loew's Extends Astor
Lease for Six Months
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

ed that the enthough not confirmthe
Astor, Bijou,
tire block in which
Fulton and Gaiety are located will
be demolished and replaced with a
new building.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER

Set your plans for Mother's Day. Arrange appropriate stunt if bookings do
not permit
of an appropriate
feature.

T

T

T

• • • IT IS pleasant to be able to report that the AMPA
Dinner Dance at the Hotel New Yorker tomorrow eve is a
definite financial success
that is assured by the ticket sales
and the ads secured for the souvenir program and so at
yesterday's annual election of officers of the association, Gordon
White's administration retired on the wave of a splendid
achievement the Dinner Dance will put dough in the treasury, and the Exhibit for the Second Annual Awards held during
the week has brought prestige to the organization that makes
it a very vital factor in the industry
T
▼
T
• •
• IN ALL the years we have been sitting on the
sidelines reporting AMPA activities
we have never seen
a better job done than this combined trick of putting over an
annual
entertainment
and the Awards
and Exhibit
it
meant all kinds of hard work, co-ordinated effort and expert
planning
under Vincent Trotta as General Chairman the
other chairmen of committees all turned in ace performances
Hap Hadley for the Exhibit
Paul Benjamin on Arrangements Paul Lazarus, Jr. with the souvenir program
Paul Gulick handling the judges for the Awards
Herb Berg on ticket sales
and of course President Gordon
White was always in there ironing out all kinds of troublesome
problems
by way of entertainment at the luncheon yesterday there was Ketti Gallian, the RKO Radio charmer
and Bernard Zufall, the Mental Marvel, who astounded the gang
with his photographic mind
T
T
T
• • • THE LOCAL Variety Club of Omaha announces
that George Jessel was paid $1250 plus expenses both ways
from Hollywood
for acting as master of ceremonies at
the recent national convention
banquet in that city
the
Kuy is a salesman
jes'
sell
▼
▼
▼
• •
• A SILVER trophy has been presented by Mary
Pickford to her native town of Toronto
to be awarded
annually to the fisherman who lands the biggest speckled trout
during the season
all competitors must be residents of
Ontario
Mary and Buddy Rogers will visit Ontario during the summer for a trout fishing trip. . . • Norman Corwin, the 20th Century-Fox radio man, will do a solo half-hour
program
WOR Sunday afternoon at 1 o'clock, as the guest
of A. M. over
Sullivan
T
T
▼
• • • MANAGERS OF downtown Cleveland first-run theaters, radio, publicity and newspaper men were dinner guests
the other eve of Fay M. Thomas, manager of the Carter Hotel
for the purpose of forming a Round Table Association
to discuss community problems and map out a policy for
civic cooperation William Blair, as temporary chairman,
who is manager of the Hanna Theater, appointed a committee
consisting of W. Ward Marsh, the Plain Dealer movie crit
Sidney Andorn, WGAR
Kenneth Means, RKO Palace manager Everett Steinbuck, Loew's State manager
among those present at the luncheon were Nat Wolf, Warner
zone manager Ed Miller, Hippodrome manager
Al
Gregg,
RKO
theaters
Milton
Harris,
Loew's
Sidney Dannenberg, Warners ... • Luceil Lawrence, who has
adorned various Broadway shows, opens at the Man About
Town Club tomorrow nite, with scouts from pix firms observing
T
T
T
• •
• LOOKS AS if the business of being a press agent
is picking up ..... . we see by the trade ads that Mark Hellinger
is slinging the adjectives for Warners and United Artists at
the same time
▼
T
T
• • • ENDING ON a love note
Jim O'Donnell, assistant manager of Griffith Theaters of Guthrie, Oklahoma, and
Rita Little will be married in Oklahoma City May 3
while
Earl Hoag of Guthrie and Marie Davis of the K. Lee Williams
exchange did a sneak welding on Easter Sunday and have just
announced it

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

the plan at conferences currently in
progress at Hollywood.
Paramount has discontinued its
own broadcast programs after several presentations. It is possible
that the studio will resume the
broadcasts next fall, after the end
of daylight saving time.

Ralph Rolan Takes
Ampa's Presidency
(Continued from Page

1)

Paul Benjamin, treasurer; Lester
Thompson, secretary; Gordon White,
Mort Blumenstock, Rutgers Neilson, Edward Finney, "Hap" Hadley
and members of the new administration, directors; Vincent Trotta, trustee for three years; Paul Gulick,
chairman; Herbert S. Berg and Ken
O'Brien, auditing committee.
While A.M.P.A. was formally
naming its officers, the organization's ad-poster exhibition on the
second floor of Loew's State Building moved into its fourth day, with
attendance during the early afternoon hours hitting a brisk pace.
Tonight, — the eve of the A. M.
P. A. Dinner-iDance at the Hotel
New Yorker where winners of the
awards in each of the four ad-poster
classes will be announced, as well
as the exhibits capturing runnerup prizes, — the display will close
at 8 o'clock.
Plans are already being formulated, it was said yesterday, to hold
a similar but even more extensive
ad-poster show under A. M. P. A.
auspices during May, 1938. Movement, it is understood, is under way
to reappoint the present arrangements committee, consisting of Vincent Trotta, Paul Gulick, Hap Hadley, Paul Benjamin, Herbert Berg,
Ralph Lund, Al Sherman, Charles
Einfeld, Barret McCbrmick, John
C. Flinn, Morton Blumenstock, Gordon White, Hy Daab, Marvin Kirsch,
Ray Gallagher, Al Selig, Charles
Alicoate, Paul Lazarus, Jr., Mike
Vogel, Tess Michaels, Milton Weiss
and Lillian Stevens.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Investment in the motion picture industry in India is in excess of $41,000,000 with 25,000 persons employed.
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M-G-M'S CONVENTION
SPECIAL SPEEDS WEST

REVIEWS

«

A "£Mi" fa*. "Ms

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
(Continued from
Page
1)
Jackie Coogan at preview of "Shall
S. VanDyke II, director, who has "DUBINOFF will play his own combeen
a short vacation in
position, "Danse Russe" in "You We Dance."
New spending'
York.
Feodor Dostoievsky's celebrated
Can't Have Everything," which 20th
As the train pulled out from Century-Fox is producing. A spe- novel "The Gamblers," will be directed for Warners by Max Reincial spot was provided for the numGrand Central a huge red-and-white
banner suspended above the track
ber. Rubinoff also plays "Afraid to hardt with a stellar cast including
read "M-G-M Convention Special, Dream." If arrangements can be Edward G. Robinson, Bette Davis,
worked out, he may go into a sec- Errol Flynn and Basil Rathbone.
1937, Los Angeles."
Leaving Buffalo at 11 P.M. last
T
T
T
ond p'cture at 20th Century-Fox
night the train pulls out of Chicago immediately after his present asCasting assignments — 20th-Fox:
this noon, leaves Kansas City at 8 signment.
Melville Cooper, Joseph Schildkraut,
P.M. tonight and departs from AlElisha Cook, Jr., "Thin Ice"; Rebuquerque, N. M., on the last lap
Billy Newell, Paul Stanton,
Our Passing Show: Charles R. Joyce public:
of the journey at 3 P.M. tomorrow.
Compton, Rolfe Sedan,
Rogers, Adolph Zukor, E. J. Mannix, Samuel Goldwyn, Joan Craw- Charles Judels, "Rhythm in the
ford, Leland Hayward, Franchot Clouds"; Pert Kelton, Syd Say lor,
Moss Plans B'way House
Tone, Mark Sandrich, George Stev- Warren Hymer, "Reluctant Bachelor"; GN: James Morton, John
for Two-a-Day Pictures
ens, Pandro Berman, Gregory LaCava, Lew Fields, William Powell, Carnavale, Ray Johnson, "The Sha(Continued from Page 1)
dow"; John T. Murray, "Sweetheart
Kay Francis, Al Kaufman, Richard
building, which onced house Church- Wallace, Delmar Daves, Howard of the Navy"; Columbia: Rosalind
ill's morrow
famousand the
restaurant,
begins will
to- Estabrook, Dave Epstein, William Keith, "Taxi War."
theater which
T
T
T
cost in excess of $250,000, it is A. Seiter, Eddie Cantor, Leigh JaJohn Brahm will make his U. S.
son,
Ben
Holtzman,
Herbert
Fields,
stated, will be ready for opening
Sidney Lanfield, Zion Myers, Irv. d;rectorial debut when he makes
about Oct. 1.
Lee Loeb, Harold Buch- "Professional Juror," featuring Otto
Anticipating perfection of televi- Brecher,
sion, a portion of the lounge will man, Edmund Grainger, Jack Haley, Kruger, for Columbia.
be equipped as a complete television studio both for receiving and Colwood Co. Reorg. Plan
U. S. Investment in French
broadcasting. Television programs
Studios
Said to be 10 Millions
will be offered as additional feaOkayed by Federal Court
tures before and after the regular
auditorium program, it is said. Moss
Paris (By Cable) — American picDetroit — Federal Judge Ernest A.
ture companies have invested more
will spend part of the summer
O'Brien
has
approved,
with
a
few
than $10,000,000 in French studios
abroad studying television in Engchanges,
the
reorganization
of
the
land and on the Continent.
employing hundreds of Frenchmen,
Eugene De Rosa is the architect Colwood Co., owner of the Fox The- representatives of the U. S. indusand Clement Crystal, Inc., will be
ater Building and operator of the
try have told Parliament's Cinema
the builder. Property has been theater. Final decree will be hand- Commission which is to draft new
leased for 21 years from the 1,603
film
law proposals. Contention was
ed down within a week.
Broadway Corp.
made that the French industry benPlan provides for the formation
efits to the extent of $10,000 for
American production released
of two companies, one to assume every
$25,000 More to Counsel
in this country.
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe the obligations of the Colwood Co.,
it was declared by
yesterday granted Root, Clark, and a second, to lease the theater. theFurthermore,
American delegation, pictures
Buckner & Ballantine, counsel for The second, the Fox-Michigan Co.
made in the United States are exCharles D. Hilles, Paramount trus- will be formed by the National Thetremely moral as they support the
tee, an additional allowance of $25,forces
of law and order.
ater Corp., a subsidiary of 20th Cen000 for services from July 1, 1935,
tury^Fox.
to Mar. 31, 1937. The firm had preGeorge W. Trendle, president of
viously received a total of $350,000. United Detroit Theaters, may oper- Hamrick-Evergreen Houses
ate the Fox under the reorganizaIn 3 Spots Advance Prices
tion it is reported.
Wanger Signs Garfield
Walter Wanger has signed Jules
Portland, Ore. — Following the
lead of Portland of a year ago,
Garfield, co-star with Katherine
Locke in the Broadway stage hit, New Judell Co. to Make
Hamrick-Evergreen theaters in Seattle, Aberdeen and Hoquiam have
"Having Wonderful Time." GarFour
Exploitation
Pix
field, departs for Hollywood at the
upped their admission prices from
25 cents to 30 cents. This price
end of the play's run.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
prevails until 1 P. M. when admissions are raised another five cents
Hollywood — B. N. Judell has organized
Progressive
Pictures
Corp.,
to 6 P.
Evening admission reSICK REPORT
main at M.
40 cents.
to make four exploitation roadshow
pictures. First picture will go beProtests Film to State Dept.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
fore cameras June 15.
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — June Lang, young
Through his own exchanges, JuWashington — Following a visit of
20th Century-Fox actress, is underdell will handle Wisconsin, Minne- the Minister from Panama to the
care of physicians at her Beverly
sota, the Dakotas, Michigan, Illinois, State Department yesterday to proHills home following a sudden coltest against the motion picture,
Indiana, Missouri, Kansas Iowa,
lapse at the studio. It's the flu, with Nebraska. California, Arizona, Ne"Swing
High, Swing Low," it was
her condition described as "serious
vada, Utah, Montana, Hawaii, Colo- stated that the government would
but not critical."
rado, Oregon and Washington. In take the matter up with the pro
Mitzi Green, stage and film ac- addition to the series of pictures ducers' association at the coast. According to the Minister, certain
tress, is temporarily absent from will make, Judell plans to handle
scenes and incidents in the picture
the cost of "Babes in Arms" due individual pictures in his own ex- are
objectionable.
to illness.
changes.

Fred

Astaire,

Ginger

Rogers

n
in

"Shall
We Dance"
Edward
Everett Horton, Eric Blore,

with

Ketti Gallian
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
RKO
116 Mins.
NEW
NEW

MUSICAL

LAVISHLY

BLENDS

DANCE STEPS, COMEDY,
MANCE AND BEAUTY; SURE TO

RODE-

LIGHT.
Keeping step with its predecessors, the
newest Astaire-Rogers musical will delight
their followers and win new fans. !t has
much that is new in story and dances. In
one numbei, the stars show their dancing
skill on roller-skates, while in another,
the engine room of a steamship is an effective background for new Astaire steps.
Mark Sandrich's skillful direction blends
the comedy, romance and beauty of the
picture. Pandro Berman provided a lavish
production, with Van Nest Polglase, Carroll Clark and Darrell Silvera designing
the sets. Edward Everett Horton and Eric
Blore have a field day with their comedy,
which never misses. Ketti Gallian, James
Cowan and William Brisbane are among
the principals. Harriett Hoctor's ballet
dance is beautifully done. The music is
n the best Gershwin manner, with "Let's
Call the Whole Thing Off," "They Can't
Take That Away from Me" and "Shall We
Dance" topping the George and Ira Gershwin output. Astaire, a Philadelphian, appearing in Paris as a Russian ballet dancer,
falls in love "at first sight" with Ginger, a
tap dancer, but she spurns his attentions.
They are on the same boat returning to
America, and Ketti Gallian, a former Astaire flame, causes a report to be circulated that Astaire and Ginger are married.
Finally, they agree to marry, so that Ginger may get a legitimate divorce and marry
Brisbane, a stuffy suitor. They marry in
New Jersey, and after new complications
caused by Ketti, they are again united.
Lee Loeb and Harold Buchman wrote the
original, Allan Scott and Ernest Pagano the
screenplay
and P. J. Wolfson adaptation.
raphy.
David Abel contributed high-class photogCast: Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Edward Everett Horton, Eric Blore, Jerome
Cowan, Ketti Gallian, William Brisbane,
Harriet Hoctor, Ann Shoemaker, Frank
Ivioran.
Producer, Pandro S. Berman; Director,
Mark Sandrich; Authors, Lee Loeb, Harold
Buchman; Screenplay, Allan Scott, Ernest
Pagano, P. J. Wolfson; Cameraman, David
Abel; Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker;
Art Director, Van Nest Polglase; Associate,
Carroll Clark; Editor, William Hamilton;
Music, George Gershwin; Lyrics, Ira Gershwin; Musical Director, Nathaniel Shilkret;
Dance Director, Hermes Pan; Ballet Director, Larry Losee.
Direction, Skillful. Photography, High
Class.

Hoffberg to Tour Keys
J. H. Hoffberg, head of J. H. Hoffberg Co. Inc. leaves next Wednesday
on an extended trip to all keys from
New York to Chicago with prints
of "Wedding of Palo" and "Voice
of India" to arrange for first runs.
He expects to be gone three weeks.
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Title

An alphabetical list of English-speaking features released since Dec. 21, 1936, together with pictures scheduled for release during the next few
months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release dates have been scheduled.
Dates after titles are distributor
release dates; FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review.
Names
after review dates are the principal players in the cast.
Complete casts
and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.
Title
Title
Release Date
Title
Release Date
Release Date

Accused
(United Artists)
Not set
FD: 12-17-36: D. Fairbanks, Jr., Dolores
Del Rio
Aces and Eights
(Puritan)
FD: 8-8-36: Tim McCoy
Aces Wild
(Commodore)
FD: 1-20-37: Harry Carey Gertrude Messinger
After the Thin Man (M-G-M)
12-2B-36
FD: 12-7-36: Wm. Powell. Myrna Loy
All is Confusion
(RKO)
Not Set
Joe E. Brown, Florence Rice
Angel (Para.)
In Prod.
Marlene
Dietrich, Herbert Marshall
Angel's
Holiday
(20th -Fox)
6-4-37
FD: 4-27-37: Jane Withers, Robert Kent
Another Dawn
(Warner Bros.)
6-26-37
Kay Francis, Errol Flynn
Arizona
Days (Grand
Mational) .... 1-30-37
FD: 2-2-37: Tex Ritter, Ethelind Terry
Artists and Models
(Para.)
In Prod.
Jack Benny, Gail Patrick
As Good as Married
(Universal)
5-9-37
FD: 4-22-37: John Boles, Doris Nolan
As You Like It (20th-Fox)
1-8-37
FD: 11-6-36; Elisabeth Bergner
Backstage
(GB)
4-15-37
Anna Neagle, Arthur Tracy, Tillie Losch
Bad Man's Territory (Warner Bros) Not set
Dick Foran
BAR
Z Bad Men
(Republic)
1-20-37
FD: 4-22-37; Johnny
Mack
Brown,
Lois
January
Battle ol Greed (Crescent
FD: 1-4-37: Tom Keene, Gwynne Shipman
Beethoven's
Great Love
(French
M.P. Co.)
FD: 1-29-37; Harry Baur, Arnie Ducaux
Behold the Bridegroom (RKO)
In Prod.
B. Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall
Beloved
Enemy
(United Artists) ... 12-25-36
FD: 12-12-36: Merle Oberon, Brian Aherne
Beware of Ladies
(Republic)
12-21-36
FD: 1-12-37; Donald Cook. Judith Allen
Beyond Victory (Crescent)
1-18-37
Tom Keene
Bill Cracks Down (Republic)
3-22-37
FD: 3-22-37: Grant Withers, Judith Allen
Black Legion (Warner Bros.)
1-30-37
FD: 12-30-36: H. Bogart, Ann Sheridan

Circus Girl (Republic)
3-1-36
FD: 2-24-37; June Travis, Robert Livingston
Clarence (Paramount)
2-12-37
FD: 3-10-37; Roscoe Karns, Gail Patrick
Cocktail Party (U.)
6-12-37
Lucille Page, Lew Parker
College Holiday
(Paramount)
12-25-36
\ FD: Gracie
12-19-36;
Geo. Burns,
Alien Jack Benny,
Convention
in Cuba
(RKO)
In Prod.
Parkyakarkus. Joe Penner
Counterfeit Lady
(Columbia)
In Prod.
FD: 1-12-37; Ralph Bellamy. Joan Perry
Crack Up (20th-Fox)
1-16-37
WD: 12-14-36; Peter Lorre, Brian Donlevy
Crime Nobody Saw
(Para.)
; WD: 4-8-37; Lew Ayres, Ruth Coleman
Criminal
Lawyer
(RKO)
In-Prod.
i! FD: 1-28-37; Lee Tracy, Margot
(jrahame
Criminals of the Air (Col.)
4-30-37
■\ Charles Quigley, Rosalind
Keith
(iiriuisuii (Jncie,
Hie
uu
rtunu; . Nui sei
I FD: Duprez
12-30-30;
Hugh
Wakeiield,
June

Gambling With Souls (Jay Dee Kay)
Martha Chapin, Robert Frazer
Gay Love
(Marcy)
FD: 6-10-36; Florence Desmond
Ghost Patrol (Puritan)
WD: y-10-36; Tim McCoy
Ghost Ranger, The (Col)
6-30-37
Bob Allen, Barbara Weeks
Girl from Scotland Yard
(Para.)
Karen Morley, Robert Baldwin
Girl Loves Boy
(G. N.)
3-27-37
FD: 3-17-37; Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker
Girl Overboard (Universal)
2-28-37
FD: 3-2-37; Gloria Stuart, Walter Pidgeou
Git Along, Little Dogie (Rep.)
FD: 3-27-37; Gene Autry, Judith Allen
Gods Couniry ana me Woman
(Warners*
1-10-37
FD:
12-19-30;
Geo. Brent, Beverly
Huberts
Go Getter, The (W. B.)
FD: 4-27-S7; George Brent, Anita Louise
uuiu uibocis ui i-KjKj* iJJirsi isai O . iS-«o-ou
WD: i.Z-Z-ao. UicK. 1'uwell, Juaii Bluudeil
Gold Racket,
The
(G.N.)
4-10-37
FD: 4-24-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Golguina
(O-ulyotnu Corp.;
.aNul bc,
WD: 2-10-37; Harry Baur, Robert Le
Vigan
Good Earth, The (M-G-M)
Not set
WD: 2-3-37; Paul Muni, Louise Raiiier
Good Old Soak (M-G-M)
4-30-37
FD:cher4-20-37;
Wallace
Beery, Janet Bee-

pamsel in Distress (RKO)
In Prod.
|Dance,
Fred Charlie,
Astaire Dance
(W. B.)
In Prod.
Stuart Erwin, Glenda Farrell
Danger, Men Working
(Paramount)
In Prod.
I Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle
dangerous Number
(M-G-M)
1-22-37
; WD: 1-27-37; Robert Young, Ann Sothern,
Reginald
Owen
Agent
(G. N.)
5-29-37
David Harum — re-issue (20th-Fox) ..5-14-37 Government
Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
J Will Rogers, Louise Dresser
Gambini, The (Paramount) . .In Prod.
Day at the Races, A (M-G-M)
6-7-37 Great
Akim
Tamiroil,
Marian
Marsh
Marx Bros. Allan Jones, Maureen O'Sullivan
Death in the Air (Puritan Distrib.) .Not Set Great Guy
(UrandJamesNal'l)
1-2-37
FD:
12-9-30;
Cagney,
Mae Clarke
FD: 2-15-37; Lona Andre, John Carroll
Great Hospital Mystery
Jjevil is Driving, The (Col.)
6-21-37
(RKO Darwell,
Radio)
| Richard Dix, Joan Perry
Jane
Sally Blane, Thomas 5-14-37
Beck
bevil's Playground (Columbia)
1-24-37
i FD:
2-16-37;
Dolores
del Rio,
Chester Great O'Malley, The (Warner Bros.) 2-13-37
FD:
3-9-37;
Pat
O'Brien,
Sybil
Jason
Morris, Richard
Dix
Green Light (Warner
Bros.)
2-20-37
Dizzy Dames
(Liberty)
WD: 1-6-37; Errol Flynn, Anita Louise
i FD: 7-18-36: Mariorie Rambeau
Guardians
of
the
Air
(Col.)
4-30-37
Doctor Bull (reissue)
(20th-Fox) .. .2-6-36
Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith
Will Rogers, Marian Nixon
Blazing Sixes (W. B.)
6-12-37
GunHobRanger,
2-9-37
Dick Foran, Helen Valkis
Steele The (Republic)
Doctor's
Diary
(Para.)
2-5-37
: FD: 1-23-37; George Bancroft,
Helen
Bo!d Caballero. The (Republic) .... 1-18-37
Guns
and
Guitars
(Republic)
Not
sei
Burgess
FD: 12-3-36: Heather Angel, Bob
FD: 12-22-36;
Gene Autry, Dorothy Dix
Livingston
Dodge City Trail (Columbia)
2-5-37 Guns of the Pecos (Warner Bros.) . . .1-2-37
Boots and Saddles (20th-Fox)
4-2-37 i: Charles Starrett. Marian Weldon
FD: 4-3-37: Dick Foran, Anne Nagel
Borderland (Paramount)
2-26-37 Don't Pull Your Punches (Warner Bros.)
Not Set
FD: 2-15-37: Wm. Boyd. Jimmy Ellison
Hat
Off (Grand
National)
12-6-36
Barton McLane, June Travis
Border Phantom (Republic)
12-28-36
FD: 12-16-36: Mae Clarke, John Payne
Bob Steele, Harley Wood
Don't Tell the Wife (RKO-Radio) . . .In Prod. Head Over Heels in Love (GB) ... .2-20-37
FD: 2-20-37; Guy Kibbee, Una Merkel
Breezing
Home
(Universal)
1-31-37
FD: 2-5-37; Jessie Matthews, Louis
FD: 2-2-37: Binnie Barnes, William
Draegerman Courage
(F.N.)
5-15-37
: Jean Muir, Barton MacLane
Gargan
Borell
Headline
Crasher
(Conn.)
12-25-36
of Destiny (Crescent)
1-18-37
Broadway Melody of 1937 (M-G-M) .6-25-37 Drums
FD:mond
4-6-37; Frankie
Darro, Kane RichTom Keene
Broken Blossoms (Imperial)
Not set
FD: 1-15-37; Dolly Haas, Emlyn Williams
(Columbia) . .In Prod.
In Prod. Help Wanted, Female
Bulldog Drummond Escapes
(Para.) . 1-22-37 Easy Going (RKO)
Jean Arthur, George Brent
Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey
FD: 4-6-37: Heather Angel. Ray Milland.
3-20-37
Easy Living (Para.)
In Prod. Her Husband's Secretary
Guy Standing
(First Nat'l)
Jean Arthur, Edward
Arnold
By the Dawn's Early Light (RKO)
In prod
FD:
3-22-37;
Warren
Hull,
Jean
Muir
Joan Bennett, Fred Stone
Elephant Boy (U. A.)
4-23-37
Her Husband Lies (Para)
In Prod.
| FD: 4-6-37: Sabu, Walter Hudd
FD: 3-22-37: Ricardo Cortez, Gail Patrick
Cafe Metropole
(20th-Fox)
5-7-37 Espionage
(M-G-M)
2-26-37
FD:
4-29-37;
L. Young,
T. Power,
A.
( Para. ). In Prod.
FD: 3-6-37; Edmund Lowe, Madge Evans, High, Wide and Handsome
Menjou
Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott.
Paul Lukas
Hills of Old Wyoming
(Para.)
California Straight Ahead
(Univ.) . . . .5-2-37 Ever Since Adam
(Republic)
3-8-37
FD: 4-16-37; John Wayne, Louise Latimer
FD:
4-13-37; William Boyd, Gail Sheridan
Nat Pendleton, Lyle Talbot
Call It a Day (W.B.)
4-17-37 Everybody
History
Is
Made
at
Night
(U. A.).. 3. -6-37
Dance
(GB)
2-15-37
FD: 3-8-37; Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur
Fd: 3-6-37; Olivia de Havilland, Ian HunCicely Courtneidge,
Ernest Truex
Hit
Parade,
The
(Republic)
ter
Exclusive
(Para.)
In Prod.
FD: 4-3-37; Frances Langford, Phil
Call of the Prairie (Para.)
Not set ■ Fred Mac Murray,
Frances Farmer
FD: 12-1-36: Wm. Boyd, Jimmy Ellison
Hittin'
the TrailJerry(G. Bergh
N.)
4-3-37
Camille (M-G-M)
1-1-37 Fair Warning
(20th-Fox)
3-5-37
Tex Ritter,
FD: 12-15-36: Greta Garbo, Robert Taylor
FD: 3-26-37; J. Edward Bromberg, Betty
Furness
Holy Terror, The (20th-Fox)
2-6-37
Captains Courageous
(M-G-M)
FD: 1-2-37: Jane Withers, Anthony Martin
FD: 3-29-37: Freddie Bartholomew, Spen- Family Affair, A (M-G-M)
3-12-37 Hotel Haywire
(Para.)
Not Set
cer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore
FD:
4-22-37;
Lionel Barrymore,
Cecilia
Leo
Carrillo, Mary Carlisle
Carnival Queen
(Col.)
Purkpr
William Gargan, Dorothea Kent
Fifty Roads to Town
(20th-Fox) . . .4-16-37 I Met Him in Paris (Para.)
Not Set
Case of the Stuttering Bishop
(W. B.)6-5-37
FD: 3-29-37: Don Ameche, Ann Sothern
Claudette Colbert, Melvyn
Douglas
Find the Witness (Columbia)
1-8-37
Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith
I Promise to Pay (Columbia)
4-21-37
Donald Woods, Ann Dvorak
FD: 2-18-37; Chester Morns, Helen Mack,
Fire Over England (U. A.)
3-5-37
Cavalcade of the West (Diversion)
FD:
1-14-37:
Flora
Robson,
Lawrence
Leo
Carrillo
FD: 10-6-36; Hoot Gibson
Olivier
I Will Be Faithiul
(20th-Fox)
6-18-37
Michael
Whalen,
Gloria Stuart
Champagne
Waltz
(Para.)
1-29-37
FD: 2-5-37: Fred MacMurray.
Gladys
Fly Away Baby
(W. B.)
6-19-37 In Paris, A. W. u. L. (Rowland-Wagner I .
Swarthout
Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane
PI): 4-7 3ii; Lola Lane, lifne Ware
Forever
Yours
(G. N.)
5-15-37 Internes Can't Take Money
Charlie Chan at the Olympics
(20th-Fox)
(Para.) . .Not Set
Beniamino
Gigli
FD: 4-12-37: Barbara Stanwyck, Joel Me5-21-37
Frame
Up, The (Columbia)
5-1-37
Warner Oland, Katherine De Mille
Paul Kelly, Jacqueline
Wells
Charlie Chan at the Opera (20th-Fox),1-8-37
lt Happened Out West (20th-Fox) . .5-7-37
Four Days'
Wonder
( Universal) .... 1-3-37
Paul Kelly, Ju ith .
FD: 1-6-37; Jeanne Dante. Kenneth Howell
FD: ll-lfi-30: Warner Oland
(Rialto)
China Passage (RKO-Radio)
In Prod. Fury and the Woman
John Meade's Woman (Para)
2-26-37
FD: 2-11-37; Edward Arnol<
Francine
FD: 4-5-37; William Gargan, Molly
FD:
4-16-37:
Constance
Worth,
Vinton
Lamont
Haworth
Larrimoi"

^^^
Release Date

Join The Marines
(Republic)
1-26-3 7
FD: 1-4-37; June Travis, Paul Kelly7-23-37
Jones Family in Big Business
(20th-Fox)
FD: 4-13-37; Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane
Jones Family in OH to the Races (20th-Fox)
Z-19-37
FD: 1-7-37: Slim Summerville. Jed Prouty.
Shirley Deane
Juggernaut
(G. N.)
Boris Karloff
Justice After Dark (Warners)
John Litel, Ann Dvorak

4-30-37
In Prod

Kelly of the Secret Service (Principal) . . .
FD: 7-22-36; L. Hughes. Sheila Maniiori.
Killers of the Sea (Grand National) .5-8-37
Capt. Wallace
Casewell
King and the Chorus Girl (Warner Bros.)
3-27-37
FD: 2-25-37; Fernand Gravet, Joan BlonKing of Gamblers
(Para.)
Not Set
FD: dell4-16-37; Claire Trevor, Lloyd Nolan
King Solomon's
Mines
(GB)
In Prod
Paul Robeson,
Roland
Young
Kiss Me Goodbye
(Celebrity I
Nut Ht-i
Knight Without Armor
(U. A.).... Not Set
Marlene Dietrich, Robert Donat
Land

Beyond

the Law

(Warner

Dick Foran, Linda Perry
Land Without Music
(GB)
Richard Tauber, Jimmy Durante

Bros.)
Not Set
Not

set

Larceny on the Air (Republic) .... 1-11-37
FD: 1-16-37: G. Bradley, R. Livingston
Lash of the Penitentes
( Telepictures )
FD: De Forest
3-10-37;
Joseph
Swickard,
Marie
Last of Mrs. Cheyney
(M-G-M)
2-26-37
FD: 2-19-37: Joan Crawford, Robert Montgomery, Wm. Powell
Last Slaver. The (20th-Fox)
In Prod.
Warner Baxter, Wallace Beery
Last Train from Madrid
(Para.) . .In Prod.
Doris Lamour,
Gilbert Roland
Laughing
at Trouble
(20th-Fox)
12-11-31!
FD: 1-6-37: Jane Darwell. Sara Haden
Laughing
Senor
(20th-Fox)
6-4-37
Richard Arlen
Law of the Ranger
(Columbia) ... .2-26-37
Bob Allen
League
of Frightened Men
(Col.) . .6-25-37
Irene Hervey, Walter Connolly
Left Handed Law
(Universal)
4-18-31
Buck
Jones, Noel Francis
Let's Get Married
(Columbia)
3-25-37
FD: 4-14-37; Ralph Bellamy, Ida Lupino
Let Them Live (Universal)
4-25-37
Judith Barrett, John Howard
Life of Edward VIII (GB)
Not eel
FD: 12-10-36: Ex-King of England
Little
N.)
5-15-37
Dick Buckaroo
Foran, Jane(F. Bryan
Lion's Den. The ( Puritan i
FD: 8-26-36: Tim McCoy
Lloyds of London
(20th-Fox)
1-20-37
FD: 11-27-36: Madeleine Carroll,
Freddie Bartholomew
Looking for Trouble
(RKO)
Not Set
George O'Brien, Cecilia Parker
Lost Horizon
(Columbia) . . . .
Not shi
FD- 3-4-37: Ronald Colman. Jane Wyatt
Love from a Stranger
(U. A.)
FD: 4-21-37;
Anne Harding, Basil Rathbone
Love in a Bungalow (Universal) . . . .6-20-37
Kent Taylor, Nan Grey
Love Is News
(20th-Fox)
2-20-37
FD: 3-9-37: Loretta Young, Tyrone Power
Love Trap, The (Para.)
In Prod.
Ricardo Cortez, Gail Patrick
Madame
WalewskaCharles
(M-G-M)
Greta Garbo,
Boyer
Maid
of
Salem
(Paramount)
FD: 1-26-37; Claudette Colbert,
MacMurray
Make
a Wish
(RKO
Radio)
Bobby Breen
Make Way for Tomorrow
(Para.) .
FD: 4-27-37; Victor Moore, Fay

6-18-37
2-19-37
Fred

.Not Set
Banister

Mama
Steps Out
(M-G-M)
2-6-37
Guy Kibbee, Alice Brady, Betty Furness
ManFD:Betrayed
(Republic)
12-28-36
1-8-37: Eddie
Nueent. Kay Hughes
ManRobert
in Blue
6-6-37
Wilcox,(Universal)
Nan Grey
Man
in the Mirror
(G. N.)
E. E. Horton, Genevieve
Tobin

4-24-37

Man of Affairs (GB)
1-20-37
FD: 1-16-37; George Arliss, Rene Ray

A Calendar o% TedtuM Release*
Title

Release Date

1-29-37
Man of the People (M-G-M)
FD: 2-25-37; Joseph Calleia. Florence Rice
Man Who Could Work Miracles
ID. A.i
2-26-37
FD:
2-24-37;
Roland
Young,
Penelope
Ward
Man Who Found Himself
(RKO)
FD: 3-4-37; John Beal, Joan Fontaine
4-10-37
(F. N.)
Marked Woman
FD: 2-26-37; Bette Davis, Humphrey
Bogart
4-30-37
(20th Fox)
Married Lady
Gloria Stuart. Michael
Whalen
Maytime
I M-G-M )
3-26-37
FD: 3-8-37: J. MacDonald. Nelson Eddy
Melody
for Two
(Warner
Bros) ... .5-1-37
FD: 1-12-37; James Melton. Patricia Ellis
Melody of the Plains (Spectrum)
FD: 4-2-37: Fred Scott. Louise Small
Men in Exile (Warner Bros.)
4-3-37
Dick Purcell. June Travis
Men Are Not God's (U. A.)
1-22-37
FD: 1-20-37; Miriam Hopkins. Gertrude
Lawrence
Mexican
Quarter
(RKO)
In Prod.
Harry Carey. John Beal, Armida
Midnight Court (Warner Bros.)
3-6-37
FD: 1-27-37: Ann Dvorak. John Lite!
Midnight Madonna
(Para. I
In Prod.
Warren William. Mady Carrel!
Midnight
Taxi
(20th Fox)
4-2-37
FD: 4-5-37; Brian Donlevy,
Alan Dinehart. Frances
Drake
Mighty
Treve. The
(Universal) .... 1-17-37
FD: 1-12-37 Noah Beery. Jr., Chas. Winninger
Mile a Minute
Love
(Ace)
FD:
4-6-37:
William
Blakewell,
Arietta
Duncan
Mmd
Your Own
Business
(Para.) ... 1-8-37
Charlie Ruggles. Alice Brady, Lyle Talbot
FD:
12-14-36;
Charlie
Ruggles,
Alice
Brady
Missing Men
(Republic)
Not set
Kay Hughes
Missus America
(RKO)
Not Set
Victor Moore, Helen Broderick
More Than a Secretary (Columbia) . .Not set
FD: 12-11-36: Jean Arthur, George Brent
Motor
Madness
(Columbia)
4-5-37
Rosalind Keith. Allen Brook
Mountain
Justice (Warner Bros.) .. .4-24-37
Josephine
Hutchinson.
George
Brent
Mountain
Music
(Para.)
In Prod.
Bob Burns, Martha Faye
Murder Goes to College (Paramount) .3-5-37
FD: 2-24-37: Ray Milland, Marsha Hunt
Murder in the Red Barn (Olympic)
FD: 8-19-36; Tod Slaughter
Mysterious Crossing
(Universal) ... 12-27-36
FD: 2-2-37: James Dunne, Jean Rogers
Murder
on the Set (Globe)
FD: 8-21-36: Henry Kandall, Eve Grey
Nancy Steele Is Missing (20th-Fox) .3-12-37
FD:
3-10-37:
Victor
McLaglen,
Walter
Connolly. June Lang
Navy
Blues
(Republicl
FD: 3-29-37; Dick Purcell. Mary Brian
Navy Spy (Grand National)
3-13-37
FD
3-24-37: Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
New Faces of 1937 (RKO)
In Prod.
Milton Berle. Joe Penner, Harriet Hilliard
Night
Kev
(Universal)
5-2-37
FD: 4-21-37; Boris Karloff, Polly Rowles
Night Must Fall (M-G-M)
4-23-37
FD: 4-22-37:
Robert
Montgomery,
Rosalind Russell
Night of Mystery, A (Para.)
Not Set
Roscoe Karns, Helen Burgess
Nobody's
Baby
(M-G-M)
4-23-37
Ftv 2-2-37: Patsv Kelly. Lyda Robert!
North of the Rio Grande
(Para.) . .In Prod.
Wm.
Boyd, Bernadene
Hayes
Oh!

Doctor
(Universal)
5-23-37
FD: 4-22-37: Edward Everett Horton,
Evp Arden
'Md
Corral
(Republic)
12-21-36
Gene Autry
Old Louisiana
(Crescent)
3-1-36
FD: 3-12-36; Tom Keene, Rita Cansino
On the Avenue
(20th-Fox)
2-12-37
FD: 2-3-37; Dick Powell, Madeleine
Carroll
Once a Doctor (First Nat'l)
1-23-37
FD: 2-27-37; Donald Woods, Jean Muir
Once in a Blue Moon (Paramount) . .Not set
FD: 12-3-36; Jimmy Savo, Nikita
Baliefl
One in a Million (20th-Fox)
1-1-37
FD: 12-22-30:
Sonja Henie, Adolphe
Menjou

Title

(Paramount)
Outcast
FD:Morley
2-2-37;
Warren

Release Date
William,

2-5-37
Karen

Outcast of Poker Flats (RKO).... In Prod.
FD: 3-16-37:
Preston
Foster
Paradise Express
(Republic)
2-22-37
FD:
3-5-37;
Grant
Withers.
Dorothy
Appleby
Parnell (M-G-M)
6-28-37
Clark Gable. Myrna Loy
Park Avenue Logger (RKO-Radio) . .In Prod.
FD: Roberts
3-16-37;
George
O'Brien.
Beatrice
Parole Racket
(Columbia)
3-4-37
FD: 3-11-37; Rosalind Keith, Paul Kelly
Penrod
and Sam
(Warners)
2-27-37
FD: 3-17-37; Billy Maueh, Frank Craven
Personal Property
(M-G-M)
3-19-37
FD: 3-16-37; Jean Harlow, Robert Taylor
Phantom Ship (Guaranteed Piets.l.Not set
FD: 2-15-37: Bela Lugosi, Shirley Grey
Pick a Star (M-G-M )
FD: 4-20-37;
Patsy Kelly. Jack Haley
Plainsman,
The
(Paramount)
1-1-37
FD: 11-24-36; Gary Cooper, Jean Arthur
Plough and the Stars (RKO)
1-16-37
FD: 12-26-36: Barbara Stanwyck. Preston
Foster
Plot Thickens, The (RKO)
12-11-36
FD: 12-9-36: James Gleason. ZaSu Pitts
Prince and the Pauper
(F. N.) ... .5-8-37
FD: 4-8-37; Errol Flynn, Billy and Bobby
Mauch
Public Wedding
( Warners)
Jane Wyman. William Hopper
Quality Street (RKO)
In Prod
FD: 3-10-37; Katharine Hepburn. Franchot
Tone
Racing Lady
(RKO)
1-29-37
FD: 1-22-37: Ann Dvorak. Harry Carey
Racketeers
in Exile (Columbia) ... .3-30-37
FD: son 4-15-37;
Geo. Bancroft. Wynne
GibRadio City Revels (RKO)
In Prod,
Bob Burns, Jack Oakic. Victor Moore
Rainbow on the River (RKO)
12-26-36
FD: 12-5-36: Bobby Breen. May Robson
Ready. Willing and Able (Warners)
. .3-6-37
FD: 3-10-37: Ruby Keeler, Lee Dixon
Red Lights Ahead
(Chesterfield) .. .In Prod.
Return of Raffles (Invincible)
In Prod.
rtiders of Whistling Skull (Republic) . 1-4-37
Livingston.
Corrigan. Terhune
River of Unrest
(GB)
1-10-37
John Lodge. John Loder
Road Back. The (Universal*
5-30-37
John King Barbara Read
Romance
and Riches
(Grand Mary
Nat'l)Brian
.2-27-37
FD: 3-2-37:
Cary Grant.
Romeo
FD:
ard

and Juliet (M-G-M)
4-16-37
7-16-36: Norma Shearer. Leslie How-

Rr-n"dlii Tim^ in Texas fRppiihlifO .2-"S-37
FD: 4-22-37: Gene Autry, Maxine Doyle
Saint in New York (RKO)
In Prod
Barbara Stanwyck. Eduardo Ciannelli
Sand flow (Universal)
2-14-37
FD: 2-1-37: Buck Jones, Lita Chevret
San Qnentin
(Warner
Bros.)
In Prod
Pat O'Brien. Humphrey Bogart
Scotland Yard Commands
(Orand
National)
1-23-37
FD: 2-16-37; Clive Brook. Victoria HopSea

Devils (RKO Radio)
Not set
FD:per 2-11-37; Victor McLaglen, Ida
Lunino
Secret Grey
Valley
(20th-Fox)
1-15-37
FD: 12-28-36: Richard Arlen. Virginia
Serenade on the Seine (RKO)
Ann Sothern. Smith Ballew
Seventh
Heaven
f20th-Fnx)
FD: .3-18-37: Simone Simon,

In Prod.
James

3-26-37
Stew-

Shall We Dance
(RKO)
Not Set
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
She's Dangerous
(Universal)
1-24-37
FD: 1-19-37: Walter Pidgeon. Tala Birell
She Sang for Her Supper
(RKO I.. In Prod.
Anne Shirlev
Shoes with Rhythm
(Universal) .... 6-9-37
Frances
Williams.
Billy Reed
Silent
Barriers
(GB)
FD: 3-26-37: Richard
Arlen. Lilli Palmer
Sing and Be Happy
( 20th -Fox) .... 6-25-37
Tony Martin, Leah Ray

Title
Sing,
Tex Cowboy
Ritter

Sing

|G. N.)

Sins Me a Love Song (Warners)
FD: Ellis12-29-36;
James Melton.

Release Date
5-22-37
1-9-37
Patricia

Sing While You're Able (Melody)
FD: 3-24-37; Pinky Tomlin, Toby Wing
Slave Ship (20th-Fox)
6-11-37
Warner Baxter, W. Beery, E. Allen
Slim Lindsay
(F. N.)
6-12-37
Pat
O'Brien,
Henry
Fonda.
Margaret
Small

Town

Boy

(G. N.)

Smart Blonde (Warner Bros.)
1-2-37
FD: 11-21-36;
Glenda Farrell. Barton
MacLane
Soldier and the Lady
(RKO)
FD:
2-19-37:
Anton
Walbrook,
Margot
Grahame,
Reviewed
as "Michael
StroSong
of the Lindsay,
City (M-G-M)
4-2-37
Margaret
Jeffrey Dean'
Souls at Sea (Para.)
Not Set
Gary Cooper, George Raft, Frances Dee
Speed to Spare (Columbia)
4-20-37
Charles Quigley, Dorothy Wilson
Special
Orders
(Republic)
In Prod.
Guy Kibbee
Stage Door
(RKO)
In Prod.
Katharinegoff" Hepburn,
Ginger
Rogers,
B.
Meredith
Stampede
(Col.)
Not set
FD: 11-27-36: Charles Starret, Finis
Barton
Star Is Born. A (United Artists) . . . .4-30-37
FD: 4-23-37; Fredric March, Janet Gaynor
Star of Empire
(Crescent)
12-8-36
Tom Keene
Step Lively, Jeeves
(20th,Fox)
4-9-37
FD: 4-5-37: Arthur Treacher, Patricia
Ellis
Stepping Toes (RKO)
In Prod.
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
Stolen
Holiday
(Warners)
2-6-37
FD: 12-22-36: Kay Francis, Claude Rains
Stormy
Trails (Grand
Nat'l)
Not set
FD: 12-23-36: Bob Hodges, Lois Wilde
Stowaway
(20th-Fox)
12-26-36
FD:
12-16-36:
Shirley
Temple,
Robert
Young
Super Sleuth (RKO)
In Prod.
Jack Oakie, Ann Sothern
Swing High, Swing Low
(Para.)
FD:Murray
3-15-36: Carole Lombard, Fred MacTalent Scout (Warners)
Talk of the Devil (G. B.)
6-1-37
Ricardo
Cortez, Sally Eilers
Tenth Man,
The
(G. B.)
5-15-37
That Girl from Paris (RKO)
1-22-37
FD- 12-15-36: Lily Pons. Gene Raymond
That I May Live (20th Cent. -Fox) . .4-30-37
Roehelle Hudson. Robert Kent
That Man's Here Again (First Nat'l) .4-17-37
Mary Magnire. Hugh Herbert
There Goes My Girl (RKO)
In Prod.
Ann Sothern. Gene Raymond
They Rave Him a Gun (M-O-M) . . . .5-14-37
TheyFTV Wanted
MarryFurneoo.
(RKO) E. E. Clive
2-5-37
"-3-37- toBettv
Think Fast. Mr. Mot.o (20th-Foxt .. 6-25-37
FD: 4-6-37: Peter Lorre. Virginia Fields
This D'Orsay
is My Affair (20th-Fox)
5-28-37
Barbara
Stanwyck.
Robert
Taylor
Three Legionnaires.
The (G. P.)
FD:
3-20-37:
Robert
Armstrong,
Fifi
■Whalen
Thunder in the Citv (Columbia) . . . .4-25-37
FD: 4-27-37;
Edward
G. Robinson,
Luli
Deste
Time Out for Romance
(20th-Fox) .3-19-37
FD- 2-10-37: Claire Trevor. Michael
Tomorrow's Headlines
(RKO)
Not Set
Lee Tracy. Diana Gibson
Tr"> Man'- Wives
(RKO-Radio)
FD: 4-7-37: Anne
Shirley
Ton of the Town
(Universal)
4-18-37
FD: 3-27-37: Doris Nolan. George Murphy
Trapped
(Columbia)
3-5-37
Charles Starret. Peggy Stratford
Toast of New York
(RKO-Radio) . .Not Set
Edward Arnold. Frances Farmer
Trouble in Morocco (Columbia)
3-22-37
FD: 3-9-37: Jack Holt. Mae Clarke
Trouble
in
Texas
(Grand
Nat'l)
...
.3-6-37
FD: 3-11-37: Tex Ritter. Rita Cansino
The

Trusted
Outlaw
(Republic) ... .2-1-37
Bob Steele. Lois January
Too Many Wives
(RKO)
4-9-37
FD: 4-7-37; John Morley, Barbara Pepper

Release Date

Title

Turn Off the Moon
(Para.)
Not Set
Charlie Ruggles,
Eleanor
Whitney
Two-Gun
Law
(Col.)
4-7-37
Charles Starrett, Peggy
Stratford
TwoHenryWho Wilcoxon,
Dared
(G.AnnaN.)

Sten

5-8-37

Twenty-Three and a Half Hours' Leave
(Grand
National)
3-20-37
FD: 3-2-37; Jimmy Ellison .Terry Walker
Two of Us, The (GB)
Not set
Jack Hulbert
Twosey Wise Maids
(Republic)
2-15-37
FD: 2-2-37; Alison Skipworth,
Polly
Moran, Gracie Muir
Under Cover of Night (M-G-M)
1-8-37
FD: 1-4-37: Edmund Lowe, Florence Rice
Under the Red Robe (20th-Fox) .. .5-21-37
Conrad Veidt, Annabella, Raymond MasVenus Makes Trouble
(Columbia) .. 6-14-37
James Dunn. Patricia Ellis
Vivacious Lady ( RKO )
In Prod .
Ginger Rogers, James Stewart
Waikiki Wedding
(Para.)
FD: 3-23-37; Bing Crosby, Martha Rayc,
Bob Burns
Wake Up and Live (20th -Fox)
4-27-37
FD: nie. 4-10-37;
Walter
Winchell,
Ben BerAlice Faye
Way
Out West
(M-G-M)
FD: 12-19-36; Laurel and Hardy
Wee Willie Winkie
(20th-Fox)
4-9-37
Shirley Temple,
Geo. Hassell
We Have Our Moments
(Universal) .3-28-37
FD: 3-24-37; James Dunn, Sally Eilers
We. the Jury (RKO)
In Prod.
Helen Broderick,
Victor Moore
We Who Are About to Die (RKO) ... 1-8-37
FD: 10-23-36: Preston Foster. A. Dvorak
We're in the Legion Now
(Grand
National)
1-16-37
Reginald Denny, Esther Ralston
We're on the Jury (RKO-Radio)
FD: 1-18-37; Victor Moore, Helen
Broderick
Westbound Mail (Columbia)
1-22-37
Charles Starret, Rosalind Keith
What Price Vengeance (Rialto Prods.) . . .
FD: 4-2-37: Lyle Talbot, Wendy Barrie
When
Love Ts Young
(Universal I .. .4-4-37
FD: 4-19-37; Virginia Bruce, Kent Taylor
When You're in Love (Columbia)
. . .2-27-37
FD: 2-18-37: Grace Moore. Cary Grant
When's
Your
Birthday?
(RKO)
FD: 2-16-37; Joe E. Brown, Marian
WillMarsh
Hay
Where There's a Will (GB)
Not set
While London
Sleeps (Ideal)
FD: 7-18-36: Victor Varconi
White
Bondage
(W. B.)
6-19-37
Jean Muir, Gordon
Oliver
White
Gods
(Trekolog)
FD: 3-2A0-37;
Native Cast.
Wildcat Trooper
(Ambassador)
FD: 7-14-36: Kermit Maynard
Wildcatter,
The
(Universal)
6-13-37
Scott Colton, Jean Rogers
Wings of Mercy (RKO-Radio)
In Prod.
John Beal. Joan Fontaine
Wings
of Morning
(20th-Fox)
2-19-37
FD: 2-2-37: Annabelle. Henry Fonda
Wings Over Honolulu
(Universal) . . .5-16-37
Ray Milland. Wendy Barrie
With Love and Kisses (Melody) ... .Not set
FD: 12-7-36: Pinky Tomlin. Toby Wing
Woman
Alone
(GB)
1-1-37
FD: 1-9-37: Svlvia Sidney. Oscar Homolka
Woman Chases Man
(U. A.)
FD:McCrea
4-27-37:
Miriam
Hopkins.
Joel
Woman
I Love, The (RKO)
4-15-37
FD: 4-16-37; Paul Muni, Miriam Hopkins
Woman in Distress (Columbia)
....1-17-37
FD: 1-19-37; May Robson, Irene Hervey,
Dean Jagger
Woman Wise (20th-Fox)
1-22-37
FD: 1-16-37: Roehelle Hudson. Michael
Whalen
Women of Glamor (Columbia)
1-28-37
FD: Bruce
3-9-37;
Melvyn
Douglas.
Virginia
Yellow

Cruise

(French

M.

P. Co.)

10-30-36
YouFD: Can't
Beat Love (RKO)
In Prod.
Preston Foster, Joan Fontaine
You Can't Buy Luck
(RKO)
Onslow
Stevens, Helen Mack
You Only Live Once (Unit. Art.) . . . .1-1-37
FD: 1-27-37; Sylvia Sidney, Henry Fonda
You're in the Army Now (G. B.)
3-1-37
FD: 2-25-37: Wallace Ford, Anna Lee
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